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A SINGULAR LIFE.

L

THERE were seven of them at the table

that day, ami they were talking about

heredity. At least they were talking

about whatever stood for heredity at tin;

date of our history. The word lia.l jen-

etrated to religious circles at the time ;

was .still interpreted with a free

personal translation.

Perhaps there is no greater curiosity

of its kind than that of a group of theo-

logical i'-fly
in their junior

year) discussing science. It is not cer-

tain that the tendencies of the Si-minary
lul. dinner are not in themselves mate-

rial belongs
to the pow* ; li< t her the

case be one of e.><li>h. baked beans, or

an unrequited ulVe.-tion. That the tiling

we have n> iiin^ we would have,

: vim ii'.r I n<r the junior may

deny ; and it is quite probable that these

young men set an undue value upon a

game dinner and entree*, \\hi.-h was not

it its reactionary effect upon their

phflotopl

Jayues, for instance, had been read-

i. iy nes was a stout man,
. with t!ioM round eyeglasses

by whi.l, ,,,-ulisU delight in defo

round jH-ople. He confessed that he

was impressed by the ar^um.m. ll,-

:

en arise, we do not know why;
an.l it it h .,,! 1 be probable that the ma-

es have arisen in a spon-
taneous manner

"

" A little vinegar, Jaynes, if you

please," interrupted Tompkinton gently.

Tompkiiium was long and lean. His

liair was thin, and scragged about his

ears, which were not .small. His hands

were thin. His clear blue eye had an

absent look. In cold weather he wore

an old army eaj>e of his father's. He
>tudii'd much without a lire, for the club

board at the " short price
"
cost him two

dollars and seventy -five cents a week.

His boots were old. and he had no gloves

and a roti^h. He came from the State

of New Hampshire.
Then there was Fenton : a snug little

fellow, who took honors at Amherst ; a

man who never spent more than five hun-

dred a year in 1 et always wore

clean linen and a tolerable coat, had a

>t \ li-h cut to his hair, and went to Boston

occasionally to a concert. It was even

reported that he had been to see Booth.

Hut the Faculty discredited the report.

Besides, he had what was known as " a

gift at prayer."
; on was rather a popular mai i

wh.-n he spoke in answer to Holt (who
observed that A consul < i, <1 Huxley's De-

scent of Man an infidel book) he was lis-

i to \\ith | -ion.

Holt was in the Special Course. He
was a converted brakeman from the 1 1- .-U

3t Mary's, a flourishing Western
rail\\a\. ll-lt. being the only student

present who had not received any undue

measure of collegiate culture, was treated

with marked courtesy by his more liber-

ally educated fellow-students.
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We are reading Darwin up at my
room, two or three of us, after dinner,"

observed Fenton gently.
** We should

be happy to have you join us sometimes,

Holt."

Holt blinked at the speaker with that

uncertain motion of the eyelids which

means half intellectual confusion, and
half personal embarrassment. Not a man
of these young Christians had smiled;

yet the Special Course student, being no

natural fool, vaguely perceived that some-

thing had gone wrong.
But Fenton was vivaciously discussing

the last ball game with his ri.w-vis, a

middler whose name is unknown to his-

tory. It was some time before he said,

looking far down the long table :

*

Bayard, who is it that says it takes

three generations to make a gentleman ?
"

"
Why, Holmes, I suppose," answered

he who was addressed. ** Who else would

be likely to say it ?
"

"Any of the Avonsons might have

said it," observed a gentlemanly fellow

from the extreme end of the table ; he

returned his spoon to his saucer as he

spoke. There were several students at

the club who did not drink with their

spoons in their teacups, and even laid the

knife and fork in parallels upon the plate,

and this was one of the men. He had

an effective and tenderly cherished mus-

tache. He was, on the whole, a hand-

some man. It was thought that he would

settle over a city parish.
" I doubt if there was ever an Avon-

son who could have said it, Bent," re-

plied Bayard. The Avonsons were a

prominent New England family, not un-

known to diplomacy and letters, nor even

to Holt of the Hecla and St. Mary's.
I Jut why. then?" persisted Bent

-

They have believed it too thorough-

ly and too long to say anything so fine."

Bent raised an interrogative eyebrow.
TtX v. .:t understand." returned

Bayard, smiling. All the fellows turned

towards Bayard when he smiled ; it was

a habit they had. " You are n't ex

to. You are destined for the Kpiscopal
Church."

" I see the connection less than ever,"
Bent maintained. But I scent here>\-

somewhere. You are doomed to the

stake, Bayard. That is clear as as

the Latin fathers. Have an apple,
do. It's sour, but sound. It's Haiti-

win year, or we should n't get them ex-

cept Sundays."

Bayard mechanically took the apple,
and laid it down untouched. Hi- eye
wandered up the cold length of the long
table decorated with stone china. Some-

how, few aspects of the theological life

struck his imagination so typically as a

big vegetable dish piled with cold, unre-

lieved Baldwins, to be served for after-

dinner fruit on a winter day. In the

kind of mental chill which the smallest of

causes may throw over a nature like his,

Bayard did not exert himself to reply to

his classmate, but fell into one of the sud-

den silences for which he was marked.

My father," observed the New Hamp-
shire man quietly,

" was a farmer. He

dug his own potatoes the day hei

enlisted. Perhaps I am no judge, but

I always thought he was a gentleman
when I was a little boy."

Tompkinton shouldered himself out of

the conversation, a-ked one of the fellows

what hour the 1

' had decided on

for eternal punishment, and went out into

the wintry air. taking long strides to the

lecture-room, with his not* hook under the

old blue army cape, of which the north

west wind flung up the scarlet side.

"Has the Professor tea'd you yet.
"
asked Bayard, r ihaps

a little too obviously anxious to turn the

channels of conversation. Genealogical

problems at best, and in picked company,
are unsafe topics; hence peculiarly dan-

gerous atacluhtahle of poor theoligue>.

halfofwhom most, in the nature of things,

be forcing their way into social conditions

wholly unknown to their pa-t. Bayard
was quicker than the other men to think

of such things.
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i yea," said Bent, \\ith a slightly

twit i ii of us at a

in alphabetical order. I came the

first > Madam his wife

Mademoiselle his daughter were pre-

sent, the only ladies against such a lot of

us. I pitied them. But Mi- Carruth

seemed to pity us. She showed me her

photograph hook, and some Swiss pickle

> carved. Then she asked me if

I read Conite. And then her mother

asked me how many of the class had re-

. d calls. 1 li n the Professor told

some stories about a Baptist minister.

And so by and by we came away. It

was an abandoned hour for Cesarea.

It was ten o'clock."

\as in town that night," observed

Bayard. I had to send my regrets."

you were in town, why could n't

you go ?
"
asked the middler.

44 1 mean that I was out of town. I

was in Boston. I had gone home/' ex-

plained Bayard pleasantly.

Y..II won't .Mime in now till after the
"

suggested Fenton quickly ; "or else

you '11 be left over till the postgraduates
take turn, and the B's come on again."
The Baldwin apples were all eaten

now, and the stone china was disappear-

ing from the long table in detachments.

Jaynes and the Special Course man had

wed Tom j>k
in tn. and the middler

and Bent now pushed back their chairs.

Bayard remained a moment to ask after

the landlady's neuralgia, he was one

of the men who do not economize sympa-
tiian its repres-

i ia usually worth. and Fenton wait-

ed for him i; [ hall. The two

!>g men shoved their shoulders into

r overcoats sturdily, and walked
across the Seminary green together to

r rooms.

tly speaking, one should say the

Seminary
" white." It was midwinter,

and on top of Cesarea Hill. From the

. corners of the earth the winds of

heaven blew, and beat against that spot ;

to it the first snowflake flew, and on it

the last blizzard fell. Were the winters

longer and the summers hotter in Cesa-

rea than in other places ? So thought
the theologues in the old draughty, shak-

ing Seminary dormitories dignified by
time and native talent with the name of

-ha;

Young Bayai iie icy path to

his own particular hall (Galilee was its

name) with the chronic homesickness of

a city-bred man forced through a New

England country winter under circum-

stances which forbade him to find fault

with it. His profession and his seminary
were his own choice ; he had never been

conscious of wavering in it, or caught
in grumbling about it, but sometimes he

felt that if he had been brought up differ-

ently, like Tompkinton, for instance,

not to say Holt, he should have ex-

pended less of that vitality necessary to

any kind of success in the simple process
of enduring the unfamiliar.

How was the gale round your room

last night ?
"

inquired young Fenton, as

the two climbed the fro/.eii terraces, and

leaped over the chains that hung between

rows of stunted posts set at regular inter-

vals in front of the Seminary buildings.

For what purpose these stone dwarfs

staggered there, no one but the foi.

of the institution knew ; and they had

been in their graves too long to tell.

"
It made me think of my uncle's

house," observed Bayard.
rast? Yes. I never

lived in Beacon Street But I can guess.

you in that northwest corner. My
r sent me a soapstone by express

last week. I should have been dead, I

should have been frozen stark, without

it. You heat it. you know, on top of

the base-burner, and tuck it in the sheets.

Then you forget and kick it out when

you 're asleep, and it thumps on the fel-

low's head in the room below, ami he

blackguards you for it through the ceil-

ing. Better get :

41 Are you really comfortable all

night?" asked Bayard wistfully
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have n't thought about being warm or

any of those luxuries since I came here.

I expected to rough it. I mean to

toughen myself."
In his heart he was repeating certain

old words which ran like this : Endure

hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus

Christ. But they did not come to his

lips. He was as afraid of cant as too

many young theologues are of sincere

simplicity.
"
Oh, come, Bayard !

"
urged the other.

" There
J

s where you miss it. Why not

be comfortable ? I don't see that Chris-

tianity and misery need be identical. You
are certain to have a tough time if you go
on as you begin. Talk about election,

foreordination, predestination ! You
take the whole set of condemnatory doc-

trines into your hands and settle your own
fate beforehand. A man does n't leave

Providence any free will who sets out in

life as you do."
" Do \ strike you that way ?

"
asked

the young man anxiously.
" If there is

anything I abhor, it is a gloomy clergy-

man !

"

" There you are again ! Now I 'm not

finding fault with you," began Fenton,

settling his chin in his comfortable way.
u Your soul is all nerves, man. It is a

ganglion. You need more tissue round

it like me."

The two young men stood at the foot of

the bare wooden stairs in the cold entry

of Galilee Hall, at the dividing of their

ways. It was the usual luck of the other

that he should have a southwest room,

first floor. But Bayard climbed to his

northwest third-story corner uncomplain-

ingly. It occurred to him to say that

there were objects in life as important,

on the whole, as being comfortable. But

he did not. He only asked if the lec-

tures on the Nicene Creed were to be con-

tinued at four, and went on, shivering, to

his room.

It was a bitter February afternoon,

and the wind blew the wrong way for

northwest corners. Bayard had spent

the day in coddling his bit; base-burner,

which now rewarded him by a decent

glow as he entered his study. He had

no chum, and thanked God for it ; lie

curled into the shell of his solitude con-

tentedly, and turned to his books at once,

plunging headlong into the gulf of the

Nicene Creed. At the end of two hom-s

he got up, shivering. The subject was

colder than the climate, and he felt con-

gealed to the soul. He flung open his

bedroom door. An icy breath came from

that monastic cell. He thought,
" I real-

ly must get some double windows." He
had purposely refrained all winter from

this luxury lest he should seem to have

more comforts than his poorer classmates.

The early winter sunset was coming
on. and Cesarea Hill was wrapping her-

self in gold and purple and in silver

sheen to meet it. Bayard went to his

window, and stood, with his hands locked

behind him, looking abroad.

The Seminary lawns (old Cesareans

spoke of them as the Seminary
"
yard "),

encrusted in two feet of snow, took on

the evening colors in great sweeps, as if

made by one or two strokes of a mighty
brush. The transverse paths that cut

across the snow, under rows of ancient

elm-trees, had the shape of a cross. The .

delicate, bare branches of the elms were

etched against a blazing west. Above, -

the metallic sky hung cold and clear. A
few students were crossing the lawns,

tripping and slipping on the paths of

gray and glittering ice. In the wide

street beyond, a number of people were

breasting the blast, valiantly prepared
for a mile's walk to the evening mail.

The night threatened to be very cold.

Across the street, the Professors' houses

stood in a serious row. Beyond them,

the horizon line ran to Wachusett mi-

disturbed ; and the hill and valley view

melted into noble outlines under snow

and sun.

Emanuel Bayard stood at his window

looking across to the hills. The setting

sun shone full in his face. I see no rea-
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son why one should hesitate to g

man full credit for personal beauty be-

one chances to he his biographer,
and do not he- hat the at-

tractiveness of tliis young man was ex-

traordinary.

He v -MI lor build, hut tall, and

with good square shoulders that sturdily

supported his liead. He had the fore-

it, the carriage of a man
of society, and tin; heauty of a myth, or

.;. which may be the same thing.

M was a triiie fair fora
man : his hrown hair, shot with gold,
curled defiantly all over his head; when

1 to Mudy theology, he

o try to brush it straight, but he

as well have tried to brush An-
tinous out of fable. He had bright, hu-

man, healthy color, and, as has been in-

d, a remarkable smile. His lips

were delicately cut ; they curved and

livmhled with almost pitiful responsive-

ness to impressions. Thought ami

ased over his face like the tints of

a vibrating pri>ni ca-t on a white sur-

It was in his eyes that the ex-

i6M of his nature seemed
rntrate and n into re-

JM.M-. His nearest friend might have said

's
eyes, They are hazel, and

said nomore. Some-- the street,

to whom the perception of the unusual

was given, might have passed him, and
said. That man's eyes are living light.

1 hack and
look. ,1 again at. him ; while people who

sometimes turned away
from him uncomfortably, as if he blind-

ed them. This power to da/vie, which

oin merely clear-minded per-

sons with a Well painted
'< not he

associated in the least with the hi- her

i ry. It was the

I tiiat his eye
earned to he ti it as well a- the

brighi- i any given personal sit-

uation. N, ither a prophet nor a cut-

throat would tor an instant have ques-
tion, .I the spiritual -iipremacx ..' th

In Paris, once, he was thrown in the

ifbratcd adventuress, and she

confessed to him, sobbing, as if he had

been her prie>t. within an hour. Rank
is of the soul, and Bayard's was unmis-

takable. Beauty like his is as candid, in

its way, as certain forms of vice. It is

ihle for him to conceal his descent

who is born a spiritual prince.

But the young man was thinking no-

thing of this as he faced the cold and

gleaming sky, to see the sun drop just to

the north of Wachusett, as he had done

so many winter nights since he took pos-
se<-ion of the northwest corner of Gali-

lee Hall. If his musing had been strictly

translated into words,
" I must prove my

rank," he would have said.

As he stood mute and rapt, seeming
to bestow more brilliance than he took

from it on the afterglow that tilled the

grim old room, his eye rested on the

line of Professors' houses that stood be-

tween him and his sunset, and nu

traveled from ancient roof to roof till

it reached the house behind which the

sun had dropped. This house was not

built by the pious founders, and had a

certain impertinent, worldly air as of a

IVofes-x.r with property, or a committee

of the Trustees who conceded more than

was expected by the Westminster Cate-

chism to contemporaneous ease and ar-

chitecture. It was in fact a fashionable

modem buildii: u Anne country
house, neither more nor less.

AsB reached the homeof
his theological Professor it idly fell upon
the second -story front window, where

signs of motion chanced to arrest his at-

tention. In thi> window the drawn shade

was slowh :,,| the lace drapery
curtains parted. A woman's figure stood

forainomeiit Letween the curtain^. There

were western windows, also, to the room,
and the still burning light -hot through
from -ide to side of the \\ing. In it she

could ho seen clearly: she stood with

arm and hand : thrre was MBM-

uily and rich in
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the outlines of that remote figure that

the youngman would have been no young
man if his glance had not rested upon it.

After a moment's perceptible hesita-

tion he turned away ; then stepped back

and drew down his old white cotton

II.

More than thirty years before the day
of this biography, a blue-eyed girl sat

in her brother's home in Beacon Street,

weighing the problem which even then

had begun to hliake the social world every

year at crocus time. Where shall we spend
the sumni

When Mary Worcester's gentle mind,

wavering between the hills and the shore

with the pleasant agitation of a girl who
lias never known any compulsion severer

than her own young choice upon her fate,

tun ].<! in the direction of the mountain

village which her mother used to fancy,

it seemed the least important of acts or

facts, and was so regarded by her bro-

ther ; for Hermon Worcester was a pre-

occupied young man, more absorbed in

adding to his fortune, inherited in wool,

than in studying the natural history of

an attractive orphaned younger sister,

left, obviously, by Providence upon his

hands.

So, properly chaperoned and luxuri-

ously outfitted, to the hills went Mary
Worcester that conrlu-ive summer of

her life : and the village of H'-thh licin

a handful then, a hamlet, if one should

compare it with the luxurious and im-

portant place of resort known to our own

day received, as unconsciously as she

gave, the presence of this young visitor

< >se lot was destined to become so fair

a le in with the village history.

They are not usually the decisions to

which we give the most thought that most
control our lives. : i,> which we

give the least; and this city girl glided
into her ooi. lay as unaware as

the rest of us are when we cross the lit

tie misty space that separates freedom

from fate.

She was not an extraordinary girl ;

unless we should consider extraordinary
a certain kind of moral beauty to which

the delicacy of her face and form gave
marked expression. Such beauty she as-

suredly possessed. Her head had a cer-

tain poise never to be found except in

women to whom we may apply the beauti-

ful adjective
"
high-niftded." Her eyes

and the curve of her lip bore this out ; and

she had the quality of voice no more to be

copied by a woman of the world than a

pure heart is to be imitated by a schemer.

She was not an intellectual woman in

our modern sense of the word. She was

a bright, gentle girl; more devout than

her mates who rode with her on picnics

from the hotel, but as ready to be happ\
as the rest ; she had a certain sweet mer-

riment, or merry sweetness, peculiar to

herself, and of which life and trouble

never entirely robbed her. If we add to

this that she had the angelic obstinacy

sometimes to be found in unobtrusive

and amiable people, her str\ . so far as

it concerns us, need not be the enigma
that it always remained to many of those

who knew her best. In this summer of

which we speak, when Miss W.-

had been for a couple of weeks among the *

hills, it befell that her party. for some

cause not important enough to n

moved into lodgings across the road from

the hotel, where they commanded a cot-

tage otherwise occupied only by the pro-

prietor or tenant of the house. The cot-

tage, after the fashion of its kind, was

white of surface, green of blinds, and

calm of demeanor. Its low front win-

dows swept the great hori/on of Hethlc-

h-iii without obstruction, :md when one

drew the green-paper shade of the uj>:

chamber in the rear, a tall pirn one of

fourscore, the picket of a rich and som-

bre grove brushed into o i 1 1 1d

eyed one like a L nerior rustic

who knew his worth and one's own, and

not to be distanced.
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. thin dress,

was sitting by i . .Inly day.

looking down oi ._j fingers
.

pine hough, when she was di>turi

lOD in tie-

the tree. I 1 is shook and parted,

and tin- branch that lay over upon her

win. I- Ided, started,

gave a 8in ''lw upon her

. and swept aside. She

sprang back to save h r -ye>. and, in do-

ing so. d the top round of a lad-

the tree.

For the instant ; but

hat the ladder continued to

rise steadily, and had -\ idmtiy higher

than her window-Mil, she re-

mained where she was. At thU moment
m 1-elow delicately suggested

t any of the ladies were upstairs

they iiii^ht like to draw the shade, as

some s --ary upon the

roof. The speaker was sorry to i

mode anybody, and would \\ ithdraw aa

soon as possibh .

JK. to that kind of mod-

esty which feeK a- issment at

being reeogniiad, the young girl did not

draw her shade, hu: uto the ad-

; room \\hil,- the carpenter climbed

the Indd' i. 1 he doors and windows

were <> n 1 she stood for a

iin, her liji: dress sway-
Then, turning, she

! back at

' and shoulder* were on
I with her \\indo\\ . i

prise, she recognized the man a-

host, the owner of the cottage.

nents a stout arm struck

theroo: ,er head, and resounding
blows shook the cottage sturdily, while

!.-w past her \\indow

and t;

ing at the indignity, cast them to th,.

moM below.

To escape tin- clamor. Mi>x Worcester

tossed :raw hat and fled below-

tairs. 11 were all out and the

house was . she wandered about

such of the lower rooms as she had the

to enter, for a few moments, and

I aimlessly into the grove.
Slu- tlun^ i '.\n on the pin

i the idle reverie of youth ai

and health ; no graver purj>ose in life

than to escape the noise of a shingler's

hammer appeared to hi r. Wh-n the

blows upon the roof had ceased she rose

and went back. At the foot of tin- pim
tree, with his luddi-r on his shoulder, un-

expectedly stood the man.

He was a well-built man. young and

attractive to the eye. He did not look

as rugged as his class, and showed, pro-

portionally, more refinement. His eyes
were dark and 1 1 had the sad-

ness of a misunderstood dog. He raised

them in one swift look to the youn
She drifted by in her white dress with

her straw hat on her arm ; her hair was

tumbled and hri^ht : a little sjx>t on one

. where she had rested it upon her

arm. burned red. She Mniled and said

something, she did not know what The
mechanic lifted his old straw hat : the

little act had the ease of town -bred

gentlemen ; something about it sui ;

the young lady, and she lingered a mo-

ment.
" And so you mend the roof for

she said, with her merry sweetness. H W-
thank yon.

"
It i> my KM --plied the me-

a little coldly. Hut his eyes were

Id. and they regarded li.-r \\ith

deferent though daring steadiness.

>u are then the carpenter. Are
"she persisted audaciously.

T! r a si-

\\hich she heard her own heart

lie.' He
bowed. ; ch he

hud 1-
'

-ed on into the shed

with i'
|gr, with hur:

r room, and drew d--\\n the

paper shade.

The . and
the cit d the

villag* ster, dain-
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tily dressed and devoutly inclined,

with her head bowed upon the rail of

the ]>ew before her. When the village

choir recited the opening fugue she did

not move ; but when the minister's v>

broke the pleasant silence that followed,

and the invocatory prayer filled the

meeting-house, she lifted her eyes to the

pulpit, and Id-hold, he who had shingled

the cottage yesterday was the preacher
of to-day.

The services took their usual course.

The smell of lilacs came in at the open
windows of the country church. The rus-

hoir sang. The minister had an edu-

cated voice and agreeable manner. He
did not preach a great sermon, but he

spoke in a manly fashion, read the Bible

without affectation, and prayed like a be-

liever. It was not until the close of the

service that he suffered his glance to rest

upon the pew occupied by his lodgers,

and thus he perceived the deepened color

and the gentle agitation of her face.

Their e\< > met, and the fate of their lives

was sealed.

At first they read their idyl with terror

in their joy. She by her experience of

the world, he by his inexperience thereof,

knew what it meant for them to plight

their troth. But Almighty Love had laid

its hand upon them : not the false god,
nor the sorcerer, nor the worldling, nor

the mathematician, that steal the name,

none of these masqueraders moved

them.

Mary Worcester and Joseph Bayard
sat under the pine-trees of the grove
behind the minister's cottage and faced

their fat..

I am a untry parson," said the

mg man proudly, "and a carpenter.

as your brother will remind you. I

learned the trade to put my-* If through

college, a fresh-water college up in

Vermont Never mind the name. I

doubt if he has ever heard of it. My
father was the schoolmaster of our vil-

lage. He was poor. My mother was

an invalid for twenty years. It cost us

a good deal to take care of her. Aflet-

he died, you see it fell to me. I did

the best I could for her. She died this

spring. I never could go very far away
from her. She liked to see me often.

and it cost a good deal to get suitable

nurses. She needed other things, of

course. I was in debt, too, for my edu-

cation. I 've been paying that off by de-

grees. Take it all, I Ve got run down,

somehow. Mother used to say I had her

constitution. The people here called me
to supply awhile, but they said I had too

poor health to settle without trial. I

don't wonder. They don't want a minis-

ter to die of consumption on their hands."

He stopped abruptly, and cast a bitter

look at the young girl's drooping face

to see how these blows struck that gen-
tle surface. She did not lift it, but by
the space of a breath she seemed to stir

and tremble toward him.

"I love you," said the young man.

flinging his thin hands out as if he

thrust her from him. " A carpenter-par-

son, without a dollar or a pulpit he can

call his own, and some day doomed to

be a sick man at that ! Go! I will

never ask you to be my wife. Beacon

Street! Do you think there is a man in

Beacon Street who will ever love yon a>

I do? Try it. Go and try. Go back to

your brother. Tell him I scorned t< a-k

you to marry me for your sake, oh

my Love !

"

His voice fell into the whisper of un-

utterable passion and .-aerilice. and In-

covered his face and groaned. Then

Mary Worcester lifted her unworldly

eyes and looked upon him as a woman
looks but once in life, and upon hut one.

-

I

1

, .t if," she >aid.
- / should ask

He gasp*' :>raii'_: to hi-

Then lie saw how she trembled 1"

him. And she stretched up her arm-.

So he took her to hi- heart ; and before

the MIOW f.-ll upon the hills of Bethle-

hem she had become his wife.
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dealt with them as the coldest

have pre-

. Her brother fell at HIM into

burn in;,' a: :i into a frozen

page. When the tiling became inevita-

treated T he was

than that she never

sought trom him. and did not i.

She niani'-d her country parson intel-

ately. and joyous]

shared his lot without an outcry. Sin-

knew one year of blessedm --. and trea-

it as a proof of paradise to come.

She knew one such year as the saddest

.vould die to know, and the glad-

dest could not look upon without a pan^
She knew what love,

-upreme, and unspotted from the

world, as the old words say, can give a

woman, and can do for her. And then

she reached the chapter where the plot

M the beautiful, delirious story, and

she read the semiel through. a brave,

proud woman, calling herself blessed to

the end.

'Minister's health failed, as was to

be foreseen. 11.- could not keep his par-

ish. as - ; known," said

ter to the lady (her

was K t he way) who had chaper-

oned that summer party, and whom the

broth* ver succeeded in i

! desrend. d from his

pulpit to his carpenter's bench, and his

A ife did not protest. A man
must t'--.-l that he is at v < said.

to her

ii >h<> acknowledged
.-t cheek ; for she received her

itance duly, and spent it

rapidly. She suppli.-d tin- ailing man
\\iili !. -In-ill had

never teen. ittain-

ahle luxuries familiar to her youth upon
tin- in\alid in tin- fro/en mountain horn.-.

\ :ld restrain her.

It was her way, and love's. That di-

ompassion which takes possession
of a woman's ...ml \\ h.-n pa^i..n subsides

it swept a v and ti-n-

derness al>< She

persuaded him t of the moun-

tain cottage which had watched their

courtship and known their honeymoon,
and carried him to Italy, where she

played the last desperate chances in the

game of life and love and death that thou-

sands of women have staked and lost be-

fore her.

In the midst of this experiment tin-

two returned abruptly to America, and

hid themselves in the Bethlehem cottage ;

and there, in the late and bitter moun-

tain spring, their boy was born.

The baby was a year old when his fa-

ther died. Mary Bayard looked at the

frozen hills across the freezing grave.

In all the world only the mountains

I to understand her. Her brother

came up to the funeral, and politely

huried the carpenter, whose widow was

civilly invited to return to the home of

her youth : hut she thanked him, and

shook her head.
" I will stay here among our people.

They love me, some of them. They all

loved him. I have friends here. There

is no kindness kinder than that in the

hearts of count r\ neighbors. I 've found

that out. Bea< t has forgotten
me long ago, Hermon. There is nothing
left in common between us now."

"At leaM then- is your birth and

training!
"
exclaimed her brother.

ing hotly.
u

I >hould think." -lanciiiL;

1 the white cottage, crowded with

little luxuries that love and ingenuity
could har.l its (by
his standard of comfort) in that place
and climate. "I should think you
would like to come back to a good Ma

gee furnace and a trained maid !

"

i ere have been times
"

she be-

gan slowly, but checked herself.
" Those

are gone by now. This is the place

where I have been a happy won
44 There is something in that," replied

the man of business in a softer tone.

He looked at her a trifle wistfully.

A certain tenderness for her ret i
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in his heart after that II. eared for hn-

as he could, sometimes taking the ehilly

journey to see her in winter, and spend-

ing a part of every summer in the Beth-

lehem cottage.

Thus he came to discover in himself

a root of interest in the boy. AVhen the

child was three years old. he induced his

sister to come to Boston to consult a fa-

mous physician.

She is dying of no disease," he told

the doctor irritably. She had fine

health. That ailing fellow wore it all

out. He was a heavy burden. She car-

ried everything for years. She spent
almost all her property on him : it was

not trusteed ; it is nearly gone ; I could

n't help it She has spent herself in

the same way. She is that kind of wo-

[_Jaiiiiar\,

III.

u
I have seen such," replied the physi-

cian gently,
** but not too many of them.

I may as well tell you at the outset that

I can probably do nothing for her."

Nor could he. She lingered, smiling
and quiet, in her brother's house for a few

months ; then begged to be taken home.

Fires were kindled in the mountain

cottage, and the affectionate villagers

brought in their house-plants to welcome
her ; and there, on the morning after her

return, they found her with her cheek

turned upon the soft curls of the child's

head. The boy was asleep. But he

waked when he was spoken to. It was
his uncle who took him from his mo-
ther's arras.

v buried her beside her husband ;

and her husband's people wept about her

grave, for they had loved this strange
and gentle lady ; and they cut their whit.

geraniums and heliotrope to bring to the

funeral, and sighed when they saw the

cottage under the pine grove stripped and
closed. For the boy was taken to the

home of his mother's girlhood, and reared

there as she had been : 1. li<
ately, and as

became a lad of gentle birth, \\h,, will do

what is expected <f him. and live li

rest of his world.

It had always been considered a mis-

take that the IV houses stood on

the "morning side" of the Mreet. Pmt

this, like many another architectural or

social criticism, was of more interest to

the critic than to the criticised. In point
of fact, the western faces of the dwellings

consecrated to the Faculty received the

flood tide of the sea of sun that rose and

ebbed between Cesarea and Wachusett
A man's study, a child's nursery, a wo-

man's sewing-room, fled the front of the

house as a matter of course ; and the " af-

ternoon side
"
of the dwelling welcomed

them bountifully.

As Professor Carruth had been hoard

to say, that side of the street on which a

man is born may determine his character

and fate beyond repeal. The observa-

tion, if true, is tenfold truer of a woman.
to whom a house is a shell, a prison, or

a chrysalis.

The Professor's daughter, who had

not been born in Cesarea, but in the city

of New York, took turns at viewing her

father's home in one of these threefold as-

pects. On that winter day of which we
have already spoken, she might, if ur^ed
to it, have selected the least compli-

mentary of the three terms. The day
had been bleak, bright, and interminable.

She had tried to take the morn in ^ walk

to the post-office, which all able-bodied

Cesareans penitentially performed -ix

days in the week ; and had heen hlown

home in that state juM so far from add-

ing another to the list of deaths from

exposure" that one gets no .sympathy,
t BO near to this result that one

must sit over the register the irst of the

morning to thaw out.

After dinner >he had consci* ntioiisly

resumed her study of Herbert

Law of Rhythm, but had tossed the Look

away impatiently, she laphy-
sical only when she was bored. and

had joined her mother at the M

in- i id ing-basket. The ,-old. -he a --
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ruck in. Her brain was turning

to an icicle like that. She {jointed to

the snow-man which the boys in the

...1 had built i 01 the

pump that supp.
uses : this vrai

lie street in dripping

pails whos- -v froze upon one's

rain before this last

the Miow-man

dly moulded and quite Greek) had

I ball of ice.

chilly gentleman rose imposingly

from behind a IT. Manu-

lay in his frozen hand.

1 silk hat. well gla/.ed with dri{>-

iiom the elm-tree, was pitched ir-

up m the back of his h

I, C'arruth

complainingly,
u that the snow-man is

' of the Professors."

1 should think he ;

Whieh oner " answered the 1'ro-

fessor's daughter. Ht-r languid eyes
rrimeiit. %>

I call that

fun."

I . 1 the Pro-

fessor'
'

! eall B

vounglady laid

a green, theological stocking aero

-e and pulled the toe t!'

think tha! is a , .

- mphai.
1

. Carruth lifted her mild, feminine

liirt of the Pro-

fessor'- - found |

one whose h s gave
out. while us stayed on. Sin-

daughter with a pn/./led

phrases as * over -emphasis
"
when sin

Il.'len." she complained.

are to me. If Mything
-

i-u sure to t

'iiothei

"See, Mother! See!'' interrupted

Helen. Her laugli buhbled merrily

through the sewing-room. "Just look

out of the window, and >re ! The boys
have stuck a whisk broom for a feather

in the snow-professor's hai

they 're giving him spectacles and a

fountain pen. What d .

resy,

is n't it, Mother? Come and 1

But after these trilling and too fre-

.jiu-iit
conflicts with her mother. Helen

Ftf failed to feel a certain

evaded the mend-

ing-liasket that afternoon as soon as pos-

sible, and slipped into her own room ;

which, as we have said, was in a \

of the house, and looked from east to

west. She could not see the snow-pro-
fessor here. Nobody now accused

of heresy. The shouts of the boys had

begun to die away. Only the m
tains and the great intervale were

peacefully visil.le from the warm win-

dow. Through the cold one the Theo-

logical Seminary occupied the perspec-

tive solidly.

Nature had done a good deal for the

Cln .i^ioii, or at least for that

A of it r ^uiinary,
when t! :iou was estal

area, a matter of nearly a ceir

ago. But art had not in this instance

proved herself the handmaid of reli-

gion. The tin logical buildings, a row
e and Damascus Halls

to ri-lit and left of the ancient cl:

1

sky. These buildings were all of 1

red. rectangular, and u

haiini of ornament or broken lines as

a packing-box, and yet curiously pos-

sessed of a certain dignit \

such as we see in aged country folk un-

fa*hional>ly dressed, 1>

Not a tremor see

to dUturh til.- calm, red faces of these

old buildings, when the

the gran-fid lihr:= :ern taste

;>t in under th-

gre- sole the spirit of th.
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porary Cesarean, who has visited the

Louvre and the Vatican as often as the

salary will allow : who has ticket -

the Symphony Concerts in Boston, and

feels no longer obliged to conceal the fact

that he occasionally witnesses a Shake-

spearean play.

Helen Carruth, for one, did not ob-

ject to the old red boxes, and held them

in respect; not for their architectural

qualities, it must be owned, nor because

of the presence therein of a hundred

young men for whose united or separate

personalities she had never cared a fig.

But of the Cesarean sunsets, which are

justly famous, she was observant with

the enthusiasm of a girl who has so lit-

tle social occupation that a beautiful

landscape is still an object of attention,

even of affection. And where does re-

flected sunset take to itself the particu-

lar glory that it takes on Cesarea Hill ?

The Professor's daughter was in the

habit of watching from her eastern win-

dow to see those rows of old buildings
take fire from the western sky behind

her ; window after window, four stories

of them, thirty-two to a front on either

. and the solemn disused chapel in

the midst. It would have been a plea-

sant sight to any delicate eye ; but to

the girl, with her religiously trained im-

agination and unoccupied fancy, it was

a beautiful and a poetic one. She had

learned to watch for it on sunny days
in her lonely Cesarea winters, be-

tween her visits to New York or Boston.

Now Damascus Hall, and now Galilee,

received the onset of flame; now this

floor reflected it, and now that ; certain

windows became refracting crystals, and

flung the gorgeous color back ; certain

others drew it in and drank it down into

their glowing hearts. One bi-longing

to a northwest corner room in Galilee Hall

blazed ma that evening
of which we tell. It attracted her eye,
and held it, for the fiery flood rolled uj.

against that old sash and seemed to

break there, and pour in, deep into the

Life. [January,

unseen room, deeper than any other spot

could hold. That window hivathed lire

as martyrs do. in ecstasy. It seemed to

inhale and exhale beauty and death like

a living thing whose doom was -lory,

and whose glory was doom. Hut the

splendid panorama was always swift ;

she had to catch it while it lasted : mo-

ments unrolled and furled it. She stood

with uplifted arm between her lace cur-

tains ; her eyes smiled, and her lips were

parted. The old Bible similes of her

childhood came inevitably even upon
her lighter moods. It was not religious

emotion, but the power of association

and poetic perception which made her

say aloud :

"And the city had no need of .th< -un

... to shine in it, for the glory of God
did lighten it."

As the words fell from her lips the

sun dropped beyond Wachusett. The
fire flashed, and ran, and faded. Cold.

dull, delicate colors replaced the glory
on Galilee Hall ; the burst of gold had

burned out and melted ; the tints of cool,

precious stones crept upon the window

whose display had pleased her. She

passed her hand over her eyes, for she

was blinded by the dazzling effect. Whrn
she looked again, she noticed that the

old white shade in the northwest corner

room was drawn.

She turned away, feeling an unrea-

sonable sense of discomfort, as if -In-

had been rebuffed in an unconscious in-

trusion. At that moment she heard her

father moving about his Mudy. which

was below her room. The sound of ily-

ing slippers and the n-eak of his whirl-

ing study-chair indicated that his work

was over for the day. and that he was

about to take his evening pilgrimage to

the post-office. Hi- .laughter ran down
to see him.

He glanced up from the arctic over-

shoes which he was tugging on over his

boots, with a n lieved and pleasant look.

" Ah, Helen ! You are just in time.

I need you, my child. Just write out
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invitations for me, will you ? in

your mother's name. She seems to be

too much absorbed in some domestic du-

ties to attend to it, and I must have

those omitted men to tea this week.

Your mother says she can't have them

to-morrow on account of I have for-

gotten the reason, but it was an impor-
tant or

.o has some preserves to scald over.

Yes," said I i i i ripples in her eyes,

1 think they are quinces. At any rate,

it is of national importance. Friday,
did you say? Certainly. I will have

them written by the time you have se-

lected your cane, Father. Who are

these? TheA's? OrtheC's?"

"They are the B's," answered the

Professor, looking over his assortment of

handsome canes with the serious inter-

a sophomore. If the Professor

of Theology had one human weakness, it

was for handling a fine cane. This lux-

ury was to him what horses, yachts, and

dry wines may be to different men. 1 1 U

daughter was quite right in assuming
that the notes of invitation would be

n before he had suited himself out

of a dozen possibilities to his delicate

;il grapestii k with the heavy ivory
handle.

They are the B's," he repeated ab-

stractedly. Two B's, and yes, one

C. One of the B's I would not overlook

on any account He is that B who was

pretfngaged, for some reason, in the au-

tumn. He must be invited again. His

uncle is one of the Trustees. There 's

the catalogue ; you'll find the address:

Galilee Hall, Bayard, Emanu. 1

make a mistake, my dear; and I hop,

yon will take pains to be at home and
In -lp ii entertain them."

I was going in to the concert," said

Helen disappointedly, pausing with her

pen suspended.
" I meant to spend the

night with Clara Rollins. But
won't. Father, if you care about it"

uink you, my dear," he said gently.
He kissed her as he went out, and Helen

smiled contentedly ; she was deeply at-

tached to her fat In T. In his home the

Professor of Theology was the most lov-

ing and beloved of men.

There came up a warm storm that

week, and by Friday Cesarea Hill swam
in a sea of melted snow. The two B's

and one C waded their way to their Pro-

fessor's house to tea that evening, across

rills and rivers of ice-water, and through
mounds of slush. Bayard sank ov

bers amid - stream more than once ; he

wore the usual evening shoe of society.

He was always a well-dressed man, hav-

ing never known any other way of living.

It was different with his fellow-students.

That one C, for example, who strode

across the Seminary green in comfort and

rubber boots, had provided, it seemed,

no other method of appearance within

doors. His pantaloons were tucked into

the rubber boots at the knees, and had
tlu- air of intending to stay there.

" Look here, man !

"
gasped Bayard,

as the young men removed their over-

iu the large and somewhat stately

hall of the Professor's house. " You have

forgotten your shoes !
"

"
I have some slippers in my pockets,

if you think them necessary," replied

the other. " You know more about such

things than I do."

The speaker prodneeda pairof si
i]

worked in \vor>ted by his sister; a white

rose ornamented the toe of each. As he

stooped to put them on, Bayard observed

that the man wore a flannel shirt of the

blue-gray tint at that time JT. in-red by

day laborers, and that he was guiltless

of linen.

The three guests entered the drawing-
room, headed hy the flannel shirt. The
one C sat down on the largest satin easy-

-t retehing his embroidered slip-

pers on the Persian rug with such dig-

nified unconsciousness of the unusual as

one might go far to see outside of Ce-

sarea, and might not witness once in a
lifetime there. Occupied with the em-

barrassment of this little incident, Bay-
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ard did not notice at first that the daugh-
ter of the house was absent from the

parlor. He fell to talking with his favor-

ite Professor eagerly ; they were deep in

the discussion of the doctrine of election

as taught in a rival seminary, by a more

liberal chair, when Mrs. Carruth drew

the attention of her husband to the gen-
tleman of the flannel shirt, and DOBtod

herself by Bayard.
* I hope you are not very hungry ?

"

she began in her literal voice. " We are

waiting for my daughter. She attends

the Symphony Concerts Fridays, and the

coach is late to-night from the five o'clock

trait

u that coach !

"
laughed Bayard.

/ walk if I want my supper."
And so did I," said a soft voice at

his side.

"Why, Helen, Helen!" complained
the Professor's wife.

The young lady stood serenely, await-

ing her father's introduction to the three

students. She bowed sedately to the

other B and the C. Her eyes scintillated

when she turned back to Bayard. She
seemed to be brimming over with sup-

pressed amusement She took the chair

beside him, for her mother (who never

trusted Cesarea service to the exclusion

of tin- old-fashioned, housewifely habit of

looking at her table before her guests sat

down to it) had slipped from the room.

a walk from the station a mile

in this going ?
"
began Bayard, laugh-

in-.

.;" she shook her head. -I waded.
But I got here. The coach had nine in-

side and five on top. It has n't come yet
I promised Father I *d be here, you see."

Bayard's quick eye observed that

Min Carruth was in dinner dres-

gown was silk, and purple, and fitted her

remarkably well; she had a sum]

figure ; he reflected that she had taken
the time and trouble to dress for these

three theologues as she would have done
for a dinner in town. He saw that she

gave one swift glance at the man in the

flannel >hirt, who was absorbed in the

Professor's story about the ordination of

somebody who was rejected on the doc-

trine of probation.

But after that she looked at tin- -in-

dent's head, which was good. Upon the

details of his costume no eye in the

drawing-room rested that evenin-. again.

That student went out from Cesarea

Seminary to be a man of influence and

intellect; his name became a distin-

guished one, and in his prime so<

welcomed him proudly. But if the Pro-

fessor's family had been given the cata-

logue and the Inquisition to identify him.

it may be questioned whether thumb-

screws would have wrung his name from

them. It being one of the opportunities
of Christianity that it may make cultivat-

ed gentlemen out of poor and ignorant

boys, Cesarea ladies take pride in their

share of the process.

At tea for Cesarea still held to her

country tradition of an early dinner

Bayard found himself seated opposite

the Professor's daughter. The one C
sat beside her, and she graciously pro-

ceeded to bewitch that gentleman wholly
out of his wits, and half out of his theo-

logy. Bayard heard her talking about

St. Augustine. She called him an inter-

esting monomaniac.

The table was served in the manner

to which Bayard was u> d. and wa^

abundantly lighted by candles softly

shaded in yellow. In the pleasant

shimmer, in her rich dress, with the lace

at her throat and wrists, she seemed, by

pretty force of contrast with the

vailing tone of the village, the symbol
of beauty, ease, and luxury. Bayard

thought how preeminent she looked

>id- that fellow in the shirt. He could

not help wondering if she would >eem

as imposing in Beacon Street,

little study of the subject he concluded

that it would not make much difference.

She was not precisely a beautiful wo-

man, but she was certainly a woman of

beauty. What was she ? Blonde? She
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had too much vigor. But yes. Her

hair was as yellow as the gold lining of

silverwar \vas one of the

. deep orange all her col-

was warm and brilliant. Only
Bfl Mruek him as inadequate ; lan-

guid, indit! erned with

her lit :he unusual efl

dark eyes with hri^ht h

While he was thinking about her in

,des of such chat as he could

.tin with her m .tlier. who haH asked

him twice whether he graduated this

nth turned unexpectedly
idiv>sed him. The remark which

she made was not original; it was some-

thing about the concerts : Did he not go
in ofte had not asked the one C
if he a Symphony Concerts.

1 'arrutli now in. mired of that

Mian it' he liked the last prepara-
I

:.e attention of the other B. And
1 and 11 : .ith fell to con-

;, undi-n: the pleasant

It at hon !i that

easy atmosphere, in tliat yellow light.

M of luxury crept a

him softly. He thought of his northwest

.in.; in the gale, and
t apples at the club table.

lials and d.-pri-

' an.l large, which had ac-

companied hi> life at Cesarea: he tried

nihrr why he had chosen to do
<>r suffered that.

-c. tic ideals swam and blurred a
'

i his warm,
was something

im>tan< o of eating quail
on toast, and -ipj.in ^ chocolate from a

Dresden cup in nn am
|

i Dutch spoon,
which wa> d g to the devout im-

agination in Cesarea,

i his sensitive face hi> hi^h. grave

i ue unset i

i be at n

; .
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iiat moment he became aware of

a change in the expression of the Pro-

fessor's daughter. Her languid eye had

awaked. She was regarding him with

'ion. He threw

off his momentary depression with ready
d ease, and gayly said :

You look as if you were trying to

classify a subject, Miss Carruth ; as if

\<>ii wanted to put something in its place
and could n't <1

I am." she admitted. I do."

And you succee

"No." She shook her head again.

I do not find the label. I give it up."
She laughed merrily, and Bayard joined
in the laugh. But to himself he said*:

She does me the honor to in

gate me. Plainly, I am not the one C.

Clearly, I am not the other B. Then
what ': She troubles herself to wonder."

Then he ivmemhere.l how many gen^
erations of theological students had been

the subject of the young lady's gracious
and inditVeient observation. She was,

perhaps, twenty-five years old, and they
had tiled through that dining-room al-

i. ally the A's, the B's, the C's,

the X's and the Z's since she

in short dresses, to Cesarea, when her

father gave up his New York parish for

the Chair ol Theology. It occurred to

Bayard that she might have ceased to

find either the genus or the species tlieo-

logus of thrilling personal interest, by
this i

Then the Professor mentioned to the

other H a c. -rtaiu feature of the famous

Presbyterian trial for heresy, attha

ux world. Bayard
turned to listen, and the discussion which

followed soon absorbed him.

The face of the Professor of Theology

grew grave as he approached th

favorite heresy. Mrrn lines cut

themselves about his fine mouth. Hi-

gentle eyes darkened. He felt keenly
the responsibility of the intluence that

he hore over his students, even in hours

of what he called social relaxation, and
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the necessity of defending the truth was

vividly present to his trained cons<

Bayard watched his host with troubled

admiration. It was with a start that he

heard a woman's voice sweetly breaking
in upon the conversation. She was speak-

ing to the guest of the flannel shirt.

Oh, have you seen the snow-professor
since the rain ? He 's melted into such

a lovely slush !

"

Helen !

"
rebuked her mother plain-

tively. Helen, Helen !

"

But the Professor smiled, a warm

smile peculiar to himself. He shot a ten-

der look across the table at his daughter.
He did not resume the subject of the

Presbyterian trial.

The trouble with the snow-profes-

sor," suggested Bayard,
"

is. that h>- had

the ice in his head, but the sun at hi-

heart."

Helen Carruth turned quickly towards

him. Her glance lingered into a look

distinctly personal and indistinctly grate-

ful. She made no answer, but her eyes
and the student's understood each other.

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

THE SURVIVAL OF THE AMERICAN TYPE.

ON Tuesday, the 6th of March, 1894,
Robert Ross, a representative Ameri-
can citizen, a man young, full of high

hopes, and of irreproachable character,

was shot at the polls in the city of Troy,

by Bat Shea, a partisan of Murphy, the

so-called City Boss. Ross had already
suffered for liberty's sake, and had, like

Marcus Brutus, given his life for his

country before he started on his coun-

try's errand, resolved to do his duty as

a ( iti/.en by protesting against Murphy's
repeaters. He knew that he was a
marked man, and when a friend ex-

pressed fear for his life replied,
" Let

'losses die, if only we can have a

pure ballot. A- he lay on the ground

dying in the midst of his enemies, his

figure fitly marked the epoch in which
we live, for he symbolizes that great

straggle for survival which is now going
on between tin- lin^t -ring type of Ameri-
canism and the ali.-n . -lenient that sur-

I doubtless a vivid though
unintelligent sense of the situation that

has given rise to the A. P. A. movement
l of t!..- f : ,rts. it Incomes us not

hastily to rebuke that which has its ori-

gin in a -. -inline national
necessity, but

to find, if we can, a wiser solution.

To one not familiar with our circum-

stances, the first feeling on becoming

acquainted with them must he that of

astonishment. A great peopje cross the

seas, subdue a wilderness, found an em-

pire, develop a new form of government,
defend it with masterly courage, exhibit

above all peoples the genius and force

of statesmanship, and at the end of a

century are found deliberately to have

abandoned the sceptre to an alien race.

and to be actually ti-litin^ the battle of

liberty over again.

It may indeed be objected that this

was true only in our great cities of the

North ; but it is these same great cities

which, by their vote for the American

Constitution, saved the country from an-

archy. They have always been the n

centres of the republic. In 17^7 they

were its moral backbone. They 1

now become its deadliot menace. Their

political corruption is fast stamping

imprint upon the whole country. Nor
is the situation mitigated by the fact

that the foreigner is not a bad fellow.

who has often proved him-elf capaK

becoming the best of citizens, and that

it is only in the mass, and under the

management <

i that American traitor
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called the "boss," that he has become

irutnent for subverting our liber-

ties. The fact remains that iy the for-

eign majority, ami its susceptibility to

tin- 111:1:. LgemeJlt of traitor,, the .\meri-

canpc
own ii. iile those institutions

themselves have been turn. .1 im an in-

tyranny. The

gent are in the power of the unin-

telligent, and the situation i, dupi.

South, where the possession of

the suffrage by the negro has compelled
the American population to choose be-

tween misrule and practical re

against the Constitution of the United

States. Now, when a people are actually

put in such a position that their only es-

cape from an alien and ignorant doinina-

either by a rebellion of some kind

against their own institutions, or by some

process as yet undiscovered, they may
fairly In- said to have entered upon a

. le for survival, and to !> not un-

justly
. .11 with other i-x-i:nples of

the same sort, such as the American In-

dian and the bison. Happily, we are in

the first stages of thU -;><!,. hut much

depends on our distinctly recognizing
where we are. However much it may
cost us, we had better get rid of our ]>ct

>usly enou-:!. it has been

urged against the n-
lion that foreigners alone do not make

dangerous <

selves often turn into propagandists of

unities, as

for example the State of Kansas, which

">8t pure blomled in th.-ir Aim-ri-

11. are most alien to on

M tu bring
OUt a ! b -Imuid make u,

prudent in regard to both

suffrage. If our organism for imprinting
the national type on our people is so far

defective that it fails to A i . e even
i rable portions of our nativ.

all the more must it fail

to take hold of foreigners. It is mad-
to trust to luck.
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The first thing to do is to inquire how
i came to be so defec

and what is possible to it under the cir-

cumstances. Unless we restrict both

,-ration and the suffrage within the

reasonable range of our assimilating or-

ganism, we must certainly come to grief.

In fact, tin- of a large portion
of our Anglo-Saxon population shows

us both our greatest peril and the point
at which the remedy must be applied.
Doubtless one of our worst mistakes has

been that we have trusted too much
to heredity. Heredity will certainly do
much. It can make a clan, but not a

nation. A great free nation must co-

here through the force of its national

character, and the propagation of na-

tional character cannot be trusted to sex

alone. That which is born of the flesh

is flesh, and that which is born of the

spirit is spirit But it may be asked. Do

you think it essential that there should

be a distinct organism for the n-prnduc-
tion of the American type : I

It ought not to l.c necessary. The pub-
lic sch >ols. the Protestant churches ( i

the Catholic churches, when their priests,

like Archbishop Spalding. plainly t.

tin- Mparatioo of politi religion),
til- national Constitution, the laws, the

-. i v. n the trades

unions tl. when leaders like Pow-

derly and \Vilkin>on >tand up in an hour

of trial for the Ainnican i '.. .1. all these

are organs for reproducing the spirit of

Americanism. Indeed, under a re.

test, the Brotherhood oi En-

gineers has shown itself alive with

America uible is that

us are for the most part not per-
;iieir function. ThU is due to

the f.i,-t that they are pervaded by an
anti-Ain .,nd

all lies our greatest pril. No
tican Protective Association can

reach that. 1 can

be put down, and put out 1>\ force. >hould

me to such a sharp necessity, but

an anti-American spirit among ourselves
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is a thing that can be put clown only by

conquering ourselves with the power of

the truth : and this is au exceedingly
ditlicult task, for the quality that gives

force to our anti-American spirit is a

specious humanity which claims the alle-

giance of our better nature. Its power
lies in the element of good there is in it,

and it can be eradicated only by an

analysis sharp enough to separate the

good, and distinctly brand the evil with

which it is now identified.

As to humanity itself, let us thank

God that, however mistakenly, we have

followed it, for by following it we have

been baptized with it It has become

the great creative force of our national

life. Having gained the force, we are

now to learn its use and limitations ;

but first we must rescue it by a struggle

grander even than that by which it was

obtained. One thing is becoming clear :

humanity is not the supreme force. It

may, as in the case of the French, lead

to terrible mistakes where it is exalted

above that truly supreme force, religion.

Quite possibly that is one feature of our

present peril. An insubordinate human-

ity, bent only on grasping material good,
and trampling beneath its feet that uni-

fying love of God which binds men into

a spiritual brotherhood, may not unnat-

urally issue, as did the French Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity, in a reign of hatred,

for such a humanity is on the straight
road to animalism. But whether this

be so or not, there is food for solemn

reflection in the fact that we have fol-

lowed humanity now these ninety years,
its inspired prophets inarching before us,

uttering their \isions, holding up their

in deniable verities, always demanding
our absolute feal t , ies wildly at-

tack inu' tli. Federal Constitution, often

iaring the church a failure, and n-li-

gion itself a monstrosity, because it could

not follow fast enough, nay, even avow-

inghum t the only religion. We
followed these prophets, I say, some

ninety odd years, because we knew that

their visions contained a reality, though
we often suspected it of hein^ confused.

We have tried to share our freedom with

foreigners, only to discover that freedom

i- not transferable. We have -ivm t la-

ballot to the negro, only to iind out that

an elector cannot be manufactured. Tin-

negro ballot meant a negro majority.
and this in turn meant that the institu-

tions of the country were to be under

negro domination. This turns out to he

impossible. Society will not cohere un-

der such conditions. Intelligence can-

not be ruled by ignorance. The higher
force cannot he dominated hy the lower.

Nature will not tolerate it ; she prefers

disintegration and reorganization. In-

deed, it is now generally agreed that the

reorganization of a state must be left to

those who have the natural leadership.

and that it is better to suffer and he pa-

tient than to attempt to force nature in

the interest of humanity. In short. \\e

have discovered beyond question the fact

which we all along more or less feared.

that our humanity has defeated itself.

It has been humanitarianism rathe; than

humanity ; for it is the characteristic of

an " ism
"
that it does not stop to inquire

carefully, or to work humbly and pa-

tiently.

Reckoning up profit and loss, our hu-

manitarians have two items to their cred-

it : the humanity itself, such as it is, and

a tremendous lesson in respect to liberty,

namely, that liberty is not a thing that

stands by itself, but is what the scientific

people call an organic product, and that,

as in the case of a strawberry, the only

way to get it is to cultivate the stem,

root, soil, leaves, and blossoms with which

it belongs. This is important, l.ecau-e

these same prophets of humanity who led

us to give the ballot to foreigners and to

the negro are still wildly ur^in^ us on.

They are the real moral leaders of flu-

ent socialistic movement. They are

still, in their old impetuous fashion, up-

braiding the church, the state, the capi-

talists. Once it wa> the slaveholders that
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they need ; now it is

the rich. Once it was the slave States ;

now it is the general structure of society.

ry poor man is a slave. T!

mail has forged his chains." Now, is it

not about time that these prophets of hu-

manity should stop and reflect ? May it

not be that are of the poor man,
like that of the negro, may be actually

iled by forcing nature in the inter-

est of humanity ? May it not be that

wealth and happiness as well as liberty

stand together with some kind of organ-
id Ui at instead of madly trying to

manufacture them, or to extract them out

italists, it would be better patiently

i vate the stem on which they grow ?

Is it not possible that humanity turned

maniac from want of quiet reflection may,
after having scuttled the ship, succeed

in sinking her, and so wind up the busi-

ness of humanity so far as this nation is

concerned ?

This stands out more plainly if, instead

of taking humanity by dribblets, we grap-

ple the whole question at once. The in-

stant we face humanity squarely, we find

that the Chinaman and the Zulu are just

m our hands as Mr. Debs is.

\vs no local bounds, no

conventional relations or obligations. It

binds us to do whatever we can for every
\vherever he is. Nor does it know

h or poor. It hinds

the wretchedest victim of the

Hi slave trade toward happiness,
t less does it bind us to

s of Wales in the same
if so be it in us !,,. I- urther-

U us seek the real condition of

human happiness, not what we imagine
it to be. and tlum to attempt to secure it

as has been lately

aid all

that is required is a fair sharii

wealth, then we are bound at once

Tide with everybody. Not only are the

capitalists bound to divide, but the labor

unions. There are millions of men in

Japan and China who earn only three or

four cents a day : we ought to divide with

them, they will soon call upon us to

divide with them : and they are well off,

relatively, to multitudes in other parts of

Asia and in Africa, with whom also we
shall soon be called to The fact

is, this is a poor world, and if wealth be

the condition of happiness, and the equal
distribution of it the means of promot-

ing happiness, then we, not only our mil-

lionaires, but our working people, are

terribly wicked. For most of our An
ican workingmen are millionaires com-

pared with the masses of humanity. In-

deed, so great is the world's poverty that

a fair distribution would leave us each

only enough to starve on, while in. h;

civilization, and education would all

stand still together ; and as the little that

each man had would soon be spent, and

there would be no capital to furnish em-

ployment, the distress would be greater

than it is now.

Humanity has more than once faced

this problem through h< r most thoughtful

and dutiful minds, and has shrunk hack

aghast. Then she has asked herself the

question, What does nature mean \Ve

talk about the gifts of God. hut in th. ni-

seives considered these are a poor pit-

tance. It is true that they may be made
to yield untold wealth, hut they mu-t first

be set free. One gift alone there is that

can unlock the others: it is brains ; and

'hi- Jt't nature has most unequally dis-

trihuted, nor can it be developed into

any kind of efficiency save by work. Men
must work together, cultivating the earth

for centuries before there is developed
a brain like that of Knit-,

and then we see what nature has been

has been developing a

hum. in -

'lustry on which wealth

may grow. Doubtless she still holds for

Me treasures, but they are

all seem, ly hidden ; before they can be

ours there must be developed a new brain

which shall unlock the secret door that

conceals them. Nature never gives some-

thiug for nothing. Her plan is organi. :
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she will give bread, but it must be grown
on a wheat stem, through the labor of

hands, but above all of brains. Further-

more, she keeps crowding us sharply on

by our necessities We must have more

bread, and, in order to it. quicker hands

and keener brains. For she is bent not

so much on giving us external conditions

of happiness as on making organs which

shall be themselves sources of power and

happiness. Neither is it her plan to make

life easy. Indeed, it is by the direst pres-

sure of necessity that she forces that slug-

gish animal, man, to wrestle with her for

her gifts, and creates his manhood by a

hard struggle for survival. Often she

appears to fail to come to the rescue of

her offspring in liis utmost need. Sooner

than withdraw the coercing force that

develops manhood by a struggle for sur-

vival, she leaves the individual man to

perish in his misery, like Lazarus at the

gate of Dives ; so unrelenting is she in

the law by which she develops her organs,

so careful of the type she seems, so care-

less of the single life, so bent is she on

fashioning manhood into a corporate

whole, on developing it into a society by
her organic method, for thus she stamps
the type upon the individual. Every

attempt to resist her has been in vain.

ry endeavor to distribute wealth other

than by her organic method has come to

grief. She will not tolerate sameness.

Distribute wealth equally, and society be-

< -mes but the poorer for it She herself

ally at the bottom of the inequality

between men, for she gives to men un-

il brain capacity, and hands are in-

significant \\ it h<mt brains. When she is

i , her irregularities are vast

as those between oceans and ponds, be-

en oaks and grass blades. But when

we have looked on both sides, the ad-

tage is often fearfully against Dives.

1
.in toerat has the most outward <-<>n-

Ir.i..!., ..i
li.i))>ine*s, but Lazarus towers

far above him as regards the inward

sources of it.

To sum it all up, the question of hu-

manity is an organic on. W- often 1.

it said of a measure that it i> ^enrrou>.

but it is not business. In other word*.

it is sacrificing the stem to the fruit, the

plant to the produce. We also sometimes

say that a man must be just hefoiv he is

generous; that means, strictly >peaK:

that we must first pay our dues to th

plant before we can give away the pro-

duce. And this is precisely the limita-

tion of humanity. Christianity, altru-

ism, whichever you name it, puts us un-

der obligations to do for all mankind

what we can do. We are to l\e generous
even to the point of suffering for others,

but we must first pay our dues to the

organism on which everything depends.
When those dues are paid, justice ends

and generosity begins. Give your vim-

its due in fertilizers ; take what is needed

to support yourself, the cultivator ; pay

your hired laborer his wages ; take care

of your plant, and you may give away
the rest of the produce. The plant and

its progressive demands define the limita-

tions of your humanity.

Now, nothing is more fundamental in

the exercise of humanity than to kei-j

clear this boundary line between justice

and generosity. It is the lack of this

plain distinction that, lies at the bottom

of our national peril ; for there is a no-

tion in the minds of our sentimental

humanitarians that there is no such boun-

dary line between rights and rijil

tween our debt to the or^anUm and our

debt to humanity. To the minds of

such people right is a line that shifts

from age to age. Unman progress is a

battle between the " Haves
'

'and Have

Nots," in which the " Haves "
are wrong,

and everything wrung from them a clear

gain. It is the wicked rulers and capi-

talists who make the world's

But the real quarrel of these agitators is

with nature, or with its Author. Their

position has been somewhat naively ex-

pressed by Mrs. Gougar, who wishr- >h-

could be in the Almighty's place for a

few hours. Thi> lady has an inkling of
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the real obstacle : we have to do with a

ire of things that does not lend it-

self immediately and absolutely to the

human will. Nature has a method of

her own ; she develops first a

trunk or stem, and thru the dependent
branches. Through slow processes she

evolves a great organic type, a creative

solar man, a Charlemagne, William of

Orange, Washington, or Lincoln. He is

the statesman, the stem. By him uni-

ties are felt, grasped, and formulated ;

i him society coheres ; hi- thought
constitutes an atmosphere, a national

that pervades men. He is na-

ture's king, ruler, or head. Around him

lesser statesmen cohere, as the branches

cohere about the trunk ; and so society

ned down to its last organ, the in-

dividual citizen, whose fruition in the

direction of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness is the object of the whole

ire. Thus throughout the organic
\\ 01 Id nature specializes and differentiates

her organs, and by this method builds

her kingdoms and carries forward her

She creates a race through
her stem Abraham, a language through

i eates the great

repuhlie through her stem Washington,
restores it through her stem Linr-.ln :

yet, ai wn into the lower
- does she work still upon this plan,

creating commerce through merchant

s business through great men of

business, industry through iiuentive and

commanding men of industry. In all

departments she carries forward her de-

nents of mankind, upon th:it plan
of v.hieh the solar system itself is the

type, by a central organ and dependent

OrgWs. ; idea.

Her plan is as much concerned for tin

benefit of the feeblest organ as that of

the greatest. In fact, it is for the last

and feeblest organ, the tender blossom of

the spring, that she creates the \\h-.i,-.

and to that purpose she severely subor-

dinates the whole, consuming by her fires

the trunk that will not minister its ener-

gies to the leaf and fruit. But equality

of function, organic structure, or
j><.

she will not tolerate. She will not have

her trees all trunks, or her solar system
all suns, or a body all head. Her ir-

regularities are vast, but wondrously bal-

: the organ that rules in <:

pacity serves in another. But against
sameness she absolutely revolts.

Now from this standpoint it is possible

to see that social development is not a

mere struggle between the Haves "

and - Have Nots," with no forces to set-

tle the question but the desire of liberty

in one class, and the sympathy for that

desire in another. As a matter of fact,

social development consists in a progres-
sive adjustment of interaction between

the stem and the branches, between na-

ture's ruler and his subjects, in which

process we are continually learning, un-

der the pressure of necessity, the great
laws that govern it. Take, for example,
the political world. First of all came t he

necessity for a stem about which socie-

ty might cohere ; nay, a stem with force

enough to compel eohc-ion. when, as

Carlyle says, wild armed men lifted the

eat aloft on the buckler throne and

aid. He thouour acknowledged strong-

est, our king ;" king, or A aning

simply the man who is al*le. the man with

energy strong enough and bold enough
and rough ein.uji to hold society to-

gether. That is the first grim primal ne-

cessity, a stem. Then came for no stem

can penetrate alone the varying needs of

society the branches, or ruling class, of

the same material as the king. In the

interaction that follows, this crude type
of sovereignty, having vast physical force

hut -\\M\\\ moral, sacrifices the interests

of the dependent class, forgets nature's

eternal equality, and tramples on her

inalienable rights. The subject rebels

against thi-. hut not alone, for nature

stands by his side with poverty and fam-

ine and disease, solemnly averring that

faithfulness to the interests of the fee-

blest subject is a thing that she will re
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<mire at the hands of every one of her

rulers. Then, as the process of inter-

action has gone on under tin- pressure

of necessity, certain exaggerated powers
have been wrested from the ruler, because

these were in clear excess of his organic

hin<-ti>n and trespassed upon the interests

that he was ordained to serve. Tin- lim-

itation of kingly power thus secured has

been vested in the form of a charter or

constitution. Then, to support the rights

of the constitution, there has been devel-

oped the parliament, an assembly of the

governing classes, to represent the inter-

ests of the realm. Parliament itself has

then grown into a constitutional organ
of government, holding in its hands the

money power of the nation, so checking

still more the tendency to insubordina-

tion on the part of the ruler. Following
this has come the lower house. The

intelligent and powerful middle class,

the kings of industry and commerce,

finding themselves not fully represented

by hereditary legislation, assumed the

function already inherent in them, and

declared that those who created the wealth

should be represented in the disposal of

it. In this way there came to be a house

of commons, or representatives, and a

body of electors. Soon the body of elec-

tors is increased, as it seems evident that

there must be a wider representation of

interest. At first this new organ of the

electorate is confined to the business of

selecting members of the lower house,

the organs of government being deter-

mined by heredity. Finally, however,

under the pressure of environment, the

defects of heredity appear, and the |u--
tion arises. Why should not this new or-

gan, the electoral body, take the place
of her<>< ! - the popular electorate

becomes at last the final source of gov-
ernment
Thus the whole process, which at a has-

ty glance seems to be a mere struggle for

lil>* <>m the true point of view, a

series of actions and reactions by which

nature has been i organic

politicalStructure. Society has really been

following the same process of growth as

a tree. At first there was only the stem.

with one or two subsidiary branches ; all

else was inorganic. But as tin nation

has developed, a vital reciprocity has

opened up throughout its structure. Each

atom has grown into a living cell. Tin-

organs of political vitality have been

widely distributed, until every genuine
interest of manhood is represented by an

organ that can in some way control the

centre of vitality. Clearly, the prop
has been from inorganic unity to organic

unity, liberty being a condition of the lat-

ter. Parallel with this process and equal-

ly essential to liberty has been the dif-

ferentiation of the political stem or

from those of religion, education, and in-

dustry. The fact has been revealed that

in each of these great social formations

nature operates precisely as she does in

the political realm. The religious side of

this truth was first brought out by Jesus

in his claim to spiritual headship, while

at the same time he distinctly disavowed

all interference with temporal author i;

Since his day experience has shown that

the religious and the political spheres hot h

have their respective sovereignty, and

that while they are interdependent, they

are best developed without interference.

The same is true of tin- industrial and

the educational. Political government
can at best only help these great social

forces by seeing to it that they have suili-

t scope, and that the law of their de-

velopment is not intermeddled with.

The essential thing in every depart-

ment of the nation's life is that the crea-

tive stem, man, should have free chance

for development. The freer nature i-.

the larger and grander the personal i tie-

she will develop, and these p -rsonaliti >

are the stems of all social growth. The

result has not, of course, been reached

without much experim.-iit. much govern-
mental persecution of prearher>. teachers,

and newspaper-, and much arbitrary

crushing of institutions generally ; as the
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no of it all. a experience

unprotitahleiicssol' .-mpts.

and a verdict that the above-mentioned

sorial forces may, with small protection,

be trusted to take care of themselves.

This at least is Anglo-Saxon experience,

and is our reason for holding that gov-

ernment should be i to the mini-

mum practicable point. Apropos of this

OH we look at history we see that

:ily
in connection with the Anglo-

Saxon race that this evolution of gov-

ernment has steadily progressed. The

Anglo-Saxon has, in tin- hands of nature,

been more susceptible to the organic

method. He has absorbed its features ;

they have become a national characteris-

h salient traits, such as the love of

justice, or, in other words, of what is due

to the different organisms of the nation,

and law-abidingness, or an inherent cling-

ing to our national institutions. Prob-

ne great secret of the Anglo-Sax-
on's susceptibility to nature's method has

been the fact that in Ki:-land and Scot-

lam I tin- spiritual stems have been strong.

leaders are often far more for-

mal than spiritual, hut from Wydiffe to

well, and from Cromwell to Wesley,
there have always been great spiritual

types in England, formative men who
have stamped their impress upon tin- na-

tional character, who have generated an

atmosphere of spirituality and created

i al ideals. As a result, the masses of

English and Am* i i.-an people have been

more penetrated than others with the

sense of spiritual values and laws. The

subjective has been with them a n

force. The 1'uritan h.-ld ih.- n:d con-

ditions of happiness but a small thing;

Marcus Aurelius was

morephilosophi utwardfor-

lune. Hut with tin- IWitaii it was more
than a philosophy ; it was a passion, and
it extended to t!,,- humblest classy. In

deed, he was above all things law-abid-

ith him was. not the land i

e man tenure. He held hiimnlf

a steward and servant of God : he could

therefore tolerate no paternalism in gov-
:it : no power hut < iod could be al-

lowed to dictate to his conscience. Be-

fore such a stern and lofty idealism pope
and prelate must needs give way ; even

industrialism must be left free to God's

steward.

Thus the Anglo-Saxon has been the

pith of the tree of liberty. His char-

acter has been the life of the organism.
He has been inseparable from it, and it

from him. This is the structure on

which liberty has grown. The founda-

tion of our freedom lies in the willing-

ness of an Anglo-Saxon minority to sub-

mit to the majority; this is the coh< MM*

force of the republic. Without this, an-

archy would yawn before us. The Anglo-
Saxon does not fear the triumph of the

opposite party, because he knows it to

have the same law-abiding characteris-

tics as himself, and likewise because he

knows that it will not attempt to rale

except through the well-defined organism
of government, which insures the pro-

i of rights. The moment a party

majority gives evidence of lacking in

Saxon characteristics, he begins to

be anxious. He no longer thinks the

government organism a sufficient pro-
II" tiemhlcs lest the otHcial

patronage should, in the hands of an un-

\ lean majority, pervert the p
m- nt into a mechanism of tyranm . I Ii>

fears ha\e 1" n justified ; i' is jiieeis-l\

what has happened. Free institutions,

deprived of that type of life which is their

sap and strength, have shown themselves

capable of Incoming a harborage of the

worst jM.liti.-al
vermin.

up matters, the question of

e is sternly coercive; if we give

away her organisms, she will make us

ite them again in tears and blood.

She distrihutes her treasures through or-

ganism and through type, and it is the

type, the ever e \ , *. on which she

is bent ; for that everything else
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wait. To it she sacrifices not only the

lift-. l>nt. if necessary, multitudes

of lives, not because she is unmerciful.

but because her mercy is in the type.

Therefore she is patient. She counts not

tli age of slavery too long if through it

she may evolve an Kpictetus. and cruci-

fixion not too dark a tragedy if through
it she may bring forth her Christ; for

by her Epictetus, and yet more by her

Christ, does she give character to her

lives, and on the stem of character she

builds the organic nation, with its wealth.

liberty, and happiness. Now it is this

sacrifice of the life to the type against
which the animal in us rebels. Nature

exalts the type above the life ; she ex-

alts the subjective condition of happiness
above the objective. Animalism has ex-

actly the opposite creed : it believes in

putting the life first, and the type after-

wards ; it values the objective condition

above the subjective. In its impatience
it cannot wait for the type ; it insists on

having the outward circumstances first.

This is the rot of nations ; it destroys
the ethical manhood, which is the back-

bone of every free nationality. This

creed appears in the business man. whose

ideals are sensuous, who cares more for

wealth than for citi/cnship. who refuses

to see that his money makes him the

organ of the state and the steward of

humanity. He is the original genera-
tor of the anti-national spirit; he first

spreads the sentiment that the life is

worth more than the type. It is not t he

colossal fortunes that hurt us, but the

brutalizing creed which they too often

illustrate, that the external is worth more

than the inward. It is the impious pro-

stitution of wealth from nature's pur-

pose ; it is the lie that a rich man utters

when he parades as thou-h money actu-

ally exalted him above his fellows. For
outward circumstances cannot of them-

selves make any such inequality among
men : it is brains that make the real in-

equality : it is character that builds the

awful heights. The golf between Dives

and La/arus is fixed at last, not by for-

tune, but by Dives himself, who says by
his ostentation. " See how far above that

poor wretch I am : we do not belong to

the same class." But nature is pitiful,

ami when the great gulf l>ei-..m>-^ at last

lix.-d it turns out to be Dives who is at the

bottom of it. The spectacle of to - day
is the creative facility of wealth ; and

when rich people choose to create such

a society for the world's edification as is

depicted in Mr. Warner's Golden House,

it is not wonderful that hasty human na-

ture revolts with a spark of divine indig-

nation, and hankers to pitch the whole

edifice into Tartarus ; nor can it be won-

dered at if even Christian philanthro-

pists, when they contrast such a spectacle

with the awful poverty at its gates, should

avow that wealth is the devil, and that

our only hope is in binding both him and

his angels. But when we see, as we often

do, a vast fortune in the hands of a noble

creative man like Plutarch, or William

of Orange, or Howard the philanthro-

pist, we then understand that wealth is

not only a bond of brotherhood, but the

condition for the development of a great

type of humanity.
Such types are the progenitors of a

noble national life. Deny to the grand

personality its office, and you destroy the

type. Contract the womb, and you spoil

the child. Nor would it do any good to

abolish the forms of wealth ; the lie would

remain. It is animalism that creates ihe

illusion ; it is this that is undoing us : it

is anti-national because it is anti-ethical ;

unable to see the value of the type, it

mistakes the organism for a machine, and

gives birth to machine politics. Occupy-

in^ a false view point, it is always one-

sided. In its eagerness for liberty, it in-

sists that every person shall have the

ballot: it is blind to the fact that liberty

depends not so much on the possession
of the ballot as on its bein^ in liberty-

loving and intelligent hands
; that the

electorate is in reality an organ of the

government ; and that the essential char-
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tic of an organ is that it should

-.1 by the true type oi

liave risen to power,

enjoyed all tin- liberty they wanted, and

changed the course of the world, with-

out having the right of suffrage. I:-

potsession by every man is not e>-

to the pursuit ierty, and hap-

piness on his part, but its being held by

trustworthy men, who are tin m<Kes true

types of the nationality, is absolutely es-

sential to everybody's welfare.

Again, in its eagerness after popular

sovereignty, this onesided humanity has

: >ted to exalt one organ of the state

expense of another ; it has made
the elector everything, the legislator no-

: it has stripped from the states-

man all statesmanship, making him a

public servant in the lowest sense of the

and developing in him the worst

vices of servili of that stamp
are indeed servants of the people. They
have ceased to be stems. In an hour

of deadly peril like the Chicago strike,

they wait to see which way the popular
tide will turn. They degrade t

tional organ to which they belong. De-

of the type of sovi -i

ceases to be sovereign. Apropos
ne man is as good

as another, and that every man should

have his turn at governing. Such an

1 be death

to a bank or a mercantile house to con-

on such principles, and it is death

to the nation: .

ing contempt on

the type ; it is < he organ of its

I. aii.l f.-.d fully has it told upon
us. Already are we a spectacle to for-

eigners ; they say well that we have no

reaper' wn institutions. no faith

in the people. Nor is it strange, -in, ,

we have reversed nature's methods, so

careless of the type we seem, so

ful of the
;

,ly an

opposite,
breathed forth by Washington and Lin-

it is the humanitarian aspect
of this animalism that is most to be

dreaded, for here the illusion is worst.

Folly is transformed into an angel of

light, yet, fool-like, it can see but a

interest. 1 -ye was on the

negro, its single aim to secure his liberty

against his oppressor ; now it is fixed on

the workingman, but it is on one kind of

workingman, and on one stage of his de-

velopment. In the first stage, he must be

so protected that he can let the labor of

his hands for the largest price ; he must

be free to exercise generosity as he sees

n't ; nor must he be compelled to help
his fellow-laborer, but as soon as he has

a room in his tenement to let he becomes

a landlord, and now this sentimental hu-

manitarianism would dictate to him how

he shall let. and when he must be gen-
erous. Still further, when he a<

lates a little money, and so becomes a

capitalist, tin re must be a law to dic-

tate to him the terms on which lie shall

let his capital, and to arbitrate between

him and his employee.
This one - sidedness is illustrated by

the savage attacks upon Mr. Pullman.

From the stage of labor he had risen

to the stage of capital ; he had become

a stem of industry ; into his hands hun-

dreds of nii-n put their sa\ in:,"., many of

these stockholders being people of

means. Mr. Pullman wa* their trustee;

the surplus of his company was their

guarantee, it stood instead of a mortgage
bond: nothing could be more desirable

for the country than hi- ity be-

tween th- -mall savings and the indus-

trial stem. Now t!

that no one tl at larking Mr.

Pullman for want of generosity in the

use of his private fortune, but there has

been a universal howl against him for

hot being generous with other people's

money ; he should have reduced his rents

thou:. to his surplus, invalidated

the security, and lowered the stock at

the cost of thousands of dollars to his

stockholders. Not only should he have

been generous .v ople's expense,
but he should have called it justice. Not
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only ought he to have done it, but he

should have been compelled by govern-
ment to do it, and for want of govern-
mental interference he -hould be com-

pelled by anarchy to <lo it. Actually,
the popular attitude towards these small

investors has been simply this : Go to

Canada with your small savings ; you
have no rights in the case which we are

bound to respect. This is a duel be-

tween riches and poverty. The inter-

mediate stages are *'

beyond the pale."

Such an attitude is not only anti-

American, and opposed to the old An-

glo-Saxon bill of rights, but it is essen-

tially anarchical. Beside, the question
how much is due to the workingman is

not one of abstract justice, no man gets
his moral deserts in the industrial world ;

the question what a man's work is worth

depends on how essential it is to the

business organism. This is the only

practical criterion for commercial jus-

tice ; and taking it as the criterion, it

is by no means certain that the work-

ingman is not receiving more than his

share. In that case, the question of help
for him becomes one of generosity, not

of justice, precisely as it would in the

case of a poor author or physician. On
the other hand, if we throw away the

organism, in behalf of the American

workingman, and attempt to give him
his mural valuation or his worth as a

brother man, we are equally bound by
the principles of humanity to do it for the

Chinese or " the poor authors." Doubt-

lees the industrial organism is a slow in-

strument for distributing wealth, but it

has the merit of being nature's invita-

tion : it develops the type, the man of

us, who is nature's stem and

wealth creator ; furthermore, it coerces

all men in the direction of industry, eco-

nomy, and skill. True, it is hard on the

shiftless and the incapable, but it is bet-

ter we should reach them b\ < haiitv than

give up the organism which develops

type and stem. Certainly there is great

suffering, but the sooner we realize it is

to be relieved by existing forces, and

throw the responsibility upon them, tin-

better. Organized benevolence will then

become what it has never been before ;

and that brings us to the question which

anti-Americanism has forced upon u>.

Shall we develop the proeiit forces, or

shall we throw away nature's plan and

give up the Anglo-Saxon organic nation

in which law is reduced to a minimum:
Shall we abandon free benevolence, and

go back to paternalism and militarism '?

It takes genius to create a first-class illu-

sion, and socialism has of late had gen-
ius on its side. We read Mr. Bellamy's

Looking Backward, and feel the same-

drawing to his Utopia that we felt to-

wards the patriarchal institution when
we read the first volume of Uncle Tom's

Cabin. The devil really is not in it ; no

bill of rights seems necessary ; the insti-

tution produces nothing but Uncle Toms.

little Evas, and St. Clares. It is not till

Legree appears that we realize how en-

tirely this benign aspect was due to the

concentration of light on a certain nega-
tive type of character. It must be tin-

type, after all, even in socialism, that de-

cides our happiness. Some one ought to

write a second volume of Looking Back-

ward, in which Mr. Bellamy's color

officials should take the background, and

thepolit tea/organs of the industrial army
should appear, with Mr. Debs as com-

mander in chief. The opening chapter
should deal with the last Anglo-Saxon

struggle for liberty against the i

patronage of the socialistic party which

held in its hands all the railroads, tele-

graph lines, and mines in the country.
It -hould describe the immensely prepon-

derating foreign element in this new par-

the loss of confidence on the part of

the Anglo-Saxon minority; the resulting

anarchy and bloodshed : the final sei/.uiv

of the government by trades unions, un-

d- r the leadership of sum*- crafty "hi

It should go on to describe the political

structure of the new nation : how, in tin-

new paternalism, an ignorant foreign ma-
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jority took the place of the papacy. dic-

t.ttin^ to men's consciences when they

should be ^riM-r.i'i- : ho\v it soon became

necessary that religion and edu

should come under the paternal system,
i lu- power which controls altrui>m

must likewise control the social

I one step toward tyr-

anny led to another; how tyranny inevi-

tably tended toward autocracy ; and how

at last that same single, forcible, shrewd

head of the Caesar once more appeared
i tin i -mporal and spirit-

ual world, and so tin- "look backward"

was corapl* . should be achap-
. on the personal aspects of the

inorganic Altruria: how men sank into

mere automata ; how personal interest in

work died out because everything fell

into a dead sameness ; how individuality

ceased because no man had any breadth

I in which to exercise it; how cre-

]>ower failed for want of proper-
>\v men shirked because they were

_'ovn iiiii.-nt \\oik; how manliness

d because every man was taken

care of by the state; how life became

feeble because all the great types failed ;

how character became inert because na-

ture ceased to becoeivi,, ; h.>\\ altmi>m

itself at last collapsed because it was en-

forced, and generosity died out because

the secret of genero -

rty.

not say that Altruria is impossible ;

mi tin- contrary, I believe it is coining;
what I do say is that the type must come

first, and we are very far yet from the

type. We have not yet an electorate pure

iigent enough to be trust-

h the first step towards soci

the coi i 10 railroads; ou i]
"in Murphys and our Debses

ambition

lieve that .\ltrmia.wh-n it ,

will U a reversal of th.- old
tion, and a return to the inorganic nation-

I believe it will come, not through
B and militarism, hut through

larger hU-.ty, through wider spheres of

personal dc through greater in-

dividual weakh and nobh

Hut the imni'-diat-- peril of social

that it furnishes the animating sj.

anarchical societies. It creates a i

lusion by putting things in a false light.

This is dangerous because we are con-

1 with an enormous mass of men
who do not think things out for them-

selves. They are organized into trades

unions. These socialistic theories are to

them what the loose ideas of the aristo-

cratic and literary reformers were to the

Jacobin clubs of France before the Revo-

lution. But there is this vast difference

in the times : liberty with us lias already

gone further than the structure of the

organism can safely permit; to stretch

it yet more means the loss of it. Yet

these trades unions are wild for advance ;

tbey are a vast disciplined army, ready
at a moment's notice to precipitate a

war. They are inflamed by their false

creed ; they fancy themselves grievously

wronged. Even if a wrong exists but in

lam y, no one \vill sit quietly under it,

nor will they. They are determined to

right themselves, peaceably if possible,

but should it require force they do not

mean to fail ; they do not wish anarchy,

but, as the Chicago strike revealed, they

prefer it to failure, and their madness at

the President's inte: i weals the

direction in which tin
-y mean to m.\ ,-.

They propose to have presidents and gov-
ernors who agree with tin m.

As John Adams said when he heard

the guns at a glorious

m<>niing.
M

Nature has brought u- into

a place where we must lose our liberty

or develop a new citizenship. That new

citi/.-ndiip has already appeared, thank

God. Ithashaditsproto-martM. It now

has, in Nru least, its deter-

mined lead. : are rall\in- .

it : they are being recruited fr..m all

nationalities; it is a unifying hour : the

is at last

There is 'genuine goodness in the coun-

try, but it has been nebulous and inert ;

it has been fiddling while 1 nt : it
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is now awaking to facts. The call is for

a party of the republic which, like Robert

Ross, shall hold the type above the lit. ;

whose motto shall be, like his, Peri>h all

lesser interests, if we can have a purified

nation. Good will it be for us if we

know in this our day the things that per-

tain to our peace, for nature will not step

aside out of her course from deference

even to the greatest of her republics ; she

has one law for them all, the law of the

organism ; nor does she ever suffer the

national pyramid to stand upon its apex.

The unintelligent do not rule the intelli-

gent for long. Of two evils, men always
choose the less. They fly from anarchy.

Society must cohere, and it always co-

heres about a man who is able. Person-

ality must come to the front. If there is

enough of the national stock with which

to furnish her organs, nature will have

a republic as she did in Rome. If the

stock runs short, she contracts her or-

gans, and men pass under the tutelage

of an empire. It is the organic that is

possible. Whatever we have developed
fit organs for we can reach ; nothing
else.

There sat in the imperial seat of Rome,

long after the republic had passed away,
a type of the old stock, whom nature had

preserved for her beneficent work. For
him the republic had existed and passed.

Of him Frederick Maurice says: "Mar-
cus Aurelius wrote in Greek, he dwelt in

all the effeminacy of a court, but he de-

sired above all things else, he says, to be

a male and a Roman." " What he meant

by that we can understand by his acts,

and also from his thoughts ; for he is one

of those who lets us into the secrets of

life ; who has told us what he was

striving to be, and what helps and hin-

drances hi- met with in his strivings. He
had evidently taken account of the causes

which had made the Roman the ruler of

the world ; he had seen that self-restraint

had been one main secret of his pov\ r .

that reverence for the relations in which

he found himself had been another ; thai

out of both had come the habit of obe-

dience, the only security for the fidelity

of the citizen. His meditations exhibit a

man who is striving by all means that he

knows of to recover something which he

feels has departed or is departing from

his country, from those who are govern-

ing in it, from those who are serving
in it"

Wonderful is this care of nature for

the type ; its own prolonged struggle, too,

for survival, though reduced to a single

man, a solitary headland against the tide

of anarchy, the sole governmental or^an
of that state which could no longer be a

republic, not even a limited monarchy,
because there was not enough of the gov-

erning type left out of which to make
constitutional organs. Years before, the

transcendent intellect ofJulius Caesar had

grasped the situation and foreseen the

only possible form of government left for

Rome. Two organs alone were possible,

an imperator and an army. This was

the fact that the eloquent Cicero and

the noble Brutus were not clear-headed

enough to see. They thought they could

reverse history ; unfortunately, it was nat-

ural history, and the battle of Pharsalia

showed the irreversibility of organic law.

The Roman stock was gone, the live l is-

sue dead, and the Roman constitution

which had conquered the world fell like

a rotten trunk in a storm.

John H. Den
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ALCYON K.

the silent depth of space,

Immeasurably ol.l. immeasurably far,

Glittering with a silver flame

Through eternity,

Rolls a great and burning star,

With a noble name,

Alcyone !

In the glorious chart of heaven

It is marked the first of seven ;

1 is a Pleiad ;

And a hundred years of earth

With their long-forgotten deeds have come and gone,

Since that tiny point of light,

Once a splendor fierce and bright,

Had its birth

In the star we gaze upon.

It has traveled all that time

Thought has not a swifter flight

Through a region where no faintest gust

Of life comes ever, but the power of night

Dwells stupendous and sublime.

Limitless and void and lonely,

A region mute with age, and peopled only
With the dead and ruined dust

Of worlds that lived eternities ago.

Man ! when thou dost think of this.

And what our earth and its existence is,

h:ilf-Miml toils since life began,
lit tli* aims, the little s;

With what passion and what pride,

And what hunger fierce and wide,

Thou .l..s l.roak beyond it all.

Seeking for tin- -j.irit unroniined

In the clear abyss of mind

A shelter and a peace majestical.

what is life to thee,

toward the primal light.

^ th that stern and silent face,

hou canst not be

Something radiant and august as night.

Something wide as space ?
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Therefore with a love and gratitude divine,

Thou shalt cherish in thine heart for sign

A vision of the great and burning star,

Immeasurably old, i inmeasurably far.

Surging forth its silver flame

Through eternitv :

And thine inner heart shall ring and cry
With the music strange and high,

The grandeur of its name,

Alcyone !

Archibald Lampman.

JOINT OWNERS IN SPAIN.

Tin: Old Ladies' Home, much to the

sorrow of its inmates,
" set back from

the road." A long, box-bordered walk

led from the great door down to the

old turnpike, and thickly bowering lilac

bushes forced the eye to play an unsat-

isfied hide-and-seek with the view. The

sequestered old ladies were quite un-

reconciled to their leaf - hung outlook ;

active life was presumably over for them.

and all the more did they long to " see

the passing
"

of the little world which

had usurped their places. The house

itself was very old, a stately, square

structure, with pillars on either side of

the door, and a fanlight above. It had

been unpainted now for many years, and

had softened into a mellow lichen

.so harmonious and pleasing in the midst

of summer's vital green that the few ar-

tists who ever heard of Tiverton sought

it out, to plant umbrella and easel in the

Burden, and sketch the stately relic ;

photographers also made it one of their

accustomed haunts. Of the artists the

old ladies disapproved, without dissent-

ing voice. It seemed a " shaller
"

pro-

ceeding to sit oat there in the hot sun

for no result save a wash of unreal colors

on a white ground, or a few hasty lines

indicating no solid reality : but the pho-

tographers were their constant delight,

and they ivjoiced ii; themselves

into groups upon the green, to be " took
"

and carried away with the house.

One royal winter's day there was a

directors' meeting in the great south

room, the matron's parlor, a spot bear-

ing the happy charm of perfect loyalty

to the past, with its great fireplace, iron

dogs and crane, its settle and entrancing

corner cupboards. The hard-working

president of the board was speaking has-

tily and from a full heart, conscious that

another instant's discussion might bring
the tears to her eyes :

"
May I be allowed to say it 's ir-

relevant, I know, but I should like the

satisfaction of saying it that thi-

enough to make one vow never to have

anything to do with an institution of any
sort, from this time forth for evermore !

For the moment had apparently come
when a chronic annoyance must IK- rec

nized as unendurable. They had borne

with the trial, inmates and direct

quite as cheerfully as most ordinary peo-

ple accept the inevitable; but suddenly
the tension had become too great, and

the universal patience snapped. Two
of the old ladies. Mrs. Blair and .Mi--

Dyer, who were settled in the Il-im.- i'r

and who, before
j,
roinj there, had

shown no special waywardn.-x of tem-

per, had proved utterly incapable of liv-

ing in peace with any available human
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being; and as t had in-i

accommodation-, neither could b

lated i irk l.utt. i

ili I he gi

:,(! tin- etYeet of this

dual system on the*e two. possibly the

most t '

Each had,

-hioii. "kicked

atron's son >;iid

irh to tlie joy of the

village fat! 1 t.) MI. h purpose
;inue the light-minded simile,

arness was left to guide them

withal. M
sperit-

ed." like all the Coxes from whom she

.. had now so tyrannized over the

last of In i series <.f : s, so brow-

and intimidated her, that tlie \&t-

lally taken to her bed with

a slow discouragement, an noun-

>he M ruther go to the poor-
.:id done with i; t! inr life

'd like to

me of that hnnderd

mas paid down
in hills to get Home, for

iiankful to tlicm that laid it

away so antic to hand it hark before

1. so 't

the could ,,t till

't was gone, and th- she 'd

If Mi- 8mb AIM; Dyer, known also

her of th- puhlic peace, pre-
. kind.

she was yet -sand
8 to the. ;il growth.

IM a scarcely

g State of hurt feeling; her tiny

seemed 1 na close federa-

te sole purpose of

i ghts; and

in battle, nh
ia ^

.decreed M- had

i IMT

iiair, for wearing s-j

shoes, 01 1 I^arken. y
ly.

. ly in the morning, hut

she chant. -d tho-c ills through all her

waking hour- Ji yet husky tone

broken by frequent sobs. And there-

- as a result of these domestic whirl-

winds and too stagnant pools, came the

directors' ni.-eting. and the helplc 9 > ;

test of the exasperated president. The
two cases were discussed for an 1

longer, in the dn ion pertaining
to a question which has long been sup-

posed to have but one side ; and then it

uiined for Mrs. Mitchell, the new di-

rector, to cut the knot with the energy
of one to whom a difficulty is fresh.

"Has it ever occurred to you to put
them to_ 1

are impossible people ; so, naturally, you
have selected mildest and most

Christian women to endure their nag-

ging. They can't live with the saints of

the ,-artli. Kxperience has proved that

Tut them into one room, and let them

itouttogethe
The motion was passed with some-

thing of that awe ever attending a Na-

pole ree, and passed, too, with

utmost good breeding: >ody
mentioned the Kilkenny cats. The ma-

"tnpressed her lips and lifted her

hrows, but said nothing ; having exhaust-

ed her own resources, she was the more

willing to take the superior attitude of

good-natured skepiici-m.

and at ten o'clock, one morning, Mrs.

Blair was ushered into the room where
her forced colleague sat by the window

II ere the two were left alone.

Miss Dyer looked up, and then heaved
a tempestuous si- her work, in

the manner of one not entirely surprised

press it

if HII was
a th ..

finitely

passive, save at those times when her

nervous syste n 1 \\ it li the scheme

rse. Not so Mr>. Hi
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She had black eyes, "like live coals."

said her awed associates, and her skin

was soft and white, albeit wrinkled. One
could even believe she had reigned a

beauty, as the tradition of the house de-

clared. This morning she held her head

higher than ever, and disdained expres-

sion except that of an occasional nasal

snort. She regarded the room with the

air of an impartial though exacting critic :

two little beds covered with rising-sun

quilts, two little pine bureaus, two wash-

stands. The sunshine lay upon the floor,

and in that radiant pathway Miss Dyer
sat.

" If I 'd ha' thought I should ha' come

to this," began Mrs. Blair, in the voice

of one who speaks perforce after long

sufferance,
" I 'd ha' died in my tracks

afore I 'd left my comfortable home
down in Tiverton Holler. Story-'n'-a-

half house, a good sullar, an' woods nigh

by full of sarsaparilla an' gold thread !

I 've moved more times in this God-for-

saken place than a Methodist preacher,

fust one room an' then another ; an' bad

is the best. It was poor pickin's enough
afore, but this is the crowner !

"

Miss Dyer said nothing, but two large

teat's rolled down and dropped on her

work. Mrs. Blair followed their course

with gleaming eyes endowed with such

uncomfortable activity that they seemed

to pounce with every glance.
" What under the sun be you carryin'

on like that for?" she asked at last,

giving the handle of the water pitcher

an emphatic twitch to make it even with

the world. <4 You ain't lost nobody, have

ye, sence I moved in here ?
"

Miss Dyer put aside her knitting with

ostentatious abnegation, and began rock-

ing herself back and forth in her chair,

which seemed not of itself to sway fast

enough, and Mrs. Blair's voice rose again,

ever higher and more metallic :

u
1 dunno what you've got to com-

plain of more 'n the rest of us. Look

at that dress you 've got on, a good
thick thibet, an' mine 's a cheap, sleazy

[January,

alpaca they palmed off on me because

they knew my eyesight ain't what it was

once. An' you 're settin' right there in

the sun, gettin' het through, an' it 'scold

as a barn over here ly the door. My
land ! if it don't make me mad to see

anybody without no more sperit than a

wet rag ! If you 've lost anybody, why
don't ye say so ? An' if it 's a mad fit,

speak out an' say that ! Give me any-

body that 's got a tongue in their head,

/say!"
But Miss Dyer, with an unnecessary

display of effort, was hitching her chair

into the darkest corner of the room, the

rockers hopelessly snarling her yarn at

every move.
44 1 'm sure I would n't keep the sun

off'n anybody," she said tearfully. "It

never come into my head to take it up.

an' I don't claim no share of anything.
I guess, if the truth was known, 't would

be seen I 'd been used to a house look-

in' south, an' the fore-room winders all

of a glare o' light, day in an' day out,

an' Madeira vines climbin' over 'em, an'

a trellis by the front door ; but that 's

all past and gone, past and gone! I

never was one to take more 'n belonged

to me ; an' I don't care who says it, I

never shall be. An' I 'd hold to that, if

'twas the last word I had to speak '.

"

This negative sort of retort had an

enfeebling effect upon .Mrs. Ulair.

My land !

"
she exclaimed helpless-

ly. "Talk about my tun- ue ! V

nothin' to cold mola.-ses, if you 've got to

plough through it."

The other sighed, and leaned her head

upon her hand in an attitude of extreme

dejection. Mrs. Blair eyed her with the

exasperation of one whose just chall>

has been refused; she marched hack and

forth through the room, is lung

a fold of the counterpane with vicious

care, and again pulling the hraidrd rug

to one side or the other, the while she

sought new fuel for her rage. Without,

the sun was lighting snowy knoll and

hollow, and printing the fine - etched
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tracery of the trees against a <

sky. The road was not usually much

frequented in winter time, but just now

it had been worn by the week's sleddin-

into a shining track, and several sleighs

went jingling up and down. Tiverton

was seizing the opportunity of a perfect

day and the best of "
going," and was

taking its way to market The trivial

happenings of this far-away world had

ir elicited no more than a passing
MI -Mrs. Blair; she was too

absorbed in domestic warfare even to

peer down through the leafless lilac

boughs, in futile wonderment as to whose

bells they might be, ringing merrily past.

( )M one journey about the room, however,
some chance arrested her gaze. She

stopped, transfixed.

^he cri.-.l. Her nervous,

blue-veined hands clutched at her apron
and held it; she was motionless for a

moment. Y.-t the picture without would

have been quite devoid of interest to

the casual eye ; it could have borne lit-

tle significance save to one who knew
the inner life history of the Tiverton

Home, and thus might guess what slight

events made up its joy and pain. A
young man had set up his camera

end of the walk, and thrown the cloth

over his head preparatory to taking the

Usual view of the house. Mrs. HI

covered n-.m her temporary inaction.

She rushed to th. window and threw up
the sash. 1 1 IT husky voice broke .-

you keep right where you be !

I *m gotn* to be took ! You wait till I

pulled down the window, and
went in haste to the closet, in the excess

r eagerness stumbling recklessly
forwa s depths.

RH ng Hervoice

iiporary se-

re 'd they ; 1 1 ain't

here in night ! My soul ! where 's my
hum

These were apostrophes thrown off

VOL. LXXV. 3

in extremity of feeling ; they were not

questions, and no listener, even with the

most friendly disposition in the world,

need have assumed the necessity of an-

swering. So, wrapped in oblivion to all

earthly considerations save that of her

own inward gloom, the one person who

might have responded merely swayed
back and forth in martyrized silence.

But no such spiritual withdrawal could

insure her safety. Mrs. Blair emerged
from the closet, and darted across the

room with the energy of one stung by a

new despair. She seemed about to fall

upon the neutral figure in the corner, but

seized the chair-back instead, and shook

it with such angry vigor that Miss Dyer
cowered down in no simulated fright.

"Where's my green bandbox?" The
words were emphasized by cumulative

shakes. "Anybody that 's took that

away from me ought to be biled in ile !

Hangin' 's too good for 'em, but let me

get my eye on 'em an' they shall swing
for . they shall, higher 'n Gil-

'roy's kite !

"

The victim put both trembling hands

to her ears.

I ain't deef!" she wailed.
" Deef ? I don't care whether you 're

deef or dunl. or whether you 're num-
mer 'n a beetle ! It 's my bandbox I 'm

arter. Isr'el in Egypt ! you might ^rind
some folks in a mortar an' you could n't

make 'em speak !

"

It was of no use. Intimidation was

worse than hopeless ; even bodily force

would not avail. She cast one 1m id

glance at the supine figure, and gave

up the quest in that direction as sheer

waste of tinif. With new determination,

she again essayed the closet, tossing
shoes and rubbers behind her in an

unsightly h,. ;l
,,.

(

j,,ito heedless of the con-

fusion of rights and lefts. At last, in a
dark corner, behind a blue chest, she

came upon her treasure. Too hurried

now for reproaches, she drew it forth,

and with trembling fingers untied the

>. Catling aside the cover, she
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produced a huge scoop bonnet of a long-

past date, and setting it on her head

with the same fevered haste, tied over

it the long figured veil which nuule an

inseparable part of her state array. She

snatched her stella shawl from the draw-

er, threw it over her shoulders, and ran

out of the room.

Miss Dyer was left quite bewildered

by these erratic proceedings, but she had

no mind to question them ; so many sto-

ries were rife in the Home of the ec-

centricities embodied in the charitable

phrase
" Mis' Blair's way

"
that she would

scarcely have been amazed had her ter-

rible room-mate chosen to drive a coach

and four up the chimney, or saddle the

broom for a midnight revel. She drew

a long breath of relief at the bliss of

solitude, closed her eyes, and strove to

regain the lost peace which, as she vague-

ly remembered, had belonged to her once

in a shadowy past.

Silence had come, but not to reign.

Back flew Mrs. Blair like a whirlwind.

Her cheeks wore each a little hectic

spot ; her eyes were flaming. The fig-

ured veil, swept rudely to one side, was

borne backwards on the wind of her

coming, and her thin hair, even in those

few seconds, had become wildly disar-

ranged.
" He *s gone !

"
she announced passion-

ately.
" He kep' right on while I was

findin' my bunnit. He come to take

the house, an* he 'd ha' took me an' been

glad. An' when I got open that plaguy
front door he was jest drivin' away ; an*

I might ha' hollered till I was black in

the face, an' then I could n't ha' made
him hear."

" I dunno what to say, nor what not

to," remarked Miss Dyer to her cor

"If I speak, I "in to blame; an' so I

be if I keep still."

The other old lady had thrown herself

into a chair, and was looking wrathfully
before her.

u It 'i the same man that come from

Sudleigh last August." she -aid hitterly.

in Sjiaiii. [January,

" He took the house then, an' said he

wanted to again when the leaves were

off; an' that time I was laid up with

my stiff ankle, an' did n't git into it,

an' to-day my bunnit was hid, an' I lost

iin."

Her voice changed. To the listener

it took on an awful meanini;.
" An' I should like to know whose fault

it was. If them that owns the winder,

an' set by it till they see him comin',

had spoke up an' said,
* Mis' Blair,

there 's the photograph man. Don't

you want to be took ?
'

it would n't ha'

been too late ! If anybody had an-

swered a civil question, an' said,
' Your

bunnit box sets there behind my blue

chist,' it would n't ha' been too late

then! An' I ain't had my likeness

took sence I was twenty year old, an'

went to Sudleigh Fair in my changeable
visite an* leghorn hat, an' Jonathan

wore the brocaded weskit he stood up in

the next week Thursday. It 's enough
to make a minister swear !

"

Miss Dyer rocked I tack and forth.

" Dear me !

"
she wailed. Dear me

suz!"

The dinner bell rang, creating a

blessed diversion. Mrs. Blair, rendered

absent-minded by her ^rief. went to the

table still in her bonnet and veil ; and

this dramatic entrance irave ri-c to such

morbid though unexpressed curiosity

that every one forbore for a time to

wonder why Miss Dyer did not apj

T, however, when a tray was pre-

pared and sent up to her (according to

the programme of her bad days), the

general commotion reached an almost

unruly point, stimulated U it was by
the matron's son, who found an opportu-

nity to whisper to one garrulous old lady

that MUs Dyer had received bodily 5n-

jurv at the hands <>f her room-mate, and

thai ir had put on her bonnet

to be ready for the sheriff when he

should arrive. ThU r.-port. judiciously

started, ran like prairie fire ; and the

house was all the afternoon in a plea-
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sant state of excitement. !'>! My the

11 will never know why so many of

the old ladies promenaded the corridors

linner time until loiii; after early

candlelight, while a few kept faithful yet

aijitat.-d watch from the windows. For

interest wu iredto

see the sheriff's advent, and others found

possibility of counting the

groans of the prostrate victim.

n Mrs. Blair returned to the

stage of action, she was much refreshed

by her abundant meal and the strong

tea which three times daily heartened

i'battle. Sh<- laid aside her bon-

net and carefully folded the veil. Then
she looked about her, and, persistently

ignoring all the empty chairs, fixed an

annihilating gaze on one where the din-

ay still remained,

pose there 's no need of my settin'

:arkedbitin^ly. "It 'sail

in the day's work. Some folks are waited

on ; some ain't. Some have their vict-

uals brought to 'em an' set under their

noses, an' some has to go to the table ;

they 're there, they can take it or

leave it The quality can keep their

waiters sett 1 day in an' day out,

fillin' up every chair in the room. For

my part, I should think they 'd have an
extension table moved in, an' a snowdrop

Miss Dyer had become comparatively
now she gave way to tears.

:iybody can move that waiter

that *s a mind to," she said tremulously.
" I would myself, if I had the stren'th ;

in't got it I ain't awell woman.

\ventyyear. If old

irks was alive this day, he 'd say
IT had a chanc,-.' !

ays to mt ve been pull-hauled
one way or another sence you was born.'

lowthewuston t, for the

II ':u It was a royal and ex-

It represented scorn for

Blair could tind no adequate
uttera: a selected the straighteet

chair in the room, ostentatiously turned

its back to her enemy, and seated her-

self. Then, taking out her knitting, she

strove to keep silence ; hut that was too

heavy a task, and at last >he broke forth-

with renewed bitterness : To think of

all the wood I 've burnt up in my kitchen

stove an' air-ti-ht. an* never thought no-

thin' of it ! To think of all the wood

there is now, growin' and rot tin' from

Dan to Beersheba. an' I can't lay my fin-

gers on it !

*'

1 dunno what you want o' wood.

1 'in sure this room 's warm enough."
-V. MI don't r Well, I '11 tell you. I

want some two-inch boards, to nail up
a partition in the middle of this room,

same as Josh Marden done to spite his

wife. I don't want more 'n my own, but

I want it mine."

Miss Dyer groaned, and drew an un-

certain hand across her forehead.

V ni would n't have no great of an

outlay for boards," she said drearily.
" 'T would n't have to be knee-high to

keep me out I 'm no hand to go where
I ain't wanted ; an' if I ever was, I guess
I 'm cured on 't now."

Mrs. Blair dropped her knitting in her

lap. For an instant she sat there motion-

less in a growing rigidity : but light was

dawning in her eyes. Suddenly she came
to her feet, and tossed her knitting on the

bed.

"Where's that piece o' chalk you
had when you mark* ir tumbler

milt ':

"
she called. The words rang like

a martial order.

Miss Dyer drew it forth from the an-

cient-looking bag, known as a cavo, which

was ever at her side.

Her.- t is." she said, in her forlorn-

est quaver.
u

I h.ipu you won't do uo-

>ut o' the way with it I .should

hate to get into trouble here. 1 ain't

Mrs. Blair was too excited to hear or

heed 1
- was briefly, flaahingly,

in the possibilities of the room,
her bright black eye* darting here and
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there with fiery insistence. Suddenly
she went to the closet, and diving to the

bottom of a baggy pocket there, drew

forth a ball of twine. She chalked it.

still in delighted haste, and forced one

end upon her bewildered room-mate.
* You go out there to the middle square

o' the front winder," she commanded,
an' hold your end o' the string down

on the floor. I '11 snap it"

Miss Dyer cast one despairing glance
about her, and obeyed.

"
Crazy !

"
she muttered. " Oh my

land ! she 's crazy 's a loon. I wisht Mis'

Mitchell would come in !

"

But Mrs. Blair was following out her

purpose 111 a manner exceedingly me-

thodical. Drawing out one bed, so that

it stood directly opposite her kneeling

helper, she passed the cord about the

leg of the bedstead and made it fast ;

then, returning to the middle of the

room, she snapped the line triumphant-

ly. A faint chalk mark was left upon
the floor.

" There !

"
she cried. "

Leggo ! Now
you give me the chalk, an' I '11 go over

it an' make it whiter."

She knelt and chalked with the utmost

absorption, crawling along on her knees

quite heedless of the despised alpaca ;

and Miss Dyer, hovering in a corner, tim-

orously watched her. Mrs. Blair stag-

gered to her feet, entangled by her skirt

as she rose.

"There!" she announced. "Now
here's two rooms. The chalk mark's

the partition. You can have the morn-

in' sun, for I 'd jest as soon live by a

taller candle if I can have someth'm'

that 's my own. I '11 chalk a lane into

the closet, an' we '11 both keep a right o'

way there. Now I 'm to home, and so

be you. Don't you dast to speak a word

to me unless you come and knock here on

my headboard, that 's the front door,

an' I won't to you. "Well, if I ain't

glad to be alone ! I 've hung my harp
on a wilier long enough !

"

It was some time before the true

meaning of the new arrangement pene-
trated Miss Dyer's slower intelligence ;

but presently she drew her chair nearer

the window and thought a little, chuck-

ling as she did so. She too was alone.

The sensation was new and very pleasant.

Mrs. Blair went back and forth through
the closet-lane, putting her clothes away.
with high good humor. Once or twice

she sang a little Derby's Rain and Lord

Lovell in a cracked voice. She was in

love with solitude.

Just before tea, Mrs. Mitchell, in

some trepidation, knocked at the door,

to see the fruits of contention present
and to come. She had expected to hear

loud words, and the silence almost ter-

rified her. Miss Dyer gave one appeal-

ing look at Mrs. Blair, and then, with

some indecision, went to open the door,

for the latch was in her house.
"
Well, here you are, comfortably

settled !

"
began Mrs. Mitchell. She

had the unmistakable tone of profession-

al kindliness ; yet it rang clear and true.

" May I come in ?
"

" Set right down here," answered Miss

Dyer, drawing forward a chair. " I 'm

real pleased to see ye."
" And how are you this morning ?

"

This was addressed to the occupant of

the other house, who, quite oblivious to

any alien presence, stood busily rubbing
the chalk marks from her dress.

Mrs. Blair made no answer. She

might have been stone deaf, and as

dumb as the hearthstone bricks. Mrs.

Mitchell cast an alarmed glance at her

entertainer.
" Is n't she well ?

"
she said softly.

" It 's a real pretty day, ain't it ?
"

responded Miss Dyer.
" If 't was sum-

mer time, I should think there 'd be a

sea turn afore night. I like a sea turn

myself. It smells jest like Old Boar's

Head."
" I have brought you down some

fruit." Mrs. Mitchell was still anxious-

ly observing the silent figure, now ab-

sorbed in an apparently futile search in
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a brocaded workbag.
" Mrs. Blair, do

you ever cut up oranges and bananas to-

gether ?
"

No answer. The visitor rose, and

unwittingly stepped across the dividing
linr.

"Mrs. Blair" she began, but she

got no further.

ii> r hostess turned upon her in sur-

prised welcome.

"Well, if it ain't Mis' Mitchell! I

can't say I did n't expect you, for I see

you goin' into Miss Dyer's house not

more 'n two minutes ago. Seems to me

you make short calls. Now set right

down here, where you can see out o' the

winder. That square 's cracked, but I

guess the directors '11 put in another."

Mrs. Mitchell was amazed, but en-

tirely interested. It was many a long

day since any person, official or private,

had met with cordiality from this quar-
ter.

I hope you and our friend are go-

ing to enjoy your room together," she

essayed, with a hollow cheerfulness.

I r\prct to be as gay as a cricket,"

rned Mrs. Blair innocently. "An'
I do trust I 've got good neighbors. I

like to keep to myself, but if I 've got
a neighbor, I want her to be somebody
you can depend u;

n sure Miss Dyer means to be very

hborly." The director turned, with

asmilr. to include that lady in the con-

versation. But the local deafness had

engulfed her. She was sitting peace-

fully h\ the window, with the air of one
d within to think her own

very remote thoughts. The visitor in

tally improvised a little theory, ami it

teemed to fit the occasion. They had
i reled, she thought, and each was dis-

d at any notice bestowed on the

'

I have been wondering whethei

would both like to go sleighing with me
some afternoon?" she ventured, with

the humility which usually assails hu-

mankind in a frank and shrewish pre-
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"The roads are in wonderful

condition, and I don't believe you 'd take

cold. Do you know, I found Grand-

r Eaton's foot-warmers the other

day ! I '11 bring them along."
*' Law ! I 'd go anywheres to get out

o' here," said Mrs. Blair ruthlessl .

don't know when I 've set behind a horse,

either. I guess the last time was the day
I rid up here for good, an' then I did n't

feel much like lookin' at outdoor. Well,
I guess you be a new director, or you 'd

never ha' thought on 't !

"

- How do you feel about it, Miss

Dyer ?
"

asked the visitor. " Will you

go, perhaps on Wednesda

The other householder moved uneasily.

Her hands twitched at their knitting ; a

flush came over her cheeks, and she cast

a childishly appealing glance at her

neighbor across the chalk line. Her eyes
were fast filling with tears. *' Save me !

"

her look seemed to entreat. " Let me not

lose this happy fortune." Mrs. Blair in-

terpreted the message, and rose to the oc-

casion with the vigor of the intellectually

great.

Mis' Mitchell," she said clearly,
" I may be queer in my notions, but it

makes me as nervous as a witch to have

anybody hollerin' out o' my winders. I

don't care whrthrr it 's company nor

whether it *s my own folks. If you want

to speak to Miss Dyer, you come along
here arter me, don't you hit the par-
tition now ! i < my door an*

intoher'n. Here, I'll knock ! Miss Dyer,
be you to home ?

"

The little old lady came forward, flut-

tering and radiant in the excess of her

s, I guess I I--. ">he said, "an* all

alone, too ! I see you go by the winder,
an* I was in hopes you 'd come in !

"

Thru the situation dawned upon Mrs.
Mitchrll with an effect vastly surpri-iii^

to the two old pensioners. She turned

from one to the other, including thnn
both in a look of warm loving-kindness.
It was truly an illumination. Hitherto,
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they had thought chiefly of her winter

cloak and nodding ostrich plume ; now,
at last, they saw her face, and read some

part of its message.
" You poor souls !

"
she cried. " Do

you care as much as that ? Oh, you poor
souls !

"

Hiss Dyer fingered her apron and

looked at the floor, but her companion
turned abruptly away, even though she

trod upon the partition in going.
" Law ! it 's nothin' to make such a

handle of," she said. " Folks don't want

to be under each other's noses all the

time. I dunno 's anybody could stan' it,

unless 't was an emmet. They seem to

git along swarmin' round together."

Mrs. Mitchell left the room abruptly.

"Wednesday or Thursday, then!"

she called over her shoulder.

The next forenoon, Mrs. Blair made
her neighbor a long visit. Both old ladies

had their knitting, and they sat peace-

fully swaying back and forth, recalling

times past, and occasionally alluding to

their happy Wednesday.
" What I really come in for," said

Mrs. Blair finally, "was to ask if you
don't think both our settin'-rooms need

new paper."
The other gave one bewildered glance

about her.

"
Why, 't ain't been on more 'n two

weeks," she began ; and then remem-

brance awoke in her, and she stopped.

It was not the scene of their refuge and

conflict that must be considered ; it was

the house of fancy built by each unto her-

self. Invention did not come easily to

her as yet, and she spoke with some hesi-

tation.

" I 've had it in mind myself quite a

spell, but somehow I ain't been able to

fix on the right sort o' paper."
" What do you say to a kind of a straw

color, all lit up with tulips?'' inquired

Mrs. Blair triumphantly.

" Ain't that kinder gay ?
"

"
Gay ? Well, you want it gay, don't

ye ? I don't know why folks seem to

think they 've got to live in a hearse be-

cause they expect to ride in one I What
if we be gettin' on a little mite in years ?

We ain't underground yet, be we? I

see a real good ninepenny paper once,

all covered over with green brakes. I

declare if 't wa'n't sweet pretty ! Well,

whether I paper or whether I don't, I 've

got some thoughts of a magenta sofy.

I 'm tired to death of that old horsehair

lounge that sets in my clock-room. Some-

times I wish the moths would tackle it,

but I guess they 've got more sense. I 've

allers said to myself I 'd have a magenta

sofy when I could get round to it, and I

dunno 's I shall be any nearer to it than

I be now."
"
Well, you are tasty," said Miss Dyer,

in some awe. " I dunno how you come

to think o' that !

"

" Priest Rowe had one when I wa'n't

more 'n twenty. Some of his relations

give it to him (he married into the quali-

ty), an' I remember as if 't was yesterday
what a tew there was over it. An' I said

to myself then, if ever I was prospered
I 'd have a magenta sofy. I ain't got to

it till now, but now I '11 have it if I die

for't."

"
Well, I think you 're in the right

on 't." Miss Dyer spoke absently, glan-

cing from the window in growing trouble.

"
Oh, Mis' Blair," she continued, with a

sudden burst of confidence,
**

you don't

think there 's a storm brewin', do you ?

If it snows Wednesday, I shall give up
beat!"

Mr-. Blair, in her turn, peered at the

smiling sky.
" I hope you ain't one o' them kind that

thinks every fair day is a weather breed-

er.
"
she said. "Law, no! I don't be-

lieve it will storm ; an' if it does, why.
there 's other Wednesdays comin' !

"

Alice Brown.
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THE SYMPHONY ILLIVFRA TKI) BY BEETHOVEN'S FIFTH IN
MINOR.

OMMON saying of the Philistine

I

li definite

ideas, nor i -nits ; it is

..ut an amu-ment

or unfortunately, there

are ii" '.uitions in art philo-

re i> an

musician than a dispu-

in^ to the agreement of

all listener* u I >sions of a

n sug-

gest the significance and capacity of the

ID which the work '. 1 thus

'tope asyet

togive
after all, he can afford to neglect

n. It they agree, their

ranks will speedily grow. Then, by

ng a work of broad scope, 1

the advantage of th

lawyers j.
ir cor-

ners ot ;ment. the harmony of

purpose between remote regions of the

re is, no doubt. in music a seein-

sensuous effect. This mi^ht naturally

be expected more M
stages of the art An historic view will,

here as elsewhere, make the present
It shows thi! then- i-. in gen-

eral. a progress from the vague towards

the definite. 1'. irregularities in

appear whenever sadden

art.

It must !>< rcmemhered that the en-

tire gi

was really the slow

elements a was wrought \\ith-

< 'Illircll.

keeping always its unal ;>ectful

distance. It ended when all the eh

, been run.

matical ingenuity. But until the

nturies there had not been a

thought of music without words, <

music. The only use of an

ment was to guide the voices. How pure
music first arose can easily be im-

i. When the absurdly ar;

forms were abandoned by mutinous sing-

ers, the organ took the place of the un-

willing voice, and invited further compo-
sition for its special performance.

had nothing in common
with secular instrumental music and its

origin. For the elements, we must go
hack to the strange attempts at opera by
Italian amateurs. The very convenient

date of the first opera, 1600, is an excel-

lent landmark in ^au-in:; the growth of

| secular music. the year when

Peri's I was produced in Flor-

: m less preludes and
interlude's of the players that the germ of

the symphony lies. The first conception
of the {lowing '

. liieh is

the very fibre and tissue of ever)'

ame in these early operas. (There
is absolutely no connection between this

melody ;\\\-\ the fugal theme, of the Church

..) With these, the dance, of ob-

scure origin, completes the foun

on which sonatas and symphonies were

reared.

he forge in which these

>eing welded into the great
of the symphony, the sonata,

roii-lo. and minuet : in other words, if we

study the precursors of the masters, we
find, indeed, little promise ot' intellectual

surable amusement. But in art. periods

'.u-ivfly formal rowth always lack

imaginative pou like latent heat,
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when ice changes to water. Great men,
it would seem, are content with the form

they find, hiding the lines with their full-

ness of thought. Shallower minds, sen-

sitive to popular demand, tinker at new
devices of outward novelty. Thus, Se-

bastian Bach did not find the sonata suf-

ficiently perfected. Haydn was the first

master to approve. Therefore, in a re-

view of the history of musical thought
rather than of musical structure, it may
fairly he said that the sonata and the

whole school of secular instrumental mu-

sic did not begin before Haydn.
The analogy between Bach and the

secular masters is striking. In his earlier

generation, he found nothing but the

strict forms of the Church school. He

gave them their essential artistic pur-

pose ; he crowned their development by

endowing them with the highest expres-
sion of religious feeling. When a master

thus reaches the greatest height, a lower

level must be started in another direc-

tion, leading to a second master.

If we take a survey of this new stream

of worldly composition, melodies with

artificial accompaniment, digressions of

rippling scales or tripping arpeggios and

suddenly intruding crashes of full chords,

and contrast it with what is found in

the Church school with its precise, dig-

nified, and elaborate structure of voices,

independent in melody, yet interdepen-

dent in harmony, the question comes,

What new spirit moves here ? How can

there be, almost at the same time, two

opposite phases of the same art, both hon-

ored by the greatest masters ?

Clearly, here is the latest though not

the weakestwave of the Renaissance pulse.

The same rebellion against the all-ab-

sorbing intellectual domination of the

Church, the same resistless wave of earth-

ly feeling and its expression, apparent
in painting and in the literatures of K
land. France, and Italy, is here man
in the youngest of the arts. Why the

movement is so late in music need not

be discussed beyond again saying that

the art was jealously and exclusively fos-

tered by the Church. All its forms, its

wholeframework, had been deviled sole-

ly for worship. An entirely new ^arl)

must be created before it could venture

from the cloister into the gay world with-

out great awkwardness and stiiYi

Much depth of feeling or intellectual

emphasis must not be expected of the

first century of this new phase. The

early works show their reactionary origin

by utter frivol it v and shallowness. Until

an actual fitting form was obtained, there

was a constant striving after a satisfac-

tion of this very need, a self-conscious

kind of emphasis of mere sound : the

composer sought to fill in as many black

notes as possible.

The beginning of Haydn's career marks

the final attainment of this form, and at

the same time a sudden spring of true

poetic feeling. The result was what i-

commonly called the sonata, which is

really what we are considering ; for a

symphony is nothing else than a sonata

written for the orchestra. In the light

of the absolute newness of unsung music

is seen the fitness of the name "
sonata,"

that which is merely sounded, in contra-t

with that which is suni:. tht cantata."

Nowhere, I venture to say, in any phase
of art, is the shock greater than of this

burst from the sombre, confined, careful,

intellectual process of the cloister to the

free, irresponsible fancy dancing iir>t

over the meadows and in the foiv-t-. then

into the life of men. the turmoil and the

triumph of war, the romance an!

of human affection.

It is clear, then, why the expected or-

der first of the less defined, secondly
of the more clearly significant phase of

the art should ! reversed. Within

the cloister, mu-ic had readied a hi^h

and complex power of expression of those

feelings which were there sanctioned.

Without, all was new and va^ue : tl-

were no words or forms of expression

for the new life. It mu>t lie-in with the

A B C of a new language. To condemn
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the first fruits of this stage for lack of

to mi>-

tand the \.-ry purpose of all art.

Whil.- definite language is not impossi-

ble tO art, this : chief function ;

BO more is mere beauty of outline. If

.t IMS expressed and tra

ted, the medium of transmission will he

;
lace as an art form. The

language of prose has not the power thus

to express and all sentiment,

may entitle its fa-Id in a rough
e cannot, the

in its peculiar

region, not perhaps without encroach-

itually. Each art, beginning with

feelings, will translate more

and more delicate shades in a constantly

refining process, the form always react-

ing on the sentiment and suggesting an

advance.

This must account for the vagueness
of the earlier great works for instru-

ct in Haydn the pastoral
. discovered

anew, is unmistakable, as is the pi

ilness of his humor. In fact, the

appearance of humor of any kind in mu-

the eigh
1

,.:ury is a ab-

solutely new as anything can be tinder

the sun. Imagine how utterh

1 have been to the lon^ line,

.ituries, of

the worthy fosterers of music in the

The sonata was said by a German
i de<l hy the early writers

;li' first movement what th.-y

1<>. in the second what they could

last how glad they were to

have t The simplicity of this

rotation and no d.mht it is ac-

re*! < In the hands of great
men. t

ery soon attained a

more dignified j

A ? (\\hieli etymologically
means a sounding together, using, as it

1 the resourt

and in 1 ;.-. Ninth even
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pressing voices into service/ had, from

the time of . the am'ui'i ..:is pm-

poee of expressing a sort of modulation

through three or four moods of one

dominating feeling. I use the word

feeling
"

for lack of a better. In it>

highest phase, this purpose sometimes is

a kind of poetic view of red by
what is at the time the individuality of

the composer. An unentitled sympho-

ny, which i> the true type, does pretend
to this purpose. A poet'-> individuality

may so far change that, in a subsequent

year, a substantial difference of sentiment

may produce a symphony of quite an-

other effect. It is almost inconceivable

that a man should compose more than

one great symphony in a year ; and the

record of all the great symphonies from

the time the form had fully developed
confirms this \ie\v. Beethoven wrote

nine, Spohr nine, Schumann four, and

the other masters, in almost all CIDOO,

ten than the Muses' number. Mozart's

forty-nine and Haydn's one hundred and

eighteen were written in the period of

development ; the number of those which

are by common consent thought to em-

body a content worthy of performance
are in each case lees than Beethoven's.

But this purpose may be called the

highest : in many works the range of feel-

ing is narrowed in some way ; and tin re

is always a title which shows the limita-

tion. Thus Beethoven wrote a Pastoral

Symphony M of life in

the country," a ; 1 i ll.-roic Symphony
expressly

" to celebrate the memory of

a great man. In modern works, such

titles as Spring, Forest, A\

are prominent : but in all, this univer-

sality of conception is appai
It is doubtful whether the imjwrting

of titles into the symphony, the intro-

duction of what is called programme
in iuelf has at all added to its

dignity or power. The best example that

can possibly be cited is the Pastoral,
uhich Beethoven has annotated thus: first

movement. Pleasant Feelings Awakened
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on Arriving in the Country ; second. Scene

at the Brook ; third, Jovial Meeting of

Country People : interrupted by, fourth,

Thunder and Storm ; in turn interrupted

by the final movement, entitled Senti-

ments of Benevolence and Gratitude to

God after the Storm. Of course, it is

impossible not to accept the composer's

interpretation. But it must be remem-

bered that in his sketches an appended
note was found directing the hearer to

find the situations for himself ; and fur-

ther, that in the final programme he

added to the title the words '' Rather an

Expression of Feeling than a Picture."

If we should be obliged to dispense

with any one of Beethoven's symphonies,
I venture to say that in the Pastoral

least would be lost. It is, moreover, im-

possible to agree with Sir George Grove

that the annotations add any real advan-

tage to the simple title.

In choosing from the rich field a single

work as a type for illustration, from the *

limits of the untitled class, I have thought

the fifth of Beethoven's symphonies, in

C minor, the most broadly representative.

This work was produced in 1808, having
been for years in course of composition.

No title appears on the programme ex-

cept Symphony No. 5, in C minor, op.

67. 1. Allegro con Brio. 2. Andante

con Moto. 3. Allegro (Scherzo). 4. Al-

legro. Presto.

There is one prejudice to the unassist-

ed interpretation of the notes. It is

Beethoven's reported casual declaration

of his meaning ; but for the present that

may be disregarded. The symphony is

characterized by a sublime dignity, vigor,

and breadth. At the first hearing, it

13 impossible not to feel that there is

a very real purpose behind the notes.

The entire absence of frivolous dallying

.with themes, the striking contrast of the

succeeding melodies (especially towards

the end of the third and fourth in

ments, which, against all tradition.

ceed each other without a stop), above

all. the iteration from beginning to end

of a certain short passage, but four

notes,

E 4

with the whole orchestra at times bidden

in the basses and drums. now in its

grim, terrible bareness, again in a f

less dancing measure, again in a timid

mysterious discord, until it ends in the

clearest note of triumph, can it be said

that all this means nothing, until or un-

less it be translated, word for note, into

the language of commonplace ?

As in all truly great works of the hu-

man brain, there must be a certain de-

gree of intelligent perception. Further,

a certain maturity is absolutely necessary

to understand Beethoven. He is not for

the young, above all not for the shallow.

For these he is often no more than ugly
and ominous noise, which makes them

uneasy. They should slum him. His lis-

teners must be capable of feeling the

grimness, the terror, the fight of life.

Then they can feel with him the trium-

phant joy of the undaunted.

Before analyzing in detail, it will be

well to mention the character of the four

movements which are the usual divisions

of a symphony. The chief distinction is

the tempo. The first movement is, gener-

ally, moderately fast; the second, slow :

the third, tripping; the fourth, rushing.

The first is always the fully developed

sonata form. A description of this, the

most highly wrought of all nm-iral forms.

could not escape technicalities. Its es-

sence is its binary eh;- i certain

balance between two melodies and be-

tween the keys in which they lie. The

principal and second melodies first ap-

pear in the tonic and in a subordinate

key, respectively. Their final appearance
is in the same order of melodies, but in

the reversed order of keys. Thus while

the principal melody ha- the advantage

of the first appearance in the tonic key,

the second ha- the la-t word in the same

tonal territory. The development of this
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^reat achiev.
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pacity. It is called the sonata i'nn.

most invariably found in the

movement of : to, or syal-

though well poised in its

pace, it is elaboration, and

empl: thought

work. With this the second movement

is always in contrast in rhythm. in.-i.-Iir

charae technical form

is thar *ong, with two melodi. -s

ith tlif opening met
nowhere is t lie depth of

'l '.,'enins hotter shown than in

his andantes. There is always that pro-

I, broad sympathy, so di-tiur;

the statuesque pathos ot* ll.udn or the

stately grace of Mozart. It was Beetho-

ven's highest trait, that which bound men
ni most stron-

It was in the third movement that

vi n made the greatest change in

ally, with Haydn and

Mozart, it was an i>l- ali/.-.l dance, the

part, the trio,

each i ated sections. With
the two earlier masters it was a -

the grandiose effect of

the opening allegro, and from the pathos
. Beethoven made it a

hiinx irons j.lux,., titling with the \\hole

>r was typically sar-

nged its name, too, from

/o. The last movement
sonata form or r

when- ; e.s alterna

A ith :i periodical in-

ncipal melody. In

nt is in

it vital questions is that

: and it is

closely connected with the purpose of

this essay.

roper wa\ to a con-

to banish all mental an

effect <

1 to a nai

It would be ei|iiall\ for an au-

dience to r- t entirely to the per-
sonal chan :. the timbre of

his voice, the grace of his gestures, the out-

line of his eotintena: it the least

substance of his thought.
This attitude is the chief source of mod-
ern muMcal mi nid of the

exaggerated furore over certain schools.

It is an assumption a priori that there

can be no underlying purpose. It is

like the brigand in Fra Diavolo, who, his

eyes lazily fixed on the sky, says he does

see the captain anywhere.
The first object is to grasp the themes,

fixing the principal melody in the mind
as literally the text or motto of the

whole, then awaiting the appearance of

the second melody. The contrast of

these in the first part, which is always

repeated, their harmonic and thematic

variation in what is called the working
out (Dun he restate-

ment <*t the melodies in the reprise
make up the structure of the first :

ment. He iportant to notice a

peculiarly : advance of Beetho-

ven. With his predecessors, the impres-
sion is of graceful flowing melodies, sepa-

hy passages of Stiff conventional

figures, somewhat like a sparsely strung
necklace of gems. Beet >t only
made his connecting passages almost in-

variably of thematic material ; he gave

quite a new meaning to the working out
lit here is the remark of a recent

writer on the fact of the diatonic char-

of Beethoven's themes, the simpli-

city of their original conception. The
I theme of the andante is an ex-

ample.
i these facto accentuate the change

in the pi-oc.-sx ,,f romp.isili.ui. The era

idlike .simplicity >: u had

passed. A more intellectual and

virile age hadarriv.-d. in uhi.-h tholead-

lody in itself wax n.,t so impor-
tant as its use literally a v as a

theme, an age of musical thinking as

against musical dreaming, of cerebra-

tion as against inspiration, of a logical
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sequence of thought rather than a blunt

alternative ; a tendency which has result-

ed in a school in which the theme is no

more an essential part of a work than is

the title of a story.

Here the opening phrase is that

strange motto of four notes of which I

have spoken above, played by the full

orchestra, from which the principal mel-

ody presently rises : first softly ; then

ending with crashing chords, preparing
for the second melody strangely and

mysteriously in the same warning, now
more decided and rational by the

horns, followed by a beseeching answer

from the violins. But the four notes are

approaching in the background of the

basses, ending the first part with a de-

termined statement of the motto. On the

movement goes with the same motive,

now the whole melody, now feverish

and fitful suggestions, until the reprise is

reached, preceded by the whole orches-

tra ringing in the warning again. The

repetition of the first part is varied by a

passage which has been likened to the

hammer and anvil. There is no mercy
as yet.

The second movement the andante

is chiefly a variation on one melody
of great beauty ; it has a peculiar rest-

fulness. The structure is simple. There

is a distinct spirit of prayer about the

entire movement, with but one or two

distant reminders of the haunting mo-

tive. These occur at the close of each

appearance of the second melody, which,

simpler in conception than the first, of

the diatonic character mentioned above,

droops timidly before the advancing
motto. First it rushes into a bold ca-

dence, but, quickly relapsing, modulates,

still followed by the motto, trustingly

and hopefully into the first melody again.

The movement ends in a reassured, con-

fident spirit.

The third movement is probably the

most interesting and beloved of Beetho-

ven's scherzos. Berlioz says of it :
" The

scherzo is an extraordinary composition.

The very opening, though containing no-

thing terrible in itself, produces the same

inexplicable emotion that is caused by
the gaze of a inagnetizer. A sombre,

mysterious light pervades it. The play
of the instruments has something sinister

about it, and seems to spring from the

same state of mind which conceived th,>

scene in the Brocksbery in Faust. A
few bars only are forte ; piano and pi-

anissimo predominate throughout."
But this is only the introduction.

Now appears a familiar spectre in a new

guise. The same rhythm of the first

ten bars of the symphony forms the

melody of, no longer a bare warning,
but a resistless, dancing, sweeping emo-

tion. It is most difficult to penetrate
the entrancing mystery. Sometimes it

is clearly a bold, almost impious trifling

of man with destiny, reckless, wreck-

ing ; at other times the humor vanishes

before the terrible earnestness of thefor-
'mo chords ; again Berlioz's sinister

theme ; followed in turn by the mock-

ing voice ; finally, a passage of timid,

ominous beating of the same motive by
the drums, the strings holding an uncer-

tain chord, until, against the tradition re-

quiring a full stop, the mystery resolves

into a mighty swell in the leading chord

of the key of C major, into which the

fourth movement breaks in a trium-

phant march. Berlioz calls it a paean of

victory. Curiously, it does not break at

first into a pronounced melody, as if the

joy were too great to find, for a while,

a clear utterance. So there are really

two principal melodies ; likewise there

are two secondary ones : one, feminine,

graceful ; the second, more serious, but

with no uncertainty or drooping. In

fact, the note of confidence is maintained

through the first repeated part and a

portion of the working out. until, without

warning, just before the reprise, there

is, contrary to all rules, once more the

mysterious melody of the scherzo, as in

its close, a sort of reminiscence of the

early terror, in order to make sure of the
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of the ?i \
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l-ur>N

out into the melodi

in. especially in the con-

tinuou>lv >econd

m in the tonic-

!. BOBd g
which.

sym-

phony ends.

I have sa i en gave casual-

ly an itin of 1 1 if motto. As

it was casn. timately be dis-

fegarded. His words were, "So klopi't

das Schicksalan die Pforte
'

(
Th

knocks at the door). Starting with this,

possible to build up a com-

plete picture of the strife of spirit with

fate. Actually, this is not u-eful. As
soon as the mind occupies itself with the

details of an imaginative picture, the

il attention flags. The reality of

the sentiment cannot be mistaken. It

canno 1

: .it.-.l. Tin-
Object is not

for entertainment; it i* tin-

roMiintinu'ation of a sentiment such as

that undi-r which great deeds arc

and genuine greatness is achieved, which

does not depend fr its force on its de-

finabi

In closing, it is necessary to repeat

the warning against the fallacy oi link-

ing a "
im-anin^

"
in music. It seems

to be the battledoor and shuttle.

amateur critics to h :he theory
of mere sensuous sound effect or t

objective description. The true essence

of music is its unconscious, sul>

betrayal of a dominating emotion, in

contrast with the conscious, objective de-

piction in poetry and in the plastic arts.

In this unconsciousness lies its over-

w In-lining power.
To return once more to Beethoven :

there is no pretense of a conscious a

priori purpose in the master to translate

a message into his work. lint, in the

purely musical appreciation, it is impos-
sible not to feel the force and quality of

his spirit, rebelling, even as he stretched

the fetters of his form, against the tyr-

anny of his age, and struggling with the

best of his time in other lands for the

assertion of man's individual nobility.

ilip II. Goepp.

1111. MEANING OF AN EISTEDDFOD.

Why si. ..ul, I n't gallant Taffy
Have hU relics and his bones,

Llewellyns and Cadwallua

And Uriffyevanjnncs ?

To cay nothing of the question
Whether Taffy's mother-tongue

When all of ours were young ?
"

Siiiiiu.v HKOOKS.

I.

IHi: FOLLOWERS OF HU OADARN, AND
(IKY HROli.i! 1 Ul 111

PROM the " summer land
"
they came,

H tradition in

i iads tells us. Th.-

foggy German Ocean ( Mor Tawch)
doubtless a depressing exchange for the

mild Euxine region with its golden at-

iere. We wonder what must have

AM pressure of over-popular
what the enterprise I on the

part ot tli.-sr stivimoii>. IVM], ...... t'or\\:irl-

pu-hing sons of Corner, that drove tin in

from sunny Defrobani across a continrnt

and a sea to a country .f fm<. forests,

ami heavy-ham U. That they
were not driven by mere wandering in-

stinct8 i- plain. The Aryan was no no-

mad ; when he traveled he generally
went a great way, but once having chosen

a spot to si iie was likely to stay
in his new quarters. It was perhaps a
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prearranged thing that the portion ear-

liest broken off from the parent stock

should move on until it came to the

jumping-off place, and then stop. Certain

is it that all the Celtic races are found

in the extreme west of Europe, and there

is good showing to prove that they were

the very foremost in the wonderful march
of Aryan emigrants. As to the particu-
lar branch of Celts that we are now con-

sidering, when they reached the island

of Britain (Inys Prydain) they sat down
there contentedly enough, and nobody has

ever been able to oust them.

Hu Gadarn whom we may as well

believe in, for I fancy he is no more

mythical than Cadmus strikes us as a

sort of primeval Moses, teaching the ways
and arts of peace to the smallest details,

yet a strong leader withal; meek, but

not milk-livered ; a man to infuse cour-

age, tenacity of purpose, and patience of

everything save cruelty and injustice.

His followers Gomeri, Cymry, Welsh,
call them what you will have been

from first to last unconquerable. Henry
II. of England, writing to the Emperor
of Constantinople, said :

" There is, in

a corner of this island, a people called

Cymry, who are so courageous in de-

fense of their country that they will even

dare to fight, open-handed and without

weapons, an enemy armed with spear,

sword, and shield." More than a thou-

sand years before the English king wrote

thus, Julius Caesar had encountered the

same rash courage in this people. That

vanquisher of worlds failed to vanquish
the Cymry, and though Claudius after-

wards succeeded in winning the island as

a Roman province, that it was ever really

subdued to the Roman power cannot be

truthfully stated. Nor could the Anglo-
Saxon make such a boast regarding the

Britons, nor even tin- masterful Norman.
When Henry II. had lain dead for

a century, another English king
"
guar-

anteed to a people he could not con-

quer
"

the continuance of their ancient

laws and usages. Rhuddlan Castle yet

contains a huge stone bearing the fol-

lowing inscription :

THIS FRAGMENT 18 THE REMAINS
WHERE KIN: KDWAHD I. HI I.I. Ills

PARLIAMI N T, A. D. !

IN WHICH THE STATUTE OF RHUDDLA.N \\ AS

ENACTED,
iNGTOTHE rKI.NVH'AUTV OK \\ \

JUDICIAL K1CIIIS AM> INDKl'KNDENCE.

This is hardly the record of a conquest.

To-day, the Welsh are, to the ordinary

view, a subdued race. They no longe'r

immure themselves in their mountain

fortresses, and fling defiant words and ar-

rows atthe hated " Saeson." Offa's Dyke
has long ceased to be even a moral bar-

rier. The yellow hair of the early Brit-

ons has turned brown, and their fierce

blue eyes now gleam with a mild ear-

nestness. They apparently have accepted
once and for all that sop in the shape of

a royal prince, first thrown to them in

a kind of desperation by Edward Long-
shanks. We do not hear their voices

clamoring for the high places in public

life ; as a race they are singularly <1 void

of political ambitions. Yet in all the

essentials that go to make a people they
lack not one, unless it be the possession of

a separate government. From the time

when, shieldless, bucklerless, helmetless,

without any strong implement of war-

fare, he drove back the mailed Roman

army, until now, the Welshman has never

ceased to be a Welshman.

Such persistence of race qualities.

so many centuries of struggle, of despo-

liation, of disintegration, i^ perhaps un-

matched in hi-tory save in the instance

of the Jews. The latter people have main-

tained their marvelous social integrity

through their religion. A yet stronger

dare I say adeeper? bond unites the

scattered remnants of the followers of Hu
Gadarn. This l.ond is twofold: it con-

sists of a land and a language. Both

of these have been their ]>ov M --^ions for

twenty
- four hundred years, which,"

Sir Thomas Jono. is the greatest

argument that can be given of a people's
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never having been subdued to a foreign

power."
It is very douhtful if the common

Hebrew he .eteenth century

responds witli one throb of national en-

thusiasm to the

any suggestion of return thither : the He-

brew language, though forming a part of

the educati very Jewish chikl. i-

as dead as or the Greek. But

Cambria, land of music and of song,
"
paradise of bards," land of renowned

warrior patriots who through thirteen

: cd years shed their blood to main-

n. Cambria the moun-

is, to which " the sea is a wall,"

this land is to every Welshman the world

Hen wlad fy nhadaii
"
(Land of

my fathers) ; and the refrain of the song
in which he utters his pure, warm, undy-

ing patriotism is a plea that " while the

tea remains a wall, the old language may

The plea is no vain one ; the old lan-

guage does live, not in books merely, but

in the mouths of those to whom it is al-

most the dearest of inheritances. Cym-
raeg is as much alive to-day as any one

Aryan sisters ; and whereas phi-

lologists formerly held it to be, among
that great family of languages, the one

most transformed from its original

some of them now seriously question the

ransformation ; so that it

te possible that in listening to mod-
it we may be hearing more

than t >es of the tongue spoken
nations in her

i himself will tell you
.* beloved accents were spoken in

lam was a Welshman;
that Kve never would have understood
the devil had he not addressed 1

Welsh ; nay, one has soberly writ

in a book that .Jupiter and S : ,iurn and

Apollo were Welshmen. Perhaps they

va were Welshwomen. I myself
am nearly certain that the rod of 1>\.-

have been Welsh-tongued. If so,

these gods and goddesses could not have

desired a more dignified, richly expres-

sive, high-sounding language in which to

converse, quarrel, sing, make love, or

fulminate, than the pure Cymric affords.

It has been well called the most extraor-

dinary monument of antiquity extant.

Both in its structure and affinities it

evidences a most remote origin, and is

undoubtedly one of the oldest living lan-

guages in Europe ; while its literature

carries us further backward than any
modern tongue except the Gaelic. Its

unique system of versification which

will be more fully spoken of further on

is found in manuscripts five hundred

years old, and had attained its highest

degree of perfection when every Euro-

pean tongue that we now know of was

in -the dark womb of barbarity." A
stately speech it is, a trifle stilted at

times. The Welsh always having been

a literary people, imaginative rattier than

practical, their speech has naturally been

more or less controlled by literary stan-

dards, and has retained its poetic form

and flavor. It presents some curiously

opposite traits. That it is essentially the

most jaw -
breaking of tongues must be

named an impolite fiction for which apo-

logy is owing. No tongue is beautiful

in the mouths of all its speakers ; the
" sweet bastard Latin

"
may be vulgar-

ized into a frightful hiss, and in our

Southwest I have heard Spanish which

.sounded like the crackling of thorns un-

der a pot Cymric well spoken is not

unlike the (Jreek ; ii | first time

I listened to an address in it I was strong-

ly reminded of the latter language, to

rhythmical was it, so velvety smooth,

then again so fall of resonant, big-mouth
words. Yet it has at least one poetical

composition that is known as " the shib-

oecause no man who
is drunk can possibly repeat it In music

discord may be piled on d.

until both ear and soul are rent asunder ;

i- the unlimited capacity of the
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AVolsh language for producing musical

combinations of sounds that also gives

it its extraordinary power of cacophony.
A synthetic and highly inflected tongue,

rich in compounds which have the sud-

den, direct, and telling quality of the

Greek compounds, it is capable at the

same time of great conciseness and of an

almost indefinite expansion and elaborate-

ness of phrase. In its numberless inflect-

ed forms it shows, of course, a lack of

full development, but much of its fluidity

and beauty is owing to these inflections,

which enable the writer of Welsh poetry
to perform capers in versification quite

beyond the reach of the versifiers of any
other nationality.

Not the least remarkable thing about

this remarkable language is the love lav-

ished upon it by those to whom it be-

longs. The sound of his mother-tongue
is truly dear to every one, especially

when he is away from his country and

hearing unknown accents. But this sen-

timent is apt to be a mere instinctive

one, expressed in some superficial way,

as,
" How good to hear the old home

words again !

"
It is something entirely

different from the appreciative, critical

admiration which the Welshman bestows

upon his dear Cymraeg. The language
is a cult with him ; he not only loves,

he reverences and adores it, not just

because it is his own, but for itself. He
thinks it the most beautiful thing in the

world ; he rolls out its mellifluous and

resounding words, and asks,
" Did you

ever hear anything so glorious ?
"

Per-

haps it is not too much to say that he

would die for it.

I am inclined to think that the root of

this fervent devotion may be found in

the language itself. Men of equal ex-

cellence possess widely varying powers
of attractiveness; it is the subtle thing

personality that draws or repels. Why
may not a language have a personality ?

We English-speaking people value our

language, and, I believe, rate it rightly.

We admire it chiefly for its fine work-

ing capacity. We say it is the best busi-

ness language on earth ; and \\e boast

that it is better suited to telegraphy than

any other. Having produced the invalu-

able word "hello," it naturally claims

the telephone for its own. lint it does

not inspire us with a great enthusiasm

on its personal account. When Shake-

speare, or Swinburne, or Tennyson jug-

gles with it, and makes music, pictures,

and even poetry out of it, we marvel,

saying, Is it not wonderful what can be

done with the English language ?

But the Welshman does not marvel

at his own poetic jugglers, for the spell

of his enchanting tongue is ever upon
him. The literary sense has not been

developed so universally in the Anglo-
Saxon as in the Welsh Celt. The aim

of the former unless he be specifical-

ly a man of letters is to express his

thoughts as clearly as possible in the

fewest words, regardless of form. Al-

most every Welshman is, in a sense, a

man of letters ; for though he may not

write essays or poetry himself, he is con-

stantly listening, in the weekly or month-

ly literary societies, or in the yearly

Eisteddfod, to those who at least are

striving to be men of letters. He hears

his language discussed ; he hears the

would-be poets turn and tuist its sounds

and grammatical forms ; he comes to

realize that there is something in it be-

yond its mere use ; that it is also capa-

ble of misuse ; moreover, that it is ca-

pable of beautiful, graceful, melodious

use. He becomes filled with a sense of

its inherent grandeur and importance.

No wonder that he cannot be induced

to give it up ; that he has introduced

the study of it into the common schools

of Wales ; and that in the United States,

where the danger of its disappearance is

still greater, classes are formed in the

literary societies in order that the chil-

dren m iv learn it. You can part a true

Welshman from his skin as easily as you
can part him from his language. The

last perfect relic of the ancient Celtic
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tongues, its use is increasing, not dimin-

ishing. The Cornish dialect is now ex-

tinct ; so, practical!

ny there yet linger among the pea-

sants words an<l 1 Celtic origin,

HO that a Welshman can there make out

to be understood : tin- Uaelic is fast dy-

ing out in Ireland. But Welsh is daily

spoken by a million people. and has a

large living lit.-rature. At the national

Eisteddfod in 1886, it was reported that

there were seventeen newspapers, t \\.-M-

ithly magazines, and six quar-

terlies printed in Welsh, and it is not

tlu-ii number has lessened in

these eight years ; from what I know of

the almost passionate efforts on the part
-hiiu'ii to resist the oncoming flood

_'lish which threatens to engulf the

whole globe of nations, I can well be-

lieve it to have grown.
This love and admiration and zealous

' of the language is no new, mod-

ern tiling. Dr. D.ilydd John Rhys, of

the sixteenth century, a grammarian, a

linguist, and a poet, wrote a Lath

tise on the Grammar of the Welsh Lan-

guage, wherein, while strenuously uphold-

ing the capacity of the Welsh for delicacy

iiitlety of expression, he also gloats
over its euphoniousness and flexibility,

istonishing shamelessness compar-

ing it in these respects to the Italian.

In his Introduction, Dr. Rhys laments

the neglect of this beautiful tongue, and
urns those who. following the fash-

i^it up to speak
othn tongues

* when they are but b

fectly acquainted \\ith them." He has no

mercy for these misguided persons, but

calls them "vain and fallow upstarts,"
"a degenerate race and outcast* of so-

I !e says they are like " a surly,
A ho will neither gnaw the

i her dog to

have i: itistifies such strong terms

by asserting that the Welsh language can
never be extinguished without

lihys's censures and warning were
LZJLV. NO. 447. 4

no doubt timely, yet he surely overesti-

mated the danger ; Cymraeg has enough
inherent vitality to revivify itself from

its own ashes, but it is too strong, too

full of energy, too well organized, to die.

This language, ancient, rich in as-

sociations, and highly organized as we
find it to be, while in itself an object

worthy of a keen and profound interest,

is also, in the very fact of its existence,

an indication of the character of those

who have spoken it so long. The En-

cyclopaedia Britunnica, speaking of the

Welsh, says,
" The speech of Gaul and

of Spain is at this day Latin ; . . . the

Roman tongue has in Britain no place
at all." Why is this ': Why but that

these wild Cymry, though obliged to

yield a physical submission to the na-

tions assailing them who possessed a su-

perior genius for government, were yet
in certain mental and moral directions

not a whit inferior to those nations ; that

so active and forceful was their intel-

lectual life as to keep their free spirits

uiu-nslaved by the powers which in turn

managed to coerce and bind, though
never to absorb them. The Roman, the

Saxon, the Norman, the Teuton, has set

out, each in his own way, to gobble up
this rarebit ; it remains in the nineteenth

century an unassimilated mass. We do

not read that it was ever attempted to

extinguish the Briton's native speech;
the th oii-ht alone of doing so would have

brought discouragement with it ; a ter-

rible obstinacy makes itself felt both in

speech and people ; hut it was a mistake

on the part of the en : nations

not to have done so. You may take

away a people's name ; you may demol-

ish their political institution* : you may
deprive them of every liberty, civil or reli-

gious; but leave them their language and

you can never make them your slaves ;

you cannot even make them your bro-

thers, in the sense of turning all th.-ir in-

terests n into the one channel of

r own national family life. This is

one of the truisms of history.
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II.

THE ORDER OF THE SKY-BLUE ROBE.

The modern as well as the ancient

world has for the most part underrated

the importance of early Celtic civiliza-

tion, particularly the Cymric portion of

it.
1

Popular and superficial historians

are largely to blame for this, passing over

with a word, perhaps with a sneer, com-

prehensive and significant facts. The

scientists, especially the philologists, are

doing much to make amends for this

historical injustice. Knight speaks of

the Welsh of the thirteenth century as

" a brave but imperfectly civilized peo-

ple," and seems to think he has suffi-

ciently characterized them ; but the un-

modified statement is misleading. What

people were perfectly civilized at that

time ? If we but for a moment reflect

upon what Europe in general was doing
in the thirteenth century, and contrast

those doings with the doings of a certain

rugged, remote little corner of it, some

of us will perhaps be surprised.

The truth is that when the Cymro first

peeps out of the darkness, he is reading
and writing and composing poetry. He
writes in Greek characters, to be sure,

taught him by Brutus, says tradition,

a thousand years before Christ, and

sometimes, centuries later, in Irish char-

acters ; but his thoughts are his own,

individual and marked as is his physi-

ognomy. The Romans found him with

cities, arts, manufactures, with know-

ledge of metallurgy as well as of letters.

Moreover, this barbarian in a white linen

tunic and gold torques had attained a

point in civilization which we in tins fin
de sibcle are agonizing vainly to reach :

1 Baldwin, in his Prehistoric Nations, says,

"Th.-ir (th- CY-ltO civilization was greater
than history has admitted." And he adds,

"
If

Roman scholars had carefully studied the

Celtic languages, literatures, and antiquiti- s.

we should not now begin our histories of Great

Britain with the invasion of Ciesar ;

" and

his women folks
"
shared with him the

elective franchi.-e.

As to the Cymro of whom Knight
so slightingly speaks, he was at that

very time at the height of his intellectual

vigor. The era comprised in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, from (iruiVydd

ab Cynan to Llewellyn, last native Prince

of Wales, is the boast of bardic annals ;

it formed the Augustan age of early

Cymric literature. Nor, as on the Con-

tinent and in England, was learning here

esteemed the privilege of the few and

presumably better sort, to be acquired

only through the medium of dead foreign

languages ; in Wales, any man whose

tastes so led him might strive for the

blue mantle, and in his own noble tongue.

In the midst of politically busied peo-

ples, Wales is like the "
accomplished

"

daughter of the family, who does not

scrub, bake, and sew, but spends her

elegant leisure in the drawing-room with

books and music. We are too much ac-

customed to think of the early Britons as

exclusively engaged in fighting. Some of

us, I fear, have pictured them as having
the Berserker's periodic rage for blood.

Good fighters they were, let Caesar and

Agricola bear witness, but they fought

not for war's sake, never for conquest,

save to gain back their own lost land.

When Buddug fought the Ilomans. it was

what Hosea Biglow would have called

u
pison-mad. pig-headed iightin'." It was

brutal work, no doubt, brutal as the she-

bear's work when her cubs are attacked.

But the danger over, and the pressure

of foreign foes removed, the peaceful

arts of mu>ic. literature, and science re-

assumed their sway over intellects no

less alert than the spear-hands had been

when spear-hands were needed.

furthermore, that "it may well be doubted

whether the Celts, at the tim- of the Roman

invasion, were much inferior to the Romans
thfiiist-lves in an\ thing save unity and military

organization," two very important things un-

der the circumstances !
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mg all Celts we find a literary or-

der, the bards, guardians of tradition-

aiming, collectors and preservers of

-logics, eulogists of princes and their

deeds. But of the several members of

this division of races, the Welsh alone

have re. ined anything approaching in

charact. i to the ancient bardic system.
A iborate system it was in the

olden time, and still is ; far too compre-

hensive in its scope and intricate in its

ings to be much more than referred

to here. It arose, according to the Tri-

ads, oat of the black mists of time im-

i ial, apparently from the mere hu-

man desire for self-expression. Gwyddon
Ganhebon enjoys the distinction of being
the first man in the world to compose
Tocal song (poetry). Gwyddon seems to

have had no arriere-pensee when he in-

rented this pleasant method of telling

iie knew or believed for the benefit

of his kind. But Hu Gadarn, the utilita-

rian leader of the Cymry, had a thought

beyond that simple one of Gwyddon Gan-
hebon's. He it was " who first adapted
vocal song to the preservation of memory
and ree After him came one yet

greater. TV. hi in Tad Awen, Father of the

Muse. In 1 \ lain was that rare combi-

of the poetical and the practical.

onferred art on poetic song, and

system on record." Hence originated

bardistn, and later the three primary
bards, Plenwydd, Alawn, and Gwron,
created "a system of privilege and .li-

ne."

The system embraced three orders,

bards, druids, ovates. The ovate an

honorary degree wore a green robe,

thereby symbolizing the natural sciences;
the druids, or priests and instructors,

wore white, as representatives of holi-

ness; the "privileged bards" indud-

ing poet* and musicians were clad in

" hh,e ,,! im ,. nl . showing
both their character and th, i. mission,

and peace. Triad 233 tells what

indispensable qualifications of a
bard (hardly to be improved upon in this

generation) :
" a poetical genius, a know-

ledge of the bardic institutes, and irre-

proachable manners."

It was only after twenty years of study
and practice that a bard was considered

perfectly graduated. We shall not be

greatly astonished at this when we dis-

cover that all learning was taken for his

province. Our astonishment will be still

leas when we get a glimpse of what the

bare technique of Welsh poetry means.

Before admission to the order, the dis-

ciple must commit to memory every

precept and every branch of knowledge
embraced by his teachers. That these

branches were not few in number may
be inferred from the following list of

subjects treated by the ancient Welsh

poets : metaphysics (theology and vatici-

nation), history, heraldry, elegy, ethics,

art, physiology, mechanical and pastoral

matters. Astronomy, also astrology, mu-
sic, and even geometry and arithmetic

were taught through their verses.

The scope of the true poet's art is thus

shown in the Triads :

u Three things to form a poet : genius,

knowledge, and incentive."

The three branches of versifying:
sound learning, sound composition, sound

judgment."
" The three intentions of poetry : the

increase of good, the increase of under-

standing, the increase of happiness."
"The three splendid honors of the

bards of the isle of Britain : the triumph
of learning over ignorance, the triumph
of reason over irrationality, the triumph
of peace over depredation."

There are many such maxims, but all

are summed up in the following :

Tim-,, ihinir* which a bard ought to

maintain : the Welsh language, the prim-
iti\r l.ardi-m. the memorial ..I" even tiling

good and excellent"

The high moral end of poesy was to

be assured in the poet's own person
and character. No corrupt tree could be

trusted to bring forth good fruit. A
bard must utterly renounce the seven
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mortal sins,
" for sin tends to make bar-

ren the Muse, the memory, and the im-

agination." He was preeminently a man
of peace, being employed in embassies

and negotiations. As a symbol of his

peaceful character, no weapon might be

held naked in his presence.

The ancient Briton had arrived at an

ideal state in one regard, at least : those

favored by the Muses were the darlings
of the community. They were exempted
from personal attendance in war; they
had permission to pass everywhere un-

molested in time of war ; their persons
were held sacred in battle ; they were en-

titled to five acres of land and to exemp-
tion from land-tax ; and every plough in

the district where they taught owed them

a contribution. Where shall we of to-day
look for such enlightened patronage of

those gifted ones who, while delighting
our senses and instructing our minds, are

too often unendowed with the ability to

earn unbuttered bread ! But, as if to ac-

cent the more forcibly the glory of that

estate to which a bard was called,
" one

com icted of any crime was to be degrad-
ed forever."

The bards comprised three orders : the

itinerant, or minstrel ; the family, or her-

ald, bard ; and the poet proper. The
minstrels were public satirists, going from

place to place to elevate morals "
by cen-

sure, by ridicule, by precept," a respon-
sible and dangerous position to fill. It

is to be feared that the average clerwr

relied more upon satire than upon wise

and sober precepts, and that his exam-

ple was not always what it should have

been. The office of wandering minstrel

was naturally liable to abuse. But the

clerwr was not the only censor of morals.

The triilihrr. or family harpist, enjoyed

something of the jester's privilege of

plain speaking, while even the chief bard

(prydydd}, who was supposed to repre-

sent the highest rank in art and moral-

ity, often dealt in satirical denunciations

that were little less than fatal.

One story told of Dafydd ab Gwilym,

the most famous of the fifteenth-century

bards, calls to mind the frequent tragic
effect ascribed to the Greek iambics.

Dafydd, then a youth, being at the house

of a nobleman, was insolently called upon

by Rhys Meigan, a rival poet and a much
older man than Dafydd, to take his horse

and give it some oats. Whereupon Da-

fydd challenged Rhys to a poetic contest

as to a duel. The contest must have been

characterized less by poetry than In truth,

truth of the most bitter sort. Fright-
ful was the interchange of insults, the

youthful Dafydd always gaining on his

adversary. His last stone of vituperation
took the Welsh Philistine fairly between

the eyes. Rhys Meigan fell forward from

his chair, dead.

And now I come to the task of giving
to English readers a far-off, momentary
view of the bewildering complexities of

that department of Welsh poetical com-

position which is known as ''restricted

versification ;

"
for it must be understood

that, except when competing for bardic

honors, the Welsh poet is as free as any

English versifier to choose both his me-

tres and his syllables.

The very root and being of restricted

versification is in alliterative consonance

(njiigh'tnedd), and the highest possibili-

ties of alliterative consonance are to be

found in the Welsh language. It is safe

to say that no other tongue possesses a

similar equipment in its sounds. The

salient characteristics which fit it thus pe-

culiarly for symphonic composition are:

(1) the absence of silent letters ; (2) that

each letter has everywhere the same

sound ; (3) that the accents are invari-

ably regular, falling on the penultimate ;

(4) the homogeneity of its construction ;

being rich in roots, it is likewise rich in

the similarity of its consonantal sounds ;

(5) the mutation of initial consonants.

This law would seem primarily to have

had a euphonic basis. It applies to all

words except the particles begin-

ning with c, j9, tf, g, b, <L ///. 11. >7/, the

changes occurring according to the sense
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in which the word is used, its p-

i which im-

des it. There are thn-e

classes of thes >ns,
- that each

It will at once be seen

how this virtual multiplying

uiguage for purposes of

"alliterative symphony and concord."

Welsh alii - small resem-

blance to what is recognized by that name

. and which con-Nt- .hiefly in

beginning several successive or neigh-

g words with the same letter. The

medd is something infinitely more

elaborate. One of the Triads .states

iiese symphonies may be of tin re

>.itralis), dysgy-
blaidd ;

N), and iselraddol

d'.ilic-ilt to imagine a vulgar pro-

i. in any sense of the word, which

.should conform to rules expressed by
Tins as, the trailing, attrac

unirhyme symphony ; the transili.

nted transverse symphony : the

" transverse by retrovt

irhyme and transilient sonorous;

the descending trailing transili. M

transverse;

the reciprocal transilient transverse ; with

re unspeakable and

lainable, and all of them endlessly
I hrs. complications of all

tive and syllabic, consonance are capable
of adaptation to every form of vers< .

doggerel to the highest poetry, being en-

accordant with the nature and
Welsh language.

re are the twenty-four metres
in which every aspirant to the bardic

show himself expert. What

poet's head ,,t l,u->t to p:

stan/as i ,/,;//,//, m/, ) that should b- pro-
d poetry, in Mich measures as, the

i..-, or th,. n ,

homoerhythmic sU ,i !,;,.,!

catenated alto the catenated

ug recurrent ; and HO on to the end

twenty -t i be weari-
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some to dwell upon the descriptions of

these measures ; variations in metre are

v tiling, though
' dotion

Canons might have > :r us.

iiough to say that many of them are

hardly rhythmical, ;

notions of rhythm ; the number of sylla-

i a line being of more impoi
than the balanced and i accent

which helps to make t!. of our

verse. In fact, the lines are not to be

measured by feet at all, but by single syl-

Not that all Welsh poetry is unrhyth-
mical ; let it be remembered that we are

now speaking only of restricted versifica-

tion. which may be likened to the writh-

ings, contortions, and "Anglo-Saxon
messenger attitudes "of the Delsarte sys-

tem, to be gone through with as an ex-

ercise for the sake of muscular d

ment and for the modifying of natural

awkward movements, but not intended

of themselves to enter into our daily

behavior. Alliterative consonance, how-

ever, is a unique fact in the history of

verse; and although a complete under-

standing of its complications is possible

only to a Welshman, it is |uite worth the

effort to have acquired even a faint con-

< < ption of so curious a product of poetic

ingenuity.

The following illustrations are taken

from a prize essay written for the na-

tional Eisteddfod in Wales a few yean
ago, in which the writer heroically at-

tempts to give an example in English of

every class of Welsh metres and con-

sonances. One wanders through a hun-

dred pages to gain at the end confusion of

intellect; not because the writer has done

his work unsystematically, but because

of the infinite tortuosity of the system.
The examples here given are for the

most part empty of meaning ; foi

English is to so limited an extent phonet-

ically I dents in f.M-m to the

true alliterative symphony and concord

are far to seek. It is important to keep
in mind that symphony an
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imply the satisfaction of the eye as well

as of the ear ; also, that consonance con-

sists not merely in rhyming endings, or

in occasional mid-line rhymes ; it is
" an

agreement of symbols and sounds in a

prescribed order and form." In the line,

She doth rue that she threw a heart away,

the sound of th rue is echoed in threw,

but the symbols do not correspond ; there-

fore the line could not pass according to

the rules of cynghanedd.
The first of the symphonies is the at-

tractic or unirhyme, of which there are

two kinds, the smooth attractic and the

attractic by conjunction. The former is

very simple, consisting of a single rhyme
ending with a single consonant :

He may frotcn on thy crowning.
In their greed they hate freedom.

It will be observed that the rhyme here

must always fall on the penult, and that

the word rhyming with the penult must

fall upon some natural pause or rest in

the line. Such a symphony is not highly

prized, being considered weak. A vari-

ation of the smooth attractic calls for a

double consonant rhyme, as :

In fact he was arrive.

He paced the Straw/ in grandeur.

There are also triple consonant rhymes :

From the first he felt thirsty.

In the attractic by conjunction, the first

letter of one word is joined to the final

letter of another to form the symphony,
thus:

The Vicar died regan/ing.
Trim ftuilt with finest tt'mfer.

There are very artful forms of this order

called "hidden conjunctions," because not

always readily discoverable by either the

eye or ear. In these the symphony is

composed of vowels and consonants :

To the lea past me leaping.

A transiliont symphony is one in which

certain consonantal sounds in the midllo

of a line are passed over, or leaped over,

and remain unanswered. The syllables

passed over can have only a secondary

accent, the strong accent falling upon

the concordant syllables. It has many
varieties, distinguished by different com-

binations of consonantal sounds. The
most curious of these is the furcated,

or cloven trausilient, so named because

one sound is divided, or made up of two

sounds. In Welsh, two soft consonants

coming together and sounded separately
are regarded, for symphonic purposes,
as equivalent to one hard sound. Thus,
" I joainted a cub hunting

"
is a cloven

transilient by conjunction ; the cleavage

being made by joining part of one word
to part of another, the soft labial and

the aspirate together, bh, making a sound

equal to the hard labial p.
The sonorous symphony consists chiefly

of concordant syllabic sounds in regular

sequences, but it also requires a conso-

nantal correspondence and a change of

vowels :

No longer a str&nger strives.

Here we have a syllabic symphonic sym-

phony ending two pauses, er ; a corre-

spondence of consonantal combinations,

str ; a vowel change from a to i. The
accent in this form must fall en the

last syllable of the line. The pauses, also,

have their special places appointed them.

There are five varieties of the sonorous

symphony, and a very slight study of

them fills one with immense respect for

the nicety of the Welsh < ar which can

detect and enjoy such subtle harmonies

and rhythms, as well as for the lan^na-^r

which unstintedly supplies material for

these cunning combinations.

The transverse is considered the strong-

est and most elegant of all the symphonic
orders. Every consonant in the former

part of the line must be answered in the

latter part. Here are a few examples
of its very simplest variety :

See how I rnt hi* coat.

Oh, 6eware how you borrow.

T<> the arch tie th<- whin.
L<>. how long wil/ he linger.

To attempt an analysis of all its pos-

sible changes ascending, descending,

conjunctive (complete and incomplete),
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etc. would be distra<

it-r ami UIIMI; .

er. I have i;iven iliu merest glimpse of

this vast system "idin^

many details, passing over much of im-

portance and interest, fully awan- of the

inadequacy of our own irregularly form. 'I

and rather unmusical language to repre-

sent the diversity and fullness of sounds

whirl* -li affords, and which are

so necessary to the making of these lit-

erary symphonies. I should like, how-

to give a single instance of the

These are endlessly

>eing compounds of the dif-

alliterative and syllabic concords.

The following is a transilient sonorous

with a tun-ated reciprocal transverse :

Draw your />aw, rfare you rob here ?

The alliterative symphony is d r r p
d r r Mi. It is transverse, because of

the complete answering of consonantal

sounds in the two parts of the line ; sono-

rous, because of the repetition of syllabic
- in draw and paw ; reciprocal, in

that the two parts of the line may be

transposed without altering the sympho-

ny ; and furcated, on account of the sound

/*
IM -in'_r divided into bh.

After these onpleasing, not to say sense-

less examples in the it may be

readers to see a so-

averse symphony in its natu-

ral setting. Those who are so fortunate

as to be able to read it properly may
hear, as well as see, its peculiar beauties :

Mai ar y phenn Mren aerch

Uio.

Observe that the consonantal symphony
in the lirst lit..- runs. // ,- .- j n the >

Uipchm ; the third has the son..,

respon .eren terch : the fourth

b especialh The vowel

changes also are very beautiful, balan-

cing and accent i echo-

ing consonant-.

I shall surely be excused for not go-

into an exposition of all the other

iaw> >t-d v-i>ification. though a

c..!umn might be easily devoted to
]>

cal resumptions, which indicate the mode
of transit from one line to another; a

page to the variations thereof ; and many
pages to the Venedotion Ca rules

relating to the twenty-four metres, com-

pil.-d in th- fifteenth century; then it

would take an entire article to explain
the differences between these and their

rivals, the Glamorgan Canons.

If it be asked whether such over-

elaborateness of technique does not tend

to interfere with the free spirit of poe-

sy, the answer will come from the bards

1 1 1 e niseives that it does. Cynghanedd has

been well called "the incubus of Welsh

poetry." Inevitably must sense at times

go overboard when words are made to

perform such wonders of lofty tumbling.
The Chief Bard (Pencerdd) is he who has

least sacrificed sense to syllables ; and a

genuine bard, one born as well as made,
with the Welsh language for the inurn-

ment of his Muse, would seem to have

little excuse for not producing verse to

edification. Lack of study and practice
could alone cause him to fall short, and
without study and practice he might

r hope to be a bard. We have seen

that his term of probation was twenty

years, and we have glanced at the gen-
eral course of learning required of him.

It may be interesting to know what was
the special poetic curriculum which was
set up for him half a millennium ago,

and, so far as I am able to discover, has

ditied >ince that

A 1'rohationary Disciple was re-

<|u!n d to have a competent knowledge
of the five forms of the stanza or sus-

tich. II in teacher, who was to be a

Chi. must pledge his word and
conscience in attestation of the disciple's

abilr >< n, these metre*. <

The Articled Disciple had to be profi-
in twelve metres. Besides the five

stanza f nu^t master four ode
metres and three poem metres, li
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must be able to avoid the fifteen ordi-

nary faults which are prohibited, and

give an example of his own composition

in each metre, displaying in every one

a genius befitting a disciple. (3.) The

Qualified Disciple was required to know
all the metres, to be able to avoid all

alliterative faults, and to compose coher-

ently and regularly in twenty-one of the

metres. (4.) A Chief of Song was to be

an adept in all the metres, and be able

to compose in them after the most ap-

proved style and with the most intricate

characteristics. In short, he was expect-

ed to be a perfect master of all the bar-

dic canons, and to be capable of produ-

cing superior poetry in all the metres,

that he might be adjudged qualified to

teach others.

in.

THE EISTEDDFOD, ANCIENT AND MOD-

ERN.

The Eisteddfod has been said to be

the pivot on which the whole system of

bardism turns. It is much more than

this : it is the pivot of the national life of

the Welsh people ; it is the very symbol
of their separateness, of their so-called

clannishness, in which we perhaps see a

survival of the Aryan
"
village kinship

"

feeling, a feeling that in its excessive form

the more roomy-hearted peoples have re-

linquished. In the Welsh there is an

inextinguishable pride of ancestry, and

though they have long since lost all of the

outward glamour that once made them

the most romantic subjects for song and

gtory, they continue to cherish this pride.

It has become an inward thing, however;

it still counts its kings and its nobles,

but these high ones "feed not upon earth

nor pelf ;

"
the realms they inherit and

the realms they strive to gain are of

the mind. The proudest memories of the

Welshman to-day are not of " his Llew-

ellyns and Cadwallos," hut of his lolo

Gochs and his Dafydd ab Gwilyms. His

living heroes are they whose voices are

the sweetest, whose renderings of great

music by voice or instrument are the no-

blest, whose own musical compositions
are pronounced by competent ui.

the most worthy ; they whose oratorical

delivery of fine passages most stirs the

multitude and defies the minute censure

of skilled critics ; or they of the goldon

pens, whose work shall meet every re-

quirement of the strictest standards. And
the field whereon these heroes win their

honors is the Eisteddfod.

Where, when, and how the first Eis-

teddfod took place no man can even guess.

The earliest record we have of this as-

sembly is one regarding its reformation

by Gruffydd ab Cynan and Bleddyn ab

Cynfyn, before the Norman conquest ; so

we may safely conclude that the insti-

tution could not have been either in its

youth or middle age at this time. Some
of the rules of the new arrangement give

more than an inkling of the condition

which rendered reform needful. The
Eisteddfodau were to be held every three

years (this gave ample time for prepara-

tion and insured regularity) ; no man
was to be accounted a bard who had not

passed through an Eisteddfod, and no

work might be accounted poetry except

under its laws. Also, the professions of

poet and harpist were separate.!, it lcin<,
r

strictly forbidden that one man should

follow both. (It would appear from this

that wandering players had laid claim to

full bardic glory.) It was likewise en-

joined that no one should set himself up
to be a bard or a minstrel without pre-

viously gaining the consent of his lord,

or the written testimony of his teacher.

who should answer for him as an able

man at the legal stated time.

The earliest intimation of copy
on record is found in this code : the

bard is forbidden to use the songs of

any other man without a special license

from the owner. Gruffydd's code of

laws for music proves that science to

have been already in an advanced state
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of cultivation among the early Britons.

<.ul(l-be musician fouml it no easier

than the poetical aspirant to estahlMi a

reputation in t .ress of Bards;

amateurship met with small encourage-

iie hands of tliat congress.

In Dr. Din .n Rhys's account of

the qualifications necessary to take the

degree of Pencerdd, we learn that the

probationary pupil mu-t know ten con-

cords, one fundamental, five concords of

accompaniment, and eight tunes. The

HUM I
|
>u

)>il
must know twice as

many ; the master pupil three times that

number, and be able to explain them.

The chief minstrel must know four times

as many, and be acquainted with all the

canons ; also with the system of canons

set forth in the book of science. He
mast be able to compose a piece of mu-

sic, and give an explanation of every

part of it, so that the doctors and < liicf

vis may conscientiously adjudge
him to be a composer and master in sci-

ence. The code, moreover, prohibited

eanoliclateswho proved unfit for the pro-

fession of music from following it at

1 torturing the ears of unoffend-

ing folk 1'V tii. ir wretched performances,

showing, for the dark ages, a truly

broad and i-nli<_;ht-m <1 concrjitlon of the

question Who is my neighbor?"
ie is extant a license bestowed

upon one Gruffydd Hira< lining

the rank of bard in the year
In this, the whole gentry and .nm -n-

alty of Wales are apprised by the chiefs

of song all of whose names appear
that by virtue of the commits

his Grace King Henry VIII., etc., said

< " capable without any lack
"

to attain to the degree of Professorial

le, according to the Five Books of

the Profession of the Act of Vocal Song.

tanding all these forms

and ceremonies, and in spite of the appear-
MM of maintaining sm h 1 t ; v standards

Hence, abases were already creep-

ing in, which by the time of Queen
beth had grown intolerable ; whereupon

a royal injunction was issued, wherein

it was stated that "
vagrant and idle

persons naming ymselves mynstrells,

Rithmors and Barthes are lately growen
into such an intolerable multitude with-

in ye principal

not only gentlemen and others by their

-h:in i. -less disorders are oftentimes dis-

quieted in th'-ir habitations, but also ye

expert mynstrells and mussicons in town

and country thereby much discouraged
to travail in the exercise and practice
of thi-ir knowledge, and also not a little

hyndred in their lyvingand preferments."
Therefore a commission was "

apointed
and auctorized

"
to summon *

every per-

son and persons that entend to mayn-

teigne their lyving by name or color of

Mynstrells, Rithmors and Barthes," to

appear on a certain day,
" to shew forth

their learnings
"
before " such expert men

in ye faculte of Welsh musick as shall

be thought conveni hose found

unworthy were to be commanded " that

they returne to some honest labour such

as they be most apte unto, upon pain to

be taken as sturdie vagabonds."
In consequence, some say, of this pro-

clamation the bardic congresses wei

on tinned for about two hundred years.
This would seem to be an evidence of a

very serious lowering of standards; as

if truly "expert mynstrells and nms-

sicons
"
had grown so scarce, and sham

' Kithmors and Barthes" so plentiful

that the arts of music and poetry them-

selves lost ground in public estimation,

r. n 1. in:.; it .1:1 unprofitable thing to

hold an Eisteddfod. I am inclined to

ite the suspension of this national

festival less to the proclamation and its

ment than to a temporary change
in the spirit of the W.Uh people.

Reformation had come, and was \v.

its way more or less rapidly in the isle

Its tendency was towards

seriousness, towards a consideration of

the things of the sod rather than of the

I n the wake of the Reformation

l'unt;uu>m. \\i:h ;t>
psjsjtfft

h.itr.-d
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of earthly aims and vanities, with its

utter lack of sympathy for the aesthetic

aspect of things. The Welsh have from

the first been singularly open to what

are technically known as evangelical in-

fluences. The stern, narrowing doc-

trines of Puritan Calvinism took ready
root in their hearts, and I can well im-

agine that during this long period of re-

ligious storm and stress psalm
-
singing

and a sober contemplation of eternity

and its awards may for them have come

quite to supersede the " devilish de-

lights
"
afforded by a pursuit of the arts,

and by the trivialities of contests for

preeminence in worldly music or in that

idle word-raongering called poetry.

They are still an essentially religious-

minded people, but in common with the

rest of Christendom they have arrived

at a more steady and whole view of life.

With a correct perspective, in life as

in pictures, objects fall into their right

places ; and among many other things
which modern times have brought into

focus, the Eisteddfod has resumed its

position as the natural expression of a

people's national feeling, the normal out-

growth of their aesthetic nature.

The institution was revived in the

eighteenth century with great enthusiasm,

an enthusiasm so genuine that the past

hundred years have seen no diminution

of it The national Eisteddfodau are now
held yearly, alternating between North

and South Wales. They are under the

patronage of the highest in the land, be-

ginning with the sovereign, and the

judges are sought for among the most

distinguished and competent in their re-

spective departments.
The modern Eisteddfod has a very

wide scope. It includes competitions in

the composition and performance of mu-

sic, in ]K>etry, prose essays, fiction, and

translations ; it offers prizes, also, for spe-

cimens ' f artistic work and for manufac-

tures. At the inert in-.; held in Carnarvon

last August, a 3 award was made for

the design for a bardic chair ; 10 and

a silver medal were given for the chair it-

self, of carved oak ; 20 and the chair for

the " chair poem." The u crown pri/e
"

was for a poem on Lord Tennyson.
Other subjects for poetical competition
were a pastoral, patriotic songs, verses

suitable to be sung with the harp, a drama,

besides stanzas and several other forms

of verse. Among the numerous subjects

for prose treatment were : Historical and

Critical Notes upon the Poems of lolo

Goch; A Critical Essay on the Welsh

Poetry of the Present Century ; An Es-

say on the Roman in Wales, and his In-

fluence on the Welsh People and Lan-

guage ; A Serial Story Illustrative of

Welsh Life ; and An Essay on the Es-

tablishment of a National Museum for

Wales. The musical prizes offered were

thirty in number, ranging from 150,

for a great choral composition, down to

1 ; this last for a violin solo by a child

not over twelve years of age. Perhaps
the most interesting, because the most

characteristic of these musical numbers,

was the performance of a distinctively

Welsh composition ^upon the triple-harp

of Wales, so called on account of being

three -
stringed. Brinsley Richards, in

establishing his theory that the peculiar

characteristics of a people's music are

attributable to their national instrument,

dwells upon the fact that Welsh music

is essentially harp music, showing every-

where the influence of that instrument

upon its development. Within the last

quarter of a century the three -
stringed

harp, long neglected, has again come into

use, adding yet another to the many in-

dications that the Cymric spirit is not on

the decline.

In art Wales is far behind, notwith-

standing the fact that a number of the

most famous modern British architects

and painters have been Welshmen. Con-

stantly are art prizes withheld at the Ki>-

Ifodau because of an entire lack of

merit in the objects sent up for compe-
tition. At a recent Eiflteddfod, one of

the speakers amusingly asserted that
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"
nothing is more indicative of tli-

:r race than the

way in which \\ to offer prizes

for works of art, while Wales is almost

destitute of th y means of se-

curing the most rudimentary instruc-

tence is indica-

tive rather of the same bulldog courage

noted by King Henry in writing to the

Emperor regarding
" a people in a cor-

ner of this island
" who fought an armed

host without weapons.
MC 1'nited States the Eisteddfod

is almost exclusively a musical festival.

A few recitations are always on the pro-

gramme, hut the poem and the essay

rarely find a place there. A Welsh
i of mine attributes this to what he

regards as a prostitution of the

high ends of the Eisteddfod, namely, the

growing tendency to make it the occa-

tter the American fashion, of rais-

ing money for various outside purposes ;

hence, banishing from it whatever is not

of immediate popular interest, which mu-

sical contests are sure to be. The real

reason probably lies deeper ; it would

seem to be this: that in our country
there are not enough bards to maintain ;i

branch of the National Eisteddfod Asso-

. with authority to confer degrees,
and with the encouraging influence lent

by numbers and acknowledged preemi-
nence to the pursuit of those more diffi-

cult aims of the poet and essayist.

Those who would attain to the rank

of bard must sen* I tin -ir work to Wales.

If a sufficient number are found deserv-

ing of honors, and if they cannot go to

I country to receive them, a com-

mission of bards comes over here and
bestows the bardic accolade with appro

priate ceremonies. These ceremonies

require. a circle of stones, very sugges-
tive ot vft, a book of runes,

to be read !,., and
an ancient sword, to be laid u]on the

should. -rn of the knerl lidate.

<ary in outward sc

take this degree. They are found in the

mines and in many other obscure walks

of life. The blue robe has shrunk to a

blue ribbon, hut the little silk knot stands

for glory all the same, the sort of glory
that a Welshman most prizes.

In musical gifts the Welsh have no

peers. Their natural voices are uniform-

ly good, sometimes exceedingly beauti-

ful ; so perfect, indeed, that one would

almost dread training for them. Though
a highly sensuous and emotional people,
their tones are remarkably pure and

steady, the timbre being brilliant, often

cold, and in their art they evince a self-

restraint which is quite Grecian ; for

while their mode of singing is fervency

particularly in the great chorals

wherein they excel all other nationalities,

yet the intensity of their fervor never

causes a loss of purity of tone, such as

is too frequently heard in the provincial
German singing societies.

About fifteen years ago, Dr. Damrosch
came to the town in which I live, hav-

ing been invited as one of the mn>i.-al

adjudicators in an Eisteddfod. I shall

never forget his unfeigned delight at the

singing by our own local choir of some
of the Messiah choruses. He said after-

wards,
" I wish I could get my choral

society to sing in that way."
It was a vain wish. None but a Welsh

choir can sing in that way. At the last

Eisteddfod in this neighborhood I lis-

tened to a rendering of Mendelssohn's

"Oh, great is the depth/* which literal-

ly took me off my feet : the firm, honest

manner of singing ; the solidity of tone ;

the warmth of hMsOofa coloring: the

effective phrasing, strong, i

as befitted : and the words ; and
then the spirit of it ! T
one and all of the lower classes; some
of th. in I knew to be

i|iiite uneducated.

The leader was a plain man. who stood

upon a cha ,-e all the

faces of his large choir. ie first

contraltos was a little woman who sang
holding a very young baby in h. r arms.

This was the great event of the year to
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her, for which she had spent many months
in practicing, and no doubt the baby afc-

tended every rehearsal. Its presence at

the great festival did not prevent that

choir from taking the first prize ; and

who shall say what may be the effect

upon its future of those mighty strains

pouring into its tiny ear from birth !

The Welsh are never too young to sing,

nor too old, as would appear from the

fact that lately, in Wales, a woman of

ninety competed in the Penillion contest.

The Welsh youth get an early public

training in the weekly
"
Literary So-

ciety," a diversified form of entertain-

ment and instruction which, in a way,

may be regarded as a preparation for

the Eisteddfod. Here they learn in in-

fancy to face an audience, and to hear

their own voices without fear. I have

seen children of five or six nonchalantly

skip up on a platform, deliver their lit-

tle
4<

pieces
"
with admirable feeling and

emphasis, and skip down again with a

pretty air of belonging by right to the

body politic. These little ones sit with

exemplary patience through the perform-
ances of their elders, listening to speeches,

essays, and long debates ; these dry mat-

ters being interspersed with songs and

recitations contributed in a go-as-you-

please manner by any who may feel

moved to " shew forth their learnings."
The fondness of the Welsh for the

higher pursuits is the most noteworthy

thing regarding this strange people.

While producing little, perhaps, in lit-

erature, at least, that is of definite and
universal importance, they have always
been able to show a greater proportion
of individuals, in all ranks, who are in-

terested and more or less versed in music

and poetry than any other people, save

one, on the face of the earth. In this

fact is to be found the true meaning of

an Eisteddfod.

I have made exception of one people,
the Greeks, "but it is a question whether

intellectual activity was so widely dif-

fused among them as among the Celts of

Cymry. Public taste in Greece, in all mat-

ters artistic and literary, was immense-

ly higher; actual participation in artistic

and literary pursuits, save as spectators,

was probably far less common. The Kis-

teddfod has been likened to the Olympic

games, and in spirit the two institutions

are not dissimilar. Leaving out the phy-
sical contests which formed the basis of

the Greek festival, we find in both the

same evidence of a passionate racial sen-

timent ; the same desire to keep alive the

national customs, traditions, language,
and literature ; the same appeal to the

glories of past times, and to the glorious

ones who gave those times their charac-

ter. Each is essentially representative of

the respective nature, tastes, and striv-

ings of the people who founded it; a

gathering together of all who can do to

display their doings before a cloud of

witnesses, and for whose reward public

acclaim is no less necessary than a crown.

But physical grace and strength, so

prized by the Hellene, do not enter into

the list of the Cymro's ambitions: his

lyrics are not written for the dancers ; his

odes celebrate no mighty boxer, wrestler,

runner ; to him beauty means brains ; his

sole vanity is in intellectual superiority.

This vanity is a wholesome one ; it keeps
him a happy being. In his favorite pur-

suits he finds a sure preservative against

discontent. Not overthrifty nor ambi-

tious for riches, he asks for little so long
as he has opportunity to study, write po-

etry, practice and compose music, and

match his mind with his neighbor's.

Above all, he wishes to be let alone to

do as he chooses. To him freedom and

independence of mind are not luxuries,

but stern necessities. Roger Williams,

who may stand to Americans as the

symbol of every liberty they enjoy, is

a worthy type of the Cambrian i

A fascinating, baffling study, this ran-,

whether we follow it along the lines of

history, or, standing face to face with

the living man, we strive to penetrate
the curious caul that envelops him, and
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read liis mystery at first hand. Clannish

in his ways of life, he is often hard to

approach, yet underneath the repelling

e it is not unusual to find a gen-

uine bonhomie, and a certain reserved

friendliness thai has a charm of its own.

He makes a good friend, does "
gallant

Taffy," for he will never tell you a lie ;

his offense, if he offend, will more like-

ly be in the oth n. His motto

has always been "Y Gwir yn erbyn y
"Truth against the World; and

truth he will maintain even at the ex-

pense of your dearest feelings. It must

be confessed that Taffy has not the sua-

viter in modo of his Celtic brother Pat-

This lack has doubtless helped to

keep him back in the race with nations,

and from taking the position for which,

by his superior mental gifts, he would
seem to be qualified. Yet his very aloof-

ness of spirit, wherein he moves as in a

separating atmosphere, has enabled those

mental gifts to retain their unique flavor

untainted by the promiscuous elements

of the surging nationalities about him.

Edith Br&wer.

A VILLAGE STRADIVARIUS.

IN TWO PARTS. PART ONE.

I.

"
Goodfellow, Puck and goblins,
Know more than any book.

Down with your doleful problems,
And court the sonny brook.

The south-winds are quick-witted,
The schools are sad and slow,

The masters quite omitted

The lore we care to know.'*

EMKRBON'S April.

i YD the 317th page, Davy, and be-

thetopof the right-hand column."

The boy turn. ,1 the leaves of the old

instruction book obediently, and then be-

gan to read in a sing-song, monotonous
tone :

One of Pag^pag'"
'

IV'-. i I i Ill's.*'

I PaggernynerV (I wish all

the feller* Dorics did n't have
v..ch tough old names!) 'most dis-as-

ter-ous triumphs he had when pla\

'Who was Lord 1U-
I 'nrlo Tony ?) 'Some one asked

i >c on the violin the story
of a son who kills his fath a-way,
becomes a high-way-mmn, falls in love

with a girl who will not listen to him ;

so he leads her to a wild country site, sud-

denly jumping with her from a rock into

anarb-y-double-s'"

"Abyss."
*" a rock into an abyss,

where they disappear forever. Pagger-

nyner listened quietly, and when the

story was at an < n.l IK- a^.-d that all the

lights should be distinguish. -..

"Look closer, Da
"'Should tagoisbed H

began playing, and so terrible was the

il in-ter-pre-ta-tion of the idea

which had been given him that several of

the ladies fainted, and the sal-salon-^/Ion,

when reli-htcd. looked like a battlfti. Id.'

< Would n't von like to have been

Uncle To ,,,'t believe

anyb<> . ived that way. do you?"
Yes," said the listener, dreamily rais-

itless eyes to the elm-tree that

grew by the kitchen door. M
I hi-lieve it,

and I can hear it myself \\hni you read

the story to me. I feel that the secret

of even t h world that is beauti-

ful, or true. Men in the

strings of my violin, Davy, but

master can draw it from oaj
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" You make stories on your violin, too,

Uncle Tony, even if the ladies don't

faint away in heaps, and if the kitchen

does n't look like a battlefield when

you 've finished. I 'm glad it does n't,

for my part, for I should have more

housework to do than ever."
" Poor Davy ! you could n't hate house-

work any worse if you were a woman ;

but it is all done for to-day. Now paint

me one of your pictures, laddie ; make
me see with your eyes."

The boy put down the book and leaped
out of the open door, barely touching the

old millstone that served for a step. Tak-

ing a stand in the well-worn path, he

rested his hands on his hips, swept the

landscape with the glance of an eagle,

and began like a young improvisator :

" The sun is just dropping behind Brig-
adier Hill."

" What color is it ?
"

" Red as fire, and there is n't anything
near it, it 's almost alone in the sky ;

there 's only teenty little white feather

clouds here and there. The bridge looks

as if it was a silver string tying the two

sides of the river together. The water

is pink where the sun shines into it.

All the leaves of the trees are kind of

swimming in the red light, I tell you,

Nunky, just as if I was looking through
red glass. The weather vane on Squire
Bean's barn dazzles so, the rooster seems

to be shooting gold arrows into the river.

I can see the tip top of Mount Washing-
ton. The peak of its snow cap touches

the pink sky. The henhouse door is

open. The chickens are all on their

roost, with their heads cuddled under

their wings."
" Did you feed them ?

"

The boy clapped his hand over his

mouth with a comical gesture of peni-

tence, and dashed into the shed for a pan-
ful of corn, which he scattered over the

ground, enticing the sleepy fowls by in-

sinuating calls of "
Chick, chick, chick,

chick! Come, biddy. bidlv. l>'uMv. biddy!

Come, chick, chick, chick, chick, chick !

"

The man in the doorway MiiiK J us

over the misdemeanor of somebody very
dear and lovable, and rising from his

chair felt his way to a corner shelf, took

down a box, and drew from it a violin

swathed in a silk bag. He removed the

covering with reverential hands. The
tenderness of the face was like that of

a young mother dressing or undressing
her child. As he fingered the instrument

his hands seemed to have become all

eyes. They wandered caressingly over

the polished surface as if enamored of

the perfect thing that they had created,

lingering here and there with rapturous
tenderness on some special beauty,
the graceful arch of the neck, the melt-

ing curves of the cheeks, the delicious

swell of the breasts.

When he had satisfied himself for the

moment he took the bow, and lifting the

violin under his chin, inclined his head

fondly toward it and began to play.

The tune at first seemed muffled, but

had a curious bite, that began in distant

echoes, but after a few minutes' playing

grew firmer and clearer, ringing out at

last with velvety richness and strength

until the atmosphere was satiated with

harmony. No more ethereal note ever

flew out of a bird's throat than Anthony
Croft set free from this violin, his Li> It-

ling, his " swan song," made in the year
he had lost his eyesight.

Anthony Croft had been the only son

of his mother, and she a widow. His

boyhood had been exactly like that of all

the other boys in Edgewood, save that

he hated school a trifle more, if possible,

than any of the others ; though there was

a unanimity of aversion in this matter

that surprised and wounded teachers and

parents.

The school was the ordinary
" dees-

trick
"
school of that time ; there were not

enough scholars for what Cyse Higgins
called a "

degraded
"

school. The dif-

ference between Anthony and the other

boys lay in the reason as well as the de-

gree of his abhorrence.
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He had come into the world a naked,

starving human soul elothe

r hun-

grier for knowledge within

the four walls of the village schoolhouse

he get hold of one fact that would

its secret iimp>e

of clear light that would -nine in upon
darkness which may be felt

"
in his

mind, one thou rd that would

l'.-ed his s,,;il.

;
.lace where hi- longings were

here he understood what

he was made for, was out of doors in the

woods. When he should have been por-

ing over the sweet, palpitating mysteries
of the multiplication table, his vagrant

gaze was always on the open window near

whi.-ii he sat. He could never study
a fly buzzed on the window-pane ;

he was always standing on the toes of

his bare feet, trying to locate and under-

that puzzled him. The

book was a mute, soulless thing that had

.is inner world of thought
1 ever from the

dead seven-times-six to the mystery of

life about him.

He was never a special favorite with

his teachers ; that was scarcely to be

expected. In his very early years, his

pockets were gone through with every
he entered the school

door, . i its, when confiscat-

ed, would comprise a jew's-harp, a bit

of catgut, screws whittled out of wood,

tacks, spools, pins, and the like. But
robbed of all these he could gen-

erally secrete a piece of ela>

utmost capacity, would yield a de-

tightful twang when played upon \\itli

the forefinger. He could also

uting musical instrument in

-k by means of spools and catgut
iu of broken glass. Thech.

of his life was an old t k that

the teacher of the Hinging
- school had

owing to the degrading

63

and arbitrary censorship of pockets that

led, he never dared bring it into

the schoolroom. There were ways, how-

ever, of evading inexorable law and cir-

cumventing base injustice. He hid the

us tiling under a thi.-tle just out-

:u window. The teacher had

-easou of apathy on

when she was hearing the

primer class read,
" I see a pig. The

. The big pig can <

which stirring phrases were always punc-
tuated by the snores of the Hanks baby,
who kept sinking down on his fat little

legs in the line and giving way to slum-

ber during the lesson. At such a mo-

ment Anthony slipped out of the win-

dow and snapped the tuning-fork sev-

eral times, just enough to save his

soul from death, and then slipped in

again. He was caught occasionally, but

not often ; and even when he was.

were mitigating einu instances, for he

was generally put under the teacher's

desk for punishment. It was a dark,

close, sultry spot, but when he was well

seated, and had grown tired of looking
at the triangle of elastic in the tea

congress boot, and tired of wishing it was

his instead of hers, he would tie one end

of a bit of thread to the button of his

gingham shirt, and, carrying it round his

left ear several times, make believe he

was Paganini languishing in prison and

playing on a violin with a single string.

A- h.-
|fl

\\ old : klMM VM M marked

improvement, and Tony Croft was by

general as- ted the laziest boy in

i iiat he was lazy in certain

matters merely because he was in a frenzy
of industry to pursue certain others had

nothing to do with the case, of coarse.

If any one had ever given him a task

in which he could have seen cause work-

ing to effect, in which he could have

by personal experiment a single
fact that belonged t<- him. hi- own by

nould have

counted labor or study all joy.
Hi was one incarnate Why and How,
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one brooding wonder and interrogation

point
" Why does the sun drive away

the stars ? Why do the leaves turn ml
and gold ? What makes the seed swell

in the earth ? From whence comes the

life that is hidden in the egg under the

bird's breast ? What holds the moon in

the sky ? Who regulates her shining ?

Who moves the wind ? Who made me,

and what am I ? Who, why, how, whi-

ther ? If I came from God but only late-

ly, teach me his lessons first, pat me into

vital relation with life and law, and then

give me your dead signs and equivalents
for real things, that I may learn more

and more, and ever more and ever more."

There was no spirit in Edgewood bold

enough to conceive that Tony learned

anything in the woods, but as there was

never sufficient school money to keep
the village seat of learning open more

than half the year the boy educated

himself at the fountain head of wisdom

and knowledge the other half. His mo-

ther, who owned him for a duckling
hatched from a hen's egg, and was never

quite sure he would not turn out a black

sheep and a crooked stick to boot, was

obliged to confess that Tony had more

useless information than any boy in the

village. He knew just where to find the

first May flowers, and would bring home
the waxen beauties when other people
had scarcely begun to think about the

spring. He could tell where to look for

the rare fringed gentian, the yellow vio-

let, the Indian pipe. There were clefts

in the rocks of the Indian Cellar where,

when every one else failed, he could find

harebells and columbines.

When his chores were done, and the

other boys were amusing themselves each

in his own way, you would find Tony ly-

ing flat on the pine needles in the woods,

listening to the notes of the wild birds, and

imitating them patiently, till you could

scarcely tell which was boy and which was

bird : and if you could, the birds could

n't, for many a time he coaxed the bob-

olinks and thrushes to perch on the low

boughs above his head and chirp to him

as if he were a feathered brother. There

was nothing about the building of nests

with which lie was not familiar. He could

have taken hold and helped if the birds

bad not been so shy. and if he had bad

beak and claw instead of clumsy tin-

He would sit near a beehive tor hours

without moving, or lie prone in the sandy
road, under the full glare of the sun,

watching the ants acting out their hu-

man comedy ; sometimes surrounding a

favorite hill with stones, that the comedy

might not be turned into tragedy by a

careless footfall. The cottage on the

river road grew more and more to resem-

ble a museum and herbarium as the years
went by, and the Widow Croft's weekly

house-cleaning was a matter that called

for the exercise of Christian grace.

Still, Tony was a good son, affectionate,

considerate, and obedient. His mother

had no idea that he would ever be able,

or indeed willing, to make a living ;
but

there was a forest of young timber grow-

ing up, a small hay farm to depend upon,

and a little board that would keep him

out of the poorhouse when she died and

left him to his own devices. It never

occurred to her that he was in any way
remarkable. If he were diilicult to un-

derstand, it reflected more upon bis ec-

centricity than upon her density. What
was a woman to do with a boy of twelve

who, when she urged him to drop the

old guitar he was taking apart and hurry
off to school, cried, "Oh. mother ! when

there is so much to learn in this world,

it is wicked, wicked, to waste time in

school."

About this time Tony spent hours in

the attic arranging bottles and tumblers

into a musical scale. He also invented

an instrument made of small and great,

and short pins, driven into soft board

to different heights, and when the widow

passed his door on the way to bed she

invariably saw this barbaric thing locked

to the boy's breast, for he often played
himself to sleep with it.
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At fifteen he had taken to pieces and put

together again, str.

d, mended, and braced, every ac-

n, guitar, inrlodron, dulrim-

in Edge* r, and

the n
ig villages. Tin re was a

money to be earned in this way, but

very little, as people in general regarded

tinkering" as a pleasing diversion

in which tlu-y eould indulge him without

danger. As an example of this attitude,

s wife's roelodeon had !<

stops, the pedals had severed connection

lie rest of tin- work-, it whee/.ed like

an ast -id two Mack keys were

musing. Anthony worked more than a

week on its rehabilitation, and received

I Jerry's promise that the

doctor would pull a tooth for him some

This, of course, was a guerdon
ire, but it seemed pathetically

distant to the lad who had never had a

in hi- life. He had to plead

yse Higgins for a week before that

Ming farmer would allow him
h his tm-dollar fiddle. He ob-

1 jiermission at last only by offering
to give Cyse his calf in case he spoilt-.

1 1 he

seems square," said Cyse
doubt f it after all you can't play
on a e Neither will your fiddle

ilk. if y- long enough,"
retort* and this argument was
coin in

was his confidence in Tony's
"kill

'

re Bean trusted his fa-

i'ini, one that had been

y years before.
1

I 1 H han-inir on the attic wall

>ry, so that the back was

sound-poat lo-

neck and the tailpiece cracked. The
>r two

the open fin .

I

Wiabi;.- I! ! , i took the savings
<ummm'" Mattel . "and

walked sixteen n i,d. where
a book rail. .1 1 he Practical

int. The v
'it proved to be
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a mine of wealth. Even the headings
aled to his imagination and in:

cated him with their suggestions, On
Scr:i -litting. an

lins. Violin Players, Great Violinists. Solo

Playing, etc. ; and at the very end a Trea-

tise on the Construction, Preservation.

Repair, and Improvement of the Violin,

by Jacob Augustus Friedheim. ln>tru-

ment Maker to the Court of the Archduke
of Weimar.

There was a good deal of moral advice

in the
i
>reface that sadly puzzled the boy,

who was always in a condition of chronic

amazement at the village disapprobation
of his favorite fiddle. That the violin

did not in some way receive the confi-

dence enjoyed by other musical instru-

ments, he perceived from various para-

graphs written by the worthy author of

The Practical Violinist, as for exam-

pie:-
" Some very excellent Christian peo-

ple hold a strong prejudice against the

violin because they have always known
it associated with dancing and dissipa-
tion. Let it be understood that your vio-

lin is 'converted,' and such an objection
will no longer lie against it ... Many
delightful li on may be enjoyed by a

young man, if he has obtained a respec-
table knowledge of his instrument, who
otherwise would find the time hang heavy
on hi- In:,.! ; or, for want of some bet-

ter amusement, would frequent the dan-

gerous and 1- -:i active paths of rice and
be ruined forever. ... I am in hopes,

lear young pupil, that your
violin will occupy your attention at just
those very times u vim were im-

moral or dissipated, you would be at the

grogshop, gaming table, or among vicious

h a use of the violin, not-

withstanding the prejudices many hold

agai ute to virtue, and
;di ahundanci- of innocent and enti

1\ uM..i.j.-,-tionable amuson . >ese

are the views with \\hi.-h I hope you have

adopted it, and will continue to cherish

and cultivate i:
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" There is DO bard in all the choir.

Not one of all can put in verse,

Or to this presence cmiM n-ii.-ane

The sights and voices ravishing

The boy knew on the hills in spring,

Uh.-n pacing through the oaks he heard

Sharp queries of the sentry-bird,

The heavy grouse's 8ii< 1.1- n whir,

The rattle of the kingfisher."

EMKBSON'S Harp.

Now began an era of infinite happiness,

of days that were never long enough, of

evenings when bedtime came all too soon.

Oh that there had been some good an-

gel who would have taken in hand An-

thony Croft the boy, and, training the

powers that pointed so unmistakably in

certain directions, given to the world the

genius of Anthony Croft potential instru-

ment maker to the court of St. Cecilia ;

for it was not only that he had the fingers

of a wizard ; his ear caught the faintest

breath of harmony or hint of discord, as

1

F.-iiry folk a-list?ning

Hear the seed sprout in the spring,
And for music to their dance

Hear the hedge-rows wake from trance ;

Sap that trembles into buds

Sending little rhythmic floods

Of fairy sound in fairy ears.

Thus all beauty that appears
Has birth as sound to finer sense

And lighter-clad intelligence."

As the universe is all mechanism to one

man, all form and color to another, so to

Anthony Croft the world was all mel-

ody. Notwithstanding all these gifts and

possibilities, the doctor's wife advised the

Widow Croft to make a plumber of him.

intimating delicately that these freaks of

nature, while playing no apparent part in

the divine economy, could sometimes be
made self-supporting.
The seventeenth year of his life marked

a definite epoch in his development. He
studied Jacob Friedhuim's treatise until

he knew the characteristics of all the

great violin nuxl the Amatis,

Hieronyraus, Antonius, and Nicolas, to

those of Stradivarius. (iuarnerius. and

Stciner.

It was in this year, also, that lie made

a very precious discovery. While lu-ows-

ing in the rubbish in Squire Bean's gar-

ret to see if he could find the missing

sound-post of the old violin, he came upon
a billet of wood wrapped in cloth and

paper. When unwrapped, it was plainly

labeled " Wood from the Bean Maple at

Pleasant Point; the biggest maple in

York County, and believed to be one of

the biggest in the State of Maine." An-

thony found that the oldest inhabitant of

Pleasant River remembered the stump
of the tree, and that the boys used to

jump over it and admire its proportions

whenever they went fishing at the Point.

The wood, therefore, was perhaps eighty

or ninety years old. The squire agreed

willingly that it should be used to mend
the old violin, and told Tony he should

have what was left for himself. When,

by careful calculation, he found that the

remainder would make a whole violin,

he laid it reverently away for another

twenty years, so that he should be sure

it had completed its century of patient

waiting for service, and falling on his

knees by his bedside said,
" I thank

Thee, Heavenly Father, for this precious

gift, and I promise from this moment to

gather the most beautiful wood I can find.

and lay it by where it can be used some

time to make perfect violins, so that if

any creature as poor and as helpless as

I am needs the wherewithal to do good
work, I shall have helped him us Thou
hast helped me." And according to his

promise so he did, and the pieces of

richly curled maple, of sycamore, and of

spruce began to accumulate. They were

cut from the sunny side of the trees, in

the right season of the year, split so

as to have a full inch thickness towards
tin- hark, and a quarter inch towards the

heart. They were then laid for weeks
under one of the falls in Wine Brook,
where the musical tinkle, tinkle, of the

stream fell on the wood already wrought
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upon by years of sunshine and choruses

of singing birds.

This boy, toiling not alone for himself,

l,mt witli full and conscious purpose for

M h-- not worthy to wear

the mantle of Antonius Stradivarius ?

" That plain white-aproned man who stood at

work

Patient and accurate full fourscore years,

shed his sight and touch hy temper-

ance,

ince keen sense is love of perfectness,

Made perfect violins, the needed paths
ratio ii and high mastery."

And as if the year were not full enough
of glory, the school-teacher sent him a

book with a wonderful poem in it.

That summer's teaching had been the

freak of a college student, who had gone
back to his senior year strengthened by
his experience of village life. Anthony
Croft, who was only three or four years
his junior, had been his favorite pupil
and companion.

" How does Tony get along ?
"
asked

tin Widow Croft when the teacher came
to call.

"
Tony ? Oh, I can't teach him any-

thi..-."

Tears sprang to the mother's eyes.
I know hr ain't much on book learn-

ing," she said apologetically,
" but I 'in

bound he don't make you no trouble in

deportment."
44 I mean," said the school - teacher

gravely.
u that I can show him how to

read a little Latin and do a little iM-omr-

try. but h- knows as much in one min-

ute as I shall ever know in a year."
d by tin- old fin-place in

the winter evenings, dropping bis knife

or hi > com passes a moment to read aloud

to hU mother, who sat in the opposite
corner knitting:

, ntonio Stradivari, him
Who a good century and a half ago
Put his trui- \\nik in tin* brown inxtrument.

And hy tl M-ttnn-ut oi

1

Witli the master's finger-tips, and perfected
them by delicate rectitude of use."
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Tin* mother listened with painful in-

trntiu->*. I lik- tin- -oiind of it," she

said, but I can't hardly say I take in

the full sense."

Why, mother," said the lad, in a rare

moment of self-expression,
u
you know

the poetry says he cherished his sight

and touch by temperance ; that an idiot

might see a straggling line and be con-

tent, but he had an eye that wimvd at

false work, and loved the true. When
it says his finger-tips were perfected

by delicate rectitude of use, I think it

means doing everything as it is done in

heaven, and that anybody who wants to

make a perfect violin must keep his eye

open to all the beautiful things God has

made, and his ear open to all the music

be has put into the world, and then never

let his hands touch a piece of work that

is crooked or straggling or false, till, af-

ter years and years of Tightness, they are

fit to make a violin like the squire's, a

violin that can say everything, a violin

that an angel would n't be ashamed to

play on."

Do these words seem likely ones to fall

from the lips of a lad who had been at

the tail of his class ever since his primer

days ? Well, Anthony was seventeen

now, and he was "
educated," in spite of

sorry recitations, educated, the Lord

knows how! Yes, in point of fact the

Lord does know how ! He knows how
the drill and pressure of the daily task,

still more the presence of the high idi-al,

the inspiration working from within, how
tli >e educate u-.

Th<- blind A nthony Croft sitting in the

kitchen doorway had seemingly mi-rd

the heights of life he might have trod,

and had walked his close on fifty yean
through h-vel meadows of mediocrity, a

witch in every finger-tip waiting to be

set to work, head among the clouds, feet

stumbling, eyes and ears open to hear

God's secret thought ; seeing and hearing
>o, but lad e to speak it forth

again; for while imperious genius sur-

mounts all obstacles, brushes laws and
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formulas from its horizon, and with its

own free soul st-t- ita
*
path and the out-

lets of the sky," potenial genius forever

needs an angel of deliverance to set it

free.

Poor Anthony Croft, or blessed An-

thony Croft, I know not which, God
knows ! Poor he certainly was, yet blessed

after all.
" One thing I do," said Paul.

44 One thing I do," said Anthony. He
was not able to realize his ideals, but he

had the *

angel ami "
by which he ideal-

ized his reals.

O waiting heart of God ! how soon

would thy kingdom come if we all did

our allotted tasks, humble or splendid,

in this consecrated fashion !

m.

" Therein I hear the Parcae reel

The threads of man at their humming wheel,
The threads of life and power and pain,

80 sweet and mournful falls the strain."

EMERSON'S Harp.

Old Mrs. Butterfield had had her third

stroke of paralysis, and died of a Sunday
night She was all alone in her little

cottage on the river bank, with no neigh-
bor nearer than Croft's, and nobody there

but a blind man and a small boy. Every-

body had told her it was foolish for a
frail old woman of seventy to live alone

in a house on the river road, and every-

body was pleased, in a discreet and chas-

tened fashion of course, that it had turned

out exactly as they had predicted.
Aunt Mehitable Tarbox was walking

Milliken's Mills, with her little black

reticule hanging over her arm, and no-

ticing that there was no smoke coming
out of the chimney, and that the hens

were gathered about the kitchen door

clamoring for their breakfast, she thought
it best to stop and knock. No response
followed the repeated blows from lin

hard knuckles. She then tapped smartly
en M... I; .ttrrfield's bedroom win.Uv
with her thimble finger. This proving

of no avail, she was obliged to pry open
the kitchen shutter, split open a mosquito

netting with her shears, and crawl into

the house over the sink. This was a con-

siderable feat for a somewhat rheumatic

elderly lady, but this one never grudged
trouble when she wanted to find out any-

thing.

"When she discovered that her premo-
nitions were correct, and that old Mrs.

Butterfield was indeed dead, her grief

at losing a pleasant acquaintance was

largely mitigated by her sense of impor-
tance at being first on the spot, and chosen

by Providence to take command of the

situation. There were no relations in the

village ; there was no woman neighbor
within a mile : it was therefore her ob-

vious Christian duty not only to take

charge of the remains, but to conduct

such a funeral as the remains would have

wished for herself.

The fortunate Vice-President sudden-

ly called upon by destiny to guide the

ship of state, the general who sees a pos-

sible Victoria Cross in a hazardous en-

gagement, can have a faint conception of

Aunt Hitty's feeling on this momentous,
occasion. Funerals were the very breath

of her life. There was no ceremony,
either of public or private import, that,

to her mind, approached a funeral in real

satisfying interest. Yet, with distinct

talent in this direction, she had always
been "

cabined, cribbed, confined
"
with-

in hopeless limitations. She had assist-

ed in a secondary capacity at funerals

in the families of other people, but she

would have reveled in personally con-

ducted ones. The members of her own

family stubbornly refused to die, how-

ever, even the distant connections living
on and on to a ridiculous old age ; and if

they ever did die, by reason of a falling

roof, shipwreck, or conflagration, they

generally died in Texas or Iowa, or some
remote State where Aunt Hitty could not

follow the hearse in the first carriage.
This blighted ambition was a heart sorrow

of so deep and sacred a character that
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she did not even confess it to "
Si," as

her append :ni->Uiiul was called.

at last her chance for planning a

funeral luid com--. Mi--. Buttertield had

no kith or kin save her niece. Lyddy Ann.

wlio lived in Andover, or Lawrence, or

I,
Aunt Ilitty

could n't remember which, and hoped no-

ii Id. The niece would be sent

for when they found out \vhere slie lived ;

meanwhile it was warm weather, and the

funeral could not he put off.

She glanced round the house prepara-

locking it up and starting to no-

tify Anthony Crt't. She would just run

id talk to him about ordering the

coffin ; then she could attend to all other

irv preliminaries herself. The re-

mains had heen well-to-do, and there was

no occasion for sordid economy, so Aunt

Hitty determined in her own mind to

have the latest fashion in everything, in-

cluding a silver coffin plate. The Butter-

field coflin plat. ! ling to be proud
MI They had been sacredly preserved
for years and years, and the entire col-

lection numbering nineteen iii all

had been framed, and adorned the walls

of the deceased lady's best room. They
were not of solid silver, it is true, but even

so it was a matter of distinction to have

belonged to a family that could afford to

ineteen coMin plates of any sort.

Aunt Ilitty planned certain dramatic

. as >he walked down tin- road to

( DM to IHT in a burst of

inspiration that she would have two min-

prayer, and one

for the .short prayer and the remarks.

She hoped that Klder Weeks would he

adequate iii the latter direction. She

knew she could n't for the life of her

think of anything iir about Mrs.

ButteHieM, save that -he possessed nine-

>llin plates, and brought her liens

to Kd-^ewood ' their

health; but she had heard Klder \\Yrk-

make a m >\ in- discourse out of less than

that To be sure, he needed priming.
but >he was equal to that. There was

Ivory Brown's funeral : how would that

have gone on if it had n't been for her?

t the elder ten minutes lute, and

what would his remark- have amounted

to without her su^. You mi-'ht

almost say she was the author of the dis-

. for she gave him all the ideas. As
she had helped him out of the wagon she

:d:
" Are you prepared? I thought

not; but there's no time to lose. K- -

member there are aged parents ; two

brothers living, one railroading in Spo-
kane Falls, the other clerking in Wash-

ington, D. C. Don't mention the Univer-

salists, there 's ben two in the fam'ly ;

nor insanity, there 's ben one o' them.

The girl in the corner by the clock is

the one that the remains has been keep-

ing comp'ny with. If you can make some

genteel allusions to her, it '11 be much ap-

preciated by his folks."

As to the long prayer, she knew that

the Rev. Mr. Ford could be relied on to

pray until Aunt Becky Burnham should

twitch him by the coat tails. She had

done it more than once. She had also,

on one occasion, got up and straightened
his ministerial neckerchief, which he had

gradually "prayed" around his saintly

neck until it was behind the right ear.

These plans proved so fascinating to

Aunt Hitty that she walked quite half a

mile beyond Croft's, and was obliged to

retrace her steps. She conceived bands

of black alpaca for the sleeves and hats

of the pallbearers, and a fe-toon of the

same over the front gate, if there should

be any left over. Sh-- planned the sing-

ing by the choir. There hail been no

real choir-singing at any funeral in Edge-
wood since the Rev. .Joshua Heck with had

died. Shfl would ask them to open with

KI-IM-!

^ \\

too must
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This was a favorite funeral hymn. The

only dillicnlty would IK- in keeping Aunt

Becky Burnham from pitching it in a

key where nobody but a soprano skylark,

accustomed to warble at a great height.

could possibly sing it. It was generally

at the grave, when Kldcr Weeks of-

ficiated ; but it never satisfied Aunt Hitty,

because the good elder always looked so

unpirturesque when he threw a red ban-

danna handkerchief over his head before

beginning the twenty-seven verses. After

the long prayer, she would have Almira

Berry give for a solo

This gro-o-oanin' world s too dark and

3=W
dre-e-ar for the saints' e - ter - nal rest.

This hymn, if it did not wholly. recon-

cile one to death, enabled one to look

upon life with sufficient solemnity. It

was a thousand pities, she thought, that

the old hearse was so shabby and rickety,
and that Gooly Eldridge, who drove it,

would insist on wearing a faded peach-
blow overcoat. It was exasperating to

think of the public spirit at Egypt, and
contrast it with the state of things at Plea-

sant River. In Egypt they had sold the

old hearse house for a sausage shop, and
now they were having hearse sociables

every month to raise money for a new
one.

All these details flew through Aunt

Hitty's mind in fascinating procession.
There should n't be " a hitch

"
anywhere.

There had been a hitch at her la-t fu-

neral, but she had been only an assistant

there. Matt Henderson had been struck

by lightning at the foot of Squire Bean's
old nooning - tree, and certain circum-
stances combined to make the funeral

I unusual interest, so much so that

fat old Mrs. I ,, IWrwander
created a sensation at the cemetery . Bhi
was so anxious to get where she

[January,

see every thing to the best advantage that

she crowded too near the hier. stepped
on the sliding earth, and pitched into the

grave. As she weighed over two hun-

dred pounds, and was in a position of

some disadvantage, it took five men to

extricate her from the dilemma, and the

operation made a long and somewhat
awkward break in the religious services.

Aunt Hitty always said of this catastro-

phe,
" If I 'd 'a' ben Mis' Potter, I d V

ben so mortified I believe I 'd 'a' said, 1

wa'n't plannin' to be buried, but now I 'm

in here I declare I '11 stop !

' "

Old Mrs. Butterfield's funeral was not

only voted an entire success by the villa-

gers, but the seal of professional approval
was set upon it by an embalmer from Bid-

deford, who declared that Mrs. Tarbox
could make a handsome living at under-

taking anywhere. Providence, who al-

ways assists those who assist themselves,

decreed that the niece "
Lyddy Ann "

should not arrive until the aunt was safe-

ly buried ; so, there being none to resist

her right or grudge her the privilege,

Aunt Hitty, for the first time in her life,

rode in the next buggy to the hearse. Si,

in his best suit, a broad weed and weep-
ers, drove Cyse Higgins's black colt, and

Aunt Hitty was dressed in deep mourn-

ing, with the Widow Buzzells's crape veil

over her face, and in her hand a palmleaf
fan tied with a black ribbon. Her com-

ment to Si, as she went to her virtuous

couch that night, was :
" It was an awful

dry funeral, but that was the only flaw

in it. It would V ben perfect if there 'd

ben anybody to shed t ears. I come pretty

nigh it myself, though I ain't no rela-

tion, when Elder Weeks said :
* You '11

go round the house, my sisters, and Mis

Butterfield won't be there ; you '11 go int'

the orchard, and Mis' Butterfield won't

be there ; you '11 go int' the barn, and
Mis' Butterfield won't be there ; you '11 go
int' the shed, and Mis' Butterfield won't

be there ; you '11 go int' the hencoop,
and Mis' Butterfield won't be there !

'

That would 'a' drawed tears from a stone,
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most 'specially sence Mis' Butterfielcl set

such store by her 1

And tliis is tli.- way tli:it Lyddy HutU-r-

tield came into her kingdom, a little loin

irown house on ;

had seen it only

had driven out from Portland, years ago,

with her aunt. Mi>. 1 '.'ittn-lield lived in

land, hut spent her>ummers in I

unt of her chickens. She

alway^ explained that the country was

dreadful dull for her. hut good for the

liens ; they always laid so much better in

the winter time.

ly liked the place all the better

for it> bnefillMfc She had never had

enough of solitude, and this quiet home,
with the song of the river for company, it

one needed more company than chickens

and a cat. satisfied all her desires par-

ticularly as it was accompanied by a

snug little income of two hundred dol-

lars a year, a meagre sum that seemed

to open up mysterious avenues of joy to

n-ved, impatient h-

:i she was a mere infant, her bro-

ther was holding her on his knee before

the great old-fashioned fireplace heaped
with hum ing logs. A sudden noise ri

tied him. and the iv-iless baby

gave an unexpected lurch, and slip;

face downward, into the glowing einl-

It was a full minute before the horror-

'atethe littleeiva-

ture from the cruel tlame that had already
dun-- The hahy escaped
with her life, hut was disfigured forever.

Aa she grew older, the gentle hand of

time could not entirely elVace the terri-

ble scan. One cheek was wrinkled and
<Tim- ..H. while one eye and the mouth
were drawn down pathetically. Tli-

cident might have changed the disposi-

tion of any child, but Lyddy chanced to

be I '-cti\e bit of femi-

nine humanity, in \vho>e memory the

burning tlame was never quenched. I I.-r

mother, partly to conceal her own wound-

ed vanity, and partly to shit-Id the timid,

morbid child, kept her out of >ight as

much as possible ; so tha ;een,

when >he was left an orphan, she had

lived almost entirely in solitude.

She hecame. in course of time, a kind

of general nursery governess in a h;

family of motherless children. The fa-

ther was almost always away from home ;

his sister kept the house, and Lyddy
stayed in the nursery, bathing the brood

and putting them to bed, dressing them
in the morning, and playing with them
in the safe privacy of the back garden
or the open attic.

They loved her, disfigured as she was,

for the child despises mere externals,

and explores the heart of tilings to see

whether it be good or evil, but they
could never induce her to see strangers,

nor to join any gathering of people.

The children were grown and married

now, and Lyddy was nearly forty when
>he came into possession of house and
lands and fortune. forty, with twenty

years of unexpended feeling pent within

her. Forty, that is rather old to be

interesting, but age i- a relative m;r

Have n't you seen girls of four - and-

twenty who have nibbled and been nib-

bled at ever since they were sixteen, but

who have neither caught anything nor

been caught ? They are old, if you 1

but Lyddy was forty and -till young, with

her susceptibilities cherished, not dulled,

and with all the "language of passion
n-e-h and rooted as the lovely leafage
about a spi

Kate Douglas Wiggin.
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THE GENIUS OF FRANCE.

I HAVE lately been making a map
of France on a rather novel plan. On

map, instead of place names there

are only names of men, all together over

one hundred and fifty of the most il-

lustrious Frenchmen of the last five

iliac, Karh man is placed on the

spot, not necessarily his birthplace, in

which there is reason to believe that he

had sent down his deepest ancestral roots.

AY hen iiis father belonged to one region

and his mother to another, his name is

to be seen in both places : this is, for in-

stance, the case with Victor Hugo, who

may sometimes, perhaps, have character-

istically imagined himself, with one foot

on the mountains of the Vosges and an-

other by the sea in Brittany, striding

across the whole of France. Again,
omissions have been made in the case

of individuals whose ancestry is so mixed

that it is difficult to find anything like a

taproot : this may be said to be the case

with Moliere and Saint-Simon ; there are

doubtless many such instances which we
cannot detect. For a similar reason, I

have omitted many eminent persons who
are not only of mixed, but largely of

foreign ancestry : Ronsard, Alexandre

Dumas, George Sand, and Zola are a few

of those excluded by this rule. Finally,
all Parisians are omitted, for the fact

that a man was born in any large capital,

or even that his parents were born there,

tells us nothing as to his racial affinities.

Francois CoppeV. for instance, belongs
on his father's side to a family which

has been settled in Paris for several gen-
erations, but it is perhaps not fanciful to

trace in his poetic work the characteris-

tic* of the Belgic race to which he ulti-

mately belongs. Such austerity in omis-

sion is necessary if we wish confidently
to place a man among his own people.
In the selection of names, the only crite-

rion has been fame : the names of earlier

days have been sifted by posterity; in

selecting from the names of our own

day, a foreigner may share some of the

privileges of posterity.

On looking at this map, one is struck

in the first place by the barren charac-

ter of the interior of the country. If

we take the triangle formed by Paris

at the apex, with Bordeaux and Lyons at

the base, and covering about a fourth

of the whole country, we find that out-

side this triangle the genius population is

thick, more especially in the northwest,

in the southwest, and along the whole

eastern frontier. Within it only a few

scattered names are to be found : the

chief of these are Rabelais, Regnier, and

Pascal, all three near the edges of the

triangle, and all three set down merely
on the strength of the uncertain guaran-
tee of their birthplace. The barrenness

in genius of this central region, which

contains some of the richest and most

picturesque parts of France and some of

the finest monuments of architecture, is

not unaccountable, but it is certainly sur-

prising to find it so well marked.

If we look again at the map, we find

that the names fall into numerous more

or less distinct groups : the Breton group,

the large Norman group, in the north-

east the vaguely outlined Belgic or Flem-

ish group fluctuating around Rheims

and Valenciennes, the three allied groups
of Lorraine, Burgundy, and Dauphiny

along the eastern frontier, the Provencal
or Ligurian group along the Mediter-

ranean, and the extensive southwestern

group, including Guienne, Gascony, and

part of Languedoc, which may be called

Aquitanian. I propose to investigate

these groups in turn.

NV- may start at the northwestern pe-
niiiMila with the men of Brittany. They
form a strong and well-defined group ;

even between the Bretons and the neigh-
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boring Normals there is a broad, vacant

band on the in;q>. The Bre 1

vigoroi; 06 in their

conservatism, sometunei i
their

!i-m ; while \

lege has also flourished amon^ them ;

-drunkenness. Th-

u blue-eyed people, on the whole- rather

dark, hut in MMDi part- fair. especially

coast. which i- probably inhabited

who lon^ a^-o lied from

Finland, and in the Morhihan, wliich is

the second fairest department in France.

i leafmiiiig folk, and the spirit

sea has p -.ssed into their blood :

re adventurers, initiators in thought,

above all, idealists, dreamers, and

nt-Malo. their great seaport,

was founded by IJrit i-h colonists, but the

! ii. in -pile of many attempts, have

never been able to take it. The men of

\Ialo have sent out discoverers all

over the world ; they discovered Canada,

Iklaml Islands, took possession of

Rio .Janeiro, vi-ited so many lands that

English sailors, whenever they lighted

on some remote inland, came to call it a

In the region of thought, espe-

cially a kind of impassioned and

it, Brittany has produced Abe*-

lard. I
'

Maiipertiiis. La Mettrie.

Broussais. Lamennais, and Kenan, a

rilliant ijroup of thinkers tlian any
other part of France can show. The

is are not painters, and they lack

the plastic and architectonic qualities of

art. though they have produced one no-

-nlptor, Michel Coloinh. while the

il and eccentric artist, ( )dilon Re-

don, a kind of French Illakc. belongs to

! r's side. ( )t

years, i numerous paint, rs, most-

M third rank, have, come from this

part of the country, and have clanni>hly

banded themselves together in a society.
l us are above all a race of

poets. T! :>h and barren

and LM-anuir: \hJUaf d'Armoria the

gorse, and, as one of their own poets has

said, that tlower that one never gathers

is indeed the symbol of the Breton peo-

ple :

"
Cercle de dards autour d'un eoeur d'or."

C'hateaulu-iand.a very characteristic child

i. s,,il : \'ici,,i- Hugo, by his Bre-

ton mother ; Villiers de ITsle Adam ; Le-

conte de Lisle, of Breton race, though
born abroad : Pierre Loti, beloii-inLj to

La Vendee, are among the chief names

in the literary annaN of llrittany : there

are very many of les> note. The Breton

may soak himself in brandy, but the ideal

is always with him. Brittany is the great
mental centre of Celtic glamour.

Souvestre, himself a Breton, celebra

this fact in his Derniers Bretons; and

more recently. Renan has, in numberless

ways, given expression to the latent po-

etry of Brittany. The latter, a blue-eyed

Celt belonging to the old British colo-

ny at Treguier. while inheriting all the

gifts of his native land, had in him also

something of the southern vivacity of his

Gascon grandmother, which enabled him

to survey the Breton within him from

outside, with such incomparably delight-

ful results.

The blank gulf which separates on

the map the men of Brittany from their

neighbors of Normandy corresponds to

the radical ditVerence in the character of

the two races and of their lands. The
:<ms. among the menhirs and dolmens

of their bleak moors, are idealists. 1.

witli their traditions and legends. The

Normans, a large and well-favored race,

living in a rich and picturesque country,

of the most prosperous parts of

France, are sturdy materialists. Stend-

hal. \\ho himself belonged to the oppo-
site side of France, thought that \\hi!e

Normandy was m>t the most spirituelle

ht be considered

the most ci\ili/-d. While very pn>-

ous, as usually happens, it has also been

u very early times the most obsti-

nately ci-imi: i of France; cer-

tain parts of Brittany, like the Morhi-

han. on the other hand, heing among the

uiminalil S mans are
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not great poets. Songs, indeed, tl.-y pos-

86M in abundance, their r/t<i>isons. it

frmi been said, are almost as numerous

as their apples, but one misses the

profound poetic emotion of the Bretons.

Tiersot, who has exhaustively studied the

popular songs of France, has sought in

vain from Avranches to Dunkerque for

the song of 'sentiment ; the Norman's

chanson <Tamour is merely a chanson

de galanterie. Usually, when the men

of Normandy liave wanted to sing, it has

been of their apples and their cider;

they are "fort experts en beuverie" and

Olivier Basselin, the poet of perpetual

drinking, is perhaps the most characteris-

tic Norman singer. In recent days, the

writer who has chiefly undertaken to

sing of Normandy and its people, Andre

Lemoyne, is himself a Breton. Mal-

herbe, Delavigne, and Vacquerie are

among the Normans, but the greatest

of Norman poets is certainly Corneille.

He is the majestic representative of all

that is finest in the proud, individualis-

tic, self-sufficing Norman. The answer

in M^dee to the question, "What pro-
tection have you against so many ene-

mies ?
" "

Myself !

"
contains the essence

of the Norman spirit ; and it is a spirit

not unfamiliar to the Englishman, who
both by his virtues and his vices is in

many respects allied to the Norman.
The land itself recalls to us neighboring

parts of England, and in the Cotentin

peninsula, which stretches out towards

England, and is inhabited (as Topinard
has shown) by the fairest people in

France, we find on every side names
which are familiar to us in England and
in Kn^lMi hUt,,ry. The Normans are

great painters, and the temper of their

art has usually been found congenial to

the Anglo-Saxon spirit. Millet, who be-

longed to the part of Normandy nearest

to Kn-laiid. is tin- <-l,i.f of the later Nor-
man painters. But Poussin was also a

Norman, as was GeVicault.and from N.,r-

mandy and allied districts up the coast

come Jules Breton, Cazin, and many well

known painters of recent times. Nor-

mandy has been fertile in distinguished

writers. Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Kon-

tenelle, Mademoiselle deSeodeiy, Octave

Feuillet, Barbey d'Aurevilly, are among
the Normans. Moliere can scarcely he

called a Norman, but the Poquelins be-

longed to Beauvais, which lies in a dis-

trict closely allied to Normandy in char-

acter. Guy de Maupassant, with his solid

materialism and concentrated laconic art,

was a true Norman. The greatest of

Norman writers, however, is Flaubert ;

half a Norman by blood, he was more

than half a Norman by the temper of his

work. Laplace and Le Verrier are first

among the Normans in science. Char-

lotte Corday was a Norman, as also was

her victim, Marat.

The Norman men of genius do not

entirely coalesce with those of Picardy.
We may, however, regard the latter a*

representing the extreme left of the Nor-

man spirit. Picardy is not an attractive

country, and its inhabitants, as a race, are

not, perhaps, among the most lovable in

France. They are rough, independent,

taciturn, not apt to cultivate the social

graces of life, with a reputation for mau-
vaise tete ; though quarrelsome, they are

not so fond of litigation as the Normans ;

at the same time they lack the Norman's

audacity and his love of adventure. They
are a very positive race, with much good
sense and perseverance, sound at the

core, but with an element of savagery in

them sometimes, not easily aroused, but

hard to subdue when once it is aroused.

Xola laid the scene of his Germinal in

this district They are observant and

caustic, good story-tellers ; they possess
a picturesque patois, now disappearing.
and are said by those who know them

well to represent the old esprit

It may well be that there is a

aboriginal Celtic element among the Pi-

cards; they are certainly not ethnically
identical with the Normans, for while

the department of the Eure-Inferieure

on the Norman side of them is the third
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in Franc.-. and the Pa

on their FlemMi side -tand- fifth, the

Somme. whieh

part of I'ieardy. Mmd> twenty-second on

tin- liM. H. Ml .Martin, tin- historian, a

Saint-<Jiieiitin man. rolil. >hrewd. nar-

linu believer in tin- virtues of in-

dividualiMii. i> a typical representative

n-dv. and has he.-n de-cribed as a

1 ('.-It. From I'i.-ardv, and even

: om the neighboring Artois, where

th'- 1'icard blends with the more sym-

pathetic Fleming, have come many able

I,
thinkers, and men of affairs:

Saint- Ktrjish on his mother's

de,belonged to Boulogne through his fa-

ther ; Comlorcet was half a Picanl ; M ale-

hranche belonged to Artois, as also Suger
and Daunon. The somewhat sombre,

, and fervent I'icardy spiri:

vorahle to religion, though of late fervid

belief has -iven way to fervid

unbelief, without, however, abolishing su-

ion. I-' ranee, on the whole, is far

from being a land of fanatics, but the

Pit-aid s moral character is the soil on

which fanaticism flourishes. It can hard-

ly be an accident that the three most fa-

mous and influential

were all born within fifty mil.-> of one

another, in I'icardy or on its borders:

;hf M'-rmit belonged to Amiens.

Calvin to Noy<> e to Arras.

he would-be regicide, also

came from this region. The men of Pi-

cardy are not poets. There is no pro-
vince iu France, says Tiersot, win-re the

popular son'4 is so neglected ; the only
i honor i> the /lansotl

It wa^ not so always ; Ti-

cardy was.. ; t r ,. ,f mn-ical evolu-

tion, but this was probably due to Flem-

ish influence, which has now receded.

Qreaset and y..itur< are the chief poets
show, patient artisans of

.vhose work remind- us, it has

been said, of the skillful and delicate

hand!' tois. Inre-

I ioiirget was born at Amien-
It seems to oh-, that the ar-

ti>tic impulse in this region is <lue chiefly

to the Fleming. In the Miildle Ages, all

and half Picardy up to Amiens.,

perhap> to Abbeville, were Fleming. In

the seventeenth c-entury, according to

lieclu>. the Flemish /.one still reached

and north of a line from Bou-

logne to Saint-Oner this i \m
was general. Arras still has the char-

acters of a Klemi-h town.

The people of French Flanders are a

is, and independeir
more sociable than the Picards. A tall,

full-bodied, fair race, as they were long

ago described, and as they remain to-day,

they are fond of good cheer, and are

the chief beer-drinkers in France. Soon

angry, they are soon appeased ; easily

won by gentleness, they have never yield-

ed to force. The women are beautiful,

with more esprit than the men, enjoying
the same freedom as the men, and with

all the Flemish passion for cleanliness.

It is noteworthy that Flanders has pro-
duct-d more distinguished women than

any other part of France. Marceline

i des - Valmore, the poet, whose

reputation is still growing, came from

here ; so did Madame Bourignon, a mys-
tic of the finest temper, as well as sev-

eral actresses whose fame still lives, in-

cluding Clairon ; Madame Adam, also,

who lias for many years been the most

con-picuous woman in France, belongs
to Picardy. This race has strong artis-

tic aptitudes hotli for poetry and design.

During four centuries these northern pro-

of Fiance, together with Ilelgiuni,

were the field in which modern music

develop- I. The most celebrated

vkres of the Middle Ages also belonged
to thi a rich harvest of an-

cient popular melodies, sacred and pro-

fan- e
closely allied, has been

found. In old times the Flemish weaver

used to accompany his solitary task with

n plaintive in character: t-

i no part of Franee are choral so-

cieties and concerts of all kinds so pop-
ular. There is also a great love
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tores in Flanders. Picture galleries are

numerous, and Baudrillart assm

that an innate love f 4 and color

is frequently found among tin- young

peasants ; this quality lias often been di

played in the delicate fabrics of Flan-

ders. The Fleming or Belgic race which

possesses this quality has produced a

group of the greatest masters of subtle

and delicate art which France can show.

Froissart, who chronicled mediaeval chiv-

alry so delightfully, was a native of Va-

lenciennes, while Monstrelet belonged to

Cambrai, not far off. John of Bologna,
the sculptor, belonged to Douai. Wat-

teau, the chief representative of the Bel-

gic Spirit in painting, belonged to Va-

lenciennes, and J. B. Pater was born

close by. Racine came from over the

border in the Isle of France ; La Fon-

taine, who was born still farther south,

is perhaps related to the group ; while

Copi^ belongs to a Walloon family who
came from Mons over the Belgian fron-

tier, and Fllicien Rops, one of the most

original of modern artists, is also Belgian,
and spiritually allied to the same group.
The chief recent representative of the

group is Verlaine (" espece de mauvais
Racine" as he has called himself), who

belongs to Arras by his mother, to the

forests of Ardennes ly his father, whose
name is that of a Belgian town not far

over the frontier. It seems, to me at least,

that this group possesses a peculiarly dis-

tinctive individuality as a group. Their
art is not robust, not usually profuse or

expansive, but it is never weak or in-

sincere ; it is singularly free from any
mixture of base artistic alloy. It i- t la-

art of a race of weavers and musicians,

seeking more or less unconsciously to ex-

press their racial traditions. I; ,.th \Vat-

teau and Verlaine. the most typical in. -n

.r tribe, seem to have been haunt-

ed by some ideal of musical harmony.
Nuance is t (>n of technique,
and Verlaine's L'Art Poe*tique sets forth

the real aspirations of the whole group.
At the same time, we feel that this exqui-

site art is a flower that lias coarse roots

dee]) down in the exuberant energy of a

rough and vigorous rare. \\ are re-

minded sometimes of the savagery that

has U-eii seen in I'icardy. and the terrihle

gayety of Rubens's Kermesse. All such

delicate flowers of ait. vital enough to live,

have roots below that are coarse enough.
As we leave Flanders we come down

the eastern side of France, where we find

at least three main groups of names on

the map in Lorraine, in Burgundy, and

in Dauphiny. Here we lind a differ-

ent race, a large, fair people, though less

fair than the men of the northern c<

in many respects Teutonic. They also

differ from the people of the west of

France in traditions. Thus, while the

Aguilaneuf fete, that of the winter sol-

stice, between Christmas and Epiphany,
is celebrated chiefly in the we-tern pro-

vinces from Normandy to Gascony, in

the east May Day is the most solemn

festival. This fair race came into France

by the valley of the Moselle, leaving a

much darker race in the north of Lor-

raine (protected from invasion by the

Ardennes), spreading out in Champagne,
and mingling with the fair people of

Flanders near the eastern frontier. The
Alsatians are a thoroughly mixed i

now practically homogeneous. Tin? un-

doubtedly large Germanic element in the

mixture is perhaps well indicated l>v the

fact that the national dance of Al

is the waltz, which could Msareelj take

popular root in a less Teutonic region.
The people of Lorraine are aKo mixed.

though less thorouglily. As Collignon
lias shown, they are tall and fair like

their eastern neighbors, broad headed

like their western neighbors. The tall-

est Frenchmen come from the highlands
of the Jura at the south of Lorraine.

These eastern people generally are a

solid, deliberate race, fond of work, and

very tenacious of their freedom : they
eded in preserving their autonomy

until a much later date than the people in

any other part of France. The free com-
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inanities of the Jura energetically

td the :irn.' anche-

:it the

ition. \V. ,lo not tiiicl that violent

political revolutionaries come from this

Maries), hut ra-

ther t !v r.-puhlican princi-

mere revolt. The main

f the Lorraine ^eniu-. as one

ems to be a cer-

tain p ; '-in. little touched hy that

eurthine-s which often gives sanity, and

seness of fibre,

to the Fiench genius. It is not the con-

ali>m of the melancholy
I Jretons, but the more abstract

ideali-in of an independent mountain-

lini; people, and it is sometimes com-

with niatheinatical ability. Joan

is the typical heroine of Lorraine ;

an.l in modern days, Louise Michel, an-

;i.it able woman of Lorraine, repre-

sents something of the same spirit. The
names of Proudhon and I e to be

seen a little to the south in Franche-

Comtc-. Joinville. the biographer of St.

a* lately been pointed out. had

I

1

.-- in coininon \\ i'ii Joan, who was
horn in h ; > domain, and like her he had
fallen under the influence of Franciscan

ism, which had then lately reached

Tli.- chief artists of Lorraine

. Callot, and Bastien

Lepage show much of the same spirit.

his father's side, sprang
from pea-ant, in the Vosges, tlin^

the two most idealistic races in

! I lie Goncourts also come large-
a this part of France. Theuriet,

amon-j writers, represents much
hi-* native Lorraine. My

map shows few soldiers or men of

in Lorraine] the ideali-ts. paint ITS, and

poets rul- undUturl.ed. I'.it men of sci-

ence abound in linr-un.lv, a little farther

SOUth.

Is, in spite of

'tiLMh. were

ranks by

tive mildness; in Burgundy. h.

we find a small, dark, lively, round-

ed race as well as the fair and tall peo-

ple, and it is douhtle^ to the mixture

of the two that the line

niiis are due. There is

I 1th and many - -ided exiil-

in the Burgundian genius, a

\er which some enthusiasts like

Stendhal have not 1 attribute

to the generosity of the na:

In literature the Burgundian possesses
a certain majestic eloquence tinctured

with moral fervor, which I find to be

peculiar to his pro\ince. St. Bernard

and Diderot, Bossuet and Buffon, are

the four great spiritual pillars of Bur-

gundy. Lacordaire came from here.

Lamartine, statesman and poet, who oc-

cupies an epoch-marking place in the

evolution of modern French literature,

is a characteristic example of the pas-

sion, exuberance, and versatility of the

Burgundian genius. Edgar Quinet came
from the southern part of the province

(Bresse), which has an individuality of

its own, a certain melancholy and inten-

sity, a strong love of nature. Despe-

riers, the audacious author of the Cym-
l.alum Mundi, was a Burgundian, as

were Piron and Cre*lillon. Burgundy.
like Lorraine. >ho\\s well in the arts;

Rameau, Greu/.e. 1'nul 'h.m. Rude, and
Com bet (over the western border) are

among the names to be seen in this dis-

trict The neighborhood is esp
rich ii Mien. They in-

clude Monge, De Brosse- Dide-

rot, Lulande. Hichat, Pasteur just over

the Fmnche-Coii i a lit-

tle further east Bert just over

the Berri frontier. South of Bur.

lies Lyons, a c it the

junction of too many roads to be con-

sidered profitably from the present point

ofview;l)ti i t M iced at least

three great scientific men Jussieu,

re, Claude Bernard who seem
to belong to the same group. On the

. there is a fine solidity about the
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Burgundian spirit ; it is sound and juicy

core. Very independent, these

men have rarely run to insane eccentri-

or excess. Even in their physical

aspect, as we see them in their portraits,

tli, re is a certain nobility, though they

have often sprung from the peasant class,

for Franche-Comte* and the neighboring

regions have always been practically

democratic. Moreover, Dijon, the capi-

tal of Burgundy, never a very large town,

was in its best days intellectually self-

centred, not waiting to take its fashions

from Paris, and no French provincial city

has produced so large a crop of genius.

In Dauphiny we find a peculiarly vig-

orous and sturdy race of men, differ-

ing in many respects, as all observers

agree, from neighboring races. They
are robust in physique, in character, and

in intellect, a cautious, inquiring, ener-

getic, stubborn race, the Scotchmen of

France. " Prudence and energy," said

Berlioz, a true Dauphiny man, "those

are the only means of success in the

world." These men are tenacious of

their freedom, the great Revolution

began in Dauphiny, but petty revolts

are rare. At a very early period Pro-

testantism took root in Dauphiny, and

the tendency has persisted to the present

day. It is a mountainous district, once

inhabited by Cassar's Allobrogi, but, un-

like most mountainous districts, it has

been a great meeting-ground for the

mingling of races, and many armies have

passed through it. Romans, Burgundi-
ans, Lombards, and Saracens have all

left their marks here. On glancing at

the map, one is struck by the number of

great soldiers produced by Dauphiny:
Lesdiguieres, Barnave, Mounet, come
from here, and at the head of them
stands Bayard, the type of all knightly

perfection. The philosophers, however,
are hardly less numerous : Condillac

and Mably are found here
; Condorcet

was at least half Dauphinois, as was
D'Alembert by his mother. Observation
and keen analytical power mark the

[January,

Dauphiny spirit, as well as tenacity and

practical common sense. It is scarcely
an accident that ('hampollion, the 111:111

who found the key to the mysteries of

Egypt, came from here. Vaucanson,
the mechanician, and Dolomieu, the geo-

logist, are also seen. Farel, the prac-

tical-minded reformer, belongs to this

region. Berlioz, the greatest of French

composers, was a thorough Dauphinois ;

the family can be traced back for at

least six hundred years. Stendhal is

the chief literary representative of a

race not greatly enamored of literature

for its own sake. An acute observer,

with a close analytic grip of life, Stend-

hal was also a soldier, and his racial in-

stincts made him prefer action to art, so

that at last his contempt of his own

literary activity became a mere pose.

The Perier family of merchants and

statesmen illustrates the Dauphiny char-

acter on its practical, sagacious side ;

to-day this family has shown the con-

tinued vigor of its stock by furnishing
France with a "

strong
"
president. The

inhabitants of Dauphiny are a vigorous
blend of men, remarkably uniform in

their psychic characters, though less so in

their physical characters. That they win

us by their charm can hardly be said, but

they hold us by their strength.

Geographically, we have only to cross

the Dauphiny border to reach Provence,
but from the present point of view it is

a far journey. Here we enter the old

Ligurian country, and for the first time

we meet a thoroughly southern dark-

haired and dark -eyed race, a slender,

supple, long-headed race, with a sugges-
tion of the Arab about them. We realize

that we are approaching North Africa,

and that for a long time the Saracens had

their strongholds here. The race is as

distinct on the psychic side, mobile and

emotional, energetic talkers, but inclined

to languor, possessing facile aesthetic per-

ceptions, and reminding us somewhat of

the Andalusians, who also have the Moor-
ish strain. When we compare them with
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tin- rolm>t pe.ipl.- of eastern and north-

ern Franc : minine.

though sufficiently charming in tli-

ininitv. M
and alive than any other large 1

'here is a ton .iples about

it. In London. 1'ark and oilier great

European cities one is alway- 001

of a va-t nimble of wheels, as it were

the roar of a ine- house. In

Marseilles the human tongue seems to

dominate every other sound; one hears

the everla-i ing roar of voices. It is what

in Franc.- ,li \ call "meridional vivaci-

ty." Such is the impression which Pro-

vence makes on the visitor. A glance
at my map confirms, on the whole, this

impression. No great revolutions have

appeared in southern France, except Pro-

t movements which belong particu-

larly to Languedoc, but nowhere else is

the vox populi so loudly heard. Pro-

vence is especially a land of orators, al-

though >onie of the greatest names are

not entirely native. It seems scarcely
an accident that Gambetta was born and

hred in Provence ; Miraheau came from
here, though his mother was born farther

north, and far hack he belonged to a

Florentine family : Massillon was a Pro-

ven.-al. Great names are not very nu-

meroiis in Provence. Many men of

ability in art or literature have come of

m Provence and the south gener-

ally, to a greater extent, seemingly, than

from any other part OJ . literary

bom Ni-me-. sculptors from Aix,

painters from Toulouse, but they sel-

dom reach the 1; ,k, though their

work i .md interesting.

personalities remarkable. Puget
ami Daum notable names, may
be seen at Marseille,. A much more
eminent hand of painters, with Puvis

de Chavannes at their head, have come
from I 01 -h 1. farther

iionh. 1 here seems to be in Provence a
neral lr\el .if intelligence and ea-

an old and 1

i> race living beneath a genial sky,

but little aptitude for great initiative or

ach It is iiMjeworthy that in

vence, during recent years, there has

v-miiiir re-liirth of the popular
dialect. Uoumanille. Mistral, and Auha-

nel. the leader- of tlii> movement on the

literary >ide. have attained a reputation
wh i-li is far from undeserved. Gautier,

who belonged to Avignon, though born

near the Pyrenees, is the most perfect

literary craftsman of Provence: Ar-

mand Silvestre, his comrade in race and

craft, may also be mentioned, and Sar-

dou is half a Provencal. Daudet, how-

ever, who belongs to Nismes, is the tru-

est representative of the literary spirit

of the south, with all its fine qualities

and its limitations. A man of charm-

ing and accomplished talent, very facile

and receptive, without any true origi-

nality, his touch on every subject is in-

evitably artistic and adroit ; and in his

study of Numa Roumestan and in the

delineation of the humors of Tartarin he

has felicitously embodied the Provencal

spirit. There are, however, some names
on the map which may surprise the cas-

ual visitor to Provence. The Greeks

obtained a footing hen-, and Marseilles

was a Greek colony. It seems reason-

able to lay to Greek influence a marked

tendency in the Provencal to philoso-

phize. Gassendi, a thinker whose broad

and sane outlook on human life won
Moliere's adherence, came from here.

So, too, at the present day, does Re-

nouvier. Vauvenargues, the ethical epi-

grammatist. who possessed the Greek

spirit iu a high degree, belonged to Pro-

vence. De Vogue*, whom we have so

often heard of lately as the accompli -lied

literary leader of a Neo-Catholic move-

ment, i- a Provencal who is at the same
time the son of an Kn-Ji-h mother. In

this region, also, particularly in Langue-
doc, we have a very serious, even sombre

Protestant spirit, of winch, in the pre-

sent century. <iui/ot ha- heeii perhaps
themoM c .11- picuous representative. We
have to recognize here an old ( Mrogothic
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element, and in Ht'rault. Aveyron, Lo-

icre, and among the Ce'venncs in the

midst of Languedoc the people become

fairer, more especially as regards tin-

lighter color of the eyes. Catholic and

Protestant fought here with a ferocity

which seems less explicable than the ra-

ther similar fanaticism aroused by Orange
movements in Ulster.

As we move westward and northward

in Languedoc the Protestant influence

becomes more conspicuous on the map,
while taking on a more free -thinking

character. At the same time the dark

Ligurian race mingles with another ra-

ther less dark race coming from the Py-
renees ; distinctly darker, however, than

the Protestants of central Languedoc.
We now enter the large Aquitanian re-

gion. On Topinard's ethnical map, ac-

cording to color of hair and eyes, this re-

gion is very clearly bounded : it occupies
the whole southwestern corner of France,

including all Gascony and parts of Gui-

enne and Languedoc. The Garonne sepa-
rates it from the home of the fairer race

to the northward. It is evident that, as

Topinard points out, this dark race came
from Spain, partly by the pass of Cap
Cerbere, chiefly by San Sebastian, and
that they were stopped by the Garonne,

perhaps also by Protestant and English
influence at Rochelle and in Saintonge.
Strabo noted that the Aquitanians were
more like the Iberians than the Gauls,
both in body and speech ; and there can

be little doubt that the intercourse be-

tween Spain and Aquitaine continued to

a late date. We learn from the Gascon
Rolls of the fourteenth century that the

mountaineers of Navarre sent their flocks

to the landes of Bordeaux. On my map
there is a well-distributed mass of gen-
ius corresponding very closely with this

dark race, except that a band, fifty miles

broad, north of the Pyrenees, where the

population is scanty, is bare of genius,
and that the men of genius have to some
extent crossed the Garonne at one point
in Guienne and reached Pe'rigord. As

one roads the names on the map, one

quickly gains tin- conviction that the psy-
chic characters of the Aquitanian race

are fully as characteristic as its anthro-

pological characters. There is a certain

tendency to braggadocio among these peo-

ple, we are always told ; but these brag-

garts are simply a free-spoken people
whose deeds come up to their words. The
Gascons have always been a brave and

martial race. To a larger extent than

any other part of France they have pro-
duced great soldiers, Lannes, Sonlt,

Hurat, Bernadotte, etc. There is a touch

of the trooper's license and audacity in

the Aquitanian spirit generally, a swash-

bucklering which is rendered very charm-

ing, however, by the penetrating intellec-

tuality of the race, their singular sincerity
and humanity, and their instinct in liter-

ature for racy style. Montaigne, Mon-

tesquieu, and Broca perhaps stand out as

the typical representatives of the race;

all inquisitive, audacious, wide-ranging

spirits, and as charitable and charming
as they were inquisitive. Nor do they
stand alone. Palissy, the potter, who was

so much beside a potter, is another char-

acteristic representative of the country ;

Bayle, the encyclopaedic free-thinker,

came from here, with Fermat, the mathe-

matician, and Agrippa d'Aubigne', as well

as Gratiolet and Dupuytren, for it is a

country of great surgeons as well as of

great soldiers. On the purely literary

side, the qualities of the race have found

expression, sometimes rather riskily, not

only in Montaigne, but in Brantdme, La

Calprenede, and, more recently, Cladel.

There are also two names of the iiist

rank which probably ought to be men-

tioned here, although both on the map
and in temperament they stand outside

the group : Balzac (with a Parisian mo-

ther) is found a little to westward in

Languedoc, and the turbulent temper of

his work doubtless belongs to Languedoc ;

Voltaire came from an otherwise bar-

ren region northward in Poitou, where
the Aquitanian spirit is chastened by
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northern influences. The Reclus family,

and to a less extent Elk-,

are be*t known, are characteristic repre-

sentatives of this district ; they belong to

Pe'rigord and the ( iirondc. Their ;

(as has happened with many of the emi-

n of thi- region) was a

devout Protestant minister, and he gave
Biblical names to a large family of sons

who have shown eminent intellectual

ability, especially in scientific research,

ive faculty for literary >tyle.

very bold and uncompromising social

us, together with perfect equanim-

ity in accepting the penalties attached to

such opinions. The saintliness of these

Aquitanians equals their martial and lit-

erary audacity. Without disparagement
to tlie fiery idealists of Brittany or the

; ics of Picardy, it must be said

that the most perfect saints France has

produced Fe*nelon and Vincent de Paul

came from this region, while Francis

Xavier was born just over the Spanish

border, and was educated in Fiance. I

cannot help thinking that the Aquitanian

temper generally, as well as the dialect

and physical characters, is related to

Spain, where we often find the same

charmingly mingled audacity, saintline-s,

and humanity. The Aquitanian, however,

has been more fortunate than the Span-
iard, on whom the heavy hand of Castile

and the Inquisition has been laid with

such fatal effect. Stendhal, without re-

ference to thU point, somewhere remarks

that the Gascon can read Don Q
sympathetically, while a Norman would

Jew judicious remarks by
Sancho Panza. The Gascon, too, like the

Spaniard, has always been rich in those

fine spiritual possessions which are called

"castles in the air."

We have now briefly examined all the

clusters of names to be seen on
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the map. There are various int. :

points which the map suggests for ;

sioii. hut these must he lei't. It would,
for in-stunce. he in>f inquire to

what causes the barrenness of the cen-

tral part of France is due ; how fa ;

owing simply to scantier population ; and

whether, so far as genius is concerned,
the racial soil has been exhausted ; for it

is remarkable that the few great names
that are found in the centre of France

all belong to an early period.

The genius of France, when we ana-

lyze it, breaks up into the widely differ-

ent genius of the various regions often

corresponding to the old provinces of

which France is made up. As we watch

the process, we realize that nationality,

in it- merely political and military sense,

is a very unstable and fleeting thing. A
country like France is a collection of

smaller countries, and includes the most

widely diverse races. Just as unification

has gone on in the past by conquest, so

we may expect it will continue in the fu-

ture by federation, producing at last a

huge, loosely connected political unity.
But a large superficial unity does not tend

to obliterate easily the real racial tl

tions. Brittany and Normandy have long
formed part of France. Lut th.-ir p-\rhic.

individualities remain. Political boun-

daries are shifting and unimportant : the

influence of race is fundamental. This

influence has remained much the same, al-

though England and Germany have ruled

for centuries ^ < provinces of

France. And just as race is little affected

l.y iiKi.K political influences, so it re-

mains uninfluenced by the various waves

of opinion Catholic, Protestant, and

linking which pass over it. A
man's character is part of his racial he-

redity, and is his most aboriginal poem

Havelock EUu.
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GALLIA REDIVIVA.

A CRAVINO for justice is one of the

strongest instincts of the human soul.

Great catastrophes remain unintelligible

to us until we succeed in considering them

as deserved retributions. Especially is

this true when the main sufferers are,

not individuals, but large aggregations
of men, armies, political parties, nations.

When, in 1870, the military power of

France was shattered to splinters by the

armies of Germany ; when one province
after another was invaded by the victori-

ous hosts ; when the brilliant and proud

capital that considered itself the light of

the world, la ville-lumi&re, was, before

being compelled by hunger to surrender

to the enemy, separated for months from

the rest of the world, and the world con-

tinued to move, both the suddenness and

the size of the catastrophe led many to

believe that the tree which seemed all but

rooted out by the storm was wholly rot-

ten, and had no longer any power of re-

cuperation. Only a thoroughly corrupt

country, so it appeared, would thus pass
from dazzling splendor to the blackness

of such disaster, and history teaches what
becomes of such countries. Was France
to go the way of Babylon, of Greece, of

the Byzantine Empire ? Many had no
hesitation in answering that it was. Not
in Germany alone, the victorious coun-

try, was the doom of France held to be

simply the deserved and final retribution

of a career of wickedness. In England,
Dr. Macleod, in the presence of the court,

preached a sermon in which he described

the awful fate that is sure to overwhelm
nations when they wander from the ways
of righteousness; and Queen Victoria

wrote in her journal that although no
nation was named, everybody understood
the celebrated preacher to be speaking of

or, unhappy France." Had any one
at that time drawn a picture of what
France now is, described the country as

prosperous and strong, enjoying a degree
of political liberty that it had never

known, in possession of a commanding
position in the world of art, science,

and letters, peaceful and yet formidably

equipped for war, as earnest and as suc-

cessful as ever in the pursuit of evt-i y-

thing that tends to national greatness, and

had he said that such a picture would be

a true representation of France before

a quarter of a century had elapsed, he

would have created serious doubts as to

his mental sanity. The general belief

was that France would frantically seize

the first opportunity that presented itself

of rushing again into war, and would then

be overtaken by new defeats which would

result in an end of her national exist-

ence. Moreover, the Parisian insurrec-

tion which followed hard upon the conclu-

sion of the war, even before the German

troops had left the vicinity of the city,

led many to believe that no new foreign
war would be necessary ; that internal

feuds would be sufficient to rend the coun-

try asunder, and forever blot its name
out of the list of the controlling forces of

modern civilization.

Even to-day it would not be quite un-

natural, perhaps, for some superficial ob-

server to entertain doubts as to the per-

manent character of France's magnificent

recovery. On the whole, what is most

striking, at first sight, in the country's

improved condition is wealth and artistic

supremacy. Wealth is not strength. Car-

thage regained her wealth so rapidly
after the second Punic war that Rome
was fairly frightened. But the third

Punic war quickly showed how little real

strength lay behind the recovered splen-
dor of Rome's African rival. Neither is

artistic and literary supremacy a neces-

sary sign of strength. Did not Greek art

and literature conquer Rome after Rome
had totally overcome Greet
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" Graecia capta ferum vietorem cepit, et artes

Intulitagresti J.

Tin- present paper is an inquiry into

t me of the changes that have taken

place in France sin

(1870-71). It I* thought that the result

of Mich an inquiry will be to demonstrate

that til* disasters of that year were the

result of temporary circumstances much
more than of permanent faults of the

French character, and that the present
condition of France is due to a healthier

tone pervading nearly every branch of

national life and activity.

He who would cure a disease must first

know its nature, and, if possible, its cause.

'I'll at France at the time of her disasters

was in a diseased condition no one could

deny. There were some who believed that

the disease was purely political. Some

Republicans thought that the proclama-
tion of a republic was a sufficient guaran-
tee of returning national health, and most
oi't he Royalists insisted that the first step

towards recovery must be the ree"stablish-

ment of a monarchy. The wisest states-

man that France then possessed, Adolphe
Thiers, scouted both ideas, and said, as

soon as put at the head of affairs, to

Royalists and Republicans, "We have

something more important to do than to

make a constitution : we must reorganize
France." Here was the disease with

\\ hich France was afflicted : she was dis-

organi/.cil. and therefore threatened with

dissolution. The search after purely

personal gratification had been for well-

ni^h a quarter of a century almost the

sole occupation of nearly every class of

society, and impending disruption was
the result.

Fortunately, the heart of the nation

was sound. We are never so conscious

<;f our love for those we love, never so

ready to show them our devotion, as

when thr.-atened with loss of them. The
i -till loved their country, and a

.startling pr..,,f "i that love was given
when the Fiench

JOT<
i nmeiit issued the

i the two great loans destined to

provide the funds needed for the pay-
ment of the enormous war indemnity re-

quired of France by Germany. That the

ild lind capitalists ready
to lend it money at six per cent nobody
doubted, but what caused universal sur-

prise was that the whole amount required,
a billion dollars, and even more, came
out of the hoarding-places of the French

peasantry. The whole world stood aghast
at such a demonstration of national

wealth, and a feeling of admiration began
to take the place of the pity which had
filled the souls of the best friends France

had. The moral phenomenon, however,
was still more remarkable tlian the finan-

cial one. The peasants who had taken

their money to the tax receivers had had

no idea that they were loaning it. that

they would receive their half-yearly in-

terest as punctually as the soldier receives

his pay. They had no ideas of invest-

ment. All they had trusted thus far was

coin and land. They knew no other forms

of property. They were told that money
was needed in order to get the German
armies out of the country, and they

brought all they had saved. Great was

their surprise when they discovered that

even from a business point of view they
could have made no better use of their

money.
But more than money was required

from theciti/eiisof France. The collapse

of the military establishment of the Bo-

napartist Empire made a reorganization
of the army one of the most argent ques-

tions. Compulsory military service was

established : no explanation was needed

to make the nation accept it On this

point it may be said that the people went

ahead o i t h e i i representatives. Grievous

indeed would public disappointment have

been if the National Assembly had failed

to proclaim the duty of every able-bodied

Frenchman to prepare himself in time of

peace for any labors, any sacrifice, that

illicit be required of him at other times.

Sine.- that time, the money tax, the

blood tax, have both been ungrudgingly
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paid by France. The French budget of

expenditure has now reached the appall-

ing total of thirty-seven hundred million

francs, and yet no country pays its taxes

more regularly, more cheerfully, than

France. Several times the military bur-

dens of the nation have had to be in-

creased, and yet there is no movement

whatever of emigration from the country

due to a desire to escape military service.

In none of these acts, or series of acts,

however, was there implied any acknow-

ledgment of past errors, and without such

acknowledgment no serious recuperation

is ever possible.. When we turn to the

policy of France towards popular educa-

tion, the confession is not simply implied ;

it is openly made.
"We were defeated by

the German schoolmaster," was a saying

commonly heard between 1870 and 1875;
and many also recalled Jules Simon's fa-

mous words, uttered several years before

the war :
u The nation that has the best

schools is the first nation in the world.

If it is not so to-day, it will be so to-

morrow." And thus the reform of popu-
lar education was undertaken. It was a

work of no small difficulty. The nation

was not unanimous. The Catholic Church

resisted the enactment of any law mak-

ing education compulsory. It felt that

the public schools were gradually becom-

ing emancipated from its influence, and
well understood that compulsory educa-

tion would, in most cases, mean education

in the public schools. Then, also, there

were financial obstacles. The burdens of

the people had been immensely increased

by the necessity of meeting the interest

on the enormous debt created by the pay-
ment of the war indemnity to Germany,
and of supporting the great military estab-

lishment considered as the sole safeguard
of national independence. Every obsta-

cle was overcome. A whole system of

laws was enacted, which surrounded the

educational service with every kind of

protection. Compulsory education was
decreed for both sexes. Every village
had to have its own schools

; if too poor

to build them, money would be loaned

and subsidies granted by the state. Bet-

ter pay was given to the teachers ; normal

schools were erected in every drpai tinent
;

the schoolmasters were granted represen-
tation in the various educational councils,

including the Conseil SupeVieur de 1'In-

struction Publique, which is presided over

by no less a person than the Minister <>!'

Public Education ; finally, education in

the public schools was made wholly secu-

lar. From this brief record of the per-

severance shown by the Republican party
in the accomplishment of its most serious

task it would be unjust to omit the names

of the men who led in the fight and solved

most of the problems, Le*on Gambetta,
Paul Bert, and Jules Ferry.
So much for popular education. Great

and arduous as it was, however, the work

was undoubtedly helped by several cir-

cumstances. First, free compulsory secu-

lar education had been for a long time,

even before the fall of Napoleon III., one

of the war cries of the Republican party.

The campaign carried on for its estab-

lishment derived no small encouragement
from the fact that behind it lay the whole

set of traditions of the party to which

France, in 1876, decided to entrust the

care of her political destinies. Then the

opposition of the Church, though in many
instances throwing local obstacles in the

path of the new system, on the whole

provided its advocates with a powerful

weapon. The Church had been unwise

enough to link its fortunes with those of

the anti-Republican factions. In doing

so, it had entirely misunderstood the tem-

per of the country and overestimated its

own influence. The country was deter-

mined to have a republic, and ecclesiasti-

cal opposition only weakened the Church

itself. It not only weakened the Church ;

it strengthened all that the Church op-

posed. The peasants of France were far

from clear as to the desirability of free

compulsory secular education ; but when
told that the Church opposed not only
the Republic, but also the educational
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policy of the Republican party, tip

eluded that it opposed that policy only
.-e its success would strengthen the

Republic, and their Mipport was won for

a policy the full scope of which they were

far from reali/.ing.

But othe. -lonal reforms were

1. very 1 all inferior in

importance to the establishment of a good
i tit' primary education. The con-

dition of higher education in France dur-

ing tli f Napoleon III. was far

from creditable to the country. Hardly

any foreign students considered it worth

tln-ir while to go to a French university

for the purpose of studying philology,

philosophy, history. In most

eases, all they would iind there was a

chance, at best, to hear some brilliant

full of witticisms, of well-turned

sentences, some gem of crisp academic

oratory ; but for thorough drill in any
sort of literary, philological, or histori-

cal investigation, it was well understood

that they would, in some small German
town like Giessen for instance, find their

wants much better attended to than at

Lyons, Bordeaux, or Toulouse ; better,

perhaps, than in Paris itself. In the sci-

entific and professional faculties things

were undoubtedly better ; there were fine

laboratories under the management of

great chemists and physicists, there were

great law and medical schools, but the

spirit of original investigation, which may
be called the soul of university education,

i the whole very little encour-

agement. One man. Victor Duruy,
1 the

celebrated historian, had indeed, during
his tenure as Minister of Public Educa-

tion, t ouse the French universi-

nt lie had been understood by only
:nd although allowed to found snn-

titutionx intended t.. hrin^ about

an imp in methods, such as the
i dot Haute- Ktndes, he

had been unable to pn>\ ide them with

i te means

the reform was ditlicult of ac-

1 H died November 26, 1894.

complishment. It is never very easy
to give to a democracy an appreciation
of the importance of hranche> of educa-

tion of which only the few can directly
avail themselves. Moreover, enormous

sums were already absorbed by the pay-
ment of the debt, the reorganization of

the army and navy, and the develop-
ment of primary education. Finally,

there was something galling to the pride
of the nation in having its intellectual

leaders represent as totally inadequate
a system of instruction which undoubt-

edly fitted in with some of the most per-
manent traits of the national character.

To have been beaten by the Germans
was bad enough ; it was worse still to

have to admit that ces lourds Allemands

led France in intellectual pursuits as

v\ 1 11 as in military organization. The

acknowledgment was made, however.

Year after year grants of money were

asked from the Chambers, with the plain-

ly expressed purpose of raising the

French universities to the level of. those

in Germany. Young French scholars

ami professors were sent across the Rhine

to study the university system of the

conquering country, and the methods of

her teachers. Many more went in the

same direction on their own account, and

returned home to do missionary work

in the good cause. Once in a while,

some timid voice would try to bring for-

ward the characteristic argument that

(lerinan univerMties were well enough
for the Germans, but that the brilliant

Frenchman would only be a loser if he

tried to a--imilate the methods of his

duller and plod. d. The answer

at once came from those best entitled to

be heard that true patriotism required

an acknowledgment of national weak-

nesses, as well as the courage to go to

work to remedy them. So great conr-

age had its reward. The grants for

higher education were increased four-

fold, new buildings were erected

libraries established, new laboratories

opened; the older institutions woke up
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from their prolonged slumber, and en-

tered upon a new era of development.

Hosts of young teachers demonstrated

that German thoroughness of research

could be united with the merits of clear

exposition and literary form which had

always distinguished the French scholar.

And what is to-day the result? AVher-

here are scholars, French scholar-

ship is held to be second to none, in

some branches to hold unquestionably

the first rank. Twenty-five years ago a

French philologist was almost a rarity.

It is but yesterday that France was called

upon to mourn the untimely death of a

scholar who. though taken away before

completing his forty-fifth year, had out-

stripped all his rivals in one of the most

difficult branches of Oriental philology,

while his vigor of thought and perfec-

tion of literary style made him, as was

said by one of his former teachers,
" one

of the voices by means of which France

spoke to the world." No Oriental scholar

will need to have suggested here the

name of the lamented James Darmeste-

ter. This simple tribute will be for-

given, coming as it does from the sad

heart of one of the friends of his child-

hood. There cannot be many James

Darmesteters, but how many French

scholars of high rank have in the last

twenty years served their country well

by serving science well ! Gaston Paris,

Paul Meyer, Alfred Morel-Fatio, Le*on

Cl&lat, Arsene Darmesteter, who have
reclaimed for France the ground for-

merly tilled almost exclusively by Ger-
mans, although it ought never to have
ceased to be French, that is, Romance

philology; in classical languages, Paul
Girard, Alfred and Maurice Crois.

lomon and Theodore Reinach, Victor

Henri, Gustave Bloch, etc. ; in Sanskrit
and comparative grammar. Michel Bre'al,

Abel Bergaigne l>aul Regnault ;

in historical crii'n -i-m. Fustel de Cou-

lnge Ga ile B-
mont, Alfred Chuquet. The same move-
ment for better things is visihl. in pun

t*t // [.lumwvy,

literature. The French literary critics of

the present day are not only literary ar-

tists, they are scholars whose theories are

based upon the most accurate kno^le.l^c

of facts; an article by Brunetiere is not

simply a masterpiece of logical reasoning,

it is a magazine of well-sifted >tatnm -nts,

a display of well-presented evidence that

would rejoice the heart of an An^lo-
Saxon jurist. Formerly German criti-

cism was all that was feared by the sloven-

ly literary worker ; now he has to pass
the scrutiny of the Revue Historique,
the Revue Philosophique, the Revue Cri-

tique, the Romania, the Revue d'Histoire

Litte'raire de la France, the Revue Se'mi-

tique, etc. And all this work has been

accomplished without for a moment caus-

ing France to lose the prestige of literary

taste and excellence. As purely literary

periodicals, the Revue des Deux Mondes
of to-day, the Revue de Pans, the Revue

Bleue, do not yield to anything that ever

came from the pen of the French /iff

teurs.

What need be said of science proper
when two of the most terrible diseases

known to the human race, rabies and

diphtheria, have been conquered by the

application of French methods ; when the

laboratory of Louis Pasteur may be said

to be the shrine towards which every fi^-h 1
-

er against human suffering is constantly

looking for inspiration ? In every branch

of human learning France stands to-day
far higher than she did twenty-five; years

ago ; far higher than she would stand had

she not been willing to learn from Ger-

many the lesson taught originally by her

own fabulist, that patience and industry
are stronger than any obstacle :

"
Patience et longueur de temps
Font plus que force ni que rage."

From England, too, France was willing

to learn, though in spite of the pangs of

defeat it was easier, perhaps, for France

to learn from Germany than frem a coun-

try from which she so much differs, not

in habits of life simply, but in her moral

estimate of human actions, of vices and
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. Beyond the Channel w
methods of soli > to be studied,

but the art of mak physically

and morally self-reliant. Though
far from placing football on the same

plane as historical criticism, we cannot

shut our eyes to the admirable results

ol .tained by the League for Physical Kdti-

cation. The reports of the military au-

thorities show that the average height of

French recruits during the last two years

has been decidedly greater than for years
before.

For few faults have the French in the

past been more severely rebuked than

for their willful ignorance of what was

done by foreign nations. It is hard to

sic !i.\v such an accusation could be lev-

eled at them now. Anatole Leroy-Beau-
lieu's master work upon Russia stands

without an equal, and tin- Kn.urlish-speak-

ing peoples read the history of that coun-

t rv 1 n a translation from the French of Al-

: unhand. Jusserand's books upon

English life and letters are almost as

widely r.-ad north as south of the liriti-h

Channel ; Angellier's and Chevrillon's ex-

haustive works upon Robert Burns and

y Smith are held to be masterpieces

rary presentation. 'Die works of

Philippe Daryl (Paschal Grousset) and

FrancU <le Pressense* upon Ireland have

railed forth words of high praise from
. ladstone. Of books we mean

good books about Germany ti

no end ; Spain has been studied by Al-

fred Morel-Fatio; the United States by
Km ile Levasseur, who visited them twice,

and l.y Alfred Moireau. A stanch Re-

publican may be permitted to inscribe

here the name of a lloyalUt pretender,
the late Comte de Paris, whose History
of the Civil War has been pronounced
one of the best books on the 8uKj.it.

I >ws her neighbors and all

"f the world at lra-t

as well as she is known by them. She

follows tln-ir work even in the

which the world wa- willing to admit to

be peculiarly her own. The superiority

diamatic writers does not blind

her to what is done elsewhere. Ibsen

has as many admirers in and i-

as well kno\vn there, as anywhere out>ide

of his own country. The adaptations of

Shakespeare's plays, which follow each

other from year to year, and the success

of Wagner's works, both in the concert-

room and on the stage, may be quoted
also in demonstration of the broadening
of the national taste.

Years ago, a Frenchman was described

as a man who wore mustaches and knew
no geography. He still wears a mus-

tache, but his ignorance of geography is

a thing of the past. Elise'e Reclus's

monumental Ge*ograph ie I'niverselle has

been planned, written, ami published en-

tirely since the establishment of the Re-

public.

In short, there has been a clear deter-

mination in France to demonstrate that

the faults for which the country was

bkmed (and if punished, how severely !)

in 1870 were due to temporary eircum-

stances, not to any ineradicable national

vice of constitution.

We have dealt thus far with sets of

facts to which the attention of the coun-

try was drawn either by the disasters

hie or by the comments

called out hy these disasters. Let us see

now how the country ban dealt with new
and unforeseen contingencies.

For centuries the vineyards of France

have been one of the most important
> of her wealth. Their extraor-

dinaiy productiveness in the years im-

mediately following the Franco-German

war was one of the main causes of her

wonderfully rapid financial rorupr:

Her wine product ion then average
fifteen hundred million galloi

it r. :iched the almost incredible figure

of twenty-five hundred million gallons !

Suddenly the country heard that it was

threatened with a total loss of this mag-
nificent source of revenue. A small in-

sect, the phylloxera vastatrix* was de-

stroying the vine, and even (so it was
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thought for a long time) unfitting the

soil for the irrowth of new plants. The

production fell to eight hundred and fifty

million gallons, and once even to seven

hundred and fifty million. The vine-

growers then showed whether those crit-

ics were good judges of the French char-

acter who said that it was incapable of

perseverance. They tried every possible

way of conquering their invisible enemy.

They poisoned it ; they drowned it ; they

pulled up their plants, and substituted

for them the sturdier product of Ameri-

can soil ; some of them left their native

places, and searched in Algeria for dis-

tricts where the vine would grow. For

a long time success seemed impossible ;

production remained stationary. Only
after long and persevering efforts was

victory achieved ; not until 1893 were

former figures again reached, fourteen

hundred million gallons for France, one

hundred million for Algeria.
The same energy, the same determi-

nation to conquer obstacles, lies at the

bottom of the new colonial policy of

France. The French heard and every-
where read that they were no coloniz-

ers. They resolved to demonstrate that

only governmental blunders had in for-

mer centuries robbed the country of the

fruits of its colonizing efforts. Canada
and India had been lost, not by any lack

of perseverance in the nation, but by
the criminal carelessness of Louis XV.
The policy that added to their posses-
sions Tunis, Tonkin, part of the Congo
country, most of western Sudan, and to

a certain extent Madagascar was no mere

governmental whim. It has gone hand
in hand with a development of exploring

enterprise that almost reminds one of the

great discoveries of the sixteenth centu-

ry. Stanley's French rivals can hardly
be numbered ; they have certainly con-

tributed more than any other set of men
to our better knowledge of the centre
of Africa ; and fully as much successful

energy was displayed in the peninsula
of Indo-China.
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Thus in every field we find the French

of to-day careful to avoid tin- ini.Makrs

which, twenty
- five years ago, came so

near ruining their country forever. Tlu-ir

changed attitude in governmental mat-

ters, their increased political wisdom, are

merely the natural result of the improved
tone noticeable in all the separate man-

ifestations of their activity. What i->

done in separate branches is the work

of individuals; government is the work
of all ; or else why should historians al-

ways devote most of their labors to an

examination of the doings of govern-
ments ? France is no longer the land of

revolutions. More than once since the

establishment of the present Republic
circumstances have arisen which in for-

mer times would have resulted in a com-

plete overthrow of government. Still the

Republic lives. It conquered the Paris

Commune ; it thwarted the plots of the

fusionists in 1873, and those of Mac-
Mahon's supporters in 1877 ; it shook off

Boulanger and Boulangerism, and wea-

thered the storm aroused by the revela-

tion of the Panama scandals. Last of

all, it withstood without a tremor the ter*

rible strain that is caused in any country

by such an event as the murder of the

executive. When President Carnot fell

by the dagger of Caserio, there was no

thought of seeking help outside of the

lines marked by the Constitution. The
excitable Frenchmen remained as steady
as the calmest people on earth could have

done. Congress convened, and elected

the man who would have been elected

five months later, if Carnot had been al-

lowed to serve out his full term.

Another instance of increased political

wisdom may be seen in the attitude of

the people towards the aboli-hed institu-

tion of life senatorships. Life senators

are no longer elected. Yet no one asks

for a wholesale dismissal of the present
incumbents. They are allowed to keep
their seats until gathered to their an-

cestors, and gradually give way to their

elected and temporary successors.
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Not simply is the attitude of the people

to tin- government c The same

:ie attitude of the government
to the people. The duty of th

to adjust its burdens so that they may
least upon the least fortunate part

of the populati irly ivro_

When it heeame possible, a short time

ago, to abolish the ta per cent on

liets. which hail been estab-

IMied at'tn- the Franco-German war. t lie

Mini- \s insisted that

road companies should at the same

time 1- :r fares in the following

proportion : on tiiM-cla-s tickets, ten per
i class, twenty per cent ; on

third-class, thirty per cent; thus making
the masses the greatest beneficiaries of

the reform, thanks to which the cost of

railroad traveling has now been brought

down, for the greater part of the popu-
to one and a half cents a mile,

and even to one and an eighth cents on

round-trip tickets.

A more serious tone is thus felt to be

ling all the manifestations of the

national life of Fiance. It is vi>ible in

the efforts made on all side-, among the

adherents oi' all shades of phil<

cal opinions, Protest I, free-

thinkers, to emphasize the need of devo-

tion to some ideal ; it is visible in the

success that rewards every attempt of the

kind, the Protestant writings of Charles

Wagner, the Neo-Catholic exhortations of

Paul Dmjardins and Vicomte de Vogue*,

the magnificently bold and sincere philo-

sophical treatises of the lamented Guy an.

Whether France will ever again, as a

national body, adhere to the dogmatic
tenets of Christianity seems, to the wri-

ter at least, more doubtful than ever ; but

she is undoubtedly in search of some

ideal form of inspiration, in the comfort-

ing sunshine of which all sincere minds

may meet and rejoice ; and is not such

a search to be answered by the beautiful

words of France's deepest religious think-

er, Pascal, "If thou seekest Me, thou

hast found Me already
"

?

Adolphe Cohn.

SOUL, WHEREFORE FRET THEE?

SOUL, wherefore fret thee ? Striving still to throw-

Some light upon the primal mystery
Through rolling ages pondered ceaselessly.

Whence thou hast come, and whither thou shalt go!
Some deepest, secret voice gives thee to know

How, older than created earth and se*,

i hast been ever, shalt forever be,

Unborn undying! Thy own life doth show,

Tester, to-day, to-morrow, but a chain

Of dusky pearls, whereof we seek in vain

End 01 1,,. though perchance the one

We call To-day gleams whitest in the sun.

very Self is unto thee

Immortal pledge of Immortal i'

Stuart Sterns.
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A WISH FULFILLED.

THE streets were full of white uni-

forms, and the calling of bugles, and the

rumbling of artillery. The armies of

Japan, for the third time in history, had

subdued Korea ; and the imperial decla-

ration of war against China had been

published by the city journals, printed on

crimson paper. All the military pow-
ers of the Empire were in motion. The

first line of reserves had been summoned,
and troops were pouring into Kumamoto.

Thousands were billeted upon the citi-

zens ; for barracks and inns and temples
could not shelter the passing host. And
still there was no room ; though special

trains were carrying regiments north, as

fast as possible, to the transports waiting
at Shimonoseki.

Nevertheless, considering the immen-

sity of the movement, the city was as-

tonishingly quiet. The troops were si-

lent and gentle as Japanese boys in

school hours ; there was no swaggering,
no reckless gayety. Buddhist priests were

addressing squadrons in the courts of the

temples ; and a great ceremony had al-

ready been performed in the parade-

ground by the Abbot of the Shinshu

sect, who had come from Kyoto for the

occasion. Thousands had been placed

by him under the protection of Amida ;

the laying of a naked razor blade on
each young head, symbolizing voluntary
renunciation of life's vanities, was the

soldier's consecration. Everywhere, at

the shrines of the older faith, prayers
were being offered up by priests and peo-

ple to the shades of heroes who fought
and died for their Emperor in ancient

days, and to the gods of armies. At the

Shinto t'inpl. iki sacred charms
were being distributed to the men. But
the most imposing rites were those at

Hoimi yoji, the far-famed monastery of

the N idi iron sect, where for three hun-

dred years have reposed the ashes of

Kato Kiyomasa, conqueror of Korea,

enemy of the Jesuits, protector of the

Buddhists ; Honmyoji, where the pilgrim
chant of the sacred invocation, Naiuu-

ii)yu-ho-renge-kyo, sounds like the roar

of surf ; Honmyoji, where you may buy
wonderful little tnamori in the shape of

tiny Buddhist shrines, each holding a

minuscule image of the deified warrior.

In the great central temple, and in all

the lesser temples that line the long ap-

proach, special services were sung, and

special prayers were addressed to the

spirit of the hero for ghostly aid. The
armor and helmet and sword of Kiyo-

masa, preserved in the main shrine for

three centuries, were no longer to be

seen. Some declared that they had been

sent to Korea, to stimulate the heroism

of the army ; but others told a story of

echoing hoofs in the temple court by night,

and the passing of a mighty Shadow,
risen from the dust of his sleep to lead

the armies of the Son of Heaven once

more to conquest. Doubtless even among
the soldiers, brave, simple lads from the

country, many believed, just as the men
of Athens believed in the presence of

Theseus at Marathon. All the more, per-

haps, because to no small number of the

new recruits Kumamoto itself appeared
a place of marvels hallowed by tradi-

tions of the great captain, and its castle

a world's wonder, built by Kiyomasa af-

ter the plan of a stronghold stormed in

Chosen.

Amid all these preparations the people
remained singularly quiet. From mere

outward signs no stranger could have di-

vined the general feeling. The public
calm was characteristically Japanese ;

the race, like the individual, becoming
to all appearance the more self-contained

the more profoundly its emotions are

called into play. The Emperor had sent
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presents to his troops in Korea, and

of paternal affection : and citi-

lollowing tlic august example

shipping away by every steamer supplies

of rice wine, pi
. fruits, dainties,

tobacco, and gifts of all kinds. Those

who could afford nothing costlier were

send ing straw sandals. The entire nation

was subscribing to the war fund : and

Knmanioto. though by no means wealthy,

was doing all that liotli poor and rich

could help her do to prove her loyalty.

The check of the merchant mingled ob-

'i the paper dollar of the arti-

san, the laborer's dime, the coppers of

the Icttrii imtya, in the great fraternity

of unhidden -elf-denial. Even children

gave; and their pathetic little contribu-

tions were not refused, lest the univer-

sal impulse of patriotism should be in

any manner discouraged. But there were
- riptions also being collected

in every street for the support of the

families of the troops of the reserves,

married men. engaged mostly in humble

callings, who had been obliged of a sud-

den to leave their wives and little ones

without tip > live. That means
s voluntarily and solemnly

pledged themselves to supply. One could

not doubt that the soldiers, \\ith all this

:ish love behind them, would per-

form even more than simple duty de-

manded. And they did.

n.

Manyemon said there was a soldier

at the entrance who wanted to see me.

"Oh, M I hope they are

not going to billet soldiers upon us : the

house U too .small. Please a>k him what

be wishes."
"

I did," answered Manyemon;
" he

says he knows you/'
I went to th ml looked at I

fine young fellow in uniform. \\ ho smiled

and took otV his cap as I came forward.

I could not reoogniM him. The smile

tuith-tanding. Where
could 1 have seen it before?

"Teacher, have you really forgotten

me ?
"

For another moment I stared at him.

wond. 11 he laughed gently, and

uttered his name,
"
Kosuga Asakichi.*'

How my heart leaped to him as I held

out both hands !
" Come in, come in !

1. But how big and handsome

you have grown ! No wonder I did not

know you."
He blushed like a girl, as he slipped

otV his shoes and unbuckled his sword.

I remembered that he used to blush the

same way in class, both when he made a

mistake and when he was praised. Evi-

dently his heart was still as fresh as then,

when he was a shy boy of sixteen in the

school at Matsue. He had got permis-
sion to come to bid me good-by : the re-

giment was to leave in the morning for

Korea.

We dined together, and talked of old

times, of Izumo, of Kit/uki, of many
pleasant things. I tried in vain, at first,

to make him drink a little wine ; not

knowing that he had promised his mother

never to drink wine while he was in the

army. Then I substituted coffee for the

wine, and coaxed him to tell me all

abouthims.lt. He had returned to his

native place, after graduating, to help
his people, wealthy farmers; and he

had found that his agricultural studies

at school were of great service to him.

A year later, all the youths of the vil-

lage who had reached the age of nine-

teen, himself among the number, were

summoned to the Buddhist temple for

examination as to bodily and educational

fitness for military service. He had

passed as ichiban (first class) by the ver-

dicts of the examining surgeon and the

recruiting-major (shosa), and had been

drawn at the ensuing conscription. Af-

ter thirteen months' service he had been

promoted to the rank of sergeant He
liked the army. At first he had been

stationed at Nagoya, then at Tokyo ; but

finding tha- ment was not to be

sent to Korea, he had petitioned with
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success for transfer to the Knmamoto

division. Ami now I am so glad," he

exclaimed, his face radiant with

dier's joy:
" we go to-morrow !" 1 lin

he blushed again, as if ashamed of hav-

ered his frank delight I thought

of Carlyle's deep saying, that never plea-

sores, bat only suffering and death are

the lures that draw true hearts. I thought

also what I could not say to any Japa-

nese that the joy in the lad's eyes was

like nothing I had ever seen before, ex-

cept the caress in the eyes of a lover on

the morning of his bridal.

44 Do you remember," I asked,
" when

you declared in the schoolroom that you
wished to die for his Majesty the Km-

pero
44
Yes," he answered, laughing.

" And
the chance has come, not for me only,

but for several of my class."

44 Where are they ?
"
I asked. " With

you
44 No : they were all in the Hiroshima

division, and they are already in Korea.

Imaoka (you remember him, teacher : he

was very tall), and Nagasaki, and Ishi-

hara, they were all in the fight at Siing-

Hwan. And our drill-master, the lieu-

tenant, you remember him?"
I .ieutcnant Fujii, yes. He had re-

tired from the army."
44 But he belonged to the reserves. He

has also gone to Korea. He has had an-

other son born since you left Izumo."

I Ie had two little girls and one boy,"
I said,

' when I was in Matsue."
44 Yes : now he has two boys."
44 Then his family must feel very anx-

ious about Inn

" He is not anxious," replied the lad.
44 To die in battle is very honorable

the government will care for the families

of those who are killed. So our officers

have no fear. Only it is very sad to

die if one has no son."
44 1 cannot see why."
44 Is it not so in the West
44 On the contrary, we think it is very

sad for the man to die who has children."
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" But wh;

Kvery good father must he anxious

about the future of his children. If lu-

be taken suddenly away from them, they

may ha\e to suffer many sorrows."

"It is not so in the families of our

officers. The relations care well for the

child, and the government gives a pen-

sion. So the father need not be afraid.

But to die is sorrowful for one who has

no child."
44 Do you mean sorrowful for the wife

and the rest of the family ?
"

44 No : I mean for the man himself,

the husband."
44 And how ? Of what use can a son

be to a dead man ?
"

" The son inherits. The son main-

tains the family name. The son makes

the offerings."
44 The offerings to the dead ?

"

" Yes. Do you now understand ?
"

44 1 understand the fact, not the feel-

ing. Do military men still hold these

beliefs?"
44
Certainly. Are there no such be-

liefs in the West ?"
44 Not now. The ancient Greeks and

Romans had such beliefs. They thought
that the ancestral spirits dwelt in the

home, received the offering, watched

over the family. Why they thought so

we partly know; but we cannot know

exactly how they felt. IM cause we can-

not understand feelings which we have

never experienced, or which we have not

inherited. For the same reason, I can-

not know the real feeling of a Japanese
in relation to the dead."

"Then you think that death is the

end of everything ?
"

"That is not the explanation of my
difficulty. Some feelings are inherited.

perhaps also some id- a-. Your feel-

ings and your thoughts about the <i

and the duty of the living to tin- dead,

are totally different from those of an

Occidental. To us the id e -h is

that of a total separation not only from

the living, but from the world. Does not
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Buddhi-m a!.-, t LJ of a long,

'11

All Hi But we

do not think of death as a total separa-

\Ve think of the dead as still with

us. We sp-'iiK to tli. -in each day."
1 know tha: know

is of the ideas 1 facts. It tin-

dead go to lo, why should offer-

ings be made to ancestors in the house-

s, and prayers be said to them

i. y were really present : !

on people thus confuse Bud-
. hings and shintr. beliefs?"

44

Perhaps many do. But even by
those who are Buddhists only, the offer-

ings and the prayers to the dead are made
in ditVtnnt places at the same time,

;.ai Mi t.-niples. ami uUo before the

how can souls be thought of as

and also in various

places at the same time? Even

people believe the soul to be mul-

tiple. that would not explain away the

contradiction. For the dead, according
idhi>t teaching, are judged."

\\ .f the soul both as one

and as many. We think of it as <

person, but not as of a substance. We
think of it as something that may be in

places at once, like a moving of

>r of electricity ?
"

I suggested.
Ves."

ntly. to mind
'

lln- liolin-

worshi dead had never seemed
irrecoi and perhaps to any stu-

i.lhi-t phi;

would i:..; appear to involve any serious

Good Law teaches that th.

dha state *
is endless and witi

*nse as the element ofether." Of
a Buddha who had long entered in

vana it declares, "Even after his com-

plete extinction, he wanders through th /.<

whole world in all ten points of space."

And the same Sutra, after recounting

the simultaneous apparition of all the

Buddhas who had i-v.-r bct-n. makes the

teacher pi <eeare

iMMMitj

like the sands of the Ganges :

appeared that the law may be

But it seemed to me obvious that, in the

artless imagination of the common peo-

ple, no real accord could ever have been

established between the primitive concep-
tions of Shinto and the much mor

nite Buddhist doctrine of a judgii

souls.

44 Can you really think of dear

. as life, as light

Oh yes," was the smiling answer.
4 We think that after death we shall still

be with our fainiii* >. \Ve shall see our

parents, our friends. We shall remain in

this world viewing the li^ht as now."

(There suddenly recurred to me, with

new meaning, some words of a student's

composition regarding the future of a

just man : His soul shall hover eternally
in tin-

nnii-1-rste.)
44 And therefore," continued A>:.'

44 one who has a son can die with a cheer-

ful mind."
44 Because the son will make those of-

- of food and drink without which

the spirit would sutl r I ; i ied.

It is not only that There are >

much moiv important than the making
of offerings. It is because every man
needs some one to love him after he is

dead. Now you will underM

the facts of the belief. !
- I do

not understand. I cannot think that the

tin- living could make me happy
a r\-n imagine my-

nscious of any love after death.

And you, you are going far away to bat-

tle : do you tlm. lunate that you
h.i\. DO -on :

"

yself am a son, a

younger son. My parents are still alive

and MI..H-. and m\ br.,tli.-r i- raiin- f..r

them. If I am killed, there will be many
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at home to love me, brothers, sisters,

and little ones. It is different with us

soldiers : we are nearly all very young."
r how many years," I asked,

" are

the offerings made to the dead ?
"

no hundred years."

.ly for a hundred years ?
"

s. Even in the Buddhist temples

the prayers and the offerings are made

only for a hundred years."
.en do the dead cease to care for

remembrance in a hundred years ? Or
do they fade out at last ? Is there a dy-

ing of souls ':

"

. but after one hundred years they
are no longer with us. Some say they
are born again ; others say they become

kami, and do reverence to them as kami,
and on certain days make offerings to

them in the toko."

(Such were, I knew, the commonly
accepted explanations, but I had heard

of beliefs strangely at variance with these.

There are traditions that, in families of

exceeding virtue, the souls of ancestors

took material form, and remained some-

tunes visible through hundreds of years.
A tengaji pilgrim

* of old days lias left

an account of two whom he said he had

seen in some remote part of the interior.

They were small, dim shapes,
" dark like

old bronze." They could not speak, but

made little moaning sounds, and they
did not eat, but only inhaled the warm

vapor of the food daily set before them.

Every year, their descendants said, they
became smaller and vaguer.)

44 Do you think it is very strange that

we should love the dead?" Asakichi

/-V/////. [January,

44 No," I replied,
" I think it is beauti-

ful. But to me, as a Western stranger,
the custom seems not of to-day, but of a
more ancient world. The thoughts of the

reeks about the dead must have been
nun h like those of the modern Japanese.
The feelings of an Athenian soldier in

the age of Pericles were perhaps the

'*yaji pilgrim is one who makes the

pilgrimage to the thousand famous temples of

same as yours in this era of Meiji. And

you have read at school how tin- (ii

sacrificed to tin- dead, and how they paid
honor to the spirits of brave men and

patriots?
"

44 Yes. Some of their customs were

very like our own. Those of us who fall

in battle against China will also be hon-

ored. They will be revered as kumi.

Even our Emperor will honor them."
44
But," I said, "to die so far away

from the graves of one's fathers, in a

foreign land, would seem, even to West-

ern people, a very sad thing."

"Oh no. There will be monuments

set up to honor our dead in their own
native villages and towns, and the bod-

ies of our soldiers will be burned, and

the ashes sent home to Japan. At least,

that will be done whenever possible. It

might be difficult after a great battle."

(A sudden memory of Homer surged
back to me, with a vision of the antique

pain, when
" the pyres of the dead burnt

continually in multitude.")
"And the spirits of the soldiers slain

in this war," I asked,
" will they not al-

ways be prayed to help the country in

time of national danger ?
"

" Oh yes, always. We shall be loved

and worshiped by all the people."
He said "we "

quite naturally, like one

already destined. After a little pause In-

resumed :

* The last year that I was at school we
had a military excursion. We man-bed

to a shrine in the district of In. where the

spirits of heroes are worshiped. It is

a beautiful and lonesome place, among
hills ; and the tern} tic i* >liado\ved by very

high trees. It is always dim and cool

and silent there. We drew up het'oiv the

shrine in military order : nobody s]

Then the bugle sounded through the holy

grove, like a call to battle, and we all

presented arms; and the tears came to

my eyes, I do not know why. I looked

at my comrades, and I saw they fflt as

the Nichiren sect, a journey many
yean to perform.
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I did. Perhaps, because you are a for-

; will not understand. Uut

is a little poem, t!.

nese knows, which expresses :

-ell. It was written 1-.

the great priest Saigyo I Irish i, who had

been a warrior l>efore becoming a

and whose real name wa> i ikyo :

" Nani go to no

Arigata sn

Namida kobururu."

It was not the first time that I had

heard such a confession. Many of my
students had not hoitated to speak of

.VM ti menu evoked by the sacred tradi-

tions and the dim solemnity of the an-

cient shrines. Really, the experu
Asakichi was no more individual than

be a single ripple in a fathomless

sea. He had only uttered the ancestral

.e vague but immea-

surable emotion of Shi:

We talked on till the soft summer

Mi Ml. Stars and the electric 1 i -h t s

citadrl twinkl. d out together;

bugles sang; and irni Kiyomasa's for-

tress rolled ni-ht a >ound deep
under peal, the chant of ten thou-

sand men :

'

Mina ttki zo,

Min'in.i mt Uta '

Mina teki to :

Yost-kuru teki tea

anuki no

/

Satntma ya*<**

i ve learned that song, have you
I asked.

1 What thing [OMM] then may be I can-

l Bat [whenever I come in pretence of

the shrine ] grateful team overflow."
< Thin would bo a free truii*lulioii, in nearly

the
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ii yes." said Asakichi.

soldier know> it."

iraamoto Rojo, the

;e. We listened, and could

even catch some words in that mighty
volume of sound :

Tenchi mo kuzvru

Bakari ,.

Tenchi wa kuzvrt

Yama kawa wa
Sakuru tamahi no

An,''., t,,t.

Ugokanu mono wa

ga mi yo.
8

For a little while Asakichi sat listen-

ing, swaying his shoulders in time to the

strong rhythm of the chant ; then, as one

suddenly waking, he laughed and said :

"
Teacher, I must go ! I do not know

how to thank you enough, nor to tell you
how happy this day has been for me.

But first," taking from his breast a lit-

tle envelope,
"
please accept this, 'i

asked me for a photograph long ago : I

brought it for a

He rose, and buckled on his sword. I

pressed his hand at the entrance.

"And what may I send you from

Korea, teacher?" he a>

-Only a letter," I said,
" after the

next great victory."

.rely, if 1 can hold a pen," he re-

sponded. Then straightening up till he

looked like a statue of bronze, he gave
me the formal military salute, and strode

away in the dark.

I returned to the desolate guest-room
and dreamed. I heard the thin.

the soldiers' song. I listened to the roar

of the trains, bearing away so many
young hearts, so much priceless loyalty,

Qbl m !i- .1 ! n T!i,

fOM!
\v,.,tir.i. H * Hi,

full of (OM!
N,.,,, u..i t:,-
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so much splendid faith and love and

valor, to the fever of Chinese ricefields,

to gathering cyclones of death.

m.

The evening of the same day that we

saw the name "
Kosuga Asakichi

"
in the

long list published by the local news-

paper, Manyeinon decorated and illumi-

nated the alcove of the guest-room as for

a sacred festival ; filling the vases with

flowers, lighting several small lamps,
and kindling incense-rods in a little cup
of bronze. When all was finished, he

'" / Ion in the British Isles, [January,

called me. Approaching the recess, I saw

the lad's photograph within. M .-t upright
on a tiny (/'// ; and before it was spread
a miniature feast of rice and fruits and

cakes, the old man's offering.

"Perhaps," ventured Manyeinon. "it

would please his spirit if the master

should be honorably willing to talk to

him. He would understand the master's

English."
I did talk to him ; and the portrait

seemed to smile through the wreaths of

the incense. But that which I said was

for him only, and the gods.

Lafcadio Hearn.

COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

IT may be as well to observe that the

term '

cooperative
"

is applied, in Great

Britain and her colonies, to two distinct

methods of production : the one in which

profits (after payment of interest, etc.)

are divided wholly or in part amongst
the workers ; the other in which they
are divided amongst purchasers, in pro-

portion to their purchases, generally on

the basis of full profits to those who have

contributed towards share capital, and
half profits to those who have not. The
two classes of bodies, together with those

established for the purpose of coopera-
tive consumption only, are registered un-

der the same acts, and represented in a

federation, itself a registered body, known
as the "Cooperative Union." There
wm a time when the principle of the

right of the worker to at least a share

in the profits of his work was pretty

generally recognized, if only as a pious

opinion. But the enormous success of

bodies formed originally for cooperative

consumption only, and the ease with
which these can slide into production

1
Cooperative Production. By Benjamin

JODM. With Prefatory Note by the 1:

A. 11. Dyke Acland, M. P., Vice-President of

without altering their methods of appor-

tioning profits, have gradually created a

very strong vested interest in the coop-
erative consumer as against the claims

of the worker to anything beyond his

wages, and able writers have not been

wanting to justify the former, and to

represent the method as that of a true

democracy. Abundant details on soci-

eties of both classes are to be found in

a work recently published by the Lon-

don manager of the Cooperative Whole-

sale Society,
1 a work which. I am per-

suaded, was intended by its author to

be impartial, but which cannot be safely

used without bearing in mind the neces-

sary bias of his mind towards that form

of cooperation on which he is employed.
A well-got-up monthly journal. Labour

Copartnership, published on behalf of

the Labour Association, established for

"the promotion of cooperative produc-
tion based on the copartnership of the

worker," may serve as a corrective to

Mr. Jones's presentment of the <

Both forms of cooperative production, as

the Committee of Council on Education. Ox-

ford, Clarendon Press. 1894. Two volumes.
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tice of profit-glaring be-

tween employers and (-mployed, had their

ites before the late Royal Commis-

sion on Labour, whose conclusions are,

morally at least, \ ry tuvorable to coOp-

pr>d action ly and for the worker.

AVhil>t, with -tri.-t impart iality. tliey say
such enterprises have shown in

their early stages an even larger per-

centage of failures than other forms of

cooperation in the same stages, and per-

i light appear to have little chance

of succeeding in existing conditions ex-

cept in industries of a very simple char-

acter, or when they possess some espe-

cial clientele," yet they admit that the

recent history of the movement is not

altogether discouraging. Besides many
smaller societies, there are about a dozen,

each of which produces from 20,000
to 80,000 worth of goods annually, has

much expensive machinery, and employs
a great deal of skilled labor." To the

moral value of such cooperation they
bear emphatic testimony in one of the

last paragraphs of their "
concluding ob-

iuns:"
** We have seen that industrial peace

is promoted by the knowledge acquired

by workmen and capitalists meeting in

conference together, and we look for

strong influences tending towards har-

mony from the investment by workmen
I their savings in different enterprise-,

and the experience which they thus gain
as capitalists on a small scale. Such

teaching is, however, most efficiently and

powerfully secured in the working of
strictly cooperative associations, where
the relative remuneration of labor and

I the conditions of employ-
ment, have to be settled by wo,-

themselves, who are both employers and

employed. The influence of such soci-

eties spreads far beyond those who are

members of them, by producing among
a common know-

ledge of the principles governing the re-

muneration of work, similar effects to

those to which we have last referred are

VOL. LXXV. NO. 447. 7

caused by the extension of the principle

of profit-sharing among many e>tablish-

ments, of which we bad gratifying and

encouraging U

Space would fail me here even to

sketch the history of cooperative pro-
duction in Great Britain. In a c nidi-

shape it dates back to the end of the last

century, when the Hull Anti-Corn-.Mill

Society was established for corn-milling
( 1 7 '..">), to last about a century, reaching
its maximum of commercial prosperity
in 1878, when its membership was 4797,
and its sales were 71,744. These early
societies were, so to speak, cooperative

only in intention, and it was only in 1856
that the Hull Anti-Corn-Mill Society be-

gan to divide profits on consumption ; it

seems never to have allowed any share

of the profits to workers. Indeed, the

capital required for corn-milling, accord-

ing to modern practice, is so large, com-

pared with the number of men employed,
thai the claim of the latter to a share of

profits is easily overlooked. The only

milling society which recognizes the claim

is an English one of comparatively early
date (1816), the Sheerness Economical,
which, liy the last accounts, did during
the year a business of L)(.M>11. making

it of 3483, out of whirl

or a trifle over one per cent, was appor-
tioned to labor.

Let us now examine cooperative pro-
duction as carried on for the hcnefit of

the consumer under its most highly de-

veloped form, that of the Cooperative
Wholesale Society. There are a large
number of bodies, established originally

as mere cooperative stores, to retail arti-

cles of consumption for the benefit of pur-

chasers, which have, as we may say, drift-

ed into production ; bo^innin.,'. it may
be, with the employment of a tailor or

a shoemaker for supplying the wants of

the members, or the setting up of an

oven to bake bread for them, and which

have ended by carrying on large manu-

facturing or baking businesses. But the

two great cooperative wholesale socie-
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ties (for England and fot Scotland ) tower

so completely above all individual >-

cieties that it is not worth \vhilr. for tin-

purposes of this short paper, to consider

any other. The two, however, differ be-

tween themselves in one important fea-

ture. the English society withholding
hum the worker, the Scottish allowing
to him, a share in the profits which he

lias helped to create. Both societies are

strictly federal ; that is. composed only of

other societies or companies recognized
as being of a cooperative character.

The present Cooperative Wholesale

Society Limited was founded in 1863,
as the North of England Cooperative
Wholesale Society Limited. For nearly
ten years it confined itself to the busi-

ness of purchasing articles wholesale, and

selling them retail to cooperative socie-

ties and companies, whether members
or not, at a small profit, which is di-

vided half-yearly amongst all customer-

societies in proportion to their purchases,
mere customers receiving only half divi-

dends, customer - members whole. Its

sales in 1865 (the first complete year of

its working) were 120,754. In 1872
these had reached 1,153,132. The

society now began to turn its attention

to production, purchasing some biscuit

works, and starting in Leicester a boot

factory in 1873, then soap works in

1874, other boot works at Heckmomhvike
in 1880. Leather-currying was entered

on in 1886, a woolen mill taken over in

1887. Cocoa works were opened in

1887, a ready-made clothing department
in 1888 (clothing having been already
made up in two branches as an adjunct
to the woolen cloth and drapery depart-

) ; a corn-mill was opened in 1891,

jam-making *-nt-ivl on in 1892, and a

printing department undertaken. !

buildingdepartment* in the society's three

English branches, Manchester, London,
and Newcastle a branch
at New York). In addition to thflM

there is a shipping department, the so-

ciety having quite a little fleet of its
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own. During the quarter ending Juno

30, 1894, the society purchased a factory
at Leeds for the manufacture of readv-

made clothing.

The success of the society as a whole

has been prodigious. Its business in

the distributive departments during the

last quarter (ending June 30) was 2,-

272,946, or at the rate of upward- i.f

9,000,000 a year, making it one of the

largest commercial establishments in the

world ; although the quarter's business

was one per cent less than in the corre-

sponding one of last year, and the pro-

fits were nearly eighteen per cent less.

In its manufacturing departments the

sales amounted for the quarter to 196,-

407, or at the rate of nearly 800,000
a year, an increase of not far from twelve

per cent on last year. But the society
has not been uniformly successful in its

ventures upon the field of production,
and a considerable loss incurred in the

working of its flour - mill has reduced

the net profits of the quarter by over

seventy-nine per cent on last year.
When production was first entered

upon by the Cooperative Wholesale So-

ciety, care was taken not to interfere

.with the business of existing productive

societies, and bonus on wages was to be

given. In 1876 bonus was abolished, and

gradually, with success, all consideration

for existing cooperative bodies for pro-
ductive purposes was swept away, as the

instance of its printing department, set

up in practical opposition to a well-estab-

lished society carrying on business in tin-

very same city in which the Coopera-
tive Wholesale has its headquarters, suf-

ficiently shows, a proceeding \\bieli.

Mr. B. Jones candidly admits, will ul-

timately take a large amount of trade

from the Cooperative Printing Soci-

ety." On the other hand, membership
of the Wholesale has been refused to a

society allowing a share of profits to la-

bor, numbering many societies amongst
its shareholders, and actually doing two

thirds of its >ah > through the Whole-
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sale, on the ground
some of its goods ca

with tlm^e of the Wholesale, I

is alleged tiiat in most cases the latter

had actually followed the Sundries So-

ciety in undertaking the production of

such goods. Th- Wh..l,-ul. thu- practi-

cally claims the right not only of <Tu>hing

ition any society already
' for cooperative production, but

of refusing membership to any society

which does not give up whatever branch

of production it pleases his Wholesale

majesty to take up. Quia nominor leo.

Nor is this all. WhiUt the cry of loy-

bo the Wholesale" is raised at

every meeting of the body against any

society whose purchases show a falling

off, or simply do not come up to a fig-

ure which satisfies its gigantic caterer,

liolesale itself has set a signal ex-

ample of disloyalty to the Cooperative
I' ni on to which it belongs, and which is

considered to have the moral direction

of the movement, in ignoring a resolu-

tion passed at the Bristol Cooperative

Congress in 1893, reaffirming
" the prin-

ciple of copartnership of labor as an es-

s. -nti.il of industrial cooperation," and

earnestly urging
"
upon th Knglish

wholesale and other federal bodies to

a measure equally generous to-

wards their employees
"
with that of the

Scottish Cooperative Wholesale, to be

presently noticed. It is true that a some-

what similar resolution proposed at the

Congress of 1894 was not carried, the

show of hands being indecisive. One is

indeed happy to say that although the Co-

operative Wholesale has not been free

from strikes, by all accounts its work is

well done, in commodious and well-ven-

tilated workshops, and at the best wages
in the trade.

The Scottish Cooperative Wholesale

Society was established in 1868. It en-

tered upon production in 1880 with a

i

actory, followed in the same jear

by a tailoring department (the two were
united in 1888), by a cabinet factory in

1884, boat works in 188.". rum-ing works

in 1888, a slop factory in 1890, and a

mantle factory in 1891. A printing o-
fice had been opened in 1887, to which

business ruling and bookbinding were af-

terwards added. Preserve-making and

tobacco-cutting have also been entered on.

Many of the productive departments have

been grouped together on twelve acres

of land at Shieldhall on the Clyde, about

three miles from Glasgow. The ri

site buildings have been put up by the

building department of the society, as

well as several of its warehouses; and

latterly a large flour-mill at Chancelot,

near Leith, I believe the latest produc-
tive venture of the society, has been built

by it

The Scottish Wholesale has paid bo-

nus to labor since November, 1870. The

principle on which such bonus has been

granted has varied, hut by an alteration

of rules made in 1892 bonus is credited

to all employed at the same rate on wages
. as on purchases, half the bonus remaining
on loan at four per cent. What is more,

a Cooperative Investment Society has

been formed for enabling those who are

employed, if over twenty-one, to become

members of the Wholesale, taking from

eight to twenty shares. The shares held

by those employed, on their leaving the

society's service, have to be transferred

to other persons in its employ. The
worker shareholders have the right to

send a delegate to the meetings of the

society, and an additional one for every
one hundred and fifty of their nun

who are shareholders. The claims of

the worker to a share both in the profits

and in the government of the society are

thus distinctly recognized.

Th,- hu-iness of the Scottish Wh !.-

ale is no douht much less extensive than

that of the Knu'lMi one. Th.- sales for

the quarter ending June 30, 1894, \v

in the di-trihutive department, 1790,-

186, or at the rate of over 3,000,000

a year, a falling off of about one per
cent on the corresponding quarter of
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last year, with a very trifling decrease

of profit The sales in the manufac-

turing departments were 82,120, or at

the rate of over 328,000 a year, an in-

crease of three and a half per (int. with

an even larger increase of profit. More-

over, all the investments of the Scottish

Cooperative Wholesale are themselves

cooperative.

It is not to be concealed that the Scot-

tish Wholesale has been subject to sev-

eral strikes, and has had many difficulties

with its workers ; nor yet that, like the

English one, it has had no scruple in tak-

ing up a branch of productive business

already carried on by a cooperative body,
that of printing, there being an impor-
tant Edinburgh Printing Society, in ex-

istence since 1873, doing (by the last

it) a trade of nearly 9000 a year,
and paying bonus to labor at the rate of

one shilling to the pound. But the views

expressed by the president of the Scot-

tish Wholesale, Mr. Maxwell (which
stand in strong contrast to those of Mr.

M itehell, president of the English Whole-

sale), are entirely in favor of the pro-
ducer ; his *'

highest ideal
"
of productive

industry, as stated in evidence before the

Labour Commission, is that of the pro-
ducers being themselves the sharehold-

ers, and finding '-tin capital," and taking
44 as the reward of their industry the re-

sulting profit"
Such a form of cooperative production

is no doubt far more difficult to carry
on than that which simply grows out of

consumption, hiring its labor like any
- inployer. That failure after fail-

ure should occur in such attempts need

cause no surprise. But the number of

such failures has been grossly exaggerat-

ing to a list drawn up in 1880,
163 productive societies, registered since

had then ceased to exist, a fright-
ful mortality at first sight. But a careful

analysis of the facts by Mr. E. O. Green-

ing showed that only twenty-four of tin-

number, by their rules, proposed to give

any definite proportion of profits t<> the

workers; two or three proposed to do

something for them l>y education or other

philanthropic means ; forty
- four v

based upon the division of profits with

customers ; and all the others, so far as

appeared, merely divided profits on capi-

tal. On the other hand, a talle printed

in the first number (August, 1894) of

Labour Copartnership shows that eleven

societies in England and four in Scotland

(not reckoning the Scottish Wholesale),

established between 1862 and 1880, still

exist, and are every one of them making

profits.

According to the last - mentioned au-

thority, the societies allowing profit to

labor rose from 15 in 1883 to 109 in

1893, their sales for the year from 160,-

751 to 1,292,550, their capital from

103,436 to 639,884, their net profits

from 8917 to 64,679. These figures,

however, appear to be a little mislead-

ing, as the Scottish Cooperative Whole-

sale is included only in the later ones,

although, as has been seen, some sort of

bonus to labor has been allowed by it al-

most from the beginning. The detailed

table on the same page, for a somewhat

earlier period, includes, besides, bodies

reckoned by other authorities as merely

profit-sharing establishments, and s. .me

(like the Sheerness Economical, already

mentioned) in which the share of lah.n-

in profits is almost infinitesimally small.

But in addition to the societies contained

in the list there appear to be some eight v

firms or companies which recognize the

principle of giving a fixed share of pro-
fits to labor, to say nothing of those which

merely allow a bonus not fixed before-

hand.

Many interesting histories mi^ht he-

given of productive societies allowing

profits to labor, but, for want of space, I

will confine myself to one w Inch has ac-

tually grown out of the English Cooper-
ative Wholesale Society, and in oppo-
sition to its practice, and to a oroup of

smaller bodies in the same trade which

may be said to cluster round it.
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!oot fact*. Coop-

erative Wholesale has i al-

ndid success. It had in 1
v

mat a pr

:i at a lo-s; tin- total n>

.urting losses and providing for

interest and d '" amounting to

in the quarter

mber 3< ;07,969 pairs of

boots and shoes, of 68,769 value. The
works have been repeatedly extended ;

new workshops were built in 1891 on six

acres of land, besides a branch factory
i 1888 at Enderby. Start-

I itli about 100 workmen, it -mj>l<.

in September, 1892. Two strikes

have- 10 works : one only par-

tial, in 1886, when about 200 men went

tht other in 1892, when all the

^ers left. Yet it was the partial strike

\\ lii.-li li i,l the gravest consequences.
On this occasion, some of the men in

mploy of the Wholesale Society, in

order "to share in the profits and the

management of the business," started a

productive society on their own account,

tli. Leicester Coop
'

>ot and Shoe

Man -.f Society Limited (regis-

tered January 11, 1887). After pay-
in* n T cent per annum on share

capi t the profits was

to be paid to tin workers in proportion
to th. ii earnings, twenty per cent on

purchases, twelve per cent to the com
:it fund.

the same to share capital, five per cent to

a social an 1 e<liir:ttion;tl fuml. and three

per i'ecial services by members.

I hundred and eighty |i.inids share

tal was subscribed by working men
and women, and 100 by the local brand i

of the trade union. The I>u>ines8 com-
d witli the manufacture of women's

goods, and was extended after some
month-* to thos,. for in, -n and boys. Ex-

lu ring the few initial weeks and one
i terof 1890, the so. > always

bruary,

:nj.l..yed 17< Arsons, all share-

holders, of whom I'M N\ the pre-

anl th- rest at home. Two thirds

: the employ of

the soci . \ to the table in

Labour Copartnership, it had. by the end

al, had done a

ioi the year of i making a

oi il.">7'.'. out of which ninepeii'

thin^ on tlie pound had been allowed

on wages. It has indeed been asserted

by a writer of no mean authority (Mr.
I ). I-'. Schlo-) that the men employed by
the Leicester society have not earned,

in wages and bonus together, more than

they did in wages alone, working for the

Cooperative Wholesale ; but this is de-

nied on behalf of the men, except with

respect to the "early history of the soci-

ety."

Stimulated mostly by the example of

the Leicester so. >ugh two are of

earlier date, a group of societies in the

boot and shoe trade have sprung up,
ten in all (besides one now winding up),
which allow profits to labor. These, ac-

cord i ng to Labour Copartnership, did (ap-

parently), at the end of IS'.I'J. a collective

trade of 42,954. and made, <

after deducting losses, a profit of 1682,

out of which i<>59 was assigned to labor.

If to these figures we add those of the

Leicester society, we find that, in the

boot and shoe trade. j.i-.,,lncti\e >.

did a business of 75,948, and made a
net profit of 3061. Poor as these fig-

ores are beside those of the Leicester

1 t and shoe factory of the Coopera-
Vholesale, they show something of

what can be done by labor in its strag-

gle against capital within the cooperative
movement The whole group in turn

supplies much of the business of at

produ ety, the London Leather

Manufacturers* Society, established in

1892, which indeed is also largely dealt

with by the two wholesale societies.

The movement towards production in

the cooperative world N. moreover, a

the last

puMMied report (for 1893) of the Chief
Ke-istrar of FriendU Sock-tie*, "of the
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societies registered in 1893 under tlu

Industrial and Provident S... -irtios Act,

tliirty-tivi-
\\TI of the productive class"

as Against forty "ordinary di>trihu;ivi>

stores
"
(besides seventeen miscellaneous

bodies), showing a near balance between

production and distribution. It does not

indeed follow that all productive associa-

tions registered are established for the

benefit of the worker.

Great help has been afforded to the

movement by the Labour Association, al-

ready referred to, established in 1884,

which, after issuing, since January, 1893,

a printed monthly letter to its members,

has, within the last two months, begun

publishing Labour Copartnership, besides

providing lectures on subjects connected

with cooperation. In conjunction with

the Agricultural and Horticultural Asso-

ciation the Labour Association undertakes

every year, at the Crystal Palace, a flower

show, exhibition of cooperative produc-

tions, and cooperative festival, which have

proved very popular. Again, abody called

the Cooperative Institute Society Limited

has established, in London, ;i drp<;t for

tin- sale of goods produced in c<
x.pt'i alive

workshops, where workers share in profits

and management. With this has been

connected a tailoring de]a it n lent, and the

success of the establishment is such that

the sales for the third quarter of 1894

almost exactly double those of the cor-

responding quarter of 1893, and that re-

moval to larger premises must soon take

place. Lastly, there is a Cooperative Pro-

ductive Federation, to assist productive

societies, through united action, to open

up a market for the sale of their produc-

tions, and at its last meeting at the Crys-
tal Palace, on August 20, 1894, seven-

teen societies were represented.

In short, everything tends to show that

the British workman is bent on carrying
out some form of cooperation in which

he shall be no mere hired servant of

capitalist or consumer, and that, in his

dogged way, he is stumbling on, through
failure after failure, to success.1

J. M. Ludlow.

THE WANT OF ECONOMY IN THE LECTURE SYSTEM.

IT is the object of this paper to point
out that the lecture system, unaccompa-
nied by what may be called laboratory

work, is an uneconomical method of im-

parting information, when the intellectu-

al outlay and the results attained are com-

pared.
There are those who firmly believe in

the lecture system unsupported by any

practical work on the part of the listen-

ers. They have apparently unbounded

faith in the ability of a great man to put
one on the road toknowledge by lectures ;

1 In dealing with the subject of cooperative

production, I have not thought it necessary
IM .lUtinuuMi 1,. tu.-.-n the producer and the

distributer proper (shopman, clerk, etc.), who,

speaking broadly, may fairly be classed with

and they are ready to exolaim with a

distinguished modern French writer on

St. Francois d'Assisi,
" Rien pour coni-

muniquer la pense*e ne vaut la viva vox."

Undoubtedly a great man may succeed in

communicating an enthusiasm for know-

ledge, but it can be said of enthusiasm, as

it has been said of faith, without works

it is dead. Of what use, it may be asked.

are lectures on modern whist without

practice with the cards? What younj;

lady cares to listen to lectures on em-

broidery ? Of what avail are lectures

th- producers, and holds the same interest with

them as towards the consumers. It would be

otherwise in dealing with cooperative cniisunip-

tion, on the field of which the distributer st

mostly alone over against the consumer.
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on cookery unaccompanied by pr

work ': in certain medi-

cal >eho..ls the

by lectures, ami -Is the

l;i\v by lecture--, without

,:nine the edu-

cational in time,

ami compare them with tho-e of ;

yean ago, we can

-low hut steady progress has been

made in substituting i-coiioinieal m<

of in- uneconomical

Thus, tin- re.-itation t'r.i, <>ks in

-try ami
j _:vly giving

place to labors Law lec-

11 the best law seiiools are -

Cation and study of

CaSOS, and hospital work and laboratory

work in im-dical school- are steadily de-

manding more attention thai-

ami Ir.-ture work. It i- -aid tliat t.

perior excellence of medical instruction

many largely in the fact

tion has taken the

I on pathology.
i -ult tli- ratal<--in\s and an-

t' our principal

rollr^cs and nni\ .

\v pnn-ly l.-etun- cour>.'> Q

ieotS. In aln. \ ca^r it i>

stated that the h-nii .-. ill be sup-

such a- -.the com-

parison of authors, and the looking up of

cases and authorities.

Thrn- i-, h-iwr\cr. an innat--

in tin- him luring our

frilow-inrn. When a man by lon^ study
has c<>: >li,- ditlicultics of a sub-

nd ha- i.
iy be, a d

. rhanticlrcr-like. to give
the world the ben* 'fit of the li Jit that has

'<t him. i

irse, is

it does not tin-

leetui'- that In- arrived at

by a si,,-.

and is h.- i

his audience can a;

of his work without some practical

work on the road which he ha> tra

I to be

d undoubt-

edly aro>e from the dillieulty of ohtain-

I,
or wh:f uiswer

to ]rinted
of knowledge. :

the hand- .

has bet ; like many processes
of law. having been made respectable by

age, and having been practiced by schol-

ars whose training is the opposite of that

of business men. and who have not made
of economical methods.

At this time, when schemes of univer-

sity extension are very much discussed,

the question of the utility of the lecture

method becomes an important one. The

university extension plan resembles in

some respects the system of lyceum lec-

tures whii ! ! an era in the

intellectual life of New England ; though
iM he said that the most c

ites of the university extension

;pon accompanying work
and examination. It may be :

however, to examine the rise and fall of

the NY\\ Kngland lyceum.
As early as 1823, there was a move-

ment in Massachusetts to establish ly-

ceum courses of lectures, and in 1830

there were at least seventy-eight in the

Sir Thomas Wyse. i

published in London in 1S,'>8,

ceiun Sy>tem in America, with a (

eration of it- Applicability to Mechanics

!

f es that in

1831 there existed one thousand town

lyerinns. and til

chief tV

of ;li ourses

h in some cases, like

the Essex Institute u\ Sal, in.

I

cases, tre for the

'\vledge by means of col-

.H in scie: . and were

ead organi/ation like
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that contemplated by the founders of the

ums. The lyceum maintained its

hold, however, for more than fifty years

in certain towns, and an earnest attempt

was made to preserve its simplicity and

austerity. It was gravely debated whe-

ther music and the stereopticon or dra-

matic readings should be allowed to en-

croach upon its intellectual character.

The student of the lyceum can probably
find the best example of its work in the

records of the town of Concord. At the

fiftieth anniversary of the Concord Lyce-

um, January 7, 1879, Judge Hoar said :

I ask you to pause with me a moment
and think what this simple institution has

done for this town ; what an impression

it has made upon this community ; what

an instrument of education, of culture, of

social acquaintance, it has been. For fifty

years, through successive winters, the old

and the young have come here together to

see each other's faces, the young men
and maidens sometimes, perhaps, with

other views than strictly intellectual cul-

ture ; but all of us friendly, neighborly,
and engaged in a pursuit innocent and

wholesome. And there has been poured
out before us, received into our minds

and hearts, instruction the value of which

no statement of mine can possibly over-

estimate. The institution has been con-

ducted in the most catholic spirit. Every
shade of opinion has been presented and

respectfully entertained. After Dr.

Brownson, the accomplished Catholic

scholar, we had Dr. Manning of the Old

South and Dr. Stone of Park Street, the

Baptist Dr. Neale, Dr. Hedge, Henry
Ward Beecher. Dr. Chapin, Starr King,

vard Everett Hale, James Freeman

Clarke, Mr. Weiss, Theodore Parker,

tiding the gamut from one end of the

scale to the other. Our lyceum has heard

lectures from two presidents of Harvard

College, Mr. Felton and Dr. Hill, from

Dr. Leonard Bacon of New Haven, from
Dr. Hiintington. from Dr. Gannett,
from Dr. Sears, from Professor Horsford,
fromWaterston and Quincy, from Horace

Greeley and John P. Hale, from George

Thompson of England, from Dr. Palfrey,

Dr. Francis, Dr. Ellis, from and

Holmes, Lowell and Dana, Whipple and

Fi Ms. from Jones Very, George T. Davis,

Joseph T. Buckingham, and Dr. Charles

T. Jackson.'.' The judge gives the names

of eminent jurists, also. The list shows

the aims and the activity of the lyceum ;

and although the lyceum organization

was early abandoned, courses of lectures

continued to be established in most New

England towns. Such courses were per-

haps most flourishing between 1850 and

1860 ; for the great question of the abo-

lition of slavery and the issues of the civil

war brought forward earnest orators, and

people thronged to public halls to hear

them lecture.

The necessity of attending at least one

course of lectures may be said to have

haunted the Puritan conscience as late

as 1866. Up to this period lectures on

serious topics were well attended. Pro-

fessor Lovering, my predecessor at Har-

vard University, told me that he often had

to repeat his lectures on physics before

the Lowell Institute in Boston, in order

that the overflow might hear them. To-

day even a Helmholtz would be painfully
conscious of the array of empty benches

after the public had satisfied tln-ir curiosi-

ty in seeing a distinguished man. There

are few towns in America in which, at

the present time, there are courses of lec-

tures which may be called intellectual.

Where Emerson and Phillips and George
William Curtis once lectured, there are

now occasional lectures on the wonders

of electricky, stereopticon views of the

World's Fair, or journeys through Spain
with a kodak. The reason for the decay
of the systematic courses of lectures in

the lyceums I leave to the student of so-

ciology ; merely expressing my own con-

viction that the public found the results

attained were not commensurate with the

effort they made in attending the lectures.

Then, too, the great increase in the num-
ber of public entertainments, the circula-
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lion of illustrated magazine*, ami t!

lia\r had their inti

While th -malic

;res has died out in

in many of our normal

schools ami colleges. Certain youn
and ynisn^ women .still feel a MNI

in-oiling t: | in lee-

otirses, and count their advance in

liy tin- iiuniber of

these lectures and hy the >i/e of their

notebooks. In the subject of phy>ics. the

qualification of bring a good lecturer is

considi -n -d a fundamental one in the ap-

pointment of a professor. I occasionally
i-s from trustees of education-

al institutions, asking if I can recommend

a candidate fora professorship in natural

philosophy who would :d<o ! capable of

conducting morning prayers and of giv-

ing instruction in ch I feel that

lie guarded in my commendations

on all ints save on that of the

qualification of being a good lecturer.

This must he testified to w it liout reserve.

It is appai notwithstanding the

advance that has been made in laboratory
method^ ot >n, the attempt is still

idin^ iini

convey a body of systematic instruction

Is it not well to

M if tliis attempt leads to eco-

nomical re-idts?

I are unaccompanied by some
kind <f la' work, >oinr practice

in looking up cases, or some method ,,f

elieve that they arc un-

kieai A in science, with

requires at

least two hours of preparation on the

part of the professor. In the course of

this arduous work, the latter is doin^
;<leiit who is to hear

.should do in order to ap-
e it. Ti sor does all the

lie mind steners, not

ired as his has been, a;

in a receptive state, and the amount of

that is assimilated is vanish-

ingly small. We see often, in our col-

leges and : .is, the >p<

. exhausted

by the labor of
kg

courses of lec-

nini; to his home mor-

than a plou-hnian and sower of seed;
for he has not the certainty th.

hat the ground ha- il titled

for the reception of the germs.
I have said that the professor, in the

i of his lectures, gets th

intellectual advantage of the course of

lectures ; the contact with things and the

it examination of the conditions of

the experiments give him an intense in-

terest in the subject matter of the lec-

ture. The audience, on the other hand,

judge of the success of the lecturer hy the

smoothness and ease of his experimen-
tation. The experiment is soon over.

Everything is made simple, and the mind

is not rudely arrested and confronted

with difficulties ; indeed, the difficulties

are often concealed by the faci

an intelligent student may listen

with the 1. ions to obtain the ut-

most from a course of lectures, i

stance on light ; but when he engages in

amateur photography he finds that he

more in a day in regard to the

properties of lenses and the intensity of

li"Jit than he had learned in an

course of lectures on optics. After a

season of practice in photograpi
could attend a lecture on optics with in-

terest and profit. I am inclined to think

that if a student should try to imitate

the style of the best prose writers be-

fore he atteadi a lecture on style, he

would be in the condition of assimila-

tion of the amateur photographer. The

professor who attempts to give systematic
ion by courses of lectures, unac-

companied by some laboratory
work on the pa students. I re-

peat, islaru _,'the work which the

student >hould do. Is it al, for

instance, to spend much t imeand a consid-

erable sum njr water on

the top of a red uible, when the
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audience have never tried the simplest

experiment on latent heat, specific heat,

or the tension of vapors ? How much

intellectual progress is stimulated by

showing electrical sparks three feet in

length, if the audience have never ob-

tained by systematic experiments a real-

i/in* sense of what electro-motive force,

resistance, and current signify ? The
minds of the audience are in the condition

of those of children at a Christmas pan-
tomime. The professor is worn out by
the burden of lecturing with small re-

sults ; and the school committee or the

trustees gauge his success in teaching

by the fluency of his exposition and the

aptness of his experiments. No greater

praise, apparently, can be given than the

remark, *' Professor So - and - So never

fails in his experiments." I am inclined

to think that his labor is uneconomical,
because he is doing the work that his

audience ought to do in order to appre-
ciate the difficulties of the subject.

But we have not represented fully the

severe burden undertaken by the lecturer.

In many cases, forgetting the invention

of printing, he covers the blackboards

with notes, and himself witli chalk, and
then proceeds to lecture to an audience

busily occupied in copying a paragraph

just preceding that which he is eluci-

dating. The young instructor, fresh

from Germany, proceeds a step farther.

Throwing aside the scaffolding by which,

he rose to his mental height, he invites

his audience to ascend, by making those

untrained in the art of taking notes fill

their notebooks with a mass of directions

in which their minds are apt to be irre-

trievably lost. I often pick up in the

laboratory notes of lectures on various

subjects, and I remember a book which

contained on one page a careful state-

ment of what the topics were to be in a

course on philosophy ; on the next page
were the notes of the first lecture, winch

were fairly good, except that the lec-

turer was quoted in an affirmative pro-

position where he undoubtedly stated

a negative one ; on the following page
was an account of the second lecture,

half as long as that of the first : on the

fourth page there was simply the title

of the third lecture; and on the fifth a

diagram of the relative positions of the

quarter backs and full backs on the foot-

hall field. If one is successful in filling

a notebook with fairly good account*

of a course of lectures, how desirable

are they in comparison with even a poor
textbook ? The latter has the merit of

being in print, and of being therefore

legible. The poor textbook is apt to

cover more ground than the notebooks,

and if it is properly criticised and anno-

tated can be made a more valuable pos-

session as the years go on than the im-

perfectly taken notes. I sometimes survey

my pile of notebooks, relics of the days
of my early education. They are musty
now ; the writing is illegible, and pages
are wanting here and there. I never

consult them ; and the only permanent

advantage of the lectures of which the

books are reminders is a list of books

of reference which one of the notebooks

contains. The chance remark of the in-

structor that certain data could be found

in print has outlived in usefulness all

my elaborate notes. If I had been told

where to go for information, and how to

use my tools when I found them, and

had been set to work with them. I should

have been saved the labor of taking use-

less notes, and should not have the mem-

ory of an overworked and nervously ex-

hausted teacher, who was annoyed by

vapid yawning, snapping of watch cases,

and who beat the air in vain.

The lecture system in our universities

leads, moreover, to a system of cramming
for examinations. Many students neg-
lect entirely to take notes on certain le< -

tures, and rely upon obtaining the notes

of some student who makes a business of

selling his information, and preparing
indolent men to pass examinations on a

year's course of lectures by a two hours'

cram. To my mind the remedy is plain.
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: Mould be set to work. by

method of investigation which will

1 t!n mind to fix itself upon a sub-

ject in order to become interested in it

and t> appreciate the lectures upon it.

I hear, however, my antagonist and

immiMir. this is the argument of

a narrow specialist Lectures can be

made liberalizing, and a general view of

a subject can be given without the

close and special attention which tends

to narrow the mind, and prevent it from

taking broad views of the subject. I be-

lieve that there is much false sentiment

on the subject of what is a liberal educa-

tion. A learned professor told me once

that one of the chief liberalizing advan-

tages, to his mind, of the study of the clas-

sics was the ability it gave him to unravel

the etymology of scientific words, and

therefore to afford him an inkling of

what the subject represented by the term

treated of. For instance, the word " bo-

lometer
"
he deduced from /JoAi/, a thro\v,

or cast, and /xcrpof, a measure. "
Dyna-

iii oYra/u?, power, some

apparatus for producing power. He
was content. Iteinu liberally educated, to

slv im the subject thus, and felt great sat-

ii in hi- liberal knowledge. My
critic will say, the student performs a

certain experiment on sound, and. with

his mind concentrated on the experi-
ni' nt. d<>. > i..,t obtain a liberal view of

the whole subject of sound which he

ol.tain from a systematic course

of lectures. He looks up a special case,

and the great philosophical bearings of

the subject never enter his mind. I am
that my critic and I can never

get upon a .r I lielieve

that a superficial view of a HI!

not lil.ri-.ili/in-. and urate work

< 1 to receive the seeds for a greater

growth. A student, I repeat, who has

actually worked with lenses who hus

taken photographs, and has measured

light will read books

ios with a certain a\idity unknown

before, and will be in the best p<

to gain a larger knowledge ; while the

general listener and the general reader

never understand what is important and

what is unimportant in a subject. Their

liberal ideas are often inaccurate ideas,

and therefore far from being liberalizing.

Again, I can hear my critic say, Benja-
min Thompson, Count Rumford, walked

from Woburn to Cambridge, eight miles.

to attend the lectures of Professor Wi 11-

throp on physics, and who can tell how
much influence they had on his remark-

able career as a philosopher: 11-- n -

membered the college by a liberal bene-

faction to the subject on which he heard

lectures. Other examples can he ad-

duced of the interest which popular lec-

tures have had in turning a boy's mind

toward science; but, I reply, the youth

Benjamin Thompson and other boys of

similar tastes had experimented before

they attended the lectures, and were

therefore in a condition to profit by the

lectures. My remarks are largely di-

rected to the great body of the audience,

which has, I am tempted to say. the

immoral desire of obtaining something
without being willing properly to work

for it.

A lecturer on physics, according to

my experience, cannot expect to talk in-

telligently to more than ten students oat

of a hundred in his audience. These ten

men will be those who have taken pho-

tographs, experimented with dynamos or

telephones, or made some meelianieal in-

i. They are the youthful Rum-
ami their minds have been fitted

by actual experience in dealing with the

ditlieuhie- of the subject to profit by the

labors of the professor. The rest of

the audience may receive a stim

momentary exhilaration of enthusiasm,

hut it is a tampon unless the

hands and eyes are immediately set to

The professor is lecturing eco-

dly only when he lectures to hi-

assistants who know th. ditli.-ulties of

:. and who are ready to profit
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by the smallest suggestions. To my mind.

Rembrandt's School of Anatomy is a

great moral lesson to the university jn>-

feeaor. The professor, with the suhjert

before him, is giving his interpretation

of the processes which his audience have

studied with the same instruments and

through the same lenses. They are

therefore ready to see what the eye of

experience points out. The painter has

shown a group of faces, full of atten-

tion and thought, and the conversion of

energy from the dynamo to the motors

is well -
nigh perfect. Let us suppose

that an instantaneous photograph should

be taken of a large, untrained audience

listening to a lecture on physics. You
would see in it listless heads, vacant

expressions, puzzled faces which say

plainly,
" You are lecturing over my

head," faces which betray impatience at

what they consider elementary proposi-

tions, and faces wrapped in slumber.

Here is no resemblance to Rembrandt's

picture. If, on the other hand, an in-

stantaneous photograph should be taken

of a laboratory section who are listening

to a fifteen-minute lecture on the work
of the morning before they go to the

laboratory tables, almost every face will

be thoughtful, bent upon the demonstra-

tor, who is pointing out the precautions
that must be taken and the facts that

should be observed : and tin re is a look

in the eyes of the students which is ana-

logous to that in the group of- physicians

painted by Rembrandt

Realizing fully the danger of r<

ing that the best method of procedure
in one's own subject would necessarily

prove advantageous in other domains of

knowledge, I am tempted, however, to

dogmatize, and to maintain, from i in-

experience of the advantages of labora-

tory work, that there should be a mini-

mum of lecturing, and a maximum of

audience work, in all subjects. Might
not the student of the history of art,

even, be in less danger of accepting lim-

iting creeds if he engaged in what is

analogous to laboratory work, the test-

ing of processes which have been used

by masters of the art of sculpture and

painting, the moulding of objects into

classical forms ?

The metal worker strikes and moulds

the objects he desires to fashion, when

they are hot, and not when they are cold

and unfit to take impressions. It is en-

couraging to see a slow but sure substi-

tution of laboratory methods of instruc-

tion for lecture methods.

John Trowbridge.

THE AUTHOR OF QUABBIN.

I PROPOSE to write some random re-

collections of a friend of many years,
and of the early days of the magazine
he was largely instrumental in establish-

ing. I remember well the occasion of

my first meeting with him, much better

than I recall the month, or even the

year, although I think it must have
been late in the autumn of 18.V

was on a Monday morning, and he had

been but an hour or two at the desk

newly placed for him in the counting-

room of Phillips, Sampson & Co., then

the most active publishing house in Bos-

ton. As I entered on some errand (the

firm was then issuing a series <>i -mall

books for me), the strange face at the

new desk looked up with a surprised,

interested, penetrating expression, which

kindled into cordial reco^niti >n M the

urbane head of the firm approached
and introduced us. From that moment
Francis Henry Underwood and I were

friends.
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Hi- was then in the flower of

manhood, not quite twenty-nine

old (bon. January 1'J. -.itli a

.ion. jrood

hand- t, dignified

.iii.l an admirable aplomb
which made liiin a If man in

any a H- hail had his -hare

:iiiinnily at-

tendin_: the car- - pical -elf-made

an. A native of Kntield, in the

heart of western Ma>-achu>etts, reared in

inanity, and receiving the ru-

diments of his education in the ungraded
district school of those days, the best

i him developed and trained in the

u.Mial hard struggle of a poor but ambi-

tious New England hoy striving to better

his condition, he had managed some-

how to prepare himself for entering Am-
and had there made some advance

in a collegiate course, whirh. however, a

ins prevented him from com-

^. A good uncle offered to supply
tin means for that and a subsequent

raft, conditioned on his

proini-e t deTOte him-elf to the niinis-

I'liis h.- at one time seriously con-

templated doiii- ; hut hi> mind a.

ing to doubts as to the doctri:

would h. expected to preach, he took

ly honest course open to him, an-

d hi* chaii-.
I,

and for-

feited tin-
j

M with his

'l favor. On quitting Amhei -! he

where he tan -lit

*<! 1. -tudied law. and was admitted

to the bar. He also found a wife there,

an estimable woman. \\ h. was to hecome
'.iir childi

'.cky. instead of lulling

to rest nd prejudices
he entertained ajjain*t the in-titntion of

slavery, only confirmed and strength-
bem. He returned t.. Ma**aelm-

11 1850, : e Soil

.unong its lead-

en, and was elected clerk of the state

Senate in the stin:

ii.'ii stalwart \Vilson

: nt of that body, and Banks

and Hoar and Q ;ble members of

the 11 in training for the wider

arena of national polir

Hut Underwood's a-pirations were al-

ways more literary than political, and

after a year's service in the Senate he

had found a more congenial posit

the great publishing house, when- his

ut ies were to examine manuscripts
offered for publication, and conduct cor-

re>pondeiu-c with authors. I found him

extremely companionable,warming

ly to a new acquaintance ; and I envied

in him the entire absence of that shy-

ness which in me too often repressed
the ardor of social impulses. He had

many friends among all sorts of people,

but principally among artists and writers.

There was one, particularly, of whose in-

timacy he was justly proud, the brilliant

wit and poet of Cambridge, "my friend

Mr. Lowell," as he commonly spoke of

him with undisguised satisfaction.

I saw him almost daily at his office,

hut our real intimacy began when first

he invited me to his house. " Come
and dine with me on Sunday," he said,
- and in the afternoon we will walk over

to Klmwood." It was a red-letter day
fiii- me. when I went out from Boston at

the appointed time, found him in his

modest IK.me (he was living in Cam-
). and alter dinner walked with

him to the home of the Lowells.

I h >d never yet seen the author of

itflow Pa, \ 1 >le for

Critic*, then in the pi :ingof
ne : and the anticipation of meet-

ing him M-n-iti/ed my mind for sharp
and enduring impressions. I retain a

: picture of Klmwood as it looked

that morning: a spacious, sqnar. . old-

fashioned mansion, standing in the midst

of snow-covered grounds, and sun

ed by tall trees and clumps of ragged
lilacs, all bare of foliage except th<

their golden-- lee n tops ill the

-iin-hine. My guide entered like

a familiar gae*t d the way up
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three flights of stairs to a large front

room, which was the poet's study. Mere

words often convey to the mind impres-

sions of form and color ; and I had con-

crivrd of Lowell not that I am aware

from anything he had written, but solely

from the sound of the two syllables of

liis name as a tall, dark, dignified per-

son, with a thin face, ample forehead,

and prominent nose. Very great, there-

fore, was my surprise when I was ushered

into the presence of a compact little man
in short velvet jacket, with wavy auburn

hair parted in the middle over a full,

fair forehead that appeared neither broad

nor high, and a bright, genial face more

expressive of the vigorous and humorous

Hosea than of the exalted Sir Launfal.

The easy cordiality of his greeting put
me at once at my ease, and prepared
me for the enjoyment of a delightful oc-

casion. He was accustomed to receive,

at that hour on Sunday afternoons, a

small circle of friends, among whom he

was the shining central figure.' Soon af-

ter our arrival Robert Carter came in,

a short, sturdy man, with a big head

spanned by a pair of gold-bowed spec-

tacles, a walking cyclopaedia of informa-

tion. Dr. Estes Howe, Lowell's brother-

in-law, and two or three others made up
the company, and a quiet, desultory con-

versation ensued ; not at all that of gods

discoursing
" from peak to peak all about

Olympus," but very much like the talk

of men of sense and culture anywhere.
Some good stories were told, there was

now and then a meteoric pun, or a wise

observation illumined a subject like the

sudden flash of a search-light ; but what

interested me most was the reading by
Lowell of some verses which I do not

remember ever to have seen in print,

ilk turning upon French poetry,
he took from a shelf of ponderous vol-

umes a work of Voltaire's, from which

he first read us a part of Hamlet's so-

liloquy in the great Frenchman's attenu-

ated and flexible alexandrines ; a version

as much like the original as some luxuri-

ant vine is like a rugged trunk it climbs

and hides. This paraphrase Lowell had

retranslated into English quite faithful-

ly, giving it, however, some sly turns to

bring out with ludicrous effect its grace-
ful feebleness in contrast with the sen-

tentious Shakespearean lines.

It was late in the afternoon when the

company separated, and I went home to

tea with Underwood. Seeing a friend

for the first time in the society of his

familiars is like placing him in a room

full of mirrors that reflect his different

sides ; and to know him in his home is

still a different revelation. As I walked

back to Boston in the evening, and stopped
on the bridge one of " the caterpillar

bridges crawling with innumerable legs

across the Charles
"

to watch the stars

mistily wavering in the dark, full river,

and to think over the events of the af-

ternoon, I felt that I had come to know
Frank Underwood better in those few

hours than in all the previous weeks of

our acquaintance.
Besides these Sunday afternoons at

Lowell's there were Friday evening gath-

erings,
"
ostensibly for whist, at the

house of each of the party in turn," as

Underwood tells us in The Poet and the

Man. The whist club included Lowell,

Carter, John Bartlett, John Holmes, and

other friends and neighbors of Under-

wood. Then there were very informal

dinners in Boston, nearly always attend-

ed by him and Lowell, and often by
Edmund Quincy, Francis Parkman. and

Dr. Holmes. Such were some of his

associates, and all who knew him will at-

test how generous he was in sharing old

friendships with new friends. If in

any false pride deterred him from mak-

ing his friends useful to him. h- had the

right of one who was equally ready to

serve them or to make them useful to

one another. One especial favor which

IK- would have done me I recall with

mingled gratitude and regret. Hearing
that I was intending to go abroad in the

spring of 1855, he interested himself in
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and one morning met in

ntly uplifted finger, and lin-

ing announce-in, nt. It is all ar-

"ii are going with Mr. Low-

ell :

"

Startling indeed, for although I knew

that Mr. Lowell, lately appoint. -d pro-

fessor of modern languages in Harvard

University, to succeed Mr. Longfellow,

was to have a year of study in Kurope
before assuming the duties of that posi-

I had nut conceived the possibility

of having him for a fellow-passenger.
I have talked it over with him. He

is going in a sailing-vessel, and you two

will probably be the only passengers.

Don't say a word against it !

"
Under-

wood went on, as I murmured something
about different arrangements. "Take my
advice, cancel them ; give up every-

thing else for this rare chance."

Alas, those different arrangements!
k y close friend of mine was going
abroad with three Spanish

- American

youths to superintend their education in

Paris, and I had engaged to accompany
them. Neither he nor they could speak

i !i. and my Miiull familiarity with

that language was depended upon to aid

in establishing them in the great foreign

nne was more important
to them than it was to me. and they
were to make the voyage in a steamer.

i Id myself have preferred the more

leisurely and less expensive passage . and

I knew how delightful as well as profit-

able to me, \\ ith my imp.
and unsettled literary aims, would be a

month's daily intei'eoiir^e with a li:

man like I..e.\,-ll. in the vast and un-

i > -elii-ion of the ocean. Hut I

could not w.-ll change my plans. Un-
derwood called me an idiot, as perhaps I

was. But he did not weary of serving
me; and I cannot foiUar the pleasure

rd in.; an ance of his ac-

tive friendship. When I eame IP

year lat t. with the manuscript of \

bor Jackwood in my trunk, he took a

lively interest in putting it through the

press ; and it was afterwards through his

mediation that I was engaged to make
a dramatic version of it for the Boston

'

Boston had as yet no magazine that

could command the united support of the

best writers and of an appreciative pub-
!:.-. The Dial, started in 1840, with such

1 tutors as Emerson, Theodore Par-

ker, and Margaret Fuller, was designed
as a vent to the new wine of Transcen-

dentalism, and commended itself chiefly

to the few who had felt the fine intoxi-

cation of that ferment It was near its

la-t lays when, in 1843, Lowell and hi

friend Robert Carter startedThe Pioneer,

with Poe and Hawthorne in its li>t of

contributors ; which also failed for the

lack of something behind it more sub-

stantial than enthusiasm and geni u - . I ,

to tin time I write of there had been no

other noteworthy venture of the sort.

There was, indeed, the scholarly and ex-

clusive North American Review, an able

quarterly, which had not yet metamor-

1 itself to a monthly and emigrated.

Philadelphia had its three graces, Gra-

ham's, Godey's, and Sartain's, and New
York its old Knickerbocker, new Har-

per's, and Putnam'-*: \\hy then should

not Boston be represented by a monthly
of her own, worthy of her literary repu-

tatioii, and of the authors who stood

ready to contribute to its pages ? This

was a question one often heard discussed ;

the idea was in the air, as they say. like

so many ideas that wait for the right

hour and the right man for their materi-

The man in this ease was Underwood,
whose position made him a connecting

link between a circle of brilliant writ. -r*

and a publishing fir e and

reputation. He was ardently in favor

of such a publication: he talked it over

with his literary friends, on the one hand,

particularly with Professor Lowell ; and
with Phillips. Sampson A Co., on the

other, particularly uith th.- "Co." Mr.

Sampson was then in feeble health, and
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practically out of the bu Mr. Phil-

lips, affable but dignified, had a glacial

atmosphere when urged to consider pro-

positions which his judgment failed to

approve, and Underwood found his cold

side when he talked to him of the maga-
zine. The " Co." in these days was Mr.

William Lee, then a young man, now the

veteran publisher of the firm of Lee &
Shepard. He and Underwood were on

intimate terms; and when Underwood

came in, charged, from conferences with

his Cambridge friends, he found Lee a

good conductor. The two partners were

in the habit of going out to lunch to-

gether; and in that hour of relaxation

tlic junior would sometimes bring up the

subject of the proposed magazine, argu-

ing that they ought not to miss so magni-
ficent an opportunity. The cooperation
of Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier, Emer-

son, Hawthorne, Holmes, a dazzling

array of names, was assured ; and no

doubt that of the then most popular writer

in the world, a woman, could be obtained.

Warming by degrees, the senior at last

said he would consult Mrs. Stowe.

Four or five years before, the manu-

script of Uncle Tom's Cabin, or rather

the scrapbook containing the newspaper

chapters clipped from the National Era,
had been offered to Messrs. Phillips.

Sampson & Co. for publication in book

form. The firm had at that time a large
Southern trade, which they feared would

be imperiled by the appearance of their

imj>rint on the title-page of that flaming

anti-slavery tract in the guise of fiction.

Nobody could have foreseen that Uncle

Tom was to create for itself a book trade

of more value in a single year than the

ordinary trade of any house for a <! -

cade ; so that we need not marvel at the

seeming short-sightedness of Mr. Phil-

lips when, after a brief consultation with

his partners, he declined the proff*
book with his customary courtesy and
"with thanks." It went to an obscure
Boston bookseller, who had little to ri -k

by the undertaking, and, as it pro\

fortune and immense publicity to gain.

Its success not only revolutionized public

sentiment on the subject of >lavery; it

also converted booksellers from their

conservative views of the relative value

of a Southern trade. Mrs. Stowe could

\\vll atYonl to forgive the slight put upon
a performance that had vindicated itself

so triumphantly ; and receiving an intima-

tion that Mr. Phillips would not decline

a second work of hers, she had, in 1854,

given the firm her Sunny Memor

following it in 1856 with the great anti-

slavery novel Dred.

The publisher and the authoress were

on exceedingly friendly terms, and Mrs.

Stowe rarely came to town without call-

ing upon Mr. Phillips. It was noticeable

that while she gave some of the humble

frequenters of the Winter Street store one

or two careless fingers, the whole of the

little hand that had written the most fa-

mous book of modern times went out very

graciously to him. When he mentioned

to her the project of the new magazine,
she received it with instant and cordial

approval, and promised it her earnest sup-

port. The publisher hesitated no longer ;

a chain of agencies had accomplished
what might never have come to pass had

either one of them been absent. I well

remember Underwood's radiant counte-

nance when, one morning, he annom
to me in strictest confidence that the

proposed publication was finally decided

upon; that Lowell was to be editor in

chief, and that he was to be Lowell's

assistant. I dare say my own face grew
radiant, too, when he went on to say that

a contribution from me would be expect-
ed for the first number.

The new venture was not yet namod.

and while all of us who were in the

secret were ransacking our wits for a

good title. Dr. Holmes, who seemed ever

ready with the right thing at the right

moment, christened it The Atlantic

Monthly.

Early in June, 1857, Underwood went
abroad in the interest of the forthcoming
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magazine, taking letters to tl;

British from the he-t known An,

-on alone, in :i eharacter-

.i*h the desired

:
their

: >et-iiis hardly fair," he

wrote, " that I should accredit any of

. tli. -in." It \\a- I' i id.Twood's first

trip t< I
and tli.- mi-ion was very

greatly to his mind.

It was the intention to issue the initial

number a month or two before it actu-

ally appeared, and it was to open with

the first chapters of a serial story by Mrs.

Stowe. This she was unable to furn Mi.

; M!, I think, by some domestic ca-

. Tii'-n came the financial panic
of that year, and it was feared the pub-

Hcation ini^ht have to go over to the

next year, or be postponed indefinitely,

a peculiarly di>mal prospect to writers

whose contributions had been aco

Few people were aware how narrowly the

great publishing house escaped collapse

in that tempestuous time. It was October

when tin- delayed iirst number appeared,

bearing date November, 18.~7.

In this age of magazines, great and

small, when nobody is surprised to hear

of new ones starting up every fe\v months.

.ilieult to conceive of the \vi

terett excited by the advent of the long-

expected Atlantic. Th- articles were un-

Bgned, which Mr. I'hillipshimself thought
a mistaken policy, with so resplendent a

group of names that mi^ht have served

la/on the announcements. The

publishers' self-denial found compensa-
iowever, in the interest of tl

dies of author-hip which the public Was
each month invited to Ml?* I'liat of

some of the principal articles was gener-
an open secret, while the guesses as

others were of nough; as

j
a little kno\\n \\riterwas

1 went the rounds of the press
to Longfellow or Emerson,

1 ited to please either

him who was thus deprived of his due
L\XV. NO. 447. 8

. or the other who had a doubtful

honor thru>t upon him.

In place of th'- hope i-for chapters of a

serial. Mrs. Stowe had in the first number

only a short story, The Motunini;
which was disappointing. When asked

why so slight a sketch had been admitted.

Underwood replied. When a boy goes

a-iMiing and catches a small fish, he puts
it into his basket for luck. Imping to

catch a big one by and by." The maga-
zine caught a big one indeed when, a few

months later. The Minister's Wooing be-

gan to appear in its pages.

To that first number Emerson contrib-

uted, besides an essay, four short poems,
one of them the mystical Brahma, which

was to be more talked about and puzzled
over and parodied than any other poem
of sixteen lines published within my re-

collection. " What does it mean ?
" was

the question readers everywhere asked ;

and if one had the reputation of seeing
a little way into the Concord philosophy,

he was liable at any time to be stopped
on the street by some perplexed inquirer,

who would draw him into the nearest

doorway, produce a crumpled newspaper

dipping from the recesses of a waistcoat

pocket, and, with knitted brows, exclaim.

"Here! you think you understand Km-

erson ; now tell me what all this is about,

'Ifthe red slayer think he slays,'"

and so forth.

Longfellow contributed his beautiful

tribute to Florence Nightingale, Santa

Filomena ; Lowell had a versified fable

and a sonnet ; and there was a paper by

Motley, whose early novel* of Morton's

Hope and V int had been forgot-

ten, while his Rise of the Dutch Republic

had suddenly placed him in the front

rank of living historians. But the great

Mirpi was a cot

tion which, if not by a new hand, showed

that a new force had entered into our

literature ; the first of a series of pa-

pers of inimitable wit and brilliancy, by
a hand that never seemed to grow old

nor to lose its wonderful facility, until it
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i laid to rest the other day in Mount

Auburn, the hand of the kindly and

beloved Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table.

The writer of this present article was

the youngest of the contributors, and.

with the exception of Mrs. Stowe and Mr.

Charles Eliot Norton, he is now the sole

Mirvivor.

Underwood enjoyed greatly his position

on the magazine. Every article offered

passed through his hands, but though he

possessed unlimited power of rejection,

the power of final acceptance rested sole-

ly with Lowell. Yet Underwood was not

merely the coarse sieve this might imply.

He often made up the numbers, subject,

however, to Lowell's approval ; he con-

ferred with authors, and he was himself

also a contributor. He had done a use-

ful work in uniting the forces that com-

bined to originate the magazine, but the

character of it was entirely the creation

of Lowell.

The death of Mr. Phillips and the sub-

sequent breaking up of the firm in 1859

resulted in the conveyance of the mag-
azine to Messrs. Ticknor & Fields, and

the severance of Underwood's connection

with it This was a grief to him for

reasons quite other than pecuniary ones.

At his years, with his prepossessing per-

sonality and his many friends, there was

no doubt of his being easily able to make

good any loss of that nature. He soon

found a sufficiently lucrative position as

clerk of the Superior Court in Boston,

the fees of which often bulged his pocket
in a most satisfactory fashion as he car-

ried them home at night. He was then

living in South Hoston, the office he held

having necessitated his residence within

the city limits, and his removal from the

delightful neighborhood in Cambridge
where the seven best years of hi-> liiV

had been passed. This position he re-

tained eleven years, after which he un-

fortunately invested his savings in an

established business that promised to pay
him dividend* "n . and a salary
as secretary. The salary was paid for

a while, but no returns from his invest-

ment did he ever see, either us divi-

dends or principal, and he at last retired

from the concern altogether. Meanwhile

his literary activity continued, and in

1871 and 1*7- lie published his two

Handbooks of British and American Au-

thors, to which he had given an immense

amount of conscientious labor. He aKo

published two or three works of fiction :

and to show how full a life he must have

lived, it should be added that he was an

active member of literary and musical

clubs, and for many years a member of

the Boston school board.

Mrs. Underwood dying in 188-, the

South Boston home was broken up not

long afterwards. In 1885 Underwood
was given a consulship at Glasgow, the

duties of which he must have performed

satisfactorily, since he was reappointed
consul by the second admi nitration of

President Cleveland, this time at Edin-

burgh, in 1893. But of far deeper inter-

est to us than the conduct of his office is

the life he lived abroad as a representative

American and man of letters. His line

presence, his public addresses and after-

dinner speeches, and more particularly

his lectures on American Men of Letters

made him a prominent figure in society ;

and the University of Glasgow recog-

nized his distinction by conferring upon
him the degree of LL. D. His reputation

had prepared for him a warm reception

in Edinburgh. He was comfortabh

tied there with the young Scotch wife In-

had brought with him to America, and

taken back with him to her native land ;

and his friends here had received 1

ly an intimation of his breaking health,

when a brief cabled dispatch announced

his death, which took place on the 8th of

August la>t. in his seventieth year.

He had had a varied, an interesting,

and on the whole an enviable career. It

was not without its disappointments.
which he was latterly too much inclined

to dwell upon. for-Htin^ that they are

tin- "iimioii lot of all. II. desired for-
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us uses to which he

would ha. i it : but in t:

flood of his prosperous year- h-

dn indeji

nind him >till
\>\\.

an unHa^in^ U He had literal-

- no man liad more,

as was enthn- -hown at the

casion i Scotland;

yet on it-turning to Boston, after a brief

.d of years, he felt himself forgot-
ten and neglected. Without >eeming to

overrate his own talents, well aware that

i^-d tlir creative gift of genius, he

was ambitious of attaining a pern

place in his country's literature; yet while

his books had always a certa-

and were commended by the judicious,

they did not secure the general recogni-
tion he felt they deserved. His sense of

these d ments was not, however,
so bitter as might be inferred from let-

ters of his written when he was poor and
ill and old. >trictly confidential coinmn-

. hich were Imi ri' d into print

superficial inc.. | he had a sim-

md.and eh. rfnl philosophy, which

him to do with all his skill his

in. I make the best of life as

liiiLj enjn
in lit. ; and art, in t

ship and incon-ei.ial labor; and his love

porous
to the last, as exinc.-d by hi^ letters to a

i by tin- lo\in--, linger in-.;

: doerij.tion in the pages of

in.

1 1. wrote popalv biographical >K.

.ind Lo\\-ll: and

er work on Lm\ell. The 1',,

the .M :U1 . ha. the inter,

1 books

:il aciun-

'nrs^intl.

authors illustrated, and b\

lit in the

-. II.

n was always read-

able, and one of his : <rd of Him-

self, has merits of a hi^h order. Undoubt-

edly, i -.vork. the work

by which Dr. Tiidcrwood will be best

rememben 8 y of a

Small Town, his owi i. writ-

ten in Glasgow in an interval of leisure

between his two consul>hip>. To this

nil boyhood the mem-

ory of the much-tried man went back

across a thousand leagues of seu and a

wider gulf of years, and solaced itself

amid 106060 which are here recalled with

tender allectionateness and absolute fidel-

ity. A genuine labor of love, he brought
to it all the resources of his ripened mind.

It cannot be classed as fiction, although
there are stories within the story which

have the form of fiction, sketches of char-

acters and manners touched with pathos,

humor, and a realism softened by sympa-
thetic art. It is a study of the i:

life, outward aspects, and social evolu-

tion of & New England town ; a work

altogether unique in its plan, showing
unusual powers of observation, and a

painstaking accuracy in portraying the

1 co-t nines, sayings and do-

ings and individual traits of a commu-

nity typifying a phase of rural life which

is swiftly passing away, or has already

passed. Our chief concern with it here

is the revelation it gives of the man ; and

passing over quaint or curious or beauti-

ful things in every part, we shall content

ourselves with a single quotation,
from t! uling chapter, which de-

.-I ii.es the Return of the Native, an old

man, to the haunts of his youth :

In the eool -

^rin of

the wood, he hears the plaint ive whip-

poorwill ; and it set ist be

the same bird that he listened t-

strange pleasure when a K
\\ ith the train ol stars

which knov. ^>. What unutter-

able thoughts come as he looks up at

the shining host! In th>

awakened i>\ the sun peering over the

eastern hill and touching the vane of
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the steeple. There is a new day. au.l

the world begins its toil. And so it will

be when he does not rise at the call,

and the grass is beginning to grow over

him."

In the work on which he was engaged
time of his death, The Builders

of American Literature, only one volume

of which was completed and published.
occur these words regarding an earlier

man of letters: "The literary world has

need of such accomplished and industri-

ous writers, and could often spare more

brilliant men," words that will apply
with equal justice to Francis Henry Un-

derwood himself.

J. T. Trmubridye.

MR. WINTHROPS REMINISCENCES.

To have one's memory of other peo-

ple good for much, one must have done

something one's self ; for people of dis-

tinction do not in the main display that

for which they are distinguished except
to those who stand on somewhat the

same footing. It is true that now and

then a man like Mr. Nassau W. Senior

will cultivate to so high a degree the art

of taking down conversation by memory
as to give himself an honorable place in

the society of the great, and it is true also

that those who have shared the best so-

ciety because they have given as good as

they got are not generally very eager to

hand down what has been a familiar ex-

perience ; still it remains that the best

point of view from which to see greatness
is a measurable equality of rank, and

that to overhear the casual talk of a man
of mark about his fellows is to receive a

pleasure by no means dependent on the

actual addition it may bring to our know-

ledge of the men commented on.

Some such pleasure as this may be de-

rived by those who have access to the

-ly printed volume which contains

Mr. Wimhrop's Reminiscences of For-

eign Travel. 1 In the easy but never

careless style which belongs to one who

throughout a long life has been wont to

respect his audience, whether that audi-

1 Reminiscences of Foreign Travel. A Frag-
ment of Autobiography. By ROBERT C.

itely Printed. 1894.

ence was one or a multitude, Mr. Win-

throp sets down methodically such re-

miniscences as occur to him, very much
as he might deliver them in talk to a

friend, and passes so simply through his

gallery of portraits that his companion

might not stop to consider till it was over

to what a collection of famous men he

had been lightly introduced. "When M r.

Winthrop first crossed the Atlantic, in

1847, he was in his thirty-ninth year,

had been a member of Congress for six

or seven years, and as a member of the

Committee of Foreign Affairs had been

brought into official and personal M0o<

ciation with members of the diplomatic

corps in Washington. Perhaps of more

service still was his friendly relation to

Webster, Everett, and Bancroft, the la.-t

of whom was Minister in England, the

second having just returned from holding
the same office. Through these, as well

as by his own distinction and family con-

nections, he had at once entry into tin-

best houses. On his very first day in Lon-

don he went to see the Lyells, whom he

had known in Boston, and \\a> taken to

hear Faraday, at whose lectun he met

Dean Milman and Dr. Kdward Stanley,

the Bishop of Norwich. This was on Sat-

urday.
" On Monday," he writes,

" I began to

\e use of my notes of introduction,

and one of my earliest calls wa> upon Sir

Robert Peel. Stopping at his door in
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WhitehallGardens in a somewhat shabby
, I remember well the peremp-

\ tone in which I was told by his ser-

vant, in answer to my inquiry, that ^

Robert was not at home. But I

member too how speedily that tone was

changed when I handed him my card

with the note of introduction, on the

back of which was written, in his own

clear and well-remembered chirograph},

name of Edward Everett. *

Oh, Mr.

rett, I beg pardon, sir !

'

exclaimed

the footman. * If you will wait a mo-

ment, I will take in the letter and card

and see if Sir Robert may not have re-

turned/ In another minute the welcome

n.l was heard :

* Sir Robert is at home,

and will be very glad to see you.'

This great statesman, who only ayear
or two before had been Prime Minister,

was now in retirement, if indeed the po-
>

it ion <>f an active and leading member
of the House of Commons can ever be

c.dh-d i -tiivment. But he had no other

official position, and was free from the

absorbing labors and overwhelming re-

spon>il>ilities of a Premier. The name
of Mr. Everett, for whom Sir Robert had

a great regard, secured for me a r

which I could not otherwise have

-njoyt -d. and I was soon disabused of t!i-'

impn -ssiou I had carried with me from

hearing so often of * the proverbial cold-

ness of Sir Robert Peel/ After a few

moments' convenation about Everett and

about American affairs, he said to me :

\ >~\ find me engaged at this moment
in tilling out cards

*

for he was doin-

u it h his own pen, and had a pile of

them on the table at which he was sit-

: 'for an exhibition of my pictures

next Saturday. I must write your name
<* in. and you must come.

i \\ill find tho pictures worth seeing ;

and besides, you will meet many of our

best artists, and not a few of oar most

di>tin-uMi.d persons. Hut \\li.-n- arc

yon gointf to-ui^ht ? Have you been t -

ise of Commons ? There is a de-

bate in which you cannot fail to be in-

terested/ I told him at once that I had

already made arrangements to go with

Mr. Bancroft, who had kindly proposed
to take me with him to the Diplomatic

I am glad of that/ said he. ' I

shall know where to find you/ And SO

I t<>ok my leave, and proceeded on my
round of visits.

" At an early hour of the evening I

went with Mr. Bancroft to the House of

Commons, and after some preliminary
business had been gone through, the

Education Bill was taken up. Several of

the members came out from their seats

to talk with Bancroft, and one of them

Sir William Molesworth, if I remem-

ber right took him off to their refresh-

ment room for a cup of tea, leaving me
alone. Just then I observed Sir Robert,

who was at the farther end of the house,

lifting his eyeglass and looking intent-

ly toward me. He presently rose, and

marching in his somewhat deliberate and

stately way the whole length of the cham-

ber, came up and took the seat next to

me which Bancroft had left. His con-

versation was charming, as he recalled

some of the incidents of his 1

in the Commons, and pointed out to me
the seats of some of the older glories of

the House, as well as some of those most

distinguished at the moment. He had

then heen in Parliament almost as long
a> I had lived, having been first elected

in the year I was born (1809), and hav-

ing served with almost all the men best

known to the modern history of Eng-
land, except Pitt and Fox, who died

three years before he was old enough to

he chosen. During the half-hour he re-

mained at my side several members of

note had entered into the debate, among
them Mr. Roebuck. \\\\\ suddenly 'the

Ui-ht II onorable member for Edinl

was announced by the Speaker, wh

Robert said quietly but quickly to me,
4 You must excuse me now; Macaulay
has the floor, and 1 1 to attend

closely to what he says.' And so he

marched back to his seat*
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" A night or two afterward I wa

at the House of Commons, when the de-

bate was closed, long after midnight, by
Lord John Russell and Sir Robert him-

self. Sir Robert spoke for an hour and

a half in a masterly manner, fulfilling

all my expectations, and impressing me

deeply with his power and persuasive-

ness as a debater. With a clear and tell-

ing voice and a figure of striking dignity,

without studied rhetoric or flights of fan-

cy, simple, earnest, and at times almost

impassioned, he seemed peculiarly fitted

for a parliamentary leader. I know not

how it may have been with him on other

occasions, but on that night he exhibited

hardly anything of the hesitation which

was then one of the proverbial attributes

of English speakers. His course upon the

Corn Laws the year before had not only

cost him his place at the head of the

government, but had broken up his par-

ty, and made many of his old friends look

coldly, and even angrily at him. But

he bore himself as bravely as if he were

still the idol of the hour, and command-

ed the unbroken attention of a crowded

house."

Mr. Winthrop went to the exhibition

of Sir Robert's pictures, and besides the

pictures saw painters of pictures in Leslie,

Landseer, Turner, Eastlake, Stanfield,

and Westmacott ; men of letters and sci-

ence, as Hallam, Rogers, Faraday, Buck-

land, and Dickens, with such men of

political fame as Lord John Russell and

the Duke of Wellington. He afterward

heard the duke in Parliament, and met
him more than once in private. He had

the distinction, even, of refusing an in-

vitation to dinner with the duke. He

gives several agreeable glimpses of the

great soldier and statesman, but perhaps
none has more interest than that which

is incidental to his recollection of Rogers :

cannot remember whether my in-

troduction to Samuel Rogers, the poet, in

connection with whom, as the author of

the Pleasures of Memory, nothing ought
to be forgotten, was from Webster or Ev-

[January,

erett. but he did full honor to whichever

it was by calling at once and otYering me
the kindest attentions. Nothing could he

more characteristic than one of his iir>t

notes to me :

u *Mv DKUI MR. WINTHROP,

Pray come and breakfast with me at

quarter before ten any morning or ev

morning.
* Yours ever, S. ROGEK-.'

"And so I breakfasted with him re-

peatedly : twice absolutely alone ; more

frequently with five or six others.

"One great advantage to a stranger
in breakfasting alone with Rogers was

this : he could tell over again his oldest

and best stories with the assurance that

they had not been heard before. In a

mixed party, on the other hand, one or

more persons were certain to have heard

them previously, and this restrained and

disconcerted him.
" At one of these tete-a~tetes, I remem-

ber that he dwelt almost entirely on the

Duke of Wellington. He told me that,

many years before, when he was dining

in company with the great English hero,

the duke said :
* I wonder why it is that

nobody ever invites me to dine on Sun-

days. I get three or four invitations for

every other day of the week, but on Sun-

day, after going to church
'

(for the duke

was a regular attendant on public wor-

ship),
* I have only a late lonely dinner at

home, and a desolate evening.' As soon

as Rogers reached home he sat down and

wrote two or three invitations on this

wise :

" ' Mr. Rogers requests the honor of the

Duke of Wellington's company at dinner

on Sunday next at 7i o'clock.'

" ' Mr. Rogers requests the honor of the

Duke of Wellington's company on Sun-

day week
'

(giving the date of the follow-

ing Sunday) <at 7 j o'clock.'

"
Sending them both together to Aps-

ley House, an affirmative answer to both

was received without delay ; and the duke

dined habitually with Rogers for many
Sundays in succession during that season,
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an<l perhaps during more than one sea-

son.

"
Rogers took care to avoid introdu-

cing strangers or ceremonious company

to these dinners, asking only two or

of the particular friends of the duke, so

that he should converse entirely without

: . t . Of these conversations Rogers

made careful record, and on one of the

mornings I was with him alone he sent

his conlid-ntial servant upstairs for his

journals of that period, and read to me

many interesting passages from them, par-

ticularly one of the duke's account of his

resigning his post in 1830,
'
rather/ as he

sal. 1.- than he the head of a faction/ This

was about the time of his greatest unpop-

ularity, when his windows were broken

by the mob. Rogers ended by telling me
what I con 1.1 not have imagined before,

that the duke never saw Napoleon Bona-

parte. He may have brought the focus

of his field glass to bear upon him in

looking at some group at Waterloo, but

he never consciously saw the Emperor."
At Rogers's breakfasts Mr. Winthrop

met Milman, Whewell. and Thirl wall, the

Countess of Orford and her daughter

Lady Dorothy Walpole, afterward Lady

Dorothy Nevill. tin- Dowager Lady Lyt-

tleton, and Lady Bulwer-Lytton.
< >

another occasion he was lunching with

Rogers at Miss Burdett-Coutts's, when

Wordsworth was announced and took

his seat with the company.
" Whil.- wo

were at table," says Mr. Winthrop, "Miss

Coutts chanced to inquire after a favor-

ite servant named James whom she had

seen at Rydal M-.uv . 1 1 U with me,'

sai. I Wordsworth. -With you! Where?'

asked Rogers.
' At the door/ said Words-

wort h. .lames at the door !

'

exclaimed

Miss Coutts. <

Why, I must go and see

him .,t I,' said Rogers,

thereupon the whole party hastened out

to the street door in Stratum Street to

greet the faithful attendant of the poet
who I tad won upon all their hearts by
the care which he took of his aged
ter.

119

\\ ,r.l,,\ ,,;h was then in his seven-

ty-eighth year, and looked quite infirm,

with a spiritual look lik- our Washing-
ton Allston's. He was in the first anx-

:oo, for a beloved daughter, who
died in a few weeks from that tin:

as I was passing along Winder-mere with

a view of calling to see her father, agree-

ably to \i\<
i-.-.juest and my promise. I

was unwilling to intrude upon so fresh

a grief, and wrote him a note of sym-

pathy and apology. The luncheon at

Miss Burdett-Coutts's was thus my only
interview with Wordsworth. He died

in 1850. Ten years after his death I

was again among the Lakes, and as I

was passing his house I saw a red flag

at the gate, betokening an auction sale.

I stopped, and found that Wordsworth's

library was being sold in the barn, to

which it had been removed. I went in,

and found quite a company of book-fan-

ciers. I saw one parcel knocked off,

but could not resist the temptation of

the second pan > 1. I made a bid, and

was successful ; but on being called on

for my name, I asked leave to take the

books and pay for them at once, and to

my consternation was refused,

had to make a little speech in Words-

worth's barn, saying that * I was an

Amrriran. ao-i.l.-ntally passing by, and

that my family were awaiting nu> in the

rain at tin* door : that I had enjoyed the

privilege of knowing Mr. Wordsworth

personally, and desired only to obtain

a souvenir of one I had so much ad-

.' The auctioneer at last gave a

surly assent, taking my money and giv-

ing me the books, but stoutly declaring
t was the only such interruption

he would tolerate. So I paid my money,
and carri* <1 <>tV my prize rejoicing.

The books were < ellaneous,

ami of no gn-;r value; but al-

most all of them had Wordsworth's au-

tograph, and had evidently been read

l.v him. Indeed, one of them proved
to be a book of which he had a high

..pinion. Crabb Robinson, in his Remi-
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niscences, says of Geon:. I>\T, 'He
wrote one good book, tin- Life of Robert

Robinson, which I have heard Words-

worth mention as one of the best books

of biography in the language;* adding
that * Dr. Samuel Parr pronounced tin-

same opinion.' This was one of the

books which I purchased so accidentally

in Wordsworth's barn at Rydal Mount.

and it has an additional interest from

its quaint calico binding. Happening
to show it to Lord Houghton, when he

was one day lunching with me in Bos-

ton, he told me that it was probably
bound by Mrs. Southey, whose habit it

was to bind her husband's books with

fragments of her chintz or calico dresses,

and who may have treated one of her

neighbor's books to a similar covering.

The volume is thus doubly redolent of

the Lake poets."

Mr. Winthrop used his opportunities
for hearing as well as meeting men of

mark in tbe Church, as Blomfield, Bishop
of London, whom Webster singled out

as one of the most impressive speakers
in the House of Lords ; Wilberforce,

Bishop of Oxford ; Dr. Harold Browne,
who succeeded him at Winchester;

Trench, Lord Arthur Hervey, Bishop
Tait, and Dean Stanley ; but he has most

to say of a prelate who shines more now
with a reflected light than he did in

1847, when he was a very notable figure
in his own right, Richard Whately,

Archbishop of Dublin.
" I met him first at a breakfast at Nas-

sau W. Senior's, to whom Webster had

given me a letter. When I entered the

room, where the other guests had an i\ . .1

before me, I saw a tall, gaunt figure in

a straight-bodied coat, with tightly gai-

legsand an apron appended to his

waistcoat, standing with his back to the

fire, and holding up a small puppy by
the nape of its neck, upon which he was

discoursing most humorously. I was

hardly prepared for meeting one of the

great thinkers and writers of the

1 lurch in such an iittitude. But

Whately had a vein of drollery which

could not be controlled, and which ho

did not care to control. He was full of

anecdote and witty repartee during the

1 urak fast, and made me quite at home
with him by his personal cordiality and

kindness. He insisted on taking me to

my hotel, after breakfast was over, in his

chariot, and made me promise to come
and see him in Dublin, if I should cross

over to Ireland in the summer.
" I met him next at a big dinner at

the Marquis of Lansdowne's (then pre-
sident of the Council), where several

Cabinet ministers were present. 1 1 was

pleasant and sumptuous, but had a little

of the coldness and formality which

might be imagined in a banquet hall al-

most lined with antique marble statues.

Whately, however, did not fail to 4
set

the table in a roar
' now and then, un-

til he retired with Lady Lansdowne
and the other ladies, while the gentle-
men remained for half an hour to try
the qualities of the Lansdowne cellar.

When we went up to the drawing-room,
I found the archbishop, with cards and

scissors in hand, lecturing on the princi-

ple of the boomerang, cutting out little

semicircular strips, and blowing or snap-

ping them so as to make them return

upon his own nose or head. He was in

great glee, and the ladies quite wild with

merriment."

Of statesmen and men of great af-

fairs, Mr. Winthrop has agreeable remi-

niscences of Lord Lansdowne, the Earl

of St. Germans, Sir Richard Pakenham,
Sir John Crampton, Sir Henry Bulwer,
Lord Napier, Lord Palmerston, the Mar-

quis of Dufferin, and Gladstone, among
. On his first visit to England he

was presented at court, as afterward on

successive visits.

" Mr. Bancroft, our Minister, was un-

fortunately taken ill a few days before

the Drawing-Room, and I accompanied
Mr. Brodhead and Mr. Moran, his sec-

retaries, having been admitted by Lord

Palmerston to the diplomatic circle,
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Van de Weyer. the l\>

me kindly in ehai

makin . I wa.s thus pri'

mill in
'

.'1 wit-

BeOS th

end. Tli.- VM then in !

enjoy; >utli and health, and was

,;ided ly all tin- beauties of her

.d. the

Marchioness of I locelyn

among tlie m> I'rince

btf >ide. and tin- youiiL,
r

(irand Da .itineof Russia near

him. while the old 1 Wellington
was not far off. It was a splendid

Soon afterward I was at a ball

at Buckingham 1'alace : and he fore leav-

ing London I attended the Birthday
I was again witness

t<> the grace and dignity of the Queen's
manner. lint tin- best opportunity I had

of seeing and hearing her was in the

of Lords, when she prorogued
in person. Nothing could

have been more brilliant than that oc-

casion, the peers in their robe-, the

peerOSBCB in all their jewels, floor and

.\ded with all the distinction

and heantv of the realm, the <.Jiieen her-

r state attire, with a crown

b0f head. But more imprecise
than anything else was the distinct ar-

oiee with which

she read her speech. Fanny Kemhle

in Portia was not more effective. The
whole M-ene was dra d no part
could have been better played than that

sty: while the Mileinnity and
f her tone

e was not pi.i\ i!: :

- a part at all, hut

discharging a duty with simple, p

most persons
who \\..uhl take pleasure in Mr. Win-

iniscences, means
land of I/ :ather than of the

o look

with most interest on the i

those Kix^lishmen who hy th.

have been naturalized in the United

States, 1 MS, Brown-

ing, Maeaulay, \Va |e Landor,

. Lot-khart. and Lord Hoiiurhtoii.

,and Mr. Winthrop
went to J and as he had been pre-

sented at t ^o he made
his bow at the Fren also.

I was presented to i lippe

by Mr. Martii;. n--e d'A

Mr. King, of Alabama, liad left

and before Mr. Rush had ar-

rived), at the palace of Nenilly. It was
a ijuiet evening reception, and I was in-

^ular course, as a mem-
ber of Congress. The British Ambas-
sador (Lord Norraanby) and Leverrier,

then in the lir>t llu-h of his celebrity as

the discoverer of the new planet.

; the only visitors, besides myself
and Mr. Martin. There were two or

three aides-de-camp in uniform : hut the

IB plain clothes, and the Queen
and Madame Adelaide and the Duchess

of Orleans were sitting at a little table,

sipping their tea, and then turning to

their emhroidery. Nothing could have

heen more .simple and unatVected than

the manners of them all. The Duchess

of Orleans, with whom I <<m versed most,

was particularly graceful and gracious,
me an impression of goodness

and loveliness which was fully confirmed

hy her Lit* ami Letters as published af-

ter her death. Her >.m. the Comte de

Paris, was a little boy then, and had

douhtless gone to bed : hut I have known
* London and in Boston, and

he has been go<

volume on the Tra.

land, and his valuable History

War. He lias always impressed me as

the worthy son of so excellent a mother.

Louis Philippe himself was cordial and

-h.itt\ . asking after Ainei leant whom he

had known when in the I ites as

! you know Tim 1'

ing ?
'

said he, and then went on to say
more than I can remember of hin.

! -time statesmen. 1

lowed me almost to the door of the room,
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in the easiest way, when I took my leave.

and told me emphatically that I must

come and see him again. Mr. .Martin

said this was a royal command, and must

be obeyed; and so the next week I went

again, this time in plain clothes, for I

was in uniform before. Another con-

versation with the Duchess of Orleans

renewed my impression of the sweetness

and sincerity of her manner and char-

acter, and the King was as jaunty and

as cordial as before. In seven or eight

months more, he and his family were

banished from France, and the palace in

which I had seen them was sacked and

burned.

My pleasant associations with the

royal family of Orleans were revived

and intensified thirty-five years later, in

September, 1882, by being privileged,

through the kind offices of M. Laugel,
to lunch with that distinguished soldier

and historical writer, the Due d'Aumale,
at his well-known Chateau of Chantilly,

where he was good enough to show me
in person many of the priceless works of

art which it contains."

One other potentate is referred to by
Mr. Winthrop as coming within the range
of his personal experience.

" I was first

presented," he says, "to Pius IX. in

1860. The late Bishop Fitzpatrick, of

Boston, had given me a friendly and

flattering letter to Cardinal Antonelli,

and I was granted a private audience.

The American .Minister, Mr. Stockton,

accompanied me ; and we were ushered

into the Pope's private room, where he

was sitting in his white flannel or me-

rino robe, with a beautiful crucifix and

a jeweled snuffbox on the table at his

side.

i mediately on our entrance, his

Holiness said to me in French, 'Vous

avez Ite* President de la Chambre
nateur?' and on my replying affirma-

tively he continued, 4

Asseyez-vous, MOD-
and then launched out into a most

excited discourse on the then threatened

removal of the French troops from Rome.

[January,

Id -p.ike altogether in French, and

talked freely and fluently on public af-

fairs on both sides of tin ocean. In the

course of his remarks upon America as

*a great country, of great destinies, and

enjoying a great liberty.' I reminded him
that he was the first and only pontilV who

had ever crossed the ocean. He said it

was true that as a young priest he had

been in Chili, and no other Pope had

gone so far; but he did not know what

mi Jit happen hereafter. ' We are in the

midst of great events, great changes. I

rest tranquil,' said he,
4 amid them all,

trusting in God. I have no ambition of

earthly sovereignty, and am content to

part with temporal power whenever God
so wills it. But I do not wish, nor is it

my duty, to accept the decrees of mortal

kings or emperors as indications or in-

struments of God's will.'

" He more than intimated his belief

that the Emperor of the French had al-

ready, at that very moment, given orders

to Marshal Vaillant to withdraw his

troops from Italy. Mr. Stockton sug-

gested that it was probably only from

the north of Italy. The Pope replied

that he supposed the troops might not be

removed quite so summarily from Rome :

the Emperor ought certainly to give
more than two hours' notice, a week

or two was the least that should he given.

But he was not altogether at the mercy of

foreign troops, and he trusted all would

be safe whether they went or stayed.

And then he made an eloquent and im-

passioned allu-ion to the exquisite fresco

of Heliodorus by Raphael, and to the

intervention of a Divine Protector por-

trayed in that grand picture. Nothing
could have been more impr. i\e than

this part of his conversation, and I regret
that I cannot recall more of it. He spoke
with great approbation of a recent speech
or letter of the late Archbishop Hughes,
and of some manifestation which he him-

self had just received from Buffalo. But

he seemed not to know exactly where

Buffalo was, until I referred to it as
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not far from the great Falls of

ra. He illy
of

npathy which had heeii mani

in. r. ly hy ('atholi*

by Protestants thron id ; al-

luding particularly, il I mi-take not. to

1 ami Diu-heSB Of

enlmri;. ainun

\\ bf | ..iaied rather at giving ex-

cerpts from this agreeable fragment of

>_M-aphy. hut though we have failed

to mention many name- that were on

Mr. Winth lUt in his oeca-

sional visits to i the reader can

scarcely n. how abundant and

how rich is the storehouse from which

he has drawn these memorahilia. llonor-

D his own service, which has been

ly even in those years when
ht fairly have been allowed to rest

as emeriti!-, hi- a-soriation with men of

abroad as well as at home for half

:iry illu-trates that delicate net-

work uitional social relations

which is not much taken into account by

puhlici-ts. hut is after all one of the strong-

est bonds which unite the peoples of

Christendom.

exigency of magazine puhli.

has made the above to appear in the pre-
.scnt ten-e. It remains only to add a

w<>nl which conld not so well be said

M ; . \\ inl rap
1

- fifd MI . He

gave an intimation in hi- hook that he

ion of autobio-

graph;. -hip- in his own

country. To write of sonn- of his asso-

ciates in ]>nhlic ! not have been

hard, for his own service had been so long
that many whom he had worked with

had died long before. His coimnemora-

tive addn---e- arc -tudded with notai'lc

.iums on ti :i.it unlikely this

:n. in the weari-tmt-nc>s

of old age. tuning to theme* he

had already handled. 1- idd be

; ake to 8uppo
was merely an interesting survivor of an

interesting past. His otli'-L.

politics came to an end, ind.-. d. man\

years ago. Yet as he represented hi-h

principles in political life. >o. continuous-

ly after retiring from office, he was in a

very notable sense a public man. He
stood as a signal in-tance of the A

can citizen who recognizes his duty to

the community in which he lives, and

the opportunities which arise in that vast

network of social, philanthro]
al activity which happily with us

is dissociated from exclusively govern-
mental function. It is idle to assume

that ardent devotion to partisan politics

exhausts the capacity for good c i t i /e n - h i

]>.

or that the only career for an Am
who desires to serve IIH country is in the

political field. Mr. Winthrop demon-

strated clearly that a man of scholarship
and independent fortune could, year af-

ter year, give a large part of his time to

ion of iMv.it public ends, and
do this so unostentatiously that the news-

papers did not keep hi- name standing
in large capital-. When this magazine
was founded, it bore for a device on the

cover the head of the first Winthrop of

Massachusetts Bay. That device was

supplanted hy the A !

flag when
the war for the Union came. In its

recognition of the enduring elements of

.icter and ion. it

regards this descendant of .l,,hn Win-

throp as a great and worthy exemplar.
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A GERMAN APPRAISAL OF THE UNITED STATES.

SINCE the civil war, which disclosed

tin- ini^lit ..f America, there has been

begotten in Europe an intelligent curi-

osity as to the forms and meanings of

American life. Scholars have turned to

our great republic, and studied its law,

history, and social characteristics, and

men oi practical politics and practical

science have profited by our example or

learned to shun our follies. Not to speak
of more trivial investigations, Bryce,
Carlier, and Von Hoist have, in their

respective languages, given to the world

descriptions of the life, law, and history
of the United States. Professor Ratzel's

book l can well be classed with the works

of these three ; for he has written much
more than a dead geography of America.

The book is more than scientific ; it is hu-

man. He feels that the United States

has an immense moral influence upon the

life of that new Germany which has begun
to lift its head under the inspiring con-

sciousness of a realized harmony, and to

grope toward a social and industrial sit-

uation worthy of the nineteenth century,
and befitting its political greatness and
its political achievements. This feeling
has given the book something of a Ger-

man cast. His purposes have occasion-

ally affected tin- accuracy of his scien-

tific insight, but they have also brought
his geography securely within the cate-

gory of the humanities. He feels the

meaning of American life so strongly
that in his preface he thus confesses to

bop : It may be asserted that the

political intelligence of a people can be

ineasmvd to-day by the amount of know-

ledge and appreciation they may pos-
sen of what is occurring, and is likely
to occur, in America. We must there-

1 Politische Gtographit der Vereinigtfn Staaten
von Ameriica, untrr betonderer Btriickiichtigung
dor naturlichen Bedingungrn und wirthschaft-
lichfn VerhnltnitM. \

fore take care that Germany, \vhich has

already derived so much benefit from its

knowledge of the United States, shall

not be excelled by any people in this

knowledge." It is largely, also. 1>< -caiiM*

of such feeling that this second edition

has become, as Professor Ratzel asserts,

a new book. Not only have the facts

and figures been altered to agree with

the statistics of our last census ; the spirit

of the book has been changed as well.

The author more fully sympathizes in

our manifest destiny, and has more mi-

nutely studied the influence of topogra-

phy on character.

The word "
geography

"
may conceal

rather than reveal the scope of the work
to the reader who has not noticed the

trend of modern geographical study. All

science has of course come under the

sway of the evolutionary idea; and thus

geography is no longer an account of

the dwelling-place of man. hut of his

growing -
place. It strives to give the

physical facts which are making for hu-

man development and progress. Even
when the exact correspondence between

man and his physical environment can-

not be determined, new interest is given
to topography and climate because of the

realization that these are telling facts in

human history. No problems in politics,

in law, in sociology, are foreign to the

student of the subject, because all are at

the most but the converse side of geo-

graphy, the effect of physical forces. All

earthy facts assume a spiritual signiii

ranee when touched by the wand of this

most modern of sciences. Ratzel's book

is built upon this comprehension of the

geographic science. We are not sur-

prised, therefore, to find that it contains

ZEL, Professor der Geographic an der Uni
sitat zu Leipzig. Zweiter II;m<l von d -

faasere Werk, Die Vereinigten Staaten von

Araerika. Miinchen : R. Oldenbourg. 1893,
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M ply a d :

topography an<l climate. ussion

of tin? race problem a emigration
.nd a con- ..oliticx

al, mental, ami

moral structure of the American man.

lessor Ratzel lias not endeavored

to trace out lah lie effect

mate upon the energy, fancy, and bodily

vigor of European emigrants to Am
This is not because he depreciates the

value of climate as an historical factor,

but because he appreciates that hundreds

of other things go to make up man's en-

i "lit. We find, also, little or no

trace of the doctrine of the dynamic eco-

nomists. And yet their ideas could, with

no violence to the theories of the author,

be classed as di-tinctly -.jeo^raphic rather

than economic. Perhaps he does not see

that an abundance of eh evi-

an earthy fact has had at least

as much force in our history as have riv-

ers and lakes and snows. He has made.

however, most valuable additions to our

thinking upon the relations between phy-
sicsand poiiiies. As one reads the book,

he is almost forced to the conclusion that

.-an hist..r\ must be rewritten, this

time from the standpoint of geography,
as before from that of politics or mysti-

cism. Professor Ratzel states some well-

lv that they have at

once a new meaning for at, and show

us how inevitably nature has conditioned

our
liistory and will shape our d

We are, he states, a Pacific as well as

an Atlantic power ; and thU -imple state-

wide, causes

us to realize that th<- Kastern question
i Western one. H-v mufh

il significance is there in the fact

that AV\omin^ liolds within her limits

the soi 1.astern

and South, in nci_dihors v A land which

has thu> be t-'iind together, the p.w. i

of secession can never pot asunder. But

it is easy to give way too readily to the

charm of finding -ei m..n- in ston68, and

books in the running brooks. Ail the

energies of our history are not the imme-

diate bequest of physical environment

We know full well, for instance, that

th- ^reat motive id. -as ..! 1'nritaiiism can

no more be dug out of the New England
drift than sunbeams can be made out of

mi-umbers.

Professor Ratzel has sought, perhaps
not in vain, for one physical fa

effect of which will account for certain

evident characteristics common to the

whole American people. Spite of the

diversities of climate and topography,
the men of the United > lereso-

ever they may live, are not unlike. !!-

finds one all-pervading influence affect-

i ir.;- tiie social, industrial, ami purely in-

tellectual lit.-. This comes from the size

or spaciousness (Ratnm of the country.
44 The breadth of the land has given to

the American spirit something of its own
size." This conception of space has

stimulated the imagination; it has ba-

the idea st destiny, and

has thus directly affected our politics and

our diplomacy; it has had its enlivi nin^

effect not only in commerce and govern-

ment, hut in morals and : it has

stamped upon the mind of the common
man a lasting brand of optimism ; it has

"racy a peculiar

in. which mak rant of po-
litical abuses and corruption, and hope-
ful in the midst of disaster; it has caused

the people to rjve time, energy, and

money to schools and colleges, an

made the typical A parent in-

dulgent toward his children, because the

-in\ of the undeveloped

try lies in the min.l and hrain of the

coming gen The use which the

author makes of this idea is so sugges-

tive that one hesitates to criticise it

it is donhtful if the d good na-

ture I do not mean gayety or

someness of the American people can

be so intimately 1 \\ithxj.a

n, M I'rof.-ss,,!- II U/< 1 \\ould |,;iv.- u<

believe. Better and more abundant food,

a more stimulating climate, more reason-
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able political and social conditions, help

to differentiate the American from the

inhabitant of northern On-many. On.

who has passed a winter beneath tin-

lowering skies of Saxony, or even Prus-

sia, need not be told that sunshine lias

its direct physical effect upon the spirits.

If the statistics of 1890 are trustworthy,

MI i<- ides in the states of north and mid-

dle Germany are from five to six times

as frequent as in the states of America.

Califonria alone approaches Germany in

the percentage of suicides, but that is be-

cause the Chinaman has a peculiar facility

in making his quietus with a bare bodkin.

Perhaps the most interesting portions

of this book are those which treat of the

social and intellectual characteristics of

Americans. It must be said that Pro-

fessor Ratzel is eminently fair, although
at times he has failed to sympathize. In

fact, one feels that he has seen, but not

felt ; that he has the cool insight of the

surgeon without the compassionate ap-

preciation of the physician. Bryce has

shown us that sympathy need not in-

sure commendation. Ratzel does not feel

sympathy, fellow-feeling, even when he

commends. Yet at times he is fairer

toward us than are many of us toward

ourselves. He does not hesitate to say,

for instance, that the American is bodily

and mentally more refined and mobile

than the European ; that he thinks and

acts more quickly than the German ; that

he is richer in fantasy and less restrained

by precedent ; that although the Ameri-

can gentleman is often cross (verdriess-

he is on the whole more coolly

polished and polite than his European

counterpart.

It is to be hoped that some of the plain

statements of fact which this Look con-

tains may penetrate some German brain

which firmly holds the illusion that all

learning is Teutonic in origin. The au-

thor knows America too well to believe

that our thoughts and our genius are all

absorbed in petty ingenuity, in inventing
new mousetraps or useless paraphernalia

for kitchen shelves. The so-called Amer-
ican inventiveness is more than a per-
verted, paltry ingenuity. At times it is

the application of common sense to the

simplifying of problems of living; but

much of it is genuine scientific research.

In some fields, for instance electricity, it

is not now necessary for the German sa-

vant to say,
** It is good," before the world

will recognize that something has been

done. In astronomy, in geology, in many
lines of pure science, the Americans are

and have been making contributions to

learning. Ratzel knows this, because he

himself knew the great A^a.-si/.. He
knows enough, too, to repel the assertion

of the a priori German who ridiculed the

possibility of real historical work among
us, because, forsooth, so many thousands

of Gibbon's Rome were sold yearly in

the United States. He spurns, also, the

idea that the American mind is deficient

in fancy ; on the contrary, mobility and

airiness are its characteristics. He be-

lieves that we love nature ; our poetry
is the poetry of nature, and our prose

betrays its influence. This open-hearted
love of nature, as one sees it in it- sim-

plicity and grandeur, gives to all our lit-

erature a flavor distinguishing it from

the literature of modern Europe. Geo-

graphy has impressed itself upon the heart

and soul of the man of letters. We have

no ruins or historic minsters, but we have

inspiring anticipations of a coming em-

pire, and thus the imagination feels the

stimulus of hope.
That America is industrially one of

the leaders of the world, and that Ger-

many, much as she has profited by ex-

ample, has much to learn, no thinking
and reading German now denie-. This

superiority Professor Rat /.el takes for

granted. His explanation of its cau>c

is somewhat unique. He attributes our

industrial energy and productiveness not

simply to the richness of the soil, and

the unbounded opportunity our spacious

country offers for remunerative work.

The publicans of South America have
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the same privilege. Kvm tlie stimulat-

ing climate and race mixture are jiot

du'-lt upon as the main causes. He
seems to stop short of such physical rea-

sons, and contents himself with what

\\ould appear to be a secondary rather

than a primary cause. He finds the se-

cret of our industrial energy in the early

maturity of our young people. As pro-

ducers in the economic field, our young
men begin to work some five years earlier

than in Germany. Statisticians in the

latter country place the beginning of the

productive age at twenty-five, but our

author well says that here it is not later

than twenty. "Therein lies the great

industrial gain, that the families are

more quickly relieved from the burden of

supporting the children, and the young
at an earlier age enter the lists of

those who are working to increase the

national wealth." If the evolutionary

idea that progress has come from length-

ening the plastic period of childhood

hold true in the more advanced stages of

evolution, we may perhaps doubt whether

this early maturity is an advantage to

our race. The author thinks, however,
that th<> Ann i ican character is expanded
ami nrirlird hy the fact that youthful

dependence, weakness, and irresolution

do not extend far down into the age of

manhood. The only evil which he sees

is one which attests the fact that, with all

his kcnmi-N and fairm-*. In- is a fon-i-n-

er, and a German foreigner still : he la-

ihat th.- politician uses the youth-
ful vot. -i- fr his own sad ends, and that

[

men's political dub* have too'much

influence in guiding the ship of state. We
all mi_h: wish that th.- thoiightlesOMSB
of youth were the greatest danger threat-

i he sensible navigation of our some-

uli.it leaky craft.

Early maturity i n i 4 h t establish a pre-

smnption ,,f ,

iily decay. Professor Rat-

tel is somewhat misty on this subject.
We have heard so much about

ican man's burn in.; his candle at both

ends that tlu- metaphor has been com-

, domesticated. Yet our author,

while not denying that old age comes

early here, asserts that t .e only
of the body, not of the mind, a curi-

ous piece of -piritualism to come from a

-t. We are asked to be-

lieve that after the physique is worn and

battered by the stress and storm of life,

the mind goes marching on in unabated

vigor, a ii, in reality, that the

cells of the brain have not felt the wear

and tear that have broken down the rest

of the body. The fact of the matter is,

that these theories about the early death

of the American man or his early de-

crepitude are still very nebulous. One
would like to see in a scientific book some

figures that would materialize or dissi-

pate this misty superstition. The author

quotes with apparent approval the re-

marks of Sir Charles Dilke, who is much
shocked at the pale, strained, and hag-

gard faces that he meets on the street*

of Boston ; but such a sigh might find it*

echo from the American who walks tow*

eringly among the little men who haunt

Hyde Park on a Sunday afternoon to en-

joy the music or listen to socialistic ha

rangues. Do the figures of life insurance

companies show that the European live*

longer than the American ? Do the re-

ports from hospitals or the hospital tent

show the American lens enduring under

suffering, a more delicate and dangerous

subject for the surgeon ? Do army mea-

surements show that he is more narrow-

chested and has less lung capacity in pro-

D to hU ibe, one of the crucial

tests of vitality made by our professors

of physical culture? The answer must

needs be "no" to all these in,

Moreover, where the early English stock

has been allowed naturally to develop un-

mixed with the recent emigrations from

Continental Europe, the inhabitants of

this continent are models of physical man-

hood. Professor Ratzel himself makes

the statement that American babies are

larger than those of ' Measure-

ments taken at Harvard, Yale, and Cam-
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bridge, England, prove that the New Eng-
land collegian is larger than the scion of

theold English university. All th-

must be admitted. And yet one is a>ked

to believe that, figures to the contrary,

these advantages of the American youth
are early wasted and frittered away. It

must be time to revise these statements

about American leanness. Many of them

had their origin sixty years ago, or more,

when, it may be, the typical Yankee was

not caricatured in the figure given to

Uncle Sam as he has always appeared in

comic cartoons. Possibly the picture was

not a libel on many of the farmers and

woodsmen, who, in the earlier history of

our land, were not fed by the produce of

a developed country, but nursed dyspep-
sia and neurasthenia on salt pork, corn

bread, and maple syrup.

Professor Ratzel is seen at his best and

at his worst in his chapter on the church :

at his best, because it shows a most care-

ful gathering and handling of material ;

at his worst, because it is impossible in

one chapter to characterize the compli-
cated religious life of America. There

is something misleading even in the title

of the chapter, Die Kirche. In no sense

have we the church. We have neither a

leading denomination nor an established

hierarchy ; and a combination of all the

religious bodies does not form the church,

if one gives to that term the meaning
which it has in the life of any European
state. At his worst he is, too, because the

most liberal and open-minded foreigner
cannot come to an appreciation of the

vitality of American religion through a

study of statistics. Yet the author's keen-

ness of vision and philosophic aptitude for

his task are so clearly shown that thU

chapter is fascinating ; especially, it may
be, because one is intensely interested in

seeing the churches of America through
the spectacles of a German profx

Hi- opening sentences are amusingly an-

tithetical and pungent. Turning I mm a

gloomy sketch of the dark and devious

labyrinth of American politics, lit- say- :

"It has been said that the Americans

possess a talent for politics. Their tal-

ent for religion is perhap> greater. The
American has received as an Anglo-Saxon

heritage this gift closely connected with

earnestness in living, fidelity to duty, and

practical sense. Together with his polit-

ical sense of freedom he has a regard for

everything which is generally recognized
as worthy of reverence."

The philosophical observer of America

has at no time had difficulty in discover-

ing that at least in our newer \Vestern

life the motives and impulses of men
were closely associated with the moods

and teachings of nature, their constant

companion and friend. Professor Ratzel

has thrown new light upon the subject,

and even when stating ordinary facts

has helped us to trace more exactly the

subtle threads of influence which, coming
from the tangible things about us, have

been woven into the warp and woof of

character. He shows that, although there

is now no great unredeemed West to spur
the imagination with the thought of ma-

terial conquest, the consciousness of t-m-

pire and visions of coming power have

cast the warmth of optimism upon the

American mind ; and in describing our

present industrial status, he too yields to

the contagion of hopefulness. Especially
to Americans geography should be a sub-

ject of continuing interest. It must take

its place in our college curriculum as one

of the fundamental studies in preparation
for intelligent citizenship and public ser-

vice. Modern as it is in its generous

phase, it is in its essence the mother of

physical sciences, and such a work as this

proves that it is the mother of political

and social science as well.
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N NEW BOOKS.

Illustrated and Holiday Books. Pen Draw-

ing and Pen Draughtsmen, their Work and

Method,,. VrtTo-Day,
with Teehni.-al Suggestions, by Joseph Pen-

Macmillan.) A second edition, revised

and considerably changed, of a book pub-
lished five years ago. Mr. Pennell writes

and selects his illustrations for artists, and

for them only. In his brusque, and one

may even say at times ill-mannered text, he

seems rather scornful of all other persons.
He is, it is true, dealing exclusively with

technique, ami it is not surprising that an

ho has himself won high distinction

in the field of pen drawing, and has made a

constant study of the subject since his first

edition, should speak with authority and con-

fidence. Nevertheless, if Mr. Pennell, with

his cocksureness, is meekly accepted by ar-

tists as a final court, things are different in

the world of art from what they are in the

world of letters. The book is a very hand-

ne. and the ignorant general reader

\s ill -et a great deal of pleasure out of it

on his own behalf. The Lite of Christ as

Represented in Art, by Frederick W. Farrar.

(Maeinillaii.) Archdeacon Farrar takes a
somewhat more modest position in this work
than in his The Life of Christ. He is but

the showman of the painters, and he trusts

wisely to the best historians and critics of

It need scarcely be said that he is

'I ipiite exclusively with the -uhjeet

treatment from a subject i\ e point of

View, and refrains fr..in aii\ technical crit-

icism. The book, with its abundant illustra-

tion, beeom., thus a con\enient and most in-

ng study of the relation which art in

the several great periods has borne toward
the central figure of the world. It is possible

ir has not wholly con-
: tin pur.-ly artistic side of his subject,

and has referred- -o piety what was
u his Mil.

the demands of hi, patron ; and he

has brought occasionally a nineteenth -een-

; but hit b.,,,k uill b- f..imd I

i^htful edition . Uttft'l

just issue

v George Saintsbnry, and illus-

! I ugh Thomson. (George Allen,
VOL. LXXV. N 117. 9

London
; Macmillan, NewYork.) Mr. Thom-

son has reproduced capitally the characters

of his figures, and given a grace and dainti-

ness to the costumes which half suggests a

masquerade of ladies and gentlemen, but

has none of the histrionic look which is apt
to mar pictures of a revived beginning of

the century. It is a great pity that the pub-

lishers, in their commercial anxiety, have de-

faced so many of the pictures with a copy-

right motto. It is a pleasure to have one

of Jane Austen's tales in such fair type and
witli such charming bits of illustration.

Hypatia. or, New Foes with an Old Face, by
Charles Kingsley. Illustrated from Draw-

ings by William Martin Johnson. In two

volumes. (Harpers.) Mr. Johnson has in

a measure, perhaps unwittingly, followed

Kingsley in his illustrations to this stirring

tale
;
for though he has essayed to picture

men, women, and objects in the fifth cen-

tury, he has more than once, we think, used

a model of quite distinctly the nineteenth-

century type. Nevertheless, his drawing is

always graceful and often full of spirit, and

th. decorative treatment is delightful and

most fit. All books do not lend themselves

so well as Hypatia to the marginal annota-

tion pictorially, and the result is a singular-

ly beautiful illustrated book. The portrait
of Kingsley is taken wisely from one made
at the age when he wrote Hypatia.

Wedding Journey, by W. I>. Howells. With
Illustrations by Clifford Carl. ton. (Hough-
ton.) The li^ht air of this charming book IS

happily felt by Mr. Carleton in his sketchy

designs, which do not attempt too much, and

remain, as it were, in the background of a

book which is so delightfully real in its way
that one almost un\\ ittingly looks for photo-

graphie illustrations drawn il p.-r-

sonsandobj' s Timothy's

Quest has hern illustrated 1>\ < M

.ton in what really may be called a

new mode. Mr H.-rf.inl \\.\* usr.l hi* play-
ful fancy to give a sort of other-world

ration to the events of the story ;
and in-

mself with translating
scenes and persons into pictures, be has

-i \.-M them a half-spiritual translation, and

brought out the inner lite of this pretty para-
ble. Portraits in Plaster, from the Colleo-
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tion of Laurence Hutton. (Harpers.) The

illustrations of some seventy casts of mighty
men and two women, taken after death,

are in themselves interesting, and would In-

still more so could they be compared with

portrait* from life by really great artists.

Those who have observed the face after

death certainly must be aware of a change
in many instances. One might almost say
that the face retains the residuum of char-

acter
;
but it can hardly be said that the

lighter qualities of life, the more joyous ele-

ments, ever have any presentation in the

death mask. Mr. Hutton has accompanied
his plates with agreeable text, in which he

strays wisely beyond the immediate confines

of his subject. Child-Life in Art, by Es-

telle M. Hurll. (Joseph Knight Co., Boston.)
Miss Hurll has treated her subject topically,

but with a nice sense of the gradation of

her theme
; for, beginning with Childhood

in Ideal Types, she goes on with Children

Born to the Purple, The Children of Field

and Village, The Child-Life of the Streets,

Child-Angels, and finally The Christ Child.

The illustrations are well chosen, and she

has brought together a delightful group of

interesting pictures in her descriptive pas-

sages. The theme is an admirable one, and

this is almost a pioneer book. It might well

be the starting-point for an interpretative

study which should take account of the de-

velopment of the human mind in its interest

in the general subject. Old English Songs
from Various Sources. With Illustrations

by Hugh Thomson, and an Introduction by
Austin Dobson. (Macmillan.) The songs
are all the songs of home-bred wits, such

as Thomson delights to illustrate. Not one

can be said to have a foreign smack to it,

and the illustrations are full of humor, and
of that legitimate addition to the text which

makes a picture an illustration, and not a

repetition. Messrs. Lee & Shepard have

brought out for holiday use four series of

colored and illuminated cards after designs

by Irene E. Jerome, designs graceful and

pleasing enough to make one regret that

they should have been strung upon ribbons

to form " banners." Three sets of the cards

are dedicated respectively to Joy, Rest, and

Every-Day ; the fourth illustrates What
Will tin- Violets Be? Easter verses by
W. C. Gannett.

History and Biography. The History of

the French Revolution, by Louis Adolphe

Thiers. Translated by Frederick Shoberl.

(Lippincott, Philadelphia ; Bentley, Lon-

don.) The History of the Consulate and Em-

pire, by Louis Adolphe Thiers. Translated

by D. Forbes Campbell ami John Stebhing.

(Lippincott, Philadelphia ; Cliatto & Win-

dns, London.) Naturally, one of the results

of the curious but marked revival of the Na-

poleonic legend would be the republieation
of the English versions of the histories of its

greatest exponent. The translation of the

French Revolution was first brought out by

Bentley nearly sixty years ago, while the

volumes of the Consulate and Empire close-

ly followed the appearance of the French

originals, the earliest of which was pub-
lished in 1845, the latest in 1862. The pre-
sent editions of the two works are uniform

in style, the first being in five, the second

iu twelve handsome and exceedingly well-

printed volumes. The steel engravings of

former days have been retained, which as re-

gards some of the portraits is well, but in t In-

case of the scenic illustrations is not so well.

It now hardly needs to be said that Thiers

was not a philosophic historian, that he usu-

ally wrote as a partisan, and that his patri-

otism, if ardent and intense, was jiarrow as

well. But his French Revolution, considering
that he was the first historian of that convul-

sion, his youth at the time of writing, and

the imperfect material at his command, is

a remarkable, even if it long ago ceased to

be an authoritative work. As for Thiers's

magnum opus, The History of the Consulate

and Empire, there must be, from present in-

dications, a tolerably large body of readers

prepared to give it a sympathetic welcome.

The unsympathetic will be interested at

least in the treatment of the statecraft of

the time by a writer who was himself a

maker of history. Both classes should feel

grateful to the publishers for the admirably
full and comprehensive index which sup-

plements the work. Songs, Poems, and

Verses, by Helen, Lady Dufferin (Conn
of Gifford). Edited, with a Memoir and

some Account of the Sheridan Family, by
her Son, the Marquess of Dufferin and Ava.

(Imported by Scribners.) Lady PulVerin

wrote a few graceful and charming songs,
tender and pathetic like The Irish Emigrant,
or tender and humorous like Katey's Let-

ter
;
and some bright and often witty society

verses, very successful in their own day, and

still pleasantly readable, though they have
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not the enduring quality which, despite

i.rli-T tiim-s, other manners, makes the

; raed still a delight. Hut after

poems are most interesting as addi-

tions to or illustrations of the memoir of

utlmr which opens the volume,

one of the most beautiful and touch-

ing tributes ever paid to a mother by a son.

Lord Dufferiu has done his work with un-

i;o>d taste as well as warmth of feel-

ing, and his picture of a woman, rarely

beautiful, accomplished, brilliant, but above

all loving and lovable, illumined as it is by
the self-revelation of some of the verses,

makes a singularly vivid impression on the

reader. The two widely differing letters,

each so perfect in its way, which are given

here, make the promised publication of an

extended biography, including a selection

from Lady Dufferin's correspondence, a

thing to be desired. Mention should be

made of the simplicity and dignity with

which the story of Lord Gifford's life and

death is told, a story containing romance

and i.i-roism of a very noble sort, such as we
.sin ii iM look for vainly in most contempo-

rary works of imagination. The Life of

Jonathan Swift, by Henry Craik. In two

volumes. (Macmillan.) A second edition

of a work published a dozen years ago, and

offering a fresh illustration of the scholar-

ship and general fairness which characterize

the literary biography of the past twenty
or twenty-five years. The whole group of

Men of Letters, though un.
|ii:il

in treatment, is on the whole a witness to

that spirit of accuracy, of scientific method,
and of generally sound judgment which has

been laying the foundation, we feel sure, for

a more generous and intelligent study of

i Ii literature. Students now find tln

paths cleared for them, and such a book as

this of Mr. Craik's will do much toward
tii. -in a right entrance into eigh-

deas. Diary of a Boston

School- (iii : ;hton, Mifflin & Co.)
These quaint and charming records of Anna
Green Winslow are most appreciatively in-

troduced and amply annotated by All.-.-

Morse Karlc. Though the daily doings of

an elegant little miss, barely in her teens, in

^carcely fail to have an historical

importance by no means inconsiderable, yet
the greatest interest and value of this dainty

journal are surely sentimental In these de-

generate days of indifference to sentiment,

to what can give life otherwise com-

monplace a distinction and a charm, these

winsome entries make an exquisite contri-

bution to the scanty fringe of association

about our workaday lives. A sentiment,

then, to the memory of Nanny Green !

Not in punch, though the sprightly 1 it t It-

lady objected not to it, either hot or cold,

but in tea : the toast to this demure littl-

maiden of twelve. Selections from the

Correspondence of Thomas Barclay, for-

merly British Consul-General at New
Edited by George Lockhart Rives. (Har-

pers.) Mr. Barclay was a Loyalist who

fought on the king's side, and when New
York was evacuated went to Nova Scotia.

He was one of the commissioners under Jay's

Treaty to determine the river St. Croix,

and in 1799 was appointed British Consul-

General for the Eastern States of America,
an office which he held until the war of

1 x 1 _-. Afterward he was agent for British

prisoners, and finally one of the commis-

sioners to settle the Northeast Boundary.
His letters therefore cover interesting

points, and they have been admirably edit-

ed, the editor's own text being also forcible

and lively. The book is a very handsome

one, and a capital addition to our stock of

first-hand historical memoirs. The Life

of Charles Loring Brace, chiefly told in

his own Letters. Kditcd hy his I>anghtcr.

( >! iltners.) Mr. Brace's name i> il >

in the minds of mast with his pioneer work
in the Children's Aid Society. Others will

recall faintly his volume of travels and his

interest in language ; but those who knew
him only in one of his aspects will be sur-

prised and delighted with a book which dis-

closes him in his generous nature, his eager-
ness for new expressions of truth, and the

hospitality which he showed as each n.-\v

person or interest appealed to him. This

Life will go far toward giving those who
did not know him at all an acquaintance
with a rich and lovable nat a pity

that the book should be sent out without an

index. The reader who has heretofore

been girding up his loins before attacking

Syiuon H's on the Renaissance, and

has stood irresolute before so mighty an en-

terprise, may engage with cheerfulness upon
the single-volume work \s hi. -h lias lately ap-

peared, entitled A Short 1 1 ; lie Re-

naissance in Italy, taken from the work of

John Addington Symonds by Lieutenant-
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Colonel Alfred Pearson. (Imported by
Scribners.) By a skillful process of elimi-

nation, Colonel Pearson has succeeded in

leaving a compendium which is so flowing
in style as not to suggest condensation, and

the reader is early put in possession of that

conception of the Renaissance as an expan-
sion of the human spirit which is the clue

to what otherwise might be a confused his-

tory. The same work is reproduced in more

compact form by Henry Holt & Co.

Fiction. My Lady Rotha, by Stanley J.

Weyman. (Longmans.) We have become
so used to finding ourselves in the France

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

when, with confident assurance of pleasure
to come, we open a new book by Mr. Wey-
man, that it causes a slight shock, in be-

ginning the narrative of Martin Schwartz,
steward of the Countess Rotha of Heritz-

burg, to discover that we are in Thuringia,
and about to be plunged into the midst of

that most ruthless and desolating of conflicts,

the Thirty Years' War. Perhaps we should

prefer to remain in the country where we
have been so well entertained, but we soon

find that the author can move with perfect
ease and naturalness in his new environ-

ment, and as surely as ever hold his reader.

My Lady Rotha is admirably constructed,
swift in movement and full of vigorous life.

We must confess to finding the love-story
of the heroine a matter of quite secondary
interest

;
what most impresses the reader are

the vivid glimpses given of devastated and
demoralized Germany, the country one vast

camp, and the wretched people cmshed as

between the upper and nether millstones.

Mr. Weyman never dwells unduly upon the

horrible, but the sketches of Tzerclas and
his mercenaries, restrained as they are, will

not be quickly forgotten. The illustrations

are a regrettable feature of the book.

The Matchmaker, by L. B. Walford. (Long-
mans.) Admirers of Mrs. Walford's earlier

work may, after much more or less disap-

pointing experience in recent years, take

heart again, for The Matchmaker, though
it cannot share the honors of Mr. Smith or

Pauline or The Baby's Grandmother, is in

some ways an exceedingly clever story. The

picture of the Caruoustie household is very
truthful and vivid

; every touch tells. Lord
Carnoustie with his rustic yancherie, and his

wife with her narrow self-complacency and

prim code of manners and morals, the

faults and weaknesses of both naturally be-

ing intensified by their position of suprem-
acy in their own remote little world, are

realistic sketches of the best sort, full of

insight and humorous perception. Especial-

ly skillful are the slight indications given
of an underlying quality of birth and breed-

ing, which, in emergencies, makes itself felt.

The story, though a little drawn out, is told

with spirit, and its interest seldom Hags.

Highland Cousins, by William Black. (Har-

pers.) Mr. Black is here on the ground In;

long ago made his own, so that the setting
of the scenes wherein pretty Barbara, with

the mind, conscience, and heart of an un-

taught, petulant child, and Jessie, the per-
sonification of the good qualities her cousin

lacks, play their parts is all that could be

desired. Mr. Black's constant readers, if at

all critical, must instinctively divide his later

books into two classes, those which have

something of the charm or power of certain

of his earlier novels, and those that are the

perfunctory work of an experienced story-
teller. In spite of one or two clever charac-

ter studies and some interesting and spirited

episodes, Highland Cousins must be counted

in the latter category. The Wings of Ica-

rus, by Laurence Alma Tadema. (Macmil-

lan.) Emilia Fletcher, in her beliefs and

unbeliefs, especially the latter, is a Jin-de-

siecle heroine of the intenser sort. Through-
out her story, which is given in the form
of letters supplemented by a journal, she is

effusively in love with Constance, her "
poor

sweet," a lady unhappily married. Emilia's

earlier passion loses none of its ardor when

another, still more absorbing, takes posses-
sion of her. Its object, Gabriel, who soon

becomes her "
poor dear," is a penniless poet,

coldly looked upon by the relatives of his

inamorata, both well-established reasons

that he should fill a hero's place ;
other-

wise he is singularly unattractive. Of course

Emilia joyfully brings her two loves to-

gether, and equally of course they speedily
adore each other. Naturally, these compli-
cations end tragically, the Jinale being in

execution the weakest part of the book. No
gleam of humor gives the needed relief to

the stress itnd strain of the talc
;
but the

writer possesses so genuine an emotional

power that we cannot but regret that it is

not here used to better purpose. Doreen,
the Story of a Singer, by Kdna Lvall. (Long-

mans.) A very emotional tale dealing with
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i politics, the work of an ardent partisan,
vh will appeal chioHy to the thorough-

;jg sympathizers of the causes advocat-

isual result, the convincing
; hose who are already convinced. The

ry of Dan, by M. C. Francis (Houghton),
is an Irish novel of a different sort. It is

a village tragedy told with rare simplici-

ty, directness, and self-restraint. An hon-

est, single-hearted lad's infatuation for a

worthless girl, with all the sad and evil con-

sequences which flow therefrom, is not in

itself a fresh motif, but the writer treats

ith originality as well as with delicate

insight and true feeling. The country folk,

whether peasant or farmer, are sketched

1 1y and with the certainty of touch which

comes of intimate knowledge, and there is

a very natural as well as artistic blending
of humor and pathos. It 'is a story that

is tolerably sure to be read at a sitting.

I I. >u Thank t'ul was Bewitched, by James K.

Hosmer. ( Putnam*.) We think Mr. Hos-

has unnecessarily embroidered a bit of

stuff in itself fair to the eye. The story is

a pretty one in its conception, but there is

so much description, speculation, and reflec-

tion, the ]< .in; of view changes so often, and
the whole plan involves such a maze that

the reader's interest is excited from time to

only to evaporate, and the result is

thussomewhat unsatisfactory. Miss Kurd,
an Enigma, by Anna Katharine Green (Mrs.
Charles Rohlfs). (Putnams.) The so-called

Miss Hurd, a heroine of the impressive,

queenly order, spends her time in running
away from her husband, who is liberally
endowed with many of the gifts and graces
which attract ordinary women, and in he-

discovered by him in various ingenious

hiding-places. To the reader the principal

enigma will be, why should this long-suffer-

ing gentleman have cared to reclaim his er-

rant spouse? The third and fourth issues

lie Incognito Library (Putnams) are,

Leaser's Daughter, by Mrs. Andrew Dean,
and A Husband of No Importance, by Rita,
and they prove, on the whole, less notcwor-

thati their predecessors. As to the latter

we think the idlest curiosity will rest

satisfied with the pen name of the wri

story is, in manner and matter, as
" modern "

as the wit of the author can com-

pass, but its social studies are drawn from a
certain class of contemporary novels rather

than from life, and so will hardly prove very

convincing even to the careless devourer of

light h'etion. Leaser's Daughter is a stronger
tale, though very conventional in plot, and
for the most part in characterization. The
writer, however, has sufficient skill to hold

the reader's attention to the end. Austin

Klliot, in one volume, and The Recollections

of Geoffry Hamlyn, in two volumes, have
been added to the Messrs. Scribners' attrac-

tive uniform edition of Henry Kingsley's
works. Charles Reade's novelette, Single
Heart and Double Face, has been issue

paper covers in the Golden Gem Library.

(Optimus Printing Co., New York.) Also
in paper are, The Birth of a Soul, a Psycho-
logical Study, by Mrs. A. Phillips (Rand,
McNally & Co.), and Baron Kiuatas, by
Isaac Strange Dement (M. T. Need, Chica-

go). Martin Hewitt, Investigator, is pub-
lished in Harper's Franklin Square Library.

Literature. Miss Katharine Prescott

Wormeley has begun the translation of

Moliere, and two volumes have appeared :

the first containing The Misanthrope and
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme ; the second,

Tartuffe, Les Prccieuses Ridicules, and

George Dand in. (Roberts.) The two vol-

umes are introduced by critical judgments of

Balzac, Sainte-Beuve, and others, but Miss

Wormeley has done the greatest service by
her char, idiomatic translation. Her Eng-
lish is dignified without being stiff, and she

certainly succeeds in rendering her author
!nt n a form which does not suggest the labor,
but the ease of translation. The books are

tastefully bound in half leather, and will be

of real service in giving Moliere a naturali-

zation in America. Coriune, by MaH^n^
deStael. (Dent, London ; Lippineott, Phil-

adelphia.) This attractive reprint of a trans-

lation contemporary with the original, and

now corrected by a presumably competent
hand, is introduced by Mr. George Saints-

bury in something less than his ordinary
ex cathedra tone, but quite in his usual ap-

preciative way. To Mr. Saintsbury's stern

and severe literary sense Corinne is still

interesting, and to the ordinary reader it

will still be so, too ; but less, we believe,

for its historical and literary value than

its revelation, between the lines, of the in-

teresting character of Madame de Stafil.

Catherine de' Medici is the latest volume
added to Messrs. Roberts' edition of Bal-

zac, so admirably translated by Katharine

Prescott Wormeley. It is a sort of chron-
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iele romance, covering as it does the whole

period of the reigns of Francis II. and

Charles IX., and its main purpose is the re-

habilitation of Catherine, a task which no

man's wit has yet been able to accomplish.

The book impresses one rather as a series

of dramatized historical studies than as a

genuine novel, and, comparing Balzac with

himself, it in all respects falls below his

transcripts of contemporary life, though it

undeniably contains certain vivid pictures

of the Valois court, and some strong situ-

ations strongly treated. Incidentally, the

work is interesting for the exposition it gives

of its author's views on the course of mod-

ern history, his sentiments being not un-

like those which must animate the devoted

souls who now call themselves Jacobites.

Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co., London (Mac-
millan, New York), add to their former

reproductions of eighteenth and early nine-

teenth century literature Miss Terrier's

novels in six pretty volumes. We have al-

ready in The Atlantic treated of Miss Fer-

rier as seen in the light of Miss Austen, and

we have noted also the attractive edition

published by Roberts Brothers. This new

applicant for favor has also good charac-

teristic portraits and etchings. May our

great-grandchildren enjoy our books in as

pretty form. As You Like It, in the

charming Temple Shakespeare, has for

frontispiece the Stratford House, and The

Taming of the Shrew the Globe Theatre.

(Dent, London; Macmillan, New York.)
The pretty little Ariel edition of Shake-

speare (Putnams), which we have had fre-

quent opportunities to mention, since its

forty volumes have come out in sections, is

completed in its leather form, and now is

offered at a still cheaper price in neat cloth-

bound volumes. My Study Fire, by Ham-
ilton Wright Mabie. Second series. (Dodd,
Mead & Co.) A score or two of facile notes

on books and on life seen in the light of liter-

ature. Mr. Mabie does not quote much, nei-

r does he paraphrase, but one is made to

believe that he has assimilated literary nutri-

ment, and moreover that he has fed gener-

ously on large literature. He becomes thus

an agreeable companion and a healthful one.

Booksfor the Young. Messrs. Lee & Shep-
ard li;v<- brought out a handsome new edi-

tion of Bui finch's Age of Fable, and we are

sure that many readers will be glad to learn

from it that the deserved popularity of that

well-tried friend of their younger days is

still undiminished. This volume is an en-

largement of the enlarged and revised edi-

tion edited by the Rev. E. K. Hale in 1881,
which somewhat extended the literary refer-

ences in the original work, following faith-

fully the admirable plan of the authur. A
sketch of the history of Greek sculpture is

added to the present issue, as well as a

fuller index, and the publishers can justly

assert that the volume will serve to explain
all ordinary classical allusions in English
literature. The Century Book for Young
Americans, by Elbridge S. Brooks. (The

Century Co.) Mr. Brooks, availing himself

of the convenient machinery of a party of

young people, marshaled by an omniscient

Uncle Tom, visiting Washington, tells in an

animated fashion the story of the govern-
ment in all its 'departments, mingling his-

tory and biography and law and poetry in

a delightful hodge-podge. The grouping
of subjects is good, and the book is spirited

and full of excellent patriotic suggestion.

Imaginotions, Truthless Tales, by Tudor

Jenks. (The Century Co.) Mr. Jenks has

a very inventive fancy, and though he has

scarcely the pervasive humor of Stockton, he

writes stories which in their incidents may
be mentioned alongside of that best of won-

der-story tellers. The turns and surprises

are capital, and the stories are quite sure to

carry one on to the end, once they are begun.
Some of the illustrations are admirable.

Nature and Travel. From Blomidon to

Smoky, and Other Papers, by Frank Bolles.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) Of these thir-

teen papers, the first four are the last liter-

ary work which Mr. Bolles did
;
the other

nine have appeared in different periodicals

between 1890 and 1894. The former group
record Mr. Bolles's minute and accurate

observations of nature on a trip through

Cape Breton. Some of these observations

one who had never known Mr. Bolles might
find insignificant ;

but another who had

known him could scarcely hold unint.

ing any of the vacation doings of one of the

kindliest and most helpful of men. Shake-

speare's Stratford, a Pictorial J'il;i image,

by W. Hallsworth Waite. (Imported by

Scribners.) One of those attractive little

volumes which serve both for gHidebooks
and souvenirs. Beside St ratford, the artist

not only sketches in Shottery and Charlecote,

but, we are glad to see, goes still further
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afield, visiting some of those

world villages

i IM> found much more truly than in

his hal: ; irthplace, v.

where bits of local speech which we have

learned from liim .MM still he heard on rus-

Mr. \Vaite uses the pencil better

than tin? pen, hut his explanatory comment

- good deal in a small space, and an-

swers its purpose sufficiently w.-ll.

Music. Musicians un-\ Lovers,

Kssays, by William Foster Ap-

thorp. (Scrihners.) ( )t'this collection of

.pei-s. more than half appeared in

The Atlantic. The readers of the maga-
zine will be glad to renew their acquaint-
ance with essays which represent not only
scientific knowledge <>f music, hut that

power of interpretation which bridges over

the space between nm-ir and literature.

Mr. Apthorp has a pungent, direct attack

upon In- fubjeetl which at once notifies the

reader that the matter in hand is not to un-

dergo a n in -formation from solid to llnid,

in tin id to gas, as so often happens
with writers on music. Everybody's Guide

to Music, l.y .Insiah Booth. (Harpers.)
The introductory note to this little hand-

book expresses the belief that it will serve

>duce "
everybody

"
to th theory, if

not the practice of music. As far as SO

large a design can be accomplished in a

small volume (though the task would IHJ

hardly le-s difficult in a book of any size),

it is done here. Musical instrument

tat ion
;
m, Msure, li-ht and shade, and orna-

mentation in music ; singing ; the growth
of music illustrated by brief sketches of the

greater composers, are successively treat-

ed, and a dictionary of musical t

ied, which will he likely to prove one

most generally of the

book. The writer has followed the best

.tics, and his suggestions are usually
excellent, hut for the effect i\e rompn-hen-
sion of some of them, especially those on

. an amount of previous ti

would probably be required that might nn-
his jruide mi necessary.

Poetry. Madonna, and Other Poems, by
Harrison ?*

fraahingly non-decade , m< Iced, are

these poem- ; IfctSpirt p.-culiar-

netive of the preset , y have

usly timeless and placeless qualitv.

;h not particularly profound or in-

spired, they have something of the simplici-

ty and dignity and sanity of all lasting art.

. at least, have conspired to keep
the artist simple, dignified, and sane : an

honest love of nature a !<"> that grows
i 1 whilst he strays in Arcady and a

line feeling for the spirit of <ireek art.

Books of Reference. The Century Dic-

tionary, following the custom some time

ago established of incorporating into the

app.ndix of a dictionary biographical, his-

torical, geographical, and other curious and
useful information, has brought forth The

Century Cyclopedia of Names (The Century

Co.) ;
and as the Dictionary was in six great

volumes, this appendix is in one by itself.

The plan of having one alphabetical list is

undoubtedly the most convenient, and so in

1085 pages from A to Z the reader has

names which occur in geography, biography,

mythology, history, ethnology, art, archeo-

logy, fiction, and even titles of famous

poems. It would have been very conve-

nient to have the groups separated, but we

suspect the practical purpose of such lists

would hardly have been greater than that

which attaches to the preposterous indexes

at the close of Allibone's great book. It

is not always easy to determine the prin-

ciple of proportion or of selection, as for

instance when five cities or towns of Wash-

ington are chosen out of the much larger

number, and such subjects as Mahabharata
a n< I Mabinogion are given at considerable

length ; but apparently the editors, in the

case of the former, selected the conspicuous

places only, and in the case of the latter

were disposed to go more into detail over

the more recondite subjects. A cursory

glance shows that a good medium has been

d between prolixity and jcjuneneas,
and the care with which the work has been

done, the attention to petty details, which

are not petty when one uses the book as a
reliable tool, are evident on every page.

, and Textbooks. The Bureau
of Kducattoi, (

< iovernraent Printing Office,

Washington) has put out four numbers in

ita series of contributions to , Kdu-

mtrflitft
1
History : The II;-:. M\ of Kduoa-

tion in Connecticut, by Bernard C. Si

The 11 it inn in Delaware, by

Lyman P. Powell ;
I lu.Mtion in

Tennessee, by Lucius Salisbury Merriam ;

and Higher Kducation in Iowa, by Leonard

F. Parker. There are twenty universities
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and colleges, besides the state university,

in Io\v:i. IP Tennessee there are ten uni-

versities and lots of colleges. Poor little

Delaware has only five colleges and one JSt at

Normal University. Connecticut, again,

has but two universities and one college.

It will be observed, thus, that the younger
the State and the farther west it is, the

more amply it provides for the higher edu-

cation of its citizens. We wish, by the

way, the government could afford to sew

its paper books, and not stab them. The
barbed wire fence is a relic of advanced

civilization. A Text-Book of the History
of Painting, by John C. Van Dyke. (Long-

mans.) Books such as this suffer somewhat

in the same way as compends of literary

history. To the beginner they offer little

more than names and dates
; they are

clothed with an authoritative form which

is dangerous, since the student frequently
is getting the writer's personal judgment,
and not well-tested, accepted opinion, and

helps himself easily thus to ready-made
decisions which do not fit him. It would

have been well, for instance, for the wri-

ter of this book to have contented himself

with a simple generalization on the sub-

ject of American art, instead of throwing
out his little paper pustules of criticism.

Messrs. Putnam's Sons have issued a

Students' Edition of Irving's Tales of a

Traveller, in a comely, well-printed volume.

The book, which follows the author's latest

revisions, is edited by William Lyon Phelps,
who furnishes an introductory sketch of

Irving's life, with a brief consideration of

his literary style and influence, and some

account of the origin and first publication
of the Tales.- The book is very fully an-

iKit:ited, but not too fully, the editor urges.
However tin's may be, the noto are eom-

mendably terse, clear, and explicit. The
book is especially intended for the use of

students preparing for college entrance

aminations in English literature. The

Common Sense Copy Books, a System of

Vertical Penmanship, by Joseph V. With-

erbee. (A. Lovell & Co., New York.) A

capital series of writing books, since they

encourage a round, full, and perfectly clear

transcription of words. The child that is

trained in such a system ought, before he is

through with it, to develop his own individ-

ual hand. Perhaps he will, if he is not

made to write too fast. Much mischief is

done to handwriting by calling for rapidity

before a good hand is formed.

/.". Comparative Administrative Law,
an Analysis of the Administrative Systems,
National and Local, of the United States,

England, France, and Germany, by Frank

J. Goodnow. (Putuams.) This work, in

two volumes, is in a measure a pioneer work

as regards the United States, and is, aside

from its great practical value, an admirable

illustration of the predominant place whieh

administration has in our present minds.

It has to do with Organization and with

Legal Relations, and though based on pro-

fessional study is by no means addressed to

professional students alone. The general
reader will learn, both by direct testimony
and by comparison with the administrations

in other countries, the status of administra-

tive law in the United States and the history

of the several elements. The study is of

special value now when there is so much un-

thinking demand for an enormous extension

of the administrative function.

THE CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB.

Some N'f-trro
IT ^ an error to suppose that

Superstition*, the superstitions of the negro
are all gentle, mildly ridiculous, and associ-

ated with the hooting of owls, the baying of

house dogs, and the appearance of jay birds

in unusual numbers. He has many legends
more virile, and indicative of a higher order

of invention. The characteristic reticence

of the negro accounts for the fact that these

are not more generally known. The Afro-

Ameriean is quite aware that " white folks
"

lau^b at his notions, and this knowledge has

fostered in him a secretivencss concerning
his inner thoughts which very effectually

limits them to the narrow circumference of

his own brain. A negro will seldom talk on

the subject of his superstitions, or indeed ad-

mit that he has any superstitions. The sto-
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light of
pi:

-

appropriat-
ed from tin- oeighbo .ami under

the influence of which the crinkled |

litoi-s gradual! 'it into

. \llglo-

;>e admitt.

seance- tin the gratitodfl

repn-
the race, and 1 npathy

with 1.

conn- not in the character of a scoffer or

the opinion that tl .,. -tiling

in heaven and earth not dreamed of in the

ilosophy.

ind yet t ;

about which they all crys-
i <>iitained in the word

: [-0 interprets any un-

:id not as a

a warning of future

! in tin- leaM appnl.
that tin- uncanny things h<- sees will do him

d injury. An | ho encoun-

-hellum 11:

on tin- in four mile.-, at

.md fell exhau

: the liai-n on a Virginia farm

win-re I wa- : hut he assimd me
; -ning that his panic was not due

the 'jh'>t would do him

he fact that the

appearance struck him as a warn in- of h;>

oun death, and that he tied from the idea

. the phantom.
We will elimi:

those si i

!y iv-

feral>le (o Anglo-Saxon sources. Many of

the minor and a few of the more important
ie negro are derived from

to which he was so long
ia and

Maryland are firm 1. , what they
call the "hell hounds," a spectral pack of

hounds coursing in ti, d woe to the

belated wretch \\ho hears the ba\

these ghostly dogs, for he is e< i

within the year. A colored boatman on

<|uehaima Kiver related to me. with

dod eyes and tivmhlin^ lip, that

i tli before, Ix-i water
; irk, he heard the hell hounds above

him in the air, cro^in^ \\<>\\i one bank of

the other. He was unshaken

in th' 1 would be

.thin the : eleven

months ; hut in this uncomt'ortalile opinion
: an interval of

ill lives. a be no

douht that :

vival of the old I

hounds, and that the ne^ro. it from
> settlers of the mid

The African has really n, lllge in

the legend except to give these dogs a less

and thu-

origin to a region from which they might
more logically he supposed to pr<"

The negro has no specific names fur his

ng to describe them hy a

circumlocution, hut he is punctilious in as-

signing them to appropn
'

ies
; or

perhaps it would to >ay particular

localities, for in many ca>es the appt<

ness is hardly discoverable. Ghosts which

haunt the highway never by any chance

appear in a footpath, and the spirits which

inhahi; : are rarely or never mani-

fe>t in visihle form, hut make their presence
known by strange whisperings, groauiugs,
and inexplicable noises.

It in c understood by one who
would thoroughly appreciate the supersti-

t hat the negro is a great
traveler !>mneys are short, being

1 to a few miles -lowly accomplished
I an ox-cart, but in his own mind

these e to the diu

s. He is always going some

and hence it happen- th.i? a very large pro-
i of his superstitions are in the line

of warnings against journeys which he pro-
: upon which he has actually entered.

The >..liMr\ and uilluck : who,
as the evening shades are falling, sets out

uey, designing to

visit some remote cab ii his imagi-
nation filled with the anticipated pleasures

of a cake-walk, may encounter a aeries of

ghostly experiences, all of \\hich are

purpose of warning him that the spirits are

opposed to his design. Should his road lie

iway, he will become

conscio 1 y after passing a roadside

rosstng a is fol-

'v the man with the n..n face, one of

the iu.t grisly and gigantic phantoms ever

created by the At Glan-

cing warily
< t he traveler

pee| a man of eolo al >tature, \\ hos. t re-
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mentions and impassive features seem made

of cast iron, following him with equal -

and sometimes imitating his action-. It is

useless to run, for at the end of a breathless

dash pursued and pursuer are in prer

the same relative position as at the start.

In spite of his name, it appears that tin-

man with the iron face does not always pre-

serve an absolute immobility of features.

I am acquainted with an old negro who, on

a secluded country road, was followed by
this spectre for the distance of a mile,

which is unusual, as the pursuit does not

generally extend beyond a few hundred

yards. In this case the victim resorted to

several expedients to baffle his ghostly at-

tendant, and, finding these ineffectual, at

last turned and faced him, when the mouth
of the spectre expanded into an enormous

and mirthless grin, which caused the negro
to turn and fly without daring again to look

behind him.

The striking incongruity connected with

this and many other negro superstitions is

that the spirits should be at the trouble of

sending such a gigantic representative for

the trivial purpose of cautioning a traveler

against pursuing an unimportant journey.
Should the person thus warned be too timid

to return over the haunted ground, which he

may do with absolute assurance of immunity
from supernatural interruption, or should

he be bold enough to persist in going for-

ward, he may hear a snort, a shout, and a

wild clatter of hoofs behind him, and as he

shrinks to the side of the road this whirl-

wind of sounds will pass close beside him.

This is the invisible horseman, another de-

mon of the highway. The hoofs of his steed

strike fire from the loose stones of the road

and splash through the mud-holes, but horse

and rider are alike unseen.

Should the trembling wight still continue

to advance, he is liable to receive a third

and last warning in the form of a streak

or band of intense and midnight blackness

g across the road. If the night is dark

and starless, the streak becomes In mil

and shines with a pale, unearthly glow. As
the hesitating traveler stands and looks at

it, the band is, as it were, rolled up by in-

visible hands ; and he is then at liberty to

pursue his way, with the distinct understand-

ing that he does so at his peril.

ngely enough, I have conversed with

a fairly truthful and intelligent white man

who soberly and emphatically declared that

he had himself seen this mysterious Mack
streak. It was in the month of October,

1887, and the full moon bathed the land-

scape in a light almost equal to that of day.
At an hour approaching midnight he was

driving along the road, and, according to

his account, thinking anything but ghostly

thoughts, when suddenly his horse stopped
and exhibited symptoms of intense fright.

Looking out and ahead to learn the 01

he saw a band of indescribable blackness,

about four feet in width, and extending
from side to side of the road. He estimated

that the appearance continued for five or

six minutes, when, beginning at one end, it

rolled up and disappeared.
Of course I advanced the theory of shadow,

but he refuted this suggestion by inviting

me to accompany him to the exact spot ;

which I did, and there ascertained, to my
complete satisfaction and his triumphant

vindication, that there was no object within

two hundred yards of the place which could

by any possibility cast such a shadow as he

described. Accordingly I have no solution

to offer
;
in fact could offer only one, and

that one would cast a more than moonlight
adumbration upon my informant's veracity.

But to return to our unfortunate pilgrim,

painfully working his way to terpsichorean
revel or to the humble shrine of dusky
sweetheart, and by this time frightened

considerably more than half out of his wits.

Should he think to baffle the spirits by turn-

ing out of the highway into the fields, he is

liable to encounter a spectre of gentler but

still startling character. Wending his way
alongthe footpath and approaching the mid-

dle of the field, he finds awaiting him a

beautiful little girl, dressed all in white, and

with long flaxen hair streaming to her w.

She looks at him with beseeching eyes, and

her extended hand points in the direction

by which he has come. Should he not in-

stantly turn and retrace his steps, this little

girl undergoes a series of remarkable trans-

nations. Her dress and hair rapidly

change from white to blue, and from that

to green, to yellow, to red, to brown, and

finally to black ; after which she vanishes

in a mysterious and unaccountable way.
In certain sections of Virginia, the spirits,

moved by some reason of their own, sub-

stitute for the girl a little white dog, which

stands up on its hind legs, as well-trained
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dogs tin, and which manifests the s.t

:i-like ability to inv. .vith

:ons.

ii he re-

gards as foretoken "illy

speaking, his esoter .s that gh<>

manifesj. .t.-niN ,,l' people he I. i are

Iii addition to these

re are a few particular and arbitrary

phantom- regards as ominous of

approaching dissolution.

I wji I, during a visit of some

days to a i country house, that the

negroes on the place were pan a by

appearance to one of their number of a

huge black dog with fiery eyes, which were

described by t as being about the

of saucers. Going out to interview this

man, a stalwart field hand, I found him en-

gaged in the task of moulding a silver 1ml-

>Ilar, and t

.to the muzzle of his antiquated
ated the story of

spectral dog, and referred to it as a

sign of his speedy death
;
but he declared

that if he could get another sight of the

dog and shoot i: with his silver bullet the

warning would fail. I regretted that an

re prevented my witnessing
what was doubtless a canine tragedy. I

learned from him, however, that the fate

hadowed by a spectral manifestation

may be averted by the aid of certain mystic
observance*.

I was Ion- for the fact

negroes avoid with scrupulous care

i'l holes which

arc - ms, and which

are doubtless evidences

t of ground hogs. The

explanati I get was that these

places where the spirits had dn.

. a reason which hardly ae-

coui > absolute refusal of the ne-

groes to approach them. By dint of pat

scovered the true -

tio negroes believe that at night
inselves indefinitely

th, recesses of the earth, and that mor-
nes hear the noises made

^ibterranean home,
witness the atoen

10 spectre t :.ice of the earth

The only negro who ever admit

me that he had listened at the mouth of

one of these bottomless pits was unable

account of a limited vocabulary, accur.i

to describe the congeries of sounds which

ascended to his ears. I gathered from his

ted and somewhat incoherent sen-

vas made up of a sdrt of hor-

rible grinding and groaning, interspersed
with shouts, t; . fiendish laughter,
and the neighing of horses, and that these

sounds continued to ring in his ears for hours

after he had fled from the vicinity of the

hole.

The spirits of the forest and of deserted

cabins belong more appropriately to the sub-

ject of negro witchcraft, for these are the

auxiliaries that witch and wizard, by means

of incantations, summon to their aid
;
but as

these spirits never lay aside the cloak of in-

vi-ibility, onr interest in them is correspond-

ingly diminished.

The ^ho>t> I have mentioned are only

specimens of the phantoms invented by this

superstition-ridden race. They might be

multiplied almost indefinitely, and all the

famous spectres might be exhibited in dif-

ferent garbs, characteristic of Virginia,

Carolina, and Georgia.

An imgin- Many years ago, I, a little -i 1 1

tire Oath. of eleven years, was visiting old

friends of the family in a quiet country
town. Two children, living near, and I, be-

came great friends, and on stormy autumn

days we played togeth. rambling
old iumse.

afternoon we had been popping corn,
\\liite morsels suggested a

flock of sheep. We appropriated a large ta-

ble for a sheep ranch, sl< ks formed

boundary lines, some chessmen were trans-

uto shepherds, and we played till

supper time, eating up our flocks before we
ended.

This game proved interesting, and was
.

I
,
with many additions, on succeed-

her chessmen were begged or

borrowed, and arrayed in gay robes of

sue paper ; and gradually, from a pen.

pastoral life three stately courts grew up,

though always rctaini-i- their popcorn
U, a combination of mediaeval castle

and a Montana sheep ranch. The red

knights were princes, the white ones prin-

cesses, the pawns acted as domestics and

shepherds, while our kings took an active
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interest in farm matters, not disdaining to

sally forth each morning to inspect the sheep

and select those they wished served up for

dinner.

Events followed in quick succession,

weddings, births, and funerals, picnics, rid-

ing parties, and visits. We became deeply

conversant, also, with matters relating to

our flocks ; we pored over encyclopaedias

and agricultural works, and I doubt if many
little maidens could have been found who
knew so well the fancy breeds and their

market value, and the quality of mutton

and wool. The finest, poppiest kernels

were Southdowns (I cannot at this mo-
ment remember why) ; the next in quality,

I believe, were Cotswolds ; but those least

in favor, and often too numerous when the

fire was hot, were the merinos. These were

the browned and slightly charred kernels

which had failed to pop fully. Merinos had

a high market value, as we knew, and could

not, conscientiously, be laid aside ; so we
ate merinos patiently for every-day din-

ners, and used many in the servants' quar-

ters, but our tenderest, biggest Southdowns
were reserved for grand occasions. At such

times the consumption was enormous. No
Viking feast or Southern barbecue of ante-

bellum days could compare with these fes-

, when whole flocks were swept away.
But the days brought tragic events also to

our courts. I remember one stormy day (so
we " made believe ") when the young and

lovely wife of my prince was taken violently

ill, and there was no doctor for miles and

miles, quite the other end of the table.

With his own hands the distracted husband
saddled a steed and galloped forth into the

wild night. How real it was, that midnight
ride ! Quite carried away by my own act-

ing, I lost all sense of ray surroundings. I

was no longer a little girl playing
"
sheep,"

that autumn day ; I was the young prince

riding in the darkness for my bride's life.

With what slowness the distance was passed !

But at last I drew rein at the doctor's hoii^.,

t.> iim I him (he was a stout red castle) in

bed, fast asleep. 1 1, W as .,1,1, and slow to

comprehend the desperate situation, and in

an agony of impatience I exclaimed,
"
Oh,

!! my God / make haste ! my
aim- an awestruck silence

as we three children looked at one another
in dismay, a silence broken at last by a
tremulous small voice saying,

" Oh-h-h ! you

swore!" and instinctively we glanced up :it

the ceiling as if expecting divine wrath to

fall upon us
;
for had I not taken " his name

n
"
hy u>ing it while playing

"
sheep "?

Wr played no more that day, soon
|

away farm and court, and tin- eoBMft

stricken culprit hastened home in the t'ast-

gathering dusk, weighed down by a sense of

her guilt.

That was long ago, and for years the old

childish play had not been thought of. when

to-night the children brought to me a newly

bought popper, asking my aid in popping
corn. The fire was too bright, many ker-

nels were charred, and as I turned out the

fragrant mass I found myself murmuring
regretfully,

" Dear me ! how many merinos

there are here !
"

Night on a ^ invincible repugnance to

Mountain.
early rising seems to have be-

come fixed in the habit of civilized man.

He gayly throws away the freshest hours of

his life, and tries in vain to make up for

this reckless waste by inventing ever new
devices for prolonging the hours of weari-

ness. To see the sunrise is one of those

delights which he is always promising him-

self, but never finds time to enjoy. K\ n

when he throws off the other trammels of

civilization, and betakes himself to the sweet

refreshment of nature in her most (harm

ing moods, he still continues to deprive him-

self of the precious benedictions of the morn-

ing, or even counts upon lying a little longer
in bed as one of his summer privileges. It

is too late or too soon to struggle against
this special madness

;
one has only to own

up to it, and now and then, in some of those

moments of rare elevation of spirit which

come to all of us, to wrench himself out of

himself, and rise with his rising mood to an
effort that is sure to bring its own great re-

ward.

There is a solution of the problem of early

rising which has probably occurred to but

few persons, namely, not to go to bed at all.

This solution has been practically applied
now for several years by a group of pri-
sons who have found them-el\e- brought to-

gether by the chances of the summer into

one of those rare New England farm hoard-

ing-houses where commercial profit is hid-

den out of sight by a spirit of gcmlc living.

All enthusiastic lovers of outward nature,

have not been content \\ith her sun-

light aspects in wood and field and inoun-
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. but have sought t> the

ia wrll. At lea-t .

'ii the conditions of

day seem to point to a f. ;hey
uc to spend that night 01,

<>f a certain mountain some two tl

sand feet above the sea. As soon as their

plan is known they bee< the

i ft How-boarders. The

igs its head and puts its

finger toits forehead, as who should say,

littl.- .pi.-er, or th-y would >tay in their beds

like is." The friends, how-

:
, take this as part of their enjoyment,

and go steadily on with their preparations.

usty man is sent up in the afternoon

\\ith a load of wraps and a few cooking
utensils. II- repairs the open shanty of

ice-trees, and cuts boughs for its floor

and wood for a generous fire. On his way
down he meets the party of from two to a

dozen elimhing up the l>onutiful wood path
in time to catch the glory of the sin

I will confess that I too had been among
rs. Slave of my sleep as I am.

thought of a sleepless night brought only
; or to my mind. So when I

was actually invited to join this army of the

elect, it was only on the express stipulation

of a brief int'-rval of slumber that I ac<

ed. The day had been very warm, cloudless

acd altar, w.-
| imed kbc mrarft, a

psfftj

ii, in time to grt ourftres going and

coffee boiling In-fore the sunset had reached

a stage which forlade all thought of eart li-

ly things. A^ it- light began to fade we fin-

ished our first supper, and began to divide

s into silent parties of

two or three, M >, if one so pleased.
Toward the west our view spread :

along a winding valley, the broad, s

midst, with its wide "inter-

valea"gh ll-ht, and its

bord. i "\ I,. 11- i :>:i:. :
into the distance until

the valley was closed by the great peaks of

the White Mountains themselves. Toward
east we looked off into a vast sea of

-it, whose waves, rising ever higher and
i or, wrapped the hills in their endlessly

a breath of air stirred the smoke
that rose straight up t , amp fire

the pleasant

wraps about us whenever we settled for

me into some new corner of the rocks,

to take in, in long draughts of enjoyn

eauty of the scene. Before

light had really faded from the sky the full

August moon began to give faint signs of

her appearance. In an hour she possessed
the world.

The singular thing was that no one was

even drowsy. It cannot have been the cof-

fee, for that had been a flat failure. It was

rather a curious exaltation of one's whole

nature; the isolation from our kind, the si-

lence, the gorgeous spectacle of the moon-

illumined valley, the weird glow of our camp
fire, all combined to make us forget our

bodies. The usual merriment of a pi

party was subdued into a piercing joy that

was too keen for any words. The hours sped

by, as they do for all who brave the tradi-

I of the ni-ht. Each hour brought its

change, and each change was a fresh excite-

ment. As the valley cooled after the heat

of the day, we saw the river gradually

ered by a low, clinging white mist which

reached upward to the tops of the lowest

hills, and there stopped, so that it was to

us as if the ri\ two hun-

dred feet above its highest level, and had

become suddenly frozen. Above its

surface the air was so clear that, as the

moon got higher, the shadows of little
'

began to be seen gliding o

expanse. It made us realize what the i

must once have been in the dim geologic

past, when its waters fil

was now filled l.y this solid mi>t. This was
the eliief MMttfoa ol the Bight,

a thing few
:s have eve i :iced, cloud shad-

ows thrown by a full moon upon a surface

of Ii

At midnight, some of us, not because we
were weary, but from mere tradition, threw

ourselves upon the fragrant pine boughs and

slept . unwilling to lose even one

moment of th-ir precious experience, plied

the Hre with 1 '<>*, watched for the

first hints of coining dawn, and then roused

the sleepers. Three o'clock brought us all

upon ov ! '

sfsiB. In ihr far easta t

glim m.-: howed where the day was

to 1" '"' sunrise was beautiful. l>ut

painful. could be more

than the floating pink clouds again-' a Hue

K) , i,,i. r that H .dm..xt . h)d< 'i ; i H DM of

color. Vet there was a feeling that it was

growing each moment more pronounced,
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seemed to find its fitting end in the stillness

of the night; the sunrise seemed somehow

vulgarized by the glaring day that ended it.

As the sun rose higher the surface of the

mist was troubled. As we watched it a fine

cloud began to rise, and spread so rapidly

that in a few minutes we were caught in

it, and the whole world was shut from us.

Again a few minutes and this mist cloud

broke, driving up into the side valleys, and

disappearing so utterly that the surface

above the river lay as white and solid as

when we had watched the moon shadows

chasing over it. Then after an interval the

same thing occurred, the valley filling and

clearing again, and so it continued until the

great mist river was completely broken up.
When we reached our home in the valley

once more, the piazza folk overwhelmed us

with sympathy that our trip had been such

a dismal failure. They fancied that the solid

mist in which they had lain all night had
been about us too !

Under Hot- Unless one has the good for-

pur'a Bat- tune to be linguistically learned
nent8*

one must go to Aluwick to find

out what a "pant
"

is. There the smallest

urchin who plays in the crooked, steep gray
streets can inform one unerringly. There

is danger, indeed, of his being reduced, by

shyness and amazement at his questioner's

ignorance, to the expedient of merely point-

ing one out with a short and sturdy forefin-

ger. Not to know what a pant is, is quite as

bewildering a peculiarity as it would be to

pronounce the name of his native town with

the sound of its letters in full. For is there

not St. Michael's Pant in the market place,

with the patron saint of " A'n'ick
" himself

on the top of the column, as well as Potter-

gate Pant on the way to lovely St. Michael's

parish church, and Clayport Low Pant in

Bondgate Within ? And are there not seven

others beside, more lowly in stature, but still

doing cleansing and refreshing service in the

face of modern waterworks ? The ancient

town under the Percies' castle walls div.v

bountiful supplies of water from these wells

of enigmatic-ill name long before the luxury
of having it brought into their grimly solid,

dark stone houses was ever dreamed of by
Alnwick housewives.

The strange term these wells are \

by is by no means all the traveler will find

unique in the speech of the kindly, comfort-

able people of this delightful corner of north

Northumberland. If lie has no acquaint-
ance among them, he will be likely to invent

reasons for asking questions of the chance

passer-by, just to have the pleasure of hear-

ing the softly spoken tones of the answer.

What curious transmutation of sound it is

the letter r goes through on Northumbrian

lips in being fashioned to the proper degree
of North Country richness of tone, it needs

a quick ear to determine. But its winning

quality, coupled with the indescribably in-

genuous and confiding effect of the rising

inflection of voice that accompanies it, no ear

will easily be able to resist.

Their speech is not necessarily the only

surprise the people of Aluwick may have

for the stranger who comes unprepared into

their midst. Their town, over which Hot-

spur's massive gateway, stanch in scarred

and blackened age, still keeps watch and

ward, is one of ancient dignity, as its mar-

ket cross alone might prove to any one who
realizes all that the right to set up such a

cross once implied of civic freedom and in-

dependence. Let no one fancy, therefore,

that he will here meet with a race of sub-

servient tradespeople, like the softer folk of

southern blood, or that he will find man or

woman ready to efface individuality in the

presence of the person he or she may happen
to be serving across a counter. How should

this be expected in a community where one

may buy cakes and tarts off fine old Delft

platters which " were my grandmother's,"
and where his landlady, still

" mistress
" on

the lips of those who use her name familiar-

ly, may very well give him napkins with the

date 1814 printed by her provident ances-

tress in their well-woven corners ? It is not

likely, indeed, that the kith and kin of towns-

men who sit as jurors in the leet-court of the

lord of the manor, and who kneel far

face with duke and duchess, earl and count-

ess, in their parish church, should abate

any of their proper importance before a

new comer, even when engaged in trans-

ferring as many pounds, shillings, and pence
as are their just right and due from his

pocket to theirs. English though they are

in blood and name, they nevertheless live

near enough the Border to have acquired
not a little of the unbending temper which

the keen atmosphere of hill and moor has

bred in their non-conforming neighbors just

across it.

If, however, any one is in the unfortunate



butor* 14:3

.-litiun of delighting neither in man n>r

woman, Alnwick may -till perhaps me-

cast-. tain-

.1 the multitu.;

peopling tin- l>;i: tlriu, -nts of the giant castle

that ri^s MI fineh

;tle sponsor iu I .1.- Aln. There

are no less than tiv '. .i.-k -m -d stony
riors over tin- barbican, others still on

tin- gateway behind it, while

innumerable others, on tin- keep and 011 the

vast circuit of surrounding towers, are in tm-

tiring art. of hurling destruction on invaders

from below. If on. \\ill take the time to

grou with them, they also will be

found to have their distinct individuality.
Worn and battered by time and weather,

they stand out weirdly and grimly again>t
tin- wonderfully low northern clouds, which
now and then vouchsafe a blue background

i unite outlines, but more often shed

shadows, or even pelting showers, on
i stern shoulders. One may speculate at

will upon their date and history, so far, at

least, as information ol>t.iinal>le at Ainu irk

is concerned. No place under the sun bet-

ter illustrates the wise saying that the trav-

eler in foreign parts will only be able to find

there what he takes with him in his own eyes
and mind. The several guidebooks that hold

out false promises on th* -ir rovers prove to

have been specially planned to give no in-

tever worth having, and their

tantali/r.l buyer has over and over again to

it that he has li-ft unlearned so n:

things he ought to have learned, to

make the records of mediaeval art -hit. cture

an open page to his eye.
cable porter, whose hale and

we] I- fed old age would seem to insure him
as the traveler's

guide around the ina. r and out. r Laileys of
.1 pile of the Dukes of Northum-

berland i
i .,w only through m.i

nal descent, and u man
d th- paternal Smith-

of on.* mind with the gu
books. " The 'orse-block, to get on 'orse-

back," although it be to ordinary eyes but

a wooden step-ladder, he may be relied on
tor some occult reason of his

its and affection ; so, too, one
th.- small lights >,-t in the

turf t<> illuminate on its subterranean pas-

sage the tin-ire wondrous car ,f hot steel

that carries its culinary burden from kitrhrn

to dining-hall. But if steel car, steam heat,
and even electric -

light apparatus are not

to the sight-seer's taste, he must be ready
to spy out for himself the fine Norman
doorway under the keep, the rougher bits

of the old masonry in the much-restored
: tain

"
wall, and silently to note the im-

mei portion of this often assaulted

and raided but bravely impregnable border

fortress. By all means entreat the porter

gently, however, and in spite of cockaded

hat, shoulder straps, and impeccable broad-

cloth, he will lay aside authority sufficiently
to allow one to climb into Hotspur's Seat,
most picturesque of "garrets" or watch-

towers in the outer wall, and to look at lei-

sure through loophole and embrasure upon
the serene beauty of the parks beyond.

It is after all the parks the peaceful
home park close under the walls, and the

lordly deer and driving park beyond the

graceful stone bridge where the Percy lion

mounts guard that keep the beholder in

perpetual delight in Alnwick. As if the

brimming Aln that winds through them, the

wide-horned cattle wandering on its banks,
the flock of Danubiau geese that make
sinuous lines of feathery white along the

faultless turf, which slopes first softly,
then abruptly, up to the base of the gray
commanding castle, and the aged, noble

trees were not enough to satisfy an omnivo-
rous craving for beauty, nature has added as

a background to the whole a moor. Beyond
the green hills and the stately tall ch

tower embowered in foliage, it lifts its pur-

ple side high into the clouds, surpassing-

ly lovely in a scene when- all is liveliness.

And if it is an .Licet of beauty from a dis-

tance, it is equally a MUiree of delight when

approached. No tremendous pedestrian ef-

fort is needed to reach it, and no ungei
ous keeper patrols it to say one nay. The

exhilarating fragrance of its may
be 1-: ithery pink spikes

plu. ked without rebuke. More, too, than

this is in store for the wayfarer who reaches

its height. As if to reprove him for undue

rapture over what be has been telling him-

self is the most perfect of scenei

closes at his feet a vast field of vi,..,n. in

which are the Che\ i

int.. the still wilder magiu: Gotland.

gtniiM:* Miss Agnes Repplier is very
Medfcy.

j,,,i ,. Of au_

thors for the dozy hours
;
but bow about
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dozy minutes after the light is out ?

iife.ss, I always like to keep soiuo sunny

memory or flattering thought to usher me

agreeably into the land of dreams. The
other night I cajoled myself to slumber by

luxuriously collecting a variety of smiles.

The idea was suggested by the vivid re-

collection of the beaming, friendly face of

a little girl who had shown me downstairs,
and then stood hugging her cat close, under

the projecting eaves of Albrecht Diirer's

bouse. It was not the fee smile, which often

makes the tourist feel as though everything
in life had to be paid for, but a genuine shin-

ing out of childish good will, which followed

me all the way down the steep street, and
will be a bright memory when many a muse-

um and monument have faded out of mind.

by side with the little Nuremberger
rose the vision of Mona Lisa's mysterious
countenance with its enigmatic smile, a

face as real as the living German lassie's,

renewing the old perplexity whether or no

Leonardo's lady be really giocbnda. Then,
like a bar of music between the pictures
came that beautiful old Italian phrase,
"

i7 lampeggiar del? angelica rwo," sum-

moning forth sweet flashes seen in soft

southern eyes, and recalling a little epi-
sode of the Sicilian coast. I had been try-

ing (oh, foolish mortal !) to read, sitting
out on the cactus heights of Taormina.

Vying with the turquoise sea and snow-clad

Etna to divert my attention was a small

urchin who vainly sought to make mo pur-
chase a bouquet of wild flowers. Failing,
he walked off, and presently reappeared

bearing a bunch of prickly withered this-

tles, which he held out to me with a phrase
of fine Italian adaptation to foreign require-
ments. "

They are antiques" he said. I

looked up, and the mischievous merriment

brimming over in his dark eyes is some-

thing delicious to remember. " How an-

t ? "
queried I.

"
Oh, two or three cen-

turies," replied my merchant. But that smile

had made us friends
;
he ceased to specu-

late on my purse, and after that gave me a
beam of good fellowship whenever we i

11. was a cheerfnl pendant to a small maid
at the same place, who, after describii

quaint, infantile dialect the bed I was go-

ing to sleep on, would point dramatically
to the stony ground at our feet, and mur-
mur with a most artistically pathetic into-

nation,
" lo mi cuco

Other smiles eame trooping up : there

were German and Austrian ones, French,

English, and Russian, all speaking one

sweet, common speech, breaking the iee be-

tween strangers, softening hard moments,

mollifying stern or angry folk. There were

brave smiles shining through tears, chil-

dren smiles of happy trust, and mother

smiles too tender to be told. In the inter-

stices of my recollections gleamed welcom-

ing smiles under white caps, giving the

weary traveler a certain sense of home
even in big, impossible caravansaries. Sure-

ly the successful manager should keep only

smiling maids and waiters. Under the in-

fluence of an indulgent smile, I have ac-

tually forgotten the funereal solemnity of

ordering a steak from gentlemen so som-

brely clad. But in my musings all smiles

paled, for sheer illuminating quality, before

those of the negroes. The waiters at the

White Sulphur Springs gleamed forthwhite-

jacketed, embodied smiles, and by the side

of these rose that delighted grin with which

my Virginia cook met all guests, and often

put to shame my own more tardy, delin-

quent sense of hospitality.

Is it not partly in her capacity for ready,

sympathetic smiles, the sinning out of sweet

kindliness and quick perceptions, that the

gracious American girl creates a friendly

atmosphere about herself, and outshines her

sober or timid English sister in winning
hearts ?

Still the queerly assorted procession of

smiles thronged before my mind's eye.
The cat from Wonderland came, and Meph-
istopheles, and the little chimney sweep
whose smile was as when

"arable cloud

Turns forth her silver lining ou tin* night."

As the minutes flew, a glad company of

poet loves clustered about my bed. " Sweet-

ly smiling Lalage
" and " Hebe in wreathed

smiles
"
led Cherry Ripe and dainty II.

from whose

cheerful eyes a ray
Hath struck a bliss upon the day,
A bliss that would not go away,
A sweet forewarning.

1 '

I think madcap Beatrix and arch Rosalind

were there, and certainly the Highland girl

brought a

" face with gladness overspread,

by human kindness bred."
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YES, I say to myself, pen in hand, I

can keep hold of the thread, let it lead

me back to the first impression. The
little story is all there, I can touch it

from point to point ; for the thread, as

I call it, is a row of colored beads on a

string. None of the beads are missing,

at least I think they 're not : that 's

exactly what I shall amuse myself with

finding out

I had been working hard all summer
in town, and I had gone down to Folke-

stone for a blow. Art was long, I felt,

and my holiday short ; my mother was

settled at Folkestone, and I paid her a

visit when I could. I remember how, on

this occasion, after weeks of my stuffy

with my nose on my palette, I

sniffed in the clean salt air and cooled

my eyes with the purple sea. The place

was full of lodgings, and the lodgings

were, at that season, full of people, peo-

ple who had nothing to do but to stare

at one another on the great flat down.

There were thousands of little chairs,

and almost as many little Jews ; and

there was music in an open rotunda,

over which the little Jews wagged th< ir

big noses. We all strolled to and n<>

and took pennyworths of rest ; th<> 1-n.r.

level cliff-top, edged in places with its

-. .ul, might have been the deck of

a huge crowded ship. There were old

folks in Bath chain*, and there was one

dear chair, creeping to its last full stop,

by the side of which I always walked.

There was, in fine weather, the coast of

France to look at, and there were the

usual things to say about it ; there was

also, in every state of the atmosphere,
our friend Mrs. Meldrum, a subject of

remark not less inveterate. The widow

of an officer in the Engineers, she had

settled, like many members of the mili-

tary miscellany, well within sight of the

hereditary enemy, who, however, had left

her leisure to form, in spite of the differ-

ence of their years, a close alliance with

my mother. She was the friendliest, the

keenest, the ugliest of women, the least

apologetic, the least morbid in her mis-

fortune. She carried it high aloft, with

loud sounds and free gestures, made it

flutter in the breeze as if it had been the

flag of her country. It consisted main-

ly of a big red face, indescribably out of

drawing, from which she glared at you

through gold-rimuied aids to vision, of

such circumference, and so frequently

displaced, that some one had vividly

spoken of her as flattening her nose

against the glass of her spectacles. She

was extraordinarily near-sighted, and,

whatever they did to other objects, they

magnified immensely the kind eyes be-

lli ud them. Blessed conveniences they

were, in their hideous, honest potency,

they showed the good lady everything
in the world but her own plainness. This

element was enhanced by wild braveries

of dress, reckless charges of color and

stubborn resistances of cut, wondrous en-

counters in which the art of the toilet

seemed to lay down its life. She had
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the tread of a grenadier, and the voice

of an angel.

In the course of a walk with her the

day after my arrival, I found myself

grabbing her arm with sudden and un-

due familiarity. I had been struck by
the beauty of a face that approached us,

and I was still more affected when I saw

the face, at the sight of my companion,

open like a window thrown wide. A
smile fluttered out of it as brightly as a

drapery dropped from a sill, quite as if

the stuff had been shaken there in the

sun, shaken by the young lady, flanked

by two young men, the wonderful young

lady who, as we drew nearer, rushed

up to Mrs. Meldrum and familiarly em-

braced her. My immediate impression
of her had been that she was dressed in

mourning, but during the few moments

she stood talking with our friend I made
more discoveries. The figure, from the

neck down, was meagre, the stature in-

significant, but the desire to please was

at every point immense, as well as the air

of infallibly knowing how, and of never,

never missing it This was a little per-

son whom I would have made a high
bid for a good chance to paint. The

head, the features, the color, the whole

facial oval and radiance, had a wonder-

ful purity ; the deep gray eyes the

most agreeable, I thought, that I had

ever seen brushed with a kind of wing-
like grace every object they encountered.

Their possessor was just back from Bou-

logne, where she had spent a week with

dear Mrs. Floyd-Taylor : this account-

ed for the effusiveness of her reunion

with dear Mrs. Meldrum. Her black

garments were of the freshest and dain-

tiest; she suggested a pink -and -white

wreath at a showy funeral. She con-

founded us for three minutes with her

presence ; she was a beauty of the great

conscious, public, responsible order. The

young men, her companions, gazed at

her and grinned : I could see there were

very few moments of the day at which

young men, these or others, would not

be so occupied. The people who ap-

proached took leave of their manners ;

every one seemed to linger and ijape.

When she brought her face close to Mrs.

Meldrum's, and she appeared to be

always bringing it close to some one's,

it was a marvel that objects so dis-

similar should express the same general

identity, the unmistakable character of

the English gentlewoman. Mrs. Mel-

drum sustained the comparison with her

usual courage, but I wondered why she

did n't introduce me : I should have had

no objection to the bringing of such a

face close to mine. However, when the

young lady moved on with her escort,

she herself bequeathed me a sense that

some such approximation might still oc-

cur. Was this by reason of the general

frequency of encounters at Folkestone,

or by reason of a subtle acknowledgment
that she contrived to make of the rights,

on the part of others, that such beauty
as hers created ? I was in a position to

answer that question after Mrs. Meldrum
had answered a few of mine.

II.

Flora Saunt, the only daughter of an

old soldier, had lost both her parents,
her mother within a few months. Mrs.

Meldrum had known them, disapproved
of them, considerably avoided them ;

she had watched the girl, off and on,

from her early childhood. Flora, just

twenty, was extraordinarily alone in the

world, so alone that she had no natu-

ral chaperon, no one to stay with but

a mercenary stranger, Mrs. Hammond-

Synge, the sister-in-law of one of the

young men I had just seen. She had

lots of friends, but none of them nice :

she had picked up the most impossible

people. The Floyd-Taylors, with whom
she had been at Boulogne, were simply
horrid. The Hamraond-Synges were

perhaps not so vulgar, but they had no

conscience in their dealings with her.
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,e knows what I think of t:

said Mrs. Meldrum
knows what I think of most tin:

ie shares that privilege with most

of your friends !

"
I replied, laug!.

" No doubt ; but possibly to some of

my friends it makes a little ditV.

_,nrl doesn't care a button. >h-

knows best of all what I think of Flora

:."

And \\hut may your opinion be ?
"

'

Why, that she 's not worth talking

about, an idiot too abysmal."
DOM ;. '; -he care for that

.lust enough, as you saw, to hug me
till I cry out. She 's too pleased with

r anything else to matter."

rely, my dear friend," I rejoined,

"she has a good deal to be pleased
with !

"

every one tells her, and so you
would have told her if I had given you
a chance. However, that doesn't sig-

nify, either, for her vanity is beyond all

making or mending. She believes in

herself, and -he 's welcome, after all,

poor dear, having only herself to look

to. 1 've seldom met a young woman
more t v at liberty to be

She has a clear course, she '11 make a

\\V11," I replied, "as she prol.al.lv

will reduce many persons to the same

degraded state, her partaking of it

how so much."

mean that the world's full

velers, I quite agree with you !

"

Meldrum. trumpeting her

laugh half across the Channel.

his, to consider a little

1 me, Init t did n't

let it prevent IM-- fi<>m insisting on her

^ me acquainted with Flora Saunt ;

indeed, I took the hull by the horns.

urging that she had drawn the portrait
of a nature wh; loa rhari:

demanded that she should put into re-

witli a character really fine. Such
a frail creature WES just an obi

pity. This contention on my part had

at first, of course, been jocular ; but,

,e to say, it was quite the ground
I found myself taking with regard to

our young lady after I had begun to

know her. I could n't have said what

1 felt about her except that she was un-

defended ; from the first of my sitting

with her there after dinner, under the

stars, that was a week, at Folkestone,

of balmy nights and muffled tides and

crowded chairs, I became aware both

that protection was wholly absent from

her life, and that she was wholly indif-

ferent to its absence. The odd thing
was that she was not appealing ; she was

abjectly, divinely conceited, absurdly,

fantastically happy. Her beauty was,

as yet, all the world to her, a world she

had plenty to do to live in. Mrs. Mel-

drum told me more about her, and there

was nothing that, as the centre of a

group of giggling, nudging spectators,

she was n't ready to tell about herself.

She held her little court in the crowd,

upon the grass, playing her light over

Jews and Gentiles, completely at ease in

all promiscuities. It was an effect of

these things that from the very first, with

every one listening, I could mention that

my main business with her would be just

to have a go at her head, and to arrange,
in that view, for an early sitting. It

would have been as impossible. I think,

to be impertinent to her as it would have

been to throw a stone at a plate-glass

window; so any talk that went forward

on the basis of her loveliness was the

most natural thing in the world, and im-

mediately became the roost general and

sociable. It was when I saw all this

that I judged how, though it was the

last thing she asked for, what one would

ever most have at her service was a cu-

rious compassion. That sentiment was

colored by the vision of the dire expo-
sure of a being whom vanity had put so

off her guard. Hers was the only vanity I

have ever known that made its possessor

superlative! Mr*. Meldnm.
a contributed, moreover,
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to these indulgences, her account of

the girl's neglected childhood, her queer

Continental relegations, with straying,

squabbling, Monte-Carlo-haunting par-

ents; and the more invidious picture,

above all, of her pecuniary arrangement,

still in force, with the Hainmond-Synges,
who really, though they never took her

out, practically she went out alone,

had their hands half the time in her

pocket. She had to pay for everything,

down to her share of the wine-bills and

the horses' fodder, down to Bertie Ham-
mond -Synge's fare in the "under-

ground
" when he went to the city for

her. She had been left with just money
enough to turn her head ; and it had n't

even been put in trust, nothing prudent
or right had been done with it. She

could spend her capital, and at the rate

she was going, expensive, extravagant,
and with a swarm of parasites to help,

it certainly would n't last very long.
'* Could n't you perhaps take her, in-

dependent, unincumbered as you are ?
"

I asked of Mrs. Meldrum. "You're

probably, with one exception, the sanest

person she knows, and you at least would

n't scandalously fleece her."
" How do you know what I would n't

do?" my humorous friend demanded.
*' Of course I 've thought how I can help

her, it has kept me awake at night
But I can't help her at all ; she '11 take

nothing from me. You know what she

does, she hugs me and runs away.
She has an instinct about me, she feels

that I 've one about her. And then she

dislikes me for another reason that I 'in

not quite clear about, but that I 'm well

aware of and that I shall find out some

day. So far as her settling with me

goes, it would be impossible, moreover,

here: she wants, naturally enough, a

much wider field. She must live in

London, her game is there. So she

takes the line of adoring me, of saying
she can never forget that I was devot-

ed to her mother, which I would n't

have been for the world, and of giving

me a wide berth. I think she positively

dislikes to look at me. It 's all right ;

there 's no obligation ; though people in

general can't take their eyes off me."
* I see that at this moment," I replied.

" But what does it matter where or how,

for the present, she lives ? She '11 marry

infallibly, marry early, and everything
will change."

" Whom will she marry ?
"
my com-

panion gloomily asked.
"
Any one she likes. She 's so pretty

she can do anything. She '11 fascinate

some nabob or some prince."
" She '11 fascinate him iirst, and bore

him afterwards. Moreover, she 's not so

pretty as you make her out : she has a

poor little figure."
" No doubt ; but one does n't in the

least notice it."

"Not now," said Mrs. Meldrum,
" but one will when she 's older."

" When she 's older she '11 be a prin-

cess, so it won't matter."
" She has other drawbacks," my com-

panion went on. " Those wonderful eyes
are good for nothing but to roll about.

She can't use them."
" Use them ? Why, she does nothing

else."

" To make fools of young men, but

not to read or write, not to do any sort

of work. She never opens a book, and

her maid writes her notes. You '11 say
that those who live in glass houses

should n't throw stones. Of course I

know that if I did n't wear my goggles
I should n't be good for much."

" Do you mean that Mis> Saunt ought
to sport such things ?

"
I exclaimed, with

more horror than I meant to show.
'

I don't prescribe for her; I don't

know that they 're what she requires."
What 's the matter with her eyes ?

"

I asked after a moment.
'

I don't exactly know ; but I heard

from her mother, years ago, that even as

a child they had had for a while to put
her into spectacles, and that, though she

hated them and had been in a fury of
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rage, she would always have to be very

careful. I 'in MI re I hope sh

hoed the hope, but I remember

well the impression this made upon in*.

my immr.li; of resentment,

almost of disgust I felt as if a great

rare sapphire had split in my hand.

III.

This conversation occurred the night

I went back to town. I s.

morrow, to take a late train, so

that I had still my morning to spend at

Folkestone, where, during the greater

part of it I was out with my mother.

Every one in the place was, as usual, out

wit li some one else, and even had I been

free to go and take leave of her I should

have been sure that Flora Sannt would

not be at home. Just where she was I

presently discovered : she was at the far

end of the cliff, the point at which it

overhangs the pretty view of Sandgate
and II \ tli.. Her back, however, was

turned to this attraction ; it rested, with

the aid of her elbows, thrust slightly be-

hind her, so that her scanty little shoul-

ders were raised toward her ears, on the

high rail that inclosed the down. Two
men stood before her, whose faces

we could n't see, but who, even as ob-

served from the rear, were visibly ab-

sorbed in th-- charming figure-piece sub-

mitted to them. I was freshly struck

with the fa.-t that this meagre and de-

fective little person, with the cock of

her hat and th.- Mutter <>f h.-r .-raj-

her eternal idleness, her eternal happi-

ness, her absence of moods and i

ries, and the pretty presentation of her

feet, which, especially now, in the sap-

ported slope of her posture, occupied with

tluir iinperceptibility soniiK h of the fore-

ground, I was reminded anew, I say,

how our young lady dazzled by some
art that the enumeration of her merits

did n't explain and that the mention of

her lapses did n't affect Where she

was amiss nothing counted, and where

she was right everything did. I say she

was wanting in mystery, but that, after

all, was her secret This happened to

be my first chance of introducing her to

my mother, who had not much left in

life but the quiet look, from und

hood of her chair, at the things which.

after she should have quitted those she

loved, she could still trust to make the

world good for them. I wondered an

instant how much she might be moved
to trust Flora Saunt, and then, while the

chair drew up and she waited, I went

over and asked the girl to come and

speak to her. In this way I saw that

if one of Flora's attendants was the in-

evitable young Hammond -
Synge, the

master of ceremonies of her little court,

always offering the use of a telescope

and accepting that of a cigar, the other

was a personage I had not yet encoun-

tered, a small pale youth in showy knick-

erbockers, the ends of whose little mus-

tache were glued up into such points

that they fairly drew up the corners of

his eyes. I remember taking him at

first for a foreigner and for something

of a pretender : I scarcely know why,
unless because of the motive I felt in

the stare he fixed on me when I asked

Miss Saunt to come away. He struck

me a little as a young man pro.

impertinence, but it did n't matt'

Flora came away with alacrity, bringing

all her prettiness and pleasure, and glid-

ing over the grass in that rustle of deli-

cate mourning which made the <

variety of her garments, as a painter

could take heed, strike one always as the

same obscure elegance. She seated her-

i the floor >t my mother's chair, a

little too much instep, as

I afterwards gathered, caressing her

stiiT hand, smiling up into her cold face,

..iiiineiidiiig and approving her TV;

a reserve and without a doubt She told

her immediately, as if it were som

to hold on by, that she was soon to sit

to me : likeness," and her words
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gave me a chance to ask her if it would

be her idea to present the picture, should

I finish it, to the young man in the knick-

erbockers. Her lips, at this, parted in ;i

stare ; her eyes darkened to the purple

of one of the shadow-patches on the sea.

She showed the face, for the passing in-

stant, of some splendid tragic mask, and

I remembered, for the inconsequence of

it. what Mrs. Meldrum had said about

her sight I had derived from this lady
a worrying impulse to catechise her, but

that did n't seem exactly kind ; so I sub-

stituted another question, inquired who
the pretty young man in knickerbockers

might happen to be.

"
Oh, a gentleman I met at Boulogne.

He has come over to see me." After

a moment she added, "He's Lord If-

field."

I had never heard of Lord Iffield, but

her mention of his having been at Bou-

logne helped me to give him a niche.

Mrs. Meldrum had incidentally thrown

a certain light on the manners of Mrs.

Floyd-Taylor, Flora's recent hostess in

that charming town, a lady who, it ap-

peared, had a special vocation for direct-

ing the leisure of rich young men. She

had always one or other in hand, and

she had perhaps magnanimously diverted

some of his lordship's spare hours to the

use of the rare creature on the opposite

coast. I had a vague idea that Boulogne
was not a resort of the aristocracy ; at

the same time there might very well

have been, even for one of the darlings

of fortune, a strong attraction there. I

could perfectly understand, in any case,

that such a darling should be drawn to

Folkestone by Flora Saunt. But it was

not, in truth, of these things I was think-

ing ; what was uppermost in my mind

was a matter which, though it had no

sort of congruity, insisted just then on

coming out.

" Is it true, Miss Saunt," I suddenly
demanded, " that you 're so unfortunate

as to have had some warning about your

eyes?"

I was startled by the effect of my
words ; the girl threw back her head,

changing color from brow to chin.

" True ? Who in the world says so ?
"

I repented, in a flash, of my question ;

the way she took it made it seem cruel,

and I saw that my mother looked at me
in some surprise. I took care, in an-

swer to Flora's challenge, not to incrim-

inate Mrs. Meldrum. I answered that

the rumor had reached me only in the

vaguest form, and that if I had been

moved to put it to the test my very real

interest in her must be held responsible.

Her blush died away, but a pair of still

prettier tears glistened in its track. " If

you ever hear such a thing said again,

you can say it 's a horrid lie !

"
I had

brought on a commotion deeper than

any I was prepared for ; but it was ex-

plained in some degree by the next

words she uttered :
" I 'm happy to say

there 's nothing the matter with any

part of my body ; not the least little

thing !

" She spoke with her habitual

complacency, with triumphant assurance ;

she smiled again, and I could see that

she was already sorry she had shown

herself too disconcerted. She turned it

off with a laugh.
" I 've good eyes,

good teeth, a good digestion, and a good

temper. I 'm sound of wind and limb !

"

Nothing could have been more charac-

teristic than her blush and her tears, no-

thing less acceptable to her than to be

thought not perfect in every particular.

She could n't submit to the imputation
of a flaw. I expressed my delight in

what she told me, and assured her I

should always do battle for her ; and as

if to rejoin her companions she got up
from her place on my mother's toes. The

young men presented their backs to us ;

they were leaning on the rail of the cliff.

Our incident had produced a certain

awkwardness, and, while I was think-

ing of what next to say, she exclaimed

irrelevantly,
" Don't you know ? He '11

be Lord Considine." At that moment

the youth marked for this high destiny
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turned round, and she went on, to my
mother :

" I '11 introduce him to you,
he 's charming." She signed to him,

with her parasol, to approach ; the move-

ment struck me as taking everything for

granted. I had heard of Lord Consi-

dine, and if I had not been able to place

Lord Iffield it was because I did n't

know the name of his eldest son. The

young man made no response to Miss

Saunt's appeal; he only stared a mo-

md tln-n, on her repeating it, qui-

irned his back. She was an odd

ire : she did n't blush at this ; she

only said to my mother apologetically,

but with the frankest, sweetest amuse-

ment,
'* You don't mind, do you ? He 's

a monster of shyness !

"
It was as if

she were sorry for every one, for

Lord Iffield, the victim of a complaint
so painful, and for my mother, the ob-

ject of a trifling incivility.
" I 'm sure I

don't want him !

"
said my mother ; but

Flora added some remark about the re-

buke she would give him for slighting

us. She would never explain anything

by any failure of her own power. There

rolled over me, while she took leave of

as and floated back to her friends, a

wave of tenderness, superstitious and sil-

ly. I seemed somehow to see her go
forth to her fate ; and yet what should

fill out this orb of a high destiny if not

such beauty and such joy ? I had a dim
idea that Lord Con sidine was a great

proprietor, and though there mingled
with it a faint imprestsion that I should

n't like his son, the result of the two

images was a whimsical prayer that the

girl mightn't miss her possible fortune.

IV.

One day in the course of the following
June there was ushered into my studio

m gentleman whom I had not yet seen,

but with whom I had been, very bri.-tlv.

in correspondence. A letter from him,

some days before, had expressed to me

his regret on learning that my "
splendid

portrait
"

of Miss Flora Louisa Saunt,

whose full name, by her own wish, fig-

ured in the catalogue of the exhibition

of the Academy, had found a purchaser
before the close of the private view. He
took the liberty of inquiring whether I

might have at bis disposal some other

memorial of the same lovely head, some

preliminary sketch, some study for the

picture. I had replied that I had indeed

painted Miss Saunt more than once, and

that, if he were interested in my work,
I should be happy to show him what I

had done. Mr. Geoffrey Dawling, the

person thus introduced to me, stumbled

into my room with awkward movements

and equivocal sounds, along, lean, con-

fused, confusing young man, with a bad

complexion and large, prominent teeth.

He bore in its most indelible pressure
the postmark, as it were, of Oxford, and

as soon as he opened his mouth I per-

ceived, in addition to a remarkable re-

velation of gums, that the text of the

queer communication matched the regis-

tered envelope. He was full of refine-

ments and angles and of a kind of gen-
eralized pedantry. Of his unconscious

drollery his dress freely partook ; it

seemed, from the gold ring into which

his red necktie was passed to the square

toe-caps of his boots, to conform, with a

high sense of modernness, to the fashion

before the last. There were moments
when his overdone urbanity, all sugges-
tive stammers and interrogative quavers,

made him scarcely intelligible ; but I felt

him to be a gentleman, and I liked the

honesty of his errand and the expression
of his good green eyes.

As a worshiper at the shrine of beauty,

however, he needed explaining, especial-

ly when I found he had no acquaintance
with my brilliant model ; had merely,
on the evidence of my piotm-e. taken,

as he said, a tremendous fancy to her

face. I ought doubtless to have been

humiliated by the simplicity of his judg-
ment of it, a judgment for which the
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treatment was lost in tht subject , quite

leaving out the element of art. He was

like the innocent reader for whom t hi-

story is
"
really true

" and the author a

negligible quantity. He had come to

me only because he wanted to purchase,

and I remember being so amused at his

attitude, which I had never seen equally

marked in a person of education, that I

asked him why, for the sort of enjoy-

ment he desired, it would n't be more to

the point to deal directly with the lady.

He stared and blushed at this ; I could

see the idea frightened him. He was

an extraordinary case, personally so

modest that I could see it had never oc-

curred to him. He had fallen in love

with a painted sign, and seemed content

just to dream of what it stood for. He
was the young prince in the legend or

the comedy who loses his heart to the

miniature of the outland princess. Un-

til I knew him better this puzzled me

much, the link was so missing between

his sensibility and his type. He was of

course bewildered by my sketches, which

implied in the beholder some sense of

intention and quality; but for one of

them, a comparative failure, he ended

by conceiving a preference so arbitrary
and so lively that, taking no second look

at the others, he expressed the wish to

possess it, and fell into the extremity of

confusion over the question of the price.

I simplified that problem, and he went

off without having asked me a direct

question about Miss Saunt, but with his

acquisition under his arm. His delicacy
was such that he evidently considered

his rights to be limited : he had acquired
none at all in regard to the original of

the picture. There were others for I

was curious about him that I wai.

him to feel I conceded : I should have

been glad of his carrying away a sense

of ground left for coming back. To in-

sure this I had probably only to invite

him, and I perfectly recall the impulse
that made me forbear. It operated sud-

denly, from within, while he hung about

the door, and in spite of the diffident

appeal that blinked in his ugly smile.

If he was smitten with Flora's ghost,

what might n't be the direct force of

the luminary that could east such a

shadow ? This source of radiance, flood-

ing my poor place, might very well hap-

pen to be present the next time he should

turn up. The idea was sharp within me
that there were complications it was no

mission of mine to bring about. If they
were to occur, they might occur by a

logic of their own.

Let me say at once that they did

occur, and that I perhaps, after all,

had something to do with it. If Mr.

Dawling had departed without a fresh

appointment, he was to reappear six

months later under protection no less

adequate than that of our young lady
herself. I had seen her repeatedly for

months : she had grown to regard my
studio as the very shrine of her loveli-

ness. This attribute was frankly there

the object of interest ; in other places

there were occasionally other objects.

The freedom of her manners continued

to be stupefying : there was nothing so

extraordinary save the absence, in con-

nection with it, of any catastrophe. She

was kept innocent by her egotism, but

she was helped also, though she had now

put off her mourning, by the attitude of

the lone orphan who had to be a law

unto herself. It was as a lone orphan
that she came and went, as a lone or-

phan that she was the centre of a crush.

The neglect of the Hainmond-Synges

gave relief to this character, and she

paid them handsomely to be shocking.
Lord Iffield had gone to India to shoot

tigers, but he returned in time for the

private view : it was he who had snapped

up, as Flora called it, the thing at the

lemy. My hope for the girl's future

had slipped ignominiously off his back,

but after his purchase of the portrait I

tiitd to cultivate a new faith. The girl's

own faith was wonderful : it could n't,

however, be contagious, with so visible a
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weakness in her sense of what painters

call values. Her colors were laid on

like blankets on a cold night. How in-

deed could a person speak tin- truth who

was always posturing and bragging?
She was after all vulgar enough, and by

lie I had mastered her profile and

could almost do it, in a single line, with

my eyes shut, I was decidedly tired of

her. There grew to be something silly

in the smoothness of that silhouette.

One moved with her, moreover, among
phenomena mismated and unrelated ;

nothing in her talk ever matched with

anything out of it. Lord I (field was

dying of love for her, but his family
was leading him a life. His mother,

horrid woman, had told some one that

she would rather he should be swallowed

by a tiger than marry a girl not abso-

lutely one of themselves. He had given
his young friend unmistakable signs,

hut he was lying low, gaining time: it

was in his father's power to be, both in

personal and in pecuniary ways, exces-

sively nasty to him. His father would n't

last forever, quite the contrary ; and

he knew how perfectly, in spite of her

youth. li-T beauty, and the swarm of her

admirers, some of them positively threat-

ening in their passion, he could trust her

to hol.l .>ut. There were richer, cleverer

here were greater personages, too,

but she liked her "little viscount
"

just

as he was, and liked to think that, hul-

lied and persecuted, he had her there

so luxuriously to rest upon. She came
back to me with tale upon tale, and it

all i iii^ht be or might n't ; I never met

my pretty model in the world, she

1. it appeared, in exalted circles,

and could only admire, in her wealth of

illustration, the grand.-ur <>f IK r life and
freedom of her hand.

I had on the first opportunity spoken
of Geoffrey Dawling, and she had

listened to my story BO far as she had
the art of such patience, asking me in-

deed more question* about him than 1

could MMwet . then she had capped my

anecdote with others much more strik-

ing, revelations of effects produced in

the most extraordinary quarters : on peo-

ple who had followed her into railway

carriages ; guards and porters even who
had literally stuck there ; others who had

spoken to her in shops and hung about

her house-door ; cabmen, upon her hon-

or, in London, who, to gaze their fill at

her, had found excuses to thrust their

petrifaction through the very glasses of

four-wheelers. She lost herself in these

reminiscences, the moral of which was

that poor Mr. Dawling was only one of

a million. When, therefore, the next

autumn, she flourished into my studio

with her odd companion at her heels,

her first care was to make clear to me
that if he was now in servitude it was n't

because she had run after him. Daw-

ling hilariously explained that when one

wished very much to get anything one

usually ended by doing so, a proposi-

tion which led me wholly to dissent, and

our young lady to asseverate that she

had not in the least wished to get Mr.

Dawling. She might not have wished

to get him, but she wished to show him,

and I seemed to read that if she could

treat him as a trophy her affairs were

rather at the ebb. True there always

hung from her belt a promiscuous fringe

of scalps. Much, at any rate, would have

come and gone since our separation in

.Inly. She had spent four months abroad,

where, on Swiss and Italian lakes, in

German cities, in Paris, many accidents

might have happened.

V.

I had been again with my mother,

but, except Mrs. Meldrum and the gleam
of France, had not found at Folkestone

my old objects of interest Mrs. Mel-

drum, much edified by my report of the

performances, as she called them, in my
had told me that, to her know-

ledge, Flora would soon be on the straw :
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she had cut from her capital such fine

fat slices that there was almost nothing

more left to swallow. Perched on her

breezy cliff, the good lady dazzled me,

as usual, by her universal light : she

knew so much more about everything
and every one than I could ever squeeze
out of my color-tubes. She knew that

Flora was acting on system, and abso-

lutely declined to be interfered with ;

her precious reasoning was that her

money would last as long as she should

need it. that a magnificent marriage
would crown her charms before she

should be really pinched. She had a

sum put by for a liberal outfit ; mean-

while, the proper use of the rest was to

decorate her for the approaches to the

altar, keep her afloat in the society in

which she would most naturally meet

her match. Lord Iffield had been seen

with her at Lucerne, at Cadenabbia ;

but it was Mrs. Meldrum's conviction

that nothing was to be expected of him

but the most futile flirtation. The girl

had a certain hold of him, but, with a

great deal of swagger, he had n't the

spirit of a sheep : he was in fear of his

father, and would never commit himself

in Lord Considine's lifetime. The most

Flora might achieve would be that he

would n't marry any one else. Geoffrey

Dawling, to Mrs. Meldrum's knowledge

(I had told her of the young man's vis-

it), had attached himself, on the way
back from Italy, to the Hammond-Synge
party ; and my informant was in a po-

sition to be definite about this dangler.

She knew about his people ; she had heard

of him before. Had n't he been, at Ox-

ford, a friend of one of her nephews ?

Had n't he spent the Christmas holidays,

precisely three years before, at her bro-

ther-in-law's in Yorkshire, taking that

occasion to get himself refused with de-

rision by willful Betty, the second daugh-
ter of the house ? Her sister, who liked

the floundering youth, had written to

her to complain of Betty, and that the

young man should now turn up as an

appendage of Flora's was one of those

often-cited proofs that the world is small

and that there are not enough people to

go round. His father had been some-

thing or other in the Treasury ; his grand-

father, on the mother's side, had been

something or other in the Church. He
had come into the paternal estate, two or

three thousand a year, in Hampshire ;

but he had let the place advantageously,
and was generous to four ugly sisters

who lived at Bournemouth and adored

him. The family was hideous all round,

but the salt of the earth. He was sup-

posed to be unspeakably clever ; he was

fond of London, fond of books, of intel-

lectual society, and of the idea of a po-

litical career. That such a man should

be at the same time fond of Flora Saunt

attested, as the phrase in the first volume

of Gibbon has it, the variety of his in-

clinations. I was soon to learn that he

was fonder of her than of all the other

things together. Betty, one of five, and

with views above her station, was at any
rate felt, at home, to have dished herself

by her folly. Of course no one had

looked at her since, and no one would

ever look at her again. It would be

eminently desirable that Flora should

learn the lesson of Betty's fate.

I was not struck, I confess, with all

this in my mind, by any symptoms on

our young lady's part of that sort of med-

itation. The only moral she saw in any-

thing was that of her incomparable coun-

tenance, which Mr. Dawling, smitten,

even like the railway porters and the

cabmen, by the doom-dealing gods, had

followed from London to Venice, and

from Venice back to London again. I

afterwards learned that her version of

this episode was profusely inexact : his

personal acquaintance with her had been

determined by an accident remarkable

enough, I admit, in connection with

what had gone before, a coincidence

at all events superficially striking. At

Munich, returning from a tour in the

Tyrol with two of his sisters, he had
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found himself, at the table d'hote of his

inn, opposite to the living type of that

face of which the mere clumsy copy had

made him dream and desire. He had

been tossed by it to a height so vertigi-

nous as to involve a retreat from the ta-

ble ; but the next day he had dropped
with a resounding thud at the very feet

of his apparition. On tin- following.

with an equal incoherence, a sae

even of his bewildered sisters, whom he

left behind, he made an heroic effort to

escape by flight from a fate of which he

: v felt the cold breath. That fate,

in London, very little later, drove him

straight before it, drove him, one Sun-

: ternoon, in the rain, to the door of

unmond-Synges. He marched, in

other words, close up to the cannon that

was to blow him to pieces. But three

weeks, when he reappeared to me, had

elapsed since then, yet (to vary my meta-

phor) tin- harden he was to carry for

the rest of his days was firmly lashed

to his back. I don't mean by this that

Flora had been persuaded to contract

her scope ; I mean that he had been

treated to the unconditional snub which,

as the event was to show, could n't have

been bettered as a means of securing

him. She In.I n't calculated, but she

had sa and th:it word had

made a bed big enough for his long-

legged patience. He became, from this

:.t, to my mind, the interesting

in tin- piece.

Now that he had acted without my
aid I was free to show him this, and

..;. on his own side, something to

show me, he repeatedly knocked at my
door. What he brought with him on

these occasions was a simplicity so huge
that, as I turn my ear to the past, I seem

now to hear it bumping up and

my stairs. That was really what

I saw of him. in the li-ht of hi* beha-

vior. He had fallen in love as he might
have broken his \*>g. and the fracture

was of a sort that would make hi

manently lame. It was the whole man

who limped and lurched, with nothing
of him left in the same position as be-

fore. The tremendous cleverness, the

literary society, the political ambition,

the Bournemouth sisters, all seemed to

flop with his every movement a little

nearer to the floor. I had n't had an

Oxford training, and I had never en-

countered the great man at whose feet

poor Dawling had most preeminently
sat and who had addressed to him his

most destructive sniffs ; but I remember

asking myself if such privileges had

been an indispensable preparation to the

career on which my friend appeared
now to have embarked. I remember,

too, making up my mind about the clev-

erness, which had its uses, and I sap-

pose, in impenetrable shades, even its

critics, but from which the friction of

mere personal intercourse was not the

sort of process to extract a revealing

spark. He accepted without a question
both his fever and his rhill, and the only

thing he showed any subtlety about was

this convenience of my friendship. He
told me, doubtless, his simpje story, but

the matter comes back to me in a kind

of sense of my being rather the mouth-

piece, of my having had to thresh it out

for him. He took it from me ^

a groan, and I gave it to him, as we used

to say, pretty hot ; he took it again and

again, spending his odd half-hours with

me as if for the very purpose of learn-

ing how idiotically he was in love. Ho
told me I made him see things; to be-

k'in. I had first made him see Flora Saunt

herself. I wanted him to give li

and luminously informed him why, and

he never protested nor contradicted,

never was even so alembicated as to de-

clare, just for the sake of the drama,

that he would n't. He simply and un-

dramatically did n't, and when, at the

end of three months, I asked him what

was the use of talking with such a fel-

low, his nearest approach to a ju~

tion was to say that what made him

want to help her was just the deficiencies
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to which I called his attention. I could

only reply,
"
Oh, if you 're as sorry for

her as that!
"
without pointing tin- mor-

aL I was after all very nearly as sorry

for her as that myself ; but it only led

me to be sorrier still for other victims

of this compassion. With him, as with

me, the compassion was at first in excess

of any visible motive; so that when

eventually the motive was supplied, each

could to a certain extent compliment
the other on the fineness of his fore-

sight.

After Dawling had begun to haunt

my studio, Miss Saunt quite gave it up.

I learned later on that she accused me
of conspiring with him to put pressure
on her to marry him. She did n't know
I would take it that way, else she would

n't have brought him to see me. It was

a part of the conspiracy, in her view,

that, to show him a kindness, I asked

him at last to sit to me. I dare say,

moreover, she was disgusted to hear that

I had ended by attempting almost as

many sketches of his beauty as I had

attempted o/ hers. What then was the

value of tributes to beauty by a hand

that luxuriated in ugliness ? My relation

to poor Dawling's want of modeling was

simple enough. I was really digging in

that sandy desert for the buried treasure

of his soul.

VI.

It befell at this period, just before

Christmas, that, on my having gone, un-

der pressure of the season, into a great

shop to buy a toy or two, my eye, fleeing

from superfluity, lighted, at a distance,

on the bright concretion of Flora Saunt.

an exhibitability that held its own even

against the most plausible pinkness of

the most developed dolls. A huge quar-
ter of the place, the biggest bazaar " on

earth," was peopled with these and other

effigies and fantasies, as well as with pur-
chasers and venders, haggard alike, in the

blaze of the gas, with hesitations. I was

just about to appeal to Flora to avert

that stage of my errand, when I saw that

she was accompanied by a gentleman
whose identity, though more than a year
had elapsed, came back to me from the

Folkestone cliff. It had been associated

in that place with showy knickerbockers ;

at present it overflowed more splendid-

ly into a fur -trimmed overcoat. Lord

Iffield's presence made me waver an in-

stant before crossing over; and during
that instant, Flora, blank and undistin-

guishing, as if she too were, after all.

weary of alternatives, looked straight

across at me. I was on the point of

raising my hat to her when I observed

that her face gave no sign. I was ex-

actly in the line of her vision, but she

either did n't see me or did n't recog-

nize me, or else had a reason to pretend
she did n't. Was her reason that I had

displeased her and that she wished to

punish me? I had always thought it

one of her merits that she was n't a pun-

ishing person. She simply, at any rate,

looked away ; and at this moment one of

the shop-girls, who had apparently gone
off in search of it, bustled up to her

with a small mechanical toy. It so hap-

pened that I followed closely what then

took place, afterwards recognizing that 1

had been led to do so, led even through
the crowd to press nearer for the pur-

pose, by an impression of which, in the

act, I was not fully conscious.

Flora, with the toy in her hand, looked

round at her companion ; then, seeing
his attention had been solicited in an-

other quarter, she moved away with the

shop-girl, who had evidently offered to

conduct her into the presence of more

objects of the same sort. When she

reached the indicated spot, I was in a

position still to observe her. She had

asked some question about the working
of the toy, and the girl, taking it herself,

began to explain the little secret. Flora

bent her head over it, but she clearly

did n't understand. I saw her, in a man-

ner that quickened my curiosity, give a
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glance back at the place from which she

had come. Lord I Hi. -Id was talking with

another shop-girl. She satisfied herself

of this la :!..- aid of a question addressed

to the young person waiting on her.

She then drew closer to the table near

which she stood, and, turning her back

to me, bent her head lower over the

ion of toys, and more particularly

over the small object the attendant had

attempted to explain. She took it back

from the girl, and, after a moment, with

her face well averted, made an odd mo-

tion of her arms and a significant little

t h'T head. These slight signs,

singular as it may appear, produced in

my bosom an agitation so great that I

failed to notice Lord Iffield's where-

abouts. He had rejoined her; he was

close upon her before I knew it or be-

fore she knew it herself. I felt at that

instant the strangest of all impulses; if

it could have operated more rapidly, it

would have caused me to dash between

them in some such manner as to give
Flora a warning. In fact, as it was, I

think I could have done this in time,

had I not been checked by a curiosity
r still than my impulse. There

were three seconds during which I saw

the young man and yet let him come on.

Had n't I a quick sense that if he did n't

rat rh what Flora had done, I too might

perhaps not catch it
'

She, at any rate,

herself took the alarm. On perceiving
her companion's nearness, she made, still

1, another duck of her head and

hands so precipitate that

a lilt!.- tin steamboat she had been hold-

ing escaped from them and rattled down
to the floor with a sharpness that I hear

at this hour. Lord Iffield had already
her arm ; with a violent jerk he

brought her round toward him. Th M

it was that there met my eyes a quite

distressing sight : this exquisite cr

blushing, glaring, exposed, with a pair of

big black-rimmed eye-glasses, disfiguring
her by their position, crookedly astride

of her heautiful nose. She made a grab

at them with her free hand, and I

turned confusedly away.

VII.

I don't remember how soon it was I

spoke to Geoffrey Dawling ; his sittings

were irregular, but it was certainly the

very next time he gave me one.
' Has any rumor ever reached you of

Miss Saunt's having anything the matter

with her eyes ?
" He stared with a can-

dor that was a sufficient answer to my
question, backing it up with a shocked

and mystified
" Never !

" Then I asked

him if he had observed in her any symp-
tom, however disguised, of sight serious-

ly defective ; on which, after a moment's

thought, he exclaimed,
"
.Disguised ?

"
as

if my use of that word had vaguely
awakened a train. " She 's not a bit

near-sighted," he said; "she doesn't

blink or contract her lids." I fully re-

cognized this, and I mentioned that she

altogether denied the impeachment ; ow-

ing it to him, moreover, to explain the

ground of my inquiry, I gave him a

sketch of the incident that had taken

place before me at the shop. He knew
all about Lord Ittield. That nobleman

had figured freely in our conversation as

his preferred, his injurious rival. Poor

I )a\\ ling's contention was that, if there

had been a definite engagement between

his lordship and the young lady, the

sort of thing that was announced in The

Morning Post, renunciation and retire-

ment would be comparatively easy to him ;

but that, having waited in vain for any
such assurance, he was entitled to act as

if the door were not really closed, or

were, at any rate, not cruelly locked. He
was naturally much struck with my anec-

dote, and still more with my interpreta-

tion of it.

" There it something, there is some-

thing, possibly something very grave,

certainly something that requires she

should make use of aids to vision. Sho
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won't admit it publicly, because, with

her idolatry of her beauty, the feeling

she is all made up of, she sees in such

aids nothing but the humiliation and the

disfigurement. She has used them in

secret, but that is evidently not enough,
for the affection she suffers from, appar-

ently some definite ailment, has lately

grown much worse. She looked straight

at me in the shop, which was violently

lighted, without seeing it was I. At the

same distance, at Folkestone, where, as

you know, I first met her, where I heard

this mystery hinted at, and where she

indignantly denied the thing, she ap-

peared easily enough to recognize people.

Now she could n't really make out any-

thing the shop-girl showed her. She has

successfully concealed from the man I

saw her with that she resorts, in private,

to a pince-nez, and that she does so not

only under the strictest orders from an

oculist, but because literally the poor

thing can't accomplish without such help
half the business of life. Iffield, how-

ever, has suspected something, and his

suspicions, whether expressed or kept to

himself, have put him on the watch. I

happened to have a glimpse of the move-

ment at which he pounced on her and

caught her in the act."

I had thought it all out; my idea

explained many things ; and Dawling
turned pale as he listened to me.

" Was he rough with her ?
" he anx-

iously asked.
'* How can I tell what passed between

them ? I fled from the place."

My companion stared at me in silence

a moment. " Do you mean to say her

eyesight 's going ?
"

" Heaven forbid ! In that case, how
could she take life as she does ?

"

" How does she take life ? That 's the

question !

"
Dawling sat there bewil-

deredly brooding; the tears had come
into his eyes; they reminded me of

those I had seen in Flora's the day I

risked my inquiry. The question he

had asked was one that, to my own sat-

isfaction, I was ready to answer, but I

hesitated to let him hear as yet all that

my reflections had suggested. I was, in-

deed, privately astonished at their inge-

nuity. For the present I only rejoined
that it struck me she was playing a par-

ticular game ; at which he went on as if

he had n't heard me, suddenly haunted

with a fear, lost in the dark possibility I

had opened up :
" Do you mean there 's

a danger of anything very bad ?
"

" My dear fellow, you must ask her

oculist."

" Who in the world is her oculist ?
"

" I have n't a conception. But we
must n't get too excited. My impression
would be that she has only to observe

a few ordinary rules, to exercise a little

common sense."

Dawling jumped at this.
" I see, to

stick to the pince-nez."
" To follow to the letter her oculist's

prescription, whatever it is and at what-

ever cost to her prettiness. It 's not a

thing to be trifled with."
"
Upon my honor, it shan't be trifled

with !

"
he roundly declared ; and he ad-

justed himself to his position again as if

we had quite settled the business. After

a considerable interval, while I botched

away, he suddenly said,
" Did they make

a great difference ?
"

" A great difference ?
"

" Those things she had put on."
"
Oh, the glasses, in her beauty ?

She looked queer, of course, but it was

partly because one was unaccustomed.

There are women who look charming in

nippers. What, at any rate, if she does

look queer ? She must be mad not to

accept that alternative."
" She w mad," said Geoffrey Dawling.
"Mad to refuse you, I grant. Be-

sides," I went on,
" the pince-nez, which

was a large and peculiar one, was all

awry ; she had half pulled it off, but it

continued to stick, and she was crimson ;

she was angry."
" It must have been horrible !

"
my

companion murmured.
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was horrible. Hut it 's still more

horrible to defy all warnings ; it 's still

more horrible to be landed in
" With-

out completing my phrase I disgustedly

shrugged my shoulders.

After a glance at me, Dawling jerked

round. - Then you do believe that she

may be ?
"

I hesitated. " The tiling would he to

make her believe it She only needs a

good scare."
" But if that fellow is shocked at the

precautions she does take ?
"

-Oh, who knows ?
"

I rejoined, with

small sincerity.
- 1 don't suppose Iffield

is absolutely a brute."

I would take her with leather blind-

en, like a shying mare !

"
cried Geof-

frey Dawling.
I had an impression that Iffield would

n't, but I did n't communicate it, for I

wanted to pacify my companion, whom
I had discomposed too much for the

purposes of my sitting. I recollect that

I did some good work that morning, but

it also comes back to me that, before we

separated, Dawling had practically re-

vealed to me that my anecdote, connect-

ing itself in his mind with a series of

observations at the time unconscious and

unregistered, had covered with light the

sulij. -i-t of our colloquy. He had had a

formless perception of some secret that

drove Miss Saunt to subterfuges, and

the more he thought of it, the more he

guessed this secret to be the practice of

making believe she saw when she did n't,

cleverly keeping people from find-

ing out how little she saw. When one

patched together things, it was astonish-

ing what ground they covered. Just as

he was going away, he asked me from

what source, at Folkestone, the report I

had mentioned to him had proceeded.
When I had given him, as I saw no rea-

t to do, the name of Mrs. Mel-

drum, he exclaimed. "Oh, I know all

her ; she 's a friend of some
Is of mine!" At this I remem-

bered willful Betty, and said to myself

that I knew some one who would proba-

bly prove more willful still.

VIII.

A few days later I again heard Daw-

ling on my stairs, and even before he

passed my threshold I knew he had some-

thing to tell me.
" I 've been down to Folkestone ; it

was necessary I should see her!' 1
I

forget whether he had come straight

from the station ; he was, at any rate, out

of breath with his news, which it took

me, however, a minute to interpret
" You mean that you 've been with

Mrs. Meldrum
" Yes ; to ask her what she knows and

how she comes to know it It worked

upon me awfully, I mean what you
told me." He made a visible effort to

seem quieter than he was, and it showed

me sufficiently that he had not been re-

assured. I laid, to comfort him, and

smiling at a venture, a friendly hand on

his arm, and he dropped into my eyes,

fixing them an instant, a strange, dis-

tended look which might have expressed
the cold clearness of all that was to

come. " I know now !

"
he said, with

an emphasis he rarely used.
" What then did Mrs. Meldrum tell

you ?
"

*'

Only one thing that signified, for she

has no real knowledge. But that one

thing was everything."
" What is it, th

"
Why, that she can't bear the sight

of her." His pronouns required some

arranging, but after I had successfully

dealt with them I replied that I knew

perfectly Miss Saunt had a trick of turn-

ing her back on the good lady of Folke-

stone. But what did that prove ? "Have

you never guessed ? I guessed as soon

as she spoke !

"
Dawling towered over

me in dismal triumph. It was the first

time in our acquaintance that, intellectu-

ally speaking, this had occurred ; but
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even so remarkable an incident still left

me sufficiently at sea to cause him to

continue: "Why, the effect of those

spectacles !

"

I seemed to catch the tail of his idea.

-Mrs. Meldrum's?"
"
They 're so awfully ugly, and they

increase so the dear woman's ugliness."

This remark began to flash a light, and

when he quickly added,
" She sees her-

self, she sees her own fate !

"
my re-

sponse was so immediate that I had al-

most taken the words out of his mouth.

While I tried to fix this sudden image
of Flora's face glazed in and cross-barred

even as Mrs. Heldrum's was glazed and

barred, he went on to assert that only
the horror of that image, looming out

at herself, could be the reason of her

avoiding such a monitress. The fact he

had encountered made everything hide-

ously vivid, and more vivid than any-

thing else that just such another pair of

goggles was what would have been pre-
scribed to Flora.

" I see I see," I presently rejoined.
" What would become of Lord Iffield if

she were suddenly to come out in them ?

What indeed would become of every one,

what would become of everything?"
This was an inquiry that Dawling was

evidently unprepared to meet, and I

completed it by saying at last,
" My dear

fellow, for that matter, what would be-

come of you ?
"

Once more he turned on me his good

green eyes.
"
Oh, I should n't mind."

The tone of these words somehow
made his ugly face beautiful, and I felt

that there dated from that moment in

my heart a confirmed affection for him.

None the less, at the same time, per-

versely and rudely, I became aware of a

certain drollery in our discussion of such

alternatives. It made me laugh out,

and made me say to him while I laughed,
" You 'd take her even with those things
of Mrs. Meldrum's ?

"

He remained mournfully grave ; I

could see that he was surprised at my

rude mirth. But he summoned back a

vision of the lady at Folkestone, and

he conscientiously replied,
" Even with

those things of Mrs. Meldrum's." I

begged him not to think my laughter in

bad taste ; it was only a practical recog-
nition of the fact that we had built a

monstrous castle in the air. Did n't he

see on what flimsy ground the structure

rested ? The evidence was preposter-

ously small. He believed the worst, but

we were utterly ignorant.
"I shall find out the truth," he

promptly replied.
" How can you ? If you question her,

you will simply drive her to perjure her-

self ; and wherein, after all, does it con-

cern you to know the truth ? It 's the

girl's own affair."

" Then why did you tell me your

story?"
I was a trifle embarrassed. " To warn

you off," I returned, smiling. He took

no more notice of these words than pre-

sently to remark that Lord Iffield had

no serious intentions. "
Very possibly,"

I said. " But you must n't speak as if

Lord Iffield and you were her only al-

ternatives."

Dawling thought a moment. " Would
n't the people she has consulted give
some information ? She must have been

to people ; how else can she have been

condemned ?
"

" Condemned to what ? Condemned
to perpetual nippers ? Of course she has

consulted some of the big specialists, but

she has done it, you may be sure, in

the most clandestine manner ; and even

if it were supposable that they would

tell you anything, which I altogether

doubt, you would have great difficul-

ty in finding out which men they are.

Therefore leave it alone ; never show her

what you suspect."
I even, before he quitted me, asked

him to promise me this, and he said,

gloomily enough,
" All right, I pro-

mise." He was a lover who could tacitly

grant the proposition that there was no
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limit to the deceit his loved one was

ready to practice; it made so remark-

ably little difference. I could see that

from this moment he would be filled

wit Ii a passionate pity, ever so little quali-

fied by a sense of the girl's fatuity and

folly. She was always accessible to him,

that I knew ; for if she had told him

be was an idiot to dream she could dream

of him, she would have resented the im-

putation of having failed to make it clear

that she would always be glad to regard
him as a friend. What were most of

her friends what were all of them

pudiated idiots? I was perfectly

aware that, in her conversations and con-

fidences, I myself, for instance, figured

in the liberal list As regards poor Daw-

ling, I knew how often he still called on

the Hammond-Synges. It was not there,

but under the wing of the Floyd-Tay-

lors, that her intimacy with Lord Iffield

most flourished. At all events, when,

one morning, a week after the visit I

have just summarized, Flora's name was

brought up to me, I jumped at the con-

clusion that Dawling had been with her,

and even, I fear, briefly entertained the

thought that he had broken his word.

IX.

She left me, after she had been intro-

duced, in no suspense about her present

motive; she was, on the contain . in

a visible fever to enlighten me ; but I

promptly learned that for the alarm with

whi.-h she pitiably quivered our young
man was not accountable. She had but

one thought in the world, and that

thought was for Lord Iffield. I had the

strangest, saddest scene with her, and if

it ili- 1 me no other good, it at least mode
me at last completely understand why,

insidiously, from the first, she had struck

me as a creature of tragedy. In show-

ing me the whole of her folly it showed

me her misery. I don't know how much
she meant to tell me when she came,
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I think she had had plans of elaborate

misrepresentation ; at any rate, she found

it, at the end of ten minutes, the sim-

plest way to break down and sob, to be

wretched and true. When she had once

begun to let herself go, the movement
took her off her feet ; the relief of it

was like the cessation of a cramp. She

shared, in a word, her long secret ; she

shifted her sharp pain. She brought, I

confess, tears to my own eyes, tears of

helpless tenderness for her helpless pov-

erty. Her visit, however, was not quite

so memorable in itself as in some of its

consequences, the most immediate of

which was that I went, that afternoon, to

see Geoffrey Dawling, who had in those

days rooms in Welbeck Street, where I

presented myself at an hour late enough
to warrant the supposition that he might
have come in. He had not come in, but

he was expected, and I was invited to

enter and wait for him : a lady, I was

informed, was already in his sitting-

room. I hesitated, a little at a loss : it

had wildly coursed through my brain

that the lady was perhaps Flora Saunt

But when I asked if she were young and

remarkably pretty, I received so signifi-

cant a "
No, sir !

"
that I risked an ad-

vance, and, after a minute, in this man-

ner, found myself, to my astonishment,

face to face with Mrs. Molilrum.
"
Oh, you dear thing," she exclaimed,

" I 'm delighted to see you : you spare
me another compromising demarche!

But for this I should have called on you
also. Know the worst at once : if you
see me here, it 's at least deliberate,

it 's planned, plotted, shameless. I came

op on purpose to see him, and upon ray
\\.-rl. because I'm in love with him.

Why, if you valued my peace of mind,

did you Irt lii in, the other day at Folke-

stone, dawn upon my delighted eyes ? I

took there, in half an hour, the most ex-

traordinary fancy to him : with a per-

fect sense of everything that can be

urged against him, I tin. I him. none the

less, the very pearl of men. However,
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sion : I 've come to bring him news that

will interest him much more. Above

all, I 've come to urge upon him to be

careful."

"About Flora Saunt?"
" About what he says and does : he

must be as still as a mouse ! She 's at

last really engaged."
" But it's a tremendous secret !

"
I

was moved to merriment.
"
Precisely : she telegraphed me this

noon, and spent another shilling to tell

me that not a creature in the world is

yet to know it"
" She had better have spent it to tell

you that she had just passed an hour

with the creature you see before you."
"She has just passed an hour with

every one in the place !

"
Mrs. Meldrum

cried-.
"
They 've vital reasons, she

wired, for its not coming out for a month.

Then it will be formally announced, but

meanwhile her happiness is delirious.

I dare say Mr. Dawling already knows,
and he may, as it 's nearly seven o'clock,

have jumped off London Bridge ; but an

effect of the talk I had with him the

other day was to make me, on receipt of

my telegram, feel it to be my duty to

warn him, in person, against taking ac-

tion, as it were, on the horrid certitude

which I could see he carried away with

him. I had added somehow to that cer-

titude. He told me what you had told

him you had seen in that shop."
Mrs. Meldrum, I perceived, had come

to Welbeck Street on an errand identi-

cal with my own, a circumstance indi-

cating her rare sagacity, inasmuch as her

ground for undertaking it was a very dif-

ferent thing from what Flora's wonderful

visit had made of mine. I remarked to

her that what I had seen in the shop was

sufficiently striking, but that I had seen

a great deal more that morning in my
studio. " In short," I said,

" I 've seen

everything."
She was mystified.

"
Everything ?

"

" The poor creature is under the dark-
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est of clouds. Oh, she came to triumph,
but she remained to talk something ap-

proaching to sense ! She put herself

completely in my hands, she does me
the honor to intimate that of all her

friends I 'm the most disinterested. Af-

ter she had announced to me that Lord

Iffield was bound hands and feet, and

that for the present I was absolutely the

only person in the secret, she arrived at

her real business. She had had a

picion of me ever since the day, at Folke-

stone, I asked her for the truth about

her eyes. The truth is what you and I

both guessed, she has no end of a row

hanging over her."

"But from what cause? I, who by
God's mercy have kept mine,know every-

thing that can be known about eyes !

"

said Mrs. Meldrum.
" She might have kept hers if she

had profited by God's mercy ; if she had

done in time, done years ago, what was

imperatively ordered her ; if she had n't,

in fine, been cursed with the loveliness

that was to make her behavior a thing
of fable. She may keep them still, if

she '11 sacrifice and after all, so little

that purely superficial charm. She

must do as you 've done ; she must wear,

dear lady, what you wear !

"

What my companion wore glittered

for the moment like a melon-frame in

August.
" Heaven forgive her ! now I

understand !

"
she exclaimed, turning

pale.

But I was n't afraid of the effect on

her good nature of her thus seeing,

through her great goggles, why it had

always been that Flora held her at such

a distance. " I can't tell you," I said,
" from what special affection, what state

of the eye, her danger proceeds : that 's

the one thing she succeeded, this morn-

ing, in keeping from me. She knows,

herself, perfectly, she has had the best

advice in Europe.
* It 's a thing that 's

awful, simply awful,' was the only ac-

count she would give me. Year before

last, while she was at Boulogne, she
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went for three days, with Mrs. Floyd-

Taylor, to Paris. She there surrept

ly consulted the greatest man, even

Mrs. Floyd-Taylor does n't know. Last

autumn, in Germany, she did the same.
* First put on peculiar spectacles, with a

straight bar in the middle: then we'll

talk/ that 's practically what they say.

What she says is that she '11 put on any-

thing in nature when she 's married, hut

that she must get married first She

has always meant to do everything as

soon as she 's married. Then, and then

-he '11 be safe. How will any one

ever look at her if she makes herself a

fright ? How could she ever have got

engaged if she had made herself a

fright from the first ? It 's no use to in-

sist that, with her beauty, she can never

be a fright She said to me this morn-

ing, poor girl, the most characteristic,

the most harrowing things.
* My face

is all I have, and suck a face ! I

from the first I could do anything
witlt it. But I needed it all, I need it

still, every exquisite inch of it It is n't

as if I had a figure, or anything else.

Oh, if God had only given me a figure

too, I don't say ! Yes, with a figure, a

really good one, like Fanny Floyd-Tay-
lor's, who 's hideous, I 'd have risked

plain glstflfft But no one is perfect*
She says she still has money left, hut I

don't believe a word of it She has been

speculating on her impunity, on the idea

that her danger would hold off ; she has

literally been running a race with it.

Her theory has been, as you from th.-

first so clearly saw, that she'd get in

ahead. She swears to me that though
the ' bar

'

is too cruel, she wears when
she 's alone what she has been ordered

to wear. But when the deuce is she

alone ? It 's herself, of course, that she

has swindled worst ; she has put herself

off so insanely that even her vanity hut

half accounts for it with little inade-

quate concessions, little false measures

and preposterous evasions and !.

hopes. Her great terror is now that

Iffield, who already has suspicions, who
has found out her pince-nez, but whom
she has beguiled with some unblushing

hocus-pocus, should discover the dread-

ful facts ; and the essence of what she

wanted this morning was, in that inter-

est, to square me, to get me to deny, in-

dignantly and authoritatively (for is n't

she my favorite sitter
'

?), that she has

anything whatever the matter with any

part of her. She sobbed, she * went on,'

she entreated ; after we got talking her

extraordinary nerve left her, and she

showed me what she has been through,

as well as all her terror of the harm I

could do her. * Wait till I 'm married !

wait till I 'm married !

'

She took hold

of me, she almost sank on her knees. It

seems to me highly immoral, one 's par-

ticipation in her fraud ; but there 's no

doubt that she must be married : I don't

know what I don't see behind it There-

fore," I wound up,
"
Dawling must keep

his hands off."

Mrs. Meldrum had quite hung on my
lips ; she exhaled a long moan, as if she

had been holding her breath. "
Well,

that 's exactly what I came here to tell

him."

ion here he is." Our unconscious

host had just opened the door. Im-

mensely startled at finding us, he turned

a frightened look from one to the other,

as if to guess what disaster we were there

to announce or avert

Mrs. Meldrum, on the spot, was all gay-

ety.
" I 've come to return your sweet

visit Ah," she laughed, "I mean to

keep up the acquaintance !

"

he murmured mechani-

cally and absently, continuing to look at

os. Then, abruptly, he broke out,
" He 's

going to marry her."

I was surprised. "You already
know?"
He had had in his hand an evening

newspaper ; he tossed it down on the ta-

ble. -It 'sin that"

Published already ?
"

I was still

more surprised.
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"
Oh, Flora can't keep a secret !

'

Mrs. Meldrum humorously de<

She went up to poor Dawling and laid

a motherly hand upon him. " It 's all

right, it 's just as it ought to be : don't

think about her ever any more." Then,

as he met this adjuration with a dismal

stare in which the thought of her was

as abnormally vivid as the color of the

pupil, the excellent woman put up her

funny face and tenderly kissed him on

the cheek.

X.

I have spoken of these reminiscences

as of a row of colored beads, and I con-

fess that, as I continue to straighten out

my chaplet, I am rather proud of the

comparison. The beads are all there,

as I said, they slip along the string in

their small, smooth roundness. Geof-

frey Dawling accepted like a gentleman
the event his evening paper had ushered

in ; in view of which I snatched a mo-

ment to murmur him a hint to offer Mrs.

Meldrum his hand. He returned me
a heavy head-shake, and I judged that

marriage would henceforth strike him

very much as the traffic of the street

may strike some poor incurable at the

window of a hospital. Circumstances

arising at this time promptly led to my
making an absence from England, and

circumstances already existing offered

him a solid basis for similar action. He
had, after all, the usual resource of a

Briton, he could take to his boats.

He started on a journey round the

globe, and I was left with my nothing
but inference as to what might have

happened. Later observation, however,

only confirmed my belief that if, at any
time during the couple of months that

followed Flora Saunt's brilliant engage-

ment, he had made up, as they say, to

the good lady of Folkestone, that good
lady would not have pushed him over

the cliff. Strange as she was to behold,
I knew of cases in which she had been

obliged to administer that shove. I went

to New York to paint a couple of por-

traits; but I found, once on the spot, I

had counted without Chicago, where I

was invited to blot out this harsh dis-

crimination by the production of no less

than ten. I spent a year in America,

and should probably have spent a second

had I not been summoned back to Eng-
land by alarming news from my mother.

Her strength had failed, and as soon as

I reached London I hurried down to

Folkestone, arriving just at the moment
to offer a welcome to some slight symp-
toms of a rally. She had been much

worse, but she was now a little better ;

and though I found nothing but satisfac-

tion in having come to her, I saw after

a few hours that my London studio,

where arrears of work had already met

me, would be my place to await what-

ever might next occur. Before return-

ing to town, however, I had every rea-

son to sally forth in search of Mrs. ^Id-

drum, from whom, in so many months,

I had not had a line, and my view of

whom, with the adjacent objects, as I

had left them, had been intercepted by
a luxuriant foreground.

Before I had gained her house, I met

her, as I supposed, coming toward me
across the down, greeting me from afar

with the familiar twinkle of her great
vitreous badge ; and as it was late in

the autumn and the esplanade was a

blank, I was free to acknowledge this

signal by cutting a caper on the grass.

My enthusiasm dropped indeed the next

moment, for it had taken me but a few

seconds to perceive that the person thus

provoked had by no means the figure of

my martial friend. I felt a shock much

greater than any I should have thought

possible, as, on this person's drawing

near, I identified her as poor little Flora

Saunt. At what moment Flora had re-

cognized me belonged to an order of

mysteries over which, it quickly came

home to me, one would never linger

again; I could intensely reflect that,
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once we were face to fac<>. it chiefly

mattered tl Kit I should suoo-rd in look-

ing Still mor- inteKM-ly un:t-t:

All I saw at first was the big gold bar

that crossed each of her lenses, and over

which somethii. and grot'

like the eyes of a large insect, something

that now repre>>
r whole person-

Deemed, as out of the orifice of a

strain forward and press.

;ice had shrank away; it looked

smaller, appeared even to look plain ; it

was, at all events, so far as the effect on

a spectator was concerned, wholly- sacri-

ficed to this huge apparatus of sight.

There was no smile in it, and she made
no motion to take my offered hand. I

exclaim* -d.
u

I had no idea you were

down here !

" and wondered whether she

did n't know me at all, or knew me only

by my voice.

11 thought I was Mrs. Meldrum,"

ly remarked.

It was the quietness itself that made
me feel the necessity of an answer almost

tly gay. "Oh yes," I laughed,
44

you have a tremendous deal in common
tin. M.-ldrum ! I 've just ret

t<> Kngland after a long absence, and

n my way to see her. Won't you
. itli me '

"
It -truck m.- t!.

son for k ar of our i

was well disposed of now.

1 ve just left In r ; I 'in staying
with her." She stood solemnly fixing

ith her goggles.
' Would you like

now?" she asked, with tlu>

same gravity.

re was nothing to do but to treat

the question with the same exubcr

be a fascinating little a

at something was wrong
it was not diHicnlt to perceive; but a

good deal more than met the eye might
be pr.-smn. .1 to l.. wron-4 if Flora was

Mrs. Meldrum's roof. I had not,

for a year, had m -, think of

i agination had had suffi-

\varrant for lodging her in more

halls. One of the last things I

had heard, before leaving England, was

that, in commemoration of the new rela-

tionship, she had gone to stay with Lady
iiiu. This had made me take

everything else for granted, and the

noisy American world had deafened ray

ears to possible contradictions. Her

spectacles were at present a direct con-

tradiction : they seemed a negation not

only of new relationships, but of every
old one as well. I remember, nev

less, that when, after a moment, she

walked beside me on the grass, I found

myself nervously hoping she would n't

as yet, at any rate, tell me anything very
dreadful ; so that to stave off this dan-

ger I hurried her with questions about

Mrs. Meldrum, and, without waiting for

replies, became profuse on the subject

of my own doings. My companion was

completely silent, and I felt both as if

she were watching my nervousness with

a sort of sinister irony and as if I were

talking to some different, strange person.

Flora plain and obscure and soundless

was no Flora at all. At Mrs. Meldrum's

door she turned off, with the observation

that as there was certainly a great deal

I should have to say to our friend, she

had better not go in with me. I looked

at her again, I had been keeping my
eyes away from her, but only to meet

her magnified stare. I greatly desired,

in fact, to see Mrs. Meldrum alone, but

there was something so pitiful in the

girl's predicament that I hesitated to

fall in with this idea of dropping her.

Yet one could n't express a compassion
without v, .mi n to take too much wretch-

edness for granted. I reflected that I

must really figure to her as a fool, which

was an entertni 1 had never ex-

pected to give 1 rolled over me
there for the first time it has come

back tome since that there is, strange-

lv. in very deep n .a dignity
;li in in the most inveterate

habit of being all i I could n't

have the mann. of treating it

as a mere detail that I was face to face
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with a part of what, at our last meeting,
we had had such a scene about ; but

while I was trying to think of some man-

ner that I could have, she said, quite

colorlessly, yet somehow as if she might
never see me again, "Good -by. I'm

going to take my walk."
" All alone ?

"

She looked round the great bleak cliff-

top.
" With whom should I go ? Be-

sides, I like to be alone for the pre-

sent"

This gave me the glimmer of a vision

that she regarded her disfigurement as

temporary, and the confidence came to

me that she would never, for her happi-

ness, cease to be a creature of illusions.

It enabled me to exclaim, smiling bright-

ly and feeling indeed idiotic,
"
Oh, I shall

see you again ! But I hope you will have

a very pleasant walk."

"All my walks are very pleasant,

thank you, they do me such a lot of

good." She was as quiet as a mouse,
and her words seemed to me stupendous
in their wisdom. " I take several a day,"
she continued. She might have been a

village maiden responding with humil-

ity, at the church door, to the patronage
of the parson.

" The more I take, the

better I feel ; I 'm ordered by the doc-

tors to keep all the while in the air and

go in for plenty of exercise. It keeps

up my general health, you know, and if

that goes on improving, as it has lately

done, everything will soon be all right.

All that was the matter with me before

and always : it was too reckless !

was that I neglected my general health.

It acts directly on the state of the par-
ticular organ. So I 'm going three

miles."

I grinned at her from the doorstep
while Mrs. Meldrum's maid stood there

to admit me. " Oh, I
'

ra so glad," I

said, looking at her as she paced away
with the pretty flutter she had kept, and

remembering the day when, while she

rejoined Lord Iffield, T had indulged in

the same observation. Her air of as-

surance was on this occasion not less

than it had been on that; but I recalled

that she had then struck me as march-

ing off to her doom. Was she really

now marching away from it ?

XI.

As soon as I saw Mrs. Meldrum I

broke out to her :
" Is there anything in

it ? Is her general health
"

Mrs. Meldrum interrupted me with

her great amused blare :
" You 've al-

ready seen her and she has told you her

wondrous tale ? What 's
' in it

'

is what

has been in everything she has ever done,

the most comical, tragical belief in

herself. She thinks she 's doing a
< cure.'

"

" And what does her husband think ?
"

" Her husband ? What husband ?
"

" Has n't she then married Lord If-

field ?
"

" Vous-en-etes la ?
"

cried my hostess.

" He behaved like a regular beast."

"How should I know? You never

wrote to me."

Mrs. Meldrum hesitated, covering me
with what poor Flora called the partic-

ular organ.
"
No, I did n't write to

you ; and I abstained on purpose. If I

did n't, I thought you might n't, over

there, hear what had happened. If you
should hear, I was afraid you would stir

up Mr. Dawling."
" Stir him up ?

"

"
Urge him to fly to the rescue ; write

out to him that there was another chance

for him."
" I would n't have done it," I said.

"Well," Mrs. Meldi-nni replied, "it

was not my business to give you an op-

portunity."
" In short, you were afraid of it."

Again she hesitated, and. though it

may have been only my fancy, I thought
she considerably reddened. At any rate,

she laughed out ; then she answered very

honestly,
" I was afraid of it !

"
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it does n't he know ? Has he

given no sign ?
"

cry sign in life, he came straight

back to her. He did everything to get

her to listen to him ; but she has not

the smallest idea of it"
" Has he seen her as she is now ?

"

I presently and just a trifle awkwardly

inquired.
44 Indeed he has, and borne it like a

hero. He told me all abou
44 Howmnch you 've all been through !

"

I ventured to ejaculate. "Then what

has become of him ?
"

44 He 's at home, in Hampshire. He
has got back his old place, and, I be-

lieve, by this time, his old sisters. It 's

not half a bad little place."
44 Yet its attractions say nothing to

Flora?"

"Oh, Flora's by no means on her

back !

"
my interlocutress laughed.

44 She 's not on her back because she 's

on yours! Have you got her for the

rest of your life ?
"

Once more my hostess genially glared
at me. " Did she tell yon how much the

Hammond-Synges have kindly left her

to live on ? Not quite eighty pounds a

yea
"That 's a good deal, but it won't pay

li.-r oculist What was it that at last in-

duced her to submit to hii

Her general collapse after that brute

of an Iffield's rupture. She cried her

eyes out, she passed through a horror

of black darkness. Then came a gleam
of light, and the light appears to have

broadened. She went into goggles as

repentant Magdalens go into the Catho-

lir ( lull.

" Yet you don't think she *11 be saved?"
" She thinks she will, that 's all I

can tell you. There's no doubt that

when once she brought herself to accept
her real remedy, as she calls it she be-

gan to enjoy a relief that she had never

known. That feeling, very new, and, in

to of what she pays for it, most re-

freshing, has given her something to hold

on by, begotten in her foolish little mind

a belief that as she says, she 's on the

mend, and that in the course of time, if

she leads a tremendously healthy i

she '11 be able to take off her mask and

be seen again at parties. It keeps her

going."
44 And what keeps you f You 're good

until the parties begin again."
44 Oh, she does n't object to me now !

"

smiled Mrs. Meldrum. " I 'm going to

take her abroad ; we shall be a pretty

pair." I was struck with this energy,
and after a moment I inquired the rea-

son of it " It 's to divert her mind,"

my friend replied, reddening again, I

thought a little.
" We shall go next

week : I 've only waited, to start to see

how your mother would be." I ex-

pressed to her hereupon my sense of

her extraordinary merit and also that of

the inconceivability of Flora's fancying
herself still in a situation not to jump
at the chance of marrying a man like

Dawling.
4( She says he 's too ugly ; she

says he 's too dreary ; she says, in fact

he 's
*

nobody,'
" Mrs. Meldrum pursued ;

44 she says, above all, that he 's not * her

sort' She does n't deny that he 's good,
but she insists on the fact that he 's gro-

tesque. He 's quite the last person she

would ever dream of." I was almost

disposed, on hearing this, to protest that

if the girl had so little nice feeling her

noble suitor had perhaps served her

right ; but after a while my curiosity as

to just how her noble suitor had served

her got the better of that emotion, and

I asked a question or two which led my
companion again to apply to him the

invidious epithet I have already quoted.
What had happened was simply that

Flora had, at the eleventh hour, broken

down in the attempt to put him off with

an uncandid account of her infirmity.

and that his lordship's interest in h. r

had not been proof against the discov-

ery of the way the had practiced on him.

Her dissimulation, he was obliged to re-

cognize, had been infernally deep. The
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future, in short, assumed a new com-

plexion for him when looked at through

the grim glasses of a bride who, as he

had said to some one, could n't really,

when you came to find out, see her hand

before her face. He had conducted him-

self like any other jockeyed customer,

he had returned the animal as unsound.

He had backed out in his own way, giv-

ing the business, by some sharp shuffle,

such a turn as to make the rupture os-

tensibly Flora's, but he had none the

less remorselessly and basely backed out.

He had cared for her lovely face, cared

for it in the amused and haunted way
it had been her poor little delusive gift

to make men care ; and her lovely face,

damn it. with the monstrous gear she had

begun to rig upon it, was just what had

let him in. He had done, in the judg-
ment of his family, everything that could

be expected of him ; he had made
Mrs. Meldrum had herself seen the let-

ter a " handsome "
offer of pecuniary

compensation. Oh, if Flora, with her

incredible buoyancy, was in a manner

on her feet again now, it was not that

she had not, for weeks and weeks, been

prone in the dust. Strange were the hu-

miliations, the prostrations, it was given
to some natures to survive. That Flora

had survived was perhaps, after all, a

sort of sign that she was reserved for

some mercy.
" But she has been in the

depths, at any rate," said Mrs. Mel-

drum, " and I really don't think I can

tell you what pulled her through."
"I think I can tell you," I said.

"What in the world but Mrs. Mel-

drum?"

When, at the end of an hour, Flora

had not come in, I was obliged to an-

nounce that I should have but time to

reach the station, where, in charge of

my mother's servant, I was to find my
luggage. Mrs. Meldrum put before me
the question of waiting till a later train.

so as not to lose our young lady ; but I

confess I gave this alternative a consid-

eration less profound than I pretended.

Somehow I did n't rare if I did lose

our young lady. Now that J knew the

worst that had befallen her, it struck

me still less as possible to meet her on

the ground of condolence ; and. with the

melancholy aspect she wore to me, what

other ground was left ? I lost her, hut

I caught my train. In truth, she was so

changed that one hated to see it ; and

now that she was in charitable hands

one did n't feel compelled to make great
efforts. I had studied her face for a

particular beauty ; I had lived with that

beauty and reproduced it ; but I knew
what belonged to my trade well enough
to be sure it was gone forever.

XII.

I was soon called back to Folkestone ;

but Mrs. Meldrum and her young friend

had already left England, finding, to that

end, every convenience on the spot, and

not having had to come up to town.

My thoughts, however, were so painful-

ly engaged there that I should in any
case have had little attention for them :

the event occurred that was to bring

my series of visits to a close. When
this high tide had ebbed, I returned to

America and to my interrupted work,

which had opened out on such a scale

that, with a deep plunge into a great

chance, I was three good years in rising

again to the surface. There are nymphs
and naiads, moreover, in the American

depths ; they may have had something
to do with the duration of my dive. I

mention them, at any rate, to account for

a grave misdemeanor, the fact that, af-

ter the first year, I rudely neglected INI rx.

Meldrum. She had written to me, from

Florence, after my mother's death, and

had mentioned in a postscript that in our

young lady's calculations the lowest fig-

ures were now Italian counts. This was

a good omen, and if, in subsequent let-

ters, there was no news of a sequel, I

was content to accept small things, and to
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l c that grave tidings, should there

be any, would come to me in due course.

The gravity of what might happen to a

featherweight became, indeed, with time

and distance, less appreciable, and I was

not without an impression that Mrs. Mel-

dm in. whose sense of proportion was not

the least of her merits, had no idea of

boring the world with the ups and downs

of her pensioner. The poor girl grew
;md dim, a small fitful memory,

and a regret tempered by the comfort-

able consciousness of how kind Mrs.

Meldrum would always be to her. I

was professionallymore preoccupied than

I had ever been, and I had swarms of

pretty faces in my eyes and a chorus of

high voices in my ears. Geoffrey Daw-

ling, on his return to England, had writ-

ten me two or three letters ; his last in-

formation had been that be was going
into the statistics of rural illiteracy. I

was delighted to receive it, and had no

doubt that if he should go into statistics

they would, as they are said to be able

to prove anything, prove at least that

my advice was sound and that he had

.wasted time enough. This quickened,
on my part, another hope, a hope sug-

gested by some roundabout rumor I

forget how it reached me that he was

engaged to a girl down in Hampshire.
He turned out not to be, but I felt sure

that if only he went into statistics deep

enough he would become, among the

girls down in Hampshire or elsewhere,

one of those numerous prizes of battle

whose defenses are practically not on

the scale of their provocations. I nursed,

in short, the thought that it was proba-

bly open to him to become one of the

types as to which, as the years go on,

frivolous and superficial spectators lose

themselves in the wonder that they ever

succeeded in winning even the least win-

some mates. He never alluded t<>

Saunt ; and there was in his silence about

lite as in Mrs. Meldrum's, an ele-

ment of instinctive tact, a brief impli-

cation that if you did n't happen to have

been in love with her she was after all

.11 inevitable topic.

Within a week after my return to

London I went to the opera, of which I

had always been much of a devotee. I

arrived too late for the first act of Lo-

hengrin, but the second was just begin-

ning ; I gave myself up to it, with no

more than a glance at the house. When
it was over, I treated myself, with my
glass, from my place in the stalls, to

a general survey of the boxes, making,
doubtless, on their contents, the reflec-

tions, pointed by comparison, that are

most familiar, in London, to the re-

stored wanderer. There was a certain

proportion of pretty women, but I sud-

denly became aware that one of these

was far prettier than the others. This

lady, alone in one of the smaller recep-
tacles of the grand tier, and already the

aim of fifty tentative glasses, which she

sustained with admirable serenity, this

single exquisite figure, placed in the

quarter farthest removed from my stall,

was a person, I immediately felt, to

cause one's scrutiny to linger. Dressed

in white, with diamonds in her hair and

pearls on her neck, she had a pale radi-

ance of beauty which, even at that dis-

tance, made her a distinguished presence,

and, with the air that easily attaches to

lonely loveliness in public places, an

agreeable mystery. A mystery, how-

ever, she remained to me only for a min-

ute after I had leveled my glass at

I feel to this moment the thrill of won-

der, the shock almost of joy, with which

I suddenly encountered in her vague
l.ri'j hiness a rich revival of Flora Saunt
I say a revival, because, to put it crude-

ly, I had on that last occasion left poor
Flora for dead. She was now perfectly
alive again, and altered only, as it were,

by resurrection. A little older, a little

quieter, a little finer, and a good deal

fairer, she was simply transfigured by
recovery. Sustained by the reflection

that even recovery would n't enable her

to distinguish me in the crowd, I was
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free to look at her well. Then it was it

came home to me that my vision of her

in her great goggles had been cruelly

final. As her beauty was all there was

of her, that machinery had extinguished

her, and so far as I had thought of her

in the interval I had thought of her as

buried in the tomb her stern specialist

had built With the sense that she had

escaped from it came a lively wish to re-

turn to her ; and if I did not straightway
leave my place and rush round the thea-

tre and up to her box, it was because I

was fixed to the spot some moments long-

er by the simple inability to cease look-

ing at her.

She had been, from the first of my
seeing her, practically motionless, lean-

ing back in her chair with a kind of

thoughtful grace, and with her eyes

vaguely directed, as it seemed to me, to

one of the boxes on my side of the house,

and consequently.over my head and out

of my sight. The only movement she

made for some time was to finger with

an ungloved hand, and as if with the

habit of fondness, the row of pearls on

her neck, which my glass showed me to

be large and splendid. Her diamonds

and pearls, in her solitude, mystified me,

making me, as she had had no such

brave jewels in the days of the Ham-

mond-Synges, wonder what undreamt-of

improvement had taken place in her for-

tunes. The ghost of a question hovered

there a moment : Could anything so pro-

digious have happened as that, on her

tested and proved amendment, Lord If-

field had taken her back ? This could

not have occurred without my hearing of

it ; and moreover, if she had become a

person of such fashion, where was the

little court one would naturally see at

her elbow ? Her isolation was puzzling.

though it could easily suggest that she

was but momentarily alone. If she had

come with Mrs. Meldrura, Mrs. Mel-

drum would have taken advantage of the

interval to pay a visit to some other box,

doubtless the box at which Flora had

*es. [February,

just been looking. Mrs. Meldrum did

not account for the jewels, but the re-

freshment of Flora's beauty accounted

for anything. She presently moved her

eyes over the house, and I felt tin-in

brush me again like the wings of a dove.

I don't know what quick pleasure flick-

ered into the hope that she would at last

see me. She did see me ! she suddenly
bent forward to take up the little double-

barreled ivory glass that rested on the

edge of the box, and, to all appearance,
fix me with it. I smiled, from my place,

straight up at the searching lenses, and

after an instant she dropped them and

smiled as straight back at me. Oh, her

smile ! it was her old smile, her young
smile, her peculiar smile, made perfect
I instantly left my stall and hurried off

for a nearer view of it ; quite flushed, I

remember, as I went, with the annoy-
ance of having happened to think of the

idiotic way I had tried to paint her.

Poor Iffield, with his sample of that er-

ror, and still poorer Dawling. in particu-

lar, with his ! I had n't touched her, I

was professionally humiliated, and as the

attendant in the lobby opened her box

for me I felt that the very first thing I

should have to say to her would be that

she must absolutely sit to me again.

XIII.

She gave me the smile once more as

she turned her face to me, over her

shoulder, from her chair. " Here you
are again!" she exclaimed, with lu-r

disgloved hand put up for me, a little

backward, to take. I dropped into a

chair just behind her, and. having t:ik< n

it, and noted that one of the curtain* of

the box would make the demonstration

sufficiently private, bent my lips over it

and impressed them on its finger-tips.

It was given me, however, to my aston-

ishment, to feel next that all the privacy

in the world could n't have sufficed to

mitigate the start with which she greeted
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ree application of my mustache:

the blood had jumped to her face, she

quickly recovered her hand, and jerked

at me, t\\i-tin^ herself round, a vacant,

challenging stare. During tin

stants several extra things

happ< ; !;r-t of which was that,

I was close to them, the eyes of

loveliness I had come up to look into

did n't show at all the conscious light I

had just been pleased to see them flash

across the house; they showed, on the

ry. to my confusion, a strange,

sweet hlankness, an expression I failed

to give a meaning to until, without de-

felt on my arm, directed to it as

if instantly to efface the effect of her

start, the grasp of the hand she had im-

puKively snatched from me. It was the

ssible question in this touch that

stopped on my lips all sound of saluta-

tion. She had mistaken my entrance

for that of another person, a pair of lips

without a mustache. She was feeling

me to see who I was ! With the per-

D of this and of her not seeing
sat u'apin^ at her and at the wild

hat did n't conic, the ri^ht word to

express or to disguise my stupefaction.

What /".< the right word to commemo-
rate one's sudden discovery, at the very
moment, too, at w huh one had been most

raged to i tetter things.

that one's dear old friend had gone
Before the answer to thi.~

tion dropped upon me and the moving
momei \v, seemed many
I heard, with the sound of voices, tin-

attendant's key on the other

side of the door. Poor Flora heard, also,

\\\\ the hearing, and still with her

hand on my arm, she brightened again
as I had, a minute since, seen her brighten
cross the house: she had the sense of

the return of the p< had taken

the prrsnii with the ri-ht pair
of lips, as to whom I was, for tha

ter. much more in the dark than she. 1

gasped, but my word had come : i

had lost her sight, it was in this very loss

that she had found again her beauty. I

managed to speak while we were still

alone, before her a had ap-

peared.
" You 're lovelier at this day

than you have ever been in your life."

At the sound of my voice and that of

the opening of the door, her excitement

broke into audible joy. She sprang up,

recognizing me, always holding me, and

gleefully cried to a gentleman who was

arrested in the doorway by the sight of

me, " He has come back, he has come

back, and you should have heard what

he says of me !

" The gentleman was

Geoffrey Dawling, and I thought it best

to let him hear on the spot.
" How beau-

tiful she is, my dear man but how ex-

traordinarily beautiful ! More beautiful

at this hour than ever, ever befoi

It gave them almost equal pleasure,

and made Dawling blush up to his eyes ;

while this in turn produced, in spite of

deepened astonishment, a blessed snap
of the strain* that I had been under for

some moments. I wanted to embrace

them both, and while the opening ban
of another scene rose from the orchestra

I almost did embrace Dawling, whose

first emotion, on beholding me, had visi-

bly, and ever so oddly, been a conscious-

ness of guilt. I had caught him some-

i the act, though that was as yet
all I knew ; but by the time we had
sunk noiselessly into our chairs again

he music was supreme, Wagner
passed first) my demonstration ought

pretty well to have given him the limit

on he had to fear. I my-
self, indeed, while the opera blazed, was

only too afraid he might

closeness, the very moral of my
optimism, which was simply the r<

I had gathered from seeing that

companion's beauty lived again

the right note, that was what eased me
drew all pain, for the next half-

t rom the sense of the deep dark-

ness in which the stricken woman sat

there with us. If the music, i
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darkness, happily soared and swelled for

her, it beat its wings in unison with

those of a gratified passion. A great

deal came and went between us without

profaning the occasion, so that I could

feel, at the end of twenty minutes, as if

I knew almost everything he might in

kindness have to tell me ; knew even

why Flora, while I stared at her from

the stalls, had misled me by the use of

her pretty aid to vision and by appearing
to recognize me and smile. She leaned

back in her chair in luxurious ease ; I

had from the first become aware that

the way she fingered her pearls was a

sharp image of the wedded state. No-

thing of old had seemed wanting to her

assurance ; but I had n't then dreamed

of the art with which she would wear

that assurance as a married woman. She

had taken him when everything had

failed ; he had taken her when she her-

self had done so. His embarrassed eyes
confessed it all, and confessed the deep

peace he found in it. They only did n't

tell me why he had not written to me,
nor clear up as yet a minor obscurity.

Flora, after a while, again lifted the

glass from the ledge of the box and ele-

gantly swept the house with it. Then,

by the mere instinct of her grace, a mo-

tion but half conscious, she inclined her

head into the void, in a sweet salute,

and produced, I had no doubt, a perfect

imitation of a response to some homage.

Dawling and I looked at each other

again ; the tears came into his eyes. She

was playing at perfection still, and her

misfortune only simplified the process.

I recognized that this was as near

as I should ever come, certainly as I

should come that night, to pressing on

her misfortune. Neither of us would

phrase it more than we were doing tln-n.

and Flora would never phrase it at all.

Little by little I perceived that what had
occurred was, strange as it might ap-

pear, the best thing for her happiness.
The question was now only of her beauty
and her being seen and marveled at ;

with Dawling to do everything in life

for her, her activity was limited to that-

Such an activity was all within her scope;

it asked nothing of her that she could

n't splendidly give. As from time to

time, in our delicate communion, she

turned her face to me with the parody
of a look, I lost none of the signs of its

strange new glory. The expression of

the eyes was a bit of pastel put in by a

master's thumb ; the whole head, stamped
with a sort of showy suffering, had

gained a fineness from what she had

passed through. Yes, Flora was settled

for life, and nothing could hurt her

further. I foresaw the particular praise

she would mostly incur, she would be

incomparably
"
interesting." She would

charm with her pathos more even than

she had charmed with her pleasure. For

herself, above all, she was fixed forever,

rescued from all change and ransomed

from all doubt. Her old certainties, her

old vanities, were justified and sanctified,

and in the darkness that had closed upon
her one object remained clear. That

object, as unfading as a mosaic mask.

was, fortunately, the loveliest she could

possibly look upon. The greatest bless-

ing of all was of course that Dawling

thought so. Her future was ruled with

the straightest line, and so, for that mat-

ter, was his. There were two facts to

which, before I left my friends, I gave
time to sink into my spirit. One of

them was that he had changed by some

process as effective as Flora's change ;

had been simplified, somehow, into ser-

vice, as she had been simplified into suc-

cess. He was such a picture of inspired

intervention as I had never yet encoun-

tered : he would exist henceforth for the

sole purpose of rendering unnecessary,
or rather impossible, any reference, even

on her own part, to his wife's infirmity.

Oh yes, how little desire he would ever

give me to refer to it ! He principally
le me feel, after a while, and this

was my second lesson, that, good-na-
tured as he was, my being there to see it
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all oppressed him ; so that by the time

the act ended I recognized that I too

had filled out my hour. Dawling r

bered things; he caught, I think, in my
very face the irony of old judgments:

;ih- him thresh about in hi> <

I said to Flora, as I took leave of her.

that I would come to see her ; but I may
a that I never went I '11 go to-

.\, if 1 hear she wants me ; hut

what in the world can she ever want?

As I quitted them, I laid my hand on

Dawling's arm and drew him for a mo-

ment into the lobby.

Why did you never write to me of

your marriage ?
"

He smiled uncomfortably, showing his

long yellow teeth and something more.
" I don't know the whole thing gave
me such a tremendous lot to do."

This was the first dishonest speech I

had heard him make ; he really had n't

written to me because he had an idea I

would think him a still bigger fool than

before. I < lit I n't insist, but I tried

there, in the lobby, so far as a pressure
hand could serve me, to give him a

D of what I thought him. " I can't

at any rate make out," I said,
"
why I

tlul n't h.-ar fnun Mrs. Meldrum."
" She did n't write to you ?

"

"Never a word. What has become

1 think she 's at Folkestone," Daw-

ling said ;

* hut I 'm sorry to say that,

practically, she has ceased to see us."

u have n't quarreled with her ?
"

"How could we? Think of all we
owe her. At the time of our marriage,
and for months before, she did every-

thing for us : I don't know how we
should have managed without her. But

since then- she has never been near us,

and has given us rather markedly little

encouragement to try and keep up our

relations with her."

I was struck with this, though of

course, I admit, I am struck with all

sorts of things.
"
Well," I said after a

moment, "even if I could imagine a

reason for that attitude, it would n't ex-

plain why she should n't have taken ac-

count of my natural interest"

"Just so." Dawling's face was a

windowless wall. He could contribute

nothing to the mystery, and, quitting him,

I carried it away. It was not till I went

down to see Mrs. Meldrum that it was

really dispelled. She did n't want to

hear of them or to talk of them, not a

bit, and it was just in the same spirit

that she had n't wanted to write of them.

She had done everything in the world

for them, but now, thank Heaven, tin-

hard business was over. After I had

taken this in, which I was quick to do,

we literally avoided the subject She

simply could n't bear it

Henry James.

SOME MEMORIES OF HAWTHORNE.

L

HAWTH ( ! t -liah Note-Books, as

well as the elaborated papers that make

up On; i ae, disclose something of

lily life in -limn- his con-

suMiip : l.ut it was in tin- rap!

letters of my mother to her family that

his life was most freely narrated. I have

preserved'these letters, and shall give ex-

tracts from them in the pages that fol-

low, prefacing and interpolating a few

i;irli-h memories of my father and

places in which I saw him, although they
are trivial and meagre in inri.l. nt. H.-

died the day before my thirteenth birth-
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day, and as my existence had begun at

a time when his quiet life was invaded

(if we may use that term in connection

with a welcome guest) by fame, with its

attendant activity in the outside world,

my intercourse with him was both juve-

nile and brief. In England, he mingled
more than ever before with the members
of literary and fashionable society. I,

who in 1853 was but two years old, had

to be satisfied with a glance and a smile,

which were so much less than he had been

able to give to my brother and sister in

their happier childhood days, for they
had enjoyed hours of his companionship
as a constant pastime. I was, moreover,

much younger than the others, and was

never allowed to grow, as I wished, out

of the appellations of Rosebud, Baby,
and Bab (as ray father always called

me), and all the infantine thought which

those pet names imply. I longed my-
self to hear the splendidly grotesque fairy

tales, sprung from his delicious jollity of

imagination, which Una and Julian had

reveled in when our father had been at

leisure in Lenox and Concord ; and the

various frolics about which I received

appetizing hints as I grew into girlhood
made me seem to myself a stranger who
had come too late. But a stranger at

Hawthorne's side could be very happy,

and, whatever my losses, I knew myself
to be rich.

In the early years of our stay in Eng-
land his personality was most radiant.

His face was sunny, his aspect that of

shining elegance. There was the perpet-
ual gleam of a glad smile on his mouth
and in his eyes. His eyes were either

a light gray or a violet blue, according
to his mood. His hair was brown and

waved loosely (I take it very hard when

people ask me if it was at all red !), and
his complexion was as clear and lumi-

nous as his mother's, who was the most

beautiful woman some people have ever

seen. He was tall, and with as little su-

perfluous flesh and as much sturdy vigor
as a young athlete ; for his mode of life

\vas always athletic, simple, and abstemi-

ous. He leaned his head a little to one

side, often, in a position indicating alert

rest, such as we find in many Greek

statues, so different from the straight,

dogged pose of a Roman emperor. He
was very apt to make an assent with an

upward movement of the head, a com-

fortable h'm-ra, and a half-smile. Sym-
pathetic he was, indeed, and warm with

the fire that never goes out in great na-

tures. He had much dignity ; so much
that persons in his own country some-

times thought him shy and reticent to

the verge of morbidness. But it was

merely the gentlemanliness of the man,
who was jocund with no one but his in-

timate friends, and never fierce except
with rascals, as I observed on one or two

occasions. Those who thought him too

silent were bores whom he desired not to

attract. Those who thought him unphilo-

sophical (and some philosophers thought

that) were not artists, and could not ana-

lyze his work. Those who knew him for

a man and a friend were manly and salu-

brious of soul themselves. Perhaps the

testimony of old George Mullet, of Sa-

lem, who was often with my father in the

Custom House, will serve as an example
of the good-fellowship of a nature which

could be so silent at will :

"
Captain Stephen Burchmore was the

' Veteran Ship-Master
'

spoken of in the

introduction to The Scarlet Letter, whose

stories stirred Hawthorne 'to laughter

and admiration.' The stories them-

selves were generally extravagant and

grotesque; it was 'the marvelous gift'

of narration that carried people away.
I have known the company present to

roar with laughter, and not one more

convulsed than Mr. Hawthorne. . . .

For nearly four years I was brought into

almost daily proximity to him, either of-

ficially or casually. His port, his pla-

cidity, his hours of abstraction, his mild,

pleasant voice (no sweeter ever uttered

by mortal lips), are all readily recalled

even now."
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II. \vas usually reserved, but he was

ready for action all the time. His full,

tli lips, sensitive as a child's, would

tell a student of facial lines how vivid

was his life, though absolutely under his

cool command. He was a delightful com-

panion even when little was said, because

his eyes spoke with a sort of apprehen-
sion of your thought, so that you felt that

your expression of face was a clear record

for him, and that words would have been

a sort of anticlimax. His companionship
was exquisitely restful, since it was in-'

stincti vely sympathetic. He did not need

to exert himself to know you deeply, and

he saw all the good in you there was to

know ; and the weakness and the wrong
of any heart he weighed as nicely in the

balance of tender mercy as we could do

in pity for ourselves. I always felt a

great awe of him, a tremendous sense of

his power. His large eyes, liquid with

blue and white light and deep with dark

shadows, told me even when I was very

young that he was in some respects dif-

ferent from other people. He could be

most tender in outward action, but he

never threw such action away. He knew
swine under the cleverest disguise. I

speak of outward acts of tenderness. As
for his spirit, it was always arousing mine,

or any one's, and acting towards one's

spiritual being invisibly and silently, but

with gentle earnestness. He evinced by
i her a sternly sweet dignity of toler-

ance, or a generous approbation, or a sad-

ly glanced, adverse comment that lashed

one's inner consciousness with remorse.

He was meditative, as all those are who
care that the world is full of sorrow and

sin, but cheerful, as those are who have

the character and genius to see the finite

beauty and perfection in the world, whi.-h

are sent to the true-hearted as indications

of heaven. He could be frill of cheer,

and at the same time never lose the so-

ity of a perception of the Infinite,

that familiar fact which we, so many
of us, have ceased to fear, but which the

greatest men so remember and rever-

ence. He never became wholly merged
in fun, however gay the games 'in which

he joined with us children ; just as a man
of refinement who has been in war never

quite throws aside the dignity of the

sorrow which he has seen. He might

seem, at a superficial glance, to be the

merriest of us all, but on second thoughts
he was not Of course, there were times

when it was very evident to me that my
father was as comfortable and happy as

he cared to be. When he stood upon
the hearth-rug, before the snapping,

blushing English fire (always poked into

a blaze towards evening, as he was about

to enter the parlor), when he stood

there with his hands clasped behind him,

swaying from side to side in a way pe-

culiar to him, and which recalled the

many sea-swayed ancestors of his who
had kept their feet on rolling decks,

then he was a picture of benevolent

pleasure. Perhaps, for this moment, the

soldier from the battlefields of the soul

ceased to remember scenes of cruelty

and agony. He swayed from side to

side, and raised himself on his toes, and

creaked his slippered heels jocosely, and

smiled upon me, and lost himself in

agreeable musings. He was very cour-

teous, entirely sincere, and quiet with

fixed principles as a great machine with

consistent movement He treated chil-

dren handsomely ; harshness was not in

him to be subdued, and scorn of anything
that was honestly developing would have

seemed to him blasphemy. He stooped

to my intelligence, and rejoiced it We
were usually a silent couple when off for

a walk together, or when we met by
chance in the household. I suppose that

we were seeing which could outdo the

other at "
holding the tongue." But still,

our intercourse, as I remarked before,

might be complete. I knew him very
\vrll indeed, his power, his suprema-

cy of honesty, his wealth of refinement

And he, I was fully aware, could see

through me at easily as if I were a soul

in one of his own books.
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His aspect avoided, as did that of his

art, which exactly reproduced his char-

acter, anything like self-conscious pic-

turesqueness. It is pleasant to have the

object of our regard unconscious of him-

self. He had a way of ignoring, while

observing automatically, all accessories,

which reminded us that his soul was ever

awake, and waiting to be made free of

earthly things and common ideas. Dur-

ing our European life he frequently wore

a soft brown felt hat and a brown talma

of finest broadcloth, whose Greek -like

folds and double-decked effect were ar-

tistic, but did not tempt him to pose or

remember his material self. He was as

forgetful of his appearance as an Irish-

man of the true quality, who may have

heard something about his coat or his

hair, but has let slip from his mind what

it was, and cares not, so long as the song
of his comrades is tender and the laugh-
ter generous. In some such downright

way, I was convinced, my father regard-
ed the beauty and stateliness which were

his, and for which he had been praised all

through his existence. He forgot him-

self in high aims, which are greater than

things seen, no matter how fine soever.

We made a very happy family group
as we gladly followed and looked upon
him when he took ship to start for the

Liverpool Consulate ; and of this journey
and the new experiences which ensued

my mother writes to Dr. Peabody as fol-

lows :

STEAMER NIAGARA, ATLANTIC OCEAN,

July 7, 1853.

MY DEAREST FATHER, It is early

morning. Wrapped in furs and blanket

shawl, in the sun and close against the

vast scarlet cylinder of scalding hot

steam, I have seated myself to greet you
from Halifax, where we shall arrive to-

night I was glad to leave the sight of

you while you were talking with Mr.

Fields, whose cheerful face (and words,
no doubt) caused you to smile. I was so

glad to leave you smiling happily. Then
came the cannonade, which was very

long. And why do you suppose it was

so long ? Mr. Ticknor says that always

they give a salute of two guns ; but that

yesterday so many were thundered off be-

cause Mr. Hawthorne, the distinguished

United States consul and author, was

leaving the shore, and honoring her

Majesty's steamship with his presence.

While they were stabbing me with their

noise I was ignorant of this. Perhaps

my wifely pride would have enabled me
to bear it better if I had known that

*the steamer were trembling with honor

rendered to my husband. After this we

were quiet enough, for we were moving

magically over a sea like a vast pearl,

almost white with peace. I never saw

anything so fair and lovely as the whole

aspect of the mighty ocean. Off on the

horizon a celestial blue seemed to meet

the sky. Julian sat absorbed. He did

not turn his head, but gazed and gazed
on this, to him, new and wondrous pic-

ture. Seeing a point of land running

out, he said, "That, I suppose, is the

end of America ! I do not think Amer-

ica reaches very far !

"
I managed to

change his beaver and plume for his

great straw Fayal hat, but he would not

turn his head for it. It was excessively

hot. An awning was spread at the stern,

and then it was very comfortable. I

heard that the British minister was on

board, and I searched round to find him

out. I decided upon a tine-looking el-

derly gentleman who was asleep near

the helm-house. Afterwards the mail-

agent came to Mr. Hawthorne and said

the minister wished to make his acquaint-

ance ; and behold, here was my minis-

ter, a stately, handsome person, with an

air noble and of great simplicity and

charm of manner. Mr. Hawthorne in-

troduced me, but I had no conversation

then. Later, I had a very delightful

interview. . . . Near by stood a gentle-

man whom I supposed his attache* ; and

with him I had a very long and interest-

ing conversation. We had a nice talk

about art and Rome, and America and
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England, and aivh I do not

>w his name, but only tliat his

brother was joint executor with Sir Rob-

el on the estate of llad!.-y. the

artist. This unknown told me that the

or was an exquisite amateur arti-t.

and his portfolio was full of the linot

>. This accounted for the serene

expression of his eyes, that rest contem-

platively upon all objects. Mr. Silsbee

looks so thin and pale that I fear for

him : luii I will take good care of him.

At table, Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne have

the feats of honor, on either hand of the

captain. He is a very remarkable man.

The minister told me that he sailed with

him five years ago, when the captain was

very young, and he was then astonished

at his skill and power of command ;

that the captains of these great English
steamers are picked men, trained in the

navy, and eminent for ability and ac-

complishment, and that Captain Leitch

is i > markable among the best. It was

good to see his assured military air, as

he walked back and forth while we
moved out of the beautiful harbor. He
made motions with his hand with such

an air of majesty and conscious power.
His smile is charming, and his voice fine.

iiuiciation of Mr. Crampton, the

<>r, is also wonderfully fine. Mr.

Crampton says that these steamers have

run for seventeen years, and that not

one accident has happened, and not a

man been lost, except that once a steam-

er was lost in a fog, but all the passen-

gers and crew were safely got off. Una

enjoys herself very much, and reads the

wood Tales, and walks and races

on the upper deck with Julian, this fine

cold morning. It is glorious, glorious,

this blue surrounding sea, and no land.

Your affectionate daught. i .

SOPHIA.

WATERLOO HOUSE, LIVERPOOL,

July 17, 1853, Sunday Morning.

Here we are, dear fat hi -r. in England ;

and I cannot realize it, because a mo-
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ment ago we were in Boston Harbor,
and how can I be three thousand miles

afar ? If we had had more difficulty,

storms, and danger, I could realize it bet-

ter ; but it seems like a pleasure excur-

sion on a lake. I sit in a parlor, with

one great, broad window from ceiling to

floor, a casement opening upon a balco-

ny, which commands a handsome street.

It does not look like Boston, and, Mr.

Hawthorne says, not like New York, but

like Liverpool. People are going to

church, and the bells are chiming in a

pleasant jangle. Every gentleman has

an umbrella under his arm, for it is bright

sunshine one moment, and a merry little

shower the next.

I spoke in my note from Halifax of

Mr. Crampton, and a gentleman whom
I thought bis attache*. Mr. Crampton
we lost at Halifax, but the supposed at-

tache* remained ; and I was glad, for he

was the most interesting person in the

steamer. We in vain tried to discover

his name, but at last found it to be

Field Talfotird, brother of Sir Thomas

Talfourd, author of Ion. I had very

charming conversations with him. He
was a perfect gentleman, with an ease

of manner so fascinating and rare, show-

ing high breeding, and a voice rich and

fulL Whenever he spoke, his words

came out clear from the surrounding
babble and all the noise of the ship, so

that I could always tell where he was.

He is one of the primitive men, in con-

tradistinction to the derivative (as Sa-

rah Clarke once divided people). II<

seemed never at a loss on any subject so-

ever ; and when the passengers were try-

ing feats of skill and physical prowess
to pass the time, I saw Mr. Talfourd

-\hibit marvelous power as a gymnast
in performing a feat which no one else

would even attempt. His education was

all-sided, body and mind, apparently ;

and, with all, this charm of gentleman-

liness, not very often met with in

America. It seems to require more

leisure and a deeper culture than we
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Americans have yet, to produce such a

lovely flower. . . .

19tfA July. We all have colds now,

except Mr. Hawthorne, with whom
earth's maladies have nothing to do.

Julian and Una are homesick for broad

fields and hilltops. Julian, in this nar-

row, high room, is very much like an

eagle crowded into a canary-bird's cage !

They shall go to Prince's Park as soon

as I can find the way ; and there they
will see water and green grass and trees.

They think of the dear Wayside with de-

spair. As soon as possible we shall go
into the country. Yesterday the wan-

ing Consul, Mr. Crittendon, called. Mr.

Hawthorne likes him much.

2\st July. An Oxford graduate, who
went to see Mr. Hawthorne in Concord,
called to see him, and brought his father,

a fine-looking gentleman. Their name
is Bright. Mary Herne thought the son

was Eustace Bright himself ! To-day
the father came to invite us all out to

West Derby to tea on Saturday, and the

son is coming for us. There the children

will see swans and gardens and green

grass, and they are in raptures. Young
Henry Bright is a very enthusiastic young

gentleman, full of life and emotion ; and

he very politely brought me from his

gardens a radiant bouquet of flowers,

among which the heliotrope and moss-

roses and all other roses and mignonette
make delicious fragrance. Yesterday
Miss Lynch sent me a bunch of moss-

rose buds, nine ! Just think of see-

ing together nine moss-rose buds ! Henry
Bright brought the Westminster Review

to Mr. Hawthorne, and said he should

bring him all the new books. Mrs.

Train called to see me before she went

to town [London], and Mr. Hawthorne

and I went back with her to the Adelphi,
and walked on to see a very magnificent
stone building, called St. George's Hall.

It is not quite finished ; and as far as

the mist would allow me to see, it was

sumptuous. . . . We have strawberries

as large as small peaches, one being

quite a feast, and fine raspberries. The
head of the Waterloo House, Mr. Lynn,
is a venerable-looking person, resembling
one's idea of an ancient duke, dress-

ing with elaborate elegance, and with

the finest ruffled bosoms. Out of pecu-
liar respect to the Consul of the United

States, he comes in at the serving of the

soup, and holds each plate while I pour
the soup, and then, with great state, pre-

sents it to the waiter to place before each

person. After this ceremony he retires

with a respectful obeisance. This hom-

age diverts Mr. Hawthorne so much that

I am afraid he will smile some day. The

gravity of the servants is imperturbable.

One, Mr. Hawthorne calls our Methodist

preacher. The service is absolutely per-

fect.

Your affectionate child,

SOPHIA.

The Brights, especially Henry Bright,

appear frequently in the Note-Books, and

their names occur very often in my mo-

ther's letters. The young Oxford grad-
uate I remember most distinctly. He
was thin, and so tall that he waved like

a reed, and so shining-eyed that his eyes
seemed like icebergs ; they were very

prominent. His nose was one of your

English masterpieces, a mountainous

range of aristocratic formation ;
and his

far-sweeping eyebrows of delicate brown,
his red, red lips and white doglike teeth,

and his deeply cleft British chin were a

source of fathomless study. In England
a man can be extraordinarily ordinary
and material ; but the men of culture

are, as a rule, remarkably forcible in

unique and deep-cut characteristics, both

of face and of mind, with a prevailing

freedom from self-analysis except pri-

vately, no doubt.

Henry Bright and my father would sit

on opposite sides of the fire ; Mr. Bright
with a staring, frosty gaze directed un-

meltingly at the sunny glow of the coals

as he talked, his slender long fingers prop-

ping up his charming head (over which
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his delicately brown hair fell in close-

gliding waves) as he leaned on the arm
of hi.s easy-chair. Sometimes he held

a book of Tennyson's poetry to his near-

sighted, prominent eyes, as closely as two

materials could remain and not blend

into one. He recited The Brook in

a fine fury of appreciation, and with a

sure movement that suggested well the

down-tumbling of the frolicking element,

with its undercurrent of sympathizing pa-

thos, the life-blood of the stream. " For

men may come, and men may go, but I

go on for ever !
"
rang in my empty lit-

tle head for years, and summed up, as

I guessed, all of Egyptian wisdom and

spiritual perpetuity in a single sugges-
tive fact. Mr. Bright had a way of

laughing that I could never cease to en-

en in the faint echo of retrospect.

It always ended in a whispered snort

from the great mountain range of his

nose. He laughed often, at his own and

my father's remarks, and at the close

of the tumbling diction of The Brook ;

and he therefore frequently snorted in

this sweeping-of-the-wind fashion. I lis-

spellbound. He also very gently
and breezily expressed his touched sen-

sibility, after some recitation of his of

rare lines from pther poems, but in the

same odd manner. My father stirred this

1 frit -ml with judicious, thought-de-

veloping opposition of opinion concern-

ing all sorts of polite subjects, but princi-

pally, when I overheard, concerning the

respective worth of writers. The small

volume of Tennyson which Mr. Bright
IM 1 1 in his two hands caressingly, with

that Anglo-literary filliping of the leaves

whidi is so great a compliment to any
book, contained for him a large share

at Britain's greatness. His brave

heart beat for Tennyson; I think my
fat lit -i-'s did not, though his head ap-

plaiult !. My mother, for her part, was
fii tranced by the goldsmith's work of the

noble poet, and by the gems enclasped
in its perfection of formative art, per-

:is within the pale of convention

and fashion and romantic beauty which

make lovely Tennyson's baronial domain.

Henry Bright wrote verses, too ; and he

was beginning to be successful in a cer-

tain profound interest which customarily
absorbs young men of genuine feeling
who are not yet married ; and therefore

it was worth while to stir the young lover

up, and hear what he could say for The
Princess and The Lord of Burleigh. My
mother, in a letter written six months af-

ter we had reached England, and when
he was established as a household friend,

draws a graphic picture of his lively per-

sonality :

ROCK PARK, December 8, 1853.

. . . We had a charming visit from

Henry Bright a fortnight ago. He stayed
all night, and he talks I was going to

say, like a storm ; but it is more like a

breeze, for he is very gentle. He is ex-

tremely interesting, sincere, earnest, in-

dependent, warm and generous hearted ;

not at all dogmatic ; full of questions,

and with ready answers. He is highly

cultivated, and writes for the Wt
ster. . . . Eustace Bright, as described

in the Wonder-Book, is so much like him
in certain things that it is really curious :

"
Slender, pale, yet of a healthy aspect,

and as light and active as if he had

wings to his shoes." He is also near-

sighted, though he does not wear spec-

tacles. His eyes are large, bright, and

prominent, rather, indicating great facil-

ity of language, which he has. He is an

Oxford scholar, and has decided literary

tastes. He is delicately strung, and is as

transparent-minded and pure-hearted as

a child, with great enthusiasm and ear-

nestness of character ; and though a Lib-

eral, very loyal to his Queen and very
a.lmii in- f the aristocracy. This comes

partly by blood, as his mother has noble

blood in her veins from various direc-

tions, even the Percys and Stanleys, and

is therefore a native aristocrat He en-

joyed his visit to America extremely,
and says Boston is the Mecca of English
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Unitarians, and Dr. Channing their pa-

tron saint I like to talk with him : he

can really converse. He goes to the Con-

sulate a good deal, for he evidently loves

Mr. Hawthorne dearly. I wish my hus-

band could always have visitors so agree-

able.
.
The other day a woman went to

him about a case in Chancery. Mr.

Hawthorne thought she was crazy ; and

I believe all people are who have a suit

in Chancery.

A few weeks after the date of the last

letter, a visit was paid to the Brights at

their family home, and my mother thus

writes of it :

ROCK PABK, February 16, 1854.

I returned yesterday from a visit to

Sandhays, the domain of Mr. Bright.
Mr. Bright has been urging all winter

that we should go and dine and stay all

night, and I have refused, till last week

Mrs. Bright wrote a cordial note and

invited Mr. Hawthorne and Una and me
to go and meet Mr. and Mrs. James Mar-

tineau, and stay two nights. It seemed

not possible to refuse without being un-

civil, though I did not like to leave Ju-

lian and baby so long. Mr. Hawthorne,

however, intended to stay but one night,

and the next morning would come home
and see Julian and Rose, and take Ju-

lian to spend the day at the Consulate

with him ; and we left King, that excel-

lent butler, in the house. It was really

safe enough; only, you know, mothers

have, perhaps, unfounded alarms. We
took a carriage at the Pier-head (Una and

I), and drove to the Consulate, where

we took up Mr. Hawthorne and Mr.

Henry Bright. . . . We arrived at about

six o'clock, and Una and I had to dress

for dinner after our arrival. It was a

party of twelve. . . . Mrs. H. is a fash-

ionable lady, who resides in London in

season, and out of season at Norn*

Green. She was dressed in crimson

velvet, with pearls and diamonds, ami

her neck and arms were very fair and

pretty. . . . Mr. Martineau . . . has a

kind of apostolic dignity about him. . . .

But the full dress of gentlemen now re-

quiring a white muslin cravat and tie,

they all looked ministerial to me, except
the United States Consul, who u-'dl hold

on to black satin, let the etiquette be

what it may. He does not choose to do

as the Romans do while in Rome. At

least, he is not yet broken in. I sup-

pose it is useless for me to say that he

was by far the handsomest person pre-

sent, and might have been taken for the

king of them all. The chandelier that

poured floods of light down on the heads

beneath was very becoming to him ; for

the more light there is, the better he

looks always. The dinner was exceed-

ingly elegant, and the service as beauti-

ful as silver, finest porcelain, and crystal

could make it. And one of the attend-

ants, the coachman, diverted me very
much by the air with which he carried

off his black satin breeches, white silk

long hose, scarlet vest buttoned up with

gold, and the antique-cut coat embroi-

dered with silver. Not the autocrat of

all the Russias feels grander than these

livery servants. The butler, who is

really above the livery servants in posi-

tion, looked meek in his black suit and

white vest and cravat, though lie had a

right to look down on the varlet in small-

clothes. This last, however, was much
the most imposing in figure, and fair

round red cheeks, and splendid shining

black hair. Dear me, what is man !

At the sound of a bell, when the dessert

was put upon the table, the children

came in. They never dine with mamma
and papa, . . . and all troop in at des-

sert, looking so pretty, in full dress, . . .

thin white muslin or tulle, with short

sleeves and low necks, and long stream-

ing sashes. I found the next day that it

was just the same when there was no

great party at dinner. Little S. looked

funny in his white vest and muslin cra-

vat, like a picture of the old regime.
In the evening we had music, weaving
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golden threads into our talk. Kll -n

ueau played Mendelssohn's Songs
without Words. Mrs. H. laid regular

siege to Mr. Hawthorne, resolved to

tease him into consent to go to her ball.

Just imagine him in the clutches of a

lady of fashion ! But he always behaves

so superbly under the most trying cir-

cumstances that I was exceedingly proud
of him while I pitied him. . . . Finally

she could not tell whether he would ac-

cept or not, and said she would leave

the matter to me, with confidence that I

juwnil. . . . Just after luncheon

on Tuesday, Mrs. Bright's brother came
to tell her that the Great Britain had

and she would not believe it, be-

cause her husband had not telegraphed
her about it. . . . that largest ship in

the world, belonging to Mr. Bright It

had come back from Australia.

family is very charming. Mrs.

Bright is the lady of ladies; her chil-

dren are all clever (in English sense),

and one son a prodigy. . . . They are

all good as well as clever ; well educated.

accomplished, and most entirely united.

It is all peace and love and happiness

there, and I cannot discover where the

shadow is, health, wealth, cultivation,

and all the Christian graces and virtues.

I cannot see the trail of the serpent

anywhere in that Paradise. . . . Mrs.

Bright and I had some nice little talks.

She told me elaborately how she ad-

mired and loved Mr. Hawthorne's books ;

how she had found expressed in them
what she had found nowhere else ; with

what rapture one of her sisters read,

re-read, and read again the Wonder-
Book ; . . . how Mrs. H. thought him

peerless, and so on. There is not the

least extravagance about Mrs. Bright, but
rein arkable sobriety; and so what she

said had double force.

i'ild. Soi'HiA.

The pride which my mother took in

my father, and which appears in all her

account* of him, is shown when she re-

plies to an appeal from her father for a

portrait of herself :

; ever dreamed of putting myself
into a picture, because I am not hand-

some enough. . . . But I will endeavor

that you have Mr. Hawthorne and Rose-

bud, some time or other. Mr. Haw-
thorne looks supremely handsome here ;

handsomer than anybody I see. Every
other face looks coarse, compared ; and
his air and bearing are far superior to

those of any Englishman I have seen.

The English say that they should sup-

pose he were an Englishman till he

speaks. This is a high compliment from

the English. They look at him as much
as they can, covertly ; as much as they
can without being uncivil and staring
as if they wanted to assure themselves

that he really were so wondrous hand-

some. He does not observe this ; but

it is nuts to me, and I observe it The

lofty, sumptuous apartments become him

very much. I always thought he was

born for a palace, and he shows that he

was."

I have disregarded a strict chronolo-

gical order in these letters in order to

bring together the scattered references

to the Bright family. I now take up
the narrative in my mother's letters. A
few weeks after our arrival in Liverpool,
the confinement of city life led to a re-

moval across the Mersey to Rock Ferry.
" We have at last found a house." my

mother writes to her father,
" which we

shall take for a year, at least It is a

great stone house, fashioned in castel-

lated style, with grounds in perfect or-

der, and surrounded by thick hedges.
The rent first asked was 200 ; but they
will take 160. It made a great deal

of difference when the lady found it was
the United States Consul who wanted the

house, instead of Mr. Nobody, so much
influence has any rank and title in dear

old England. As for Mr. Hawthorne,
the author, the lady did not seem to

know about him. My husband wishes

to escape from too constant invitations
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to dinner in Liverpool, and by living

here will always have a good excuse for

refusing, when there is really no reason

or rhyme in accepting; for the last

steamer leaves Liverpool at ten in the

evening. And I shall have a fair cause

for keeping out of all company I do not

very much covet. I have no particular

fancy for Liverpool society, except the

Rathbones and Brights. Mr. Hawthorne

was obliged, the other day, to bury an

American captain who died at his board-

ing-house. My husband paid for his

funeral out of his private purse ; though
I believe he expects some brother cap-

tains will subscribe a part of the amount
Mr. Hawthorne was the whole funeral,

and in one of those plumed carriages he

followed the friendless captain. I am
not very brisk. My husband is always
well."

ROCK PARK, Sept. 29, 1853.

I wish you could be undeceived about

the income of this Consulate. Mr. Haw-
thorne now knows actually everything
about it ... He goes from us at nine,

and we do not see him again till five ! ! !

I only wish we could be pelted within

an inch of our lives with a hailstorm

of sovereigns, so as to satisfy every one's

most gorgeous hopes ; but I am afraid

we shall have but a gentle shower, af-

ter all. ... I am sorry I have had the

expectation of so much, because I am
rather disappointed to be so circum-

scribed. With my husband's present

constant devotion to the duties of his

office, he could no more write a sylla-

ble than he could build a cathedral. . . .

He never writes by candle-light . . . Mr.

Crittendon tells Mr. Hawthorne that

he thinks he may save five thousand

dollars a year by economy. He himself,

living in a very quiet manner, not go-

ing into society, has spent four thousand

dollars a year. He thinks we must spend
more. People will not let Mr. Hawthorne

alone, as they have Mr. Crittendon, be-

cause they feel as if they had a right
to him. and he cannot well forego their

claim. The Scarlet Letter seems to have

placed him on a pinnacle of fame and

love here. ... It will give you pleasure,
I think, to hear that Mr. Cecil read a

volume of The Scarlet Letter the other

day which was one of the thirty-fifth

thousand of one publisher. Is it not

provoking that the author should not

have even one penny a volume ? . . . He
is perpetually at the Consulate, and at-

tends to everything from ten to half

past four. It is a terrible loss to us, as

you may conceive. His time is much
frittered by visits. His own office is

within the clerk's office, and they do

not let any one disturb him that they
can help, but visits of ceremony they
cannot prevent. . . . The head clerk is

highly delighted when he is the bearer

of a good heap of gold. He delivers to

Mr. Hawthorne in the morning the re-

ceipts of the day before, and the old

man's face shines with a ruddy benevo-

lence when he lays down a good day's in-

come. I have been to the office. It is in

Brunswick Street, in a great white stone

building, a very unlovely part of the

town. The Consul's sanctum is a gloomy
room with two windows. Nothing worth

looking at can be seen out of it, and

there is nothing worth seeing inside of

it, except my husband, and that gentle-

man Mr. Hawthorne cannot see. So

I think he cannot enjoy himself much
there. In the middle of the day he

walks out, and sees strange sights in

Liverpool.

Sept. 30^. I was interrupted by the

arrival of Mr. Hawthorne and Mr. Tick-

nor from Chester. They had a fine ex-

cursion, and were so occupied in exam-

ining Old Chester that no time was left

for Eaton Hall. Julian is quite well to-

day, and has been parading round the

garden this morning, blowing a trumpet
which papa brought him from Chester,

and dragging after him a portentous

wooden cannon which would not help

to gain the smallest battle. It is actu-

ally a sunny day I ... A very great joy
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it is to Rosebud to see the lovely little

English robins come to pick up crumbs.

They excite a peculiar love. They have

great faith in man, and come close to

the window without fear. They have

told the linnets and thrushes of our hos-

pitality, and the linnets actually come,

though with dread and trembling, and

they carry off the largest crumbs for

their families and neighbors. The Eng-
lish robin is very dear. . . .

Mr. Ticknor has been to see De Quin-

cey, and says he is a noble old man and

eloquent, and wins hearts in personal
intercourse. His three daughters, Mar-

garet, Florence, and Emily, are also very
attractive and cultivated, and they are

all most impatient to see my husband.

. . . From London an American traveler

writes to Mr. Hawthorne,
" A great day

I spent with Sir William Hamilton, and

two blessed evenings with De Quincey
and his daughters. In De Quincey 's

house yours is the only portrait They
spoke of you with the greatest enthusi-

asm, and I was loved for even having
seen you. Sir William Hamilton has

read you with admiration, and says your
House of the Seven Gables is more pow-
erful in description than The Scarlet

Letter." Did I tell you once of an Eng-
lish lady who went to the Consulate to

tee Mr. Hawthorne, and introduced li< i
-

self as a literary sister ? She had never

been in Liverpool before, and desired

him to show her the lions, and he ac-

tually escorted her about. An Am.M-i-

can lady who knows this Englishwoman
sent, the other day, a bit of a note, torn

off, to my husband, and on this scrap the

English lady says,
" I admire Mr. Haw-

thorne as a man and as an author

more than any other human being." I

have diligently tak.n cold these four

months, and now have a hard cough. It

is very noisy and wearying. Mr. Haw-
thorne does not mind fog, chill, or rain.

He has no colds, feels perfectly well,

and is the only Phcebus that shines in

England. I told you in my last of Lord

Dufferin's urgent invitation to him to go
to his seat of Clandeboye in Ireland, four

or five hours from Liverpool. Mr. Haw-
thorne declined, and then came another

note. The first was quite formal, but

this begins,
" My dear Mr. Hawthorne,

. . . Mrs. Norton [his aunt, the Honorable

Mrs. Norton] hopes . . . that you will al-

low her to have the pleasure of receiving

you at her house in Chesterfield Street ;

and I trust you will always remember
that I shall esteem it an honor to be al-

lowed to receive you here whenever you

may be disposed to pay this country a

visit. Believe me, my dear Mr. Haw-

thorne, yours very truly, DUFFE i :

Now have I not given you a fine feast

of homage ? "
Flummery," my husband

calls it.

December &A.

Yesterday, who should come to see me
but Mr. James Martineau [the brother

of Harriet Martineau] and his wife.

I have the greatest admiration for him
as a divine, and I do not know what

I expected to see in the outward man.

But I was well pleased with his aspect
as I found it. He is not tall, and he is

pale, though not thin, witli the most per-

fectly simple manners and beautiful ex-

pression. It seemed as if he had always
been my brother ; as if I could find in

him counselor, friend, saint, and sage;
and I have no doubt it is so, so potent
is the aroma of character, without a word

or sign. How worse than folly it is to

imagine that Character can either be cried

up or cried down ! No veil can conceal,

no blazonry exalt either the good or the

evil. A man has only to come in and

sit down, and there he is, for better, for

worse. I, at least, am always, as it were,

hit by a person's sphere ; and either the

music of the spheres or the contrary su-

pervenes, and sometimes, also, nothing
at all, if there is hot much strength of

character. Mr. Martineau did not say
much ; but his voice was very pleasant
and sympathetic, and he won regard

merely by his manner of being. Mrs.
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Murtinoau sat with her back to the only
dim light there was, and I could re-

ceive no impression from her face ; but

she seemed pleasant and friendly. She

said she wished very much that we would

go to her party on the 19th, which was

their silver-wedding day. She said we
should meet Mrs. Gaskeil the author

of Maiy Barton, Ruth, and Cranford

and several other friends. It is the

greatest pity that we cannot go ; but

it would be madness to think of going
out at night, in these solid fogs, with my
cough. They live beyond Liverpool, in

Prince's Park. Mrs. Martineau showed

herself perfectly well bred by not being

importunate. It was a delightful call ;

and I feel as if I had friends in deed and

in need, just from that one interview.

Mr. Martineau said Una would be home-

sick until she had some friends of her

own age, and that he had a daughter,
a little older, who might do for one of

them. They wished to see Mr. Haw-

thorne, and came pretty near it, for they
could not have got out of the lodge gate
before he came home ! Was not that a

shame ?

January 5, 1854.

. . . Perhaps you have heard of Miss

Charlotte Cushman, the actress ? The
summer before we left America, she sent

a note to Mr. Hawthorne, requesting him

to sit to a lady for his miniature, which she

wished to take to England. Mr. Haw-
thorne could not refuse, though you can

imagine his repugnance on every account.

He went and did penance, and was then

introduced to Miss Cushman. He liked

her for a very sensible person, with per-

fectly simple manners. The other day
he met her in Liverpool, and she told

him she had been intending to call on

me ever since she had been at her sis-

ter's, at Rose Hill Hall, Woolton, seven

miles from Liverpool. Mr. Hawthorne
wished me to invite her to dine and pass
the night. I invited her to dine on the

29th of December. She accepted, and
came. I found her tall as her famous

character, Met; Mrrrilies, with a face of

peculiar, square form, most amiable in

expression, and so very untheatrical in

manner and bearing that I should never

suspect her to be an actress. She has

left the stage now two years, and retires

upon the fortune she has made ; for she

was a very great favorite on the Eng-
lish stage, and retired in the height of

her fame. The children liked her pro-

digiously, and Rose was never weary of

the treasures attached to her watch-

chain. I could not recount to you the

gems clustered there, such as a fairy

tiny gold palette, with all the colors ar-

ranged ; a tiny easel with a colored

landscape quarter of an inch wide ; a

tragic and comic mask, just big enough
for a gnome ; a cross of the Legion of

Honor ; a wallet, opening with a spring,
and disclosing compartments just of a size

for the keeper of the privy purse of the

fairy queen ; a dagger for a pygmy ; two

minute daguerreotypes of friends, each as

large as a small pea, in a gold case ; an

opera-glass ; faith, hope, and charity, re-

presented by a golden heart and anchor

and I forget what a little harp. I

cannot remember any more. These were

all, I think, memorials of friends.

March 12, 1854.

. . . Mr. Hawthorne dined at Aig-

barth, one of the suburbs of Liverpool,
with Mr. Bramley Moore, an M. P. Mr.

Moore took an effectual way to secure

Mr. Hawthorne, for he went one day
himself to his office, and asked him for

the very same evening; thus bearding
the lion in his den and clutching him.

And Mrs. H. would not be discouraged.
She could not get Mr. Hawthorne to go
to her splendid fancy ball, to meet Lor.l

and Lady Sefton and all the aristocracy
of the county, . . . but wrote him a

note, telling him that if he wished for

her forgiveness he must agree with me

upon a day when we would go and dine

with her. He delayed, . . . and then

she wrote me a note, appointing the
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h for us to go and meet

i tineaus and Heights, and remain all

night. There was no evading this ; so he

is going, but I refused. Her husband

is a mighty banker, and she is sister of

present Chancellor of the Exchequer,
W. E. Gladstone ; and they are nobly con-

nected all round. . . . Mr. Hawthorne

does not want to go, and especially curses

tlif hour when white muslin cravats be-

came the sine qua non of a gentleman's
full dress. Just think how reverend he

must look ! I believe he would even ra-

tli-T wear a sword and cocked hat; for

he declares a white muslin cravat the last

abomination, the chief enormity of fash-

ami that all the natural feelings of a

man cry out against it, and that it is alike

abhorrent to taste and to sentiment To
all this I reply that he looks a great deal

handsomer with white about his throat

than with a stiff old black satin stock,

which always to me looks like the stocks,

and that it is habit only which makes
him prefer it. ...
March 16th. My dear father, Mr.

Hawthorne has gone to West Derby to

dine . . . and stay all ni^ht. He left

me with a powerful anathema against
all dinner-parties, declaring he did not

believe anybody lik> d tin -in, and there-

fore they were a malicious invention for

destroying human comfort.

Mr. Bramley Moore again seized Mr.

Hawthorne in the Consulate, the oth- r

day, and dragged him to Aigbarth to

ii Mr. Warren, the author of

Ten Thousand a Year and Tl>

of a Physician. Mr. Hawthorne liked

him very well. Mr. Warren commenced
to say something very complimentary to

Mr. Hawthorne in a low tone, across

an intermediate gentleman, when Mr.

Bramley Moore requested that the com-

pany might have the benefit of it So
Mr. Warren spoke aloud ; and then Mr.

Hawthorne had to make a speech in re-

turn :

Hospitality was abundant in our first

English home, as many letters affirm.

The delightful novelty to my small self

of a peep at the glitter of little dinner-

parties was as surprising to me as if I

could have had a real consciousness of

its contrast to all the former simplicity
of my parents' life. Down the damask

trooped the splendid silver covers, en-

trancingly catching a hundred reflections

from candle - flame and cut glass, and

my own face as I hovered for a mo-

ment upon the scene while the butler

was gliding hither and thither to com-

plete his artistic arrangements. On my
father's side of the family there had

been a distinct trait of material elegance,

appearing in such evidences as an exqui-
site tea-service, brought from China by

my grandfather, with the intricate mono-

gram and dainty shapes and decoration

of a hundred years ago ; and in a few

chairs and tables that could not be sur-

passed for graceful design and finish ;

and so on. As for my mother's traits

of inborn refinement, they were marked

enough, but she writes of herself to her

sister at this time. u You cannot think

how I cannot be in the least tonish. such

is my indomitable simplicity of style."

HIT opinion of herself was always hum-

ble ; and I can testify to the di>

guished figure she made as she wore th<>

first ball-dress I ever detected her in. I

was supposed to be fast asleep, and she

had come to look at me before going out

to some social function, as she has told me
she never failed to do when leaving the

house for a party. Her superb brocade,

pale-tinted, low-necked and short-sleeved,

her happy, airy manner, her glowing

though pale face, her dancing eyes, her

ever-hovering smile of perfect kindness,

all flashed upon me in the sudden light

as I roused myself. I insisted upon

gazing and admiring, yet I ended by in-

dignantly weeping to find that-my gen-
tie little mother could be so splendid
and wear so triumphant an expression.

"She U frightened at my fine gown
' "

my mother exclaimed, with a changed
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look of self-forgetting concern : and I

never forgot how much more beautiful

her noble glance was than her trium-

phant one. A faded bill has been pre-

served, for the humor of it, from Salem

days, in which it is recorded that for the

year 1841 she ordered ten pairs of num-

ber two kid slippers, which was not

precisely economical for a young lady
who needed to earn money by painting,

and who denied herself a multitude of

pleasures and comforts which were en-

joyed by relatives and friends.

In our early experience of English

society my mother's suppressed fond-

ness for tie superb burst into fruition.

and the remnants of such indulgence
have turned up among severest hum-

drum for many years ; but soon she re-

[February,

fused to permit herself even momen-

tary extravagances. To those who will

remember duty hosts of duties appeal,
and it was not long before my father

and mother began to save for their chil-

dren's future the money which flowed

in. Miss Cushman's vagary of an amus-

ing watch-chain was exactly the sort of

thing which they never imitated ; they
smiled at it as the saucy tyranny, over a

great character, of great wealth. My
father's rigid economy was perhaps more
unbroken than my mother's. Still, she

has written,
" I never knew what char-

ity meant till I knew my husband."

There are many records of his having
heard clearly the teaching that home du-

ties are not so necessary or loving as duty
towards the homeless.

Hose Hawthorne Lathrop.

A TEAR BOTTLE.

GLASS, wherein a Greek girl's tears

Once were gathered as they fell.

After these two thousand years
Is -there still no tale to tell?

Buried with her, in her mound
She is dust long since, but you

Only yesterday were found

Iridescent as the dew,

Fashioned faultlessly, a form

Graceful as was hers whose cheek

Once against you made you warm
While you heard her sorrow speak.

At your lips I listen long

For some whispered word of her.

For some ghostly strain of song
In your haunted heart to stir.

But your crystal lips are dumb.

Hushed the music in your heart :

Ah, if she could only come

Back again and bid it start !
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Long is Art, but Life how brief !

And the end seems so unjust:

This companion of her grief

Here to-day, while she is dust !

Frank Dempster Sherman.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY:

BEIXG THE MEMOIRS OF CAPTAIN ROBERT STOBO, SOMETIME AX OFFICER IN THE

VIRGINIA REGIMENT, AND AFTERWARDS OF AMHERST's REGIMENT.

XXVIII.

MY hurt proved more serious than I

had looked for, and the day after my
escape I was in a high fever. General

Wolfe himself, having heard of my re-

turn, sent to inquire after me. He also

was ill, and our forces were depressed in

consequence ; for he had a power to in-

spire them not given to any other of our

accomplished and admirable generals.

He forbore to question me concerning
the state of the town and what I had

seen, for which I was glad. My ad-

venture had been of a private nature,

and such I wished it to remain. The

general desired me to come to him as

soon as I was able, that I might proceed
witli him above the town to reconnoitre.

But for many a day this was impossible,

for my wound gave me much pain and

I was confined to my bed. Yet we on

the Terror of France served our good

general, too ; for one dark night, when

the wind was fair, we piloted tip re-

maining ships of Admiral Ilolmes's di-

vision above the town. This move was

made on my constant assertion that there

was a way by which (Juelu-e might be

taken from above ; and wlu-u < .

Wolfe mad known my ivpn-.-ntation.

to his general officers, they acccj

as a last report, for otherwise what hope
had they ? At Montmorenci our troops
had been repulsed, the mud tlats of th.>

Beauport shore and the St. Charle

were as good as an army against us, the

Upper Town and citadel were practi-

cally impregnable, and for eight miles

west of the town to the cove and river

at Cap Rouge there was one long preci-

pice, broken in but one spot ; and there,

I was sure, men could come up with stiff

climbing as I had done. Bougainville
came to Cap Rouge now with three

thousand men, for he thought that this

was to be our point of attack. Along
the shore from Cap Rouge to Cape Dia-

mond small batteries were posted, such

as that of Lancy's at Anse du Foulon ;

but they were careless, for no conjec-

tures might seem so wild as that of bring-

ing an army up where I had climbed.

"Tut, tut," said General Murray,
when he came to me on the Terror of

France, after having, at my suggestion,

gone to the south shore opposite

du Foulon, and scanned the faint line

that marked the narrow elrft on the ditV

side, "tut. tut. man," he -

the dream of a cat or a damm-d mathe-

matician."

Once, after all was don.-, he said to me
that cats and mathematicians were the

only generals.

not write with what pride Clark

showed the way up the river one even-

ing, the ha" tin- town giving US

plunging shots as we went, and ours at

Point Levis answering gallantly. To me
it was a good if most anxious time : good,
in thai tving some sort of com-
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pensation for my own sufferings in the

town ; anxious, because no single word

came to me of Alixe or her father, ami

all the time we were pouring death into

it. But this we knew from deserters,

that Vaudreuil was Governor and Bigot
Intendant still ; by which it would seem

that, on the momentous night when Dol-

taire was wounded by Madame Cournal,

he gave back the governorship to Vau-

dreuil and reinstated Bigot. Presently,
from an officer who had been captured
as he was setting free a fire-raft upon the

river to run among the boats of our fleet,

I heard that Doltaire had been confined

in the Intendance from a wound given by
a stupid sentry. Thus the true story had

been kept from the public. From him,

too, I learned that nothing was known of

the Seigneur Duvarney and his daugh-
ter ; that they had suddenly disappeared
from the Intendance, as if the earth had

swallowed them ; and that even Juste

Duvarney knew nothing of them, and

was, in consequence, much distressed.

This officer also said that now, when
it might seem as if both the Seigneur
and his daughter were dead, opinion had

turned in Alixe's favor, and there had

crept about the feeling, first among the

common folk and afterwards among the

people of the garrison, that she had been

used harshly. This was due largely, he

thought, to the constant advocacy of the

Chevalier la Darante, whose nephew had

married Mademoiselle Georgette Duvar-

ney. This piece of news, in spite of the

uncertainty of Alixe's fate, touched me,

for the Chevalier had indeed kept his

word to me.

At last all of Admiral Holmes's divi-

sion was got above the town, with very
little damage, and I never saw a man
so elated, so profanely elated, as Clark

over his share in the business. He was

a daredevil, too ; for the day that the last

of the division was taken up the river,

without my permission or the pernii^-
sion of the admiral or anybody else, he

took the Terror of France almost up

to Bougainville's earthworks in the cove

at Cap Rouge and insolently emptied his

six swivels into them, and then came out

and stood down the river. When I

found what he was doing, for I was

now well enough to come on deck, he

said he was going to see how monkeys
could throw nuts ; when I pressed him,

he said he had a will to hear the cats in

the eaves ; and when I became severe,

he added that he would bring the Ter-

ror of France up past the batteries of

the town in broad daylight, swearing
that they could no more hit him than a

woman could a bird on a flagstaff with

a stone. I did not relish this foolish

bravado, and I forbade it ; but presently
I consented, on condition that he take

me to General Wolfe's camp at Montmo-
renci first, for now I felt strong enough
to be again on active service. Indeed,
I found myself far stronger than the

general, who, wasted by disease, seemed

like a man keeping himself alive for

some last great effort, which done, or un-

done, the flame, for want of fuel, would

go out forever.

Clark took the Terror of France up
the river in midday, running perilously
close to the batteries ; and though they

pounded at him petulantly, foolishly an-

gry at his contemptuous defiance, he ran

the gauntlet safely, and coming to the

flag-ship, the Sutherland, saluted with

his six swivels, to the laughter of the

whole fleet and his own profane joy.

"Mr. Stobo," said General Wolfe,
when I saw him, racked with pain, study-

ing a chart of the river and town which

his chief engineer had just brought him,
" show me here this passage in the hill-

side."

I did so, tracing the plains of Mai t re

Abraham, which I assured him would be

good ground for a pitched battle. He
nodded ; then rose, and walked up and

down for a time, thinking. Suddenly
he stopped, and fixed his eyes upon me.

" Mr. Stobo," said he,
"

it would seem

that you, angering La Pompadour,
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t down this war upon us." H-

paused, smiling in a dry way, as if tin-

thought amused him, as if indeed he

doubted it; but for that I cared not

it was an honor I could easily live with-

out.

I bowed to his words, and said,
" Mine

was the last straw, sir."

Again he nodded, and replied, Well,

well, you got us into trouble; you must

show us the way out," and he looked

at the passage I had traced upon the

chart. " You will remain with me until

we meet our enemy on these heights."

He pointed to the plains of Maitre Abra-

ham. Then he turned away, and be-

gan walking up and down again.
" It is

the last chance !

"
he said to himself in a

tone despairing and yet heroic. Please

God, please God !

"
he added.

a will speak nothing of these

plans," he said to me at last, half me-

chanically.
" We must make feints of

lauding at Cap Rouge feints of land-

ing everywhere save at the one possible

place ; confuse both Bougainville and

Montcalm ; tire out their armies with

ings and want of sleep; and then,

<>ii the auspicious night, make the great
trial."

I had remained respectfully standing
! distance from him. Now he

suddenly came to me, and, pressing my
hand, said quickly.

" You have trouble,

you ha bo. I am sor-

ry for you. Hut who can tell maybe
'I better things to come."

I thanked him stuiiiMingly, and a mo-

ment later left him, to serve him on the

morrow, and so on through many days,
till, in divers perils, the camp at Mont-

morenci was abandoned, the troops were

ard the ships, and the general took

op his quarters on the Sutherland ; from
wlm-h. one notable day, I sallied forth

with him to a point at the south shore

opposite the Anse dn Konl..n. \\herehe

saw the thin crack in the cliff H

that moment instant and final attack was
hi* purpose.

The great night came, starlit and se-

rene. The camp-fires of two armies

spotted the shores of the wide river, and

the ships lay like wild fowl in convoys
above the town from where the arrow of

fate should be sped. Darkness upon the

river, and fireflies upon the shore. At

Beauport, an untiring general, who for

a hundred days had snatched sleep, boot-

ed and spurred, and in the ebb of a

losing game, longed for his adored Can-

diac, grieved for a beloved daughter's

death, sent cheerful messages to his aged
mother and to his wife, and by the deep-
er protests of his love foreshadowed his

own doom. At Cap Rouge, a dying

commander, unperturbed and valiant,

reached out a finger to trace the last

movements in a desperate campaign of

life that opened in Flanders at sixteen ;

the end began when he took from his

bosom the portrait of his affianced wife,

and said to his old schoolfellow,
" Give

this to her, Jervis, for we shall meet no

more." Then, passing to the deck, silent

and steady, no signs of pain upon his

face, so had the calm come to him, as to

nature and this beleaguered city, before

the whirlwind, he looked out upon the

clustered groups of boats filled with the

flower of his army, settled in a menacing

tranquillity. There lay the Light In-

fantry, Bragg's, Kennedy's, Lascelles's,

Anstruther's Regiment, Fraser's High-

landers, and the i d, much-

blamed, and impetuou* Ixmisburg Gren-

adiers. Steady, indomitable, silent as

cats, precise as mathematicians, he could

trust them, as they loved his awkward

pain -twisted body and ugly red hair.

" Damme, Jack, didst thee ever take hell

in tow before ?
"
said a sailor from the

Terror of France to his fellow once, as

the marines grappled with a flotilla of

li fire-ships, and dragged them,

spitting destruction, clear of the fleet, to

the shore. "
Nay, but I *ve been in tow

of .1 iuiray Wolfe's red head that 's hell

fire, lad," was the reply.

From boat to boat the general's eye
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passed, then shifted to the ships, the

Squirrel, the Leostaff, the Seahorse, and

the rest, and lastly to where the army
of Bougainville lay. Then there c;nne

towards him an officer, who said quietly,
" The tide has turned, sir." For reply
the general made a swift motion towards

the maintop shrouds, and almost instant-

ly lanterns showed in them. In response
the crowded boats began to cast away,
and, immediately descending, the general

passed into his own boat, drew to the

front, and drifted in the current ahead

of his gallant men, the ships following
after.

It was two by the clock when the boats

began to move, and slowly we ranged
down the stream, carried by the current,

silently steered. No paddle, no creak-

ing oarlock, broke the stillness. I was

in the next boat to the general's, for,

with Clark and twenty-two other volun-

teers to the forlorn hope, I was to show

the way up the heights, and we were near

to 'his person for over two hours that

night. No moon was shining, but I could

see him plainly ; and once, when our

boats almost touched, he saw me, and

said graciously, "If they get up, Mr.

Stobo, you are free to serve yourself."

My heart was full of love of country

then, and I answered,
" I hope, sir, to

serve you till your flag is hoisted in the

citadel."

He turned to a young midshipman be-

side him, and said,
" How old are you,

sir."

"
Seventeen, sir," was the reply.

" It is the most lasting passion," he

said, musing.
It seemed to me then, and I still think

it, that the passion he meant was love of

country. A moment afterwards I heard

him recite to the officers about him, in a

low clear tone, verses by Mr. Gray, the

poet, which I had never then read, though
I have prized them since. Under those

frowning heights, and the smell from our

roaring thirty-two-pounders in the air, I

heard him say

The curfew tolls, the knell of parting day,
The lowing; herd wind slowly o'er the lea,

The ploughman homeward plods his weary

way,
And leaves the world to darkness and to

I have heard finer voices than his,

it was as tin beside Doltaire's, but

something in it pierced me that night,

and I felt the man, the perfect hero,

when he said

" The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er

gave,
Await alike the inevitable hour.

The paths of glory lead but to the grave."

Soon afterwards we neared the end

of our quest, the tide carrying us in to

shore ; and down from the dark heights
there came a challenge, satisfied by an

officer who said we were provision-boats

for Montcalm. Then came the batteries

of Samos. Again we passed with the

same excuse, and we rounded a headland,

and the great work was begun.
The boats of the Light Infantry swung

in to shore. No sentry challenged, but

I knew that at the top Lancy's tents

were set. When the Light Infantry
had landed, we twenty-four volunteers

stood still for a moment, and I pointed
out the way. Before we started, we

stooped beside a brook that leaped light-

ly down the ravine, and drank a little

rum and water. Then I led the way,
Clark at one side of me, and a soldier

of the Light Infantry at the other. It

was hard climbing, but, following in our

careful steps as silently as they might,
the good fellows came eagerly after.

Once a rock broke loose and came tum-

bling down, but plunged into a thicket,

where it stayed ; else it might have done

for us entirely. I breathed freely when

it stopped. Once, too, a branch cracked

loudly, and we lay still ; but hearing no-

thing above, we pushed on, and, sweat-

ing greatly, came close to the top.

Here I drew back with Clark, for such

honor as there might be in gaining the
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heights first I wished to go to these sol-

diers who had trusted their lives to my
guidance. I let six go by and reach the

>. and thru I drew myself up. We
did not stir till all twi-nty-imr were up ;

then we made a dash for the tents of

Lancy, which now showed in the first

gray light of morning. We made a dash

for them, were discovered, and shots

greeted us ; but we were on them instant-

ly, and in a moment I had the pleasure

of putting a bullet in Lancy 's heel, and

brought him down. Our cheers told the

general the news, and soon hundreds of

soldiers were climbing the hard way that

we had come.

And now while an army climbed to

the heights of Maitre Abraham, Admiral

Saunders in the gray dawn was bombard-

ing Montcalm's encampment, and boats

filled with marines and soldiers drew to

the Beauport flats, as if to land there,

while shots, bombs, shells, and carcasses

were hurled from Levis upon the town,

deceiving Montcalm ; until at last, sus-

pecting, he rode towards the town at six

o'clock, and saw our scarlet ranks spread
across the plains between him and Bou-

gainville, and on the crest, nearer to him,

eying us in amazement, the white-coated

battalion of Guienne, which should the

day before have occupied the very ground
held by Lancy. A slight rain falling

added to their gloom, but cheered us.

It gave us a better light to fight by, for

in the clear September air, the bright sun

.shining in our faces, they would have

had us at advantage.

In another hour the gates of St. John
and St. Louis emptied out upon this bat-

I a warring flood of our foes. It

was a handsome sight: the white uni-

forms of the brave regiments, Roussil-

IOM. La Sarre, Guienne, Languedoc,
mixed with the dark, excitable

militia, the sturdy burghers of the town,
a hand of coureurs de bois in their rough
hunter's costume, and whooping Indians,

painted and furious, ready to eat us.

At last here was to be a test of fighting

in open field, though the French had in

their whole army twice the number of

our men, a walled and provisioned city

behind them, and field-pieces in great
number to bring against us.

But there was bungling with them.

Vaudreuil hung back or came tardily

from Beauport ; Bougainville had not yet
arrived ; and when they might have pit-

ted twice our number against us, they
had not many more than we. With

Bougainville behind us and Montcalm
in front, we might have been checked,

though there was no man in all our

army but believed that we should win

the day. I could plainly see Montcalm,
mounted on a dark horse, riding along
the lines as they formed against us, wav-

ing his sword, a truly gallant figure, and

he was answered by a roar of applause
and greeting. On the left their Indians

and burghers overlapped our second line,

where Townsend with Aniherst's and the

Light Infantry, and Colonel Burton with

the Royal Americans and Light Infan-

try, guarded our flank, prepared to meet

Bougainville. In vain our foes tried to

get between our right flank and the river ;

Otway's Regiment, thrown out, defeated

that.

It was my hope that Doltaire was

with Montcalm, and that we might meet

and end our quarrel. I came to know
afterwards that it was he who had in-

duced Montcalm to send the battalion of

Guienne to the heights above the Anse

du Foulon, knowing well that I had seen

the passage in the mountain, and that I

would make our general acquainted with

it The battalion had not been moved

till twenty-four hours after the order was

given, or we should never have gained
those heights: stones rolled from the

cliff would have destroyed an army.
We waited, Clark and I, with the

Louisburg Grenadiers while they formed.

We made no noise, but stood steady and

still, the bagpipes of the Highlanders

shrilly challenging. At eight o'clock

sharpshooters began firing on us from
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the left, and skirmishers were thrown

out to hold them in check, or dislodge

them and drive them from the houses

where they sheltered, from which they

galled Townsend *s men. Their lie Id -

pieces opened on us, too, and yet we did

nothing, but at nine o'clock, being or-

dered, lay down and waited stUL There

was no restlessness, no anxiety, no show

of doubt, for these men of ours were old

fighters, and they trusted their leaders.

From bushes, trees, coverts, and fields

of grain there came that constant hail

of fire, and there fell upon our ranks a

doggedness, a quiet anger, which grew
into a grisly patience. The only pleasure
we had in ten long hours was in watch-

ing our two brass six-pounders play upon
the irregular ranks of our foes, making
confusion, and Townsend drive back a

detachment of cavalry from Cap Rouge,
which sought to break our left flank and

reach Montcalm.

We had seen the stars go down, the

cold, mottled light of dawn break over the

battered city and the heights of Charles-

bourg ; we had watched the sun come up,
and then steal away behind slow-travel-

ing clouds and hanging mist; we had
looked across over unreaped cornfields

and the dull, slovenly St Charles, know-

ing that endless leagues of country, north

and south, east and west, lay in the bal-

ance to-day. I believed that this day
would see the last of the strife between

England and France for dominion here,

of La Pompadour's spite which I had

roused to action against my country, of

the struggle between Doltaire and my-
self. The public stake was worthy of

our army worthy of the dauntless sol-

dier, who had begged his physicians to

patch him up long enough to fight this

fight, whereon he staked reputation, life,

all that a man loves in the world ; the pri-

vate stake was more than worthy of my
long sufferings. I thought that Mont-
calm would have waited for Vaudreuil.

but no. At ten o'clock his three columns
moved down upon us briskly, making a

wild rattle : two columns moving upon
our right and one upon our left, tiring ob-

liquely and constantly as they marched.

Then came the command to rise, and we

stood up and waited, our muskets loaded

with an extra ball. I could feel the stern

malice in our ranks, as we stood then and

took, without returning a shot, that dam-

nable fire. Minute after minute passed ;

then came the sharp command to ad-

vance. We did so, and again halted, and

yet no shot came from us. We stood

there, a long palisade of red.

At last, from where I was I saw our

general raise his sword, a command

rang down the long line of battle, and,

like one terrible cannon-shot, our mus-

kets sang together with as perfect a pre-

cision as on a private field of exercise.

Then, waiting for the smoke to clear a

little, another volley came with almost

the same precision ; after which the lir-

ing came in choppy waves of sound, and

again in a persistent clattering. Then a

light breeze lifted the smoke and mist well

away, and a wayward sunlight showed us

our foe, like a long white wave retreating

from a rocky shore, bending, crumpling,

breaking, and, in a hundred little billows,

fleeing seaward.

So, checked, confounded, the French

army trembled and fell back. Then I

heard the order to charge, and from

near four thousand throats there came

for the first time our exultant British

cheer, and high over all rang the slogan
of Fraser's Highlanders. To my left I

saw the flashing broadswords of the

clansmen, ahead of all the rest. Those

sickles of death clove through and l.roke

the battalions of La Sarre, and Lascelles

scattered the good soldiers of Languedoc
into flying columns. We on the right,

led by Wolfe, charged the despera
valiant men of Roussillon and (iuienne

and the impetuous sharpshooters of the

militia. As we came on, I noted the

general sway and yush forward

and then I lost sight of him, for I saw

what gave the hattle a new interest to me:
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Itaire, cool and deliberate, animating
id encouraging th- French troops.

11 a rdiaking hedge of bayo-

'ping my eye on him : and

itly there was a hand-to-hand melee,

of which 1 fought to reach him. 1

making for him, where he now
it to rally the retreating columns,

rhen I observed not far away Gabord,

mounted, and attacked by three Grena-

rs. Looking back now, I see him,

his sabre cutting right and left, as

drove his horse at one Grenadier,

slipped and fell on the slippery

ground, while the horse rode on him,

ring him. Obliquely down swept

sabre, and drove through the cheek

and chin of one foe; another sweep,
and the bayonet of the other was struck

aside ; and another, which was turned

aside as Gabord's horse came down, bay-
oneted by the fallen Grenadier. But

Gabord was on his feet again, roaring
like a bull, with a wild grin on his face,

as he partly struck aside the bayonet of

th- la-t < - . It caught him in the

flesh of the left side. He grasped the

musket-barrel, and struck home with fa-

tal precision : the man's head dropped
back like tin- lid of a pot, and he tum-

bled into a heap of the pretty goldenrod
flower which spattered the field.

It was at this moment I saw making
towards me Juste Duvarney, hatred and

deadly purpose in his eyes. I had will

enough to m< -t him. ami t. kill him too,

I could not help but think of Alixe.

Gabord saw him, also, and, being near-

me as well For that one

act I cherish his memory. The thought
was worthy of a gentleman of breeding ;

h.- ha ! the true thing in his heart. 1I--

Id save us two brothers from

ting, by fighting me himself. II-

reached me first, and with an -An .li-

able !

"
made a stroke at me. It was a

1

r of sword and sabre now. Clark

Juste Duvarney 's rash; and there

we were, at as fine a game of cross-]
>

poses as you can think : Clark hunger-
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ing for Gabord's life (Gabord had once

been his jailer, too), and Juste Duvarney
for mine, and the battle faring on ahead

of us, for soon the two were clean cut

off from the French army, and must fight

to the death or surrender.

Juste Duvarney spoke only once, and

then it was but the rancorous word " Ren-

egade !

"
nor did I speak at all ; but Clark

was blasphemous, and Gabord, bleeding,

fought with a sputtering relish.

" Fair fight and fowl for spitting, my
dear," he said. . . .

u Go home to heaven,

dickey-bird." Between phrases of this

kind we cut and thrust for life, an odd

sort of fighting. There was no doubt

what the end must be, and so \ fought
with a desperate alertness : and present-

ly my sword passed through his body,
drew out, and he fell where he stood,

collapsing suddenly like a bag. I knelt

beside him, and lifted up his head. His

eyes were glazing fast
" Gabord ! Gabord !

"
I called, grief-

stricken, for that work was the worst I

ever did in this world.

He started, stared, and fumbled at his

waistcoat. I quickly put my hand in,

and drew out one of Mathilda's wood-

en crosses. " To cheat the devil yet
aho !

"
he whispered, kissed the cross,

and so was done with life.

When I turn.'d from him, Clark stood

beside me. Dazed as I was, I did not

at first grasp the significance of that.

I looked towards the town, and saw the

French army hustling into the St. Louis

Gate; saw th'- Highlanders charging the

bushes at the Cdte Ste. Genevieve. where

the brave Canadians made their last

stand ; saw, not fifty feet away, the no-

blest soldier of our time, even General

Wolfe, dead in the arms of Mr. Hender-

son, a volunteer in the Twenty-Second;
and then, almost at my feet, stretched

out as I had seen him lie in the Palace

courtyard two years before, Juste Du-

vamey.
But now he was forever beyond all

friendship or reconciliation.
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XXIX.

The smell of unreaped harvest-tit -ld>

was in the air, the bobolink was piping

his evensong, the bells of some shattered

church were calling to vespers, the sun

was sinking behind the flaming autumn

woods, as once more I entered the ^

Louis Gate, with the Grenadiers and a

detachment of artillery, the British colors

hoisted on a gun-carriage. Till this hour

I had ever entered and left this town a

captive, a price set on my head, and in

the very street where now I walked I

had gone with a rope round my neck,

abused and maltreated. I saw our flag

replace the golden lilies of France on the

citadel where Doltaire had baited me,
and at the top of Mountain Street, near

to the Bishop's palace, up which I had

been carried, wounded, from the Inten-

dance courtyard, our colors also flew.

Every step I took was familiar, yet
unfamiliar too. It was a disfigured town,

where a hungry, distracted people hud-

dled among ruins, and begged for mercy
and for food, and wept for their ruined

homes and unhappy country, nor found

time in the general overwhelming to think

of the gallant Montcalm, lying in his

shell-made grave at the chapel of the

Ursulines, not fifty steps from where I

had looked through the tapestry on Alixe

and Doltaire. The convent was almost

deserted now, and as I passed it, on my
way to the cathedral, I took off my hat ;

for how knew I but that she I loved best

lay there, too, as truly a heroine as the

admirable Montcalm was hero, dying far

from his olive vineyards at Candiac and

the beloved olive branches of his home?
A solitary bell was clanging on the chapel
as I went by, and I saw three nuns steal

past me with bowed heads. I longed to

stop them and ask them of Alixe, for I

felt sure that the Chnn-h knew where
she wa, living or dead, though none of

all I asked knew aught of her, not even
the Chevalier la Darante, who had come

to our camp the night before, accompa-
nied by Joannes, the town major, with

terms of surrender.

I came to the church of the Reeollets

as I wandered ; for now, for a little time,

I seemed bewildered and incapable, lost

in a maze of dreadful imaginings. I en-

tered the door of the church, and -tum-

bled upon a body. Hearing footsteps

ahead in the dusk, I passed up the

aisle, and came upon a pile of debris.

Looking up, I could see the stars si lin-

ing through a hole in the roof, made l>y

a shell. Hearing a noise beyond, I went

on, and there, seated on the high altar,

was the dwarf who had snatched the cup
of rum out of the fire, the night that Ma-

thilde had given the crosses to the revel-

ers. He gave a low, wild lau^lu and

hugged a bottle to his breast. Almost

at his feet, half naked, with her face on

the lowest step of the altar, her feet

touching the altar itself, was the girl

his sister who had kept her drunken

lover from assaulting him. The girl was

dead there was a knife-wound in her

breast. Sick at the sight I left the place,

and went on, almost mechanically, to

Voban's house.

It was level with the ground, a crum-

pled heap of ruins. I passed Lancy's

house, in front of which I had fought

with Gabord ; it too was broken to

pieces. As I turned away I heard a

loud noise, as of an e\phion. and I

supposed it to be some ma^a/.ine. I

thought of it no more at the time. Vo-

ban must be found that wa> men im-

portant. I mu>t know of Alixe first,

and I felt sure that if any one knew of

her whereabouts it would he he : she

would have told him where she was go-

ing, if she had fled ; if she n

who so likely to know, this secret, elu-

sive, vengeful watcher ? Of Doltaire I

had heard nothing : I would seek him out

when I knew of Alixe. lie could not

escape me now. in this walled town. I

passed on for a time without direction,

for 1 seemed not to know where I migl
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find him. Our sentries already patrolled

the streets, and our bugles were rail

i^hts. with ::_: c;ill> from the

fleet in the basin. Ni^ht came down

quickly, the stars shone out in the per-

fect blue, and, il >ken walls.

i'-d houses, solitary pillars, looked

mystically strange. It was so quiet ; as

if a beaten people had crawled away into

les our s! -hell had made,
to hide their misery. Now and again a

gaunt face looked out from a hiding-

place, and drew back again in fear at

H-ht of me. Once a drunken woman

spat at me ami cursed me ; once I was

fired at ; and many times from dai

ners I heard \oices crying,
" Sauvez-moi

ah, sauve/. -inoi. Ixm Dieii !

"
Once

I stood for many minutes and watched

our soldiers giving biscuits and their

own share of rum to homeless French

peasants hovering round the smoulder-

ing ruins of a house which carcasses had

destr<>

I now my wits came back to me,

irposes, the power to act, which

for a couple of hours had seemed to be

in abeyance. I hurried through nar-

row streets to the cathedral. There it

stood, a shattered mass, its sides all

roof gone, its tall octagonal
tower alone substantial and unchanged.

ng to its rear, I found Babette's

litll.- hoiiM'. with open door, and I went

in. There sat the old grandfather in

with a lighted candle on the

tal.l-- near him, across his knees

i had \\oni. He only babbled

iionst-iiM* to my questioning, and. after

calling aloud to Babette and getting no

tlif Intendance.

1 had scarcely left the house win -n I

saw some I peasants coming to-

wards me with a litter. A woman, walk-

ing behind th.- litter, carried a lantern,

and one of our soldiers of artillery at-

1 and directed. I ran forward,
and discovered Voban, mortally hurt.

I'll" woman gave a cry, and spoke my
name in a kind of surprise and i

and the soldier, recognizing me, saluted.

I sent him for a surgeon, and came on

with the hurt man to the little house.

Soon I was alone witli him save for Ba-

md h -i- I sent for a priest. A-

soon as I had seen Voban I guessed what

had happened he had tried for his

revenge at last. After a little time he

knew me, but at first he could not speak.
What lias happened the Palace?"

said I.

He nodded.

You blew it up with Bigot
a-krd.

i i - reply was a whisper, and his face

twitched with pain :
" Not with Bi-

got.**

I gave him some cordial, which he was

inclined to refuse. It revived him, but

I saw he could live only a few hours.

Presently he made an effort.
" I will

tell you," he whispered.
" Tell me first of my wife," said I.

I she alive is she alive ?
"

If a smile could have been upon his

lips then, I saw one there good Voban.

I put my ear down, and my heart almost

Stopped heating, until I heard him say,

Find Mathilde," and then it took to

pounding wildly.
" Do you know where ?

"
I asked.

hi the Valdoche Hills," he an-

swered,
" where the Gray Monk lives

by the Tall Calvary." He gasped with

pain ; I let him rest awhile, and eased

the bandages on him, and soon he said,
" I am to be gone soon. For two yean
I have wait for the good time to kill

him Bigot to send him and his

Palace to hell. I cannot tell you how I

work to do it It is no matter no.

From an old cellar I mine, and at last I

get the powder lay beneath him his

Palace. So. But he does not come to

the Palace nun -h this many months, and

Madame Conrnal is always with him,

and it is hard to do the thing in other

ways. But I laugh when the English
come in the town, and when I see Bigot

fly to his Palace alone to get his trea-
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sure -chest I think it is my time.

I ask the valet, ami lie say he is in the

private room that lead to the treasure-

place. Then I come back quick to the

secret place and fire my mine. In ten

minutes all will be done. I go at once

to his room again, alone. I pass through

the one room, and come to the other.

It is a room with one small barred win-

dow. If he is there, I will say a word

to him that I have wait long to say,

then shut the door on us both, for I am
sick of life, and watch him and laugh at

him till the end comes. If he is in the

other room, then I have another way as

sure"

He paused, exhausted, and I waited

till he could again go on. At last he

made a great effort, and continued :
" I

go back to the first room, and he is not

there. I pass soft to the treasure-room,

and I see him kneel beside a chest, look-

ing in. His back is to me. I hear him

laugh to himself. I shut the door, turn

the key, go to the window and throw it

out, and look at him again. But now
he stand and turn to me, and then I see

I see it is not Bigot, but M'sieu'

Doltaire !

" I am sick when I see that, and at

first I cannot speak, my tongue stick in

my mouth so dry.
' Has Voban turn

robber ?
'

he say. I put out my hand

and try to speak again, but no. ' What
did you throw from the window ?

'

he

speak.
' And what 's the matter, my

Voban ?
' * My God,' I say at him now,

* I thought you are Bigot !

'

I point to

the floor.
' Powder !

'

I whisper. His

eyes go like fire so terrible ; he look to

the window, take a quick angry step

to me, but stand still. Then he point
to the window. 'The key, Voban '-. h.

say ; and I answer,
' Yes.' He get pale ;

then he go and try the door, look close

at the walls, try them quirk, quick.

stop, for a panel, then try again, stand

still, and lean against the table. It is

no use to call ; no one can hear, for it is

all roar outside, and these walls are solid

and very thick.
' How long?' he say,

and take out his watch. ' Five minutes

perhaps,' I answer. He put his watch

on the table, and sit down on a bench

by it, and for a little minute he do not

speak, but look at me close, and not an-

gry, as you would think. 'Voban.' lie

say in a low voice, 'Bigot was a thief.'

He point to the chest. 4 He stole from

the King my father. He stole your
Mathilde from you ! He should have

died. We have both been blunderers,

Voban, blunderers,' he say ;

*

things

have gone wrong with us. We have lost

all.' There is little time. ' Tell me one

thing,' he go on. * Is Mademoiselle Du-

varney safe do you know?' I tell

him yes, and he smile, and take from

his pocket something, and lay it against

his lips, and then put it back in his

breast. ' You are not afraid to die, Vo-

ban ?
'

he ask. I answer no. 4 Shake

hands with me, my friend,' he speak,

and I do so that. *

Ah, pardon, pardon,

Monsieur,' I say.
*

No, no, Voban ; it

was to be,' he answer. ' We shall meet

again, comrade,' he say also, and he turn

away from me and look to the sky

through the window, and nod his head.

Then he look at his watch, and get to

his feet, and stand there still. I kiss my
crucifix. He reach out and touch it, and

bring his fingers to his lips.
4 Who can

tell ?
'

he say.
'

Perhaps.' For a little

minute ah, it seem like a year, and

it is so still, so still he stand there.

and then he put his hand over the watch,

lift it up, and shut his eyes, as if time is

all done. While you can count ten it is

so, and then the great crash on.

For a long time he lay silent again. I

gave him more cordial, and In K \i

and ended his tale.
**

I am a blunderer,

as M'sieu' say," he went on. u for he is

killed, not Bigot and me, and only a lit-

tle part of the Palace go to pieces. And
so they fetch me here, and I wish my
God, I wish I go with M'sieu' Doltaire."

Two hours after I went to the Jn-

tendance, and there I found that the
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f my enemy had been placed in

the room where I had last seen him

with Alixe. Hi- lay on the *anie

had lain. Tlie flag of V

ken body, I nit his face

was untouched as it had been in life,

haunti:
'

.ating. though tin-

gone, the fine eyes <

A noble peace hid all that was sardonic;

not even Gubord would now have called

him " Master I)e\il." 1 covered up his

face and left him there, peasant and

prince, candles burning at hi-

and feet, and the star of Louis on his

red breast; and I saw him no

more.

All that night I walked the ramparts,

thinking, remembering. Imping, waiting
for the morning: and when I saw the

break over those far eastern par-

y fire and sword, I set out

on a journey to tin- Valdoche Hills.

It was in the saffron light of early

morning that I saw it, the Tall Calvary
of the Valdoche Hills. The night be-

had come up through a long val-

with pines on one side

. maples on the other,

avrling till nearly midnight, had

lain down in the hollow of a bank, and

listened to a li leap over cas-

cade-, below, go prattling on to

the great river in the south. My eyes

closed, but for long I did not sleep. I

a night-hank go by on a lonely

'ii, a beav. :-om a log into

the water, and the delicate huinn,

edles was a drowsy mu-ic.

h \\hieh bro',. id by the

loon from the

water below. 1 .-her asleep nor

awake, but steeped in this wide |

the sweet smell of earth and run-

.vater in my ;

in a slight breeze, the scent of some \\ ild

, t -aine past, and I

found Iful of

loose earth and ;-

held it to my nose, a good, brave

all in a sort of si I was rest-

ing, too, one part of me all still and hap-

py. How good this rich earth was ; how
a thing to lie <-l<,<e to Moll,

ture, the true or Barelea or good-for-no-

thing head again-t . even with

the foolishness of the child who buries

his hot face in the H.--T of e.ol >aud that

he has made !

As I mused, Doltaire's face passed
before me as it was in life, and I heard

:iy again of the peasants,
"

shall save the earth some day, for they
are of it, and live close to it, and are

kin to

Then, all at once, there rushed before

me that scene in the convent, when all

the devil in him broke loose upon the

woman I loved. But, turning on my
homely bed, I looked up and saw the

deep quiet of the skies, the stable peace
of the stars, and I was a son of the good
earth again, a sojourner in the tents of

Home. I did not doubt that Alixe was

..r that I should find her. There

was assurance in t! ant night
In that thought, dreaming that her cheek

lay close to mine, her arm around my
I waked to hear the

squirrels stirring in the trees, the whir

of the parti unvarying
note of the oriole. Turning on my dry,

leafy bed. I look.-d down, and saw in the

lark haze of dawn the beavers at their

house-building.

I was at the beginning of a deep gorge
or valley, on one side of which was a

steep sloping hill of grass and trees,

and <>n the other a huge esca

mossed and jagged rocks. Then, farther

up. the valley seemed to end in a huge

ntory. On this great wedge grim

shapes loomed in tl,- ncouth and

shadowy and unnatural al

II Hrocken, impossible to human

tenantry. Tet as I watched the mist

slowly rise, there grew in me the feeling

that there lay the end of my quest I

came down to the brook, bathed my face

and hands, ate my frugal breakfast of
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bread, with berries picked from the hill-

.nd. as the yellow light of the ris-

ing sun broke over the promontory. I

saw the Tall Calvary upon a knoll.

strange comrade to the huge rocks and

monoliths as it were vast playthings

of the Mighty Men, the fabled ancestors

of the Indian races of the land.

I started up the valley, and presently

all the earth grew blithe, and the bird>

filled the woods and valleys with jocund
noise. I was hopeful, ready for happi-

ness, a deadly smother lifted from my
heart

It was near noon before I knew that

my pilgrimage was over. Then, coming
round a point of rock, I saw the Gray
Monk, of whom strange legends had

lately traveled to the city. I took off

my hat to him reverently; but all at

once he threw back his cowl, and I saw,

no monk, but, much altered, the good

chaplain who had married me to Alixe

in the Chateau St Louis. He had been

hurt when he was fired upon in the wa-

ter ; had escaped, however, got to shore,

and made his way into the woods. There

he had met Mathilde, who led him to her

lonely home in this hill. Seeing the Tall

Calvary, he had conceived the idea of

this disguise, and Mathilde had brought
him the robe for the purpose.

In a secluded ea\r I found Alixe with

her father, caring for him, for li-

not yet wholly recovered from his hurt.

There was no waiting now. The ban of

Church did not hold her back, nor did

her father do aught but smile when she

came laughing and crying into my arms.

The good Seigneur put out his hand to

me beseechingly. I took it, clasped it.

-The city?" he asked.

N ours," I answered.
" And my son my son ?

"

I told him how, the night that the city

was taken, the Chevalier la Darante and

I had gone a sad journey in a boat to

the Island of Orleans, and there, in the

chapel yard, near to his father's chateau.

we had laid a brave and honest gentle-

man who died fighting for his country.

By and by, when their grief had a

little abated, I took them out into the

sunshine, a pleasant green valley lying

to the north, and to the south, far off,

the wall of rosy hills that hid th-

tured town. As we stood there, a scar-

let figure came winding in and out

among the giant stoiu >. crosses hanging
at her girdle. She approached us, and,

seeing me, she said. u Hush ! I know a

place where all the lovers can hide." And
she put a little wooden cross into my
hand

fort I'.irker.

SOME TENNESSEE BIRD NOTES,

WHOEVER loves the music of English

sparrows should live in Chattanooga ;

there is no place on the planet, it is to

be hoped, where they are more numer-

ous and pervasive. Mocking-birds are

scarce. To the best of my r.

I saw none in the city it-t-lf, and less

than half a dozen in the surrounding

country. A young gentleman whom I

questioned upon the subject told me that

they used to be common, and attributed

their present increasing rarity to the per-

secutions of boys, who find a profit in

selling the young into captivity. Tlirir

place, in the cit lly. is taken by
catbirds; intere.-ting. imitative, and in

their own measure tuneful, but po..

stitutes for mocking-birds. In fact, it is

impossible to think of any bird a- really

filling that rob-. Tin- brown thru>h. it

is true, sings quite in the mocking-bird's
manner, and. to my ear. almost or quite
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as well : hut he possesses no gift as a

mimic, and furtherm-iv. without being
. a bird of the forest or the wilder-

ness, is in>tinctively and irreclaiinably a

It would be hard, e

huma: to liiul a natui

touched with urbanity. In the mock-

ing-bird the elements are more happily
1. Not gregarious, intolerant of

1, as far as creatures of his

own kind are concerned, a stickler for

room, sharing with his brown

relative in this iv>pert. he is at the

a born citizen and neighbor ;

as fond of gardens and dooryard tiv>

as the thrasher is of scrublands ai

berry bushes. " Man delights nit-." he

I woman also." He likes

to be listened to, it is pretty certain ; and

possibly IK- is dimly aware of the artistic

value of appreciation, without which no

lid his best. Add to this en-

1 social quality the splendor and

ker's vocal perform-

ances, multifarious, sensational, incom-

. turns fiitranrini; and amus-

ing, and it is easy to understand how he

has come to hold a place by him

South' :uent and :-t. A
city without mocking-birds is only half

h black faces be never

so thick upon the sidewalks and mules

M common in the streets. If the

ii the great mimic away
'

hattanooga, it is time the fathers

took th-hi>yx in hand. Ci\ ic pride alone

. to say nothing
etV.-rt upon real estate

. mil iar pre-
tence of this w vned, to\\

ing, town-charming songster.
i my window, on the side of Cam-

1 daily the Dinging of an
orchard oriole an-

- and a golden warbler, with

sometimes \\\zfidgety, fidgety of a Mary-
eHow-throat. What could he be

tossing about in so unlil .irter?

An adjoining yard presented the unnat-

ural spectacle unnatural, but, I am

sorry to say, not unprecedented of a

bird- house occupied in partnership by
purple martins and 1

y had finished their quarrels, if they
had ever had any, which can hardly be

open to doubt, both native and foreigner

being constitutionally belligerent, and

frequently sat side by side upon the

ridge-pole, like the best of friends,

oftener I saw them there, the more

dignant I became at the martins' un-

American behavior. Such a disgra<

surrender of the Monroe Doctrine was
too much even for a man of peace. I

have never called myself a Jingo, but for

once it would have done me good to see

the lion's tail twisted.

With the exception of a few pairs of

rough-wings on Missionary Ridge, the

martins seemed to be the only swallows

in the country at that time of the year ;

and though Proyne subis, in spite of an
occasional excess of good nature, is a
most noble bird, it was impossible not to

that by it>elf it constituted but a

meagre representation of anentire family.

Swallows are none too numerous in Mas-

sachusetts, in these days, and are pretty

certainly growing fewer and fewer, what
with the prevalence of the box-monopo-
li/in- Kuropean sparrow, and the pass-

ni the big, old-fashioned, widely \

tilated barn : for there is no member of

the family, nut \ , -n the sand martin,

whose (1 :i does not depend in

great degree upon human agency. K
yet, however, if a Massachusetts man
will make a circuit of a few miles, he will

usually meet with tree swallows, bam
swallows, cliff swallows, sand martins,

and purple m her words, he

need u :< find all the species of

eastern > > erica, with the sit

exception of the least attractive of the

six ; that U to say, the rough-wing. As

compared with the
j

Tennessee, then, we are still pretty well

favored. It is worth while to travel now
and then, if 01 1 ourselves be:

off at home.
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It illicit be easy to suggest plausible

reasons for the general absence <f swal-

lows from a country like that about

Chattanooga ; but the extraordinary scar-

city of hawks, while many persons

not ornithologists would account it le-s

of a calamity, is more of a puzzle. From
Walden's Ridge I saw a single sparrow
hawk and a single red-tail; in addition

to which I remember three birds whose

identity I could not determine. Five

hawks in the course of three weeks spent

entirely out of doors, in the neighborhood
of mountains covered with old forest.

Taken by itself, this unexpected show-

ing might have been ascribed to some

queer combination of accidents, or to a

failure of observation. In fact, I was

inclined so to explain it till I noticed

that Mr. Brewster had chronicled a sim-

ilar state of things in what is substan-

tially the same piece of country. Writ-

ing of western North Carolina, he says :
l

" The general scarcity one may almost

say absence of hawks in this region

during the breeding season is simply
unaccountable. Small birds and mam-
mals, lizards, snakes, and other animals

upon which the various species subsist

are everywhere numerous, the country
is wild and heavily forested, and, in

short, all the necessary conditions of en-

vironment seem to be fulfilled." Cer-

tainly, so far as my ingenuity goes, the

mystery is
" unaccountable ;

"
but of

course, like every other mystery, it would

open quickly enough if we could find the

key.

Turkey vultures were moderately nu-

merous, much less abundant than in

Florida, and twice I saw a single
black vulture, recognizable, almost as far

as it could be seen (but I do not mean
at a first glance, nor without due pre-
caution against foreshortened effects),

by its docked tail. Both are invaluable

in their place, useful, graceful, ad-

mirable, and disgusting. The vulture*.

the martins, and the swifts were the only
1 The Auk, vol. iii. p. 108.

common aerial birds. The swifts, hap-

pily, were everywhere, jovial souls in

a sooty dress, and had already begun

nest-building. I saw them continually

pulling up against the twigs of a partial-

ly dead tree near my window. In them

nature has developed the bird idea to

its extreme, a pair of wings, with just

body enough for ballast; like a racing-

yacht, built for nothing but to (any -ail

and avoid resistance. Their flight is a

good visual music, as Emerson might
have said ; but I love also their quick,

eager notes, like the sounds of children

at play. And while it has nothing to

do with Tennessee, I am prompted to

mention here a bird of this species that

I once saw in northern New Hamp-
shire on the 1st of October, an ex-

traordinarily late date, if my experience
counts for anything. With a friend I

had made an ascent of Mount Lafayette

(one of the days of a man's life), and as

we came near the Profile House, on our

return to the valley, there passed over-

head a single chimney-swift. What he

could be doing there at that season was

more than either of us could divine. It

was impossible to feel any great con-

cern about him, however. The afternoon

was nearly done, but at the rate he was

traveling it seemed as if he might be

in Mexico before sunrise. And easily

enough he may have been, if Mr. (latke

is right in his contention that birds ,f

very moderate powers of wing are capa-

ble of flying all night at the rate of four

miles a minute !

The comparative scarcity of crows

about Chattanooga, and the ama/ing
dearth of jays in the oak forests of Wal-

den's Ridge, have been touched upon
el -where. As for the jays, their ab-

sence must have been more apparent
than real, I am bound to believe. It

was their silent time, probably. Still

another t hing t hat I found surprising was

the small number of woodpeckers. For

the first four days I saw not a single

representative of the family. It would
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be next to impossible to be so mu
of dooi ->achu>ett.> at any season

of the year with a like result. During

my th: in T. nnessee I sa\\

H, two

- which I heard one

downv and one log-cock." The last-

named bird, which nough' for

'.'ss to notice, seem* -d to

! known to the- inhabitants of Wal-

. :-d it. By what

>uld he fairly eom-

nion. but I saw nothing of its
"
peck-

Thefii>t of my two red-headed

eckers was near the base of Mi-

fionary Kidg.-. waiting his time in e.\-

rpole along the railway.

Did lie mi>take them for so many dead

trees still standing on their own roots?

iindeeayed, they ap-

peared to me to offer small encourage-
to a grub-seeker ; but probably the

fellow knew his own business best. On
ions of economic , nton^;

I should prove but a lame adviser for

r that ever

drummed. a man. I

could not help feeling that tin- particu-

!-head was behaving uncommonly
like a fool. Was there ever a man who
did not take it as a matter of course that

he should be wiser than the lower ani-

Humming-birds cut but a small 1

in my daily notes till I Wal-
: >ivxt. they

were i mdant, for hum-
that is to say. It seemed to

: 'airing \\ith them ; more
than once the two sexes were seen to-

an unusual otv ;mle*s

> has been unfortunate.

iie nr>t is built, or ev.-n while it

is building. One female pi.jurd :

again and again to

le of an oak, hovering before it as

l)efore a flown .re than

Hg to its rough n;

>t I took it t 1 that she

was picking off bits of lichen with which

to cmbelli>h the outer wall of her nest;

but after each brow-ing -he alighted

here or there on a leahV

had been gathering ne- 1. she

would have Ho\vn away with it. I thought,

inotlier tinu'. in a tangle of shruh-

I witnessed a most lively eneoun-

t\veen two humming-birds ; a case

of lighting or love-making, two things

confusingly alike to an outsider. in the

mid>t of which one of the contestants

suddenly displayed so dazzling a gorget
that for an instant I mistook it for a

scarlet flower. I did not "
wipe my eye,"

not being a poet, nor even a " rash ob-

.

'

hut I admired anew the wonder-

ful flashing jewel, now coal-black

flaming red, with which, perhaps, the

male ruby-throat blinds his long-suffering

mate to all his shameful treatment of

her in her season of watchfulness and

motherly a Does she never re-

mind him, I wonder, that there are some

things whose price is far above rubies ?

I had never seen the humming-!-:
much a forest-dweller as here, and glad-

ly confessed that I had never seen him

win n he looked so romantically at home
and in place. The tulip-trees, in particu-

lar, might have been made on purpose
for him.

ie Chattanooga neighborhood was

poorly supplied with hawks, woo :

ers, and swallows, so was it 1;

with sparrows, though in a less marked

degree. The common species the only

resident species that I met with, but my
explorations were nothing like complete

were chippers, field sparrows, and

Bachman sparrows ; the first interesting

for tli other two for

their musical gifts. In a comparison be-

tween eastern Tennessee as I saw it

and eastern Massachusetts, the Bachman

sparrow must he set against the song

sparrow, the vesper sparrow, and the

swamp sparrow. I- lliant and

charming songster, one of the very tin-

e-t ; but it would be too costly a bargain
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to buy its presence with loss of the song

sparrow's abounding versatility and high

its. and the vesper sparrow's unfail-

ing sweetness, serenity, and charm.

inch for the sparrows, commonly
so called. If we come to tin- family as

a whole, the goodly family of sparrows
and finches, we miss in Tennessee the

rose-breasted grosbeak and the purple

finch, two of our best esteemed Massachu-

setts birds, both for music and for beau-

ty ; to offset which we have the cardinal

grosbeak, whose whistle is exquisite, but

who can hardly be ranked as a singer

above either the rose-breast or the linnet,

to say nothing of the two combined.

At the season of my visit, in the

latter half of the vernal migration, the

preponderance of woodland birds, espe-

cially of the birds known as wood war-

blers, was very striking. Of ninety-three

species observed, twenty-eight belonged
to the warbler family. In this list it was

curious to remark the absence of the

Nashville and the Tennessee. The cir-

cumstance is significant of the compara-
tive worthlessness except from a his-

torical point of view of locality names

as they are applied to American birds

in general. Here were Maryland yel-

low-throats, Cape May warblers, Canada

warblers, Kentucky warblers, prairie war-

blers, palm warblers, Acadian flycatch-

ers, but not the two birds (the only two, as

well as I remember) that bear Tennes-

see names. 1 The absence of the Nash-

ville was a matter of wonderment to me.

Dr. Rives, I have since noticed, records

it as only a rare migrant in Virginia.

Yet by some route it reaches eastern

New England in decidedly handsome

numbers. Its congener, the blue golden-

wing, surprised me in an opposite* <1

tion, by its commonness, both in tin-

lower country near the river and n

1 Both these warblers the Nashville and
the Tennessee were named by Wilson fr..m

the places where the original specimens were
hot Concerning the Tennessee warbler he seta

down the opinion that
"

it is most probably a

Walden's Ridge. This, too, is a rare

bird in Virginia ; so much so that Dr.

Rives has never met with it there. In

certain places about Chattanooga it was

as common as it is locally in the towns

about Boston, where, to satisfy a skepti-

cal friend, I once counted eleven males

in song in the course of a morning's
walk. That the Chattanooga birds wt !

on their breeding grounds I had at the

time no question, although I happened

upon no proof of the fact

In the same way, from the manner in

which the oven-birds were scattered over

Walden's Ridge in the middle of May,
I assumed, rather hastily, that they were

at home for the summer. Months after-

ward, however, happening to notice their

southern breeding limits as given by
excellent authorities,

"
breeding from

. . . Virginia northward," I saw that

I might easily have been in error. I

wrote, therefore, to a Chattanooga gentle-

man, who pays attention to birds while

disclaiming acquaintance with ornitholo-

gy, and he replied that if the oven-bird

summered in that country he did not

know it. The case seemed to be going

against me, but I bethought myself of

Mr. Brewster's Ornithological Reconnais-

sance in Western North Carolina, and

there I read,
2 " The open oak woodlands,

so prevalent in this region, are in every

way adapted to the requirements of the

oven - bird, and throughout them it is

one of the commonest and most char-

acteristic summer birds." "Opm oak

woodlands" is exactly descriptive of the

Walden's Ridge forest ; and eastern Ten-

nessee and western North Carolina be-

iiiL: practically one, I resume my assured

belief (personal and of no authority j that

the birds I saw and heard were, a> I

iir>t thought, natives of the mountain.

Birds which are at home have, as a rule,

n.-itive of a more southerly liinate." It would

he a pity for men to cease guessing tl

the shrewdest are certain to he sometimes

Auk. vol. iii.
,,.

]">.
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an air of being at home; a certain man-

ner hard to d-line. but felt, neveri

as a pretty strong kind of e

not proof by a practiced <

;al of the more northern species

of the warbler family manifested an al-

\clusive preference fur patches of

evergreens. I have elsewhere detailed

in a grove of stunted

n Lookout Mountain. A similar

growth is found on Cameron Hill, in

v of Chattanooga, one side of

which is occupied by dwellings, while the

other drops to the river so precipitously

as to be almost inaccessible, and is even

yet. I was told, an abode of foxes. On
v after my arrival I strolled to the

the hill toward evening, and in

the pines found a few black -
polls and

yellow-rumps. I was in a listless mood,

^ already taken a fair day's exer-

cise under an intolerable sun. but I waked

up with a start when my glass fell on

a bird which at a second glance showed

the red cheeks of a Cape May warbler.

For a moment I was almost in poor Su-

san's case,

I looked, and my heart was in hen

all too soon, as happened to poor
. aKo. the vision fad-d. Hut I had

Yes, here it was in Tennessee,

the rarity for which, spring after spring.

I had been so many years on the watch.

I had er all,

a bird that 1' -m the northern

i of New England to Hudson *s Bay !

It i- <>t Mich xritenifiits

that, at the time, the subject of them has

no tli,, :aly/iir_' or ju-til'ying his

cMiuitio:-. 11 is better em
pi'

i A:

terward, in some vacant mood, with no

longer anything actively to enjoy, he

lay with the past, and from an evil

or flattering himself \\ith a show

of intellectuality, may turn i

: into a -tudy : tick ;> resent

of hiiiiNi-lf I .t the man
he used to he. How very wise he has

grown, to be sin \ m.-n;-.

nevertheless, if he did but know it, are

only a poorer kind of child's pla\

neons, infinitely le>> -atisfying,and

equally irrational. ! is not to be

assayed by any t.M that the reason is

competent to apply ; nor does it need

either defense or apology. It is its own

end, and so, like beauty, its own excuse

for being. That is one of the crowning
felicities of this present order of things

the world, as we call it. What dog
would hunt if there were no excitement

in overhauling the game ? And how
would elderly people live through long

evenings if there were no exhilaration in

the odd trick ?

" What gqpd does it do ?
"

a prudent
friend and adviser used to say to me,

smiling at the fervor of my first ornitho-

logical enthusiasm. He thought he was

asking me a poser ; but I answered gay-
1 v. --It makes me happy ;

"
and, taking

things as they run, happiness is a pretty

substantial "
good." So was it now with

the sight of this long-desired warbler.

It taught me nothing ; it put nothing into

my pocket ; but it made me happy,

happy enough to sing and shout, though
I am ashamed to say I did neither. And
even a sober son of the Puritans may he

glad to iind himself, in some unexpected

hour, almost as ineffably delighted as he

used to be with a new plaything in the

time when he had not yet tasted of the

tree of knowledge, and knew not that

the relish for playthings could ever be

outgrown. I cannot affirm that I went

quite as wild over my first Cape May
warbler as I did over my first sled

well the rapture of that frosty midwin-

ter morning is remembered, a hard

crust on the snow, and the sun i

risen !), but I came as near to that state

of heaven to reCnter which

we must become as little children aa

a person of my yean is ever likely to do,

It is one precious advantage of natu-

ral hi lies that they affor

less opportunities for a man to enjoy
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himself in this sweetly childish spirit,

while at the same time his occupation U

dignified by a certain scientific atmos-

phere and relationship. He i-

tor of insects, let us say. Whether he

goes to the Adirondacks for the summer,

or to Florida for the winter, he is sur-

rounded with nets and cyanide bottles.

He travels with them as another travels

with packs of cards. Every day's catch

is part of the game ; and once in a while.

as happened to me on Cameron Hill, he

gets a
"
great hand," and in imagination,

at least, sweeps the board. Common-

place people smile at him, no doubt ;

but that is only amusing, and he smiles

in turn. He can tell many good stones

under that head. He delights to be called

a " crank." It is all because of people's

ignorance. They have no idea that he

is Mr. So-and-So, the entomologist ; that

he is in correspondence with learned

men the country over ; that he once dis-

covered a new cockroach, and has had a

grasshopper named after him; that he

has written a book, or is going to write

one. Happy man ! a contributor to the

world's knowledge, but a pleasure-seeker ;

a little of a savant, and very much of a

child ; a favorite of Heaven, whose work

is play. No wonder it is commonly said

that natural historians are a cheerful set.

For the supplying of rarities and sur-

prises there are no birds like the war-

blers. Their pursuit is the very spice of

American ornithology. The multitude

of species (Mr. Chapman's Handbook of

the Birds of Eastern North America enu-

merates forty-five species and sub-spe-

cies) is of itself an incalculable blessing

in this respect. No single observer is

likely ever to come to the end of them.

v do not warble, it must be owned.

and few of them have much di

as singers, the best that I know being
the black-throated green and the Ken-

tucky ; but they are elegant and vari.-d

in their plumage, with no lack of bright
tints, while their extreme activity and

r largely arboreal habits render their

specific determination and their individ-

ual study a work most agreeably dillicult

and tantalizing. The ornithologist who

has seen ail the warblers of his own ter-

ritory, say of New England, and knows

them all by their notes, and lias found

all their nests, well, he is himself a

pretty rare specimen.
As for my experience with the family

in Tennessee, I was glad, of course, to

scrape acquaintance or to renew it, as

the case might be with the more south-

ern species, the Kentucky, the hooded,

the cerulean, the blue-win^, and the yel-

low-throat: that was partly why I was

here ; but perhaps I enjoyed quite as

keenly the sight of our own New Eng-
land birds moving homeward ; tarrying

here and there for a day, but not to be

tempted by all the allurements of this

fine country ; still pushing on, northward.

and still northward, as if for them there

were no place in the world but the woods

where they were born. Of the southern

species just named, the Kentucky was

the most abundant, with the hooded not

far behind. The prairie warbler seemed

about as common here as in its favored

Massachusetts haunts ;
but unless my

ear was at fault its song went somewhat

less trippingly : it sounded labored,

too much like the scarlet tanager's in the

way of effort and jerkiness. Unlike the

golden warbler, the prairie was found not

only in the lower country, hut in

numbers on Walden's Ridge. The
two warblers that I listed every day. no

matter where I went, were the chat and

the black-and-white creep. -r.

When all is said, the Kentucky, with

its beauty and its song, is the star of the

family, as far as eastern Tennessee i- con-

cerned. I can hear it now, while Fall-

ing Water goes babbling past in the

shade of laurel and rhododendron. As

for the chat, it was omnipresent : in tin-

valley, along the river, on Missionary

Ridge, on Lookout Mountain, on Wai-

den's Ridge, in the national cemetery, at

Chickainau^a, everywhere, in short.
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except within ti tt*stt In this

regard it exceeded the white-eyed vireo,

ren the indigo-bird, I think. Black-

polls were seen daily up to May 13, af-

ter which they were missing altog-

The last Cape May and the last yellow-

rump were noted on the 8th, the last

redstart and the last palm warbler on

the llth, the last chestnut-side, magno-

lia, and Canadian warbler on the 12th.

On the I'Jth, also, I saw my only Wil-

son's black-cap. In my last outing, on

the 18th. on Walden's Ridge, I came

upon two Blackburnians in widely sepa-

rate places. At the time I assumed

them to be migrants, in spite of the date.

One of them was near the hotel, on

ground over which I had passed almost

daily. Why they should be so behind-

hand was more than I could tell; but

only the day before I had seen a thrush

which was either a gray -cheek or an

olive-back, and of course a bird of pas-

sage.
" The flight of warblers did not

pass entirely until May 19," says Mr.

JrlTries, writing of what lie saw in west-

ern North Carolina. 1

The length of time occupied by some

species in accomplishing their semi-an-

nual migration is well known to be very

considerable, and is best observed in

spring, at least at some southern point
It is admirably illustrated in Mr. Chap-
man's List of Birds seen, at Gaines-

ville Florida.' Tree swallows, he tells

us, were abundant up to May 6, a date

at which Massachusetts tree swallows

have been at home for nearly or <juit.-

a month. Song sparrows, were noted

March 31, two or three weeks aft

grand irruption of song sparrows into

Massachusetts usually occurs. Bobolinks,

wl.i.l. reach Massachusetts by the 10th

of May, or earlier, were still very abun-

dantboth sexes May 25! Such

dates are not what we should have ex-

pected. I suppose, especially in the ease

of a l>inl lik.- the bobolink, \\h!

no very high northern range ; but they
The Auk, YoL ri p. 120.

not to be exceptional, and are sur-

prising only because we have not yet

mastered the general subject Nothing
exists by itself, and therefore nothing
can be understood by itself. One thing

the most ignorant of us may see, that

the long period covered by the migratory

journeys is a matter for ornithological

thankfulness. In Massachusetts, for ex-

ample, spring migrants begin to appear
in late February or early March, and

some of the most interesting members

of the procession notably the mourn-

ing warbler and the yellow-bellied fly-

catcher are to be looked for after the

first of June. The autumnal movement

is equally protracted ; so that for at least

half the year leaving winter with its

arctic possibilities out of consideration

we may be on the lookout for strangers.

One of the dearest pleasures of a

southern trip in winter or early spring is

the very thing at which I have just now

hinted, the sight of one's home birds in

strange surroundings. You leave New
England in early February, for instance,

and in two or three days are loitering in

the sunny pine-lands about St Augus-

tine, with the trees full of robins. I line-

birds, and pine warblers, and the savanna

patches full of meadow larks. Myrtle
warblers are everywhere. Phcebet sa-

lute you as you walk the city streets,

and flocks of ehippers and vesper spar-

rows enliven the fields along the country
roads. In a piece of hammock just out-

side the town you find yourself all at

once surrounded hy a winter colony of

summer hir.U. 11 re are solitary vireos,

Maryland yellow
- throats, black-and-

white creepers, prairie warblers, red-poll

warblers, hermit thrashes, red-eyed < h<>-

winks, thrashers, catbirds, cedar-birds,

and many more. White-eyed vireos are

practiring in the smilax thickets,

though they have small need of practice,

and white-bellied swallows go flash-

ing and twittering overhead. The world

is good, you say, and life is a festival.

Th. Auk, rol. T. p. 887.
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MY vacation in Tennessee aft

less of contrast and surprise, for a two-

fold reason : it was near the end of

April, instead of early in February, so

that migrants had been arriving in Mas-

sachusetts for six or seven weeks before

my departure ; and Tennessee has no-

thing of the foreign, half-tropical look

which Florida presents to Yankee eyes ;

but even so, it was no small pleasure to

step suddenly into a world full of sum-

mer music. Such multitudes of birds as

were singing on Missionary Ridge on

that first bright forenoon ! The number
of species was not great when it came

to counting them, morning and af-

ternoon together yielded but forty-two ;

but the whole country seemed alive with

wings. And of the forty-two species,

thirty-two were such as summer in Mas-

sachusetts or pass through it to their

homes beyond. Here were already (April

27) the olive-backed thrush, and north-

ern warblers like the black-poll, the bay-

breast, and the Cape May, none of which

would be due in Massachusetts for at

least a fortnight Here, too, were yel-

low-rumps and white-throated sparrows,

though the advance guard of both species

had reached New England before I left

home. The white - throats lingered on

Walden's Ridge on the 13th of May, a

fact which surprised me more at the time

than it does in the review.

One bird was seen on this first day,
and not afterward. I had been into the

woods north of the city, and was return-

ing, when from the bridge over the Ten-

nessee I caught sight of a small flock of

black birds, which at first, even with the

aid of my glass, I could not make out,

the bridge being so high above the river

and its banks. While I was watching

them, however, they began to sing. They
were bobolinks. Probably the species

1 The Ank, rol. iii. p. .",; xty-two

species Men by me daring the last four days of

April, eleven are not given by Dr. For, name-

ly, WiUon's thrush, black-poll warbler, bay-
breaated warbler, Cape May warbler, black-

is not common in eastern Tennessee, as

the name is wanting in Dr. Fox's List

of Birds found in Roane County, Ten-

nessee, during April, 1884, and March

and April, 1885. 1

1 have ventured upon some slight or-

nithological comparison between south-

eastern Tennessee and Massachusetts,

and, writing as a patriot (or a partisan),

have seen to it that the scale inclined

northward. To this end I have made as

much as possible of the absence of robins,

song sparrows, and vesper sparrows, and

of the comparative dearth of swallows ;

but of course the loyal Tennessean is in

no want of a ready answer. Robins, song

sparrows, vesper sparrows, and swal-

lows are not absent, except as breeding

birds. He has them all in their season,*

and probably hears them sing. On the

whole, then, he may fairly retort, he has

considerably the advantage of us Yan-

kees : he sees our birds on their passage,

and drinks his fill of their music before

we have caught the first spring notes ;

while we, on the other hand, see nothing
of his distinctively southern birds unless

we come South for the purpose. Well,

they are worth the journey. Bachman's

finch alone yes, the one dingy, shab-

bily clad little genius by the Chicka-

mauga well might almost have repaid
me for my thousand miles on the rail.

It was a strange mingling of sensa-

tions that possessed me in Chattanooga.
The city itself was like other cities of

its age and size, with some appearance
of a community that had been in haste

to grow, a trifle impatient, shall we say

(impatience being one of the virtues of

youth), to pull down its barns and build

greater ; just now a little checked in its

ambition, as things looked ; yet still en-

terprising, still fairly well satisfied with

throated blue warbler, palm warbler, clu-st nut-

sided warbler, blue golden-winged w:irlil-r.

bobolink, Acadian flycatcher, yellow-billed
cuckoo.

2 See Dr. Fox's list
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itself, with no luck of energy ami bus-

tle. As it happened, there was a stir in

local politics at the time of in;.

(possibly there ah\ and at the

corners all patriotic citizens were

exhorted to do their dir te for- for sheritV," said one placard.

for Bob- ." > :i id uwOl

capitals equally inn . In Ten-

nessee, as everywhere el>e, the politician

knows his ti-a.lc. Familiarity, readings

with the hand, freedom with one's own
M, not Thomas, if you please),

and a happy knack at remembering the

names of other people, these are some

of the preelection tests of statesmanship.
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All in all, then, between politics and

v was "very much alive,"

as the saying goes ; but somehow it was

not so often the people about me that oc-

cupied my thoughts as those who had

been here thirty years before. Precious

is the power of a lir -sion. Be-

I was newly in the country I was

:itly under the f fling of its past.

Hither and thither I went in the re-

gion round about, listening at every turn,

spying into every bush at the stirring

of a leaf or the chirp of a bird

I had always with me the men of '63,

and felt always that I was on holy

ground.

Bradford Torrey.

II IK BIBLIOTAPH.

A POK -oT WHOLLY I

A Porn. A Kami fairly orthodox opinion

ning book -collectors is that their

vices are many, their virtues of a nega-

tive sort, and their ways altogether past

finding out Yet the most hostile critic

is hound to admit that the fraternity of

bibliophih-s is eminently picturesque. If

their doing-, are inscrutable, they are also

if their vices are num
the heinousness of those vices is miti-

ift that it U possible to

sin humorously. Regard him how you
will, the sayings and doings of \\.

gin lilf and color to the pages of

those hooks which treat of book-. He
is amusing \\hfn lie i^ purely an imagi-

nary creatu \ example, there was
:io has

: ad the volume called 1 looks and
1 liom.-is Blinton.

He was a man who v. Mdhk
volumes with in -, w bile his

d'Alenfon lace." He was a man who
was capable of bidding iifteen pounds

for a Koppens edition of the essays of

Montaigne, though fifteen pounds hap-
; to be "

exactly the amount which

he owed his plumber and gas-fitter, a wor-

thy man with a large family."
: it ious Thomas Bl inton all the way

back to Richard Heber, who was very

real, and who piled up books as other

men heap together vulgar riches, book-

collectors have been a picturesque folk.

'I lie name of 1 1 eber suggests the th

,1 men who buy hooks are not bib-

liophiles. He alone is worthy tl.

whoa, s volumes with something

like passion. One may buy books like

a gentleman, and that is very well. One

may buy books like a gentleman and

a scholar, which counts for something
But to he truly of the el-

must resemble Richard Hebe

hooks like a gentleman, a scholar, and a

madn

may find an I

an old tile of The < i ntleman's Maga-
zine. He began in his youth by mak-
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ing a library of the classics. Then la-

became interested in rare Kngli>h hook-.

and collected them con nmore for thirty

years. He was very rich, and he had

never given hostages to fortune ; it was

therefore possible for him to indulge his

fine passion without stint. He bought

only the best books, and he bought tin-in

by thousands and by tens of thousands.

He would have held as foolishness that

saying from the Greek which exhorts

one to do nothing too much. Accord-

ing to Heber's theory, it is impossible

to have too many good books. Usually
one library is supposed to be enough
for one man. Heber was satisfied only
with eight libraries, and then he was

hardly satisfied. He had a library in

his house at Hodnet. " His residence

in Pimlico, where he died, was filled, like

Magliabechi's at Florence, with books

from the top to the bottom ; every chair,

every table, every passage containing

piles of erudition." He had a house in

York Street which was crowded with

books. He had a library in Oxford, one

at Paris, one at Antwerp, one at Brus-

sels, and one at Ghent. The most ac-

curate estimate of his collections places

the number at 146,827 volumes. Heber
is believed to liave spent half a million

dollars for books. After his death the

collections were dispersed. The cata-

logue was published in twelve parts, and

the sales lasted over three years.

Heber had a witty way of explaining

why he possessed so many copies of the

same book. When taxed with the sin of

buying duplicates he replied in this man-

ner : "Why, you see, sir, no man can

comfortably do without three copies of

a book. One he must have for his show

copy, and he will probably keep it at

country house; another he will require
for his own use and reference ; and un-

less he is inclined to part with this, which

is very inconvenient, or risk the injury
of his best copy, he must needs have a

third at the service of his friends."

In the pursuit of a coveted volume

Heber was indefatigable. He was not of

those Sybaritic buyers who sit in their

offices while agents and dealers do the

work. " On hearing of a curious book he

has been known to put himself into the

mail-coach, and travel three, four, or live

hundred miles to obtain it, fearful to

trust his commission to a letter/' II<

knew the solid comfort to be had in read-

ing a- book catalogue. Dealers were in

the habit of sending him the advance

sheets of their lists. He ordered books

from his death-bed, and for anything we
know to the contrary died with a cata-

logue in his fingers.

A life devoted to such a passion is a

stumbling-block to the practical man, and

to the Philistine foolishness. Yet you

may hear men praised because up to the

day of death they were diligent in busi-

ness, business which added to life no-

thing more significant than that useful

tiling called money. Thoreau used to

say that if a man spent half his time in

the woods for the love of the woods he

was in danger of being looked upon as

a loafer ; but if he spent all his time as

a speculator, shearing off those woods

and making Earth bald before her time,

he was regarded as an upright and in-

dustrious citizen.

Heber had a genius for friendship as

well as for gathering together choice

books. Sir Walter Scott addressed verses

to him. Professor Porson wrote emen-

dations for him in his favorite copy of

Athenaeus. To him was inscribed Dr.

Ferrier's poetical epistle on Bibliomania,

His virtues were celebrated by Dihdin

and by Burton. In brief, the sketch of

Heber in The Gentleman's Magazine for

January, 1834, contains a list of forty-

six names, all men of distinction by
birth, learning, or genius, and all men
who were proud to call Richard lit her

friend. He was a mighty hunter of

books. He was genial, scholarly, gen-

erous. Out-of-door men will be pleased

to know that he was active physically.

He was a tremendous walker, and en-
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joyed tiring out his bailiff by an all-day

tramp.
Of many good tilings said of him this

one of the best: "The learned and

curious, whether rich or poor, have al-

ways free access to his library.

was it possible f. cry truthfully

i\ t" !! ber,
"
Thy volumes open as

thy beai

No life of tliis Prince of Book-Hunt-

ers has been written, I believe. Some
one with access to the material, and a

sympathy with the love of books as

books, should write a memoir of II

the Magnificent It ought not to be a

large volume, but it might well be about

the size of ^tevens's Recollec-

tions of James Lenox. And if it were

equally readable it were a readable book

ind-

iin thought that Heber's tastes

were so catholic as to make it diHirult

to classify him among hunters of books.

The implication is that most men can be

Mti.-d. They have th.-ir .-.

What pleases one collector much pleases

another but little or not at all. Collec-

tors ditVer radically in the attitude they
take with respect to their volumes. One
man buys books to read, another buys

i . a third that he may
lem behind -lass doors and keep

the key in his pocket Therefore have
learn. -d words been devi>ed to make ap-

par.
. > of motive and taste.

Thc-M-u, ii bil.llo; you may
almost anything.

Two into. uaniac are

known respectively as the bibliotaph and

the bibliodu- lioelast is one who

indulge* himself in the questionable plea-
sure of mutilating books in ..rder more

MimptiiMU^K u lar V ol-

uin disease is English in origin,
th..u Ji MMMoJ t he wont cases have been

observed in u Clergymen and
;ts of colleges have been known

to be seized with i: I m becomes
re or less irresponsible, and pres.

runs mad. Such an one was John Bag-
;.. I. \\vii. VO, IGO. 14

ford, of diabolical memory, who mutilat-

ed not less than ten thousand volu:

form his vast collection of title-pages.
John Bagford died an unri :

ner, lamenting with one of his later

In that he could not live long enough
to get hold of a genuine Caxton and rip

the initial page out of that.

The bibliotaph buries books ; not lit-

erally, but sometimes with as much ef-

fect as if he had put his books under-

ground. There are several varieties of

him. The dog-in-the-manger bibliotaph
is the worst ; he uses his books but little

him-elf, and allows others to use th-

at all. On the other hand, a man may
be a bibliotaph simply from inability to

get at his books. II. may be homeless,
a bachelor, a denizen of boarding-houses,
a wanderer upon the face of the earth.

iv keep his books in storage or ac-

cumulate them in the country, against
the day when lie shall have a town house

with proper library.

most genial lover of books who
has walked city streets for many a day
was a bibliotaph. I Ie accumulated books

for years in the huge garret of a farm-

house standing upon the outskirts of a

inty village. A good re-

ed
"
the books for him in

his absence. When the collectio

grew the garret it was moved into a big

village store. It was the wonder of the

place. The country folk flattened their

noses against the panes and tried to peer
into the gloom beyond the half-drawn

shades. The neighboring stores were in

comparison miracles of business activi-

ty. On one side was a harness -shop;
on the other a nondescript establish

at which one might buy anything.
Minhonnets and corsets to canned salmon

and fresh eggs. Between these centres

of village life stood the silent tomb for

books. The stranger within the gates
had this curios i -. him

along with the new High School and the

Soldiers' Monument.

By shading one's eyes to keep away
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the glare of the light, it was possible to

make out tall carved oaken cases with

glass doors, which lined the walls. Tin y

gave distinction to the place. It was

not difficult to understand the point of

view of the dressmaker from across the

way who stepped over to satisfy her cu-

riosity concerning the stranger, and his

concerning the books, and who said in a

friendly manner as she peered through
a rent in the adjoining shade,

" It 's al-

most like a cathedral, ain't it ?
"

To an inquiry about the owner of the

books she replied that he was brought

up in that county ; that there were peo-

ple around there who said that he had

been an exhorter years ago ; her impres-
sion was that now he was a "political

revivalist," if I knew what that was.

The phrase seemed hopeless, but light

was thrown upon it when, later, I learned

that this man of many buried books gave
addresses upon the responsibilities of

citizenship, upon the higher politics, and

upon themes of like character. They
said that he was humorous. The farm-

ers liked to hear him speak. But it was

rumored that he went to colleges, too.

The dressmaker thought that the buying
of so many books was " wicked." " He

goes from New York to Beersheba, and

from Chicago to Dan, buying books.

Never reads 'em because he hardly ever

comes here."

It became possible to identify the Bib-

liotaph of the country store with a cer-

tain mature youth who some time since
"
gave his friends the slip, chose land-

travel or seafaring," and has not returned

to build the town house with proper li-

brary. They who observed him closely

thought that he resembled Heber in cer-

i ways. Perhaps this fact alone would

justify an attempt at a verbal portrait.

But the additional circumstance that, in

days when people with the slightest ex-

cuse therefor have themselves regularly

photographed, this old- fashion. <! youth
refused to allow his likeness

"
to be

taken, thih rimim^tance must do what

[February,

it can to extenuate minuteness of detail

in the picture, as well as over-attention

to points of which a photograph would

have taken no account.

You are to conceive of a man between

thirty-eight and forty years of age, big-

bodied, rapidly acquiring that rotund

shape which is thought becoming to

li>hops, about six feet high though stoop-

ing a little, prodigiously active, walking
with incredible rapidity, having large

limbs, large feet, large though well-

shaped and very white hands ;
in short,

a huge fellow physically, as big of heart

as of body, and, in the affectionate

thought of those who know him best, as

big of intellect as of heart.

His head might be described as leo-

nine. It was a massive head, covti- I

with a tremendous mane of brown hair.

This was never worn long, but it was

so thick and of such fine texture that it

constituted a real beauty. He had no

conceit of it, being innocent of that pe-

culiar German type of vanity which runs

to hair, yet he could not prevent people
from commenting on his extraordinary
hirsute adornment. Their occasional re-

marks excited his mirth. If they spoke
of it again, he would protest. Once,

among a small party of his closest friends,

the conversation turned upon the subject

of hair, and then upon the beauty of hi*

hair; whereupon he cried out, "I am
embarrassed by this unnecessary display
of interest in my Samsonian assertive-

ness."

He loved to tease certain of his ac-

quaintances who, though younger than

himself, were rapidly losing their natural

head-covering. He prodded them with

ingeniously worded reflections upon their

unhappy condition. He would take as

a motto Erasmus's unkind salutation.

" Bene sit tibi cum tuo calvitio," and

multiply amusing variations upon it. He

delighted in sending them prescriptions

and advertisements clipped from news-

papers and medical journals. He quoted
at them the remark of a pale, bald, blond
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young literary aspirant, who, seeing him,

the Bibliotaph, paing by, excl

audibly and almost passionately, Oh, I

perfectly adore ha

Of his clothes it might be said that

he did not wear th -in, hut rather dwelt

at large in them. They were made by

high-prin-d tailors and were fashionably

cut, but he lived in th- 'lently

thi tu-li, walked so

much, sat so long and so hard, gestured
so earnestly, and carried in his many
pockets su< :-aordinary collection

of notebooks, indelible p-neiN. card-

eases, stamp-boxes, penknives, gold tooth-

hi rmometers, and what not that

within twenty-four hours after he had

donned new clothes all the artistic merits

garments were obliterated ; they

were, from every point of view, hopeless-

ly degenerate.
He was a scrupulously clean man, but

there was a kind of civili/.. <1 wild ness in

his appearance which astonished people ;

and in perverse moments he liked to ter-

rify those who knew him but little by

affirming that he was a near relative of

Christopher Smart, and then explaining
in mirth-provoking phrases that one of

the arguments used for proving Smart's

insanity was that he did not love clean

was large, as became a

large and active person. He was a very
valiant tivnrhrr-man : and yet he could

not have been said to love eating for

eating's sake. He ate when he was hun-

gry, and t-.und noditlimlty in being hun-

gry three times a day. He should have

been an Englishman, for he enjoyed a

late Mtipp.T. In the proper season this

consisted of a bountiful serving of toma-

toes, cucumbers, onions, with a glass of

>:ule. As a variant upon the bev-

erage he took milk. He was the only
man I have known, whether book-hunt, r

or layman, who could sleep pear* fully

.1 sup|M-r of ni.Miinlirrs an. I milk.

''ably no occult relation

litionH and onion*. The
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Bibliotaph was mightily pleased with

both : the one, he said, appealed to him

aesthetically, the other dietetically. He
ked of some particularly large

Spanish onions that there was " a globu-
lar wholesomeness about them which was

very gratifying ;

"
and after eating one he

observed expansively that he felt
" as if

he had swallowed the earth and the full-

ness thereof." His easy, good-humored

exaggerations and his odd comments upon
the viands made him a pleasant table com-

panion : as when he described a Parker

House Sultana Roll by saying th

looked like the sanguinary output of the

whole Crimean war."

High-priced restaurants did not please
him as well as humbler and less obtru-

sive places. But it was all one, Del-

monico's, the Bellevue, a stool in the

Twelfth Street Market, or a German
cafe* on Van Buren Street. . The hu-

mors of certain eating-houses gave him
infinite delight. He went frequently to

the Diner's Own Home, the proprietor
of which, being both cook and Christian,

had hit upon the novel plan of giving
iral a<hice and practical sugges-

tions by placards on the walls. The

Hihliotaph enjoyed this juxtaposition of

signs : the first read,
" The very God of

peace sanctify you wholly ;

"
the second,

' Look out for your Hat and Coat."

The Bibliotaph had no home, and was

reputed to live in his post-office box.

He contributed to the support of at least

three clubs, but was very little seen at

any one of them. He enjoyed the large

cities, and was contented in \\hichever

one he happened to find himself. He
was emphatically a city man, but what

city was of less import He knew them

all, and was happy in each. He had his

favorite hotel, his favorite bath, his work,

bu-h.-l.H of newspapers and periodicals,
U who rejoiced in his coming at

children in the near advent of Christmas,
aii-l finally book-shops in which to browse

at his pleasure. It was interesting to

bear him talk about city life. One of
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his quaint mannerisms consisted in modi-

fying a well-known quotation to suit his

conversational needs. "Why, sir." he-

would remark, Fleet Street has a very
animated appearance, but I think the

full tide of human existence is at the

corner of Madison and State."

Ili< knowledge of cities was both ex-

tensive and peculiar. I have heard him

name in order all the hotels on Broad-

way, beginning at the lower end and com-

ing up as far as hotels exist, branching off

upon the parallel and cross streets whore

there were noted caravansaries, and con-

necting every name with an event of im-

portance, or with the life and fortunes

of some noted man who had been guest
at that particular inn. This was know-

ledge more becoming in a guide, perhaps,
but it will illustrate the encyclopaedic full-

ness of his miscellaneous information.

As was natural and becoming in a man
born within forty miles of the metropolis,

he liked best the large cities of the East,

and was least content in small Western

cities. But this was the outcome of no

illiberal prejudice, and there was a quiz-

zical smile upon his lips and a teasing
look in his eyes when he bantered a

Westerner. " A man," he would some-

times say,
"
may come by the mystery

of childbirth into Omaha or Kansas City
and be content, but he can't come by
Boston, New York, or Philadelphia."

Then, a moment later, paraphrasing his

remark, he would add,
** To go to Omaha

or Kansas City by way of New York and

Philadelphia is like being translated hea-

venward with such violence that one

passes through into a less comfortable

region !

"

Strange to say, the conversation of this

most omnivorous of book-collectors was

less of books than of men. True he was

deeply versed in bibliographical detail-

and dangerously accurate in his talk

about them, but, after all, the personality
back of the book was the supremely in-

teresting thing. He abounded in anec-

dote, and could describe graphically the

men he had met, the orators he had

heard, the occasions of importance win-re

he had been an interested spectator.

His conversation was delightfully fresh

and racy because of the vividness of the

original impressions, the unusual force

of the ideas which were the copies of

these impressions, and the fine artistic

M-n.M- which enabled him to determine at

once what points should be omitted, ami

what words should be used most fittingly

to express the ideas retained.

He had no pride in his conversational

power. He was always modest, but never

diffident. I have seen him sit, a respect-

ful listener, absolutely silent, while some

ordinary chatterer held the company's at-

tention for an hour. Many good talkers

are unhappy unless they have the privi-

lege of exercising their gifts. Not so

he. Sometimes he had almost to be com-

pelled to begin. On such occasions one

of his intimates was wont to quote from

Boswell :
" Leave him to me, sir ; I '11

make him rear."

The superficial parts of his talk were

more easily retained. In mere banter,

good-humored give-and-take, that froth

and bubble of conversational intercourse,

he was delightful. His hostess, the wife

of a well-known comedian, apologi/ed to

him for having to move him out of the

large guest-chamber into another one,

smaller and higher up, this because of

an unexpected accession of visitors. He

replied that it did not incommode him ;

and as for being up another flight of

stairs,
"

it was a comfort to him to know

that when he was in a state of somno-

lent helplessness he was as near heaven

as it was possible to get in an actor's

house." The same lady was taking him

roundly to task on some minor point in

which he had quite justly offended her ;

whereupon he turned to her hu-hand

and said, ''Jane worships but little at

the shrine of politem IM-CUUM- so much

of her time is mortgaged to the shrine

of truth."

When asked to suggest an appropriate
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and brief cablegram to be sent to a gen-

who on the following day would

beconi ars of age, and who had

tak.Mi full measure of life's joys, he re-

-1.
" Send him this :

* j

look -

-kill in witty retort often ex-

pressed itself by accepting a verbal at-

tack as justified, and elaborating it in a

way to throw into shadow the assault of

the critic. At a small and familiar sup-

pep of bookish m<-n, when there was

general dissatisfaction over an expensive
but ill-made salad, he alone ate with ap-

h. The host, who was of like

mind with his guests, said, "The Biblio-

taph doesn't care for the quality of his

food, if it has filling power." To which

he at once responded,
" You merely im-

;t I am like a robin : I eat cherries

win MI I may, and worms when I must"
His inscriptions in books given to his

friends were often singularly happy. He

presented a copy of Lowell's Letters to a

gentleman and his wife. The first vol-

ume was inscribed to the husband as fol-

lows :

"To Mr.
, who is to the

owner of the second volume of these Let-

ters what this volume is to that : so de-

d as to make one glad that there 's

another equally as good, if not better."

In volume two was the inscription to

tli.- witV. worded in this manner:

To Mrs. -
, without whom

the owner of the first volume of these

Letters would be as that first volume

without tlii- our : iiit.-ri^tin^. but incom-

plete."

Perhaps this will illustrate his quirk-

ness to seize upon ever so minute an oc-

casion xerctse of hi- humor. A
young woman whom he admired, being

brought np among brothers, bad received

tin- ni< k name, half affectionately and half

patronizingly bestowed, of "the KM.
'

v
gifts for a certain

year was a book from tin- Hihliotaph, a

copy of Old-Fashioned Rosen, with this

possessed which, Isaac had been the

burnt-offering."

It is as a buyer and burier of books

that the subject of this paper showed

himself in most interesting lii;ht. He
said that tlu> time to make a library was

when one was young. He held the fool-

ish notion that a man does not purchase
books after he is fifty ; I shall expect to

> him ransacking the shops after he

is seventy, if he shall survive his eccen-

tricities of diet that long. He was an

omnivorous buyer, picking up ever}' thing

he could lay his hands upon. Tet he had

a clearly defined motive for the acquisi-

tion of every volume. However absurd

the purchase might seem to the bystand-

er, he, at any rate, could have given six

cogent reasons why he most have that

particular book.

He bought according to the condition

of his purse at a given time. If he had

plenty of money, it would be expensive

publications, like those issued by th<

Grolier Club. If he was financially de-

pressed, he would hunt in the out-of-door

shelves of well-known Philadelphia book-

shops. It was marvelous to see what

things, new and old, he was able to

extract from a ten-cent alcove. Part of

the secret lay in this idea : to be a good
book-hunter one must not be too dainty ;

on- must not be afraid of soiling one's

hands. He who observes the clouds

shall not reap, and he who thinks of his

cuffs is likely to lose many a bookish

treasure. Our Bibliotaph generally part-

ed company with his cuffs when he be-

gan hunting for books. How many titnr*

have I seen those cuffs with the patent

fasteners sticking up in the air, as if

reaching out helplessly f - \vner ;

the owner in the mean time standing

high upon a ladder which creaked un-

der his weight, humming to himself as

he industriously examined every volnm.-

within iva.-h. This ability to live with-

nffs made him prone to reject

altogether that orthodox bit of finish to

a toilet. I have known him to spend an
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entire day in New York between club,

shops, and restaurant, with one ruff on,

and the other cuff its owner knew not

where.

He differed from Heber in that he was

not ** a classical scholar of the old school.

but there were many points in which he

resembled the famous English collector.

Heber would have acknowledged him as

a son if only for his energy, his unquench-
able enthusiasm, and the exactness of his

knowledge concerning the books whicli

he pretended to know at all. For not

alone is it necessary that a collector

should know precisely what book he

wants; it is even more important that

he should be able to know a book as the

book he wants when he sees it It is a

lamentable thing to have fired in the

dark, and then discover that you have

shot a wandering mule, and not the no-

ble game you were in pursuit of. One
cannot take his reference library with

him to the shops. The tests, the criteria,

must be carried in the head. The last

and most inappropriate moment for get-

ting np bibliographical lore is that mo-^
ment when the pressing question is, to

buy or not to buy. Master Slender, in

the play, learned the difficulties which

beset a man whose knowledge is in a

book, and whose book is at home upon
a shelf. It is possible to sympathize with

him when he exclaims, "I had rather

than forty shillings I had my Book of

Songs and Sonnets here !

"
In making

love there are other resources ; all wooers

are not as ill equipped as Slender was.

But in hunting rare books the time will

be sure to come when a man may well

cry,
" I had rather than forty dollars I

had my list of first editions with me !

"

The Bibliotaph carried much accurate

information in his head, but he never

traveled without a thesaurus in his va-

lise. It was a small volume containing

printed lists of the first editions of rare

books. The volume was interleaved;

the leaves were crowded with manuscript
notes. An appendix contained a hun-

dred and more autograph letters from

living authors, correcting, supplement-

ing, or approving the printed bibliogra-

phies. Even these authors' own lists

were accurately corrected. They need-

ed it in not a few instances. For it is a

wise author who knows his own first edi-

tion. Men may write remarkable books,

and understand but little the virtues of

their books from the collector's point of

view. Men are seldom clever in more

ways than one. Z. Jackson was a prac-

tical printer, and his knowledge as a

printer enabled him to correct sundry
errors in the first folio of Shakespeare.
But Z. Jackson, as the Rev. George
Dawson observes,

" ventured beyond the

composing-case, and, having corrected

blunders made by the printers, corrected

excellencies made by the poet."

It was amusing to discover, by means

of these autograph letters, how seldom

a good author was an equally good bib-

liographer. And this is as it should be.

The author's business is, not to take ac-

count of first editions, but to make hooks

of such virtue that bibliomaniacs shall

be eager to possess the first editionso tr

thereof. It is proverbial *t hat a poet is

able to show a farmer things new to him

about his own farm. Turn a bibliogra-

pher loose upon a poet's works, and he

will amaze the poet with an account of

his own doings. The poet will straight-

way discover that while he supposed him-

self to be making "mere literatim-
"

In-

was in reality contributing to an elabo-

rate and exact science.

The Bibliotaph was not a blind en-

thusiast on the subject of first editions.

He was one of the few men who under-

stood the exceeding great virtues of sec-

ond editions. He declared that a man
who was so fortunate as to secure a sec-

ond edition of Henry Crabb IJ<hins<nr.s

Diary was in better ease than he who
had bothered himself to obtain a iirst.

When it fell in with hi.- mood t<>

against that which he himself most af-

fected, he would quote the childish bit
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_,'gerel beginning The first the

worst, the second the H 1 then

grow eloquent over the dainty Temple-
man Hazlitts which are chiefly thin I edi-

tions. He thought it absurd to worry
over a first issue of Carlyl*

Revolution if it were possible to buy at

moderate price a copy of the third edi-

tion, which is a well-nigh perfect book,
"
good to the touch and grateful to the

I in i this lover of books grew
fierce- in his special mania if you hinted

that it was also foolish to spend a large

sum on an -rinceps of Paradise

Lost or of Robinson Crusoe. There are

certain authors concerning the desirabil-

ity of whose first editions it must not be

disputed

singular readiness with which

bookish treasures fell into his way as-

tonished less fortunate buyers. Rare

Stevensons dropped into his hand like

ripe fruit from a tree. The most inac-

cessible of pamphlets fawned upon him

begging to be purchased, just as the suc-

culent little roast pigs in The New Paul

and Virginia run about with knives and

forks in their sides pleading to be eaten.

The Bibliotaph said he did not despair
of buying Poe's Tamerlane for twenty-
five cents one of these days ; and that a

rarity he was sure to get sooner or later

was a copy of that English newspaper
which announced Shelley's death under

the caption Now He Knows whether

there is a Hell or >

He unconsciously followed Heber in

that he disliked large-paper copies. 1 1-

ber would none of them because they
took up too much room : th ir ample bor-

ders encroached upon the rights of <>th. r

1 1 Hfber objected to this as Pros-

per MeVimee objected to the gigantic

English hoopskirts ot - there was

pace on Regent Street for but one wo-

man at a time.

Original as tli.- HiMiotaph was in ap-

pearance, manners, habits, he was less

ig in what he did than in what he

said. It is a pity that no record of his

talk exists. It is not surprising that

there is no such record, for his habits of

wandering precluded the possibility ot

his making a permanent impression. My
the time people had fully awakened to

the significance of his presence among
them he was gone. So there grew up a

legend concerning him, but no true bio-

graphy. He was like a comet, very

shaggy and very brilliant, but he stayed
so brief a time in a place that it was im-

possible for one man to give either the

days or the thought to the reproduction of

his more serious and considered words.

A greater difficulty was involved in the

fact that the Bibliotaph had many socii,

but no fidus Achates. Moreover, Acha-

t-x. in tli is instance, would have needed

the reportorial powers of a James Bos-

well that he might properly interpret

genius to the public.

This particular genius illustrated the

misfortune of having too great facility in

establishing those relations which lie mid-

way between acquaintance and friend-

>hip. To put the matter in the form of

a paradox, he had so many friends that

he had nofriend. Perhaps this is unjust,

but friendship has a touch of jealousy and
exclusiveness in it. He was too large-

natured to say to one of his admirers,

'Thou shall have no other gods save

myself ;

"
but there were those among

the admirers who were quite prepared to

say to him,
" We prefer thai Ihou shall

have no other worshipers in addii

us."

People wondered that he seemed to

have no care for a conventional home
life. He was taxed with want of sym-

pathy with what makes even a humMe
home a centre of light and happiness.
He denied it, and said to his accusers,

"Can you not understand that after a

slay in i/nur home I go away with much
the feeling that must possess a lusty

young calf when his well-equipped mo-

ther tells him that henceforth he must

find means of sustenance elsewhere ?
"

He professed to have been once in
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l>ve. but no one believed it. He used

to say that his most remarkable a
ence as a bachelor was in noting the

uniformity with which eligible voting

women passed him by on the other side

of the way. And when a married friend

offered condolence, with that sleek com-

placency of manner noteworthy in men

who are conscious of being mated for

life better than they deserve, the Biblio-

taph said, with an admiring glance at

the wife,
" Your sympathy is supererog-

atory, sir, for I fully expect to become

your residuary legatee."

It is most pleasing to think of this

unique man "
buffeting his books

"
in

one of those temporary libraries which

formed about him whenever he stopped
four or five weeks in a place. The shops
were rifled of not a few of their choicest

possessions, and the spoils carried off to

his room. It was a joy to see him dis-

play his treasures, a delight to hear him

talk of them. He would disarm criti-

cism with respect to the more eccentric

purchases by saying, "You would n't

approve of this, but / thought it was

curious
"

and then a torrent of facts,

criticisms, quotations, all bearing upon

the particular volume which you were

supposed not to like ; and so on, hour

after hour. There was no limit M

that imposed by the receptive- capacity

of the guest. It reminded one of the

word spoken concerning a k> hard sitter

at books
"

of the last century, that he

was a literary giant "born to grapple
with whole libraries." But the iine fla-

vor of those hours spent in hearing him

discourse upon books and men is not to

be recovered. It is evanescent, spectral.

now. This talk was like the improvi-
sation of a musician who is profoundly

learned, but has in him a vein of poetry
too. The talk and the music strongly

appeal to robust minds, and at the same

time do not repel the sentimentalist.

It is not to be supposed that the Bib-

liotaph pleased every one with whom he

came in contact. There were people
whom his intellectual potency affected

in a disagreeable way. They accu>ed

him of applying great mental force to

inconsidered trifles. They said it was a

misfortune that so much talent was go-

ing to waste. But there is no task so

easy as criticising an able man's employ-
ment of his gifts.

Leon H. Vin<

THE CARAVANSARY.

I KEEP a caravansary.

And, be it night or day,

I entertain such travelers

As chance to come my way :

Hafi/., maybe, or Sadi.

Who, singing songs divine,

Discovered heaven in taverns,

And holiness in wine!

Or Antar and his Arabs,

From burning sands afar,

S, faint in love's sweet trances,

So resolute in war!
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The Brahmin from the Ganges,
The Tartar, Turcoman,

. with spears and swords.

Who rode with Genghis Khan !

Or mummies from old Egypt.
With priestly, kingly tread,

Who, in their cerecloths, mutter

Ritual of the Dead!

Who keeps a caravansary
Knows neither friend nor foe;

His doors stand wide on every side

For all to come and go.

The Koran, or the Bible,

Or Veda, which is best?

The wise host asks no questions,

But entertains his guest!
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. //. Stoddard.

A LITTLE DOMESTIC.

IT was Rein' who always carried my
diair to tin- woods, resting tin- inverted

seat on his flat cap. He was so con-

stantly the farm-wife's shadow and ht-lp-

er that I thought him the young son of

the house until she explained he was

only a u
ji'tit dome-ti-,

. Idc-r l'i<>:!i.T. a larger image of

him-elf, went out to the fields, and was

to be seen only with the other laborers.

In past summers he had probably taken

hi> tin ii as madame's hand-boy, while

o young for anything but a

goose-herd. f.und -mjil..^ nimt nearer

home. But Renews satisfaction in h :

-

present degree of advancement shone all

: hi- LI.'-. I heard madamescoM
him in the milk cellar, particularly v.

her cheek was swollen diagonally out of

shape with the toothache. The n-

r lodger took of this affliction was de-

fer, reived, and replied to with

the resigned plaint. -.If souf mart\

At the little domestic, however, she let

loose the distorted jaw. And Rend
minded it not a bit. His wide smile was

unfailing. He took his scoldings as part
of his rearing, which madame, doubtless,

avoiding sentiment and sticking to her

intended them to be.

heard his thin treble raised in excuse or

self-defense. Rend belonged to a class

of children never seen in our New
World who are brought up in whole-

some subjection.

Hi- sabots squeaked with a peculiar

wooden sound. He had tow hair, and

very blue eyes, and small white teeth

\\hieh daily lowered the pail of baked

pears. He had an enormous patch, \\ hi.-h

reached almost from shoulder to heel, on

his high blue trousers. Altogether, Rend

had the look of a blond brownie, and

his chores were those which were once

believed to fall to the brownie's share.

nation*, chiefly on my
side, occurred when we sallied oat with

chair and writing materials. Rend
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thumped along, grinning shyly with

amial'le desire to please: hut he was too

well taught to open his mouth t<> hi

ters unless it became necessary to answer

questions. Of himself he had nothing
at all to tell. With pleased interest in

the farm and his whole environment,

though, he would tell me what caused

the throbbing, rumbling noise in the

stone stables :
" La batterie ; on bat le

gra'n." The little fellow seemed keen

for each day's life as it grew out of the

day's life preceding it.

Rene* and his brother were sons of the

convent man-servant, who had seven

children. It is the custom in Marne,
when a peasant has a large family of

boys, to hire some of them out for the

six spring and summer months. Each

boy gets his food and lodging and forty

francs for the entire season of his ser-

vice. He thus earns half his year's liv-

ing, and something to shoe and clothe

himself with in winter, when he goes to

school. Eight dollars might easily keep
the most restless boy shod in wood and

clad in coarse wool. In this way the

overburdened father brings up good la-

borers ; and their religious education is

assured. As for general knowledge,

they may pick up what they can. The
French are great newspaper readers.

Everywhere the facteur distributes mail.

In the very depths of the country, or at

shop doors, or on waiting cabs, you see

newspapers in all sorts of hands. The
Petit Journal is read much in the north.

In Paris it is Le Soleil and Figaro, while

many others are widespread.
A lad very unlike Rene*, probably a

vineyard worker, brown and lean, once

came up from the valley and crossed the

path through my outdoor study. H.

paused with a rabbit's questioning >}\\-

ness as the parting boughs showed him

a trespasser; but lifting his cap with a

muttered " Bon jour," he bolted through
as if he were the culprit.

In the still heats of noon you could

hear the cawing of crows. The sultri-

ness which seems to melt human flesh

under our own skies can never have l>een

known in France. For there the cool-

ing rain is constantly at hide-and-seek

with the sun. Once a black storm

shrouded the west side of the prairie

while farmhouse and valley basked in

sunshine.

Blackberry brambles and tall wild

flowers followed the line of woods like a

hedge. Wherever you looked the land

was beautiful, except at the fortress-like

front of Les Buissons. Cows tramped

past the door, and a favorite scratching-

place of chickens was the pear-strewn

ground. The usual gush of bloom which

adorns most French domiciles was miss-

ing here. Madame had her patch of

inclosed garden where she raised salads

and herbs. From my woods study I

could see Rene' or one of the men come

out of the kitchen door and swing the

wire salad basket, having been set by
i Madame to wash and prepare lettuce f ni-

nny dinner. But the only flowers about

Les Buissons were volunteer ones in the

hedges. I did not miss them when I

sat outdoors, until there came days when

they would have made brightness be-

twixt housed eyes and a lowering sky.

Elsewhere in the world it may be as

bleak in early September ; but I am cer-

tain nothing drives heat out of the blood

like a stone house centuries old. It wa^

at this time that madame and I engaged
in our stubborn struggle about the chim-

ney. She lighted no fire, hut she brought
in to me a little iron tiling with a handle

and open scrolled lid, which she called

a "couvert," full of glowing coals and

ashes. She set it on the table for my
hands, and then on the floor for my
feet. In a tightly shut room it might
have thrown off some charcoal gas, but

it retained heat a long time, and she con-

stantly opened the door to nod her tri-

umphant head at mo and take credit to

h< i self because I was so well warmed.

Spurt < of chill rain drove in lines against

the window. The world was utterly a
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November world. The laborers were

under shelter, and madame had a steam-

ing kettle on her fire to regale them with

hot soup, while I huddi'-'i <>,,; a cou-

>re those depressing autumn day-,

which drove me untimely away from the

farm. I of in and fium-i

keeping house alone in tlie kitchen. If

no task of scouring tinware had been

him. In- iked pears with

a pocket knife and distended bJ

with tin-in. When such dignified labor

i ruing was to be done, a grown man
i tin- crank of tin- barrel churn, and

madame measured out a drink of 1. ran-

dy for the service. So gentle and harm-

less are the people of Marne, there was

no terror in finding one's self practically

in a remote farmhouse. Rene*, at

Mich times, was deputed to lill the water-

jag on my toilet-stand, which astonished

madame by needing so many fillings.

serve the dejeuner, lit- did it

with conscientious cheerfulness, bringing
the hot a, and standing

by to serve. For galette, a kind of

wheaten cak.-. split while hot, buttered,

and eaten with cream, he had a yearn-
li which an American could hard-

ly synipat i

There wne but two evident bedcham-

m tlio house, the loft under the

tile> being d-vted to the storing of seed.

How-servants nm>t have

slept somewhere in the stables. The

ing of

peasants do not tend to divide man

Whether the spring at the woods edge
or tb- pit in the court furnished water

for tl: s of these people, it was

impossible for a soj<> mine.

.

whom Heaven seems to excuse

much purif\ing of themselves.

iadc their tubbing a by-
and Am. rioani MM hou-e

fit to live in which is not piped with an

abundantwater supply : while a I- :

man is said to warn all his frien

days before he intends taking a bath, and

to bid then. and then to fail

to take the bat! 10 looks clean.

Rene"s mother once slipped over from

ut dusk, with a friend to

bear her company, on pretext of bringing
me letters which the facteur had mis-

delivered. When her errand was dis-

d she talked much with t:

tron's wife, perhaps adroitly cr

good will for her lads, though si,

not appear to seek them out to coddle

If Rene* stabled with ploughman and

shepherd, such neighbors did him no

harm. Without doubt they had a cruci-

iix hanging somewhere in sight and such

honest fellows would not set bad

pies to a little boy not yet prepared for

his first communion. He also had his

brother to scuffle with, until the stamping
of horses was lost on their sleepy ears.

The Marne peasant is a citizen of

a republic, but he spends no time quar-

reling about politics. With a sense of

social differences bred into liis nature

before America was discovered, he con-

to respect his baron as much as

an Englishman, and to be puzzled by
..k of titles i,, the New World.

Di wh madame inq

iy. when she set my name down
at tin- head of her "note" of supplies.

Children care little for a bea

ape if they cannot fellowship with

and make it a playground. Rene* let

himself out when he was down with the

stone-breaker or off with the she])
1

dog. Then he danced and tl.us-

his arms, and a mighty barking and

ig would ring over the farm. An
old woman, climbing a vineyard path

leaning on her staff, once stopped to

look at him and remember her child

hood. She was bent half douhl.

the gnarled ugliness of her face ex-

pressed sue! ngasseemt!
growth of age and poverty in t!

World. It in as if centuries of pres-
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Mire had distorted these old peasants to

hideousness.

One fact which interested the little do-

mestic in himself was that he had been

born on St. Alpin's fete-day. Therefore,

in addition to the handful of names al-

ways generously poured on the head of

a christened child in France, his saint's

name of St Alpin was given him to finish

the list. French children do not have

their own birthdays regarded ; their pa-

tron saints' days are celebrated instead,

with gifts and offerings.

At Les Buissons this day was called

the fete of Villevenarde. Long custom

had made it a season of family reunions,

dancing, and general feasting. It was

a movable festival, like Easter, falling

sometimes on the first, sometimes on the

second Sunday in September, but never

on any day except Sunday.
It was less than two kilometres from

Les Buissons past the hedges, across

fields, through a wood, and down through
the park to the abbey convent of the As-

sumption. It was much less than that

from the convent, past the mill, along
a level stretch of valley road, dipping

through the abbey village of Andecy,
and stretching around a wooded height
to the old village of Baye. Long before

Columbus, long before Alfred the Great,

these stone houses were built on their

winding street, and men drank wine and

women washed, and the slow life of the

provinces went on here. In such early

days, if the chateau of Baye was not built

in its hollow and hidden by a jungle of

wood and walls as high as a fortress, the

count or his prototype had some kind

of castle, and rode clanking in chain

mail or girt with leather thongs with his

wild followers behind him.

St Alpin was born at Baye, and ho

died there in the year A. D. 455. At
that time the people of Gaul were not

yet one united nation. Attila the I Inn.

with his fierce hordes, overran the coun-

try. The Roman Empire was not dead,

and Romans and Visigoths joined with

[February,

the inhabitants to drive out the enemy.
What kind <>f men and women walked

the winding unpaved lane of Baye in

that fifth century, and how was the seed

of a gentle sainthood dropped then-?

St. Alpin, we are told, was born of rich

parents ; presumably of forbears who

had enough to eat and to wear, a roof

over them, a little gra/ing land and

some forest, with geese and cattle. It

is not said he came of any hereditary

lord of Baye, or that anybody lorded it

over Baye in the days of Attila. The

presumption merely is that Alpin's uj>-

hringers were not ravening like wolves

in hunger and misery, but had some-

thing to give to others in the hamlet ;

and he, instead of digging, or joining

some band of pillagers, had opportunity
to turn his mind to religion. From the

first he was a good boy. His parents
sent him to be educated by the Bishop of

Troyes, where he "
copied the virtues

of his master." Like a good shepherd,
as he grew older, he went from village

to village teaching the people. The gat h-

ering and restraining of barbarians in

those times was no light task.

St. Alpin was elected Bishop of Cha-

lons-sur-Marne against his own will, for

he preferred to go humbly around among
the scattered flocks. "

Having seen the

invaders, commanded by Attila, menace

the plains of Chalons," says the old re-

cord,
" he addressed Heaven with fervor,

and obtained by his prayers the deliver-

ance of his flock." We know that the

battle of Chalons broke the power of the

Huns and drove them* out of Gaul.

On his last round among the villages

the bishop died at Baye, and was laid in

the crypt of the little chapel there. The

crypt remains to this day. and all the

old chapel arches are preserved in the

present church. The fir-t outcry and

wailing of bereavement over the
[

man passed to steady veneration of his

coffined body. The crypt at Baye had

two staircases, now walled up. down one

of which the people could come to ven-
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his remains, and pass op again by

;posite staircase. The body lay

iiinl'T a long, low arch. There are yet

-tops leading up to its resting-place,

much worn by the knees which ascended

them in those early centuries. Oppo-
mder a window, is an altar. Un-

people passed betwe ai an- 1 the

St. Alpin.
In S60 A. D. his bones were taken

from Baye to Chalons, where they now
rest in the cathedral " dans une chfisse

d'argent, with the exception of one bone

of his head which is in a particular re-

liquary. They are much visited, and

are guarded in a chapel behind the grand
altar ; and on Pentecost Monday they
are carried in procession.

It gives an American, whose saints

are all in embryo yet, a peculiar sensa-

tion to wander around the birthplace of

an actual miracle-worker, and feel his

presence lingering in the customs of the

inhabitants. All over that commune St.

Alpin yet broods with loving care. A
child who is frightened, a man who is

in trouble, a woman burdened with grief,

invokes the help of St. Alpin. certain that

the good bishop is as open to their af-

fairs as he was to the alTairs of their an-

cestors fourteen hu ars ago.
'

I'h. -re was one long walk in a piece
of woods which ran from the valh-y far

across the uplands, and once, when I lost

myself in its windings and cross-tracks,

I saw far ahead a garment appearing
and disappearing, cassock, or cloak, or

woman's drew, or peasant's smock. You
could not be sure of color or shape in

those sylvan places, or of anything ex-

cept a presence flying and not to be cer-

tixed by the eye, so indiscernihly
did t lio human figure melt amongst leaves

tee- boles. Maybe it was St. Al-

pin taking a century -old path through
those ever-renewed woods down to Ville-

venarde. Why should not the guardian
met betake him-

self agnm into hi* mortal guise and priest-

ly cassock and his ancient paths ?

Rene knew Christmas only as a holy

day in the church calendar. The As-

sumption of the Virgin is a summer-day
festival all over France, especially at

Rent's native abbey, the country convent

of the nuns of the Assumption. But a

lad in that part of Marne could compare
nothing else with the feast of St. Alpin.

Rene' and I both looked forward to

this fete of VUlevenarde ; which, I was

told, did not necessarily begin with go-

ing down to the village to mass. No ;

madame had been recently confessed,

and she would have enough to do on St.

Al pin's morning without troubling her-

self about -the religion he had so zealous-

ly spread. For a week beforehand the

oven was daily heated, and tub-shaped
loaves came out of it, hard enough to

daunt anybody but a peasant Madame
told me she had made two dozen prune

pies, all having the crust of butter. One
of these seductive tarts, tasting like lea-

ther and unripe persimmons, was served

as sweets with my dinner ; and the slight-

ing notice which such a rich preparation
received madame probably credited to a

palate depraved by coffee made with an

egg. But the fete so deranged her af-

fairs all the week that my food became

a secondary consideration.

St. Alpin's birthday was actually on

Friday, the 7th of September. On Sun-

day, however,
" tous mes parents

"
would

arrive at the farm, the peasant told me,

and his wife pictured the lively scene.

Oh, assuredly, Leah would be there, and

a houseful of relatives would meet, would

eat, sing, dance, toll conies. Then, add-

ed madame, drolly affixing business to

the pleasures of the day, at four o'clock

they would pull the cows ; for was not

that the hour every day rer les

vaches," and could blessed St. Alpin have

any desire to stop the order of nature ?

But it fell out that I never saw the

f^te of Villevenarde, a sudden and im-

portant journey to the north of France

pushing it into the background. The

day happened to be raw and wot. A
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storm t ramped over Les Buissons and

all that region. Even the white stone

convent, which usually seemed to busk in

the heart of sunshine, was chill as a

white stone tomb as I drove away.
I hope the fete was kept in warmth

and jollity before the kitchen fire at Les

Buissons ; that Leah and all the relations

braved the weather and survived the pas-

try, danced, told contes, duly pulled the

cows, and renewed all the ties of St

Alpin's day.
Rene* took my parting franc with a

chastened zest which foresaw that his

elders would add it to the eight for the

purchase of his winter clothing. To be

chair-bearer for a flitting American was

the least interesting of his experiences
at Les Buissons. Of this I am certain :

if the blossom of Renews year was St.

Alpin's day, he did not fail in some way
to pluck the blossom and enjoy it.

During my stay at Les Buissons I did

not see the little domestic with a book

in his hand. It is true there were no

books in sight, except the veterinary
treatises of the absent Charles. And
Rene', no doubt, associated the task of

reading with his winter schooldays, his

study for confirmation, the priest's repri-

mands and exhortations, and even with

cuffs and tears.

His monotonous and simple life, so

full of gladness for himself, so unimpor-
tant even to his father and mother, who

had children to spare, is a type of pro-

vincial France. In a dozen years we
shall see him hulking about Paris in

the ill-fitting uniform of a soldier serving

his time, or crowded in third-rate rail-

way compartments, still with that wide-

mouthed look of joy in everything the

world offers for his diversion. I have

seen grown-up Rene's standing in the

Luxembourg Gallery in a trance before

some picture. They are undersized fel-

lows ; you would think the French nation

had an army of boys ; and provincial is

stamped on all their stolid faces. And
a good thing for France it is that huge

crops of them are constantly coining up
in the provinces ; little domestics, learn-

ing slowly the life of the soil, learning

surely the morality and traditions of cen-

turies. They ballast a state. A Marne

boy, when his military service ends, comes

back to Marne, and takes a wife and roots

himself in the soil.

I think it likely that no picture will

ever be finer to Rend than the valley

behind Les Buissons, and no sight that

Paris can offer him will quite equal the

haystacks of Marne, thatched down to

the eaves, under the projection of which

he may measure his growth year by

year.

Mary Hartwell Catherwood.

PIRATE GOLD.

IN THREE PARTS. PART TWO: ROBBERY.

XIII.

No plummet ever sank so deep as

Jamie sank the thoughts of those few

months. No oblivion more vast than

where he buried it No human will so

strong as that he bent upon it, bound it

down with. No sin absolved was ever so

forgotten. One wonders if Jamie, at the

day of judgment even, will remember it.

Perhaps 't will then be no more the >in

he thought it. For Jamie's nature, like

that of spiny plants, was sensitive, de-

\vithin, as his outer side was bent

and rough ; and he fancied it, first, a

selfishness ; then, as his lonely fancy got
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to brooding on it, an actual MIL James
Bowdoin's unlucky luu^h had taught
him how it seemed to :id was

not inordinate affection, to th

injury of t!: i. a sin ''. .Jamie

felt it so : and he had the Prayer Book's

authority therefor. " Inordinate ami

sinful affecti"!:-." that U the phrase;
both are condemned.

But he kq>t it all the closer fn-n

cedes. It did not grow less ; he had no

heart to cease loving. Manlike, he was

willing to face his God with the sin, but

r. He sought to change the na-

ture of his love ; perhaps, in time, suc-

ceeded. But all love has a mystic triple

root ; you cannot unravel the web, on

earth at least. Religious, sexual, spirit-

ual, all are intertwined.

Jamie and .Mercedes lived on in the

little brick house, as he had promised.

Only one tiling the Bowduins noticed : he

now dressed and talked and acted like

a man grown very old. His coats were

different again ; his manner was more
; ic than ever. His hair helped him

a little, for it really grew (mite white.

He asked Mercedes now to call him i'.i-

ther.

:ui-' is posing as a patriarch," said

Mr. Bow. loin ; he Mniled, and then he

Old Mr. Bowdoin did not forget his

-! to have his granddaughters call

upon Mercedes. Now and then they sent

is. But it takes

more love than most women have for

each other to give the tact, the srli'-ah-

negation, that such unequal relations, to

be permanent, require. The momentary
gush of sympathy that the Bowdoin girls

felt upon their grandfather's account of

Sadie's loneliness was chilled at the first

rd Mercedes gave them. It

takes an <>l.hi nature, more humbled by
than i< an American VOUIIL: 1

poor iu money without pat-

ng, and the proud at heart without

So this attempted inti

Jamie gave his life to her. His man-

ner at the office altered ; he became

proud and reserved. More wonderful

still, he shortened his time of attend-

ance ; not that he was inattentive while

there, but he no longer observed unne-

cessary hours, as he had been wont to

do, after the bank closed ; as soon as

Mr. James Bowdoin left, he would lock

up the office and go himself. His life

was but waiting upon Mercedes.

When he was in the office he would

sit twiddling his thumbs. The pretense
at bookkeeping, unreal bookkeeping, he

abandoned. The last old ship, the Maine

Lady, had served him in good stead

for many years ; he had double-entered,

ledgered, and balanced her simple debits

and credits like a stage procession. But

now he made no fiction about the van-

ished business.

It was characteristic of Jamie that

still he did not hanker for more money.
He recognized his adopted daughter's
need for sympathy, for emotions, even

for love, if you will ; but yet it did not

occur to him that he might earn more

money. His salary was ample, and out

of it he had made some savings. And
edes had that impatience of details,

that ennui of money matters, that even

worldly women show, who care for re-

sults, not processes.

It had always been the custom of the

McMurta;;h family to pass the summers,
like the winters, in the little house on

Salem Street ; but this year Jamie rent-

ed a cottage at Nantasket He told the

Bowdoins nothing of this move until

they asked him about it, observing that

he regularly took the boat. To Jamie it

was the next thing to Nahant, which was

>urse out of the question. But the

queer old clerk was not fitted to shin.- in

any society and Mercedes found it hard

to make her way alone. They wandered*

about the beach, and occasionally to the

great hotel when there was a hop, of

evenings, and listened to the bands ; hut

Mercedes' beauty was too striking and her
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manners were too independent to inspire

quick confidence in the Nantaskrt ma-

trons : while Jamie missed his pipe and

shirt-sleeves after supper. He had asked,

and been forbidden, to invite John Hugh-
son down to stay. Still less would Sadie

have her girl acquaintances ; and all Sa-

lem Street's kindliest feelings were soured

in consequence. There was an invitation

from Nahant that summer, but it seemed,
to Mercedes' quick sense, formal, and she

would not go.

She had had her piano moved down
" to the beach," at much expense ; and
for a week she played in the afternoons.

But even this accomplishment brought
her no notice. People would look at her,

in passing, and then, more curiously, at

her foster-father: that was all. Mercedes,
in her youth, could not realize how social

confidence is a plant of slow growth.
The young girls of the place were con-

tent with saying she " was not in their

set ;

"
the young men who desired her

acquaintance must seek it surreptitious-

ly, and this Mercedes would not have.

The people of the great hotel were a

more mixed set, and among them our

couple was much discussed. Something
got to be known of Jamie : that he was
confidential clerk to the well-known firm

of Boston's older ship-owners, and that

she was his adopted daughter. Soon the

rumor grew that he was miserly and rich.

Poor Jamie ! He thought more of all

these things than Mercedes ever sup-

posed. What could he do to give her

friends of her own age ? What could he

do to find her lovers, a husband ? Mc-

Murtagh slept not nights for thinking
on these things. John Hughson he now
saw to be impossible ; Harley Bowdoin
was out of the question ; but were there

not still genteel youths, clerks like him-

self, but younger, some class of life for

liis petted little lady ? Jamie had half-

thoughts of training some nice lad to be

fit for her, Jamie earned money am-

ply; of training him, too, to take his

place and earn his salary. Every dis-

contented look in Mercedes' lovely face

went to Jamie's heartstrin^.

One day, going home by the usual

boat, he saw his dear girl waiting for

him on the wharf. It always lightened
Jamie's heart when she did this, and he

hurried down to the gangplank, to be

among the first ashore and save her

waiting. But as he stepped upon it he

saw that she was talking to a gentleman.
There was a little heightened color in

her cheeks ; she was not watching the

passengers in the boat. Jamie turned

aside through the crowd to walk up the

road alone. He looked over his shoul-

der, and saw that they were following.

When nearly at their cottage, he turned

about irresolutely and met them. Mer-

cedes, with a word of reproach for walk-

ing home alone (at which Jamie's old eyes

opened), introduced him :
" Mr. David

St. Clair my father."
" I made Miss McMurtagh's acquaint-

ance at the Rockland House last night,

she plays so beautifully." Then Ja-

mie remembered that he had gone out to

smoke his pipe upon the piazza.

He looked at the newcomer. St. Clair

was dressed expensively, in what Jamie

thought the highest fashion. He wore

kid gloves and a high silk hat ; he had a

white waistcoat and a very black mus-

tache. Mercedes had blushed again when

she presented him, and suddenly there

was a burst of envy in poor Jamie's heart.

XIV.

No girl, before she came to love,

ever scrutinized a suitor so closely as

old Jamie did St. Clair. The little old

Scotch clerk was quicker far to see the

first blossoms of love in her heart than

Mercedes herself, than any mother could

have been ; for each one bore a pang for

him; and he, who had renounced, and

then set his heart to share each feeling

with her, who had wanted but her confi-

dence, wanted but to share with her as
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some girl might her h new-

found himself fur out-tripping her in

conscious knowledge. IK- did not real-

:he impossibility
. tin- >yinpathy he

i. He had fondly thought his

man's love a justification for that inti-

macy from which, in nature- like M
i mother's love is e

All Jamie's judgment was against the

man, and yet his heart was in touch

with hers to stirring for him.

one told him he was not respecta-
other that he was romantic,

er was shadowy, like his hair.

In those days still a mustache bore with

it some audacity, and gave a man who
i outside the reputable call-

ings something of the buccaneer. St.

Clair calk-d himself a gentleman, but did

not pretend to be a clerk, and frankly
avowed that he was not in trade. Jamie
could not make him out at all. He hoped,

as a gentleman. Had he

been in tin- old country, he could have

lited it better; but gentlemen with-

out visible means of support were, in those

days, unusual in IJoston.

Jamie watched his daughter like

dowager, that summer. But the con-

sciousne- for so now he

alwa lit of it) troubled him ter-

ribly. II could he urge his lady to

repel the advances of this man without

bring open to the charge of selfishness,

alousy ''. Jamie forgot that the

had never known he loved her.

II.- made feeble attempts to egg on

ie honest teamster was but

a lukewarm lover. His point of view was
that tin- -irl looked down upon him. and
this chilled his passion. He had come to

teams now. He never drove

them. He was a capitalist, an employer
i>or ; and, at Jamie's request, he came

i one ni^ht. in Mark broadcloth and

'<> pass the night Hut it

in the evening, he adopted a tone of treat-

oth .I.iiiii" and Hughson as eld.

pals, so that the latter lost his temper,
. \vii. M.. 400. 15

and, as Mercedes claimed, insulted his

elegant rival.

Then Jamie bade Hughson to come no

more, for his love for Mercedes was so

true that he felt in his heart why
Clair appealed more to hers.

But the summer was a long and anx-

ious one, and he was glad when it was
over and they were back in Salem Street.

They had made no other acquaintance
at Nantasket ""

Society
"

to Jamie

mained a sealed book. Clever Mercedes

was not clever enough to see he knew
she blamed him for it. St Clair only

laughed.
" These people are nobody,"

said he ; and he talked of fashionable and

equipaged friends he had known in other

places. Where ? Jamie suspected, race-

courses ; his stories of them bore usual-

ly an equine flavor. But he was not a

horse-dealer ; his hands were too white

for that.

Poor old Mr. Bowdoin had had a

hangdog feeling with old Jamie ever
.

since that day his son had laughed. He
had dared criticise nothing he noticed at

the office, and Jamie grew more er

and eccentric every day. James Bowdoin

was less indulgent, and soon saw that

something new was in the wind. But the

last thing that both expected was a de-

mand on Jamie's part for an increased

salary. Jamie made it respectfully, with

his hat off, twirling in his hand, and the

Bowdoins eyed him.

isna that I'm discontented with

the place or the salary in the past," said

Jamie, "but our expenses are increas-

ing. I have rented a house in Worcester

Square."
In Worcester Square? And the one

in Salem Stree

I is too small for me family needs,"

said Jamie. " I have sold it."

"Too small?"
" Me daughter is about to be married,"

l.imio reluctantlv.

44 Dear me !

"
exclaimed the Bowdoins

in a breath. May we congratulate her

may do as ye like," said Jamie.
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" T is one Mr. David St. Clair, a gen-
tleman, us he tells me."

I- lie to live with you, then ?
"

" Yes, sir. He wants work that

is
" Jamie hesitated.

" He has no occupation ?
"

Jamie was visibly irritated. "If I

bring the gentleman down, ye may ask

him your ain sel'."

44
No, no," said Mr. James. " That is,

we should, of course, be glad to meet the

gentleman any time. What is his name ?
"

" David St. Clair."
" David Sinclair," repeated the old

gentleman.
44 Mercedes Silva," said Mr. James

musingly.
"
McMurtagh, if you please," said Ja-

mie.
"
Jamie," said old Mr. Bowdoin,

" our

business is going away. The steamers

will ruin it. For a long time there has

not been enough to occupy a man of

your talents. And the old bookkeeper
'at the bank the Old Colony Bank
has got to resign. I 've already asked

the place for you. The salary is more

than we here can afford to pay you. In

fact, we may close the counting-room."
Jamie rubbed his nose and shifted his

feet. " Ta business is a goot business,

and t' firm is a fine old firm." It was

evident he was in the throes of unex-

pressed affection. In all his life he had

never learned to express it.
" Ye '11 na

be closing the old counting-room ?
"

" I may come down here every day
or so, just to keep my trusts up. I '11

use it for a writing-room ; it 's near the

bank"
" An' I '11 come down an' kep' the

books for you, sir," said Jamie ; and the
"
sir

"
from his lips was like a caress from

another man.

XV.

Jamie took his place on the high stool

behind the great ledgers of the Old Col-

ony Bauk, and the house 011 Worcester

Square was even bought, with his sav-

ings and the price of the house on Salt in

Street. Only one thing Jamie flatly re-

fused, and that was to permit Mercedes'

marriage until St. Clair had some vUihle

means of support. She pouted at this

and was cruel ; but for once the old clerk

was inflexible, even to her. Mercedes

would perhaps have married against his

will; but Mr. St. Clair had his ivu-<>n

for submitting.

And that gentleman was particular in

his choice of occupation, and Mercedes

yet more particular for him. The class

of which St. Clair came is a peculiar one ;

hardly known to the respectable world,

less known then than now; and yet it

has often money, kindliness, reputability

even, among its members ; they marry
and have children among their own class ;

they are not church-going, but yet they
are not criminal. As actor families main-

tain themselves for many generations

(not the stars, but the ordinary histrionic

families ; you will find most of the names

on the playbills to-day that were there in

the last century, neither above nor below

their old position), so there are sport-

ing families who live in a queer, not un-

prosperous world of their own, marry
and bring up children, and leave money
and friends behind them when they die.

And Sinclair came of people such us tin >.

"St. Clair "was his own invention. Of

course Jamie did not know it, nor did

Mercedes; and in fact he was honestly
in love with her, to the point of chan-

ging his way of life to one of routine

and drudgery.
But no place could be found (save

indeed a retail grocer's clerk>hij) and

Mercedes began to grow worried, and

occasionally to cry. St. Clair spent his

evenings at the house ; and at such times

Jamie would wander helplessly about the

streets. St. Clair's one idea was to be

employed about the bank, to become a

banker. Had he been competent to keep
the books, I doubt not Jamie would have

given them up to him.
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be power of persuasion 1

by love, even in a bent old Scotchman.

Will it be believed. Jamie teased and

d and promoted until he made a

y of the place of messenger, and

got it for his >on-in-law. Perhaps old

Mr. liowdoin ha lit feel-

ing of remorse since lie had seen nipped
in the hud that affair with voting Harles-

ton. He did not approve of the present
match. Vet he fancied the bridegroom

be a safer spouse with a regular
a coat more threadbare

than he habitually v.

Nothing now stood in the way of the

marriage ; and it took place with some
in King's Chapel, indeed, with

all the Bowdoins, even to Mrs. Abby.
Jamie gave the bride away. Hughson
(to Mercedes* relief) took it a bit rusty
and would not come. Then the pair
went on a wedding journey to Niagara
and Trenton Falls ; and old Jamie, the

day after the ceremony, came down look-

ing happier than he had seemed for

years. There was a light in his lonely
e ; it comes rarely to us on earth,

y one who sees it. it is not forgot-
ten. Old Mr. Bowdoin saw it ; and, re-

eling that interview scarce two

years gone by, his nose tingled. It is

iiat natures with such happy lives

are so "dowered with the love of

d Jamie looked at

him. he but asked some business qu<

and Jamie marveled that the old gentle-
man blew hU nose so hard and damned
the weather so vigorously.
When the St. ( lairs came back, Jamie

to an upper hack room, and gave
: he rest of the new house. Mer-

cedes was devotedly in love with her

husband. She would have liked to meet

people, if but to show him to then.

she knew no one worthy save the Bow-
and they did not get on with him.

ciai acquaintance, of which he-

had boaste. i at, appeared to be in

other cities. And ennui (\\hich causes

harm in the world than many a

K,

more evil passion) began imperceptibly
to take possession of him.

However, they continued to live on

togeth 9 ( 'lair was fairly regular
at his work ; and all went well for more

than a year.

XVI.

year, probably, of James M< Mur-

tagh's life had he been so happy. It

delighted him to let St. Clair away early
from the bank ; and to sit alone over the

-. ima^inin^ St. Glair's hurrying
home, and the greeting kiss, and the

walk they got along the shells of the

beach before supper, with the setting

sun slanting to them over the wide bay
from the Brookline hills. When they
took the meal alone, it delighted Jamie

to sit at Mercy's right and have her

David help him; or, when they had

company," it pleased the old man al-

most as much to stay away and think

proudly of them. Such times he would

sit alone on the Common and smoke his

pipe, and come home late and let himself

in with his latch-key, and steal up quick-

ly to his own bedroom at the top of the

house.

Now that he was so happy, and had

hit his old friends the Bowdoins, a wave
of unconscious affection for them spread
over his soul. Under pretext of keep-

ing t heir accounts straight which now

hardly needed balancing even once a

month old Jamie would edge down to

the counting-room upon the wharf, after

hours, or even for a few minutes at noon-

time (perhaps sacrificing his lunch there-

for), to catch old Mr. Bowdoin at his

desk and chat with him (under plea of

some omitted en ngexplana
and tell him how well David was doing,

and Mercedes so happy, and what com-

pany they had had to tea the night he-

fore. So that one day Mr. Bowdoin

even ventured to give him a golden brace-

let young Harleston Bow d -in had sent,

soon after the wedding, from France;
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and Jamie took it without a murmur.
" Ah. 't is a ]>ity. sir. ye din't keep the

old house up, for the sake of the young

gentlemen, if nothing more," said he :

and Ah. Jamie," was Mr. Bowdoin's

reply. it 's all dirty coal-barges, now ;

the old house would not know its way
about in steamer>. \\Y '11 have to take

to banking, like yourself and Sinclair

there."

Jamiejaughed witli pleasure ; and fa-

ther and son went each to a window to

watch him as he sidled up the street.

" Caroline never would have stood it,"

said the old man.
* Neither would Abby," said the young-

er one. " Yet you made me marry her ;

"

and they both chuckled. It was the

habit of the Bowdoin males to marry
them to women without a sense of humor,
and then to take a mutual delight in the

consequences.
" You only married her to get a

house," said the old man. (This was the

inexhaustible joke they shared against
Mrs. Abby that in nearly twenty years
had never failed to rouse her serious in-

dignation.)
" I saw her coming out of

that abolitionist meeting yesterday."
44 That 'B cousin Wendell Phillips got

her into that," said Mr. James. " Old

Jamie was there, too."
' Old Jamie has got so much love to

spare that it spills around," said Mr.

Bowdoin,
" even on comfortable nig-

gers just decently clothed. That 's not

your wife's trouble." To which the son

had no other repartee than " James !

"

drawled in the solemn bass of amazed

indignation that his mother's voice as-

sumed when goaded into speech by his

father's sallies. It was his boast that
"
Abby

"
never yet had ventured to ad-

dress him thus. And so this precious

pair separated; the father going home
to his grandchildren, and the son to the

club for his afternoon rubber of whist.

They still took life easy in the forties.

Why was it that old Jamie, who should

by rights have had his heart broken, was

d'uhL [Februan,

happier than fortunate David 'r Both

loved the same woman ; and no tenor

hero ever loved so deeply as old Jamie,
and he had lost her. But he came of

the humble millions that build the struc-

ture of human happiness silently, by

countless, uncounted little acts. David

was of the ephemera, the pleasure-loving

insects. Now these will settle for a

time ; but race will tell, and they are not

the race of quiet labor.

One almost wonders, in these future-

less times, that so many of the former

still remain. For the profession of plea-

sure is so easy, so remunerative ; even

of money it often has no lack. St. Clair

came of a family that from horse-racing,

kir-keeping, betting, had found money
easier to get than ever had Jamie's peo-

ple, and (when they had chosen to invest

it) had invested it in less reputable but

more productive ways. One fears the

spelling-books mislead in their promise
of instant, adequate reward and punish-

ment. The gods do not keep a dame-

school for us here on earth, and their

ways are less obvious than that. One
hazards the suggestion, it is fortunate if

our multitudes (in these socialistic, tra-

ditionless times) do not yet discover how

comfortable, for hedonistic ends, their

sons and daughters still may be without

respectability and reputability.

St. Clair lived before them ; and his

mind was never analytic. The word
u bore

" had not yet been imported, nor

the word " ennui
"

naturalized in a civi-

lization whence two hundred years of

Puritans had sought to banish it. But

although Adam set the example of falling

to the primal woman, it may be doubled

whether Eve, at least, had not a foretaste

of the modern evil. And more souls go
now to the devil (if they could hope there

were one !) for the being bored than any
other cause.

David did not know what ailed him.

He loved his wife (not too exclusively ;

that was not in his shallow nature) ; he

had a fine house and the handling of
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money. To hi> fri-iuls he was a

or. They were at first envious of his

reputahility. and that pleased him while

it annoyed him that it

hnd not dawned on their untutored n:inds

that handling money was not synony-
mous with possession. A banker ! At

least he had the control of money ; could

it ; ini^ht lend it to his friends.

There was, in those days, an outpost
.in overrated perhaps in impor-

y the college authorities, with pro-

portionate overawing effect upon the stu-

dents on the riverside, over against

Cambridge. Here "
trials of speed,"

trottin- >pe.-d. were held ; bar-rooms ex-

isted ; it was rumored pools were sold.

1 1 it her the four hundred, the liberal four

hundred, of Boston's then existent vice

were wont to repair and witness contests

It was worth, in those

days, a bank clerk's position or an under-

graduate's degree ever to be seen there.

It may be imagined with what terror,

a terror even transmuting itself to pity

-al on Mercedes' part, old

Jamie heard of a proposition, one holiday.

that David should take his wife there.

Mercedes would not go ; and St. Clair

laughed at her, in private, and went

alone. She was forced to be the accom-

is going.
The fart is. St. Clair, from the tip of

his mustache to his patent-leather shoes,

was bored with regular hours, respecta-

bility, and the assurance of an ineome

adequate to his ordinary spending.

Something must be done for joy of life.

He gave a champagne supper to his old

cronies, at a tavern by the wayside, and

kheb .-hall. Thru he bet Then

he stayed away from home aday or two.

\ mm but for sunshine.

lii> lose f..r M-rcedes was quite animal ;

ho raivd nothing for her mind ; all pool-

Jamie's expensive schooling was wasted,
more unappreciated by him than it would

have been by .John lluj^.m. So, one

me home to find !,

ing; and his love for her then ended.
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XVII.

, r> ineml>-r. lived in the ear-

ilf of this strange century, now so

soon to go to judgment. In these last

years, when women seek men's rights in

exchange for woman's reason, reaction-

ary males have criticised them as chil-

dren swapping old lamps for new, fine

instruments for coarser toys. As a poet
has put it, why does

"a woman
Dowered by God with power of life or death
Now cry for coarser tools,"

and seek to exchange the ballot for Pros-

pero's wand ? Like other savages, she

would exchange fine gold for guns and
hatchets. (Beads, trinkets, the men

might pardon them ! )

A woman of power once said she had
rather reign than govern. But reigns,
with male St. Glairs, so soon are over !

Mercedes' dynasty had ended. She
knew it before St. Clair was conscious of

it, and poor Jamie knew it when she did.

It was his custom to stay late at the

hank, after hours. It closed at two

o'clock ; and in those days all merchants

then went home to their dinner. Jamie,

unknown to the cashier, would assume

what lie could of St. Clair's work, to get
him home the sooner to Mercedes. It is

to be hoped he always went there.

As one looks back on the days of great

events, one wonders that the morning
of them was not consciously brightened
or shadowed by the happening to come.

For, after many years, that morning,
of the meeting, or the news, or whatever

it was, dull and -^ray as in fact it was,

seems now all glorified in memory, illu-

mined with the radiance it bore amon-
its hours. Jamie never could remember
\vhat he did that morning or that day.
It was close to half pant four by the

clock ; the cashier, the other clerks, had

'gone ; the charwoman was sweeping II

wan mechanically counting over the cash

in the cash drawer (it had been counted
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over before by the teller, so Jamie's

count was but excess of caution) ; lie

was separating the gold and silver and

Massachusetts bills from the bills that

came from banks of other States. (These
never were credited until collected, and

so not counted yet as cash, but credited to

the collection account ; in Jamie's eyes,

bank-bills of other States were not so

honest as Massachusetts issues, any more

than their merchants were like James

Bowdoin's Sons.) He was thinking, with

a sadness not admitted to himself, of

Mercedes ; trying to believe his judgment
a fancy ; trying to see, in his mind's

eye, David's arrival home (he had sent

him off the half an hour before), hoping
even for kisses by him for Mercedes (for

he grudged him not her love, but wished

his the greater). And now, with half

his mind, he was adding up the long five

columns of figures, as he could do almost

unconsciously, thinking of other things.

He had carried down the third figure,

when suddenly there came that warm

stirring at the roots of the hair that pre-

sages, to the slower brain, the heart's

grasp of a coming disaster.

The figure was a 4 he carried down.

His count of the cash had made it a 2.

Nonsense. He passed his hand to his

quickened heart and made an effort to

slow his breath. It was his mistake ; he

had been thinking of other things, of

Mercedes. He leaned back against the

high desk and rested. Besides, what

foolish fear to jump at fault for error,

at fault of David St Clair ! He had

not been near the cash drawer.

It was the teller's mistake. And this

time poor Jamie added up like a school-

boy, totting each figure. No thought of

his Mercedes now.

Fourteen thousand four hundred and

twelve, sixty-four cents. The teller's

addition was right.

Jamie looked at the cash again. There

were two piles of bank-bills, one of gold
and silver. Among the former was one

packet of hundred-dollar bills in a belt,

marked " $5000." This wrapper IK had

not (as he now remembered) veritied

when he had made his count. His heart

stood still ; prompting the head to re-

member that it was a package collected

by the bank's messenger on a discount,

by David St. Clair.

Poor Jamie tore off the band. He sat

down, and counted the bills again with

a shaking hand.

There were only forty-eight of them.

XVIII.

The packet was two hundred dollars

short. And David had brought it in.

Two hundred dollars ! Only two hun-

dred dollars ! In God's name, why did

he not borrow it, ask me for it ? thought

poor Jamie. He must have known it

would be at once discovered. And mixed

curiously with Jamie's dismay was a husi-

ness man's contempt for the childishness

of the theft. And yet they called such

men sharpers !

For never from that moment, from that

time on, did poor Jamie doubt the sort

of man Mercedes had married. Never

for one moment did the idea occur to him

that the robbery might be overlooked, the

man reformed. Jamie's heart was as a

little child's, but his head was hard

enough. He had seen too much of hu-

man nature, of business methods and

ways, to doubt what this thing meant or

what it led to. He had been trying to

look through Mercedes' eyes. He had

known him for a gambler all along ; and

now it appeared that he was a man not

to be trusted even with money. And he

hal given him Mercedes !

There had been Harley Bowdoin. She

had liked him first; and but for them, his

employers But no ; old Jamie could

not blame his benefactor, even through

his wife. It was not that. No one was

at fault but he himself. If he had el -n

loved her less, it had been better for her :

't was his fault, again his fault.
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Sobbing, he went through the easy
form of making good the theft ; th.

no thought of condon;::.; the otiYi:-

for his little gii It was simple

enough: it was but the drawing a

of his own to cover tin- lo->. Oh, the

fool the scoundrel had 1>

Jamie drew ;li.- check, and canceled

it, and added it to tin- teller's slip. Then

he closed the heavy book>. put the cash

drawer hack in the safe, closed the heavy
iron doors, gave a turn of his wri-

a pull to the handle, said a word to tin-

night watchman, and went out into the

street. It was the soft, broad sunlight

lay afternoon ; by the clock at the

head of the street he saw that it was not

yet six o'clock. But for once Jamie went

straight home.

Mr. St. (lair had not come in, said

the servant. (They now kept one ser-

Mrs. St. Clair was lying down.

Jamie went into the parlor, contrary to

his wont, and sat down awkwardly. It

was furnished quit*- with elegance : Mer-

cedes had been so proud of it ! His lit-

tle girl ! And now he had married her

to a thirf ! People might come to scorn

liis Mercedes.

Th'-y had tea alone together ; and Ja-

mie was very tender to her, so that she

hi-rame frightened at his manner, and

asked if anything was wrong with David.
"
No," sa Has he not been

home ? Do you not know where he is ?
"

./'sighed the He has al-

ways told me before this."

iiched her hand shyly. "Do
11 love him. ft

-he thing away from him angri-
went upstairs. And old Jamie

waited. He dared not smoke his pipe
in tin- parlor, nor even on the doorstep
( which was a pleasant place ; there was
a little park, with trees, in from

Mercedes thought it ungenteel. The

present incongruity of this regard for

appearances never struck Jamie, ami he

! then-. At:, r etoren o'clock he

fancied he miglr ,,'hbors

were not likely to be up to notice it.

he lit his pipe and listened. There was

still a light in her window ; hut David

did not conic. 11, r window-

stood open, and Jamie listened hard to

hear if she were crying. Shortly after

midnight the bird (juare began
to twitter, as if it were nearly dawn.

Then they went to sleep again, but Jamie

went on smoking.
It was daylight when St. Clair ap-

peared, in a carriage. He had the look

of one who has been up all night, and

started nervously as he saw Jamie on

the doorstep. Then he pulled himself

together, buttoning his coat, and, giving
the driver a bill, he turned to face the

old clerk.

"Taking an early pipe, Mr. McMur-

tagh?"
I know what ye ha* done," said Ja-

mie simply. I ha* made it guid ; but

ye must go."
St. Glair's bravado collapsed before

.Jamie's directness.
" Make what good ?

"
he blustered.

The two hundred dollars ye took,"

said Jamie.
" Two hundred dollars ? I took ? Old

man, you 're crazy."
" I tell ye I ha' made it guid," said

Jamie.
" Made it good ? I could do that my-

self, if if"

haps ye '11 be having the money
about ye now ?

"
said Jamie. " Can ye

give it me ?
"

('lair abandoned pretense. Per-

haps curiosity overcame him, or his

morning nerves were not so good as Ja-

s.
" Of course I '11 get th. money.

I lent it to a friend. But how did you
. now the d d business was *h

: looked at him sadly. This was

the man he had hoped to make a man

of business. Mon, why did n't ye ask

me t Do ye suppose they didna

count their money the nicht

ti 're so d d mean !

"
swore St

Clair.
" Have you told my
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" Ye '11 not be telling Mercy ?
"
gasped

Jamie, unmindful of the result. u
I have

told no one."

I '11 make it all right with the teller,

then," said the other.

Ye '11 na be going back to the bank !

"

1 Jamie.
" Not go back? Do you suppose I can't

be trusted with a matter of two hundred

dollars ?
"

44Ye '11 not be going back to the bank :

"

eaid Jamie firmly.
" Ye '11 be taking

Mr. Bowdoin's money next."
" If it were n't for the teller He 's

not a gentleman, and last week I was

fool enough to tell him so. Did the teller

find it out ?
"

" I found it out my own sel'."

" Then no one else knows it ?
"

" Ye canna go back."

"Then I 'U tell Sadie it's all your
fault," said David.

Poor Jamie knocked his pipe against
the doorstep and sighed. The other went

upstairs.

XIX.

It was some days after this that old

Mr. Bowdoin came down town, one morn-

ing, in a particularly good humor. To

begin with, he had effected with unusual

success a practical joke on his auguster

spouse. Then, he had gone home the

night before with a bad cold ^,
but (hav-

ing given a family dinner in celebration

of his wife's birthday and the return to

Boston of his grandson Harley, and con-

fined himself religiously to dry cham-

pagne) he had arisen quite cured. But

at the counting-room he was met by son

James with a face as long as the parting

glass of whiskey and water he had sent

him home with at eleven the previous

evening.
" James Bowdoin, at your time

of life you should not take Scotch whis-

key after madeira," said he.

You seem fresh as a May morning,"
said Mr. James. " Did the old lady find

out about the bronze Venus ?
"

Son and father chuckled. The old

gentleman had purchased in his wife's

name a nearly life-size Venus of Miloin

bronze, and ordered it sent to the house,

with the bill unreceipted, just before the

dinner ;
so the entire family had used

their efforts to the persuading old Mrs.

Bowdoin that she had acquired the arti-

cle herself, while shopping, and then for-

gotten all about it.

"'Mrs. J. Bowdoin, Dr. To one

Bronze Venus. One Thousand Dollars.

Rec'd Paym't
'

blank !

"
roared Mr.

Bowdoin. " I told her she must pay it

out of her separate estate, I could n't

afford such luxuries !

"

" *

Why, James !

' "
mimicked the

younger.
" ' I never went near the store,'

" mim-
icked the older.

" And when we told her it was all a

sell, she was madder than ever."
" Your mother never could see a joke,"

sighed Mr. Bowdoin. " She says the

statue 's improper, and she 's trying to

get it exchanged for chandeliers. She

would n't speak to me when I went to

bed ; and I told her I 'd a bad cold on

my lungs, and she 'd repent it when I

was gone. But to-day she 's madder yet."

Mr. James Bowdoin looked at his fa-

ther inquiringly.

Mr. Bowdoin laughed aloud. " She

had n't a good night, she sa

" Dear me," said the younger man.
" I 'm sorry."

Ye>. 1 M a bad cold, and I spoke

very hoarsely when I went to bed. And
in the ni^ht she woke up and heard a

croupy sound. It was this." and Mr.

Bowdoin produced a compressible rub-

ber ball with a squeak in it.
" ' Jam* -,'

said she you know how she

James '

?
''

Mr. James Bowdoin admitted he had

heard the intonation described.
" * James.' Mjl -hi-.

'
is that you ?

'

I

only squeaked the ball, which I had un-

der the bedclothes. *

James, are you ill ?
'

* It 's my chest.' I squeaked faintly* and
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squeezed the i.;ili again. 'I think I'm

going to die,' said I, and I squeaked it

every time I breathed." And Mr. Bow-

,
rave audible demonstration of the

i< of his rubber toy.
" Well, she

was very remorseful, and she got up to

send for the doctor; and faith. I had to

get up and go downstairs after her and

speak in my natural voice before she \l

believe I was n't in the last gasp of

a croup. But she won't speak, herself,

this morning/' added the old gentleman
rather ruefully.

" What 's the matter

here ?
"

mie has been down ; and he says
his son-in-law has decided to leave the

" Dear me ! dear me !

" The old gen-
tleman's face grew grave again.

" No-

I wrong in his accounts, I hope ?
"

lie says that he has decided to go to

New York to live."

D to New York : What '11 become
of the new house?

"

II hat ni. nds there. They are to

sell the house."

What '11 become of Jamie?"
"Jamie 's going back to Salem Street"
The old gentleman gave a low whistle.

I must see him," and he took his hat

again and started up the street

But from Jamie he learned nothing.
The old man gave no reason, save that

his son-in-law " was going to New York,
where he had friends." It cost much to

the old clerk to withhold fr-.m Mr. Bow-
doin anything that concerned his own af-

partimUrly when the old gentle-
man urged that he be permitted to use

tluence to reinstate David at the

bank. Jamie grew churlish, as was the

> inner when he could not

lp kind, and tried even to carry it oft

jauntily, as if St Glair were bettering
himself. Old Mr. Bowdoin's penetra-
tion went behind that, or he might have

gone otV in a huff. As it was, he half

suspected the truth, and forbore to ques-
tion J:miii fur

But it was harder still for the poor old

rli-rk \vht-n he went home to Mercedes.

For it was St. Clair who had sulked and

refused to stay in Boston. He had hint-

ed to his wife that it was due to Jamie's

jealousy that he had lost his place at the

bank. Mercedes did not believe this;

but she had thought that Jamie, with his

influence, might have kept him there.

More, she had herself, and secretly, gone
to the counting-room to see old Mr. Bow-
doin, as she had done once before when
a child, and asked that St Clair might
be taken back. " Do you know why he

lost the place ?
"

She did not Perhaps he had been

irregular in his attendance ; she knew,

too, that he had been going to some horse-

races.

" Jamie has not asked me to have him
taken back," said Mr. Bowdoin.

And she had returned, angry as only
a loving woman can be, to reproach poor
Jamie. But he would never tell her of

her husband's theft St. Clair was sharp

enough to see this. Jamie had settled

the Worcester Street house on Mercedes

when they were married ; and now St
Clair got her to urge Jamie to sell it and
let him invest the money in a business

opening he had found in N-\v York with

some friends ; stock-brokerage he said it

was. This poor Jamie refused to do ;

and Mercedes forgave him no

Clair insisted >till on going. Perhaps he

boasted to his New York friends of hi-

banking experience ; it was true that he

had got some sort of an opening, with

two young men of sporting tastes whom
he had met

Preparations for departure were made.

The furniture was being taken out, and

stored or sold ; and each piece, as it was

carried down the stairs, brought a pang
to Jamie's heart The house was offered

for sale ; Jamie drew up the advertise-

ment in tears. He did not venture to sit

with them now of evenings ; it was Jamie,

of the three, who had the guilty feeling.
The evening before their going came.

St Clair was out at a farewell d
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tendered him," as he proudly an-

nounced, by his friends. Jamie, as he

passed her door, heard Mercedes crying.

He could not bear it ; he went in.

" My darling, do not cry," the old man

whispered.
" Is it because you are n >-

ing away ? All I can do for you all

I have shall be yours !

"

" What has David done ? I know he

has done something
"

"
Nothing nothing is wrong, dear ;

I assure you
"

"Then why are you so hard to him ?

Why will you not put the money in the

business ?
"

Jamie was holding her hand. ' My
little Mercy," said he,

"
my little lady.

Forgive me do you forgive me ?
"

Mercedes looked at him, coldly, per-

haps.
" For the love of God, do not look like

that ! In the world or out of it, there 's

none I care for but just you, dear." Then
Mercedes began to cry again, and kissed

him. " And as for the money, dear, he '11

have it as soon as I find the business is

a decent one."

XX.

Of course they had the money, and

in some months the people at the bank

began to hear fine accounts of St. Glair's

doings in New York. Not so much, per-

haps, from Jamie as from one or two

other clerks to whom St. Clair liad taken

the trouble to write a letter or two. As
for Jamie, he went back to live in the lit-

tle house on Salem Street. He was too

old, he said, to board, at his time of life.

All the same, he grew thin and older-

looking. He did not pretend to take the

same interest in his work. Many and

grave were the talks the two Bowdoins,

father and son, had about him. The
first few weeks after the departure of the

St. Glairs, they feared actually for his

life. He seemed to waste away. Then,
one week, he went on to New York him-

self, and after that grew better. This

was when he carried on to St. Clair the

money coming from the sale of the house.

Up to that time he had had no letter

from Mercedes, though he wrote her

every week.

He took care to place the money in

Mercedes' name as special capital. But

the other two men seemed to be active,

progressive fellows. They reposed confi-

dence in St. Clair, and they had always
known him. After all, the old man tried

to think, the qualities required to keep

moneys separate were not those that went

best to make it, and stock-broking was

suited to a gambler as a business. For

Jamie shared intensely the respectable

prejudices against stock-broking of the

elders of that day.
After this, he occasionally got letters

from his Mercedes. They came addressed

to the bank (as if she never liked to

recognize that he was back in Salem

Street), and it grew to be quite a joke

among the other clerks to watch for

them ; for they had noticed their effect

on Jamie, and they soon learned to iden-

tify the handwriting which made him

beam so that half the wrinkles went, and

the old healthy apple-color came back to

his cheeks.

Sometimes when the letter came they
would place it under his blotter, and

if it was a Tuesday (and she generally

wrote for Tuesday's arrival) old Jamie'-

face would lengthen as he turned his mail

over, or fall if he saw his desk empty.
Woe to the clerk who usked a favor in

those moments ! Then the clerk next

him would slyly turn the blotting-paper

over, and Jamie would grasp the letter

and crowd it into his pocket, and hi-

face would <rleam again. He never knew

they suspected it, but on such occasions

the whole bank would combine to invent

a pretext for getting Jamie out of the

room, that he might read his letter un-

di-turl.ed. Otherwise he let it go till

lunch-time, and then, they felt sure, took

no lunch ; for he would never read her

letters when any one was looking on.
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They all knew who she was. It was the

joke of years at tl

They called M.-re.-dt-s "old Jamie's for-

nail."

never wrote regularly
f she missed, poor McMurtagh

would invent most elaborate schemes,

extra presents (he always made her an

allowance), for extorting letters from her.

_jht of her handwriting at any time

would make his heart beat. Harley Bow-

doin had by this time been taken into

the counting-room. He was studying law

as a profession (there being little left

of the business), and Jamie appeared
to be strangely fond of him. Often, by
the ancient custom, he would call Har-

**Mr. James," ^Mr. James Bow-
doin having no sons. Mr. James himself

spoke of this intimacy once to his father.
" Don't you see, it 's because the boy
fell in love with his Mercedes?" said the

old gentleman. Certain it is, the two

were inseparable. One fancies Harleston

heard more of Mrs. St. Clair than either

of Jamie's older friends.

her absence, grew to love

all whom she had ever known, all who

MM her ; how much more,
tin -n, this young fellow who had shown

the grace to love her, too ! Jamie was

ilking to the places she had

known, and he even took to going to

ehurrh himself, to King's Chapel, where

she had been so often. When his vaca-

tion came, the next summer, he went on

to New York, and stayed at a cheap
hotel on Fourth Avenue, and would go
to see her ; not too often, or when other

JKM.j.le were there, for he \\a^ -,till mod

est, and only dared hope she might not

hate him. It \\.is all hi> tault, and per-

haps he had been hard with her husband.

But she sun. r-d him now, and Jamie

returned looking ten yean young.
Clair seemed prosperous, and Jamie even

mentioned his son-in-law to the other

clerks, which was like a boast for Jamie.

Perhaps at no time had the two Bow-
doins thought of him so nun- h. He lived

now as if he were very poor, and they

suspected him of sending all his salary

to Mercedes. " It makes no difference

raising it; 'twould all go just the H

.>aid Mr. Bowdoin. * Man alive, why
did n't you let him take the money, that

day down the wharf, and take the girl

yourself ? You used to be keen enough
about girls before you got so bald," add-

ed the old gentleman, with a chuckle.

He was rather proud of his own shock

of soft white hair.

That 's why you were in such a haste

to marry me, I suppose," growled Mr.

James. "You had no trouble of that

kind yourself."

"Trouble? It's only your mother

protects me. I was going down town

in a 'bus to-day, and there I saw your
mother coming out of one of those abo-

lition meetings of her cousin, Wendell

Phillips, I told her he'd be hanged
some day, and there opposite sat an

old gentleman, older than I, sir, and he

said to me, 'Married. *ir ''. So am I, sir.

Married again only last week. Been
married fifty years, but this one 's a

great improvement on the first om
can assure you. She brushes my /

That 's more than you can get a wife to

do for you, James !

"

The father and son chirruped in uni-

son.
" Did you tell my mother of your re-

solve to try apain, sir ?
"

1 lid, I did. and that my next choice

was no incendiary abolitionist, either. I

told her I 'd asked her already, to keep
her disengaged, old MissVirginia Pyn-
cheon, you know; and, egad! if your mo-

ther did n't cut her to-day in the street!

But what do you think of old Jamie?"
;..n't know what to think. He cer-

tainly seems very ill."

i. James," said the old man,
<

why
d.d you laugh that day? If only the

fairy stories about changing old clerks to

fairy princes came true ! She could not

have married any one to love her lil
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XXI.

Jamie had had no letter for ninny
weeks. The clerks talked about it Day
by day he would go through the pile of

letters on his desk in regular order, but

with trembling fingers ; day by day he

would lay them all aside, with notes for

their answers. Then he would go for a

moment into the great dark vault of the

bank, where the bonds and stocks were

kept, and come out rubbing his specta-

cles. The clerks would have forged a

letter for him had they deemed it possi-

ble. There was talk even of sending a

round-robin to Mrs. St. Clair.

It was a shorter walk from Salem

Street than it liad been from his daugh-
ter's mansion, and poor Jamie had not

so much time each day to calculate the

chances of a letter being there. Alas, a

glance of the eye sufficed. Her notes

were always on squarish white notepaper
sealed in the middle (they still used no

envelopes in those days), and were easy
to see behind the pile of business letters

and telegrams. And the five minutes

of hope between breakfast and the bank

were all old Jamie had to carry him

through the day, for her letters never ar-

rived in the afternoon.

But this foggy day Jamie came down
conscious of a certain tremor of antici-

pation. It has been said that he had no

religion, but he had ventured to pray the

night before, to pray that he might

get a letter. He was wondering if it were

not wrong to invoke the Deity for such

selfish things. For the Deity (if there

were one, indeed) seemed very far off

and awful to Jamie. That there was any-

thing trivial or foolish in the prayer did

not occur to Jamie ; it probably would

have occurred to Mercedes.

But he got to the office at the usual

time. The clerks were not looking at

him (had he known it, a bad sign), and
he cast his eye hastily over the pile.

Then his face grew fixed once more.

letter from her was there, and he began
to go through them all in routine order.

the telegrams first.

The next thing that happened, the

nearest clerk heard a sound, and looked

iij).
his finger on the column of figures

and "
carrying

"
31 in his head. Old

Jamie spoke to him. "I I must go
out for an hour or two/' he said. U I

have a train to meet." His face was

radiant, and all the clerks were looking
up l>y this time. No one spoke, and Ja-

mie went away.
" Did you see, he was positively blush-

ing," said the teller.

There was a momentary cessation of

all business at the bank. When old Mr.

Bowdoin came in, on his way down to

the wharf, he was struck at once with

the atmosphere of the place.

"What's the matter?" he asked.
" You look like you 'd all had your sala-

ries raised."
44 Old Jamie 's got his foreign mail."

said the cashier.

But Jamie went out into the street

to think of it undisturbed. It was a

telegram :
" Am coming on to-morrow.

Meet me at five, Worcester depot . M KK-

CEDES." She did not say anything about

St. Clair, and Jamie felt sure he was

not coming.
The fog had cleared away by this time,

and he went mechanically down to the

old counting-room on the wharf. Harles-

ton Bowdoin was there alone, and Jam it-

found himself facing the young man be-

fore he realized where his legs had car-

ried him.
" What is it, Jamie ?

"
said Harley.

She's coming on to make me a

visit," said Jamie simply. "Mercedes

Mrs. St. Clair. I mean." Tben he

wandered out, passing Mr. Bowdoin on

the stairs. He did not tell him the news,

and the old gentleman nearly eboked in

bis desire to speak of it. As be entered

the otlire. "Has be told you?" cried

Harleston.

"Has he told tjnu
>
"
echoed the old



l.-man. II -.id. Then Mr.

Rowdoin turned and bolted up the str

Jamie.

"Old fellow, why don't you ha

vacation, just a few d .ink

can -pare you, and Bui

hand was on the old clerk's should- i.

"Master llarley wull ha* told ye?
in na on. :ie affairs,"

said Jam

>e, nonsense. When is she

coming?
"

Jamie told him.

Why don't you take the one-forty

and meet her at Worcester? She may
have to go back lo-morrow."

Jamie started. It was clear be had

not thought of this. As they entered the

bank, Mr. Bowdoin cried out to Stan-

chion, the cashier, '! want to borrow

McMurt : he day, on business of

my oun."
44

Certainly, sir," said Mr. Stanchion.

Jamie went.

o is no happiness so great as

happiness to come, for then it kas not

begun to go. If the streets of the celes-

tial city are as bright to Jamie as those

a Huston were that day, he should have

.aveii. It was yet two hours

il train went, but he had no

thought of food. He passed a florist's ;

thru turned, ami . blushing, to

buy a bunch of roses. He was not anx-

ious for the time to come, such pleasure

lay in war ; Wh.-n at last the train

start> stance to Worcester never

seemed so short. He was to come back

over it with b>

In the car he got some water for hU

roses, but dared not smell of them lest

their fragrance should be diminished.

K-hing Worcester, he had halt

an hour to wait; then th New Y-

DM trundling in. As the cars

rolb-d
bj.

window , the day was hot, and at an

opened one Jamie saw the face of his
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The next morning, old Mr. Janu'>

in got up even earlier than usual,

with an undefined sense of pleasure. As
was his wont, he walked across the street

half an hour before breakfast in

the Common. The old crossing-sweeper
was already there, to receive his p
and the orange-woman, expectant, sold

her apex orange to him for a silver thri-

penny bit as his before-breakfast while

awaiting the more dignified cunctation

of his auguster spouse.

The old gentleman's mind was run-

ning on McMurtagh ; and a robuster grin

than usual encouraged even others than

Bartered pensioners to come up to

him for largess. Mr. Bowdoin's eyes
wandered from the orange-woman to the

telescope-man, and thence to an old elm

with one gaunt dead limb that stretched

out over the dawn. It was very plea-

sant that summer morning- and he felt

no hurry to go in t ast.

Love was the best tiling in the world ;

then why did it make the misery of it?

I low irradiated old Jamie's face had been

the day before ! Yet Jamie would never

have gone to meet her at Worcester, had

he not given him the bint Dear, dear,

what could be done for St. Clair, as he

called himself ? Mr. Bowdoin half sus-

pected there had been trouble at the

bank. lea such a pretty creature,

too ! Only, Abby really never would

do for her what she might have done.

Why were women so impatient of each

other? Old Mr. Bowdoin felt vaguely
it was they who were responsible

for the social }>l.iu..im ; and he looked

at bis watch.

Heavens ! five minutes past -

Mr. Il.iwdoin Kt uj> hurriedly, and,

nodding to the orange-woman. -Imtllrd

into his house. But it was too late ; Mrs.

Bowdoin sat rigid behind the coftV

Harley looked up with a twinkle in hi>

eye.
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-.Iain.-. I should think, at your time

of life, you'd stop rambling over the

Common before breakfast. in carpet

slippers, too, when you know I *ve

been up so late the night before at a

meeting in behalf of"

A sudden twinkle flashed over the old

gentleman's rosy face ; then he becam-

solemn, preternaturally solemn. Har-

ley caught the expression and listened in-

tently. Mrs. Bowdoin, pouring out cream

as if it were coals of fire on his head,

was not looking at him.
" There !

"
gasped old Mr. Bowdoin,

dropping heavily into a chair. "
Always

said it would happen. I feel faint !

"

** James ?
"

said Mrs. Bowdoin.
"
Always said it would happen and

there 's your cousin, Wendell Phillips,

out on the Common, hanging stark on

the limb of an elm-tree."
" James !

"

"
Always said it would come to this.

Perhaps you 'd go out in carpet slippers,

if you saw your wife's cousin hanged be-

fore your eyes
"

" JAMES !

"
cried Mrs. Bowdoin. But

the old lady was equal to the occasion ;

she rose (
" and no one there to cut

him down !

"
interpolated the old gentle-

man feebly) and went to the door.

The two men got up and ran to the win-

dow. There was something of a crowd

around the old elm-tree ; and, pressing

their noses against the pane, they could

see the old lady crossing the street.

"I think, sir," said Mr. Harley to

his grandfather,
"

it 's about time to get

down town." And they took their straw

hats and sallied forth. But as they
walked down the shady side of the street,

old Mr. Bowdoin's progress became sub-

ject to impediments of laughter, which

were less successfully suppressed as they

got farther away, and in which the young
man finally joined.

"
Though it 's really

too bad," he added, by way of
]>r<

now laughing harder than his grand-
father.

I 'm going to get her that carriage

(,'u/t/. [February,

to-day," said the elder deprecatingly.
Then, as if to change the subject,

**
Di^l

you see old Jamie after he left, yester-

day :

"

I think I caught him in a florist's,

buying flowers," answered Harley.
"
Buying flowers !

" The old gentle-

man burst into such a roar that the

passers in the crowded street stopped
there to look at him, and went down

town the merrier for it.
" At a flori-

But what were you doing ?
"

he closed,

with sudden gravity.
" All right, governor, quite all right.

I was buying them for grandma's birth-

day. That 's all over. Though I 'm

sorry for her, just the same. How does

the man live, now ?
"

k< Jamie says he 's doing well," an-

swered the other hurriedly.
"
By the

way, stop at the bank and tell them to

give old Jamie a holiday to-day. He 'd

never take it of himself."
" Are n't you coming down ?

"
Harley

spoke as he turned in by Court Square ;

a poor neighborhood then, and surround-

ed by the police lodging-houses and

doubtful hotels.

"Not that way," said Mr. Bowdoin.
" I hate to see the faces one meets about

there, poor things. Hope the flowers

will get up to your grandmother, Har-

ley ; she '11 need 'em !

" And the old

man went off with a final chuckle.

"
Hanging on a tree ! Well, 't would

be a good thing for the country if he

were." Of such mental inconsistencies

were benevolent old gentlemen then ca-

pable.

But when Harley reached the bank,

though it was late, Jamie had not yet

arrived. Harley thought he know the

reason of this ; but when old Mr. Bow-

doin came, at noon, the clerk was still

away ; and the old gentleman, who had

been merry all day, looked suddenly

grave, and waited. At one Jamie came

in, hurrying.
* I hoped you would have taken a holi-

day to-day," said Mr. Bowdoin.
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Ih 1own to close the books,"

IK it >harply. Mr. Bow-

doin looked at him.

Mr. St inchioc uld have done that.

Stanchion !

"

arly done

man, hurrying to the window.

I ; . and close the

books myself, if Mr. Stanchion will for-

give me." He spoke calmly ; he gave
both men a Bidden sense of sorrow. Mr.

Howdoin accompanied him behind the

rail.

lie. Jamie, you need the rest, and

des"
" She has gone back, sir and I

have business in New York. I must ask

for three days off, beginning to-morrow."

You shall have it, Jamie, you shall

have it. But why did you not go back

with Mercedes

Jamie made no reply but to bury his

face in the ledger, and the old gentle-

man went away. The bank closed at

two o'clock ; by that time Jamie had not

half finished his figuring. The cashier

went, and the teller ; each with a good-

night," to which .Jamie hardly respond-
ed. The messenger went, first asking,
"Can I help you with the safe

which .lamie gave a grutV I am not

ready." The day watchman went, and
the night watchman cam.-. e;ich with

his greeting. Jamie nodded. " You are

late to-day."
" I had to be." Last of

all. Hurley Bow.l in came in (one sus-

pects, at his grandfather's request), on

his way home from the old counting-room
on the wharves.

ill working, Jamie
*

I must work until I tini>h. Mr. Har-

said Harley, but

a ship cam

"A ship

only the Maine Lady. Well,

good-night, Jami. .

Mr. II,.:

had never used the Mr." to Harley he-

f all the Bowdoius ; and now it

1 emphasized, even. The young
man stopped.

Tell me, Jamie, can I help you in

anythi

cried old .lamie ; and Harley
lied.

Left alone, Jamie laid down his pen.
It seemed his figuring was done. Bat

he continued to sit, motionless, upon his

high stool. For Mercedes had told him,

between Worcester and Boston, that her

David would be in prison, perhaps for

life, unless he could get him twenty thou-

sand dollars within forty-eight hours.

had pleaded with him all the way
to Hoston, all the way in the carriage

down to the little house. His roses had

been forgotten in the car. In vain he

told her that he had no money.
She could not see that St. Clair had

done anything wrong ; it was a persecu-

tion of his partners, she said ; the stock

of a customer had been pledged for his

own debt. Jamie understood the offense

well enough. And then, in the evening.

he had known that she was soon to have

a child. But with this money all would

be forgiven ; and David would go back

to New Orleans, where his friends urged
him to return, in his old profession/'

Could not Jamie borrow it, even? said

It was not then, but at the dawn, af-

ter a sleepless night, that Jamie had

come to his decision. After all, what

was his life, or his future, yes, or his

honor worth to any one ? His memory,
when he died, what mattered it to any
one but Mercedes herself? And she

would not remember him long. Wat
it not a species of selfishness like his

presumption in loving her to care so

for his own good name ? So he bad

told Mercedes that he " would arrange
Vfter her burst of tears and grati-

tude, she became anxious about David ;

she feared he might destroy himself.

So Jamie had pat her on the moinine;

train, and promised to follow that night
The clock struck six, and the watch-
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man passed l>v on his rounds,

there \

"I 'in nearly done," said Jamie.

The cash drawer lay beside him
; at a

glance he saw the bills were there, suf-

ficient for his purpose. He took up four

rolls, each one labeled " $5000 "on tl it-

paper band. Then he laid them on the

desk again. He opened the day-book to

make the necessary false entry. Which
account was least likely to be drawn

upon ? Jamie turned the leaves rapidly.
" James Bowdoin's Sons." Not that.

"The Maine Lady." He took up the

pen, started to make the entry ; then

dashed it to the floor, burying his face

in his hands.

He could not do it. The old book-

keeper's whole life cried out against a

sin like that. To falsify the books!

Closing the ledger, he took up the cash

drawer and started for the safe. The
watchman came in again.

"Done?" said he.

"
Done," said Jamie.

The watchman went out, and Jamie en-

tered the roomy old safe. He put the

ledgers and the cash drawer in their

places ; but the sudden darkness blinded

his eyes. In it he saw the face of his

Mercedes, still sad but comforted, as he

had left her at the train that morning.
He wiped the tears away and tried to

think. He looked around the old vault,

where so much money, idle money,

money of dead people, lay mouldering

away ; and not one dollar of it to save

his little girl.

Then his eye fell on the old box on the

upper shelf. A hanged pirate's money !

He drew the box down ; the key still

was on his bunch ; he opened the chest.

There the gold pieces lay in their can-

vas bag ; no one had thought of them for

twenty years. Now, as a thought struck

him, he took down some old ledgers,

ledgers of the old firm of James Bow-

doin's Sons, that had been placed there

for safe-keeping. He opened one after

another hurriedly ; then, getting the right

one, he came out into the light, and, find-

ing the index, turned to the page con-

taining this entry :

Dr. Pirates.

June 24, 1829 : To account of

whom it may concern (pp. 8/8 &
doubloons) $20,911.00

He dipped his pen in ink, and with

a firm hand wrote opposite :

Cr.

June 22, 1848. By money
stolen by James McMurtagh, to

be accounted for --'0,911.00

Then the old clerk drew a line across

the account, returned the ledger to its

place in the safe, and locked the heavy
iron doors. The canvas bag was in his

hands ; the chest he had put back, empty.
F. J. Stimson.

UNCLAIMED ESTATES.

ONE of the most hopeless delusions

prevalent in the United States, as allur-

ing as the search for the philosopher's
stone of the Middle Ages, and not con-

fined to the illiterate classes, is the belief

that there are in Europe estates innu-

merable, and of unlimited value, await-

ing rightful heirs and claimants. In the

mean time these estates are supposed to

be locked up in Probate or Chancery
courts, in the Bank of England and sim-

ilar institutions, or in the occupancy of

fraudulent, or wrongful, if innocent, ten-

ants.

Most of the claimants of these estates

are probably ignorant how well found-

ed their claims may be ; the idea of their

having any claim having been first sug-
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gested to them by the adveiti.> inents,

catalogues, or circulars of fraudul.

unscrupulous claim agents. The latter

nnes compile a list of iiam-

porting to be those of persons who have

been advertised for in proceedings in

the Court of Chancery, and otherwise,

MI money and property ; also the

names of testators in cases in which

heirs are not known, and of persons ad-

vertised for in respect to unclaimed divi-

dends. The agents also state that on the

receipt of one guinea they will search

records and documents relating to any
name in the list, which in one publica-

tion extends over 228 pages, containing
four columns of 67 names each, making
a grand total of over 60,000 names, af-

ter allowing over 1000 for repetitions,

which seem to be numerous. Out of this

prodigious number of lost estates and

heirs, the agents are sure to attract a

goodly number of persons who will for-

ward a guinea on the chance, particu-

larly when it is stated that "if by any
chance a name should not be connected

with money or property the fees are at

once returned." The unscrupulous agent
not only does not waste any time in in-

vestigating the claim after the guinea is

received, but from time to time sends in

a bill of charges for sums professedly ex-

pended in searches and legal proceedings,
and

j.l.
;i.U delays and obstacles of all

kinds in getting possession of the estate

sought for. It would be interesting to

know how many guinea fees are ever re-

turned. There are doubtless some bona

fide cases of claims to estates being

brought to trial, though no successful

ones are known.

Claims of this class, which generally
are entirely imaginary and delusive, dif-

fer in this respect from the celebrated

>rne case, which occurred in Eng-
land in 1874, where there was an actual

estate and a really lost heir, and where
the claimant was the only fraud ul,

ture. Whether the idea of person i t y i n -

the lost Roger Tichborne originated in

i.. LX xvii. NO. 460. If.

.vn brain, or was suggest-

ed to him by designing persons who hoped
to livr on him when he came into posses-
>ion. will probably never be known. It

is stated that the claimant, after serving
out his sentence of imprisonment at hard

labor, confessed that he was a butcher

of the name of Orton, and that his whole

claim was fraudulent, as had been con-

clusively proved at the trial. The costs

to the rightful owners were enormous,
and hampered the estate for some yean,

though, fortunately, the affair happened

during the minority of the heir. It was

astonishing that a large number of intelli-

gent persons could be found to subscribe

to the fund in aid of the false claimant.

Had he been successful, he would have

been the counterpart of Tittlebat Tit-

mouse, the claimant in the well-known

story Ten Thousand a Year, which was

written many years before the Tichborne

case occurred.

The Department of State at Wash-

ington and our legations and embassies

abroad are inundated with inquiries con-

cerning
* unclaimed estates," indicating

in every case that there is a fraudulent

estate agent in the background as prime
mover in the matter. In reply to the

writers, the Department of State has pre-

pared printed circulars, based on the

reports of our diplomatic officials in Eu-

rope, exposing the designsof claim agents,
and indicating the proper methods of

searching for estates, though at the same
time pointing out the futility of doing
so. As far as our officials are aware,
after the most careful inquiries, not a

single so-called unclaimed estate
"
has

ever been found, nor has any occupant
of a known estate ever been dispossessed

in favor of a new claimant In some

cases where the fraud was palpable, our

diplomatic agents have taken measures

to have legal proceedings instituted, and
with success, against several fraudulent

agents. These have resulted in the clot-

ing of the agencies, and the conviction

and punishment of the guilty parties.
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Such is the general view of the MI!>-

ject, but a fe\v instances and particulars

may be of interest and advantage to the

public, and may deter credulous persons

from wasting time and good money on

fraudulent agents and unfounded claims.

It is also wi-11 for claim agents and claim-

ants to know at the start that the trans-

mission through the mail of letters con-

taining schemes for the purpose of ob-

taining money or property under false

pretenses is forbidden by law, and that

the governments of the United States

and Great Britain are in accord to inter-

cept such letters, and bring the senders,

if possible, to trial and punishment. The

only case in this country which has been

prosecuted with the result of convicting

and punishing the estate agent was un-

der the provisions of the law against

using the mails for the purpose of swin-

dling the public. The English convic-

tions were for obtaining money under

false pretenses.

The principal claims brought to the

notice of our embassy in England are

those against the Jennens, or Jennings,
the Hedges, the Bradford, the Hyde,
the Home, and the Townley estates, to

say nothing of the many claims to un-

told sums of money said to be lying in

the Bank of England, or in Chancery, or

in the public funds of England or India.

The Jennings claimants have become

so numerous that a Jennings Claim As-

sociation, located at last accounts in Can-

ada, has been formed, with entrance fees

and assessments levied annually for the

benefit of the unscrupulous managers
who pretend to act for the deluded mem-
bers. Applications to the Department
of State by claimants of the Jennings es-

tate had already become so numerous in

1844 that our minister in London at that

time, after consulting a firm of well-

known solicitors there, ascertained that

the lost estate in question belonged to

one John Jennens of Erdington and

Birmingham, who died in 1653, and
whose estates eventually passed to one

[February,

William Jennens, who died in 179S, pos-

sessed of about 2,000,<Mii i >h
i-ling. As

he had omitted to si- n his will, his estates

passed to his heir-at-law, George "Wil-

liam Augustus Cur/.on, and in 1844 be-

longed to Earl Howe, the head of the

Curzon family. Mr. Jennens's personal

property passed to his cousin, and was

divided among Earl Beauchamp and

others. The claim to the estate has born

repeatedly before the courts ; and in No-

vember, 1880, Vice-Chancellor Malins,

in the case of " Willis and others vs.

Earl Howe and others," when giving

judgment against the claimant, is said to

have remarked,
" If such a claim could

be allowed after a period of eighty-two

years, no one would be safe in the pos-

session of his property." As regards this

estate, it is therefore safe to say that

there is not the slightest hope for any

claimant, and that the Jennings Claim

Association is only a trap to catch credu-

lous persons, any payments by the mem-
bers of the association being so much
lost money put into the pockets of sharp-

ers.

The Hedges estate, funds belonging
to which are supposed to be lying in the

Bank of England, stands upon nearly

the same footing as the Jennings estate.

The deputy governor of the Bank of

England informed the American lega-

tion in London, about two years ago, that

no funds could be found standing on

their books in the name of Sir Charles

Hedges, and that the investigation of a

well-known genealogist showed that Sir

Charles Hedges's will had been duly

proved by his son William, who inherit-

ed his property and left a number of

descendants. The Bradford, Hyde, and

Home estates were also described by the

same authority as ordinary myths by
which m.my persons had been beguiled.

The Bank of England accountants further

state that there are no large unclaimed

sums on their books. Such sums as there

are can be obtained only by identifica-

tion of the stock or investment by the
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legal representatives, or by proceedings
in the Court of Chancery. The bank is

not the custodian of any real estate what-

soever, nor of th- y of persons

l intestate, nor of unclaimed divi-

dend- i; \, and it is useless to

inquire of the bank for deposits held for

any one's benefit All stocks or divi-

li m;(l.limed for ten years are trans-

it to the Commissioners for the re-

duction of the national debt, who will

always refund the same to lawful owners

proving title. No lists of unclaimed funds

in the Bank of England have been pub-
lished since 1845, it having been found

that such lists were used to deceive cred-

ulous persons. A list of unclaimed funds

in Chancery, which amount to only about

1,000,000 sterling, is published every
three years in the London Gazette ; but

the amount in each case is not stated,

and the names of the parties to the suit

in which such funds have been deposited

^ ordinarily entirely different from

those of the original owners of the pro-

perty, it would be useless to apply for

them merely under the original owners'

names. Prior to the Probate Act of

1858 English wills were filed in local

courts, mostly under the jurisdiction of

the bishops, and consequently are ex-

ly difficult to find ; but since 1858

duplicates have been sent to Somerset

1 1 -use, where copies can be obtained for

a small fee.

Lawrence Townley, or Chase, es-

tate in England seems to be singled out

by swindlers for their special efforts, and,

i* the one in which these

false agents, under many aliases, have

been brought to bay and punished. This

estate, claimed by many persons of the

name of Lawrence and Chase, was repre-
sented to consist of $800,000,000, more
or less, lyinij in the Bank

awm ion. As a fact, there

is no money in that bank belonging to any
Townley, Lawrence Townley. or Chase

estate. One excuse for the claims was
an act of Parliament passed in August,

1884, which was supposed to distribute

this property. The Townley estate, which

is situated in the counties of Lancashire

and Yorkshire, has been for a very long
i the possession of its rightful own-

ers, and there are no unknown or Ameri-

can heirs to any portion of it. The act

of Parliament in question was merely to

arrange some equities arising under suc-

cessive marriage settlements and con-

veyances executed at various times, and
to carry out a decree of the Court of

Chancery in an amicable suit brought for

that purpose. The American claimants

of this estate were advertised for and

encouraged by a person calling himself

Colonel James F. Jacquess, with a con-

federate named Howell Thomas. These

two swindlers were finally stopped in their

career by the London police. Thomas
was convicted of swindling Jacquess, and

sentenced to five years' penal servitude.

Jacquess was tried later for conspiring
with Thomas to obtain money under false

pretenses, was convicted, and sentenced

at the Old Bailey, November 29, 1894,

to twenty months' imprisonment at hard

labor. The trial and conviction in the

tinted States of William Lord Moore, a

swindler of the same class, will be nar-

rated later on. Doubtless these will not

be the last cases of this kind of impos-

ture, as almost incredibly large gains are

made by such nefarious proceedings.

Colonel Jacquess, at the preliminary

hearing in the police court in July, 1894,

confessed that he had received from his

dupes in America about 10,000 between

1876 and 1885, and that between 1885

and 1894 he had received at leant

000. Like most adventurers of this class,

he had, according to his own account,

bad a great variety of occupations. He

had been a teacher in a ladies' school, a

preacher, a private in the ranks as well

as colonel and general in our civil war,

and an official in our general pout-office;

had engaged in commercial pursuits ; had

started an employment bureau for eman-

cipated negroes ; and finally was called
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to the bar, but never practiced. At the

second examination of Jacquess, Octo-

ber 3, 1894, William E. French, one of

the American witnesses, of the firm of

William French & Co., of Evansville,

Indiana, and a business partner of Jona-

than Jacquess, a brother of the colonel,

deposed that Colonel Jacquess and an

attorney named Karr had told him that

two brothers named Lawrence, living in

America, were the rightful heirs to the

Townley estate, and that these two Law-

rences, not having sufficient money to

prosecute their claims to it, were raising

money on bonds. The witness agreed to

buy bonds of the face value of $25,000,

paying $500 for them. On the bonds was

printed a statement that the Lawrences

were the true heirs, and on the back was

the following ;
'* The Court of Chancery

of England, ordered by the House of

Commons, February 23, 1865, decided

that the Lawrence Townley estate re-

mains unsettled, and is yet subject to a

claimant, and marked in the Chancery
book ' Heirs gone to America.'

" The
court also issued the following decree :

" that the heirs of Mary Townley, who
married a Lawrence and settled in Amer-

ica, are the legal heirs of the estate."

Witness said that he had purcliased sub-

sequently more of the bonds, at a total

face value of $100,000. Since then he

had dined with Colonel Jacquess, who
said that proceedings with regard to the

estate were progressing favorably.

The prosecuting attorney did not con-

sider that this testimony was sufficient to

establish the charge of obtaining money
under false pretenses, nor was that the

question then at issue. This suit, in fact,

was brought by Jacquess against Thomas,
whom he had employed as his solicitor

in getting claims through the courts, to

force him to account for the sums he

had received from his American victims,

and was decided in favor of Jacquess,
Thomas being sentenced to imprisonment.
It was in consequence of the evidence

brought out at this trial that Jacquess

and Thomas were jointly tried on the

charge of obtaining money under false

pretenses. It must be said to the credit

of Thomas that, when acting for Jacquess,
he had really done his best to get the

claim to the Townley estate through the

courts, beginning with the Queen's Bench

Division of the High Court of Justice.

Here it was referred to a judge in Cham-

bers, who in his turn referred it to the

Divisional Court, which struck out the

statement of claim as being frivolous

and vexatious, and dismissed the action.

Another action brought in the Chancery
Division was likewise dismissed. The
case was then taken up to the Court of

Appeal, where it was dismissed as being
vexatious and oppressive. Thomas next

carried it before the House of Lords,

which confirmed the decision of the Court

of Appeal, and settled the question final-

ly. After all this litigation, it is not

astonishing that there was no money left

to turn over to Jacquess. All the papers
in the case were then sent to the pub-
lic prosecutor, and criminal proceedings
were taken against Thomas to force him

to account to Jacquess, with the result

that Thomas was sent to prison. It was,

however, a case of a thief catching a

thief, as was proved in the subsequent
trial of the two together, when Thomas

pleaded guilty, and Jacquess was con-

victed by the verdict of the jury. The

judge, in passing sentence, remarked

that he should have been glad to impose
a heavy fine to deprive Thomas and

Jacquess of their ill-gotten gains ; but as

it appeared that they were both without

means, he could only sentence them to

imprisonment for as foul a conspiracy as

men could well concoct. Jacquess was

seventy-four years old, and Thomas for-

ty-three.

It may be serviceable to those claim-

ing, or planning to claim, estates in

England to know, on the authority of

the American embassy in London, that

under recent statutes known as the Per-

sonal Property Act, the Real Property
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Limitation Act, and the Intestate Act

ttempt to recover real estate from

the Crown or individuals after a lapse
of twelve years, which may be extended

to thirty under certain circumstances.

and personal property after a lapse of

twenty years after the time at which the

right to bring an action or suit for the

recovery thereof shall have first accrued

to the person making the claim, however

valid the claim to the property may have

been originally, is certain to end in fail-

ure.

Holland is another country where it is

supposed by many Americans that vast

estates, from the value of twelve mil-

lion dollars down, have been lying un-

claimed for the last two hundred years,
and that nothing is necessary but to de-

mand them at some probate office. For

the last seventeen years the American

legation at the Hague has notified claim-

ants, either directly or through the De-

partment of State, that there are no

probate courts in Holland, and that wills

are generally deposited in the care of the

notary who draws them up. He makes
a duplicate copy, and enters the title and

subject matter under a number in his

register, which is examined and verified

by the registrar once a month. It is evi-

dent, where names, dates, and localities

are lacking, as is generally the case in

the communications of claimants, that.

after the lapse of one or two generations,
estates can be found only, if at all, by ex-

advertising. In 1852 the Dutch
Parliament established a state eommU-
sion for the settlement of claims on the

estates of deceased persons, as well as

those against the government This com-

mission gave notice that all claims to pro-

perty then in their hands must be sent in

within five years and six months, after

which time, such estates would escheat

to the state. The great estate sou-

in Holland is thatofaGeneral Metxgar,
who died about two hundred yean ago,

leaving, as is currently supposed, some
twelve millions of dollars. One of tin
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claimants admitted to our minister at

the Hague that if ordinary interest were

added to the principal of this claim all the

European governments together would

be unable to pay it, but that she was

willing to wait for the interest Being

discouraged by her reception at the lega-

tion, she presented her claim which

had been begnilingly drawn up by a

French attorney in the shape of a large

pamphlet in person to the king, at the

door of his palace. In due time she re-

ceived a reply from the finance minister

that the whole matter had been several

times examined by the courts, and decided

adversely to the claimants. In most of

the Dutch claims the family name alone

of the testator is given, but neither the

name, the place of death, nor the location

of the estate is supplied to assist in track-

ing it No official notice of unclaimed

Dutch estates is ever inserted in foreign

newspapers, and therefore the lists of

unclaimed estates published by agents
are not from official sources, as asserted

by them.

Our embassy in -Paris does not give
the names of any claimants of estates,

but says that the number of inquiries

is large, and that in no case has the

existence of the supposed estate or of

the unclaimed fortune been verified.

The legislation of France is such as to

dispose effectually, and without appeal,
of all claims, even If inherently just

and founded on an actual and known

heritage, which were not presented and

proven within the period prescribed by
the French statute of limitations. Un-
der French law, the liquidation of estates

is ordinarily in the hands of a notary,
and in searching for an estate the usual

method is to address a circular letter to

every notary in the city and department
where the estate is likely to be, giving
the name and date of death of the ori-

ginal owner. When there is no landed

state, the heirs-at-law can divide the

property among themselves without legal

proceedings. If nobody claims an estate.
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the state takes it in trust, and the De-

partment of Justice inserts notices of the

fart in the official journal. The period

of proscription as regards unclaimed

estates is thirty years from the date of

decease, after which all claims are barred,

unless some irregularity in the liquida-

tion can be proven.
In Germany there is likewise a statute

of limitations, and there too not a case

is known to our embassy where the ex-

istence of an unclaimed estate has been

verified. As a rule, the data furnished

by claimants are insufficient to substanti-

ate any claim, or to identify the locality

of a single estate, even when the statute

of limitations does not apply to great

periods of time elapsing since the tes-

tator's death. One great drawback for

the claimants is the absence of all pro-

bate machinery, and the fact that estates

are usually divided amicably among the

heirs without resort to any court, trans-

fers of landed estate being made on the

land register of the locality, in the pre-

sence of the grantor and grantee. Wills

have to be deposited in a court during
the lifetime of the testator, except in the

Rhine provinces, where a will entirely

holographic is valid. Wills are opened

by the court for interested parties when

they produce a certificate of death, or

at any rate six weeks after the testa-

tor's known death. After fifty-six years
have elapsed since deposit of the will

without information of the testator's

death, the supposed heirs are summoned

by advertisement to appear. If in six

months no one comes forward, the will is

opened, to ascertain whether charitable

institutions are mentioned in it. If this

be the case, such beneficiaries are called

upon to prove the death of the testator.

The will is then closed again. When
the fact of death is established, the will

is opened once more, and published. A
certificate of heirship is issued by the

court on adequate proof. If the proof
is inadequate, or no heirs come forward,
a further notice of three months is given
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in the official gazette ; and should this

receive no response, the state regards
the property as derelict, and takes pos-

session of it. Even then, if a right-

ful heir appears within thirty years, his

title is acknowledged under certain re-

strictions. Continued possession by the

state for these thirty years gives a valid

title, if not disputed in the mean time, in

which case it is temporarily in the cus-

tody of a special official. As there are

several hundred courts thus holding es-

tates, it is essential that claimants should

ascertain accurately which court holds

the estate in trust. As far as can be

learned by Ihe embassy, after careful in-

quiry, there is not at present any large

estate that for more than thirty years
has been awaiting distribution, and every
effort to discover alleged unclaimed es-

tates has been fruitless. The consuls

have permission to investigate claims to

estates when their official duties permit,

and if remuneration for their services be

guaranteed.
The above gives the history of un-

claimed estates in Europe ; there are

no large or important ones; and yet,

in spite of the wide circulation of the

facts by our Department of State, and

by our embassies and legations abroad,

for the past fifty years, and of the de-

tection, conviction, and punishment of

several claim agents, the imposture, as it

offers such large returns, still goes on, and

as many moths as ever singe themselves

in the flame of alluring advertisements

and circulars of unscrupulous agents.

One of the most daring and successful

of these swindlers was William Lord

Moore, of 5 Ingersol Road, London, Eng-

land, with a connection in N \\ York

styled the European Claims Agency,
E. Ross, Manager. Moore's real name

was Howard, and as his trial is the iir-t

one of the kind that has occurred in this

country, it may be interesting to know
the history of the man, and his system
of procedure as developed at his trial.

That this is the only instance of one of
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this class of swindlers being brought to

bay and convicted in this country is not

owing to there bein^ no other persons

equally guilu. but to the fact that in

I of thU kind, extending as they do

all over th- States, and r

in foreign countries.

it is difficult for any one victim to bring

a suit, or for the numerous dupes to com-

bine against the swindlers. It was not

until the numerous complaints to the

police Voik and other cities,

and to our embassy in London, against

Howard, obliged the United States gov-
ernment to take some steps for the pro-

tection of its citizens that anything was

done to check these systematic frauds.

In May, 1892, letters inquiring about

Moore in London and Howard in the

I States having poured in to the

embassy, Mr. Lincoln, our minister at

that time, wrote to the British Post-

master-General, calling his attention to

Moore's correspondence, and suggesting
I-- British post-office should stop

the delivery to Moore of letters coming
from the United States, and return to

the writers any valuable inclosures found

therein. Otherwise it seemed impossible
to put a stop to the scheme in England,

persons imposed upon in the United

States were not of a class that could af-

ford a journey to England to give the

necessary testimony in an ordinary crimi-

nal prosecution. The Postmaster-Gen-

eral, in reply, regretted that he could not

meet t ies in regard to

the detention of Moore's letters, as he

,Ml.-r the facts in the case

sufficient to warrant him in intercepting
1'ut suggested that if it seemed

necessary for the protection of its citi-

ican government should

detain at New York registered letters ad-

dressed to Moore in England. He would
send to the legation, how.

of inquiry in regard to Moore which

MO from the United States.

Mr. Lincoln at once wrote to the De-

partment of State at Washington, inclin-

ing the correspondence, and stating that,

with the assistance of the London police,

1 found Moore, who had confessed

his swindles, and promised to discontinue

them, but that letters were being con-

stantly received at the legation which in-

I that the business was being still

on, in spite of warn-

ings sent out to America through the

Associated Press. Mr. Lincoln also

called the Secretary's attention to the act

of Congress of September 19, 1890, al-

lowing the Postmaster-General, on suffi-

cient evidence of fraud, to stop registered

letters and return them to the writers.

This correspondence was printed by the

Department of State as a circular to be

sent in answer to letters of inquiry from

victims, and the prosecution of Howard
shows that Mr. Lincoln's suggestions
were adopted.
At the time of his arrest, in 1893, at

Jackson, Tennessee, George Frederic

Burgoyne Howard had been known for

some years as a preacher and prominent
member of the Central Fairview Associ-

ation of the Baptist Church, whence he

derived the prefix
" Rev." or * Dr." He

also edited a religions periodical in New
York, entitled The Fairview Advocate,

previously The True Baptist, in which

he ad\ he fraudulent foreign-es-

tate scheme of which he was convicted.

Hut he appears first to have come into

prominence by a suit for fifty thousand

dollars damages brought by him against

well-known citizens and newspapers of

the city of Jackson and the State of Ten-

nessee for defamation of character. This

suit, lasting for months, during win

history was traced through more than

one of the States and to Europe, re-

sulted in a verdict of one cent damages
for the plaintiff. The doctor had then,

II has, a host of faithful friends,

convinced !" hi- honesty and inno.

the termination of the damage
suit, which practically amounted to a de-

feat, he returned to his pastoral duties

for a while, and then, in 1890, moved
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to New York, nominally to practice law ;

returning to Jackson from time to time

to pay up the expenses of his lawsuit.

In New York lie opened an office at

227 Grand Street, under the name of

E. Ross, as a European claims agent.

Here he succeeded in deceiving hun-

dreds of simple-minded persons and in

avoiding legal proceedings. When offi-

cers went,to arrest him, he had left for

foreign parts. In 1891 he appeared at 5

Ingersol Road, Shepherds Bush, London,
as William Lord Moore, and continued

his dishonest career by correspondence
with persons in the United States, in

much the same manner as the above-

mentioned Jacquess in his Townley es-

tate fraud, but does not seem to have

confined his deceptions to any particular

estate. The American embassy in Lon-

don having, with the aid of the police,

found Howard, alias Ross, alias Moore,
and obliged him to confess his guilt, he

returned to NewYork, and recommenced,
or rather continued, operations under

the name of Joseph Ledger,
" American

agent for the Supreme Court of Chan-

cery, London ;

"
going so far as to furnish

mock documents and false seals purport-

ing to emanate from the High Court of

Chancery. Then, when he found it was

becoming too dangerous for him in New
York, he returned to Jackson, Tennes-

see, called himself the president of the

Gulf and Tennessee Railroad, a purely

imaginary corporation, and announced

that he made a specialty of collecting

claims in all parts of the United States

and Europe, and that he visited Europe
once a year for that purpose. After a

while complaints and evidences of How-

ard's fraudulent practices poured in to

the postal and police authorities so abun-

dantly that a warrant was issued for hi-

arrest, and his office was searched and

his desk broken open for incriminating
documents. Howard had fled from Jack-

son when the warrant was issued, hut

was arrested by telegram in Chicago.

By satisfactory explanations he man a

[February,

to effect his release, and left for Canada.

But the government offered a consider-

able reward for his capture, and soon

he returned to Jackson, gave himself up.

and was placed under heavy bonds. A
true bill was found against him by the

grand jury, and his trial was begun in

the federal court in Jackson on the 4th

of November, 1893, he having the privi-

lege of conducting his own defense with

the aid of other counsel. There were

eight indictments against him, which, af-

ter much argument and opposition on the

part of his counsel, Mr. L. T. M. Canada,

were ordered by the court to be record-

ed for trial under one heading as a con-

solidated case. A plea in abatement, on

the ground of irregular proceedings on

the part of the attorney-general, was then

argued for a whole day, and decided by
the jury in favor of the government.
The defendant took part in his own

defense, and is described as presenting
his usual nonchalant appearance, and as

even being eloquent. He compared the

attorney-general to " a sleuth-hound from

whom there was no escape, whether upon
the rugged mountain side, in the valley

beneath, or upon the bosom of the ocean,"

and himself to "a pursued man and a

victim, who would, however, be protect-

ed, from having found the thread of gold,

the truth, that would serve him." After

the verdict, the attorney-general asked to

have Howard sentenced, but the court

decided to let the trial go on, and a new

jury was impaneled. The attorney-gen-
eral stated in his argument that Howard's

scheme was, by making people believe

that they were heirs to vast estates in

Europe, to lead them to pay him small

sums of money for expenses incurred in

getting the information. Thousands of

his letters had been sent out for the

purpose of opening up a correspondence
with credulous persons. He proposed to

show that letters had been sent from New
York by E. Ross and .Joseph Ledger, and

from London by William Lord Moore.

all of whom were one and the same Dr.
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Howard. Subsequently to the op-

erations of Moore in London and Ledger
in New York, postal cards were sent

oat by Howard, as the president of the

Gulf and Tennessee Railroad in .lark-

son, to the same persons addressed from

the other agencies. Upon Dr. Howard's

office being searched, letters and accounts

were found, already prepared and only

ng his signature, for the amounts

collected from i ^undents, and a

number of clerks were busy sending out

:rs to his dupes. Numbers of wit-

nesses from all parts of the United E

were called, who testified to the receipt

of letters from Moore, Ross, Ledger,
and Howard, asking for remittances, to

be used in looking up estates. Postmen

York testified to the identity

of Howard. IJ<>, and Ledger, to whom

they ha. I delivered letters in New
at an average rate of two hundred a day,
and also to the fact that Howard had

i a Dominion employment bureau

,\- York, under the name of (i. \V.

Harris. He was fully identified as hav-

ing been in New York under all these

nt names, by lodgiDg-hfMM keep-

ers, elevator men, and others. The Lon-

don police inspector who, at t

of the American legation, had found

Moore in London came over to
'

to his identity with th- defendant. This

officer stated that there was no Snpreme

eery or tax assessor, as

OB Howard's fraudulei

s. Experts in chirography tes-

e handwriting of the letters

, 1 Coward, U s<. and Ledger
>ne and the same. Strange to say,

til*- trial i -i a disagreement of

the jury, which was i ^charged,
ami a ne\\ mie was impanelrd.

On tin- <th of I)e. 10 ease was
I 'he goven

now had the additional advantage
testini dbeencon-

sul-gei >ndoM when Howard was

there, and of M M. who was min-

; the same time, M \\.-ll a- <

H"d-on. the messenger of the legation,

who had interviewed Howard in London

in company with the police inspector.

The inspector's identity and statements

were fully vouched for, and the cross-ex-

amination of Hodson by the doctor was

very damaging to the defendant. Mr.

Ison testified that in the archives of

the legation was the deposition of one

Julian Howlett that the defendant, How-

ard, was his son, and that his name was
Frederick Hewlett, thus adding one more

to his numerous aliases. The defendant

made a sorry argument in his own be-

half, almost entirely of a sentimental,

and even of a blasphemous tone when
he compared his treatment to that of his

Lord and Master. The attorney-general

ly shattered the slight attempt that

Howard iiad made to disprove his iden-

tity with Moore, Ross, and Ledger, which

was what the first jury had disagreed on,

and also the flimsy fabric of the Gulf and

Tennessee Railroad, which no one but the

doctor himself ha ard of. The

judge, in his charge to the jury, simpli-

fied the case very much by telling tl

that it was immaterial how many aliases

or iiow many places of business the de-

fendant had, it being sufficient to prove
his fraudulent intentions and acts in one

only. On the first ballot the jury found

a unanimous verdict of guilty, and the

court, after having overruled the mo-

tion for a new trial, and refuted the ar-

guments against a continuous sentence,

passed sentence of fine and imprisonment
on each of the eight counts ; making in

all nine years and one month impri

meut and twelve hundred dollars f.

besides the costs of the suit, amounting
to about twenty-three thousand dollars,

which were taxed to the defendant How-
ard's name was str n the rolls as

a practicing ir ict court

and the circuit federal i of

the witnesses for the defense were then

arrested for perjury, and sent to jail to

await thi-ir trial ..c ^rand jury.

So ended this tedious case, in which
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the second trial alone had occupied twen-

ty-five days, one hundred witnesses had

been heard, a cartload of letters and doc-

uments had been read, and the counsel on

both sides had argued thirty-five hours.

The testimony of some of Howard's vic-

tims was really touching in its manifesta-

tion of the innocence and confidence with

which they had paid their hard-earned

little sums to him, and trustingly accepted

all his procrastinating and lying state-

ments and his false documents. Even to

the last some refused to give up their faith

in him, and said that their business was

still in his hands. His position in the

church appeared to have a charm for

them, and to make a martyr of him.

There seems to be no limit to the cre-

dulity of those who are the heaviest suf-

ferers from this species of fraud.

H. Sidney Everett.

THE PRESIDENCY AND MR. REED.

THE approach of the presidential cam-

paign reminds every thoughtful man that

duties of a new kind in national politics

have presented themselves. Tasks of ad-

ministration now call for attention more

loudly than the old party tasks ; and the

qualities of the President that we elect,

for the next term at least, are of greater

importance than the political doctrines

that we emphasize. Recent events have

made this especially plain.

Certain of the old problems that have

come over from the immediate post-bel-

lum period yet engage us, let us hope
in their vanishing forms : such, for ex-

ample, as the tariff, whether we shall

keep the rates of duty as they are, or

make them higher or lower ; and the cur-

rency, whether we shall continue a

forced-loan form of it, and thereby per-

petually encourage inflation. These, of

course, are important problems that we

have not yet disposed of. But to these

are now added quite as serious and ur-

gent duties of a new kind, which impose
an unusual responsibility on the Presi-

dent, and which ought to put us in a

thoughtful mood as we approach the

election ; for they are all administrative

duties. Shall we be wisely bold or sim-

ply reckless in our relations with other

governments ? Shall we make sure, as

experience has taught us that it is wise

to make sure, of a safeguard in the char-

acter and courage of the chief executive

against an inflation of the currency ?

Shall we continue to extend the classified

civil service till it take in the most iso-

lated postmaster and the remotest consu-

lar agent ? It is well for us to try our

presidential candidates by these tests be-

fore the nominating conventions meet,

for afterwards we shall have but two to

choose between, and these two, it is little

comfort to reflect, may both be " conven-

tion accidents."

There is the greater reason, too, for a

critical estimate of candidates now, be-

cause the campaigns for the nominations

have been begun with all the old vulgar

self-assertion, as if the prime duties of

the time did not call for a President of

whom office-seeking should be unthink-

able, and as if the time of sheer party

tests had not gone by. There was a pe-

riod, of course, when party tests were

perhaps the best tests, and when parties

were our most important political instru-

ments. Blunt and cumbersome as they

were, they served fairly well for the main

work in hand a generation ago. By party

management we made sure of the results

of the war; and the party, bring a sort

of army, was a convenient instrument

for the massing of opinion on contested

subjects during the reconstruction era
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and after. It naturally took on military

methods anrl oven military nomenclature.

Not unnaturally, too, the party was uiulii-

^nitied, and almost overshadowed

the government itself. And it is from

some of the evils of this very system that

we must now make our escape ; for even

the presidency became part and parcel
of the party, and thereby lost much of its

proper use and dignity. So completely,

indeed, was the chief executive merged
in the party that he came to be regarded
as its servant The saying became cur-

rent that any respectable man would

make an acceptable President if he were

loyal to his party. Thus a presidential
election came to have no meaning except
as a contest between the parties. This

degraded position of the executive office

falls so far short of the proper or his-

toric conception of it that wonder is ex-

pressed at every election why this great
civic act of choosing the head of the re-

public is not more impressive. After an

election, men congratulate one another

for a day or two, or exchange good-na-
tured gibes, and go their way as if nothing
uncommon had happened. It necessari-

ly follows, when the party obscures the

presidency, that we choose commonplace
men to the office.

But if we are to make any real polit-

ical progress, the relative position of the

party and of the President in our polit-

ical machinery must now be changed, if

not reversed. For the new duties are

not duties that tin- parties seem able to

take up and perform : and for the lack

of tln-ir al.ility or willingness to take

> these new duties they have lost

their compactness. Every election re-

Teals more clearly their shifting bounda-

ries. One year one party is "obliter-

ated ;

"
two years later the other party

is "
obliterated;" and two years later

still the first party is again
"

obliter-

ated." The stolid practitioners of poli-

tics, who regard each obliteration as the

crack of doom or as a call to perpetual

power, forget that on every occasion tit-

rated party is the party just then

in authority, and that obliteration is only
another name for popular weariness of

tht latest performance. With their un-

erring discrimination between a real duty
and a sham duty, the people know that

the parties no longer lay hold on the vital

i . They will soon see, if they do
not already see, that it is to the President

now to executive officers, indeed, of

all grades that the conscience of the

nation looks for the next steps in politi-

cal progress.

Moreover, we are far enough away
from the time of party strife to see that

the presidency was too lightly esteemed

during the whole period from Lincoln to

Cleveland. If during this time we had

had Presidents who stood out from their

party and somewhat above it, if indeed

there were men who could have done so,

we might have kept our politics on the

heroic level that we reached in the im-

pulse to save the Union. We might at

least have kept political life up to the level

of our every-day life ; for it is a shameful

thing that while we have so wonderful-

ly added to the devices for comfort and

multiplied the opportunities for growth,

lifting the life of the people, and broad-

ening it, and making it fuller than ever

before, our politics have constantly fallen

to a lower plane. Legislatures have de-

clim-d ; municipal misgovernment has

brought humiliation ; the spoilsman has

everywhere been active, if not everywhere
dominant; the inflationist, repeatedly re-

buffed, has repeatedly risen ; and the de-

magogue has revived a forgotten part in

the Jingo. During this time we did ac-

complish the one large political task that

we took in hand, for the South is again
an integral part of the Union. But so

long as we forgot our administrative du-

ties in our party zeal, the whole tone

of political life, when it did not become

criminal, at least became commonplace.
And the measure of the lapse has been

the decline of oar executives, great and
small.
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If, therefore, it were ever true that

any respectable man who has made no

party enemies," and who stands the test

of party loyalty, is a proper presidential

candidate, it is not true now. In fact it

was never true. No one can study the

work of the recent Congresses without

reaching the conclusion that we have less

to fear if there be a resolute man in the

White House, whichever party be domi-

nant in Congress, than if either party be

dominant in Congress and we have not a

courageous executive. The Fifty-First

Congress, which was Republican, in 1890

dallied with inflation instead of stran-

gling it, and enacted the so-called Sher-

man coinage law, which President Harri-

son approved. Congress and President

suffered, whether for this reason or not,

an overwhelming defeat. A disastrous

financial panic came inevitably ; and the

Fifty-Third Congress, which was Demo-

cratic, was called in extra session in 1893

on purpose to deal with the currency.

The House reflected to the speakership
a free-coinage member, and repealed the

silver-purchase clause of the mischievous

act only under compulsion. The result

of the work of each Congress alike was

that President Cleveland had to resort

to unusual measures to maintain the na-

tional credit. To the executive fell the

duties that Congress had shirked.

To go back further, it is easy to show

how the part played by the President has

always been a more important part than

mere party tests contemplate. It was

President Jefferson, and not Congress or

his party, that made the Louisiana pur-

chase. It was President Jackson, and

not Congress or his party, that put down

nullification. It was President Lincoln

that rose more quickly to every high oc-

casion than Congress or even his party.

It is to three post-bellum Presidents that

we owe vetoes of inflation bills ; and it

is to recent Presidents, rather than to

Congress or to either party, that we owe
such progress as we have made in civil

service reform. Contrariwise, to two

^fr. [February.

weak or perverse Presidents, one just he-

fore Lincoln and one just after him, we
owe heavier burdens than can ever be

computed.
Of course we shall have further need

for parties ; and whether we need them

or not, neither one of them is going

really to suffer obliteration ; but before

another absorbing party conflict comes,

that party which is wise enough to use

the present opportunity to magnify and

strengthen the executive office and to

further administrative reforms will have

not only a tactical, but also a prodi-

gious moral advantage. But if we are

asked this year to elect a man President

merely because he is a Republican or

merely because he is a Democrat, we

may not make any advance at all : and

the party that nominates a man for no

other reason than that he is a partisan

hero will show that it has no sense of

the present opportunity.

Moreover, the presidential office con-

stantly becomes, by an accretion of re-

sponsibilities, a more important office.

The presidential functions continually

get broader. The time is past, if it ever

was, when a man, simply because he is a

successful politician, can successfully fill

the post. For example, there has been

a constantly widening range of activity

through the members of the Cabinet.

The secretaries have themselves become

great administrators to an extent that

neither the public nor the politicians ap-

preciate. When, for instance, under the

Postmaster - General there are 70,000

postmasters, to say nothing of the em-

ployees under these, and when there are

great tasks to be performed in increasing

the efficiency of this service to a point

not yet reached or dreamed of, and espe-

cially when the reformation of this great

branch of the service from the spoilsmen
is in the hands of the P<-t master-Gen-

eral : when the Secretary of the Interior

has such far-reaching functions as are

implied in our dealing with the Indians

and with such of the public lands as are
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left; and when the importance even of

: A',r ii-ul lure has become

so great that it toadies the whole rural

population, whi-n these lesser Cabinet

offices reach so far in their responsibili-

ties ami activities, the greater portfolios

are of correspondingly greater impor-
ie almost incalculable amount

Mtilic work conducted by the gov-

:it. a mere title catalogue of which

would till a volume, is all more or less

affected by the appreciation and the

if the executive and of the mem-
bers of the Cabinet. The Cabinet is a

part of the executive machinery not even

mentioned in the Constitution, which has

grown now to the very h'rst rank and

value. A man of the widest culture and

experience is required to diffuse a proper

spirit through this vast organism, the like

of which, in many respects, does not ex-

ist anywhere else. The sheer breadth

of the presidential function and influ-

ence has far outrun the anticipation of

the fathers and the necessities of any
', in<_' time.

There is still another reason why a

mere party hero is no longer necessari-

ly an acceptable presidential candidate.

There has been a specialization of execu-

tive functions. Men are selected for

mayors of cities more and more fre-

reason of their executive qual-

ities, and less and less by reason of their

party allegiance ; and it is with increas-

ing frequency, we think, that governors
es are chosen from among the avail-

,. MI who have been mayors, or who
have had some such executive experience.

arly such a thing as training

iicreas-

ing appreciation of this fact makes the

: nan's conception of the presidency
more and more absurd.

ii whatever point of view we re-

re fore, the selection

i'lrntial candidates is one 8

most important act* in the whole range
of our politic. il duties; and it is unfm--

tunate that serious discussion of the fit-

ness for the presidency even of avowed

candidates is usually put off till it is too

late to affect the action of the no:

MIS.

Of the conspicuous candidates for the

nomination of either par arliest

to begin his campaign was Mr. Thomas
ed. Now Mr. Reed's career has

not been a career directly to train him

for the presidency. His experience has

not been executive, except as the duties

of the speakership may be regarded as

executive, as they are, of course ; but

nevertheless they differ essentially from

the duties of the President His po-

litical life began in 1868 as a member
of the legislature of Maine, to the lower

house of which he waa twice elected, and

to the upper house once ; then he became

attorney-general for the State, and after-

wards solicitor of the city of Portland ;

and in 1876 he was elected to Congress.
He has since been reflected without inter-

ruption, and at the end of his present
term he will have served for twenty years.

For nearly thirty years, therefore, he has

been continuously in the public s

and beyond doubt he has unusual talents

for public affairs.

He entered Congress after the period
of the great reconstruction debates ; for

in 1877, when he took his seat, the De-

mocrats had a majority in the House.

His congressional service, therefore, has

fallen within the later period of |iarty

>kirmishing, a time of continuous clash,

for 1 1 ie most part on less important topics

than the great subjects of the first decade

after the war. In exercise of this sort he

soon won distinction. Strongly partisan

and exceedingly quick at repartee, he has

every quality of an effective leader in a

MIJ party debate, and a leader he

soon became. His practiced readiness

in condensed speech is remarkable, and

the epigram is his chief weapon,
statesman," he recently said,

4t
is a suc-

cessful m that is dead ;

"
and the

as well as the saying is char-
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acteristic. When, as Speaker, he was

counting a quorum in the House, and

one angry Democrat strode down the

aisle exclaiming. How do you know 1

am present?" Mr. Reed's reply was,
" Does the gentleman deny that he is

present ?
" A prosy Democratic mem-

ber, in the course of a debate, once re*

marked that he would rather be right

than be President. "Do not be alarmed,"
Mr. Reed replied,

''

you will never be

either." This is not wit, but rather a

cleverness at retort, and eighteen years of

continuous practice has given him great
skill. By his impromptu performances,

always courageously and often defiantly

done, he rose to the leadership of his

party in the House. He did not rise by
the part he took in the thorough discus-

sion of any great subject. Not more

than half a dozen times in his whole

congressional career has he made a set

speech. Although Mr. Reed has accu-

mulated much miscellaneous informa-

tion, he seems not to have made himself

master of any subject or group of sub-

jects. It has been wholly as a party
leader that he has risen above the rank

and file. He has never identified him-

self with any great cause. He has never

set a moral force in motion. As a mem-
ber of the Potter committee to investi-

gate the presidential election of 1876,

he did one of his most conspicuous ser-

vices to his party, but his clever cross-

questions were designed not so much to

bring out the historic truth concerning
the election as to fasten upon the Demo-

cratic candidate the stigma of a thwarted

attempt to buy the office.

The leadership of his party in the

House naturally brought him election to

the speakership when, in 1891, the Re-

publicans had a majority in the i

It is on his career as Speaker that lis

present prominence rests ; and his great-
est achievement in the chair was tin- n-

formation that he made in congressional

procedure. In this Congress the Repub-
had only a small majority. The

Democratic minority, therefore, could

U-rhnirally absent themselves, and, un-

less all the Republican members were

present, balk the proceedings for lack of

a quorum. Technically, to absent one's

self it was necessary only to refuse to

answer when the roll was called. A
member could keep his seat in the House

and yet be "absent." This method of

bringing the proceedings to a halt hud

often been adopted, and had by use ac-

quired a sort of legitimacy ; and the

Democratic minority proposed in this

way to prevent objectionable legislation.

Common sense and public necessity de-

manded that some way be found out of

so absurd a predicament.
Mr. Reed was equal to the emergency,

with a surplus of energy left over, in-

deed, which spent itself in unnecessary
and sometimes undignified comments

from the chair. In spite of precedents
and in spite of the rules of the House,
he himself, as Speaker, counted a quorum
and declared a quorum present. This

was common sense, at least, and, as Mr.

Reed expressed it in a somewhat loose

phrase, it was also in accordance with

the broad principles of parliamentary
law. Certainly it was a necessity. His

error, if he committed any error, was, as

usual, an error of impetuosity. But his

purpose was accomplished, and Con g:

was forever thereafter, no doubt, freed

from such an absurd system as had long
been in practice. It was a noteworthy
and courageous achievement, in every

way characteristic of so well trained and

determined a party leader. The stormi-

est sessions that had been held for many
years followed this bold action of the

Speaker. But he was imperturbable and

unswerving.
It is this achievement that not only

made certain his second election as

Speaker, but has given the principal

impetus to his candidacy for the presi-

dential nomination ; for this resolute ac-

tion has, for the time at least, made him

a
i tarty hero. Now, there is nothing in
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Mr. Reed's career which makes it unfair

to him to say that his courageous

ing of a quorum was, as he regarded it,

He considered it a party
.in. I as a party duty it was done.

He himself had, in fact, as most other

members of Congress had, taken frequent

advantage of the same absurd technicali-

ty to prevent the majority from acting.

Indeed, he delivered a speech in the sec-

ond session of the Forty-Sixth Congress
in defense of the filibustering tactics of

the Republicans during the first session,

in which he said :

" It is a valuable privilege for the

country that the minority shall have

the right, by this extraordinary mode of

proceeding, to call the attention of the

country to measures which a party, in a

moment of madness and of party feel-

ing, is endeavoring to enforce upon the

citizens of this land. And it works equal-

ly well with regard to all parties, for

all parties have their times when they
need to be checked, HO that they may
receive the opinions of the people who
a iv their constituents and who are inter-

ested in the results of their legislation.

I say that, as a practical matter, t

suits hitherto, throughout all our histo-

ry, have justified the construction which

those upon this side of the House have

put upon the matter, and which has been

pat equally by members of the other side

in times past"
Here, then, is the secret of his career,

the first it has been as a party
servant or as a party leader that he has

done his work. Not only is he a strong

partisan ; he is little more than a parti-
i le has done nothing to show that

he regards oar present political duties as

in any way different from tho duties to

whi.-h he first t if han.l twenty

years ago, and the political party is yet
the only instrument that he would use.

So late, indeed, as the last session of

Congress, and on so important a matter

as the relief of the national treasury,
he permitted his partisanship to override

a broader duty. There was before the

House a bill authorizing the sale of low-

rate, short-term gold bonds, which hud

been introduced as an * administration
"

measure. It was known to be the Pre-

sident's wish that it should pass. The

only alternatives were, on the one hand
a bond issue on far less advantageous
terms, and on the other a confession of

national bankruptcy. There were enough

sound-money Democrats to pass the bill

if all the sound-money Republicans would

vote with them ; but at the crucial mo-
ment Mr. Reed blocked the way merely
for partisan advantage. He had a coin-

bond bill of his own, with which he was

able, by virtue of his party leadership, to

hold the great mass of the Republicans
in check, and to keep them from going
over to the support of the administra-

tion. As must have been foreseen, both

bills failed, and the treasury was obliged
to resort to such unsatisfactory means
for relief as the existing laws afforded.

Rather than permit Congress to do its

plain duty when a President of the other

party had asked it to do so, he preferred
to force upon the President the necessity
of saving the national credit in a more

costly and less popular way.
To civil service reform Mr. Reed has

been tolerant, even somewhat actively

tolerant when his friends have had its

execution. But the morality of the merit

system has never appealed to him strong-

ly. He has never opposed it, for he is

too frank to starve a law already on the

books by withholding an appropriation
to carry it into effect He is a fair and

open antagonist, but he has looked on the

reform with good nature rather than with

approval. He has always bad the feel-

ing that a Republican ought every time

to draw a trump card. If he should

become President, perhaps we should

not have reason to fear that the reform

would slip back, bat it would hardly be
. aid. unless he saw some partisan

advantage or renown in extending it

So, too, as regards sound currency. He
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cannot be thought of as an inflationist,

but he would again seek partisan advan-

tage in dealing even with this problem .

From his sheer excess of energy, too,

he might doggedly commit or pi unit

mistakes in our dealings with other na-

tions, and he might encourage the worst

Jingoes of his own party if he

thought he saw a party end to serve

thereby.

The nomination of Mr. Reed by the

Republican party, therefore, would be

notice that its programme is to keep
our politics in the old rut, and that it

does not recognize the new class of du-

ties that have thrust themselves forward.

This would be unfortunate, because we

ought not longer to consider the great
office as a party prize, but as a grave re-

sponsibility wisely to be bestowed.

DON QUIXOTE.

IT is always good news to hear that

new champions are coming forward to

translate Don Quixote into English. It

is a bold deed, well worthy a knight-er-

rant of the pen ; and if many men make
the attempt, we may be perhaps so for-

tunate as hereafter to have a true Eng-
lish translation. Don Quixote, it is said

in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, has been

translated into every language in Europe,
even including Turkish, but I cannot be-

lieve that any language is so fit as Eng-
lish to give the real counterfeit present-

ment of the book. One might guess
that a Romance language would do bet-

ter, but, on reflection, French prose lacks

humor, and Italian has not sufficient

subtlety to give the lights and shadows

of Don Quixote ; and as for German

prose, in spite of Goethe it still is Ger-

man prose. There is a scintilla of truth,

so far as this translation is concerned,

in the saying of Charles V., that French

is the language for dancing-masters, Ital-

ian for singing birds, and German for

horses. I should like to be able to read

the Turkish translation. I imagine that

there must be a dignity and self-respect

in the language that would befit Don

Quixote to a nicety ; but for Sancho it

would not do, even Candide's exp i i-

ence could not persuade me that it would

be for him le meilleur monde possible :

he would be homesick talking Turkish.

There are a number of English trans-

lations, one by Mr. Shelton long ago,
one by Smollett, and others by Motteux,

Jarvis, Duffield, Ormsby, and Watts,

all more or less inadequate, if I may
judge from parts, for I have never been

so willful-blame as to read them all. In

truth, the translation is a very difficult

matter. Don Quixote himself is one of

the most delicately drawn characters in

fiction ; almost every Spanish word he

speaks stands out in the reader's mind,

separate and distinct, like a stroke in a

Rembrandt etching. How can you mea-

sure out their English equivalents in the

finely adjusted scales of language unless

you have ten talents for weights ? Epi-

grams are commonly of little use in

finding the way to truth, but Coleridge
has left a saying that. I think, helps us

materially in this matter of translation.
"
Prose," he said,

"
is words in the best

order ; Poetry is the best words in the

best order." Now, by what sleight of

hand shall a man keep this best order of

words in shifting thoughts from one lan-

guage to another ? In poetry we are wak-

ing up to this, and Homer and Dante

are rendered into English prose. Now
and again a man, if he have the luck to

be a man of genius, may make English

poetry when he professes to translate a
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a poet. Such a one was Mi

gerald. But I know of no one who has

made hotli poetry and a translation, with

a few exceptions : such as Shelley in his

translation of the angels' chon

Dr. II hymn, and

-worth with Midi- i

puo talor col mi. i ardente desio."

Maybe the translators of the Old Testa-

ment were su<

ill prose that I kn.-.\. I should

say tliat Don Quixote was the h

to translate out of the original tongue ;

for Cervantes has used his words in the

best order very often, and his Spun Mi

tongue was of so fine a temper for

it had been framed among high-strung

gentlemen, quick in quarrel, urbane in

manner, and of a broad human courtesy
such as gentlemen have in Utopia, and

all m- Is must think, in heaven

that tin- translator need be of a stout

heart Words are delicate works. N i-

ture has nurtured them, art has toiled

and years those

Spanish words have been shaped by
Spanish mouths, and now some zealous

translator, like a lean apothecm

pects to catch th.-ir fragrance and cork

it up in Kn^lMi Miirllin^-l>otth's. All a

nt has gone into its words.

musicians, architects, painters,

.iilptors put into their works the

feelings of their country and of their

age, but these works remain the works
of individuals and hear their

p.

stamp, whereas all the nation, at all

times, from generation to generation, has

been putting its passions into its speech.
'Mi-- Spanish heart U not the English
heart.

translator of Cervantes
has another great difficulty. Don (Qui-

xote is neation of a man'-
> as real as any her

Achilles to Alan Brack, and much
more so than the heroes who lie

in Westminster Abbey.

iker
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This very reality lies in the arrange-
ment of words, and -lips through the

translator's fingers. The hero was alive

and then is done im ;

i, a process
that has much Minilarity to embalming.
To draw the likeness of a living being in

words is one of the most difficult tasks

in art We all, no doubt n-mber

some figure comm-. in tin? days of our

childhood, into our Kden from the vague
outer world, that impressed itself deeply
in our memories. Such a one I <

member, a delicately bred gentleman,
one of those in whom the gentle element

was so predominant that perhaps the

man was pushed too much aside. His

bearing spoke of training and discipline

received in some place out of Eden that

we knew not of, and there was a manner
of habitual forbearance, almost shrink-

ing, in his daily actions, as if he feared

that whatever he touched might turn to

sorrow, which still kept us behind the line

across which his tenderness was ever in-

viting us. 1 think to describe his smile

and to translate Don Quixote would be

tasks of like quality.

But of all books in the world Don
- tin book for an English-speak-

ing boy. There is a time in his boy-
hood while the sun of life throws a long
shadow behind him. when, after he has

read the Waverley Novels, Cooper, and

Captain Marryat, he {muses hesitating

n Thackeray and Dickens. Which
shall lie take? The course is lon<;.

boy is a most just and generous reader.

He reads his novelist straight through
from start David Copp

kleby, Old

Curiosity Shop, and all, ending finally

with a second reading of 1'i. .

That is the way novels should be read.

Reading the first novel of one of the

ricos hombrts of literature is like Alad-

din going down into the magic cave:

it summons a genie, who straightway

spreads a wonderful prospect before

ut it is not tili third

book that you understand all the power
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of the master slave. It is at that mo-

ment of hesitation that Don Quixote
should be put into the boy's hand> : l;it

that cannot be done now lu-rause there

is no satisfactory Engli>h translation.

Of course, Don Quixote is a man's book,

also, the great human hook, as Mr.

Lowell following Sainte-Beuve calls it.

Cervantes has breathed into its nostrils

the breath of life, and, like the macro-

cosm, it has a different look for the boy
and for the man of fifty. You can find

in it the allegory that the ideal is out of

place in this workaday world, that the

light shineth in a darkness which com-

prehendeth it not. You can find the

preaching of vanity, if such be your
turn of mind, in Don Quixote as well as

in the world. But the schoolboy does

not look for that ; there is no vain thing
in life for him, and perhaps his is the

clearer vision. And with this school-

boy, pausing as I have suggested on the

brink of Thackeray or Dickens, a trans-

lation of Don Quixote has the best

chance of success. Its defects will be

of such a nature as will mar the man's

enjoyment, but not his. It will give him
the gallant gentleman pricked by a no-

ble contempt for the ignoble triumphant
and for the acquiescent many ; he shall

have there the lofty disregard of facts

that hedge in housekeepers, barbers,

and parsons ; he shall find courage,

endurance, knightliness, and reverence

for woman. After a boy has once been

squire to Sir Kenneth, to Ivanhoe, and

to Claverhouse, what business has he

in life but to right wrongs, to succor

maidens, and to relieve widows and all

who are desolate and oppressed ? What
if this gallant gentleman be a mono-

maniac, and be subjected to disasters at

the hands of farmyard louts and tavern

skinkers, by windmills and galley slaves :

must not Ivanhoe's squire march through

Vanity Fair and lodge in Bleak Hou-e,

his long breeches unentangled in spurs,
and his chief weapon of offense carried

in his waistcoat pocket '; Carducci says

[February,

that he read Don Quixote for the first

time when a boy, and that then lie
" did

not know the irony that God put into

the world, and which the great poet had

imitated in his little world of print and

paper." Carducci is mistaken ; there is

no question of knowledge and ignorance.
The boy has his world as heavy to an

ounce, weighed in scales of avoirdupois.

as that of a man of fifty, and there is

no irony in it. The boy is not the sub-

ject of illusion ; there is in fact no irony
there. The man of fifty, le soi-dis<tHt

desillusionne, is certainly on the border

of presumption, to say that it is there, and

then to call the boy an ignoramus. To
be sure, he commonly couples his offen-

sive epithet with some mitigating adjec-

tive, as "
happy fool," or thus,

" his pretty

ignorance." But in place of the adjec-

tive there should be an apology. Every
man is born into a house where there is

a chamber full of veritable chronicles of

Tristram and Launcelot, of Roland and

Rinaldo di Mont' Albano ; and if his

housekeeper, his barber, and his parson
wall up the door and tell him that Freston

el gran encantador has swooped down

on dragon back and carried it off by

night, his acceptance of their assertions

and his lofty compassion for his old illu-

sions furnish but poor proof of wisdom.

Such men, be sure, have followed too

rashly in their youth some false adven-

turer into the world of thought, and their

fifty years, like the monks of St. Cuth-

bert's Isle, have walled them up for pun-
ishment. There let them lie

" like mu-

tines in the bilboes." But however that

may be,
" mas vale buena esperan .

ruin possession."

It is for the boy that a good tru illa-

tion should be made, and that might be

done ; one in which Don Quixote shall

talk like a scholarly gentleman, and in

which there shall be no conscious grin

of the translator spoiling the whole, as in

that wretched version by Motteux. The

boy wants two qualities in his books, en-

thusiasm and loyalty ; and here he has
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jogging on side by side through

,ood volumes. Sainte-Beuve says

!<>ubert's notion of enthusiasm was

tine paix elevee ; a boy's idea

guerre elevte, and Cervantes was od

mind. He was a soldier of the best

kiii I. fighting for Europe against Asia

at Lepanto, and esteeming his lost arm
< >st honorable member of his body.

Don Quixote is the incarnation of enthu-

siasm; and what loyalty was ever like

Sand io*s, even to the death-bed where

he beseeches Don Quixote to live many
years,

" for it would be the utmost fool-

s to die when no one had murdered

him! There are many who are loyal to

a friend's deeds, and some to his faults,

but to be loyal to another's dreams and

visions is the privilege of very few. Be-

sides, the boy demands incident, and here

there is the greatest variety of adventure,

of that delightful kind tli:it happens in

La Mancha without having to be sought
in Trebisond or Cathay.

Another reason for a good translation

is that Don Quixote is the first modern

novel. It is the last of the romances of

chivalry and the first novel : and as, on

the whole, most of the great novels are

!i novels (for what other language
can show a like richness to Robinson

Crusoe, Tom Jones, Rob Roy, IYid-

'lejudice, Vanity Fair, David Cop-

perfield, Adam Bede, and The Scarlet

Letter?), there should be an adequate

English version of it So many novels of

imi.-li skill and force are written nowa-

days that we are too often swayed in our

judgment of th.-m l.y tin- puKe of t lieyear
. deead* Were it not well, after

reading Mr. Meredith or Mr. Moore, to

take our bearings by a mark that ha,

withstood the changing sentiments of

tan generations of mortal \\\-

cannot fool all th,- poople all the time."

Men during thr.-.- hundred years are of

so many minds, and have such diverse

dispositions and temperaments, and are

placed in such different circumstances,
v n i.ms passions and prejudices, that

any book that receives the suffrage of all

is proved to be, to use Sainte - Beuve's

phrase, un livre de Vhumanite. By go-

ing back to these great human books we
learn to keep our scales truly adjusted.
Goethe said that every year he was wont

to read over a play by Moliere.

There have been a great many theories

about the book, speculations as to what

purpose Cervantes had in view when he

wrote it The chief two are that he in-

tended a burlesque upon romances of

knight-errantry, and that he intended au

allegorical satire upon human enthusi-

asm. Doubtless he began with the pur-

pose of ridiculing the old romances, but,

as Carducci says, genius gallops ahead of

its charioteer. By the seventh chapter
he found himself with Don Quixote and

Sancho Panza seeking adventures in La
Mancha ; and he had in his heart a deep
and serious knowledge of life, and in

his brain wit and fancy such that the

world has but once had better, and he

wrote. Men must express the deep feel-

ings within them : the common man to

one or two by words and acts and silence,

the man of genius to the world by such

means as nature has* made easiest for

him. In Spain, since the invention of

printing, the one form of popular liter-

ature had been the romance of knight-

errantry. The three great cycles of

romantie lietioii of King Arthur and

the Round Table, of Charlemagne and

his Paladins, and of the Greek empires
founded by Alexander the Great had

spread all over western Europe, and had

long before served their office,

place in Spain was filled by the romances

of knight-errantry. Of these, the first

and best was Amadis of Gaul, which

was probably written in Castile about the

year 1350. The old version has been

long lost, but Garci-Ordoflez de Mon-
talvo wrote a new one some time after

the conquest of Granada, which obtained

hirity and still exists. The
success of this was so brilliant that a

great many books were written in imita-
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tion of it. In the middle of the six-

t entli century these romances met with

two powerful enemies : one was the spi-

rit of the Catholic Reaction, the other

the spirit of classical culture. In 1543

Charles V. forbade that any of thoc

books should he printed or sold in the

West Indies, and in l.V."i the Corto
made its petition to the Emperor to

make the like law for Spain. The text

of the petition reads thus :
"
Moreover,

we say that it is most notorious, the hurt

that has been done and is doing in these

kingdoms to young men and maids and

to all sorts of people from reading books

of lies and vanities, like Amadis and all

the books which have been modeled

upon its speech and style, also rhymes
and plays about love and other vain

things ; for young men and maids, being
moved by idleness to occupy themselves

with these books, abandon themselves to

folly, and, in a measure, imitate the ad-

ventures which they read in those books

to have happened, both of love and war

and other vanities ; and they are so af-

fected thereby that whenever any similar

case arises they yield to it with less re-

straint than if they had not read the

books ; and often a mother leaves her

daughter locked up in the house, thinking
that she has left her to her meditations

(recogida), and the girl falls to reading
books of that kind, so that it were better

if the mother had taken her with her.

. . . And that it is to the great hurt of

the consciences, because the more people
take to these vanities, the more they
backslide from and cease to find enjoy-
ment in the Holy, True, and Christian

Doctrine." Wherefore the petition asks

that no more such books be printed, and

that all those existing be gathered up
and burned, and that no book be printed
thereafter without a license ;

" for that

in so doing your Majesty will render a

great service to God, taking persons from

the reading of books of vanities, ami

bringing them back to read religious
books which edify the miud and reform

[February,

the body, and will do these kingdoms

great good and mercy." Mr. Ticknor

and other commentators have gathered

together condemnations upon these ro-

mances uttered by various persons of note

prior to the publication of Don Quixote.
There can be little doubt that these fault-

finders were puritans of the Catholic

Ki action, and that the same spirit in-

fluenced the Cortes. In
tliis^ same feel-

ing the Puritans in England of Queen
Elizabeth's time attacked the stage. In

the preface to Part I., Cervantes repre-

sents himself as sitting with his chin on

his hand, pondering what he shall do for

a preface, when a friend comes in, who,

after making some rather dull sugges-

tions, says,
4 ' This book of yours is an

invective against books of knight-errant-

ry ; ... your writing has no other object

than to undo the authority which such

books have among the uneducated ;

" and

he ends with the advice,
" Make it

your purpose to pull to pieces the ill-

based contrivance of these knight-errant

books, which are hated by some, but

praised by many more ; for if you accom-

plish this, you will have done a great
deal." And Part II. ends with a decla-

ration by Cide Hainete Ben Engeli that

his "
only desire has been to make men

dislike the false and foolish stories of

knight-errantry, which, thanks to my true

Don Quixote, are beginning to stumble,

and will fall to the ground without any
doubt" These are the arguments for

limiting and cutting down the great pur-

poses of the book, a commentary on the

life of man, to a mere satire upon silly

and extravagant romances. The book

speaks for itself.

With respect to the other theory, that

Cervantes intended a satire upon human

enthusiasm, Mr. Lowell, in commenting,
discovers two morals : the lir>t,

" that

whoever quarrels with the Nature of

Things, wittingly or unwittingly, is cer-

tain to get the worst of it ;

"
the second.

" that only he who has the imagination

to conceive and the courage to attempt a
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trial of ^trength with what foists itself

on our senses as the ( )rder of Nature for

the time hein^

or kindle the c. .operative and efl

enthusiasm of his fellow-men." By this

mnation of the

ill.- deeper
moral. Hut it little profits to seek after

Cervantes' motives ; about life,

and he does not draw any final con-

is. He observes and writes. He
tells of a Ljent It-man who found the world

ioint. and with a ''
frolic welcome

"

imcd that he was u born to set it

ri.Ljht." The alt. -nipt is followed by the

most disastrous and delightful conse-

"3. Don Quixote is sometimes tri-

umphant, but many more times mocked,

mauled, persecuted, and despitefully used

by clown and duke, and Sancho shares

all his fortunes. Side by side go Inia-

n mi lii> hippogriff, and Common
Sense on his donkey. At the end of the

book, the reader, loving and admiring
Don Quixote, loving Sancho, and having

d at every piece of good fortune

that has come to them on their ill starred

es and despises all those who
have ill used them, including those two

wiseacres the Parson and the Barber.

nnotYeiiding reader mu4 draw a

he would seem to hit near the

mark by inferring that enthusiasm jus-

its own appellation, and that the

divine in us is the only tiling worth

ing and loving, though it behave with

s inconstant as the moon, or goto
live will) publicans and sinners. Hut why
draw a moral at all I. ; is very big,
and then- is less dogma now than

used to be about the meaning or the

worth . .hserver of life may
travel aboir . sees with-

out being compelled to stand and deliver

ions. What should we say
had made

1 in L:""

integral i , ith a con-

romitant dissipation of M f Let

the great books of the world escape these

hewers of epigrams and drawers of mor-

Hamlet has escaped to a place of

safety ; so has the book of Job.

is on the way thither, and Don Quixote
will one day keep them company. I;

a tale of life drawn from the author's

imagination, and it is enough to know
that a man who had lost an arm in a

sea-fight and had been a captive slave

for five years, who had been poor and

persecuted, began this joyous and merry

history in prison, and continued it in the

same strain of joy and merriment to the

end. Let any man tired

> behold Desert a beggar born.

And needy Nothing trimmed in jollr

betake himself " en un lugar de La Man-
cha" The very words conjure up spring-

time, holidays, and morning sun. and he

shall feel like the poet
"
Quant erba vertz e fuehla par,

flor brotonon per verjan,
K 1 rossinhols autet e clar

Leva sa vote e mov m

" C'est un pays interdit a la melancolie."

The joy of it is masculine and 1"

it maketh for life, like all good t

The reader never stop* to think whether

t h e re be wit or humor, irony or optimism.
These questionings are foisted upon you

by the notes. If yon read a Spanish edi-

tion, beware of the notes. Some there

are who, in their schooldays, acquired
a wise preference of ignorance to notes,

but I have Known many who would stop
in the middle of a sentence to read a

note, and then begin again exactly at the

asterisk where they had left off. The

notes in the editions by the Spanish Acad-

n iy. Dr. Bowie, Pell

are all to be skipped. There is a tale

that two gentlemen clapped hands to

their swords over the last copy of the

second edition of Gil Bin* in a booksell-

er's shop in Paris ; and I would not part
with D T to any lesser person
than the sh re that

-! ... ;

t.. make me read the notes.
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In Don Quixote we believe tli.it w
have a partial portrait of Cervantes. He
has described somewhere his own physi-

cal appearance in a manner very like to

the description of the knight, and in the

latter's character we feel sure that we
have the real Cervantes. Certainly there

is there the likeness of a high-spirited

Spanish gentleman at a time when Span-
ish gentlemen were the first in the world.

Every little detail about the knight is

told with such an intimate affection that

Cervantes must have been writing down
whatever he believed was true of his own
best self. The ready knowledge with

which he wrote is manifest from the

carelessness with which he makes mis-

takes, as with Sancho's ass, on which

Sancho suddenly mounts half a page
after losing him forever, and in the

names of la Seilora Panza, and in vari-

ous details. Certainly Cervantes is very
fond of Don Quixote, and does him jus-

tice ; and he has a kindliness for the

reader, too, and pays him for his sore

sympathies every now and then by the

joyous feeling of victory which he re-

ceives when Don Quixote, in the midst

of a company that think him mad, de-

livers a brilliant harangue, leaving them

confounded and the reader exultant.

Sancho said Don Quixote ought to have

been a parson, and you feel that he

would have adorned any position of dig-

nity within the gift of the Majesty of

Spain. The art with which the story is

told and the characters are drawn grows

upon one's wonder. For example, Don

Quixote has been lowered down into the

cave of Montesinos, and after some hours,

during which Sancho has become much
alarmed for his master's safety, he reap-

pears and gives an account of the most

marvelous adventures. Sancho and the

reader are aghast; they know that t lie-

adventures cannot be true, and they know

equally well that Don Quixote is in< a-

pable of telling a lie, and the wonder is

whether he is mad or has been <h rain-

ing. This same wonder finally overtakes

Don Quixote, and you feel, without being
told, that he is struggling with his mem-

ory to find out what did really happen
as he faces the awful possibility that

what he related may not have been true.

There is a certain low fellow in the

book, one Samson Carrasco, a friend of

the Parson and the Barber, of good pur-

poses, but of no imagination, who devises

a scheme to fetch Don Quixote home.

This plan was to arm himself as a knight-

errant and take Don Quixote captive. The

approach of the combat is very disagree-

able ; you cover over with your hand the

lines ahead of where you are reading, so

that you may not read faster than you
shall acquire fortitude to bear whatever

may happen. And behold, Rosinante

breaks into a gallop, dear horse, Boi-

ardo and Bucephalus never did as much
for their readers, and the counterfeit

knight is hurled to the ground. By the

same dull device this vulgar Carrasco

finally, near the end of the story, ran

atilt with Don Quixote and unhorsed him.

He dismounted, and stood over our hero

with his spear. The terms of the com-

bat were that he who was conquered
should confess that the other's lady was

the more beautiful. "Don Quixote, with-

out raising his visor, with weak and fee-

ble voice, as if he were speaking from

within a tomb, replied : Dulcinea of To-

boso is the most beautiful woman in the

world, and I am the most miserable

knight on earth, and it were not right

that the truth should suffer hurt from

my weakness ; thrust home your lance,

Sir Knight, and since you have taken

my honor, take away my life also."

It were difficult to imagine that this is

a satire upon human nature, and that

Cervantes made mock of the spirit of

chivalry.

One of the deepest and most delight-

ful elements of the book is the relation

between Don Quixote and Sancho Pan-

za; in fact, it is Sancho's obedience, his

profound loyalty and belief in his mas-

ter, that throw both their characters into
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\\vj\\ relief: and here lies one of the

hardest tasks for the translator ; for un-

less tlu-ir >n venations are given with

the delicacy and grace of the 01

ease to be Don Quixote and San-

md become mere comic figures.

ho lias never had full justice done

to him. A flection and regard he has had

in full measure, no doubt. One loves him

as one loves a dog ; not the noble, fair-

limbed, fine -haired aristocrat, but the

shag-haired little villain, nullius jUius,
v, li.i barks at your guests, and will gnaw
a drumstick in my lady's chamber un-

less he be prevented. But Sancho's char-

acter and intelligence have not had th.-ir

due. He is commonly spoken of as if he

were one of old Gobbo's family, selfish

and of loutish appetites ; but in truth

he is not related at all. Sancho stands

charged with greediness ; and as to eat-

ing, he ate well whenever he had an op-

portunity, hut he worked very hard and

needed food, for he often went supper-

less to bed, and was never sure of the

morrow. His desire to be yobernador
was the imperial fault of ambition, and

most honorable ; and when he governed
Barataria, he bore his great office meek-

ly, and was a just and beneficent ruler.

When Don Quixote first told him of the

gnat fortunes, even of a royal com pi- -x-

ion. that sometimes fall to the lot of

the esquire to a knight-errant, his first

thought was that Teresa Panza won 1.1 he

queen and his children princes. 1 i

telligence bloomed and unfolded under

the sunny influence of Don Quixote's
compa Met, one of the most de-

il things in the whole book is the

elevati - niche's understanding as

he travels from Part !. into I

1

.

Preface-makers say that Cervantes dis-

covered how popular Sancho was, and,

taking his cue accordingly, developed
and expanded Sancho's wit and gifts of

speech : hut the true reason is that liv-

ing with a dreamer of dreams ennobles

nderstanding. When Don Q
had forbidden the brutal laborer to thrash

the boy, and made him promise by the

laws of knighthood, the boy said,
" My

master is no knight ; he is rich John

Haldudo, and he lives in Quintanar."
"No matter," replied Don Quixote ; the

Haldudos may become knights; every
man is the child of his own actions." By
his faithfulness and loyalty to his mas-

ter, Sancho's condition was made gen*
tie and his intelligence was quickened.
Even in the beginning Sancho is by no

means backward in comprehension. Don

Quixote resolves to get a sword that will

cut through any steel and prevail over

all enchantment. Sancho apprehends that

the virtue of the sword may be personal
to Don Quixote, and of no avail to him,
as he is only an esquire. And he ex-

plains that the reason why Don Quixote
was horribly beaten by the Yanguesian
cattle-drivers was that he had neglect-

ed to observe his vow not to eat baked

bread or do sundry other things until

he should have obtained Mambrino's hel-

met. Don Quixote quietly replies that

that is so, and that San< h<> was beaten

also for not reminding him. Sancho has

a generous human sympathy, too ; for

win -n Don Quixote finds Gardenio's love-

letter, he asks him to read it aloud "
que

gusto mucho destas cosa* de amores."

The difference in their views of life,

however, and the help they render each

other in getting into dihVulties, is the

precious quality of the book.

There are a hundred men who admire

and reverence Dante for his fierce se-

riousness and burning convictions about

life, to one who would feel that the like

reverence and admiration were due to

the laughing seriousness and smiling con-

victions of Cervantes. Heine somewhere

draws a picture of the gods dining and

Hepheato* limping among them to pour
out the wine, while their laughter floats

off over Olympus, when suddenly in the

mi. lt of them stalks a Jew and flings

down a cross upon the banquet-table, and

the laughter dies. But with the revolv-

ing years laughter has once more come
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to take its place as a divine attribute,

and Cervantes' seriousness, his sympathy
and loving-kindness, may set him, in the

estimation of men, as high, as wise,

as deep, as Dante. I think with what

pleasure he and Shakespeare met in the

Happy Isles and laughed together, while

Dante, a yuisa di leone, sat sternly apart.

What happier time was there ever in

those Islands of the Blest than that

sweet April wherein those two landed

from Charon's bark ? For I think that

Shakespeare's spirit tarried a few days
that they might make their voyage and
entrance together. In Cervantes, says
Victor Hugo, was the deep poetic spirit of

the Renaissance. In him was the milk of

loving-kindness. After reading his book,

we see a brighter light thrown on the sim-

ple human relations, the random meet-

ings of men and women in this world of

ours that is not so unlike to La Mancha,
and we become -more sensitive to the

value of words spoken by human lips to

human ears, and of the touch of the

human hand in our greetings and part-

ings. It is not the usage among soldiers

to confess their own tenderness, and

Cervantes has thrown over his confes-

sion the veil of irony. Heinrich Heine

did the like. These proud men would

not have their women's hearts show on

their sleeves, and they mocked the world.

It was easily done.

"Diese Welt glaubt nicbt an Flammen,
Und sie nimmt's fur Poesie."

In Algiers, Cervantes, with some of his

fellow-captives, devised several plans of

escape, all of which failed, and he was

threatened with torture if he would not

disclose the names of the conspirators

and the story of the plot. He told no-

thing but that he alone was responsible.

So he did ; so he wrote. He obeyed the

great prayer made to each of the chil-

dren of men :
"
Peter, lovest thou me ?

Feed my sheep."

Henry D. Sedgwick, Jr.

A FEW STORIES.

As there is a no-man's land between the

novel and the drama in which contem-

poraneous writers try to find a footing,

so is there also a similar vague region be-

tween the narrative of genuine adventure

and the invented story. Mr. Owen Wis-

ter
* takes his characters to play on this

ground. In the vigorous preface to his

group of tales, he says that " in certain

ones the incidents and even some of the

names are left unchanged from their

original reality," and he takes pains to

correct a misstatement which appeared
in one of the stories on its first publica-
tion ; he corrects it in a footnote, so as

1 Red Men and White. By Owi R V,

Illustrated by FREDERIC REMINGTON. New
York: Harper & Brothers. 1896.

not to deprive himself of Mr. Reming-
ton's picture which was made to fit the

story. In short, the life which Mr.

Wister portrays is so real to him in its

actual material as to confound a little

his own creation, and the very vividness

of his actual sight arrests the operation
of the sight behind the eye.

The reader is, in consequence, a trifle

perturbed. He almost wishes for foot-

notes. He sees General Crook plainly

and accepts the portrait as drawn from

life, but he is curious as to the actuality

of the figures in the half-historic group
disclosed to him in The Second Missouri

Compromise. He begins to wonder if

Specimen Jones may not be taken from

life. This is not to complain of the
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vividness of Mr. WUt.-r's portraits, but

to a.-k if he has not in his art sorn

confused models and the persons whom

they were to aid tie picturing.

Mr. Henry James, in one of thesuh:.

his stories, The Real Tiling. h

most firmly this int. :;itli in art,

that the actual i any means tlie

There used to he. and may still l>e in

old houses in Connecticut, repr.

Oak, lithographs,

perhaps which were made more sen-

sible hy small strips of the bark of the

;c tree gummed upon the trunk in

ture. Mr. \\

simple in his art, hut this confusion of the

real and the actual is nevertheless to be

his work. He is no doubt on the

highroad to the heights of fictitious lit-

erature ; we are almost tempted to call

him back and beg him to d< \ ot* his pow-
ers to narrative and hi>tory. We have

so many who can invent, so few who can

describe; and with our eagerness to know
te inwardness as well as outward-

ness of that frontier land in which Mr.

\eled to such good pur-

pose, we should listen most attentively to

<>rt of the life there, because

penetration and the faculty of

comparison which are so re.mUite to a

faithful narrat

We should be sorry to leave the im-

I dissatisfaction with Ked .M.-n

and White because of its failure in high
The hook is so strong in its graphic.

lines, HO dramatic in its scenes, HO full

. and hlown through
with Mich a west wind, that it is a

reader of anaemic fiction.

do we note as signiti.

s largeness that, though the stories

are sometimes based very dir. ,

personal adventure, the author is always
a spectator even when he is a partici-

pant. The preface, to \\hi.-h we bare

ly referred, is a capital bit of his-

torical philosophy, and sti^n-thcns our

impression that Mr.

to use in the less popular field of narra-

;i, or history the power
which he shows in these short stories,

would easily he a master in a territory

of his own.

The ( ,ra
l will bring

more pleasure to the reader than it did

to the amiable Da who. after

their cheerful and picturesque if some-

what shiftless life, supported so pat

the capable rule of that excellent al-

though impeccable lady. Theodora had

what we New 1 rs call faculty;

she had, too, generosity and kindness of

heart ; she had every quality, indeed,

which makes woman admirable except
that sympathetic insight into character

which is so conspicuous among the liter-

ary gifts of her creator. Lacking this

one quality, she did not see that all her

sensible arrangements for the good of

her brother's family simply made them

supremely uncomfortable. She did not

see that she was making them li\

way which, although native and natural

to her, was alien and cramping to th m.

No more did she see that by her well-

intentioned bearing of her sister-in-law's

burdens she was giving her the unpar-
donable affront of making her superflu-

ous in her own household. Hers is a

familiar character that is all the more

exasperating on account of its very

goodness, on account of its very elusive-

ness to justifiable reproach. Easy to

i in a slashing, effective fashion

and to frame in witty invective, the

character is difficult to draw so that the

reader, while never for an instant los-

ing sight of its provoking side, re:

wholly in sympathy with it. In this

better way Miss White draws it We
are made to admire, almost to love The-

odora. We are taught by unobtrusive

toadies to appreciate the fact that she is

irritating by the defect of her qua
that she is not at fault, but unfortunate.

1 TV Coming of Tkeodora. By ELIZA (hunt
WHITE. Barton and New ; ighton,
MifflinACo. 1806.
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So t create such a character is to show

notable insight and >ymputhy. Miss

White adds to these excellent gifts the

light, unerring comedy touch, humor, and

gayety of heart. What is pleasant in

this day of sober fictions is that, although

she is an artist, she is not sad.

One suspects, however, that she would

like to be so. Signs are plenty that she

has that itch for the tragic which is often

so unaccountably present in writers who
have the precious gift of wholesome

mirthfulness. One must deprecate the

pushing of Theodora who was surely

created only for kindly laughter into

the midst of misplaced if reasonable

tragedy. To hurry the smiling reader

under a cold douche of unexpected pathos
is to make the joke too practical. Herein,

probably, is a part of the reason for the

verdict, likely enough to be pronounced

by many, that the book, although clever,

is disagreeable. Another greater part
is in the author's infraction of the aes-

thetic law that, in a work of the imagina-

tion, tragic results, to be acceptable, must

flow from apparently as well as really

adequate sources. That Theodora was

obtuse will not justify to the average

person the shipwreck of her life. The

spectacle is not tragic : it is only painful.

This seems to us the mistake of the book.

That Theodora is a figure for a comedy,
and not for a tragedy, ought to have been

seen by so clear-sighted a person as Miss

White.

With the slight and all too ingenuous

plot there is no need to quarrel. Proper-

ly speaking, The Coming of Theodora is

not a novel at all. What it really is,

is a finely executed character sketch, in

which all else is but mat to set off the por-

trait of a lady whose likeness, although
she has sat to many an artist, we do not

remember ever to have seen so happily

caught
Miss White's mistake in Theodora is

repeated in grosser form in one of the

stories which Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith
has collected in his volume entitled A

Gentleman Vagabond.
1 In John San-

ders, Laborer, the hero, a ample-minded

workingman, with whom the author, with

his customary success, has brought us

into close sympathy, is made to sacri-

fice his life to save that of a worthless

mongrel dog. The incident, although it

is eloquent enough of the tender-hearted-

ness of .the man, is simply shocking. The
reader may properly resent such trifling

with his feelings, since to recur to a

figure already used upon him the ef-

fect, however intended, is that of a prac-

tical joke. Nor can one easily bring
himself to care greatly for some other

of the stories. Brockway's Hulk, for

example, has too much the air of being
made up of an old boat, a man, and a

child, materials for a sketch elaborated

into a melodrama. The sentiment of

Jonathan is too sugary sweet not to be a

bit cloying. Along the Bronx and An-

other Dog cannot be placed in a rank

higher than that of pleasant trifles. Did

not the volume contain stronger tales

than these, even Mr. Smith's agreeable

style, which, though careless more often

than not, is full of color and charm, could

not save it from being somewhat dis-

appointing. Fortunately, there are two

tales in it which have no inconsiderable

merit, and one which a bold critic could

declare a veritable gem. The gem is A
Knight of the Legion of Honor. But

before pointing out its value more par~

ticularly we are minded to pay tribute

of admiration to the kindly humor and

shrewdness of the sketches of Mayor
Tom Slocomb of Pokamoke and of

Baader, prince of couriers. Both are

most satisfactory personages, delightful

compounds of the scamp and tin- gen-

tleman, whom it is pleasant to have Mr.

Smith enable you to understand and ad-

mire. From these the reader can turn

with full assurance of still keener pleasure

to the sketch of one who is completely

1
.1 dentleman Vagabond and Some <

By F. Hoi -KI.N-ON >MITH. Boston and

York : Houghton. MilUin & Co. IN
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the gentleman. A fascinating essa

our time, who touched i'r\\ {

MI. Robert Lo

liled, like many another, when he

d.-tine the essential quali:

nan. Where he failed we will

not venture ; hut that Mr. Bosk, who

so unconsciously reveals his own wortli

in telling the story of his roinant:

from V.-niee to Vienna with a beautiful

Poli>h countess in trouble and alone, is

every inch a gentleman may be unhesi-

tatingly atiirmed. When Mr. Smith, in

the character of a listener to the man
and the >tory that he has himself in-

:. exclain the first

gentleman she had ever known," one

does not feel any impulse to dissent from
the author's enthusiastic verdict upon
his own creation. Such an exclai

on the part of a less skilled writer would
be a dangerous challenge to the

er's sense of humor. That no sense of

incongruity is the best proof of

the success of this portrait of a gentle-

SIX BOOKS OF VERSE.

IF Matthew Arnold's definition of po-

etry as the a of life
"
be accept-

ed . t he act of writing about poetry must be

indeed a remote occupation. the criti-

cism of the criticism of life. Few tilings

could draw the writer farther afield from

life itself. In defense of the pra<

be urged that without an occa-

squaring of accounts with 1

would soon lose its own

vitality, and that in this work of an ac-

countant the duty of the critic lies. Hut

admit the worst of him, grant that his

energies need no supply of th>- red i.l-p.d

of living. What wonder, then, if his

1 especially if he be a person
with a certain tendency towards sermon-

izing takes, in spite of him-.-h. th.-

outward form of that maim, i of composi-
tion which has had the name of being the

most lifeless of all performances of the

pen, and turns out a discourse embracing
if six, as in

:ance, happens to be the
' heads under which his re-

marks naturally fall? There are six new
books of verse before as at this moment,
and, in looking at them one by one, it

seems to us that each in turn suggests a

separate screed of doctrine
"
upo:

temporary verse in -general. Yet our

intentions of avoiding too palpable a ser-

mon are the best in the world, and, be-

sides noting the nature and value of what
the books contain, we shall endeavor to

restrain ourselves to comment, not too

didactic, upon what they suggest.

By undoubted right of precedence the

Last Poems of James Russell Lowell l

stands first upon our list. One is so

used to hear the last work of the greater
writers compared to its disadvantage
with what has gone before it that it re-

I no effort of the imagination to

conjure up the gusto with which the re-

mark will be made in some quarters that

the little book adds nothing to Lowell's

fame. There are always enough and to

spare of men ready with > mces,

delivered with a glibness sufficient to de-

ceive the unwary into thinking them the

result of a careful comparison between

the earlier and later periods of a writer's

work. If these judges do not actually

give a name and a place to the last pages
of a man's '*

complete works
"
correspond-

ing to his Juvenilia at the beginning, they

1 Ltut Poemt ofJame* RtuteH LoveU. Boa-

ton an 1 lioughton, Mifflin 4 Co.

tm,
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imply that they would like to entitle them

Sen ilia. It may be that the present vol-

ume will not engage their powers. Cer-

tainly, its pages are as little deserving of

their fashion of criticism as any pot m-

of a true singer's later years well could

be. Though one might readily admit that

Lowell would be Lowell still without

them, the same breath should add, Low-

ell is still Lowell in them. One does not

ask for a book all Cathedrals and Com-
memoration Odes ; and a modest wish

is amply rewarded by finding in these

Last Poems a bountiful gift of the good

things which gave Lowell his separate

place amongst our poets. In all the fields

of verse, grace without much strength of

thought is easily discoverable ; thought,

though more rarely, can be found without

grace. In this book grace is abundant ;

its themes, half of . them of the sort that

may be called personal, lend themselves

especially to a playful felicity of phrase ;

but in the lightest of them there is a

sober sincerity and truth of thought
which lifts them above the level of " fa-

miliar verse." The most completely se-

rious poem of the small collection, On a

Bust of General Grant, lias in it lines of

characterization not unfit to be placed by
the side of the lines in the great Ode de-

scribing Lincoln. It has seemed that no

epithets could be quite so well chosen as

those which called " our Martyr Chief
"

" The kindly-earnest, brave, foreseeing- man,

Sagacious, patient, dreading praise, not

blame ;

"

yet Grant may be no less vividly remem-

bered by a single rugged line :

"One of those still plain men that do the

world's rough work."

After all, it needs no line or separate

poem to recall to us what Lowell was,

and the true significance of the book ap-

pears, not in any fuller revelation of the

poet, but in the emphasis it lays upon
the fart that he was of an age and of a

class which have passed away. There
are brave singers abroad in the land,

but we fancy the masters would say their

voices are hardly so well rounded as

these voices of the old school. There

are head -tones which may come from

thinking a song more than feeling it.

and there are thin sounds now and then

which probably may be traced to a

weakness of foundation. It is here that

the old school has the advantage of us.

It went to school itself to the best mas-

ters, and the training of youth showed

itself to the end in a sureness of touch

and a breadth of sympathy, a sane know-

ledge of the world. It is not only that

the older writers are disappearing, but

their better spirit is not always replaced

by the younger ones who hurry in their

footsteps. Perhaps it is too much to

hope that all the traditions of dignity
and scholarship can be carried on ; per-

haps in the end it were better to have

left some things, though not these, be-

hind ; but surely it were well if the new

company could catch from the old some
of the spirit which enabled them to look

upon the sadness of the world without

calling it bitterness and wrong, to accept
even a few disagreeable truths without

open rebellion and railing. It is in this

truer wisdom of the world that I

up to the very last, stands forth as a

master skilled to teach.

In temper, as very often in theme and

suggestion, Mrs. James T. Fields - vol-

ume, The Singing Shepherd, and Other

Poems,
1

is at one with the books of the

elder brothers, so to rail the t^roup which

has vanished. The temper is that of a

mind which is not out of sorts with de-

stiny, and does not win its way so much

by aggression and combat as by a gentle,

gracious force. The qualities which es-

pecially .^ive the book its place apart
from others are its feminine sen>it i

of feeling and the frequently evident in-

fluence of the classic spirit. There if

present, also, to a degree not surpi iin<

to those who recall the articles of

1 The Singing Shfpherd, and Other Poet

By ANNIE FIELD*. Boston and New
Bought. ML Minim & Co. 1895.
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sonal reminiscence which Mrs. Fields has

been contributing through recent years
to magazines, a true not-

love for the memory of lives which have

been lived above the level commonly at-

tained by men. The poem from which

the book takes its title. The Sin/u.i;

Shepherd, To a Poet's Memory, illus-

trates with special aptness the point we

have in mind. Its charm of delicate, al-

imaj,'ination is
j>e< uliarly the charm

which befits its theme. The lines in

ry of Otto Dresel have in their dit-

way the same charm, like and
unlike as mu-ic and poetry themselves

are. It may be said with some confi-

dence that the most winning beauty of

the book is to be found in the poems
\\ liidi seem to have sprung most directly
from human intercourse and the memory
of it. This may be only another way of

naming the verses into which the element

of immediate personality has entered

most strongly. The Return might be

I to show how delicately the influ-

ences of nature have also found expres-
sion at times, yet should we make a coun-

ter-quotation in support of our belief.

Hut we are not in court, nor under any

necessity of maintaining our pros and
cons. For its own sake, then, and inci-

dentally for any light it may throw upon
what has been said, let us transcribe the

amply satisfying lines of "
Still in thy

Love I Trust :

"

. in thy love I trust,

me o'er death, since deathless is thy

For putting off the dost,

Thou hut but blest me with a nearer pre-

44 And eo, for thin, for all,

I breathe no selfish plaint, no faithleei ohid-

bf,
On me the snowflakee fall,

Uon hart gained a sammcr alUbidB*.

ing a plaintive rtring,
*ome poor harper at a palace portal,

I wait without and sing,
While thoee I lore glide in and dwell

tal."

Thus we arrive at our 4 '

thirdly," and

find in the Poems by Mrs. R. H. Stod-

dard l a book in which memory plays its

part even more continually, we believe,

than in the poems of Mrs. Fields, but to

a different purpose ; for the printed page
bears its testimony of years to which

the memory has been turned with little

of satisfaction. Mrs. Stoddard's spirit

has indeed the contemporaneous quality
of more or less open revolt against the

world and much that is therein. Lost

to her is loss, and time has little power
to temper the bitterness of it The re-

sult in her verse is generally that the

vigor of rebellion is more felt than the

gentleness of acceptance. It is a curi-

ous circumstance, moreover, that the beet

expression of this intense feeling strikes

one as appearing in the blank - verse

poems with which the last third of the

book is mainly filled. It would be nat-

ural to look for the least resisting me-

dium for these utterances in the shorter

verses, in the lyric mould, which make

up the rest of the volume. This is not

to say that there is not strength in the

shorter poems ; such lines as October,

evidently a song of war-time, would

speak for themselves against any such

untrue generality. Yet if the strength
of a writer, unlike that of a chain, is

to be tested at its best, it is to the blank-

verse poems of Mrs. Stoddard, reflective

and descriptive, that one should turn.

The sad house by the shore, to which

the writer returns more than once ; the

moods of nature, reflecting their .bright-

Dees and hope at times as clearly as their

sombre hues upon the human spirit ; and

the many messages of the sea to man,
these supply the themes for a series

of poems of no mean power. And to

have achieved any success where failure

is so often met in the production of

that tempting blank verse which looks so

much easier than it is may be more

i Poem*. Br EUZARKTH STODDARD. Boe-

ton and New York: Hooghton, Mifflin A Co.

IM,
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than to have turned pretty songs by the

score.

The Ballads of Blue Water,
1

by James

Jeffrey Roche, present a different phase
of contemporaneity. different, yet pei-

haps quite as typical as any. There lias

been widespread rejoicing over the at-

tempt the novelists have been making to

return to scenes of active and vivid life.

A poetical analogue of this prose return

is found in Mr. Roche's book. Here are

no unhappy searchings for the springs of

private unhappiness. The sky above is

clear except for the smoke of battle, the

air is truly the vigorous air of the sea, and

the deck of brave ships is the stage for

the deeds portrayed. There are other

poems, to be sure, than the sea ballads

to which most of the book is devoted,

but war and valor are for the most part
their themes. The spirit of the book

is wholly stirring, after a hearty fashion

which separates it from nearly all verse

of the past few years. Indeed, it re-

calls the War Lyrics of Henry Howard
Brownell more than any volume which

readily comes to mind. It has not the

precise quality which Brownell's song

gained from his singing it on the very
deck of battle.

" Of distant deeds sing I, who ne'er

Did anything, went anywhere/'

says Mr. Roche, and accordingly there

is in his work a little more of the polish

and care which peace permits. It is sur-

prising that so much of the fervor which

might have been caught from the scene

itself is also to be found. Many will

recall the short poem At Sea, written at

the time of the disaster to our ships at

Samoa, and in the remembrance of the

poet's brother, lost with so many others,

will feel that they have traced at least a

part of the writer's keen sympathy with

men of the sea. We cannot help thinking
that the blood of the green i>land

Roche's ancestry has contributed its >hare

1 Ballads of Blue Watn. By JAMF> JSP-
FRETRocHK. Boston and New V
ton. Mifli;

of ardent fellow-feeling for our men of

most adventurous action, and we are

glad to recognize in the Ballads of Blue

Water an artistic expression of the same

impulse which gave our army its brave

Irish regiments in the war. The volume

preaches its own sermon to those \\ith

ears to hear it, and it were idle for us

to dilate upon the refreshment that young
writers might afford the world if they
would turn to such themes as Mr. Roche

has chosen, and persevere until some

mastery of them is attained.

It is a far cry from so direct a book

as the Ballads of Blue Water to the com-

plexities of Mr. Francis Thompson. We
were not of those who hailed him. two

years ago, as the poet for whom there

had been long and weary waiting. We
felt, as we feel in his Sister-Songs,

2
his

wealth of imagination, his overflowing

gift of language, too often, we must

think, leading him to the offhand use of

words which the dictionaries mark obs.,

his endowment, indeed, with many of

the qualities of mind and spirit for which

a poet should be thankful. But in the

Sister-Songs, still more strongly than in

the previous Poems, we feel that these

powers have often been treated with

abuse. In the Poems there were lines,

like Daisy, The Dream-Tryst, and parts

of The Hound of Heaven, from which

it would be hard, even if one wished it,

to withhold admiration. In this second

volume, celebrating, if we understand it

aright, the debt the poet owes to two

children, there are also paages, like

those of th- child's kiss and the poet's

speech, in which the suggestions of beau-

ty and strength press close upon the

achievement of these things, and it

rate lines clearly attain it. It may be

that our own dimness of vision holds us

from seeing them more fully attained

here and elsewhere. The intricacies of

thought, expression, and rhyme are, we

2
Sister-Songs. An OfTt-rin^ to Two E

By FRANCIS THOMPSON. London : John Lane ;

Boston : Copeland & Day. 1895.
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:\ admit, iu the homely phrase of
' too much for us." What

Mr. Thompson, in telling of a woman's

hair, calls "tin- ilhuninoUB and volute

redundance-
"
has surely entangled the

poem itself.

Instead of disentangling it, we are

inclined to remember that a "fifthly

would he in place at this point, and would

raise a question which even a casual con-

sideration of the book suggests. Where
is the poet to draw the line, or must he

draw it at all, between an intemperate,
untrammch d indulgence in words for

the gratification of every fancy of his

own for sound and meaning, and their

regulated use as a medium for the com-

munication of his thought to other per-

sons who speak his language ? If poetry
is an expression of personality, and no-

thing more, what right has any one to

object to any form it may take upon it-

self ?
"

If y>u don't like it," the poet may
fairly say,

" let it alone." On the other

hand, can one let it quite alone, if it is

thrust upon one at every corner where

books are to be found ? Possibly the very
fact that it is spread abroad between the

covers of a book justifies one in asking
of it a certain conformity with canons of

taste which are distinct from individ-

ual likings. There is food for thought
r more searching inquiry in these

considerations. It is enough tha

Thompson's poems suggest th< m
If the Sister-Songs are intricate, an

antipodal word must be found for The
Black Riders,

1

by Stephen Crane. As

completely as the one book is overlaid

with ornament, the other is stripped
bare of it. The strange little lines of

which Th,. I'.l.ick Itidera is made up are

not even rhymed, and have but a faint

v. Surpassing the college
>e in verse, to which the shrewd

instructor made objection that every line

began with a capital letter, these small

1 IT* Black Ridm, and Other Lim*. By
STXPHJCM CKAXK. Boeton: Copland 6 Day.
1MB,

skeletons of poetry are printed entirely

in capitals, and in the modern fashion

which hangs a few lines by the shoul-

ders to the top of the page, as if more

had meant to come below, but had

changed its mind. The virtue of these

lines, however, is that they often have

enough freshness of conception to set

the reader thinking, and so perhaps the

blank spaces are filled. The spirit of

the lines is generally rebellious and mod-
ern in the extreme, occasionally blasphe-
mous to a degree which even cleverness

will not reconcile to a liberal taste. One
feels that a long journey has been taken

since the Last Poems of Mr. Lowell were

read. But it is too much to think that

the writer always takes himself serious-

ly. Many of the lines are intentionally

amusing, and the satiric note sometimes

serves to mollify the profanity. The par-

able form into which many of the frag-

ments are cast gives them half their

effectiveness. The audacity of their con-

ception, suggesting a mind not without

kinship to Kmily Dickinson's, supplies

the rest Instead of talking more about

them or discussing the possibility of their

production before Tourge'niefFs Prose

Poems, let us quote, without all its capi-
tal letters this characteristic bit, which

serve either as a credo for the

modern pessimist or as a felicitous epi-

gram at his expense :

Inthedeaert

I saw a creator*, naked, bestial,

Who, squatting upon the ground,
Held hi* heart in hi. hand*,

And ate of it.

I aaid/ I. it (food, friend? 1

4
It ia bitter bitter/

' Bat I like it

it i bitter,

it ia my heart'

Throughout the little book, neverthe-

less, there is some eating of other viands,

for the sweet it mixed with the bitter.

Just another parable we roust transcribe,

since it is thoroughly typical of Mr.
Crane's performances, and will serve as
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an excellent "
sixthly and lastly

"
for

any critic who has spoken his mind :

" Once there was a man,

Oh, so wise !

In all drink

He detected the bitter,

And in all touch

He found the sting.

At last he cried thus :

' There is nothing,
No life,

No joy,

No pain,

There is nothing save opinion,
And opinion be damned.' "

WELL-MADE BOOKS.

EVERY holiday season brings books

whose appeal is to the eye. Formerly
more than now, stress has been laid upon
the illustrations of such books ; for the

ease with which pictures of all sorts can

be copied and printed has made illustra-

tion a very common accompaniment of

books published in any season, and the

prodigality of the illustrated monthlies

and weeklies has accustomed the user

of books to abundant pictorial setting.

Pictures are no longer a distinction, and

it may be added that this sort of currency
has become so free that few persons dis-

criminate between the genuine and the

counterfeit For the purposes of lavish

decoration, there is little difference to the

public between an art which represents

great design in the artist and patient toil

on the part of the interpreter, and an

imitation which means a conjunction of

paper-maker, pressman, and chemist to

produce a superficial show of likeness to

an original. There can be little doubt

that the steady improvement in im-chuni-

cal processes tends to diminish the im-

portance of the engraver's craft, and to

multiply enormously the capacity of book-

makers to reproduce designs, old and

new ; it also blunts the perception of

true values by accustoming the eye to

mechanical as distinguished from artistic

excellence.

We suspect that the cheapening of

illustrated books by the apparent reduc-

tion of art and artisaiiship to one com-

mon level has had something to do with

the increased attention paid by the mak-

ers of books to those elements which en-

ter into substantial beauty of book-mak-

ing independently of such accessories

as pictures. Possibly, also, the need of

studying the several constituents of a

book compelled by the conditions of

printing process-made cuts has led to

greater dexterity in the management of

these constituents. At any rate, the lover

of good books takes pleasure in noting
how many satisfactory books and sets of

books have appeared lately which owe

their attractiveness to the attention paid
to the fundamental properties of the art

of book-making.
We had occasion, in a recent number

of this magazine, to make some appraisal
of the literary worth of the studies in

nature which for in-arly a generation Mr.

John Burroughs has been making and

publishing, and which now have been

brought together anew in a series of nine

volumes. 1 We refer to these books again

simply as examples of the beautiful ef-

fect produced by a combination of the

simplest means. The eye is filled with

the harmony of parts, and not fixed upon
some single excellence. The type is deli-

cate, yet firm ; the proportion of the
j

is obedient to just laws which prevail in

architecture as much as they do in typo-

graphy ;
there is an absence of meaning-

1 The Writings of John Burroughs. Boston

and New York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1805.



I ornament un-l -tujiid. impe rtinent

;>tioiis and head-lines ; the

jiaji'-r
i- tl< \iblc, agreeable to the touch.

and real all the way through, not all

lace and no depth : the margins are

sufficient and well balanced ; the print-

is even and of good color, and the

number of pages is well related to the

of the volumes. The hind ing, too,

i the lettering have the simp.

\vhirh is not barrenness. The portraits

of Mr. Burroughs, which present him at

different periods, are full of personal in-

terest, and the scheme of title-pa^;

gnettes and frontispieces facing them is

a pleasant revival of a good fashion of

former days, though the etchings them-

selves are not all equally agreeable.

Here is a case where the generous
virtues have been cultivated in a deco-

rous, quiet way, so that it is scarcely

a stretch of language to call the books

a most gentlemanly set But that book-

makers can cultivate the frugal virtues

also is apparent in the one-volume edi-

tion of Robert Browning
1 which c-

in the same press. Here the problem
was to pack a prodigious amount of verse

into a single book without making the

volume unwieldy or levying too heavy
a tax on the eyesight When one looks

at the six volumes of Browning's

ings published by the same firm, and

sees how large a page is required and

how solidly set, and counts the pages with

the resn in all, and then

rs that all this matter was to carry in

addition an equipment of headnotes re-

li:i:i_' Mich histories as were connected

\\itli the several poems, and a tolerably
full biographical sketch, as well as ex-

planatory notes, chronological list, and

indexes, the wonder grows how all thU

substance could be pressed without be-

squeezed into 1050 pages; double-

column. !. it i< true, but < : ^ible

and fair to the sight Again, the ac-

1 Tkt Complete Poetic and Dramatic Work* of
Robert Urowmimg. Cwubri<fc Edition. Boston

p VOL. LXXVII. 18

tual bulk of the book is by no means

considerable. The paper is thin, but

opaque, and th- binding in cloth free,

and not weak. The book lies open as if

it were a well-made Bible, and it dpes
not tumble to pieces with the using.

A similar success must be chronicled

of Mr. Stedman's Victorian Anthology,
1

and a comparison of this work with the

Browning affords a fresh illustration of

the value of good taste and sound judg-
ment in the exercise of the book-maker's

art The two volumes are of the same

size externally. Both are in double col-

umns, and though Mr. Stedman's book

contains two hundred and fifty pages less

than the Browning, it required skill to

pack all he had to offer into a single

volume. What we wish to note is that

though it is built on the same lines as

the Cambridge Editions, the nature of

its contents determined variations which

render the effect of the book individual,

though it is in harmony with its fellows.

There was a classification of an elabo-

rate sort which called for several distinc-

I of type in the headings, and these

distinctions are perfectly clear through
the careful adjustment of the proportions
of the type used. In this instance both

compactness and freedom were demand-

ed, and the combination of these ele-

ments on the printed page testifies to a

high degree of skill and a scholarly taste

on the part of those who regulated the

page. We are occupied with the exter-

nals only of the books under review, but

the studious care shown in this piece of

book-making is very intimately connect-

ed with the extraordinary editorial art

\vhii-h has made the Anthology not only

a most convenient survey of contempo-
raneous English verse, but by its preci-

sion, its method, its order and classifica-

tion. an analysis at a glance of the whole

contents of the poetic p<
;

Of somewhat more monumental char-

* A Victorian AmlMoyy. Selected and e i

ed by EDMI-ND CLARENCE STSDMAX. Boston

MdNewYork:HonfbUm,MiffluiCo. 180ft.
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as befits the man whose recent

death calls for all the tribute which the

craft he blessed can give him. i> the -di-

tion of Stevenson's works l which the

publishers of his more important writings

have set forth. The edition is in >i\-

teen volumes, of which the novels and

tales form the larger half, the remainder

being divided among his travels, poems,
and miscellaneous essays. There is a

variation of perhaps a hundred and fifty

pages between the largest and the small-

est members of the series, a variation

compelled, it would seem*, by the group-

ing of the material; yet there is little

apparent difference in the thickness of

the volumes. It is a mistake, we think,

to build up the smaller books in a set by
the use of heavier paper, or to equalize

the thickness by using a lighter weight
in the books having a larger number of

pages. It should be said, however, that

the character of the laid paper in these

volumes makes this inequality less per-

ceptible in the handling.
The treatment of this series of books

proceeds upon a different plan from that

adopted in the edition of Burroughs al-

ready mentioned, and one may please
himself with the fancy that an equal
sense of fitness prevails in each case.

For as a certain severe simplicity char-

Books. [Ffltriuti
\

neterizes the Burroughs throughout, here

the note is a picturesque one. S

son justifies the picturesque, and these

volumes attack the eye with a boldnQM

which is not displeasing. They are bound

in red buckram and have elaborately

gilded backs. The page is large, and the

type is of a cut which should be used

sparingly by book-makers, especially

when there is much matter to be set, for

it has a brilliancy of display which is not

restful, but insistent. Yet as one turns

over page after page of this new Steven-

son, and stops to read a favorite passage,

or has his eye caught by some bit of color

in speech, be is bound to confess that

there is a natural harmony between the

page and the witty thought it carries.

We have chosen a few examples with

which to illustrate our thesis that the

solid satisfaction which the book-lover

takes in his books is due less to the ex-

tent with which they may be embellished

than to the obedience they show to fun-

damental principles of art in book-mak-

ing. Such books as are carefully studied.

and are not governed by the ruling ca-

price, never lose their beauty ; age does

but mellow their graces, and the satis-

faction they give when they are new is

enhanced by the consideration that it

will endure by companionship.

COMMENT ON NEW BOOKS.

Literature. Reflections and Comments,

1865-1895, by Edwin Lawrence Godkin.

(Scribners.) Mr. Godkin has gathered into

this volume a selection from the articles

that he has contributed to The Nation dur-

ing the thirty years of his editorship, on

social, personal, and (in the larger sense)

political subjects. The usual doubt of the

permanent value of essays prepared for use

1 The Writing* of Robert Louis Stevenson.

In sixteen volumes. New York : Charles Scrib-

\ uer's Sons. 1805.

in periodicals is lessened, if not removed, in

this case
;
for they are not editorials that

were written for use in particular emergen-

cies, but rather brief papers which, in spite

of their brevity, go to the moral base of

the subjects. They have a pennant -nt qual-

ity, and some of them also an hi

value. The volume is a very lair sprrinirn

of the work, both in its moral and in its lit-

erary quality, that has made The Nation a

great power ; and it is an appropriate com-

memoration of a memorable period of edito-
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. a service that, happily, goes
on with the same courage and help:

to our lii^ht-r life that made it* I-

generation ago, an event <>t impor-
The Laureates of England ,

from

>nson to Alfred Tennyson, with

tions from their Works, and an Introduction

dealing with tlu- Origin and Significance of

_,'!
ish Laureatesh i p ,

i West.

With lllii-tiMtnniN
I.;.

.ordon.

(Stokes.) The editor of this selection is not

deterred by the manifest artificiality of the

scheme, and the plan is carried out with a

just sense of the proportionate value of

the several writings. Moreover, it gives
an opportunity for some interesting oblique

light on appreciation of poetry at sueces-

. and the individual studies of

the poets, though brief, are characterized

by good taste and discrimination. The se-

ns, too, are admirable, and the result

is a book which surprises one by the ft lit it y
with whirh t In- editor IKIS turned an appar-

ently formal scheme into one natural and

free. Two more volumes of the pretty

People's Edition of Tennyson have been

published : A l>n am <>t K.iir Women and

Other Poems, and Locksley Hall and Other

Poems. We do not understand why the

hers do not number these volumes,

since they are designed to form, when

completed, a full collection of Tennyson's

poems. (Macmillau.) A great poem is de-

t made, and a close study of the

pineut is likely t.. \iI<l interesting
results. In The Growth of the

Idylls*- hard Jones (Lip-
1

), we hare not only a minute record

'hanges made in successive editions

several Idylls (including even capi-
talization and punctuation), hiit also a dis-

cussion of the more important changes, an
examination of the subject matter of the

eompl.-t.-d work, and an attempt to deter-

mine how far Tennyson followed Malory
and how nun h he drew from other sources.

The growth of the poet's plan is traced
< are, and incidentally some of his

methods of work are brought to view in a

very suggestive way. The book is a di.stin.-t

'ii to the vi|iii|iiiu -nt for the study of

a lies of Men, by George W.
Smaller. (Harpers.) We are glad that Mr.

Smalley ban published a second selection

from his Tribune letters, rescuing a chosen
few from the oM > which even the

best journal ly passes; these

exeerpta bein^ the more welcome because

the correspondence, which the Spectator
once aptly characterized as an excellent

contemporary history of England, has come
to an end, to the lasting regret and loas

of many faithful readers. For yean these

letters held a position apart in American

journalism, other regular work of the kind

differing from them in quality as well as

degree. Re-reading these Studies, one is

impressed anew not only by the writer's wide

knowledge of men and affairs and highly
trained powers of observation, but also by
the vigor, lucidity, and precision of the style,

a style so easily and agreeably readable

that the good qualities which go to make it

so are almost forgotten. Of course, judg-
ments on passing events and the actors there-

in, even by the keenest looker-on, are not

likely to be in any sense final, but they have

a very real value, nevertheless. The series

of Dickeus's novels in single volumes (Mae-
inillan) is continued by the issue of Our Mu-
tual Friend, with a brief introduction, giv-

ing a history of the publication, by Charles

Dickens the younger, and forty illustrations

by Marcus Stone. The type is good, and

though there are eight hundred pages the

book is not clumsy. The fourteenth vol-

ume of that series of Defoe's Romances and
Narratives which is the eighteenth century
in miniature is devoted to A New Voyage
Kouud the World. A i i reamnavigation of

the globe offers less chance for art than

life on an island, and the unrestrained lib-

erty of the narrator results in less effective

story, but Defoe is at his best in adv.

(Dent, London ; Macmillan, New York.)
It is no valley of dry bones through which

one is led in Latin Literature, by J. W.
Mackail. (Srnhuers.) A sense of life per-

vades it, which, aided by frequent compari-
sons with modern authors, makes it very
readable. The reader must know more
than a little Latin, however, or he will find

embarrassment in some of the rather long
untranslated quotations. The book is issued

in the University Series, and takes the place
of the volume which was expected from the

pen of the late Professor Sellar, who was
Mr. MackaiTs teacher. A welcome reprint
is an attractive edition of The Household

Thomas More, illustrated by John
Jellicoe and Herbert Railton, and with an
introduction by the Rev. W. II. Ilutton.
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(Imported by Scribuers.) Mr. Hutton, in

his interestiiig if somewhat rambling pre-

face, which is, properly enough, mainly his-

torical, tells us almost nothing of the author

of this charming book, and her name does

not even appear on tin- title-page. Surely.

in regard to so voluminous, and in the case

of her best tales so popular a writer, a few

facts might have been easily collated for

those readers to whom Margaret More's

diary was a dear early friend. Mr. Hutton

says that Miss Manning never married, yet
in Allibone she is recorded as Mrs. Rath-

bone; one of the few personal references

to her we have encountered is in a letter

of Miss Mitford's, written in 1854, where

Miss Manning is positively declared to be

dying, yet she undoubtedly lived and wrote

books for more than a score of years there-

after. Her name does not appear in the

Dictionary of National Biography, yet she is

spoken of in the past tense. These things are

sufficiently confusing to strivers after accu-

racy. Long's translation of the Thoughts
of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus

has been added to the beautifully printed
and bound Elia Series. (Putnams.) Com-
memorative Addresses, George William

Curtis, Edwin Booth, Louis Kossuth, John
James Audubon, William Cullen Bryant,

by Parke Godwin. (Harpers.) Eugenie
Grandet, par Honore de Balzac. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by Eugene
Bergeron. (Holt.) Modern German Lit-

erature, by Benjamin W. Wells, Ph. D.

(Roberts.) Gallica, and Other Essays, by
James Henry Hallard. (Longmans.) A
Happy Life, by Mary Davies Steele. (Unit-
ed Brethren Publishing House, Dayton,

Ohio.) Fables and Essays, by John Bryan.

(The Arts and Letters Co., New York.)

History and Biography. Julian, Philoso-

pher and Emperor, and the Last Struggle
of Paganism against Christianity, by Alice

Gardner. Heroes of the Nations Series.

(Putnams.) An admirably clear, temperate,
and impartial estimate of a singularly in-

teresting and even fascinating personality.
Miss Gardner shows that easy mastery of

her subject which comes not only from a

careful study of the central figure in her

work, but also from a comprehen-
accurate knowledge of the age in which he

lived
; whil nograph is always ex-

cellent in arrangement, and lueid and read-

able in style. She handles skillfully the

difficulties in the way of ukkntandiug and

defining the religious position of Julian, and

makes plain how to his ardent and devoted

soul any compromise between Christianity

and Hellenic culture was impossible. He

could not divide his allegiance.
" In the

triumph of Christianity he foresaw tin-

Dark Ages. We cannot wonder that he

did not see the Renaissance on the other

side." Only less profound than the Em-

peror's mistake in believing in the speed\
extinction of the new faith from Palestine

was that of those who deemed that Hellen-

ism had died with him. And there is much

truth compressed into the closing sentence

of the biographer's final survey of her

hero's character and position in histoi \ :

"It is the Christ, and not the (ialihean, that

has conquered." My Sister Ilenriette,

1 It-nan's touching tribute to the sister whoM-

devotion and self-sacrifice may almost be

said to have made his career possible, has

been excellently translated by Mis> Abby L.

Alger, and brought out in an attractive form

by Messrs. Roberts. The illustrations, from

paintings by Henri Schefferand Ary Kenan,
have been reproduced from the original

work. These include an interesting portrait

of Renan as a young man. The monograph,
now first given to the public, was written

and privately printed in 1862, a ytar after

the death of its subject. Some Memories

of Paris, by F. Adolphus. (Holt.) An en-

tertaining book, covering the recollections

of a correspondent of the London press,

and containing some specially graphic pic-

tures of the days of the Commune. A
Working Manual of American History, for

Teachers and Students, by William H.

Mace (C. W. Bardeen, Syracuse . is in-

tended primarily to help teachers in mak-

ing clear the process by which our insti-

tutional life has come to be what

Curiously, it has neither table of con;

nor index. Essays in American

by Henry Ferguson (James Pott & Co.),

contains four papers on important subjects

in New England History, the Qua!
the Witches, Sir Edmund A minis, and the

Loyalists. They are clear and sane, and

the author has studied to be strictly a

rate. Genesis and Semitic Tradition, by
John D.Davis. Ph. I). (Seribners.) An
Old New England Town. Sketches of Life,

icter. by Frank Samuel Child.

With Illustrations. (S c ribners.) A Great
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. sketches of Madam Will ,

Frances . Willard and Minerva Brace

:;. With an 1 .11 by Lady
Somerset. ( Woman's Temperance

Puhlisliin- Association, Chicago.) Ktudes

Archrfologiques et Varie'tes, par Alphonse

Gagnon. ( Mercier ft C'ie, Levis, Canada.)
and Letters of Dr. Samuel

Hahnemann, by Thomas Lindsley Brad-

f..nl. M. D. (Boerioke & Tafel, Philadel-

phia )

re and Travel. Dog Stories from

The Spectator, with an Introduction by J.

St. Loe Strachey. (Macmillan.) It was a

happy thought to bring together these sto-

ries from the correspondence columns of

the Spectator ;
for though many of the an-

ecdotes were sure to be recalled by inter-

ested readers, few would be likely to go

through some twoscore volumes of the pa-

per in search of them. Besides, as the edi-

tor soon found, the stories gain greatly by

being arranged in groups, thus giving us,

not one, but half a dozen instances of some

special form of intelligence. We have,

among others, sympathetic, humane, jeal-

ous, humorous, and cunning dogs, as well

as prudent and businesslike ones, who go

a-shopping, knowing exactly what they

want, and also understanding the purchas-

ing power of different coins. The book will

be full of interest for dog-lovers, who each

and all will be eager to match some one of

the tales from their own experience, and
for students of animal intelligence as well ;

U-ttcr still, the volume so makes for

humanity that it deserves to be crowned by
the S. P. C. A. Poets' Dogs, collected

and arranged by Elizabeth Richardson.

( Putnam*. ) A comprehensive collection <>f

dog-poems, from the Odyssey's commemo-
ration of the dog Argus to the latter-day
tender tributes to Geist and Kaiser. Even
the dogs of Mother Goose are not forgot-

ten. British Birds, by W. H. Hudson.

itre and Classifi-

cation, by Frank E. Beddard. (Ixmgmans.)
Besides reaching the British audience for

which it was especially intended, it will be

strange if this book does not find its way
int.- many American libraries. Not only
amateur* in ornithology, but many others,

readers of English literatim . \\ill be glad
to have these admirable lift-histories of

ngale, lark, cuckoo, black

throstle, wren, and other lees famous but

hardly less interesting birds. Mr. Hudson

very properly gives special attention to the

songs, though no imitations are attempted ;

and in this particular we notice that Mr.
John Burroughs is quoted several times,

usually with approval of his close observa-

tion and happy description. Two hundred

and odd species are treated at some length,
and about two thirds of these are figured.
Accidental and irregular visitors are includ-

ed, but not described. The eight colored

plates are by Mr. A. Thorburn, and most

of the other illustrations are by Mr. G. .

Lodge. They are all artistic, and are ap-

parently good portraits. The descriptions

of species are short and untechnical. Un-

fortunately, no dimension but length is

given, so that the picture, when present, is

the only guide to the proportions. The

heron, whose length is said to be thirty-six

inches, may be supposed to resemble in form

the pheasant, which measures three feet

long. In his introductory chapter, Mr. Bed-

dard fails to give due credit to many batra-

chians, mammals, and non-passerine birds

for their vocal accomplishments when he

limits their utterances to screams, growls,
and " dull notes." The Pheasant : Natu-

ral History, by the Rev. H. A. Macpher-
son ; Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-W.

Cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand. (Long-

mans.) In this third volume of the Fur
Bather Series Mr. Stiiart-Wortley de-

scribes what he aptly calls the "pastime"
of pheasant-shooting. He cannot give it

the name of sport. And yet, killing the

hi id in the sportsmanlike manner wh

insists upon requires a certain degree of

skill. I.i.lcp.1. the pastime would be a

sorry one if it did not. The book states

the raiton d'etre of pheasant-hooting very
well and sets forth all its good points, but

it is easy to see that Mr. Stuart-Wort ley's

heart is not in that kind of sport It can-

not take the place of grouse shooting with

him or with any other true lover of nature

and outdoor life. But though as game it

must yield the front rank, the pheasant b
in many respects an interesting bird, and

has * pedigree extending back to the time

of the Argonanfta. Its history, early and

late, and its natural history besides, is well

told by Mr. Maepherson. Finally.the bird

is served up in an almost distractingly ap-

petizing style by Mr. Alexander Innes

Shand, whose treatise on its table virtues
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is woll seasoned with anecdotes. The illus-

trations, by Mr. A. Thorhnrn, are excellent.

as iiMial. Little Rivers, a Book <.f \'.^-

says in Profitable Idleness, by Henry Van

Dyke. (Scribuers.) The mo>t delightful

sketch in this collection is that which gives
its title to the book. That and the second

are written in a tender and reminiscent

strain which seems so spontaneous that the

reader is fain to let himself drift back into

his own past, especially if he is so fortunate

as to have a past well watered by little

rivers. The other sketches are entertain-

ing narratives of excursions in the Adiron-

dacks, Scotland, Canada, the Tyrol, and

Germany, accompanied by a faithful trout-

rod, which on occasions gives place to a

two-handed salmon-rod. In A Handful of

Heather the author writes charmingly of

his literary loves. We suspect he is not

the only man who has fallen in love with

Sheila, though few have had such opportu-
nities as his for indulging their sentimental

passion. The Last Cruise of the Miranda, a

Record of Arctic' Adventure, by Henry Col-

lins Walsh. With Contributions from Prof.

Wm. H. Brewer and fifteen others. Pro-

fusely illustrated from Photographs taken

on the Trip. (Transatlantic Publishing Co.)
An account of the unlucky Arctic expedi-
tion conducted by Dr. Frederick A. Cook
in the summer of 1894. The narrative is in

many respects an interesting one, but there

is an amateurish air about the book, which

is not entirely dispelled by the valuable

papers of Professor Brewer, Professor G.

Frederick Wright, and others, on the sub-

jects of their special studies. Mr. Walsh
tells us that the proceeds of the sale of the

volume are to be devoted to reimbursing
the captain and crew of the rescuing schoon-

er Rigel, who, on account of the sinking of

the disabled Miranda, were unable to re-

cover the entire sum due them. From the

Black Sea through Persia and India, by
Edwin Lord Weeks. Illustrated by the

Author. (Harpers.) This rather imagina-
tive title appropriately introduces a book

which depends for its interest more upon
what it tells than on any charm in the tell-

ing. It was after reaching India that Mr-

Weeks found most to am art him. and from
that point his book becomes something more
than a mere narrative of his journey. The
illustrations, which are very good through-
out, are also especially interesting when the

subjects are the street-, tin- people, and the

temples of Hindostan. .Japan is picturesque
and charming, but India is something more.

She is built on a larger scale than the island

empire. Pictures like thc-c of Mr. \^

will help stay-at-home travelers to an ap-

preciation of her magnificence. The au-

thor writes at some length of the art of

India as shown in architecture, wood-carv-

ing, and painting. The condition of Up-

country under English rule on^a^cs his

attention, also, and he has a good deal to

say about the native regiments. The first

third of the book is the story of an ill-timed

journey through a cholera-smitten country.
The sad circumstances attending the death

of Mr. Weeks's traveling-companion, Mr.

Theodore Child, are only very briefly

touched upon. William Winter's Gray
Days and Gold has been added to Macmil-

lan's Miniature Series in paper.

Poetry. The Cambridge Holmes (Hough-

ton) is the short title by which will be known
the new single

- volume edition of Dr.

llolmes's complete poetical works, uniform

with the Cambridge Editions of Longfel-

low, Whittier, and Browning. The bulk of

Holmes's poetry is not too great to be

brought well within the scope of a two-col-

umn octavo volume, and the equipment sure-

ly is all that could reasonably be ask< d. A

portrait, a biographical sketch, headnotes,

dates, poems depressed to the level of small

type because discarded from the company
of the poet's more determined work, chro-

nological list, indexes, here is a compact,
well-ordered accompaniment which will last

long as an adequate critical apparatus.-
Echoes from the Sabine Farm, bv Ku^ne
and Roswell Field. (Scribners.) Whether

these Echoes be called versions of Horace

or diversions of two brother-, it is palpably
clear that they cannot be called translations.

They are, rather, fluent, highly American-

ized paraphrases of the Latin poet, empha-
sizing with special stress all the mon- con-

vivial notes from his songs, and displaying

an intimacy with the terms of our most

modern Occidental speech which may be

held the least classic. Yet w h> s h

.race brought to life would not la-

ment his returning too late to meet both of

these last worshipers at his shrine ? Mi-

mosa-Leaves, by Grace Denio Litchfield.

Illustrated by Helen and Margaret Arm-

strong. (Put minis.) The note of courage
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and brightness is struck more persi^

in this little volume than that of sorrow,

1\ than in the vigor-

i untliiH hing poem Pain is the wri-

ter's strength shown. These are lines of

more than common power, and with

r kind give the book a quality of real-

ness more intense than its graceful garb and

the decorations lead one to expect. The

Magio House, and < >th<T Poems, by Duncan

Campbell Scott (Copeland & Day.) These

poems, under the game title, but with a title-

page bearing the imprint of a Canadian

publisher, have come to us before. The
volume in its new hands has lost none of the

beauty which we remarked on its earlier

appearance, and the poems, need we say,

have their same graceful quality. The

Legend of the White Canoe, by William

h Photogravures from De-

signs by i V. I)u Mond. (Putnams.)

Shakuntala, or, The Recovered Ring, a

Hindoo Drama, by Kalidasa. Translated

from the Sanskrit by A. Hjalmar Edgren,
I'h. 1> (H..lt .) Mariana, an Original

Drama, in Three Acts and an Epilogue, by
Jose' Echegaray. Translated by James

Graham. (Roberts.) The Treasures of

Kuriu.M, by Kl Irn M. H. dates. (Putnams.)
;.gland, or, A Soul laid Bare, a

Drama, for the Closet, by J. A. Parker.

(Imported by Scribners.) Pebbles and

Boulders, selected from Poems written at

Moments of Leisure, by Nathan A. Wood-
ward. (Charles Well

:... with the reissue of

Thomas Hardy's earlier novels in a neat

library editiou comes his latest, Jude the

Obscure, with a most unpleasantly depre-

catory shrug in the preface. (Harpers.)
It is melancholy to see how Mr. Hardy has

allowed himself to brood over unwholesome

seen*, until he sees even biding

the son in the heavens, through smoked

glass. All has gone awry, but he does

not appear to suspect his own squ
The Life of Nancy, by Sarah Orne Jew-

Hie title story of this

collection of ten tales might weU stand as a

representative title for a very large part of

Miss Jewett's work. She has done preeise-

ly this, got at the life of " Nanc\

.-land maiden whose city

sister is
" Ann..- ;

"
not at the mere external

.stance of Nancy, but at her life.

what she thinks about, dreams about, knows

in her soul
; not, again, at some sharp mo-

ment in Nancy's experience, some acidu-

lous drop into which her life has been dis-

:-ut at l..-i- ( ommon experience as

- on year after year. With each

new volume Miss Jewett shows a finer

power over language, while preserving the

old, simple flavor of sympathy and strong
sense of what is humanly probable in the

characters she portrays. From the Me-
moirs of a Minister of France, by Stan-

ley J. Weyman. (Longmans.) It will

surely be to the great contentment of all

his readers that in this book Mr. Weyman
returns to the time and scene of his most

successful tales, the France of the late six-

teenth and early seventeenth centuries. The
dozen stories which make up the volume

are in their form episodes from Sully's Me-

moirs, the personality of the narrator serv-

ing as a connecting thread. Not only is

the great minister a singularly lifelike fig-

ure, but his still more famous master is

drawn with an ease and a sureness of touch

altogether admirable. Again, we must note

how, without carefully, not to say painfully
elaborated descriptions or archaisms of man-
ner and phrase on the one hand, or imper-
tinent intrusions of the life and thought of

to-day on the other, we are, by means appar-

ently the simplest and most natural, given
the atmosphere and feeling of the time.

Remarkable, too, is the variety of motive

a . I- 1 incident to be found in these sketches.

Indeed, viewing him only as an excellent

story-teller, we think this volume often

shows the author at his best The Stark

Munro Letters, by A. Conan Doyle. ( \j>-

pletons.) It is easy to imagine the feelings

of the ordinary dev< notion when
he finds that this book is not an c\

historical romance, nor an ingenious detec-

tive story, nor even thrilling episodes in a

physician's life, but the plain, unvarnished

tale of the struggles of a young doctor,

without money or influence, to build up a

very modestly remunerative practice. We
have no right to infer that the work is au-

tobiographic, but it is certainly realistic in

a good sense, and will, we think, interest a

not inconsiderable number of readers. The
sketch of the narrator's unfriendly friend.

Cull ingworth, part genius, part charlatan,

part knave, and potentially wholly a luna-

tic, may not be a an ex-

ceedingly vivid piece of character-drawing,
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and would alone give value to the volume,
whose weakest feature is the stress laid

upon the hero's rather boyish and quite

commonplace agnosticism. The Wonder-

ful Visit, by H. G. Wells. (Macmillan.)
This agreeably readable fantasy tells of the

haps and mishaps, usually the latter, of an

angel who accidentally finds himself on the

earth, the place of his involuntary descent

being an English village, where dwell a

collection of Philistines not differing great-

ly from other coteries to which we have

frequently been introduced. The satire of

the sketch is also of a rather familiar kind,

but the little tale is told with originality

of manner if not of thought, and with wit

and humor as well. Nor does it lack a

touch of pathos. My Japanese Wife, by
Clive Holland. (Macmillan.) The tale

fitly contained in this pretty booklet is told

with a charming and dainty grace quite

worthy of the fascinating child-woman who
is its heroine. It is impossible to imagine
Mousme* in any but a Japanese setting, and

her possible English experiences would

cause some misgivings if we were able to

take her pleasing history very seriously.

The Red Star, by L. McManus. The An-

tonym Library. (Putnams.) The history
of a high-born Polish girl, in the days when
the battle of Eylau was fought, who, when
the only man of her house declines to join

the French, disguises herself as a boy and

leads some of her vassals to the war, where

her fate becomes intertwined with that of

her nominal husband, a Russian officer, to

whom she had been forcibly wedded. The
tale is told with so much spirit, and here

and there so graphically, that it is quickly

read, and for the moment its rather startling

improbabilities are overlooked. Lady
Bonnie's Experiment, by Tighe Hopkins.

(Holt.) A sketch rather than a story, of

the flimsiest texture, but sometimes bright

ly and always smartly written. Moody*s

Lodging House, and Other Tenement

Sketches, by Alvan Francis Sanborn.

(Copeland & Day.) A baker's dozen of

sketches of the mud age of civil i /.at ion.

Other writers go to this source for real

sketches or for philanthropic designs. Mr.

Sanborn seems to take the ground that In

is to be a close reporter of men and tiling

as they are on this low level. II. h : .

power of Stevenson to get at the real

man behind his rags ; and after all, what is

the use of the book ? It ha< all tin- out-

side air of literature and not of a sociolo-

gical report, but is in reality nothing more

than an author's studies, and should no

more be published than the sketches of an

artist who is studying to make pictn:

The Adventures of Jones, by llayden
Carruth. (Harpers.) The spirit if not

the genius of Baron Munchauscn fell upon
Jones. He struggles manfully, but the bur-

den is heavy, and sometimes he is near

sinking under it. His stories of wonderful

inventions are only moderately wonderful

inventions themselves, but the book can at

least be commended as a terrible warning
to young liars, and also for its entire free-

dom from vulgarity. The Price of P
a Story of the Times of Ahab, King of

Israel, by A. W. Ackerman. (MeClttfg.)
The Panglima Muda, a Romance of Ma-

laya, by Rounseville Wildman. (Overland

Monthly Publishing Co.). Transplanted

Manners, a Novel, by Elizabeth K. Kvans.

(Swan Sonnenschein & Co., London.)
Garrison Tales from Tonquin, by James
O'Neill. (Copeland & Day.)

Books for the Youny. A Life of Christ

for Young People, in Questions and An-

swers, by Mary Hastings Foote (Harpers),
covers the events from the Annunciation to

the Ascension, as nearly as possible in what

is now believed to be the true chronologi-

cal order. There are more than eij;ht' -n

hundred of the questions and answers, gen-

erally brief, clear, and pointed, mai

them couched in the exact language of

the Authorized Version. The Author is or-

thodox and devout, and makes good n

the fmits of the latest scholarship. A
Midsummer Night's Dream : illustrated by
R. A. Bell ; edited, with an Introduction,

by Israel Gol lane/. ( Dent, London
;
Mae-

mi llan, New York.) Mr. ( iollanc/, though

possibly a little too much affected by the

idea that he is writing to children, puts in

;tal form a scholarly and ima^in
account of the origin and meaning of the

great play. The illustrations are playful

and suggestive in a ni"de-t. agreeable fash-

ion. Two Little Pilgrims' Progress, a

Story of the City Beautiful, by Fr.,

Hodgson Burnett. (Scribners.)
"
Perhaps

theirs was a fairy story," says the writer

regarding the history of the t\\in>. Robin

and Mej;, orphans of twelve year>. who by
months of hard, persistent work earn enough
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to go to tin- Chicago Fair, and there meet

ri<-h. lonely, unhappy man,
whom they oomforl tnd < heer, and who of

course adopts them. We fear that a stern

Realist would agree with the writer, hut

for ourselves, we are quite willing that

children should still have a good ending to

iles; and as they will in-tii.

feel that the boy and girl who go to the

City Beautiful are an exceedingly un>m-
mon pair, the good fortune that attends

them will be accepted as, in their case, al-

together natural. We should be more 'im-

posed to take exception to the author's

habit of occasionally writing of rather than

for children, though this is less marked
here than in some of her recent juvenile
stories. A Boy of the First Empire, by

Klbridge S. Brooks. (Century Co.) The
1 of the Napoleonic legend was sure

to produce a tale belonging thereto con-

1 the fortunes of some ardent boy
Bonapartist to whom the Emperor plays
the part of earthly providence, and in this

handsome, profusely illustrated volume we
find such a history. The author has brought
out a good dral of juvenile historic fiction,

and tho'iji he quit*- lacks a distinction of

cry desirable in writing of this class,

or any vivid imaginative power, he is gen-

erally spirited and readable, and follows

his authorities with reasonable accuracy.
The want of distinction of which we apeak
is more sensibly felt in another book from

the same hand. Great Men's Sow, Who

They Were, What They Did, and 1 1,,-.

<>ut A i.liinpse at the Sons of

rld's Mightiest Men, from Socrates

to Napoleon. (Putnam*.) This volume is

also generously, and on the whole well

illustrated.- A Child of Tuscany, by Mar-

gnerite Bouvet. (McClurg.) An entirely

conventional tale of a lost , -hi Id. brought

up by a peasant woman; the distinguished-

g old gentleman and lovely young
lady, with sad faces, whom the boy has ad-

from a distance, naturally proving to

be his own high-born kinsfolk. The writer

Florence, fact, and
1 a 601100, or scattering a few other

Italian word* through the dialogue, do not

make the little hero and his friends Tuscans,
or indeed the living denisens of any other
l:u.d. The {.ul.liahers have brought out the

book in an attractive guise. Gue
l Hero Story, by W. O. Stoddard.

(Lothrop.) English Men of Letters for

Boys and Girls, Chaucer, Spenser, Sidney.

by Gertrude H. Ely. (K L. K-llogg &
Co. ) l',,ily Button's New Year, by Mrs.
( . F. Wilder. (Crowell.) Oscar Peter-

son, Ranchman and Ranger, by Henry Wil-

lard French. (Lothrop.)
Year-Books and Calendar*. The begin-

ning of the year brings a variety of
j

bound and otherwise attractive year-books
and volumes of selections from favorite

writers. In white and gold are Helpful

Words, from the Writings of Edward Ev-

erett Hale, selected by Mary B. Merrill

(Roberts), in which a single page is given
to each extract, with a small picture op-

posite ; and Messages of Faith, Hope, and

Love, Selections for Every Day in the

Year from the Sermons and Writings of

James Freeman Clarke, with a portrait of

Dr. Clarke as a frontispiece. (Geo. H.

Ellis.) The Helen Jackson Year-Book,
Selections by Harriet T. Perry. Illustrated

by full-page designs by Kmil Bayard, and

vignette titles by E. H. Garrett. (Roberts.)
About Men : What Women Have Said.

An 1 very-Day Book. Chosen and arranged

by Rose Porter. (Putnams.) Selections

from the writings of twelve women (one
for each month), from Maria Edgeworth to

! unphrv \Vard. Thoughts from the

Writings of Richard Jefferies, selected by
II B i I Way UMI. One of the handsomest

of this season's books of the kind. Finally,

and somewhat out of the ordinary course of

these volumes, comes The Proverbial Phi-

losophy of Confucius, Quotations from the

Chinese Classics for Each Day in the Year,

compiled by Forster H. Jenings, with Pre-

face b \ 1 1 K wang Soh, Minister of

Justice to H. M. the K >rea, (Put-

nams.) L. Prang ft Co., Boston, send an

assortment of things to give away, because

: r holiday air and general attractive-

ness :
<

'

Calendar for 1896, with

heads of Whitticr, Longfellow, Bryant, and
l

a dosen cards, with the flower in various

combinations and verses from various poets,
the cards tied by a blue ribbon ; another

Calendar, composed of violets and figures ;

A Handful of June Panties, the same kind

of fancy on a larger scale and with more

range to the poetry ;
A Posy of Sweet Peas,

on the same plan ; a Calendar, with infan-

tile figures presiding over each quarter; a
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Happy Childhood Calendar, a little more

elaborate
; Roses, Roses all the Way, dedi-

cated to ROM-, anil a mingling of flo\\

and verse ;
and finally, Six British Authors,

ribbon-tied cards with portraits of Mjuk-

speare, Tennyson, Wordsworth, Byron,

Burns, and Browning, verses from th< -

poets, and idealized houses in which the

equally idealized portraits may be hung.
Periodicals. The fiftieth volume of The

Century is characterized in part by the in-

frequency of serial matter and the abun-

dance of poetry. The leading serial is Mr.

Sloane's Napoleon Bonaparte. (Century

Co.) The two volumes of St. Nicholas

covering the year from November, 1894,

to November, 1895 (Century Co.), enable

one to see how varied are the contents

of the magazine, and that the editors en-

deavor to mix in as much introduction to

literature and natural history and science

generally as they think omnivorous readers

of stories will stand. The Yellow Book,
Volume VII., October, 1895. (Copeland &
Day.)

Household Economics. The Century Cook

Book, by Mary Ronald. (Century Co.)
The illustrations form the distinguishing
and a distinctly valuable feature of this

book. They are reproductions from pho-

tographs, showing various dishes, the gar-
niture thereof, as well as utensils used in

their preparation. The volume also con-

tains chapters on dinner-giving, directions

as to laying the table, serving, and kindred

topics, the directions and suggestions

being usually clear and sensible. Viewed

simply as a collection of receipts, the book

should take a fair rank, though it is cer-

tainly neither better nor more complete
than are several of the well-known com-

pilations in general use. In its size and

make-up this manual is probably the hand-

somest and most imposing cook book of the

day. Swain Cookery, with Health Hints,

by Rachel Swain, M. D. (Fowler & Wells. )

Intended, we are assured,
" to cultivate cor-

rect dietetic habits," and dedie

those who love the largeness of lift- and tin-

bounty of good living." Food Products of

the World, by Mary E. Green, M. I >. Kdit-

ed and illustrated by Grace Green Bohn.

(The Hotel World, Chicago.)
Guidebooks and Handbook <. The Harvard

Guide-Book, by Franklin Baldwin Wiley.

(C. W. Sever, Cambridge.) It appears that

for more than twel :,, ,.,>mpn hen-

sive guidebook of the university at Cam-

bridge has been newly published. Mr. Wi-

ley's is excellent in arrangement, and should

be commended especially for the manner
in which it brings forward the many lines

our Cambridge poets, old and youn^, have

written of the scenes they have loved. A
useful appendix describes the windows in

Memorial Hall. Hand-Book of San:

Information for Householders eontaming
Facts and Suggestions about Ventilation.

Drainage, Care of. Contagious Diseases,

Disinfection, Food, and Water. With Ap-

pendices on Disinfectants and Plumbers'

Materials. By Roger S. Tracy, M. D.,

Sanitary Inspector of the New York City
Health Department. (Appletons.) The
title sufficiently explains what the book is.

In addition, it is only necessary to say that

there are thirty-three illustrations and a

complete index. Ancestry, the Objects of

the Hereditary Societies and the Military

and Naval Orders of the United States, and

the Requirements for Membership Therein,

compiled by Eugene Zieber. (The Bailey,

Banks & Biddle Co., Philadelphia.)

Science. Life and Love, by Margaret
Warner Morley. Illustrated by the Author.

(McClurg.) "'T is love that makes the

world go round." This is Ali-s AL.rley's

text, although she does not anmmnee it in

these words. The book is a natural sequel to

her Song of Life, published a few years ain>.

The present volume was written rather for

the uninformed general reader than for chil-

dren, but is so elementary in treatment and

so elevated in tone that it coidd well he

placed in young hands. The reproductive

instinct and functions, as exhibited in all

classes of animals and plant-, are explained

in a delicate and sometimes even poetic

manner, yet without the slight.--! departure
from strict scientific accuracy ;

and the au-

thor's idea of love, in the purest and n

exalted sense of the word, as the under-

lying principle of life, is kept constantly in

view. The book might well be used a

antidote for the teachings of the physiolo-

gical novel. Celestial Objects for Com-

es, by the Rev. T. W. Webb.

Fifth edition, i-.-vi-.ed and
,
p
reatly enlarged

by Rev. T. K. Ksj.in. In two volumes,

ngmans.) Popular Scientific Lectures,

by Ernst Mach, Professor of Ph\>ics in

the University of Prague. Translated by
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i Tli.- (irowth of tin

Nervous System
to Education, by Henry Herbert Donaldson,
Professor of Neurology in the University

.Imported by Scribners.)
Til-- F..IV, . .-.a Study of Natural

Phenomena, by Herbert B. Harrop and

Louis A. Wallis. (Harrop & WaUis, Co-

lumbus, Ohio.)

THK CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB.

Tho THE monograph on Boccaccio

by Mr. J. A. Symonds, which has

been lately published, sets one a-thiukin^

again about the Decameron. Mr. Symonds
is exceedingly enthusiastic in his praises,

and hands on the Boccaccio tradition bright
as a dollar. Everybody has flattered Boc-

caccio, great men, little men, grave old

plodders, gay young friskers, until it should

seem that the consent of many generations
had correctly expressed the measure of tlu

man. You have almost a conviction of this

until you read the Decameron
;
then comes

over you a growing sense of irreverence, of

a sort of sarw-culottigme litteraire, and you
look around you over the great gravestones
in the churchyard of literature, and wonder
if it be a sacred place. Why has there been

this deal of courtesy to Messer Giovanni

Boccaccio ? Ulysses says that

me I. Ilka a fashionable host

That allffhUy ahakea hi* parting foe* by the band.
And with hi. arm* ouUtratcbed, M be would fly,

And in truth. Time commonly deals with

men in a most unmannerly way ; but once

yon get on the right side of Time, he proves
the best of friends. The more the yean
roll on, t!i. Armor stand his favorites, espe-

cially if they be writers of books ; for th.-

yean sweep away the books, and no sooner

is all evidence gone than judgment <>t im-

mortality is entered at once. Howbeit, it

it easier to say why a man wins Time's par-

tiality than why he should deserve it

caccio's success is readily explained. He
was the first in the field, and came in on
th> riHinir lidr of ,!,,. K,.,,:iiss;i,,r,.. Y, t

the Decameron is a book with a feeble pulse
of life. It has more genuine >n de riecle

flavor than any such . nowadays.
Once a man is first, by the law that whips
creatures along the line of least resistance,

he will have imitators, discinles. adTonatsa

and a grand army of pensioners, all living
on his reputation. So it fell out with Boc-

caccio, and at last he got into encyclopedias
and literature primers, and such like per-
durable niches of fame, as the " Fa;

Italian Prose " and the " Prince of Story-
Tellers," and his name shall live forever.

Professors, sub-professors, and essayists
make literary genealogies immortal as that

of Noah. And so it has come to be com-
mon report that Petrarch while he was yet

young begat Boccaccio, and Boccaccio after

living two hundred years begat Ariosto, San-

nazzaro, Aretino, and many others. And
in fact by that time, Boccaccio, having no

rivals, was lauded and applauded by the

cinquccentisti till they too passed away, and
since then nobody has read him. I mean
that nobody reads him for the pleasure of

it. l.nt hy authority or curiosity, or to pass
examinations, except that noble company to

whom a book is a book and a thing of beau-

ty, and its contents may be such as please*
God.

All this I say, admitting, of course, that

Boccaccio was an artist and a very clever

man. In art he was full of the tru

<>t th.> Renaissance, and be put his hundred
tales into a most enduring t | story
of the plngur in Klorvnee is might il\

esting ; and in front of this horrid black

background, fearful as the scrubby thickets

where the harpies roost, come tripping

along seven delightful yonng ladies and
three charming yonng gentlemen, like a

troop from one of Borne-Jones's pictures.
You may think, as yon read, that your in-

terest is absorbed by this description of the

plague because it is a tale about the won-
f Florence told by an eye-wit-

ness. But that explanation is not enough,
as is proved by Maebiavclli's a.

plague in Florence. Machiavelli, weighed
in moral scales, tips up Boccaccio ten
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over, but his plague compared to Bo60Moio'l

. v humdrum and chickenpox ati'air.

Tin- places whither these ladies ;ui<

tlemen go are very delightful places, but

how can they help themselves, all dressed

up in la favella Toscana f You have only
to shake an Italian dictionary, and such

wonderful words drop out that you at once

dream of "
magic casements opening on

the foam of perilous seas in fairyland." In

the Decameron carissime donne e nobilissimi

giovani wander over montagnette, through
boschetti verdissimi, alongside of chiarissimi

Jiumicelli, brushing with loitering feet the

rugiadose erbette, and everything is so grade-

vole, piacevole, and dilettevole that there care

could not kill a cat. This lovely frame

peeps out again at the end of every ten sto-

ries ;
for after all the company have told

their tales, they dance and sing and sup,

and one among them recites a ballata. The

workmanship of this is like the shine of

beads on a rich brocade. I wish some one

would get out an edition of the Decameron
without the stories. Those hundred stories

are some ninety-eight or ninety-nine too

many.
As to the matter of Boccaccio's inven-

tion, Mr. Symonds admits that he laid his

hands upon plots wherever he found them,
and says, What of it ? It is Boccaccio's art

that has given them their value. That may
be true, but it is Boccaccio's misfortune that

Cymbeline should have been built on the

plot of one of his tales, and The Clerk's Tale

and the Pot of Basil on those of others.

These Englishmen whet your appetite for

poetry till it becomes so voracious and in-

tolerant that yon cannot abide a story of

life without it
;
and they convince you that

wherever two or three human beings are

gathered together the spirit of poetry is

there also, and that the chief business of the

story-teller is to bring it out. In all Boc-

caccio's hundred tales there is not one

breath of poetry.

However, it may not be fair, and it is not

necessary, to go to Shakespeare, Chaucer,

and Keats. Take the famous story of the

husband who murdered his wife's lover, cut

his heart out, and had it served up to her

for dinner. Compare Boccaccio's version

with the same story told of Gnillem de Ca-

bestahn, the troubadour, which Mr. Francis

Hueffer has taken from a Provencal manu-

script in the Latirentian Library :it Flor-

It is possible that Boccaccio in.t his

story from that very M.iiree. Tin- 1'ro-

veneal version is full of passion, and Boc-

caccio has kept nothing but the bare bru-

tality of the plot. Boccaccio's artful way
of stabbing romance shows itself in this

story. The wife, on being told that she has

eaten her lover's heart, kills herself, and

the husband's emotion is "jifirreyli aver

malfatto" In most of the stories the plot
is the most interesting tiling, and it must

be confessed that the variety of incident is

most excellent work.

Mr. Symonds, in his athletic way, calls the

Decameron " that stately art work, com-

pletely finished, fair in all its parts, appro-

priately framed, subordinate to one princi-

ple of style, with the master's Shakspearean

grasp on all heights and depths, on the ker-

nel and the superficies, the pomp and mi>-

ery, the pleasures and the pangs of mortal

life." This is a melancholy instance of the

hand being subdued to what it works in.

In the Decameron there are no heights or

depths, nor mountains nor valleys, nor hills

nor dells; only little hummocks and holh>\v>.

It is merely excellent landscape gardening.
In fact, it is the monotonous human level

that strikes the reader, no virtue, no vice.

For there is nothing either good or bad but

thinking makes it so, and Boccaccio v:is an

extraordinarily clever Florentine epicurean,
to whom virtue and vice were but two Dro-

mios playing the world's farce.

Inability to depict character is another

conspicuous failing. Giannelloand Peronel-

la, Frate Cipolla, Madonna Agnese. M
Calandrino, and Niccolosa are a stock com-

pany of bad actors, who change their names

and clothes from time to time, but nothing
else.

The principal objection to the Decame-
ron for the modern reader must necessarily

be the indecency of the -tmie-. After mak-

ing all allowances for a

mceurs, and for the fact that human beings

are akin to the brutes, the n -ad. :

to the conclusion that this perpetual inde-

cency is not due to the fact that the writer

was a cittadino I-'inrmthm and a trsrrntistn,

but that he was Messer (Jiovanni \'>

cio. Indecency may lie more popular and

more public at one time than at another, of

course, but probably then- are alv.

people who believe that decency make- lite

richer and more enjoyable, and others who
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do not. Of tin- latter was Boccaccio. In

'.
it that VT\ time, IVtrarch was em-

_: his genius writing love poems of a

most delicate and refined nature, and Dante,

the greatest idealist in this respect that ever

lived, was alive when Boccaccio was a boy.

Boccaccio himself lectured on Dante. Mr.

Symonds admits that Boccaccio could not

tand Dante's sentiment for B
He puts it thus :

" Between Boccaccio and

; husiasms of the Middle Ages a nine-

:yx already rolled its waves." But

the difficulty with this apology is that this

ninefold Styx shows an infernal ingenuity
in rolling around Boccaccio alone. Head

Petrarch's tenth sonnet :

I' beuedico il loco el tempo e Torn

Che si alto miraron gli ooohi mieL"

it is not merely the denial of the

itg the love of woman, as

to which there may be an honest disagree-

ment, but the lack of all interest in any-

thing that vitally concerns human society,

that confounds the reader : no loyalty, no

honor, no generosity, no sympathy, no cour-

age, no fortitude, no recklessness of conse-

quence, nothing male in the whole book.

Boccaccio left these things out because he

wished to interest, and did not think them

interesting. Nothing is fit to his hand ex-

cept the meetings of one blackguard with

!ier of the opposite sex.

:ir sie, er war ein Dieb," is

true of all his heroes and heroines.

It is this narrow range of interest that

prevents the Decameron from being a great
book. It lias been called the Commedia
Humana, but compare it with Balzac's Co-

me*die Humaine ; and though Balzac may
be deficient in appreciation of the poetry of

life, you see at once how much wider and
more generous his sympathies are. When
Boccaccio's contemporary, Chaucer, tells his

tales, be roams up and down through the

emotions. This limitation of the Decame-
ron strikes the reader into a melancholy, in

spite of its beautiful framework, its mer-

riment and its variety. He perceives that

y of ancient Rome is gone
'from Italy, anil in its stead has come that

intelligent and rational epicureanism which.

as Mr U as so vivaciously

inevitably bring national degradation in it-

train. We cannot but believe that some of

Boccaccio's original readen foresaw the

five hundred yean of servitude between

I

Petrarch's " Italia Mia " and Leo;
." and that the book even

thru had a profoundly tragic element.

Europe in l*d you find Europe old ?
Good Repair. Then thank your good angel
that led you blindfolded through a land

sprinkled with guidebooks and vergers,
overrun by tourists, and given over to the

amenities of travel.

Cologne cathedral was my first recog-
nized disappointment We reached it by

way of Antwerp and Aix U Chapell*
bens's florid tomb and Charlemagne's un-

comfortable coronation chair had, it is true,

made me vaguely uneasy. But it was not

until I saw Cologne cathedral that I knew
to a certainty that I was disappointed.
There it stood in all its beauty, immaculate,

spick-span ; as if it had been built seven

yean ago instead of seven hundred. My
companion gazed upon it, wrapped in ad-

miration. She, fortunate soul, could bear

corroborative witness to the guidebook's

>ny :
" It justly excites the admira-

tion of every beholder." She called my
lagging attention to its rare beauty and fin-

ish. Finish yes,
" finished in 1880."

Beauty What went we out for to see ?

Fine buildings ? Nay, we had traveled thou-

sands of miles that we might come in touch

\vith the old, the historic, and here I stood

before an advertised antiquity and feltno re-

sponsive thrill, I, who at home worshiped
the past, haunted old cemeteries and bought

only old furniture ! Nor was the inside

much better. We had happened in Cologne
on a feast day. We stood and watched the

procession of priests move slowly up the

broad aisle. They were round of bead,

round of person, and solid of foot, not a

suggestion of the tonsured monk of the

Ages. If those early monks were

<>f the earth, earthy, we to-day feel

They are long since dost and ashes, and Ir/

a sort of homoeopathic process have become

canonized in our imaginations. Bat these

modern priests, they are yet in the body.
Led by an assiduous attendant, we visited

the choir chapel, climbed to the choir gal-

lery, and oven to the top of the tower.

Not so much as a thrill to reward our tired

legs. It was all shockingly new and sur-

passingly beautiful.

It may be that this first disappointment
affected all my subsequent impressions of

Europe. For I looked and hungered in
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vain for the ijlory of the past. There is

110 past in Europe. It is all distressingly

up to date. The ruins are all in an excel-

lent state of preservation, thanks to t In-

constant and watchful care bestowed on

tin-in. I gazed UJIOH the bullet holes that

mark the place where William tin- Sih-nt

met his fate. I tried to be impressed by
their age, by the tragedy they commemo-
rated. All in vaiii. I could only look

upon them as well-preserved bullet holes,

hold my peace, and wonder what William

the Silent would have thought. Even lit i-

delberg Castle, with its promenades and
bands and guides, is a sort of historic beer

garden.
It is the tourist that has spoiled Europe.

First and foremost, he is everywhere, mar-

ring the picturesque market-place by his

presence, robbing it of its local color, and

having too little individuality to replace it

by anything of his own. And secondly, his

influence is constantly seen in the eager at-

tempts made to satisfy his curiosity. Every-
where and in everything is manifest a pa-

thetic, thrifty provision to catch his eye and

his dollars. Ruins are labeled nay, even

restored for his benefit. Guides are con-

stantly at hand. All Europe is one contin-

uous show.

If the enterprise stopped at ruins, one

might endure it, harrowing though it is.

But even nature is not safe from the reju-

venating hand. " As old as the hills," we

say. Alas, not in Switzerland. Each peak
and crevasse is ticketed and advertised,

nor could I escape the impression, during

my stay there, that the cheerful bugler,
whose notes every morning woke the hotel

in time for the advertised sunrise, had care-

fully dusted each shining peak before sum-

moning us to the spectacle. A long-handled
feather duster hovered dimly in my ima-

gination. And I felt, when I dropped the

customary coin into his customary palm at

the hotel door, that I paid for both waking
and dusting. Then I would take my n

way to the top of the kulm
;
and lo, out

of the shrouding mists, tables and booths

would shape themselves to my sleepy vision,

tables laden with colored photographs
and carved salad-forks and stick-pins. Ami
I would turn my back upon them, and

watch for the " red eye
"
of dawn to ap-

pear, just as the guidebook describes it,

with a vague feeling that each individual

salad-fork and stick-pin was imbedded in

my .spinal column.

No, it is only by chance and rare good
fortune that one finds the old in Kun>pe
Some little out-of-the-way place has es-

caped the all-seeing Baedeker eye. You
come upon it by accident, and suddenly you
feel yourself in the presence of the old,

tlu- venerable. The town may not boast

even one ruin, but it has the atmosphere
of antiquity. It grins down at you from

grotesque gargoyles ;
it reaches out to you

in curiously wrought door-handles
;

it

smiles from quaintly colored rural pictures

upon some burgher's house
;

it clatters in

sabots over the cobbled streets : and you

yield yourself to it and breathe deep. It

is genuine antiquity ;
there is no mistaking

the flavor.

It is the same feeling that has swept over

you hundreds of times in sleepy New Eng-
land towns where Time has had his way.
You are reminded, perhaps, of Old Hadley

cemetery, where one long Indian-summer

afternoon you drifted with the hours, and

the peace of the past came upon you, and

baffling mysteries, gliding from their soft

haze, touched you familiarly and said,
"
Lo,

you too are one of us
; and we are of the

Present and the Future and the Past."

n Vt . In that most "gruesome"une > lew ot

the "New and most uncomfortable story,

full of "the horror and dark-

ness of shadow and sin and death," Mr.

Marion Crawford's Casa Braccio, we come

occasionally upon some keen 'and subtle

general reflection that seems worth pre-

serving. The other day I picked up in one

of its pages this little nugget :
" She had

that rarest quality in women which com-

mands men without inspiring love. It is

very hard to explain what that quality is,

but most men who have lived much and

seen much have met with it at least once

in their lives. A hundred women ma
buke a man for something he has done, and

he will smile at the reproach. Another

will say to him the same words, and he

will be gravely silent, and will feel that

she is right, and will like her better for

it ever afterwards. And she is not, as a

rule, the woman whom such men would

1.\-." All this seems to me to contain a

tine truth that has never been very gener-

ally n-rogni/ed or pointed out. I am cer-

t.iinU myvlf ar.juainted with several wo-
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men possessing this power, noble :-.-

who,
" with* ng love" (indeed, at

least two of tln-m n .. r married

to a remarkable degree, influenced and

1, and up to a certain point m
es and actions of more than one man

with \slx.m they came into close contact.

lo not agree with Mr. Crawford that

very hard to explain what that qual-

ity is
;

" on the contrary, the solution <

mystery seems to me very easy. The qual-

ity, or rather romlin:ition of Dualities, from

which that power emanates that

mands men "
is simply character. And by

character, I here mean all those tendencies

that make for truthfulness, sincerity, loyal-

ty, courage, honesty, and a fine sense of

honor, in a wider interpretation of that noble

word. Not the honor which a woman alone

is supposed to be able to lose, but that other
44

gem
" which manifests itself in steadfastly

keeping a promise made, redeeming a given

word, discharging a debt incurred, of what-

ever kind, the honor that will make us

brave enough to come forward without

;ig, to face and meet disagreeable

things, even though we know they will hurt

our vanity or pleasant opinion of ourselves ;

indeed, in all and every possible way to live

up to our own best convictions and ideal

standards. To sum it all up in one compre-
hensive term, I might call it that perfect rec-

"f nature, more commonly supposed
to be the attribute of man than of woman,
but which, when it is found in a woman, al-

most appears to be worth something more, to

d to a still higher plane, touched and

consecrated, as it were, with a more subtle

and beautiful light by the etoig weibliche in

.- generally finer texture of the wo-

man's whole mental fibre, and thus comes
to be all the more potent for good. For as

she is so universally esteemed the " weaker

Tassel," Aeklenea*. untruthfulness, cunning,

deceit, and dissembling have been almost

looked upon as a woman's privilege, her

natural weapons of defense, against man's

overwhelming physical force. I have read

somewhere of late, "The strong force of

l.i-l;. -was her sex: weak, ui.ti.itlif.il.

cowardly, and malicious, she was HI ill n<.

lian woman may be." This, of coarse,
is a bitter, satirical fling, yet I must con-

fess not wholly undeserved
;
for it is but

too true that somehow the unwritten laws

of honor (in my definition of the word)

do not seem to be equally understood and

d by both sexes. I may illustrate

hat I mean by a more good-natured

passage from another book, and ought per-

haps to premise that the words are spoken

by a man, and that * 4 what she did
"
was, in

this case, deliberately to conceal, though
not destroy, a will, by the simple non-ap-

pearance of which she came into a fortune :

"The difference between masculine and
feminine character is immense. No man
with a grain of honor in him would have

done what she did
; only some dastardly

hound, who could cheat at cards. And she,

somehow she seems a pure, good woman
in spite of it." She had coveted the for-

tune very largely for the purpose of pro-

curing more comforts and a life free from

anxiety for her sick mother
; for, you see,

she was a "good girl." Only, what an

argument ! It seems to me every woman

ought to resent this, to protest against the

pernicious as well as insulting assumption
that there can be anything but one code of

honor, that binds equally every man, wo-

man, and child on the face of the earth !

< >t < ourse, not all men live up to that code.

What an ideal place this world would be if

they did ! Indeed, the very individuals most

influenced by some woman who "com-
mands" them, without inspiring love, are

probably, whether conscious of it or not,

themselves most deficient, or at least most

weak and vacillating in those qualities that

lend power to the woman. Mr. Crawford's

i OIK hiding words are entirely true, "And
she is not, as a rule, the woman whom such

men would love ;

"
but we might add, The

worse for him ! for in all probability she is

the very helpmate his life most sorely

needs. But the point I make is, that the

general standard of women in such matters

is not as high as that of men. And here

it is where the real "new woman" and

her true mission should begin : not by at-

t.-mpting to ape and imitate in outward

things, in all ways most distasteful, revolt-

ing, and absurd, the one creature of earth

whom at the same time, by an affectation

more utterly absurd still, if that were pos-

sible, she pretends to look down upon and

despise, man, unfortunate, inferior man !

But let women impress upon their girls as

well as their boys, by every precept as well

as by the force of their own example, the im-
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and loyalty and honor, the eternal ol.

tion> laid upon them by those splendid old

words noblesse oblige, and see ho\v quickly

they, as well as their daughters after them,

will rise to the coveted plane of perfect

equality with man in all ethical regi*

as woman is already undoubtedly his su-

perior iii a certain more re>trieted sense of

the word " moral." Just now, the " new wo-

man "
is the laughing-stock of the world,

a kind of hybrid, not belonging entirely to

either one sex or the other, a grotesque and
ridiculous "

sport
" on the great tree of hu-

manity. But if the new woman will only,

instead of wearing his outer garments and

smoking bis cigarettes and playing his ath-

letic games,
" be a man in honor," not alone

this, but also every coming generation
" will

rise up and call her blessed."

The Good Old-
Is ifc reallv a thin of the

FMhioned past? Will it some time be
8h*ke>

as obsolete as the curtsy with

which our grandmothers greeted the beaux

of their day, or the kiss that the gallant

impressed on the fragile hand that he raised

so respectfully to his lips ? Or what is

perhaps a better comparison, since these

gracious customs rose from over-refinement,
while the cordial, whole-souled hand-shake

has been a thing of the heart will it some

day find itself as out of fashion as the kiss

with which our mothers greeted each other,

square on the mouth, direct, and often

resounding? Who was the first woman
who was brave enough to slide her cheek

coyly and coldly into the track of the ap-

proaching lips ? It could not have been Eve,
for there was no other woman to kiss, ex-

cept possibly Lilith, and the relations there

were somewhat strained, even for kissing.

But somewhere, some time, there was a first

woman who thus met the proffered kiss,

and somewhere was a first woman who was

thus repulsed, and whose soul froze into

righteous determination to try the same

thing on the next woman she met : and thus

was sealed the fate of the kiss on the

mouth. We understand that the custom

[February.

still persists to a certain extent among lov-

ers, but we liaye fears that even there it

will not long survive. Think of the offense

against the laws of hygiene ! What fell

microbes of disease may not flit between

them in the kiss that plights their vows !

No, the good old-fashioned kiss has gone;
the good old-fashioned hand-shake is going,
even while I write may be gone. It

occasionally met with. Your counti \

comes to town. She does not understand

the artistic crook of interrogation in which

your hand attempts to approach hers. She

grasps the curving lingers and straightens

them in a loving squeeze. You sigh, and

fancy that the art was lost upon her

at all. Wait until she reaches home. See

her at the next church " sociable
;

"
note

the condescending curve of her small figure

as it bends in greeting; observe the digi-

tal hook with which she draws in each un-

wary and disconcerted comer. And so the

evil communication spreads until the whole

country has felt its devastating touch.

Some people are bound to suffer more
than others from this social change. Be
merciful unto them, ye powers that be.

The man who for long years has laid his

fishlike fingers confidingly in yours has

come upon an evil day. 1 1 is torpid sensi-

bilities are doomed to daily shocks. Be

gentle with him. Woo him, win him, out

of his limp straightness in that first diffi-

cult curve, doubly difficult for him. And
the whole-hearted, cordial, pumplike man
is destined to meet many a setback before

it dawns on his stupid, Plundering soul that

something is wrong. To him a hand-shake

is a hand-shake. He will be slow to under-

stand these fine distinctions between the

old and the new
;
to comprehend that the

old hand-shake was "physical" in its nature;

that the new one, given as it is from the

level of the heart, is "soulful, spiritual.''

Bear with him. He will comprehend in

time. In time we shall all comprehend
and acquiesce, and the good old t

will be no more.
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ilofx in Derbythirt, and Seaforth House

in Hanover Square.

You will have them

ii, or I shall be pestered to my
grave ! Is that the voice of a i'ri

so long standing ? And yet it seems Inn

yesterday since we had good hum--, in

Virginia together, or met aim HI

<>f Quebec, and you gave me back

my sword that Beh'.>i,l. Monro, and

yourself honored so in gallant fighting,

hey made sacred by their death

while . My memoirs, tin--,.

I to Hatter

le me, you tell me Mr. I'

urges on the matter. In truth, \\h-n li,-

ton, hed first upon thi-. I thought it l)iit

the courtesy of a great and generous man.
Hut in.l.-.-.l I am proud that he is .mi
OUS to i Iff <if my Ion-.,' ea;

at Quebec, of Aloi.M-ur Doltaire ami all

his dealings with m.-. ami th- n

lie made to serve La Pompadour < -

>!ll III.-

that . nost perfect of la li-,. Ma-l-moiselle

Alixe Duvarney.
lit write, ton.

upon larg,. public- mutters wherein I was
an humhl- in~:runi-n: to great ends, is

of little present moment. Our
t Quebec is now In

nl honor and fame and reward

have been parceled out. So I shall but

briefly, in the.se memoirs (ay. they shall

be written, and with a good heart), travel

tin- trail ot history, or discourse upon

campaigns and sieges, diplomacies and

s. I shall keep close to my own

story ; for that, it would seenu yourself
and tlu* illustrious minister of th>

Mi to hear. Yet you \\ill find

liijuringin it gi nkt- ourtlamin^
hero General W..li'.-. and also General

Montcalm. who, 1 .shall over keep on

saying, might have held Quebec against

us, had lit- !.t been balU.-l hy the Tain

:ir, thr Man|iiUd,. Vandn-uil ; t>-

i;rth.'r with -u.-h nnti J..UH men as tin- In-

tendant I5i^t. the <-i\ il ^ovenii.r of New
i oh noble gentleman at the

Seigneur I )u \arm
jr,

..f Alixe.

I ^h ill MTtJt view again the lofty

heights of Quebec, nor the citadel where

I was detained so barbarously, nor the

gracious M;m..r House at Beau port, sa-

cred to me because of her who dwelt there-

in how long ago. Of all

th-
|.i,t

n-.-s that flash before my miml
\\li-n I think over those times, one is

\ith me: that tine guest-
room in the Manor House, where I see

: the benign mai-l \\hu alone can

make tlits story worth th- telling,

with one scene therein, and it the most
momentous in my life, I shall begin my
t.,:-.

I beg you. convey t my most
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obedient compliments, and >:iy that I take

liis polite \vi>h as my coiuiiiaiul.

With every expression of my regard, I

am, dear Ned, affectionately your friend.

ROBERT STOBO.

When Monsieur Doltaire entered the

salon, and, dropping lazily into a chair be-

side Madame Duvarney and her daugh-
ter, drawled out,

"
England's Braddock

has gone to heaven, Captain Stobo, and

your papers send you there also," i did

not shift a jot, but looked over at him

gravely, for, God knows, I was star-

tled, and I said,-
" The General is

dead?

I did not dare to ask, Is he defeated ?

though from Doltaire's look I was sure

it was so, and a sickness crept through me,
for at the moment that seemed the end

of our cause. But I made as if I had
not heard his words about my papers.

" Dead as a last year's courtier, shift*

ed from the scene," he replied ;

" and

having little now to do, we'll go play
with the rat in our trap."

I would not have dared look towards

Alixe, standing beside her mother then,

for the song in my blood was pitched
too high, were it not that a little sound

broke from her. At that, I glanced, and

saw that her face was still and quiet,

but her eyes were shining, and her whole

body seemed listening. I dared not give

my glance meaning, though I wished to

do so. She had served me much, had

been a good friend to me, since I was

brought a hostage to Quebec from Fort

Necessity. There, at that little ]K>st on

the Ohio, France threw down the gaunt-

let, and gave us the great Seven Yrar-'

War. And though it may be thought I

speak rashly, the lever to spring that

trouble had been within my grasp. Had
France sat still while AuMria and I'm

sia quarreled, that long fighting had never

been. The game of war had lain with

the Grande Marquise, or La Pompa-
dour. ;t- >he was called, and later it

may be seen how I, unwillingly, moved
her to set it going.

Answering Monsieur Doltaire, I said

stoutly,
" I am sure he made a good light;

he had gallant men."
44

Truly gallant," he returned,
"
your own Virginians

"
(I bowed ) ;

" hut

he was a blunderer, as were you also,

monsieur, or you had not sent him plans
of .our forts and letters of surh candor.

They have gone to France, my captain.''

Madame Duvarney seemed to still en

in her chair, for what did this mean but

that I was a spy? and the young lady
behind them now put her handkerchief

to her mouth as if to stop a word. To
make light of the charges against myxlt
was the only thing, and yet I had little

heart to do so. There was that between

Monsieur Doltaire and myself a mat-

ter I shall come to by and by which

well might make me anxious.
" My sketch and my gossip with my

friends," said I, "can have little int.

in France."
" My faith, the Grande Marquise will

find a relish for them," he said pointed-

ly at me. He, the natural son of King
Louis, had played the part between La

Pompadour and myself in the grave mat-

ter of which I spoke.
" She loves dec id-

ing knotty points of morality." he added.

"She has had chanceand will enough,"
said I boldly, "but what point of morali-

ty is here ?
"

"The most vital to you," he re-

joined, flicking his handkerchief a little,

and drawling so that I could have Mopped
\\\< month with my hand. " Shall a ho>t-

age on parole make sketches of a fort and

send them to his friends, who in turn
j

them on to a foolish ,'
-n -ral ':

"

"When one party to an

War brutally luvaks his sworn pron.

shall the other be held to his ?
"

I ask, d

quietly.

I was glad that, at this moment, the

Seigneur Duvarney entered, for I could
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feel the air now growing colder about

Madame his u . at least, was a

it as I gli liim. I

saw his t';i \\ as troubled and hi

listant. He looked at M
Doltaire a moment steadily, stooped to

his wife's hand, and then offer. d me hi-

own without a word ; which done, he

went to where his daughter stood.

kissed him, and, as she did ->. whispered
in his ear, to which he nod-

ded assent. I knew afterwards that she

had asked him to keep me to dinner with

them.

Presently turning to Monsieur Dol-

taire, he said inquiringly, You have

a squad of men outside my house, Dol-

Doltaire nodded in a languid way,
and answered,

" An escort for Cap-
tain Stobo to the citadel."

I knew now, as he had said, that I

was in the trap ; that lie had hei^im the

long sport which came n-ar to ^ivi:

the white shroud of d.-ath. as it turned

the hair upon my head ere

thirty-two. Do I not know, the indig-

nities, the miseries I suffered, I owed

mostly to him. and that at the last he

nearly robbed England of her greatest

i; of New France 'r

chance sometimes lets humble men like

me balance the scales of fate ; and I was
humble enough in rank, if in

;>ii
it always

something above my place.

I was standing as he spoke these words,
and I 1 111 iied to htm and said, "Monsieur,
I am at your servi.

I have sometimes wished," he said

instantly, and with a courteous if ironi-

cal gesture. that you were in my ser-

vice ; that is, the King's."
I bowed as to a compliment, ;

would n..t Mi the insolence, and
\\"ould I could offer you a com-

pany in my Virginia re^i
" D. id!' he re-

nld make as good a
i as you a Frenchman, every whit."

I suppose he would have kept leading

to such silly play, had I not turned to

Lime Ouvarnt-y and >aid,
"

I am
most sorry that this mishap falls lu

but it is not of my doing, and in colder

comfort, madame, I shall recall the good
hours spent in your home."

I think I said it with a general cour-

tesy, yet, feeling the eyes of the young
lady on me, perhaps a little extra wan
camo into my voice, and worked upon
Madame, or it may be she was glad of my
removal from contact with her daugh;
but kindness showed in her face, and she

replied gently,
*' I am sure it is only for

a few days till we see you again*'
Yet I think in her heart she knew my

life was periled : those were rough and

hasty times, when the axe or the rope
was the surest way to deal with troubles.

Three years before, at Fort Necessity,

I had handed my sword to my lieu*

ant, bidding him make healthy use of it,

and, traveling to Quebec on parole, had

come in and out of this house with great
freedom. Yet since Alixe had grown to-

wards womanhood there had been str

chan nner. I was glad
BOW her hush;i: i the same, as

indeed, so far as he mi$;ht, he did thru

most that came and went.

"The day-, however few, will be too

Ion*.; until I tax your courtesy again," I

said. " I bid you adieu, inad ftme."

/, not so," spoke up my host
" Not one step : dinn.-r is nearly served,

and you must l><th dine with us. Nay,
1'ti: I insist," he added, as he saw me

my head. " Monsieur Doltaire

will grant you this courtesy, and me the

kindness. 1 e?"
Doltaire rose, glan* : Madame

to h.-r daughter. Madame was smiling,

as if begging his consent ; for. profligate

though he was, his position, and more
than all. his personal distii: ide

him a welcome guest at most homes in

Quebec. Alixe met his look without a
in her eyes, so young, yet

- such control and wisdom, as I

have had reason beyond all men to know.
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:nething. however, in the temp,
the scene had filled her with a kind of

glo\v, which added to her beauty and

gave her dignity. The spirit of her look

caught the admiration of this expatriated

courtier, and I knew that a deeper <

than all our past conflicts and tliev

were great would now, or soon, set

him fatally against me.
" I shall be happy to wait Captain

Stobo's pleasure," he said presently,
" and to serve my own by sitting at your
table. I was to have dined with the In-

tendant this afternoon, but a messenger
shall te.ll him duty stays me. ... If

you will excuse me !

"
he added, going

to the door to find a man of his com-

pany. He looked baek for an instant.

as if it struck him I might seek escape,
for he believed in no man's truth ; but

he only said,
" I may fetch my men to

your kitchen, Duvarney ? 'T is raw out-

side."

"
Surely. I shall see they have some

comfort," was the reply.

Doltaire then left the room, and Du-

varney came to me. " This is a bad

business, Stobo," he said sadly.
u There

is some mistake, is there not ?
"

I looked him fair in the face. " There

is a mistake," I answered. '* I am no

spy, and I do not fear that I shall lose

iny life, my honor, or my friends by of-

fensive acts of mine."

He was a man of dignity, and yet great
warmth of nature. 4 *

1 believe you," he

said,
* as I have believed since you came.

though there has been gabble of your

doings. I do not forget you bought my
life back from those wild Mohawks five

years ago. You have my hand in trou-

. ble or out of it."

Upon my soul, I could have fallen on

his neck, for the blow to our cause and

the shadow on my own fate oppressed
me for tin- moment. I had not thought

I should ever lack courage before my
enemies, however hard my case.

At this point the ladies left the

to make some little toilette before din-

ner, and a> they passed me the sleeve of

Ali\ -loin-lied my arm. I caught
her fingers for an instant, and to this

day I can feel that warm, rich current

of life coursing from iinger-tip> to heart.

She did not look at me at all, but p;i

on after her mother. Never till that

moment had there been any open show

of heart between us, though at iirst in

my captivity I own it to my shame

I had made her a friend chiefly that I

might use her kindness some perilous

day of escape. But that soon passed.

and then I wished her friendship for her

own and for my own sake. Also, I had

been held back because when I iirst

knew her she seemed but a child. Yet

how quickly and how wisely did sin-

grow out of that! She had a playful
wit. and her talents were far beyond her

years. It amazed me often to hear her

sum up a thing in some pregnant, sen-

tence which, when you came to think,

was the one word to he said. She had

such a deep look out of her blue

that you scarcely glanced from them to

see the warm sweet color of her face.

the fair broad forehead, the brown hair.

the delicate richness of her lips, which

ever were full of humor and of sti ions-

ness, both running together, as you

may see a laughing brook steal into the

quiet of a river.

Duvarney and 1 were thus alone fora

moment, and he straightway dropped a

hand upon my shoulder. Let me ad-

you," he said: "be friendly with

Doltaire. He has great influence, at the

Court and elsewhere. He can make your
bed hard or soft at the citadel."

I smiled at him. and replied.
"

!

sleep no less sound because of Monsieur

Doltaire."
" You are bitter in your trouble.

he.

1 made haste to answer,
" No. no ;

my own troubles do not weigh BO h

but our General's death."
" You are a patriot, my friend." he

added warmly.
"

1 could well have i
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; with oar Miccess against
i array without this deep danger

to you, for I cannot count you enemy of

I put out my hand to him. hut I did not

speak, for just then Doltaire entered . 1 1

was smiling at something in his thought
-Th- fortunes are with the Inten-

dant always," said he. " When thin-s

are at their worst, ami tlu> King's store-

house, the dear La Friponne, is to be

ripped by our rebel peasants like a saw-

dust doll, here comes this rich news of

our success on the Ohio; ami in that

lit a< Mock's death the whining beggars
will forgot their empty bellies, and bless

where they meant to curse. What fools,

to be sure ! They had better loot LA
Dae. Lord, how we love fighting,

we French ! And 't is so much easier to

or drink, or love." He stretched

out his shapely legs as he sat musing,
and talking as if to himself.

Duvarney shrugged a shoulder, smil-

ing. i. Doltaire. there 's no

man lights in

I an eyebrow. "One must

be in the fashion ; besides, it does need

some skill i he others to

dance, drink, love : blind men's g:ii<

He smiled cynically into tin- distance.

I never knew a man who had so keen a
view of life as lie. Inde. d, I used to

marvel at the pith and depth of 1

ons ; for : i^r.-.-d not with

him once in ten times, I loved his great
reflective cleverness and hi- fin*-

p.

tion. singular \, man of

Itut thru, action to him was a playtime :

he had th.. : the Court
from which he came, its scornful endur-

ance of defeat or ; :^ flippant look

the world, its scoundrel view of

1 hen he and I hivarney talked,

at thinking IYrhaps the passion
of a MUM p*H I in \." M \-m s M fV.-r i",.:

id suffered, and suffered m.r

byal>i ion. Governor Din \\ id

die, Washington (aUs that, as I write the

fragment rhapters ,, among the

hills where Montrose my ancestor fought,

George leads the colonists against the

realm of 1 ... and the rest were

suffering, but they were fighting too.

Brought to their knees, they could rise
4

again to battle, and I thought then, How
more glorious to be with my gentlemen in

blue from Virginia, holding back death

from the General, and at last falling my-
self, than to spend good years a hostage
at Quebec, knowing that Canada was for

our taking, yet doing nothing to advance

the hour ! In the thick of these thoughts
I was not conscious of what the two were

saying, but at last I caught Madame
Cournal's name; by which I guessed
Monsieur Doltaire was talking of her

amours, of which the chief and final was
with Bigot the Intendant, to whom tho

King had given all civil government, all

power over commerce and finance in the

country. The rivalry between the Gov-

ernor and the Intendant was keen and

vital at this time, though it changed later,

as I will show. At her n mie I looked

up and cau_di: .Monsieur 1 )oltaire*s eye.
Me read my thought-. have

had gay hours here. mon>icur." he said,

n know the way to probe us ; but

of all the ladi 's \\ho . mid he most use-

ful to you. \ou left out the greatest.

There you erred. I say it as a t

not as an ohV,-r. there \ From
Madame Coiirnal to Hi^oi. from Bigot
toVaudrcnil the (Governor, from the Gov-

ernor to 1 Hut now"
He pan- d. fr Madame Davarney and

t lighter had M \ve all rose.

The ladies had heard enough to know
I ).. It airo's meaning. Hut now -

tain Stobo dines \\i;h mf viid Madame

Dtivarncy quietly and in

I dine with Madame (' '.mi.il."

rejoined Doltaire, smiling.
< )ue may use more option with ene-

mies and prisoners," he said keenly,
and the h>t ou-ht to havestrn. k li..me.

In so small a place it was not easy to

draw lines close and fine, and it was in

the power of the lutondant, backed by
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onfederates, to ruin almost any fam-

ily in the province if he chose : and that

he chose at times I knew well, as did my
hostess. Yet she was a woman of cour-

age and nobility of thought, and I knew
well where her daughter got her hi

fine flavor of mind.

I could see something devilish in the

smile at Doltaire's lips, but his look was

wandering between Alixe and me, and

he replied urbanely, ''I have ambition

yet to connive at captivity," and then

he looked full and meaningly at her.

I can see her now, her hand on the

high back of a great oak chair, the lace

of her white sleeve falling away, and

her soft arm showing, her eyes on his

without wavering. They did not drop,
nor turn aside ; they held straight on,

calm, strong and understanding. By
that look I saw she read him ; she, who
had seen so little of the world, felt what

he was, and met his invading interest

firmly, yet sadly ; for I knew long after

that she had then a smother at her

heart, foreshadowings of dangers that

would try her as few women are tried.

Thank God that good women are born

with greater souls for trial than men;
that, given once an anchor for their

hearts, they hold until the cables break.

\Vhen we were about to enter the din-

ing-room, I saw. to my j>y. Madame in-

cline towards Doltaire, and I knew that

Alixe was for myself, though her mo-

ther wished it little, I am sure. As she

took my arm, her finger-tips plunged soft-

ly into the velvet of my sleeve, giving me
a thrill of courage. I felt my spirits rise,

and I set myself to carry things off gay-

ly, to have this last hour with her clear

of gloom, for it seemed easy to think that

we should meet no more.

As we passed into the dining-room, I

said, as I had said the first time I v

to dinner in her father's house. * Shall

we be flippant, or graN
I guessed that it would touch her.

raised her eyes to mine a

" We are grave; let us seem flippant."

In those days I had a store <>t >pirits.

I was seldom dismayed, for life had l>een

such a rough-and-tumble ijamp that I held

to cheerfulness and humor a- a hill.sman

to his broadsword, knowing it the gi-

est of weapons with a foe. and tin- \

stone and mortar of friendship. So we

were gay, touching lightly on events

around us. laughing at gossip of the door-

ways (I in my poor French), ca*-;

small stones at whatever drew our noi

not forgetting a throw or two at Chat

Bigot, the Intendant's country house at

Chavlesbourg, five miles away, where

many a plot was hatched, reputation

soiled, and all clean things dishono

But she, the sweetest soul France <

gave the world, could not know all I

knew, guessing only at heavy carou

cards, song, and raillery, with far-off hints

of feet lighter than fit in cavalry boots

dancing among the glasses on the table.

I was never before so charmed with her

swift intelligence, for I never had great
nimbleness of thought, nor power to make
nice play with the tongue. My one im-

portant gift of mind or manner was a

sense of what ought to be said, and what

left unsaid. a tiling that stood by me
often, though, with my quick temper. I

now and then spoke against my judgment.
If, before, I had been a prisoner of

France. I was now a prisoner of one

who, I prayrd. would lock me up in her

heart, and let me nevermore be 1

From that cheerful prison light would

come to warm and brighten the citadel

on the Heights, which, like the Ba-stile.

had opened to far more than it had ever

sent out again. As I said, until that

evening tli re had never been definite

sign between as, and I rould not l>e

that soft hand-pressure, like a pad of

roseleaves. meant more than the pi

a gentle heart ; for. welcome among my
enemies as I had been becau-

gayety in misfortune, I was not vain

enough to think I had entrance at the

inner gates of any woman's favor.

a have been three years with us."
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nly said her father, passing me the

How time has flown! How
much has happened :

"

> Iadame Cournal's husband has made

three million francs," said Doltaire, with

irony and truth.

Duvarney shrugged a shoulder, stiff-

ened; for, oblique as the suggestion was,

he did not care to hare his daughter
hear it.

" And Vaudrenil has sent bees buzz-

ing to Versailles about Bigot and Com-

pany," added the impish satirist.

Madame Duvarney responded with a

look of interest, and the Seigneur's eyes

steadied to his plate. All at once by that

I saw the Seigneur had known of the

Governor's action, and maybe had coun-

seled with him, siding against Bigot. If

that were so, as it proved to be, ho

was in a nest of scorpions, for who among
them would spare him, Marin, Cournal,

Rigaud, the Intendant himself ? I think

he felt I understood, for presently he

raised his eyes to mine, and although we
sent no message in our looks, I knew that

there was peril for him also. Such as he

were thwarted right and left in this ca-

reer of knavery and public evils.

" And our people have turned beggars ;

poor and starved, they beg at the door of

the King's storehouse, It is well called

La Friponne," said Madame Duvarney,
with some heat ; for she was ever liberal

to the poor,
anH she h**l seen manor after

manor robt l.i:-i:- r~ i.!.*

, to be sold toto sell their corn for a

them again at famine prices at La Fri-

ponne. Even now Quebec was full of

in poor begging against the hard

winter, and execrating their spoilers.

Doltaire was too fond of digging at

the heart of things not to admit she spoke
truth.

He sakl this with cool drollery and

point, in the patois of the native, so that

he set us all laughing, in spite of our

mutual apprehensions.
Then he continued, "And the

has sent a chorus to the play, with eyes
for the seesaw, and no will to stop the

buzzing; and more, no purse to nil."

We all knew he meant himself, and
we knew also that so far as money went
he spoke true; that though haml-in-

glove with Bigot, he was poor, save for

what he made at the gaming-table and

got from France. There was what

might have clinched me to him, had

things been other than they were; for

all my life I have loathed the sordid

soul, and I would rather, in these my
ripe years, eat with a highwayman who
takes his life in his hands than witli the

civilian who robs his king and the king's

poor, and has no better trick than false

accounts, nor better friend than the pet-

tifogging knave. Doltaire had no burn-

ing love for France, and little faith in

anything ; for he was of those Versailles

who recked not if the world

to cinders when their lights

went out As will be seen by and by, he

had come here to seek me, and to serve

the Grande Marquise.
More speech like this followed, and

amid it all, with the flower of the world

beside me at this table, I remembered

my mother's words before I bade her

good-by and set sail from Glasgow for

"
Keep it in mind, Robert," she said,

" that an honest love is the thing to hold

you honest with yovntl: to be

lived for, and fought for. and died for.

Ay, be honest in year loves. Be true."

And there I took an oath, my hand

elstiehad bmeath the table, that Alixe

should be my wife if better days came;
when I was done with citadel and trial

and captivity, if that might be.

The evening was well forward whan
Doltaire, rising from his seat in the

drawing-room, bowed to me, and said,
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I rose also, and prepared to go. There

was little talk, vet we all kept up a play
of cheerfulness. When I came to take

the Seigneur's hand, Doltaire was a dis-

tance off, talking to Madame. "
Stobo,"

said the Seigneur quickly and quietly,

-trials portend for hoth of us." He
nodded towards Doltaire.

"But we shall come safe through.
"

I

said.

" Be of good courage, and adieu," he

answered, as* Doltaire turned towards us.

My last words were to Alixe. The

great moment of my life was come. If

I could hut say one thing to her out of

earshot, I would stake all on the ha /a id.

She was standing beside a cabinet, very

still, a strange glow in her eyes, a new,
fine firmness at the lips. I felt I dared

not look as I would. I feared there was

no chance now to speak what I would.

But I came slowly up the room with

her mother. As we did so, Doltaire ex-

claimed and started to the window, and

the Seigneur and Madame followed. A
red light was showing on the panes.
I caught Alixe's eye, and held it, com-

ing quickly to her. All hacks were on

us. I took her hand and pressed it to

my lips suddenly. She gave a little gasp,
and I saw her bosom heave.

* I am going from prison to prison,"

I said. " But I leave my loved jailer

behind."

She understood. "Your jailer goes

also," she answered, with a sad smile.

" I love you ! I love you !

"
I urged.

She was very pale.
"
Oh, Rob. it :

she whispered timidly; and then,
*

I will

be brave, I will help you, and I will not

forget. God guard you."
That was all, for Doltaire turned to

me then and said, "They've mad. >i

La Friponne a torch to light you to the

citadel, monsieur."

A moment afterwards we were out -id e

in the keen October air, a squad of sol-

diers attending, our fares towards the < it-

adel heights. I looked bark, dofli

cap. The Seigneur and Madame ri

the door. hut my eyes were for a window

where stood Alixe. The reflection of the

far-off fire bathed the glass, and ln-r face

had a glow, the eyes shining through, in-

tent and most serious. Yet how brave

she was, for she lifted her handkerchief,

shook it a little, and smiled.

As though the salute were meant for

him, Doltaire bowed twice impressively,

and then we stepped forward, the great
fire over against the Heights lighting ns

and hurrying us on.

We scarcely spoke as we went, though
Doltaire hummed now and then the air

La Pompadour et La Friponne.
came nearer I said,

" Are you sure it is

La Friponne, monsieur ?
"

" It is not," he said, pointing.
" See !

"

The sky was full of shaking sparks.

and there was a smell of burning grain.
" One of the granaries, then," I added.

"not La Friponne itself ?
"

To this he nodded assent, and we

pushed on.

II.

" What fools," said Doltaire presently,
" to burn the bread and oven too ! I f

only they were less honest in a world of

rogues, poor moles !

"

Coming nearer, we saw that La Y\ i-

ponne itself was safe, but one warehouse

was doomed and another threatened. Tin-

streets were full of people, and thousands

of excited peasants, laborers, and u
were shouting,

" Down with the pal.'

Down with Bigot !

"

We came upon the scene at the most

critical moment. None of the Go v e r

soldiers were in sight, but up the

we could hear the steady tramp of (l

eral Montcalm's infantry as they cann-

on. Where were Bigot's men : i i

was a handful one company drawn

up before La Friponne, idly leaning on

their muskets, seeing the great granary
burn, and watching La Fripoime threat-

ened by the mad crowd and the fire.

There was not a soldier before the Inten-
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palace, not a light in any win-

WTiai ; w,-ird trick of Bigot's?"

Mid Doltaire, musing.
The Governor, we knew, had been out

of tin? city that day. Bat where was

? At a word from Doltaire we

pushed forward towards the palae. . the

soldiers keeping me in their midst. W,

were not a hundred feet from the great

steps when two gates suddenly swung

open, and a carriage rolled out swiftly

and dashed down into the crowd. I re-

cognized the coachman first. Bigot's, an

. i -eyed soldier of surpassing nerve,

and devoted to his master. The crowd

parted right and left. Suddenly the car-

riage stopped, and Bigot stood up, fold-

ing his arms, and glancing round with

a disdainful smile, and not speaking a

word. He carried a paper in one hand.

Here were at least two thousand armed

and unarmed peasants, sick with misery
and oppression, in the presence of their

1 tyrant. One shot, one blow

of a stone, one stroke of a knife to tin-

end of a shameless pillage. But n<> hand

was raised to do the deed. The roar of

voices subsided, he waited for it.

and silence was broken only by the

of the limning building, the tramp f

Montcalm's soldiers in Mountain Street,

and th. toll in- of the cathedral Ml. I

thought it strange that almost as Bigot
came out the wild clanging gave place to

ill peal.

After standing for a moment, looking
round lnm. liis eye resting on Doltaire

ami myself (we were but a litt ! distance

tr.'in him). Bigot said in a loud

What do you want with me? Do you
think I may be moved by threat*

you punidi me hy hurtling your own food,

whieh. \\h. i -h are at our door*,

pe ? Fool -
'

H \v easily
could 1 Utra my ramion and my men Upon

you ! You think t> \Vlio

do you think I > I a Bostonnai*

or an Kngli-hn ^ mi revolutioti-

ists! 1 MI are wild dogs without a

leader. You want one that you can trust ;

you want no coward, but one who fears

you not at your wildest Well, I will he

your leader. I do not fear you, nor do

I love you. for how have you deserved

my love ': \\\ in^rat it ude and aspersion?
Who has the King's favor Francois

Bigot. Who has the ear of the Grande

Marquise? Francois Bigot. Who stands

firm while others tremble lest their power

pass to-morrow ? Francois Bigot. Who
else dare invite revolution, this danger/'

his hand sweeping to the flames,
" who but Francois Bigot ?

" He paused
for a moment, and looking up to the lead-

er of Montcalm's soldiers on the Heights,
i him hack ; then he went on :

" And to-day, when I am ready to give

you great news, you play the mad dog's

game ; you destroy what I had meant

to give you in our hour of danger, when

those English came. I made you suffer

a litt K>. that you might live then. Only
tOH lay, because of our great and gl<

victory
" He paused again. The peal

of bells became louder. Far up on the

Heights we heard the calling of bogles
and the beating of drums ; and now I saw

the whole large plan, the deep dramatic

scheme. He had withheld the news of

the victory that he might announce it

when it would most turn to his own

Indeed, having first received the news,

he withheld it from the Governor till he

could, hy him-elf declaring it. turn it to

his own account. Perhaps he had not

counted on the burning of the warehouse,

hut this would tell now in his fav

was not a large man. hut he drew him-

self up with dignity, and continued in a

uiptiious tone:
'* Because of our illustrious victory,

I designed to tell you all my plan*, and,

pit
\ in- your trouble, divide among you

at the smallest price, that all might paj,
the corn whi.-h now goes -scorching to

DM tan/
1

A groan broke from the peopl.

then some one from the Heights above,

not from the crowd, called out shrilly.
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Wliat lie is in that paper, Francois
. it ?

"

I looked up, as did the crowd. A wo-

man stood upon a point of the great rock,

a red robe hanging on her, her hair free

over her shoulders, her finger pointing at

the Intendant. Bigot only glanced up.

then smoothed out the paper.

My news will make you fall upon

your knees,'* he said to the people in a

clear but less steady voice, for I could

see that the woman had disturbed him.
" You will get you to prayers for forgive-

ness. His most Christian Majesty is

triumphant upon the Ohio. The English
have been killed in thousands, and their

General with them. Do you not hear

the joy-bells in the Church of Our Lady
of the Victories ? and more listen !

"

There burst from the Heights on the

other side a cannon shot, and then an-

other and another. At this the people

gave a loud shout, and many ran to Bi-

got's carriage, reached in to touch his

hand, and called down blessings on him.
" See that you save the other grana-

ries," he urged ;

" then remember to bless

La Friponne in your prayers !

"

It was a fine piece of acting, and yet
he poured such scorn into the last words

that I thought the people must have hated

him afresh. But they gave a great cheer

instead. Then again from the Heights
above came the woman's voice, so pier-

cing that the crowd turned to her.

" Francois Bigot is a liar and a trai-

tor !

"
she cried. " Beware of Francois

Bigot ! God has cast him out."

Bigot now glanced up, and a dark look

came in his face ; but presently he turned,

and gave a sign to some one near the

palace. The doors of the courtyard flew

open, and out came squad after squad of

soldiers. In a moment, they, with the

people, were busy carrying water to pour

upon the side of the endangered ware-

house. It was well that tin- wind was with

them, else it and tin- palace also would

have been burnod that night.

The Intendant still stood in his car-

riage watching and listening to tin- ch-

of the people. At last h- beckoned to

Doltaire and to me. We both went ov, r.

"
Doltaire, we looked for you at din-

ner," he said. " Was Captain Stobo
" -

nodding towards me lo>t amonsj the

petticoats? He knows the trick of cup
and saucer. Between the sip and rlick

he sucked in secrets from our garri>on.

a spy where had been a soldier, as \\.

thought. You once wore a sword, Cap-
tain Stobo."

"If the Governor would grant me
leave, I would not only wear, but use one,

your excellency knows well where," I

said.

"
Large speaking, Captain Stobo. Tl i y

do that in Virginia, I am told."

"In Gascony also, your excellency."

Doltaire laughed outright, for it was

said that Bigot, in his coltish days, had a

shrewish Gascon wife, whom he took

leave to send to heaven before her time.

I saw the Intendant's mouth twitch an-

grily.
"
Come," he said,

"
you have a tongue ;

we '11 see if you have a stomach. You 've

languished with the girls ; you shall have

your chance to drink with Francois Bi^ot.

Now, if you dare, when we have drunk

to the first cockcrow, should you be still

on your feet, you '11 fight some one amon^
us, first giving ample cause."

"I hope, your excellency," I replied,

with a touch of vanity.
"

I have still some

stomach and a wrist I will drink to

cockcrow, if you will. And if my sword

prove the stronger, what ?

"

" There 's the point," he said.
' Your

Englishman loves not fighting for fi^ht-

iu'/s sake, Doltaire; he must have bon-

bons for it. Well, see: if \<>m -word

and stomach prove the stronger, you
shall go your ways to where you will.

There!"
If I could but have seen a bare portion

of the craftiness of this pair of devil

tisans! They both had ends to serve in

working ill to me. and neither was con-

tent that I should only be shut away in
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adel. Thorn was a deeper game
g. I give them their due : the trap

was skillful, and in those times, with great

at stake, strategy took the place of

i Anting here and the Bigot

I was to be a weapon against another ;

for Doltaire, against myself.

What a gull they must have thought
1 might have known that, with my

lost papers on the way to France, they

must hold me tight here till I had been

nor permit me to escape. But I

was sick of doing nothing, thinking with

horror on a long winter in the citadel, and

I caught at the least straw of freedom.

"Captain Stobo will like to spend a

couple of hours at his lodgings before he

joins us at the palace," the InU-ndant

said, and with a nod to me he turned to

his coachman. The horses wheeled, and

in a moment the great doors opened, and

he had passed inside to applause, though
here and there among the crowd was

heard a hiss, for the Scarlet Woman had

made an impression. The Intondant's

men essayed to trace these noises, but

found no one. Looking again to the

1 it*, I saw that the woman had gone.

Doltaire noted my glance and the inquiry

in my t'.n >
. said:

mo bad fighting hours with the In

tendantatChateau Bigot, and thena fever,

ig a kind of madness : so the story

creeps about, as told by Bigot's enemies."

Just at this point I felt a man hurtle

me as he passed. One of the soldiers

made a thrust at him. and h

round. I caught his eye. and it lla-hed

something to me. It was Voban the bar-

ber, who had shaved me every day for

first came, while my arm
WEI Stiff from a wound got lighting the

i

' 'nio. It was quite a year
I h.id m.-t him. and I was struck

bythecha- ! had grown
much. roundness was gone. \V

had had many a talk together ; he help-

ing me with French. I listening to the

teles of his early life in France, and to

the later tale of a humble love, and the

home whicji he was fitting np for his

Mathilde, a peasant girl of much beauty.

I was told, but whom I had never s-

I remembered at that moment, as he stood

in the crowd looking at me, the piles of

linen which he had bought at Ste. Anne
de Beaupre*, and the silver pitcher which

his grandfather had got from the Due de

Valois for an act of merit Many a time

we had discussed the pitcher and the

deed, and fingered the linen, now talking

in French, now in English ; for in France,

years before, he had been a valet to an

English officer at King Louis's court

But my surprise had been great wb
learned that this English gentleman was

no other than the best friend I ever had,

next to my parents and my grandfather.

He was bound to Sir John Godric by at

strong ties of affection as I. What was

more, by a secret letter I had sent to

George Washington, who was then as

good a Briton as myself, I had been able

to have his young brother, a prisoner of

war, set free.

Now I felt that he had something to

say to me. But he turned away and dis-

appeared among the crowd. 1

<- had some clue if I had known that

he had been crouched behind the Ii

dant's carriage while I was being bid

to the supper. I did not guess then that

there was anything between him and the

Scarlet Woman who railed at Higot
In a little while I was at my lodgings,

soldiers posted at my door and MM i- mv

room : Doltaire gone to his own quartan,

and promising to call for me within two

hour- There was little for me to do but

to put in a bag the fewest - necessaries,

to roll up my heavy cloak, to stow safe-

ly my pipes and two goodly packets of

tobacco, which were to be my chiefest

solace for many a long day, and to write

some letters, one to Governor Dinwid-

die. one to George Washington, and one

to my partner in Virginia, telling them
mv fn-i lagging them

to send me money, which, however use-

less in my captivity, would be important
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in my fight for life and freedom. I did

not write intimately of my state, for I

was not sure my letters would ever pass

outside Quebec. There were only two

men I could trust to do the thing. One
was a fellow-countryman, Clark, a ship-

carpenter, who, to save his neck and to

spare his wife and child, had turned Cath-

olic, but who hated all Frenchmen barba-

rously at heart, remembering two of his

bairns butchered before his eyes. The
other was Voban. I knew that though
Voban might not act, he would not betray
me. But how to reach either of them ? It

was clear that I must bide my chances.

One other letter I wrote, brief but vital,

in which I begged the sweetest girl in the

world not to have uneasiness because of

me ; that I trusted to my star and to my
innocence to convince my judges ; and

begging her, if she could, to send me a

line at the citadel. I told her I knew
well how hard it would be. for her mo-

ther and her father would not now look

upon my love with favor. But I trusted

all to time and Providence. I said also,

as cheerfully, yet as earnestly as I might,
that, for her peace, her interest might
have been better placed elsewhere, but

that I could not bring myself, even for

that, to umvish the thousand wishes of

my heart. Because the chasm between

our countries' amities was great, so much

deeper was my love that had bridged it

over, and so much the more should it be

bulwarked, that in happier times, when

maybe St. George's ensign, and not the

golden lilies, should float above the cita-

del, our love might show the way to the

mingling of our races to a mutual peace.

Now that I think of it, I might have left

those last vain things unsaid. But in-

deed this sort of prophecy was a comfort,

and I had ample need to hope for our

final triumph in the sorrow of our late

bitter mishaps. And as it proved in the

end, I was not blowing bubbles to charm
a fond eye, but lighting a watchfire for

a heart that had to steer for the port of

Home upon a stormy sea.

I sealed my letters, put them in my
pocket, and sat down to smoke and think

while I waited for Doltaire. To ili

dier on duty, whom I did not notice at

first, I now offered a pipe and a gla-^ of

wine, which he accepted rather grnilly.

but enjoyed, if I might judge by his de-

votion to them.

By and by, without any relevancy at

all, he said abruptly.
"

If a little sooner

she had come aho! *

For a moment I could not think what

he meant ; and then I saw.
44 The palace would have been burnt

if the girl in scarlet had come sooner

eh ?
"
I asked. " She would have urged

the people on ?
"

44 And Bigot burnt, too, maybe," In-

answered.
44 Fire and death eh r"

I offered him another pipeful of

bacco. He looked doubtful, but accepted.
44 Aho ! And that Voban, he would have

had his hand in," he growled.
I began to see more light.
44 She was shut up at Chateau Bigot

hand of iron and lock of steel who

knows the rest ! But Voban was for al-

ways," he added presently.

The thing was clear. The Scarlet Wo-

man was Mathilde. So here was the end

of Vobaif s little romance, of the fine

linen from Ste. Anne de Beanpre and the

silver pitcher for the wedding wine. 1

saw, or felt, that in Voban I might find

now a confederate, if I put my hard <

on Bigot's shoulders.
44 1 can't see why she stayed with

Bigot," I said tentatively.
44 Aho! Break the dog's ]< -. it can't

go hunting bones mats, won .' Holy.

how stupid are you Knglish !

"

" Why does n't the Intendant lock her

up now? She's dangerous to him. Von

remember wh id ''.

"

44 Tonnerre* you shall see to-morrow,"

he answered :
44 now all the sheep go

bleating with the bell. Bigot P>;

Bigot! There is nothing hut Hi

But, pish ! Vaudreuil the (ioverno:
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the great man, and M.-m:alm. aho ! son

of Mahomet
'

You shall see.

dance to Bigot's \\hi>tling ; lie will lock

her safe enough t

ill t.) help her. i

iit she never spoke of him before

..rl.I but a poor daft tiling, go-

ing about all sad and wild. She missed

hance to-night a:

Why 'ill Montealm's

1?" I 1 You like him

iT."

I was with him. but my time was

d I left him for I>i.-..i. 1'

left him for Bigot, for the n.iliiia :

" He
liis thumb to his nose, and >

out his fingers. Again light dawned on

He was still with the Governor in

all fact, though soldiering for Bigot, a

Sort of watch iijion the Inteiidant.

I saw my chance. If I could but in-

duce this fellow to fetch me Voban !

i was yet an hour before 1 was to

go to tin- im ndance.

I called up what lo.ik- of candor were

possible to me, and told him bluntly that

! Vtihan t<> bear a letter for me
to the Seigneur I hivarney's. At that

Led his ear and shook his bushy

All !

"
he said.

I knew that I >hould stake something
if I said it was a letter forMftcUmoitoOt

but I knew aUo that if he

Was Still the Governor's man in I

pay he would understand the S, i-n.-ur's

relations with the (iov.-i no, -. And a wo-

man in the case with a >.. Idler, that

woidd .siiething. So I said

it wa> '

.1 had no other

resource but to make a hi* nd among my
enemies, il" I c.mld. while yet there WAS
a cha. . like a load lifted from

me when I saw hi- in. MM > open
u a big soundless bin gh. \\ ! hcame

to an end with a voiceless aho ! Here
I gave him anotl

..; took it, he made a wide month
a ;:iiu. and alap|>ed his leg. Af-

.11 king, he sa - what

good ? Thev 're going to hang you for

Tliat rope 's not ready yet," I an-

swered. 1 '11 tie a pretty knot in an-

other string first 1 ti

1 it you have n't spirit !

"
said

he. * That Seigneur Duvarney, I know
him ; and I know his son the ensign

/, what saltpetre is he! And the

mademoiselle excellent, excellent ; and
a face, such a face, and a seat like

s in the saddle. And you a Brit-

ish officer mewed up to kick your heels

till gallows day ! So droll, my dear

aho !

"

Hut will you fetch Voban ':

"
I said.

To trim your hair again-i the sup-

per to-night eh, like that ':

"

As he said it he puffed out b

cheeks with wide boy like -ye>. hurst his

lips in another .soundless laugh, and laid

a linger boide hi> DOS* 11:- OMU

innocence of look and his peasant open-
ness hid, I saw, great >luv\\ dm-ss and in-

an admirable man for Vau-

dieuil's purpose, as admirable for mine.

I knew well that if I had tri-

him he would have -scouted me, or if I

had made a motion for escape he would

iiotme without pause. But a lady,
that appealed to him; and that she

,r I)u\arney*8 daughter
did the rest

')

j
>." I >aid. one must be well

appoint. -d in | id and body when one sup
with his Kxcellency and Monsieur Dol-

taiiv."

l.imed inside and chalked

But M
Doltaire needs no lime. f..r he has no

wuil. No. by the sweet Saint.. lUloise !

The good God did n't make him. The

devil I.IM Ji.-.l. and that laugh grew into

Mnsidi' Doltaire. But brave! no

kicking puUe is in liU 1

..wills,: -ban now? "

,l lofUy,
1 1 was leaning against the door as he

spoke. He reached and put the tumbler

then turned and opened the
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door, his face all altered to a grimness.

u Attend here, Labrouk !

"
ho called ; and

on the soldier coming, he blurted out in

scorn,
" Here 's this English captain

can't go to supper without Voban's shears

to snip him. Go fetch him, for I \l ra-

ther hear a calf in a barnyard than this

whing-whanging for ' M'nsieu' Voban.'
"

He mocked my accent in the last two

words, so that the soldier grinned, and

at once started away. Then he shut the

door, and turned to me again, and said

more seriously,
" How long have we be-

fore Monsieur comes ?
"

meaning Dol-

taire.

u At least an hour," said I.

*

Good," he rejoined, and then he

smoked while I sat thinking.

It was near an hour before we heard

footsteps outside ; then came a knock,
and Voban was shown in.

"
Quick, monsieur," he said. " M'n-

sieu' is almost at our heels."
" This letter," said I,

*" to Mademoi-
selle Duvarney," and I handed four : hers,

and those to Governor Dinwiddie, to

George Washington, and to my partner.
He quickly put them in his coat, nod-

ding. The soldier, I have not yet
mentioned his name, Gabord, did not

know that more than one passed into

Voban's hands.
** Off with your coat, m'nsieu'," said

Voban, whipping out his shears, tossing

his cap aside, and rolling down his apron.
" M'nsieu' is at the door."

I had off my coat, was in a chair in a

twinkling, and he was clipping softly at

me as Doltaire's hand turned the handle

of the door.
44 Beware to-night !

" Voban whis-

pered.
" Come to me in the prison if you can,"

said I.
" Remember your brother !

"

His lips twitched. "M'nsieu'," he

said,
" I will come if I can. And these

letters shall be delivered." This he said

in my ear as Doltaire entered and came
forward.

"
Upon my life !

"
he broke out.

These Kii-li>h gallants '. Tin -y ^o to

prison curled and masked by Yoltun.

Voban, a name from the court of the

King, and it garnishes a barber. Who
called you, Voban ?

" My mother, with the emv's help,

m'nsieu'."

Doltaire paused, with a pinch of snuff

at his nose, and replied lazily,
* I did not

say
' who called you Voban ?

' Voban,

but who called you here, Voban ':

"

I spoke up testily then of purpose :

" What would you have, monsieur ? The

citadel has better butchers than barbers.

I sent for him."

He shrugged his shoulders and came

over to Voban. ** Turn round, my Vo-

ban," he said. " Voban and such a

figure ! a knee, a back like that !

"

Then, while my heart stood still, he

put forth a finger and touched the bar-

ber on the chest. If he should touch

the letters ! I was ready to seize them

but would that save them? Twice.

thrice, the finger prodded Voban's hrea-l .

as if to add an emphasis to his words.
" In Quebec you are misplaced. Mon-

sieur le Voban. Once a wasp got into

a honeycomb and died."

I knew he was hinting at the barber's

resentment of the poor Mathilde'fl

Something strange and devilish leapt into

the man's eyes, and he broke out bitterly.
* A honey-bee got into a nest of w
and died."

I thought of the Scarlet Woman on

the hill.

Voban looked for a moment as if he

might do some wild tiling. His spirit.

his devilry, pleased Doltaire, and he

laughed. Who would have thought

our Voban had such wit ? The trade of

barber is double-edged. Ra/rs should

be in fashion at Versailles."

Then he sat down, while Voban made

a pretty show of touching off my per-on.

and I cheered myself with the thought

that the letters were safe in the bari

pocket. A few mi mi I so. in

which the pealing of bells, the shouting
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of t and

rly.

ill hour

hint's palace, we heard the

Milted in the Church of Our

the Victories as we passed,

hundred- ki: and respond-

it sung within:

'Is of all '

At the corner of a building which we

passed, a little away from the crowd. I

saw a solitary cloaked figure. The v>

.ant. following us, I could 1'

.<-tly
:

''tat we, bt red out of the

fls of our enemies, might serve Mini

m the shadowed corner

came in a In meholy voice the

words :

" To give light to them that sit in

the shadow of dt"
' our feet into the iray of

Looking closer, I saw it was Mathilde.

voice behind

im .

miled as 1 turned and begged
a moment's time to speak to her.

;i the lost angel and sup
witli tin- Intendant, all in one night,

a lil>eral taste, monsieur : hut who .shall

the good :^ . !

"

stood a little distance away, and
. her and .said,

u Madn:
selle M 'U not know m.

'I
uj>, as there

t o out of

o of Memory and told her who
1 Vat,

I<TC were two lovers in the world.
"

she 1 forgot

them, and the devil eame. 1 am the Scar-

I made this

i tains of the evil

My own trouble seemed
i as a speck among the stars to hen.

>k her hand and held it. _ain,

"!)<> \,.u not know me? Think, Ma-
thild-

i seen

. to know
hl' ; for, as a hostage, I had been much

c, and Voban had

doubt, pointed me out to her. 1.

leapt from her black ey , and then she

said, putting her linger on her line,

Hall the lovers to hide. I have seen

a hundred

I looked at her, saying nothing. I

knew not what to say. Presently her

eye steadied to mine, and her intellect

rallied. You are a prisoner, too," she

said :

' but they will not kill you : t

will keep you till the ring of fire grows
in your head, and then you will make

your scarlet robe, and go out, but you
will never find It never. God hid

first, and then It hide-. ... It hides,

that which you lost It hides, and y<>u

cannot find It again. You go hunt

hunting, but you cannot find It."

t was pinched with pain. I

understood her. She did not know her

lover now at all. If Alixe and her mo-

t her at the Manor could but care for her,

I thought. But alas ! what could I do?
I 1 were useless to ask her to go to the

Manor ; she would not understand.

Perhaps there come to the disordered

mind flashes of insight, illuminations and

divinations, greater than are given to the

sane, for she suddenly said in a whisper,

touching me with a nervous finger.
*

I

will go and tell her where to hide. They
shall not find her. 1 know the wood-

path t<> the Manor. Hush ! she shall have

all I have scarlet robe. She

showed me where the May-apples grew.
she pushed me gently away,

"go to your prison, and pray to (>

Hut you cannot kill Francois Bigot, >

he U a d, M!." Then sl u. thrust i

my hands a little wooden cross, wh

she took from many others at her gir

If you wear that, the ring of fire will

not grow," she said. 1 will go by the
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wood-path, and give her one, too. She

.shall live with me : I will spread the

cedar branches and stir the fire. She

shall be safe. Hush ! Go, go softly, for

their wicked eyes are everywhere, the

were-wolves !

" She put her lingers to-

wards my lips for an instant, and thru.

turning, stole softly away towards the St.

Charles River.

Doltaire's mockery brought me back

to myself.
'* So much for the beads of the addled ;

now for the bowls of sinful man/' he said.

III.

As I entered the Intendant's palace

with Doltaire I had a singular feeling of

elation. My spirits rose unaccountably,
and I felt as though it were a fete night,

and the day's duty over, the hour of play
was come. A sort of fire seemed sud-

denly to play along my veins, and I had

a rare lightness of heart. I must needs

have felt ashamed of it then, and now,
were I not sure it was some unbidden

operation of the senses. I believe times

come when there pass into us feelings

which are alien to our will. We think

we should feel this way or that, suiting

our spirits to events, and lo ! where we

had thought to mourn we laugh ; where

thought to burn go cold ; dance where

thought to drag on heavy weights of life.

Here was I with every cue to show my-
self in heaviness, with shadows behind

me and before, sick for my country's

sake and for my own, denied the one

hostage of my fortune a sword lilt-

ing it almost in the chief camp of my
enemies. Maybe a merciful Spirit sees

how, left alone, we should have stum-

bled and lost ourselves in our own gloom,
and so gives us a new temper fitted to

our needs. Or is it that when certain

great events send out awakenings to tin-

remotest corners of onr being, the origi-

nal perversions in n- the taint of the

Satanic and intractable spring up also,

and for a moment disport themselves be-

side the roused heralds of sleeping vir-

tues ? I remember that at the great (U,or

I turned back and smiled upon the ruined

granary, and sniffed the air laden with

the scent of burnt corn the people's

bread; that I saw old men and women
who could not be moved by news of vic-

tory, shaking with cold, even beside this

vast furnace, and peevishly babbling of

their hunger, and I did not say,
" Poor

souls !

"
that for a time the power to feel

my own misfortunes seemed gone, and

a hard, light indifference came on me.

Can one part of a man's soul grow numb
and draw back, and another, not iin-ant

for action, but for temptation, creep out

and play tricks like an elfish schoolboy ?

These are tilings beyond me, for I am,
and have ever been, more a man of ac-

tion and feeling than meditation, and I

set them down roughly here only to show

it was not my will to act as I did, and

past my understanding.
For it is true I entered the Intendant's

great dining-hall, and looked upon the

long loaded table, with its hundred can-

dles, its flagons and pitchers of wine, and

on the faces of so many idle, cai -t !
-

tlemen bid to a carouse, with a manner,

I believe, as reckless and jaunty as their

own. And I kept it up, though I >aw it

was not wl\at they had looked for. I did

not at once know who was there, but pre-

sently, at a distance from me, I saw the

face of Juste Duvarney, the brother of

my sweet Alixe, a man of but twenty or

so, who had a name for wildness, for no

badness that I ever heard of, and I'.u- \\

fiery temper. He was in the service of

the Governor, an ensign. He had been

little at home since I had come t
<

;

having been employed up to the past year
in the service of the Governor of Mon-

treal. We bowed, hut he made no mo-

tion to come to me, and the Intendant

engaged me almost at once in L,
r v

-ip "f

the town ; suddenly, however, diver,

upon some questions of public tactics and

rivir -overnment. He much surpri-ed
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me, for though I knew him brave and

able, I had never thought of him save as

the adroit politician and servant of the

it :ind the libertine. I

have known by that very scene a

few hours before that he had a wide,

deep knowledge of human nature, and

despised it ; unlike Doltaire, who had

a keener mind, was more refined even

in wickedness, and, knowing the world,

laughed at it more than he despised it,

whit -h was the sign of the greater mind.

And ind'-rd, in spite of all the causes I

had to hate Doltaire, it is but just to

say he had by nature all the great gifts

misused and disordered as they were.

He was the product of his age ; having
no real moral sense, living life wantonly,

making his own law of right or wrong.
As a lad, I was taught to think the evil

person can-it -I \ il in his face, repelling

the healthy mind. But long ago I found

that this was error. The most beautiful

and touching faces I have ever seen were

those of men and women who set aside

all moral obligations. At times they car-

ried a delicacy and a depth almost pa-
even when they railed ; which

was, maybe, knowledge of life. Who
shall measure these ? I had no reason

to admire Doltaiir. and yet to this hour

his handsome face, with its shadows and

shifting lights, haunts me, charms me.

The thought came to me as I talked

witli the Intendant, and I looked round

the room. Some present were of coarse

calll. iv, i> i hrangingsons of seigneurs
and petty nobles, dashing and profane,
and something barbarous ; but most had

gifts of person and speech, and all seemed

For myself, for a time I almost forgot
arable state, and my spirits eon-

liiji. I sprang alertly to meet
MIV min. I ran nimbly here

nn.l tin -r. . I tilled the rdle of honored

But when came the table and
i change befell me. Fn.m the first

<lrl> I drank, my spirits suffered a de-

On one side the Intendant rallied
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me, on the other Doltaire. I ate on, drank

on ; but while smiling by the force of

will, I grew graver little by little. Yet

it was a gravity which had no apparent

motive, for I was not thinking of my trou-

bles, not even of the night's stake and the

possible end of it all ; simply a sort of

gray color of the mind, a stillness in tin-

nerves, a general seriousness of the senses.

I drank, and the wine did not affect me,
as voices got loud and louder, and glasses

rang, and spurs rattled on shuffling heels,

and a scabbard clanged on a chair. I

seemed to see and know it all from a dis-

tance, but I was not touched by the spirit

of it, was not a part of it. I watched

the reddened cheeks and loose scorching
mouths around me with a sort of distant

curiosity, and the ribald jests flung right
and left struck me not at all acutely. It

was as if I were reading a Book of Bac-

chus. I drank on evenly, not doggedly,
and answered jest for jest without a hot

breath of drunkenness. I looked several

times at Juste Duvarney, who sat not far

away, on the other side of the table, be-

hind a grand piece of silver filled with

October roses. He was drinking hard,

and Doltaire, sitting beside him, kept him

At last the silver piece was shifted,

and he and I could see each other fair-

! Now and then Doltaire spoke across

to me, but somehow no word passed be-

tween Duvarney and myself.

Suddenly, as if by magic I know
it was preconcerted the talk turned

on the events of the evening and on

the defeat of the British. Then, too, as

strangely I began to be myself again,

and a sense of my position grew upon
I had been withdrawn from all real

feeling and living for hours, but I believe

that same suspension was my salvation.

For with every man present deeply gone
in liquor round me every man save

Doltaire I was sane and steady, and

settling into a state of great alertness, de-

tormined on escape, if that could be, and
:i turning every chance to serve my

IMS*
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Now and again 1 caught my own name

mentioned with a sneer, then with re-

marks of surprise, then with insolent

laughter. I saw it all. Before dinner

some had heen made aware of the new

charge against me, and, by instruction,

had kept it till the inflammable moment.

Then, when the why and wherefore of

my being at this supper were in the haz-

ard, the stake, as a wicked jest of Bigot's,

was mentioned. I could see the flame

grow inch by inch, fed by the Intendant

and Doltaire, whose hateful final move I

was yet to see. For one instant I had a

sort of fear, for I was sure they meant I

should not leave the room alive ; but anon

I grew angry, and I felt a river of fire

flow through me, rousing me, making me
loathe the faces of them all. Yet not

all, for in one now most pale, with dark,

brilliant eyes, I saw the looks of my flower

of the world : the color of her hair in his,

the clearness of the brow, the poise of the

head, how handsome he was ! the

light springing step, like a deer on the sod

of June. I mind when I first saw him.

He was sitting in a window of the Manor,

just after he had come from Montreal,

playing a violin which had once belonged
to De Casson, the famous priest whose

athletic power and sweet spirit endeared

him to New France. His fresh cheek

was bent to the brown, delicate wood, and

he was playing to his sister the air of the

undying chanson,
" Je vais mourir pour

ma belle reine." I loved the look of his

face, like that of a young Apollo, open,

sweet, and bold, all his body having the

epic strength of life. I wished that I

might have him near me as a comrade, for

out of my hard experience I could teach

him much, and out of his youth he could

soften my blunt nature, by comradeship

making flexuous the hard and ungenial.

I went on talking to the Intendant,

while some of the guests rose and scat-

tered about the rooms, at tables, to play

picquet, the jesting on our cause and tin-

scorn of myself abating not at all. I

would not have it thought that anything

was openly coarse or brutal ;
it was all

by innuendo, and brow-lifting, and mad-

dening, allusive phra-es such a- it is

thought fit for gentlefolk to use in>tead

of open charge. There was insult in u

smile, contempt in the turn of a shoulder,

challenge in the flicking of a handker-

chief. With great pleasure I could have

wrung their noses one by one, and after-

wards have met them tossing sword-points
in the same order. I wonder now that I

did not tell them so, for I was ever hasty ;

but my brain was clear that night, and 1

held myself in proper check, letting each

move come from my enemies. There was

no reason why I should have been at this

wild feast at all, I a prisoner, accused

falsely of being a spy, save because of

some plot by which I was to have fresh

suffering and some one else be bench'ted.

though how that could be I could not

guess at first.

But the reason came soon enough, and

then I understood everything. I had a

name, not undeserved, for being an ex-

pert swordsman ; and Bigot and Doltaire

knew this well, for I had proved it once

since coming to Quebec, with the most

noted bully and swordsman of Ne\v

France, who had given me offense in the

presence of some ladies. The Governor

winked then at a hostage of war being

granted a sword for dueling, and he

would no doubt wink again, it' I lived to

see it. While these thought- were p

ing through my mind, I heard a young

gentleman say to Duvarney over my
shoulder :

"
Eating comfits and holding yarn.

that was his doing at your manor when

Doltaire came hunting him."
* He has dined at your table, Lancy,"

broke out Duvarney hotly.

"But never with our ladies." wu> the

biting ans
11 Should prisoners make conditions ?

"

Was the sharp, insolent retort.

The insult was conspicuous, and trouble

might have followed, but that Doltaire

came between them, shifting the attack.
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rs, my dear Duvarne\

-:ii.l. "are most delicate and exa

l>e fed on wine and milk, they
have the wild honey. I would I

i
j.rixjii.

-i . It is an easy life, and

hearts grow soft for them. As thus

Indeed, it is most sad : so young and gal-

. too, so confiding ! And
if we babble all our doings to him. think

you he takes it seriously ? No, no, so

d thoughtless, there is a thorough-
am ear to ear, and all 's lost on the

other side. Poor simple gentleman, he

is a claimant on our courtesy, a knight

without a sword, a guest without the

power to leave us he shall make condi-

tions, he shall have his caprice. La, la !

my dear Duvarney and my Lain

He spoke in a clear, provoking tone,

putting a hand upon the shoulder of each

young gentleman as he talked, his eyes

wandering over me idly, and beyond me.

I saw that he was now sharpening the

to his office. His next words made
this more plain to me :

d if a lady gives a farewell sign

to one she favors for the moment, shall

not the prisoner take it as his own 'i The

peacock cries for every eye who shall

gainsay the peacock ? Shall the guinea
cock ? The golden crumb was thrown to

the guinea cock, but that's no matter.

The peacock clatters of the crumb and
- to spread his tails elsewhere." At

that he spoke an instant in Duva ;

ear. I saw the lad's face flush, and he

looked at me angrily.
1 IK ii I km '\s hi> object: to provoke

a quarrel between this young gentleman
and myself, which might lead to evil ends ;

lutendant's share in the con-

spiracy was to revenge himself upon the

Seigneur for his close friendship with

vernor. If Juste Duvarney were
killed in the duel which they foresaw,
so far as Doltaire was concerned I was

the counting in the young lady's
I a any case my life was of no

consequence, for that was already deter-

mined on, I was sure. Yet it

strange that Doltaire should wish me
dead, for he had reasons for keeping me
alive, as will be seen. Why he himself

did nut choose to fight me I know not,

save that he thought this the more deli-

cate and entertaining revenge.
Juste Duvarney liked me once, I knew,

but still he had the Frenchman's temper,
and had always to argue down his bias

against my race, and to cherish a good
heart towards me ; for he was young, and
most sensitive to the opinions of his com-

rades. I cannot tell you what misery

possessed me when I saw him leave Dol-

taire, and, coming to me as I stood alone

by the chair where the Intendant had
been sitting a moment before, say.

What secrets found you at our sei-

gneury, monsieur
' "

I understood the taunt, as though
I were the common interrogation mark,
the abuser of hospitality, the abominable

Paul Pry. But I held my wits together.

Monsieur," said I,
*' I found the se-

cret of all good life : a noble kindness to

the unfortunate."

There was at that a laugh from some,

led by Doltaire, a concerted influence on

the young gentleman. I cursed myself
that I had been snared to this trap.
-The insolent," said Duvarney, "not

the nnfortunat

Insolence is no crime, at lea-

answered quietly, "or this room were a

penitent! .1

There was a moment's pause, and pre-

sently, as I kept my eye on him, he raised

his handkerchief and tlicked me across

the face with it, saying, -Then this will

be a virtue, and yon may have more such

virtues as often as you will."

In spite of will, my blood pound

my veins, and a devilish anger took hold

of me for an instant. To be K

across the face by a beardless French-

man, scarce past bis teens, it shook me
more than now I care to own. Yet I may
easily be forgiven, for the wrongs whi h

I suffered afterwards. I felt my cheek
burn, my teeth clinched, and I know a
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kind of snarl came from me; but a^ain.

all in a moment, I caught a turn of hi>

head, a motion of the hand, which

brought back Alixe to me. Anger died

away, and I saw only a youth flushed

with wine, stung by suggestions, with

that foolish pride the youngster feels

and he was the youngest of them all

in being as good a man as the best, and
as daring as the worst I felt how use-

less it would be to try the straightening
of matters there, though had we two been

alone a dozen words would have been

enough. But to tiy was my duty, and
I tried with all my might; almost, for

Alixe's sake, with all my heart.
" Do not trouble to illustrate your

meaning," said I quietly.
tk Your phrases

are clear and to the point."
" You bolt from my words," he re-

torted,
" like a shy mare on the curb ;

you take insult like a donkey on a well-

wheel. What fly will the English fish

rise to ? Now it no more plays to my
hook than an August chub."

I could not help but admire his spirit

and the sharpness of his speech, though
it drew me into a deeper quandary. It

was clear that he would not be tempered
to friendliness ; for, as is often so, when
men have said things angrily, their elo-

quence feeds their passion, and convinces

them that they are almost holy in their

cause. Calmly, but with a most heavy

heart, I answered :

"I wish not to find offense in your

words, my friend, for in some good days

gone you and I had pleasant commerce,

and I cannot forget that the last hours of

a light imprisonment before I entered on

a dark one were spent in your father's

home, at the right hand of the brave 6

gneur whose life I once saved."

I am sure I should not have men-

tioned this in any other situation, it

seemed as if I were throwing myself on

his mercy ; but yet I felt it was the only

thing to do, that I must bridge this

affair, if at cost of some reputat:
It was not to be. Here Doltaire, see-

ing that my words had indeed atVected

my opponent, said: "A double i

He swore to give a challeo l.t.aml

he cries off like a sheep from a porcu-

pine ; his cour;: -lack, he dares

not move a step to liU liberty. It \vas

a bet, a hazard. He was to drink -la

for glass with any and all of us. and li^ht

sword for sword with any of us who ^ave
him cause. Having drunk his con

death, he'd now browse at the feet of those

who give him chance to win his stake."

His words came slowly and bitin^ly,

yet with an air of damnable nonchalance.

I looked round me. Every man j
i

was full -
sprung with wine ; and a dis-

tance away, a gentleman on cither >ide

of him, stood the Intendant. smiling de-

testably, a keen, houndlike look shooting
out of his small round eyes.

I had had enough ; I could bear no

more. To be baited like a bear by t hese

Frenchmen, it was aloes in my teeth.

I was not sorry, I think, that these words

of Juste Duvarney's gave me no chance

of escape from fighting ; though I would

it had been any other man in the room

than he. It was on my tongue to say that

if some gentleman would take up his quar-

rel I should be glad to drive mine home,

though for reasons I cared not myself to

fight Duvarney. But I did not, for I

knew that to carry that point farther

might rouse a general thought of Alixe,

and I had no wish to make matters hard

for her. Everything in its own good t ime,

and when I should be free ! So, without

more ado, I said to him :

"
Monsieur, the quarrel was of your

choosing, not mine. There \\a> no need

for strife between us, and you have m.iv

to lose than I: more friends, nunv

of life, more hopes. I have avoided your

bait, as you call it, for your sake, not

mine own. Now I take it. and you. mon-

sieur, show us what sort of iisherman vou

are."

All was arranged in a moment.

we turned to pass from the room to

courtyard, I noted that Bigot was gone.
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\V!i, : it was just one,

as I could tell by a clock striking in a

>er near. It was cold, and some

of the eompany shivered as we stepped

upon the white, frosty stones. The Oc-

tober air bit the cheek, though now and

pungent current pawed
cross the courtyard the breath from

the people's burnt corn. Even yet upon
the sky was the reflection of the fire ;

and distant sounds of singing, shouting,

and carousal came to us from the Lower

We stepped to a corner of the yard
ok off our coats; swords were

handed us, both excellent, for we had

had our choice of many. It was partial

moonlight, but there were flitting clouds.

That we should have light, however, pine
s had been brought, and these were

-tu'-k in the wall. My back was to the

wall of the courtyard, and I saw

at a window of the palace looking
down at us. Doltaire stood a little way
off from the rest of us, below, yet where

he could see us to advantage. Before

we engaged, I looked intently into my
opponent's face, and measured him care-

fully with my eye, that I mi^ht have his

height and figure explicit and exact ; for

I know how moonlight and fire distort,

how the eye may be deceived. I looked

iv hut tn : tor the spot in his lean,

v l.ody where I could disable him.

iui, and yet not kill him, for this

was the thing furthest fn.ni my wishes,

nows. Now the deadly character

event seemed to impn
he was pale, and :h.- ,i

ju-.r h-- had drunk

had given him d.uk hollow-, round the

eyes, and a gra ,- sweat was on

his eyes themselves were

fiery and keen to a degrc< re was
reckless daring in every turn of his body.

I was not

for he came at me violently from ih--

start, and I had chance to know his

H also. Hi. 1,-md

clear and sure, hi-

kno\\ ledge to a certain point im

nite and practical, his mastery of th--

sword delightful ; but he had little ima-

gination, he did not divine, he was merely
a brilliant performer, he did not conceive.

I saw that if I put him on the defensive

I should have him at advantage, for he

had not that art of the true swordsman,
the prescient quality which foretells the

opponent's action and stands prepared.
There I had him at fatal advantage,
eon Id, I felt, give him last reward of in-

sult at my pleasure. Yet a lust of fight-

ing got into me, and it was difficult to

hold myself in check at all, nor was it

easy to meet his breathless and adroit ad-

vances. Then, too, remarks from the

bystanders worked me up to a deep sort

of anger, and I could feel Doltaire look-

ing at me with that still, cold face of his,

an ironical smile at his lips. Now and

then, too, a ribald jest came from some

young roisterer near, and the fact that

I stood alone among sneering enemies

wound me up to something like hate, to a

point where pride was more active than

aught else. I began to press him a little,

pricked him once, and then a singu-

lar feeling possessed me. I would bring
this to an end when I had counted ten ;

I would strike home when I said " ten/'

I began, and I was not aware then

that I was counting aloud. "One two

three !

"
It was weird to the onlook-

ers, for the yard grew still, and you could

hear nothing l>ut maybe a shifting foot or

a hard breathin-. Four five six !

"

There was a tenseness in the air, and

Juste Duvarney, as if he felt a menace

in the words, seemed to lose all sense of

wariness, and came at me lunging, lun-

ging with great swiftness and heat At

first I had meant to worod him "lightly,

not fatally, but now I was inrenatd, .

must take what fortune might semi

cannot guide your sword where it will do

the least harm when you fight as did we.

I had lost blood, and the game could

go on no longer. reawd

him *h Nino!" I was pre-

paring for the trick which would end the
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matter, when 1 slipped on tin-

stones, now glazed with our tramping
hark and forth, and. trying to i<

invx If, left my side open to his sword.

It came home, though I partly diverted

it. I was foiled to my knees, but there.

mad, unpardonable youth, he made an-

other furious lunge at me. I threw my-
self back, deftly avoided the lunge, and
he came plump on ray sword, gave a long

[
March.

gasp, and sank down. At that moment
the doors of the courtyard opened, and

men stopped inside, one comin- quickly
forward before the rest. 1 1 \va> 1 1

ernor, the Marquis de Vaudreuil. He

spoke, but what he said I knew not. for

the stark upturned face of Juste Duvar-

ney was there before me. there was a

great buzzing in my ears, and 1 tell back

into darkness.

Gilbert Parker,

THE SECRET OF THE ROMAN ORACLES.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS of the old school be-

lieve and we are inclined to believe

with them that the present generation
has carried rather too far the furore for

archaic art. As a classic musician is low-

ered in his own estimation if his perform-
ance is understood by a general public, so

the lecturer on ancient art. ambitious to

be considered " one of the elect," must

confine liimself to the very remotest pe-

riod of Greek plastic art, when the model-

ing of the human form was still in its ru-

dimentary stage. Professional scholars

who are in this frame of mind can remain

indifferent, and even cold, before pro-

ductions of a highly developed age, but

go into ecstasies at the sight of a torso

shaped like the trunk of a tree, or of a

head whose eyes bend inwards at an

angle of thirty-five degrees. They go
much further than the Preraphaelites,

and that is saying a good deal.

An exaggerated temper of this kind

has led students to show, possibly to feel,

a decided contempt for Greco -Roman
art of th first and second centuries of

a. Rome has been avoided as if it

were a place hardly worth wasting one's

time upon, much less seriously studying.
" Rome was born too late for us," said

a dear American friend once, on his way
from Council Bluffs to Athens ; and he

stands by no means alone in the

sion of such feelings. We feared at

one time that our case was lost forever.

Three or four centuries of Roman history

liad been wiped from the pages of i

books ; and those who still had a spark
of faith in old traditions were denounced

by Ihne as "perverted by an obstinate

historical conservatism, very much akin

to superstition."

How slow the reaction against this

unjust proscription has been in coming !

But it has come at last; students begin

to perceive that there are other pei

'

in the history of art worthy their atten-

tion, besides the Daedalian infancy of

plastic works ; that the archaic must he

taken as a starting-point, not as defining
the limit of their studies ; that the

lution of Greek sculpture into various

styles and schools can be followed no-

where so advantageously as in Rome.

by means of the copies chiseled, cast, or

painted in imperial times ; that it' < .

art is divinely ideal, the Romans under-

stood better how to apply its many pro-

ductions to the necessiti'- and comi

of life; that Home, in short, is the i

centre for the study of practical archaeo-

In a paper on The Methods of Ar-

chaeological Research, read by Sir Henry
Howorth. July 24, 1894. at th- Sl.ro

bury meeting of the Royal
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i find the-- \Vi.nN. which I sub-

mit for the consideration of American
-

\V"
.trcely realize tliat hardly

a generation has gone since, at 1 1

Mi .Musciiui, it \va.s tlie fashion to admit

only classical antiquities as worthy <>t

and that the priceless trea-

sures dag up by Faussett and Rolfe were

treat--. I M ruhi.Mi. unworthy of a placi-

in that sanctuary of the arts, and had to

seek a home in a provincial museum,

years ago, a man who had devoted

his time, his purse, and his knowledge to

:ig a worthy department of Brit-

ish antiquities would not have been re-

warded with the Order of the Bath. lut

would have been treated by the students

of so-called high art as a barbarian and
a I 'I ii I Mine, fit only to consort with peo-

ple like you and me. We have changed
all this, but its mischievous results still

remain. If we go to the British Mu-
seum, we shall find the noblest collec-

tion of Greek art in the world. Taken

altogether, it is <mite unapproachahlr,
thanks to the labors, the zeal, and the

taste of many good men, and notably
of the late and the present curators of

that department. But when we turn to

Rome, Rome, the mother of n

Europe ; Rome, the Britain of old days,
the great type of practical good sense in

government ; the Rome whose roads and

bridges, whose colonies and towns, whose

laws and muniri]>al institutions, are only
rivaled by our own, and which ruled

the world for a thousand years and

more, where are we to look for an ad-

< vast colonial depend
she controlled ? We have a few busts,

we have a room devoted to the antiqui-
ties of Roman Britain, and then v

the mistress of many legions, and mo-

ther of us all, treated everywhere as a

iderella to her favored sister

of Greece, a mere outhouse and barn

attached to a Greek palace. Our conten-

tion is that there ought to be in our great

museum, if not a special department of

Roman antiquities, at least special rooms

devoted to them, worthy of tiie fame of

Rome, and of its importance in human

history. For many of us who love art,

but also love history, it is quite as impor-
tant to know what were the surroundings
of Tiberius and of Marcus Aurelius as

s and Alexander the Great."

I fell to thinking over these things,

apropos of a discovery lately made at

Terracina which throws light on the an-

cient oracles. Having occasion to refer

to Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Antiquities, to aieer

tain whether Jupiter Anxur, worshiped
at Terracina, had been given a place

among the oracular divinities, I found

thirty columns given up to the illustration

of the Greek oracles, and barely one to

that of the Roman. 1 And yet if we wish

to make ourselves acquainted with the or-

ganization, strut management of

these world-renowned sanctuaries, not by

reading texts alone, but by personal ex-

amination ; if we wish to discover the se-

cret of those organized impostures, there

is no place so abundant as Italy nay,
as the neighborhood of Rome

isting remains, ready to tell us how re-

sponses were %\

The most popular mode of divination

in central Italy was the drawing of lots,

or sortes. The sortes were little coun-

ters, made of bone or wood, inscribed

with a sentence, and kept in a kind of

dice-box. A boy would draw one at ran-

dom, and the words written on it would

be taken as a response or omen. Livy re-

lates that in - 1 s < .one of the lots kept
for use in the t< 1 alerii leapt out

of its own accord. It borc the words

Mavort telum tuum c>

hakes his javelin"), which were taken

as a warning of the advance of Hanni-

bal by Lake Trasimene. Another device

practiced
in t ime.H of public calamities was

the sn 1 -f smaller sortes for those

generally in use. This alleged miracle

Vol. ii. pp. 277-02. ThiM **. 1891.
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was called attpmtatio sorti/'/n. and its

awe-inspiring omen was averted, or sup-

posed to be averted, by the celebration

of the lectisternium.

A considerable number of sortes were

discovered in the sixteenth century in

the Euganean Hills, near the lia-ni di

Abano, the ancient Fons Aponi. Here

was an oracle called the oracle of Geryon,
because it was connected with the tenth

labor of Hercules ; with the capture, that

is, of Geryon's oxen, and the driving of

the herd from Spain to Greece. The
oracle was consulted by Tiberius at the

beginning of his campaign in 111yrirum :

the words which he drew by lot told him

to throw golden dice into the spring.

Suetonius says that in doing so he turned

up the highest possible numbers (sixes),

and that the gold dice could still be seen

under water in Hadrian's time. The
Abano counters registered in Corpus In-

scr. Latin., vol. i. nos. 1438-1454, are

seventeen in number, and contain about

fifteen syllables each. There is very little

common sense in them ; at all events, they
are altogether enigmatical. For instance :

(No. 1452.)
" Do you come to consult

me, after you have lost all hopes ?
"

(No.

1450.) "Now you come to consult me ?

The time is past." (No. 1445.)
"
Many

men are mendacious. Do not believe

them."

Sortes were not always drawn by a

boy. To avoid the least suspicion of foul

play, they were sometimes thrown into

a situla, or urn, filled with water ; and

when this was poured out the lot which

first appeared floating on it was decisive.

This childish and innocent kind of div-

ination was given up towards the end

of republican times, except at Praeneste

(Palestrina), and new methods were de-

vised by the keepers of oracles to satisfy

the curiosity of their clients.

The number of these clients inn>t have

been enormous, to judge from the size,

magnificence, and wealth attained by Ro-

man oracular sanctuaries in the fii -1c n-

tury of our era. Let us remember that

Tivoli, a straggling city of 10.297 inhab-

itants, is built almost entirely within the

inclosure of the sanctuary of Hercules.

and that 6129 Palestinians d \\ell com-

fortably in a portion of the sanctuary of

Fortuna Primigenia Praenestiua. This

structure covers 1,700,000 square feet on

the slope of Monte S. Pietro ; the front-

age of the tower terrace is 1500 feet;

the pinnacle of the rotunda rises to the

height of 420 feet above the same ter-

race.

The temple of Hercules Victor at Tivoli

was but little inferior in magnitude. The

length of the structure, which includes

porticos, libraries, theatre, basilicas, cov-

ered ways, stairs, gardens, dwelling-

priests, etc., is exactly 2000 feet; the

area, 800,000 square feet. These figures

convey only the idea of size ; they give
no idea of the elegance and artistic wealth

which made such places serve for mu>e-

ums of statuary, picture-galleries, record-

offices for the history of the Roman world.

and exhibition places for curiosities of

every description.

The responses of the oracular god 1 1 < r-

cules were given not only in his sanctu-

ary at Tibur, but also in his more mod* >t

Roman temple by the Circus Flaminius ;

and while we remain uncertain just how

the trick was done at Tibur, the secret

of the Roman shrine was found out in

1864. On August 8 of that year, the

masons Antonio Cancedova and Luiiri

Andreani discovered in that portion of

Pompey's Theatre now occupied by the

Palazzo Pio (Righetti, piazza del Bisci-

one, 95) a sort of huge coffin, built of

stones and covered with slabs of marble.

at the bottom of which was lying tin-

colossal gilt -bronze statue of Hen
which the discoverer presented to Pope
Pius IX. It has since been given a place

of honor in the rotunda of the Vatican.

Since this Hercules was the protecting

god of riders and charioteers, hi* tem-

ples are always found close to Roman
ises. The one connected with the

Circus Flaminius was placed under the
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protection of ///- l^sMagnu
ted with the ( 'iieus Maximus was

;.-d to Hercules Victor. It was

natural that riders and charioteers, with

i lackers and bookmakers, should be

is to know what their chances were

coming of great race-days. The

oracle was close by, and the priest <>:

ready to cater t<> uands. '1

sponses were given in the following

sy way. In the back of the head

statue there was a hole, thirty-eight centi-

metres in diameter, through which a full-

grown youth could easily make his way
into the body of the colossus. The exper-
iment was actually tried by a boy named

Roega, in November, 1864, in the

presence of Commendatore Teneran i , V i s-

conti, Grin*, and other personages, and

the sound of the boy's voice, in answer to

the questions addressed to him, was very

impressive, and almost supernatural in its

The same system of giving responses

by word of mouth was practiced in the

oracle of Valpantena. This oracle, in

spite of its typical importance, is little

known to students, and I think it has been

examined arclueologically twice only:
about 1740, by Scipione Maffei, who de-

it in his Verona Illustrata, and

in 1819, by Antonio Bresciani, \\\.

i delle cose rarissime d

At t he entrance to the Valpantena, north

of Verona, there is a church of

Maria delle St.-lle. Imilt on a spur of the

Mont, di Mizzole, and surrounded by
nd i in preHsive scenery. It appears

that when the Kuganeans were

wards the Alps and the Lago di Garda

by tin i, and settled in

the district \\hi.-h -till hear- th.-ir name.

selected as the seat and centre of

mysterious worship, where pi

sponses were given in the name of one

of their ^ods.

If we can believe the des4-i

Bresciani, the pilgrim wishing to pene-
trate the A ntrum Sortix ' ave of
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Responses) was made to follow a passage
i UK* and a half

wide, fin in t!..- living rock. Before he

had proceed, d far into the depths of the

mountain he was arrested by a sort of

wail or lamentation, as if some one were

dying of asphyxia ; and indeed, the want
of air, the narrowness of the passage, and

the deadly loneliness of the place gave to

th- pilgrim himself a feeling of suffoca-

tion. At a turn of the passage the feeble

groans suddenly changed into a th-

ing noise, as if a hundred lions were roar-

ing at the same time, or as if a hundred

bulls were being slain on the subterranean

altar of the god. Both effects were pro-

duced by the sound of a waterfall which

indistinctly strikes the ear in the first arm
of the corridor, and becomes deafening as

soon as one enters the second and more

direct passage. In this excited and ter-

rorized frame of mind the oracle-seeker

was introduced into the cave. Bresciani

says that the acoustic properties of the

cave are such that even the low tones of

the human voice have a strange and mys-
terious effect. A square opening in the

ceiling, like a chimney pipe, communi-

cates with a recess where one or more

priests could hide themselves and give
their responses to the applicant below.

The oracle of Valpantena was connected

with a temple, turned afterwards into a

fhun-h (the , i ypt of the present one) in

the time of Pope Honorius II.

But the most recent and most en

discovery bearing on this subject of orac-

ular practice was made at Terracina

parly in 1 S racina, or Tarracina,

founded 1-y
th.- Volsoiann, who call

v the Romans B. c.

\red its reputation, first, to its be-

ing the most important station of the

\ i Way. halfway between Rome
an. I ( 'apua ; secondly, to its sanctuary of

.lupitcr Anxur, or Anxiirti*. win

mod more than once by classic wri-

ters, although its exact location was until

recently a matter of dispute.

(\\viii. 11. and \1. I/-, relates
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that the temple was struck by lightning

in the year-
"

I s and .~7.~>. It has been in-

ferred from this statement that the struc-

ture must have occupied a commanding
and exposed position, a fact confirmed

by Virgil (^Eneid vii. 799), who says
that it could be seen for many miles

around, as far as Ardea and the banks

of the Numicius. There is a promontory
at Terracina, the Monte Sant' Angelo,
a noted landmark for coasting

-
vessels,

which rises abruptly from the sea to the

height of 610 feet, and although the ruins

by which the promontory is crowned bore

the false name of Palazzo di Teodorico,

local archaeologists had pointed it out as

a possible or probable site of the sanctu-

ary of Jupiter. No better or more pro-
minent location could have been selected

on the whole coast between Monte Argen-
taro and Gaeta, with the exception, per-

haps, of the sacred island of Circe, which

was crowned in its turn by monuments
of prehistoric ages.

Both Greeks and Romans had an eye
forbeauty in their edifices, as well as akeen

discrimination in the selection of sites.

The greater part of the headlands of Pelo-

ponnesus, Attica, Ionia, of the ^Egean

islands, of the western coast of Italy, of

Magna Grsecia and Sicily, were covered

with temples, or trophies, or tombs of

heroes. These structures of shining mar-

ble, backed by masses of evergreens, seen

under the play of light and shade, some-

times among the clouds and flashes of

lightning, sometimes tinted by the rays
of the setting sun or by the opal dawn of

Aurora, must have given to those coasts

a type of marvelous beauty.
" The main-

land of those days appeared to the eyes of

the weather-beaten sailor like the image
of Cybele, who, crowned with towers and

sitting on her rocky throne by the shore,

ordered her son Neptune to make smooth

the way to the harbor." l

The discovery to which I refer was

due, like so many others, to chance. A
treasure-hunter, Luigi Antonio Capponi.

1
Chateaubriand, Itinfraira, p. 118.

having been led to believe that gold coins

in considerable number were buried

among the ruins of .Monte Sant' Angelo,
was caught in the act of di the

southwest corner of what proved atter-

wards to be the temple of the god Anxur.

The city engineer saw at once the impor-
tance of what Capponi had uncovered.

and with the pecuniary help of the mu-

nicipality and of the state was able to

undertake regular excavations.

The temple, 33.50 metres long, 19.70

metres wide, faces due south, and is built

in the Corinthian order, with columns

of alabaster from Monte Circeo. There

are remains of the altar on which tl it-

statue of the god was placed ; of the

steps leading from the sacred area to the

temple; of the frieze, ornamented with

heads of lions ; there are also fragments
of statuary. The temple was undoubt-

edly destroyed in or about the year 426,

after the promulgation of the edict of

Theodosius for the suppression of pagan

places of worship. The ruin of the beau-

tiful structure was caused by fire, as shown

by a layer of coals, ashes, and calcinated

stones above the pavements. The statues

were broken in pieces, and the fragments
thrown into the burning ruin. One of

the favissce, containing votive offerings

to the god, has been found uninjured by
fire.

To understand the meaning and impor-

tance of these extraordinary votive ob-

jects, we must remember that the national

Volscian god Anxur was represented as

in the prime of youth : therefore, when in

course of time Anxur was Romanized,
the title of "Jupiter puer

" became his

special attribute. A pedestal inscribed

"lovi puero" was seen at Terracina by
Schott in 1624, and the image of the

god on the denarii of the <j*
//> Vihia is

decidedly youthful in appearance. No

wonder, then, that votive offerings to

.Jupiter Anxur should t;ike the shape of

///<//'/. or childish play tilings. The

objects are cast in lead from a mould, so

that there are several reproductions of



u a complete set of

furniture for a tiny dinin. .mpris-

ing a tliive-1. -i <1 ;

an easy-chair (

i (repositoi

;i waiter carry it

/), a pai. ! (SO-

lece), a plate of ti>h (/

containing a pair of mull, i~

barbatus), a salt-cell -hape of a

shell, a soup-plate, a trait-plate, a drink-

ing-cup in the shape of an cenochoe (a dij>-

per-like utcn>il for filling the winecnp),
and several kitchen utensils, like a 1

pan, a gridiron, etc. These tiny imple-
ments are about one inch in length.

Jupiter Anxur not only watched over

the safety of coasting
- vessels from his

lofty observatory, but also gave responses
t thoM> -ri-kin^ to read the book of the

future. The field of inquiry, however,
mu>t have been very limited, becau

_;<>d could say only ye* or //. His

answers, in the affirmative or in the nega-

tive, were given in a very ingenious way.
East of the temple a pinnacle of live

rock rises from the level of the platform,

like a pyramid, measuring seven

re-* at the base, ami li\

tres in height. The rock is pierced hy a

with a cave or crypt.
which in its turn is accessible by im-an>

of a narrow passage opening in the side

of the mountain. The pilgrim would

state his case to the god, throwing at the

same time a handful of straw or of dry
leaves into the funnel of the pinnacle.

According as the leaves or straws were
absorbed or shot up into the air, the pil-

grim read his answer as yes or no.

absorbing or rejecting current could easi-

ly be produced by lighting a fire in the

cave, by shutting or opening the entrance

door, etc.

The edict of Theodosius did not put
a stop to superstitions of this kin.

gan worship was suppressed, but not the

practice of divination. It would be high-

ly interesting to follow the various mani-

festations of this pra< u the fall of

the empire to our own times. The theo-

ry of that eminent naturalist who divid-

ed the human species into two classes,

those who cheat and those who are cheat*

d. I- a- true now as it was in the good
old times of the oracles.

RodoLfo Laneiani.

SIMULACRA.

DARK in the west the sunset's sombre rack

Unrolled vast walls the rams of war had split,

Along whose battlements the battle lit

Tempestuous beacons ; and, with gates hurled ba.

A mi-ht\ ack,

Through s||| l ,iildenii'r breaches, crumhling bit b\

\-d \\li.re the God of Slaughter seemed to sit

'i Conflagration glaring at each crack.

Who knows? Perhaps as sleep unto us makes
Our dreams as real as our waking isami

With re. time cannot destroy.
So in the mind of Natui<> now awakes

Haply some \\i! and she dreams
The stormy story of the fall of Troy.
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SOME CONFESSIONS OF A NOVEL-WRITER.

FEW of the present generation of read-

ers will remember the fugitive slave cases

that agitated the country about the mid-

dle of the century, one of which, that of

Anthony Burns, shook the conservative

town of Boston as by a moral earthquake.
To this affair especially, and to two or

three similar cases, I owed, in a large

measure, the powerful impulse that urged
me to the writing of an anti-slavery
novel. How I was influenced by them ;

how, almost in spite of myself, and

against my own literary taste and judg-

ment, I was led to construct a story with

the one tabooed and abominated subject

craftily concealed (as was charged at

the time) in the very heart of it, a sur-

prise to be exploded like a bombshell in

the face of unsuspecting readers, how
I came to commit this atrocity, if it was

one, I shall endeavor to show in this

chapter of reminiscences.

I early imbibed a prejudice against

any agitation of the slavery question. In

the small community in western New
York where I was brought up, I knew,
in my boyhood, only two outspoken abo-

litionists. One of these was our good

Presbyterian minister, Mr. Sedgwick, a

worthy man with an unfortunate hob-

by, as it was deemed, and as perhaps it

was. His hearers were all good Whigs
and Democrats, who paid him for preach-

ing sound doctrinal discourses, and did

not care to be reminded, Sunday after

Sunday, that, as members of the two

great political parties of the day, they
were wickedly winking at a wrong com-

mitted in States some hundreds of mil'-

off. Whatever the subject of his ser-

mon, he was apt to introduce his delenda

est Carthago somewhere in the course

of it ; and he was particularly vehement
in his arguments against those who -u-

dt avored to prove by the Bible that

slavery was right The other abolition-

ist was a somewhat eccentric young man,
who taught our district school two or

three winters, and taught it very wt 11.

But as he was known to entertain erratic

ideas on various subjects, and had been

heard to declare that " even if the Bi-

ble said slavery was right, that would n't

make it so," his advocacy was not of a

kind to help an unpopular cause. In

short, he did n't count; and Mr. Srd^-

wick stood bravely alone, our sole, per-

sistent, in-season and out-of-season, rabid

abolitionist.

I never was a good listener to sermons

of any sort, unless they happened to' be

interesting; and when imprisoned in the

bare old meeting-house, I was usually

thinking so intently of other things that

I would hardly be aware of the unwel-

come topic being hammered on the min-

isterial anvil, until I saw my father begin
to fidget in his seat, and the frown to

gather on his brow. Often the cloud

would remain until dispelled by the gen-
ial influence of the late Sunday dinner.

Once when I had been left at home,
and went to open the dooryard gate for

the one-horse family wagon as it drove

up, I noticed the ominous scowl on my
father's face, and said, loud enough to

be heard,
" I guess Sedgwick has been pounding

slavery on his pulpit cushion again to-

day."
" Another of his everlasting abolition

harangues !

"
exclaimed my father, as

he got down from the wagon at the

door. I \\\<\\ I had some sort of pat-

ent, long-action, ([nick-pressure gag to

spring on him the instant he speak- tlio

word '

slavery.'
"

And yet he was a hater of all kinds

of oppression, and one of the most scru-

pulously just men I ever knew.
"
Wrong?

"
he would say.

" Of course

it 's wrong ; nothing under heaven can
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iit fur one human being to own
another. Hut what 's the use of Ji

>rth? Leavt

i<. an- 1 it will die of itself. Any
attempt to abolish it will brini; .

war and break up the Ui

He often made use ot th tareotyped
words ; but he would add,

4 ' I 'm opposed
to the spread of it; we Ve a right to

take that stand/ little dreaming that

in less than twenty years a determined

"stand," taken by the North against the

extension of slavery, would bring on at-

tempted disunion and the civil war he

dreaded.

he subject of abolition became to

me a disagreeable one, and continued so

after I went to Boston in 1848, then in

my twenty-first year. I did not find it

popular in that highly conservative city.

The followers of Garrison and Phillips

were few ; society looked upon them as

dangerous fanatics, and the very name of

' was covered with an oppro-
l.rimii that clung to it long after the course

itical events had justified th.-ir

moral convictions. The slave power it-

us fast doing more than its most

leas enemies could accomplish ta-

ng not Boston only. hut

all the N .it th. to the insatiableness of its

greed and the danger of its aggreeiioni.
Its reign was a reign of terror. Good

people who, like my father. quirted their

consciences with the cry,
" Let it alone !

leave it where it is ! don't agitate the sub-

found that it would not be let

alone, that it would not rest where it was,
that it was itself the great agitator, which
would not cease its menaces until it could

flaunt its black flag over the whole abject
Union.

enactment, in 1850, of the Fugi-
tive Law, turning ftu the North

into a hunting-ground for escaping hu-

man chattels, roused a spirit of resis-

in thousands who had liith. rt<>

^different, or timidly Milnuis-

encroachments of the m.>n

It made an "
anti-slavery fanatic

"

of me. How dangerous I was I did not

myself suspect, until Mr. Ben : Perley

Poore, then publishing his Sentinel in

Boston, went off to Washington, and left

me in charge of the paper. He had been

gone a week or two, when something
on the subject of Northern abolitionism

in one of our Southern exchanges pro-
voked me to reply. I meant my article

to be dispassionate and judicial; and
when it was written and carefully re-

vised, I could n't see anything in it that

should give offense to right-thinking
n. So I printed it. Then the

deluge ! I hardly knew what I had

done, when my good friend Poore came

hurrying back from Washington, and
walked most unexpectedly into the Sen-

tinel office one morning, where he found

me seated at the desk, unconscious as a

cherub of any wrong-doing. When I

expressed surprise at seeing him so soon,

he said he thought it was time for him

to come and look after his editor. Al-

ways genial and kind, he yet made me
feel extremely uncomfortable when he

d.

44 Good heavens, Trowbridge ! what
were you thinking of, to turn the Senti-

nel into an abolition paper ?
"

U that the way you look at it :

asked the -h'-rub.

That 's the way subscribers will look

at it," he replied.

A good deal iu-ttl.-d. I -aid. "Then

perhaps you would like me to leave the

pap,
" Leave the paper ?

"
he echoed, with

about the bitterest laugh I ever heard

from his lips.
4t Print another such ar-

ticle, and the paper will leav.

He went on to give a grimly humor-

ous account of the sensation n

tie screed created in Washington, where

he had many friends and subscribers, all

of pro-slavery sentiments, and of his sad-

den haste to leave that

Of course," he :. i laid it all

to the boy I had left in the ofti.

14
Well," I said,

' 4 what was there about
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the boy's article that they could reason-

ably object to ?
"

He was generous enough to i

"
Nothing, in my opinion. Every word

of it is true enough. And you may think

it strange that a man can't print in hi>

own paper what he thinks on a great

public question like slavery ; but that is

a fact. We shall see."

And we did see. Angry protestations

from subscribers were already lying un-

opened on his desk. More came in. from

North and South alike ; and one of our

South Carolina exchanges did me the

honor to answer my article with an inso-

lent threat of secession, an old threat

from that State, even in those days, and

not altogether an idle one, as was so long
believed.

Mr. Poore was too good a friend to

discharge me for an act of indiscretion

already committed. But he was right in

his prognostication. The paper soon af-

ter left us ; that, too, without the help of

another anti-slavery leader. How many
subscriptions my imprudence lost it I

never knew. It never had too many.
I shared the intense interest awakened

in Boston by its famous fugitive slave

cases of 1850 and 1851, the romantic

escape of Ellen and William Craft, and

the more notorious and dramatic epi-

sodes of Shadrach and Thomas Simms.

Yet I hardly realized what inflammable

anti-slavery stuff was in me, until the

capture of Anthony Burns occurred, in

May, 1854.

I was living in bachelor lodgings in

Seaver Place, engaged in writing the

novel Martin Merrivale, when the terri-

ble realities of that event put my poor,

fictitious characters to ignominious Hight,

and kindled in me a desire to write a

novel on a wholly different subject.

It was not easy, at that time, to take

a runaway slave out of Boston ; secrecy
and subterfuge had to he u-ed. without

much regard to the forms of law. I ui-n-

was arrested on a false pretext, and hur-

ried before United States Commissioner

Edwan I (. Loring, before it was known
that kidnappers were again in the city.

It had been hoped that the rescue of

Shadrach and the tremendous diiliculties

encountered in the rendition of Simms
would sufficiently discourage similar at-

tempts, as indeed they did for a time.

Burns had really been seized, not for any

petty offense, as was pretended, but as

a fugitive from the service of Charles

F. Suttle, a Virginia slaveholder. The
truth became quickly known, despite the

precautions taken to conceal it : and the

report, which was made a rallying cry to

the friends of the oppressed,
* Another

man kidnapped !

"
ran with electric swift-

ness through the city.

Commissioner Loring was also judge
of probate, and a man of eminent respec-

tability. In his private life he was, no

doubt, just and humane. I was present,

and watched his face with painful inter-

est, when he rendered his decision in the

case. In vain had Mr. Richard H. I )ana

made his eloquent plea for the prisoner,

warning the commissioner that what lie

was about to do would take its place in

history, and praying that it might be in

accord with a large interpretation of the

law, with the higher conscience, and with

mercy. The commissioner had evidently

determined to perform what he deemed

his duty, without any betrayal of emotion.

His face was slightly flushed, but linn.

My pity was not all for the slave : -<.mi-

of it was fur such a man in such a place.

On a bench before him sat Theodore

Parker and Wendell Phillips, the great

preacher and the brilliant orator, \\ho-e

certain and terrible denunciations of what

he was about to do might well have made

him pause. Perhaps, as a coimni>Moner

acting under the Fugitive Slave Law, and

ignoring the laws of Massachusetts, he

could not have rendered a different judg-
ment. Hut he might have resigned his

commission, and washed his hands of th

whole black business in that way. With-

out a tremor of lip or of voice, he . Id-

ly reviewed the evidence and the law in
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;ise, and remanded Anthony Burns

ivery. Then Parker and Phillips

arose, and walked arm in arm out

room, conversing in low tones, with

bowed heads and lowering brows.

Meanwhile Boston was in a turn

incut Public meetings were held,

an immense one in Faneuil Hall on the

evening preceding the removal of the fu-

-i;i\
; and that night there was a gal-

lant attack upon the Court House in

v. lii.-li he was confined. A stick of tim-

ber was used as a battering-ram against
one of the western doors, which was

broken in; there \v:i '>' of axes,

bludgeons, and firearms, and one of the

marshal's guard was killed. But the

assailants, led by that ardent young re-

r, Thomas Wentworth Higginson,
of whom, later, the world was to hear con-

siderably more, and by a colored man,
Lewis Hayden, were unsupported, and

were driven back.

Reports of the Faneuil Hall meeting
and of the assault on the Court House

rallied an immense crowd to Court Square
and the adjacent streets the next morn-

ing, to witness the final act of the drama.

It was a black day for Boston, that 27th

of May, 1854 ; the passions of men were

stirre.l to tht it depths, and often friend*

were divided against friends. 1 remem-
ber meeting in the crowd one with whom
I had been on intimate terms not long be-

fore. He had been an officer in the Mex-
ican war, and was as much of a Roman as

to lii- nose and character as any man I

ever knew. it day the Roman in

hi in was enlisted in a bad cause. Draw-

ing me aside in the crowd, an<l opening
his Test, he grimly calle<l m\ attention

to a revolver thru-t int.* an in-i.l.-
).

What's that for, Ned?" I asked, in

the old familiar way.
I am one of the mnr-li.il'- private

deputies," he answered, with hrutal frank-

ness. " There are over a hundred of UK

in the Court House there an.l in this

crowd. At the first sign of an attempt
to rescue that damned nigger, we are go-

ing in for a bloody fight. I hope there '11

be a row, for it 's the top-round of my
ambition to shoot an abolitionist"

" Weil. .V.i: 1 replied, "you may
possibly have an opportunity to shoot

me ; for if I see a chance to help that

'damned nigger/ as you call bin

afraid I shall take a hand."

Any attempt of the kind at that time

was out of the question. But for a mis-

understanding a rescue might have been

effected when the Court House door was

battered in the night before. That fail-

ure had rendered subsequent success im-

possible ; and it is a curious circumstance

that the fiery Wendell Phillips himself

was largely responsible for it. While,

like most of the speakers at the Fan-

euil Hall meeting, he was in favor of a

forcible deliverance of Burns, declar-

ing, "If that man leaves Boston, Mas-

sachusetts is a conquered State !

"
he

yet opposed those who would have hurled

his host of hearers, excited and irresisti-

ble, against the Court House that night
"The zeal that will not hold out till

morning," he said, "will never free a

But the morning was too late. The
broken door was barricaded ; the Court

House was a fortress. Besides his hun-

dred deputies, men recruited for the

most part from the hrutal and \

ehssoa of society, frequenters of grog-

shops and garni iip-saloons, besides this

posse of desperadoes, disposed as his spe-

cial guard and di*triluted through the

they were to watrh and thwart,

the marshal had the police force of Bos-

ton and a large body of militia, ostensi-

keep the peace, but practically to

aid him in his i^n<l>lu task. The Court

House was encircled by bayonets, and

Street and State Street were lined

on hoth M.ie* with files of troops, k.

a lane open all the way to Long Wharf
for the expected ::

i Quoted by Hon. Henry Wibon in hw ex-

cwdiafly itrMtliif and valnbb Hbtonr of

th. KiMad Fall of UM SUr. Pow .
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At last it set forth, led by a van-

guard of armed police.
"

1 here li

went up a half-stifled cry from the mul-

titude; and there indeed he was, that

one poor, hunted, black bondman, whom
a derisive fate had that day made the

most-talked-of and important figure in

all New England. What must he have

thought of the great concourse of citi-

zens, the swords and clubs and mus-

kets, that met his bewildered gaze as

he walked forth from his prison ? all

there for him, the wretched and baffled

runaway from Virginia ! I remember
well his scared black face, as he rolled

his eyes about for a moment before he

was hurried away ; not so very black,

either, a complexion rather of bronze

than of iron, with a gleam of excite-

ment in it which was almost a smile.

He had heard the blows that thundered

against the Court House door the night
before ; he knew what they meant ; he

knew how Shadrach had been rescued ;

but if he still cherished a hope of his

own deliverance, it must have abandoned

him at that moment. All was over. The
free land to which he had escaped through
difficulties and dangers was no free land

for such as he. Back he must go to bond-

age and the lash.

There was no pause. The marshal and

his special guard inclosed Burns in a com-

pact phalanx, following the vanguard, and

another body of armed police brought up
the rear. The march was rapid, amid

groans and hisses, and now and then a

cheer, from the ranks of spectators. From

Court Square into Court Street, gazed at

from hundreds of windows, some of which

were draped in black in token of the city's

humiliation ; past the old State House,

and over the very ground where the lir>t

blood was shed preluding the Revolution-

ary struggle, some of it the blood of a

black man, scene of the Boston Mas-

sacre ; and so on, down State Si i

moved the strange procession, between

the two rows of bayoneted guns, to Long
Wharf, where, by the President's orders,

ceive on board the kidnappers and their

prey.

It was a long time before I could sit

down again quietly to the fiction on which

I was engaged. I felt a burning A>

to pour out in some channel the feelings

which, long suppressed, had been roused

to a high pitch of excitement by this last

outrage. Still, something of tin- old iv-

pugnance to the subject of slavery re-

mained ; I shrank from the thought of

making a black man my hero ; the enor-

mous popularity of Uncle Tom, ins!

of inciting me to try my hand at an anti-

slavery novel, served rather to deter me
from entering the field which Mrs. Stmve

had occupied with such splendid courage
and success.

More than once, before the Anthony
Burns affair, before Uncle Tom even,

the fugitive slave as a subject for a novel

had come up in my mind, and I had put

it resolutely aside ; but now it present id

itself again, and persistently haunted me.

" Why a black man ?
"

I said to myself.
" All slaves are not black. And why a

man at all ?
"
as I thought of Kllen Craft.

"
Sympathy will be more easily enlisted

for a woman, white, with native refine-

ment and sweetness of character, and \ . t

born a slave, with all the power and pre-

judice of legal ownership and cruel

conspiring to defeat her happiness And

I fell to thinking of that worst form of

slavery which condemned to a degrading

bondage not those of African Mood ai

but so many of the descendants of the

proud white master race.

Though I was hardly conscious of it,

the thing was taking shape in my mind

when I went to spend the summer of

1854 in the bosom of the Green Moun-

tains. In the broad and beautiful valley

of Otter Creek I found, in an old farm-

house, a quirt place to live, and think,

and write. I gave four or live hours a

day to Martin Merrivale, which was then

appearing in monthly numbers from the

press of Phillips, Sampson & Co., and
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had ample leisure, in the long summer

.oons, to bathe in the sir

der in the woods, climb the mountains,

and in the course of my ramhles make

acquaintance with the country
and the people.

One day, while exploring the interval

about the couth;

Mad River, which became Huntei>-

ford Creek and Will I River in the novel,

the scene of t! ^ adventure of

Mr. Jackwood I . like them,

amid th- tortuous windings of the two

streams, still further lost in my own im-

aginings, I suddenly saw rise up be-

fore me out of the tall grass the form of

1 hag. And it was not an old hag
at all, but a beautiful girl in disguise ;

nor yet a girl, but really a creature of

my own imagination, which appeared as

vividly to my mind's eye as if it had l>een

cither or both.

h it shall be/' I said ; "a forlorn

maiden in the guise of an old woman,
lost here in this wilderness of alders and

long grass and labyrinthine streams !

a mystery to be accounted for."

the phantom-Ufa projection of m\

took its place at the plan ot the

story, |
and form from that

I was impatient to get
' M.utin" off

my hands, and to begin the new novel,

lie first chapters in

the old Vermont farmhouse, in the mi-Ut

of the scenes described. It was then

thrown aside, to be taken up later, un-

der very different : iv i instances. I car-

ried the manu-cript to Knrope with me
in the spring of 1855; ami having set-

tled down in Passy, just outside the

walls of Paris (now a part of P.>

1 resumed work upon it. writing

a chapter, or a part of a <-hapter, every

Bg and joining my l'ri-nds

i* in and about the gay capital in

the afternoon.

I had one friend there who, by his

sympathetic and suggestive

assisted me greatly in my work. II

LXXV. 21

ript almost as fast as it

was w :d was always eager to

talk with me about the incidents and

characters, and their development; thus

rest in them

Jit otherwise have flagged, amid
the diver-ions of a life so strangely in

contrast with the life I was dep
we walked together to th-

de Boulogne of an evening, sat down
on a bench by one of the lakes, and
discussed the Jackwood family,
Crumlett and Tildy, Hector and Char-

lotte, and the slave-catchers, until these

became more real to us than the phan-
tasmal beings, in carriages or on foot,

moving before our eyes in the lighted

park. This friend was Lewis Baxter

Monroe, afterwards well known as Pro-

fessor Monroe of the Boston School of

Oratory, which he established and made
famous.

The story finished, I had great tronhle

in naming it. I suppose a score of ti-

tles were considered, only to be rejected.

At last I settled down np,>n -Jackwood/'
but felt the need of joining to that name

some characteristic phrase or e;

Tlmx I was 1< d to think of this Scriptural

motto for the title-page :
4 * A certa

man went down from Jerusalem to Jeri-

cho, and fell among thieves.

suggested the. motion.
u \Yho was nii^A-

'"'"/ unto this woman ?
"
and the answer,

"
Neighbor Jackwood" And I liad my

title.

I read the proofs of the novel in the

of 1856, after my return to

America ; but it was not published until

the following \\ r a special rea-

son, which found considerably less favor

with the author than with the publish-

ers. Mr. Phillips was afraid the work

le lost sight of in the dust raised

by Mrs. Stowe's Dred, which he was to

issue about the time my humbler

ture was ready. I was repaid for this

tax upon my patience when, after the

book had been out a few days, and the

press notices were beginning to come in,
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Mr. Phillips greeted me one morning with

his peculiarly stately how and a serene

suiile. and remarked significantly, Our

friend Jackwood need n't have been

afraid of anybody's dust."

It had the advantage of a fresh and

unhackneyed theme, and was the t

serious attempt to depict those phases of

country life amid which the narrative

moves, and to render the speech of the

people with due regard to its humorous

flavor, yet absolutely without exaggera-
tion. Although it was written " with a

purpose," that purpose was inclosed, as

far as possible, in the larger aim of telling

a strong and interesting story. Of course

the anti-slavery element in it was liberal-

ly denounced, and the bombshell of sur-

prise, before mentioned, caused a shock

to the prejudices of many worthy people.

They were horrified by the mere sugges-
tion of a union between the hero and

heroine. I had been careful to offset the

cloud of heredity resting upon her by one

more terrible lowering upon his family
and threatening him ; but those so quick
to take offense at the one gave no heed

to the other.

The success of the novel led to its

dramatization by the author for the Bos-

ton Museum stage, then managed by the

veteran actor W. H. Smith, who took

the title role of Neighbor Jackwood.

The part of Enos Crumlett was expand-
ed to the proportions of William War-

ren, a comic actor of rare j>ower8, for

many years a prime favorite with Io>-

ton audiences, who never wearied of his

broad yet delicate and genial humor.

I engaged all the players to read the

book while studying their parts, ami

thus secured unusually good persona-

tions of the characters from a mediocre

company. We had a bright ycun-
Rose Skenitt. to personate Him. X

Thompson, who was never a noticeably

bright star in anything !-. bla/.ed out

conspicuously as Grandmother Riggles-

ty, into which character she threw <

gies she was not before supposed to

sess, so conscientious in her

tion of it that. a< Dr. Holme* remarked,

she "took out her teetl.

The first night of the piece was mem-
orable to at least one person in the au-

dience. I went early to the theatre.

and ensconced myself, with a friend, in

an obscure corner, where I could c

fully watch the performance, to see

where it dragged, and note what*

changes should be made in the inevita-

ble "
cutting

"
process to take place the

next day. All went prosperously, until

suddenly there was a hiss, and a storm

of howls and hisses immediately fol-

lowed. A crisis in the plot had been

i ached which roused the opposition of

the pro-slavery part of the audience,

a very large part, as it seemed for a

while. A counter-storm of cheers and

clappings set in, and there was a pro-

longed uproar that threatened to end

the performance. If the tempest of

opposition was overcome for a few mo-

ments, it would burst forth again as soon

as the applause subsided ; and the same

battle had to be fought over a^ain. Vic-

tory at last remained with the friends

of the piece, and the performance pro-

ceeded.
" You will cut out those objectionable

speeches?" my friend whispered in my
ear.

"No," I replied ;

" I will strengthen

them."

An amusing incident occurred whin

we were on our way to the theatre that

first night, Monday. March 1<>, l<v>7.

Being just then personally interested

in playbills. I turned aside to see what

a man was pasting over one which I

had regarded with especial satisfaction,

whenever I pu-M-d it that day and tin-

preceding Sunday. It \\a- the bill of

the ii'.rf tin if * performance of .lack-

wood; and on it was announced, in the

showy head-lines then in vogue, th

tonishing success of the iir-t p il.rm-

ance, which we were then on our \\ay to

wit 1 1
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"All ri-ht. only the man is a little

too previous," observed my friend, as we

:\^.
" Hut we '11 ;

as a good >n!

ii- allayed tlit- e\cit"inent which

impelled me to write one anti-slavery
I did not entertain the possibility

; hrin^ moved to write another.

Political events rushed rapidly to a cri-

sis, which came with the election of Lin-

coln, and brought to exultant souls du-

ty that the encroachments of the

slave power had at last reached a barri-

ver impossible for it to overpass.
i ar of secession was a war of eman-

.11 from the >tart. It eould not be

otherwise, whether the actors engaged in

it wished it so or not : campaigns and

acts of Congress, battles and proclama-

tions, victories and defeats, were not jo

mncli causes or hindrances as edili- - of

the stream, in whose miuhi\ movement
tin v were formed and swept along.

I was eager to bear my own humble

part in the in-.ni.-nti.ti- conflict, and took

up again the only weapon 1 had any skill

to use. I wrote a
;

Drummer |;,,-. . not especially designed
as an attack upon slavery, more than

;.-d i.r Mow siiurk for

the Union was a word <>r blow aimed at

my striving to destroy it But the

old heat was fevering me. and no

was Tin- Drummer H,y hurried <.n his

i than I thing myself upon the

writing of as fiery an anti-slavery fiction

as I was capal npassing. The

country had been 1m .tuak.-nin^

to a consciousness of the truth that the

slave was not only to be freed ; he was
also to oeaM to I.,- a inrn-ly pa-i\.- oc-

casion of i! t. and to become our

ally. Too many calling themselves

tl still opposed emancipation and

icks, and chm.
lusion that th. Inionand

Jit both he preserved. The
idol-house of the old prejudice was shat-

tered, but not demolished. I was impa-
tient to hurl my firebrand into the breach.

In this case I had a title for my novel

before a page of it was written. Wish-

briii"; into it sonic incidents of

guerrilla warfare and of the persecutions
of Union men in the border slave States,

I cast about for some central fact to give

unity to the action, and form at the same
time a picturesque feature of the narra-

The idea of a cave somehow sug-

gested itself, and I chose for the scene

a region where such things exist As no

especial economy was required in its con-

struction, I thought I might as well have

a cavern of some magnificence; or ra-

th, i. I thought little about it, the whole

tlashed upon me like a vision, as I

lay awake one night, with my imagi .

aflame, li-htin^ up that strange world

under the eyelids so vivid amid the sur-

rounding dark. The cave, the burning

forest, and the firelit waterfall, with much

of the plan of the drama, all came to

me, as I recall, in those two or three

hours of intensely concentrated thought.

I adopted
* Cave

"
at once as part

title, but felt that it \\ us necessary to

make --m. t- ii.-itoiis addition. 1 \\as

.some time, indeed many nights and days,
in finding a fit name for my runaway
slave, who was to inhabit the cavern and

help me out \\iih my title.
-
Cndjo

"
was

finally derided upon for him, and "Cud-

jo's Cave" for the book. Hut the hero

of it was not Cudjo, although I no longer
shrank from giving a black man that

role N . 1 1 1 1 e r was it the young Quaker,
turned fighter ; Penn Hapgood was only

the ostensible hero. The real hero,

story had one, was the proud and power-
ful, full-blooded \ I

at'tei-u.u.U ..iiiicd foiu.ud into ih,. third

and last of my war stories, The Three

Scouts.

Cudjo's Cave was a partisan book,

frankly designed to fir. \ ithern

heart This was, perhaps, the chit :
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many faults. It contained scenes of vio-

lence such as I should never, under other

circumstances, have selected as subj

for my pen. I adapted, but did not in-

vent them; the most sensational incident

had their counterparts in the reign of

wrath and wrong I was endeavoring to

hold up to the abhorrence of all lo\

of the Union and haters of .-lavrry and

secession. The art of the book suffered

also from the disadvantage I labored un-

der of never having visited the region I

described, or studied the dialect of the

people. The result was something quite

different from what discriminating read-

ers have noticed in Neighbor Jackwood,

where, almost unconsciously to the au-

thor, the dialect became so much a part
of the characters that no two of them,

not even members of the same family,
are made to talk just alike, but each

has his or her own persistent peculiari-

ties of speech. The fault I speak of lay

deeper, however, than the dialect. The
characters of the later novel were por-

trayed more from without ; those of the

earlier one, more from within. But

though lacking in true emotional depth,
the inferior work had an external life

and an impetuous movement which gave
it vogue, and enabled it to carry some-

thing of the political influence it was in-

tended to convey.
It was written with great rapidity in

the summer of 1863, and published in

December of that year. It was issued

by a young and enterprising firm that

displayed considerable ingenuity and no

little audacity in advertising it. 1'ictun-

of the cave were on envelopes and post-

ers, and I remember a bookseller's win-

dow on Washington Street rendered at-

tractive by a pile of the freshly bound

volumes erected in the similitude of a

cave. A private letter to the author from

Secretary Chase, then at the /unith of his

fame as a national financier, was made

to do service in ways he could hardl\

have anticipated any more than I did

when the publishers obtained peiiniion
of him to use it. It was printed, and

extensively copied by the press, and the

interior of every horse-car in Boston was

placarded, with a signed extract from

it, outstaring the patient public week af-

ter week in a manner that would have

made the great secretary wince, could he

have seen it, as it did me.

The publishers' methods combined with

the circumstances of the time to secure

immediate popularity for the book, a

popularity it still continues in a measure

to enjoy, having long outlived the 00-

casion that called it forth, and the ex-

istence of the iinn that launched i:

successfully.

At the close of the war I paid a visit

to East Tennessee, and wa- pl.a-ed to

find that I had not gone far WK>HU in

my descriptions of the region where the

scenes of the story arc laid. But I failed

to get any authentic news of the a

in it, or to discover the precise locality

of the cave. 1 have lately ht-eii told that

there is somewhere in Kentucky a e

which guides and hotel-keepers claim M
the original and only Cudjo's. I have

never seen it.

J. T. Trou'lri l<j<'.
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IX TWn I'Ainx PART ONE.

i Auini.st eveningot

a girl was flitting on the terrace of a

a day's journey from Pa

as journeys went at that time, though

, iln-ii tliere was one mode of rapid

hirli is in use at the present day.

lemoiselle de Sombre nil. with her

eyes fixed dreamily on the stiff magnifi-

cence of the garden in the moonlight,

had in thought returned to Paris, where

she had left her father on coming to make

a visit to her maternal grandmother.
"
Mademoiselle," said an old servant,

approaching her with a bow and in i

defiance of national decrees, "ma-

the countess is asking for you."
Has anything happened?" she in-

quired quickly, fancying tliere was some-

thing <>t' perturhation in his voice.

"Madame the count. -> did not say so,

mademoiselle."

The countess was found in conf.

\vitli a stranger of aj'|..-.ir.
:

who stood before her; hut tho conver-

sation ceased as Mademoiselle de S.m-

1 the riMiin, and the si!-

whi.-h followed was of such delation that

had begun to look from the stranger

to her grandm I back again, when

he spoke be an excel-

disguise, if Mademoiselle Marie does

not know

aim I'Abbe* de -

she exclaimed in astonishm<

"At your set ." he

retn h a courtly bow. And tin -n

thi-n- \\as sili-ni-e again.

it? what has happen-
i ied.

ncre has been an insurrecti

is Marie/' said her gran
The people have attacked the Tuileries,

he king and all the royal family are

imprisoned at the Temple."

- How terrible! How dare they? The

queen ! The royal children !

" And yet,

with all her indi md horror.

was something of relief in her looks.
" And they pretend to have discovered

a plot among the nobles. There have

heen th -re have been arrests" con-

tinued the old lady, beginning to falter.

But that was enough. A pallor over-

spread the girl's face.

"My father!
"

"
Yes, Marie, alas !

"

Then it was the abbe* who had her

rapid questions to answer. How? When?
Where? And. ( )h, why was I not with

him ' " But at that thought a change
came over her countenance, a look as of

den resolution. M I can go to him

now ! I can beg to be imprisoned with

him ! They will never refuse me that!"
"
Marie, you are mad !

"

"No. no. I m,M ! I cannot stay here!

I must go !

" Then ap-

g to the abbe*,
"
Oh, speak forme !

You know what we are to each other*

I eonld eheer him and comfort him

my poor fatli

abbe* looked at her with r 1

sympathy, and aft.-r a D

tion said,
" Countess, perhaps the idea is

not so wild as it see

ImposMhl,. ! How could 8

wish it r His daughter in a pi

you mad too, abbe* ? Say no more,

Marie!"

"Grandmamn rue that i:

asked him he would say no, a

here he would be glad. He is not

well of late. He needs me ; he does in-

rii.-nnr.Miw is not strong," said tho

abbe; "that is true, and

Marie were there, there might be a
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tion-. unless the jailer is more of a clod

than most men." He spoke with the air

of one in the habit of saying pretty things.

And so, after numberless arguments
back and forth, and since it was two to

one, for the abbs' was completely capti-

vated by the young girl's filial devotion,

the countess was finally brought so far

as to say, But how could Marie get to

Paris ? She herself being
" nailed to her

chair
"
by infirmity, to whom could she

trust her granddaughter ?

44 You can trust her to me, madame.

I am on my way there."
* You ! With a warrant out against

you, and when you have the luck to be

out of that accursed city ! It is putting

your head in the lion's mouth, abbs'."

"Ah well, I shall take it out again as

soon as possible. I am going over to

England."
44 But to go through Paris ! I beg of

you ! If it is anything to do with money,
let me ''

44 Thank you, countess, but it is not

money, though I have some lying there

which I shall take as I pass. No, but

there is some one who has been of use to

me in the little affair I have had in hand ;

it does n't seem quite right to give him

no warning now that the plan is aban-

doned, and it 's
4 devil take the hind-

most.'
"

That indeed was indisputable, but the

old lady's face still wore a foreboding
look.

Then, finally, came the question of

where Marie could go in Paris. What
friends had they left there in these days?

44 1 can goto my good Louison, L,

mamma." That was her old nurse, as

she explained to the abbs'. Louison was

married, and was living in Paris. And
she will be delighted to have me. She is a

royalist at heart, and much attached to

us all, though her husband is a 'patriot/

But he would go with me to the pe
I must see in order to get admission to

the prison. Louison will arrang. that."
" The very place for you !

"
said the

[March,

abbe* enthusiastically,
" You could not

be better otV than there."

By singular good fortune, the abbe

was possessed of a passport which cor-

responded to the situation. A lady, a

relative of his own, had started to go
under his escort to Paris, but had stopped
short at a neighboring chateau. New
.Marie had but to take her place, the de-

scription would answer at a pinch, and

he would be spared making explanations
to the first local authority on the road,

and procuring, perhaps with difficulty

and danger, a fresh passport for himself

alone. He was traveling under his fam-

ily name of Bertin, and Marie was to
j

as his niece. They were to start very

early the next morning, in order that she

might be safe under her nurse's roof by

nightfall; and they had also to take ;i

circuitous route, for on the usual road to

Paris Mademoiselle de Somhreuil would

be recognized, and curiosity would be

awakened if she were seen with a person
of the abbe"s apparent condition. Fur-

thermore, considering the times, it was

evidently undesirable to stand out for

etiquette ; a maid or servant would sim-

ply attract attention, which the abbs' had

above all things to avoid.
44 No. we will go in a post-chai>e, like

honest bourgeois," said he. " Mademoi-

selle Marie will have the s to

dress very plainly, and I. her uncle, shall

be taking her to her father. Nobody can

have anything to say to that. I imagine."

Two travelers had arrived in a po^t-

chaise, at noon, in the. little villa-

N ,
and were dining at the (iolden

Lion.
44 She is as pretty as an angel." said the

hostess, as she stood at the inn door after

serving her guests.

"And the bon ; tilion

a famous tip/' said the stable-boy who
d ju-t then.

At that, a man sitting with *

others on a bench in front of the house

got up and peered in at a window of the
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public room, as if a bourgeois who was

ith his money \\.-re something to

look at, though it may have been the

hostess's remark which led hint to think

she
"
must be worth seeing. Hi-

example was followed by one and an-

other, until there was a row of heads at

each window, a state of things whi< h at-

tracted attcnti<>: hin, for present-

ly somebody announce* i, He 's laughing
at us."

None of them liked that ; but the one

who liked it least remained at his post

of observation when the others went back

to their bench to finish the nooning; only
whereas he had looked before in idle

curiosity, it was now with a certain male-

volence that he watched the stranger's

every movement To his mind, a man
who laughed at people, especially if he

wore a better coat than they, could not

be imbued with proper respect for the

d ictrine of equality; he felt disposed
to keep an eye on such a person, and

he was unfavorably impressed by what

he saw. The traveler scrutim/.ed the

hostess's good things with a doubtful air.

h' -Iped him-eli' . and always be-

i;an l.y tasting tin- least little bit, AS if

he thou Ji? tin \ ini^ht be in the habit

Boning people at tho Golden Lion.

Sueh ways appeared to the spectator
much of a piece with laughing at one's

equals. But just because he was dis-

pleased he continued to look ; and so it

happen' I that iu tho end he saw some-

thin^ worth while, and made what he be-

lieved to be a n important discovery. This

was nothing more nor less than that the

bourgeois, in his neat brown h.. mi-pun
suit, had the hand of a

As he sat there negligently stroking the

1-1 house-dog which had come in to make
friend^, his hand, standing out in

against the creature's dark head, looked

a* slender and white as a fine lady's,

upon the spy, after i H coin-

pa n ions to verify the fact, went in great
i uen t to tell the innkeeper that he

was harboring suspicions compa

At first that worthy was much put

by the announcement, and thought
r the cobbler rather meddle-

T really, supposing the guest
were an aristocrat, when he had pa
" the excellent dinner he had eaten," as

he courteously expressed it, the host was

quite willing he should go and get arrest-

ed elsewhere ; he did not wish to have

any disturbance made in his house. And
what if he sent for a detachment of the

national guard, and the man turned out

to be only a bourgeois, after all ? A pret-

ty to-do there would be then with the

military ! Still, these were only lir>t

thoughts, and all he said was,
" Pooh !

pooh !

"
being a cautious man, and not

wishing to appear unpatriotic. AY hen

he was reminded of Drouet, at Sainte-

Menehould, who had got thirty thousand

francs and a seat in the National Assem-

bly for his timely action, to say nothing
of immortal fame, he began to see that it

might be a duty he owed to the country
to take steps in this matter. For it was

perfectly possible that this was, as the

cobbler said, some nobleman who had

been concerned in the late conspiracy, or

somebody who was getting up a fresh one,

or even the Count d*Artois himself ; and

the lady with him would then be some
i of the Austrian woman. All this

was whirling round in the innkeeper's

head, the Count d'Artois and tho thirty

thousand francs coming continually up-

permost, together, however, with a suspi-

cion that it was not u the ^rand opporttl-

i tho village t-

ism
"

that actuated the cobbler so much

as a secret design of claiming half tho

reward. He was thinking of all these

tilings when the post-rh h had

not yet been countermanded, rattled to

the front of the house, and the tra

appeared in the doorway ready to set off.

The village consisted merely of a few

houses close about the inn, and it never

took long to get the whole population

together on occasion. The bourgeois,

therefore, looked in surprise upon an as-
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semblage of men. women, and children

gathered between him and his vehicle,

and asked. u
Why. what is going on here?

N it a holiday?" And then, signing to

the postilion,
" Drive up, friend. It is

time we were off."

But the postilion sat his horse like a

statue ; and, moreover, as nobody else of-

fered to move, driving up to the door

was plainly out of the question.

Upon that the traveler looked more
astonished still, and even a little annoyed
as he turned to the innkeeper to inquire
whether that was not his chaise, and why
then he was unable to get into it. It was

some one out of the crowd who said by

way of answer,
" You 're an aristocrat !

"

What ?
"

" You 're an aristocrat !

"
the voice re-

peated.

It was not a pleasant group to face,

for at the word " aristocrat
"
every coun-

tenance darkened, and the men who had

implements of labor with them, such as

axes and pitchforks, looked quite capable
of using them on behalf of the nation, if

need were. Nevertheless, the bourgeois

gazed steadily at his accuser, though still

with an air of perplexity and amazement

which, as he turned again to the postmas-

ter, said as plainly as words, Can I be-

lieve my ears ? Did you hear it, too ?

"
Monsieur," said that personage, al-

ready realizing the difficulty of telling a

man he was the Count d'Artois, when

he looked as innocent as a baby,
" mon-

sieur, there is some idea that that

In short, you would do well to state who

you are."
" Who I am ? I am Jean-George Ber-

tin. as my passport informs you ! And
when I 'in called an aristocrat, I should

like to know the reason why !

"
said the

bourgeois in a rather high key. *'Just

tell me now, you who have seen plenty
of people of one sort and another, and

know what's what, do I look like an

aristocr He stepped back a little,

and stood with his legs firmly planted.
as if to afford every facility for judging

n Pity. [March,

whether or no his figure deserved to be

styled aristocratic.

Now nothing was more fixed in the inn-

keeper's mind than the conviction that

he did know what was what ; and further-

more, in the emphasis laid on the word
44

you
"
he felt an acknowledgment of the,

to him. equally patent fact that in this

respect he was in advance of his neigh-

bors. Still, a man may be never so su-

perior, and yet be slightly taken aback

when he is challenged to prove it on the

spur of the moment ; whence it happened
in this instance that the innkeeper first

looked rather foolish, and then laughed
a little, as the safest thing to do.

"Ah, very well!" began Monsieur

Bertin, with an air of relief at finding one

person, at any rate, in his senses, when

again he was interrupted by a voice :

" You have hands like a fine lady !
"

" Indeed !
"

he exclaimed, facing

round in an instant, and glancing over

the crowd with mingled contempt and

indignation. Then raising one of those

offending members, which looked no

longer so phenomenally delicate, encased

as it now was in a baggy glove, 1

slowly and impressively,
" My mother

was a good woman, which / consider

something more than a fine lady : and if

I have her hand, I am not ashamed of it."

It is highly probable that they all

shared his opinion with regard to the

intrinsic worth of good women. 1m

matter of fact, they were left under the

imputation of an undue regard for rank

and wealth when he re-addressed him-

self, with dignity, to the innkeej).

"To you, citoyen, I am prepared to

-ivt- any explanation which you require.

As Blaster of the ]>o>t. you would \w

solely responsible were I prevented from

continuing my journey, and it is but

right that you should know all I can t-ll

you before you take a step which would

certainly be attended with serious conse-

quences. My nairn- you are already ac-

quainted with. I will add that I was

born in S
; that my business has
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hiefly in the province of X ,

I have had to do with flocks on a

somewhat large scale ; that I have lately

1 from this occupation ; and that

the object of my journey to Paris is to

see some one with whom I have been

transacting matters of importance, and

to get some money which I have lying

there. So much for myself. My niece's

name you have seen in my passport, and

you have
ogly

to compare her descrip-

tion with the demoiselle here," indicat-

ing his companion, who had been look-

ing quietly on at the controversy ;

" and

I will add, for your further satisfaction,

that I am taking her to Paris, to her fa-

ther, who lives in the Rue Sainte-Mar-

guerite, and from whom we have had

bad news. If now you wish to ask any

questions, I am ready to answer them to

the best of my ability."

But the only question in the postmas-
ter's miml. by that time, was how he him-

dd have been led by the nose into

such a scrape. As his own prospects for

Mi^thirtN thousand francs declined.

he felt so much the more respect for a

man who had ]>erhaps accumulated twice

that sum as a great sheep-farmer, and

was now retiring from business to live in

dignified seclusion on his income. He
hastened to protest that he was entirely

satisfied ; that in fact he had always been

satisfied, though, unfortunately, there

were persons who co i their duty
ifereinwli.it did not concern them.

casting a furious glance at the cobbler

who had so nearly involved him in the

" serious consequences
"
of a government

istand.citoyen,that
no barm was it

"
Really !

"
replied the worthy man.

"I am glad to know it. I th

appearances there was an intention ,,\

detaining me bore, which I should hnve

considered harmful in the extreme, see-

ing that my business will brook no delay."
44 Drive up, postili d the inn-

keeper ; and this time the villagers scat-

tered to the right and left and the chaise

stopped before the door with a flourish.

The young girl got in at once, but

Monsieur Berlin, notwithstanding the

pressing nature of his affairs, seemed dis-

posed to linger and relieve his min

growing sense of injury.

I never in all my life before was told

that I was not what I pretended to be,"

he obsenfcd.
" Of course uot monsieur, of course

not But you see, in these times, and

when one has just heard of an abomina-

ble plot people's minds are excited. I

assure you, I regret it exceedingly."
" So do I !

"
snapped out the sheep-

farmer. And even when the other had

him by the elbow and was impelling him

gently towards the chaise, with wishes for

a pleasant journey, he suddenly turned

himself about and began indignantly,
" In all the years I have traveled

" -
But the young bourgeoise interposed

from the vehicle, with her flutelike voice :

"
Oh, come, uncle, think no more about

it ! The good people believed they were

doing right It was for the sake of the

nation."

So he was got into the chaise, and the

door closed on him : and at the last he

seemed to regret his display of ill hu-

mor, for he looked out of the window

and said quite amiably. There, there!

Good-day, citoyen. Mistakes will oc-

cur sometimes. mistakes will <.

Then, as the chaise clattered off, he sank

into his corner of the carriage and

burst into smothered laugh t

* Oh, monsieur 1'abbe*, it is noth

hm-h at !

"
said Marie < )ne ought to

be very seriously thankful.
'

Neverthe-

less, she was infected by his merriment.

Once on the road, they could talk free-

ly : there was no danger of the postilion

overhearing, with the front window up.
I low I trembled for you !

"
Marie

continued, as she recovered hersolf.

i udebted I am to you
for trembling so discreetly, mademoiselle!

You acted my niece to perfection.
'
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M Why. I merely stood there, and did

nothing at all."

Which is precisely what she would

have done if she knew it was all right

and there was no occasion for alarm.

And when she did call at last, in her

coaxing little voice, to her irate old un-

cle, it was only he who could guess that

Mademoiselle Marie had had enough of

the comedy."
"
Yes, so she had. But I really be-

lieve that you, monsieur Tabbe", would

have liked to stay there another half hour

and fool that poor man."

He laughed delightedly.
" And please

to note that everything I told him was per-

fectly true. Had I not, as grand-vicar of

X
, my flocks scattered over a whole

diocese ? Perhaps I did n't succeed in

the business so well as it may have ap-

peared to our friend the innkeeper,"
he added, with a momentary gravity.
" However, I am not responsible for the

inferences drawn."
" But you said my father lived in the

Rue Sainte-Marguerite."
" My dear young lady, you don't know

your Paris as I do. He does live there

just now, though we hope it is not for

long." And then, to divert her mind from

that too absorbing subject, he inquired

cheerfully,
" And how did I act the hon-

est bourgeois, mademoiselle ? Also to

perfection ? Well, I have a little bit of

talent for the stage, I believe."

The day wore on, and the travelers

stopped nowhere longer than was neces-

sary to make changes of carriage, until

late in the afternoon, when clouds rolled

up black and threatening, and a thunder-

storm was imminent. They were then

approaching the station next before Paris,

and it was plain they would be obi

to remain there until the tempest should

be over.
" If only we meet with no ill fortun- !

sighed Marie.

"To which end I shall perhaps do

well to keep my gloves on," the abbe* re-

sponded coolly.
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They drove up to the inn with the

first flash of lightning and roll of thun-

der, and were welcomed by the b"-

who congratulated them volubh

caping a storm which promised to be

violent. Her husband was absent, it, ap-

peared, but Madame Leronx was quite

capable of fulfilling his functions, and

ushered them into the public room, talk-

ing all the while. The new form of ad-

dress was not yet universal, 0ml from old

habit it was "monsieur" and ''made-

moiselle
"
with her, in spite of her being

very patriotic, as they presently discov-

ered ; for she gave them the pleasure of

her company, and began at once upon
the late events in Paris. She was ac-

customed to read the newspapers, she

informed them, and moreover she " rea-

soned
" and " reflected

" on what she

read ; so it was the result of these com-

bined mental processes with which *hc

now favored them in the form of a mono-

logue. Marie was glad not to be obliged
to answer, though it was trying to her

loyalty to seem to assent by silence while

the good woman talked about the kini;-.

Not that she was virulent against him.

she called him **

poor man," even ;

but royalty, for her, was unquestionably
a thing of the past.

" And it 's only a monstrous pity we

didn't perceive a year ago, when tin-

king tried to escape, that that was the

best thing which could happen to us.

Now we Ve got him in the Temple and

don't know what to do with him, where-

as if we had had the sense then to

* A pleasant journey to you !

'

we should

have seen the last of him for good and

all. with no trouble to us. and bis own

fault for running away. But there ! i

pie never know when they 're well olV.

Why. even when those old princesses,

the king's aunts, undertook to depart.

it was as much as ever if we let them

go. To be sure, we talk of the nation

being in its infancy, and so we may re-

gard them as two old dolls that we

id n't bear to give up. Though why.
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goodness knows, for it cost us a
\

to keep them in food ami frij>-

Really, now that we've di><<>v-

it last where all the money went

to tiiat has been ground out of the peo-

taxes. it is astounding ! Just for

those old ladies and their hangers-on, so

many hundred thousand francs a year
for iMi, so many for fowls, and all the

pest in proportion. One would think

they were ogres ! No wonder there was

nothing left for the soldiers to eat ! I:

seems as if we could n't have been in

too great a hurry to get rid of such peo-

ple. And it's just the same with the

nobility. / don't regret the emigration ;

it is n't to the credit of those who go, to

be sure, but it 's a gain to us who stay."

She paused suddenly, and remarked, to

Marie's alarm. .Mademoiselle looks as

if she did n't agree with m< ."

"Ah, madame," said tin- abbe, when
one is young and romantic, a castle is

a pretty feature in tin- landscape, ami

on*- thinks the people who live there

must be something remarkable."

was very well by way of coming
to the rescue, hut it had for a conse-

quence that Madame Leroux now ad-

dressed herself particularly to Marie.

s, yes, the chateau is beautiful, no

: hut did you e\ ,-r think of tin- vil-

lage below it, madon < >t .-..-.ir-.-

not, people who live in towns know no-

I .-an tell you
that tin- village i> n't beautiful. f<>r I 've

sen the wretchedness of it with my
own eyes. Ami the cottages are worse

inside y are out How many
do you suppose those de-

plorable hovel* hold sometimes!' 1 .

ther ami mother, ami grown children

and babies ; an is n't a grand-
mother or grandfather into the bargain,
it *s good luck ! And all that in t\\ <

bare ground for a floor,

and the only light from .1 \\\-.

as your hand. Can there be cleanlim-->

. -nc\ iii -neb a place? Why. the

,.t" monsieur Ic mar.piU. up at the

are better housed ! Or if not

the pigs, then the horses, and that no-

body can deny. Is there a leak in the

stable-roof ? Send for the workmen im-

mediately ! The hay will be injured,
and the valuable animals may take harm.

But when the cottage-roof leaks, what

happens? Why, nothing, except that

the children get up in the night, and

drag the sack of straw, on which they
are lying like a litter of kittens, away
from under the dripping. You see,

there 's nothing to injure there, and that

sort of animal is n't valuable. They
are raised at no expense to monsieur le

marquis. When one of them is sick,

there 's no need even to send for the

horse-doctor, for if they die there are al-

ways plenty more. Why they don't die

by the dozen is the only wonder. It

is n't the care they get that keeps them

alive, when their mother is working in

the fields. I suppose it's the f

though you might n't think so, to look

at it. And when there is n't enough of

it, such as it is, the children go out on

the highway and beg, or they go up to

the chat. -an. ma\be. and twitter around

the door like sparrows; and if a few

crusts are thrown to them, that *s char-

Well, they grow up on it some-

how, but it telU. too. Among peasants,

mademoiselle, a girl of your age, what

with hard work and poor fare, is no

longer young, and a woman of thirty is'

old. Probably the grand (tropic at the

chateau suppose peasants ought to look

like that, that it's because they're

coarse, common folk. But it U n 't : it's

because they work like cattl- . and \\ith

all their labor can't get black bread"

enough to satisfy their luu I it

ly three years ago that if, in an e\ il

m, mi, nt. th.-y thought to put ftometh

in the pot by killing a hare, even in

th.ii own ti. Id. it was a case for the gal-

leys, though the noble family at the

chateau and their friend* might rid,-

through the field any day. wi.

were hunting, and trample down the
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grain. That was one of their '

right </

And then consider, mademoiselle, that

it 's these same peasants who have paid
all the taxes hitherto. Yes, your re-

markable people at the chateau wen
*

exempt' from this and *

exempt* from

that, by reason of their nobility, until in

the end they contributed as good as no-

thing at all to the state. They could n't

afford to, for their daughters must make
a fine appearance at court, and their sons

must be well placed in the army ; and so

it was the peasant who paid the tally

and the twentieth and the poll-tax to the

king, and the salt-tax and half a dozen

other taxes to the treasury, and tithes to

the clergy, and feudal dues to the lord

of the manor into the bargain. Is it

surprising, then, if he had n't enough
left to keep body and soul together ?

"
Perhaps some of the nobles were

more considerate, do you say, mademoi-

selle ? But even if now and then, after

a bad harvest, they did n't press for their

dues, it was in their own interest that

they abstained, for the peasant must eat.

It's an unfortunate arrangement of na-

ture, no doubt, but, like the ox, he must

have a certain amount of food, or he can't

work ; and then who would till the fields ?

" But there ! what 's the use of talking

and exciting one's self ? We 've got mat-

ters in our own hands now, and can do

better than talk. And after all, there *s

this to be said for the nobles : they were

born into the abuses they called their

*

rights,' and they took things as they

found them ; but the clergy, that 's

different A man is n't born a priest ;

he tikes it upon himself ; he promises to

"follow Christ. And how has he done it

in this land of ours ? Mind you, I 'm not

talking against religion, mademoiselle ; I

believe in religion, but I don't believe in

men who were a shame and a scandal to

the flocks they professed to tend. And
I 'm not saying a word against the coun-

try cures, either ; there are good nun

among them, and Heaven knows they 're

as hard put to it as the peasants them-

'x Pity. [March,

selves sometimes ; and when tin \ iv>ign

their little pittance for conscience' sa

respect them, mistaken though tlu-v are.

Yes, even when they go about persuading
the poor ignorant people that a constitu-

tional mass is worse than none, and will

take them straight where they don't want

to go when they die, that too may be

only an unfortunate crook they 've got in

their conscience. But to hear that the

higher clergy can't think it right to take

the oath is a little too much! The sim-

ple truth is that they are nobles, and go

with their class ; they are for the king

because the king is for them ; and as to

all the conscience they 've got amongst

them, I would n't give that for it !

"
with

a contemptuous snap of her fingers.
" For if they had any, would n't they
have shown it before now ? Would a

Cardinal de Rohan have kitchen utensils

of solid silver when the people were dy-

ing by thousands of starvation ? Would
all those bishops and abbe's and what not

have left their work to others, and gone to

spend their enormous revenues in Paris

and Versailles ? Oh, you need n't look

shocked at me, mademoiselle ! Your

uncle would tell you the same thing. He
is a man, and he knows. I ask you,

monsieur, were not those noble prie>

scandal to Christian people ?
"

" Ah, madame, it is to be feared they

often were."

She looked at Marie in triumph, and

continued: "They follow Christ ! When

they rolled in their gilt coaches, mon-

sieur, and fared sumptuously every day,
when they carried jeweled Bnuffbo

costly enough to support a whole parish,

when they passed their time acting plays

with gay ladies and writing verses in

their honor, I ask you once more, wa*

there anything of our blessed Lord in

all that?"

"No, madame," he answered very

gently.

Marie went to the window to hide the

confusion she felt for the poor al>l>e.

"
Well, then," continued Madame Le-
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am I not right in saying that they

have no conscience in the ma
at that In- hesitated, and finally

'1,
" Let us be charitable, m;

ve there are good men, too, in the

ranks of the higher clergy, and perhaps
even among those w 1 ondcmn so

ju-tly there may be some who find them-

. when it comes to the point, a little

more faithful to tin -ir vows than one would

have supposed from their way of living."

Well, perhaps so," she admitted ra-

ther reluctantly ; one or two there might

be, but not many. And then, suddenly

remembering her duties as hostess, she
" But see ! it is clearing off. You

will want to be going."
She had one thing more to say, though.

As they stood ready to get into the chaise,

.Ird their attention to a fine old lin-

den-tree, from which the wind had torn

of the leaves and scattered them

ud wide.
' Before the storm they looked green

and fresh, but they were ivady to fall.

And ! the same with the people
we 've been talking about : they looked

to be in their glory, but the Revolution

is sweeping them all away."
The last stage of the journey was a

very silent one. The travelers talked a

;ily at the start, about indifferent

tilings, because each, for the sake of the

oth.T. > ignore the painful im-

pression of their late experience.
Tin- abbe*, however, knew very well

that this extremely gentle but per
ssessed young lady had always

In Id pretty much the same opinion of

him that the innkeeper's wife had pn-
As a well 1. ^\\o had

treated the fii. -ml of her family with all

due consideration, and lie, as a well-bred

man, had made no M^H of his intuitive

discovery : hut there it was, an impal

pable, though none the less impassable
barrier between th<

. as right When others deplored
' which Kut i'.T

the social cataclysm he would have at-

tained, Mademoiselle de Sombreuil had

tly reflected that she knew of no

qualification he possessed for that office,

unless it were his having supereminent-

ly beautiful hands and his being such

very good compu \ . Vet now, remem-

bering what he had just said, the piti-

ful little plea for some, at least, even

though justly condemned," she asked

herself if, in his refusing the oath to

the Constitution, there might not have

been another motive than the mere fact

that he was a noble and went with his

class. Then, by an insensible transition

of ideas, she was thinking of his white

mass," the first mass of a young priest,

which his lady mother must have fol-

lowed with profound devotion ; for to

Int. good woman "
as she was, the en*

trance of her youngest into the Church

would have meant something beyond the

certainty of a respectable provision in

life; and perhaps* to him too, then,

who could say ? Yes, surely, to him too,

then.

But reflections of this nature could not

long detain Marie from plans of what

must be done on the morrow, and what

she should say to the revolutionary lead*

ers whom she meant to approach with her

ii ; for if one refused, she would

appeal to another. As <>t

>il-ility of a repulse occurred to In

said to he, -, it.
- Hut I must, I will go to

him !

"
and th.-n. in fancy, she pleaded

her cause all over again to somebody else

whose heart might be softer.

The uhln' was equally absorbed in his

reflections, whatever they were ; and as

he looked far off into the dislan

delicate face wore an intensely serious ex-

pression. Now and then, when he t

and their eyes met, he would smile a lit-

tl.- aUn.ily as acknowledging a sense of

com jMiniorwhip. and then resume his study
of the distant landscape.
On nearing Paris, however, they both

roused themselves : the abb* to express
once more the deep interest he frit in

the success of Marie's errand, while she
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begged him not to think of trying to see

her again after they should have parted
at her nurse's house, but to accomplish
what he had come for, and get away from

the city as soon as possible.
44 Louison will take great care of me,

and the citizen Picard, her husband, will

go with me everywhere and do just as

she tells him ; lie always does."

"What a delightful family arrange-
ment !

"
exclaimed the abbe*, in admi-

ration. " If only every patriot had a

Louison attached to him !

"

But as he must hear, he said, how
her affairs had sped, it was agreed that

she should leave a letter with her nurse,

which he would find means to get in one

way or another.
44 And now see what a superb sunset.

Mademoiselle Marie ! Let us take it as

a good omen for us both."

The outlying district around a great

city usually presents a dismal appearance,
but just then the waste fields and poor
hovels were glorified by a reflection from

the sky, crimson to the very zenith.

" Look at the water," continued the

abbe* ;

" even that is red."

And so it was ; little pools had formed

everywhere on the low-lying land from

the heavy rain, and they too gave back

the sunset flush.

44

Why, it looks like blood !

"
exclaimed

Marie.

In a few moments more they were at

the guard-house, where soldiers and idlers

were grouped together, and one or two

vehicles were either coming or going. A
man in civilian's dress, but wearing the

tri-colored scarf which denoted that he

was on official business, stood somewhat

apart . and as the chaise began to draw

up he moved towards it, followed by

everybody else. There was just time to

think that this looked as if they were

expected, when the door was opened by
a guard, and the man with the scarf said

abruptly,
"
Descend, if you please."

They did so amid a portentous si-

lence ; and as they stood, a half circle of

eager gazers formed lie- fore them, leav-

ing a free space for the dignitary of the

tri-color, from xvhom even nu-d

to hold aloof with a certain No
notice was taken of Marie ; it was to

a good view of the abbe* that the peo-

ple pushed and elbowed one another, and

those behind stretched their necks; the

official personage also fixed his eyes upon

him, as if to strike terror into his very

soul. But there he mistook his man. Al-

though from the first moment of painful

surprise the abbe* knew that his fate had

overtaken him, he was far from being
overcome by it, and returned the look

with an appearance of saying,
44 Two can

play at this game."
44 Abbe* Saint-Mart, I arrest you in the

name of the nation !

"
said he of the scarf

sternly, and then added his credentials :

44 Commissioned thereto by the Commune
of Paris."

Marie gave a little cry, and there was

a murmur of approval among the by-

standers ; but the person most concerned

simply took off his hat, and to>>cd his

wig into the gutter as something for

which he had no further use, remarking
as he did so that it was very hot and un-

comfortable. So he stood self-confessed,

with his tonsure and the crisp curling

dark hair which became him better than

the rather frouzy disguise he had adopted.

Angered by this manifestation of in-

difference to the majesty of the law, the

commissioner said quickly,
44 1 advise you

to keep that on."
44 And why ?

"

44 Because you may be recognized in

passing through the streets; and if tin-

people, to show their appreciation of you
as a burning and shining light in the

Church, should undertake to hang you up
instead of the lantern, I am not sure

that I could prevent it."

**I am sure you could not," said the

abbe* calmly. "This government has not

yet proved itself strong enough to cope
with little disorders of that kind. How-

ever, I will take the risk." Then lie
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tress, and, clasping her bands in his, said

dear child, you mu-t n't

mind so much ! I was w u see,

and it would have been either there or

here, so I am glad to have come with

you thus far."

Who is this ?
"

burst in the coinmis-

. ready to vent his wrath on whom-
soever it might be.

This is Mademoiselle de Sombreuil,"

answered the abbe unhesitatingly ; for he

I that to make any further mys-
as useless ; lie hoj.ed. too, that her

iilial devotion would awaken sympathy.
father has been arrested, and >he

has come to Paris to beg the favor of

being imprisoned with him."
44 Aha ! Involved in the late conspir-

acy !

"
sneered the commissioner, as if he

had expected nothing better, in view of

the company she was in. But it was not

for him to concern himself with persons
who wished to !>< imprisoned, and he said

re. His sentiments were echoed,

however, among the- lookers-on, and the

inevitable word "aristocrat" began to

date at once.

s" said the abbe*, taking it up

boldly and addressing himself n<>\\ t

-an aristocrat, it you choose to

call her so, but also a woman, \

and unprotected, now that I

leave her." His eyes wandered over the

crowd. " Which of you will conduct her

safely where she wants to g<
>

is the sort of api>eal that would
to meet u it h a response even

from the roughest mob, and here the it-

were some very respectable elements.

were also elements not so respec-
tal.le. men who perhaps had been attract-

ed to that \
ieinity by the little dramshop

dose at hand ; but the ahhl had fixed

liU I i.pe on a decent- loo /en of

middle a-e \\ho seemed as if he mi-i.t

be returning from a stroll in the field-

hou u ht. possibly one of the guards
would be off duty, and in his uniform

would make Marie a very proper escort

t ead of this, however, it was the unex-

pected that happened. Before any one

else could answer, the least prepossessing
individual of them all stepped forward

and said, Priest, / will.
"

Decidedly unprepossessing he was, at

the first glance : a gaunt figure, a hag-

gard face, clothes greatly the worse for

wear, altogether a strange companion for

Mademoiselle de Sombreuil ; and yet the

abbe*, when he looked him straight in

the eyes, could see that he meant what
he said, and that being the case, there

was nothing for it but to accept. He
answered simply,

* 1 thank you, citoyen."
But he was ill advised in making any

suggestions, such as that the chaise would

take Marie into the city as far as the

post-house, and there a carriage could be

procured.
"

1'riest," said the man again,
"

I have

promised to conduct her safely where she

is going. It
' " He had evi-

dently just that sort of regard for an ec-

clesiastic to which the mmmi>uincr had

alluded, and he wanted no directions from

such an one.

The abbe* bent his head, and said so

ipiirkly and >o low that only Marie could

hear it. ! me. my poor child !

lint he is honest, and your tact will help

you out."

With that they were forced to part;
and it was a short leave-taking, for the

uinissioner was impatient: a father-

ly embrace, a few encouraging words,

thoughtful as the abbe* was for her <

to the last, then the carriage that was in

waiting bore him away, and Marie stood

there alone, with a feeling of unspeakable
desolation at h.-r h. art.

What fate was in store for him, that

kind friend | For ho had become a

friend to her in her trouble. The man
she had thought of li^htingly belonged
t,, Ul' old din - th.it \\. . :

recall, that the Revolution had \\

away, and she saw now only a man who
had more conscience than one might have

supposed from his manner of living, and
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who was at heart more of a priest than

lie himself had known.

Overcome as she was by the terrible

ending of the journey, Marie would have

liked to say nothing at all to her singu-

lar escort, who got into the * liaise with

her and took the abbe"s place ; but hi>

offer to accompany her was an act of

generosity towards one whom he rega ril-

ed as a natural enemy, and she did not

wish to seem insensible to that, however

little she appreciated the benefit in itself,

so, after a while, she forced herself to

speak.
" It is kind of you to come with me."
"
Somebody had to.'*

" I fear you may be tired with your

day's work, and I am taking you out of

your way." She saw that he was, or

ought to be, a workingman.
"No."
Then there was silence. Marie felt that

she had done her part ; and perhaps he

thought so, too, for presently, of his own

accord, he vouchsafed the information

that he worked on the quays, but there

was nothing going on there then.
" That is unfortunate."
"
No, it does n't matter."

"You have been prudent, no doubt,

and laid up something for a rainy day."
To her surprise, this honorable impu-

tation was taken ill.

" Why should I lay up money ?
"
he

asked, fiercely, as it seemed to her.

She suggested that he might do it for

his family, if he had one.

At this he glared at her, and she could

see that there was something working in

his mind. Finally he said,
" I had a wife

and children. They are dead."
" Oh, I have pained you ! I am so

sorry !

"
she exclaimed, with such feel-

ing that he seemed mollified.

Then, like many persons with a great

grief, once he had mentioned it, he could

not help talking about it. He told her.

in his uncouth way, how, three years be-

fore, he had lost his wife and two chil-

dren in the course < lays.

'> I* it
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" How sad ! And all of the same dis-

ease !"

"

**
Yes, all of starvation. You start,"

he continued,
'* and you wonder that I

let them die. You think I should 1

worked; you think I should have laid up

money. Yes, that was the time to lay up

money !

" He gave a short, bitter laugh.

"It was a terrible year," said Marie.
" Do you know that ? 1 '

She looked at him compassionately,
but did not say that she had done all in

her power, with the resources her father

could allow her, to help such unfortunate

families as they chanced to hear of.

**
Yes, it was terrible," he resumed.

" A man might work then as he would,

he could n't buy bread enough, it wa

dear. And what bread ! She could n't

eat it, she was so weak and ill already,

and with a child to nurse. She pined

away till she was nothing but a skeleton.

Then she and the baby died the same

day ; the boy two days after."

Marie looked at him mutely. What.

could she say? It was heart-rending.

"I was glad at the time." he added.
" I did n't have to see them sutler any
more. But now, when things are going

better, I think what I might do if they

were alive."

The interruption of arriving at the

post-house came as a relief just there.

There was no long delay, however, tor a

fiacre was easily procured, and they set

off once more, having a good part of the

city to traverse. Marie experienced a

momentary surprise when>Jier compan-

ion, instead of mounting the l>ox, put her

portmanteau there, and seated him>. It

beside her again in the vehicle ; but it

was a proof that he had not found the

society of an "aristocrat" positively

odious, while she, on her part, felt the

sincerest sympathy for him. and would

have liked to show it.

"And so things are already better,

now ?" she said, hoping to reopen the

coi i \ersation on a more cheerful 1

Yes, it is a little easier to live. At
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least, rich people pay their share of the

taxes, an. I tin- poor are not so ground
i 11 t

-
t the blue man quar-

>n t item, at any rate. We 've done

with that."

" What do you mean by the ' blue

man

"Why, the gamison for the capita-

V nd when she still looked won-

dering, he laughed, with a sneer.

never heard of that, of course ! No. the

nobility did n't pay it But the working-

man, the day laborer, who had more than

he could do to feed his family, he paid
such and such a sum out of his earnings ;

and when he had n't the money, they sent

a man in a blue coat to live on him till lie

got it, and he was charged so many sous

daily for tin- man's board. Well, it was

a clever plan, for you paid then just to

get rid of the gamison. You sold what

you had, your furniture, your clothes,

an\ thing. I sold my wife's bed for that,

and she died on straw.'*

" Oh. don't :

"
exclaimed Marie, invol-

untarily putting out her hand as if ho

>T. She had heard too much about

tin miseries of lit** in that one short day.
For though >h. had been charitable where

she could, her position and her age had

made any real personal acquaintance with

the sufferings of the poor impossible.
" Do you care ?

"
he asked, eying her

>ly. And then, at the reproach in

her look, "Well, nobody cared in the

time of it. Tin- kin^ and queen, the no-

bles and priests, did it ever make any
difference to them ?

"

( Mi. th.y were not BO hard-hearted as

you think !

"
she cried. M

They did n't

know ; they could n't picture it to them-

selves."

>d why should they ? They were

hap] v had all they wanted."

M that is past You need not feel

T towards them any more. They
are not happy now."

1 Thin WAN not a poll-tax, but A tax on cap-
ital. The laborer's wageswm accounted hi*

capital, and taxed accordingly.

LXXv. NO. 449. 22

; they have to help support the

now, and they can't wear the fine

they used to, nor dress up their

servants like a procession on Shrove

Tuesday," he pronounced scornfully.
You speak as if money were every-

thing ; there are other troubles than the

loss of money. How should you feel if

some one whom you loved more than

anybody else on earth were in prison,

and you dared not even think what might
come of that ?

"

A recollection dawned in his face.
" Ah yes, your father. That priest said

he had been arrested."
" And so you see, yourself, how easy

it is not to think of other people's sor-

rows," she answered gently.

Nothing was spoken after that for a

time ; then he began in a mild voice :

"And you are going to your father, citoy-

enne ?
" That form of address sounded

very courteous from him as compared
with his brusqueness hitherto.

I trust so, but I must get permis-
sion.

In what prison is your father, citoy-

enne?"
' He is at the Abbaye."

They have taken that priest there,"

he observed casually, and for a moment
Marie felt a joyful surprise, as if she were

going to meet the abbe* again ; then the

reflected how foolish was her hope, since

bolts and bars could constitute a far more

effectual separation than miles of 1

sea. And directly she had something

else to think of, for they were nearing her

destination.

\Ve shall soon be there," she said.

as she gave him money to pay the driver,

but th.-n still held her purse in her hand,

is very kind of you to have pat

yourself
out for me," she < oi.timird pre-

sently, "and having accepted the kind-

ness, I simply say
* thank you ;' it is all

I can do. Bat you have told me such

sad things, and I know you have no work,

I should b truly glad if, tor fraternity'*
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sake, you would n't refuse this." There

was a gold-piece shining between her lin-

gers.

He looked neither hurt nor aniriv.

though he shook his head ; hut it was not

the mere magic of the word *

fraternity
"

that charmed him ; he had already dis-

covered for himself that she could see a

brother in any suffering man.
u I don't want it," he answered, simply

but decidedly.
" I have enough. I have

food and lodging. Sometimes when I

don't work it 's because I don't choose.

A man who has only himself to provide
for needs little."

Louison was astonished beyond mea-

sure when her young lady arrived in

such company, and moreover asked that

some refreshment might be offered to

the citizen Gridou, and then with her

own hand presented the wine which was

all he would consent to take. The good
nurse stood by, wide-eyed; and when
he was gone, and the situation had been

hastily made clear to her, she simply

passed from one state of amazement into

another. She had learned already from

the newspaper, to her grief and dismay,
of the arrest of monsieur the marquis ;

but that Mademoiselle Marie wanted to

join him in prison ! she struck her

hands together over her head. The only
commendable thing about the plan was

that her hospitality should be claimed

to further it, and in her pride and plea-

sure she made Marie feel that the whole

little household was turned upside down

for her accommodation. The "
patriot

"

was unceremoniously sent with his pipe

into the shop which he kept in the front

part of their dwelling, in order that a

table might be spread for the guest in

the family living-room, and she must oc-

cupy his great leather-covered armchair,

rather to her discomfort, and, as she

feared, to his ;
and finally she overheard

Louison reproaching him for addressing
Mademoiselle de Sombreuil as "

citoy-

enne," while he protested mildly that that

was as proud a title as any one could de-

sire, and that, moreover, her father was

not a marquis and she was not Made-

moiselle de Sombreuil any longer.
" And just for that reason, all the

more !

"
exclaimed Louison.

But he took that for one of the Mlly

things that women would say sometimes,

and, believing you must not expect too

much logic from them, made no reply.

After doing what justice she could to

Louison' s supper, Marie was left to a

period of quiet while further prepara-
tions for the night went on elsewhere.

The only child of the family, a boy about

ten years old, was in the room with her ;

but he was shy of the guest, and she,

wearied with the emotions of the day,
let him alone, and sat thinking, until a

monotonous and continuous sound at-

tracted her attention and made her look

to see what the child was about.

He was littering the table with bits of

paper, using, however, a certain method

in his manner of procedure ; for he held

a pair of scissors in one hand, while with

the other he advanced a strip of paper
towards them, along the table, saying as

he did so,
" Here comes a fine gentle-

man," or "
priest," or " officer ;

" and

when the paper reached the shears, he

would duck it down and snip off the end,

with "Click! and off goes his head !

"

and then instantly recommence the pro-

cess ; the only variation being in the per-

son who was subjected to this treatment,

and who might be any one, as the fancy
took him.

He was so absorbed in this singular

pastime as to be quite unconscious that

Marie was watching him, while she her-

self was fascinated by the very monotony
of it, and there is no saying how Ion- it

might have continued but that, on a sud-

den, just as he was beginning a^ain.

"Here comes a fine youn^ lady." it \vas

lii> mother who came and finished the

sentence with "Click ! and off goes y<>ur

head !

"
as she gave him a box on the ear

and snatched the scissors away from him.
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The child went the other .lay with

a parcel of rascally boys and saw some

executions," she explained to Marie, who
was almost as much taken by surprise

young patriot himself at th

remonies, "and so we 've

had nothing but guillotining in the fam-

ily ever since, and I 'm sick of it."

Poor little .f. an had had enough of it,

too, for the moment ; he sat scowling, and

>aid <mickly.
"
Ah, well, if that is

it, it is not a pretty play. Let us think

m. more of it Give me the scissors, Lou-

ison, and I will cut out some animals with

which Jean can stock a farm."

Louison looked on in admiration to see

Mademoiselle Marie relieve the child's

discontent by turning his mind to health-

ier thoughts, and prophesied that she

would "make that boy adore her, just

like everybody else. I -pile of this

the young patriot fell into disgrace again
later; for when Marie an<l his mother

were talking together, and it was nothing
but " monsieur le mannus." and my fa-

ther," and * the prison," and there was

evidently something very sad about it all,

his unlucky pastime recurred to him, and
he must needs inquire, "Is he going to

be guillotined

He was nimble enougli to get out of

his mother's reach on the instant, and he

took warning at the terrible threa

you say that word again !

"
But as soon

as it appeared to be safe, he returned to

where he could gaze at Marie to his

heart's content She, however, did not

feel sure whether he was "
adoring

"
her,

or merely meditating on future possibili-

ties, and saying to himself, Click !

Grace Howard Peircc.

BOVA UNVISITED.

THE railway of the Reggio-Napoli line,

before it enters upon the long and mel-

ancholy distances of the eastern coast of

Calabria, takes a clinrming run around

the pointed toe of the boot of the Italian

peninsula. Atonly about twenty-live kilo-

metres' distance from t he city of Reggio,
on this road, so my kinsman and good
comrade the lieutenant deciphered from

the cryptograms of the railway guide,
is the town of Bova, one of the ancient

Greek settlements left stranded here and

there in Calabria and Sicily ; whose in-

habitants, although they have constant

dealing \\ith the nri^hhorin^ population.
i ordinary tenaciivth.t.a

dii ions, costumes, rituals, and language

originally brought from Greece. These

s, it is said, more closely preserve
the old 1 lellenir speech and customs than

it Greek peoples.

Therefore we decided that we must
visit Bova, see the picturesque Albanian

dress, and hear the soft, incomprehensi-
ble jargon, and perhaps also the wild bal-

lads of the place. Unlike other Italian

poetry are these legendary dance-songs
about captive maids and Turkish pirates,

or the little Constantino who arose from

his grave in order to lead his sister to her

bridal.

One fine April morn in-, then, we took

our places in a sort of Italian version

ot the American railway car, with subtle

distinctions of pln-h and haircloth i

ferentiate the tint class from the second,

instead of the solid wooden walls of the

ordinary European wagons. To an ima-

ginative passenger, that car had the effect

of a spirit of liberal monarchy, avoiding

the sharply drawn discriminations of an

effete autocracy and the uncritical crowd-

ing of a democracy. 1 1 was a grot i i

'

\ i n -

i car to persons who usually re-

nounced first-class transit, but this time we
were able to save both our pride and our
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money. The train was an accommodation

train, and, being Italian, and south Ital-

ian, was more accommodating than oth-

ers, so that it took two hours and a half

to cover the twenty or twenty-five kilo-

metres between Reggio and Bova station.

But its inscrutable delays and languorous

dallyings with time and space were all the

better for us, to whom the going was of as

much interest as the getting there ; for

the way was cliarmingly picturesque along
that south curve of the coast, past lit-

tle agricultural and fishing villages that

have something of the Oriental character.

Across the strait Messina is poised, as if

ready to run to meet halfway her sister

city of Reggio ; to the southwest lies the

dark line of the Sicilian coast ; and above

a mass of cloud rises a cone of pure-tint-

ed opal, Etna. In the middle distance

spreads the brilliant azure field of the

Mediterranean, dotted with many white

pecorelle, the little sheep whose wool is

the sea-foam, and whose shepherd is the

breeze. The fishing-boats out at anchor

dance to the pastoral piping, but they
would be drawn up on the beach quickly
if in the offing should be heard the shouts

of the storm-wind, the strong herder of

the cavalloni, the wild sea-horses that

shake the blue plain with manifold tram-

pling, as, with white manes tossing, they

gallop to the charge of the coast.

The railroad passes between long hedges
of aloe and of Indian figs with their gro-

tesque and improbable forms. To the

left are vast gardens of agrumi, orange,

lemon, citron, bergamot ; the last a staple

and a specialty of this region of Calabria.

The rich verdure is frequently interrupt-

ed by wide fiumare, arid, stony tracts

wrinkled by watercourses, which, in the

latter part of the winter, are flooded by
the melting snows of the mountains. But

that April time when we traversed them

they were threaded by slender stream-.

The train passed by the town <>

Gregorio, where the shore was populated

by fishermen who, having beached their

boats, were opening the nets and taking

[March,

out the fish, which the women carried

away in baskets on their heads. Other

women, standing many yards apart, were

stretching long webs of homespun linen

to bleach under the potent springtide sun.

Flame-red geraniums gleamed in the

hedges of Melito of the many gardens,
whose church has a large dome like that

of an Arab mosque. And now only

leagues of blue water were between us

and the Orient; the train had gone past

the Strait of Messina, and had rounded

the southern point of Calabria.

At Amendolea named for the alm-

ond groves, which are not visible from

the railway, but no doubt are ensconced

in sunny hollows a great fiumara issues

between steep and bizarre hills, earth-

quake-smitten, their sides rugged and bare,

streaked with scrambling thickets of In-

dian fig. Here and there on small pla-

teaus are clumps of fruit-trees and olives,

or fields of greenstuff and forage. Patches

of a rich magenta color show the bloom of

the sulla, a sort of pink vetch, used as

fodder for horses and cattle. It is pretty
to see a donkey carrying home his own

supper, the red flowers emerging from

full panniers against his gray flanks.

The peach-trees, that April day, were

great bouquets of pale rose-tinted flower-

age. In strong contrast were the discon-

solate files of the eucalyptus with their

drooping branches and trunks from which

the bark peels away in strips, leaving

them in white, unhealthful nakedness.

In the distance, villages and farmsteads

are perched upon the heights ; the build-

ings are of stone, so that they can hardly
be distinguished from the natural caves

and peaks of the rock.

Finally the station of Bova was readied,

a small hamlet, as if a vestibule to the

town itself, which is somewhat distant, on

the crest of the mountain. The people
of the railway village are like other

Calabrians in their dress, manners, and

speech ; the Albanian characteristics that

we sought were to be found only by

climbing. The lieutenant and I set off
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gayly on foot up the hill-path, declining

all proffers of guides and donkeys. \V.-

were on the side of a little acclivity when

we were hailed by a dweller in the val-

ho warned us that it would take

several hours of cart or saddle to reach

ight of Bova. Other inhabitants

joined in counsel, Try not the path ;

"

and \vc. taking into consideration all the

sub tropical substitutes for the pine-tree's

withered branch and the awful avalanche,

decided that our motto was not Excelsior.

We yielded at once, and came down by

ipitous little track to the fiumara,

and told each other that we had all

the time meant to go that way, in order

to look at some rustic cottages, and, far-

ther on, a ruined ancient watch-tower set

on the verge of a cliff fronting the sea.

<T of us explained why we had

wished to climb a hill in the opposite

quarter, but we said that we took pride
in the flexibility of our plans when

" the

strong god Circumstance
"

should give
them ever so slight a push in a new di-

:>n.

" We are not obstinate," we declared ;

" we are not like donkeys. The world is

full of fine things to be seen, and 'tis a

toss-up which of them is to be regarded
and admired n. \t. s

mealong."
The <,nly hindrance was the importu-

nate rivulet of the finmara. which ran in

zigzag* across our path, so that we hod
to cross it three times in as many hun-

dred yards. Surely, that was the

iimself. the tricksy sprite of south-

ern Calabria, sometimes good, sometimes
; M !. l.iit always unaccountable.

rail \\\mfolletto in central Italy, in \'.-n-

ice he is mascarol, in Nj lacicl-

/". in the Cosentino Di0fui6A/M.) That

day, who but he pulled the wine-flask

from under the arm of the li, u

just as we were crossing the sto]

tones of the tiumara, so that the bottle

went into fragments on the pebbles, and
the wine ii son the river, as in

some sanguinary legend <>f the battles of

in Calabria! Two friendly

boys, who had placed the stepping
and given a hand to help the siu

r n<>ia

across the brook, were quite in accord

with my lamentation :
" Look ! this is

partly my fault. If I had thought to

wear the bracelet with the cornicedda,

this misfortune would not have happened,
nor my relative have been left with a dry
mouth !

"

(After that the bracelet went on all ex-

cursions. Fora-malocchw ! Certain pre-

cautions ought not to be neglected, and,
in short, what harm is there in a little

amulet ? I ask the unprejudiced reader.

But it appears to me that amulets lose

their power in the positive American at-

mosphere, so that the bracelet now stays
at home or goes forth as chance wills.)

The younger of the boys went away
to buy a small flask of the black Cala-

brian wine, while the elder acted as oar

guide to the ruined castle. He want-

ed a job and the relative pence. Hi-

trade was that of shoemaker, but most

of his townsfolk go barefoot: therefore

he shall not be blamed if he played

upon my feminine timidity, telling me
that there were fierce dogs at the farm,

but he knew how to pacify them ; the

signora must not fear. He even pointed
out the shed where the savage beasts

were supposed to lurk ; but he must have

charmed them with power, for not a bark

was heard as we went l.y. talking, as oar

guide counseled, " in a usual manner, in

order not to make them suspicious.'* So,

having passed by C i .safety, we
descended a broken pathway enlivened

l.y many -mall Mowers, coral-pink or deep-
sea Mue. and hy crowds of marigolds and

white daisies. The boy, finding that the

signora was no scoffer at popular beliefs,

began to tell about the old castle.

:t was built

in the times of the Saracen pirates, in

order to defend the country. They say
that there is great treasure shut up inside,

underground, bat nobody knows how or

uh. re t.. tind it."

Hut is it not known what things
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must be done to loosen the spell ': Was
there perhaps a Moorish slave killed in

that place, and enchanted, that he might

guard forever the treasure ?
"

"Maybe so. We do not know any-

thing about it, nor what has to be done.

There are so many of these treasures

buried, and until they shall be found Ca-

labria has to remain always poor."
" Let us hope that some fine day they

will be discovered, and then Calabria will

be rich."

" Let us hope, signora. But there is

wanted the book of command."
" I understand. Rutilio." l

" That ?

s it, Rutilio."
"
Eh, if the true book could be found,

and the right pages, something might be

done."
" And neither do we know where to

get the book."
" Also this is a difficulty. But do they

not dig inside there ?
"

" What do I know about it, your lady-

ship ?
"

(Which, with a Calabrian, means

that he knows all about it, but is too

prudent to tell.)
" So much I can say,

that once there came two gentlemen,

Greeks, very learned. They wished to

dig ; they may have found some broken

pottery, a few coins of brass. I don't

know. But in any case, they were made

to run away, for we took up sticks."

By this time we had come out upon
the postal road, which winds in fine

curves around the cliffs at some height
above the shore. We stopped to admire

a towering rock, which, moreover, had

been blasted away in constructing the

road, and is left a sheer precipice of a

hundred and fifty metres. The red and

yellow fruits of the last year WOK- li

ing from the Indian-fig plants near tin

top of the cliff, for not even tin- ij.Kit-

can climb there to gather them. In some

places the earth and the rock arc sup-

ported by masonry, to avert the dai

of a landslide. On the crown of the cliiV

is a villa with annexed buildings. A shed
1 The title of ;i jn.pular work on magic.

at the base of the precipice, In-side the

road, a cart, and a mule that stood eat-

ing his straw, served the eye to meaMire

the imposing elevation of the rock. We
sat down upon a wall, that I might sketch

the cliff and the villa and the Indian li--.

Our young friend the shoemaker hint-

ed a just criticism when he said that he

supposed "the signora intended to make

a beautiful copy afterward." It was an-

swered him that the copy mi^ht not suc-

ceed in being beautiful, but at all events

nothing could be worse than the original

sketch; and we all laughed. At least,

those who pretend to nothing are spared
disillusions in art.

Then a noble old peasant came along,

looked at the sketch, asked if we were

traveling for diversion, and if that did

not cost much money, and invited us to

ascend to his dwelling on the top of the

rock, enter the house, and eat our lunch

there. We accepted the invitation, given
with the serious courtesy of a Calahrian.

We climbed the steep and tortuous path.

We were shown the bergamot press with

its ingenious machinery, the invention of

a citizen of Reggio, well deserving as the

promoter of a unique industry. We ad-

mired a great black pig sunning himself

in front of his thatched hut. In Calabria,

the grandiose Homeric epithets, such as

"kingly hearted swine," do not seem un-

fitting, so portly is the form, so thick and

dark are the bristles, so lordly i- the

bearing of the pigs, who, for manners,

are called "the blacks." or. with irony.
u the seminarists." Four cows of the pret-

ty Sicilian race, a dear little calf whose

fawn -colored first coat would soon he

changed for a gray one like his moth-

a donkey, a dog. and a very cordial cat

formed the four-footed part of the family.

and to all these we were duly presented.

The peasant, his wife, and two little

daughters gave us a charming welcome.

and unclosed for our reception a room of

the villa (which belongs to a gentleman
of Reggio, and of which this worthy fam-

ily are the care-takers). We opened the
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basket of lunch which we had brought
with us, and sat at the table with its

in< M and green-painted Calabrian

The fine old peasant, with dra-

gestures, related his experiences,
in th- times nf ( iarihaldi, as corporal in

a regiment of grenadiers. The details,

well understood by the lieutenant, were

too techni. . so I slipped out to

sit on the doorstep with the goodwife and

her little girls, who were entertaining the

;iak-r and his brother.

A page from the sketch-book served

to cut out a whole company of paper girls

dancing the ridda hand in hand. The

pencil and water-colors that had been so

for the landscape did them-

selves credit when it was a question of a

paper doll in Calabrian costume, without

inies of blue, pink, or yellow paint
\\ chatted about the fuddittu, and

were certain that the disaster of the wine

bottle was due to his presence and to the

absence of the bracelet " On that brace-

..1.1 thrm. -
is the huml that makes

the corn irc>/</'i. the little horns against tin-

evil eye ; the c the little heart,

for courage; and the /&*</"//"". the little

fish, for shrewdness and agility. Also I

have 'a coin out of use,' and when that

shall be attached to tin- l>i

things will not happen any more. Hut

the fuddittu has certain mannrrs. May
he be far from n-> !

ThU rhrtorical excursion was meant to

eall forth the views of the good woman.

We all united in a profound >igh, to ex-

press how dark are the ways and how vain

the tricks of the fuddittu . thru my lion-

ets began:
IIOH to sit ujp.ii

people's chests in the night so that th. \

cisely so a young girl in Reg-

to her aunt and found her without

as if from a great hoarseness of a cold.

The aunt /ia that it was the

linn, and they need not

call the doctor nor the wise wonia

as the trouble came so it would pass;
and in fact after two or three days she

And when the fuddittu sits upon
chest and to drive him away you ex-

claim,
* Mamma mia!

'

that the Madon-
na may aid, he counterfeits your voice,
' Mamma raia !

' "
(The squeak was de-

licious with which the good woman ren-

dered the tone of the imp. ) And you
lament,

' Mara me !

'

and he repeats,

Mara me !

'

" He makes you the echo."
"
Exactly, the echo. Eh, he does so

many things ! But if you know how to

take him, signora, he brings you fortune."
** One must keep his red cap."
-That's it When you see him, do

not be afraid, but lift off his little cap.
He will pray that you give it back to

him, but you hold firm ; then he will of-

fer you treasures, great money, and you
don't accept, but instead you put the cap
under the kettle, among the ashes of the

h* 11 th ; because the fuddittu is a cleanly
little spirit, and he will not go among
the cinders, in order not to soil himself.

So you have him in your power, and

you command him, *

Iring me money,*
and he will bring you some gold.

ignora, don't be too soon content

This is not enough,' you tell him ; *you
hare to bring me more.' And he goes
back to get for you money and money,
and you ^till say,

* This is not enough for

me/ until it appears to you that it >uf

fices, and thm you give him his cap, and

he makes you a fine bow and departs."

"So many thank s for the good coun-

M -1. I shall not fail to follow it, if ever

I meet the fuddittu."

. 't is difficult signora mia

these days the spirits do not let them-

selves be teen at in other times. Then
ih, ,, MM man ifMauee, \.

i,
i.Mt aN,

more innocence. Now the world becomes

always worse; there's no longer any in-

nocence, because of so much lent

so that things which used to be teen by
our fathers do not show themselves to
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us, for cause of too much learning, your

ladyship."
We agreed that learning, little or much.

is a dangerous thing, and that to live in

this world as one ought it is necessary
to have faith. Then we compared notes

concerning the evil eye, its perils and its

antidotes. The goodwife showed me a

plant growing in a pottery vase upon the

little terrace, a sort of cactus with gray

spiny leaves fantastically shaped, which

is called malocchio because it has the

virtue to avert the evil eye. Evident-

ly the beneficent charm worked, for the

household was in health and prosperous.
And those humble folk were excellent

company ; one has been present at many
a polite function where the talk was not

found half so inspiriting or the personal-

ities so attractive as in the home of the

brave ex-corporal and his family. When
we came away, they all accompanied us

some distance on the postal road. The
kind woman insisted that she would give

nil- her arm for the descent of the clitV.

because " the little feet of the si^nora

are not accustomed to such a goats' path."
With a profusion of thanks, compliments,
and a whole discourse of gestures and wav-

ing kerchiefs, the farewells wen made.

The young shoemaker and his brother

went with us still further. The la>t that

we saw of them they were making their

homeward way along the stony bed of

the fiumara.

"Good-by, signer lieutenant. I kiss

the hands of your ladyship. Good-by."
"
Good-by and good fortune, my brave

boys."
And so back again as we came, by

the picturesque railway, to Reggio. At

the station, Frontino, the pet gray colt,

was waiting to take us at a square trot

through the Corso to the house where

my mother stood on the balcony to wel-

come the returned excursionists, and hear

about our pleasurable failure to behold

the Greek types of Bova.

Ellsaliclh

EVENING IN SALISBURY CLOSE.

THE sudden sunlight swept the minster-close,

Day's expiation for its hours of gloom ;

And every figure on the fair facade,

Each saint with hand uplifted, gained a grace,

A happier halo than the sculptor's ait.

Howe'er so marvel-working, had bestowed.

Only the pillared porch and those deep eyes,

The windows wide that ever watch the west.

Caught the wind-wavering shadows of the elms.

All the great Gothic glory of the spire

Reached heavenward irradiate; gray to gold

By momentary magic turned, and poised

Like some aerial pinnacle of dream.

And while the sight hunij on the miracle.

Out of the silent symmetry of the tower

Slipped down the unseen silver of the chimes,

r than snowfall, soothing as the sense

Of slumber after vigiU held till dawn.

'>ton
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IMMIGRATION AND NA IT I! A LI/ATION.

>lera scare/' as it was called,

of 1893, which had its origin among the

steerage passengers of the great Atlantic

liners, brought the results of unlimited

and u: 1 immigration vividly be-

fore the American people : and it is to be

hoped that the subsidence of that panic
will not cause us to postpone a consider-

ation of the problem until a fresh epi-

demic brings it up again to our minds

with threatening force.

I do not propose at present to con-

sider the medical and sanitary aspects

of the subject, as they will doubtless be

thoroughly studied by the national and

state sanitary officers, and met by harmo-

nious and effective measures. My mo-

tive now is to define the civil status of

the immigrant when he lands, and when
he proposes, or does not propose, as the

case may be, to become an American citi-

/< n . Perhaps by examining the question

of the alien's nationality at this end of

the line we may find methods to influence

:<>vements at the other, or foreign
ml. The problem to be solved and a

most difficult one it is is, what new le-

M. if any, is needed, that will be

for the interest of the alien immigrant as

well as for our own, and will remedy the

ious effects, political, social, and

h, as is becoming more
and more evident, are resulting from tin-

unchecked immigration and reckless nat-

uralization of foreigners in the past. A
combi: the statutes on inn

tion and natur.tli /.it ion, as explained tin

ther on, would go far toward etV

the Hnluti

The auth the present legisla-

tion on natural ,..d in the

he Tmted States, which

gives Congress power
" to establish

form rule of naturalization, and n:

laws on the subject of bankruptcy."
Just what di*tin, -non. if any, was here

intended between a ' rule
"
and a " law

"

is not evident ; be that as it may. Con-

gress has interpreted the section as giv-

ing it the right to make laws regarding

naturalization, so far as the forms of the

process go and the courts which shall

carry them out ; but it lias not made any
laws obliging the States, or even the Unit-

ed States courts in the States, to carry
out the provisions in a "uniform" way,
nor has it established any machinery by
which the uniform rule of naturaliza-

tion
"
which it is empowered, thou

compelled, by the Constitution to estab-

lish, can be made useful either to the alien

himself or to the nation at large. Not

only each State and Territory, but even

each court in them, may, and generally

does, have its own forms of admitting
aliens to citizenship in the place where

they reside, so that there are numbers of

unnaturalized or semi-naturalized aliens

exercising the same right of franchise as

fully naturalized, or even as native-born

citizens.

The first step for the alien to take is

to declare before any court having a teal

and a clerk, except t mt <>f the

District of Columbia, that it is his bona

fide intention to become a citizen of the

United States, and to renounce his alle-

giance to every other government. The
court then given him a certificate, known

as the " intention
"
paper, stating that he

has complied with these conditions.

must be carefully noted that

thus far the alien has recorded merely
the declaration to be-

come a citizen at some future day, at

least two yean off, and if he has just

landed, at least five years off ; oft.

intention is not carried out The renun-

ciation of allegiance to his sovereign,

also, is incomplete, until the alien takes

out his final paper. The full and final

renunciation of allegiance is not, as many
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alien- ami even as some lawyers sup-

pose, made at the time of declaring tin-

intention to become a citizen. And the

propriety of this is evident. The alien,

after taking out his first paper, is, as it

were, in a state of probation for the next

few years. He may prove to be an un-

desirable citizen by getting into prison,

or he may change his mind and go back

to his native land to live. In the latter

case, the alien, not having finally re-

nounced allegiance to his sovereign, is

free to return to his own country and re-

sume all the rights of citizenship without

going through the process of being nat-

uralized. In other words, the filing of

a declaration of intention to become a

citizen of the United States does not ter-

minate a man's alienage, on the one hand.

although he may be permitted by the

laws of the State of his residence to vote

and hold office, nor his citizenship in

his native country, on the other hand.

Such cases constantly occur, especially

with Germans, who are so strongly at-

tached to their " fatherland." This point

may be of importance in determining an

alien's nationality and his claims on our

government for protection. And here it

may be remarked that aliens who have

taken out only the first paper are not en-

titled to a passport, as many of them sup-

pose, to their great disappointment.

The celebrated Koszta case, which

nearly involved us in war, is an instance

of the misunderstanding about renoun-

cing foreign allegiance at the time of

taking out the intention paper. The cir-

cumstances were as follows :

Martin Koszta, a Hungarian by birth,

came to this country in lS."ii!. and de-

clared his intention, in due form of law,

to become a citizen. After remai:

two years he visited Turkey. While at

Smyrna he was forcibly seized, taken on

board of an Austrian man-of-war then

lying in the harbor of that place, and

confined in irons, by Austrian*, who
avowed the design of taking l,im into the

dominions of Austria. Our con-id at
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Smyrna and our legation at Constanti-

nople interposed ineffectually for hi- re-

lease. At this juncture. C'ommander

Ingraham, with the United State- -iuop-

of-warSt. Louis, arrived at Smyrna. Af-

ter inquiring into the circumstances of

the case, and consulting with our 1.

tion at Constantinople, he came to the

conclusion that Koszta was entitled to tin-

protection of this government, and

clearing his decks for action and training

his guns on the Austrian vessel, took en-

ergetic and prompt measures for K
ta's release before sunset. The Austrian

commander, under this pressure, turned

Koszta over to the French consulate, to

be kept while his case was discussed by a

court of all the foreign consuls at Smyr-
na. This resulted in his release. Tin-

affair led to a voluminous correspondence
between our government and that of Aus-

tria, which was sent to Congress, and

made a great point of in the next pre-i-

dential message. Secretary Marcy, in his

dispatch to our minister in Turkey, said :

" From the statement of the case, it is

quite evident that Koszta, at the time he

was kidnapped, was not a subject of the

Emperor of Austria. He had withdrawn

from his allegiance to the Austrian gov-

ernment, and the course of that govern-
ment towards him was at least an im-

plied consent to his withdrawal. By a< !-

concurred in by both parties the tie- of

allegiance were severed. He had re-

nounced on his part, as Austria had on

hers, all claims to reciprocal acts or du-

ties resulting from their former political

connection as sovereign and subject, and

they stood toward each other as if no

such connection had ever existed.

If this opinion is based solely on the

fact that Koszta had declared his inten-

tion to become an American < -iti/en. it is

misleading : for, as we have shown a!

there had been no withdrawal from An
trian allegiance except a bodily one, to

which it is more than doubtful if A

tria had ever given either written or im-

plied consent; perhaps she had not -
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v knowledge of Uie matt, r at the

a emigrated. Some o

Continental governmenta issue a
j

to travi-1 implying a return in a limited

Tin-re are no acts known to diplomacy,
naturalization treaties, \\li-

be concurred in by both governments,

by \\lii.-li tin- ties of allegiance can be

severed, and these treaties apply only to

fully natural i/ed < itizens. Our laws pro-

vide that an alien shall reside in tins

country until he is a full-Hedged citizen,

and can be protected under a naturali-

zation treaty, if we have one with his

nation. Koszta had not, certainly un-

der the authority of our statutes. iv-

nouncol
"

anything, and had he gone
tria instead of to Turkey all our

diplomacy and ships-of-war could not

have prevented his being put into the

ian army, any more than they can

prevent the semi-naturalized American
\\ho returns to Germany from being

|.n! into the German army. This is hap-

^ every day, and our government
never thinks of alleging

' withdrawal

from allegiance," or mutually ft

ties," or any nth. r diplomatic reasons, to

the contrary. Aliens return at th.-ir

own risk, and they know it. The best

argument for protecting Koszta was that

r part of Mr. Marcy's

dispatch, as follows :

\\ httoTi : may have been Koszta's

being a Mihj.-ei of the

an Porte), he was, u ,vina.

a Frank or soj.
>

place
himself under any foreign protection h.

chose to select and th.- Turkish govern-
ment respect the rights he thus acquired."

plea alone was sufficient to pro
11. and it was hardly worth whil. to

waste words on any other. Austria had
no right to touch him because ho was in

'I'm Uy, and we had a right to protect
him because he asked as to. and that is

all there was in it. Koszta's ri-ht topi,.

ii was also bast-d h\ Mr. Mai

the ground of his having acquired domi-

cile \iere. a doctrine which was expound-
ed by Mr. Webster in the Thrasher case

as follows :

The general rule of the public law

is that every person of full age has a

right to change his domicile, and it fol-

lows that when he removes to ai

place, with an intent to make that place
his permanent residence, or his re>

for an indefinite period, it becomes in-

stantly his place of domicile: and this

is so notwithstanding he may entertain

a floating intention of returning to his

original residence or citizenship at some
future period. It is well known that

hundreds of thousands of persons are

now living in this country who have not

been naturalized according to the pro-
visions of law, nor sworn any allegiance
to this government, nor been domiciled

among us by any regular course of pro-

ceedings. What degree of alarm would

it not give to this vastly numerous class

of men, actually living amongst us as

citizens of the United States, to learn that

ii- country they have not

transferred their allegiance, from the gov-
ernment to which they were originally

.-t. to this r,,vcrnn:

This -(notation furnishes a good illus-

tration of the defective enforcement of

our naturalization laws. The number of

this class of aliens is estimated to be at

present over thirty-two per cent of the

whole population.

In Koszta's case Mr. Marry subse-

quently admin, i -I I. id Koftzta been

within the jurisdi.t istria when

he was seized, the whole character of th.

case would have been changed, and the

foivihlo taking of him from the legal

custody of Austrian officers could not

have been defended on any p

municipal or international law." If that

be the case, what becomes of the law of

.;.- which we have attorn p-

graft on international law, an

ranee of which Mr. Marry administered

a scathing rebuke in his note to the Aus-

trian .
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Wo have no naturalization treaties

with Italy and Russia, and those nation-,

in the cases of returning semi-natural-

ized or even fully naturalized American

citizens, snap their fingers at our natu-

ralization laws, and clap our citizens into

the army, or condemn them to fine, im-

prisonment, or exile, as they see fit. Even

the so-called international law, which we
are so fond of citing in our disputes with

foreign nations, is admitted by them to a

very limited extent, especially in military

questions, from the fact that there is no

uniform code of international law agreed

upon and ratified by treaty among all na-

tions, with penalties other than war for

its infraction ; and without penalties no

law can be enforced. The military na-

tions consider the treatises on internation-

al law as the more or less correct, interest-

ing, and harmless lucubrations of studious

and well - meaning but self -
opinionated

and narrow-minded professors and jur-

ists. Several pages of Wheaton's Com-
mentaries are devoted to showing how
unsuccessful the author was in urging
Prussia to accept his views of exterritori-

ality, and the imperial government of Ger-

many declines in the same way to modify
her military system to suit the opinions

of her own Heffter and Bluntschli.

So much for the preliminary stage of

naturalization. Supposing now that the

alien has arrived at the time of being fully

naturalized, his next step is to declare

on oath, in court, that he will support

the Constitution of the United States, and

that he renounces his allegiance to his

former sovereign. He must also prove
* to the satisfaction of

"
the court that

he has resided continuously in the coun-

try for five years, and in the State or

Territory one year, and that during that

time he has borne a good character and

been loyally disposed to the principles of

the Constitution. He must also renounce

any hereditary titles or orders of nobility

that he may hold.

The courts generally require the tes-

timony of two witnesses to the alien's

[March,

residence and character, but it is to be

feared that in most cases these witnesses

are men of straw, and it is generally to

the clerk of the court that the <nn>tion

of " satisfaction
"

is left. In actual cases

tested no trace of the witnesses could be

found. (On the other hand, the judges
themselves have sometimes refused to

naturalize applicants, for want of proof
of good character.) A remedy for this

defect would perhaps be a provision in

the statute that the alien's antecedents

must be vouched for in writing by two

responsible house-owners of the locality,

at least one month before the final papers
are issued, so as to allow time for inves-

tigation, should there be any suspicious

circumstances or any doubt on the part
of the court. It is always in the power
of the same court that confers citizenship

to annul it on sufficient evidence ; but

it would be better to make sure of posi-

tive proof at first than to trust to nega-

tive proof later, when it is difficult to

establish facts and dates perhaps several

years old. It would also be well to adopt
the German system of having a form of

oath specified and fixed by statute, with

definite penalties for perjury. The pre-

sent want of this prevents prosecution in

foreign countries for perjury in cases of

application for United States passports.

There is now no prescribed oath rxcejit

for officials when sworn into office.

Aliens who have received an honor-

able discharge from our military -mice

may become citizens without a previous

declaration of intention, or proof of more

than a year's previous residence in the

country and the possession of a good
moral character. This section has In -en

interpreted to apply to the sailors as

well as the soldiers in the United S

service; otherwise the former would ho

at a great relative disadvantage, as they

would have to wait, another five y

after their discharge to be natural i/ed.

unless their sea service were con -id e red

as equivalent to residence on land, which

it undoubtedly is.
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The merchant service ha- a

itself, which however is a d-

ami will probablj
.

law now before Congress. A
;il ifii seamen are !

their intention. I

years* service subsequently on a mer-

chant \e--el, and to -how a jgOOd-COndoflt

They are then deemed citi-

r the purpose of serving on board

of any American merchant vessel, and

for all purposes of protection." Thi< law

was prohai'ly framed to provide against

impressment on foreign ships. It would

be sufficient to apply the ordinary natu-

ion law to such seamen, counting
\ ears of sea service as so many

years of r <>n land.

law regarding minor aliens i> im-

portant, and needs alteration to avoid

complications with foreign governments.
An alien an >untry pre-

vious to his coming of age may, when that

time arrives, and after a residence of

five years, be admitted to citizenship on

ig good character. Io\alty. and an

I intention, for the two years next

preceding, to become a citizen oi the

would seem expressly
made to enable the young man liable to

I abroad to come over to thin coun-

try at the age of eighteen years, just be-

fore lie has tore nilitan

and thus escape his military duty. After

ars he returns to his native land,

shakes his natural!/ i^m paper in the

faces of the recruiting officers, and en-

courages the y in his village

to emigrate likewise. He is then groes-

not being allowed to re-

main ; and th- aivhi\e> ,,f our legations
and the

|),-;,;
i; ;lte are at

once encumbered with a mass of useless

correspondence on the subject A few

instances of tin

ship ii up?, and lender our nat

i treaties inoperative. Many
our naturalized ci:

especially from Germany, occur every

year, on the ground of inciting to emi-

.d are based on the inalienable.

I any

person whom i . s danger
the state. The naturalized citizens so

expelled cannot be protected mid-

years" clause of our natural i

treaties with the North German Con-

tion. These treaties, indeed, have

never been accepted in so many words

by the Empire, and do not therefore ap-

ply, except by courtesy, to the impor-
tant provinces of Alsace-Lorraine and

Schleswig
- Holstein, which furnish a

large number of our young immigrants.
This might possibly be remedied by re-

fusing to allow the immigration of any

young men between the ages of eighteen

and twenty-one years, which would re-

lieve us from some embarrassment with

foreign governments, prevent nun i

petition with our young men for em-

ployment, relieve our public schools, and

make the parents more careful of emigrat-

ing before the elder sons had performed
their military duties.

The other sections of our naturalization

law are not of special importance here,

though they all need revision and adap-
tation to the increase of immigration

t hey were made. The ones that I

have discussed are taken from older stat-

utes. Up to March, 1790, no laws on

the subject were passed, and the act of

that date merely provided that, in order

to become a citizen, an alien had only to

make application to a court in the place

where he had resided at least one year,

prove that he was a person of good char-

acter, and make oath to support the Con-

stitution of the United States.

It is evident that such a simple mode

of admission to citizenship could not

long continue without being abused, and

accordingly we find that this act was re-

pealed by the one of January 29, 1795,

required a notice of three years,

at least, of the alien's i to be-

come a citizen and to renounce his for-

mer allegiance. II u.i- also ohli-ed. a-
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now, when finally admitted, to prove a

rc.-idence of five years, to renounce his

old allegiance, and to take the new al-

legiance oaths. This act was followed

by others of April 14, 1802 : Muivh 26,

1804 ; March 3, 1813 ; March 12, 1816 ;

May 26, 1824; May 24, 1828; and Feb-

ruary 1, 1876. From these the present
statute is compiled. The intention clause

of the present law is taken from the acts

of 1802, 1824, and 1876. Under the

first. of these acts, as we have seen, the

intention had to be expressed at least

three years before final admission, which

is perhaps preferable to the two years
now required. There was also in that

act a very important provision that every

alien, if of age, or, if a minor, by his

parents or guardian, must make a report
to the district court of the place where he

arrived, or to a court of record of some

other locality, of his name, age, birth-

place, nation, and allegiance, the coun-

try whence he emigrated, and the place

of his intended settlement. The court

was required to furnish the alien with

a certificate of such record for a fee

of fifty cents. The alien was also re-

quired to produce this certificate when
he presented himself for final naturali-

zation. This last provision, which was

reiterated even more positively in the

act of 1816, it was, apparently, found

impossible to carry out, for, after exemp-
tion of some classes of immigrants, it

was finally repealed by the act of 1828.

Its enforcement was made difficult by
the neglect to require the report to be

made by the immigrant immediately on

landing. Had this been done, a duplicate

of the original certificate, which in many
cases, doubtless, was lost before five years
had elapsed, could always have been ob-

tained by application to the court where

the record was made. It might be well

to renew this provision, with the addi-

tion I have suggested, especially if, as

recommended in several of the ju

dential messages, a national bureau of

naturalization were established, where

[March,

all applications for citizenship in the

States and Territories, made out in one

common form, as our passport applica-

tions all over the world now are. would

be recorded. This would go far towards

detecting fraudulent voters.

The act of 1813 provided thai an

alien must not leave the United States

at all during the five years of his proba-

tion. This requirement was subsequent-

ly repealed, and the present condition of

a residence for the " continuous term
"

of five years next preceding admission is

interpreted very leniently, and in many
cases is probably never inquired into at

all. It would be better, however, if it

were, for it is often grossly abused, as is

discovered in taking the declarations of

naturalized citizens applying for pass-

ports in foreign countries. It then ap-

peal's that the alien's stay in the United

States has been only a series of very
short visits, all of which added together
would not make five years, and that he

has no immediate intention of returning
to this country; his only object being

to escape military duty while he is en-

gaged in business in Europe. Frauds of

this kind were apparently detected, for

under the act of 1828 the places of re-i-

dence had to be declared and testified

to by citizens whose names were record-

ed. This, while intended at that time to

meet those cases where the alien could

not produce the intention paper required
in previous acts, might well be revived

by requiring the intention paper to be

certified to annually by a governnn -nt

official, to the effect that the alien had

appeared in person before him. This

certification could then be reported to tin-

central bureau, to keep the alien's record

complete from the time of landing, and

obviate the necessity, at the time of final

naturalization, of producing witnesses to

the date of arrival and to five years of

continuous residence.

I have now given the essential points

in the legislation which affects the ad-

mission of aliens to citizenship. Let us
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e what legislation i i their

-MOII into the country.

Tli.- oldest .statutes regulating and

limiting immigration are those of Marrli

.".. 1S7.V ,-x, -In, In.- felons and August

3, 1882, for further carrying out the

ling,
1< vying a tax of fifty cents

on each immigrant, and requiring the

owners of vessels to take back such per-

sons as were not permitted to land. The
next acts are those of February 20, 1885,

the first of the so-called "
imported la-

bor
"

acts; March 3, 1891, amending
the preceding one ; and March 3, 1893,

which embodies all the preceding ones,

adds certain stringent provisions for en-

forcing them, and is the one now in

:ioii.

There is no special provision in the

Constitute i ng legislative power
on Congress for the specific object of

controlling immigration excejit .Sec. 8,

|K)wer of "
providing for the

general welfare
"

of the li.ited States,

or Sec. 9, relating to the "migration
or importation of persons," which was

intruded to cover the slave-trade. The
control of immigration comes under the

implied powers
"

of Congress, and was

exercised a century ago in the passing of

the alien law of June 2o, 1798, author-

izing the President to ord -r ont of the

country Mich aliens as he mi-lit deem

dangerous to the peace and safety of the

United States.

The object of the act now in force is to

warn foreign governments, immigrants,

immigration agents and societies, and

steamship and railroad <
.;

immigrants will not be allowed to land

on our shore* or enter our territory,

dit ion that, before

embarking, and immediately on disem-

;, they answer the moftt minute

questions as to their age, nationality,

destination, means for travel and sub-

sequent support, family relations and

ties, and physical cond .iio offi-

cers of the Teasel bringing them mu-t

also swear to the statements obtained by

of the emigrants before a United

States consular official at the port of

embarkation, accounting for all the emi-

grants, and, on reaching our shores, must

er these statements, so certified, to

the authorized agents of the Bureau of

Immigration of the Treasury Depart-

ment, who have authority to detain im-

migrants until thoroughly satisfied of

the correctness and completeness of their

statements. Officers of vessels not <

forming to these requirements are fined,

and immigrants not coming up to the

proper standard, morally, mentally, and

physically, must return to Europe at

the expense of the steamship company
that brings them. Certain exceptions
in the contract labor class are made for

official and family servants, workmen im-

ported for new industries, and members

of artistic, theatrical, and other profes-

sions. This act went into force in April,

1893.

Its effect is shown by the report for

1894 of the Superintendent of Immi-

gration, an ofhcial appointed under the

amendatory act of 1891. It appears
from this report, which is deserving of

careful study, that during the hut fiscal

year 288.0'JO immi^ra ed. Of

these, 28.V..M were landed, and L'369

were debarred and deported at the ex-

pense of the steamship lines. Of those

deported, 1533 were under contract to

perform labor, made previous to sailing,

and 836 were returned for other rea-

sons. In addition to tliw. 417 immi-

grants who had been landed were sent

back for having become public charges
within one year after their arrival,

also appears that our almshousea, hospi-

tals, and insane asylums have been so

relieved by these rigorous measures that

the bureau is not adrised of any cases

of immigrants now in these institutions

suffering from insanity or loathsome din-

ossr. or who have become burdens from

other causes,

I n 1 SJ3, 440.7 Brants arrived,

a decrease of 141,044 as compared with



the year 1892, during which :.s].s_'7

arrived ; and the decrease in the follow-

ing year was 152,763 as compared with

1893 ; or a total decrease in the two

years of 293,807 immigrants, which is

more than the total numher of arrivals

for the year ending June 30, 1894.

The decrease in 1893 was largely
caused by quarantine regulations against

cholera, and that in 1894 was largely
attributable to business depression and

diminished demand for labor ; but with

all this allowance, the decrease must be

greatly due to strict inspection, prompt

deportation of the prohibited classes, and

the conviction on the part of both immi-

grants and transportation agencies that

our immigration laws have been, and will

continue to be, faithfully and rigorously
executed. The double system of inspec-

tion before sailing and after arrival will

doubtless become more effective with

practice and experience, and may be aid-

ed further by some changes in the law.

The number of undesirable immigrants
will continue to decrease, and those who
are allowed to remain will prove to be a

more desirable class of citizens for amal-

gamation with our population. As re-

gards the competition with foreign labor,

we find also that in 1892, out of 581,827

immigrants only 932 alien contract la-

borers were returned ; in 1893, out of

440,783 immigrants 516 were returned ;

and in 1894, out of 288,020 immigrants
2369 were returned ; thus proving the in-

creasing benefit of the law to the working
classes of the United States.

In face of this report of the Superin-
tendent of Immigration, it is not evident

why the Immigration Restriction League,
in its pamphlet entitled The Present As-

pect of the Immigration Problem, should

say, "This new law adds a little more
' red tape,' but as it does not increase the

number of the excluded classes, it cannot

be expected to diminish sensibly the quan-

tity or greatly improve the quality of our

immigration."

Now, if this legislation has, as we be-

Naturalization* [ March,

lieve, so conclusively proved the necessity
and possibility of limiting the number
and determining the quality of immi-

grants, why cannot the same machinery
be utilized for controlling and limiting

the naturalization of aliens ? Why can-

not the Superintendent of Immigration
be made also Superintendent of Natural-

ization ? As I have suggested above, let

all the immigrants who are allowed to

land be furnished with a certificate to

that effect, stamped with the date of their

landing, and retaining the number which

they had on the ship's immigrant list,

to provide against similarity of names.

Then let all such immigrants as intend

to become citizens make their declaration

of intention at once before some United

States official, whose attestation would be

equivalent to that of a clerk of a court.

Let that attestation be indorsed on the

previous landing certificate. Then let

the alien be required to present this cer-

tificate, so indorsed, before some United

States official, even if it be only a local

postmaster, once a year, to be stamped
and dated, and indorsed again by two

responsible witnesses to his good char-

acter and actual residence during the

year, as provided in the law of 1828.

Let this attestation be reported by
means of printed blank forms to the su-

perintendent. This should be repeated

annually for five years. Thru when the

alien presents himself for final natu-

ralization, which should be before some

court, either let him be required to pro-

duce his landing certificate, as under tin-

law of 1802, with the intention indorse-

ment and the five annual residence in-

dorsements, or, if that pajTer be lo>t. let

him apply to the superintendent's office

for a certificate that he has complied
with the law at all the stages of his resi-

dence in the country. This should be re-

quired long enough before the final nat-

urali/ation for the court to be thoroughly
satisfied that the alien i> a fit candidate

for citizenship. Then he should receive

his final paper ; otherwise not. Each of
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Hid T.M ; :

onform r .il citi-

/en-hip to tin-
i-fiji.

tioiuil law : an<l at alien

who is not fully natura' ild he-

sit on a jui ;.

i

ineml any judi-

cial otlicial. As long as aliens are al-

ii ve amon- us \\ith all the

and privileges of native cr

ates and Territories an- allowed

who are citizens, and when
ami li .-.in vote, t|i provision of

the Constitution that Congress has power
to establish a unifon naturali/a-

tion would seem to be a farce, an

country will continue to be subjected to

all the piv-rnt abuses of the fra:

and t .1 the dishonest and wasteful mi--

management of our municipal affairs

which mak.-s us a by-word among na-

tions, and a mortitu-ation to the

elements of our population.
//. Si.lnt' Ecrrett.

A SINGULAR LIFE.

VII.

tood at the foot of

the steep, uncarpeted stair-. She had

a stone-china nip lill.-d with tea in her

hand. Sin- had limitation in her mind,

and lon^in^ in her heart. When the inin-

-i-nl word that he would eat

no supp'-r. it was plain that something
as out. and

Jane had no superioi nee to con-

-ii It. For Mrs. Granite was appointed
i that overtakes ;

iolis IlloVr-

: she was ex-officio beggar for t In-

new mission ; on this
-;>,

-rial occasion

she was charged with tin- duty .f ,

ing a
i

minister'* almost in-

thr l.-a-^t unfriendly
wn. The mini-t.-r had

observed 1, !,is window, tugging
>>l:>ck -kin-, as she salli.-d

deep, in the slush of the February
and his i,,o\vs had dari

at the -ijit. !-'..r the -
1 woman would

trudge and soak five miles for what ?

i i

of small people to achieve large

hud no VIM

to think what anything cost, the cold, pe-

cuniary facts of his position were galling

past the power of these simple people to

Comprehend.
He did not care too much on his own

account. He felt more surprise than

impatience to see his coat turn -hiuy and

frayed, and to know that he could not get
another. He was learning not to mind

his straw mattress as much a> he did at

first, and to educate himself to going
without magazines and to the qua
Mrs. Granite's tea. When a man d.-id-

\ a great personal sat

he does not himself with its de-

tails, as women are more likely t>

Hut there were aspects of his chosen

work to which his soul was as sore as a

boy's. He >t accustom himself

with the ease of a poor man's son

fact that a superb, supreme faith like

th. Christianity of ChrUt must beg for

looking up t IA>well was

preach who had n't an indept

il from his cl.

hand ; he ; 'ently, and

ly smoothed the crumpled leaf at

which it had opened. Halt in,, on

ly, he glanced, and read,
" Take no scrip

r purse." His burning e\
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lowed along the page ; softened, and grew
moist.

'

Perhaps, on the whole," he said

aloud, "he really knew as much about

it as any American poet."

He returned patiently to his prepa-
ration for the evening service ; for he

worked hard for these fishermen and

drunkards, harder than he had ever

worked at anything in his life. To make
them one half hour's talk, he read, he

ransacked, he toiled, he thought, he

dreamed, he prayed.
The only thing which he had asked

leave to take from his uncle's house was

his own library. It piled Mrs. Granite's

spare chamber from the old brown car-

pet to the low and dingy ceiling. Bar-

ricades of books stood on the floor by
the ugly little coal-stove, and were piled

upon the stained pine table at which he

sat to study in a hard wood chair with

a Turkey-red cushion. Of the pictures

dear to his youth and to his trained taste,

but two had come through with him in

the flying leap from Beacon Street to

Mrs. Granite's. Over the table in his

study a fine engraving watched him. It

was Guide's great St. Michael. Above

the straw mattress in the chilly closet

where he slept hung a large photograph
of Leonardo's Christ ; the one from the

Last Supper, as it was found in the ruined

fresco on the monastery wall.

But Jane Granite stood irresolute upon
the bare, steep stairs, with the stone-chin;i

teacup in her hand.

The minister had never concentrated

his mind on Jane. He was a busy man.

She was a modest, quiet girl ; she helped
her mother " do "

his rooms, and never

slammed the door when she went out.

He felt a certain gratitude to her, for

the two women took trouble for him far

beyond the merits of the meagre sum

allowed them for his bread and codfish.

But for the life of him. if he hail i

required to, he could not have told any-

body how Jane Granite looked. When
her timid knock struck the panel of hi-

door, he started impatiently, }>ut down
hi- pen, and patiently bade her enter.

" I thought perhaps, sir. you would

drink your tea:
"
pleaded Jane. You

have n't eaten a morsel, and mother will

mind it when she comes hon

Bayard looked at her in a dazed way ;

trying to see the connection between

forty-cent Japan tea and that beautiful

thing said of Whitefield, that he " for-

got all else about the men before him

but their immortality and their misery."

"It's getting cold," said Jane, with

quivering lip.
" I stood on the stairs so

long before I could make up my mind

to disturb you. Let me get a hot cup,

now, sir, do !

"

"
Why, I '11 come down !

"
said Bay-

ard. ** I must not make myself as trou-

blesome as this."

He pushed away his books, and fol-

lowed her to the sitting-room, where, in

default of a dining-room, and in vague
deference to the antecedents of a guest

popularly reported not to be used to eat-

ing in the kitchen, the meals of the fam-

ily were served.
"
Maybe you 'd eat the fish-hash a

mouthful, sir ?" asked Jane, brightening;
" and there 's the stewed prunes."

Bayard looked at her, as she ran to

and fro, flushed and happy at her little

victory over his supperless intentions.

Jane was a trig, ne.at body ; small, as

the coast girls often are, 1 wonder

why? whether because the mother \\as

underfed, or over-anxious when the fleets

were out ? Jane Granite wore a blue

gingham dress, closely fitted to a plea-

sant figure. She had a pleasant 1

too; she had no beauty, but that certain

something more attractive than beauty

to many men, a kind of compactness
of feature, and an ease of outline which

haunts the retina : it is not easy to de-

scribe, but we all know it. Her mother

had told the minister that Jane vrai Keep-

ing company that is the Wind

phrast with some one ; tin- details had

escaped his memory.
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il looked at her now, for the first

attentively, as she served his tea.

She Hitu-d about lightly. She sang in

tin- kitchen when she saw him >milc.

When he said,
" Thank you, Jane

have given me a delicious sup]

charming expression crossed he:

He observed it abstractedly, and thought,
How kind these good people are to me !

The paper shades were up, and Jane

wished to draw them when she lighted

the kerosene lamp ; but Bayard liked to

watch the sea, as he often did at twilight.

The harbor was full, for the weather was

coming on wild. Clouds marshaled, and

broke, and retreated, and formed upon a

stormy sky. The lights of anchored fleets

tossed up and down in the violet -gray
shadow. The breakers growled upon the

opposite shore. The best thing about his

lodging was its near and almost unob-

l \ iew of the sea, which dashed

against a slip of a beach between the

wharves of Windover Point, within a

thousand feet of Mrs. Granite's cottage.

As he sat, sipping his green tea, and

making believe with hi- ha>h, to save the

4* of the girl, watching the har-

bor steadily and comfortably the while-.

and saying nothing, he was startled by
the apparition of a man's face pressed

stealthily against the window-pane, and

disappearing as quickly as it came. Bay-
ard was sitting between the window and
the light Jane was dialing out hi -prunes
from a vegetable dish into a blue willow

i . and had seen nothing. WM , , , ,

-

not to alarm the girl, he went to the \\ in-

dow quietly, and looked out As lie <ii<l

so, he perceived that the intrud.-r had
his hand on the knoh of the front

Bayard sprang, and the two met in the

>ge entry.
What are you doing here ?

"
began

Bayard, barring the way.
! guess I'd better ask, what are you

here f
"

replied the other, crowd-

ing by the minister with one push of an
athletic shoulder. '

I 'm on my own
d. I ain't so sure

ic Jane uttered a cry, and the athlet-

ic young man strode forward, and some-

what ostentatiously put his arm about her

-Ah, I see! "smiled the minister. -It

is strange that we have not met before.

We must often have been in the house

at the same time. I am a little absent-

minded. Perhaps it is my fault A hun-

dred pardons, Mr. "

Trawl. Ben Trawl was the name. Ben
Trawl was not cordial. Perhaps that

would be asking too much of the lover

who had been mistaken for a burglar by
another man ; and the young minister was

already quite accustomed to the varying

expressions with which a provincial town

receives the leader of an unpopular cause.

He recognized Ben Trawl now, the

young man who had the straight eye-

brows, and who did not drink, who had
been one of the crowd at the fight in

Angel Alley on the ordination day which

never had ordained.

The pastor found the situation embar-

rassing, and was glad when Mrs. Granite

came in, soaked through and tired, with

drahhled kirts.

She had collected six dollars and thir-

ty-seven cents.

Bayard ground his teeth, and escaped
to his study as soon as he could. There
tip v heard him, pacing up and down

hotly, till seven o'clock. Bayard had ar-

ranged one of those piteous attempts to

"amuse the people." into which so much

wealth of heart and brain is flung, with

such atmospheric results. His not:

us teaching did not end with the

liihlc. though it began there. The fish-

ermen, who'had irreverently named the

present course of talks the Dickens,"

crowded to hear them, nevertheless. The
lecture of that evening (Sydney Carton,

he called it) was a venture upon which

Bayard had expended a good deal of

thought and vitality.

Poor, wet Mrs. Granite waded out

again, without a murmur, to hear it She
walked beside the minister, alone ; it was
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a long walk, for the new people met in

the well-known hall at the head of An-

gel Alley.

I5en Trawl 's kinder off his hook," she

explained apologetically. "He would n't

come along of us, nor he would n't let

Jane come, neither. He has them spells."

Jane Granite watched them off with

aching heart. As he closed the door, the

minister smiled and lifted his hat to her.

Where was there a smile like his in all

the world of men ? And where a man
who thought or knew so little of the magic
which his beauty wrought ?

For love of this radiance and this won-

der the heart of the coldest woman of the

world might have broken. Little Jane

Granite looked after him till he was

drowned in the dark. She came in and

stood at the window, busying herself to

draw the shade. But Ben Trawl watched

her with half - closed eyes ; and when

bright, wide eyes turn dull and narrow,

beware of them !

" Come here !

"
said Ben, in the voice

of a man who had "
kept company

"
with

a girl for three years. In Windover, the

respectable young people do not flirt or

intrigue; breach of troth is almost un-

known among them. To walk with a

girl on Sunday afternoon, and to kiss

her Sunday evening, is to marry her, as

a matter of course. Ben Trawl spoke in

the imperious tone of the seafaring peo-

ple who call a wife " my woman," and

who lie on the lounge in the kitchen

while she brings the water from the well.

" You come here, Jane, and sit on the

sofy alongside of me ! I Ve got a word

or so to say to you."
Jane Granite came. She was fright-

ened. She sat down beside her lovi-r.

and timidly surrendered the work-worn

little hand which he seized and crushed

with cruel violence within his own.

"Mr. Granite wasn't never wholly
satisfied about Ben," Mrs. Granite was

saying to the minister as they splashed

through the muddy slu>h. " His father 's

Trawl the liquor dealer, down to Ang -1

Alley, opposite our place, a little below.

But Jane says Ben don't touch it : and

he don't. I don't know 'f 1 \r any call

to come between her and Ben. lit 's a

stiddy fellow and able to support her,

and he 's that fond of Jane
"

" He seems to be," said Bayard mus-

ingly. His thoughts were not with Mrs.

Granite. He hardly knew what she had

said. He was not used to this petty,

parish atmosphere. It came hard to him.

He underestimated the value of thoe

wearisome trifles in the large work per-

formed by little people. Nothing in the

world seemed to him of less importance
than the natural history of Ben Trawl.

"The wind is east," he said abstract-

edly,
" and there 's a very heavy sea on."

He cast at the harbor and the sky the

anxious look habitual with the people of

Windover ; the stranger had already ac-

quired it. He had not been a month in

the fishing-town before he noticed that

the women all spoke of their natural foe

as the " terrible sea."

The hall which the new people had

leased for their services and ent'-itain-

ments had long borne the grim name of

Seraph's Rest ; having been, in fact, for

years, a sailors' dance-hall of the darkot

dye.
"Give us," Bayard had said. "the

worst spot in the worst street of this

town. We will make it the best, or we

will own ourselves defeated in our work."

In such streets and in such places news

has wings. There is no spot in Wind-

over where rumor is run down so soon a*

in Angel Alley.

Bayard had talked perhaps half an

hour, when he perceived by the iv>tle-~

ness in his crowded and attentive audi-

ence that something had happened. He
read on for a moment :

" * Are you <Ii/in<f f<>f // 'm /
'

sin- //7//N-

pered.
' And li /.s- //// ////// <]> !/>/. Ilimit .'

Yes:
"

Then, with the perfect ea.-e which lie

always sought to cultivate in that place

between speaker and hearer. " What i-
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'
"

he asked in a conversa-

tional tone.

r," said an old captain. ri-in^.

' there 's a vessel gone ashore off Ragged

Bayard swept his book and manu-

off the desk.
" I was about to read you," he said,

"how a poor fellow with a wretched life

he-hind him di.-d a noble death. Perhaps
we can do something as grand as he did.

Anyhow, we '11 try. Come, boys !

"

He thrust him M -It into his coat, and

sprang down among the audience.
" Come on ! You know the way better

than I do! If there 's anything to do,

we '11 do it Lead on, boys ! I 'm with

you
The audience poured into Angel Alley,

with the minister in their midst. Con-

fusion ran riot outside. The inmates of

all tin- I. -us on the street were out. Un-

noticed, they jostled decent citizens who
had flocked as near as possible to the

newsbearer. Panting and whit.-, a hat-

less messenger from the lighthouse. who

had run all the way at the keeper's or-

der to break the black word to the town,

reiterated all he km u : It 's the Clara

Km ! >he writhed thU a ft.moon under

full canvas and she 's struck with four-

teen men aboard ! I knew I could n't

raise nobody at the old Lite-Saving Sta-

^oth.M-i.l.-the Point, anyhow!"
cried a voice from the or

s four mile away !

"
yelled an-

other.
** Good heavens, man !

"
cried Bayard.

i'-n't propose to wait for them?"
1 t see's there's anyt hi.

can rfo," observed the old captain delih-

erately. "The harbor's chock-full. If

anybody could do anything for 'em, some

o* them coasters but ye see there can't

no boat live off Ragged Rock in a breeze

o' wind like tl

1 1 .w far off is this wreck ?
"
demand-

ed Bayard, inwardly cursing his own ig-

norance of nautical matters and of the

region.
" Can't we get up soni

boats and ropes, and ride over tl:

*It'.s a maun- of three mile an' a

half," replied the mate of a collier,
" and

it 's comin* on thick. But I hev known
cases where a cart Now there 's them

I-talians with their barnana carte."

You won't get no fog with this here

breeze," contended a very ancient skipper.
" What '11 you bet ?

"
said the mate of

the collier.

An Italian with a fruit cart was pushed
forward by the crowd ; an express cart

was impressed ; ropes, lanterns, and adory
appeared from no one knew where, at the

command of no one knew who. Bayard
suggested blankets and dry clothes. The

proposal seemed to cause surpri-
these supplies were volunteered from

somewhere.

Pile in, boys!" cried the minister

in a ringing voice. He sprang into one

of the carts, and it tilled in a moment
One of the horses became fright* :

the hubbub and reared. Men swore and

women shrieked. In the momentary de-

lay, a hand reached over the wheel and

pluck e< I at Huyard's sleeve. He flashed

the lantern in lu's hand, and saw a wo-

man's strained, set face. It was Job

Slip's wife, Mari, with the little I...

at her skirts.

"Sir," she said hoarsely. if it

%

> the

Clara Em, he 's aboard of her for they

shipped him at five o'clock, though they

see the storm a-comin' and him as

d runk as death. But it 's true he got it

at Trawl's I see 'em lift him ncroftst the

wharf an* slim: him the dory."
I 1 do "< host," said Bayard, with

set teeth, lie reached over the wheel as

the horses started, plunging, and wrong
the hand of the drunkard's wife. He

.-on 1.1 not trust himself to say more. Such

a vision of what life meant to such a wd-

man swept through Angel Alley upon the

wings of the gale that !. f. It like a man
whose eyes have beheld a panorama on a

stage in hell.

Many people, as the carts rollejl
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through the town, followed on foot,

among them a few women whose hus-

1 lands, sweethearts, or brothers were

known to be aboard the Clara Em.
'* Here 's an old woman with a boy

aboard ! Seems you might find room in

one them wagons for her !

"
cried a

young voice. It was the girl known to

Windover only by the name of Lena :

she for whom the " terrible sea
"
could

have no horrors ; the one woman of them

from whom no betrothed lover could sail

away, to whom no husband should return.
" She 's right about that. We must

manage somehow !

"
called Bayard.

Strong hands leaned out and swept the

old woman up over the wheel, and the

horses galloped on.

There was neither rain nor snow ; but

the storm, in the seaman's sense of the

word, was approaching its height. The
wind had now become a gale, and blew

southeast. The sky was ominously black.

To Bayard's sensitive and excited imagi-

nation, as he looked out from the reeling

wagon, the mouth of the harbor seemed

to gape and grin ; the lights of the fleet,

furled and anchored fordear life, lost their

customary pleasant look, and snapped and

shone like teeth in the throat of a mon-

ster.

The wagons rolled on madly ; the

horses, lashed to their limit of speed,

leaped down Windover Point. They
had now left the road, and were dashing
across the downs which stretched a mile

farther to the eastern shore. The rough-
ness of the route had become appalling,

but a Cape horse is as used to boulders as

a Cape fisherman ; neither wagon over-

set, though both rolled like foundering

ships. The lanterns cut swaths of light in

the blackness which bounding wheels and

racing heels mowed down before them.
'

Walls of darkness rose ahead, and at

the outermost, uttermost margin roared

the sea. It seemed to Bayard as if tin-

rescuing party were plunging into eter-

nal mystery.
The old woman whose son was aboard

the Clara Em erouched at the minister's

feet. Both sat in the dory, which filled

the wagon, and which was packed with

passengers. The old woman's bare

hands were clenched together, and her

lips shut like iron hinges. Bayard won-

dered at her massive silence. It was

something primeval, solemn, outride of

his experience. The women of the shore,

in stress like hers, would weep, would sob

or shriek. But to the women of the sea

this anguish was as old as life itself : to

it they were born, and of it they were

doomed to die ; they bore it as they did

the climate of the freezing Cape.
" That there saving service could n't

ha* done nothin' ag'in' a wreck on Ragged
Rock if they wanted to," observed the old

captain (they called him Captain Hap),

peering from the wagon towards the har-

bor shore. " It 's jest 's I told ye ; they
're too fur five mile across."

" But why is there no station nearer ?
"

demanded Bayard, with the warmth of

inexperience.
" Why is nothing put over

here, if this reef is so bad, where it is

needed?"
"
Wall," said Captain Hap, with delib-

eration,
" that 's a nateral question for a

land-lubber. Every seaman knows there

ain't no need of gettin' wrecked on that

there reef. It 's as plain as the beard on

your face. Windover Light to the west-

'ard, Twin Lights to the east'ard. a fo^-

bell, and a bell-buoy, and a whistl'm'-buoy

Lord ! why. rrerybody knows how to

keep off Ragged Rock !

'

Then how did this vessel happen to

strike ?" persisted Bayard.
The men interchanged glances, and no

one answered him.
" Hi there ! Look, look ! I see her !

I see her spars !

"
yelled a young fellow

on the front seat of the wagon.
" It 's

her! It's the Clara Em! ... Lord

A'mighty ! what, in was they think-

in* of? She 's got on full canvas ! See

her ! see her ! see her ! See her li^ht- !

It 's It /. and she 's bumpin' on the reef !

'

Cries of horror ran from lip to lip.
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-es onward, and

ii in the wagons tiling t!i

I fro in uncontroll;;

nd ran

shouting against th- u

etsat

still. Only her stared

ing? or freezing? Per-

haps she 's out of her mind," thought
rd.

He gently pulled her blanket shawl

closer over her bare head, and wrapped
it around her before he sprang from the

wagon.

VIII.

There was but little depth of snow

upon the downs and cliffs, but such as

remained served to reflect and to magni-

fy all possible sources of light. These

were few enough and sorely needed.

'A'indover t revolving lan-

t.T!i of the second power, is red and

. It Ha>h<'d rapidly, now blo<>

and now lamp-Mark. Hayard thought

pillar of fire and cloud that led

There should have

been 1- a moon; and breaks in

battalions of clouds, at rare intervals,

let through a shimmer paler than dark-

Beit, though darker than li^ht.
v

ion of the black tone of the

had in . -fallen, when the stag-

gering wagon* clattered and stopped upon

urge oval pebbles of the beach.

which is shy of a gale, espe-

cially at that season of the yea:

not yet -MI-- in. a:id :'.- vessel could he

clearly seen. She lay upon th

broads i i to the hn-.iK.-r- : -hi- did not

'lit. to a nautical eye, her air of

repose was the bad thing aboir

was plainly held fast Her red port-
IMit. still KurniiiLT. showed as each wave

i tin- i;ray <>utl

rigging could l>e discerned. M.-r fore-

matt had broken off about five feet from

the deck, and the spar, held by the rig-

was ranin t the vessel.

astonishing rumor was literally

f which \\ : . ;is too

ira Km.

built and nobly furnished, none

old-time schooners, clum-y of huik and

ft, hiit the fastest r

on the coast, the stanchest keel tha

the harbor, fine in her lines as a yacht,
and firm in her beams as an ocean steam-

er ; the Clara Em, fearing neither gods
nor men nor weather, and boui

Georges' on a three weeks' fresh-!

trip, had deliherately weighed anchor in

the teeth of a March southeaster, and had
flu in; all her clean, green-white sails to

the gale. As nearly as could be made oat

from the shore, she had every stitch up,

and not a reef to her face, and she lay
over against the rock like a great eagle
whose wings were broken. Even a lands-

man could comprehend the nature of this

daredevil act ; and Bayard, running to

; hand to >li.h- y from the

wagon, uttered an exclamation of indig-

nant horror.

I l.w did this happen? Were they

il.

'

replied the old captain lacon-

ically.

i see she's under full sail

hy :

"
lie persisted innocently.

n ex-

pression, flashed a lantern in the young
minister's face, but made no rep

Cries could now be heard from the ves-

sel : for the wind, being dead off. bore

sounds from sea to shore which

by no means travel from shore to tea.

Ragged Rock was a rough spot in the

kindest weather ; an gale, and
with the wind in that direction, the roar

and power of the surf were great But

it should be remembered that the

had not been of long dura

tea was not what it would he in a few
1. In this

fact lay the only possible chance of ex-
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tending rescue in any form to the shij>-

Wivcked cre\v.

Clara Em, aho oy oy ! yelled

a dozen voices. But the united tin

of all Windover could not have made

themselves articulate to the straining ears

upon the schooner.
" Where *s yer crew ? Show up,

there ! Can't ye do nothin' for yerselves ?

Where 's yer dories ? Hey ? What ?

Clara Em, aho oy oy !

"

"
They 're deef as the two years'

drownded," said the old captain.
" An'

they ain't two hundred feet from shore."
"
Why, then surely we can save them !

"

exclaimed Bayard joyfully. But no man
assented to the cheerful words.

The dory, a strong specimen of its

kind, was now out of the wagon, and a

score of arms dragged it over the pebbles.

The surf dashed far up the beach, splash-

ing men, boat, wagon, horses. Against
the cliff the spray rose a hundred feet,

hissing, into the air. The old captain

watched the sea and measured the in-

coming rollers with his deep-set eye.

"Ye cayn't do it," he pronounced.
" There ain't a dory in Windover can live

in that" he pointed his gaunt arm at

the breakers.
"
Anyhow, we '11 try I

"
rang out a

strong voice.

Cries from the wreck arose again.

Some of the younger men pushed the dory
off. Bayard sprang to join them.

" I can row !

"
he cried, with boyish

eagerness.
" I was stroke at Harvard !

"

" This ain't Charles River," said one of

the men. " Better stand back. Parson."

They kindly withstood him, and leaped
in without him, four of them, seamen

born and bred. They ran the dory out

into the surf. He held his lantern high
to light them. In their wet oil-'

their rough, wild outlines looked like

divers, or like myths of the deep. They
leaped in and seized the oars with one

of the wild cries of the sailor who goes
to his duty, his dinner, or liis death by
tin- rhythm of a song or the thrill of a

shout. The dovy rose on a tremendous

comber, trembled, turned, whirled, and

sank from sight. Then came yells, and

a crash.

''There!
"
howled Captain Hap. stamj)-

ing his foot,
" I told ye so !

"

" She 's over !

"

" She 's busted !

"

" She 's smashed to kindlin'-wood !

"

'' Here they be ! Here they come !

Haul ?em in !

"

The others ran out into the surf, and

helped the brave fellows, soaked and dis-

comfited, up the beach. They were badly

bruised, and one of them was bleeding.

The pedestrians from the town had

now come up, groups of men, and tin-

few women ; and a useless crowd stood

staring at the vessel. A big third wave

rolled over and smashed the port-light.
" It 's been going on all these ages,"

thought Bayard,
" the helpless shore

against the almighty sea."

"Only two hundred feet away!
"

lie

cried. " I carCt see why sonni //!//(/ ran't

be done ! I say, something shall ! Where
are your ropes ? Where are your wit - ':

Where is all your education to this kind

of thing ? Are you going to let them

drown before your eyes?"
" There ain't no need of goin' so far 's

that," said the old captain, with the

gravating serenity of his class. "If she

holds till it ebbs, they can clomhcr a>l

every man-jack of 'em. Ragged Rock

ain't an i>land except at flood. It 's a

long, p'inted tongueo'rock rnnnin' along,

so. You don't onderstand it. Par

Why. they could eenymost walk ashore,

come mornin', if she holds."

"It's a good pull from now till sun-

up," objected a fisherman. " And it 's

the (jiiestion if she don't break up."

"Anyhow, I 'm going to try." it

Bayard. A rope ran out through his

hands, shot high into the air. fell into

the wind, and dropped into the break-

ers. It had carried about ten feet I'' 1 "

tin- gab- bad taken the stout cable between

its teeth, and tossed it as a dog do
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-ilk, played with it. shook '.

and hurled it away. The Mack

lip> <>t the clouds closing o\ noon

seemed to open and grin as tin- old cap-

tain -aid. V . ken keep on tryin' long's
he\-the inclination. Mebbe the wo-

: -folks will feel better for't ; but

cay n't i

"Can't get a rope to a boat two hun-

dred feet away ?
" demanded Bayard.

Not without apparatus, no, sir ! Not
in a blow like t hi- here." The old seaman

raised his voice to a bellow to make him-

self audible twelve feet away.
"
Why,

; -ell v juite a breeze o' wind," he said.

Then what can we do ?" persisted

Bayard, facing the beach in great agita-

tion.
' What are we here for, anyhow ?

"

44We ken watch for 'em to come ashore,"

replied the captain grimly.
I 'urn ing, in a ferment half of anger,

half of horror, to the younger men, Bay-
ard saw that some one was trying to start

a bonfire. Driftwood had been collected

a dry spots in the rocks, or had a

hueket of coal-tar been brought by some

thoughtful hand ? and in a little cave

at the foot of the cliff, a woman, upon
her 1 lie -hallow snow, was sh.-l-

tnin- a tiny hla/o within her two hands.

It was the girl Lena. She wore a woolen

cap, of the fashion called a Tarn o' Shau-

ter, and a coarse fur shoulder cape. Her
rude, face showed suddenly in tin- Ham-

It was full of anxioin kindli-

ness. He heard her say,
" It '11 hearten

'em, anyhow. It 11 ^how 'em they ain't

deserted of God and men-folks too."

iy old lady? "added the

;irl. U.kin
|
abovt u I want to get her

up to this fire. eezing some-

where*,"
" Look alive, Lena ! There she is !

"

called one of the fishermen. He pointed
to the cliff that hong over Ragge
The old woman stood on the summit, ami

1 >e edge. How she had climbed there,

Heaven know ; no one had seen or aided

w. She stood, bent and ri,id. \\iih her

blanket shawl about her head. Her gray

hair blew back from her forehead in two

lean locks. Black against the darkness,

stone carved out from stone, immovable,
duinh. a statue of the storm, she stared

out straight before her. She seemed a

spirit of the wind and wet, a solemn fig-

urehead, an anathema or a prayer ; sym-
bol of a thousand watchers froze;

thousand shores, woman as the sea has

made her.

The girl had clambered up the cliff

like a cat, and could be seen putting her

arms around the old woman and plead-

ing with her. She did indeed succeed

so far as to persuade her down to the

fire, where she chafed the poor old crea-

ture's hands, and held to her shrunken

lips a bottle of Jamaica ginger that some
fisherman's wife had brought But the

old woman refused.
"
Keep it for Johnny," she said, u

till

he gets ashore." It was the only thing
she had been heard to say that night.

She pushed the ginger away, and

crawled back to her solitary station on

the eliff. Some one said,
' Let be ! Let

her be!"
And some one else said,

" Whar *s the

use?"

At that moment a voice arose:
" There 's the cap'n ! There *s Joe Salt,

cap'n of the Clara Km! He's arrosst

the bowsprit signalin* ! He 's try in' to

eonm inn irate!
"

" We have n't seen another living fig.

ure moving across that vessel," said Bay-
ard, whose inexperience was as

pnplexed as his humanity was distressed

and thwarted by the situation. -
I see

one man on the bows yea. But
\\h. ! Hi 0M i- -

!

' You d.-n'i -uppox,.

10 washed overboard already
:ible!"

He was overwhelmed at the compara-
tive, almost indifferent calmness of hi-

fellow-townsmen.

The light-keeper and the old captain
had run out upon the reef. Th.-y h Id

Lot! i hands to their ears. The shouts

from the vessel continued. Every man
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held his breath. The whirling blast,

like the cone of a mighty phonograph,
bore a faint articulation from the wivrk.

" Oh !

"
cried the young minister.

" He says they 're all sunk !

"

He was shocked to hear a laugh issue

from the lips of Captain Hap, and to

see, in the light of the fire, something
like a smile upon the keeper's face.

" You don't understand, sir," said one

of the fishermen respectfully.
" He says

they 're all
"

"
May as well out with it, Bob," said

another. " The parson 's got to get his

initiation someways. Cap'n Salt says

they 're drunk, sir. The crew of the

Clara Em is all drunk."

At this moment a terrible shriek rang
above the roar of the storm. It came

from the old woman on the top of the

cliff.

Her eyes had been the first, but they
were not the only ones now, to perceive

the signs of arousing life upon the wreck.

A second man was seen to climb across

the bows, to pause for an instant, and

then to plunge. He went out of sight

in a moment. The inrolling surf glit-

tered in the blaze of the bonfires like a

cataract of flame. The swimmer reap-

peared, struggled, threw up his arms, and

disappeared.
" I have stood this as long as I can,"

said Bayard in a low, firm voice. " Give

me a rope ! Tie it around me, some of

you, and hold on ! I 'm going to try to

save that man."
" I '11 go myself," said one of the fish-

ermen slowly.

"Bob," replied the minister, "how

many children have you ?
"

"Eleven, sir."

"
Stay where you are, then," said Bay-

ard. " Such things are for lonely men."

"Bring the rope!" he commanded.
" Tie it yourselves you know how
in one of your sailor's-knots ; something
that will hold. I 'm a good swimmer.
I saved a man once on a yachting trip.

Quick, there ! Faster !

"

"There's another! "
yelled tin- light-

keeper. There 's a second iellar

jumped overboard swimming for his

life ! Look, look, look ! He 's sunk

no, he ain't, lit- ain't! He's bearing

down against the rocks My
Look at him ! look, look, look !

"

Busy hands were at the rope about

the minister's waist ; they worked slow-

ly, from sheer reluctance to do the deed.

Bayard stamped the beach with divine

impatience. His head whirled with such

exaltation that he scarcely knew who
touched him ; he made out to perceive
that Ben Trawl was one of the men who
offered to tie the bow-line ; he heard the

old captain say shortly,
" I '11 do it my-

self !

"

He thought he heard little Jane ( ii'un-

ite cry out, and that she begged him not

to go,
" for his people's sake," and that

Ben Trawl roughly silenced her. Strange-

ly, the words that he had been reading
what ages since ! in the hall in An-

gel Alley spun through his mind.
" ' Are you dying for him ?

'

she whis-

pered.
* And his wife and child. 1 lu^h !

Yes.'
"

So ! This is the " terrible sea
"

! This

is what drowning means : this mortal

chill; this crashing weight upon the lungs,

the heart; this fighting for a man's

breath; this asphyxia: thK battle with

wind and water, night and might : this

being hurled out into chaos, gaining a

foot, and losing three ; this sight of Mm-
thing human yonder hurtling towards

you on the billow which bears you back

from it; this struggling on again, and

sweeping back, and battling out !

Blessing on the "gentleman's mu-i 1. .

trained in college days to do man's work !

Thanks to the waters of old Ch a rl. > Ri\< -r

and of merry Newport for their un forgot-

ten lessons ! Thank God for that wasted

liberal education, ye<. and liberal re-

creation, if it teach the arm. and fire

the nerve, and educate the soul to save a

drunken sailor now !
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But save ? Can human powci
iture. only

in him to ke.-p all-Kit and drift. da>hin

inwanl on the rocks? lit- swirls like a

chip. B * the in-

-d.

^lin^lij- JV0tt%

/ ofHeaven and
"

There were mad shouts upon the beach.

\ M of iron hands held to the line,

and fifty men said to their souls, "That

is a hero's deed.'* Some one flung the

pest of the pailful of tar upon the fire,

and it hlu/.ed up. The swimmt-r saw the

yellow color touch the comber that broke

above his head. The rope tightened like

i ud of death upon his chest. Caught,

perhaps? Ah, there! It has grazed the

ill of the rock are gnaw-

ing at it ; so a mastiff gnaws at the tether

of his chained foe, to have the fight out

unimpeded.
it cuts through I am p-

i van I. -'And Jesus <

Lord and Sar'

Haul in! Haul in. I say! Q
'.in in for life's sake, boys! She

to the weight of two. The par-
son V

Tin- old captain jumped tip and down
on the pebbles like a boy. Wet and

through hands of steel, t In-

line iptd
' .e she hold ? Is she cut ? Haul

il in. haul in !

"
%

The men broke into one of their

d choruses, m ihmi-

rally to the measure of their song :

f..r the thora, sailor,

Pull for the .bore!"

As he felt hi, feet touch bottom, Bay-
ard's strength gave way. M
as far as they could stand in the

tow, and seized and h.-ld and dragged,
some the rescue i !io rescued ; and

v all came dripping up the beach,

rope dropped upon the pebbles,
' a single -:i md.

Bayard was with persuaded

to release his rigid clutch from the shoul-

der of the fisherman, who fell in a >hape-

less mass at his preserver's feet. The

light of the tar fire flared on the man's

bloated face. It was Job Slip.

Where 's the other ?
"
asked Bayard

faintly.
* There were two."

He dimly saw. through streams of

water, that something else had happened ;

that men were running over the rocks, and

collecting in a cleft, and stooping down to

look, and that most of them turned away
as soon as they had look

The old woman's was the only quiet

figure of them all. She had not 1<

place upon the cliff, but stood bent and

stiff, staring straight ahead. He thought
he heard a girl's voice say :

"Hush! Don't talk so loud. She

does n't know it 's Johnny ; and he 's

been battered to jelly on the rocks."

" Mr. Bayard, sir," said Job, who had

crawled up and got as far as his knees,

"I wasn't wuth it.

That 's so," said a candid bystander,

with an oath.

Tli. -n be worth it!
"

said Bayard in

a loud voice. He seemed to have thrown

all that remained to him of soul and

body into those four words : as he spoke
them, he lifted his dripping arms high
above his head. M if IM* appealed

the drunkard to the \\ he sank.

The -\rdcanght

him. and the ki rts on the Coast

throl.Led v. iptain called :

Stand back! Stir n

.'sthedrvl.lanketsPT!

plenty to 'tend to Johnny. Dead folks

can bury their dead folks. Hu

them dry clo'es an* that there Jm
here's a livin'

here. I '11 hold ye I

Can't? What Boys,

the parson 's hurt."

At that moment, a sound, solemn and

sinister, reverberated from the tower of

the lighthouse. The iron lips of the fog-
1..-11 Mpened and sp,,ke.
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IX.

Captain Hap had reached the years
when a trip to the Grand Banks is haul

work, dory-fishing off the coast a doubt-

ful pleasure, and even yachting in an in-

dustrial capacity a burden. He had a

quick eye, a kind heart, a soft foot, and

the gentle touch strangely enough some-

times to be found in hands that have

hauled in the cod-line and the main-sheet

for fifty years. In short, Captain Hap
made an excellent nurse, and sometimes

served his day and generation in that

rapacity.

Bayard lay on the straw mattress un-

der the photograph of Leonardo's Christ,

and thoughtfully watched Captain Hap.
It was the first day that conversation had

presented itself to the sick man in the

light of a privilege ; and he worked up
to the luxury slowly through intervals of

delicious silence.

"
Captain Hap, I am quite well now

as you see. I must speak next Sunday."
" Call it Sunday arter," suggested Cap-

tain Hap.
" It was only a scratch on the head,

was n't it, Cap'n ? And this cold. It

is a bad cold."
" For a cold, yes, sir, quite a cold.

You see, it anchored onto your lungs :

there air folks that call such colds inflam-

mation. That there cut on the head was

a beautiful cut, sir ; it healed as healthy
as a collie dog's, or a year-old baby's.

We '11 have you round now, sir, before

you can say Cap'n Hap !

"

"
Cap n Hap?

"Well, or?"
" You 've done something for mo, I

don't know just what : whether it 's my
life that 's saved, or only a big doctor's

bill."

"Ask Mrs. Granite, sir, and that there

handy girl of hers ; we 're all in it. You

kept the whole crew on deck for a few

days. You was a sick man for a spell."

"Captain, I am a well man now : and

there 's one thing I will know. I 've

asked you before. I 've asked when I

was out of my head, and I 've asked when
I was in it. and I 've never got an answer

yet. Now I 'm going to have it."

"Be you?
"

said Captain Hap. His

small, dark, soft eyes twinkled jjeiitlv ;

but they took on lustre of metal across th>

iris, as if a spark of iron or flint had hit

them.

. "It is time," replied Bayard.
u that I

knew all about it."

**

Meaning
"

began the captain soft-

Jy-

"Meaning everything," said Bayard

impatiently.
" The whole story. It 's

the best thing for me. I dream about

it so."

"
Yes, I 've noticed your dreams was

bad," replied the nurse soothingly.

"Captain, where 's the Clara Km?"
" To the bottom," responded the fish-

erman cheerfully.

"And the men? The crew? Her

captain ? Job Slip ? How many were

drowned ? Out with it, Cap'n ! I 'm

not very easy to deceive when I 'in in

my senses. You may as well tell me

everything."
" Mebbe I mought," observed the

captain.
" Sometimes it 's the best way.

There was n't but one of 'em drowned,

sir, more 's the pity."

Bayard uttered an exclamation of

shocked rebuke and indignation: but the

old captain sat rocking to and fro in Mrs.

Granite's best wooden rocking-chair, with

the placid expression of those who rest

from their labors, and are not afraid that

their works should follow them.
" Fellars that '11 take a new fisherman

a regular dandy like that and Miia-h

her onto Ragged Rock, l.ein' in the condi-

tion tho^r tellars were, ain't MttH

the seaman severely.
* Your

treasurer here, J. B. S. Bond, he says last

time he come to see you, says he. The

whole of 'em warn't worth our minis-

ter!'"
" I must speak to Mr. Bond about

that." said the young man. with a cler-



'.n\r in h! It wa
; him tn >ay. Wi.

ain Hap r

"

!y .lohnny," replied the ,

ally.
"

lit- \v;is born drunk

ier was so before him, and

I le ain't I

k -
I) t her. Cap-

. thatni

I did n't take : otiec of h r partir-

ular," replied Captain Hap nimtWtal.ly.
' I see several women round. I

usually a good many on the rocks, such

times."

\\Y1I. v.'U \e -ol in.-." said Mayard.
with a -milin- -i'_di. I 'in a little too

weak to play the parson on you yet, you
u stony-hearted inin-

f mercy !

"

-aid the eaptain.
u T ain't

call names. I can't hit back, on

a sick man."

"Very well." said Bayard, sinking

back on hi- thin, small pillows.

go ahead and tell me the whole business,
'

.! Slip ':

"

,in'."

I ! 'l DOOM over here half

a dozen time*, hut tin- ! i!d n't

let him np to see you. II!-

pop-
nr rubber-boots."

W!i re 's Johnn\ '| moth-
M
Tliry took her to the Widders' I

yesterday. Some of Ym til the

way o\ at sail ii')-

\Viiat became <>i all those men,

.\ait.-d till rl.li, just as I

told \ !

whole twelve or th. \

H Joe

Salt- < was

waited round to see 'em off ;

but it rome np dreadful th .if th-

breeze, so thick it had 't

n.nld n't ,.,- the vexs,-l. n..t a line of lu-r.

was kinder .-old and <K

Som( .>wenth":n. liatthey
.tlive."

"ThaakG \ man.
"
Well," said

;.inion. You 'v..- tali.

"Just one more, C.ip'n H
thi-: Thi- 1 V m. What
was it exactly that those men did r

How did : 10 to be in such a

plight? How in the world that beau-

tiful new boat and an intelligent offi-

cer at the helm, Captain how on earth

did it come about ''.

"

in was sot to sail/' replied

Captain HapealmK.
" H 'saboutalL

Her owners they were sot, and her cap'n
- sot. It was the sotness done it

Tin
-y M make the market . see, if

they got the start, and it 's a job g

your crew aboard, y <m know. Anything
to get your crew. Drunk or sober, that

i- n't the point. Drunker they be, the

easier to >hip Yin. See? Get

Get 'em an\ liow I They was all full,

n. Cap'n Joe,

he was the only sober soul aboard, and

i he knew it when he

set sail. Yes oh yes. The storm was

comiif. He kiu-w it wasbreezin'up. Oh
'

got some solx :

oiV tli.- wh -heets,

and he put up :-h. Y.

it he sails*

with tliirte. M drunl

the \\he.-l. and n..t a h

him. ; 't. The

boat was d drunk, lux y,,

Parson
'

11<- diiv -.

and it was a sou'caster, and blew
<|

breeze o' N\

and set in, and he was t

it had bra-

lie take in sn i

1 low was he goin' to that

crew? Wh-. ln'th-a\.

to tie a n
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** But there was his anchor."
* Did you ever try to heave one of

them big anchors ? It takes four men."

What a situation ! Horrible !

"
Wall, yes, it was inconvenient, him

at the wheel, and a dead-drunk crew, thir-

teen of 'em, below. Why, they was tuo

drunk to know whether they drowned or

not."
" Can the boat be raised ? Will she

ever be good for anything
''
"

" Kindlin' wood," remarked the cap-
tain dryly.

"
Captain Hap," asked Bayard feebly,

" do things like this often happen ?
"

" Sometimes."
" Is n't this an extreme case ?

"

"
Wall, it don't happen every day."

" But things of this kind, do they
occur often ? Do you know of other

" Windover don't have the monopoly
of 'em, by no means," mused Captain

Hap.
" There was the Daredevil over on

South Shore. She was launched about a

year ago. She went on a trial spin one

day, and everybody aboard was pretty

jolly. They put all their canvas up to

show her off. It was a nor'wester that

day, and they driv her right before the

wind. She jest plunged bows down, and

driv straight to the bottom, the Dare-

devil did. Some said it was her name.

But, Lord ! rum done it."

"What do people say, how do they
take it here in Windover, this case of the

Clara Em ? Were n't they indignant ?
"

"
Wall, the insurance folks was mad."

"No, but the people, the citizens. th-

Christian people, how do they feel

about it ?
"

"Oh, they're used to it."

Bayard turned wearily on his hard bed.

He did not answer. He looked out ami

towards the sea. The engraved Gtiido

over the study-table between the little

windows regarded him. St. Michael was

fighting with his dragon still.

"
Ifft never got wounded," thought the

sick man.

-Captain," he said presently, "these

rooms seem to be full of pleasant

things. Who sent them al!

"Them geraniums and other greens?

Oh, the ladies of the mission, ev< i y
mother's daughter of 'em, married and

single, young an' old. Jellies? Lord!

yes. Jellies enough to stock a branch

grocery. What there is in the female

mind, come to sickness, that takes it out

in jellies" mused the captain.
" I 've taken solid comfort out of this

screen," said Bayard gratefully.
" I did

suffer with the light before. Who sent

that ?
"

" That 's Jane Granite's idee," replied

the captain.
" She seems to be a clever

girl. Took an old clo'es-horse and some

rolls of wall-paper they had in the house.

They give fifteen cents a roll for that pa-

per. It 's kinder tasty, don't you think ?

'Specially that cherubim with blue wings
settin* on a basket of grapes."
"That reminds me. I see some Ham-

burg grapes," said Bayard, with the in-

different air of a man who purposely puts

his vital question last. He pointed to a

heaping dish of hothouse fruit and other

delicacies never grown in Windover.

The captain replied that those come

from the Boston gentleman ; they M kept

coming all along. He thought she said

there was a card to 'em by the name

of-
" Worcester ?

"
asked the sick man

quickly.

That was it, Worcester.
" He has n't been here, has he ? The

gentleman has n't called to see in

The nurse shook his head, and Bayard
turned his own away. He would not have

believed that his heart would have leaped
like that at such a little tiling. He felt

like a sick boy, sore and homesick with

tin infinite longing for the love of kin.

It was something to know that he was not

utterly forgotten. He asked for one <>t

the Boston pears, and ate it with pathetic

eagerness.

"There 's been letters," .-aid the caj>-
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doctor's orders are

your seeing 'em this week. There 's quite

. You see, its bein' in the papers
let folks know."

"In the papers! What in the pa-

- What do you s'pose ?
"

asked the

a proudly.
* A fellar don't swim

out in the undertow off Ragged Rock to

save a d fool of a drunken fisherman

every
I 11 be split and salted," added the

fisherman-nurse,
"

if we did n't have to

have a watchman here three nights when

you was worst, to keep the reporters off

ye! Thirteen Windover fellars volun-

teered for the job, and they would n't

none of 'em take a cent for it They
said they'd set up forty nights for you."

r we?" whispered tin- sick man.

\ es filled for the iir>t time since the

Clara Em went ashore on Ragged Rock.

; I ling new and valuable seemed to

have entered life as suddenly as the com-

fort of kin and the support of friemi>.

and that bright, inspiriting atmosphere.
\vhich one calls tin- world, had gone from

him. lie li:i<l not expected that precious

thing, the love of tjiose for whom we
' -e ourselves. He felt the first tin-ill

:iuu
r to think of,

in so younij and lovable a man, with life

and all i:> brilliant and beautiful possi-

bilities before him.

It waa an April ni-ht, and sea and

sky were soft in Wind..

A stranger stood in Angel Alley, hesi-

at a door which bore above its open
welcome these seven words :

"THE CHURCH or THE LOVE or CHRIST."

What goes on hi. |

"
the gentleman

asked of a bystander.
<-r thin^ than ever went on here

before," was th- y
'

ve got a

man up th- i II.- ain't no dumm\ i..

a minister's choker."

The stranger put question.

W 11. came the cordial answer, h

has several names in Angel Alley : fisher-

man's friend is one of the most pop'lar.

Some calls him the gospel cap'n. There 's

those that prefers jest to say, the new
minister. There 's one name he don't go

by very often, and that 's the Reverend

Bayard."
He has no right to the title," mur-

mured the stranger.

What 's that?
"

interposed the other

quickly.
The stranger made no reply.
" Some call him the Christ's Rest man,"

proceeded the bystander affably.

That is a singular ah remark-

able cognomen. How comes that ?
"

" ^ by, you see, the old name for this

place was Seraph's Rest : it was the wust

hell in Angel Alley see ? before he

took it up an' sot to pray in' in it. So

folks got it kinder mixed with the Love of

Christ up on that sijjn there. Some calls

the place Christlove. for short I heerd

an I-talian call him the Christman t'other

day."
The stranger took off his hat by in-

stinct, it seemed, unconsciously; glanced

at the inscription above the door, and

passed thoughtfully up the steep, bare

stairs into the hall or room of worship.

The service was already in progress,

for the hour was late, and the gentleman
observed with an air of surprise that the

place was filled. He looked about for a

comfortable seat, but was forced to con-

tent himself with standing-room in the

ir of the hall. Crowds over-

flowed the wooden settees, brimmed into

the aisles, and were packed, in serried

rows as tight as codfish in a box, against

the wall. The simile of the cod was forced

u].
..ii his mind in more senses than one.

A strong whiff of salt fish assailed him

on every side. Thin was varied by

niscencea of glue factories, taking unmis-

takable form. An expr. lisgust

crossed the stranger's face; it .juirkly

changed into that abstract . indi-

cates the pretence of moral emotion too

great for attention to trifles.
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The usual New England religious au-

dience was not to be seen in the Church

of the Love of ( 'In i-t in Angel Alley. The

unusual, plainly, was. The wealth and

what tiie Windover Topsail called the so-

ciety of Windover were sparsely repn -

sented on those hard settees. The clean,

sober faces of respectable families were

out in good force ; these bore the ear-

nest, half-perplexed, wholly pathetic

pression of uninfluential citizens who find

themselves suddenly important to and re-

sponsible for an unpopular movement ; a

class of people who do not get into fic-

tion or history, and who deserve a qual-

ity of respect and sympathy which they
do not receive ; the kind of person who
sets us to wondering what was the per-

sonal view of the situation dully revolv-

ing in the minds of Peter and the sons

of Zebedee when they put their nets to

dry upon the shores of Galilee, and

tramped up and down Palestine at the

call of a stronger and diviner mind, won-

dering what it meant and how it would

all end.

These good people, not quite certain

whether their own reputations were in-

jured or bettered by the fact, sat side

by side with men and women who are not

known to the pews of churches. The

homeless were there, and the hopeless,

the sinning, the miserable, the disgraced,

the neglected, the " rats
"
of the wharves

and the outcasts of the dens.

The stranger stood packed in, elbow

to elbow, between an Italian who served

the country of his adoption upon the

town waterworks, and a dark - browed

Portuguese sailor. American fishermen,

washed and shaven, in their Sunday
clothes, filled the rear seats. Again -t

the. wall, lines of rude, red faces crowd-

ed like cattle at a spring : men of the

sea and the coast, men without horn*

characters ; that uninteresting and dan-

gerous cla-s which we dismi> in two

idle words as the floating population*"
Some of these men v

were not; others were hovering midway

[ March,

allbetween the two conditions: all w

orderly, and a few were listening with

evidences of emotion to the hvmn, in

which by far the greater portion of the

audience joined. A girl wearing a Tain

o' Shanter and a black fur capr. and sin--

ing in a fine, untrained contrail-), held

her hymn-book over the settee to the Ital-

ian.

' Come, Tony ! Pass it along !

"
4f

whispered.
" I can get on without it.

Make 'em pile in and sing along the wall

there !

"

With rude and swelling cadence the

fishermen sang :

"
I need Thee every hour,
Most gracious Lord."

Their voices and their hearts rose high on

one of those plaintive popular melodies

of which music need never be ashamed.
"

I need Thee, oh ! I need Thee,

Every hour I need Thee
;

O bless me now, my Saviour "...

The stranger, who had the appearance
of a religious man, joined in the chorus

heartily ; he shared the book which the

girl had given to the Italian, who <

in a bar too late, and closed the stan/a

on a shrill solo,

I co home to Thee."

This little incident excited a trifling

smile ; but it faded immediately, for the

preacher had arisen. His appearance was

greeted with a respect which surprised

the stranger. The audience at once lie-

came grave even to reverence ; the Ital-

ian cuffed a drunken Portuguese who

under the impression that responses to

the service were expected of him : the

girl in the Tarn o' Shanter >hook a wo-

man who giggled beside her. A lMn-r-

niau whimpered loudly,
" Shut up th-

The parson ain't quite tough yet. K

it (juiet for him ! Shut up there, along

the wall I

"

There is nothing like a hrave dred to

command the n-prct of M-afaring men.

Kinanin-1 Bayard, when he plunged into

the undertow afi-r -lob Slip's drunken.
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At '

if.e.

JIIL; body, swam straight it

heart of Windover. A rough heart that

is, but a warm one, none warmer on t lu-

ng coast, and sea-going Windovur
had tnrn.-.l th>- -unny side of its nature,

and taken the min i>i.i in. 1 lie standards

by which ignorant men judge the supe-
iasses their superb indifference

to any scale of values but their own
I deserve more study than they re-

ceive.

It had never occurred to Bayard, who
was only beginning to learn to under-

stand the nature of his material, that he

had become in. three weeks the hero of

the wharves and the docks, the romance
of Angel Alley, the admiring gossip of

the Banks and Georges', the pride and
wonder of the Win. lover fisherman.

Quite unconscious of this ' sea change,"

wrought by one simple, manly act upon
his popularity, he rose to address the

people. His heart was full of what he

was going to say. He gave one glance
the length of the hall. He saw the

crowds packed by the door. He saw the

swaying nets, ornamented with globes
and shells and starfish, after the fash-

ion of the fishing-town ; these decora-

tions softened the bare walls of the au-

dience-room. He saw the faces of the

l themselves to him and

blurring toother in a gentle glow. They

seemed to him, as a great preacher once

i' his audience, like the face " of one

impressive, pleading man," whose life

upon his words. He felt as if he

must weigh them in some divine scales

into which no dust or chaff of weakness

or care for self could fall.

Something ot ii consciousness

crept into his face. He stood for a mo-
ment silent ; his beautiful countenance,
thin from recent suffering, took on the

look by which a man represses noble tears.

Suddenly, before lie had spoken a word,
a storm of applause burst out, shook the

room from wall to wall, and roared like

breakers under his astonished feet He
turned pale with emotion, but the fisher-

men thundered on. He was still so weak
that this reception almost overcame him,
and involuntarily he stretched out both

his hands. At the gesture the noise sank

instantly ; and silence, in which the sigh
of the saddest soul in the room might have

been heard, received the preacher.
His sensitive face, melted and quiver-

ing, shone down upon them tenderly.
Men in drunken brawls, and men in

drowning seas, and women in terrible

temptation, remembered how he looked

that night, when the safe and the virtu-

ous and the comfortable had forgotten.

The stranger back by the door put his

hat before his t

Elizabeth Stuart Phelp*.
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TIIMRE paused to shut the door

How called the Wind. . . .

With mystery before,

And reticence behind.

A portal waits me too

In the glad house of Spring;
One day I shall pass through,

And leave you wondering.
1M

"
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It lies beyond the marge
Of evening or of prime,
Silent and dim and large,

The gateway of all time.

There troop by night and day

My brothers of the field ;

And I shall know the way
Their wood-songs have revealed.

The dusk will hold some trace

Of all my radiant crew

Who vanished to that place,

Ephemeral as dew.

Into the twilight dun,

Blue moth and dragonfly,

Adventuring alone,

Shall be more brave than I ?

There innocents shall bloom,

And the white cherry-tree,

With birch and willow plume
To strew the road for me.

The wilding orioles then

Shall make the golden air

Heavy with joy again,

And the dark heart shall dare

Resume the old desire,

The exigence of spring,

To be the orange fire

That tips the world's gray wing.

And the lone wood-bird (Hark,
The whippoorwill night long

Threshing the summer dark

With his gold flail of song!)

Shall be the lyric lift

When all my senses creep,

To bear me through the rift

In the blue range of sleep.

And so I pass beyond
The solace of your hand ;

But ah, so brave and fond !

Within that morrow land,
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Where deed and daring fail,

But joy for evermore

Shall tremhle and prevail

Against the narrow door,

Where sorrow knocks too late,

And grief is over-due,

Beyond the granite gate
There will be thoughts of you.

371

Bliss Carman.

A PUPIL OF HYPATIA.

TOWARD the middle of the last de-

cade of the eventful fourth century A. D.,

when the great Theodosius, who had late-

ly closed the pagan temples, was near

his death at Milan, and the kingdom
of this world was falling helplessly into

its two halves of Eastern and Western

empire, a distinguished young Greek
from Cyrene, in North Africa, left his

home to study philosophy in the still fa-

mous pagan school of Alexandria. His

name was Synesius, and he had a pedi-

gree beside which the best authenticated

descent from the most grasping of me-

dieval barons appears i 1 1
-

i ^ n i t leant. " If

I have no other merit," he exclaimed

long afterward, in the midst of a power-
ful appeal to his fellow-citizens against
the rapacity of a base-born prefi

am at least sprung from ancestors whose

succession stands inscribed in your pub-
lic records, from Ki, 1 1, m>

the Dorians into Sparta,
down to my own t

Hut the future in store for him was
Well hid.! mind of the

j>il-nm of 1,-arnXng at the tini.-

when, after sailing eastward

days along the African coast, he wrote

gayly back from the mouth of the Al-

exandrian harbor to his brother 1.

hind in Cyrene: "The wind, though

very light, has been always in our fa-

vor, so that, while our daily run loemed

small, we insensibly made good progress,

until, on the fifth evening, we descried

the beacon-light which they kindle upon
a lofty tower for the guidance of paw-

ing mariners. In less time than it takes

to tell it, we had disembarked on the

island of Pharos ; and a barren spot it

is, with no trees or growing crops, but

only a few salt grasses." They had, in

fact, landed at the base of the father of

all lighthouses.

The venerable city which Synesius
had quitted was one of five whence the

great promontory which cmbraced them

all derived its name of the Libyan Pen-

tapolis. The adjoining country was both

beautiful in its natural features an

with the culture of a thousand years;
but Cyrene iUelf was no l..n- r iu cap-

ital, and is described by Ammianus

Marcellinus at about this time a>

shrunk in population and fall-

in -4 i 1 1 to decay. The imposing aspect of

the great metropolis to which the stu-

dent went or something very like

grandeur has been made famil

the imagination of us all through historical

romance and scenic representation. But

let us try, as far as possible, to dismiss

from our minds the idealized portraits

of 1 1 \ jwitia and her contemporaries, and

consider the sufficiently remarkable facts

concerning the head of the Alexandrian

school of that day as we find them dryly
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recorded by a contemporary, the eccle-

siastical historian Socrates :

" The IT was a woman in Alexandria

named Hypatia. a daughter of Theon
the philosopher, so learned that she

surpassed all the savants of that time.

She therefore succeeded to the chair of

philosophy in that branch of the Pla-

tonic school which follows Plotinus, and

gave public lectures on all the doctrines

of the same. Wherefore students re-

sorted to her from all parts ; for her

deep learning made her both serious

and fearless in speech, while she bore

herself composedly even before the magis-

trates, and mixed among men, in pub-

lic, without misgiving. Her exceeding

modesty was extolled and revered by all.

So then wrath and envy were kindled

against this woman." Socrates proceeds
to record, in the same dispassionate strain,

the unspeakable tragedy of Hypatia's
murder by a Christian mob, twenty years
later than the time of which we now

speak, adding that the inconsistency of

the crime with Christian professions cre-

ated great indignation against Cyril and

the whole Church of Alexandria ; and

he concludes with the simple but signifi-

cant remark,
" The tiling was done dur-

ing Lent."

Not a written word of Hypatia's own

remains, nor the semblance of a for-

mal report of any of her lectures. But

we know, in a general way, what she

taught, though we can only guess at the

extent to which her lessons were en-

forced by the charm of her personality

and the evident fervor of her convic-

tions. She expounded that mystic Neo-

Platonism, the last result of centuries

of Greek speculation, embracing the

remains of many philosophic system-.

which had become the religion of nearly

all those more elevated heathen mind-

which could no longer pretend, even to

themselves, that they believed in the

! of Olympus. She taught the ulti-

mate unity of one supreme (iod, remote,

unsearchable, unapproachable even, in

ici. [March,

any direct fashion, by finite beli;

capable also, as it would seem, of acting

upon these except through intermediary

agencies. From this transcendent One
there issued, however, as inevitably as

light from the sun, that universal Mind,

whose innate ideas are the first patterns

orprototypes of the things of sense. From

the universal Mind there was thought to

proceed a third and lesser deity, the

world-soul, which pervades all the ma-

terial universe, and of which the universe

itself and the sentient beings whereby it

is peopled are a direct emanation. Mat-

ter is evil ; soul is pure. Man, a mixture

of the material and spiritual, has the

power, by unflinching self-discipline and

subjugation of the senses, to lift himself

to a level whence he may receive from

the universal Mind a direct revelation

of divine truth. This glorious vision

once attained, he can and will have no

further desire, save to free himself en-

tirely from the trammels of " those things

of time and sense which perish with the

using," and dare that plunge into the fath-

omless depths of the divine, described in

the mystic phrase of Plotinus as " the

flight of the one to the One."

A certain correspondence, on its meta-

physical side, of this system with the new

faith which had just become the st

ligion of the Roman Empire is at once

apparent. On the practical side, if the

new Academy did not proclaim, it cer-

tainly did not preclude, the love of one's

neighbor. At the same time, it Mas no

religion for the multitude. It could not

provide the "joy of the spirit." that

ineffable boon of restored simplicity, of

perfect relaxation, recuperation, recon-

ciliation, for the strained and weary soul

which was the crowning gift of the gos-

pel of glad tidings to men of good will.

But it could and did Mifliec. as the histo-

ries of Hypatia and Synesius and many
others prove, for the formation of char-

acter.

To the public exposition of thi> ab-

stract and austere creed Hypatia added
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i ion in rhetoric, in mathen

in physics, as then understood; assuming.

after a fashion, like every public teacher

of that time, to cover the whole 1

human knowledge. Synesius, who had

no douht heen born and bred a Neo-

;ist, seems to i nded with

special assiduity her lectures on mathe-

matics and the art of orator}-. Teacher

and pupil were not far from the same

age,
1

though Hypatia was presumably the

nesius remained her pupil for

more than a year, and it is plain that

he soon became a favored, ami in some

sort an intimate one. They must already
have been upon the easiest of terms when

he could send her a friend (possibly his

uncle Alexander, a philosopher of some

renown) with such a word of introduc-

tion as follows :

THK LADY PHILOSOPHKR :

I seem to be playing the part of

Echo, for I do but repeat the testimony
of others in earnestly recommending t<>

you the signal merits of Alexander."

It was perhaps the death of his father

which called the student rather abruptly
back to Cyrene before the close of the

year 395. At all events, there seems to

have ensued, not long after, a division of

the paternal estates, by which Synesius

country house and farm, situ-

ated in an exceedingly fertile region near

the borders of the Libyan Desert, about

mih's. south of Gyrene. He also

came into possession of the family books

hU father having been a man of let-

ters as well as of leisure and of the

rustic slaves, whom he claims to have re-

garded as his personal friends, and \\h-.m

he treated most humanely. The elder

brothci ! ins, fixed ! nee at

1 1, the port of Cyrene, though he also

spent much time at Alexandria,

was a sister, too, Stratonice, a woman so

beautiful that Synonius Jiimself says of her

data of Syneaiu.il birth ia rarioualy

conjectural, but it mart lie between the yeaw
370 an. I WM probably about twenty
at the time of hb fint riwt to Alexandria

portrait-statue that one doubted whether

it were hers or that of the golden Ve-

nus ; she married an officer of Arcadius's

guard, and lived in state at Constanti-

nople. Hut before settling down to the

country life which he so singularly loved,

proposing to divide his time, as he him-

self tells us in his curious treatise on

Dreams, "between books and the chase,*'

the young philosopher felt bound to visit

Athens.2

The " sacred
"

city, long fallen from
her old glories, both of action and of art,

had become a species of university town,
venerable indeed and beautiful in its way,
but to Synesius, after Alexandria, both

dull and disappointing. To his brother,

always his most frequent correspondent.
he had written, just before setting out for

Greece, in the lively vein that was natu-

ral to him :

" My journey to Athens will have two

advantages : I shall get clear of my pre-

sent worries, and I shall no longer be

abashed by the erudition of those who
have been there. Not that they seem to

know much more about Plato and

totle than the rest of us mortals ; hut

because they have seen the Academy
and the Lyceum, and the painted portico

where Zeno used to lecture (paint

more, however, since some proconsul or

other ha< carried off the pictures), they
I.eliave th. -m- Iv.-s among us like demi-

gods among donkeys."
From one of the stations of his return

voyage he writes again, lamenting that

there is nothing imposing; about Athena

now save the names of her famous locali-

ties. >i't. in our day, which

cultivates the seeds of wisdom gathered
..it i.i. Athens was once the very

hearth and home of learning. Now it is

the emporium of the honey trade!
'

The diilicultie* mentioned in the first

of these notes can hardly hare been pri-

Some of the authorities think that Syne-
no* stopped at Athens on his way home from
Aleiandria.
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vate embarrassments, since the fortunes

of Synesius were very flourishing at that

time. His reference is doubtless to the

distracted condition of his native pro-

vince, which had been visited, during tho

century then closing, with most of the

traditional plagues of Egypt, beside be-

ing rent by earthquakes, desolated by
the incursions of barbarous tribes, and

plundered by the soulless and shameless

rapacity of Roman governors. Now
Cyrene had become a portion of the

Eastern Empire, and the local senate re-

solved to exercise its privilege of send-

ing a special ambassador to Constanti-

nople, who should present the young

Emperor Arcadius with a golden crown

and a congratulatory address, represent
the distress of the Pentapolis, and sue

for imperial relief, both by the lighten-

ing of taxes and by the reinforcement of

garrisons. Somewhat unwillingly, for,

as we have said, the life of his remote

estate was exactly suited to his rural and

scholarly tastes, Synesius consented to

undertake this mission, and in the al-

ready sumptuous capital of Constantino

he passed the three years from 397 to

400. It was a period upon which he

looked back with a sort of impatient re-

gret, from amid the grave and pressing

preoccupations of his later life.
" Oh. if

I had not wasted those years !

"
he says

in one place ; yet he tells us again that

his mission was measurably successful,

and they were years of no small moment

in the worldV history, great actors

thronging the stage at Constantinople,

and great events following one another

with dramatic rapidity. Synesius was

destined to see, during his sojourn in tin 1

Eastern capital, both its occupation and

partial plunder by the Gothic soldiery of

Gainas, and a great slaughter and si.

quent expulsion of tho barbarians, thn

an outburst of rare energy on the part of

the citizens.

Rufinus, the infaniou- fiiM minister of

Arcadius, had speedily fallen, only t

ceeded by a worse miscreant than

himself, in the contemptible person of the

eunuch Eutropius. Through tin- machi-

nations of the latter, the weakling Km-

peror had been married to the beautiful

parvenue Eudoxia, whose insensate pride

and extravagance John Chry*<>tom. the

saint of the golden tongue, lately come

from Antioch, and just now at the sum-

mit of his power in the metropolitan

church, deplored and relinked in vain.

Synesius must have heard Chrysostom

preach, probably many times, for we know
from himself that he went often to the

Christian churches, and found their

vices curiously attractive.

A majority of the imperial oilicers.

though by no means all, were now nomi-

nal Christians ; and Synesius had come

furnished with excellent introductions,

while his genial and versatile spirit en-

abled him to make friends rapidly among
clever men of all shades of speculative

opinion. The highest in rank of these

friends, as well as the most distinguished

character among them, Aurelian, who

was three times praetorian prefect, and

consul in the year of Synesius's return

to Africa, is supposed to have embraced

Christianity at about this time.

None of Synesius's private letters from

Constantinople have been preserved. If

he wrote any, and we can hardly fan-

cy that so full and facile a correspondent

failed to do so, they seem never to have

reached their destination. But the,

an interesting note to Aurelian. written

apparently not long after his return to

Africa, to thank the consul for i

signal service, which may be inserted

here as indicating the love and i

which he came to entertain for the man :

"If States have souls, as indeed they

have, tutelary genii, divine guardians,

you must have won the grateful re-

membrance of all such, for benefits con-

ferred while you lyld high office. N
doubt that these being-: will at all !

stand your friends and advu,

seeching the universal God to reward

you, as you deserve, for having copi.-d
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_;s with men as closely as may
;!H' power to do goo<l

in. -n have in common with God; and

ion is identiii,

him whom h-

T!ii> i> the Icitt-r of a ri.r

tainly. hut one who i- n-. .<{ who

seems inclined, at lea>t in his o\vn

to as> <-li and ward

nions an.l :;-'!iii with the intercession of

Christian saints.

It was not until 399, after he had
- v two years in Constantinople,

iivli.m\ int. reession, Sy-
ohtaim-d personal access to tin'

Emperor, and permission to deliver his

long-prepared address. That a<l

retouched a little, no doubt, but substan-

tially the same as it was spoken, has come
down to us in the form of an essay on

ni'.natvhical ir,, \vrninent, De Regno. It

tine and outspoken in tone; be-

fjinnin^ \\ m of the ideal mon-
arch. who thinks largely and lives MHI-

ply, seeking always the best men for hi*

officers, di-dainin^ vain ostentation, cul-

.ijj the personal attachment of his

ts, ever striving to lighten their

biird-ns and to constitute himself

earth!
;. g

from

theory to practical appi: :ul ap-
he orator uses wonderfully little of

I upon
the widespread misery and manifold per-
ils of the time ; praying the young sov-

ereign to come promptly to the aid. imt

of his own obscure \ alone, but
of all his people, if haply the Mil.lime

of Plato may at last be realized,

'od\ . in his ail-

is reign, the grand ideal of the phi-

rnfnl vanity, as we know it

now, of this Utopian dream invests the

closing paragraphs of the De Regno
i pathos v v were probably
>m breathing when uttered in the

d presence; for the general tone

<>f the address is, after all, most san-

guine. The only other piece of literary

work which > is known to have

t mtinople was the lir-i

t of a sort of allegorical :

entitled .Iv^yptiu.s, or The Egyptian; a

story
"

\\i:!i a purpose," designed to il-

lu-trat.- the : in dt-liv-

eriii y from the Goths, through
11mentality of Aurelian, who fig-

1 in the tale as Osiris.

It was the severe earthquake of the

year 400, of which Chrysostom speaks
as having sent the people in throngs to

the churches, which finally caused S

sius to leave rather hastily for his A
can home. "The sea seemed to me
safer than the land/' he observes dryly.
But he wrote back, at the first opp* .

nity, to apologize for his unceremonious

departure, and also to beg, with charac-

teristic good nature, that a certain su-

perb Egyptian rug, on which he had

been used to recline in the palace por-
ticos while waiting to be received by
the Emperor, might be given to the no-

tary Asturius, who had always greatly
admired it.

The homeward voyage was not alto-

ier propit as appears to us

most probable, it was then that he suf-

fered the harmless shipwreck of which he

has left us so amusing an account. He
seems to have gone first to Alexandria,

and thence to have embark* rone

upon a coasting
- vessel, which, after

grounding twice, was
<*sly

out to sea, and finally had to discharge
its passengers at the tiny port of Aia-

riuni. The letter sent bn this

hamlet to Knoptiu*. then in Alexand

ry graphic, and describes with in

humor the apathy of the captain, who was

so loaded with debt that he appeared,
on the whole, to prefer f to

meeting his creditors at Cyrene ; the

fanaticism of the Jew pilot, who flatly

;sed to work at all on a Friday ni

because it was the preparation for the

Sabbath, and who plainly thought it

would be a good deed to drown as many
Gentiles as possible ; the excitement of
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the women on board. Unhappily, this

delightful letter is unreasonably lm^. a-

the writer himself acknowledges. On his

arrival in his native city, he found a state

of things calculated to subdue his ex-

uberant spirits. The barbarians were

again harrying the land, and the gov-
ernment officials, as usual, were offering

no effective resistance. Synesius must

have seen Hypatia, too, during that fly-

ing visit to Alexandria, and what seems

his first letter after his arrival at Cyrene
is addressed to her, and shows how lit-

tle their honorable friendship had suf-

fered during his three years' absence in

the East
" To the Lady Philosopher," he begins,

as usual, and then comes a verse from

Homer :
" *

Though all things be forgot-
ten in the home ofthe dead, yet even there,

methinks, I shall remember my dear
'

Hypatia. But I am hemmed in by the

troubles of my country, and much dis-

tressed on her behalf. Not a day passes

that I fail to see men slain like cattle

in some violent fray. The very air I

breathe is foul with death ; my own turn

is like to come next. For how can hope
live under these most sorrowful skies,

dark with the shadowing wings of birds

of prey ? Yet here I am bound to remain

so long as the present state of tilings

continues. How else, indeed, being, as

I am, a Libyan, brought up here, and

with the tombs of no inglorious ancestors

ever before my eyes ? You, I think, are

the only t>eing who could wean me from

my country ; and not even you, so long

as I am needed here."

This, one would think, must have been

in answer to an entreaty from Hypatia
that he would forsake a scene so un-

favorable to philosophic repose and re-

flection as the Cyrene of that period.

It was a mania of the day, by which

Christians and pagans were alike
;

sessed, to find a peculiar merit in this

kind of retreat from action and relin-

quishment of responsibility. But Syn-
sius had Spartan blood in his veins, and

his eminently manly and healthy in-

stincts taught him a more excellent way.

Presently we find him flinging off his

momentary depression, organizing a stout

resistance to the invaders, drilling re-

cruits, and importing arms and other

munitions of war. To his weaker brother,

shivering with ague and apprehension at

Phycus, he sends a stirring, not to say

stinging appeal :

" Are we to stand tamely by, and see

these wretches prepared to perish rather

than surrender their ill-gotten booty to

its rightful owners, and shall we care

only to protect our miserable persons ?

Shall we not rather brave all ha/ards

for the homes, the shrines, the laws, en-

deared by such venerable associations?

We are no men if we hesitate. Myself,
such as I am, I propose to have at the

barbarians. I want to test in person the

quality of their courage who presume to

insult Roman citizens. Even a sick camel,

as the proverb says, can carry the load

of many asses, and I have observed that

in affairs of this kind the men who are

most anxious about their own lives usu-

ally die, while those who take no thought
for themselves survive : I prefer to be

one of the latter. I will fight though I

perish, but I believe I shall survive. I

am, at all events, a Lacedaemonian, and

I remember the message of the ephors to

Leonidas :
* Let them (the soldiers) go

prepared to resist to the death, and they

will not die.'
"

By and by the tyranny of the moment

passed over ; this particular outbreak of

the empire's incurable disease was sub-

dued, and the savages retired for the

nonce into their desert. Synesius could

then go down with a clear conscience to

his beloved country home, which had not

yet been molested, and where, besi.li

hunting regularly and with enthu-ia-m.

and looking carefully after the culture of

his fields and the welfare of his people,

he applied himself once more to literary

work. He completed the alle^-onea! ro-

mance begun in Constantinople ; and it
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in iv liave been at this time, also, that he

ill*- advantages
of baldness, as well as a poem on tin*

res of the chase, the Cynegetica,
which has not come down to as.

The letters of this period
l are again

quite gay. There is one to his brother,

describing the lamentable marriage
one of tlu-ir kindred was about to make,

and the flagrant levity and absurdity of

ride ; the whole arrange-

ment, plainly, being most distasteful to

the descendant of Kurysthens. Then
there is an interesting note to his lifelong

friiMnl Hrrrulianus, who had been a fel-

low-pupil of his in Hypatia's school, con-

cc ruing the recapture of a fugitive slave :

' Not one of those whom I inherited, pray

understand, or who have been brought up
with me. These are all well educated,

and have been treated so entirely as my
equals that they love me as the master

of their choice rather than dread in me a

ruler appointed by law. This Philoromus

belonged to my first cousin, the daughter

lius, and she made him over to me.

Hut having been carelessly brought up,

ami never properly controlled, he could

not endure the Spartan regimen of this

philoMiphic house."

Elsewhere, in reply to a letter in which

EuoptiuH had bemoaned his own bad

lu-alili. Synesius writes :

What can you expect but chills and

blood-poisoning, it' you will stay on in

that hot, unwholesome Phycus i

woull ! a miracle if your health were

nlermineil. - . Hut if you will

oine to me, you may, please God,

get quite well again. I never could un-

derstand the pleasure of stretching one's

srlf out upon a sandy beach, your only
resource there. . . . Hut here you may
sit under shady leafage, and wh<

are tired move tree to tree, or

ren from one grove to another, if you
mi ml crossing a little brook. 1 1

.
.

the leaves rustle in the breeze!

Prwumably, but <* has to judge by in-

What an endless variety of bird-notes !

Also of flowers and shrubs, some native

and some cultivated ! The air is sweet,

the earth lavishly generous. I '11 not

praise my grotto of the nymphs, it

would need Theocritus to do that ; hut I

have not begun to tell you all."

Here, too, not far from this tin

nesius must have written the first four

of the ten so-called Hymns which bear

his name. They are all in one or other

of the short metres which were consid-

ered especially appropriate, in the fourth

century, to this kind of composition ; but

the early hymns of Synesius are purely
Platonic rhapsodies, often strongly tinged
with pantheism, always employing the

phraseology of the school whose tenets be

professed. Only when, in his attempt to

express the Trinity of Plotinus, be uses

terms like these, For where the d.-pth

of the Father is, there too, great offspring

of his heart, is the glorious Son, who hath

made the world in wisdom, and there

shines the reconciling li^ht of the Holy

Spirit," we must needs think that we see

traces of that superficial, and. so to speak,
sentimental attraction toward Christian-

ity which he certainly experienced at

Constantinople.
In the year 403, being then about

thirty. Synesius went again to Alexan-

dria for a visit of some length, and ap-

pears almost imiu. diately to have fallen

under the strenuous influence of The-

ophilus. the worldly, ambitious, m

tri-uii).; !>ishop of the metropolitan see.

There is no need here to attempt an ana-

lysis of that complex and rather repul-

sive character. Theophilus will be re-

membered for bis violent destruction,

ten years or so before this time, -

crowning glory of Alexandrian arrhitec-

-the assemblage of temples and

porticos called the Serapeum. which

one of the great travelers of the period

pronounced the only group of buildings

in the world fit to be named beside the

; oily OM of them %D, I Wife,
of Uuywr.
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Capitol of golden Rome. He will be re-

membered well by all who are familiar

with the most exquisite piece of religious

biography ever written, Cardinal New-
man's life of St. John Chrysostom, as

the grim foe of that radiant spirit, the

man who virtually procured the final

banishment into the winter Caucasus,

and so the death from exposure, of the

angelic orator. He will be remembered

by a few as having trained to succeed

himself in his sacred office his nephew

Cyril, in the first years of whose episco-

pate Hypatia met her doom. But The-

ophilus was a man of considerable cul-

ture, and it would seem as if there must

have been a nobler and more sympathetic
side to his nature than these acts reveal,

or Synesius could hardly have esteemed

him as his later letters prove that he did.

On the other hand, Synesius was obvious-

ly rather careless in his generosity, and

easily credulous of good in other men.

Theophilus was already bishop at the

time of Synesius's first visit to the Egyp-
tian capital, nine years before ; indeed, the

ipeum must have been destroyed be-

fore the Cyrenean ever saw the place. As
one among the crowd of pagan under-

graduates, he was very unlikely to have

attracted the notice of the astute prelate,

but now the case was altered. Not only
had the still youthful Synesius been am-

bassador to the Eastern court, and come

back with a certain reputation both as

a statesman and as a scholar, but he had

become a landed proprietor and a local

magnate. His soul might be no better

worth saving than when he was obscure,

but he was now a very desirable acqui>i-

tion to any party.

It is plain, at all events, from Syne-
sius's own expressions that it was The-

ophilus who "
arranged," as the phrase

is, a marriage for him with a Christian

maiden, besides performing with 1 i-

own august hands the ceremony which

united them. It is a slender little gho>t.

this of Synesius's Christian bride, flitting

swiftly and shyly across the dismal his-

toric page, never so much as called by
name. We know, from allusions both in

letters and in the later Hymns, that ln-r

husband loved her tenderly, and that ho

defended her position, whrn afterward

it came to be assailed, with a chivalry

rare enough in those times. AVr know

that she lived to bear him three boys, of

whom the oldest, at least, was born in

Alexandria, and we literally know no

more. The most probable conclusion,

and the happiest perhaps for her, is that

she died before her children, and while

still very young. She had, plainly, no

interest in her husband's literary work,

anymore than she can have sympathi/ed
with his philosophical opinions ; and it

was to the greater woman, earlier known

and always
"
platonically

"
loved, that

he still turned for sympathy and counsel,

and continued to turn until the end.

During the first year of his married

life, while yet in Alexandria, he wrote,

in answer to some severe criticisms on

his modes of thought and expression, a

sort of apologia, or history of his own

mental development, which he entitled

Dion, and dedicated to his unborn child.

But he would not publish it without

Hypatia's approval, and he submitted to

her judgment, along with the manu-

script of the Dion, the curious essay on

Dreams, already mentioned, written, as

he says, in one night, "or rather in

the latter half of one night ;

" " the one

effort being inspired by man, the latter

directly by God." To these,
"
by way

of making complete the number "
(that

I-, the number three, beloved of e\

Platonist), he added a copy of the 1 tt r

with which, when in Constantinople, In-

had accompanied the gift to a certain

great personage there of a silver a-

labe, or engraved chart of the celestial

sphere ; and, in the longest letter to her

which we have, lie earnestly requests

the impartial judgment of Hypatia on

th- value of all these productions. It

was probably favorable, since they all

exist; and the De Insomnii<. at least, is
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full f subtle
;

'cal suggestion,
and may still be read with

'

IJutin

none of them do we lind anything which

in tin- smallest degiv

upon > : hristian .

inovii, ly to be quoted how

far th il patriarch v. ;

in so regarding him.

nidria

i returned with h

and child to Cyrene. So good a
\

have felt that his place was

vere worse thai.

nt hack to lead for four years more

the sort of life which lie had i

. periods of harassing civic

and military service alternating with ever

and more precarious intervals of

the country home. The letters

:

iis time are numer-

ous and always high-spirited, if no long-
er particularly hopeful. Two more boys
wereh >ynesius; and when they
were old enough to hcgin learning, a lit-

n of Kuoptias, used to share

their studies, while a niece, the child, ap-

!v. of the heuutiful Stratonice, and

hy loth her uncles, was
'ie household. But

the year 409 brought n Midden arrest,

and wrought a great revolution in this

m and lal- :1. humane,

ip of 1'toli'mais. now the cap-
d, and it hap-

Sjnenm, as it had done five

and thirty years before to the great

Ambrose, to be named, while as yet un-

v popular acclamation, to the

no cases were after all not

ha layman

lawyer, was a Chi' tradi-

tion and ronvic: ..-n the

i Mills as
|.

Church, found him position of

painfu

day* was also a civil magistrate, clothed

.reat authority; and so far a- the

temporal half of hi

that he was

practical experience and the

oonfid- | spontaneously

reposed in him, to defend the rigl.-

interests of hi-

iier man upon whom their

might have fallen. But how about his

fitness for the spiritual functions

pate, the preparation of

mind, the initial and essential
g

in the risen Christ? Theophilus might he

willing to waive subtleties for the sake of

putting a strong man in a difficult place,

hut Synesins. in the rectitude of his pa-

gan conscience, revolted from so equivo-

cal a position.

The upshot of his mental conflict was
that ho set forth, in a letter addressed to

his brother in Alexandria, but expressly
intended to be laid before the Christian

authorities there, the fullest and frankest

statement possible of his own pi:

and opinions. Every line of this docu-

ment the most signifn -me re-

spects of all that have survived out of

that transition time is painfully

We must content ourselves with

a few quotations.

Dressing his deep sense of the

him by the people of Ptole-

md of the shame it would be in

him to accept that honor unworthily.

understand." he says.
" how it is

with me. ... I habitually li \ideiny days
between st n irausement. In the

study, especially of .1 can

isolate and absorb myself \ . hut

in my pleasures I am p. social.

You know that the moment I have shut

my books I am ready for any kind ..f

diversion. . . . But a bishop should be a

to the chat: amusement?.

thousand eyes are on him, s-

consistency of his life, whose ownei

derive scan

gsjte unless he be gi

things, and proof against any t
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to pleasure. Even in sacred matters he

is not free to think exclusively of him-

self, but should take thought for all, as

one who is a teacher of laws by which

his own conversation is ruled. The la-

bors of all devolve upon him, and unless

he is able to perform his task unaided

he exposes himself to universal blame."

Synesius goes on to say that undoubted-

ly there are men strong enough to move
without staggering under so enormous a

load, and at the same time keep the di-

vine spark alight within themselves, but

that he is not one of them. He is con-

scious of misdemeanors and stains with-

out number. But he who undertakes to

purify the lives of others should himself

be spotless. There is more than this,

however, and he cares not who knows
it.

"
Nay, rather I have written with the

express purpose of making clear to all

men my extreme reluctance to assume

this burden, in order that, whatever hap-

pens, I may have a conscience void of

offense before God and man, and espe-

cially before Father Theophilus. For if

I tell the truth about myself without

reserve, and then leave the decision of

my case to him, I ought certainly to be

clear of blame. God, therefore, and the

laws of my country, and the sacred hands

of Theophilus himself have given me a

wife, and I hereby declare to the whole

world that I will neither put her away
nor have clandestine intercourse with her.

The one would be contrary to divine, the

other to human law. Furthermore, it is

the wish of my heart to have a numer-

ous and noble progeny. There is also

another point, . . . concerning which he

(Theophilus), indeed, has nothing to

learn, but I must needs recall it to his

memory, pending future discussion, for

it is perhaps the most important of all.

It is difficult, I mail *</// if !s i/it/i'tssIMr,

that a truth scientific* t II i/ rfemonstr

and once accepted by the understand!";/,

should ever be eradicatedfrom the m im/.

Now you know that much of what is held

by the mass of men is utterly repugnant

to philosophy. It is absolutely imp.
ble for me to believe either that the soul

is created subsequently to the body, or

that this material universe will ever per-

ish. As for that doctrine of the resur-

rection which they bruit abroad, to me
it is a sacred mystery, but I am far

enough from sharing the popular view.'
1

He goes on to say that he does not him-

self believe in imparting transcendental

verities to the vulgar. The mass of men

ought, he thinks, to be approached in

another fashion. " If it were decent for

me to accept this charge on the condition

of thinking my own thoughts at home,

and telling fables to the people abroad,

neither teaching them anything new nor

disabusing them of old errors, but leav-

ing them exactly where they were before,

I might do so. ... As to preaching doc-

trines that I do not hold, I call God and

man to witness that this I will not do.

Truth is of the essence of God, before

whom I desire to stand blameless, and

the one thing that I cannot undertake

is to dissimulate. ... If
, therefore, after

this statement, which I have desired to

make as explicit as possible, he whom
God has empowered shall choose to en-

roll me among his bishops, I shall sub-

mit to the necessity, and regard my com-

mission as divine. I say to myself that

I should unhesitatingly obey any mandate

of the Emperor, or even of his meanest

officer, and how can I dally when it is

God who commands ?
"

Theophilus, as we know, had no hesi-

tation about accepting these terms. He
allowed Synesius seven months for de-

liberation and the study of doctrine, a

proceeding as irregular as was the ap-

pointment to high ecclesiastical office of

a man who had passed through n >:K t

the preliminary grades ; and so strong.

sometimes, during this interval, were th--

di-siiasions of the daemonic voice in Syne-
sius'sown breast that heco va-

rious letters, to having prayed for death,

and even meditated flight from his native

country, to escape the sharp dilemma.
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At the end of the period, howev-

n, and entered, with

little heart, indeed, but with hero

upon the duties of the sacred office.

The records of his brief and ai

episcopate are tolerably full, but we do

not propose to enter into them minutely.

All his fa\< lit- were pat aside.

He managed the temporal affairs of his

diocese with a vigor and ability which

answered the highest expectations of his

sponsor; he even launched, with signal

effect, the thunders of excommunication

against an incorrigible imperial officer.

-cientiously studied the Scriptures,

of which, at the outset of his ecclesias-

tical career, he confessed himself almost

completely ignorant, and, in the two short

homilies of his which we possess, he makes

no inapt use of that Biblical phraseolo-

gy which was then de rigiieur for a

preacher.

Less conventional, and indeed almost

nious, is a letter which In-

addressed to his clergy collectively, very
as it would seem, after assuming

office :
" I would have dared more than

one death to escape this charge, for which

myself so unfit. . . . How can I

ever, under the manifold pressure of

affairs, attain again to those joys of the

mind whose first condition is untroubled

leisure ? And to me and my kind, life

is barely livahle without such joys. I

myself am not equal to thU. Hut with

hey say, all things are possible,

even the impossible. Pray for me, there-

fore, and direct that prayer be made,
both publicly and privately, in every
church, \\hether of city, village, or coun-

try, if haply by hi I may find
rieathood a help rather than a

franc* to phiJoso/*/

Compilers of patrologies and eocleeiat-

tical biographers, most of all the learned

a i i.l indefatigable Druon, have done their

best, as they were bound to do, to repre-

he conversion of Synesius as au-

thenticated by the sacraments which he

must have received, to explain away the

anomalies of his position, to charge to

an oversensitive humility his obstinate

and distressful misgivings. To u- the

whole moral point and pathos of his

story lie in the fact that, for all his rec-

leep awe of the

episcopal office, he was never, properly

speaking, a Christian. A change of

heart
"
he hardly needed ; but whether

or no a change of the mature mi

impossible, as he had so simply and sol-

emnly professed his belief, it is clear

that, from the hour when Synesins's

manly scruples were overborne, his own
comfort of soul and poise of spirit were

fatally impaired. He does indeed ap-

peal, in his later hymns, to the Son of

God as Helper and Saviour. It is as if

he craved that Christian consciousness,

that sense of the personal sympathy and

support of One who had promised to be

with hi* people alway, which he must

have seen suffice to so many humbler

converts. But for him the access to that

visionary peace was barred. Private

calamities crowded upon him : his for-

tune melted away, his health was broken,

one after another his children were all

taken, his house was left unto him deso-

late. The old props were withdrawn;

the new sustained but imperfectly I

his friend Anastasius, after discussing

the case of Andronicus, whom he had ex-

communicated, he wrote, in the Richness

of his heart :

' With me the cure of misfortune has

h.-.-n fr. sll mi ifof< OH < ':: t- mpM 't

the soul has followed another. My very

ht the loss of my boy is now ag-

gravated by wrath
"

(over the affair of

Androniens).
" Do you know that the

day of my own death was once foretold

1 to me, and that it proved to be the day
on uhi.-h I was made bishop? My life

is changed indeed ! Formerly I passed

u-heartedly, as though it were a

continual feast-day, and I enjoyed human

honors and intellectual pleasures more

than any other man who ever embraced

philosophy : and this not merely because
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of my external advantages, but through
the strength and steadfastness of my own
soul. Now all is lost ; and the saddest

and most desperate part of it is, that

whereas formerly my prayers were al-

ways answered, now I have come to feel

that prayer also is vain."

But the days of this anguish were

mercifully shortened ; and, as the end ap-

proached, we find Synesius opening his

heart to his early teacher as he could have

done to no other living friend. There

are two more short letters to Hypatia,
and they run as follows :

" To THE LADY PHILOSOPHER :

Fate, which has taken from me '

many
and brave children,' has nevertheless not

taken my all. She cannot rob me of

the love of right, or of the disposition to

relieve suffering ; she cannot, please God,
transform my nature. I have hated in-

justice, as was meet. How gladly would

I also prevent it ! But the ability to do

this is among the things which I have

lost. It vanished before my children.

"The Milesians were brave men in days of yore.'
1

" There was a time when I had the

power to assist my friends ; when you
called me the providence of others, and

even accused me of abusing, on their be-

half, my influence with the great. I did

indeed employ the latter like my own
hands. Now, however, I have no re-

sources remaining, unless you can aid me ;

for I count you, like my honor, among
the good things of which I cannot be de-

prived. Your influence is still great, and

it would be impossible for you to use it

otherwise than nobly. I therefore recom-

mend to your protection and that of all

your friends, whether in public or in pri-

vate life, two very distinguished young
men, relatives, Nicaeus and Philolaus,

who desire to recover their patrimony."
1
Aristophanes, Flatus.

Later .still we h:i\ .

3 probably
the last letter of Synesius. It i> the rry
of a brave but heart-broke* man, a

faltering confession of mortal weakne.-s

and final defeat :

"I am dictating from my couch the-e

lines which I trust may find you well.

my sister, my mother, my teacher!

to whom I owe so much, who <1

every honorable name I can give you.

My bodily infirmity comes of the >ick-

ness of my soul. The memory of my
dead children overpowers me. Synesius

ought never to have survived his good

days. Like a torrent long dammed up,

calamity burst upon me, and the savor

of life is gone. If I cannot forget the

graves of my children, let me die. But

you, may you live and prosper ! Greet

all my more fortunate comrades for me :

the aged Theotecnus first, and after him

Athanasius, whom I loved like a brother,

and all the rest. And if there be any
other who is now very near your heart.

greet him too in my name as a cherished

friend, for your affection is enough to

recommend him. If you care for me

still, it is well ; if not, this too I can

understand."

There is no record of Synesius's death,

but it is supposed to have taken place

in 414. He had been some live years

bishop, and was about forty. If he died

in that year, one horror, at least, was

spared him. He did not hear that his

revered instructress had been torn limb

from limb in Alexandria, before the lii^h

altar of " the church w Inch is called Cae-

sar's ;

"
for this happened on th

of March, 415.
" Remember March, the Ides of March re-

member."

The successor of Synesius in the

bishopric of Ptolemais was named Kimp-
tin- ; but whether or no this was his own
less distinguished brother is uncertain.

Harriet Waters Preston.

Louise Dodge.
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ME UN T11K KTHK'S OF COOPERATIVE 1'liUlH

I BA.TO endeavored in
i paper

. some idea of the de\ -lopn.

:te,l Kindlon;

productive purposes. It will have been

>ds are be-

ing pui-Mied : one. in which :

simply springs out of cooperative con-

sumption, being set on foot with the capi-

tal economi/ed by its means, and carried

on, chit-fly ly the great Wholesale S

ties, for the primary benefit of the con-

sumer, whether or not any share of profit

is allowed to the producer ; the other, in

which production is set on foot with capi-

tal supplied or raised by the producer,
and carried on primarily for his benefit,

whether or not any share of profit is al-

lowed to the consumer.

The former method is evidently the

wide gate, the broad way, to success. 'II ie

1 has made itself; it has grown out

unfelt savings which result from

cooperative distribution. The custom

which is to make that capital fruitful is

to a large extent ready found. In treat-

ing the producer as a mere earner of

wages, even though you should make his

position an exceptionally favorable one,

you remain in the ordinary groove of

lift. Tli- other gate is nar-

il im-

plies effort, self-discipline, self-sac

part of the workers. They have

! market beforehand, even

they may hope t',,r xnppor
at least, of the coop.

They e

-kill iu the open mar-

themselves

supply hotli. and take up the difficult

task <: us M work-

ers, which alone tln-\ h:i\e considered

. the ].
c saw that even the most

that of the Leicester boot and shoe mak-

. 1. in point of extent of prod
far -hurt of the Leicester boot an<l

factory of the Cooperative Wholesale So-

ciety, out of wl. rang.
But this already shows the higher

cal, educative value of the latter f <

production. The former may de

in the person of the manager of the par-
ticular works, an honorable and bene-

volent employer, at the cost of an infini-

ti -Mm ally small amount of self-sacrifice

on the part of the hundreds of thousands

of members of the societies const i

the Cooperative Wholesal latter

can live only by the justice, pat

self- restraint, self-sacrifice, if need be, of

all concerned in it. The wonder is, not

that societies of self-governed pro<

should fail, but that they should succeed;

and it is to the highest credit of our

Ilritish working class that, undeterred

by previous failures, they should still U-

struggling onward by the narrow way,
and. it must be admit ted. with increasing

success.

That the narrow way was in fact also

the better way was formerly recognised
on all hands. The seventeen original

coOperators of Rochdale looked forward

to setting HP MI Delves to work

saved profits on consumption. But when

store after store slid into pro.l

without heed of any -

upon the profit^ of i \\lu-n the

Cooperative Wholesale Society sup-

pressed bonus to labor, and in course of

time claimed and exercised the right of

ling upon existing productive soci-

eties ii U its own work-

shops, the old idea of the worker'-

to claim a share in the profits

labor fell more and mor back-

was made it apt to be

made by the successful that the wide

gate and the broad way were the
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ones after all; that the consumers' appr<-

priatiou of all the proceeds of labor be-

yond a fair maintenance was the demo-

cratic ideal ; that social harmony was to

be the result of a perpetual tug of war

between societies for cooperative con-

sumption, producing all that could be

produced by them, and trade unions.

The apostle of this new doctrine was

a lady, whose sincerity and earnestness,

I hasten to say, are beyond all question,
the present Mrs. Sidney Webb, who as

Miss Beatrice Potter set it forth expli-

citly in her work on The Cooperative
Movement in Great Britain (1891).
Whilst restricting the term

" democratic
"

to that form of cooperation which starts

from consumption, she says, indeed, with

perfect candor, that "the cooperative
store and its dependent federations may
either be used as a great engine in the

oppression of one worker by another, or

as one of the levers whereby the British

working class may secure sovereign power
in industry as in politics, establishing on

a firm basis industrial as well as politi-

cal democracy. But," she continues,
" to

bring forth this child of promise we must

wit ness the intermarriage of the cooper-
ative and trade-union movements'; not

the dissolution of one by the other, but

the voluntary interdependence, on terms

of equality, of two opposite but comple-

mentary corporations, the citizens or-

ganized as consumers, and the workers

organized as producers."

Now, before considering the question

on the ethical side, let us look at it for a

moment from the practical. Who are the

consumers ? The producers and the non-

producers. Who are the non-producers ?

Children, the old, helpless invalids, idiots,

lunatics, loafers, criminals, except so

far as child labor, asylum labor, prison

labor, may add to the mass of ]>ro<hu
-

tion. Who maintains the non-producers?
The producers. According to the new

ideal, then, those who are merely dep-n-
dent upon the producers are to share in

fixing the conditions of their labor, and

[March,

the producers, even if enrolled to 1

man in a trade union. mu>t le ;il\vav> nu-

merically the weaker party, lint i. there

the least chance that all producers will

ever be enrolled in trade unions? What
do Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb say them-

selves in their History of Trade I'nion-

ism? They state the total number of

ascertained trade unionists within the

United Kingdom in 1892 at 1,507,026,

or only 3.98 per cent of the population.

No doubt the proportion of members of

cooperative societies is smaller still. But

what a difference as to resources ! The

total funds of registered trade unions in

England making returns at the end of

1892, according to the last Report of the

Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies,

were 1,546,306, an increase of 13,989

during the year. Let us assume that

the non-registered unions had an equal
amount of funds (which most assured

ly they had not). The result will be a

total of under 3,100,000. The --hare

and loan capital of cooperative societies

making returns for England (excluding
loan societies and trading banks) was

14,468,744, an increase of 997,717
over the previous year. Let us deduct

from this the 310,459 stated by Labour

Copartnership, the organ of cooperative

production, as the capital of productive

societies, although several of these are

registered under the Companies Acts.

There will remain 14,158,285. Accord-

ing to these figures, societies for coopera-
tive consumption in England have nearly
five times the capital of English trade

unions, but I have put the latter at what

must be a greatly exaggerated estimate.

since, with very few exceptions, the un-

registered unions are far poorer than the

registered ones. And thi> capital i- in-

creasing for the consumers, in propor-

tion to that of the trade unions, at : i

of over three thousand per cent. Nor is

thi> all. It is idle to look for any great
increase in the funds of trade uni<

the simple reason that all the skilled, well-

paid trades may be said to be now in
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And already, through the

ing of the unions of unskilled workers

upon the register, the average amount

per member of trade-union funds tends

iiis appears by a most val-

uable table in the Report of the Chief

Registrar of Friendly Societies for 1893,

page 56, showing that-the extra diligence

of the last two years in enforcing the re-

turns of trade unions has had the effect

ucing the average reported amount

of funds per member. In 1890, when

only 164 returns were received from 405

onions, the average per member was

1821. In 1891, when there were 356

returns from 493 unions, the average fell

17. In 1892, wlu-n 4L'S returns

were received from 441 unions, it fell still

r to 1476. Mr. and Mrs. Webb

say most truly that the influence of

trade unionism on working-class life can-

not be measured by the members actu-

ally contributing to the union funds at

any one time." Hut they candidly tell

us that " there are many occupations in

wliicb trade unionism is non-existent;"

that ** whole classes of manual workers

are practically excluded from the trade-

ranks by the fact that they are

not hired workers at wages ;

"
that in

"the trades in which the small master

I,
..i in uhich home work prevails,

: region almost devoid ot

trade unionism .

"
that "the great army

of laborers, as distinguished from me-

ners, or factory operatives, are,

in normal times, as unorganized an the

women workers ;

"
that,

"
except i:

unties, . . . trade unionism among
the farm laborers can scarcely be said to

exist;" that - the large class of tramway
and omnibus workers have, after a brief

rally, reverted to a state of disorganiza-
the great army of ware-

housemen, porters, and other kinds of

city laborers counts only a few hundred
trade unionists in all the kingdom ;

"
and

again, that " the branches of a labor union

are, for one reason or another, always
crumbling away, and the total member-
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is only maintained by perpetual-

ly breaking fresh ground.
-

\y this

shows that trade unionism, as a social

force, has nearly reached its limits of

influence ; that its expansion among the

laboring class proper has limits which it

can hardly pass, and adds but little to

its strength. Thus, if cooperative con-

sumption, claiming to regulate produc-
tion for its sole benefit, continues to

develop itself at the present rate, whilst

trade unionism must remain substantially
confined within its present limits, there

can be no possible
"
interdependence, on

terms of equality, of ... the < iii/.cns or-

ganized as consumers, and the workers

organized as producers," since the organ*
ized producers can never, under the trade-

union system, embody more than a frac-

tion of the whole. It is quite possible
that the strong artisans' unions may
at all events, for a time hold their own

against the cooperative consumers; the

weaker laborers' unions, the unorganized
labor nmssftfl beyond, must go to the wall

before them. The so-called intermar-

riage of the cooperative and trad* -

movements
"
means simply a new form

of social war, to the great disadvantage
of at least the poorer producers.

But ht .i, tun now to the ethical side

of the question. We must never, in-

deed, overlook the fact that production
and consumption are married in indisso-

luble u n i .. i , . They represent the fytole
'fel0 of all life. Man produces to

consume ; eomnmrn, if he deserves the

name of man, to produce. 'I hi- is true

,'heat and most npiritoal

production, the production of (Jood ; true

of our blessed Lord himself His -meat"

was to do the will ot Him that sent him.

h hi-* work. He did not thus

merely do good ; be fed upon the

And so it U true of every hum-

blest worker under him. Every luiiiii

ii nourished, like that of Christ, by
its own i-i-Jit doing* in fulfillment of the

Father's v

Nevertheless, as I have argued else-
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where before this, the divine element in

man is the productive one; the consum-

ing element is the terrene. The former

he shares with God, the eternal produ-

cer ; the latter he shares with all cre-

ated things. Production is essentially

unselfish ; the producer, even if he be a

rascal, gives away something of himself

in the act of production. Consumption
is primarily selfish ; the consumer, even

if he be a saint, takes something to

himself. There is, no doubt, an evil

production, of the burglar's and for-

ger's tools, the coiner's dies, the poi-

soner's drugs, the false weight and scant

measure, the jerry
- builder's house, the

lie tea and wooden nutmeg, and all the

foul products of adulteration and swin-

dling trade. But all that is only the mis-

use, by man's wickedness, of his own God-

given powers. Apart from this willful

misuse, all production is good, as adding
to the world's wealth, material, intellec-

tual, or spiritual. Consumption, on the

other hand, is in itself simply non-moral ;

can become moral only when bearing fruit

in production for the producer's and the

world's good. To subordinate produc-
tion to consumption is therefore to subor-

dinate the unselfish to the self-regarding,

the ethically good to that which has no

intrinsic morality.

Let us endeavor to test these positions

by examples. A man lives on the out-

skirts of civilization ; supplying all his

own wants and those of his family, sub-

sisting on the fruits of his tillage, the flesh

and milk of his herds and flocks, cloth-

ing himself and his with skins and wool.

He is essentially a producer ; a consumer

only so far as he is a creature of flesh and

blood. He has, no doubt, duties of h<>~

pitality, of humanity, towards strangers.

Those duties may rank, by national cus-

tom, as of high obligation. In some

countries, his very enemies, if he ha

lowed them to eat of his salt, in other

words, if he has treated them as members
of his family, may become temporarily
sacred to him. But has any stranger the

right, simply , imer. t<> 1 as he

pleases with the roults of the produ
labor and asMime the direction ut it?

Evidently not. Apart I'rom the claims

of a common humanity, to the consum. i

as mere consumer the producer owes ab-

solutely nothing.

Now let us suppose that the producer
does not or cannot supply himself and

his family with all necessary articles of

consumption. What he needs must be

obtained by means of an exchange with

another man, whether directly or through
the medium of money. To simplify

matters, let us take first the case of pure
barter. A, wanting something produced

by B, supplies something of his own in

exchange. In this case the rights are

obviously the same on both sides. Both

are producers, both are consumers ; each

is entitled to a genuine article, to full

weight and measure, and what he takes

ought to be a fair equivalent for what

he gives. Will it make any difference

if B, instead of producing the goods
that A wants, is able by some other

means to acquire them ? None what-

ever ; products will still be exchanged
for products, and so long as the ex-

change is fair there will be no robbery.

Introduce money as the medium of ex-

change : will the case be altered ? In no

wise: the man with money will be enti-

tled only to a fair equivalent in good-*, the

man with goods to a fair equivalent in

money. And now suppose that, through

the complex arrangements of society, the

one commodity that a man lias to sell is

his labor: what is the fair equivalent i'r

that labor ? Can it be anything short of

the whole net value which by his labor he

has added to the material on which he

has worked ? For labor, be it <!> ;

(and under theterm "labor" I include all

activities of body, soul, and spirit), is t lie

only live thing in the world, the only

thing which adds value to dead matter.

The Koh-i-noor would be valueless to a

tribe of apes, or of men leading mere

apelike, laborless lives. 1 1 i -uilt
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up out of the labor of the millions of

millions of men who have wrought and

a the beginning of the world,

:ig human society and human civ-

>n, and all the tastes and wants

which grow out of them. Wages, wher-

ever the product is sold at a profit, are a

mere advance of part ef that added value.

irchaser, as such, cannot possibly

have any primary claim to the balance,

which he has done nothing to create.

But whilst recognizing to the full the

abstract right of the producer to the

whole net value created by his labor,

let us never overlook the other side of

the question. Whatever value is creat-

ed by labor takes life only through con-

sumption, whether that of the producer
or of some one else. There is no use

in baking bread for no one to eat, mak-

ing clothes for no one to wear, building

houses for no one to live in. Creating

nothing himself, but only destroying, the

consumer nevertheless calls forth all pro-

duction. Even in the case with whirl i

we started, the outdweller from civili/a-

tion, who supplies all his own wants and

those of his family, prodtnvs only for

his and their consumption. As 1

before, man produces to consume, as he

should to produce. And in our

complex i i , where the human
want and the means of supplying that

want are often half the world apart, the

i mpt ion of a market,
as it is technically termed becomes

all -
important to the producer.

indeed comes in an il.-m.-nt distinct in

some respects from production, t'

'. mainly connected with it,

which in our diseased social state too

iHSumes quite uhnt m ;d importance,

: absolute tyran-

ny over both

that of ! . of tin-

distributer to a share in the proceeds of

production is a real though subordinate

one. And I am far from denying the

expediency, which is very generally re-

cognized by the associated producers, of

tig a share in the profits of produc-
tion to the consumers themselves. But,

different from the claim of the distributer,

this seems to me a matter of expediency,
and not of right.

If then we take the word *

produc-
tion

"
in the larger sense that modern

political economy is more and more dis-

posed to give it; if we view as pro-
ducers all who promote the world's

wealth or welfare, so as to include not

only the righteous statesman, the de-

voted clergyman, the earnest moralist,

the poet, artist, mu>ician, who does not

pander to evil thoughts and bad taste,

but even the singer of a harmless comic

song who by a hearty laugh refreshes

the spirit of some jaded worker, and the

helpless invalid who by her sweet pa-
tience in suffering makes all better men
and women who come near to her, we
shall find that, in point of fact, instead

of consumers' having any right to regu-

odu.-tion, the right is that of the

producers to regulate consumption and

mers. It is as producers, not as

consumers, that men may claim to restrict

the sale of poisons, firearms, intoxicat-

ing liquors, to restrain vice and .

: im.-. t i provide t\>r the sick and aged,
t< educate the young, to legislate and to

rule. To use an illustration which I gave
matter many years ago, an honest

producer who should chance to be cast

on a desert island with a inurd.

.i madman, a loafer, and a child,

would he in duty hound, so far as he was

ahl.-. to assume control over all the others,

r that purpose should or might hang
th.- inurdeivr out of hand, compel thief

and loafer to work, place the madman
I the way of mischief, and educate

the child. All the six would be equally

consumers, but the five non -
producers

would have absolutely no moral right to

resist the righteous sway of the single

producer*

I hold, therefore, that notwithsta .

the easy roccess so far of product!

reeled by the cooperative consumer, those
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h \\urkingmeii an- right who per-

sist in the more difficult task of d

ing their own production. But although
the right to a share of profits has leen.

in the main, the te>t of ditl'erence be-

tween the two methods. 1 hold as fully

as Mrs. Webb that the elimination of

all profit, the reducing of all trade to a

perfectly fair exchange, remains always
the cooperative goal. This. howe\er. al-

though she does not seem to see it, in-

volves the tumbling down of the whole

fabric of cooperative consumption as now
built up, since " divi

"
is the very mortar

that holds it together. She must know

that, even if still advocated here and

there, the attempt to sell at cost price has

been an invariable failure. And how

many tolls levied on the producer's work

does even cost price include ! On the

other hand, an interchange of products
between establishments of cooperative

producers affords a direct way to the goal.

At the present moment, the productive
associations in the English shoe and boot

trade represent an amount of demand for

clothing sufficient to maintain an equiva-
lent amount of cooperative production in

the tailoring trade, which might be paid
for in foot gear, at the fair value of the

exchanged articles ; the element of profit

simply disappearing on both sides in such

exchange. The formation elsewhere of

cooperative depots like the one now ex-

isting in London (Hart Street, Blooms-

bury), and the extension of this, would

greatly facilitate such transaction-.

In the foregoing observations, I have,

for the sake of simplicity of argument,
left out of consideration the case of those

larger and always more and more numer-

ous industries which demand at the out-

set large capitals. There are t\\ <

bringing these within thi .f true

(.operative production. One is that of

the initiative taken by an individual em-

ployer, Mr. Thomson, of Hndderslield,

for example, or Mr. Arthur Brownfield,

of Cobridge ; or again, of the admission

by societies for cooperative consumption,
like the Scottish Cooperative Wholesale.

of the worker to a share in profits and in

management. The other is that of the

employment or investment of trade-union

funds, beyond what is needed for the im-

mediate objects of the union, in coopera-

tive production. The latter, if the more

difficult, is, I believe, the more certain

way. And I think it is possible by 1

tion so to distinguish between the objects

of a trade union that whilst its coopera-

tive dealings should create legal rights

and legal responsibilities, its dealings as

a trade union should remain as now out-

side of both, until such time as, having

brought all production in the trade within

its hands, its functions as a trade union

would become superfluous, and it would

remain simply a guild. Interchange of

products between one such guild and an-

other would then be largely facilitated by
the habit already acquired of working

together for common end* through the

meeting together in annual congresses,

which are represented from year to year

by a permanent committee, and through
the personal knowledge which trade-union

officials have thus of each other. 1 f work

were prosecuted eautiou>ly and steadily

on this line, I see no reason why cooper-

ative production on any wale should not

eventually be carried on by the producers

themselves, supplying from their own col-

lected funds the neo ary capital, and

from their own ranks the future captains

of industry.
./. .17.
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important, if m-;

ii the modern economic

arts arc in the way- of >a\ in^ labor. The

rontury of invention wh:.- :ii'^ its

memorable, for

the reason that it has vastly increased

the resources of civil 10. During
thi> fcfc individual man has mani-

i his doing power by me
tl r. .nt iv iich have given

him command of natural i have

enabled him t)ic more effectually to ap-

ply the strength of his own body or that

of his di 1 animals. In his

ability to produce in all mechanical fields.

the average laborer of to-day is at least

thrice as effective as his ancestor was two

ties ago. It is indeed likely that

a close analysis of the conditions would

show that, in mechanical employments,
the pi power of men has in-

creased not less than fivefold over what

it was in the later years of the eighteenth
irs having

been greater in results than all the pre-

vious ages during which our kind had

'MLJ the lessons of employment.
iiich we have won

are yet to win. i of imvn-

to be attributed to the keen sense

that we have . \<* the

vast resources of the natural world, and
A Iiich they

can be combined RO as to yield a

sity of results.

the world as relatively Kim pie. We re-

I

the earth appeared to be a limited realm,

whose stores could be readily invent

We see it as a universe holding an in. -\-

haustihle store unknown, all

may be made useful t< man.

: intellectual
poft

the advance won in the memory of living

u all that concern* the resources

mankind.

'greater than is represented in ma-

pset. The triumph of our age
is indeed to !. found in the sense

manifold, the diverse, in nature.

By the diversity of employ 11;

have necessarily arisen in our modern

life, we perceive, or at least are begin-

ning to discern, that in our fellow-men

there is another universe, as rich in re-

sources as the physical world. So long
as occupations were limited in their va-

riety, as they were until this developed

age, it was a relatively simple classifica-

tion which had to he provided to i-

the several kinds of talent that could be

of service to society. Above the plane of

the common herd, whose peculiar capaci-

ties were no more considered than are

those of the sheep in the flock, there were

but a dozen or so fields of endeavor in

which talent was of value. The act

of the statesman, the sol priest,

the jurist, the phy-
with some few mino: ions, repre-

1 the walks of life upon which a man
of capacity could well ent*

placed by 1 be chain-.

any vocation, little account was taken of

the sp
- that he might pos-

sess. Difference^ in power were of course

rsities of talent,

those peculiarities of nature which, devel-

oped by education, i the person
for particular a<

til our own time, commonly disregarded.
'" men,

tal parts which fits each in i

specific duty, and makes every fairly edu-

person especial to some of

the manifold tasks of society, has not

1. Wecai:

note a ron n of th<

. HS .shifting of our pop;;'

to and :ig the vocations, as each

man look* for the exact
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which ho is fitted to do. Laborers and

employers are ever seeking to avail them-

selves of this diversity of talents ; in t

a large part of the gain in the economic

efficiency of the labor of our time has

doubtless come from this very modern

tern whereby the man may make a trial

of his talents by essaying various form*

of work, until he finds the task which is

his birthright. It is altogether probable,
we may note in passing, that the efficien-

cy of the American laborer, which is re-

cognizedly greater than is possessed by
his brethren of the Old World, is in a

considerable measure due to the freedom

with which he makes these essays.

So far as we have gone in this task of

exploring the capacities of men, as yet
indeed not very far, we have been led by
the needs of classified industries enfor-

cing a choice of men for each particular

kind of labor ; fitting one man, for in-

stance, to run a locomotive, and another

to care for a stationary engine. Thus,

in a way, machinery, from the simplest

to the most complicated, has become a

means of exploring the diversities of hu-

man nature, and is helping to show men

something of the meaning of their indus-

tries. It now seems certain that their

experience with the arts will react on

their conception of human nature, and

will lead to the study of each youth, as

not commonplace and uniform with all

others, but exceptional, and nnrevealed

by mere inspection.

It seems to be clear that the next great

advance in civilization should not be

sought, and will not be found, altogether

or even mainly in further conquests of

the outer world. Richer fields for ex-

ploration, those which will yield vastly

greater returns, are to be discovered in

the realm of human capacity ; in the

development of that store of qua;

which is latent in every well-conditi

man. Human intercourse is in its na-

ture so limited that it ordinaril

only a very small part of the

of the individual. Immemorial custom

has habituated us to accept the litll

our neighbor which is di-do>ed to us in

his aspect or his speech as a satisfactory

indication of the man. For the simpler

purposes of life these signs of quality
are sufficient, but in this new day. when
we have to fit men to do deeds of

ceeding variety and delicacy ; when, in

a word, we have to adjust the man to

his duty in a way that was not neces>

in the ruder and more primitive condi-

tions of civilization, these rude tests will

not suffice. In their place must come

a system wherein each person shall be

explored for capacity, and the task of

nurturing the talent shall receive the at-

tention which we already devote to our

mechanical contrivances, or to our domes-

ticated animals and plants.

The problem of gauging the capaci-

ties of man, particularly in the formative

period of youth, has been so far neglected
that there is little in the way of know-

ledge or prescription based thereon which

can serve in our inquiry. Here and there,

however, there are shreds of in format inn

that enable us to make important .!<

ments as to the variety which exists j n

the invisible kingdom of the mind. Per-

haps the most suggestive of these f i

ments of knowledge, which may he built

into the future science of mental diagno-

sis, has come to us through the system
of examinations that is pursued in tin-

honor work at Cambridge. KiiLdand. In

that system, the men who are separated

from their fellows by the possession of

mathematical talent are, f.i

subjected to a special training, which is

-tantially the same in all ca^es : they
are then submitted to a long-continued
examination, which is dearly contrived

hre :i Y.TV ju^t and complete testing

of their relative ability. Tin- candid

who are success fid are afterward arranged
in the order of their accomplishment. In

the opinion of those who have the ex-

amination in charge, the . he-

twren the highest senior wrangler and

the lowest honor man is fairly to be mea-
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in a scale containing several hun-

In another form of statement,

the senior wrangler, so far as this *<

is concerned, overtops the common man
as a great mountain does an ordinary

house-roof. And yet this vast difference

in native capacity is not revealed by any
of those tokens of which we take cogni-

zance in our association with men. The

existence of this peculiar ability would

have remained unknown even to its pos-

sessor save for the exceptional opportu-

nity \\hich i>atYorded by the prize system
which has been developed in Cambridge,

rtunately, no other important

quality of the mind has ever been sub-

jected to the systematic testing which

the tripos examinations give to that of

mathematics. It is doubtful, iml<

the various talents, some of them more

significant than this capacity, could In-

gauged with anything like the same ac-

curacy. There is no reason, however, to

believe that the range in the ability to

deal with formal relations in the compu-
tative way is any greater than that which

is possible in the other divisions of the

intelligence. The history of mechanical

invention clearly indicates that if we could

school men to their utmost powers in such

work, we should in the end find a like dif-

ference in their rapacities. So, too, for

poetic ability, for investigative work, for

the tasks of the soldier or the statesman,

or the many other branches of thought

re are those who h ill ra-

pacity is a common or united
,|

that if a man have mental p>
be turned in any direction, so that from

the same at: I we may, accoi h

to the make the poet, the states-

man, the soldier, or the discoverer of

natural order. I doubt if any
need teacher, who has been willing :

be taught by his experience, will affirm

this o
]

-..-i' which comes

to him is to the effect that capacities are

special ; that though mental strength

must be the foundation of all ability of a

profitable sort, the direction or set of tho

l'ial capacity is, in substantially all

cases, determined by the conditions of

inheritance ; that it is implanted in the in-

dividual by events which were shaped be-

fore he came upon the earth. We may
indeed compare the set of intell

power in particular directions to the flow

of streams over the hind. The course

of the currents is determined by c

not of the moment, but of antiquity. The
chances of the day may vary the amount
of fluid which the channels contain ; art

may divert the tide this way or that ; but

the drainage is in large measure shaped

by the structure of the under earth. la

the mind, this topography, as we may
term it, is clearly a matter of ancestral

experience, and is infinitely diversified.

It may he somewhat qualified by the

powers of education, but the essential

form remains to guide the stream of

life.

The diversity in tho nature of indi-

vidual minds is not limited to that mea-

sure which dt-jtends on the variety in tho

fundamental capacities. Each of these it

to be qualified by the exercise of others,

so that in the thought which

action wo commonly find several of the

prime factors of the intelligence showing
in the work of the moment It has to be

an unusually simple deed that does not

call for the exercise of the const r

imagination, the natural power*, the sym-

pathetic emotion, and many other

or less discrete qualities of
th.- mind

measure of these interactions is varied,

and from the variations in great part,

the effective differences in men.

We note some of these variations in tho

so-called mirror of the soul, the face, and

know full well that, in all the millions of

men who are and have been, no two are

ntenanee just alike ; yet the quality

of their thoughts is rloarly more tinlikn

than the order of their features. It may
be well that we can observe little

kindred ; if we could see them eir

they would perhaps seem so strange to
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us that the bond of sympathy could not

be preserve (1.

So far, the individuality of men has

been cloaked by the sense of the com-

monplace which envelops them ; with the

advance in the complication of soci<

it is now necessary to seek out the ]--
sibilities of its members, and to develop
the store of utilities which may there be

had. Such a result can be obtained only

by a very considerable change in the

ideas and methods of our education.

As at present contrived, our educa-

tional systems proceed on the assump-
tion that persons of the same sex and age
are substantially alike ; and further, that

the aim of training is to bring the young
to certain standard modes of thought and

action which experience shows to be best

for people according to their social or

intellectual casts; in a word, to bring
them into an accepted, a necessary state

of uniformity, in order that they may
fill their appointed stations. It is in-

deed essential that education should have

this result as its main aim, for the swift

succeeding generations have to be made

ready for duty and marshaled to their

places in life. It is owing to the suc-

cess that has been attained in this fun-

damental task that civilization has crept

onward and upward. Should it be in-

terrupted for one or two generations, our

race would fall back towards the undif-

ferentiated state whence it came. To
do this gigantic work at all, education,

like other industries of civilization, has

had to organize its methods so as to give

a good average "mill product," or per-

haps we might say, mintage. It is now

time that we began to consider a change
in methods by which the process may be

lifted to the higher plane of a fine art.

which differs from the grosser work in

that each piece is considered by itself,

receiving all the care that can be given
to it, and this without immediate refer-

ence to the money profit which is to be

made from the labor.

It seems perfectly clear that the full

value of a man cannot be extracted by
routine methods. It is, he it -aid. equal-

ly clear that the expenditure in thought
and action that will have to be direct-

ed to a really individuali/ed method of

education, which, from the hoginnin.

its task, with the youth, shall treat the

problem in the line-arts way, is greater
than society at present is able to afford.

Such an endeavor would demand for

each youth something like the personal

care which, in a few instances, learned,

discreet, and sympathetic parents of am-

ple means have been able to devote t

their children. Moreover, it should be

said that there are reasons why the

study of the youth, with the view of

certaining the peculiar qualities of his

mind, should not be begun at too early

an age. In the first stages of devel-

opment, the aim should be in the main

to awaken the elements of the mind

which are of general value, the sympa-

thies, and the race motives of honor.

as well as to provide the simpler tooK

which open the ways to thought and

action. We may therefore assume that.

during the period of infancy, education

should retain its present shape, and the

time should be devoted rather to the ;

of awakening the child's capacities than

to seeking out and nurturing those ex-

ceptional elements of value which may
constitute his individuality. -Ju^t when

the passage should be made from this

ideal of general culture to that of

tering the special capacities is not easy

to determine, and this for the reason

that mental growth differs exceed it

Some youths attain to their specialized

powers long before others have emerged
from the common p:ith< which are fol-

lowed in the earlier years of life. 1 len-

in. it may be noted, lies one of the most

evil results of the present sy>tem. which

assumes that like age means like growth.

During the period which precedes pu-

berty, children are much more alike than

rward, save for the exceptional de-

velopment of talents which, because "f
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i. ii;;i\ t rude themselves and

claim a premature place in th.-ir life.

ie change which takes place

mind as boys and girls pass to

the estate of men and women gener-

ally leads to the awakening of those

special powers which may be of high
value to society. It re as if nature, in

the earlier time, was occupied in laying

the foundations for the race life, and

postponed the growth of the more indi-

vidualized features until the time when

there was need of them. On this ac-

count, and so far as the majority of our

youths is concerned, it does not seem to

be very necessary to vary our educational

methods in any considerable way from

the present usage, in the period which

may be termed the childhood age. It is

perhaps too much to expect a change in

our system of education which will pro-

vide for the precocious children, those in

whom, during what should be childhood,

the mind departs from the normal rate

of advance, and takes on the qualities

that we are accustomed to find at a later

age. Yet as these abnormal children are

often so because of the very strength of

their individuality, ami may becoun- the

ablest of their gen* it is of the

utmost importance that their special

needs should be considered. In the case

of these youths of exceptional nature and

singular promise, it would richly profit

society to make pr<>
<r a special

education which should be fitted to their

i ir needs. As it is, their talents are

generally denied the chance of growth
v. hi. -h is so necessary to faculties at the

time they begin to spring into activity.

Assuming that in average youths the

most valuable elements of their mantel

dualities declare themselves at or

about the t

serted that at t .<! of education

there should begin a careful study as to

the tendencies . tellectual devel-

opment It will evidently cost m
the way of labor to do Mich work

Imps the most serious part m

will be to bring the world to a sense of the

importance of the task. It is much the

fashion to say to those who seek advice

concerning some young person who. in

the great awakening of the second de-

cade, shows a marked ability in a par-
ticular path uf thought or action, that

he or she should be kept at work in the

ishioned way, in order to lay a

good foundation for the special courses

that may begin at a later time. 1

tnnately, often, when the proposed foun-

dations are laid, the neglected talent has

vanished. To the naturalist who has

come to recognize the meaning of the

normal in organic life, this system ap-

pears to be excellently well contrived to

secure the extinction of nascent talent.

He knows full well that in all processes

of growth the inertias of inheritance

tend to keep the individuals to the aver-

age of the species. The tendencies to

depart from the normal are ordinarily

weak ; so that it requires peculiarly fa-

vorable conditions to permit them to at-

tain their possibilities. When, in the

d decade, the mind suddenly put*

forth its new shoots, those which are fos-

tered may well draw away the life from

the others. Kvcry one who has reached

middle life can look back and see how

certain motives of youth, though for a

;.(>ri<>d they may have been strong,

have wit h.-n-d from lack of culture, while

others, originally of lew

have, under favoring influence*,

mdation* of th<> mind or the basis

of activities. These facts point us to tho

i>ion that the easiest way in the

world to crush out a peculiar manifcsta-

f talent is to subject the youth to a

training which will develop the common-

place qualities of the mind in which it

seeks to spring.

The d ivision between the primary and

; >nd U \ H i.o.-i I - blWhf in

t;.,- : .in.- r elM tii- Itedisl Oii.-h :IP-

ordinarily placed in the grammar-school

grade, should in the main rest upon the

principle that the diversification of talent
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becomes most active at or about tbe age
of puberty. In the lower, or, as it would

be better to call them, the easier grades
of work, tbe aim should be to imbue the

minds of the young with the motives of

the race, and to provide them with the

simpler tools of education. The next

step should be to introduce a sufficient

variety of studies to afford an oppor-

tunity for a discerning teacher to lea in

the quality of his pupils. It is easy to

suggest this work, but it is difficult to

formulate it so that it may have a real

value. The matter is one of such impor-
tance that I venture to set forth some

suggestions which have a foundation in

observation.

An experience of thirty years as a col-

lege teacher has shown me how desir-

able it is that young men who come to

the later stage of their formal education

should be effectively introduced to their

new helpers. Of late, as dean of the

Scientific School of Harvard University,
I have had a large correspondence with

the masters and teachers of secondary
schools concerning the young men they
send up to Cambridge. I am glad to

say that from many of these instructors

there comes a clear account of the previ-

ous mental history of the student, an

account which enables me to see some-

thing of his nature as it has been re-

vealed to the discerning eye of his mas-

ter. These teachers evidently make

good use of their chances to learn the

bent of their pupils, and their advice

concerning it is in almost all cases of

very great value. In general, howe

the statements are too vague to be of

service. They say that the candidate is

morally all right ; that he is a good or

fair student, or, at the worst, that he is

erratic ; rarely, indeed, is there a hint

that he has shown this or that particular

capacity or incapacity.

This experience, which 1 lelieve to be

common to all who have had to do with

the task of continuing the work of the

secondarv schools in institutions of col-

legiate grade, indicates some very uravo

defects in our system of education. It

is easy to see that in the education of

a youth the knowledge of his qualities

which the instructors acquire is only less

in value than that which is gained by
the student himself; but neither 1:

nor in other countries is any systematic
effort made to preserve this kno\\ 1<

and transmit it from the primary to

preparatory school, or, what is more im-

portant, from the latter to the university.

On each occasion when the youth pa

to a new school, the chance is that he

has for a time to be treated in a purely

categoric way, without any reference to

his individual powers. His work is laid

out for him with no reference to his

natural bent, and his special talent larks

the sympathy which is the breath of life

to any rare quality of the mind. In

my experience, it requires, even with a

practiced person, one or two years, in

order, without any knowledge of a stu-

dent's previous history, to become well

enough acquainted with him to serve as

his guide. When, as is often the <

the young man instinctively, or because

of the ill treatment which his "
hobby

"

has received, hides his light under a

bushel, it may be yet more difficult to

discern his quality. Tims the youth is

seen to be heavily burdened by this

fatal lack of knowledge concerning his

possibilities, knowledge which should in

some way have gone with him in his pa<-

sage from one school to another. He is

fortunate if the absence of system in this

matter does not very seriously diminish

hi* chances of development.
To show the hindering nature of tlii*

ignorance, let me present the condii

which will be met at the beginning of the

! academic year in the Harvard

entific School. At that, time there will

appear about two hundred new stud

men who desire in part to obtain a gen-

eral education in science for

of the culture which it may afford, but

who in larger me; h to enter on
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work < 1 1 r- 1 1 aracter which may fit

;.>r employment as engineers
rious kinds, as architects, chemist-

geologists, or teachers in various sub-

jects. In determining the plans of study
which these men are to pursue, it would

be desirable to know not only their own
lives in a complete way, but those of

their ancestors for some generations. In

place of this acquaintance there is only
the personality of the youth, which of

course is much ; his account of himself,

which, like all personal diagnoses, is apt

to be erroneous ; and the record of his

school or entrance examinations, which

is even more likely to be deceptive.

The dean, or the adviser to whom the new

comer is committed, may do his best to

interpret these living enigmas who are

entrusted to his care, but he would have

to possess supernatural powers to divine

all he needs to know. Often the result is

blundering and discouragement for both

the parties in the work. To a great cx-

these ills might be avoided if the

indices of the student's character and

. such as are to be gathered in the

- schools, could be sent with him

when he enters upon his new courses.

There seem to be but two ways in

which we may hope to mend the breach

in our educational system which comes

he lack of information concerning
when they most need the ad van-

tages that < -n might afford.

One of these ways would be to have the

connection between the fitting-

and the universities so intimate that the

teachers of the two grades would consti-

tute one body, having a common know-

ledge of the pupils. Although it is com-

mon enough, in thU country, to find

Colleges which maintain titling

within their halls, the system has never

fotm.l t...-...r v.ith the better class of these

institution re, though the exper-
iment of such a close connection, devised

to secure a better integrated education,

would be interesting, it is perhaps not

while to discuss it further.

vay is so to unite the secondary
schools and the universities that the teach*

era of the schools may feel that they do

not part from their pupils in the last

stage of their education. If it could

be so contrived that the masters of the

academies should be enlisted among the

advisers of the pupils, giving counsel

concerning their first steps in the final

work of their training, a strong point of

advantage would be gained. We might

expect to develop a sense of responsi-

bility with reference to a youth's educa-

tion which would bear equally upon the

authorities of the academy and of the

university. As a first step in this direc-

tion, it might be suggested that each stu-

dent, at his matriculation, should have, as

a part of his introduction to the univer-

sity, not only the formal and generally

useless certificate of good moral charac-

ter and of fitness to pursue a course of

study within its halls, but also a statement

as to what is known of his mental pecu-

liarities, his aptitudes and inaptitudes;

these are ascertained in the class-room of

a good fitting-school more clearly than

they can be by any system of entrance

Miations.

It may be objected to this plan that

the teacher* in the secondary schools will

fall into the way of . rfunctory

statements, or that their judgment will

be of little value, and that they will not

like to have this responsibility impressed

upon them. Tome- tionsseem

of no weight. As a class I hare found

these men to be very judicious persons*

dose observers of character, and in most

cases knowing the qualities of th-

pils in a measure to which a university

teacher, because of the method

tion which have to be panned by him,

cannot usually hope to attain. There

can he no question that their help in the

grave matter of planning the later steps

of education would be of great value. It

may also he urged against this project

that it would diminish the independence
of the student in the new life which the
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university opens to liim ; that it would

tend to tie him to his past in an unde-

sirable way. To one who sees that the

gulf between the academy and the uni-

versity is a serious evil, this objection

will have little weight. Therefore we

may assume that a statement of each stu-

dent's capacities and other mental pecu-
liarities should be sent, as a part of his

record, to the university which he is to

attend.

Of late years, the custom has grown in

this country whereby students are taken

on certificate, without special entrance ex-

aminations, from the fitting-schools into

the institutions of collegiate and univer-

sity grade. Although there are grave ob-

jections to this method, it has one most

important advantage in that it serves to

ally the fitting-schools in spirit with the

institutions to which their pupils go forth.

If these certificates were so planned that

they would make a real presentation of

the individual qualities of the student,

and especially if the schools were from

time to time inspected and approved by
the universities, in the manner now adopt-
ed by Harvard through its

" schools ex-

aminations board," the advantages aris-

ing from the system would be so great
that they would much outweigh the evils

which it might bring. By adopting it,

the universities would not only clear

away the difficulties of the entrance tests

and the evils of cramming which attend

them, but would ally the better fitting-

schools with their interests in an immedi-

ate and effective way. The schoolmas-

ters would no longer feel that their ta>k

was done when their pupils were admit-

ted to the universities ; they would know

that the reception was due to the estimate

which they themselves had placed on the

qualities and attainments of the youths.
If this practical union between the fit-

ting-schools and the universities should

be established, the result would be that.

in time, each iit ting-school would 1

the place of preparation for some higher
institution. This is, on many accounts,

a most desirable arrangement, it indeed

it is not a necessary preliminary to the

unification of our higher education. A
proper integration of the work of the

student after he leaves the grammar-
school grade demands that the n

of each fitting-school should have clearly

in mind the methods and resources of

the university or college with which it is

connected. They need to keep in close

touch with that establishment, for contin-

uance of the educational task they share

demands a keen sense of the moti\

methods of the institution with which

they are collaborating. Such a relation

as this between the schools and the col-

leges or universities cannot be :i

plished without an essential unification of

their work. Thus contrived, a school

could advantageously prepare men for

only one seat of the higher learning.

So far as the private schools and en-

dowed academies are concerned, the ar-

rangement above proposed is not only

feasible, but is to a certain extent already

effected ; it is evident that there is a nat-

ural tendencytowards this alliance ol-nch

schools with particular colleges. In the

case of public high schools, however, the

practicability of the plan is It s elear.

These schools should not become objects

of contest on the part of the uni verities of

this country, as in such a plan of action

would be likely to occur. Still, it might
be hoped that the pupils who went thence

would be helped by such an account of

their abilities as would enable those who

had to see to their further education to

undertake the task intelligently.

It may appear to those who hav

faced this problem of the unification of

education that too much importam
been given to the need of a knowledge

of the past history of the pupil which

can be transmitted from one school to

another. I mu-

perienoe had taught me better. I too

should have held that the he<t plan with

a youth was to put the resource- of learn-

ing before him. leaving him to find his
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profit
iu a way thai hi tuality

determine; and this, iu part, at

least, for the reason that the judgn
10 be cultivated by the responsibili-

I laid
ti]>'>i

1 hirty

yean of life as a teacher have served to

increase my reverence for the individu-

n, and have indeed coir.

me that the first duty of a university of-

ficer is to develop that quality in youth-.

At the same time it has been made plain

that the only effective method of attain-

ing this end i> through the most intimate

knowledge that can be obtained concern-

ing the pupil, and that all the informa-

tion which can be gained from his pre-

vious history and that of his ancestors is

scarcely enough for the need. In look-

ing over the instances where I have been

able to help young men iind the way to

their talents, I see clearly that almost all

the fntoflftftj have been due to a

acquaintance with their qualities. It lias

-i' ten been the case that a former

teacher of the youth has given me the key
to the problem, a key which I could

not have found by any personal study.

It is well to remember that in other

. win if a -lions are subjected to

more strenuous criticism than in :

education, the rule is to search the facts,

t no one man for a judgment
No man, before the law, can be deprived

chances in life without the vote of

a full jury and the amplest chance to

present proof. Something of the same

care is due from educators toward > the

Imtluijit ..!" t;il. nt which i* possessed by
U, and which, however small,

may be the gui r place in the

world they are preparing to enter.

to neglect of the indi-

1 capacities of a student's mi mi. to

which oar system leads, may be stated in

t way which iu general will sum up
the considerations of the preceding pages.

Society, owing to its nature, is ever de-

manding peculiar talents. In this age of

mechanical industries, the necessity for a

varied educational product is increasing

at a very rapid rate. To meet this need,

it is essential for educators to seek out

those in my opinion, by far the greater

part of the youth who have a special

fltnoaB for certain kinds of duty. T I it-

various abnormal powers of young peo-

ple which we term talent are in most

cases exhibited about the age of puberty,
or about the time when they are in the

secondary schools. Unless these tender

shoots of exceptional ability are noted

and cared for they are likely to perish.

Therefore it is of the utmost importance
that those who instruct the young in this

period of their lives should watch for

those buddings of development which are

of good promise, as they have to do for

those other aberrations which are in their

nature degrading. Where the capacity

is discovered, it needs to be nurtured, and

the knowledge of it should be sent to the

teachers who are next to take charge of

the youth's education. This transmis-

sion can be most ly accomplished
the im-n in the two schools know

iher; win-re, in a won!, the institu-

tions are united by means of a full under-

>tandingas to the joint work which they

have in hand. But in whatever measure

and manner it can he done, it will be pro-

fitable to undertake it. I f our education-

al syM 1 have been deliberately

devised, and this in the light of modern

. care would doubtless have

been taken to arrange the work in such

a manner that youths would not ha

curred the risk of neglect which arises

from the separation between the prepara-

tory schools and those towhich they next

pass. As it is, the system is firmly rooted

in custom as well as in certain conven-

iences and nsesstitin. so that the most

that can be done now is to remedy the de-

fects as best we may.
iler.
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WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY.

THE time is not long past when a

certain condescension in foreigners
"
easi-

ly gave us pain. There was little achieve-

ment behind us as a people to awaken
us to national self-consciousness and to

a realizing sense of our own great possi-

bilities. Time is changing all that. The
men have come, and some, alas, are al-

ready gone, of whose achievements we

may well he proud wherever we are. In

the battles for the conquests of truth

there are indeed no distinctions of race,

and it needs no international congress to

tell us that her champions all belong to

one great army. One, of name and fame

oversea, is cut down in the van, and an-

other, his fighting days past, drops out at

the rear, and becomingly we mourn for

their loss, and rejoice in their goodly war-

fare. But now Whitney is gone, and our

joy for his life is all the more glad, and

our sorrow for his loss is all the more sor-

rowful, because he is indeed ours, because

he is an American. And we call, as did

David lamenting for Abner,
" Know ye

not that there is a prince and a great man
fallen this day in Israel," yea, and like

Jonathan, "in the midst of the battle?"

It is fitting that we pause a little, and,

in the spirit of generous laudation, pay
tribute to the memory of our illustrious

countryman. And not only this; it is

meet that we consider the significance of

a genuine scholar's career, the lesson of

a noble life of service. It would be vain

to endeavor, within the present narrow

limits, to rehearse or to characterize with

any completeness the achievements that

make up this remarkable life. Many ac-

counts l of it have been given of late in

the public prints. Here it is feasible only
to present, by way of selection merely, a

few facts concerning Mr. Whitney which

1 Most notable among them is the one by
Professor Seymour of Yale, in the American
Journal of Philology, vol. xv.

may serve to illustrate certain essential

features of his character and fundamen-

tal motives of his life.

And indubitably first in importance no

less than in natural order is the great
fact of his heredity. William Dwight

Whitney was born in 1827, at North-

ampton, Massachusetts, and in his veins

flowed the best blood of a typical New

England community, of the Dwights and

the Hawleys, heroes of the heroic age
of Hampshire. His stock was remark-

able for sturdy vigor, both of body and

of intellect, and was in fact that genu-
ine aristocracy which if it be true to

its traditions will remain, as for gen-
erations it has been, one of the prime

guarantees of the permanence of demo-

cracy in America. Few places in this

land have produced a proportionately

greater number of distinguished people
than has Northampton. Social advantages
were thus added to those of birth, and to

all these in turn the advantages of dwell-

ing in a region of great natural beauty.

It was in William Whitney's early in-

fancy that his father moved into a dwell-

ing built oh the precise site of the Jona-

than Edwards house. This dwelling was

the second in a row of six neighboring

houses, all of which could boast of mmv

or less notable occupants. In the ;

lived Dr. Seeger, who was educated at

the same school and time as Schiller, at

"the Solitude." Beyond tin- Whitneys*
was the house in which livid Lc\\

Hopkins, the father of Kdward \V. Hop-

kins, the Sanskrit scholar, of Bryn Mawr.

The fourth was the original 1>

of the Timothy Dwights, in which the

first Yale president of that name, and

Theodore, the secretary of the Hartford

Convention and founder of the New York

Daily Advertiser, were born, both grand-
sons of Jonathan Edwards. The adjoin-

ing place was the home of the elder Syl-
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vester Judd, and of his son, Sylveeter,
ii.u- of Margaret. And the sixth

was occupied by the Italian polit-

ical exile, Gherardi, and later 1

William Alien, ex-president of Bowdoin

College.

Whitney Was a mere boy of fifteen

wh.-n he entered Williams College as a

Ni;.h.iinore. Three years later (in

he had easily outstripped all his class-

mates and graduated with the highest

honors; and with all that he found

ample time to range the wooded hills

of Berkshire, collecting birds, which he

himself set up for the Natural History

Society. The next three or four years
were spent by him as clerk in the North-

ampton Bank, with accounts for his work,

German and Swedish for his studies, or-

"jy and botany for his recreations,

and music for his delight, unless one

should rather say that all was his de-

light. These oft-mentioned studies in nat-

ural history I should not linger over, save

that their deep significance has hardly
been adverted upon in public. They
mean that, even at this early age, Whit-

ney showed the stuff which distinguishes
the genuine man of science from the

jobbers and peddl-i -, >t learning. They
mean ; him, the gift and habit

iinpivjudi.vd reflection upon what

he himself saw wen

(rings us to a critical period in

the determination oi his ear***. In the

optedias, Whitney is catalogued as

a famous Indianist, and so indeed he

was. But it was not because he was an
Indian i*t that he was famous. Had he

t
devoted his life to the physical or natu-

ral sciences, he would doubtless have at-

tained to equal, if not greater eminence.

Truly, it is not the what, l.ut the kow!
That he did devote liims.-lf to Indology

appears to be due to several facts which

were in themselves and in their concomi-

tance accidental. First, his elder brother,

Josiah, now the distinguished professor
of geology in Harvard University, on his

return from Europe in 1847, had brought
with him books in and on many languages,
and among them a copy of the second edi-

tion of Bopp's Sanskrit Grammar. Sec-

ond, it chanced that the Rev. George .

Day, a college-mate at Yale of Professor

Salisbury, was Whitney's pastor. And
third, he met with Ednard Desor.

There is in possession of Professor

Whitney of Harvard a tattered volume
of his father's called the Family Fact-

book. It is, I am sure, no breach of

coniidence if I say, in passing, that this

book, with its varied entries in all varied

moods and by divers gifted hands, is the

reflex of a most remarkable family life

and feeling. In it, among many other

things, are brief autobiographic annals

of the early life of William Whitney,
and in its proper place the following

simple entry :
" In the winter of 1848-

49 commenced the study of Sanskrit, en-

couraged to it by Rev. George E. Day.
In June, 1849, went out with Josiah to

Lake Superior as 'assistant sub-agent*
on the Geological Survey." To Wil-

liam Whitney were entrusted the bot-

any, the barometrical observations, and

the accounts. And although tin

thology was not formally entrusted to

him. tln-iv is al.undant f\id.-nce that he

was habitually on the lookout for the

birds, with keen eye and with ait

ear. He must, already in the spring,

have made some substantial progress by
himself in San r his first pub-

lished article, entitled On the Sanskrit

Language, a translation and abridgment
of Von I5.ihl.-n. ap|MMi-,-.l in the August
nmnhrr ,.f the HihlioUieca Sacra for

and must therefore have been fin-

M,. d before he left home. With him,

accordingly, he took his brother's copy
of Bopp.

Besides the two brothers, there was

a third 1 1 1.in -of-power in the little com-

pany that spent the summer among the

swamps and mosquitoes of the great

copper region. That man was Edoard

Desor, already a young naturalist of dis-
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tinction, uiul afterward> tamou> both in

science and in public life in Switzerland.

He had come only a short time before.

with Agassi/., and as his friend and in-

timate associate in scientific undertak-

ings, from Neufchfitel to Cambridge. J 1

was by nature full of the purest love for

science; and that love had been <miek-

ened to ardent enthusiasm by his own

work, and by his intercourse with other

bright minds and eager workers whom
he had known in Paris and Neufchatel

and in the Swiss glacier-camps of Agas-
siz. Small wonder if the intimate re-

lations of that summer's camp life in

common gave opportunity for potent in-

fluence of the brilliant young Huguenot

upon the brilliant young Puritan. It is

to Desor, and to his words and example,
that my Cambridge colleague attributes

in large measure his brother's determi-

nation to devote himself to a life of sci-

ence rather than to business or to one of

the learned professions. That the cho-

sen department was Sanskrit may be

ascribed in part to the accident of the

books thrown in his way ; in part to the

interest of the language and antiquities of

India, intrinsically and as related to our

own ; and in part to the undeniable fas-

cination which the cultivation of the vir-

gin soil of an almost untrodden field has

for a mind of unusual energy, vigor, and

originality.

William Whitney has left a full and

interesting journal of this summer.

Tuesday, July 24. while waiting for the

uncertain propeller to come and rescue

them from the horrible insect pests, he

writes from Copper Harbor: "For my
part, I intend attacking Sanskrit gram-
mar to-morrow." And then, on W- i

day :
*

I have, after all, managed to get

thro the day without having recourse

to the Sanskrit, but it has been a narrow

escape." And five weeks later, from

Carp River :
t; Another day of almost

inaction. m.>t intolerable and difficult

to be borne. How often have I longed
for that Sanskrit grammar which I so

foolishly sent down before me to the

Sault !

n

The autumn of IM'.l. accordingly,
found him at New Haven, and in com-

pany with Professor lladley, studying
under Edward Elbridge Salisbtn

Professor of the Arabic and Sanskrit

Languages and Literature. The \

Indologist of Berlin. Professor V

has said that he and Professor Roth ac-

count it as one of their fairest honors

that they had Whitney as a pupil. To
have had both a Whitney and a lladley
at once is surely an honor that no Amer-

ican teacher in any department of philo-

logy can match. In a man who

was beclouded with the slightest mist of

false pretension or of sellislmess, we

may well imagine that the progress of

such pupils might easily have occasioned

a pang of jealousy. But Mr. Salisbury's

judgment upon them illuminates his own
character no less than that of his pupils

when he says, "Their quickness of per-

ception and unerring exactness of nc<|iii-

sition soon made it evident that the

teacher and the taught must change

places."

We have come to the transition period
of Whitney's life. He is still a pupil,

but already also an incipient n

" 1850, Sept. 20. Sailed for Germany in

the steamer Washington. Spent three

winters in Berlin, studying especially

with Dr. Weber, and two summers in

Tubingen, Wlirteinberg, with Professor

Rotb." Thus runs the entry in the

Fact-book. A few lines later we read :

"
Leaving Berlin in April, 1853, stayed

six weeks in Paris, three in ( )xfrd. and

seven in London (collating Sanski it man-

u-cripts). and then returned in the steam-

er Niagara, arriving in Boston Ai

Sucb is the modest record that COY-

three momentous years of tin? beginning
of a splendid >cientitic career. For in

this brief space he bad not only laid

broad and deep foundations by studies

in Persian, Arabic, Egyptian, and Cop-

tic, but had also done a lar^e part of the
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,
i i nary work for the edition of the

-a-Veda.

Meantime, however, at Yale, hi-

ored teacher and faithful frit

disbury, with true and self-for-

1 zeal for the progress of Oriental

s
"

(these are Mr. Whitney's own

words), had been diligently preparing
the way for him ; negotiating with the

corporation for the establishment of a

chair of Sanskrit, surrendering pro tanto

his own office, and providing for the en-

dowment of the new cathedra ; leaving,
in short, no stone unturned to insure the

fruitful activity of his young colleague.
Nor did hope wait long upon fulfillment ;

for in 1856, only a trifle more than two

yean from his induction, Whitney had,
as joint editor with Professor Roth,
achieved a most distinguished service for

by the issue of the

of the Atbarva-Veda, and that before he

was thirty.

In September, 1869, that is to say,
in the very month in which began the

first college year of President Eliot's

administration, Whitney was called

to Harvard. It reflects no less credit

upon Mr. Ki iot's discernment of charac-

ter and attainments than upon Mr. Whit-

ney's surpassing gifts that the youthful

president should turn to him among the

very first, for aid in helping to begin tlu>

great work of transforming tin- provincial

college into a national university. The

prospect of losing such a man was mat-

gravest concernment to all Yah*

College, and in particular to her faithful

benefactor, Professor Salisbury. With-

in a week the latter had provided for

the endowment of Mr. Whitney's chair

upon the ampler scale made necessary

by the change of the times; and tit.

i -rations which made against the

transplant!!!.: ..i" tho deeply rooted tree

had, unhappily f-.r Harv..

to prevail, and Whitney remained at New
Haven.

It was during his studies under Mr.

Salisbury, in May, 1850, that he was
VOL. LXXV. NO. 440. 26

elected a member of the American Ori-

Mr. Salisbury was the

life and soul of the society, and, thanks

to his learning, his energy, and his mu-

>ce, the organization had already
attained to "

standing and credit in the

world of scholars." Like him. Mr.

Whitney was a steadfast believer in the

obligation of which the very existence

of scientific societies is an acknowledg-
ment, the obligation of professional
men to help in "

cooperative action in be-

half of literary and scientific progress ;

"

and, more than that, to do so at real per-
sonal sacrifice.

The first meeting at which Mr. Whit-

ney was present was held Octol

1853. More than thirty -three years

passed, and he wrote from the sick-

room,
" It is the first time in thirty-

two years that I have been absent from

a meeting of the American Oriental So-

ciety, except when out of the con:

His first communication to the society

was read by Mr. Salisbury, Octol*

1852 ; and his last, in March, 1894, at

the last meeting before his death. Of
the seven volumes, vi.-xii.. of the so-

ciety's Journal, more than half of the

contents are from his pen, to say nothing

of his numerous and important papers
in the Proceedings. In 1857, the

onerous office of the society, that of

responding secretary, which from the

in- carried with it the duty of

..In in- the publications, was devolved

upon him ; and he bore its burdens for

twenty-seven years. Add t. t his eighteen

years as librarian and six as president,

and we have an aggregate <

yean of official service. The American

Philological Association, too, is under

deep obligation to Wh.tn.N. He was

one of its founders, and, very fit

its first president. F<r many yean he

was one of the most attendants

at its meetings, a valued counselor, and

one of its most faithful helpers and con-

tributor*.

It may perhaps be a small matter, but
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it is yet a significant one, that, after
j

ing his Oriental Society assessments for

about thirty-five years, at last, and when

facing mortal illness, he paid over the

considerable sum required to make him-

self a life member. A little later, for

the candle still burned, and with strict-

est injunction of secrecy during his life-

time, he sent to the treasurer his check

for a thousand dollars of his modest sav-

ings, to help towards defraying the so-

ciety's expenses of publication, and in

the hope that it might serve as a "
sugges-

tion and encouragement to others to do

likewise."

Added to all this was his service in

keeping up the very high scientific stan-

dard of the society's publications. The
work of judging and selecting required
wide knowledge, and the making of ab-

stracts, much labor ; while the revision

or recasting of the papers of tiros un-

skilled in writing demanded endless pains-

taking, not always met by gratitude and

docility. All this cost him a lavish be-

stowal of time, of which hardly any one

in the society knew, and that for the rea-

son that he took no steps to have them

know. So exemplary was his freedom

from self-seeking in all his relations with

the society.

The rehearsal of the titles of Mr.

Whitney's books and treatises would

give to this paper too much the charac-

ter of a bibliographical essay ; and be-

sides, it would merely tend to impress
readers who are accustomed to count

volumes rather than to weigh them. His

distinguishing qualities, as reflected in

his work, are everywhere so palpable

that it is not hard to describe them. Per-

haps the most striking and pervading
one is that which Professor Lounsbury
calls his "

thorough intellectual sanity."

In reading his arguments, whether con-

structive or critical, one can hardly help

exclaiming, How near to first principle-

are the criteria of the most advance* 1

theories and high-stepping deliverances !

With him, the impulse to prick the bub-

ble of windy hypothesis upon the dia-

mond-needle (as the Hindus call it) f

hard common sense was often irr-

tible, and sometimes irresistibly funny.
Witness this passage from his boy Mi

journal :
" On entering the river [the

St. Mary's], we found CIUM 1\ s in an ar-

chipelago of small islands, which stre:>

from the Sault down to the foot of the

Georgian Bay. says [that]

actually visited thirty-six thousand such

islands, . . . which in my opinion is a

whopper. To have done it, he must have

stopped upon ten a day, every day for

ten years." This may seem trivial. In

fact, it is typical. It is in essence the

same kind of treatment that he gave in

later life to any loose statement or

travagant theory, although printed in the

most dignified journal and propounded

by the most redoubtable authority.

Breadth and thoroughness are ever at

war with each other in men, for that nun

are finite. The gift of both in large mea-

sure and at once, this marks the man
of genius. That the gift was Whitney's
is clear to any one who considers the

versatility of his mind, the variousness

of his work, and the quality of his re-

sults. As professor of Sanskrit, techni-

cal work in grammar, lexicography.

criticism, and the like lay nearest to him ;

but with all this, he still found Mn -n^th

to illuminate by his insight many q

tions of general lin-ui-lic theory, the or-

igin of language, phonetics, the dillinilt

subjectof Hindu astronomy and the
,j

tion of its derivation, the method and

technique of translation, the science of

religion, mythology, linguistic ethnology,

alphabetics and paleography, and much

else. Astonishing is the combi nation of

technical knowledge in widely di\

fields which appears in his elabor;

annotated translation of the famous San-

skrit astronomical treatise called Surya-

siddhanta, and which, again, he brought

to hear upon his criticisms of earlier and

later attempts to determine the age of the

Veda by its references to solar eclipses,
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and by its alleged implications respecting
the place of the equinoctial colures.

But not only iu respect of contents were

Whitney's writings of conspicuous i

he had also the sense of form and pro-
i. that sense, for lack of which

the writings of many a scholar oi

leai-11 ing are almost nugatory. At twenty-

two, his English style had the charms of

si in
|
dicit y, clearness, and vigor, and they

held out to the last And what could be

more admirable than his beautiful essay
a veritable classic The Vedic Doc-

trine of a Future Life ? His subjects,

indeed, if treated seriously, do not lend

themselves to the graces of rhetorical

or ornate writing ; and his concise and

pregnant periods sometimes mock the

flippant or listless reader. But his pre-

sentation, whether of argument or of sci-

generali/ always a model

of lucidity and of orderly exposition and

due subordination of the parts. This was
a matter on which h-- felt deeph
his patience was often sorely tri

papers for whose slovenliness in diction,

arrangement, and all the externals of

which he was a master, the authors fond-

ly tiiought that their erudition was for-

sooth an excuse.

Indeed, for the matter of printer's

manuscript, more than once has Boeht-

lingk, the Nestor of Indianists, taxed

him home with making it too good; de-

claring it a wicked sin to put time on
MII h t playfully admitting
the while that he had kill.-,! off with his

own desperate copy I cannot remember
how many luckless type-setters in the of-

lic.. ,,f th- Kli-i.U, Ara.lrmx.

Where there was so much of the best,

t feasible to go into details about

all. Yet I cannot on on of some

masterpieces. Very notable is his

Language and the Study of Language,
a work of wide currency, and one which
has done more than any other in thU

y to promote sound and intelligent
news upon the subjects concerned. It

deals with principles, with speculative

questions, and with broad generalizations,

the very things in which his mastery
of material, self-restraint, even balance

of mind, and vigorous logic come admi-

rably into play.

Of a wholly different type, but not

one whit inferior withal, are his Prati-

cakhyas. These are the phonetico-graiu-
matical treatises upon the text of the Ve-

das, and are of prime importance for the

establishment of the text Their distin-

guishing feature is minutiae, of marvel-

ous exactness, but presented in such a
form tliat no one with aught less than a

tropical Oriental contempt for the value

of time can make anything out of them
as they stand. Whitney not only oat-

Hindus the Hindu for minutiae, but also

such is his command of form ;

ally recasts the whole, so that it

a book of easy reference.

As for the joint edition of the Athar-

va-Veda, it is a most noteworthy fact

that it has In -Id ii- own now for thirty-

ei^ht years as an unsurpassed model of

what a Vedic text-edition ought to be.

1! Index Verborum to the Atharva-

Veda, a work of wonderful complete-
ness and accuracy, is much more than

its name implies, and may not pass with-

out l.rief mention, inasmuch as its ma-

terial formed the basis of his contribu-

to the Sanskrit-German lexicon

published by the Imperial Academy of

Russia. This great seven-vuluined quar-

to, whose steady progress through the

press took some three and twenty years,

is the Sanskrit Stephanos. Americans

may well bo proud of the fact that to

Whitney belongs the distinguished honor

of being one of the four " faithful col-

laborators
"

who, next to the authors,

Boehtlingk and Roth, contributed most

to this monumental work.

Of all his technical works, his San-

skrit Grammar, with iu elaborate sup-

plement The Roots, Verb-forms, and

Primary Derivatives of the Sanskrit

Language, forma the crowning achieve-

ment Here he casts off the bonds of
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tradition wherever they might hamper
free scientific procedure, and ap-

proaches the phenomena of language in

essentially the same spirit and attitude

of mind as that in which Darwin or

Helmholtz grappled the problems of

their sciences. The language is treated

historically, and as the product of life

and growth ; and the work is filled with

the results of scores of minute and far-

reaching special investigations. The
amount of material which is here sub-

jected to rigorous and original methods

of classification and scientific induction

is enormous ; and none but those who
were familiar with his writing-table can

well realize the self-restraint that he used

in order to bring his results into moderate

compass.
In all these technical works there is

little that appeals to the popular imagi-

nation, and absolutely nothing to catch

the applause of the groundlings ; but

much, on the other hand, to win the con-

fidence of the judicious. It was there-

fore natural that Whitney should be

sought as editor-in-chief for what is in

every sense by far the greatest lexico-

graphical achievement of America, The

Centuiy Dictionary. And despite the

ability and size of the editorial staff,

we may well believe that this office was

no sinecure. For the settlement of the

principles of procedure demanded the

full breadth of learning, the largeness of

view, and the judicial temper of a mas-

ter mind. Among the great body of his

countrymen, this will be Whitney's best

known monument.

Mr. Whitney was a genuine lover of

nature and of the world out of doors

no less than of his books ; and so, with

his keen sense of humor and love of fun.

he was a charming companion for the

woods and hills. Physical courage, too,

abounded, often with a daring impulse
to meet bodily ri>k and danger, as when

he climbed the so-called Look-off Pine,

about one hundred and thirty feet hitdi.

a monarch overtopping the primeval for-

Whitney. [Maivh,

ests of the Ontonagon lu\ i. and broke

off its top as a trophy ; or as when,
with his brother. In- indul-vd in the

youthful escapade of pa>sinj the forbid-

den point of the spin- of Stra>>lur^
Cathedral by clambering out and around

the point of obstruction on the outside.

and of mounting thence towards the

summit as far as there was any op-nin^
within the spire large enough to contain

a man's body. He was intensely Amer-

ican, in the best sense of the word ; and

his patriotism, aside from its loftier

manifestations (of which a moment la-

ter), showed itself in some lesser ways
not unpleasing to recall. In describing
his passage through the wilds of the De-

troit River, he says in that youthful

journal,
" There was little difference in

the appearance of the two sides ; but I

endeavored to persuade myself that the

American offered evidence of more ac-

tive and successful industry than the

British."

I venture to quote in part the words

and in part the substance of a recent let-

ter from one of his old pupils. Tl-en- is

no one, said this pupil, whose privilege it

was to know him more intimately, who

could not speak of the deep tend

underlying his ordinary reserve, of his

profound sympathy with difficulty and

misfortune, and of his ever-trad fast loy-

alties. Of the last a touching illustra-

tion is found in his remembrance of the

Schaal family, in whose house a?//

i he lodged during his Tubingen
summers of 1851 and 1852. Nearly for-

ty years later he wrote to this pupil.

then in Tubingen, asking him to seek

out the Schaals, and to be the lu-arcr

of kindly messages to them. Friiuh in

Schaal spoke of the delight her mother

and herself had felt at the messages sent

them by the professor who had br.-..m,.

so celebrated, but who had not foi

them, and showed th<- visitor Professor

Whitney's room, all unchanged, a typical

Studentenzimmer; in the middl. a long,

plain table, and by it an uiicushioiied
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. tir. That. iid -li. . irtl 1'roiV-sor

. and in it he used to sit

>tirs at that table, almost u

:_,'. When he moved th,-

than a little. 1 knew that it was ti:

take him his mug of beer, and

of bread. And, aa a very
small :/irl thru. I wondered at the table,

whi -h was covered with little bite of pa-

per, which he had arranged in a certain

i was very particular th

one should disturb. The only adornHUM it

whi< h he had in the room was an Amer-
ican flag draped over the mirror; and

on th. Fourth of July he said he would

work an hour less than usual, as it was

the anniversary of American indepen-
dence. The flag was the symbol of a

assion ; and in his toils for truth

he felt that he was working, tirst for

the welfare, and second for the glory of

his country. And as for the latin-, how

many an American student in Germany
has been proud of the generous recogni-
tion of Whitney's success ! Years ago,
continues the letter, I was exchanging a

few words with a famous Orientalist The
Herr Professor kindly asked me from

what part ;n. . New
Jersey, I told him. and his face grew

very blank. I know Connecticut, said

he. And he knew Connecticut, as did

his colleagues, largely because he kn.-\v

Whitney. So much for the letter of a

loving and beloved pupil.

It suggests withal an inquiry : What
was the secret of Whitm y's great pro-

t he first instance, that

goes without saying, his native gifts.

in true that native gifts

are always fruitful. Next to them came
his power of discerning what was the

really important thing to do, and hi*

habit self-imposed, and enforced with

Spartan rigor of doing something every

working-day upon that really important

and, above all, of doing that some-

thini; tir-:. Su,-h MM hU n-ulai i:v that

oven th- din- H66SS*ilJ whi.-h S*QM in

1882 of moving from one dwelling-

into another did not break it.

44 Even moving," he writes,
'* I exj

find consistent with regular doses of

Talavakara, etc." The " art of judicious

ng" was a household word in his

family, a weapon of might; its impor-
tance to the really great is equaled only

by its perilousness in the hands of the

unskillful. His plans were formed with

tin (inspection, with careful counting of

the cost, and then adhered to with the

utmost persistence, so that he left be-

hind hint nothing fragmentary. We may
change Goldsmith's epitaph to suit the

case, and say that Whitney put his hand
to nothing that he did not carry out,

Hi/ill </xo</ ineepit iion perfccit.

And what shall I say of the lesser

virtues that graced him ? As patient at

the earth, say the Hindus. And endless

patience was his where patience was in

place. And how beautiful was his gen-

tleness, his kindness to those from whom
he looked for nothing again, his grati-

tude to those who did him a service!

And how especially well did the calm

dignity which was ever his wont become

him when he presided at the meetings
of learned societies ! How notable the

\ with \\hieh he presented his pa-

pers ! No labored reading from a manu-

script, hut rather a simple and facile ac-

count of results. An example, surely !

He who 'had the most to say used in

proportion the leant time in saying it.

And this was indeed of a piece with

his m,,~? v mplary habit, as editor of

the publication* of the Oriental Society,

of keeping hi- n name no far in the

background. For how genuine was his

modesty of bearing, of speech, and off

ml!
And in harmony therewith wax his

reverence for things hallowed.

ll mutt* not UmMlf to hare ttriJ.
toiler oo th^imth. of ,

not Um who lorn

Aswn ide towards things sacred,

o also was it towards those who went
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before him in science. He did not speak

sneeringly of what they, witli lesser light.

had achieved. And to him Aristotle

was none the less a giant because some

dwarf on a giant's shoulders can see far-

ther than the giant himself.

If I may cite my own words used on

a former occasion, Whitney's life-work

shows three important lines of activity.

the elaboration of strictly technical

works, the preparation of educational

treatises, and the popular exposition of

scientific questions. The last two meth-

ods of public service are direct and im-

mediate, and to be gainsaid of none ;

yet even here the less immediate results

are doubtless the ones by which he would

have set most store. As for the first,

some may incline to think the value of

an edition of the Vedas or of a Sanskrit

grammar to say nothing of a Pratiea-

khya extremely remote ; they certainly

won for him neither money nor popular

applause; and yet, again, such are the

very works in which we cannot doubt he

took the deepest satisfaction. He real-

ized their fundamental character, knew
tbat they were to play their part in un-

locking the treasures of Indian antiquity,

and knew that that antiquity has its great
lessons for us moderns ; further, that the

history of the languages of India, as it

has indeed already modified, is also yet
to modify, and that profoundly, the whole

teaching of classical and Germanic phi-

lology, both in method and in contents ;

and that the history of the evolution of

religions in India i-> destined to exert a

powerful influence for good upon the de-

velopment of religious thought and life

among us and our children. He labored.

Wi [March,

and other men shall enter into his la-

bors. But it is this "
faith, the asMiranro

of things hoped for," TriWis e/\7rio//-

vo)v vTrooTao-is, which is one of the

most vital attributes of the true scholar.

In the autumn of 188G came the 1

ginning of the end. an alarming disor-

der of the heart. Adhering closely to a

strictly prescribed physical regimen, he

labored on, according to his wavering

strength, heaping, as it were, tin- already

brimming measure of his life-work. His

courage, his patient learning of the art

of suffering, his calm serenity in facing

the ever-present possibility of sudden

death. this was heroic. And through
it all forsook him not the two grand in-

forming motives of his life, the pure
love of truth, and an all-absorbing pas-

sion for faithful service.

With this love of truth, this consum-

ing zeal for service, with this public

spirit and broad humanity, this absolute

truthfulness and genuineness of charac-

ter, is not this life an inspiration and an

example more potent by far than years
of exhortation ? Is not this truly one of

the lives that make for righteousness ?

And what then ? On the tympanum of

the theatre at Harvard are inscribed in

the Vulgate version those noble words

from the book of Daniel :

QVI-AVTFM IMXTI VI I

FVLOEBVNT-QVASI .-I'M M >\l I I KM A M I N T I

ET QVI-AD-IV8TJTIAM I l:\MVM M\

QVA8I 8TELLAE IN PEKI . V \- \

W< may say them of him: And they

that be wise shall shine as the bright

ness of the firmament; and they thai

turn many to righteousness, as tli

for ever and ever.

Charles Rockwell L<n}tn<n\.
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MAJOR AND MINOR BAI;

FOR those who believe there

hing as a long poem, that the

ite of If ders it not a

poem, this must seem the day of great

things in verse. If there was ever a

the short poem was a main

staple of production, that time is now

upon us. And not only does this 1

the separate pieces of verse, but it

is a day, too, of small books. Per hap-
there will not be a great lamentation

over the passing of epics and live-art

tragedies. Economists would tell us that

the railroad and the telegraph have

changed all that. It inut he. then, in

answer to some call from the law of

supply and demand that the output of

thin hooks of verse, very thin bo

so plentiful. It is, in a word, the day
Minor Bard. The expression of

moods is possibly more than ever a ne-

cessity for man. Moods have taken a

<:-y
of their own in the chart of

the emotions, and it is the mission of the

Bard to give them the outward

\\hieh may or may not keep
from passing into \plored

regions where many a mood in the pre-

vious history of the race must have been

bet
Will it savor too strongly

vords to remark that the term Mi-

nor Bard may be taken with s,.ino sub-

tler r< i <> the key in whirh many
of the songs of the hour are pi

has been our fortune to read in I

paratively short space of time a large
numb* ii books, and it takes

. characteristic that juality

of sadness which we are all wont to

recd-^ni/e as a n..te of our d--raden 00H-

tury. If the poet t

sion, a to all good author

;* the spirit of his age, and in the

of books to be passed forthwith in

review necessarily not exhaustiv.

singer will be found in many instances to

be engaged in this his proper task.

sequence is easy to follow : first, a spirit

of sadness abroad ii

a band of singers ; third, a collect

books that do not make for joy.

One hardly need say that there are

bright exceptions to this tendency. Far
be it from us, moreover, to say that in the

longer productions some of the truest

poetry is not found, and still farther

that the bards are completely i.

Where the line of demarcation between

the greater and the less should be made,
their own consciences and the insight of

Mil readers will usually tell.

Let us begin with one whose place is*

fortunately, not open to quest ion. A
new book from Mr. Aidrich is a thin;;

to be thankful for, and in his Unguard-
es and Other Poems l there is a

bountiful share of the work which pos-

sesses just the kind of beauty one has

learned to expect. Most of the poems,
if we mistake not, have had their first

i the magazine. It is of course

in a volume that th impression

is first to bo felt There is in them am-

ple evidence of the familiar delicacy of

imagination and touch. None but tho

most -M have v

erses as A Shadow of the N

ulok. Broken Musi.-, and parts of

Klimvood and White Kdilh : and rarely,

in the lighter vein, does one come upon
such grarcfulncM in narrative as At

Nijnii-Novgonxl and Nonrmadee dis-

play. Indeed, it may be said, and espe-

thnt the technique bean so many marks

of a master in the inger*s art that the

poems could be well liked even if their

Gate* omd Qtfcr Potm*. By
TBJOMAJI BAILKT ALDRICB. Boston and New

Hooifhton, Mtfflin A Co. 1806.
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inspiration lacked the charm it holds.

This feeling makes us the bolder to won-

der how so careful a critic of his <>\vn

writing as Mr. Aldrich could have let

one line in the verses to he sure, rather

informal on The Sailing of the Auto-

crat creep into the book.

" Look lively lest yourselves get caught,"

would pass in many books without caus-

ing the moment of disappointment it

gives one here ; but it is not our purpose
to cavil at motes when there is so much
to enjoy, or to pass on to another book

without a word of appreciation of Foot-

notes as the happiest of titles for the

hard-worked quatrain.

A younger poet, to whom we turn with

interest and expectation, is Mr. William

Watson, in whose volume of Odes and

Other Poems *

many will look for an an-

swer to the hope that the good promise of

earlier work is hearing itself out. The an-

swer must be that in the best poems of

the book this hope is abundantly carried

on, if it is not raised to greater heights.

Ode, as used by Mr. Watson, is a rather

swelling title for what others might call

a poetical epistle to a friend. The volume

opens with several such pieces of verse,

and in one of them, to H. D. Traill, the

poet is seen, as before, at his best, or

something very like it, in writing of his

art of poetry. Again, in stanzas of The
First Skylark of Spring he sings of song
with an equally true note. But this is

no longer the distinguishing note of his

work. His eye is perhaps more than

before turned inward, and some of the

intensity of self-knowledge finds its way

clearly into such lines as his Vita Nu-

ova and the latter part of Lakeland Once

More. A sterner gift is shown forth

in some of the sonnets, notably in tin-

three called The World in Armour,
which may surely be said to have a kin-

ship, which the author would pri/e. with

1 Odes and Oth-r Poems. By WILLIAM
WATSON. New York and London : Mac-mil

Co.

Wordsworth, in the vigor of tlu-ir con-

ception of man in his largi-r political re-

lations. These are really noble sonnets,

and a few of the others do not fall

below them in impressiveness. Such

passion as Mr. Watson's work reveal

still intellectual rather than emotional.

He is still a disciple of the school in

which Matthew Arnold studied unm-i-

Wordsworth. Was it not Matthew Ar-

nold himself who likened style to well-

fitting, comfortable clothes, showing a

man at his best, and hampering none of

his movements ? Somewhat in this way
Mr. Watson has style. His movements

are not nimble ; they are rather those

of a dignified, clear, unhurried person,

thoughtful more than impulsive, yet not

lacking in intensity of feeling,
*'

Strong without rage, without o'erflowinp:

full."

There are, again, a few poems which

might have been spared, but the book, as

a whole, makes an impression of firmness

and power. The poet must not be left,

however, as a person with all the virtues,

and none of the graces, and to show that

the less rigorous emotions are not wholly
stricken from his creed, we must quote
a graceful lyric, one of the few lighter

bits in the volume :

THE PROTEST.

Hid me no more to other eyes
With wandering worship fare,

And weave my numbers garland-wise
To crown another's hair.

On me no more a mandate lay

Thou wouldst not have me to obey !

Bid me no more to leave unkissed

That rose-wreathed porch of pearl.

Hi all I, where'er the winds may list.

Give them my life to 1m 1

'

Perchance too late thou wflt bo f.iin

Thy exile to recall in vain !

liil in.- no more from thee depart,
For in thy voice to-day

I hear the tremor of thy heart

Entreating me to stay ;

I hear . . . nay, silence tells it beet,

O yivldi'd lipH. O .-.ptive breast!
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it of Mr. Watson which

i I looks of v

one lias the gr;i of see-

. ILT in the altogether," and

ing the complete progress of his

The t< i liich has been

wards very

occasional poems is happily found to be

in large measure, indeed, a later ten-

In tin- five books here dom- into

one there are many poems heartily to be

and a few to which it is a genuine

pleasure to return more than once. Per-

10where more than in the second

book, The Celestial Passion, are these to

be found. The feeling, in this volume

religious, is very true, as Holy Land,

a sonnet, and The Voice of the 1'iin-

will show. In the next book, A Wo-
man's Thought is welcome as an old

friend ; and still farther on, who will not

be glad again to hear the barking of

Leo"? The subdivisions of each book

into parts is, to a reader's sense, some-

what subtle, and the rivulets of text

and meadows of margin do not always

please the eye ; but having seen the body
of the work, one may be sure that a sin-

gle smaller book of high excellence could

-a-ily be made by judicious selections,

and of how many contemporary poets can

this l>e .said ':

After this manner two poets ffbni

ovrr-rax an- |in^cnt-d to Ann-Mean

readers, though in the case of the first,

.-.'
J the seh-ition has not

been carried to such a point as to make
the volume a small one. From his total

howeVIM U'oodberr \

chosen such poems as body forth the

jnalities point* h insight and

skill in tht- In The poet is

clearly shown " on his own recogni-

sances
"

to be worthy of the place he ha*

< Rook* of Song. By RICIIAK

OX GILDER. New York: The Cent

UML
* SJtction* from lit Poem of A*br,y d*

Edited, with a Preface, by GBOOOS Ei>-
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as a pure worker in hi^h \

These, as many know, are largely drawn

Irish history and t . espe-

cially in the days of early C!

Without a strong element of popular

appeal, the work has dignity and eleva-

tion. That it is not altogether modern
one may partially infer from the fact

that little of it belongs to the fait

short poems ; indeed, the greater part of

the book is made up of long extracts

from longer works. The sonnets, songs,
and personal verses which follow them,

all speak from a sensitive heart, capable
of warm and understanding friendships.

To what Mr. Woodberry has said of the

poet it ini^lit not be amiss to add at

least the conclusion of the sonnet to him,

in William Watson's book, at which we
have just glanced :

" Not mine your mystic creed, not mine, hi

prayer
And worship, at the fiaongninnd Crow to

kn.

Bat when I mark your faith how pore and

fair,

How baaed on love, on naainn for man'*

weal,

My mind, half envying what it cannot share.

Reveres the reverence which it cannot feel"

I'll.- M < ond book of selections from a

poet not thoroughly kno

will give many readers a first acquaint-

ance with Art ImrO'Shanghnessy.' Mrs.

Moulton's account of his life and work

is sympathetic and temperate. To all

her recognition of the poet's qualities of

IU'HS and fine sense, his modern

yet medievally mystic thought* of the

soul and. n. > K-xs. of tin* hody before

and aftn death, we would add a word

touching a power in him \\hich we should

not expect a woman to overlook. This

strange understanding of women.
... I,,, , ,. i. !..

'
I

: i ..

wARi> \VoonnRJUiT. ai

IfMmUlan * Co. 1M.
'.Mr VSkaWjk*,**, II - I.if.. and hw
with Selection, from h Poems. By

Louis* CHAXDLSM Mm I.TOX. Cambridge
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they could hardly have read them for

themselves or from one another. Per-

haps as well as any other the selection

from Chaitivel will show this inner know-

ledge. The Dream and A Love Sym-
phony are wholly the work of a poet
and a lover, as The Fountain of Tears

is the song of a true singer. Withal it

must be said that O'Shaughnessy touched

rather than attained the element of per-

manence, and is a poet for the few, not

for the many.
Related by nationality and mystical

flavor to his work is the thinnest book

of our collection, The Land of Heart's

Desire,
1

by Mr. W. B. Yeats. It is a

little Irish play in verse, and tells the

story of a new wife called on May eve

to join the fairies, with whom more

than with her matter-of-fact relations

all her kinship lay. It is an attractive

piece, with the true poetic feeling which

mast thrive by the side of a true flavor

of fairyland. Nor is it undramatic in

its way ; one can easily conceive the ef-

fect upon spectators, as upon the char-

acters in the play, of the troops of fair-

ies, unseen but felt, coming to the door

and dancing through the house. In all

the play there is a sort of modern old-

worldness that sets it apart as having a

charm of its own.

From these singers of other lands let

us turn to a few of the New World. In

one of his sonnets, Mr. Aldrich, peering
into the future of ** this young Land,"

asks:

"What other singers shall the womb of Time

Bring forth to reap the sunny slopes of

rhyme ?
"

With a dozen or more new books of

new bards under our eyes we cannot

fear that the reaping is to be given over.

The value of the harvest remains si ill

to be seen. In Mr. Carman's Low Tide

on Grand Pre*
a one of the most individ-

ual new notes may be detected. When
1 The Land of Heart'* Desire. By W H

YEATS. Chicago: Stone & Kiml:ill. 1804.
2 Low Tide on Kmnd I'r. . \ Book of

one has complained of the mannerisms,
of the evasions, as they seem at times,

of sense in sound, of the suspicions
that the poet himself is not always quite
sure of his intentions, tho fact

i

that the writer is a poet, and that tin-

volume as a whole casts over the ivader

the spell which poetry only can

One does not care greatly for words like

"unhaste," for phrases later than

Spenser like " the footing of her feet,"

and for finding the singer and his themes

so often in what the Concord philoso-

phers would call a state of between-

?iess.

" Between the roadside and the wood."

"Between the woodside and the road."

" Between the winter and the sea."

These are three of the states, and there

is yet another, but in a stanza which has

a characteristic charm :

" Because I am a wanderer

Upon the roads of endless quest,
Between the hill-winds and the hills.

Along the margin men call rest."

One does not care to get out a geography
and place these roads ; it is enough that

they lead one into the vague land of ima-

ginings. Many verses in the book might
well be pointed out as showing this land to

be far too vague. Yet the impression left

by a few such poems as The Eavesdrop-

per, The End of the Trail, and Tl,.

abonds, and through them by the entire

volume, is that of a singer filled with the

mystery of the north, with a spirit of un-

rest,
"
unhaste," too, if you will, in

vast sympathy with the persons S

son spoke for in the Apology for Idh-rs,

and one shall we not say? with the

class of vagabonds described by the Old

English Statute printed with the charm-

ing poem in thrir praise. Inaction and

dreams demand their song no less ih:m

stirring life, and of them Mr. Carman

sings in this book. Of the means to his

Lyrics. By BLISS CARMAN. Cambridge and

Chicago: Stone A Kin .ball. 1MU.
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end all prai-e is to be spoken, for

rial.ly If uses tlie simplest metres, so mu-

sically woven that one does not stop to

think of tli-ii- -implicity. and the n-

which by reason of it is put upon the

A more careful criticism of hi-

own work will hrii)'_f liiin <>ne day, we

hope, to drawing ! >ns be-

tween the really hcautiful parts of it,

and the exercises of imagination and ex-

pression from which the restraint so well

borne in his rhythms is absent.

On the title-page of Songs from Vaga-
t

l Mr. Carman's name is joined
with that of Mr. Richard Hovey, or, as

the verses within the volume show his

more familiar name to be,
" Black Rich-

.r Dickon." Perhaps the book

is best to be regarded as a piece of elab-

orate fooling ; for certainly the three men
in the waning moon whose images appear
on its cover cannot take it very serion>ly.
" Free

"
is the note struck at the out-

{
off of conventional

trammels i< the constant theme of re-

The liberty that is sung is ap-

parenth >f the kind which Milton iden-

.-. itli something eUe. Yet after all,

like certain e..ll,--i:in> who make a boast

quite

MO of being as bad as they wish

to seem. Of the t>M in th--ir More An-
i it is written,

" H moral, lire mixed, bat hi* will U fixed."

is very firm, hut the

of t)ie morals seems a little more

Dg than dreadful. It must ! frank-

ly Mid that there is a good share of rub-

hish in iii- cannot but

the ingenuity of MH h rhymes as

tree-toad, three-toed, vetoed, and Oou-

fkxfa, Bluenotr, who know*. Now and

there is a note, if we mis-

take not, in which Mr. Carman is recog-

>
Song* from Vagabondia. By BUM CAR-

MAN an. 1 Ki. IIM:I. II. -VI 9, \\, .,t-,n C.-r ] ,.,.{

A '

.

<.,ed of the Level Land* of the Great

s best, as for example in The

Mendicants :

" Let him wear brand-new garments still

Who baa a threadbare eool, I say."

These capital lines of the poem speak
from his confessed love of vagabondage,
which here has brought his verse into

inferior company, and shown his own
less creditable work. So "

young
" an

enterprise seems a pity, but it cannot

really matter very much.

Another writer with whom " freedom
"

is a watchword is Mr. Hamlin Garland.

and in his Prairie Songs
3 one may taste

firstfruitsof that "Great Middle West"
with which M i . Garland's hopes forAmer-
ican literature are so bound up. He says
in a "

Foreword,"
" I do not expect . . .

to have these verses taken to represent

rgerwork;" but for the Middle

West they may surely speak. The songs
are largely of the sort which spring out

of remembered emotion." From what

Mr. Garland calls *' the rancuous tumult

of the street," his mind turns back to

boyhood and the prairies, and many a

verse about them is the result. Most of

have a genuine ring, and some are

vivid and some impressive. Bat through
all there is a note of abiding sadness,

the note so well known to be chara

ies. The dull tragedies

of the wo; i* again shown

h. To *ay that this effect of

dreary monotony is produced is to My
that Mr. Garland has done his work

\\i-l! : hilt
' the hope

U West will provide as

henceforth with m litermt

li i the first place as the

onal disease of the future.

to the schools is a

v. Several books hare come to in,

the study. Sonnets and Other Verses,'

West By I VKLAXD. Cambridge
and Chleno: Stone A KimbalL 1808.

SommHt OJM/ Qtfcr VCTMC. By GKOROK
-

.

A KimKall. 1804.
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by Mr. Santayana, is one of the 1

of these. In the "other verses" t!

is something less of distinction than in

the sonnets. These, it seems to us, un-

possessed of a clear, cold beauty of form.

and in their thought have an equal ele-

vation. The most considerable group of

them reveals a person who has been

forced to turn away from the earlier

things of faith, and now, though he re-

spects them, and half envies those who
hold to them, seeks such solace as nature

and abstract thought can afford. The

singer's attitude towards the world is

best summed up in the three lines,

" The crown of olives let another wear ;

It is my crown to mock the runner's heat

With gentle wonderand with laughtersweet."

Four sonnets on the death of a friend

must also especially be mentioned for

their beauty. The writer's themes and

skill alike lend themselves to the sonnet

form, and if the work is to be thought

"somewhat lacking root in homely earth,"

yet the plane on which it moves is high
and pure.

Another volume clearly from the

schools is Mr. Hugh McCulloch's The

Quest of Heracles. 1
Here, too, there are

poems which do not so much concern us

as the one thing which is best in the

book. This is found in the several long

poems of which classical stories are the

theme. At their best, as in Antinous and

parts of Phaeton, these show a distinct

narrative gift, a power to tell old stories

in a direct yet imaginative way, with

skill in construction not only in the larger

plan, but in the technique of epis<

and lines. Of the shorter verses in the

collection, it is certainly to be remarked

with gratefulness that the world is looked

upon in an aspect not altogether gray.
A few stirring songs of action and love

1 The Quest of Heracles and Other Poems.

By HUGH McCcLLOCH, JR. Cambridge and

Chicago : Stone & Kimball. 1894.
2 The Wind in the Clearing, and Other Poems.

[March.

and a <;roup of live sonnets are really
attractive. But it U the more sustained

work which encourages one to hope for

still better things from the new writer.

As in Mr. Santayana's book, there is

here enough good work to remind u

the creditable place
" Earlier P<

have sometimes taken in the collect* d

writings of men who have * arrived."

Linked with Mr. McCulloch's book by
its classicism and its promise is The Wind
in the Clearing, and Other Poems,

2
by

Mr. Robert Cameron Rogers. Here, too,

the best things are based upon cla-ic

models, and, for example, in Hylas and

Odysseus at the Mast the result is effec-

tive. Some of the shorter poems have

strength and delicacy, and in the lighter

verse it is interesting to find the ino-t

attractive bit, An Open Question, a sort

of eclogue which turns the memory im-

mediately back to Vergil. Mr. Rogers
seems a man with something to say, and

if his message and his way of delivei-in^

it are not supreme, he has a pleasant

skill, from which more important results

may yet spring, presumably along the

lines which here display most of promise.

Neither from the prairies nor from

the schools, but from the factory comes

a small book, Skipped Stitches,
8 Verses

by Anna J. Grannis, which may remind

us how independent of surroundings the

gift of poetry can be. The writer, we
are told, has worked in a New Kn^land

mill since she was fifteen, and naturally

many of the songs have to do with mill

life. There is also a share of the " home-

ly domestic," in which cradles and arm-

chairs play their parts; but throughout
the book there are evidences of genuine

poetic feeling, of true inM^ht. and here

and there is a touch of lyric beauty. The

source, if nothing else, would justify us

in reprinting this bit :

By ROBERT CAMERON ROGERS. New York

and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1894.
3
Skipped Stitches. Verses \>

GRANNIS. Fourth K.lltion. K II :

Co. 1894.
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! laughed and threw a kias ;

'I'll Deemed amiss,

Quuk -!: dropped a shining tear,

Aii'l

Seeing this, slit* then threw more,
..

ery tear a blossom _; i \\ .

Till sh<- l.ui-hiug, ran au

And left lu-r H->\\.-t- .ill to May.

; ings us to a book which

is all lyrical, Poems 1

by .John H. Tahh.

Fatlu-r Tahh has found metaphors for

very many phenomena of nature and ex-

i he has put into

small verses, rarely exceeding tin- '.

of a sonnet, usually shorter, ami fiv^uent-

ly a mere quatrain. Many of th

celts :n ive. and the work is near-

ly always Skillfully polished, hut the little

poems are things best read where many
ui first appeared, at the end of a

page < i a magazine. ".

are welciune hits of fancy; hen-t!

feet is to leave one feeling as if one had

risen from a dinner of cruinhs. But it is

le hook, and has in it many
il images which may well be looked

one.

ihh is a Southern singer; so,

too, is Mr. William Hamilton Hayin-.

has at least a Kindr.-d fanciful quality.

Mi llayne has a pleasant, imaginative
f teeing analogies in hi ids, winds,

pees, and putting th. in into easy
verses. I 1 ! in th. hook, how-

I individuality. It

is an "oaten stop or pastoral song" with

which he soothes our "modest ear.

as one may expect of the music

through an oat-stalk, strength is i

JOHN B. TABB. Boston:

*
Sylvan Lyrics and Other Vrrsr*. By WlL-

UVM IIw: ,..-, HX-.SK. New York: Fred-

,VN<.IM>N KI.WY.N Miii in 11

-ton and New
MifflinACo. 1881

lity. A tew tender trih-

utes to th. father, a poet him-

self, mark out > he best pages in

rtanm the

-
rightly. al<- ..plume

of Poems f
by Lang. 1

Dr.W(
would have hi en more effective had some
of the longer productions been spared,
for they are by no means always the best

things in the col ter po-

M True Captivity and My Comrade
are proof enough of a genuine gift in

verse. Mr. Mitchell, however, does not

come to us with the only colle.

would have gained strength by abridg-
ing it. Such another is Poems, New and

Old,
4
by William Roscoe Thayer. A few

verses like The Last Hunt and the series

Echoes from a Garden, which we take to

be adaptations of Hafiz, show the writer

capable of really poetic work. The pity

is the greater, t ; hat several long

productions have found their way into

the volume, and have made it one-

may be expected to add 1 .e gay-

ety even of towns.

There is, nevertheless, in both of these

books a moi, personal note than one

finds in The Fltite-1*:

ems,* by Mr. F: \\ard \\\

There is at i the book,

and a of it stand oat by ample
reason oft! fSer-

vus Servorum Dei at

i. h of the work is of the* sort that

could not possibly have been i

vious poets. For the narra-

tive Woman o* the Watch is as good an

echo of Enoch Arden as if it had been

produced i] y as an exercise in

Tennysonian art In other |>oems the re-

* Potmt, ff**a*d OU. By WILLIAM ROSCOB
TIIAVER. Bo^on and New York: Hocghton,

Tke F/Mto-Pfayv ami Otker Potmt. By
FRAMCU HowAMD WILLIAM*. New York and

Q. P. Putnam'. Son. 1801
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minders of the past come through sepa-

phrases, and one iimls that Shelley,

Milton, George Eliot, Carl vie, and other-

have lodged their words or turns of apt

irretrievably in Mr. Williams's mind. It

is not unpleasant to have one's memory
of so much that is good renewed, but it

does impair a sense of freshness in tin-

book with which the process begins.

Only in its plan A Lover's Diary,
1

by
Gilbert Parker, is remindful, too, and

that of no less formidable an object of

comparison than George Meredith's Mod-
ern Love. We say only in plan, for this

present series of sonnets, though it tells of

the separation and coming together again
of lovers, falls infinitely short of the in-

tensity of sense and phrase which stung
itself into every line of George Meredith's

sequence. In every way it is a less seri-

ous "affair" with which Mr. Parker has

dealt, and the apparent ease of his son-

net-writing gives the impression that nei-

ther the depths nor the heights of the soul

were touched in preparation. This may
be merely the effect of a " fatal facility;"

for surely the verses are so written as

to leave one thinking the author might
have done them with or without a potent

draught from the experience out of which

they should at least seem to spring. Many
of them are attractive in fancy, as they
are fluent in form, and one, calling upon
the beloved to know the best things in

the singer as the trace of his mother upon

him, is of a particularly happy vein.

One more book, another collection of

sonnets, and we are done. In Mr. Eu-

gene Lee-Hamilton's Sonnets of theWing-
less Hours 2 there is all the rigor which

Mr. Parker's collection lacks. From the

world, as Mr. Lee-Hamilton sees it, faith,

1 A Lover's Diary. Songs in Sequence. By
GILBERT PARKER. Cambridge and Chicago :

Stone & KiinbalL 1894.

Mil' B rds, [March,

hope, and most of love, except for his

art. :<> this he hardly

brings all which, in his just conception, it

deserves. To the sonnet. U hU medium,

we look for a high expr. art.

and find more of desperate vigor than ot'

beauty in his cultivation of the "scanty

plot of ground." I!e has. moreover, the

doubtful habit of wriiing sonnets in pairs,

not as separate though allied verses, but

as single poems of two stanzas. Yet t i

is certainly strength in the best pages of

the book, and a sort of grim consolation

and encouragement for those who would

see life as it has appeared to this un-

defeated singer. For all such persons,

especially when they seek consolation in

writing verse, perhaps it is well to reflect,

" The worst is not

So long as we can say,
' This is the worst.

' "

Reviews, like books, must have a be-

ginning, middle, and end. We have had

to do mainly with the middle of the vol-

umes at hand. Now it is time to speak
of their end, and come to our own. How
can we better call attention and pay trib-

ute to a new fashion, restored like many
other fashions of our day from the Mid-

dle Ages, than by bringing our notice to a

close imitated as nearly as possible from

the last page of half a dozen of the 1><

at which we have glanced '? Then let us

write:

Here

endeth this

notice of a score

of bards, read with

sympathy, and reviewed

with candor in Jan-

uary the year of

our Lord

1895

2 Sonnets of the Wingless Hours. By Ec-
OENE LEE-HAMILTON. Cambridge and Chi-

cago: Stone & KimbalL 1804.
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US AS A MAN OF LETTERS.

1 IK ling chapter

well-proportioned book on George
William Curtis,

1

says :
" In writing the

life of Mr. Curtis as an American Man
ters

'

I have not forgotten his claim

to such a designation, though I have

: D give as nearly as possible within

the limits of the book the materials for

an estimate of hi- course as a man of

affaire." And he goes on to say :

" Had he devoted himself to letters only,

or were he known only by his literary

work, his reputation in that kind would

have been mor ^ht be

more lasting." It happens that along
with Mr. Gary's study we have a collec-

tion of distinctively literary papers by
Mr. Curtis from which to form some judg-
ment of his capabilities in this direction. 3

The volume contains his estimates of

Emerson, Hawthorne. Thackeray, Long-
. Holmes, and Irving, as well as

papers on Rachel and Sir Philip Sidney ;

and they range in time from 1853 to

1891, so that they cover n whole

of his active period as a writer. They
show the sympathetic side of his nature

rather than the specially critical, and are

interesting as appreciations of personali-

ty quite as much as studies in literature.

The substance of his printed work is to

be sought elsewhere, in the digniiie

ninesof his speeches, and in the successive

numbers for many years of a magazine
and a week 1. in \\hirh he spoke
to an audience which was almost as much
his own as a congregation is the personal

property of a mini

>ane we do not measure the liu-r-

ary production of a man by the extent

of his writing on literary themes. Prue

and I is a better example of what Mr.

Curtis might have contributed to 1

1
Gtorgr William CttrtiM. By EDWARD CART.

[American M of Let* Series.) Boston and

New York: Houghton, Mifilin A Co. 18M.

nn e. had he been more exclusively a man
of letters, than this group of essays. But
the deliberate appraisal which a writer

makes of other writers is often a some-

what unconscious disclosure of his own
relations to the craft, and in reading
Mr. Curtis*s essays one is reminded con-

stantly of his idealistic temper. Always
graceful anil unfailingly cheerful, he re-

gards literature and literary men with

the perceptions of a man of taste. Books,

pictures. nm>ic, the drama, all interested

him, but his love may be said to have

been given to the acted drama. He had

that kind of imagination which is fed

and exhilarated by harmonies of color

and form : a stage well set, and the scene

of well-equipped men and women acting

and singing, contributed that fullness of

enjoyment which was essential to his ar-

t i>t ic temperament ; but it must be choice

and clean ; it must have simple meaning;
mere ornateness had no power to entrap
him. Mr. Cary tells a capital stoi

competition in eloquence in which '

and Senator Conklin- indulged : Curtis

re. it in- the peroration of Emerson's

Dartmouth address, and laughing over

('. .Hiding's recitation of a bit of mean-

ingless rhct

It is tolerably clear from what Curtis

accomplished in pure literature, aft from

what he failed to accomplish, that hit at-

was rather that of a man of fine

taste than of one who had creative power.

He was an appreciator, and some

most delightful writing is in his reminis-

cences of men and women in literature

or art who had given him pleasure. 1 1 i<

taste was a discriminating one, and he

gave excellent reasons for his likes and

dislikes ; but literature did not exist for

him as an end in itsvlf. it did iu.t compel
' Literary attd Social EMOJT*. By OtOROE

WILLIAM Coaru. New York : Harper d Bro-
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him, and he had not that studious regard
for it which might have made him an ar-

tist in criticism when he failed of being
an artist in creation.

The impelling force in him was moral,

and the idealism which was so distinct

an element in his nature was made to

serve large moral ends. AVith his fine

presence and beautiful voice, there was

no profession in which he could take his

place so naturally as that of lecturing ;

and at the time when he came forward

into the world the platform was a more
effective place for Archimedes than the

editor's chair. His ascent of the rostrum

was also coincident with the awakening
of the moral sense of the nation in its

application to national problems, and

Curtis easily caught fire from the flame

which was rising. He was an artist in

his lecturing ; he used his exquisite taste

to refine and make persuasive the de-

mand which his moral nature thrust

upon the attention of his hearers. Phil-

lips had a greater oratorical power, ren-

dered forcible by a stinging invective.

Curtis brought his grace and playful-

ness, his rich harmonies of rhetorical art,

to compass the same end. These two

would be listened to by men who hated

their doctrines, but paid a willing tribute

to their oratorical charm. Later, Curtis

passed readily from the platform to the

editor's chair in a weekly journal ; and

here, as there, the moral force applied
to questions of public concern was the

controlling impulse. Literary form was

an important constituent in his work

as a publicist, but his editorial articles

were not designed for their attractive-

ness to the critical mind ; they had some-

thing to accomplish in the way of stir-

ring the public conscience, of quickening
the sense of right action. He did not

regard literary effect as an end in itself,

hut his artistic sense was not therefore

ignored,

We think Mr. Curtis made no mi-take

in thus yielding hi> life to the guidance'
of his morally didactic spirit. Indeed,

literature has much to gain from such an

example, and the young man who ha^

literary aspirations, and will read Mr.

Gary's interesting and manly narrative

of the career of a noble American citizen

who had by nature a beautiful instru-

ment at his command, and made it do

a great and needed work for his country,

may well take to heart the lesson implied,

but never obtrusively thrust upon him.

It is of the utmost consequence to the

man of letters in America that, lacking
as he does any very close connection with

the practical concerns of life through the

medium of his profession, he should avail

himself of every opportunity to ally his

work with those large interests of his fel-

lows which meet them whenever they lift

their eyes from the daily task. The man
of letters, by virtue of his railing, is al-

most necessarily an idealist, and it is one

of the most desirable features in the dis-

cussion of public affairs that the idealist

view should be presented. In the case of

Mr. Curtis, such was the stress of the

times, and such the insistence of the moral

force in him, that he subordinated, in obe-

dience to the law of his being, literary to

moral activity. In the case of other men,
it will be found that, with a primary re-

gard for letters, they have yet so allied

themselves with matters of public concern

as to leave their impress upon their time.

The more the man of letters can identify

himself with the interests of the commu-

nity and the nation as expressed in insti-

tutions and organizations, the i

he is of deliverance from that airy bond-

age to self which is the chief peril ot

vocation.
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>N NEW BOOKS.

History and Biography. History of the

Mates, by E. Benjamin Andrews.

h Maps. Two volumes M-FS.)

Andrew^'- di\i>ion ,

foresting. Jlis Introduetion i- <i

America before Columbus. Then follows

the Fore-History, which extends to the es-

t:iltli>lnii'-n: of the government in 1

This, ag; iled into three periods,
the first period, of Discovery and >.-t: le-

nient, from Columbus to 1660 ; but this

throws out the Carolinas and Georgia. The
second period covers English America to

the end of the French and I ml

b,fron 1060 to 1763. These divisions

;e us as somewhat arbitrary, and as

\ to disturb one's sense of the prepara-

period which proceeded with no real

break until the fall of the French power.
; hi i-d period carries the history forward

to 1789. The first division of the history
of 1 1 States proper is well made to

extend from 1789 to the end of 1814
; but

the : .10 second period, Whigs and

Democrats till the Dominance of the Sla-

very Controversy, 1814-1840, though easily

tied, removes the fundamental basis of

development to a sort of false bottom. The

party strife was .superficial beside the in-

dustrial development. For the rest, Dr.

rows has written with his customary
incisiveness, and has made his book rather

an essay on the history than a close chroni-

cle. Indeed, it would not be unfair to

it a high-class journalistic work, in which

proportion is not the strongest characteris-

what does he mean by his map of

hern Confederacy? Alexander
III of Russia, by Charles Lowe. (Mac-
millan.) Mr. Lowe writes with what may
be called a journalist's

has been in tin- thick of contemporary Rus-

sia, and he reports with animation van
incidents in history illustrative of the Into

Czar's attitude, and seeks to trace fairly the

several threads of Russian relations v

the re.st < II.- call* in Sfopniak,
Cur/on, and others as witnesses, and on the

whole writes an open sketch. South

. the Cape Colony, Natal, Orange 1

State, South African Republic, and all oth. r

South of the Zambesi, by George
VOL. LXXV. NO. 449. 27

M. Theal. The Story of the Nations S

inams.) The first thought of many, on

taking up this book, will probably be that

South Africa can hardly be called a nation,

in any proper sense of the word. But this

is a matter of small consequence when an
extension of the term brings into this series

so lucid and well-digested a summary of

the rather confusing history of the Dutch

and English in that far-away land, their

tests with each other and with the na-

s
;
the annals of every state being sup-

plemented by a succinct account of its

present condition. In his larger history,

which gives in detail much that is here pre-
sented in outline, Mr. Theal has shown his

mastery of the subject. His narrative is

straightforward and reasonable in tone, and
he d, -;ils equably with all classes of that

mixed population, even with the aborigines,

though his views regarding them are not

exactly those ^lish humanitarian.

1 1 shows convincingly how the welfare and

even the safety of the colonists hare some-

times been sacrificed to the home govern-
ment's mistaken theories respecting the

natives. As South Africa is yearly becom-

ing a more important factor in the develop-
ment of Greater Britain, this is a welcome

M well as an enlightening book. Edwin

MS, by his Daughter, Ed-

wina Booth Grossman. And Letters to 1

and to 1 1 is Friends. (The Century ( !a ) It

is a pity that the letters of one who bad such

exquisite taste in costume should be placed
between such ugly covers. One soon for-

gets, however, both covers and costumes ;

t he Booth of these interest i s is,

for the most part, not the actor, but simply
the man. And how attractive is the per-

sonality here revealed of the most art

of American actors, and the most po.

the most imaginative, of all actors of recent

times! The book, by the way, contains some
excellent pictures of Booth in bis more fa-

< parts. Historical Characters of the

Reign of Qneen Anne, by Mrs. M. O. W.
uuit. (The Century Co.) An estimate

of Queen Anne at once just and sympa-
;<< is, we think, found for the t

in those pages. With h-r keen 1.

insight and trained skill in depicting char-
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acter, Mrs. Oliphant has drawn to the life

the mil*!, BOnunOBpllUM woman who was to

give her name to a brilliant epoch, and be

in a manner the central figure iu it. The

pathos of her humble feminine history is not

overlooked, as it has been by masculine

chroniclers, and the high light in the pic-

ture, her passion for friendship, is given its

true value ; while the dazzling dominant

figure of the friend is found an always en-

livening presence in the scene, with a vital-

ity so strong and enduring that it sensibly
influences the now so distant observer.

The studies of the Queen and the Duchess

are followed by those of Swift, Defoe, and
Addison. The great dean is more gently
dealt with than is usual, and the opinion is

maintained, and well maintained, that Stel-

la's lot was far from a pitiable one. In the

interesting comments on Defoe's literary

art, its most perfect example is rightly
found in The Journal of the Plague Year.

The paper on Addison and his Spectator is

written con amore, and the author's feeling
is easily shared by the reader. The volume,
in its make-up, binding, typography, and

illustrations, is an exceedingly handsome
one. Especially are the admirably selected

and beautifully engraved portraits a delight
to the eye, after the process pictures, rele-

vant and irrelevant, which are now lavishly
scattered through so many historical works.

Life of St. Francis of Assisi, by Paul

Sahatier. (Scribners.) This book, trans-

lated by Mrs. Houghton, is written by a

French Protestant clergyman, and the spirit

in which it is written marks well the happy

change from a controversial to a sympa-
thetic attitude on the part of Protestant

scholars. M. Sabatier writes with enthu-

siasm and a. strong admiration for his sub-

ject, with a disposition, possibly, to pare
down the supernatural element, but show-

ing in this rather a general Protestantism

than a distinct antagonism. The effect of

the memoir is to bring into clear light the

human and very beautiful spirit of St. Fran-

cis, and to show pathetically how apparent-

ly futile was the escape of such a man from

the net of ecclesiasticism which wound and

wound about him, hampering him and en-

meshing his disciples. Roger Williams,
the Pioneer of Religious Liberty, by Oscar

traus. (The Century Co.) To Roger
AY illiams, as the first person to secure equal-

ity of rights for Jews in the Xew World,

it is fitting that a writer of Mr. Sti

descent should brinjr tli

biography. It is a thorough record of the

pioneer's career, told as la r-- ,;|,i t
.

in his own words, and turned constantly

towards the light most favorable for show-

ing forth his distinction as an ajmM!

religious liberty. Not the least of its vir-

tues is that it takes a place aiming-.
books of recent years which show our Puri-

tan forefathers as they really were, Roger
Williams, by contrast, appears as a man al-

most of our own day and thought. Pesta-

lozzi, His Aim and Work, by Baron Roger
de Guimps. (C. W. Bardeen, Syracuse.)
The Life and Educational Works of John
Amos Comeuius, by S. S. Laurie. (C. W.

Bardeen, Syracuse.)
The Drama and Poetry. Theatricals.

Second Series. The Album, The Repro-
bate, by Henry James. (Harpers.) In a

preface, Mr. James says of the unacted play
that has been put into print,

" This sealing
of its doom constitutes precisely the ground
for an obituary notice." This notice, in the

present instance, is in effect a recital oi the

difficulties that beset the way of a dramatic

writer, particularly one who has turned to

the stage from other fields. The little es-

say is most characteristic and readable.

The comedies that follow it suffer from the

same disabilities which marked the Theatri-

cals published last year. ^The sententi

ness of the dialogue belongs much more to

the writer especially as he is Mr. James
than to the persons of even-day life who

are represented. They are east, in great

measure, in a single mould, and it is no

more surprising to hear one than another

make answer thus to an eager question :

"My attestation was unconscious of its fal-

lacy." It may not be quite fair to pick
out a single line of this sort, but it indicates

a general tendency which makes for any-

thing but spontaneity and the mirrored re-

production of life as it is lived. Judah,

an Original Play in Three Acts, by Henry
Arthur Jones. ( Maemillan.) The mere
fact of the publication of this play by a

house of the first stand ing >> another sign

that contemporary drama has in it some-

thing closely akin to 1 A still

surer sign, in the present instance, is that

the play reads nearly, it not quite as well

as it acts. Its performance by .Mr. Willard

is so well remembered that nothing need be
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l-Iot. In the reading, th

'S, one gain over the stage presenta-

play. It was hard to believe

that just such a person as Mr. Willard

made Judah I. !.>. ll\n could have spoken
so promptly the lies which his 1<>

Vashti wrung from liiui. As one reads the

play, with no strongly visualized personal-
; -.ter before one's eyes,

the fai th is somehow more readi-

!. Has Mr. Willard presented
Judah in his first estate as too true a person,
or has Mr. Jones written the lines with too

convincing an effect? The Second Mrs.

Tanqueray, a IMa\ in Four Acts ly A. \V.

Pinero. (Walter H. Baker & Co., Boston.)
Given such an idiot as the first Mr. Tan-

queray, and all the rest follows. Because

I Love You, Poems of Love, selected and

arranged )>y Anna K. Mack. (Lee & Shep-

ard.) All sentiments, bitter and sweet, from
rie poets are brought together for this

volume. That it has limitations as a com-

plete anthology of the tender passion ap-

pears in tin- omiv-ion of Shakespeare an (I the

restrir: ;<>n to a single short bit. Yet
there are many charming things, as there

must needs be in the sum of any wide selec-

t h is iKit ii re from the poets. A slip
,ie publisher^ defines the work as "a

rare book to con over with a sweetheart, or

from which to select sentiments to accom-

pany a gift of fiowers." Here, at least, is

a practical suggestion for its future. Let

the florists keep it in their shops, as their

druggist brethren keep the directory. An

Imaged World, Poems in Prose, by Edward
Garnett. With I'm- Drawings by William

Hyde. (Dent, London; Macmillan, New
York.) To the senses of touch and sight
this is a charming book. To the mind and

MS its appeal lies in the writ* i

H of a lover's t

grey crowds," and in spring. It

IstSBtSWadtStiMOl tl iMpMSjfcOM that

makes the strongest effect, for the sights
and suggestions of London dethrone, for the

IQ more usual rhapso,
and in the streets and hospitals such images
are presented to his mind as to make them-
selves felt also in the imagination of the

leader. It may be teen, therefore, why
the book is classed with poetry. Verses

v Leaves, by Charles Stuart Calver-

uu>.) It is a pleasure to

that this new. pretty edition of C.ilvcrle\ \

book will introduce him to readers who
have perhaps known his name only, hitherto.

Scholars especially, or we may better say
well-read persons, will find genuine delight
in this plaything of literature. Parodies,

charades, Dickens examination -
papers,

light chaff, all in the best of good taste,

make a book which does for literature what
Praed did for society. Adirondack Bead-

ings, by Edward Sherwood Creamer.

(Charles Wells Moulton, Buffalo.) Na-
than the Wise, a Dramatic Poem in Fire

Acts, translated from the German of < <

Lessing. (John P. Hopkins, Printer, New
Orleans.) The Songs that Quinte Sang,

by Marie Joussaye. (Sun Printing and

Publishing Co., Belleville, Can.) Good

Night, Sehatz ! Realistic Joke and Earnest

in One Act. By Adolf Hepner. (St. Louis

News Co., St. Lonis.) Oh, Sland-

South ! or Two Virginians, by the Author of

A Tribute to Grover Cleveland. (Printed

by the Stillings Press, Bo>

Nature and Travel. Riverby, by John Bur-

roughs. (Htmghton.) That Mr. Burroughs
names his latest collection of papers after

his place on the II i U..M not only gives a

personal flavor which his readers will appre-

ciate, but emphasizes the fact that he is at

home among the scenes which he describes.

as in his paper on the Mam-
moth Cave or on the Blue Grass Country of

Kentucky, h, strays from his doorstep, but

for the most part he enforces the delightful

acquaintance with the world which lies in our

own ken. There is about these later essays
a mellowness, a genial leisure, which draws

the reader into a charmed circle, and gives
him a sense at once of wide outlook and

close scrutiny. A Florida Sketch Book, by
Bradford T.".n-ev. ! I-.ughtoo.) Many of

the papers in this volume have appeared al-

ready in The Atlantic, where they charmed
i o lettered vagrancy which marked 1 1

Torrey is a most discreet rambler,

walks lead him always to something inter-

esting, yet they are not painfully purpose-
ful. As a companion before one goes to

tla, after one conies back, and while

one is not even contemplating the journey,
he is most agreeable, gently insistent, but

never tedious. In Bird Uad, by Leander

8. Keyser. (MoClurg.) A pleasing ooUee-

of sketches from outdoor obsenm;

by one who has not only a keen eye, but

a humane spirit. The neighborhood of his
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observation wa> that of Springfield. ( )liio ;

but tin- true bird-lover, though ho marks

his locality, is no more confined to that lo-

cality than a student of human kind is inter-

esting only to his immediate neighbors. M r

-or devotes a chapter to au anth. i

drawn from Lowell. The Birds' Calendar,

by II. K. Parkhurst. (Scribners.) An infor-

mal diary of a year's observations, made in

the intervals of business, in Central Park.

New York, and practically confined there

to the Ramble. But in looking for birds

the writer saw many other signs of nature,

and the book becomes full of interest thus

as a local stimulant, besides being agree-
able reading to the lover of outdoor litera-

ture. Voyage of the Liberdade, by Captain
Joshua Slocum. (Roberts.) A sea-captain's

true story of the loss of his bark, the Aquid-
neck, on the South American coast, and his

building a craft, thirty-five feet over all, in

which he sailed safely from the scene of his

wreck to Washington. The first half of the

volume is given up to the story of the Aquid-
neck

;
aud but for the good salt flavor which

pervades the whole narrative, this seems

rather a pity> for the Liberdade part of the

tale is the really extraordinary and suffi-

cient cause for writing the book. Our Ani-

mal Friends is an illustrated monthly maga-
zine, published by the American Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, New
York. The bound volume, covering the year

beginning September, 1893, shows very well

the scope of the publication. A few impor-
tant documents, like laws, annual addresses,

and the like, are preserved, but the conduc-

tors wisely give up a considerable portion of

space to anecdotes, narratives, and practi-

cal suggestions. The Georgian Bay, an Ac-

count of its Position, Inhabitants, Mineral

Interests, Fish, Timber, and other Resources,

by James Cleland Hamilton. (James Bain

& Sou, Toronto.) Four Months in New
Hampshire, a Story of Love and Dumb Ani-

mals. Gold Mine Series, No. 3. Sequel to

Black Beauty. (American Humane Educa-

tion Society, Boston.) Observations of a

Traveler, by Louis Lombard. (Louis Lom-

bard, Utica^ N. Y.)
Literature and Literary History. A Little

English Gallery, by Louise Imogen (luincy.

rpers.) Miss Gtiiney has dedicated her

painstaking and scholarly studies of Lady
Danvers, of Vaughan, of Farquhar, of l'>

clerk and Langtou, aud of William Hazlitt

much too modestly to Kdmun .

"
friendly trespass <>n his fields." Just as

the phrase is his who turns it he-; .

the field hern who makes it yield m<t abun-

dantly. Miss (niiney has proved that her

title to .a goodly patch in the spacious do-

main of three centuries is at least quot-
as sound as anybody's. She has, mo.

proved her right to a place among the Amer-

ican essayists with whom the publishers have

associated her. For her style abounds in

the firm, fine strokes that tell. It is always

stronger, perhaps, in the selection of details

than in the arrangement of them, but this is

least notably the case in her hearty, whole-

souled appreciation of Hazlitt. We i

to Dent's sumptuous edition of Sir Thomas

Malory's Le Morte Darthur when the first

volume appeared. That contained Profes-

sor Rhys's Introduction, and Mr. Aubrey

Beardsley's we hesitate to call them illus-

trations; perhaps "accompaniment'' will do.

The second volume, completing the work, is

now at hand, and we have an opportunity
to see how Mr. Beardsley's work stands fa-

miliarity, for he and his disciples have been

busy with the new gospel of art since the

first volume was published. Little is sac-

rificed to grace. Now and then, as in the

frontispiece, there is au austerity of

ness which commands admiration; but for

the most part, the frank, audacious, if you

please, subordination of every other pur-

pose to the glorification of the stencil in

art leads to striking decorative effects and

occasionally permits a certain solemnity in

the figure and suggestive symbolism. We
may accept Beardsley, but Heaven pi

us from Beardsle^ites ! A History of Eng-
lish Literature, by J. L. Robertson. (Har-

pers.) This textbook for secondary schools

ambitiously undertakes to cover the ground
from 449 to 1894 ! It carries out this pur-

pose merely, of course, in the most general

way, only by taking the longest and most

rapid strides. In doing so, it makes some

curious omissions and observes some

proportions. At its best, however, it

enough in its way a very had way as a

fund of bare fact and accepted opinion, as

so much grist to be ground in the examina-

tion-mill. Studies in Medieval Life and

Literature, by Edward Tonipkin
lin. (Putnains.) Professor Lounslmry la-

ments, in an Introduction, the loss Yale

University has snU'ered in the death of the
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I
teacher and student a part of whose

presented by the six essays of

hat it is the work of

in whom tfood fruits of schol-

arship might have been expected appears

enough. The essays are rather the

result of research and resuscitation than

nought ;
nor are they conspic-

uously "literarv .ug ;
but such a

paper as Ulrich

moirs of an Old German Gallant, has a

tin- tilling of a quaint,
lueval story of chivalry. In A

Mediaeval Woman, too, the tale of 1 !

and Abelard is retold with such understand-

ing and clearness of vision as to leave one

i_jhly regretful that tin- end of the

book is the end of the ^ <>rk.

American Song, a Collection of Representa-
tive American Poems, with Analytical and

1 Studies of the Writers, with Intro-

is and Notes by Arthur B. Simends,

uas.) The singers represented in this

volume are grouped in sequence as Classics,

Pre-eminent Later Writers, Forerunners, At
Swords' Points (war-poets), and Conteiupo-

It will be seen that, aside from the

strange chronological order which results, a

hipping ".! of class upon class is

inevitalil \V, must confess, moreover, to

t to grasp the author's principle of

11. Two out of tin- three "represen-

poems" by Dr. Holmes are On

ing a Punch Bowl and The Stethoscope Song,

represented by five poems
of some length, and for Mi s work
the slight lyric of two stanzas, Wedded, is

the sol. >H best, the book

hardly have been a work destined to fill a

folt want," and with its various

comings one cannot see for it an

tinct career of usefulness. For Twelfth
and All's i, \\Y1I. ,

Dent's T.-mpI.- Shakespeare (Macmillan),
:H are of the courtyard of the

Gramt.. I UeTtnpl
-The latent name series in-

cludes A W
Gotland's prefaces are, as befoi

examples of editorial self-restraint, and tl>.

glossaries and notes are helpful an

tincnt. The etched frontispieces are the

in Shakespeare's birthplace and
> Rouen Cathedral.

Education and Instruction. Practi.

eraenU of Elocution, designed as a Text-

Book for tli.- dtiidance of Teachers and

Students of Expression, by Robert I. Ful-

ton and Thomas C. Tnieblood. ((.inn.)

"Ckncted. (Fig. 16.) In the hand

clenched the Mental fingers are drawn into

the hollow of the Emotive palm and locked

under the strong clasp of the Vital thumb,

making a formidable weapon of attack."

This, and more, with a picture, is thought
necessary to give

" Teachers and Students

of Expression
" a fair idea of a fist. It is

({noted here as showing the method em-

ployed in large measure by the writers of

the book. It is one of those educational

works which carefully describe an infinite

number of technical points, and therein

tell many things which most of us know
without being told. It is eminently fitted,

however, for the making of " elocution-

ists." Curb, Snaffle, and Spur, bs

Andrrsou. (Little, Brown & Co.) 'A clear

and firm presentation of a method akin

to military discipline of training young
hones for the cavalry service, and for gen-
eral use under the saddle. History of

. .u in Rhode Island, by
William Howe Tolman. (United States

Bureau of Kdm-iti-m, Government Print-

ing Office, Washington.) The Questions
mid Answers in American History, Civil

Government, and Sehool Law, given at the

1'nifoi it ions of the State *

York. (C. W. Bardt-i'ii, Syracuse.) From
the same publisher we have Boys as They
are Made, and how to Remake* Them, by
Franklin II. Briggs. Henry 1

send us Marianne, par George Sand, with

atory Notes by Theodore Henckels,
ami A I. ah- -ivory Course in Invertebrate

Zoology, by Herrnon C. Rumpus.
X- (\V H.IM. Mathematics for Com-

BJM v
.

'

-. > : '' ' Wn u.

Walsh. I '..it I . An Elementary Arithme-

t Ruri II. Intermediate Arithmetic.

Part III., Higher Arithmetic. Also, Geo-
lirammar Schools, l>

Stories of Old Greece, by Emma M.
and My Saturday Bird Class, by Margaret
Miller.

Hook* of Re/erenc*. Comprehensive la-

dex of the Publications of the I

States Government, 1889-1893, by John
..*. (Government Printing Office,

Washington.) A valuable became care-

fully studied and well-devised index. The
editor has had many difficulties to
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come, but his method appeals to the judg-
ment, since it is a .-abject index, ;.

the material by which one can tell at a

glance who was the author of the docu-

ment, from which department it issued, and

in what shape it is to be found. An index of

personal names, again, enables one to trace

the work of any one man. Such an ind. \

published once in five years, and accessible

as a card catalogue meanwhile, is simply

indispensable. Sixth Annual Report of

the Statistics of Railways in the United

States, for the Year ending June 30, 1893,

prepared by the Statistician to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. (Government

Printing Office, Washington.) Is this

work by the government to crowd Poor's

useful manual out of existence? The

Navigator's Pocket-Book, filled with Pure

Gold, arranged for Immediate Reference

to any Navigation Subject, by Captain
Howard Patterson. (Scribners.) We
print but a small part of the title-page of

what appears to be an excellent little book

of reference for those who follow the sea.

It is too much to suppose that a landsman

armed with this work, and entrusted with

the navigation of a ship, could bring her

into port ;
but if, as a passenger, he should

keep the small volume in his stateroom, and

from time to time, on deck and in the smok-

ing-room, should give vent to the results

of his studies from it, he might easily pass
as a sea-going person. For more practical

ends, the book contains many concise defi-

nitions and rules of nautical procedure.
Five Thousand Words Often Misspelled,

by William Henry P. Phyfe. (Piitnams.)

We do not mean to say that Mr. Phyfe
often misspells these five thousand words,

any more than that he is in the habit of

mispronouncing the seven thousand which

made up the bulk of his previous book. I Ie

merely sets them down correctly spelled,

and provides the reader with various rules.

Thereto he adds the rules and list of amend-

ed spellings recommended by the Philolo-

gical Society of London and the Am.

Philological Association. In his own list

of five thousand there must be some hun-

dreds that are not often misspelled, for tin

simple reason that they are not spelled at

all. Monocotyledon is one of these, and

though is another. Hierogli/fic is more often

used, but without a ph would not some of

us suspect it of being in the wrong list ?

The latest two is Murray's A New
Kn,'lish Dictionary ( Macmillan ) cover the

opening pages respectively of Volum.-s III

and IV., D-Deceit, F-Fang. The articles

Day and Face, of eight and eleven columns

each, indicate the fullness of the treatment,

and such words as fad and daisy the Ut-

ter in its slang use the fiv>hne^s of the

matter. In order to give the results of

all this inquiry as promptly as possible, the

conductors of the enterprise purpose pub-

lishing a section of sixty-four pages in

each of two letters once a quarter. D and

F are now racing.

Books for and about the Youny. Beckon-

ings from Little Hands. (John I). Wattles,

Philadelphia.) The author of this little

book intimates quite distinctly that these

eight studies in child life were made from

nature, and are as close to real life as he

could make them without throwing aside

absolutely the veil of privacy. They have a

distinct value as interpretative of childhood

in some of its more evasive expr
One suspects possibly a somewhat hi^h-

strung temperin the domestic life thus dis-

closed, and to some it will seem as if the

child who is principally concerned lived in

a rarefied atmosphere ;
but there is mm-h

delicate discrimination in the observation,

and in these days, when we are in danger
of a too severely scientific spirit in the ex-

amination of childhood, it is very well it.

be reminded that there is often to be dis-

covered ill the child's nature lofty-vaulted

chambers to be entered by very low door-

ways. The Wagner Story-Book . by Wil-

liam Henry Frost. (Scribners.) (ia/in<j

into the fire, the narrator see< the

of the music-dramas unfold theinse

blazing log or glowing embers, and with

such adaptation as may be needful he tells

them to a child, tells them in tin

tone, simply, yet with imagination and t'i cl-

ing. But why should every opera appeal-

under an alias, and the characters have no

;11, with the single exception of

Venus ? certainly an invidion

If the Knight and the Princess, why :

Goddess? Olaf the (ilori.ms, by !

Leighton. (Scribners.) Longfellow, in his

Sa^a of King Olaf, has made that valiant

warrior well known to the ymin^ Kn^li-h

reading world, and Mr. Lei -ays to

tell the same story in prose and in much

greater detail. lie follows the life of his
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hero, as recorded in the Heimskringla, with

fr<>m his boyhood of slavei nia to

ith, kin^ >f N'orwav, in the glorious
;it Svold. It is an excit

full <>f incident and variety, and is set forth

in a simple, dignified, and yet vigorous style,

well in keeping with the subject, as are

also tli nts of the narra-

tive. The tale is alive, a quality not always
found in attempts to revivify old Scandi-

navia for youthful readers. The
Norseman of to-day appears in several dif-

-ii IM -s in Norseland Tales, by Hjal-
n:ir Hjorth Boyesen (Scribners), and, like

his Viking ancestors, though a more wel-

come guest, often in other lands than his

own. The stories are brightly written and

easily readable, and range in subject from

a not too severe realism to fairy lore, in-

cluding a liberal sprinkling of adventure.

Little Miss Faith, by Grace Le Baron.

(Lee & Shepard.) A story for children, of

a little girl's country week, wherein she

brings great comfort to one of her own age,

the angelic invalid, Miss Faith. The tale is

rather stiff in style, and the incidents are

drawn from story-books ratlin- than from

life. T1 1(
. White Cave, by William <>.

Stoddard. (The Century Co.) A spirited

story of exciting adventure in the Austra-

lian bush. There is in a won-
dn-ful eave with bags of gold galore, who

rse proves to be tin- hroti.

Jish traveling gentlefolk who share

dangers with him, dangers \\hi.-h

i to annihilate the whole

party, though the reader never loses confi-

dence in tli iiiity, which will

make escape possible for all hut the unde-

te's I'hili;. i
. \.

Jamison. (The Cent A juvenile

romance, whose plot is worked out by the

some too familiar devices. But tin-

is an agreeable as well as a skillful

raconteur, and her youthful audience will

enjoy the story
the art)

The S M from the

t Is, by Robert Steele. (Maemillan )

The Man who Married the Moon, by Charles
<

'o.) Two
books which every child ou^ht to own, and
whieh. I :..- iii.> f the same sort,

are for eldor folk, aUo. hriinfu!

I

English style of some distinction, the tale

that used to be heard, when tl

of ours was younger, in the ruddy glow of

castle halls ; and in the latter, Mr. Luiii-

mis has translated some stories that are

told even now to groups of dusky, wide-

eyed Indian boys and girls in the pueblos

along the Rio Grande. This Indian folk-

lore, as the product of a crude but slowly

unfolding imagination, seems to us akin

too remotely, perhaps, to mention it in the

same breath to the old-time lee.

Alexander. The print, paper, and binding
of Mr. Steele's book, by the way, and the il-

lustrations by Fred Mason, are worthy of

especial mention.

"i. The Royal Marine, an Idyl of

Narragansett Pier, by Brander Matthews.

(Harpers.) The climate of Rhode Island

is well known to affect strangers with som-

nolence, but it has rarely, if ever, been so

potent as to make the hero of a " Little

Novel "
(for so the series to which this tale

1). -lon^s is named) forget whether he has

proposed to the heroine in a waking or a

sleeping moment. On so important a point
the main interest of this story of a " sum-
mer girl

"
hangs. One should not expect

too much of seriousness, however, in an Idyl
of Narragansett Pier ; and one's grateful-
ness would not be less if the clever old

spinster of the tale had said more things M
good as her definition of reading the Sunday

papers, a Half Hour u ith the Worst Ao-
thors. mie. and Other Monotone*,

by George Wharton Edwards. (The Cen-

tury Co. ) A group of artist sketches, partly
from lif-. .1 . and partly fro

ill ton.-hed with a somewhat

large bnish used li;h:l;.. The book it a
fantastic piece of bibliopegy. The Chase

of Saint-Castin, and Other Stories of the

I

well Catherwood. (Hoaghtoo.) Seven sto-

ries, all but one of which have been p

in The Atlantic. Now that they are brought

together, one sees how deftly Mrs. <

wood has strung her beads, and bou

fully she has touched, one by one, points of

contact between Englishman, Frenchman,
and Indian. The swift course of each story,

also, illustrate* well the art which the an-
i* learned of sparing nothing

and adding nothing to the needed strokes.

The Rousing of Mrs. Potter, and Other

Stories, by Gertrude Smith. (HouK
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These are tales rather of promise than of

achievement. The first one, to be sure, has

an amusing plan, and is effectively enough
told. But most of the others strike one

with a lack of firmness and "
grip." They

are generally stories of Western life
; not of

the stirring frontier, but of the dull coun-

try which has settled down into the unhap-

py way of mistaking small things for great.
There are touches of reality in nearly all

the stories strong enough to remind one

that the true significance of the small things
can be brought out by just the right han-

dling ;
and it is in these touches rather than

in the completed tales that the hope of more
distinctive work from the new writer is en-

couraged. No Enemy (But Himself), by
Elbert Hubbard. (Putuams.) The hero of

this rather scrambling story is a rich New
York bachelor, who takes to the road as a

tramp, and, after a battle with drink, walks

himself and a girl he has befriended, think-

ing her at first a boy, into the East River.

where they are both drowned. In the

tramp period of the tale there is a fair

share of humor of the type affected by the

vaudeville comedian. An audacious wit to

whom the world " owes a living
" has many

chances of saying funny things to the farm-

ers' wives and others who supply him with

food ; and into the mouth of his hero Mr.

Hubbard has put a deal of the waggishness
which newspapers attribute to the tramp
mind. It is needless to say that this humor
is of the broader type ;

but such as it is, it

stands out as the most successful element

of the book. Paving the Way, a Romance
of the Australian Bush, by Simpson New-
land. (Gay & Bird, London.) The Re-

demption of the Brahman, a Novel, by
Richard Garbe. (Open Court Publishing

Co., Chicago.) The Abraham Lincoln

Myth, an Essay in "Higher Criticism,"

by Bocardo Bramaiitip. (Mascot Publi>h-

ing Co., New York.) The Unknown i

of Jesus Christ, by the Discoverer of tin

Manuscript, Xieola.s Xotovitch. Translated

from the Freneh by Alexina Lorai

(Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago and

York.) A Story from Pullmantown. 1>\

Nico Bech-Meyer, and KM a Christmas

Story, from the Norwegian of Alexander
L. Kjelland, by ^1 aider Dawson.

(Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago.)
Music. The Church Hymnal, Revised

and Enlarged. Edited by Rev. Charles L.

Hutchins. (The Parish Choir, Boston.)
The edition of this well-known ll\mnal to

whieh we wish to eall attention is the < h--

gan edition, the copies of which n: -asnre

8 by 1'-' inches. The book is printed in

large, bold type, in both inn-ic and words;
it is flexible in binding, and must n

j

the heart of every organist who is obi

to bend over his instrument to make out the

notes in his ordinary Hymnal. As a
j

of book-making, the Organ Hymnal is ad-

mirable, in good taste, and with nice regard
for all the proportions to be observed.

Observations of a Musician, by Louis Lom-
bard, Second Edition, Augmented. (Louis

Lombard, Utica, N. Y.)

Religion and Philosophy. The Pilgrim
of the Infinite, a Discourse addressed to

Advanced Religious Thinkers on Christian

Lines, by William Davies. (Maemillan.)
Mr. Davies will be remembered as the au-

thor of the discriminating sketch of Jam* >

Smetham prefixed to the Letters of that

artist. In this little volume he has a dozen

chapters pointing to a high conception of

the personal relations of man to God. The
divine in us is postulated, and with tem-

perate, well-weighed words he makes his

appeal to this consciousness, seeking to

strip his subject of merely conventional

dress, and to lay bare those depths of the

soul which appear when great waves of

life like suffering, for example sweep
over it. The single

- miudedness of the

thought is its special charm. The author

writes with a sincerity aud conlidence whieh

give weight to his words. The Deeper

Meanings, by Frederic A. Iliiukley. (Geo.
H. Ellis, Boston.) The four exhortation*

which fill this small book are not sermons,
as the word is commonly understood, so

much as moral discourses with an inten-

tion that is religious in the broader sense.

They are all pleas for a higher spirituality

in human life, and have the < ! -ar D

of sincerity. The Philosophy ot M-ntal

Healing, a Practical Exposition of Natural

Restorative Power, by Leandcr Kdmnnd

Whipple. (Metaphysical Publishing Co.,

York.) --
Philosophy of Re

Should it be Favored by Ameii ; .' I

1

..

James McCosh. (Scribners.) The

preiuc Kite of Christianity, by Frank Hal-

lam. (Baughman Stationery Co. Print,

.inond.) Uplifts of H..U; and Will,

Religious Aspiration! in Pro.se and Verse, by
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James H. West (Goo. II. Kills, Boston.)
A Broader Christianity, an Essay

_' of Jesus, bj I 'in.

(Lovell Brothers Co., New York.) Heart-

Beats, Mozoomdar. With

graphical Sketch of the Author, by Samuel

J. Barrows. (Geo. H. Ellis, Boston.) The
New Bible and its New Uses, by Joseph

Henry Crooker. 14, Boston.)
i iiapiration ? A dy of

the Question, with New and Discriminative

1>. \Vitt. (Raudolj.i

York.) The Purpose of God, by Joseph
Smith Dodge. (UniversalLst Publishing

House, Boston.) The Religion of Moses,

by Adolph Moses. (Flexner Brothers,

ille.)

Social Philosophy. Socialism, the Fabian

Essays, edited by G. Bernard Shaw. With
an Essay on the Fabian Society and its

Work, by William Clarke. (Charlt s K.

Brown & Co., Boston.) An American edi-

tion of a collection of papers which in Eng-
land have been taken as the programme of

the opportunists in the socialistic par:
is introduced here by Mr. Bellamy, who

takes pains to show that the Nationalists

accept the socialistic creed, but go farther,

The main interest of the book

can readers is in the survey which it gives
of the current opinions of intelligent Eng-
lishmen on the relation which industri-

alism bears to society at large. A new
edition of Andrew Carnegie's Triumphant
Democracy has been brought out by the

Messrs. Scribners. Except in its revised

:cs, which are based on the census of

1890, it does not differ materially from the

earlier issues of the work. The Social

Contract, or The Principles of Political

Rights, by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Trans-

ly Rose M. Harrington, with Intro-

duction and Notes by Edward L. Walter.

(Putnams.) Political Reform by the Re-

presentation of Minorities, by Matthias N.

Forney. (The Author, New York.) Pri-

mary Elections, a Study of Methods t

proving the Basis of Party Organization, by
Daniel S. Remsen. (Putnains. ) The An-
nual General Meeting of the Cobden Club,

1894, with the Committees' Reports and

Speeches. (Printed for the Cobden Club.)

TIIK CONTRIBUTORS1 CL1 i

1

-

IN th<> March page of our al-

manac, opposite the 20th

we find the bold as>n

.-;" but in tin- northern part
of New England, for which this almanac

was especially compiled, the weather does

not bear out the staten

The snow may be gone from the field*

except in grimy drifts, in hollows and along
fences and woodsides ; but there is scarcely
a sign of Hp- -if nakedness .of pas-

ture, meadow, and ploughed land, nou

dreary in the dun desolation of 1

grass, debris of stacks, and black furrows

than when the first snow covered the liu-

greenness of Uteri i

the open lands

are still under the worn and dusty blanket

*, smirched with all the litter east

upon it by cross-lot-faring teams, and win-

try winds blowing for months from every

quarter. The same untidiness pervades all

outdoors We could never believe that so

many odds and ends could have been thrown
out of doors, helter-skelter, in three months
of ordinary life, till the proof confront* at
on the surface of the subsiding snow, or

lies stranded on the bare earth. The wind
comes with an icier breath from the win-

trier north, and yet blows untempert
the south. <>M r fields by turns frozen and

.sodden, through which the swollen brooks

rush in yellow torrents with sullen, mono-
tonous complaint
One may get mote comfort in the woods,

though the snow, barred and netted by
shadows, still lies deep in their shelt.

here may be found the sugar-maker's camp,
with its mixed odors of pungent smoke and
saccharine steam, its wide environment of

>g spouts and tinkling backets,

signs that at last the pulse of the trees is

i by a subtle promise of returning

spring.
!

, -,,,,, , ,

!

Iv uith shards of bark that the trees have
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sloughed in their long hibernation, with

shreds and tatters of their tempest-torn
branches. But all this litter does not of-

fend the eye nor look out of place, like that

which is scattered in fields and about home-

steads. For nature, left to herself, has a

knack of making her rubbish uniioticeable,

and herself seemly even in her untidiness.

When this three months' downfall of frag-
ments sinks to the carpet of flattened leaves,

it will be at one with it, an inwoven pat-

tern, as comely as the shifting mesh of

browner shadows that trunks and branches

weave between the splashes of sunshine.

Among these is a garnishment of green
moss patches and fronds of perennial ferns

which tell of life that the stress of winter

could not overcome. One may discover,

amid the purple lobes of the squirrel-cup

leaves, downy buds that promise blossoms,
and others, callower, but of like promise,
under the rusty links of the arbutus chain.

One hears the resonant call of a wood-

pecker rattled out on a seasoned branch or

hollow stub, and may catch the muffled beat

of the partridge's drum, silent since the

dreamy days of Indian summer, now throb-

bing again in slow and accelerated pulsations
of evasive sound through the unroofed arches

of the woodlands. And one may hear, won-

dering where the poor vagrants find food

and water, the wild clangor of the geese

trumpeting their aerial northward march,
and the sibilant beat of the wild duck's pin-

ions, hear the carol of an untimely blue-

bird and the disconsolate yelp of a robin
;

but yet it is not spring.

Presently comes a great downfall of snow,

making the earth beautiful again with a

whiteness outshining that of the winter

that is past. The damp flakes cling to

every surface, and clothe wall, fence, and

tree, field and forest, with a more radiant

mantle than the dusty snow and slanted

sunshine of winter gave them.

There is nothing hopeful of spring but a

few meagre signs, and the tradition that

spring has always come heretofore.

It is not winter, it is not spring, but a

season with an individuality as marked as

either, yet without a name.

A Point of De- The journey across cont iiu-nt

i
i from west to east, in midwin-

ter, is very like a voyage. When one lands

at St. Paul from the overland train, it is

with all the sensations cf making port after

having passed over the ice-bound sea of

the plains. The uniform da/./.le of miles

of monotonous snow, broken only win-re it

sinks to indigo shadow or swell-,

of intolerable liijht, has for d n to

the world outside the pane a sentiment of

immensity rarely matched by the moving-
sea. There is majesty in the limit!

of level earth, so slightly overarched b\

level sky, but majesty that beconu

tion when seen in intimate relation to hu-

man life. A furry team of horses st nij;l i n^
across the plains, drawing a meagre sledge-
load of firewood along a narrow trail in

the snow to some unseen farmhouse, hiber-

nating through the long winter months for

the resurrection of a few fierce week
summer sunshine

;
a little schoolhouse of

nnplaned boards perched on a swell of tin-

vast, silent landscape ;
a farmhouse backed

by barn and corral, with a tiny yard in

7ront encircled by a tawdry frill of white-

washed paling, snowing yellow above the

snow, all these, with miles of snow be-

tween, pierce one with a keener sense of

loneliness than could any personal experi-
ence. The human element is so inadequate
that one passes these scattered evidem

a struggle for life as, in a sound ship, one

might pass a frail raft at sea. Thei

eagle minds upon which this solemn hos-

tility of unconquered nature acts as a chal-

lenge ;
one sees this in the voice and step

and eye of men who have built Oakota

and Montana towns. Sturdy and nnawed,

they have fought their way, and wrested for

themselves a foothold on the great inho.-pi-

table plains. The level, iride-eent bl;i

cloudless winter days ; the treeless pi.,

aflame with color materialised in a tho"

wild flowers ;
the dreary swells of autumn

brown, lifted here and there into sharp b.

of threatening stone, each in its own way
impresses the imagination, but repels the

nestling instinct of home-seeking man.

The port of St. Paul on. e
_; liu.

sees the meeting <>:

the two are not blended the one into tin

other by imperceptible d is a sharp
encounter. With the possibl n of

the old Castle Garden, the Union Station

at St. Paul is the mo-t pin ntae

of distribution in this country. 1

that a large part of the westward-crowd-

ing world must halt. Swedes, Norwegians,

Danes, Poles, Germans. Britons, pour into
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the station as into the hopper of a great

-machine, are labeled with tht

eta, and sent on their way. The peasant

groups from north Europe are wrapped
about with a dull and hidden romance.

They have come so far, so laboriously,

these small, overburdened women, clumsy
vy homespun skirts wadded as with

concealed treasure from the old c<

ir arms and holding to their skirts

are peasants of a smaller growth, in scarlet

wool stockings and clattering shoes, whose

blank faces have nothing, not even a cold

in tlu> head, to conceal. There is in tin-

mien of these people such a curious min-

gling of dullness and suspicion that one

falls to wondering from what harsh condi-

tions this new life is an escape, and what

opens to men and women so ill

equipped in all things except a capacity

to work and endure. As one ponders, the

flapping doors that give upon the outer

platforms open and shut, and the West re-

ceives them into its capacious maw.

Of the many and sharply contrasted peo-

ples who make this station the theatre of a

ut's tableau, the Swedes predominate.

They, too, vary greatly among themselves,

from the peasant, sinum pure, showing a

glued tan upon the skin and centuries of

stupidiu aii. mt tin- eyes, to mm <>f local

importance, who are full of affairs even at

this last moment before going on a join n< \

The tongue bewrays th< m with its sugges-
tion of the droll B ecsaw, but they

izens. To this fresh, vital people of

the north the negroes, who are about the

iiiiinlNTs. form a curi-

I '.ml a negro loses all

v blackness of a true 'possum-eating

negro of the South ; in the cold his face

s to a dry, ashy <>; pitiful

to behold. lie is utterly out of place, and

yet be hangs about in the employ of

pany that may possibly make him a porter
Pullman car,

hope of this that hold* this wan

Beside the steady tide that flows through
the generous arches there is an accelerat-

ed wave of excitement every ten or fifteen

arrival or departure of an Eastern, Western,

d floor, the harried buying ot

cts, tin- fo.-ivi.ui ,,t" .i.i.-i-d "i si, .

j,\
, lnl.ii . D

through the doors that open outward, are

followed by a lull, which in ti me yields to the

rising crescendo of the next wave. In the

crowd, men hurry by in splendid fur coats al-

most to their heels, with collars rolled above

the ears, one great, shimmering, d.

caressof warmth and softness. Occasionally
a well-dressed woman passes, glowing from

the cold, with something in her swift step
which makes one fancy that her furs, if

touched, would emit a sharp snap of <

N'owhere else is the line between well

and ill dressed so distinct. Fur is worn in

every stage of disrepair, from deep, luxu-

rious piles of Christmas newness to coats

whose sleeves and tails show shining ex-

panses of polished hide. In spite of all

wrappings, the cold has a curious wit

upon elderly faces, pinching the skin

into heavy creases, so that it shows, as in a

frosted apple, the native color through a

thousand lines of cold.

The great station is an asylum from the

cold to passers-by. Flocks of chil.ii

their way from school, rush in fur momen-

tary warmth and shelter, their cheeks flam-

ing, and here and there an ear rimmed with

a deadly whiteness that shows where protec-

tion has come too late. Some of the chil-

dren stay to romp stealthily, with an eye on

the station-master, from one to another of

the breathing registers set in the tiling of

the floor. A preternaturally sol. -inn little

Swede slips away from her mother and shy-

ly join-* the schoolchildren; but wh>

makes a discovery of tin- Mi-trriui: air MOW-

HI the holes in the floor, she walks,

with dilated skirts, back and forth across the

of all those who come and go, there

is no figure so sturdy as the north country

logger, in his heavy jacket of blanket

woven into a gay pattern of orange, red, and

brown, irighankle-laoed boots swallow his

trousers and define the tin strong
I, .

.<. i . i. i: p .! .1 .

; ,' ..

hi* hea the air in .in. It

is no fancy that he carrie* with him from

his hardy, adventurous life the balsam of

th.- pines.

Beyond the d.-.rs. in th- *< ill., .1,1. thecon-
- steel mil* M:

pithway to the Pacific Ocean, to Mr \

Canada, and day by day, along the-

rows, the unmeasured seed of an all

manitv is
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In Fealty to

Apollo.

\ ''"' C'lub turns so sympa-
tin-tic- an ear t> every manit'e

tat ion of love for art and literature that I

think I am not doing amiss in calling atten-

tion to a Roman event of the year 1895. I

translate roughly a programme which has

just appeared, charmingly designed and

printed on parchment paper by the Danesi

phototype firm, which a few years ago issiu-d

the facsimile copy of the Codex Vaticanus.

II Convito (The Banquet). A few artists,

writers and painters, united by a common
and sincere cult for all the noblest forms of

art, propose to publish each month, in Rome,
from January to December, 1895, a

collection of prose, verses, and designs, se-

lected with severity of choice, and printed
with exceptional elegance of type and paper.
These small monthly books are intended

to contain whatever is most perfect in con-

temporary Italian art. The undertaking is

not an easy one, but the beginning is well

augured by the approval and cooperation
of Giosue Carducci ; by a new novel of Ga-
briele d' Annunzio

; by original designs of

F. Paolo Micchetti, Marius de Maria, Guido

Boggiani, G. A. Sartorio, Giuseppe Cellini,

Eugenio Benson, Mariano Fortuny, Ales-

sandro Morani, and others.

The subscription for the series of twelve

books will be thirty-six francs.

Editor, ADOLFO DE Bosis,

Borghese Palace, Rome.

The editor is known by his exquisite and

faithful translations of Shelley's poems into

Italian, and, to any one at all acquainted with

Italian literature and art, the names given
in the above are sufficient guarantee for the

rare value of the publication. It meets a want

in Italy, as hitherto there has been no high-
class illustrated monthly. It will, however,

appeal only to an elect circle, and there is a

fine carelessness of pecuniary interest in the

ardent group of artists and poets who have

initiated the enterprise. There is some-

thing of the old Greek worship of the beau-

tiful and love of art for its own sake in their

calm recognition that the magazine will

scarcely pay expenses, and that they proba-

bly will be able to sustain it for one year only.

utie Com- Main Street, in Derby town-

>hip, was so carefully guarded
by the spreading branches of giant sb

trees that it was difficult to distinguish the

unpretending home of Tabitha Tivadwell
from tin- more, stately mansions of her

neighbors. It required no <-l<>M- inspection,
after the gateway was pa-M-.l, to discern a

certain air of neglect flinging to her front

yard, and making even her yearly crop of

turnips a somewhat problematical result

from the unkempt garden in the i.

Nothing within doors breathedof disorder,
Even the cooking-stove looked impertinently

bright, and at three stated periods each day
a wholesome and abundant variety of well-

cooked food was served to a lonely woman,
unless indeed it so happened that a gn. >t

was present. It was a queer dwarfed maid.

of uncertain age and equally uncertain tem-

per, who possessed such domestic skill, and

it was a smooth-cheeked, plump little Qua-
keress, about sixty, but simulating forty, to

whom her achievements were offered.

Tabitha was born in the rubble-stone an-

nex, and had seen one after another of her

family laid beneath the greensward at tin-

base of the hill
; but no more surely were

these individuals buried than the hopes and

fortune of their survivor. One thing alone

remained to sustain the cheerful, rotund

matron, and that was her invincible belief

in the duty of others to provide for her.

There had been times and seasons when some

rash Friend had felt it right to remind the

good dame that her own hands were made
for activity ;

but Tabitha always responded
that she was not disposed to break down

the excellent health with whic-li the Lord

had blessed her
;
and indeed, how other-

wise would the dwarf Johanna be provided
for? forgetting to add that the wages for

her handmaid were the never-failing result

of certain quarterly vi.-its that the eon 1

ed mistress paid to some of her well-to-do

neighbors.
The particular resort of this odd house-

holder was to her immediate companion in

meeting, the owner of a beautiful home-

stead near by. Her own garden miglr
main uncared for, but certainly her table

would be well supplied with seasonable

vegetables. For fruit she confessed a
j

liar fondness, and the be>t varieties always

appeared before her in plenty. A >

eggs and poultry, no fowls had

reared, but it was a frequent subject of her

remark to others that she believed in a

community of interests, and therefore eare-

fully saved the houn hold .-craps to carry
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prolific bens of

tthan Kiddle. It is necessary

owever, that the daughters of

re sometimes disposed to

ult with thi> in ::i.-thod

of getting one's living ;
hut they were al-

ways reprimanded by their gentle mother,

open hand was never drawn back
! ic needy. She had, moreover, a keen

sense of humor, and, with all li

I many a quiet smile atTahitha's ec-

It so happened that, during a peculiarly
warm seasoi house was filled with

and mi more than one occasion

i-xtr.i help from

Johanna. She gave it, indi -d, and very

good lu lp it was
;
hut instead of accom-

modating her neighbor at an early hour in

the morning, Johanna did not appear until

all the household work had been done in the

most particular manner at home.

mildly inquired whether

.Id not come sooner in the day, and

was cont'i-Miiti -d by Tabitha in fresh and

spotless linen.

I forget, Mercy, that those

who are not blessed with thy portion of

worldly goods are as liable to distress of

mind when their domestic affairs are neg-
a."

That very afternoon, Tabitha came in

person to say that she wished to be taken

in the Kiddies' carriage to call upon a sick

woman ; adding with some severity, when

(tiest was granted,
" It is only right,

, that I remind thee that thy ma-

I

tossessions are but loaned thee, and
Lord who lends also wishes thee to

bestow freely." And as the carriage de-

posited the calm woman at the door again,
she thanked the good neighbor by alluding

desire to have a drive freqn
siner her appetite Denied inriva^ d tln-r--l.y.

It would be unjust to sujtpose that

itha was a selfish person. Many there be

in Derby township to-day who can recall

ceding goodness in time of distress.

Was there a sick woman with a fain 11-. \

took the flock to

her home and gave them all a romp m
tic's orchard;> uiback

r parents at last with well-tilled bas-

kets. Who was it that might be summoned
in a moment to help out in entertaining, or

to Hll a vacancy in a board meeting? Always

Tabitha Treadwell : and she served in the

most satisfactory manner. If a Friend had
''

to visit certa ies and

speak to family gatherings, Tabitha was

deputed to accompany her. Indeed, it was
the impression her cheery presence made

upon strangers that the families talked

about most, after the preacher and her

11ion had left them. Everybody re-

merabi ;.o, tor one of many pecu-
-
lie could not make a bed. True,

she apologi/ed on the occasion of each visit,

mentioning Johanna's dexterity in this la-

bor, as if the lustre of the dwarfs domestic

glory was reflected upon her mistress. Of
course the bed was made chiefly by the

preaching Friend, but no one thought the

worse of Tabitha.

She was very hospitable ; her spare cham-
ber was frequently put at the service of

those who were pressed with too much com-

pany. Did a carriage -load arrive unex-

!v to dine, she greeted them warmly :

"<;iad indeed to see thee and thin

eonvenienee me? Oh dear, no! Fortu-

nately we have a roast to-day." The roast

generally turned out to IK* of two or three

pounds, flanked by an extra portion of vege-
tables hastily gathered in the communistic

ay,
The Friend who sold her a winter's sup-

ply of fuel eontented himself with the pay-

inplied in her trite remark,
" Those

who give to the poor art-

Lord, Samuel." The fishermen knew that

a fresh bass or a string of perch would le

well received, and eounted only on her

smile
;
and it is a question whether smiles

<> go further in the coinage of

worldly favor than they do. She was as

oice of golden better balls,

and as particular in her charges to the dairy-

man regarding the quality of his cream

rnd d. ::!-,. M ' .';
-'

}
lid pnmisnli

on his wares, instead of expecting a con-

siderable redm
Her wardrobe was steadily replenished.

To quote her oft - repeated saying,

poor economy to allow one's garments to ran

short ; better to add a little continually."

And how was this economy practiced ? By
ly mention: "I tnist I do not of-

i iends by wearing this bonnet,

is somewhat soiled." Or, more pointedly,
M
Mercy, why does thee permit me to ap-

pear at meeting in a gown that thee
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hesitate to wear?" And immediately tin-

new dress and the new bonnet were forth-

coming.
Did one of Friend Biddle's daughters re-

monstrate against a lavish expenditure in

this direction, the good mother mollified

her by answering,
"
Perhaps thee does not

realize what it would be to have nothing of

thy very own."

Then, too, Tabitha was so dainty in her

ways, so irreproachably "Friendly
" in all

the bearing of her garments, that it was an

aesthetic delight to watch her walk into

meeting. More than once she was mis-

taken for the proprietor of the establish-

ment whose benefits she enjoyed, and with-

out the faintest embarrassment she would

say,
"
Yes, my lot has fallen in pleasant

places. Mercy and I take great comfort

in the gifts of our Creator."

Perhaps the most serious trial that her

neighbor ever passed through with her was
in regard to a certain new variety of rasp-

berry, then very valuable, and of which

Jonathan fiiddle had procured a half dozen

roots. These he had cultivated with extreme

care, and had watched and patiently await-

ed the ripening of a few clusters of deli-

cious-looking fruit. He had destined them
for the refreshment of a certain Friend,

many years an invalid, and he had already

spoken to his own household in reference to

this disposition. It must have been a trial,

therefore, when the good man, wandering

through his garden after tea, one evening,
saw Tabitha Treadwell calmly gathering
the reward of his horticultural labors. As
he related the story to Mercy, Jonathan ad-

mitted that a strain of impatience crept into

his voice as he discovered his loss.

"
Tabitha," he said,

" I can but think thee

is taking great liberty in my garden."
The plump face, rosy with health and ex-

ercise, turned full upon him, and the calm

voice responded,
" The earth is the Lord's

and the fullness thereof
;

" then Tabitha

continued to gather the berries, and Jona-

than found his immediate way back to the

house. Later in the evening he made a call

upon the invalid for whom the fruit was

originally destined, and, to his surprise, saw
on a stand beside the bed a clear gl-i^
bowl filled with the choice product of his

bushes.

"Look, Jonathan," said the sick man
with a pleased air,

" behold the result of

:i kindly thought in the iniiul of Tabitha

Treadwell. 1 had not realized how \

is the handiwork of the Creator in this direc-

tion. I must beg thee to taste the>r ber-

ries ;" and the aggrieved man partook of

his own fruit, and extolled its exei-Hem -.

Then he walked home with a humble heart,

querying within himself what possible dif-

ference it could make who bore the present
to the poor invalid.

" Tabitha's thought was as kindly as my
own," he murmured, "and I rejoice that

the Spirit of the Lord turned my wrath into

an occasion of blessing."

The Scotch Charles Lever, although a
Diminutive. Protestant Irishman and a loyal

British subject, seems never to have hail

much patience with the Scotch, and par-

ticularly resents certain mi-Irish qualities

displayed by such Scotchmen as have east

their lot in Ireland. There appears to be

something in the thrift, the stinginess, the

honest dishonesty, of a frugal Scottish emi-

grant that is peculiarly distasteful to a true

Irishman. The latter has no indulgence for

the overreaching which makes a shrewd

bargain, even if all its terms are faithfully

adhered to (this being a Scotch characteris-

tic) ;
while Pat, on the other hand, has the

deepest and most chivalrous sympathy with

the man who evades the payment of all his

debts whatsoever, and stands ready to shoot

the process-server.
But to return to Lever. In the pages of

this novelist certain Scotch characters are

made the objects of much hearty ridicule

because of their propensity to diminuti\es.

especially illustrated in the converse of

daily life. To an Irishman, it seems little

less than mockery for a man to address his

boy as " bairnie
" when about to administer

the rod and richly deserved discipline, or to

allude to his ill-fed and oft-berated hound

as "
doggie." And yet everywhere in S( in-

land we find this tendency to apply dimin-

utives to everything that is familiar in

current life. Its use even smacks of the

patriarchal sentiment, and quite as much
betokens ownership as petting alVeetion.

In this way Robert Burns took alnnt every-

thing in Scotland under his pat riarchal win^,

and attached the badge of affeeti<>nateo\\n< i-

ship to the foods and drinks, the cattle, tin-

fields, the brooks of his native land ;
if tradi-

tion speaks aright, he was him-elt included

in this category of privileged chattelage by
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knew him, and by many who d-

\ as ever " Robbie " Bum-
i "Burnie" to h I'roh-

ably no other man w riling the English lan-

or any dialect thereof, has been so

much beloved : and thi- not :iloue because of

bis obvious faults, which make us all seem
is by contrast ; not alone, as George

William Curtis remarks, because his peni-

tence for thoee faults was most sincere and

simply rendered
;

!,ut partly, we trust, be-

cause be inculcated a warmer and more

loving view of his species, a more childlike

faiih in God, and an unfailing readiness to

bestow abundantly the charity he did him-

self need so much.

m-makers, home-stayers, home-de-

fenders, preeminently, are the Scotch
;

is it

any wonder that their home-endeariug phra-

seology appeals to the world? The diminu-

tive has for some reason been used to imply
love of the gentler order, which obtains in

.olds, rather than the more vivid pas-
.ieh ornaments and gives motive to

the drama, and doubtless has its origin in

the maternal shibboleth. By being every-
where repeated and echoed, this fond coin-

age has come to be the language naturally

hildren, animals, and all things

ig our protection or indulgence. The
'1 Latin peoples also address

every child with the du or the ft* (or some
: and even our harsher

English phrasing seeks to make vagrant
childhood the property of all manhood and
womanhood by addressing every small boy

ib" or "sonny," who in turn retorts

with "pop" f

Tb Tbi of
" ^ llt don't you see," a writer

Content .
.

, , >s WRa nearc| say-
hat my contribution

''

referring to

a short story in a leading monthly "is

given a killing environment ; that the hang-

ing committee have sandwiched it with an

essay and a poem that do for it all that

unfavorable companion pieces can do for a
- in an exhil.it

It was a new suggestion ; and yet how

many of us do scan the table of -.

as we would a sheet of music. How much
our appreciation of an article depends upon

ipression made, the flavor left, by that

>vhi.h precedes it ! And then who has not

had one's estimate of an article <

changed by what followed in iU wake?

Sorely, the making-tip of the menu must

be as serious an affair with the magazine
editor as it is with all givers of feasts. The

individuality of the magazine and what a

marked individuality each magazine has !

depends so much upon the table of contents,

upon its tout ensemble when first seen. I

have a friend who declares that he can tell

what nia-a/ine, if any, a grown-up family
has tly raised upon. lie holds

that each one of the leading monthlies

leaves an unmistakable stamp upon its con-

stant readers. "In war times," he asks,
" could we not, in college, pick out the boys
who had been brought up on the Tribune ?

Was there any mistaking those who bad been

bred upon the Liberator ?
"

Speaking of

this in a literary circle, some one remarked

that the surest way of preventing the ris-

ing generation from reading so much trash

as does the present (the extent of this read-

ing may be seen in the enormous sales of

books which can be called nothing else)

would be to encourage those libraries which

are largely patnmi/ed ly public-school chil-

dren to circulate as widely as possibl .

place of the books now mainly called for

and given out, the best of the monthly mag-
azines. Why is not that a suggestion worth

considering ?

Httorophe- Heterophemy, the curious
niy- disease which consists in using
one word when meaning to use an entirely

different one, gives rise to many amusing
combinations. An old lady living in a

town on the Hudson River is thus afflicted.

She is tall and stately in appearance, court-

ly and gracious in manner, and this makes

her incongruous sentences all the more ri-

diculous. Strange to say, she herself t* to-

tally unconscious ,.f I., r infirmity, for the

is and even the servants en-

deavor to save her from the mortification

she would feel.

long ago, when she was recover-

in- from a serious illness, the bishop of the

ese chanced to be making bis annual

visitation, and at the suggestion of the reo-

they went together to call upon Mrs.

She was delighted to see them, and enter-

tained them with her usual grace and

diality The conversation naturally touched

upon her illness, and her thankfulness at

h.r recovery, which for a time had been

d. -!<: '1 "1".

Presently sbe turned to the bishop, say-
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ing carnally,
" My dear bishop, let us have

a little drop."
The startled prelate glanced at the rec-

tor. He, knowing his old friend's infirm-

ity, cast about in his mind for her probable

meaning.
"
Bishop," repeated the old lady serious-

ly,
" let 's have a little drop."
"
Certainly, Mrs. Drew," interposed the

rector, waiting for her to make some move
which might disclose her meaning. But

Mrs. Drew waited expectantly, also.

" If you have not your Vade Mecum with

you, there is a Prayer-Book," she said, after

a moment.
The rector, with a sigh of relief, turned

to the bishop.
" Mrs. Drew will be glad to

have you read prayers with her," he said

quietly.

Prayers were read, and then the gentle-
men prepared to take leave.

" Your visit has been a pleasure," Mrs.

Drew said warmly.
" Now, Mr. Belknap,

won't you take this little boy home to your
dear wife, with my best love."

For a moment Mr. Belknap wondered if

she could mean the bishop, but she relieved

his mind by lifting a magnificent bunch of

roses from a vase on the table.

Allied to this is another form of mis-

speech, to which most of us are occasional-

ly subject, the exchange of syllables. A
certain young lady, who, to her intense mor-

tification, often reverses her vowels thus,

says she is entirely unconscious of it, even

after speaking.
One summer evening she was sauntering

with a friend towards the village post-office

of the little town where they were staying.

On the way they encountered an acquaint-
ance with a handful <>t 1. r

"
Ah, good evening," she said, in her pe-

culiarly gracious, suave manner. " Are you
>t railing out for your mole V

"

The mystified younj; woman made some
inarticulate reply and passed on. As soon

as the friend could recover h . she

gasped, "I suppose you intended t

May if she was strolling out for her mail ?
"

The same young lady was relating

story of various misfortunes which had over-

whelmed a dear friend.
"
Think," she concluded pathetically,

" of

losing husband, children, property, and

home at one swell foop !

" Aucl a howl of

laughter rent the roof.

The sister of the young woman in ques-
tion recently accepted the position of in-

structor of Latin and Greek in a well-known

girls' school.

"Miss Brown," asked an acquaintance,

joining her as she stood, one evening, with

a group of friends,
" where is your sister.

Miss Helen, now ?
"

" Helen is teaching Latin in a young la-

dies' cemetery in ," responded Mi

Brown promptly.
"An appropriate place," broke in an ir-

repressible youth,
" for her to teach dead

languages."
One more example :

Pupil in Greek class :
" Does that mean

that the canals grew smaller and smaller

as they got further from the river, or that

from the main canal there were little ditches

branching off ?
"

Teacher (hurriedly).
" Little britches

dancing off. Next."
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A SINGULAR LIFE.

X.

Tin: preacher began to speak with a

ss in almost startling contrast to

: i lent emotion, and to the ex-

citement in the audience-room. He made
no allusion to the fact that this was his

first appearance HIUMD-- his people since

>f the Clara Em, and the all

but mortal illness which had followed

;>onal >hare in that catastrophe.
in his usual manner he conducted

nday evening service : a simple re-

ligious talk, varied by singing, and a few
t n .in the New Testament Bay-

ard ii. chapters ;

"
a phrase suf-

i narrative or a maxim ; <mi:.

he stopped at a single verse. The mo-
M imen's eyes wandered,

k closed. It was his peculiarity
, er allowed the Bible to bore

within-!.! it until they
vjilued it. It was long remembered of

pie of the- coast, that

he made use of public |raver with a re-

Mid a power entirely unknown to

Ijiits and the !

d long pray

ley. Kayard's prayers were

\ed audibly be-

<>nly when lie eould not

help i: :ned sometimes as if hi>

heart broke in the act

,

pMSed his li],s; the M ranker, with a

.t now

ssed his hands upon

it, and leaned forward with a marked

change of manner. Suddenly, without a

hint of his purpose, the young minister's

gentle voice rose into the tones of solemn

arraignment
" I came here," he said,

" a stranger
to this town and to its customs. It has

taken me all tins while to learn what

your virtues and your vices are. I have

dealt with you gently, preaching com-

fortable truths as I have been expected
to preach them. I have worked in igno-

rance. I have spoken soft words. Now
I speak them no more ! Your sin and

your shame have entered like iron into

my soul. People of Windover ! I accuse

you in the name of Christ, whose minis-

ter I am !

"

The expression of affectionate rever-

ence with which his audience had lis-

tened to Bayard up to this moment now

changed into one of surprise that resem-

ar. Before he had spoken ten

words more, it became evident that the

acher was din

force of his conscience and hU intelli-

gence to a calm and deliberate attack

upon the liquor habit and the liquor traf-

fic, one of the last of the subjects (as

it is well known) conceded to he the busi-

ness of a clergyman to meddle with in

any community, and the very last

ver had been trained to hear her-

self held t.. account for by 1.

teachers. At the hour when he came
nearest to the ador those who
adore without t! \ saw
him through the nmt of roma
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the people, carried on a wave of hero-

worship, lay for the first time at his feet,

Bayard for the first time opened fire upon
their favorite sin.

Shot after shot poured down from

those delicate, curving lips. Broadside

followed broadside, and still the fire fell.

He captured for them the elusive statis-

tics of the subject ; he confronted them

with its appalling facts ; he pelted them

with incidents such as the soul sickens

to relate or to remember. He denied

them the weak consolation of condoning
in themselves a moral disease too well

known to be the vice of the land and of

the times. He scored them with rebuke

under which his leading men grew pale

with alarm. Nothing could have been

more unlike the conventional temperance

address, yet nothing could have been more

simple, manly, reasonable, and fearless.

" For every prayer that goes up to

God from this room," he said, "for

every hymn, for every sacred word and

vow of purity, for every longing of a

man's heart to live a noble life, there

open fifty dens of shame upon this street

to blast him. We are pouring holy oil

upon a sea of mud. That is not good

religion, and it is not good sense. We
must prove our right to represent the

Christian religion in Angel Alley. We
must close its dens, or they ought to close

our lips. I am ready to try," he added,

with his winning simplicity,
"

if you are.

I shall need your help and your advice,

for I am not educated in these matters

as I ought to be. I was not taught how

to save drunken men, in the schools where

clergymen are trained. I must learn now

we must learn together as best we

can. . . . Oh, my people !

" His voice

fell from the tone of loving entreaty into

that of prayer, by one of those mov-

ing transformations peculiar to himself,

wherein those who heard him scarce

could tell the moment when he ceased to

speak to men and began to talk with God.
"
People of the Church of the Love of

Christ! Approach God, for He is close

at heart. . . . Thou great God ! Holy,

Almighty, Merciful ! Make us know
how to deal with sin, in our own souls

and in the lives of others. For the sake

of Thy Son whose Name we dare to bear.

Amen."
As the words of this outcry, this breath

of the spirit, rose and ceased, the silence

in the room was something so profound
that a girl's sigh was heard far back by
the door.

The hush was stung by a long, low,

sibilant sound ; a single hiss insulted that

sacred stillness. Then a man, purple to

the brows, rose and went out. It was

old Trawl, whose saloon had been a land-

mark in Angel Alley for fifty years.

The stranger, who had been more

moved than it seemed he cared to show

by what he had heard and seen, passed

slowly with the crowd down the long

stairs, and reached the outer air. As the

salt wind struck in his face, a hand was

laid upon his shoulder. The young min-

ister, looking pale and tired, but enviably

calm, drew the visitor's hand through his

arm.
" I saw you, Fenton," he said quietly,

" when you first came in. You '11 come

straight to my lodgings with me. . . .

Won't you ?
"
he added wistfully, fancy-

ing that Fenton hesitated. " You can't

know how much it will mean to me. I

have n't seen anybody why, I have n't

seen a fellow since I came to AVindover."
" You must lead rather an isolated life,

I should think," observed Fenton with

some embarrassment, as the two stood

to hail the electrie car that ran by Mrs.

Granite's humble door.
" We '11 talk when we get there," re-

plied Bayard, rather shortly for him.

"The car will be full of people," In- added

apologetically.
* One lives in a glass

bell here. Besides, I 'in a bit tin i.

'

He looked, indeed, exhausted, as the

electric light smote his thin face ; his

eyes glowed like fire fed by metal, and

his breath came short. He leaned his

head back against the car window.
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>u cough, I see," said Fenton, who

was not an expert in silence.
- Do I :

lYr!Ki],>. I had n't thought
of it.'' He said nothing more until they

had reached his lodgings. Fenton began
to talk about the wreck and the rescue.

He said the usual tiling in the usual way,

otlVring, perforce, the tribute of a man to

a manly deed.

Bayard nodded politely ; he would not

talk about it.

Jane Granite opened the door for them.

She looked at the minister with mute,

doglike misery in her young eyes.
" You

look dead beat out, sir/' she said. But

Ben Trawl stood scowling in the door of

the sitting-room ; he had not chosen to

go to the service, nor to allow her to go
without him. Jane thought it was reli-

gious experience that made this such a

disappointment to her.

All, Trawl," said the minister heart-

ily. I 'm glad to see you here."

He did not say,
" I am sorry you were

not at church," as Ben Trawl pugnacious-

ly expected.

Bayard led Iris gnest upstairs, and shut

and locked the study door.

There!" he said faintly. "Now,
George Fenton, talk ! Tell me all about

it. You .m't ///////. how I am going to

uj.iy t!n- ! I wish I had an easy-chair
for you. Will this rocker do ? If you

:iin. 1. 1 think f '11 just lie down a

ite."

He flung himself heavily upon tl.

carpet-covered lounge. Fenton drew up
the wooden rocking-chair to the cylinder

stove, in whi -h a low fire glimmered, and

put In i. ,-t on top of the stove, aft. i th<

i Cesarea and Galilee Hall.

\V ::." he began, in his own comfort-

able way, I 've accepted the call.

" I supposed you would," replied Bay-
i.Mi-d it N\a^ under way.

I am glad of it!
"
he added cordially.

"The First Church is a fine old church.

t the man for them. They '11

ordain you as easily as they swallow their

native chowders. You came right over

from their evening service to our place

to-night : You must have hurried."

I did," said the guest, with a certain

air of condescension. ** I wanted to hear

you, you know once, at least"
" When you are settled, you can't

come, of course," observed Bayard quick-

ly.
" I understand tha

" Well -
you see I shall be you

know in a very delicate position, when
I become the pastor of that church.''

Fenton's natural complacency forsook

him for the instant, and something like

embarrassment rested upon his easy face ;

he showed it by the way he handled Mrs.

Granite's poker.
" It 's 72 in this room already," sug-

gested Bayard, smiling. Would you

poke that fire any more ? . . . Oh, come,
Fenton ! 1 understand. Don't bother

your head about me, or how I may feeL

A man does n't choose to be where I am,
to waste life in considering his feelings ;

those are the least important items in

his natural history. Just stick to your

subject, man. It 's you I want to hear

about"

\\Y11." replied the guest, warming
to the theme with natural enthusiasm,
" the call was unanimous. Perfectly so."

* That must be delightful."
"
Why, so it is it is, as you say,

delightful. And the salary they've
raised the salary to get me. Bayard.
You see, it had got out that I had refuted

ah hum several calls. And
1 been without a man so long, I

they 're tired of it Ain how . 1 m
to have three thousand dollars."

>:it is delightful, too," said Bay-
ard. He turned over on his old lounge,

coughing, and doubled the thin cretonne

pillow under hia head ; he watched hia

classmate with a half-quizzical smile ; his

ejea and brow were perfectly
I shall be ordained immediately,"

tinned Fenton eagerly, **and

my wife. They are refitting the parson-

age. I went in last night to eee that the

carpet* and papers and all that were what
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liould be. I am going to be mar-

j i [ Bayard, 1 am going to bo married

next week."

And that is best of all," said Bayard
in a low voice.

44 She is really a lovely girl, though
somewhat limited in her experience. I 've

known her all my life where I came

from, in the western part of the State.

But I think these gentle country girls

make the best ministers' wives. They
educate up to the position rapidly."

Bayard made no answer to this scin-

tillation ; a spark shot over his soft and

laughing eyes, but his lips opened only to

say, after a perceptible pause,
"Where is Tompkinton he of the

long legs and the army cape ?
"

44 Settled somewhere near you, I hear ;

over across the Cape. He has a fine par-

ish. He 's to have two thousand : that 's

doing well for a man of his stamp."
I don't think Tompkinton is the kind

of man to think much about the salary,"

returned Bayard gravely.
'* He struck

me as the other sort of fellow. What's

become of Bent?"
44 Graduates this summer, I suppose.

I hear he 's called to Roxbury. He al-

ways aimed at a Boston parish. He 's

sure to boom."

"And that brakeman Holt ? He
who admired Huxley's Descent of Man?"

44
Oh, he is slumming in New York

city. They say he is really very useful.

He has some sort of mission work there,

at the Five Points. I 'm told he makes

a specialty of converted burglars."
u 1 have n't been able to follow any of

the boys," said Bayard, coughing.
"

I

can't very well as I am situated. It

does me good to hear something about

somebody. Where's that round fellow

Jaynes ? With the round glasses ? I

remember he always ate two Baldwins,

two en tire Baldwin apples."
44 Gone West, I believe. He 's admi-

rably adapted to the West," replied I-Yn-

ton, settling his chair in his old comfort-

able way.

What an assorted lot v .said

Bayard dreamily. And what a inedlrv

we were taught ! 1 have n't opened one

of iny notebooks since I came In

44
Oh, in your work," answered Fenton.

"you don't need to read, I should think."

Bayard's eyes sought his library

ed lovingly on its full and \\vll-UM-d

shelves; then turned away with the < \

pression of one who says to a ch<en

friend,
u We understand. Why need

anything be said ?
" He did not other-

wise reply.
" Were you ever ordained over your

present charge ?
"

asked his visitor sud-

denly, balancing the poker on the top
curl of the iron angel that ornamented

the cylinder stove. " How did you man-

age it ? Did any of the regular clergy

recognize the affair ?
"

" I was not ordained," replied Bayard,

smiling contentedly.
" I sought nothing

of the kind. But a few of the country
ministers wished us Godspeed. There

was one dear old man he was my mod-

erator at that Council he came over

and put his hands on my head and gave
me the blessing."

4 ' Oh the charge to the pastor
" We did n't call it that. We did not

steal any of the old phrases. He prayed
and blessed me that was all. 11. U a

sincere, good man, and he made some-

thing impressive out of it, my peopl

At all events, they \\ere, .atMied. We
have to do things in our own way, you
know. We are experimenting, of o.

" I should say that was a pretty seri-

ous experiment you inaugurated tonight

in your service. If you '11 allow me t>

say so, I should call it very ill ad\
* It is a serious experiment," an.- \\ered

Bayard gravely.

"Expect to succeed in it :

"God knows."

"Bound to go on with it ':

"

-Till I succeed or fail.
'

"What do you propose? To turn

triiij.erance lecturer, and that MU-I of

thing!' I MI
j.pose you'll be switching
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off your religious services into pi

tion caucuses, and so forth."

I propose nothing of the kind. I

am not a politician. I am a preacher of

1 hri-tian religion."

I always knew you were ecc

of course, Bayard. Everybody knows

that But I never expected to see you

hading such a singular life. I never

took you for this sort of fanati

seems so common for a man of your
taste and culture ; and there can be no

doubt that it is unwise, from every point

of view, even from your own, I should

think. I don't deny that your work im-

pressed me, what I saw of it to-night

Your gifts tell even here. It is a pity

to have them misapplied. Now, what

was your motive in that outbreak to-

night? I take it it was the first time

you had tackled the subject"
" To my shame yes. It was the first

time. I have had reasons to look into

it, lately that 's all. You see, my ig-

norance on the subject was colossal, to

start in. We were not taught such things

in the Seminary. Cesarea does as well

as any of them but no curriculum

recognizes Job Slip. Oh, when I think

about it! Predestination, foreord 5 na-

tion, sanctification, election, and bothera-

tion, and never a lesson on the Christian

socialism of our day ; not a lecture to

tell us how to save a poor, lost woman,
how to reform a drunkard, what to do

with gamblers and paupers and thieves,

and worse, how to apply what we 1

nmon life and common sense, how
to lift miserable creatures, scrambling up,
and falling back into the mud as fast as

they can scramble people of no religion,

no morals, no decency, no hope, no joy,
ver see the inside of a church

"

iy ought to," replied Fenton se-

verely.
" That 's their fault not ours.

And all - n.iuaries have a course on

Pastoral Theology.*'
visited sixteen of the dens of this

town last week," answered Bayard. I

took a policeman and went through the
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whole thing. 1 don't hhmc them. I

would n't go to church if I were they.

I shall dream about what I saw, I

don't know that I shall ever stop dream-

ing about it It is too horrible to tell.

I would n't even speak what I saw men
and women live. The old sailors who
have seen a good many ports call it a

hell of a town. My own idea is, that it

is n't a particle worse than other places
of its class. I fancy it 's a fair, average

seaport town. Six thousand seamen sail

this harbor every year. I can't get at

the number of dens they support : such

figures are runaway lunatics, you under-

stand ; they have a genius for hiding, and

nobody wants to find them. But put it

low call it two hundred in this little

town. If it is n't the business of a Chris-

tian church to shut them, whose is it?

If it is n't the business of religious people
to look after these fellows, whose is it?

I say, religious people are answerable for

them, and for their vices! The best

people are responsible for the worst, or

there 's no meaning in the New Testa-

ment, and no sense in the Christian reli-

gion. Oh," said Bayard, with a sound

that was more like a moan than a sigh,

-if Christ could come into Angel Alley

just this one street ! I f II i could take

this little piece of a world ful of human
woe modern human misery, you under*

stand, all the new forms and phases that

Palestine knew nothing about if Ho
could sweep it clean, and show us how to

do it now ! Think, Fenton, think how
He would go to work what that would

be ! ... Sometimes I think it would be

worth dying for."

strikes me it is harder to guest
than predestination what He would do

if He were reincarnated," replied Fenton

41:1 \t-ly.

Bayard gently, but there may be some-

thing in that"

"Now,** conti i on,
" take yonr-

s-lf. I fancy you believe Do you
suppose you are doing the kind of thing
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He would set about, if He were in your

place ?

How can I tell ?
"

said Bayard in a

voice so low that it was scarcely articu-

late.
" How can a man know ? All I

do know is, that I try. That is what

and that is all I try to do. And I

shall keep on trying, till I die."

He spoke with a solemnity which ad-

mitted of no light response, even from a

worldly man. Fenton was not that, and

his eyes filled.

"
Well," he said, after a silence,

"
you

are a good man, Emanuel Bayard. God

go with you."
"And with you," replied Bayard, hold-

ing out his hand. " Our roads lie dif-

ferent ways. We shall not talk like this

again."
" You won't mind that ? You won't

feel it," said Fenton uncomfortably, for

he had risen to leave, and the conver-

sation hung heavily on his heart,
"

if I

don't run across your way often ? It

would hardly do, you see. My people
the church the circumstances

"

He brought the poker down hard upon
the cerebrum of the iron angel, who re-

sented the insult by tumbling over on the

funnel ; thence, with a slam, to the floor.

Fenton picked up the ornament, with a

red face, and restored it to its place. He
felt, as a man sometimes does, more re-

buked than irritated by the inanimate

thing.
"
Good-by," said Bayard gently. It

was all he said. He still held out his

hand ; his classmate wrung it, and passed,

with bowed head, from his presence.

The happy weather held over into the

next day, and the harbor wore her celes-

tial smile. The gentleness of summer
clothed in the colors of spring rested upon
the wooded coast beyond the long clifT-

outline ; upon the broken scallops of the

beaches, and the moss-green piers of the

docks; upon the waves swelling without

foam, and the patched sails of the an-

chored fleet unfurled to dry. The water

still held the blue and gray tints that be-

token cold weather too recently past or

too soon returning to be forgotten. But
the wind was south, and the saxifrage was

in bud upon the downs in the clefts of

the broken rocks between the boulders.

Bayard was a weak and w< ai y man
that day, the events of the previous

evening had told upon him more than

he would have supposed possible, and

he gave himself a luxury. He put the

world and the evil of it from his heart and

brain, and went out on Windover Point,

to sun himself, alone ; crawling along,

poor fellow, at a sad pace, stopping often

to rest, and panting as he pushed on.

He had been an athletic lad, a vigorous,

hearty man ; illness and its subtle train of

physical and mental consequences spoke
in the voices of strangers to him.

"
They will pass on," he thought.

Bayard was such a lovable, cordial,

human man that the isolation of his life

in Windover had affected him more than

it might have done a natural recluse.

Solitude is the final test of character

as well as of nature. The romance of

consecration has its glamour as well as the

romance of love. Bayard had felt his

way into this beautiful mist with a .-tout.

good sense which is rare in the devotee,

and which was perhaps his most remark-

able quality. This led him to accept with-

out fruitless resistance a lot which was

pathetically alien to him. He was no

gray -bearded saint, on whose leathern

tongue joy had turned to ashes ; to whom
renunciation was the last throw left in

the game of life. He was a young man.

ardent, eager, buoyant ; confiding in hope
because he had not tested it ; believing in

happiness because he had not known it ;

full of untried, untamed capacity for hu-

man delight, and with the instinct (gen-

erations old) of a luxurious training to-

ward human ease. He had cut tlu

cords between himself and the world of

his old habits, ambitions, and friends with

a steady stroke : he had smitten the soft

network like a man. and flung it from
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him like a spirit : but tliero wore hours

when I if he were bleeding to

. inwardly. I'n.m >heer desolation,

i at call of George Fenton's upset
lit. he said aloud, as he sank

:it the base of a big boulder in the

warm sand. He sometimes talked to the

sea; nothing else inWindover could un-

!<1 him ; he was acquiring some of

the habits of lonely people who live apart
u-ir own das*. I low impossible it

would have been in Cambridge, in Bos-

ton, or in Cesarea to be caught talking

His pale face flushed, and In-

drew his hat over it, thanking Heaven

that the rocks were deaf and the downs

were dumb, that the sun would never tell,

;ie harbor was too busy to listen,

id lain there in the sand for some

time, as motionless as a mollusk at low

water.

1 a man needs is a little human
be thought. The April sun seemed

to Hiik into his brain and heart with the

healing touch that nothing human ever

gives. He pn-h.-d his hat away from his

face, and looked up gratefully, as if he

had been caressed.

As he did so, he heard footsteps upon

isp, red-cupped moss that surround-

<1 tho base of the boulder. He rose in-

i rented a woman,
a lady. She had been walking far and

fast, and had glorious color. The skirt

of her purple gown was splashed with

little sticks and burs and bits of moss ;

her hands were full of saxifrage. She
was trying, in th<- rising wind, to hold a

sun-umbrella over h< >r she wore
the street or traveling dress of the town,
ami li.-r little bonnet gave her as much

protect i ..u from the sun as a purple but-

\vhose wings were dashed with gold.

ly enough, he recognized the cos-

did the wearer; so in-

I it that she should

1 1. !-!. living, glowing, laughing,
;i us beauty, stamped against the

. I did not expect I did not

think" she stammered. II>- ha.i

seen Helen Carnal i But

she blushed like a schoolgirl wi.-

gave him, saxifrage and all, her ungloved
hand.

XI.

" Mother sent me ! I came down for

her and Father," began Helen Carruth

abruptly. Then she thought how that

sounded, as if she need be supposed to

apologize for or explain the circumstance

that she happened to find one of her fa-

ther's old students sunning himself upon
a given portion of the New England
coast ; and she blushed again. When she

saw the sudden, upward motion of Bay-
ard's heavy eyelids, she could have set

her pretty teeth through her tongue, for

vexation at her little faux pas. From
sheer embarrassment, she laughed it off.

I have n't heard anybody laugh like

that since I came to Windover," said

n a long breath. " Do

give me an encore !

"

" Now, then, you are laughing at me/ "

"
Upon the word of a poor heretic par-

son no. You can't think how it sounds.

It sinks in like the sun."

Hut I don't !'! like laughing any
more. I 've got all over it. 1 'in afraid

I can't oblige you."
" Why not ? You used to be good na-

tui-.-d. I thought in Cesarea, ages ago."
MI are enough to drive the laugh

out of a faon," said the young lady so-

berly.
*

Pray sit down again on your
fa. I did not know you had been

so ill. Put on your hat, Mr. Bayard.

Good society does not require ghosts

to stand bareheaded at the seaeoast in

April."
I don't more in good society any

longer. I am not expected to know

ing about its customs. Sit down

bstidi in-- a iniiiuv .ui.l I uill. No

stay. Perhaps you will take co

wish I had some wrap*. My coat'
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"When / take your coat" began
the healthy girl. He had already flun^

his overcoat upon the dry, warm sand.

She gave it back to him. Then she saw

the color start into his pale face.

"
Oh, forgive me !

"
she said quickly.

" I did not mean Mr. Bayard, I never

was ill in my life."

" Nor I, either, before now," pleaded

Bayard rather piteously.
" That was a sensible man who called

it the * insolence of health/ I did not

mean to be impertinent, if you will take

the trouble to believe me. I fail to grasp
the situation that 's all. I am simply
obtuse blunt blunt as a clam."

She waved her sun-umbrella dejected-

ly toward the beach, where a solitary

clam-digger, a bent, picturesque old man,
was seeking his next chowder.

" The amount of it is," said Miss Car-

ruth, more in her usual manner,
" that I

was taken a little by surprise. You used

to look so different. You are greatly

changed, Mr. Bayard. Being a heretic

does not agree with you."
"I have had a little touch of some-

thing they call pneumonia down here,"

observed Bayard carelessly.
" I 've been

out only a few days."
She made no answer at first ; Bayard

was looking at the clam-digger, but he

felt that she was looking at him. She

had seated herself on the sand beside

him ; she was now quite her usual self ;

her momentary embarrassment had dis-

appeared like a sail around the Point,

a graceful, vanishing thing of whose mo-

tion one thinks afterwards. He did not

suppose that she was there to sympathize
with him, but he was vaguely aware of

a certain unbridged gap in the subject,

when she unexpectedly said,
" You have not asked me what I came

to Windover for."

"Windover does not belong to me.

MissCarruth; nor" A ray of disused

mischief sprang to his eyes. Did he start

to say,
" nor you

"
? He might have been

capable of it as far back as Harvard, or
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even in junior year at Cesarea. That

Hash of human nonsense changed his ap-

pearance to an almost startling extent.
"
Why, now," she laughed,

"
I think I

could recognize you without an introduc-

tion."
" But you have n't told me why you

did come to Windover."
k ' It does n't signify. You exhibit no

interest in the subject, sir."

" You are here," he answered, looking
at her. " That fact preoccupied me."

This reply was without precedent in

her experience of him ; and she gave
no sign, whether of pleasure or displea-

sure, of its effect upon her. She looked

straight at the clam-digger, who was

shouldering his basket laboriously upon
his bent back, making a sombre Millet

sketch against the cheerful afternoon sky.
" I came down to engage our rooms,"

she said lightly.
" We are coming here,

you know, this summer. We board at

the Mainsail. I had to have it out with

Mrs. Salt about the mosquito bars. Mo-

ther would n't come last year because

the mosquito bars had holes, and let in

hornets and a mouse. You understand,"

she added, with something of unneces-

sary emphasis, "we always come here

summers."
" I understand nothing at all !

"
said

Bayard breathlessly.
" You were not

here last summer, when I was camlidat-

ing in the First Church."

"That, I tell you, was on account of

the hornets and the mouse. The mouse

clinched it; he waked her walking up
her sleeve one morning. So we went to

Campobello the year after. But we ab

ways come to Windover."
" For instance, how many seasons con-

stitute <

always
" Three. *This will be four. Father

likes it above everything. So did Mo-

ther In-fore the mouse epoch. She ^ot

to feeling hornets in her shoes whenever

she put them on. I wonder Father never

told you we always come to Windovi-r ':

"

" The Professor had other tilings in
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nind when he talked to me
ond pro! >at ion. and the dangers of mod-

ern German exegesis."

s, I know. Dear Papa : Wind

over is n't a doctrine."

I v. aenc told me you al-

ways came to Window
" Oh, I left that to Father," replied

the young lady demurely.
"

I did come

near it, though, once. Do you remem-

ber that evening
"

"
Yes," he interrupted ;

" I remember

that evening."
-

I mean, when you had taken me up
the Seminary walk to see the cross.

When you said good-by, that night, I

thought I 'd mention it. But I changed

my mind. You see, you had n't had

your call, then. I thought I mi^ht
hurt your feelings. But we always do

come to Windover. We are coming as

BOO* as Anniversary is over. We have

the Flying Jib to ourselves that little

green cottage, you know, on the rocks.

What ! Never heard of the Flying Jib ?

Yon don't know the summer Windover,
,:"

"
Only the winter Windover, you see."

>r the summer people. I suppose ?
"

1

ily the winter peo| !."
" Father

f

s hired that old fish-house for

ft study," continued Helen, with some

abruptness. He says he can't stand the

women on the Mainsail piazzas : you can

hear them over at the Flying Jib when
the wind sets our way ; they discuss the

desserts, and pick each other's charac-

ters to pieces, and compare Kensington
H and neuralgia. Father is going

to bring down his article on The State of

the Unforgiven after Death There !

"

she said suddenly,
" that Millet sketch is

walking into Father's study with his bas-

ket on his back. The State of the Un-

forgiven will be a little clammy, don't

youth,,,

yes looked like the bed of a brown
brook in the sun. Bayard laughed.

The dear Professor !

"
he said

Father were n't such an archangel
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in private life, it would n't be so funny,"
observed Helen, jabbing the point of her

purple-and-gold changeable silk sun-um-

brella into the sand. * I can't see what

he wants the unconverted to be burned

up for. Can y<
" The State of the Unforgiven before

Death is more than I can nianag

plied Bayard, smiling ;
" I have my hands

full."

" Do you like it ?
"
asked Helen, with a

pretty, puzzled knot between her smooth

brows.
" Like what ? I like this."

He looked at her ; as any other man

might, like those students who used to

come so often, and who suddenly called

no more. Helen had never seen that ex-

pression in his eyes. She dropped her

own. She dug little wells in the fine

white sand with her sun-umbrella before

she said,

I have to get the six-o'clock train ;

yon know I have n't come to stay, yet."
" But you are coming !

"
he exclaimed,

witii irrepressible joyousness.

She made no answer, and Bayard's
sensitive color changed.

" Do I like what 1
"
he repeated in a

dirt'. -rent tone.

"
Heresy and martyrdom," replied

Helen serenely.
44 1 regret nothing, if that is what you

mean ; no matter what it costs, no mat-

ter how it ends no. not for an hour.

I told the truth, and I took the conse-

quences ; that is all. How ran a man re-

gret standing by his best convictions ?"

He might regret the convictions,"

su-ir.M.-d I I- 1-11.

-Might he? Perhaps. Mine are so

inurh stronger than they were when I

started in that they race DM and drag
me like winged hones in a chariot of

eyes took on their dazzling look ;

like fine flash-lights'they shot forth a bril-

liance as burning as it was brief ; then

their calm and color returned to

Helen watched the
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and j)a>s his faro with a sense of sonic-

thing so like reverence that it made IKT

uncomfortable. Like many girls train, d

as she had been, she had small regard for

the priestly office, and none for the priest-

ly assumptions. The recognition of a

spiritual superiority which she felt to be

so far above her that, in the nature of

things, she could not understand it, gave
her strong nature a jar : something with-

in her, hitherto fixed and untroubled,

shook before it.

Bayard, without apparent conscious-

ness of the young lady's thoughts, or in-

deed of her presence for that moment,

went on dreamily :

" I was a theorizer, a dreamer, a theo-

logic apprentice, a year ago. I knew
no more of real life than that silver

sea-gull making for the lighthouse tower.

I took notes about sin in the lecture-

room. Now I study misery and shame

in Angel Alley. The gap between them

is as wide as the stride of that angel in

Revelation do you remember him ?

who stood with one foot upon the land

and one upon the sea. All I mind is,

that I have so much more to learn than

I need have had everything, in fact. If

I had been taught, if I had been trained

if it had not all come with that kind

of shock which benumbs a man's brain

at first, and uses up his vitality so much
faster than he can afford to spare it

But I have no convictions, that I ought
to be talking like this !

"

" Go on," said Helen softly.
"
Oh, to what end ?

"
asked Bayard

wearily.
" That ecclesiastical system

which brought me where I am can't be

helped by one man's rebellion. It's

going to take a generation of us. But

there is enough that I can help. It is

the can-be's, not the can't-be's, that are

the business of men like me."
" I saw you with that drunken man :

he had his arms about you." answer, d

Helen, with charm in g irrelevance. Her

untroubled brows still held that little knot,

half of perplexity, half of annoyance. It

Life. [April,

horame her, for she looked the more of

a woman for it.

* Job Slip ? Oil, in Boston that day ;

yes. I got him home to his wife all right.

that night. He was sober after that for

for quite awhile. I wish you ha

that woman !

"
he said earnestly.

* Man
is the most miserable and the JU..M

grateful person that I know. I never

knew what a woman could suffer till I got

acquainted with that family. They have

a dear little boy. His father used to beat

him over the head with a shovel. Joey
comes over to see me sometimes, and goes
to sleep on my lounge. We're great
chums."

" You do like it," said Helen slowly.

She had raised her brown eyes while he

was speaking, and watched his face with

a veiled look. " Yes ; there 's no doubt

about it. You do."
" Would n't you ?

"
asked Bajmrd,

smiling.
"
No, I should n't." She shook her

head with that positiveness so charming
in an attractive woman, and so repellent

in an ugly one. " When they burn you
at the stake, you '11 swallow the fire and

enjoy it. You '11 say,
*

Forgive them, for

they don't mean it, poor things.' I should

say,
*

Lord, punish them, for they ought
to know better.' That 's just the di IT.-i -

ence between us. Mother must be right.

She always says I am not spiritual.
" I don't know but I should like to

see that little boy, though," added I It-Ion

reluctantly ;

" and Mari if she had on

a clean apron."
She dott n't very often. But it mi-lit

happen. Why, you mi- there

with me sometime this summer, and

see them? "
suggested Bayard easily.

"So you lay the first little smoking

fagot, do you? K..r me. too?" She

laughed.
" God forbid !

"
said Bayard quickly.

Helen's voice had not hem a- li'Jit a-;

her laugh, and her bright face was grave
when he turned and regarded it. She

gave back his ga/<- without evasion, now.
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She seemed to have grown indefinably

older and gentler since she had sat

sand beside him. Her eyes, for

the first time, now, it appeared,

tionally studied him. She took in tlu

least detail of his changed appearance :

the shabby coat, the patch on his bout, his

linen, worn and darned, the fading color

of his hat. She remembered him as the

best dressed man in Cesarea Seminary ;

nothing bat rude, real poverty could have.

so changed that fashionable and easy

student into this country parson, rust-

ing and mended and out - of - the - mode,

and conscious of it to the last sense,

as only the town-bred man of luxurious

antecedents can be of the novel depri-

vation that might have been another's

native air.

'* I don't know that it is necessary to

look so pale," was all she said. " I should

tlii tik you 'd tan here in this glare. I do.

See!"
She held out her bare hands, and

doubled them up, putting them together
to scrutinize the delicate backs of them

for the effect of an hour's Windover sun.

irk purple gloves and the saxifrage

lay in her lap. Bayard held the sun-

umbrella over her. It gave him arm i .m*

sense of event to perform t hi

tesy ; it was so long since he had been

among ladies, and lived like other gen-
ii ; he felt as if he had been upon

a journey in strange lands, and were

X home again. A blossom of the

saxifrage fell to the hem of her dress,

and over upon the sand. He delicately
i ml and took it, saying nothing.

Doei Mr. H.Tinon Worcester come

and pour pitch and things on the bon-

fire ?
"
asked Helen suddenly.

i knew," answered Bay-

my uncle has disinherited roe. He
is not pleased with what I have done."

I did not know. Does n't he

Excuse roe, Mr. Bayard. It is i.

11 lies to me," said Bayard.
He sent me things when I was sick.

He was very kind then. We have not

quarreled at all. But it is some time

since I have seen him. I am very fond

of my uncle. He U an old man, you
know. He was brought up so. We
most n't blame him. He thinks I am on

the road to perdition. He does n't come

to Windover."
" I see," said Helen. She leaned her

head back against the boulder and looked

through half-shut lids at the dashing sea.

The wind was rising.

I must go," she said abruptly.
"May I take you over to the station ?

"

he asked, with boyish anxiety.
" Mr. Salt is going to harness old Pep-

per," she answered.

Bayard said nothing. He remembered

that he could not afford to drive a lady to

the station ; he could not offer to ** take
"

her in the electric conveyance of the great
American people. He might have spent
at least three quarters of an hour more

beside her. It seemed to him that he had
not experienced poverty till now. The

exquisite outline of his lip trembled for

the instant with that pathos which would

have smitten a woman to the heart if she

had loved him. Helen was preoc<

with her saxifrage and her purple gloves.

She did not, to all appearance, tee hit

face, and he was glad of it.

He arose in silence, and walked betid*

her to the beach and toward the town.
" Mr. Bayard," observed Helen, with

her pleasant unexpectedness,
" I owe you

something.
'

All this while she had not mentioned

the wreck or the rescue ; she alone, of all

people whom he had seen since be came

out of his sick-room, had not inquired,

nor exclaimed, nor commended, nor ail-

mired. Something in her manner it

could hardly be said what reminded

him now of this omission; he bad not

thought of it before.

>we yon a recognition." she said.

I cancel the debt," be answered,

smiling.

You cannot I owe yon the recog-
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nit ion of a friend for that brave

and noble deed you did. Accept it, sir !

"

She spread out her hands with a pretty

gesture, as if she gave him something;
she moved her head with a commanding
and royal turn, as if her gift had value.

He lifted his hat.

" I could have done no less then ; but

I might do more now."

His worn face had lightened delicate-

ly. He looked hopeful and happy.
" A man does n't put himself where

I am, to complain," he added. " But I

don't suppose you could even guess how

solitary my position is. The right thing
said in the right way gives me more cour-

age than people who say it can possi-

bly understand. I have so few friends

now. If you allow me to count you

among them, you do me a very womanly
kindness ; so then I shall owe you

"

" I cancel the debt !

"
she interrupt-

ed, laughing.
" Did n't Father write to

you," she hurried on,
" when you were

so ill?"
" Oh yes. The Professor's note was

the first I was allowed to read. He said

all sorts of things that I did n't deserve.

He said that, in spite of the flaws in my
theology, I had done honor to the old

Seminary."
"
Really ? Father will wear a crown

and a harp for that concession. Did he

give you any message from me, I won-

der?"
" He said the ladies sent their regards."
"Oh! Was that all?"
" That was all."

It was not quite all," said Helen, after

a moment's rather grave reflection.
" But

never mind. Probably Father thought
the exegesis incorrect somewhere."

"Perhaps he objected to the con-

text ?
"
asked Bayard mischievously.

" More likely he had a quarrel in the

Faculty on his mind, and forgot it"
" If you had written it yourself

"

suggested Bayard humbly.
" Butofcourse

you had other things to do."

Helen gave him an inscrutable look.

She made no reply. They parsed the

fish-house, and the old clam-di^er, who
was sitting on his overturned l-a-ket in

the sun, opening clams with a blunt

knife, and singing hoarsely :

*' The woman 's ashore,
The child 's at the door,

The man 's at the wheel.

" Storm on the track,

Fog at the back,
Death at the keel.

''

You, mate, or me,
Which shall it be ?

God, He won't tell.

Drive on to !

"

"There is Mr. Salt," said Helen ; for

the two had come slowly up in silence to

the old gate (fastened with a rope tied

in a sailor's knot) that gave the short cut

across the meadow to the Mainsail sum-

mer hotel.

" He is watching for me. How sober

he looks! Perhaps something dreadful

has happened to Mrs. Salt Wait a min-

ute. Let me run in !

"

She tossed her sun-umbrella, gloves,

and saxifrage in a heap across Bayard's

arm, and ran like a girl or a collie s\\ ay-

ing across the meadow in the wind. In

a few minutes she walked back, flushed

and laughing.
"
Pepper can't go !

"
she cried. " He 's

got the colic. He 's swallowed a cellu-

loid collar. Mr. Salt says he thought

it was sugar. I must go right along and

catch the car."

" You have eight minutes yet," said

Bayard joyously,
u and I can go too !

"

The car filled up rapidly; they chatted

of little things, or sat in silence. .Jam-

Granite came aboard as they passed her

mother's doof. Bayard lifted his hat to

her cordially ; she was at the further end

of the car ; she got off at a grocery store,

to buy prunes, and did not look hack.

She had only glanced at H. 1, n Carruth.

Bayard did not notice when Jane left.

The train camo in and wont out. Helen

stood on the platform, leaning over to
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take her saxifrage : a royal vision, blur-

aiid melting in purple and goll lu-

lus eyes.

The train came in and went out ; her

laughing eyes looked back from the frame

of the car window. The train went out.

lie turned away, and went slowly home.

Jane had not returned, and Mrs. Gran-

ite was away. The house was deserted,

and tlu- evening was coming on cold.

He climbed the steep stairs wearily to

his rooms, and lighted a the. for he

coughed a good deal. He had to go down
into the shed and bring up the wood and

coal. He was so tired when this was

done that he flung himself upon the old

lounge. He looked slowly about his dis-

mal rooms : at the top curl of the iron

angel on the ugly stove ; at the empty
wooden rocking-chair with the bones ; at

the paper screen, where the Cupid on the

basket of grapes sat forever tasting, and

never eating, impossible fruit ; at the

btudy-table, where the subscription list

fur his quarter's salary lay across the

manuscript notes of bis last night's ser-

mon. The great St. Michael on the

wall eyed him with that absence of curi-

osity which belongs to remote superiority.

Bayard did not return the gaze of the

picture. He took something from his

vest pocket and looked at it gently, twist-

ing it about in his thin hands. It was a

sprig of saxifrage, whose white blossom

was hanging its head over upon the dry,

succulent stem. Bayard got up sudden-

ly, and put the flower in a book upon his

study-table.

As he did so, a short, soft, broken

sound pattered up the stairs. The door

opened without the preliminary of a

knock, and little Joey Slip walked seri-

ously in. He said he had come to see

the minister. He sat down sedately and

ceremoniously upon the carpet lounge.

He said Marm said to say Father 's home
from Georges', drunk as a fish. He put
out his little fingers and patted Bayard
on the cheek, as if the minister had been

the child, and Joey the old. old man.

.abeth Stuart Phelps.

A TALK OVER AUTOGRAPHS.

FIRST PAPER.

"March 23, 1854. A snowstorm.

Write and send off twenty-four auto-

graphs."
" November 25, 1856. I have lying

on my table more than sixty requests
for autographs."

>nuary 9, 1857. Yesterday, I

wrote, sealed, and directed seventy au-

tographs. To-day I added five or six

more, and mailed them."

i are the entries which from time

low made in his journal,
;ies uhieh .surely must have !

remorse in the heart of many a collector

of autographs. Not a word of impa-
tience, much less of indignation, seems

to have escaped from the gentle poet
He took the evil with the good, the

fame of a poet and the trouble whi.-h it

brought with it. Of his Hiawatha ten

thousand copies were sold in the first

few weeks after publication. A little

later he recorded that the sale was go-

ing on at the rate of three hundred a

day. A snowy morning given up now
and then to writing hit name was not, he

may have thought, too great a penalty

to pay for the fame which he enjoyed
and for the dollars which came pour-

ing in. Lowell had none of his brother

poet's patience. He suffered under the

uid he made his sufferings
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known. An autograph book, he de-

clared, was an instrument of torture un-

known even to the Inquisition. When
he did not recognize a correspondent's

handwriting he would leave the letter

unopened, till a great pile slowly ac-

cumulated on his desk. " I am think-

ing seriously," he wrote,
" of getting a

good forger from the state's prison to

do my autographs ; but I suppose the

unconvicted followers of the same call-

ing would raise the cry of convict labor."

Collectors do not go to work the right

way when they want to get an autograph
out of their man. They should approach
him dexterously, and come unto him as

delicately as Agag came unto Samuel.

Now and then there has been seen a

man as methodical as the Duke of Wel-

lington, from whom an answer could al-

ways be drawn by a letter which had

about it an air of business. It is said

that his son's tailor, or some autograph
collector who passed himself off as his

son's tailor, Mr. Snip I will call him,

once wrote to the old soldier to beg
him make the young man settle his ac-

count. He received the following an-

swer :

" F. M. the Duke of Wellington begs
to inform Mr. Snip that he is neither

the Marquis of Douro's steward nor Mr.

Snip's debt collector."

A feigned letter of business, however,

would very rarely be found successful.

If any answer were sent, it would al-

most always be in the hand of a secre-

tary or a wife. Honester and gentler

means should be used. The man to be

hooked, like Izaak Walton's frog,
" should

be used as though you loved him."

Dukes, no doubt, could not thus be

caught; but then, fortunately, the sig-

nature of a duke, unless at the bottom

of a check, with the rarest exceptions, is

utterly worthless. If which Heaven

forbid ! I should wish to get an auto-

graph out of a poet, I would address him

after some such fashion as the follow-

ing :

DEAR SIB, My love for your writ-

ings finds no other vent for its expres-
sion but in a way which I trust will not

offend you by its being less spiritual

than I could have wished. Will you

accept a barrel of oysters which I am
venturing to send you as a slight proof
of my admiration of your geniu

I am, dear sir,

Your ardent admirer,

AUTOGRAPH HUXTEK.
POET LAUREATE, ESQ.

P. S. When you acknowledge the i -

ceipt of the oysters, I should esteem it

a great favor if you would do so in verse.

If you generally drink Chablis with oys-

ters, I shall be happy to send you half a

dozen bottles.

Should your author inhabit a foreign

country, whither delicacies are not easily

sent, the persuasive method might be va-

ried. He might be addressed thus :

DEAR SIR, May I venture to ask

you for your autograph ? The five-dol-

lar bill which I beg to inclose will. I

trust, be sufficient to cover the postage.

Should there be anything over, I should

esteem it a high honor if you would

spend it in the purchase of a book, on

the fly-leaf of which I would beg you to

gum the subjoined inscription.

I am,
Yours respectfully and admiringly,

RARITY COLLECTOR.
NOVEL RUYTEB, ESQ.

P. S. If you would add a sentiment

to your autograph, I should esteem it an

additional favor.

(Inscription .

Presented to Novel Ruyter, Esq., as a

slight tribute of respect for his genius,

by an admirer in the New World.

I am assuming in all this that my au-

tograph collector is willing to >i>-n<l his

money on his hobby somewhat freely.

Without money, by those who are out-

side the world of letters, arU, science,
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or politics, a collection can scarcely be

made. A hobby is generally a costly

animal to keep ; but what U spent on it

ii saved in doctor's bills. It gives

an interest to life, especially to the life

of one who has retired from business.

If ri'Uen soberly, it is a good and faith-

ful steed, on which for many a day a

man may amble gently down the slope

of life. It should neither be ridden to

death, nor suffered to carry its bearer

to the threshold of want. Poor men
as well as the well-to-do sometimes get
thrown by it to the ground. A second-

hand bookseller once told me of a work-

ingman who laid out at his shop much
more than he could well afford. To

escape the scoldings of his wife, he would

smuggle each new purchase home at the

bottom of the basket in which he brought
from market the week's supply of pota-

toes. A friend of mine gave me, in my
younger days, a letter of Dr. Johnson's.
44
There," said he, as I sat gazing on my

treasure,
* 4

if you will take my a<l\ !<<.

yon will at once throw that letter into

the fire/' (A bright one was blazing be-

fore us on the hearth.)
" If you keep it,

it will probably tempt you into an out-

lay beyond your means, as I have seen

many a man before you tempted by his

first autograph." I <ii<l not follow hi>

advice, the letter, in a frame, hangs
on one of the walls of my study, but

I laid to heart his warning. Perhaps
the danger was the less in my case as

I had long possessed a small collection

\\ hi.-li came to me by inherit

My friend had himself for many years
been a dealer in autographs, and in the

long course of business had slowly made
Io collection, which he carried away

into retirement, the adornment of his

old age. He one day showed me a

forged letter of Lord Byron's. Many
yean ago, one of the great London auc-

tioneers either Christie or ^

forget which asked him ami old .l..hn

Murray, the poet's publisher, to call at

his office, as he had a curiosity to show

them. "
Here," he said, when they

came in, "are some genuine letters of

Byron's, and here are forgeries of them.

We must not mix them, for if we do we
shall never be able to separate them."

The imitation, they found, was perfect,

not only in the writing, but also in the

postmark and the seal. The water-

mark of the paper, moreover, was earlier

than the dates of the letters. They had

been executed by a man who there was

good reason to believe was Byron's ille-

gitimate son. By some curious chance

the originals and the imitations had been

senUin for sale at the same time. A
day or two later the forger came to the

office.
"

I am not going to put up those

letters for sale," the auctioneer said to

him. " Then give me them back," the

man replied.
44 No ; they are locked up

in this desk, and there they will remain.

They are forgeries." The forger said

nothing, but left the room. " What be-

came of him ?
"

I asked my old friend.

I believe he went to America," was

the reply ;

4 * and there, no doubt, if he

is still living, he is forging Byron's let-

ters." He would have been just the

man to do the autographs for Lowell ;

but such a career as his was likely to

have been prematurely cut short.

For a long time past the price of au-

tographs has been so steadily rising that

a collector might silence the whisperings
of prudence, or the upbraid ings of a care-

ful soul of a wife, by the glittering hopes
of a profitable investment At all events,

he might flatter himself that when his

collection was dispersed no lost of capi-

tal would be incurred. In a large col-

\\hich had been made with know-

ledge and with coolness, this, very likely,

would be the case ; but if it were small,

however well chosen it might be, the

chances of loss would be great Where
there are few lots there are few purchas-

ers, and where there are few purchasers

the regular dealers are often able to form

an unrighteous combination by which they

get documents of great value for a mere
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trifle. Even when this danger is escaped,

at a small sale chance and caprice have

far greater play. The price, for example,
of one of Dr. Johnson's autograph letters

has risen hy about a pound in the last

nineteen years. In 1875, eighteen were

sold hy auction in London at an average
of four pounds, five shillings, and eight-

pence a letter. Between 1888 and 1891,

fifteen, of which I have account, were

sold at an average of five guineas. One

letter, however, which fetched six guineas
in 1875, by some chance went for only
two pounds, eight shillings, in 1888 ; while,

on the other hand, the price of another

letter rose from six pounds, fifteen shil-

lings, to ten pounds. In these averages
I have not included three lots for which

extraordinary sums were paid. In 1875,

for the famous letter in which the daunt-

less old man wrote to Macpherson,
" I

will not desist from detecting what I

think a cheat from any fear of the men-

aces of a Ruffian,"
l no less than fifty

pounds was given, and well given, too.

For a fiddle three or four times as much
has often been paid. The possession of

such a letter surely confers more distinc-

tion than half a dozen fiddles. In 1888,

to the great astonishment of collectors,

forty pounds was given for the following
brief note to Oliver Goldsmith :

SIR, I beg that you will excuse my
Absence to the Club; I am going this

evening to Oxford.

I have another favour to beg. It is

that I may be considered as proposing
W Boswel [sic] for a candidate of our

Society, and that he may be considered

as regularly nominated.

I am, Sir,

Your most humble servant,

SAM : JOHNSON.

April m, ITT.;

To DB. GOLDSMITH

1 I quote from the original aa given in th-

auctioneer's catalogue. In the copy of the let-

ter dictated by Johnson to Boswell from mem-
ory this sentence runs,

"
I hope I shall never be

It sold at the rate of twelve shillings

and a penny a word. For Ixmdon John-

son was paid ninepence halfpenny a line,

and for The Vanity of Human Wi>h. >

tenpence ; for each line in The Traveller

Goldsmith received elevenpence farthin-.

This letter is distinguished from the hun-

dreds of others in Johnson's autograph

mainly by the fact that it is the only one

extant written by him to Goldsmith. At
the same sale the biddings rose to even a

higher sum. Forty-six pounds was given
for the letter in which Johnson signed
himself " Your's impransus." It is not

too much to assume that of the forty-six

pounds, forty were paid for this one word.

Never, surely, has the greatest epicure or

the wildest spendthrift been able to throw

away on a dinner so much money as has

been spent on the one modest word in

which this needy author seems to hint to

his employer that he was in want of one.
" It is remarkable," writes Boswell, "that

Johnson's letter to Mr. Cave concludes

with a fair confession that he had not

a dinner." What would have been the

amazement of " the very good company
"

with whom the young author, fresh from

Lichfield, used to dine at the Pine Apple,
New Street, could they have known that

the day would come when, for his hint

that he wanted a dinner, enough would

be given to pay his daily tavern-bill for

nearly four full years! From what 1

learnt not long ago, I have little doubt

that these high prices, though they were

in part due to enthusiasm, were due also

in part to fraud. Shortly before the sale,

a dealer, who then held a hi^rh position.

but who, a little later, died a bankrupt,

sent to me, as the editor of Boswell's I

of Johnson, the auctioneer's cat al-

and, in the name of a collector, asked me

to indicate which of the letters had a pe-

culiar interest. I pointed out these two,

and showed 1dm in each case in what

deterred from detecting what I think a cheat

by the menaces of a ruffian." I \^i>li th<- for-

tunate owner of the original wmll publish a

facsimile, or at all events an exact copy.
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\ i terest consisted. The "
impransns

"

I knew, had been sold by an

a little earlier, for seven or eight pounds.
It might, I thought, fetch two or three

more. For the other I had no expecta-
nt so much even as seven or eight

Is would be given. My surprise was

indeed great when I learnt the result of

my advice. I have been informed since

that when this dealer was bidding, there

was often present at the sale a man who
would bid against him, to whom no lot

was ever knocked down. It was this mys-
terious person, it was said, who ran up the

two lots to their extravagant prices. Tl ic

collector who employed the dealer was

charged by him a certain percentage on

the sums paid, for what, I suppose, he

was pleased to call his judgment. The
t he autographs cost, the better was

this judgment rewarded. Had the fellow

stack to his trade, he might have died a

gue, but he took to dabbling in

stocks and shares, and got ruined.

Most collectors, of course, name a sum

beyond which their agent must not carry
his biddings. Sometimes, however, the

limit is fixed absurdly low. A few years
! was shown by an auctioneer the

d document by which Blackstone

.old the copyright of his famous Com-
mentaries. In the hope that it would
be Mviuvd for tin- I'lUM-i-ity of Oxford,

before which the book had been read by
the author in the shape of lectures, I in-

formed Bodley's librarian of this great
treasure. He undertook to agent
to bid for it. I was out of England at

the sale, but on my return I iii.
(
uin-d \\ith

eager hope whether it had been secured.

the librarian replied.
" The ama-

ors have of late so much run

up the price of autographs that it is al-

most useless for us to bid against them."
Chief among these collector*, if I remem-
ber rightly, he reckoned those wicked

Americans, who, with their wealth, are

_'. as it were, the literary treasures

p.-. Iu the present case, how-
liese devastators were really
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blame. The librarian's reserve p:

ascertain, had been fixed considerably be-

low a pound ; at twelve shillings and six-

pence, if my memory does not deceive me.

For three dollars, even against English-

men, Oxford could scarcely have hoped
to secure so interesting an autograph of

one of the most distinguished of her sons.

It too often happens that letters of

great interest are destroyed through ig-

norance, indifference, or a perverted sense

of duty. BoswelTs curious correspondence
with his friend Ti-mplr, the grandfather
of the present Bishop of London, was told

for waste paper in Boulogne. Some of it

was rescued from the butterman and pub-

lished, but there are great and melan-

choly gaps left The letters which Boswell

had himself received from many of the

most eminent men of his time were, it is

believed, destroyed by his executors. A
lady who gave me a copy of one of John-

son's autograph letters informed me that,

many years ago, an old friend had sent

her a whole bundle of them, bidding her

keep as many as she pleased. In her un-

fortunate modesty she retained but one.

He told her afterwards that she need not

have been so scrupulous, for all that she

had returned he had thrown into the fire.

A man who burns an autograph shows

such an insensibility of nature, such a

want of imagination, that it is likely that,

in a more cruel age, he would have burnt

heretics. Lake the inquisitors of old, men
have condemned to the flames letters full

of life and thought and feeling, in the be-

li.-f that they were only doing tin -ir duty.

They have been shocked by the wrong
that at times has been done by the pub-

lication of matters which either should

not have been divulged, or at all events

should have been kept secret till one or

two generations had passed away. Lit-

erary men, even, have been guilty of this

crime, men whose boors have slipped

pleasantly by over the correspon
of Horace Walpole, Cowper, and Lamb.

As I am writing, I see that M
directed hit executors to destroy all pri-
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vate letters belonging to him. In his

case, this seems an affectation of discre-

tion and of regard for the feelings of

others. He is like the miser whose first

and only display of charity is seen in

the provisions of his will. If a man can-

not trust his executors, he can at least

bequeath his correspondence to a public

library, with a direction that it shall be

kept unpublished till after a long lapse
of years.

Of my own modest collection I have no

anecdotes to relate. No such luck ever

befell me as befell Mr. Fields, who, in a

book picked up at a stall, found inserted

an autograph letter of Johnson's. To my
letters, such as they are, I now beg leave

to introduce the readers of The Atlantic

Monthly. I shall venture to act the part
of showman, and to treat my audience

as I sometimes treat my friends when I

have got them safe in my study, and

know that politeness will not for a good
half hour allow them to save themselves

by flight. There, as I place an autograph
before them, I delight to talk about the

writer, and, taking down from the shelves

one book after another, to read out pas-

sages by way of illustration. As I am

addressing mainly an American audience,

I cannot do better than begin with an

extract about America from a letter ad-

dressed by Miss Edgeworth, on July 27,

1826, to "Mr. Hunter, 72 St. Paul's

Churchyard, London." He was her pub-
lisher. Publishers have risen in the world

since those days. No author would now

venture to deprive them of the title of

"Esquire." But Miss Edgeworth be-

longed to the old landed gentry, and

perhaps would not willingly have aban-

doned class distinctions. She writes :

... I copy for you a letter I have

this morning received from Ral-

stone, one of my American Intelligen-

cers.

" Your great & good friend Sir Wal-

ter Scott's last work Woodstock has met

with the most brilliant reception among

us and I regret much that the large

profits of his American publishers can-

not be divided with this inimitable wri-

ter. Mess? Carey and Lea purchased
the printed sheets from the English pub-
lishers for 150 and they were sent out

to them as fast as they were printed
& before they were bound ; they were

reprinted here, bound & distributed in

most of our principal cities three weeks

before a complete English copy arrived

in this country. The sheets for the last

vol. arrived in duplicate on board of

three different ships which came to N.

York on the same day & within a few

hours of each other. They were sent

to this city by express & within 23

hours after their rec* they were printed
folded bound & for sale. There were

185 persons employed in the various

parts of this expeditious business The

public were equally prompt in purchas-

ing as the enterprising Booksellers were

in publishing. The work was for sale

at 10 o'clock on Saturday morning &
in the evening of the same day there

were short of 1000 copies left on hand.

The edition consisted of 9000 copies.

Mess? Carey & Lea contemplate publish-

ing another edition of 3 or 4000 copies.

There will be Editions published in Bos-

ton, N. York & other cities in a short

time We have a great advantage over

you in the cheapness of books in this

country. Woodstock for example was

published in England in 3 vols & sold

for thirty-one shillings (7 A Dollars) it

was republished here in 2 vols. & sold

for l Dollars or 6s. 9d Most books

are published at the same economical

rate & few persons are so poor as to be

unable to purchase as many as they de-

sire to read."

Nearly four months earlier than the

date of Miss Ed^-worth's letter, on

April 2, 1826, Scott had recorded in

his Diary :
" I have the extraordinary

and gratifying news that Woodstock is

sold for 8228 [about $40,300] ; all
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money a matchless sale for less

than three months' work." Miss Edge-
worth saw him in Edinburgh iii 1823.

Lady Scott was surprised that the two

-ts had not met in 18<>

Edgeworth's first visit to that capital.
"
Why," said Sir Walter, with one of his

queer looks, you forget, my dear, Miss

Edgeworth was not a lion then, and

my name, you know, was not grown at

all. A few months before his death,

when his mind was rapidly failing, after

speaking of Miss Austen, he continued :

" * And there 's that Irish lady, too

but I forget everybody's name now.*

*Miss Edgeworth.' 'Ay, Miss Edge-
worth ; she 's very clever, and best in the

littl*- touches, too. I 'm sure, in that chil-

dren's story' (he meant Simple Susan),

where the little girl parts with her lamb,
and the little boy brings it back to her

again, there 's nothing for it but just to

put down the book and cry.'
"

Ticknor

was shown by Miss Edgeworth a letter

from Dumont, Mirabeau's and Ben-

thara's Dumont, who had lately met

Madame de Stae'l, fresh from reading
Miss Edgeworth's Tales of Fashionable

Dumont reported that she had said

of their author, and said perhaps with

not a little truth. V raiment elle e*tait

digne de I'enthousiasme, mais elle se perd
dans votre triste utilite*." Macaulay once

compared these women. ** Madame de

Stae'l," he wrote,
" was certainly the first

i <>f her age; Miss Edgeworth. I

think, the second; and Miss Austen the

1 1 1 i i ' 1 .

"
In the whole of this judgment

the present age would not agree. What-
ever place is assigned to Madame de

Stae'l, Miss Austen would certainly U-

generally placed far above Miss Edge-
worth.

In a copy of the Memoirs of K. L.

Edgeworth 1-y his daughter, which I

bought second-hand many yean ago, I

found the following curious manuscript
note: "Maria Edgeworth was j.Lin.

Her fi II ( rofton, used to

tay of her that ' her beauty was turned

outside in,' & to her. Maria. God has

not given you beauty, but He has given

you a soul. & that is more than He
vouchsafes to all women.' One day she

called on Mi's. Crofton, when Sarah

Frances, then a very little girl, was in

the room ; she said,
' Mamma, is it that

ugly lady who tells such pretty stories ?
'

'

Hush, hush,' said her mother. Miss

Edgeworth laughingly said,
* Now,

Fanny, don't try to keep the truth down,
for I am ugly, & I do tell pretty sto-

ries.'
"

In the handwriting of Miss Austen I

have nothing but the following lines :

In order to prevent your thus losing

the benefit of attending at Church, it has

occurred to me that it will not be mak-

ing an improper use of the time allotted

us for public Instruction to turn your

thoughts for a few Sundays to this sub-

ject."

Underneath these lines is written :

This is the handwriting, not the com-

position of my Aunt Jane Austen, Au-
thoress of Pride and Prejudice

P. EDW AUSTBX LEIGH."

Such a passage as the above might
have been an extract from a sermon

preached by Henry Tilney, or Edmund
Bertram, or Mr. Collins himself, even

though his gracious patroness, Lady
Catherine De Burgh, is not mentioned.

From a sermon it has undoubtedly been

cut out, for it is but a fragment of a

page. How it came to pass that Miss

Austen wrote it I can easily imagine.
Of hc-r Johnson never could have said,
" A woman's preaching is like a dog's

walking on his hind legs. It is not done

well, but you are surprised to find it

done at all." She never ascended a

jnilj.it ; hut her father was A parson. In

my boyhood I spent not a few of my
holidays with an old clergyman who
lived at Ambleside. at the head of Win
dermere. There I saw Wordsworth and

Miss Martineau. I had not been in my
friend's boose many days before he asked

to tee a specimen of my handwriting.
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He shook his head sadly over it. Had
it been legible, he said, he would liave

got me to copy out sermons. He wa-

too modest to preach his own, and lie-

did not think it decent to take a printed
book into the pulpit. It was therefore

a happy day for him when he could se-

cure a scribe. In one respect, at all

events, either nature or art, perhaps both,

favored me more highly than Jane Aus-

ten. Her clear hand must have been of

great service to her father. She could

never have rejoiced, as I did, in writing

badly.
I have a long letter by Miss Marti-

neau, dated February 27, 1863. Like

Miss Edgeworth's, it deals with America.

I have seen her described by a Boston di-

vine as " a foreign carpet-bagger." He
resented her visit to the United States

and the part she had played in the anti-

slavery movement. Paul at Athens was
" a foreign carpet-bagger," who attacked

the peculiar institution of the Unknown
God. Nevertheless, so far, I believe, he

has escaped the reverend gentleman's re-

proaches.
Miss Martineau writes :

. . . That Liverpool paper that you
sent is among provincial journals the very

lowest, & much what the u Record "

is among theological papers. It starts

a new idea however. It never occurred

to me to make money out of the North.

What shall I ask ? one thousand or five ?

But I am afraid they won't give me any-

thing I am such a hopeless free-trade

writer. Of course it is needless ; but

yet I sh? like just to put you in posses-

sion of the fact that I have never made

a penny of profit of the American case.

I write a certain proportion of the " lead-

ers
"

in " D. News " on topics of present

interest w!1 I understand : & if it hud

not been the American business (wh. I

do understand more of than any other

writer in this country) it w? have been

whatever other was uppermost. India

is always mine ; & 3 or 4 more.

The " interest
"

to us in that letter of

Mackay's that you speak of was in see-

ing how far even his impudence would

go in relying on the ignorum-e ot Knjj-

lish readers. He has the audaritv to

drop out of mention the class in tin-

South, w? is larger than the slav. -

owners who are only 347,000, tin

hirers of slaves & to call t/n'i/i
" mean

whites." The shopkeepers & artisans

of the towns are not " mean whites."

Those of them who do not own a slave

or two hire negroes. The " mean
whites

"
in the towns are the mere u loaf-

ers," such as hang about all towns. The
main body are in the country. If you

really have any wish to learn the facts

about them you will find in the appen-
dix to Professor Cairnes's new edition

the fullest & best authorised account

that exists. Mackay has done one ex-

cellent service in that part of his letter,

by a singular heedlessness on his part,

& on that of the Times in publishing

it. He admits a fact fatal to the South-

ern case in showing that, by the three-

fifths suffrage, every white citizen has

more political power than any citizen in

the North. This is the true & sufficient

answer that has always been given to

the Southern cant about being overborne

by the tyranny of the North ;
& it is

owing to this anti-republican & thor-

oughly vicious Southern privilege that

the Slave Power has predominated so

long. Mackay does not see what he has

done in proving the great Northern point

for a Southern purpose, any more

than Lawley sees what a figure he cuts

in ridiculing the idea of negro regiment!
when the negro regiments are already

proved, by their achievements, the very

best in the field ; with as much valour,

as much efficiency of mind & hand as

any of the whites, & better dUripline.

It is really glorious to see what their

military capacity is, & how it strikes a

sudden light into Northern minds as to

the true character & destiny of the peo-

ple who have been so carefully kept from
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showing what they c? do. The white

officers are in high admiration. . . .

I saw Miss Martineau at an evening

party given by the old squire of Amble-

side. She sat in state in an armchair,

and people came up one by one to talk

with iier. With the shyness of boyhood
I stood afar off, wondering how any one

had courage to sjn-ak into lu-r Ion-; i-ur-

trumpet. "The ear -
trumpet," wrote

Hawthorne, "seems a sensible part of

her, like the antennae of some insects. If

yon have any little remark to make, you

drop it in, and she helps you to make
remarks by this delicate little appeal of

the trumpet, as she slightly directs it

towards you ; and if you have nothing
to say, the appeal is not strong enough to

embarrass you." He describes her as

"a large, robust, elderly woman, and

plainly dressed ; but withal she has so

kind, cheerful, and intelligent a face that

she is pleasanter to look at than most

ies. She is the most continual talk-

er I ever heard ; it is really like the bab-

l'liii'_
r of a brook, and very lively and

le, too." Macaulay, with perhaps
some of the jealousy of a rival continual

talker, listening one day to the even flow

of her voice, broken by nothing but the

occasional fall of rubbish in a house hard

by which was coming down, whispered
to his neighbor :

" Here falling house* thunder on your head,
And here a female atheist talks you dead."

She had lately published those Letters to

Mr. Atkinson which provoked some wit

to say, "Mitt Martineau 's creed

the briefest, there is no God. and Mr.

^onis his
j

In 1837, Car-

lyle, writing of her, said :
" She pleased

us far beyond expectation. She is very
^ent -

looking, really of pleasant

nance, was full of talk, though, un-

happily, deaf almost as a post."

yean later it was in a very different

strain that he wrote :
" Miss Martineau

was here and is gone ; broken into utter

a mind reduced to three

elements: Imbecility, Dogmatism, and

Unlimited Hope. I never in my life

was more heartily bored with any crea-

ture."

Carlyle was a harsh judge when his fel-

low-writers stood at his bar. Of Lamb,
" the frolic and the gentle," he wrote :

"
Insuperable proclivity to gin in poor

old Lamb. His talk contemptibly small,

indicating wondrous ignorance and shal-

lowness, even when it was serious and

good-mannered, which it seldom was ; usu-

ally ill-mannered (to a degree), screwed

into frosty artificialities, ghastly make-

believe of wit. He was cockney to the

marrow." Even in his cups Lamb did

not lose his enjoyment of perfect verse.

"Both tipsy and sober," wrote H. C.

Robinson to Landor,
" he is ever mutter-

ing Rose Aylmer."
Of Lamb I have the following auto-

graph. It bears no date, but the post-

mark shows that it was written in 1814.

. Your explanation is perfectly

pleasant to me, and I accede to your

proposal most willingly.

As I began with the beginning of this

month, I will if you please call upon you
for your part of the engagement (sup-

posing I .shall have performed mine) on

the I? of March next, & thence for-

ward if it suit you quarterly You will

occasionally wink at BRISKETS & Vnmr
I'M. us. ^ irOb'Sv1

C. LAMB.
Saturday.

J. SCOTT, ESQ.,

3 Mania Place, Edffware road.

Briskets and veiny pieces, as a nota-

ble housewife informs me, are inferior

portions of meat Lamb, who had un-

dertaken to write for The Chan

warns the editor, in the language of the

market, that his cot is will not

always be of prime quality. Eleven

years later he wrote to one of hi* friends :

" Why did poor Scott die ? There was

comfort in writing with such associates

as were hit little band of scribblers :
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some gone away, some affronted away,
and I am left as the solitary widow look-

ing for water-cresses." He thus men-

tions him in another letter: " Patmore

is a very hearty, friendly fellow, and

was poor John Scott's second, as I will

be yours, when you want one. May
you never be mine." Scott fell in a

duel. He met his death, says Talfourd,

almost by lamentable accident, in the

uncertain glimmer of moonlight, from

the hand of one who went out resolved

not to harm him." In the index to

Canon Ainger's edition of Lamb's Let-

ters there is a strange confounding of

the persons under the article John Scott.

There are mixed up in one whole, John

Scott of Amwell, the Quaker poet, who
hated

" That drum's discordant sound,
Which goes parading round and round ;

"

Lord Nelson's secretary, whose name

also was Scott, killed by his master's

side at Trafalgar ; and John Scott the

editor, who, to add to the confusion,

having been shot by Mr. Christie, is

stated to have fallen in a duel with

Lockhart.

From Mr. Ruskin I have the follow-

ing letter, written to me eleven years

ago, when I was wintering at San Hemo.

BRANTWOOD, CONISTON, LANCASHIRE,
7th Dec ;;.

MY DEAR SIB, I Ve just time to

thank you, by this post but please let

me know if your address is permanent
I had totally forgot the passage !

but I don't think the young generation

will teach me much about clouds ! It is

a curious feeling in old age Homer
has his word about that, too, has n't

he ? that nobody knows one's own sin-

ews Ever gratefully yrs
J. RUSKIN-.

Why Mr. Ruskin felt so grateful to a

stranger is explained by the follov

passage in his first lecture on The Storm

Cloud of the Nineteenth Century :

"When, in the close of my lecture

on landscape, last year, at Oxford, I

spoke of stationary clouds as distin-

guished from passing ones, some block-

heads wrote to the papers to say that

clouds never were stationary. Those

foolish letters were so far useful in caus-

ing a friend to write me the pretty one

I am about to read to you, quoting a pa>- .

sage about clouds in Homer which I

had myself never noticed, though per-

haps the most beautiful of its kind in

the Iliad. In the fifth book, after the

truce is broken, and the aggressor Tro-

jans are rushing to the onset in a tu-

mult of clamor and charge, Homer says

that the Greeks, abiding them,
* stood

like clouds.' My correspondent, giving

the passage, writes as follows :

" *

SIB, Last winter, when I was at

Ajaccio, I was one day reading Homer

by the open window, and came upon the

lines

'AA.A* ffji(voVy vf<j>(\ri<riv lotudres &s rt Kpovleav

forrjfffv eV a.Kpoif6\o\.(nv ftptaaiV)

, txfrp fSSr)(Ti jueVos Boptao nal i.\\o?v

ai>(/j.u>v, olrf vttpta arKi6fvra

Tlvotrjaiv \vyvpfjffi

'fls Aavaol Tpa>ay

" But they stood, like the clouds which

the son of Kronos stablishes in calm

upon the mountains, motionless, when the

rage of the north and of all the fiery

winds is asleep."
l As I finished these

lines, I raised my eyes, and, looking

across the gulf, saw a long line of clouds

resting on the top of the hills. The day

was windless, and there they stayed,

hour after hour, without any stir or mo-

tion. I remember how much I was de-

lighted at the time, and have often since

that day thought on the 1> auty and the

truthfulness of Homer's simile.

" '

Perhaps this little fact may ii

you, at a time when you are attacked

for your description of clouds.
" * I am, sir, yours faithfully.

G. B. HILL.'"

1 This is Mr. Rtuikin's version of Homer's

lines, not mine.
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The following letter, also In

kin, \vas written at a much earlier date

than the first quoted, about the year
1858:

DEAR : Would you be so very
kind as to write down for me the titles

in English of those illustrated works by

Richter, with the place where you got

them so that I can send the same to

Printers, in my catalogue of works to

be studied at the end of my book for

beginners.
r affectionately yours

J. RUSKIN.

Tell Jones his glass won't quite do. I

want to talk to him about it but can't

find a day, but he ought to get a bit

of pure 13th century glass done, and put

beside his ; then he would feel what is

wanted I fancy, namely greater grace in

the interlacing forms and more distinct-

ness in the figures as emergent from

ground.

" Jones
"

is our great painter Sir Ed-

Hume-Jones. I should not have

given his name had I not received his

ion. I le lias no doubt, he sends

me word, the criticism was entirely just,

but no one had the hardihood to tell him

-o he has never heard it till now.
' June morning, thirty-seven years

ago, I watched him painting a cluster of

crown lilies in the garden of Red Lion

Square. It was, I believe, the first titm-

that he worked in oils.

I ul ije Maule, one of the wittiest men
that ever sat on th< !> nch. irritated by
the conceit of a young barrister who,

with an air of superiority, was stating

his case in the most nfusing manner,
exclaimed: "Sir, in this court counsel

usually follow some order in their state-

ment of facts : some follow the chrono-

logical order, but as for you, sir, you had

Utter keep to the order of the alphabet."
In the selection of my autographs I am

disregarding both chronology and the al-

phabet, and am taking m\ rrad.-rs la-k-

4.V,

wards and forwards as I please. Neither

shall I pay much regard to subjects, but

shall pass lightly from one to the other.

From Mr. Ruskin and thirteenth-century

painted glass let us turn to that vener-

able mass of vast legal learning and Tory

obstinacy which was embodied in Lord

Chancellor Eldon. His letter is ad-

dressed to his brother-in-law, Mr. Al-

derman Burdon, Newcastle - on - Tyne.
Above the address is written the date,
<>
London, March Fifteenth, 1815," and

in the left-hand corner,
" Eldon." By

writing the date and his name on the

cover the Chancellor franked the letter,

sent it through the post free of charge.

This privilege, which was enjoyed by the

members of both Houses of Parliament,

was abolished, in 1840, on the introduc-

tion of penny postage,

H[orsB] or LM [LORDS]

Wednesday Morning.

DEAR SIB, I thank you for your
kind Letter. We are all safe & well.

At present Tranquillity seem* to be re-

stored Wli.-tlu-r the Mob only sleep,

or have ceased to exist, seems very un-

certain. I hope I did not disgrace my
Situation as a Magistrate, when I came

into Contact with the Rioters : and I hope
so the rather, because I am satisfied that,

if I did not act as stoutly as the Law
would authorise me to act, my Example

might have done much Miscl.

YnaJP
<w.

Nothing authentic at this hour from

France.

11 o'clock Wedf Me

The rioters had risen against an in-

crease in the tax on corn. The misery
of tin- people was already great, and

once more legislation was to make ,

greater. The mob had torn up the iron

railings in the front of Lord Eldon's

house in Bedford Square, and, using them

a crowbar*, had forced an entrance. II

and his family escaped by a back door
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into the garden of the British Museum.

There they found a guard of a corporal

and four privates. The story shall go on

in the Chancellor's words :
" I proposed

to the corporal that we should proceed
out of my study into the great room

which adjoins it, and from that into the

dining-room ; and, the mob being in the

hall and a little adjoining room, we
should be able to surprise and secure

them. He was a Scotchman, and said :

* We are not strong enough to keep them

in, but with good management we may
drive them out. I won't let my men put

pgwder and ball into their muskets, but

they shall fix their bayonets, and if you
will go with me, and, when we get out of

this study into the hall, will give me your
orders to charge them with the bayonets,
I will, and my men shall obey those or-

ders ; but we must make the best ap-

pearance we can, and as there are only
four soldiers, they must follow one by
one, and we must so manage the matter

that the mob may suppose that there will

be no end of them that are coming.'

Accordingly we so advanced, and the cor-

poral calling out to his soldiers to come
in language tending to make it believed

that they were numerous, the mob fled

with great precipitation. The front door

being demolished, two soldiers guarded
the entrance, crossing their muskets. The
mob held a consultation at the top of

Keppel Street, whether they should at-

tack the house again ; but, conceiving
the military corps inside to be strong,

they gave it up. I brought into the

house by their collars two of the mob,
and told them they would be hanged.
One of them bid me look to myself, and

told me that the people were much more

likely to hang me than I was to procure

any of them to be hanged. They were

sent before a justice of the peace; but

the soldiers said they would do their duty
as soldiers, but they would not be wit-

nesses."
" My poor excellent corporal and com-

mander," adds Lord Eldon,
" was shot

at Waterloo." Across France Napoleon,

escaped from Elba,twas hurrying towards

Paris and the imperial crown. What was

the life of one poor Scotchman to him r

Five days before the date of the letter,

on March 10, Romilly recorded :
" As

I was coming out of the Court of Chan-

cery to-day I was told that intelligence

had just arrived that Bonaparte had

landed in the south of France on the

1st or 2d of this month, and was march-

ing towards Grenoble. I gave no credit

to the information, but I find it is but

too true. It is in everybody's mouth,
and has filled every one with consterna-

tion." It is to this dreadful rumor that

the postscript of Lord Eldon's letter re-

fers.

The Chancellor's eldest brother, Wil-

liam Scott, under the title of Lord Stow-

ell, is famous as the great judge of the

High Court of Admiralty. Strong as the

heads of the two brothers were for law,

scarcely less strong were they for port
wine. When some one asked Lord Eldon

what exercise his brother took,
" None

that I know of," he replied,
"
except the

exercise of eating and drinking." In

spite of hard work and the bottle they
both outlived by many years the Psalm-

ist's limit of life. The president of an

Oxford college told me that his father,

a clergyman of the Church of England,
once took the chair at a dinner given by
one of the London companies, at which

Lord Eldon was the chief guest. When
the table had been cleared, the old man,
who was past eighty, said to his. host,
" I always like to know how I am go-

ing on with my port, so you must let

me have a bottle to myself which shall

not circulate. I have given you two

pieces of preferment in the Church ; so

you must now show your gratitude by fill-

ing my glass for me." Before long the

old fellow remarked,
" You are not show-

ing your gratitude ; you are leaving my
glass empty." When he had finished

his two bottles he said,
" When I was

Chancellor and hard -worked I often
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drank three bottles at a sitting, and now
then four." Once he ami Chid" .1

Kenyon came to a political meeti

at the Duke of Wellington's house, both

drunk. They were not, however, with-

out excuse ; their loyalty had overcome

tin in at the table of one of the royal

duke* which they had just left It was

remarked that while the Chief Justice

'talked exceeding nonsense/' the ex-

Chancellor talked sense. Drunk or sober,

steady on their legs or reeling, both of

these noblemen were always justly looked

upon as pillars of the Church.

These reminiscences of great men are

leading me too far astray. I will now

give William Scott's letter :

MY DEAR SIR, The K. is better.

It is fit it should be known that the

Increase of his Malady the other Day
was produced by the following circum-

stances He was perfectly collected &
composed on Thursday Morning ; and

expressed a great desire to settle the Mat-

ter of breaking up the Establishment of

leceased P. Amelia. He was so well

that the Physicians saw no objection to

it. particularly as He said that if the

Matter was once off His Mind, He shd

Himself much relieved. He went

through the whole detail in the most ac-

curate manner, settling all the Pensions,

Allotments & Allowances with the ut-

most propriety correcting the Mistakes of

r Persons concerned and referring
*

most minutely to former conversations

upon it But unfortunately the business

lasted three hours; It fatigued Him,
and the fatigue brought on

& irritation Thank God He is now re-

covering from it.

I am, dear Sir,

very faithfully yours,
W. SCOTT

LONDON, November nitetttnih, 1810

Worshipful THOMAS BURDOX Esq

Mayor of Newcastle on Tyne.

George III.'s mind never recovered

from the shock given it by the death of

his favorite daughter. He lived ten years

longer, bereft of that reason which, when

it had been in force, had worked man-

kind such dreadful wrong. The princess

died on November 2. Miss Burney thus

describes her third birthday, kept at

Windsor on August 7, 1786 :

"The manner of keeping the birth-

days here is very simple. All the Royal

Family are new-dressed ; so at least

so they appear are all their atten-

dants. [As George 1 1 1. had fifteen chil-

dren. there were, with his birthday and

the Queen's, seventeen birthdays to keep

every year, and seventeen new suits re-

quired.] The dinners and deserts are

unusually sumptuous. ... If the weather

is fine all the family walk upon the ter-

-vhich is croud. -d with people of

distinction. It was really a mighty pret-

ty procession. The little Princess, just

turned of three years old, in a robe-coat

covered with fine muslin, a dressed close

cap, white gloves, and a fan, walked on

alone and first, hi-hly d. li-ht.-d in the

parade, and turning from side to side to

see everybody as she passed ; for all the

terracers stand up against the walls to

make a clear passage for the Royal Fam-

ily, the moment they come in sight"

Goorye Birktock HUL
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WHILE THE ROBINS SANG.

AN IDYL.

"THE tune means naught to you," the captain said,
4<

Only a quaint old melody ; but to me
T is as a breath of fire. At earliest dawn
Our bands would play our Yankee Doodle ; then

From far and far away across the dusk

Of ghostly morning land an echo came,

Elf-beautiful, elf-changed, the rebel bands

Faint chiming Dixie."

I had played the air

On the piano in the parlor's dusk,

Before we started on our sunset walk,

My friend the captain and myself ; and now
We faced the sunset in a cool clear gloom,

Breathing moist pleasant smell, and listening

To robin-carols. Tender shone the west,

Peach-pink and violet-bloom along the hills,

And delicate gold above ; and long we stood

Musing and silent, till he spoke again :

" So glowed the sky, but not so beautiful,

After a raid : we looked back south at dusk,

And half the heavens were lit with burning barns."

A robin somewhere near began to sing

An intricate melody, buoyant lyric love

At utterance from cool tongue and silver throat

High in the sycamore. Dreaming we heard,

And dreaming he resumed:

" In willow-wilds

And cedar-swamps by deadly Murfreesboro',

For days we fed the wounded in the woods

On robins: there were myriads of them there.

Into the bush at night with clubs and bags
We went, and came back loaded : every eve

Their gay and frolic passion fluted crisp

To wests as rich as this ; and every night

We slew that music for the Nation's wounds,

Stanched blood with bird-songs, stilled the cold sweet air

Of all that keen roulading and fine grace

To make a dainty food for death. So I,"

He said,
"
give honor to these blithe orange-breasts :

The robins helped to save the stars and stripes

From being sadly torn."
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Reluctantly

We turned, and faced a drowsy purple east,

;<>ld staining all the budding trees:

Familiar bluehinU laughed about the elopes,

And t\vitter-\vinur -d turtle-doves passed o'er

To croon a-distant ; and the meadow-larks

Dropped plaintive violin-sweetness down the dusk;

And on ahead across the twilight slope

The girN were out for frolic, racing gay,

With hirdlike shrieks and somewhat of a show

Of glimmering ankles, till they saw us come,

And blew away upon a windy laugh:
But with the robins our hearts flew a-low,

Skimming the grass, and calling lovers home,

And piping to the earliest of the stars.

J. Russell Taylor.

FLOWER LORE OF NEW ENGLAND CHILDREN.

IF the paradise of the Orientals is a

garden, so was a garden of old-fashioned

flowers the earthly paradise for a child :

the long sunny days brought into life so

many treasures, so many delightful play-

things to be made through the exercise

of that keen instinct <>f all children, de-

strurtiveness. Each year saw the fresh

retelling and teaching of child to child

of happy flowci s almost intni-

oi through that curious system of

transmission of nature lore which every-

exists among children who are

blessed enough to spend their Miimm r

days in the woods or in a garden. The
sober teachings of science in later years
can never make up the loss to those who
lived their youth in cities, and grew up
debarred frum i!iU inheritance, knowing

hen

" The summer oome with flower and bee."

The dandelion was one of the earliest

flowers to stir the children's memories,

memories which had lain dormant all

winter ; in New England it is
" the first-

t" the year." In the days o

childhood, we did not wait for the 1

cup to open, to learn whether we " loved

hutter ;

"
the soft, dimpled chin of each

child was held up, as bad been those of

other children for past decades, to catch

the yellow reflection of the first dande-

lion on the pinky throat.

" Dear common flower, that grow'* beside

the way.

Fringing the dusty road with harmlew gold,

First pledge of blithesome May,
Whi.l, children pluck, and, full of pride, up-

hold."

The dandelion had other charms for

the child. When the blooms had grown

long-stemmed through seeking the ran

from under the dense box borders, what

pale green curls could be made bv

ting the stems and immersing them in

water, or by placing them in the mouth !

I taste still their bitterness! What

grace these curls conferred when fas-

tened to our round combs, or hung over

raight braids ! far better than

loefa ..' < ..in nlk. A:.d wh.'it :ul..rniii

necklaces and chains could be made by

stringing "dandelion beads," formed by
ms into sections!

When the dandelion had lost bar
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golden looks, and had grown old and

gray, the children still plucked the downy
heads, the ** clocks

"
or blowballs, and

holding them by the long stems which

bore aloft these airy seed-vessel

fortifying the strong young lungs with

a deep breath, they blew upon the head
" to see whether my mother wants me,"
or to learn the time o' the day.

"
Dandelion, the globe of down,
The schoolboy's clock in every town,
Which the truant putt's amain
To conjure back long hours again."

The ox-eye daisy, the farmer's hated

whiteweed, brought to New England by
Endicott as a garden flower, soon fol-

lowed the dandelion in bloom, and a

fresh necklace could be strung from the

starry blossoms, a daisy -chain. The

daisy was also used as a medium of ama-

tory divination, by pulling from the floret

the white ray-flowers, saying,
" He loves

me, he loves me not," or by repeating
the old "

apple rhyme :
"

" One I love,

Two I love,

Three I love, I say,
Four I love with all my heart,

Five I cast away," etc.

The yellow disk, or "
button," which was

formed by stripping off the white rays,

made a pretty pumpkin pie for the dolls'

table. A very effective and bilious old

lady, or "
daisy grandmother," was made

by clipping off the rays to shape the

border or ruffle of a cap, leaving two

long rays for strings, and marking in a

grotesque old face with pen and ink. A
dusky face, called with childish plain-

ness of speech a "
nigger head," could

be made in like fashion from the " black-

eyed Susan
"
or " yellow daisy," the Bud-

beckia hirta, which now rivals the ox-

eye daisy as a pest of the New England
farmer.

Though the spring violets were dearly

loved, we slaughtered them rut)

by "fighting roosters
"
with them. The

projecting spur under the curved stem

at the base of the flower was a hook, and

when the violets "
clinched

" we pulled
till the stronger wa- conqueror. S..im-

times a tough-stemmed violet would de-

capitate a score of its fellows.

What l.raidcd cat - ladders," and

quaint, mediivval -

>haped boats with

swelling lateen sail and pennant of striped

grass, could be made from the flat,

swordlike leaves of the flower-de-lu

And the dicentra, or "
dielytra

"
(bleed-

ing-heart, or lady's-eardrops, we called

it), had long, gracefully drooping racenn -

of bright red-pink flowers, which, when

pulled apart and straightened out, made

fairy gondolas ; or which might he twi-t-

ed into a harp and bottle. How many
scores have I carefully dissected, trying
to preserve intact in skeleton shape the

little heart-shaped
u frame

"
of the deli-

cate flower !

What black-headed puppets or dolls

could be made from the great poppies,
whose reflexed petals formed gay scarlet

petticoats ; and also from the blossoms of

van-colored double balsams, with their

frills and flounces ! The hollyhock.

ready to render to the child a n

sure, could be tied into tiny dolls \\ith

shining satin gowns, true faims. M
tensia. or lungwort, we termed pink
and blue ladies." The lovely blossoms

which so delighted tin- Knglish natural-

ist Wallace, and which he called "
droop-

ing porcelain
- blue bells," are shaped

something like a child's straight-waisted,

full-skirted frock. If pins are stuck up-

right in a piece of wood, the little blue

silken frocks can be hung over th

and the green calyx looks like a tiny

hat. A child friend, who was forbidden

to play with dolls on the solemn New
England Sahhath. was permitted to gath-
er the mertensia helN on that hly day.

and also to use the die ri>hed income of

a prosperous pin-store. It was dis<

ered with maternal horror that she had

carefully arranged her M
pink and blue

ladies
"

in quadrilles and contradances,

and was very cheerfully
"
playing dan-

cing party," to beguile the hours of a
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weary summer Sunday afternoon. Tin

icarps made famous pepper-

boxes, from which the seed could be

shaken as pepper ; dishes and cops, too,

for dolls' tea-tables, and tiny handles of

strong grass stems could be attached to

the cups. The hollyhocks furnished food

in their mucilaginous cheeses, and th-

1 akenes of the sunflower and seeds

of pumpkins swelled the feast A dain-

ionel, a drop of honey, the "
< 1. ;u

bee-wine" of Keats, could be sucked

from the curved spur of the coltynbinc,

and the scarlet - and -
yellow trumpet of

the coral honeysuckle, mellifluous of

name, as well as from tin- tubes of tiie

heads of clover. We ate rose-leaves,

also, and grass roots, and smarting pep-

pergrass. The sorrel and oxalis (which
we called " ladies' sorrel ") and the curl-

ing tendrils of grapevines gave an acid

zest and variety to our childish uibblings

gnarled plum-trees at the end of

the garden exuded beautiful crystals of

u'uni. of which we could say proudly, like

Cornelia, "These are my jewels." Trans-

lucent topaz and amber were never more

beautiful, and, void of settings, these pel-

lutid gems could be stock directly on

the fingers or on the tip of the ear. And
when our vanity was sated with the

bravery, or we could no longer resist oar

appetite, there still remained another

charm : like Cleopatra, with childish ..j.u-

lence we swallowed the jewels.
A low-growing mallow, where \

chanced to run, shared with its cousin

hollyhock the duty of providing rhoeiOl

These mallow cheeses were also eaten

,!Uh children. In allusion to this

custom the poet Clare wrote :

)>e ihtinff down when school WM o'er

Upon the thnmhold of the door,

Picking from mallow*, port to pUa+e,
Tbe crumpled eeed we call a

The eating of " cheeses
"
and blow-

Ing dandelion clocks are almost the sole

flower customs of children that are the

iu England as in America. Nearly

all our child habits seem to be truly na-

tional, developed in some way in the new
land. They were acquired in the be-

ginning through imagined fitness or sug-

gestion, then learned by subtle transmis-

sion from child to child ; never through

reading. All our English story-books
told of making cowslip balls, of break-

ing the shepherd's purse, of playing
'lords and ladies

"
with the arum,

what we call "
jack-in-the-pulpit ;

"
yet

we never thought of making any kindred

attempts with these or similar flowers.

We did gather eagerly the "
jack-in-the-

pulpit," whose singularity of aspect seems

always to attract the attention of chil-

dren, and by pinching it at the base of

the flower made it squeak,
" made Jack

preach." But like true republicans we
never called our jacks lords and ladies.

From the live-for-ever, or orpine (once

tenderly cherished as a garden favor-

ite, now in many localities a hated and

persistent weed), we made "
frogs," or

"
purses," by gently pinching the fleshy

leaves between thumb and forefinger, and

thus loosening the epidermis on the lower

side of the leaf from the parenchyma,

purses that, when blown up, would burst

with a delightful pop. The New Eng-
land folk names by \\ hi.-h this plant is

called, such as -frog plant," "blow-leaf,"
"
pudding-bag plant," show the wide-

spread prevalence of this custom. A ri-

val in sound could be made by popping
the foxglove's fingers. English country-

women call the foxglove a "
pop." The

in. .11, ing-glory could also be blown up and

popped, and the canterbury
- bell. We

placed rose petals and certain tender

leaves over our lips, and drew in the cen-

tres for ex plo-

Noisy boys found scores of other ways
to make various resounding notes in the

gardens. A loader pop could be made

by placing broad leaves on the extended

thumb and forefinger of one hand and

.striking them with the other. The boys
also made "

squawks
"
out of birch bark,

and trumpets from the leaf-stalks of
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pumpkins and squashes, and fiddles of

corn-stalks. An ear-piercing whistle could

be constructed from a willow branch, and

a particularly disagreeable sound could

be evoked by every boy, and (I must ac-

knowledge it) by every girl, too, by pla-

cing broad leaves of grass preferably
the pretty striped ribbon-grass, or **

gar-

dener's garters
"

between the thumbs

and blowing thereon. Other skillful and

girl-envied accomplishments of the boys
I will simply name : making baskets and

brooches by cutting or filing the furrowed

butternut or the stone of a peach ; man-

ufacturing old -women dolls of hickory
nuts ; squirt

- guns and pop - guns of el-

derberry stems ; pipes of horse - chest-

nuts, corn-cobs, or acorns, in which dried

sweet-fern could be smoked ; sweet-fern

or grape-stem or corn-silk cigars ; torches

of the cat-o'-nine-tails.

Some child customs successfully defy
the law of the survival of the needful, and

ignore the lesson of reason ; they simply

exist, without purpose, without meaning.
A marked example of these, of bootless

toil, is the laborious hoarding of horse-

chestnuts each autumn. With what eager-
ness and hard work do boys gather these

pretty nuts ; how they quarrel with one

another over the possession of every one ;

how stingily they dole out a few to the

girls who cannot climb the trees, and are

not permitted to belabor the branches

with clubs and stones for dislodgment of

the treasures, as do their lordly brothers !

How carefully the gathered store is laid

away for winter, and not one thing ever

done or made with one horse-chestnut,

until all feed a grand blaze in the open

fireplace ! At the time of their gather-

ing they are converted to certain uses,

are made into certain toys. They are

tied to the ends of strings, and two boys,

holding the stringed chestnuts, play cob-

nut. English boys then say,

"Oblionker

My first conker."

Two nuts are also tied together by a yard
of cord, and, by a catching knack, circled

in opposite directions. But these games
have a very emphatic time and season,

the weeks when the horse-chestnuts ripen.
The winter's store is always untouched.

From a stray burdock plant which had

escaped destruction in our kitchen gar-

den, or from a group of these pestilent

weeds in a neighboring by-path, could be

gathered materials for many days of plea-

sure. The small, tenacious burs could be

wrought into admirable furniture for the

dolls' house, tables, chairs, and cradles.

Traces, of the upholstery clung long and

disfiguringly to our clothing, but never

deterred us from the fascinating occupa-
tion.

The milkweed, one of our few native

weeds, and a determined and clinging set-

tler on its native soil, furnished abundant

playthings. The empty pods became

fairy cradles, and tiny pillows could be

made of the beautiful silvery silk.

"
In dusty pods the milkweed
Its hidden silk has spun."

Mr. Eggleston says this silk was the silk-

grass of the early colonial travelers, from

which the Indians made nets, bags, fish-

ing-lines, etc. But Peter Kalm wrote, in

1748, that the Indian hemp, or silk-grass,

was Apocynum cannabi- ///.

The milkweed and thistle both furnish

pretty, silvery silken balls when treated

with deft fingers ; and their manufacture

is no modern fashion. Manasseh Cutler,

writing in 1786, says :

" I was pleased with a number of per-

fectly white silken balls, as they Appeared
to be, suspended by small threads along
the frame of the looking-glass. They
were made by taking off the calyx of the

thistle at an early stage of blooming."

Ingenious toys of various amusing

shapes could be formed of the pith of

the milkweed, and when weighted with a

tack would always fall tack downward,
as did the wonderful "corn-stalk witches,"

who always fell with grotesque head and

leaden cap downward.

Pressed flowers were devoted to special

uses. I cannot recall ever, during early
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childhood, pressing any flower save lark-

- the "lark-heels" of Shakespeare.

Why this flower was chosen I do not

know, unless for the reason that its col-

ors were so enduring. We used to make

charming wreaths of the stemless flowers

by placing the spur of one in the centiv

of another flower, and thus forming a tiny

A favorite arrangement was alter-

nating the colors pink and blue. These

stiff little pressed wreaths were gummed
on a sheet of paper, to be used at the

proper time as a valentine, were made
for that definite purpose ; yet I cannot

now recall that, when February came, I

ever sent one of these valentines, or in-

deed had any to send. I often wonder

whether Holmes referred to one of these

valentine wreaths when he wrote his

graceful line, "light as a loop of lark-

spur." A similar wreath could be made
of the columbine spurs. A friend tells

me she made scores in her youth ; but we
never pressed any flowers but larkspur.

Many similar wreaths were made of

freshly gathered flowers. The daintiest

were of lilac or phlox petals, and the al-

ternation of color in these wreaths one

white and two purple lilac petals, or two

white phlox petals and two crimson

could easily prove the ingenuity and ori-

ginality of the child who produced them.

In the beautiful and cleanly needles

pine the children had an unlimit-

ed supply for the manufacture of toys.

Pretty necklaces could be made fur per
snnal adornment, and tiny brooms for

dolls' houses. (In Lynn, Mass., they call

the pine needles "
besoms/') A thickly

ug cluster of needles was called '' a

W h 1 1 her petticoats were careful-

nraed, she could be placed n;

on a sheet of paper, and by softly blowing

upon it could be made to dance. A win-

ter's amusement was furnished by gather-

ing and storing the pitch-pine cones and

hearing them snap open in the house.

The cones could also be planted with

grass-seeds, and form a pretty green-

growing ornament

From birch bark could be made cor-

nucopias and drinking-cups, and letters

could be cut thereon and thereof. There

wandered through the town, harmless

and happy, one of " God's fools," whose

like is seen in every country community.
He found bis greatest pleasure in early
autumn in strolling through the coun-

try, and marking with his jack-knife,
in cabalistic designs, the surface of all

the unripe pumpkins and squashes. He
was always driven by the farmers from

this annoying trespass in the daytime,
but "

by brave moonshine
"
he still could

make his mysterious mark on the har-

vest of the year, and find, in inscribing
his rude symbols, which certainly meant

something to his dull brain, a happiness
which could reach him by no other path.

The boys of the town, impressed by the

sight of a garden or field of squashes thus

curiously marked, also fell into a habit

of similar inscription, which in them be-

came wanton vandalism, and had none

of the sense of baffled mystery which al-

ways hung around and illumined poor
Elmer's letters. A more favorite man-

ner of using the autumn store of pump-
kins was in the manufacture, by the boys,
of Jack-o'-lanterns, which were most ef-

fective and hideous when lighted from

within.

u The umbrellas areout !

"
call country

children in spring, when the peltate leaves

of the May-apple spread their umbrella-

shaped lobes, and the little girls gather

them, and also the leaves of the wild

sarsaparilla, for dolls' parasols. The

spreading head of what we called "snake

grass
"
could also be tied into a very ef-

fective miniature parasol. There is no

sense of caste among children when in

a field or garden ; all are equally well

dressed when " bedizened and brocaded
"

with garden finery. Green leaves can

I..- pinned with their stems into fantastic

caps and bonnets ; foxglove fingers can

be used as gloves ; the blossoms of the

jewelweed make pretty earrings; and

frfoy dandelion and daisy chains are not
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the only necklaces, the lilac and lark-

spur chains and pretty little circlets of

phlox are proudly worn ; and strings of

rose-hips end the summer. Truly, the

garden -bred child walks in gay attire

from May to October.

The " satten
"
found by the traveler

Josselyn in seventeenth -
century New

England gardens formed throughout
New England a universal plaything, and

a frequent winter posy, in country par-

lors, on mantel or table. The broad

white oval partition, of satiny lustre, re-

maining after the side valves had fallen,

made juvenile money, and the plant went

by the appropriate name of "
money-in-

both-pockets." It was also called " hon-

esty," and, in an old ante-Revolutionary

paper which I have seen, the seed of

honesty was advertised by a jocular seed-

monger "to be sold in small quantities,

that all may have a share."

Other seeds were gathered as the chil-

dren's spoils : those of the garden bal-

sam, to see them burst, or to feel them
curl up in the hand like living creatures ;

those, also, of the balsam's cousin, the

jewelweed, to watch them snap violently

open, hence its country name of touch-

me-not and snapweed. When the leaves

were hung with dew it deserved its title

of jewelweed, and when they were im-

mersed in water its other pretty and de-

scriptive folk name of " silver-leaf."

A grotesquery could be formed from

the seed-pods in the centre of the peony.

They could be opened in such a way that

the tiny pink and white seeds resembled

two sets of teeth in an open mouth. Im-

aginary miniature likenesses were found

in the various parts of many flowers :

the naked pistil and stamens of one

were " a pair of tongs ;

"
another had a

seed ovary which was a "
lady," a very

stout lady with extending hoops. The

heartsease had in its centre an " old lady

washing her feet ;

"
the monkshood, a

" devil in his chariot." A single petal of

the columbine, with attached sepals, was
a hovering dove, and the whole flower

Izaak Walton's "
culverkeys

" formed

a little dish with a ring of pigeon-headi

bending within.

There were many primitive inks and

staining juices that could be expressed,
and milks and gums that exuded, from

various plants ; and each summer'* round

saw these stains and resins tried by every
child. We painted pictures in our books

with the red sap from the petals of the

red peonies, and with the blue juice of

the blossom of the spiderwort, or tra-

descantia, now a neglected and an exiled

flower. We dyed dolls' clothes with the

juice of elderberries, and when dipped
in soapsuds they turned a brilliant blue.

The country child could also dye a vivid

red with the juice of the pokeberry, the
" red-ink

"
plant, or with the steins of

the bloodroot ; and the sap crushed from

soft, pulpy leaves, such as those of the

live-for-ever, furnished a green stain.

There was a certain garden lore con-

nected with insects, not so varied or ex-

tensive, probably, as a child would have

upon a farm. We said to the snail,

"
Snail, snail, come out of your hole,

Or else I will beat you as black as a coal."

We sang to the lady-bug,
"
Lady-bug, lady-bug, fly away home ;

Your house is on fire, your children will

burn."

We caught the grasshoppers, and thus

exhorted them,
"
Grandfather, grandfather gray,
Give me molasses, or I '11 throw you away."

And we sang some song to the daddy-

long-legs, which memory has allowed to

escape. We believed that earwigs lived

for the sole purpose of penetrating our

ears, that dragon-flies flew with the sole

thought of sewing up our lips; devil's

darning-needles we called them. To this

day I instinctively cover my mouth at

their approach. We were bold enough to

come into close contact with bees in a

way I should scarcely dare to try now.

We used to entrap them especially

bumble-bees in the bells of monopet-
alous flowers such as canterbury-bells, or
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in the full, ample folds of the hollyhock,
and listen to their indignant scolding

and huz/.ing, and watch them gnaw and

pu-h out to freedom. I cannot recall

ever bein_ the process.

We had the artistic floral diversion of

.'>." The*.? were one of the

tap-furnishings of pin-stoiv>, whose cu-

lore. and the oddly shaped and

named articles made solely for them,

should he recorded ere they are forgot-

ten. A pin-a-sight
" was made of a

piece of glass, usually window-glass, of

any shape, on which were stuck flowers

in varioi^ designs. Over these flowers

was pasted a covering of paper, in which

a movable flap could be lifted, to display,

on payment of a pin, the concealed trea-

sures. I recall as our "
sights

"
chiefly

y larkspur wreaths before named,
and miniature trees carefully manufac-

tuivd of grass-spires. A noted "
pin-a-

"

glorious r*till in childi>h history
and tradition, was made for my pin-store

by a grown-up girl of fourteen. She cut

in twain tiny baskets, which she pasted
on the

glass, and filled with wonderful

artificial flowers manufactured out of the

petals of real blossoms. I well remember
her "gilding refined gold

"
by making a

gorgeous blue rose out of the petals of a

flower-de-1

I cannot recall playing much with

roses. I think we fashioned some kind

of a bird out ot' the hud>. The old Eng-
lish rhyme descrihing the variation of

the sepals was unknown to us :

41 On a Rummer's day in sultry weather

brethren were born together :

Two had beards, and two had none,
And the other had but half a one."

Still, with tin- n.,,- one of

-t tender child memories, some-

what of a gas? t suf-

fused with an el< m. nt of grace, of sen-

: i. living of rosy-cakes."
These dainty fairy cakes were made of

layers of rose-leaves sprinkled with pow-
-iii,'ar and cinnamon, and then care-

fully rnt"..ldrd in slips of white paper.
LXXV. NO. 450. 30

Sometimes they were placed in the gar-

den over ni^ht, pressed between two flat

stones. As a morsel for the epicure they
were not altogether alluring, though in-

offensive, but decidedly preferable to

pumpkin or sunflower seeds, and they
were englamoured with sentiment ; for

these rosy-cakes were not destined to be

greedily eaten by the concocter, but were

to be given with much secrecy as a mark

of affection, a true love token, to another

child or some beloved older person, and

were to be eaten also in secret I recall

to this day the thrill of happiness which

the gift of one of these little paper-in-

closed rosy-cakes brought to me, in the

days of my childhood, when it was slipped
into my hand by a beautiful and gentle

child, who died the following evening,

during a thunder-storm, of fright The

tragedy of her death, the memory of the

startling glimpses given by the vivid

lightning of agitated running to and fro

in the heavy rain and lowering darkness,

and the terrified summons of kindly

neighbors, all have fixed more firmly in

my mind the happy recollection of her

last gift.

Another habit of my youth was watch-

ing at dusk the opening of the twisted

buds of the garden primrose into wan,
cld yellow stars, "pallid flowers, by dew
and moonlight fed," which filled the early

evening with a faint, ineffable fragrance
that drew a host of encircling night-

moths; a habit thus told by Margaret
Deland :

"Hew, in warm darkness of a night in Jane,
. children came

To watch the primrose blow.

Silent they stood.

Hand clasped in hand, in breathless hash

around.

And saw her shyly doff her soft greea hood
And blossom with a silken burst of soond \

>ur home garden stood a <

of tall queen primroses, whose beautiful

flowers, when opened, were four inches in

diameter. When riding, one dark sum-

mer evening, along a seaside road on Cape
Ann. we first saw one of these queens of
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the night in an humble dooryard. In t he-

dark its seeds were gathered and given

by an unknown hand and a flower-loving

heart to my mother, to form under her
" fair tendance

"
the luminous evening

glory of her garden, and the delight of

every child who saw the blossoms, as

Keats said, "leap from buds into ripe

flowers." To every garden
- bred child

the sudden blossoming and pale shining
in the gloaming have ever given the even-

ing primrose a special tender inteiv>t.

a faintly mystic charm through the chill

of falling dew and the dim light, and

through a half-sad atmosphere which has

always encircled the flower, and ha-

felt by many of the poets, making them

seldom sing the evening primrose as a

flower of happiness.

With the Good -night of children to

the flowers, I close this list of the happy
flower customs of New England children.

Alice Morse Earle.

DUMB FOXGLOVE.

ALL the golden October day we had

been driving leisurely along through the

Green Mountain country.

Everything was golden that fall. It

had been a very dry season, and the

leaves upon the maples and other forest

trees, instead of ripening into brilliant

hues of crimson and scarlet, had all taken

on tints of yellow. Then, when the au-

tumn winds arose, suddenly the whole

earth was carpeted with saffron, daffodil,

amber, and gold, a thick, soft, rustling

carpet, and for days our horses trod upon
it, and our wagon-wheels rolled over and

through it Somehow it had the effect

of sunshine, and even in cloudy weather

we were in the light. But the sun shone

that day, and the air was soft and warm.

There had been as yet no heavy frost,

and the late flowers were still bright,

while berry, seed-vessel, and nut were

gay with red, blue, russet, and gold.

Goldenrod was massed by the road-

side in tints to match every shade of our

leafy carpet, making for it a gorgeous
border of gold color, and asters contrast-

ed or harmonized, with their hues of

mauve, blue, purple, lavender, and white.

The twisted orchid, or lady's-tresses,

with its spike of frosted white bells, smell-

ing of bitter almonds, clustered thickly in

damp spots along the roadside ; Joe Pye

weed, or pink boneset, stood stiffly erect,

with flat-topped clusters of dull pink fea-

thery blossoms, and sometimes a belated

St. Johnswort added its yellow to the

prevailing brightness. The witch-hazel

bore on leafless brown boughs its strange

flowers of straw color with their sickly

sweet odor ; and most abundant of all,

grew, all along our way, the dark blue

closed gentian.

There were so many berries ! The

short, thick spike which jack-in-the-pul-

pit wears; the sapphire-blue bear-plums;

those of translucent garnet, growing like

a bunch of ripe currants on the little

smilacina; the crimson fruit of twisted-

stalk, hanging singly on slender stems;

the mountain holly's rosy red; moose-

berries ; bunchberries ; the red cohosh and

the white, the last like beads of white

enamel strung upon red coral stalks,

all these we saw and gathered ere tin;

day ended. We were climbing the st

turnpike road which crosses the moun-

tains from Manchester to Landgrove and

Chester, and we often left the wagon to

walk by its side or linger lx hind it. in

the soft air and warm sunshine. We
gathered armfuls of maidenhair and os-

trich ferns, wild flowers, berries, moss,

and lichen. And many other things we

brought back to the wagon unknowingly ;
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for hundreds of seed-vessels, of varied

foniiN, prickly, bristly, sticky, barbed, or

thorned, clung to our garments, as we
scrambled through the tangle of plants
and -limbs at the roadside, or strayed
in t u t he forests on either hand. The long,

T Spanish needles; the two-thorned

fruit of the yellow bur -
marigold ; the

aiMiiiiony seed-holders, looking like tiny

isters; the odd, flat, thin

toil pods ; the small

green burs of enchanter's nightshade,
all these and scores of other fast-holding,

close-clinging, little hindering things cov-

ered our clothing and pricked our fingers

in our journey that day.
We were to spend the night at Peru,

that quiet mountain village we knew so

well, and among whose pleasant people
we had many friends.

The bouquet we had gathered along
the way was not a satisfactory one, and

there was little of beauty about it when
we reached our destination. The golden

leaves, full of sunshine as they hung on

the branches or lay in our pathway, were

and Sniveled now; the berries

were crushed, or had fallen from th -ir

stems; the asters looked forlorn, with

rays twisted and drooping. But the

closed gentians were unchanged, and we
i into the house with us a big

1 in in -li of the strange, undeveloped, bud-

like flowers of dark purple-blue. And it

was the sight <>f these blossoms as they
stood in the old creamware pitcher on

the sideboard, that evening, that made
I ; tin ice every one in Peru called

that name tell the story.

H, I know it isn't its real name,
hut that's what I always call it. a

Ma used to call it that, and so I .1...

it's a real good name, come to

think of it, dumb foxglove,
a good deal like the foxglove that grows
in the garden, you know, and it '> th.

a real full-growed
one, that I know. Never opens on

teal blowth, you see, and nothing can
make it. Water or sunshine or rich soil,

loosening the dirt round it, or trans-

planting, or anything, don't make any
difference; it won't open out. But pick

it open and there 't is, just like the pret-

tiest posy in the world, streaked and

painted and all, and nobody ever seeing
it. It's dreadful queer why it's that

way, ain't it ? If the pretty part 's all

inside and hid and shut up, and isn't

ever to do anybody a mite of good, why,
what 's it made that way for ? Why
did n't they leave the inside just plain,

not finished off any, sort of skimped that

part, you know, that wasn't to show?
But there ! it is n't half so queer and puz-

zling about posies as 't is about folks, is

it, now? For you know as well as I

do, don't you, there 's lots of folks just

that same way. They're all shut up

tight, all in the dark and cold and lone-

someness, and never showing the pretty

part inside that most of them 's got af-

ter all. I never see that dumb foxglove
that I don't think of Colossy Bragg. She

lived just down the road there, in the

house with so much of that wild-cucum-

:ne running over it, and the mari-

gold bed in front.

" David and Lucy Ann Bragg were

married a good while before they had

any children, and they were dreadful

pleased when this one came. 8he was a

nice, big baby, and they thought the wit

going to take after Grandma West, and

be tall and fleshy and fine-looking H

they named lu-r. out of a book, Colossa,

but we called it you know how they
do with such names about here Co-

lossy. Poor child, it did n't turn out a

very suitable name for her. She was a

healthy, nice little thing, rugged as any
child, till she was about four year old.

Then something took her, the doctors

never seemed to know what, exactly,

and she stopped growing. Her legs and
arms were helpless like, and she could n't

walk or use her hands much. T was the

pitifulest sight to see her. Her n.

all right ; it was only the poor,

up, pindling body that was wrong.
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" Her face was real pretty, sort of thin

and white, but with such big, dark, pur-

ply-blue eyes, almost black by spells,

they made me think lots of times of the

color of those dumb foxgloves, and

long black eye-winkers curling up at the

ends. And her hair was long and soft

and such a pretty yellow, and it curled

all round her head. She used to sit

all day in a big chair with pillows by
the southwest window there, and every
one for miles round Peru knew that

pretty white face. 'T was terrible hard
on her pa and ma, they 'd set so much

by her, and lotted so on what she 'd be

when she grew up. They learnt her to

read, but that was about all. For she

could n't use her hands, so there was n't

any ciphering, or drawing pictures on

her slate, or sewing patchwork, or any
of the things girls did in those days.
She never seemed to care much about

story-books. To be sure, there wa'n't

many in those times; not what young
ones call story-books nowadays, with red-

and-gold covers and painted pictures and

all. But there was a few in the place,

and folks was glad enough to lend them
to poor little Colossy.

" The Braggses owned Pilgrim's Pro-

gress and Evenings at Home themselves,

and I had Anna Ross and Dairyman's

Daughter. And here and in Landgrove
and about there was Little Henry and

his Bearer, and The Shepherd of Salis-

bury Plain, and some numbers of the

Juvenile Miscellany, and there was some

books about missionaries, and some trav-

els. She had them all, one after another,

and as long as she wanted them, but

they did n't interest her much. And
there was n't many things she could play.

Puss-in-the-corner and tag and blind-

man's-buff and trisket-a-trasket and all

such running-about plays was out of the

question, course, and even checkers and

tit-tat-toe and fox-and-geese and set-down

games like those she could n't play at

on account of her poor helpless hands.

Why, she couldn't even put down her

mite of a forefinger with the other chil-

dren's and say,
'

Hinty minty cuty corn,'

to see who was *

it,' as the youngsters
used to say. She had a kind of weak,

whisp'ry voice, so she could n't even

sing; and she did n't appear to care

much about hearing tunes, neither. So

you see she was nigh as much shut up
and blind and dumb a little creatur' as

that flower there.
" You would n't have thought, when

you saw her sitting in her high chair, bol-

stered up with pillows, her little drawed-

up hands all helpless in her lap, and a

shawl wrapped round her poor feet and

legs, you would n't have thought there

was anything in the world to interest her

or make her forget her troubles. But
there was. There was just one thing that

kept her up, occupied her mind, amused
her all day long, and made her willing to

live and be so different from the other

children. How it came first into her head

I don't know, for 'twas the very last

thing you 'd ever expect would 'a' got

there, considering what she was, poor

rickety little mite.
" It was cooking ! Now, o' course you

know she could n't cook with her own

hands, little, limp, crooked tilings that

they was, but some ways or other she 'd

got the greatest faculty for making up
dishes. 'T was all she really cared about,

the only thing that made her little

bleached-out face lighten up, and those

queer, pretty purply eyes shine a speck.

She was all the everlasting time compos-

ing, as you might say. But it was n't

verses or stories she made up, but things

to eat, victuals. Where she got it all, as

I said before, I never could see. There

was n't anything like it in the family,

either side, Braggses or Wests. Her folks

liked good, plain, filling food, and plenty
of it, and Colossy had n't ever seen any-

thing different. But from the time she

was a mite of a young one she was always

making up the most beautiful receipts,

and laying out the most fixed-up, com-

pany-looking dishes. To this day I often
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think over some of th' victuals she talked

about, and I can't help wishing they could

be tried ; they \1 make your mouth water,

they sounded so good and tasty.
" But somehowyou could n'tmaki'tlifin ;

there was always something or other to In-

put in that you could n't get, even if you
could afford it. And they were general-

ly pretty expensive victuals, too. Real re-

ccipt books she did n't care much about

Her mother had one all writ out nice, in

a little book made of ruled paper. It

came from Aunt Huldy West, her father's

sister. And it had real good receipts,

too : baked Indian pudding, the Wests

was always great for that, and crol-

lers, and Aunt Jane's tea rusk, and hard

gingerbread, and huckleberry-holler, and

composition cake, and lots of other things.

But Colossy did n't care to hear it much.

She 'd get fidgety after a spell, when her

ma was reading it, and then 's soon as

she got a chance she 'd begin something
of her own. Some of the ingredients,
as the cooking-books say, were the fun-

niest things. She 'd come across them,
I suppose, in stones and newspapers, in

the missionary books and the travels, but

most of all in the Bible. They were

queer, outlandish, foreign things that

could n't be bought round this part of

the world, if tln-y could anywheres. But
she 'd t.-ll them off till you'd know, or

think you did, just how they tasted, and
what 'a more, could see the whole tiling

dished up, too.

all comes back as I tell about it,

and I can 'most hear Colossy 's croupy,
hoarse voice saying over those things.
'Take a teacupful o' anise an' cummin.'

he 'd croak out, an' mind it 's a blue

U>arup, not a plain white; put it

into a ynller bakin' dUh, an* pour on a

pint o' milk an' honey. Beat it all up
till it 's white an* bubbly and soapsudsy,
an* thru add t.-n clusters o' raisins

hour an* twelve V a half minut. s

si'ttin'- n>om Then you
.o the peel o* nineteen rorangen,'

she always < m that, 'an*

mix into the hull mess. An* then

now listen, Aunt Eunice.' .-lie 'd say, so

solemn an' old-fashioned,
' for this is the

most partic'lerest thing in it bile five

an' a half turtle-dove's eggs kind o' hard,

take off the shell, an' lay 'em over the

puddin', for it 's goin' to be a pud din'

this time, Aunt Eunice, an' bake half

an hour in a quick oven.'
" And what 's the name of tha

used to ask, just to please her and show
I was listening.

" *

Well,' she says, slow, and stopping
to think a little,

'

well, that 's called jest

a Plain, Fam'ly Puddin'. But here 's

one for comp'ny,' says she. ' I made
it up last night, when I could n't get
to sleep, my back hurt so, and it 's the

very nicest puddin' this is a puddin',
too you never, never eat ; an* it 's so

sightly to look at, an' sets off the table

so. Now listen, Aunt Eunice,' she says.
' It 's called Comp'ny Puddin'. Take
two pomygranites and crack 'em, an'

pick out the meats careful. Chop 'em

fine, an' sprinkle over 'em a pinch o'

frankincense and a teenty, teenty speck o'

myrrh. Wet it up with a little maple sur-

rup. Then take some fresh breadfruit

an' toast a few slices brown, lay 'em on

a green-spriggled chiny meat dish, an*

spread your pomygranite sass all over

'em. Then beat the whites of ten os-

trich's eggs for an hour V a half, an*

lay over the hull ; sprinkle with light

brown sugar, an' dish up hot Oh, Aunt
Eunice !

'

she 'd say, with her little thin

face working and such a pitiful look in

her big eyes, *I wish I could try it my
own self. I know I could do it, an* oh,

how I 'd like to beat up them ostrich's

eggs an* spread 'em over, all sudsy an*

nice, an* then sprinkle that light brown

sugar on!'
" * What *s pomygranites, Colossy ?

*

I 'd ask her, to divert her mind a little.

"'Why, it tells about 'em in the

Bible,' she says, 'an' M prefer

give some to Christiana, in Pilgrim's
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You know I said 't was this cooking
or making up dishes that helped her

along, and kept her amused and occu-

pied. Well, it did, one way ; but an-

other it made her uncomfortable, for

she did want so bad to cook and bake

and mix up things, to be over the fire,

stirring and basting and baking and boil-

ing. She ached to set the table and dish

up the victuals, and make things look as

they did in her mind when she composed
them. She never fretted because she

could n't play about with the boys and

girls, or hoppity-skip along the road, or

slide, or run, or jump rope. But she did

worry a good deal because she could n't

carry out the things she had in her head,
nor mix a single one of the sightly and

tasty dishes she was always making up.
' Course I like to think about 'em,' she 'd

say in her husky voice,
* but lots o' times

I think, What 's the good of it any-

way ? What 's the use o* settin' here an'

raakin' up receipts for puddin's an' cake

an* jells an' all, an' never try 'em, nor

see 'em, nor taste the teentiest speck on

'em ? I 'm tired settin' here, an' I 'm

tired achin' an' keepin' still an' Oh.

I do jest want to have a baking-day of my
own, an' try some o' them things !

'

- T was pretty hard to know what to

say to her for comfort. She was a good
little thing, and she 'd been trained right,

for the Braggses were pious, church-go-

ing folks, and I really believe she was a

Christian before she was ten year old.

But that did n't make much difference

as to the thing she was fretting about

just then. 'T was n't heaven and sing-

ing and all the glorious things we know
there 11 be there that the poor little

thing was achin' for, those times, but

just a mite of fussing and messing and

cooking before she went away from this

earth that was such a lonesome place for

her. So I used to be at my wits' ends

to know what to tell her to comfort her

up when she went on that way ; and her

pa and ma, they were just as bothered

as me. But there was one person that

'<*

[April,

had n't any such scruples as we had, and

sometimes I was kind of glad there was.

'T was old Mrs. Peavy that lived next

door ; Mother Peavy. as everybody called

her. She was real old. a good deal over

seventy anyway in those days, and I don't

know but she was a mite childish. But

she was smart and spry for her age, and

her eyesight and hearing were as good
as ever. And she was a dreadful com-

fort to Colossy. that 's certain. For, as

I said before, she had n't any scruples ;

that is, the kind the rest of us had. May-
be you '11 think she was a heathen, or a

heretic, or something of that sort, when

I tell you what she used to say to the

child, but I am sure she meant well, and

it did seem to help Colossy lots.

>h, Mother Peavy,' the young one

would say,
4 won't I never, never have

no chance to try 'em ? If I 'm real good
an* patient an' say my prayers an' my
catechis' an' my hymns, an' do 's I 'd be

done by, an' all, won't I, oh. won't I never

be let to try a single one o' them receipts ?

Jest not even the b'iled dish, with cori-

ander seeds for flav'rin'. an' thickened

up with fine flour mingled with ile ? Oh,

won't I, Mother Peavy ?
'

Yes, yes, you poor little cosset,*

Mother Peavy 'd say ; don't you worry
an' fret over that If you want to mess

an' cook an' try receipts when you get up
there, you '11 be let to do it. An' you "11

be able to then, you know, for you '11 be

strong an' well an* rugged ; for there ain't

a single inhabitant up there that ever

says
" I 'm sick." an' there won't be any

more pain. An' your poor little drawed-

np fingers will be straight an* sound, an'

your legs strong and limber. An* you '11

lift up the hands that 's a-hangin
'

now, and the feeble knees, as the I>

says, an' then if you 're set on cookin' an'

dishin* up they '11 let you try, you see if

they don't*
" But, Mother Peavy,' Colossy 'd whis-

per in her hoarse, short-breathing way.
' be you certain sure they 've got things

to do with up there ? There 's harps, an*
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S an" books to sing ont on, an* a sea

o' glass, an* golden streets, an' all them

. pretty things, but mebbe they
don't have the kind o' things ;.

oughter have for cookin' an* dishin' up.

Mebbe it 's bad to want 'em, Mother

Peavy, but oh, I jest do sometimes !

'

ad. you poor young one;

they understand up there, an' they make
lowances. That 's what they 're great
at in that place, you know, makin' 'low-

noes ; most be the principal thing they

do, these times, anyway. An' if they see

they ain't no other means o' settin' your

poor little mind easy an' showin' you
there 's more satisfyin', fillin' things than

Is, why, they '11 give you your way
in* let you try. An* as for there not

any eatable things there, why, the

Bible tells about twelve kinds o' fruit,

an' about olive-trees an' oil an' wine.

An* there 's that hymn you like so much,
about

Take my word for it, Colossy, there won't

be no lack o' things to do with, if yon
want 'em bad.'

child would take a dreadful

lot of comfort ont of all her talk, and al-

ways stop fretting, at least for a spell.
" Now I know it was n't right ; we all

knew it. The way was to show her li<>\v

much U-tter tilings there were than what

she was set on, spiritual food that she

did n't dream of, poor, stunted, shut-up
little soul. Bu r Peavy always
made out that there was n't any harm

that she did n't really say
be cooking and dishing up there,

v tlint if Colossy was still set on

that kind of amusement after she got
nhe 'd be let to try it But she

won't want it then, you see,' she *d say.
1 h.iv, bettor work there, more

any harm, an*

it does go against me to see her fret, the

dear lamb.'

they were great cronies, she and

Colossy, and had long confabs together.

Twas mighty queer talk to listen to,

I can tell you. ami you *d get all mixed

up and confused to know whether 't was
real flesh-and-blood food of this world

they was dwelling on, or the spiritual,

heavenly sort. For 't would be manna
and milk and honey and angels' food and
unleavened bread and balm of Gilead

and all that, which might be just figura-

tive or speaking parables like. But again
't would be cakes and puddings and

stews, with spices and oil and spikenard
and leeks and onions and almonds and
turtle-doves and melons, till your mouth
watered.

" But it really beat all how much that

child found about victuals in the Bible,

things none of us ever knew was there

till she brought them into her receipts.

And then we 'd look them up and find

they were really there. And to this day
I recollect them, and time and again, as I

come across them in reading a chapter, I

think of poor little Colossy and her talk :

fish and summer fruit and wheat and

barley and millet and apples and butter

and broth and nuts and vinegar and

parched corn and grapes and raisins and

figs and why, I can't tell half of them

now. Why, once, I know, she told about

some dish or other, and there was to be

a pound of pannag. We thought she 'd

made that up, sure. But come to look

it uj. there 't was in Ezekiel, and there

't is to this day, though I have n't the

least idea what where it comes

from.
" Poor little rreatur'.she looked for that

kind of thing, nt * she found it.

There *s everything folks want in that

book. And she got a good deal of a real

different sort of comfort out of it, too.

She 'd be turning over the leaves of the

big Bible on the table, as well as she could

with her little twisted bony fingers, look-

ing for new *

ingrejunts,' as she called

for her dishes, and you 'd see such

a pretty look come on her white far. \

she *d draw a long breath as if she was

resting after a hard job, and look np with
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her big purply eyes all soft and wet. and

say over something she 'd found there.

*T was something generally about getting

rest, or casting your burdens off, or being
carried or comforted as a mother com-

fortetb, or having tears wiped away, or

something like that No, it was not all

victuals she found there. But it 's the

victuals part of the story I 'm telling you
now.

" The minister that time was Mr. Bob-

bins. He was a real good man, and ter-

rible sorry for Colossy. He used to go
and see her a good deal, and try to

help her, and teach her, and raise her

thoughts higher. But when she got on

that favorite topic of hers, why, he did n't

know just what to say. 'T was a sight
to see bis face, after he 'd been reading
and talking and praying with her a spell,

and she 'd been so sweet and good, and

seemed in such a promising state of

mind, when she 'd look up so pitiful

just before he went away and croak out,
*

Oh, Mr. Bobbins, won't you jest listen

to one single one o* my receipts now ?
'

" He generally did, for he was a good-
natured man and had children of his

own, but he 'd try to put on a moral at

the end and draw some kind of a lesson

from it all.
* Now hear this, Mr. Rob-

bins,' she says one time, speaking slow

and plain as if she was reading from a

receipt-book.
* Di-rec-tions for ma-king

a mess of pottage.'
" *

Yes, yes, my little girl,' he says,
* I '11 hear it ; but be careful lest you

part with your own heavenly birthright

for a mess of pottage/ he says.
" *

Yes, sir/ says Colossy very quick,

for she was in a hurry to go on with her

receipt,
* I '11 be careful. Take one fat-

ted calf
' and on she 'd go, till Mr.

Robbins's face was just a picture, kind

of puzzled, and sort of amused, too.

" Or she 'd tell off a receipt for rais-

ing unleavened bread,' poor little cosset,

and the minister 'd remind her that * man
shall not live by bread alone.^ Again
't would be some sort of a savory meat

stew, and he'd counsel her to labor not

for the meat that perisheth. But he was

always good and kind to the child, and

she was real fond of him to the last.
"

;
Poor little thing, she took it all out

in making up and telling about victual-.

for she hardly eat anything herself.

Whether it was her made-up, inak.

lieve dishes was so good it took away
her taste for common every-day food. I

don't know, but she did n't eat enough
to keep a robin alive, and so of course

she did n't get very strong or rugged.
Fact is, you could n't want her to stay
on here, suffering and shut up and help-

less as she was, and as she 'd got to be

all her days. And we all saw pretty
soon that she was n't going to be here

much longer. Her little scrap of a face

got thinner and whiter, and the purple

eyes bigger, and the little hands more
than ever like bird's - claws ; and her

poor little body was wasted away and

weak. She was real patient, but the

ache in her back was pretty bad, and

she seemed to be tired the whole living

time. * I 'm terrible tired,' she 'd say
in her croupy voice,

' tired when I lay

down, an' tired when I set up, an' no-

thin' don't seem to rest me any. Seems 's

if I 'd feel better if I could only walk

round a mite, an' get out the dishes an*

sasspans, an' grease the bakin'-plates. an'

stone some raisins, an' chop some citron,

an' Oh, Aunt Eunice, I do want so

bad jest to dish up a dinner once, only

once, Aunt Eunice.'

"I didn't quite dare to do as .Mrs.

Peavy did, and tell her she 'd have her

chance some day, but I did go so far

sometimes as to refer her over to Mother

Peavy.
4 What does she tell you, Colos-

sy, when you talk so ?
'

I said.

" Her face brightened up a little, and

she answers,
*

Oh, Mother Peavy says,

when I get np there, it I 'in set on

messin' an* raixin' an' cook in* th:

why, they '11 let me try my hand at it.

They '11 know I ain't had no chance

down in Peru, 'cause o' my hands an'
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_^s an my back, you know, an*

lowances. That's what

ro alien a-doin' up there, Mother

Peavy says, makin' 'lowances for folks.

She says she don't think I '11 want to do

any dishin* an' bakin' up there, there 's

stu-Ii splendid tilings to do that I don't

know nothin' about now. She says no-

body ain't never heerd nor seed, an' it

ain't come into nobody's head to guess
at sech things as they 've got up there

for folks that's good an' patient an'

1<>\ in'. But I don't know ; I 'd like jest

to try my hand a little, if they don't

mi ml. seems 's if. An' if I do try, why,
I 'm goin' to see if they won't let me
end down some o* my very fust cookin'

to Mother Peavy. But if that can't be

done, I mean to let her know, 't any rate,

that she was right, an' they Ve let me

try my hand.'
" She 'd take some of the commonest,

plainest kinds of food to experiment on,

and she 'd have a receipt for it with

s< MII* thing in it you never dreamed of

I in before. Doughnuts, I know,
he 'd always say there was to be the

third part of a hin of olive oil in them.

What *8 a hin ?
'

I'd ask her ; and she 'd

Well, about a coffee-cup full. I

guess, more nor less.' And there was

to be honey from the honeycomb in her

doughnuts, too. And in her apple dumj>-

lings there 'd always got to be '

jest the

t pinch of aloes.' And all these

victuals were to be fixed up in the tas-

tiest way, and on the queerest kind of

dishes. To hear the solemn little old-

fashioned young one tell about 'butter

in a lordly dish,' and meat cooked in a

II or in a flesh-pot, or soddrn in iron

pans, and about brazen pots and earthen

rs, was dreadful odd.

grew weak very fast near t lu-

sh,, di.l n't go to bed. for it hurt

h< r more to lie down, and they bolstered

her up in her chair with the pillows, and
made her as comfortable M they could.

B ace got more and more husky and
<>wn to a whi*)>

talk a little by spells up to the very last

She 'd make up receipts still, but they
were pretty short, and we could n't

always understand what she said. I

stayed there all I could, and Mr. Rob-

bins came a good deal, and old Mrs.

Peavy hardly left her for days. She

liked to hear verses about resting, and

being carried, and made to lie down in

green pastures, and having her tears

wiped away, and about how the weary
are at rest and the sick made well. But

by spells she 'd tlu'nk about what she 'd

always set her little heart on, and she 'd

turn towards Mother Peavy and whis-

per,
* An' mebbe I '11 be let to try makin'

some of them things ? 'Cause you know
I 've never had any chance down here,

an' they '11 make 'lowances for that*
" And Mrs. Peavy 'd say, stroking her

yellow hair, 'Yes, lovey, they'll make
'lowances fast enough. And you '11 be

let to do it certain sure, if you hanker

bad after it ; don't worry about that*

And then she 'd say over to her. in her

thin old voice, her favorite piece about
' There cinnamon an* sugar prow,
There nard an* balm aboi

and another old-fashioned hymn all about

milk and honey and wine and heavenly

manna, till Colossy 'd drop off to sleep

like a lamb.
" She went off that way at the last,

bolstered up in the big chair by the win-

dow, her poor white face resting against

the pillows, and her pretty yellow hair

like a li-ht all round her head. David

and Lucy Ann, Mr. Bobbins, Mother

Peavy, and me were all there. We
loved her dearly every one off us, hot

somehow not one could be exactly sorry
u h,n the tin ,1 look slipped off her little

thin face, and the bits of fingers stopped
twit. -Inn-, and the hoarse, short breath-

ing was all still. I never thought as

much of Mr. Bobbins as I did at that

funeral. It seemed as if he knew just

the right things to say that day, mostly
verses from Scripture, or a line or two
of a hymn. I can hear him now, speak-
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ing in his soft, pleasant way about the
* bread that came down from heaven,'
* meat to eat that ye know not of,'

' who-

soever drinketh of the water that I shall

give him shall never thirst ;

' and those

comforting verses about how *

they shall

hunger no more, neither thirst any more,'

and how * blessed are those that are

called to the marriage supper.' And
then he led off in his nice, clear voice :

' Food to which this world 'a a stranger,
Here my hungry soul enjoys ;

Of excess there is no danger ;

Tho' it fills, it never cloys.'

"
Well, 't was about a week after we

put the little girl to rest in the grave-

yard over there, I met Mrs. Peavy one

day. We stopped, and naturally we fell

to talking about Colossy. Glad as I was

to have the child at rest, I missed her

lots, and I said so.

" 4 You were real good to her, Mother

Peavy,' I said. * I often think how you
used to comfort her, and tell her that

maybe she 'd have a chance to try her re-

ceipts up there, if she wanted to. Dear

little thing, she understands better now,
and don't trouble her head about those

earthly things.'
" Now, I 'd always thought that Mrs.

Peavy told the child that about having
her chance up there just to chirk her

up and please her, and not because she

ever dreamt such a thing could really

be. So I must say I was took aback

when she shook her head now, and an-

swered in a queer, knowing sort of way,
'She ain't found out the better things

yet, that 's certain. She 's got her chance,

and she 's a-makin' use of it right along ;

leastways, up to yesterday she was.'
" *

Why, what do you mean ?
'

I says.
* What makes you say that ?

'

" And then she went on and told me
the oddest story. She said she 'd been

thinking and thinking about Colossy, and

trying to picture her all well, and rested,

and happy in heaven ; but for the life of

her she could n't see her in her mind as

singing and praising and doing all the

things the saints and angels are said to

do. The poor young one's talk about her

wanting to dish up and mess kept coming
into her head to spoil everything. One

day she was sitting at her dinner. She
lived all alone, and did her own work.

And that day she had what every one

in these parts calls * b'iled dish.' You
know what I mean, beef and potatoes
and carrots and turnips and all. And
she says :

" * I 'd jest helped myself, and was

going to taste of it, when I smelt a queer
kind of spicy smell. I couldn't think

where it come from, or rec'lect jest what

't was like. Then I took up a little of

the meat and put it in my mouth, and I

didn't know what to make of it. I M
made that b'iled dish that day with my
own hands, just as I 'd made it all my
life, an' my mother before me. But this

partic'ler one was n't any more like mine

or ma's or any Vermont b'iled dish 'I

ever see than anything. It was tas-

tier, more flavory somehow, and above

all there was that cur'us spicy kind o'

physicky smell and taste.
" What can

it be ?
"

thinks I to myself.
" Is it

cloves or saxifrax ? Did I spill any nut-

meg or ginger into the pot while 't was

b'ilin' ? No, 't ain't like any of them.

It 's more like that rhubarb jellup I used

to make after old Dr. Phelps's receipt.

Lemme see, what did I put in ? Rhu-

barb root an' why, it 's coriander seed ;

that 's what it tastes of." And in a jitfy

I rec'lected Colossy, and how she used to

always say in her receipt for b'iled dish.

" Add a little coriander seed brayed in a

mortar."
" *

Well, I did n't know what to think,'

she went on. * It seemed 'most too

sing'lar to believe in. But to save my
life I could n't help surmisin' that may-
be jest maybe they 'd let her try, to

show her how unsutisfyin' it was com-

pared to other things up there. And
she 'd always said, if they did, she 'd try

to send some of the victuals down to me,

the blessed young one !
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" ' I tried to get it out of my head and

swallow my dinner ; but deary me, every
mouthful choked me. and I sulti-d the

gravy with my eryin' into it. thinking of

that poor little soul. Well, the next day
was Saturday, and I fried some dough-

nuts. The taste o' coriander seed bein'

all out of my mouth now. I begun to

think I M conceited the whole thing and

't was all foolishness. But when I set

down to supper and took a doughnut,
I had n't more 'n bit into it than I see

't was n't one o' my doughnuts, Aunt

Maria's receipt, sech as I 'd made for

more 'n forty year. These was rich an*

light, and sort o' iley. and there was a

strong taste o' honey about 'em, a thing
I never use in cookin'. Oh, Aunt Eunice,

then I knowed, I knowed they was let-

tin' that poor child have her way for a

spell, jest to learn her a lesson. " Fine

olive ile an' honey from the honeycomb,"
she used to say in her receipt for dough-
nut-. And when the gingerbread tasted

<>' spikenard, and the apple dumplings
was jest a little bittery like aloes, and

everything I made or thought I made
was different from any Peavy cook-

ing ever done in the family, then I see

plain I was right. And it's only yes-

terday I made or thought I made
some one-two-three-four cake, the old

plain receipt : and it came out the most

CIM-'US. spicy, milk-an'-honeyish. balmy,

ininty thing -oh. you never did '.

'

"
I tell you, as Mother Peavy went on

MI to think she was really crazy.
She 'd always been a little peculiar, and

she was growing old. and Colossy's
death had weighed on her mind, and I

it it had fairly ups.-t her now. I

IMHI with IUT. and -how her

how such a thing as she thought of could

never be. But I could n't make any
I told h.-i- it was dreadful

to think of heaven in that way. ami

ar little -ill lo-ing all the light

;id all. for such earthly, gross
kind of employment*. I could n't bear

to think of it. Mrs. Peavy looked sort

of mournful, and she says, 'T is dread-

ful, I know. I did hope Colossy 'd put
it all out of her little head, once she got
there. But there can't be any mistake.

If I am old, I ain't lost my facul

leastways my taste, and I know what

I 've been eating all this week. They 've

got some good reason for it up there, take

my word for that, but oh, I do wish she 'd

learn about the better things there is.'

"
Well, I meant to go over and see

the old lady next day and taste some of

her victuals myself, to show her what a

mistake she was making. But I took a
bad cold that night, and did n't go out-

side the door for 'most a week. The first

day I was well enough I started, but I

met Mrs. Peavy coming over to my house.

It upset me to see her, she looked so ter-

rible white and changed and old.

" *

Oh, Aunt Eunice,' she says,
*
it 's

dreadful, dreadful. That poor little

thing's at it still. She's turning my
sody biscuits into unleavened bread, and

my pies into pottage ; there 's lentils in

my corn -beef hash, and fitches in my
johnny-cake ; and oh deary, deary
there 's mint, anise, and cummin in every
bit of victuals that comes on the table.

Poor ignorant little soul, what can she*

be thinking of! It jest breaks my
heart, Aunt Eunice, for oh, 't was I

done it, I done it !

'

and she just wrung
her hand-.

" It seemed she 'd got it into her head

that her tellin' Colossy she 'd have a

chance and they 'd y things had

made the poor chil and now
she liked it M) well, after never ha\

had anything of the sort all her days,
that she could n't give it up. It seems

a crazy idea, I know, bat 't was terrible

real to her, and as she said herselt

'most broke her heart.

I :! ... ,;
'

t 't woidd bo s.

fort,' she went on,
* to think hild

among the blessed ones, all straight and

well and rested, all dressed in clean white

robes, pr-iising and worshiping and lov-

ing, walking along the banks of the ri
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or down the streets o' gold. And now
to think of her keepin' on and on this

way, oh, 't ain't right, 't ain't right.'
" I saw she needed some one wiser

and better than me, and I went that

night to Mr. Bobbins with the whole

story. I 'd calculated he 'd be very
much put out by such foolishness, and

think it was wicked and making light of

sacred things. But when I got through
I saw his eyes looked kind of moist, and

he had to cough and clear out liis throat

before he could say anything. So I

spoke again to give him time, and I says,
* Mother Peavy 's growing old and she 's

getting childish/
" *

Well,' says he, that 's what we 've

all got to be to get at the truth of things.

"Except ye become as little children,"

you know; and childish and unreason-

able as the good old soul's idea is, there 's

a lesson in it. Let us go and see her.'

" And we did ; but he could n't do her

much good. She had got so upset and

shaky that she could n't do anything but

cry and bewail her having put things

into little Colossy's head and spoiled her

heaven for her.

" At last Mr. Bobbins said,
*

Well,

Mrs. Peavy, suppose we lay this before

the Lord and ask his aid,' and then

he prayed. I never shall forget that

prayer. You see nobody but Catholics

ever prayed for dead-and-gone folks then,

and I suppose they don't now ; and our

church was always strong against it, of

course. And I 'd heard Mr. Bobbins

himself preach a powerful discourse

about it from the text,
' Where the tree

falleth, there it shall be.' But I sup-

pose he saw now it was a time for strong

measures, and, scruples or no scruples, he

must quiet this good old soul. So he

prayed for Colossy ! I can't help think-

ing he meant that prayer more to help

Mother Peavy than to do Colossy any

good, but 't was beautiful, 't any rate. Of

course I can't remember just the very
words. But he asked that the child

might rest in peace and have light given

unto her, that she might with the other

little ones always behold the lace of her

Father. And he asked that she might
drink of the water of life, clear as crys-

tal, and eat of the heavenly manna and

be satisfied. And he ended up 1

ing that her friends here below mi Jit

be given the full assurance of the little

one's peace and rest. In all the years he

was settled in Peru I never heard him

pray so earnest, and I was certain sure

in my own heart he 'd be heard. Then
he asked Mrs. Peavy if he and I could

come over next day and eat dinner with

her. * And you must have one of your

good old-fashioned dinners for us, Mrs.

Peavy,' he says,
* and we '11 tell you just

what we think of it'

" So we went. She 'd made b'iled dish,

and it looked real tempting and just like

her old way of making it, for she was a

real good cook. But she was all shaky
and trembly, her face looked drawn up
and old, and she could hardly sit up to

the table without help. Mr. Bobbins

asked a blessing, and then the dinner

was helped. I '11 own up I was a little

nervous. The queerer the ideas, you
know, the more catching they are. And
I 'd thought so much of what the old

lady had said of the tastes and smells in

her cooking lately that I felt almost

creepy with being afraid I should iind it

that way myself.
* Oh dear,' I says to

myself,
*
if there should be a coriander-

seed flavor!' But there was n't. Mr.

Bobbins began first, and I followed right

away. It was the same good, well-sea-

soned Peru b'iled di>h I d eat do/ens of

times before at that table. Mrs. Peavy
did n't taste of hers, at first. I really

don't think she could raise h< r sjioon to

her mouth, she shook so. But she fixed

her eyes on our faces, first one, then the

other, leaning 'way over and looking and

looking, as if she was hoping, but scared.
"'

Well,' speaks up Mr. Bobbins, 'this

is good indeed. One of your best old-

fashioned dishes, Mrs. Peavy. I should

know that this is a Peru b'iled dish if I
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was a hundred miles away,' and he went

on eating it.

Yes/ I says, following his exam-

.

4 1 always liked Mrs. Peavy's way of

making it : just the pepper and salt sea-

soning, and no flavors, as some folks

>e looked real earnest at us, and

then she says, low and quivery,
* Don't

i take notice of a leetle

auder-seed taste just a leetle ?
'

id we both hurried up to say there

was n't one bit of that, not a suspicion,

Mr. Robbins said.

She did n't look quite satisfied, though

just a mite more comfortable. Then she

took some of the gravy in a spoon with

her shaking hand and put it to her mouth,

spilt some and she could hardly swal-

any. but I see her face clear up a

little, and she sort of whispered to her-

self,
' She 's let that alone, anyway/

n we had some apple dumplings,
and 't was the same way. Mother Pea-

vy waited and watched, half hoping, half

Jitened, till Mr. Robbins led off, eat

some and praised them up, and I followed

An' there don't appear to be

anything a speck bittery ?
'

she

ays, leaning across to us and asking so

solemn. -not enough to spile 'em,

but something like aloes ?
'

44 And again we hurried on to tell her

there was n't a taste of such a thing, not

a taste. Then she managed to swallow

a little herself, and again I saw her fea-

tures light up a mite, and she whispers
to herself again,

* An' she ain't meddl. -d

with then..

"After that came doughnuts and
cheese with our cup of tea, and that

was just the same. After Mr. Robbins

had praised them up, and I had done it

after him, and she 'd asked us in the

same scared, nervy way if we was sure

we could n't taste a flavor o' olive ile or

honey, we told her decided there was n't

anything at all like that ; they were just

good, old-fashioned Peavy doughnuts.

They were the last thing on the table ;

she 'd tried all the rest, and I saw she

was more scared now than any time be-

fore, when she took one in her trembling

fingers and tried to lift it up to her

mouth. I thought for a minute I should

have to do it for her, but she managed
it somehow, and got a piece between her

poor shaking, twitching lips. I thought
I was prepared for anything, worked up
as I was over this. But I did break

down like a baby when the good old

soul burst out, the tears running down
her wrinkled face in a shower, and the

heavenliest smile shining through them

like a rainbow,
' She 's found it out,

oh, bless the Lord, she 's found it oat at

last ! No more messin' an* fussin' with

earthly things for Colossy Bragg. She 's

looked up higher, and seen the light at

last Oh, thank the Lord, thank the

Lord!'
" We both went over to her. Seems

to me now, as I look back, we was both

crying, but I <lisremember all about that.

We got her quiet after a spell, but for a

l-.iu time she kept sobbing out,
'
I 'in so

glad. I 'm so glad. Your praying done

it, Mr. Robbins. They've took the

bleated child up higher now, and they 've

sent me word.'
" Well, there was a story went around

the whole county, after that that Mr.

Robbins was on the road to Rome, at

they said. Maybe you 've heard i

all < Mine from that prayer he made at

Mrs. Peavy's in behalf of little Colossy

Braggs's soul. Bat as I said befor

my opinion that prayer was meant more

to help the living than the dead, and

somehow, some ways, it answered its

purpose."
AnnU TrumbuU
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THE EXPRESSIVE POWER OF ENGLISH SOUNDS.

THE first necessity, the first law, of

all language is clearness. Aristotle and

common sense tell us this. Clearness is

a fundamental requirement in the expres-
sion of thought. If the foundations be

destroyed, what can the righteous do ?
"

A second necessity and law of language
is some measure of conciseness, economy
of effort. " The thread of the discourse

"

should not he drawn out " finer than the

staple of the argument." Ease of utter-

ance calls for some care in the arrange-
ment of accents and pauses. Such ar-

rangement gives us prose rhythm. But

we seek pleasure from language, and not

simply clearness and conciseness. Ac-

cording to " the law of the nearest," lan-

guage may have been the earliest as it

is the finest of the fine arts. Poetry
chooses in each tongue some additional

principle of form which gives to language

special beauty and power. In Hebrew
there is parallelism ; in an English poem
we have some time-and-acceut unit, giv-

ing verse rhythm.
I must notice one more characteristic

of artistic language before I come to my
subject proper. The scientist asks only
for the accepted, literal meaning of each

word. The artist asks further : What is

its history ? what company has it kept ?

If it once bore a bad character, but has

reformed, how long since it was received

into good society? Does it sometimes

forget its new surroundings, and, so to

speak, wear its hat in the parlor? If

the word has thoroughly reformed, or

always borne a good character, what are

its present tendencies ? In its many dif-

ferent uses, are there any degrading or

trivial offices which it performs ? By all

this interrogation, I mean that the artist

considers the history, associations, and

affinities of a word as truly as its simple,

dictionary meaning. The necessity that

the writer's words shall suggest what he

wishes to have suggested, as well as ex-

press what he wishes to have expn-.-M-d.

I will call the law of suggestiven>
But the artist may question this per-

sonified word as to its intrinsic as well

as its accepted character ; he may scan

the lines of its face, and seek to learn

its very nature and fibre. He may say,
" My faithful servant, I cannot use you
with the greatest effect known to lan-

guage unless both your accepted and your
real character mark you out as the word
for my thought." That is to say, those

words can be used most effectively whose

accepted meanings coincide with and are

reenforced by the natural expressive pow-
er of the sounds which compose them.

The question whether the sounds of

the English language have each a pecu-
liar expressional value, a natural signifi-

cance, is a topic on which a great deal

has been written, much of it nonsense,

if I may speak in the bold manner of

Caiiyle. It is, perhaps, the failure to

discriminate between very different kinds

of expressiveness in the use of sounds

that has led many to believe that tl it-

whole subject is entirely vague and per-

sonal, incapable of anything approximat-

ing accurate treatment. But let us see

if there are not some clear lines of di>-

tinction of which we can be certain.

Who can be deaf to the force of these

sounds ?

" I saw their starved lips in the gloom
With horrid warning gaped i/-i</>."

(Keats, La Belle Dame sans Merci.)

Is not one element of expression in these

lines the muscular imitation in the widely

parted lips of the sympathetic reader as

he utters the words in italics, especially

gapM, if the first vowel is pronounced
with the sound of a in //M/.r ( That we

have striking instances of muscular imi-

tation in the following cases will be plain

to the attentive reader :
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Imbbl* . they were bent on blowing big",

He had blown already till he bant his cheeks."

..ing, The King and the Book, 1L 454-5.)
M Where with puffd cheek the belted hunter

blew

His wreathed bugle-horn."

(Tennyson, The Palace of Art)
" Mate in the midst, the whole man one amaze."

(The Ring and the Book, II. 1

To ask the gentle reader to find dis-

tinct muscular imitation in his reading
of the following passages is rather dar-

ing, but he must admit that his jaws fly

open in a very expressive fashion :

" Hell at last

Yawning receiy'd them whole, and on them
clos'oV'

(Paradise Lost, VL 874-5.)
"
Spaces of fire, and all the yawn of hell."

(Keats, Hyperion, I. 120.)

In metaphorical uses of the word

swallow, the conception is usually that of

engulfing something rather than of deglu-
The wide separation of the lips

and their quick return give to this word

great natural expressiveness.
**

Though all our glory extinct, and happy state

Here twallow'd up in endless misery.*'

(Paradise Lost, L 141-2.)
M Whether he first sees light
Where the river in gleaming rings

Sluggishly winds through the plain ;

Whether in sound of the twaUowing sea

As is the world on the banks,
is the mind of the ma.

(Matthew Arnold, The Future.)

Every reader will feel that the imagi-

nary struggle of Clarence is imitated as

well aa narrated in the following words :

Tho envious flood

Kept in my soul, and would not let it forth
To seek the empty, vast and wandering air ;

But another'.! it uithin my panting hi,

Which almost burst to belch it in the sea."

d HI I ir. 87-41.)

itive effect of the following
Unas, aa they go tip

-
tonguing through

the mouth, must be plain to all :

44
Come, and trip it as you go
On the light fantastic toe."

(Milton, L'Allegro.)

It is plain, then, that the sounds of lan-

guage are sometimes expressive through

what we may call muscular imitation,

an approximate imitation by the muscles

employed in articulation of some shape or

some motion. A more exact name, but

also a more clumsy one, would be articu-

latory imitation. Much more common
than this is what we may call muscular

analogy, or muscular symbolism. Pope
says, in a passage that has been quoted
almost to death,
44 When Ajaz strives some rock's vast weight

to throw,
The line too labours, and the words move

slow."

(An Essay on Criticism, L)

The action of the organs of articulation

as they pronounce the troublesome con-

sonant combinations in the first of these

lines is not an imitation of the muscular

effort of Ajax as he tugs at the mighty
stone, but the struggle in the mouth is

analogous to the striving of the hero, and
is highly expressive.

When "the splinter'd spear -shafto

crack and fly," in Sir Galahad ; when it

is said of Isolt, meeting Tristram, that

she "belted his body with her white

embrace "
(The Last Tournament), the

energetic consonants express the energy
of the action. The phrase

" the wrest-

ling thews that throw the world
"
(The

Princess, VII.) has greater power of ex-

pression than the dictionary can explain.

The line to be cited next is, in strict-

ness, a case of expressive versification,

not of the expressiveness of the sounds

and sound-groups in themselves consid-

ered. Pompilia and Caponsacchi, escap-

ing, glide

"Ghost-like from great dark room to great
darkroom."

(The Ring and UM Book, III. 1077.)

The even fall of the syllables,

by the uniform action of the muscles of

breathing and of the voice, symbolises
the even fall of the gliding feet ; hat this

analogy comes out in the movement of

the line, not in the expressiveness of

the sounds in themselves considered. In

many passages the versification and the
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sounds are both expressive. In the fol-

lowing line expression is given by the

unexpected accent on plumb, and also by
the nature of the sounds in the word :

"
Fluttering his pennons vain plumb down he

drops."

(Paradise Lost, II. 933.)

In this next passage, the irregular accent

on dropt and the abrupt close of the word

impress upon us the violence of the shock

which puts an end to Vulcan's fall, and

lames him forever :

" From morn
To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve,

A summer's day ;
and with the setting sun

Dropt from the zenith like a falling star,

On Lemnos th' .<Egean isle."

(Paradise Lost, I. 742-0.)

The line that follows furnishes a strik-

ing instance of muscular analogy :

" Here 's a knife, clip quick it 's a sign of

grace."

(Browning, Holy-Cross Day.)

I have now noticed two kinds of ex-

pression through speech-sounds, and have

suggested for them the names " muscu-

lar imitation
" and " muscular analogy.','

Let us take up next the common phe-
nomenon of sound-imitation, or, to give
its learned name, onomatopoeia.

Imitative effects in language are, of

course, only approximate ; they can never

be perfect. The names whippoorwill and

cuckoo (European) are highly successful

imitations of the notes of those birds. All

persons feel the force of the line,
" And murmuring of innumerable bees."

(The Princess, VII.)

It is stated that the makers of the great

dictionary of the English Philological So-

ciety found the number of distinctly imi-

tative words that begin with the letter b

to be unexpectedly large. The strongly

explosive quality given to that letter by
the energetic springing apart of the lips

seems to fit it for many onomatopoetic
effects. In bow-wow we have both mus-

cular imitation and sound-imitation.

Concerning the sage elders of the Tro-

jans, we are told in Bryant's translation

of the Iliad :

Beside the gates they sat, unapt, thrmih
For tasks of war. l.in iu-n of Uncut speech,
Like the cicadas that within the \\ood

Sit on the trees and utter delicate sounds."

(III. 1.S8-1SM.)

The specific word in this last line i

cate ; the accented vowel of the word is

e', a small, light vowel with a high nat-

ural pitch ; the similar vowels of sit and

trees reenforce this effect. The words

sounds and utter have vowels of low nat-

ural pitch, but these are generic expres-

sions, in the use of which the poet seems

to have no choice. I am sure that the

sensitive reader will feel that, while all

the words of the last line are intended

by the poet translator to be effective as

words, in accordance with their accepted

meanings, the light, high-pitched vowels

of sit, trees, and delicate are intended

also to imitate the shrill note of the cica-

da. For a passage in which low-pitched

vowels are used imitatively, call to mind

these lines from Macbeth :

" Ere to black Hecate's summons
The shard-borne beetle with his drowsy hums
Hath rung night's yawning peal, there shall

be done

A deed of dreadful note."

(III. ii. 41-4.)

Here the imitative force is especially

concentrated in drowsy hums.

The booming of the giant breakers

changes to the hissing and spattering of

the spray as they are shattered upon the

shore, in this line :

" Roar'd as when the roaring breakers boom and

blanch on the precipices."

(Tennyson, Boiidicea.)

The most subtle form of expression

through the sounds of language remains

to be considered. It is what has some-

times been termed tone-color ; I shall call

it here sound-analogy, or sound-symbol-

ism. We have felt its force in some of

the extracts that have been considered.

In the line concerning the cicadas, which
"
Sit on the trees and utter delicate sounds,"

there is more than sound-imitation. The

light, high-pitched vowels here used are
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small vowels ; the air is compressed

through a very small passage in shaping
these sounds. The smallness of the vow-

els symbolizes the smallness of the ci-

cadas. I once heard Mr. Aldrich speak
<>f the effectiveness of using delicate as

ally equivalent to two syllables.

In this case, there is sound-symbolism
both in the dainty, high-pitched vowels

of the word, and in using its three short

syllables as equivalent to two ordinary
ones. In the passage already cited from

Macbeth, at the same time that the dark,

low-pitched vowels imitate the dull hum-

ming of ' the shard-borne beetle," they
also symbolize the mystery of the night
and the awfulness of the coming crime.

In an article published a few years

ago,
1 I arranged the English vowel-

sounds in the following scale :

I (little) 1 (I) &> (wood)
9 (met) u (due) ow (cow)
I (mat) &h (what) o (gold)
e (mete) ah (father) o (gloom)
ai (fair) ot (boil) aw (awe)
a (mate) ft (bat)

Concerning this list I ventured to say,

in substance : the sounds at the beginning
of the scale are especially fitted to ex-

press uncontrollable joy and delight, gay-

ety, triviality, rapid movement, bright-

ness, delicacy, and physical littleness;

the sounds at the end are peculiarly

adapted to express horror, solemnity, awe,

deep grief, slowness of motion, darkness,
and extreme or oppressive greatness of

size. The scale runs then from th- littl.

to the large, from the bright to the dark,

from ecstatic delight to horror, and from

the trivial to the solemn and awful. In

this table I have mingled together short

and long vowel-sounds and diphthongs ;

my purposes of expression, how-

ever, the short and long vowel-sounds are

distinctly contrasted with each other, and
I do not claim that my scale follows an
inflexible natural order of sounds.

A recognized j>iin<-iple of elocution

helps to confirm tin- general truth of this

Laws of Tone-Color in the English

Language: Th Aab>r** Review, Mueh, 1887.

scale. I have arranged the vowels, on

the whole, in accordance with what is

called natural, or inherent pitch. The
sounds at the beginning of the list have

a high natural pitch ; the ideas and feel-

ings which I think find their most fitting

expression through these vowels are

those which all elocutionists would ex-

press by the use of a high pitch. The
sentiments that I have assigned to the

vowels of low natural pitch are brought
out by a low pitch in expressive reading.

Perhaps the English language has

never known a more skillful artist in the

use of sound-effects than Tennyson. A
phrase in Browning's Ring and the Book,
" a gleam i' the gloom

"
(II. 324), may

have suggested the vowel-contrasts of

this song :

M
Rainbow, stay,

Gleam upon gloom,

Bright as my dream,

Rainbow, stay !

Bnt it passes away,
Gloom upon gleam,
Dark as my doom
O rainbow stay."

(Becket,m. i.)

Here, gleam, bright, dream, are set over

against gloom, dark, doom. The Holy
Grail has this effective vowel-contrast :

' For every moment glanced
His silver arms and gloom'd : so quick and thick

The lightnings."

Of course, poets often do not make use

of contrasted vowels when the contrast

of ideas would justify them in doing so.

Thus Lowell has the line,
-

"The painted windows, freeking gloom with

glow."
(The Cathedral)

A few passages expressive of littleness

and contempt need no comment :

"Thou flea, thoo mi, thoo winter - cricket

(The Taming; of the Shrew, IV. iii. 110.)

M He hath but a little wee face, with a little

yellow bear

(Merry Wires of Windsor, I. iv. 22-3.)

The present article is mainly an addition to this

r paper, bat b partly a popularisation of it.

LXJLV. NO. 450. 31
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"
Beneath, the tides of day and night
With flame and darkness ridge
The void, as low as where this earth

Spins like a fretful midge."
(D. G. Rossetti, The Blessed DamozeL)

An entire poem in light vowels and

dainty consonant-effects, by Mr. Edgar
Fawcett, appeared in The Atlantic

Montldy for June, 1880. I cannot deny
myself the pleasure of quoting a good por-
tion of this delicious little monochrome.

MAIDENHAIR.

When deep in some dim glade we pause,
Perchance we mark how winds caress

These lowly sprays of quivering gauze,
Aerial in their slenderness.

The ruffled leaves of vapory green

Fringe mimic branches, fine as thread,
Above slim stems whose ebon sheen

Is always mellowing into red.

I half am tempted, while I gaze,

To question of my wondering thought

If silvery whispers of the breeze

Have found, as through the woods they went,
In your phantasmal delicacies

Ethereal embodiment !

The long vowels in the closing stanza

of Tennyson's Requiescat contrast notice-

ably with some expressive short vowels

in the opening stanza of the lyric which

stands next in our editions of the poet :

" And fairer she, but ah how soon to die !

Her quiet dream of life this hour may
cease.

Her peaceful being slowly passes by
To some more perfect peace.

THE SAILOR-BOY.

" He rose at dawn and, fired with hope,
Shot o'er the seething harbour-bar,

And reach'd the ship and caught the rope,

And whistled to the morning star."

The abrupt shortness of struts and

frets is very expressive in a well-known

line of Macbeth :

"
Life 's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more/'

(V. v. 24-6.)

Son, [April,

The most dissonant and unpleasin^ of

all the vowel-sounds in Kn^li>h ;

of a in flat, rany. Tennyson uses this

sound to set forth the harsh apju-araiuv
of all nature after the death of Arthur :

44 And ghastly thro' the driz/lin^ ruin

On the bald street breaks the blank <i

(In Memoriam, vn.)

Professor Genung notes " the harsh

sibilants
"

in the first of these lines, and
u the intentionally hard alliteration and

utter want of rhythm
"

in the second.

How abundant and forcible is the sound-

symbolism of these two lines !

The brassy dissonance of this so-called
44 short a " makes it very effective in some
cases of sound-imitation. It is combined

in the following passage with the sA, of

which I speak later :

"
Shield-breakings, and the clash of brands,

the crash

Of battle-axes on shattered helms, and shrieks

After the Christ."

(Tennyson, The Passing of Arthur.)

The vowels especially fitted to symbol-
ize richness, abundance, complete satis-

faction, fullness of beauty, and kindred

ideas are o, ah, 00, ow, 1 (as in ;/////>).

These are peculiarly rich, sensuous im-

pressions. Smooth, prolongable conso-

nants, especially the semi-vowels, liquids,

and nasals, add to the effect.

'

Ileav'n open'd wide

Her ever-during gates, harmonious sound

On golden hinges moving."

(Paradise Lost, VII. 205-7 )

" Hear the mellow wedding bells,

Golden bells!

What a world of happiness their harmony
foretells !

Through the balmy air of ni^ht

How they ring out their delight !

From the molten-golden notes,

And all in tune,

What a liquid ditty floats

To the turtle-dove that listens, while she

gloats
On the moon :

Oh, from out the sounding cells

What a gush of euphony voluminously
wells!"

(Poe, The Bells.)
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I believe th,

has some special express! Also,

a souiul may have many striking

characteristics, it may have more
.1 tunil expression. The reader will

think, now, that I am a "mount-

ed 8p ,

. my holii.y to.

Hut l--t him con-iilei- that although the

ive quality of initial h jjives it ex-

pressiveness in

ry to Harry shall, hot hone to bone,
Meet and ne'er part till one drop <1

Henry IV., IV. i. 122^3)

the same sound is also a guttural whis-

xpressive of mystery, terror, etc.,

in the line,

" An hideous Oeannt, horrible and bye."

M-nser, The Faerie Queene, I. vii. 8.)

guttural sounds and other \vhi>-

- >nes may liave similar force. Note

!lo\ving lines :

" A hell as hopeless and as full of fear

As are the blasted banks of Erebus,
Where shaking ghosts with ever-howling

groans
i lover about the ugly ferryman."

(Marlowe, Pint Part of Tamburlaine,

A sensitive reader will not always
lie same sound in the same way.

: 1 tells us, in his essay on Dryden,
that th.- Mhilaiits of our language can be

made either to hiss or to sing. They
sing in these two passages :

" And heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back

Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath
That the rode saa grew civil at her song."

! summer Night's Dream. Hi I:,O-L'.)

"
Valeria, attend : I have a lovely love,

As bright as is the heaven crystalline,
As fair as is the milk-white way of Jove,
As chaste as Phtabe in her summer sports,
AsHoft UII.1 t.-lld.T.W th- .l/UIV .I..UII

That circles Cytherea's silver doves."

)>e Taming of a Shrew, 1504, Anony-
mous. B.mk,i.l. Mi.,k,-iH..iiv. VOL ii.

the case of r, what is call*

. or consonantal value is exactly

opposite iu expressive power to its

smooth, or vocalic utterance.

" Others with vast Typhcean rage more f .-11

Rend up both rocks and hills, and ride the air

In whirlwind."

(Paradise Lost, IL 539-41.)

"And shower'd the rippled ringlets to her knee."

(Tennyson, Godiva.)

N/< is decidedly the most unpleasant
consonant-effect in English. Because this

is a whispered sound, it is also fitted to

express fear, mystery, and allied ideas.

" And my pulses closed their gates with a shock
on my heart as I heard

The shrill-edged shriek of a mother divide

the shuddering night."

(Tennyson, Maud, L rv.)

In the awful curse which King Lear

pronounces upon Goneril, how expressive
is the word thwart, ! The interference

and struggle of tongue, teeth, and lips

with which the word begins are a power-
ful symbol of the moral perversity which

Lear prays may inhabit the child of

Goneril.

"If she must
Create her child of spleen ; that it may live,

And be a thwart disnatared torment to her !

(KingL*:.:

In contrast with thn;irt. the powerful
word denatured gets little of its impres-
siveness through sound-symbolic u.

In many passages in which the sounds

employed are plainly significant, it is im-

possible to say just how much of the ex-

pression is due to each of the four sources

that we have discussed, muscular imi-

tation, muscular analogy, sound-imita-

tion, and sound-analogy. Some instances

of this have already been noted. The
first passage that we cited under muscu-

lar imitation is also a powerful illustra-

tion of sound-analogy :

I saw their starred lips in the gloom
th horrid wasniag gapsd wide."

The low-pitched vowels in these lines

bring out the mysterious horror

knight's dream. The very impressive

word gloom takes no part in the muscular

imitation. In this line from Browning,

describing a quarrelsome household,

*
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"
Dog-snap and cat-claw, curse and counter-

blast,"

(The Ring and the Book, 1L 505)

we undoubtedly have both muscular sym-
bolism and sound-symbolism, one of them

more prominent in the first half of the

line, the other in the last half.

Although the lines,

1 '

Elaine the fair, Elaine the lovable,

Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat,"

(Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine)

are strikingly effective in the way of

sound-analog}', who shall say that the

soft sounds have no trace of muscular

analogy ; that they are not also intended

to bring before us the modest gestures

and gentle movements of the lily maid ?

Sound-imitation and sound-analogy are

both present in the striking contrast which

follows :

''So far her voice flow'd on, like timorous

brook

That, lingering along a pebbled coast,

Doth fear to meet the sea : but sea it met,

And shudder'd ; for the overwhelming voice

Of huge Enceladus swallow'd it in wrath :

The ponderous syllables, like sullen waves

In the half-glutted hollows of reef-rocks,

Came booming thus."

(Keats, Hyperion, II. 300-7.)

Every part of The Bells of Edgar
A. Poe is both imitative and symbolic ;

particular states of feeling are expressed

by the same sounds that imitate the sil-

ver, golden, brazen, or iron bells, as they

tinkle, chime, clang, or toll. The words

hoarse and croaks in the following pas-

sage are distinctly imitative, yet the

sound-symbolism is the especial source of

their impressiveness as sounds :

" The raven himself is hoarse

That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan

Under my battlements."

(Macbeth, I. v. 39-41.)

Lowell's comments upon this passage,

in the essay Shakespeare Once More,

bring out other and more important fac-

tors in its power.
Muscular analogy, sound-imitation, and

sound-analogy seem all to be present in

these craggy lines :

*'

Dry clash'd his harness in the icy cave*

And barren chasms, and all to left and riirht

The bare black cliff clang'd round him, as he

based

His feet on juts of slippery crag that rang

Sharp-smitten with the dint of armed heels."

(Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.)

Is there any one principle to which all

these four forms of sound-expressiveness

can be reduced ? I think that most of

the significant sound-effects in language,

perhaps all of them, can be reduced

ultimately to likeness of motion. This is

more plainly true, perhaps, in the other

cases than in those which come under

sound-analogy. Is it not broadly true

here ? The slow vibrations of the air in

a funeral dirge and the solemn move-

ments of the mourning train correspond

to the slow vibrations, or motions, of the

low-pitched vowels in speech. The quick

motions of delight correspond to the

rapid vibrations of the light, high-pitched

vowels.

Lest any one misunderstand me, let

me say explicitly that the accepted mean-

ings of words should not be disregarded

or tampered with in an effort to secure

expressive sound-effects. Sound-expres-

sion, to be effective, should be added to

the usual methods of expression ; it should

not infringe upon them. The significant

use of sounds is an important element in

poetry ;
in proportion as prose departs

in spirit from poetry and approximates

science, less use will naturally be made

of the expressive power of sounds.

Let me warn the reader, also, that I

am not now concerned at all with sound-

effects that are simply pleasing, but with

those that are significant ; I am discuss-

ing one method of expression ; I am not

considering euphony. Swinburne is a

writer who has a consuming pas>i>n

for euphony, and a marvelous capacity

for securing it in his poetry ;
Brown-

ing tends always toward expressiveness.

When Swinburne sings of the l<

lisp of

leaves and ripple of rain," and of "a

dead lute-player that in dead years had

done delicious things," the effect is both
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euphonious and expressive ; but we feel

that the sensuous charm of these phrases
is what especially captivated their author,

as it captivates us.

It is not an unusual thing for a passage
to win a sensuous charm at the c

of sound -
expressiveness. The allitera-

tion in these lines from John Fletcher's

uicholy,

"
Fountain-heads and pathless groves,
Places which pale passion loves !

"

gives us a sensuous pleasure. But this

sound-effect is decidedly vigorous ; it does

not bring out the idea of dreamy melan-

choly.

Although the sounds of English have

changed some since the time of Shake-

speare, yet the passages which I have

cited have not been materially affected by
this. The Irish pronunciation of English
is decidedly older in some respects than

mi present standard. When Pope sings,

u Here thou, great ANNA ! whom three realms

fey,
Dost sometimes counsel take and sometimes

tea,"

(The Rape of the Lock, III. 7, 8)

:>t pronounce t'iy. with the Iri-h-

man, or lose the rhyme. In general, my
n would be that, whenever in the

history of a language any sound or rom-

hination takes on a new pronunciation,
all the words affected thereby become

different poetic material because of the

change, though for all ordinary purposes
these words may well have the same value

as before.

The analytic tendency of modern think-

ing, the determination to leave nothing

uninvestigated, to pluck the heart out of

every mystery, often displeases, and even

repels us. Of course I have tried my
best to investigate thoroughly the phe-
nomena here discussed ; but I also ap-

preciate the fact that the human
can never be imprisoned in a formula ;

that the mind of man, in any of its im-

portant manifestations, will never be

found out to perfection.

Although much remains uncertain in

connection with the subject of this in-

quiry, I hope that my readers are con-

vinced that a delicate use of sound-sym-
bolism is one of the innermost secrets of

style.

Albert //. Tolman.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY:

HE MEMOIRS OF CAPTAIN ROBERT STOBO, SOMETIME AN OFFICER IN THE
A REGIMENT, AND AFTERWARDS OF AMHKRST's RK'.IM!

IV.

N'II *>d Iwasalnne. At first

nothing was clear to me : .in was
MI\ head, my sight obscured,

Iv painful. my senses wen I.',

I was in darknes-. \,-t through an open
door there showed a li^ht. whirl,

the smell and t! I knew to be a

i

h.'lj.rd in,

bfl la-t thin- I ^a\v in the .

dant's courtyard was a burning torch,

which suddenly multiplied to dam-ing
hundreds, and then went out I stretched

out a hand, and it touched a stone wall.

I moved, and felt straw under me. Then
I fixed my eyes steadily on the open door

and the shaking light, and presently it all

grew upon me : the events of the night,

and that I was now in a cell of the citadel.

m my body had
been bound and care* ! \

loosely tied

scarf round my arm showed that some
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one had lately left me, and would return

to finish the bandaging. I raised myself
with difficulty, and saw a basin of water.

a sponge, bite of cloth, and a pocket-knife.

Stupid and dazed as I was, the instinct

of self-preservation lived, and I picked up
the knife and hid it in my coat. I did

it, I believe, mechanically, for a hundred

things were going through my mind at

the time.

All at once there rushed in on me the

thought of Juste Duvarney as I saw

him last, how long ago was it ? his

white face turned to the sky, his arms

stretched out, his body dabbled in blood.

I groaned aloud. "
Fool, fool ! to be

trapped by these lying French ! To
be tricked into playing their shameless

games for them, to have a broken body,
to have killed the brother of the mistress

of my heart, and so cut myself off from

her and ruined my life for nothing,

for worse than nothing !

"
I had swag-

gered, boasted, had taken a challenge for

a bout and a quarrel like any hanger-on
of a tavern. I cursed myself in good
stout terms, and then in another breath,

almost, and how the human mind can

play chameleon so I cannot guess, I

called on God to save our cause, to teach

wisdom to those gentlemen in England
who muddled our affairs, and to tread

down his Majesty's enemies. It may be

I was a little light of head then, heavy
of heart I know I was. for through it

all I kept calling softly, as if with another

voice,
"
Nay, flower of my heart, he shall

not die, he shall not die ! The bird shall

sing again, the sap shall run in the bruised

branch."

It is strange that many voices may be

speaking at once in us without confusion.

And I have often thought that each of us

is not one, but many, and that one part

of us may long be dead before the other.

But this may be because I have not mi ml

enough to see such things clearly, and I

let my rough fancy carry away my logic.

However that be, many voices were

speaking in me, and one of them was tell-

ing of that bird which used t> hang at

Alixe's window where her brother play td,

and of that maple-tree where she and I

gathered sap the year before. But sud-

denly I heard footsteps and voices out-

side ; then one voice, louder than the

other, saying,
" He has n't stirred a

]

lies like a log aho !

"

And another voice added,
" Yon will

not need a surgeon no ?
"

It was Dol-

taire, his tone, as it seemed to me, less

careless than usual.

And Gabord answered,
" I know the

trick of it all what can a surgeon do ?

This brandy will fetch him to his intel-

lects and to his nuts to crack. Crack !

he '11 have enough to crack ! And by
and by crack '11 go his spine aho !

"

You have heard a lion growling on a

bone : that is how Gabord's voice sound-

ed to me then, a rich, brutal rawness ;

and for an instant it made me shiver ;

but it came to my mind the same moment
that this was the man who had laughed
as he told me of Voban, and brought him

to do me service. I fondly hoped he was

playing the lion before Doltaire, to In a

lamb afterwards to me. Whatever Dol-

taire thought, he said nothing save this :

"
Come, come, Gabord, crack your jaws

less, and see you fetch him on his feet

again. From the seats of the mighty they
have said that he must live to die an-

other day, and so be it ; and see to it, or

from those seats they will say that you
must die to live another day in a bet-

ter world, kind Gabord."

I longed, in my distress of mind, to cry
out and ask them of that which tli< y did

not speak of by so much as a word,

of Juste Duvarney. But I dared not.

There was a moment in which the only

sound was that of tearing linen, and 1

could see the shadows of the two upon
the stone wall of the corridor wavering

to the light of the torch ; and then the

shadows shifted entirely, and their foot-

steps came on towards my door. I was

lying on my back as when I came to, and,

therefore, probably as Gabord had left
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me, and I determined to dissem

appear still in a faint. But I could, how-

ever, see through nearly closed eyelids.

I saw Gabon! enter, and Doltaire stand

in the doorway and look at me as the sol-

dier knelt beside me and lifted my arm

to take off the bloody scarf. I could not

see Doltaire with perfect distinctness, but

I felt his manner imperturbable as ever,

and his face, even after the wild night,

showed little save a deeper general dis-

dain. Even then I wondered what his

thoughts were, what pungent phrase he

was suiting to the time and to me. I do

not know to this day which more interest-

ed him, that very pungency of phrase,

or the critical events which inspired his

reflections. He had no sense of respon-

sitiility ; his mind loved talent, skill, and

jvilish cleverness, and though it was

scathing of all usual ethics, for the crude,

life of the poor it had sympathy.
I remember what he said to me as we

in the market-place a year before,

saw the peasant in his sabots and

the wife in her homespun cloth.

These," said he, "are they who will

save the earth one day, for they are like

it, kin to it When they are born they
lie close to it, and when they die they fall

no height to reach their graves. Th-

the world are like ourselves in

we do not walk ; we think we

fly, over houses, over trees, over moun-

and then one blessed instant th-

spring breaks, or the dream gets twisted,

and we go falling, falling, in a sickening

fear, and, waking up, we find we are and

been on the earth all the while, and
can make no claim on it, and have no

kin with it, and no right to ask anything

-quttte vie qudtevier*
as I was, I thought of that as he

stood there in the doorway, looking in at

i; and though I knew I ought to hate

I admired him in spite of all. It

be I should kill him one day, and
I knew also that I should be sorry
that, and, like Harry over I

might set great things by small.

should take my scarf in pity to cover

his face.

Presently he said,
" You '11 come to me

at noon to-morrow, and see you bring

goodnews. He breathes he is alive ?"
Gabord put a hand on my chest and

at my neck, and said at once,
" Breath

for balloons aho

At that Doltaire threw his cloak over

his shoulder and walked away, his foot-

steps sounding loud in the passages.
Gabord began humming to himself as he

tied the bandages, and then he reached

down for the knife to cut the flying

strings. I could see this out of a little

corner of my eye. When he did not

find it, he settled back on his haunches

and looked at me. I could feel his lips

puffing out, and I was ready for the
" Poom !

"
that came from him. Then

I could feel him stooping over me, and
his hot strong breath in my face. I was

so near to unconsciousness at that mo-

ment by a sudden anxiety that perhaps

my feigning had the look of reality. In

any case, he thought me unconscious, and

that he must have taken the knife away
with him, for he tacked in the strings
of the bandage. And thru, lifting my
head, he held the flask to my lips ; for

which I was most grateful I was dizzy
and miserably faint

As I think, myself, I came to with

rather more alacrity than was wise ; but

he was deceived, and his first words were,

ho ! the devil 's knocking. Come,

my pretties, who's for home ah

As will be seen, the fashion of his

speech was singular. He put all things

allusively, using strange figures and met-

aphors. And yet, when one was used

to him and to them, their potency and

force seemed greater than any polished

speech and ordinary phrase.

I sat up and pretended to view him

with surprise. He offered me more bran-

dy, which I drank, and then, without

preface, I asked him the one question
which nank back on my heart like a load

of ice eren as I sent it forth. " Is he
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alive ?
"

I inquired.
" Is Monsieur Du-

varney alive ?
"

With exasperating coolness he winked

an eye, to connect the event with what

he knew of the letter I had sent to Alixe,

and, cocking his head, he blew out his

lips with a soundless laugh, and said,
" To pack the brother off to heaven is

to say good-by to sister and pack your-
self to Father Peter."

" For God's sake, tell me, is the boy
dead ?

"
I asked, my voice cracking in

my throat.
" He 's not mounted for the journey

yet," he answered, with a shrug,
" but

the Beast is at the door."

Thank God, he was not dead. There

was yet a hope how much? I plied

my man with questions, and learned that

they had carried him into, the palace for

dead, but found life in him, and straight-

way used all means to save him. A sur-

geon came, his father and mother were

sent for, and when Doltaire had left

there was hope that he would live. As
Gabord put it,

" And the Beast at the door chewed

his bit and stamped, to get away with

laddie on his back ; but laddie would not

ride that day aho !

"

I learned also that Voban had carried

word to the Governor of the deed to be

done that night; had for a long time

failed to get admittance to him, but was

at last permitted to tell his story ; and

Vaudreuil had gone to the Intendant's

palace to have me hurried to the citadel

before harm was done, and had come

just too late. There was one more thing

to learn : had Voban given my letter to

Alixe ? As I thought more and more, I

saw that this was scarce possible, for the

night was far along when he left me, and

he had spent much time in reaching the

Governor's presence. I shuddered at

the thought that my letter would not get
to her until news of her brother had come
to the Manor, of his injury, perhaps
death, by my hand. But I felt she would
not judge me bitterly till she knew the

whole truth, if one day I or some one else

might tell it to her.

After answering my first few ques-

tions, Gabord would have nothing more
to say, and presently he took the torch

from the wall, and, with a gruff good-

night, prepared to go. When I asked

that a light be left, he shook his head,

said he had no orders, and that I had
better try to sleep. Whereupon he left

me, the heavy door clanging to ; the

bolts were shot, I could hear the distant

sound of footsteps, and then I was alone

in darkness with wounds and misery.

My cloak had been put into the cell be-

side my couch, and this I now drew over

me, and lay and thought upon my con-

dition and my prospects, which, as may
be seen, were not cheering. I did not

suffer great pain from my wounds,

only a stiffness that troubled me not at

all if I lay still, and I had little fever,

for which I was most grateful. After an

hour or so passed for it is hard to keep
count of time when one's thoughts are

the only timekeeper I fell asleep.

Here lay the secret why, in tortures

and miseries enough to kill most men, I

lived on, bent but not broken : after the

worst of days I was able to sleep. I do

not think this power to sleep quietly in

the most perilous times is a matter of

easy conscience, for I am no saint, as

my enemies have proven now and then.

However it be, I have lain down often

with insult, and injury, and aching body,
and death set for the morrow, and have

slept like a child at its mother's breast

And so, that night, after all that sore day,
I stretched on my bag of straw, drew my
cloak up to my chin, laid my wounded

arm across my breast, and traveled away
into those padded lanes which lead to the

drowsy valley. Good nourisher of this

poor plant the body, calm apothecary of

the mind, suave doctor of fiery hearts,

dear medicine, by it I have been held

in the bath of rest, drenched in a pool of

hope, and lifted again upon the sands to

feel the sun of life give me courage for
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another day. that I might serve my coun-

try and my mistress with no less effort

than delight.

I know not how long I slept, but when

I woke I was refreshed ; and though my
body was stiff and sore, my brain was

I was not fevered, and I had

for which I was glad a desire to act

It was still dark, and yet I could not

think I had slept but an hour or so, it

it have been four o'clock when I fell

asleep. for I was rested in brain and

body, and that surely meant some hours

ii consciousness. I stretched forth my
uninjured arm, moving it about In spite

of my will, a sort of hopelessness went

ugh me, for I could feel long blades

of corn grown up about my couch, an

unnatural meadow, springing from the

earth floor of my dungeon. I drew

the blades between my fingers, feeling

towards them as if they were things of

likr myself, out of their place, strug-

gling to live without their father the

sun, nourished only by their mother

the earth. I wondered what color they
were. Surely, to myself I said, they can-

not be green, but rather a yellowish

white, hi. H. Hess, having only fibre, tin*

:t all
]
'inched to death. Last night

I had not noted them, yet now, looking

back, I saw, as in a picture, Gabon 1

th> soldier feeling among them for the

e that I had taken. So may we see

thin<^. and yet not be conscious of them

at t! waking to their knowledge
afterwards. So may we for years look

upon a face without understanding, and

.1, suddenly, one day it comes flashing

out, and we read its hidden story like a
hook.

I ]>nt my hand out farther, then

broii ick near to my conch, feel-

towards its foot mechanically, and

I touched an earthen pan. A small

board lay across its top, and moving my
fingers along it I found a piece of bread.

ie jar, and knew it was filled

with water. Sitting bark, I thought hard

a moment Of this I was sure : the

pan and bread were not there when I

went to sleep, for this was the spot

where my eyes fell naturally while I lay

in bed looking towards Doltaire ; and I

should have remembered it now, even if

I had not noted it then. My jailer had

brought these while I slept But it was

still dark. I waked again as out of a

sort of sleep, startled : I was in a dun-

geon that had no window.

Here I was, packed away in a farthest

corner of the citadel, in a deep hole that

maybe had not been used for yean, to

be, no doubt, denied all contact with the

outer world I was going to &&yfriend*,

butwhom could I name among them save

that dear soul who, by last night's mad-

ness, if her brother were dead, was for-

ever made dumb and blind to me ? Whom
had I but her and Voban ! and Voban

was yet to be proved. The Seigneur

Duvarney had paid all debts he may
have owed me, and he now might, be-

cause of the injury to his son, leave me
to my fate. On Gabord the soldier I

could not count ; he would train a fire-

lock on me without a second's pause, if I

tried to escape.

There I was, as Doltaire had said,

like a rat in a trap. It was a thought
to chill the blood, for in all my hard ex-

periences I had not yet been shut off

from light and the faces of men. Bat I

would not let panic seise me. I would

not waste the strength my sleep had

given me by walking the treadn

lament and railing. I felt too, that I

dared not let myself begin thinking of

my sweet maid and her brother, of Brad-

dock and our cause, not jet So,with

direct intention, I sat and ate the stale

but sweet bread which had been 1.

me, took a long drink of the good water

from the earthen jar, and then, stretch-

ing myself out, drew my cloak op to my
chin, and settled myself for sleep again.

And that I might keep up a sweet delu-

sion that I was not quite alone in the bow-

els of the earth, I reached out my hand,

and, drawing the blades of corn between
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my fingers, said to them,
<

Good-night,
comrades ; be of good cheer ; there 's

many a slip 'twixt the field and the sickle.

And God is watching, comrades."

Speaking thus comforted me, so that I

smiled at my own harmless conceit, and

felt a kind of comfort, too, from my
preaching. I was never a religious man,
and down in Virginia they tell what open
house I kept to revelers, and how, when
I went out with George Washington to

fight these French, I had two butts of

wine with me, and other ripe stores, and

fed my friends well in the wilderness,

without forgetting my duty as a soldier

either. For it has always been my creed

that man should feed well on the good

things of this world, and have the full

heart which wine inspires, that he may
endure the hardships of war or the dull

prosperity of peace. But I have never

forgotten the Master of all Pleasant Gifts,

and Ceremonies, and Plans, and Givings
and Takings, and Gardens and Deserts,

though it was but the rough-and-ready
remembrance of a soldier.

And so, with this fanciful speech, I

drew my chin down to my shoulder, and

let myself drift out of painful conscious-

ness almost as easily, I am glad to say,

as a sort of woman can call out tears at

will. My sleep was sound; I did not

dream, I do not think, indeed, that I

stirred, but in the perfect silence and

gloom regaled my mind and body against

my trials. When I waked, it was with-

out a start or moving, without confusion,

just a wide opening of the eyes, a per-

fect understanding of my position, and

with nerves entirely rested, though I felt

my body weak and needing nourishment ;

I was bitterly hungry. That was my first

thought ; the next was that, beside my
couch, with his hands on his hips and his

feet spread out, stood Gabord, looking

down at me in a quizzical and unsatisfied

way. A torch was burning near him.
" Wake up, dickey-bird," said he in his

rough, mocking voice,
" and we '11 snug-

gle you into the pot. You 've been long

hiding; come out of the bush, my dear

aho!"
I drew myself up painfully.

" What
is the time ?

"
I asked, and meanwhile I

looked for the earthen jar and the lr.

There was more bread, and I reached

for it.

" Time since when, dickey-bird dear?
"

said he.

" Since it was twelve o'clock last

night," I answered.
** Fourteen hours since then," said he.

The emphasis arrested my attention.
" I mean," I added,

" since the fighting

in the courtyard."
"
Thirty-six hours and more since then,

monsieur the dormouse," was his reply.

I had slept a day and a half since the

doors of this cell closed on me. It was

Friday then ; now it was Sunday after-

noon. Gabord had come in to me three

times, and seeing how sound asleep I was

had not disturbed me, but had brought
bread and water, my prescribed diet,

at, I was told, the Governor's command ;

by which I knew that the Intendant had

told his story some story to my fur-

ther miseiy. How shall a man get jus-

tice or mercy if he speak to the walls of a

dungeon in an enemy's country ? Should

Juste Duvarney be dead, that would ac-

count for my present treatment.

But while these thoughts flashed

through my mind, the dread of that one

thing was there, also, what of the young

gentleman ? I looked at Gabord. He
stood there, his feet buried in the blanched

corn, I could see the long yellow-
ish-white blades, the torch throwing
shadows about him. His back was now

against the wall, his legs were thrust for-

ward. I looked carefully round my dun-

geon. There was not a sign of a window ;

I was to live in darkness. But I thank* d

Heaven that moment for one thing : the

walls were dry ; there was no rank damp-
ness, that vile foe to spirits and health.

If I were but allowed candles, or a lan-

tern, or a torch, some books, paper, pen-
cil, and tobacco, and the knowledge that
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I ha ! not killod my sweet maid's brother.

I could abide the worst with some sort of

calmness and unacted cheerfulness. I

should soon learn of this; yet with Ga-

bord standing there, his eyes running
about in his head like little balls, and

ous knowledge in his aspect, for a

nt I lacked the courage. How
much might have happened, mast have

happened, in all these hoars of sleep !

My letter to Alixe must long ere this

have been delivered ; my trial, no doubt,

had been decided on. What had Voban
done ? Had he any word for me ? Dear
Lord ! here was a mass of questions tum-

bling one upon the other in my head,

while my heart thumped behind my waist-

coat like a rubber ball to a prize-fighter's

fist Misfortunes may be so great and

many that one may find grotesqueness in

their impossible conjunction and multi-

. I remembered at that moment
a friend of mine in Virginia, the most

unfortunate man I ever knew. Death,

desertion, money losses, political defeat,

flood, came one upon the other all in two

years, and coupled with this was loss of

health. One day he said to me :

"
Robert, I have a perforated lung, my

liver is a swelling sponge, eating crowds

my waistband like a balloon, I have a

swimming in my head and a sinking at

my heart, and I cannot say litany for

happy release from these, for my knees

creak with rheumatism. The devil has

done his worst, Robert, for these are his,

plague and pestilence, being final, are

the will of God, and, upon my soul, it

is an absurd comedy of ills." At that ho

had a fit of coughing, and I gave him a

glass of spirits. whi.-h a-.-.l him.

That's better," said I cheerily to him.

It *s robbing Peter to pay Paul, h.

answered ; for I owed it to my head to

j.ut the
'i
>iid refert there, and here it

f

s

_" to harry up my breath-

ing. Did you ever think, Robert, h

nd.l.-.I.
"
that this breathing of oars is a

labor, and that we have to work every
eeond to keep ourselves alive? We have

to pump air in and oat like a blacksmith's

boy." He said it so drolly, though he

was deadly ill, that I laughed for half an

hour at the stretch, wiping away my tears

as I did it ; for his pale gray face looked

so sorry, with its quaint smile and that

odd, dry voice of his.

As I sat there in my dungeon, with

Gabord cocking his head and his eyes

spinning, that scene flashed on me, call-

ing up the procession of my own disas-

ters ; and I laughed outright at myself as

at a clown, so much and so thorough-

ly that Gabord puffed out his lips, and
flamed like bunting on a coast-guard's

hut, and his eyes beneath were like two

spying telescopes trying to read into my
thoughts, very villainous, if they inspired
me to laughter at him ! And the more
he stared, the more I laughed, till my
wounded side hurt me and my arm had

twinges. To see him spluttering and

scowling added to my laughter ; but my
mood changed suddenly, and I politely

begged his pardon, telling him frankly
then and there what had made me laugh,
ami how I had come to think of it. The
flame passed out of his cheeks, the re-

volving fire of his eyes dimmed, and his

lips broke into a soundless laugh, and
thru, in his big voice, he said,

" Yon >e

got your knees to pray on yet, and crack

my bones, but you '11 have need to eon

your penitential* if what they say abroad

is true."

Before you tell of that," said I. -

for now I must have news of my dear

brother.
" how is young Mon-

sieur Duvarney ? Is is he alive?
"
I

added, as I saw his face lower a little.

The Beast was at the door again last

wild to he off, and the foot of the

young Seigneur was in the stirrup, when

along comet sister with a certain drag

got from an Indian squaw who nursed

her when a child ; she gives it him, and
he drinks ; they carry him bac

and the Beast

at the leathers yet"
His sister it was his sist.
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said, as calmly as I could,
" that brought

him back to life ?
"

" Like that aho ! They said she

must not come, but she will have her

way. Straight she goes to the palace
at night, no one knowing but guess
who ? You can't but no !

"

A light broke in on me. " With the

Scarlet Woman with Mathilde," I

said, hoping in my heart that it was so,

for somehow I felt even then that she,

poor vagrant, would play a part in the

history of Alixe's life and mine.
" At the first shot," he said. " 'T was

the crimson one, as quiet as a baby chick,

not hanging to the ma'm'selle's skirts,

but watching and whispering a little now
and then and she there in Bigot's pal-

ace, and he not knowing it ! And the

maids do not tell him, for they knew the

poor wench in better days aho ! So
there she bides till the young lady goes
back to the Manor ; and that 's soon, if

the drug goes on well with its work."

I got up with effort and pain, and went

to grasp his hand in gratitude, for he had

done me here great kindness ; but he drew

back and put his hands behind him.
"
No, no," said he,

" I am your jailer.

They 've put you here to break your high

spirits, and I 'm to help the breaking, day

by day, till you are fit for heaven."

I admired his sturdy honesty more than

ever, and I knew, with great distinctness,

that whatever he might or might not per-

mit me, he would never give the least

chance of escape ; he would be vigilant,

and in the way of duty would spit me like

a fowl.
" But I thank you just the same," I

answered him ;

" and I promise to give

you as little trouble as may be while you
are my jailer which, with all my heart,

I hope may be as long as I 'm a prisoner."

He waved out his hands to the dun-

geon walls, and lifted his shoulders as if

to say that I might as well be docile, for

the prison was safe enough.
" Poom !

"

he said, as if in genial disdain of my
suggestion.

I smiled, and then, after putting my
hands on the walls here and there to see

if they were, as they seemed, quite dry,
I drew back to my couch and sat down.

Presently I stooped to tip the earthen jar
of water to my lips, for I could not lift

it with one hand ; but my humane jailer

took it from me and held it to my mouth
without a word. When I had drunk,
" Do you know," asked I as calmly as I

could,
"

if our barber gave the letter to

Mademoiselle ?
"

"
M'sieu', you 've traveled far to roach

that question," he said, jangling his keys
as if he enjoyed it.

" And if he had,

what would be in the head of dormouse ?
"

I caught at his vague suggestion, and

my heart leaped.
" A reply," said I,

" a message or a

letter," though I had not dared to let

myself even think of that.

He whipped a tiny packet from his

coat. " 'T is a sparrow's pecking no

great matter here, eh ?
"

he weighed
it up and down on his fingers, "a lit-

tle piping wren's par }>
!

I reached out for it.
" And I should

read it," said he. " There must be no

more of this. But new orders came after

I 'd got her dainty a monsieur! Yes, I

must read it," said he, -hut maybe
not at first," he added,

" not at first, if

you '11 give word of honor not to tear it."

How hungry I was for it !
" On my

sacred honor," said I, reaching out still.

He looked it all over again provoking-

ly, and then lifted it to his nose, for it

had a delicate perfume. Then he gave a

little grunt of wonder and pleasure, and

handed it over. By the superscription I

could see that the ink had not been long {

dried. My heart stood still : it had heen

written since her brother was hurt by me !

I broke the seal, and my eyes ran

swiftly through the lines, traced in a firm,

delicate hand, which even in a sore time

to her mind and body showed no

nervousness. I could see through it all

the fine, sound nature, by its healthy sim-

plicity mustering anxiety, care, and fear.
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" Robert," >he wr.n,.. hy God's help

my brother will live, to repent with you,

I hope, of Friday night's ill work II-

was near gone, yet we have held him

back from that rough-rider, Death. But

this business has come near to killing you
both and spoiling my life ; though if it

were a point of duty I would not let my
life weigh too much. Yet I love life, I

who am not yet one of the world, not yet
of those who flutter at the Grand Chateau.

"
Robert, yon will thank God, will you

not, that my brother did not die ? In-

deed, I feel you have. I do not blame

you ; I know I need not tell you how
the heart of the affair, and even my

T can see through the wretched

thing. My father says little, and he has

not spoken harshly ; for which I gave

thanksgiving this morning in the chapel
of the Ursulines, where I went after see-

ing my brother awake and know me, and

fall asleep again on my arm. He loves

me, Robert, and you cannot guess what

pain is at my heart that you and he should

stand condemned in my eyes ; that you
1 both have gone so far towards a

le end. Yet I would not have you
downcast no. You are in a dungeon,
covered with wounds of my brother's

making, both of you victims of others'

villainy, ay, I must say it, though those

Others may, by some wicked chance, see

these words, alone in darkness and

pain, no willing hand to give you comfort

or tend your needs ; and you are yet to

bear worse tilings, for they are to try you
Hut never shall I believe

that they will find you guilty of dishonor.

I have watched you these three yean ;

v your heart. Yours is an honest

face, Robert ; your eye does not evade ;

your words are not fine enough to be false,

nor are you all gallant like so many here,

though I mean not that against the gen-
tlemen of my country. I mean only that

ive a rough sweetness like a true

soldier, carrying truth where a daintier

lover would charm and leave doubt be-

I do not, nor ever will, doubt you,

dear friend of my heart I wept last

night as I thought of him and you lyin^

low, but this morning I smiled when I

rose from my prayers at the chapeL
" You would not believe it, Robert, and

you may think it fanciful, but as I got

up from my prayers I looked towards

a window, and it being a little op<

it is a sunny day, there sat a bird on the

sill, a little brown bird that peeped and

nodded. I was so won by it that I came

softly over to it It did not fly away,
but hopped a little here and there. I

stretched out my hand gently on the

stone, and putting its head now this side,

now that, at last it tripped into it, and

chirped most sweetly. I lifted it to my
cheek, and as I smiled the tears fell too,

for it seemed to me as if my prayer had

been answered so nay, do not laugh,

you who are not fanciful, for you must

feel it was strange our birds are so wild

here, and this is autumn, as you know.

And I will tell you more. After I had

kissed it I placed it back on the window-

sill, that it might fly away again. Bat

no, it would not go, but stayed there,

tipping its gold-brown head at me as be-

fore, as though it would invite me to

guess why it came. Again I reached out

my hand, and again it tripped into it

I stood wondering and holding it to my
bosom, when I heard a voice behind me

say,
* The bird would be with thee, my

child. God hath many signs.' I turned

and saw the good Mere St George look-

ing at me, she of whom I was always

afraid, so distant was she. I did nut

speak, but only looked at her. and the

nodded kindly at me and passed on. 80

I held the bird close to my breast, and

came with it to this place where my bro-

ther lies. More than once, as I came, I

opened my hand that it might fly away,
hut it unly nestled down, and never stirred

a wing, not once.
" And, Robert, as I write to you here

in the Intendant's palace (what a great
wonderful place it i* ! I fear I do not

hate it and its luxury as I ought
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beside me in a cage upon the table, with

a little window open, so that it may come

out if it will. And my brother lies in

the bed asleep ; I can touch him if I but

put out my hand. My mother is asleep

also, and my father is gone to the Gover-

nor, and the nurse is lying down, and I

am alone save for one person. Who is

it, Robert ? You sent two messengers :

can you not guess the one that will be

with me ? Poor soul, she sits and gazes
at me till I almost fall weeping. But

she seldom speaks, she is so quiet, as

if she knew that she must keep a secret.

For, Robert, though I know you did not

tell her, she knows she knows that you
love me, and she gave me a little wood-

en cross which she said would make us

happy.
" My mother did not drive her away,

as I half feared she would, and at last

she said that I might house her with one

of our peasants. But meanwhile she is

with me here. She is not so mad but

that she has wisdom too, and she shall

have my care and friendship. It would

make you sad to hear her talk of flow-

ers, and to my little bird she whispers

things which I am sure good angels tell

her. And I whisper to the little linnet,

also. Do you not wish you could hear

what I say ? You do, I know, for there 's

whispering that you never heard before,

Robert, never.
" I have written you a long letter, for

I do not know when I may write again.

The city is all agog at the defeat of the

British, and you are to be a sacrifice to

their joy, if they can fetch you to the

point of guilty. But I trust you shall

not be brought there. You have a friend

whose heart for you is greater than her

power, but she will find a way to power
too.

"Ay, cherish her, Robert, for young

though your comrade is, she will not

be proven childish when the great test

comes. And has it not been said that

out of the mouth of babes hath God or-

dained strength ? I will keep mine own

counsel, and I bid you be of good cour-

age, nor ever think, though no word comes

to your solitude, that I grow idle in your
behalf. Voban is to be trusted, and I

know one other. I knvtc, for there are

things that make men and women true.

Alas that they should suffer, while the

wicked prosper ! But one day the hungry
shall be filled, and the rich sent empty

away.
" I bid thee to God's care, Robert. I

need not tell thee to be not dismayed.
Thou hast two jails, and one wherein I

lock thee safe is warm and full of light.

If the hours drag by, think of all thou

wouldst do if thou wert free to go to

thine own country, alas that thought !

and of what thou wouldst say if thou

couldst speak to thy ALIXE.

"Postscript. I trust that they have

cared for thy wounds, and that thou hast

light and food and wine. Voban hath

promised to discover this for me. The
soldier Gabord, at the citadel, he hath a

good heart. Though thou canst expect
no help from him, yet he will not be

rougher than his orders. He did me a

good service once, and he likes me, and

I him. And so fare thee well, Robert.

I will not languish ; I will act, and not

be weary. Dost thou really love me ?
"

V.

When I had read the letter, I looked

up at Gabord, who had stood watching
me. Without a word I handed it up to

him. I wished, if possible, to have an

open confidence, to treat him as though
I trusted him ; for he had enough know-

ledge of this secret of Alixe'.s and mine

to ruin us, if he chose. He took the let-

ter, turned it over, looking at it curious-

ly, and at last, with a shrug of the .shoul-

ders, passed it back.
" 'T is a long tune on a dot of a fid-

dle," said he. for indeed the letter was

but a small affair in bulk. 4 * I 'd need

two pairs of eyes and telescope aho !
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Is it all Heart-o'-my-lu-art. ami '

trip-in de\\ V--TOSS aho .' ( )r i-

knave at window to bear m'sieu' away ?
"

<k the letter from liiin. Listen,"

>aid I, "to what the lady sa\

nd judge from it." And then I

read him that part of her postscript which

to do with hin.

11'
juit his head on one side like a

wise magpie, and, H'ui ha!
"

said he whimsically, "aho! Gabord the

soldier, Gabord, thou hast a good heart

and the birds fed the beast with plums
and froth of comfits till he died, anil on his

sugar tombstone they carved the words,
4 Gabord had a good heart.' Gabord, Ga-

; id I not warn thee ? and yet thou

hadst a sweet tooth, and with a musket

I across thy knee thou didst swear

to kill the pretty birds if they quarreled
with their cage and vexed Gabord/'

was spoken out of a true heart,"
.-aid I petulantly, for I could not bear

from a common soldier even a tone of

disparagement, though I saw the exact

meaning of his words. So I added,
" You

shall read the whole letter, or I will read

it to you, and you shall judge, on the

of a gentleman, all of i

.jlish fire-eater !

>how me the *

good-heart
'

d see how it is written,

how Gabord looks with a woman's whim-
lies round it."

iced the words with my fingers,
r uearth" tMivii. "'Yet

In -will not be rougher than his orders,'
"

-aid he after me, and '"He did me a

good service once.'
"

infits," he continued ;
"
well, thou

shalt have comfits, too," and he fished

from his pocket a parcel. I knew it as

soon as I laid eyes on it; or rather, I

it It was my tobacco and my pipe.
He had me these; ;h my
perseentors had fWhidden many tiling.

and had said I should have but bread and

water, he had had no orders yet as to to-

bacco ; and thus he wma not rougher
than iV

Truly, my state might have been vast-

ly worse. I had a dry dungeon, I had

tobacco, I had bread and water, I had

my dear girl's letter in my breast, and
the assurance of her love and of the pre-

sent well-being of her brother. There

was little more said between Gabord and

myself, but he refused bluntly to cany
message or letter to anybody, and bade

me not to vex him with petitions. Still,

he left me the torch and a flint and steel,

so I had light for a space, I had my blessed

tobacco and pipe, and I had more bread

and water. When the doors clanged shut

and the bolts were shot, I lay back on

my couch and gave myself up to thought
I would reserve my smoking for another

hour ; I would have the double joy, it

and the dreaming of it

I was not all unhappy. How could

that be with Alixe's letter there ? But,

besides, I had then no violent hate of my
captivity, of my prison. Fiery of spirit

as I was, as I have ever been, I yet did

not fret my soul to death, now that ac-

tion, occupation, light, society, the world,

were all shut out, cut off. There is that

in me which does not let my soul beat

against the inevitable, which holds me

steady in crises and vexed times. I have

heard of men shrieking aloud on being
left alone in darkness and the silence of

a dungeon, and coming out so broken in

brain and body that they nevermore re-

covered. It might have been so with me,

perhaps, had there not come the good
doctor Sleep and calmed all my nerves,

whereby the silence and the solitude

soaked into me, and I became, when I

waked, in some wise a part of it I ndeed,

it did not distress me greatly, though you

may say a longer time most be the test

of that, as it was ! One cannot always be

thinking of one's self, or of one's lover,

or of one's enemies, without action ; and

what resources should I have here ? No
books, no paper for writing, no single oc-

cupation ; and I had heretofore been an

active man, even as a prison

Ay, I knew the test was to come, if I
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were kept here long. Thank God, they
had not put chains on me, as Governor

Dinwiddie had done with Monsieur La-

force, a French prisoner at Williamsburg,
for whom I had sought to be exchanged
two years before, and failed, though he

was my equal in all ways and impor-
tance. Doltaire was the cause of that,

as you shall know. Well, there was one

more item to add to his indebtedness.

My face flushed and my fingers tingled

at thought of him, and so I resolutely

turned my reveries elsewhere, and again
in a little while I seemed to think of no-

thing, but lay and bathed in the silence,

and indulged my eyes with the good red

light of the torch, inhaling its pitchy

scent, sweeter to me than cinnamon or

roses. I was conscious, yet for a time

I had no thought : I was like something
half animal, half vegetable, which feeds,

yet has no mouth, nor sees, nor hears,

nor has sense, but only lives. I seemed

hung in space, as one feels when going
from sleep to waking, a long lane of

half-numb life, before the open road of

full consciousness is reached. I am sure

all this feeling came from the silence,

acting upon a mind relieved of a great

pressure. For the well-being of Juste

Duvarney was my chief trouble. Pain-

ful as had been to me the passing defeat

of our cause, here was a thing vital to

me as to her I loved devotedly.

At last I waked from this good stu-

por. The sudden cracking of a knot in

the torch did it It sounded, I remember,

prodigiously loud, as resonant in that

stillness as a cannon shot from Sault au

Matelot on the Heights without. Look-

ing, I knew by the length the torch had

burned that some time had passed,

perhaps two hours. I saw also that it

would last but a few hours more. I de-

termined then to put it out, for I mi^ht

be allowed no more light, and even a few

minutes of this torch every day would be

a great boon. So I took it from its place,

and was about to quench it in the moist

earth at the foot of the wall, when I

remembered my tobacco and my pipe.

Can you think how joyfully 1 parked full

the good brown bowl, delicately iilling in

every little corner, ami at last held it to

the flame, and saw it light ? That i

long whiff was like the indrawn breath

of the cold, starved hunter, when, step-

ping into his house, he sees food, fire,

and wife on his hearthstone. I hugged
the warm bowl in my fingers, gave the

stem to my teeth once more, put out the

good torchlight, and then went back to

my couch and sat down, the bowl shilling

like a star before me.

My brain was swimming again with

many scenes, and there and then a

thought came to me, something which

would keep my brain from wandering,

my nerves from fretting and wearing,
for a time at least. I determined to

write to my dear maid the true history

of my life, even to the point and after

of this thing which now was bring-

ing me to so ilL a pass. But I was in

darkness, I had no paper, pens, nor ink :

how could this be done? I cast about

in my mind. There was the wall ; but

then, how slow a process it would be, and

for the task I had only the knife which

I had secreted. It would soon be worn

to the hilt, and I was keeping it for con-

tingencies. And more than all, this tale

of mine was for the eyes of my dear

maid, not for all who chose to hold a

torch to a dungeon wall. Besides, I

hoped that this imprisonment would be

a matter of weeks at most. After a deal

of thinking I came at last to the solu-

tion. I would compose the story, and

learn it by heart, sentence by sentence,

as I so composed it. Thus there could

be no proud haste of composition, and

every sentence should be chewed to di-

gestibility. The idea pleased me might-

ily, for it had a look of giving me scope
for play of thought and interest, and ex-

ercise in precision of mind. Then, in

learning it, I could speak aloud easily

and naturally. This would be a good

thing, for I knew well that many a poor
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;er had conic to his own
voice as though it were some wild

.shouting from elli.sh hills. Ami that is

tanning of madness. When tin

man shrinks back from himself, when

some one faculty seems alien to an

ami he resolves himself into his many
selves, be is getting ready to be *lri\ en

over the steeps into the sea. To be sure,

there was Gabord to speak to, but I was

not certain even that would last : ami

here were the numberless minutes

out of the day when he would not 1

1 would write my story to Alixe

in my mind, and tell it to her KMM
as the prophets of old told their hi-to-

ries, as the poets their tales in antique

times, by the wide sea, under good blue

I laughed to myself at the con-

'I. it is not so hard to laugh,
even in the thick of one's miseries.

I began to run

back over the years of my life, even to

t remembrances, that I might see

ist to last in a sort of \\In.l--

h a kind of measurement But
I be^aii to dwell upon my child-

hood, one little thing gave birth

wiftly, as you may see one fli< k- i

multiply and break upon
the mystery of the dark, filling th

with clusters of stars, a very gar<!

II i. id not guessed there were
so many m -m< tries in me, !>ut th.-y came

trooping to me in the encouraging si 1< n< <

,eon, where the noises of the

were shut out, the voices of

If or foes, the sound of hum.!

wheels of carriages, the horses'

hoofs striking the ground, the chisel on
the stone, the rattle of a hi ^.t lu-

ring saw, the -M .11 happiness of

childr. IK and .. .'isand other sounds.

I heard the small pipings of childhood,
- of life and knowledge.

As I t! t drawing spears of

rn between my fingers
Hashed i

e very first memory >t my life. It

over come to me before, ;.
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now that it was the beginning of

conscious knowledge, for we can never

know till we can remember. When a

child remembers what it sees or feels,

ii lias begun life.

I put the picture into the letter that I

wrote my dear maid, and it shall be set

down here forthwith and in little space,

though it took me so very many days and

weeks to think it out, to give each word

a fixed place, so that it should go from

my mind no more. And it never has.

Every word of that story as I told it is

as fixed as stone in my memory ; for all

other things fail me at times, but never

it. Yi-t it mn>t not t I can give
it all here ; it would take much too long,

and the concerns of my later fate should

have more interest to those who read

these pages. I shall set down only a few

things of what I wrote her, but keeping
to the original word for word ; and though
it will be but scraps, you shall find in it

the spirit of the whole. Slow i .

tin fust sentences out, then spoke them

aloud, said them over and over, altered

iiere and there, a: again
and again, that I might be brief and to

the point, and y.-t nut too abrupt I will

not set down the preface, but will come
at once to the body of the k .

VI.

vould have you know of what

I am u where I came, though
I have given you glimpses in the past
That

'

ill make plain why I am

charged with this that putt my life in

danger, which would make you blush

that yon ever knew me if it wer

And 1 will show you first a picture as it

efore me, dttin- l'-r*. the corn of

ugeon garden t . my fingers*
.' width of green grass

potted with white flowers, an upland
where sheep browsed on a carpet of pur-

ple and gold and green, a tall rock on a

hill where birds perched and fluttered,
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a blue sky arching over all. TL

.vling in a garden, a child pulled at

5
blades of grass, as he watched the

birds flitting about the rocks, and heard

a low voice coming down the wind. Here
in my dungeon I can hear the voice as

I have not heard it since that day in the

year 1730, that voice stilled so long

ago. The air and the words come float-

ing down, for the words I knew years
afterwards :

* Did ye see the white cloud in the glint o' the

sun?

That 's the brow and the eye o' my bairn io.

Did ye ken the red bloom at the bend o' the

crag?
That 's the rose in the cheek o

1

my bairnie.

Did ye hear the gay lilt o
1

the lark by the burn ?

That 's the voice of my bairnie, my dearie.

Did ye smell the wild scent in the trees o' the

wood?
That 's the breath o

1

my bairnie, my bairnie.

I '11 gang awa' harne, to the shine o' the fire,

To the cot where I lie wi' my bairnie.'

' These words came crooning over the

grass of that little garden at Balmore

which was by my mother's home. There

I was born one day of June, though I

was reared in the busy streets of Glas-

gow, where my father was a prosperous

merchant, and famous for his parts and

honesty.
1 see myself, a little child of no

great strength, for I was, indeed, the

only one of my family who lived past in-

fancy, and my mother feared she should

never bring me up. I can see her in

that picture, too, tall, delicate, yet firm

of face, but with a strong brow, under

which shone grave gray eyes, and a man-

ner so distinguished that none might

dispute her kinship to the renowned

Montrose, who was lifted so high in dy-

ing, though his gallows was but thirty

feet, that all the world has seen him

there. There was one other in that pic-

ture, standing near my mother, and look-

ing at me, who often used to speak of

him, my grandfather, John Mitchell,

the Gentleman of Balraore, as he

called, out of regard for his ancestry and

his rare merits. I have him well in

mind : his black silk breeches and white

stockings and gold seals, and two

that twinkled with great humor \\hen.

as he stooped over ine, I ran my head

between his calves and held him tight.

1 recall how my mother said, I doubt

that I 'shall ever bring him np.' and how
he replied, the words seem to conn-

through great distances to me,
* He '11

live to be Montrose the second, rascal

laddie ! Four seasons at the breast ?

Tut, tut! what o' that? 'Tis but his

foolery, his scampishness ! No, no ! his

epitaph 's no for writing till you and I

are tucked i' the sod, my Jeanie. Then,
like Montrose's, it will be,

'

Tull Edinburrow they led him thair.

And on a gallows hong ;

They houg him high abone the :

He was so trim a boy.'

"I can hear his laugh this minute, as

he gave an accent to the words by stir-

ring me with his stick, and I caught the

gold head of it and carried it off, trail-

ing it through the garden, till I heard

my mother calling, and then forced her

to give me chase, as I pushed open a lit-

tle gate and posted away into that wide

world of green, coming quickly to the

river, where I paused and stood at hay.

I can see my mother's anxious face now,

as she caught me to her arms ; and yet

I know she had a kind of pride, too. when

my grandfather said, on our return. ' The
rascal 's at it early. Next time he '11 ford

the stream and skirl at ye, Jeanie. j'roin

yonder bank.'
u That is the first of my life that I

remember. It may seem strange- to you
that I thus suddenly recall not only it,

but the words then spoken, too. It is

strange to me, also. But here it con

to me all on" a sudden in this silence, as

if another self of me were speaking from

far places. At first all is in patches and

confused, and then it folds out. if not

clearly, still so I can understand. and

the words I repeat come as if filtered

through many brains to mine. I do not
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say that it is true, it may be dreams ;

and yet, as I say, a my
mind.

The next that I remember was climb-

chuir to reach for my
>fcet, wliidi 1: ; ss the

chimney. I go upon tlie nian-

i'. and my hands were on the

Weapon, v, : :id my
grandfather and my father enten-d. I

WM so busy I did not hear them till 1

WM caught by the legs and swung to a

ghoul 1 I sat kicking.
* You see

bis tastes, William,' said my grandfather
to my father; "lie's whi c and

slim o' body, but he '11 no carry on your
And more he said to the point,

i what it was I knew not But I

think it to have been suggestion ( I heard

him say it later) that I would bring

Glasgow up to L.n. lun by the sword

(good doting soul !) as my father 1>;

.res, jr;iinin_Lj honor there-

by. However that may be, I would not

pest till my grandfather had put the

anus. I could scarcely
i the first it had a charm

for me. ami now and then, in spite of

s protests, I was let to han-

its parts, to burni>h r.

1 by I could not have been

than six years old to rest

I lire it off. It kicked my
v in tiling, but I know

I did as I pulled the trigger.

I got a wild hunger to fire it at all

times; so much so, inb !, that powder
ere locked up. and the mus-

ket was put away in my grandfather-
chest But now and again it was taken

I inadti war up<m ih

in- liil!-'. !. t* the dismay of our neigh-
:.-:<. 1 :.< bfc n the fever

S my gra: taught me
:*' exercises and the handl

arms : to my dear mother's sorrow, for

she e\ 1 me as leading a mer-

ko my fat

arthstonc. and finding joy in

mall civic duties, while she aii

r sat peacefully watching me
ears.

ar jailer of my heart, I have told

i that river which tlowed near

;hi-, tini.

hours were spent by it in good
r at last my mother came to

trust me alone there, having found her

alert fears of little use. But she would

very often come with me and watch me
as I played there. It was a pleasure to

count myself a miller, and my little mill-

wheel, made by my own hands, did duty
here and there on the stream, and many
drives of logs did I, in fancy, saw into

of lumber, and loads of flour send

away to the City of Desire. Then,
a-ain. I made bridges, and drove mimic

> across them ; and, if they were

enemies, craftily let them partly cross,

to tumble them in at the moment when

part of the forces were on one >.

the stream and part on the other, and at

the mercy of my men. My grand ;

taught me how to build forts and breast-

works, and I lay in ambush for the

beadle, who was my good friend, i

grandfather, and tor half a dozen other

village folk, who took no offense at my
sport, but made believe to be 1

afraid uhen 1 >ui rounded them, and

drove them, shackled, to my fort by the

river. Little by li grew,
until it was a goodly pile; for now and

then a village youth h.-lped me. or again

an old man, whose heart, maybe, re-

joiced to play at being child again \\ it h

me. Years after, whenever I went back

to Balmore, there stood the fort, for no

one ever meddled with it nor tore it

doun. boy. or man, or n

lest light of this grave

world, I will tell you one reason why
this was, and you will think it strange

that it should have played such a part
in the history of the village, as in my
own 1 i must know thai people

.; i .

tious. Well, when my fort was built to

proportions that I had to use a
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small ladder to fix new mud and mortar

in place upon it. something happened.

Now, once a year there came to Hal-

more and he had done so fora gen-
eration one- of those beings called

The Men, who are given to prayer, fast-

ing, and prophesying, who preach the

word of warning ever, calling even the

ministers of the Lord sharply to account.

Well, this Man one day came by me in

my fort, some people with him, looking
for him to preach or prophesy to them.

And he suddenly turned and came inside

my fort, and, standing upon the ladder

against the wall, spoke to them fervently.

His last words became a legend in Bal-

more, and spread even to Glasgow and

beyond.
" * Hear me !

'

cried he. * As I stand

looking at ye from this wall, calling on

ye in your natural bodies to take refuge
in the Fort of God, the Angel of Death

is looking ower the battlements of hea-

ven, choosing ye out, the sheep frae the

goats ; calling the one to burning flames,

and the other into peaceable habitations.

I hear the voice now,' cried he,
* and

some soul among us goeth forth. Flee

ye to the Fort of Refuge.' I can see

him now, his pale face shining, his eyes

burning, his beard blowing in the wind,

his grizzled hair shaking on liis fore-

head. I had stood within the fort watch-

ing him. At last he turned, and, seeing

me intent, stooped, caught me by the

arms, and lifted me upon the wall.
* See

you,' said he,
*

yesterday's babe a war-

rior to-day. Have done, have done, ye

quarrelsome hearts. Yi- that build 1

here shall lie in darksome prisons ; there

is no fort but the Fort of God. The rail

comes frae the white ramparts. Hush !

'

he added solemnly, raising a linger.
' One

of us goeth hence this day ; an- ye ready
to walk i' the fearsome valley ?

'

"
I have heard my mother speak the>c

word- over often, and they were, as I

said, like an old song in Jialmure and

Glasgow. He set me down, and then

walked iiwii. waving the frightened peo-

phr hack, and there was none of them that

slept that night.

And now comes the stranger thing.

In the morning The Man was found dead

in my little fort, at the foot of the wall.

Henceforth the spot wa> >acre<l. and it

may be it >taiuls there as when I 1

it, twelve years ago, but worn aua\ \<\

rains and winds. Again and again my
mother said over to me his \\nnl>. Y<

that build forts here shall lie in dark-

some prisons ;

'

for always she had fear

of the soldier's life, and she was moved

by signs and dreams. But this is how

the thing came to shape my life. About

a year after The Man died, there came

to my grandfather's house, while my
mother and I were there, a gentleman,
Sir John Godric by name, and he would

have my mother tell the whole story of

The Man. When it was done, he told

her that The Man was his brother, who
had been bad and wild in youth, a sol-

dier, but afterwards had gone as far tin-

other way, giving up place and property.

and cutting off from all his Mood and

kind. This gentleman noticed me gn -al-

ly, and in the end said that he should be

glad to see more of me. As so he did,

for in the years that followed he would

visit at our home in Glasgow when 1 was

at school, or at Balmore until my grand-

father died.

" My lather liked Sir John greatly,

and they grew mo-t friendly, walking

forth in the streets of Glasgow, Sir John's

hand upon my father's arm. I ivmem-

ber one day they came to the school in

High Str.-i't. where 1 learned Latin and

other accomplishments, together with

fencing from an excellent master,

geant Dowie of the One Hundredth 1

for which my grandfather had provided.

They found me with my regiment at drill ;

for I had got full thirty of my school-

fellows under arm-, and spent all lei

hours in mustering, and marching, and

dram-beating, and all manner of fom

ijdine which I Irid l>-en taught by my
grandfather and Sergeant Dowie. Those
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the IV- lor of

8 John was :i follower

Quarts, and this was the only point
at which he and my :

in their -,,'ood friend-hip. Wlu-n Sir John

it my thirty laU \\\

sport

tie, for to me it, was all ival. anl

oar sham-fights often saw broken heads

and hruised shoulders, ho stamped his

In- ground, and said in a big
ildono: well done! For that

yon shall have a hundred pounds next

birthday, and as fine a suit of scarlet as

ease, andasword from London too.'

II <iiite to me then and caught mo

by both shoulders. < k, alack !

needs moi md tle-di here,

Robert Stoho,' said he. * You have more

heart than mn-rlo.' This was true. I

had ever been more eager than my
strength, thank (iod. that day is one !

and sometimes. . :i and tho

drill ct ts, as I called them, 1

con Id 1 I for weakness and weari-

ness, had I been a girl, and not a

lad. liking

w and again to see me at the school,

though he wafl much ahroad in F

givl: : foots,

r-' soldiers for that. I

e running us over sharp-
i nodding. a-> \\

past him .

id had but ten years each on thru-

mix at thi- time tliat

i-, when I was fourteen years
old. Sir John wa- left mie of tho exCC-

Miother, and at my wish,

a yea. ! was sent to t

here at least fiftc

foots went also: and ti. tried a
new battalion of them, though we were

if had

twice been under arrest for his \

ship r i<o. TI.

helped Prince Charles was

estates were mortgaged to the hilt. Ho
died somewhat suddenly on that day of

ry when Culloden was fought, be-

fore he knew of the defe; i Yinre.

I am glad to say I was with him at the

last After some most serious business,

w hich I *hall come to by and by,
* Rob-

ert,* said he, I wish thou hadst been

with my IV ::,.. When thou becomest

a soldier, i re thou hast heart to

fight; but if thou hast conscience for it,

let it be with a Stuart I thought to

leave thee a good moiety of my f<-

lo that
v

s free is left for

giving. Yet thou hast something from

thy father, and down in Virginia, where

my friend Dinwiddie isG 'here's

a plantation for thee, and a purse of

-1>1. which was for me in case I should

have cause to flee this tron 1

But I need it not ; I go for refuge to my
r's house. neyard and

the purse of gold are for thee, Robert

If thou thinkest well of 1 i* sick

land for that new one. Build thyself a

name in the great young country, wear

thy s\v and bravely, use thy
I debate, f>

widdie will he thy friend, and think of

me as one who would havo been a father

to thee if he could.

to wear my sword it came fr>

t,r whirl. 1 if upon hU

andsa i to un-

tie the u a twinge of agony
crossed over his face, and afterwards

came a great dealing and peace, and he

.ng George's soldiers entered w ith

a warrant for him even as he died, and

dropped their hands on

the same time. I was kept in durance

for many days, and was not even at the

funeral of my benefactor : hut through
the efforts of the provost of the u
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sity and some good friends who could

vouch for my loyal principles. I was re-

leased. Bat my pride had got a set-

back, and I listened with patience to my
mother's prayers that I would not. as

had been my wish, join the King's men.

With the anger of a youth, I blamed his

Majesty for the acts of Sir John God-
ric's enemies. And though I was a good
soldier of the King at heart, I would not

serve him now. We threshed matters

back and forth, and presently it was

thought I should sail to Virginia to take

over my estate. My mother urged it,

too, for she thought if I were weaned
from my old comrades, military fame
would cease to charm. So she urged me,
and go I did, with a commission from

some merchants of Glasgow, to give more

weight to my coming to the colony.
" It was great pain to leave my mo-

ther, but she bore the parting bravely,
and away I set in a good ship for Vir-

ginia. Arrived there, I was treated

with great courtesy in Williamsburg, and
the Governor gave me welcome to his

home for the sake of his old friend : and

yet, too. a little for my own, I think,

for we were of one temper, though he

was old and I young. We were both

full of impulse and proud, and given to

daring hard things, and my military

spirit suited him. In Virginia I spent
a gay and busy year, and came off very
well with the rough but gentlemanly cava-

liers, who rode through the wide, sandy
streets of the capital on excellent horses,

or in English coaches, with a rusty sort

of show and splendor, but always with

great gallantry. The freedom of the life

charmed me, and with rumors of war with

the French there seemed enough to do.

whether with the sword or in the Hou-e

of Burgesses, where Robert Dinwiddie

said his say with more force than com-

plaisance. So taken was I with tin- lite

my first excursion into the wide work-

ing world that I delayed my going
back to Glasgow, the more so that some
matters touching my property railed for

action by the House of Burgesses, and I

had to drive the affair to the end. Sir

John had done better by me than lie

thought, and I thanked him over and

over again for his good gifts.
'

Presently I got a letter from my fa-

ther's old partner to say that in-

mother was ill. I got back to Gl

only in time but how glad I v

that ! to hear her last words. I had

one uncle left, and he was ever kind to

me ; but when my mother was gone, I

turned towards Virginia with longing, for

I could not so soon go against her wishes

and join the King's army on the Conti-

nent, and less desire had I to be a Glas-

gow merchant. Gentlemen merchants

had better times in Virginia. So there

was a winding-up of my father's affairs,

not greatly to my pleasure ; for it was

found that by unwise ventures his partner
had periled the whole, and lost part of

the property, which he, with my father,

had made valuable. But a>< it was. I had

a competence and several houses in Glas-

gow, and I set forth to Virginia with a

goodly sum of money and a shipload of

merchandise, which I should sell to mer-

chants, if it chanced I should become a

planter only. I was warmly welcomed

by old friends and by the Governor and

his family, and I soon set up an

lishment of my own in AYilliamslmrg.

joining with a merchant there in busi-

ness, while my land was worked l>y a

neighboring planter.

Those were hearty days, wherein I

made little money, but had much plea-

sure in the giving and taking of civilities,

in throwing my doors open to acquaint-

ances, and with my young friend. (

Washington, laying the foundation for

a Virginian army, by drill and yearly

duty in camp, with occasional excursions

against the Indians. I saw very well

what the end of our troubles with the

French would be. and I waited for the

time when I should put to keen use the

sword which Sir John Godric had given
me. Indeed, those were cheerful days,
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and life heat h
'

was in tl.

I, and the spirit of

md was waking in us all, w!

our vanity we held to and

and ru-tonis th.it one would In

hind in London streets and

drawing-rooms. '11 1

i a small ; us a litt!

and proud, hut I hope it gave us some

of ci\ ic duty, too.

d now I come to that which will,

le of m
_,'
home to

your u iin^ what lies behind the

ne between Canada and

ia with her sister colonie-

. one Captain

kaye, and out to the

: i-'ort Neces-

r hard fighting,

to a force three times our mimbei

with one ( in 1'raain, became a

hostage. Coulon \

r, gave his bond that we
should be d.-livered up when an officer

who were prisoners with

uld be sent oi is a choice

.v of the Regulars and

Braam and myself.
i ' r the

country; ami besides, < \ dliers

1 upon my name atonce. and held

So I urave up my -word to Charles

d. mv li.

it was si

him to keep it safe;

that he would use it worthii

r'ully hidd

y, away we went upon the sorry
ime at

f til-'

la, where I was

i ere I bettered

MO ladies from Quebec city, who

pains to help m<- uith

feMffBi

was one to wh

in all. h','

John Grodric she became at om-e much

'd. and I tt>ld 1

attach

than once she

begging me t- t-ll licr more; and so I

did. >till, however, saying nothing of

ii papers Sir John had phi'

my ca i'.'w weeks from tl

>n of my speaking, there was a

new arrival at the fort. It was can

you guess? Mons ; dn-. '1 lie

after he came he visited me in my
quarters, and after courteous passages,
of whi d not speak, he suddenly
said, You have the papers <

John Godric, those bearing

Charles's invasion of Englai
I was stunned ly tlie question, for

I could not guess his drift or purpose,

though presently it dawned upon mo.

_,
r the papers were m

from a great lady in Fram-f. a growing
rival with La Pompadour in the coun-

sels and favor of the King. She it

was who had a secret passion

M, and these letters to Sir John,

who had heen with the Pretender at

Versailles, must prove I f pro-

l hail pron > most

MO one sh r hare

lady her-

self, and that I would u
r

i vt< them to her

some t thin. It was Dol-

taire's mission to get these letters, and

he had projected a \ tsburg

to see in- . in Canada,
i.t't-T .1 -. -.!!. -!i Em DM MI Scotland, wh.-n

Uuly go?

Da Qnesne, who had been on most fa-

miliar terms with h I was there,

the pap<
' tllOHO .

v as a

pleasant ^ Uintly refused

told him I would not ! tho \voa;

cool persistence he begged me to think

i depended on my answer.
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" ' See, monsieur le capitaine,' said lie.

4 this little affair at Fort N.v->iiy, at

which you became a hostage, shall or shall

not be a war between England and France

as you shall dispose.' And when I asked

him how, lie said,
'

First, will you give

me your word that you will not, to aid

yourself, disclose what I tell you ? You
can see that matters will be where they
were an hour ago, in any case.' I agreed,
for I could act even if I did not speak.
So I gave my word. Then he told me
that if those letters were not put into his

hands La Pompadour would be enraged,

and, fretful and hesitating now, would

join Austria against England, since in

this provincial war was an emphatic cue

for battle. If I gave the letters up, she,

being in good humor, would not stir, and

the disputed territory between us should

be by articles conceded by the French. I

thought much and long, during which he

sat smoking and humming, himself seem-

ing to care little how my answer went.

At last I turned on him, and told him I

would not give up the letters, and if a

war must hang on a whim of malice, then,

by God's help, the Tightness of our cause

would be our strong weapon to bring
France to her knees.

" * That is your final answer ?
'

said he,

rising, fingering his lace, and viewing
himself in a looking-glass upon the wall.

" * I will not change it now or ever,'

answered I.

" ' Ever is a long time,' retorted he, as

one might speak to a willful child. ' You
shall have time to think, you shall have

space for reverie. For you must know

that if you do not grant this trifle, you
shall no more see your dear Virginia :

and when the time is ripe, you shall go
forth to a better land, as the Grande Mar-

quise shall give you carriage.'
" * The Articles of Capitulation :

'

I

broke out. He waved his i infers at me.

"'Ah. that,' he rejoined, 'that is

a matter for conning. You are a host-

age. Well, we need not take any m-in

the English offer in exchange for you.

Indeed, why should we he content with

less than a prince or a royal duke : For

you are worth more to us just now than

any prince we have : at lea-t so savs the

Grande Marquise. Is your mind quite
firm to refuse?' he added, nodding hi s

head in a bored sort of way.
" '

Entirely,' said I. I will not part
with those letters.'

" ' But think once again,' he urged ;

'the gain of territory to Virginia, the

peace between our countries.'

" '

Folly !

'

said I.
' I know well you

overstate the case. You turn a small in-

trigue into a game of nations. Yours is

a schoolboy's tale, Monsieur Doltaire.'
" ' You are something of an ass,' he

mused, and took a pinch of snuff.

"'And you you have no name,' re-

torted I. I did not know how this might
strike home in two ways, when I spoke,
or I should not have said it. I had not

meant, of course, that he was King Louis's

illegitimate son.

" ' There is some truth in that,' he re-

plied patiently, though a red spot flamed

high on his cheeks. ' But some men need

no naming to give them distinction, and

others win their names with proper wea-

pons. I am not here to quarrel with you.

I am acting in a large affair, not in a

small intrigue ; a century of fate may
hang on this. Come with me.' he added.
' You doubt my power, maybe.'
"He opened the door of the cell, and

I followed him out, past the storehouse

and the officers' apartments, to the

drawbridge. Standing in the shadow l>y

the gate, he took keys from his pocket.

'Here,' said he. 'are what will set you
free. This fort is all mine : I act for

France. Will you care to free yourself ?

You shall have escort to your own people.

You see I am most serious.' he added,

laughing lightly. 'It is not my way to

sweat or worry. You and I hold war and

peace in our hands. Which shall it be?

In this trouble France or England will

l>e mangled. It tires one to think of it

when life can be so easy. Now, for the
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be mine eh r

N : included. (

England and

are in greater hands than yours
The God of Battles still stands

beside the balances.'

-He shrugged a shoulder. 4 Oh well,'

that ends it. It will be inter-

ing to watch tin- way of the God of

Meanwhile you travel to Que-
<. Remember that however free you
y appear you will have watchers, that

when you seem safe you will be in most

danger, that in the end we will have those

tors or your life : that meanwhile the

war will go on, that you shall have no

ire in it, and that the whole power of

^land will not be enough to set her

hostage free. That is all there is to say,

I think. . . . Will you have a glass of

wine with me?' he added courteously,

waving a hand towards the commander's

ten near the gate,

issented, for why, thought I, should

a personal quarrel between us?

We talked for an hour >r more on many
thin^. an<I his I found the keenest mind

r I have met. There was in him

i ssionateness, a breadth, which

seemed most strange in a trifler ot

11 an exquisite for such he was.

i I sometimes think that his foppery
was deliberate, lest ho should be taking

uself or life too seriously. Hi- int.-l-

nee charmed me. held me. and. later,

as we traveled up to Quebec, I found

one long feast of interest.

11" was never dull, and his cynicism
had .in admirable grace m .iity.

A i-oin intriguer, he still was above
in'

ig it on the basis that

was :ill sport. In logic a leveler,

les, as he called tin -m.

iipion of the pedant, the apolo-

sai ! ic virtues, he nevertheless

t >\ hat wms was best, that it c,,,,ld

'

be altered, and that it was all inter-

esting. I never repent,' he said to me

one da\ . 1 liave done ; ittire.

i impulse of our tin

as the King has said, After us the deluge.
What a pity it is we shall see n.-it i

flood nor the ark ! And so, when all is

done, we shall miss the most interesting

thing of all : ourselves dead, and the gap
and ruin we leave behind us. By that,

from my standpoint,' he would add,
'
life

is a failure as a specta<

.kin_' in this fashion and in a

hundred other ways, we came to Quebec.

And, dearest girl, you know in general
what happened. I met your honored

father, whose life I had saved on the

Ohio some years before, and he worked

for my comfort in ray bondage. You
know how exchange after exchange was

refused, and that for near three years I

have been here, fretting my soul out,

eager to be fighting in our cause, yet
tied hand and foot, wasting time and

losing heart, idle in an enemy's country.

As Doltaire said, war was declared, but

not till he had made here in Quebec last

efforts to get those letters. I do not

complain so bitterly of these lost years,

since they have brought me the best gift

of my life, your love ami friendship ;

hut my en. ; e, commanded from

. till anac-

<-id. -lit has given them a cue to dispose of

me without openly breaking the accepted
law of nations. M not decently

hang a hostage, for whom they had signed
articles. But they have got their chance,

|
think, to try me for a

.aw. When I found that

they were deter .ml had ever de-

termined to \iolate their articles, that

they never intended to set me free,

absolved from my doty as an officer on

parole, and I therefore sent to George

Washington a plan Du Qnesne
and one of Quebec. I knew that I was

risking my life by so doing, bat t):

not deter me. By my promise to I)ol-

I could not tell of the matter be-

..!,' ; :

. ! :.. in

other ways, he has yieeaifed m\
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for it would have heen easy to have me

dropped off by a -tray Imllet, or to have ac-

cidentally drowned me in the St. Charles.

I believe this matter of the letters to he

between myself and him and Bigot : and

perhaps not even Bigot, though he must

know that La Pompadour has some pe-

culiar reason for interesting herself in a

poor captain of provincials. You now
can see another motive for the duel which

was brought about between your poor
brother and myself.
"As I told you, I sent plans of the

forts to Washington. These, with my
letters, were given by him to General

Braddock, and the sequel you know:

they have fallen into the hands of my
enemies, copies have gone to France,

and I am to be tried for my life. Pre-

serving faith with my enemy Doltaire,

I cannot plead the real cause of my long
detention ; I can only urge that they had

not kept to their articles, and that I,

therefore, was free from the obligations

of parole. I am sure they have no in-

tention of giving me the benefit of any
doubt. My real hope lies in escape and

the intervention of England, though she,

alas ! has not concerned herself about me,
as if indeed she resented the non-deliv-

ery of those letters to Doltaire, since they
were addressed to one she looked on as a

traitor, and held by one whom she had

unjustly put under suspicion.

"And so, dear Alixe, you see how
the events of my childhood have played

their part in the crises of my mature

years. From that little fort on the

banks of the river Kelvin where I played
in childhood have come these strange

twistings of my life, and I can date

this dismal fortune of a dungeon from

that day I ran with my grandfatl

stick to the riverside, defying my mo-

ther; or, if it seems more lik.lv. from

the day The Man made his propl

from the wall of my mud fort.
* Ye

that build forts here shall lie in dark-

some prisons' hr *aid. Thai U : ..
say,

leaving out the significance of his pro-

phecy, if he had not died in my little

fort, I should not have known Sir John

Godric, nor ever gone to Virginia, nor

lain a prisoner here. Hut, comrade of

my heart, I should not have known you !

And so, in spite of all, I thank (id for

whatever fortune may be. I would not

change it now for any other man's, since

it is my glory and pride to have your

love, though it may be at some bitter

price to you.
" In this long letter you have the heart

of my story, a simple one, as you may
see, yet having strange accidents of its

own. Whatever comes now, if you have

this record, you will know what I was and

am, and the private history of my life.

All ? Yea, indeed, all, in true fact, though
I had forgotten one thing which I shall

tell you now. I did not think of it as I

fashioned my story, for it bore not on my
fate. The Governor of Virginia had a

daughter, whose beauty had my eye. and

I do confess that I had some thoughts

of her for a wife ; but I had not paid her

court, nor did I love her, though I mi'Jii

well have been proud to do so. 8

not interwoven with my life, and with

my leaving Virginia on the expedition

that sent me here to languish the v;

matter ended, neither having ex pressed

more than what is common between

friends. . . . And so. I have told all, with

unpracticed tongue, but with a wish to

be understood, and to set forth a ll

of which the letter should l>e as true as

the spirit Friend beyond all price to

me, some day this tale will reach your

hands, and I ask you to house it in your

heart, and. whatever

my remembrance. God he with you. and

farewell!"

<i'dbert Parker.
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MACBETH,

a brief mention in the Life

mong some

memh'-r- ol "rary Club as to the

rank speare's

great tragedi-." Lear. Othello, Mac-

.11(1 Ham! is the order in

which they were ranked by Macaulay.
The other speakers, however, agreed in

assigning tin- highest place to Macbeth,

,ich Macaulay attributed

to tin- powerful impression produced by
Mrs. Siddons in her famous personation

ly Macbeth. But many persons
who never saw Mrs. Siddons, and who

I their judgment merely

ing the play, have taken the

same view; and it is one in which all

i-^ht concur if they confined

ittention to the dramatic const ruc-

[ tin- work, and looked at i:

til.- production of a ronMimmate

playwright. In this r,->pert it is un-

nasterpieee. It

called a typical Elizabethan d ra-

th.- same sense in which th

nils has been called a t

drama ; bearing the same analo-

gy, though not the same resemhla

that which Kinj Lear bears to the CEdi-

PUS ColoiieUS. I V til"

itration and rapid movem<

the action, by the logical develo]

of the
pl.it

from the initiatory

<>n, and by
the absence of s rompli.

everything partak : he na-

;resion, episo.l mneti

cst <>f ;ho great tra-

gedies, with the fewest changes of scene.

taut ch.-ir-

ncise speeches.

,iiv and in dialogue the

utterance is constantly connected with :

or perception, so that here, at least, the

rners should tind little ditlimlty in

n to the word, the word

action. Finally, the "effects"

are in the highest degree "telling," full

:ong contrasts and swift alterna-

tions, such as hold an audience in a state

of breathless suspense, or startle it as

with a sudden crash.

These peculiarities, coupled with some
incidental defects in the literary work-

manship, have suggested a theory that the

play was written in haste, for a particu-

lar occasion. That it was struck off, so

to speak, at a white heat is highly prob-
able ; but the subject was one which im-

posed a purely dramatic treatment, and

did not lend itself to that expansive and

discursive elaboration with which Shake-

speare is wont to pour forth his profound-
est thoughts, his subtlest observa

his most bewitch in . and his

sweetest flow of verse, in passages which

we study and are enthralled by in the

closet, but which th<- ni

it necessary to mutilate or

excise. In Mad.eth. as generally in his

tragedies, and as all creators of heroic

poems, whether trai; . have been

omed to do, Shakespeare drew his

material, the situations and incidents,

: of popular lo-

u'end and tradition. There was a real

Macbeth, who overthrew his sovereign

or overlord. Dun.an, and was himself

Hut the version of his story which Shake-

speare borrowed from 1 1 "limbed was a

creation of the popular imagination, work-

ing upon partially known or dimly re-

red facts, interpreting an*!

;< own fnroilia

oesssn, and thus not only adorning the

it pointing the moral. The result

of this operation in the present case, as

also, though less obviously, in other nar-

ratives having a similar origin, was to

transform one of the commonest <
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of media-val history into an unconscious

duction in media-val guise of the

-lory of the Fall of Man. Here :

tially the same situation, with the same

natural and supernatural agencies. In

both there is the violation of the di-

vine command, " Ye shall not eat."
" Thou shalt not kill ;

"
in both ther

the tempter seeking to defeat the Al-

mighty's will, the subtle serpent, the

witches, or the power which they serve

and represent ; in both there is the de-

lusive assurance, keeping the word of

promise to the ear, and breaking it to

the hope, "Ye shall not surely die,"

D man of woman born shall harm
Macbeth ;

"
in both there are the hus-

band and the wife, the woman the bolder

of the two, not only an accomplice, but

an instigator of the deed.

Now it was never Shakespeare's habit

to modify materially a story which came

already invented to his hand, by mere

extraneous alterations and additions.

His own imagination was in close touch

with that universal poetical faculty to

which we owe the treasures of myth, le-

gend, and folk-lore. He shared in its

necessity for transmuting, gilding, and

winging the vulgar fact, so that it should

find world-wide acceptance and applica-

tion. He assented to its fundamental be-

lief that there are more things in heaven

and earth than philosophy dreams of,

and readily accepted its accounts of a

continuous intercourse between a visible

and an invisible world. He uses these

things as congruous and coherent por-

tions of his subject, not as symbolical
fantasies hovering around it, which is

the modern archaic mode of treating

them. In the single play of which the

plot seems with certainty to be wholly
of his own invention, that " one en-

tire and perfect chrysolite," The Tem-

pest, he assumes, one may -ay. ''// pro-
i persona, the character of the ma-

gician ; performs the wildest feats and

unions up the daintiest sprite
.

evoked by necromancy ; and when the

[April,

revels are ended lays aside his robe and

staff, and vanishes from ,>ur -igbt. In

Macbeth he adopts the supernatural ma-

chinery supplied to him with tin- :

of the action, lining it in all its details,

while transfusing into it his own incom-

parable art. He is truer to what

without doubt the original version, wo-

ven at firesides or on Highland sheep

pastures, than is the chronicle from

which he extracted the story ; for there

we detect the traces of a prosaic, literary

manipulation, seeking to exalt the rude

popular conceptions into more dignified

forms. Thus the "weird are

described by Holinshed as "creatures

of elder world," "the goddesses of de-

stinie, or else some nymphs or feiries, in-

dued with knowledge of prophesie by
their neeronuMiticall science." This bog-

gling mixture of diverse forms and ideas

was assuredly no product of Scottish su-

perstition. Fairies, good or bad, could

have no place in a tale like this ; nymphs
were creations of a very different time

and region ; and as for the "
goddesses

of destinie," they were not only beings

of an elder world, but denizens of the

nether world, where they spun the web

and cut the thread of human lives, min-

isters of inexorable Fate, serenely indif-

ferent to the results of their task, taking

no active part in human affairs. Shake-

speare's "weird though they

"seem not like the inhabitants o' tho

earth," are yet
" on 't

"
and of it. They

are agents, not of Fate, which allots both

good and bad to men. but of the pov.

of evil. They are " beldames/
1 " ha

grotesque and malignant creatures, bated

and contemned by the people with whom

they seek to mingle, and wreaking their

own spite in return. In a word, \

are witches, intrinsically vulgar and de-

-picabl.-. sublimated for the nonce by the

awful office entrusted to them and by
the genius of the poet, but yet the \

table and familiar products of the pop-

ular imagination, which would have re-

cogni/'-d them for its own, perhaps with-
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of the. ideali.

jone.

which

exliibi:- Miake-

itfl hi_jhr>t point, in a

in th- whol< range oJ

and ii.

the |>la\ . that \\ hi.-h form* 1:

inn. in which deliberation passes
10 of a

i coiitlici. aln : inin.-d by
nes an irrevocable

unary hendin--iu nf ea

le feat, the per-

.HI ill tin- performance.
, .'l-whelm: -ion that follows,

s that give to this scene

: he ac-

cessorie-. the conl! instances,

-vith its own import an. I
-

. all Mended an. I adju>t.-d with

ill, that render it a pic-

and figures in in

refore on

details, in their liann.ni<>u> relation to

for visual present*-

Mac-

i.-n to tlio sky, bn:

> v walls \\ s and pas-

na^es leading to interior aparlni. nl , and

places. We do not

d to tin- -i-i-n e such

or elsewhere, in the

ui drama-

tists, I- i-n.d indieation^ in the

progress of the a<

illy vague or altogether

read whole

link- no:

ibouU or the backu the ao-

ent with

; hut th.-y

set it, in th

it rece nipress of reality, of com-

plete correspon i its of

\\ hioh are always thus char-

acterized and variegated. Shakespeare,
on the contrary, incorporates
nal concomitants with the essence

action ; and it is those <

iys in

which he ha- hlmded the component
v that are the

sole survivals on the English stage of

that grand dramatic art which was once

its monopoly a i e was

no scenery on the stage in his da

there is seldom any lack of seen

his plays.

The tini. iie time and the

passage of the time are 1 nially

before our minds by allusions and im-

that make the darkness symbolical
oi th.- d.-.-d \\hich it enshrouds a

cilitates. This i> in a. .-..nlance with

Shakespeare's habitual mode of steeping
the action in its characteristic atmos-

phere, a practice especially noticeable in

the night scenes which are so freqn

agedies, a b occur, indeed,

in all but a very few of his plays. In

such scenes Night presides over the ac-

tion, arrayed as befits the sea

of the

immer enfold* and conspires

uiih the elfish bewilderments in the

i in wood, the trysts and meetings
in life and death of the enrai

ers of

light >1 Ix>ren-

to and Jessica I that had

happened in the fabled past
- in ..!, a

night as this," and listen to Portia

sic, which "sounds much sweeter than

are the northern nights, as that on the

hi
M SJI

ra : a:.d a I

il'ju: ail ," and shi- -ho-,1

.... i.id.-r l!, . . :

'

. :.. :.,
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while the stillness is broken by the bla-

tant noises from the castle that proclaim
the drunken wassail of the usurper ; or

that of all nights the most awful

on the British heath, when the elements

discharge their fury on the housele

and distraught Lear, who bares himself

to the deluge and bids the storm rage on,

while the fool and the madman shiver

and chatter beside him.

Here in the Highlands of Scotland

the season is again summer, but summer

tempered by mountain breezes, and liable

to sudden and violent changes of weather,

now fair, now foul. 4 * This castle hath

a pleasant seat." The air is
4< delicate

? '

and *' smells wooingly," recommending
itself

"
nimbly and sweetly

"
to the "

gen-
tle senses

"
of Duncan as he makes his

" fatal entrance
"
under the battlements.

But now it is night, the deepest part of

the night,
"" when o'er the one-half world

nature seems dead." It is the short, swift

night of hyperborean summers. The fes-

tivities are over in the hall, though they
will be prolonged in the servants' quar-
ters till 'the second cockcrow. Duncan

is in his bed, wrapped in the " innocent

sleep
"
of an unburdened soul, the secure

sleep of one who is here in double

trust," in the safe-keeping of the kins-

man who is both his subject and his host.

There are no sounds yet of approaching

tempest, but the darkness has become

intense. The moon went down at twelve,

or later, and the stars are hidden.
" There 's husbandry in heaven ; their

candles are all out" Something is about

to happen which Nature is taking note

of and preparing to accord with ; and

Banquo, who has been in attendance on

the king, and who, as he crosses the

court, pauses to observe the signs of the

hour, is dimly conscious of a presenti-

ment, and prays to be saved from the

recurrence of the " cursed thoughts," the

recollection of the weird sisters and

their enticements, which had infested his .

previous night's >le-p. He meets M
beth, confides to him the diamond which

Duncan, in requital of his entertainment,
has sent to Lady Macbeth 3 from
him an intimation that has a veiled but

fateful drift, and leaves him with ex-

change of jwishes for "
good repo

And so throughout the scene common-

place details become significant and ^mi-
nous, as if the ordinary course of things
had been drawn into the vortex,

also the case in every great crisis of real

life, through that absorption of the mind,
alike of the actors and the spectators,

which tends to connect and assimilate

with the main movement all that is

merely incidental. At such times, every

sound, every pause, every interval of

silence, is charged with a mysterious

meaning. Macbeth still lingers on the

stage, his fevered brain prefiguring in

the air-drawn dagger the instrument he

is to use, when the stroke of a bell, the

concerted signal from his wife, warns

him that the hour for action is come.

Then, when he has left the scene, and

Lady Macbeth enters, the shriek of the

owl is heard, startling even her constant

mind, announcing, as it were; that the

deed is being watched. It is accom-

plished; and the murderer he who in

a moment has cast himself into a gulf

from which there can be no return

staggers back, trembling, overwhelmed

with horror and fear, pressing his blood-

stained hands upon his eyes to shut out

that dreadful spectacle which will

more be absent from his inward

speaking in hoarse, disjointed whi>i>ers,

hearing the reverberations of the voice

that has already denounced his crime

and proclaimed his doom :

" ' Glamis hath murder'd sleep, and therefore

Cawdor
Shall sleep no more ; Macbeth shall sleep

no more.' "

But now another sound breaks in, re-

sponsive to and confirmatory of that sen-

tence, the "knocking." which, repeat-

ed at ever shorter intervals and in louder

tones, keeps the hearers in a con>tant

state of startled expectation. Whence
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comes it ? What m-an-, it r i

; of Macduff at the gate
of

" the smith entry/' who comes, as

I ly the king, to "call time-

Wake Duncan with thy
I \\0lll.l tllMll COlll ,

is not alone Mactlaff and his com-

. come. It is also

ng to discover what the

.t hits hidden, and to re-

port tliat the powers of the air have been

;o the act, and have raged and

desolated in concert with it.^ The sus-

pense, however, is prolonged uy the gab-
ble of the porter, which has been thought

by some critics out of keeping with the

character of the scene, but which seems

; cd rather to throw it into stronger

hroirji the junction and contrast

of what is vulgar and trivial with what

laordinary and appalling; mark-

ing the common oblivio , those

moral >kes to which human ex-

istence is subject, the common insensi-

bility to tin ir premonitory signs. And
Macbeth returns, and, after direct-

ing Macduff to the door leading to the

king's chamber, fixes his gaze upon it,

com-

sion of its meaning, the account of

the storm and the havoc it has wrought,
-t short interval of suspense, \\ ith

the two streams of consciousness and un-

consciousness flo\\ in ^ -id.- 1>\ ode, "trains

i to its highest pitch.

ly the alarm is given ; the castle

bell peals out its summons ; the i

guests pour in; and the scene,

which had IM-^UII in low. half-smothered

rises in swift crescendo to a tre-

I .-hief scenes in the play

hanquet scene, the caldron scene,

above all tlio marvelous sleep-walking
Wane are characterized by the same
dose and concentrated application of

i in. -lion < tfeoU.

Jit have expected, therefore, that

Macbeth \\ \o the most popular

.ikespearc's tragedies, both with

and with audiences, and especial-

ly in thfM ., -s, when there is a

e between the drama and
literature properly so called ; when plays
are not only written ex lor re-

presentation, but have no vitality apart
from that Such has not, however, been

the case. Except on rare occasions,

Macbeth, despite its apparent supremacy
as an "

acting play," has less attraction

than Lear, Othello, and above all Ham-
let. Nor is the reason far to seek. Of
the two elements which Aristotle's defi-

nition requires in tragedy, it has but

one. It works by terror alone, and does

not touch the springs of pity. It has

no bursts and swells of pathos, no out-

pours of tenderness, no sweet dews of

hapless love. Lacking these, it lacks

charm. The characters on whom the in-

terest is concentrated are not the inno-

cent sufferers, but the guilty workers of

woe, and, if not outcasts from our sym-

pathy in the woe they thereby bring upon
themselves, they are far from making

any demands upon our affection. Mac-
beth stands alone among Shakespeare's

great productions as a picture of crime

and rctril.uti.ni unrelieved by any softer

*, like some awful Alpine peak,

jinlleil with glaciers, abysses, and seeth-

ing mists, with no glimpses of green
rales or flower-bespangled pastures.

sternness and boldness render the

ethical motive which is incorporated in

every great tragedy, without which tra-

rtebrate and ephemeral, espe-

cially promim -nt in Macbeth. We are

never for an instant beguiled away from

the contemplation of that spectacle I

inspires the same kind of awe, 1

a far greater degree, as a shipwreck or

some similar catastrophe ; that, namely,
of the temptation, surrender, and perdi-

tion of a soul. What gives to the spec*

iu heroic pr..]
lies in the

nature of the seduction and in the char-

acter of those who yield to it. It is

.olden round
"
of sovereignty that

is offered ; it is the aspiring spirit that
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impels. The sphere of enterprise is the

highest, the peril the greatest, the quali-

ties demanded are not those of ignoble
mimls.

The common tendency to treat the

characters of Shakespeare's persona
as subjects for analysis proceeds not

only from their surpassing interest, but

from the conditions under which he, in

common with all dramatists, unfolds his

conceptions. The dramatist cannot, like

the novelist, give us the biography of his

persons, the history of their mental and

moral development ; he presents them
at the crisis of their fate, swerved from

the regular tenor of their lives, subjected
to tests that convulse their whole nature,

and bring up from abysmal depths unsus-

pected deposits. The dramatist cannot

stop to explain and elucidate; he must

trust to the suggestiveness of the action,

and to the possession by his public of an

intuitive faculty responsive to that by
which his conceptions have been evolved.

In Macbeth this is especially the case.

Here all the light is concentrated upon
the dramatic situation, which looms up at

the outset and holds us absorbed to the

end, with no intervals of repose and re-

trospection, no by-play, no mingling of

relations and diversity of discourse, such

as in Hamlet, Othello, and Lear widen

the point of view ; presenting the charac-

ters at different angles, familiarizing us

with their aspect and demeanor under

ordinary circumstances, and giving a clue

to their antecedents. Instead of such

side-lights as these, we have only casual

hints, such as Lady Macbeth's descrip-

tion of her husband's nature as " full o'

the milk of human kindness," a de-

scription which appears to some critic-

so inconsistent with the traits which h-

exhibits in the play that they coolly de-

cide that the lady was blissfully ignorant
of her husband's real character : which

is, of course, the same tiling as saying
that Shakespeare was under a like mi<-

apprehension in regard to it. But it is

in fact through her perfect knowledge

of his character that she is al>le to con-

trol andiix his infirm and wavring will.

To reject such testimony as this is to

forego our only means of deep insight
and discriminative judgment. For t!

persons have no intimates or confidants,

are surrounded hy no group of dispas-

sionate observers; they are morally i>o-

lated, and are seen by others only in a

glare that obliterates all distinction and

blending of hues. It is only by the re-

velations of their privacy that the gen-

eral impression can be modified and cor-

rected.

Let us for a moment, if it be possible,

look at these domestic scenes in oblivi-

ousness of their deadly purport, imagine
ourselves spectators with no knowledge
of the secret aim. How close is the bond

between the husband and the wife ! How

firmly they are knit together by mutual

trust and dependence, by complete com-

munity of interests, and by the fullest and

freest interchange of sentiments ! And
the contrast between them makes the al-

liance all the more admirable, supplying
characteristics in which they are separate-

ly wanting. He is of a highly nervous

and susceptible temperament, apprecia-

tive of the force of resistant motives and

conflicting ends, and hence subject to

fits and starts of resolution and reluc-

tance, to all the fluctuations of opposing

impulses. SJie is eminently firm, con-

sistent, and practical ; disdainful of ob-

stacles, fertile in expedients, blinded to

all other considerations by the singleness

with which her heart is set upon its ob-

ject, not tin-feminine, but ultra-iv\\\\-

nine in this particular trait. Madn-th's

impressible imagination has been nur-

tured by the visions that ri-e amid the

mountain mists, and his mind ha-

tained all the beliefs and terrors of a

time when his senses would have cooled

to hear a night-shriek, and his fell of

hair would at a dismal treatise rouse and

stir as life were in it. Hi- ..pen

to "supernatural soliciting-." his eyes

to spectral apparitions. He is akin to
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hland "
seers," the possessors of

less is he

in achieve 1 1 renown.

iy Marbfth, though she upbraids
fickleness of purpose ami treats his

ions as the mere coinage of his brain,

i one the less his devoted helpmeet,
who shares, incites, and fortifies his hopes,
and inspires him with admiration of her

u : idaunted courage and her ability in coun-

sel and device. She is the experienced

'elaine, who knows well how to rule

her household and manage its affairs ;

equal to sudden and great occasions,

neglectful of the smallest offices;

.diining forth as the "most kind hostess"

of the sovereign by a reception which

tills him with ''measureless content;"
. when "

great news "
has

her into unwonted excitement,

that the spent messenger shall

have proper
"
tending."

b is the aspect in which this couple

appear to us while we are not yet cog-
.nt of tlu-ir secret thoughts and acts,

while we share the ignorance of the

world around them, which holds them

worthy 1.1 its highesl esteem and admi-

'ii. Then suddenly the veil is with-

vn, and they become the objects of

abhorrence, traitors and assassins,

royers of the life which they beyond
all others were bound to sh> 1 de-

thi-^, thru, tin- unmasking 0i ab-

lully depraved natures, the culmina-

of a career of guilt and hypocrisy

Uaping suddenly into detecl

the result of a moral cataclysm, sweeping
away the protective barriers of conscience

.M inanity, and leaving the soul help-
less against the assaults of temptation ?

try speaking, it i- the one

What has taken place
a germ fostered

nally in unconsciousness of its poi-
us properties, nurtured in the same

oil and bent'tic, -nt tliin^. en-

'd with these, and at last choking
th.M..

VOL. LXXV. wo. 460. 33

The passion which has grown with

Macbeth's growth and strengthened with

his strength, which is rooted in the capa-
cities of his intellect and the conscious

sense of merit, which is sunned and stim-

ulated by the sympathy that is dearest

to him, and by the quick rewards of

achievement that beckon him ever on-

ward and upward, is a desire, a craving,
for distinction, for eminence. It U not

the cynical greed for power and success

which lias no need of approbation or ap-

plause. Far otherwise ; what he most

longs for is honor, not mere ** mouth

honor," not the breath of reverence,
" which the poor heart would fain deny,
and dare not," but honor associated with
"
love, obedience, troops of friends," the

"
golden opinions

"
to be won " from all

sorts of people
"
by great and noble ex-

ploits. It cannot be that his own in-

stincts are at variance with the instincts

to which he appeals, that he who aspires

to a place in all hearts is himself heart-

less. But in that fiery struggle, in which

all the incentives to crime vaulting
ambition, unforeseen opportunity, a well-

concocted plan are confronted, and

for a time repelled, by his clear percep-
tion of the atrocity of the act, and his

vivid anticipation of the direful effect

when

y, like a naked, new-boin babe,

Striding the bhwt, or heaven's eberabin, honed

Upon the iffhtleM courier, of the air,

Shall blow the horrid deed in erery eye,
' -

in this critical moment he is unarmed,

powerless; his conscience has been too

tampered with and weakened to

make resistance effectual ; he is over-

borne by the tamr that he

is already committed to the enterprise ;

that he has hoped, plotted, and pledged
him- >w retire except
with the self-disdain of the convicted

And she who with those terrible lash-

ings drives him over the precipice when
he is shrinking back appalled, shall

we say with some critics that she is ut-
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teily fieiullike, that "
Shakespeare never

meant her for anything better than a

character of superb depravity
"

? Before

a legal tribunal the evidence in support
of this view would seem overwhelming,
and the circumstances pleaded in exten-

uation, such as her unselfish devotion

to her husband, would have very little

weight. When we Tecall her apparent
utter insensibility to the enormity of the

crime, the cool deliberation with which
she plans its details, the unrelenting
sternness with which she urges and en-

forces its accomplishment, the unflinch-

ing nerve with which she snatches the

bloody daggers from Macbeth's feeble

grasp and imbrues them afresh in the

dead man's gore in order to smear the

faces of the sleeping grooms, declar-

ing that " the sleeping and the dead are

but as pictures," we seem to be pre-
sent at a scene so terrible and ghast-

ly that devils themselves might have

quailed at the sight. And yet no reader,

it is certain, looks at Lady Macbeth with

unmixed and absolute detestation and

loathing, or places her in the same cate-

gory, I do not say with Regan and Gon-

eril, who are monsters, but with that

perfect incarnation of the fiendlike in-

tellect and temperament, lago ; or even

with that figure from the ancient tragedy
which seems to suggest a more appropri-
ate comparison, Clytemnestra. In both

cases the contrast overbears the resem-

blance. In Clytemnestra the cruelty of the

murderess is mixed with the degradation
of the adulteress, and, though she asserts

the palliative motive of vengeance for a

great wrong, the effect one can hardly
tell why is rather to deepen than to

mitigate the impression of her ferocity.

In lago we have the true diabolic malig-

nity, that loves evil, revels in it. iinds

it the proper element for the masterly
exercise of craft and astuteness. His

hatred of Othello has no explicable cause

save the instinctive oppugnancy of the

guileful for the guileless nature. Why
was such cunning given to him except

to set snares for simplicity and h >M<

Not Othello only, every truthful and

trusting soul is his natural prey ; and

despite our admiration for \n< dr \u-ritv

as a display of pure art.
4 -

art for ,

sake," we consign him without the 1

reluctance to the infliction of the pro-
mised tortures.

This is not our feeling towards Lady
Macbeth. She does not inspire us with

hatred ; she does not quench every sen-

timent of commiseration. It is not, how-

ever, her devotion to her husband's in-

terests, which are identified with her

own, nor her remembrance of the babes

that had fed at her bosom and smiled

in her face, which is evoked only to

illustrate the steely hardness of her

determination, nor the single shud-

dering recoil with which she notes the

gray-haired sleeper's likeness to her fa-

ther, that suffices to modify our judg-
ment. It is the exhibition of that state

of direful exaltation into which she has

worked herself by the exercise of a mas-

sive will crushing every rebellious im-

pulse, it is this that throws upon her

the full clear light which it is the office

of art to shed over human character and

action. She prepares herself for that

consummation which " fate and meta-

physical aid
" now offer to the long-wait-

ing hope and resolute heart, as if for the

performance of a solemn sacrifice to the

infernal deities. She invokes the "
spirits

that tend on mortal thoughts
"

to equip
her for the task, to unsex her, to make

thick her blood, to stop up the an

and passage to remorse, that no com-

punctious visitings of nature may shi

her fell purpose, to fill her from the crown

to the toe topful of direst cruelty. The

impious prayer is heard ; the consecra-

tion is perfected ; her perceptions

sealed to all impressions that might di-

vert her from the object or unfit her for

its accomplishment ; she passes through
the ordeal \\ith the steady nerv

self-command with which she is wont to

perform the commonest duties. She
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me as before, but in a transf

ry characteristic is pro-
l in gigantic proportions on a screen

ises behind the illuminating flames

of lu 11. She is in a moral trance, in ;i

sleep not less, but more profound than

which she will appear to us again,

years hence, for the last time, when
!>he will rehearse every act of the pre-

nt not with the deadened percep-
tions of the present ; no longer thinking
that a little water clears us of this deed,
but knowing that all the perfumes of

i cannot sweeten this little hand.

It is somewhat singular that Macbeth

and his wife have each found apologists,

who seek to extenuate the criminality of

the one at the expense of the other.

Each in turn has been depicted as de-

i remorse, as in fact incapable of

this sentiment. Such a view, as regards
of them, seems to proceed from a

lack of ness in the conception of

the term. The remorse which is the

_j-point of repentance and atone*

- not theirs, cannot be theirs ; ex-

piatiuu, reparation, is impossible ; peni-

tence were unavailing. But if r<

be the gnawing consciousness of guilt, it

is apparent as the mental condition of

both. The effort to stifle the voice of

conscience would alone testify to its ex-

istence, the voice that speaks so loudly
in Lady Macbeth'* declaration that

14 these deeds most not be thought
After these ways ; so, tit will make us mad;

"

and in Macbeth's confession that he has

put rancors in the vessel of his peace,
and given his eternal jewel to the com-

mon enemy of man. It, surely, and not

the mere apprehension of earthly ven-

geance, is the source of those terrible

dreams that shake them nightly, that

torture of the mind on which they lie in

restless ecstasy. The wild impulse to

harden the mind by the commission of

fresh crimes is the very delirium of re-

morse. It is remorse, with all its atten-

dant horrors, which is the punishment,
the retribution, that overtakes this wretch-

ed pair and drags them to their final

doom. For it is a remorse in

there lurks no hope, no germ, of redemp-
tion. It is the remorse of the damned.

John Foster Kirk.

<; HINDU'S PUT.

IN TWO PART TWO.

ihe abbe's advice, Marie was to

to Danton first of all, for he, l.rin^

r of Justice as well as a member
Commune of Paris, seemed espe-

lualified to grant a request like

hers. 1 n Picard needed no urg-

ing to accompany II-T : he was only too

glad of the chance. Danton was his hero,

_;ht of seeing that great

', after await in :
In -r turn among

those who thronged the anterooms at the

tice, was ushered into a

us apartment, the long window* of

which, open to the balcony, gave a

of the Place Venddme in the sultry Au-

gust morning. At a table in the middle

of the room sat the man who could grant
or refuse her the one desire of her heart.

She saw him as he has to often been de-

scribed : a powerfully built figure, with

an ungainlinen about it betraying hit pea-

.i:it I'iith. a majtive head, a face scarred

.lljio\. tiie eyes narrow and deep-
>!. 1'u- \<>t over his whole person an air

finable grandeur that marked a

leader of men, whether for good or for ill.

it he saw was a slight girl
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gown of printed muslin, a little fichu, ami

a straw hat with flaring brim. The only
distinction about that costume of a sim-

ple bourgeoise was the way in which it

\vas worn, and that, perhaps, awakened

curiosity ; for though he glanced up care-

lessly at first, he continued to look as she

approached, and half rose from his chair

to motion her and her companion to be

seated, then awaited in silence what she

had to say.

It was said in as few and simple words
as she could find. At the name " Som-
breuil

"
he was evidently enlightened, but

there was nothing in his manner to dis-

courage her ; on the contrary, he had an

interested air, and when she had finished

his remark was merely,
" A singular pe-

tition, mademoiselle."
" I have been my father's almost con-

stant companion, monsieur," she answered

quietly,
" and so far from being singular,

nothing could be more natural than that

now, when he needs me as never before,

I should wish to go to him."
" But a prison is no place for you."
" Where is a daughter's place if not

beside her father in misfortune ?
"

He shook his head slightly.
"
Ah, think what a little favor !

"
she

cried. " I might have come to beg for

his release ; but no ! If his country lias

any charge against him, he will answer it,

and I only ask you to make one prisoner

more, a willing one !

" The very tone

of her sweet voice was touching, and he

did not look unmoved. Her hopes rose.

"You have friends in Paris, mademoi-

selle ?
"

With a slight motion of the hand she

said,
" Monsieur Picard, whose wife was

once my nurse, has received me hospita-

bly. I had been at my grandmother's, in

the country, for a few days ; very unfor-

tunately, as I now think, for otherwise I

should have had mvself arrested with my
father."

Leaning back in his chair, the great

demagogue contemplated her in silence,

almost, one might have thought, with

something like amusement.
l-'inally he

said, " Return to your gramlmotlu-i, ma-
demoiselle. Believe me. it i> the only

thing for you to do."

But he had listened too long if he

did not mean to comply : she was not to

be put off now so easily. With passion-
ate entreaty she pleaded her father's

her fear that the prison life would tell

upon him, his need of her care, any-

thing, everything that she could think of.

To it all came over and over the same

answer, "Impossible impossible im-

possible." That was his last word.

It was a bitter disappointment Citi-

zen Picard dared not speak to her as they
went away, she looked in such despair and

was so plainly struggling against tears.

But though he felt for her, he was really

glad she should know her plan was out

of the question, and doubtless when she

was calmer she would herself see that

this was all for the best. She could not

complain of the reception she had met

with, certainly, for Danton had been very
amiable. That great man interesting him-

self so kindly, and advising her to return

to her grandmother! For his own part,

citizen Picard felt that he had something
to think of for the rest of his life. If,

however, he had known what a chapter
in his country's history was then prepar-

ing, he might have used some other term

than "amiable
"
as applied to Danton : it

would not have seemed too much to say
that he had been humane in telling hi- pe-

titioner that a prison was no place for her.

They walked in silence for a little, un-

til, at a corner, the citoyen was obliged

to say,
' We turn here to go home, ma-

demoiselle." He forgot his republican-

ism for a moment ; but then Danton had

said "mademoiselle," rather to the good

patriot's surprise. Marie looked as if

she did not understand, and he repeated
that that was the way back, and offered

to call a fiacre, lest she should be tired.

* But I am not going back ! I am

ing to the Hotel de Ville. I mean to

every member of the Commune, if I must;
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and if they ail r i .1 shall go to the

tte and ask there." Her voice

i. Imt her resolution was as firm

good man was dumb before such

ible persistency. Of what

use \voul<l it he for liini to speak, indeed,

when I)..i:; m had spoken a- ,.! this was

the iv, ult? He remembered how Loui-

son was always talking as if the nobility

re different from other people, and

, for the first time, he thought per-

haps she was right ; he even hoped she

was, trusting that if he had had a dai

ter she would liave been ratlin- more rea-

sonable than this noble
"

girl.

All the same, citizen Picard was a

kiiid-h. arted man; he would have gone
with Mario from one end of Paris to the

r and made nothing of it, if it could

have been, as he thought, to any purpose ;

but he felt himself rather a victim when

they got to the Hotel de Ville. There,
not a soul to give them any informa-

tion ! Plenty of people rushing hither

it all intent on their own
affairs; and if one of them did stop for

a moment to answer a civil < [notion, he

any chance could tell what they
wanted to know, while to apply to the

ushers and doorkeepers who were stand -

dxwt was worse than useless; for one

Id say scornfully that the Commune
was in session and no member could be

seen icy asked another when the

session would be over, he merely shrugged
his shoulders to indicate that there was
no say i i 1 was desperate business.

At last, somebody who had met then.

several times as they wandered to and

wasting their steps in those endless

, accosted them. Marie's attract

wore such a
\ expression of

anxu-ty that he could not help asking her
if she were looking for some one.

you could help me,
i >e so grateful ! I want to speak

' some member of the Commune,
with Robespierre, if possible, or Manuel.

"
1 he session is just over, and there

i- Marat. I could introduce you to him."

He looked in the direction where three

men were coming towards them, talking

eagerly togeth. r.

Marat! He was the last to whom she

would have chosen to apply, with his fu-

rious diatribes against the nobles in L'Ami
du Peuple. Would he grant any request
of hers? And still, who could tell? To
refuse to speak with him might be throw-

ing a chance away.
A moment later, Marie found herself

theatrically presented to the meanest

looking of the three men as * a young
citoye/ine who sought an interview with
4 the Friend of the People.'

" The ii

view proved to be singularly public, for

besides those who appeared to listen as

a matter of course, Marat's companions
and the person who had introduced her,

tli* re presently gathered others around

the little group, attracted by the \.

harsh voice which they doubtless all knew,
and Marie perceived that it was to this

chance audience quite as much as to her

that Marat's remarks were directed dur-

ing the scene which followed.

For herself, she found it hard to plead
her cause at this tribunal. The man was

dsive to her; she could not speak to

him from her heart. II re nature

felt the charlatan even in the neglected
dress in which the self-appointed chain-

pion of the people pla\ ;-art, and

she saw nothi \\hich -h-- . ould

augur well in the unhealthy, livid face,

with its retreating forehead and distorted

mouth drawn to one side with an expres-

sion that was sinister because so unlike a
smile. Still, she stated her petition as

best she could, and thought here to give

only her family na> u" But the

pi. | i ;t
; ..:i MM :M Mfaft,

V .'repeated Marat, and

eyed her sharply. Had your lather a

title

He was the Marquis de Sombreuil."

And with that the storm burst upon
IMA
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Her father was an enemy of tin

pie! He was guilty of high treason t<>

the nation ! He was steeped in conspira-

cies ! He had taken part in the crime

of the 10th of August! His hands were

imbrued in innocent blood ! All this and

much more he hurled at her, and it was

with the utmost difficulty that she con-

trolled her indignation and forced herself

to calmness for the sake of the end she

had in view. When he stopped, his venom
exhausted for the moment, she said, with

dignity,

"Monsieur Marat, I do not answer

your accusations against my father, for I

am not here to plead in his defense ; he

will do that himself whenever the oppor-

tunity is given him. Nor am I asking

anything for him. I beg you simply to

grant me the possibility of fulfilling a nat-

ural duty in ministering to an old man in

declining health. It is a daughter's pe-

tition, Monsieur Marat, only that !

"

But he did not intend to let his wrath

be turned away by a soft answer, and, af-

ter visibly casting about to get hold of it

again, burst forth afresh, as if she had

never spoken.
" Your father is a traitor !

"

That was too much. " Monsieur !
"

" I say he is a traitor ! Has he not

two sons among the Emigres ?
"

" His sons are where they believed that

duty called them. He -remained in the

country."
" To hand it over to the enemy."
44

By what right do you say that ? The
enemies of France could tell another tale.

My father has drawn his sword again and

again for his native land."
" He fought for Capet."
" He fought for his king and his coun-

try, like a loyal gentleman !

"

" And Capet paid him. / fight for the

nation with my pen, and for me it is re-

ward enough to see the people free."
"
Monsieur," she answered, with a

pride that became her well,
" the id<

any comparison between my father and

you was far from my thought."

'* Pity. [April.

His mouth opened, but no word< mine,

lit- glared at her. It would hav- :

more than that to make her flinch.

Then, on a sudden, his whole expression

changed : he seemed to grow calm.

It is your wish to go to your father."

he said, in his shrill key :

"
go to him,

then ! You are right : your place
there."

He drew out a notebook and poncik
a few words, while Marie watched liii

breathless. Was it possible ? "With

privilege of seeing her father." she suj

gested, lest that should be forgotten.

He wrote precisely what she had dic-

tated, signed himself " Marat, the Friend

of the People," and handed her the bit of

paper without a word. There was some-

thing uncanny in his docility, and while

he preserved that profound silence it

impossible for Marie to be effusive in her

gratitude; the most she could say wa*.

" I shall remember this favor to my life's

end."

To citizen Picard, however, as they

went home, she declared that Marat had

worn an air as if he thought he had played
her a good trick. "He imagines, no

doubt, that I shall not like a prison. I Ie

is mistaken. The worse it is, the 1><

pleased I shall be to be there." And

indeed she looked as radiant as if the lit-

tle scrap of paper she held so precious

were an invitation to a i

Good citizen Picard hardly know

whether to be glad or sorry that >lie had

gained her end. But he still marveled

at her. "Such audacity !

"
ho >aid to his

wife, in private. He had expected no-

thing less than that she would be am
on her own account.

"Ah yes, gentle as she is. >1

always courageou LOU'IMMI ap-

provingly. And he might have known

beforehand that she could imdor>tand no

reflections upon her Mademoiselle Mario.

What follows here is part of a letter

begun by Marie at the Abbaye, to her

grandmother, on the chance of being al>l.

to send it. Before entering the prison
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sh< had dispatched an account of all that

had happened up to that moment, and

now in order somewhat to re-

lieve, if possible, her grandmother's anx-

as to her pres< i stances.

i will want to hear first, dear

aamma. <>f the in"-tinjj with my
! "scribe it to you, but the

joy of it you must imagine for yourself ;

I should not know how to tell that As
soon as 1 arrived, armed with my per-

mission, I asked to be taken din-rtly to

him. Tin- turnkey went in before me to

say that some one had come. I heard m v

start up and <-ry. Marie!
'

and I

was in his arms. It did not occur to me
at that moment to wonder how he knew
it was I ; I was thinking only of him, and

taw only him. He had actually to give
me over to some one who stood by, say-

ing,
* Embrace her, abbe* !

'

and then,
' My

daughter, gentlemen,' before I perceived
that we were not alone. Only think ! the

Abbe* de Saint -Mart occupies the same

room with him, and of course had pre-

pared him to expect me. That was
: happiness, meeting the abbe*

again. I told \ ..u how I learned to ap-

preciate him on that journey of ours as I

never had before. It is a friend I have

made in misfortune. And then, besides

the abbe*, there are three other gentlemen

apartment. The prison is so full

icy put a number of persons to-

in some of the larger rooms of

nner monastery, and so, instead of

> a little cell, and oc-

myself, as I had as

he the case, it turns out that we both

have plenty of company. The room
in belongs by good righto to the family

concierge, and the Princesse de

Tarentc, the Marquise de Fausse-Lendry,
and Mademoiselle Cazotte, the author's

daughter, share it with m... Th,

cess is the only one who is really a pris-
oner ; for I was not so singular as you
thought, dear grandmamma, in my pro-

file Gasotte came here

r fat hT. she is younger than I,

and her father older than mine, and
the marquise besieged the Hdtel de Ville

for days to get permission to attend on

her uncle, the Abbe* de Rastignac, who
is very infirm, and to whom she is devot-

edly attached. In some respects tl i

cell might have been more comfortable

than this arrangement, but we make the

best of inconveniences and privations, and
otherwise enjoy the sympathetic society.

" We are allowed to pass some hours

every day with our friends, and my fa-

ther's companions are delicately consid-

erate in withdrawing as far as they can,

and leaving us such privacy as the cir-

cumstances admit of ; but as it does not

seem right to separate ourselves entirely,

we end by engaging in general conver-

sation ; and I dare say, if you could bear

us all talking, at times, quite gayly, you
would think this an odd set of prisoners.

But it is a point of honor to be cheerful

and keep one's heart up, and our abbe*, as

you ean imagine, greatly assists in this,

I never knew him more charming. A-

for me, if I were a queen but that is

a sad simile ! if I were in the most

brilliant surroundings imaginable, I

not be treated with more consideration.

<>m the outer world rumors of

one kind and another reach us now and

then, and occasion conflicting em<>

but on such topics I can say i

I must be able to tell Monsieur Delavac-

. the keeper of the prison, that my
contains only personal matters, and

invite him to read it if he chooses. I

trust, then, that he will have the kindness

to send it, for you will be glad to know,

at least, that I am well, nnd that my fa-

ther's health is not positively suO

He is very delicate, however, and at first

looked to mo changed, which alarmed

me ; but the abbe* says ho is brighter and

better since I am here, and indeed ho

seems quite natural to me now. I have

not yet told yon that he scolded mo very

sweetly for coming. But little I cared

for that !

"

The letter, begun on the 1st of Sop-
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teinbcr, broke off at tins point, and wa>

never finished.

On Sunday, the 2d of September, a re-

port of the fall of Verdun caused violent

agitation in Paris. The national guard
was called out, and there was talk of a

general levy of the people. At half paM
two o'clock in the afternoon an alarm-

gun was fired on the Pont-Neuf , and the

tocsin sounded. But the report was false.

Verdun had not surrendered, and histo-

rians do not hesitate to affirm that the

tocsin and the alarm -gun had nothing
whatever to do with Verdun, but were the

preconcerted signal for an attack on the

prisons ; that the rumor of the surrender

was employed simply to create an excite-

ment, after which the national guard was

disbanded with the announcement that it

had been all a mistake, and the way was

left clear for what was to follow. Cer-

tain it is that the massacres began at some

points immediately.
That terrible Sunday opened for the

prisoners with no alarming indication of

how it was to end. It was told after-

wards, as a proof of the attack at the

Abbaye being expected, and consequent-

ly premeditated, that the keeper of the

prison had sent his family away in the

early morning. Of this the ladies who oc-

cupied one of his apartments were aware

at the time, without attaching importance
to the circumstance.

One of the jailer's children, who had

often been in their room with the atten-

dant, and whose heart Marie had won,

came that morning and shyly presented
her with a bunch of crimson roses, saying
that she was going into the country, and

should find plenty of flowers for herself,

and also bring back many for mademoi-

selle. To please the child, Marie fastened

the bright bouquet in the folds of muslin

across her breast. She had put on a white

gown because the heat promised to be op-

pressive, and, with her flowers, she looked

so fresh in her simple elegance that when
she went, later, to her father, all her little

court came about her in admiration to ask,
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What is the fete ? They did not yet im-

agine that it was a fete of martyrs, bul the

flowers were the color for the day, red.

The dinner of the prisoners on that I'd

of September was served before two in-

stead of at four o'clock, as usual. Nat u-

rally, that was an event for them, and the

turnkey was assailed with questions on

the subject. He was uncommonly taci-

turn, however ; all he would say was that

it had been so ordered ; he had nothing
to do with it.

" And was our appetite ordered also

for two o'clock ?
"

inquired the abbe*.

Deceived by the serious tone, the turn-

key answered abstractedly that as to that

he could not say. Then, at the little rip-

ple of laughter that went round, he start-

ed, and looked at the prisoners with an

expression which they found difficult to

interpret.
" What was the matter with Jacques ?

"

they asked one another after he was gone.
" He looked as if he had seen a ghost."

It was a day of surprises. The re-

past was hardly over when an unwonted

sound made eveiy one pause and listen.

The report of a carinon ? But why ?

A moment after, the bell of the church

of Saint-Germain-des-PreX close at hand.

boomed out, and was answered faintly

from afar, then nearer, and again and

again. The tocsin !

There was no more laughter when

Jacques returned to set the table to rights.

There were other grave faces than his,

then, and he was besieged once more with

importunate inquiries: What did it mean ':

What had happened? He told them

Verdun had fallen, and that troops were

to be sent off at once ; but he hurried

with his work, and then gathered up all

the table-knives, which were usually left

in readiness for the next occasion, and

carried them off with him. Almost im-

mediately upon that came Delavacquei ie.

brief and peremptory, to say that the

prison was to be visited by a commis-

sion, and that the prisoners must be in

their own rooms. He took Marie away.
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Min tin Assembly or the Commune
cases, but evi

1 1 oil, in- favorable was to be expected
Mich a visit at a moment when the

city was stirred to its foundations by bad

news from the army, and the prisoners

passed the next hour in a state of anxious

tainty. A ft IT that, they were only
11 aware of the nature of the visita-

At four o'clock there was an omi-

amplingof many feet in the little

>treets around the Abbaye ; then a

nng at the gate and a clamor for
'

.11 that could be distinctly heard

by those within. A link- later, being re-

d by a murderous crew fresh from

the slaughter of two hundred and fifty

priests at the Carmelite prison, the be-

siegers of the Abbaye effected an en-

trance and set up their tribunal.

It would be too much to say of the

trials that they were a mere formality, for

liey had none. A few trivial ques-
tions wer' a>k.-d a-* to luunc and a-.-;

Is, where the accused had been

on t iu* 10th of August, or, in the case of a

were ready to take the oath to

the Constitution, and that sufficed. Let
htm in- con \cyed to La Force!

rev* nt possible struggles on the

part of the condemned, the sentence of

death was not actually pronounced, but

the order was that the victim should be re-

moved to some other prison. A t t he Ab-

baye, it was generally, To La Force !

"

the prison of La Fon -

Then the door was opened
m in was pushed out into

ft tea of pikes. In spite of precautions,

however, the prisoners seem to have

known the fate that awaited them : possi-

y had heard, long before Uu i

came, the groans of tin- lvin^: in any
ease, the wretches who butchered t!.- m
were constantly coming into the littl.-

vaulted room where the " court
"

sat, to

see who was to be next, and they were

^pattered from the carnage and
their weapons were bloody. It was easy

to perceive then wliat going to La Force

The prison register which lay open on

the table before Maillard, at the Abbaye,
is, or was a few years ago, still preserved
in the Archives of the Prefecture of Po-

lice : a parchment-bound volume, stained

and soiled within and without, the covers

perhaps from lying among the wine bot-

tles, for the judges grew thirsty and

drank while they pronounced sentence.

But once when the book was shown to a

person who had been present at the mas-

sacres, some peculiar dark spots, of a cer-

tain regularity, upon its pages, were ex-

plained to be finger-marks : the men who
had just dispatched one victim would

come in and look over Halliard's shoul-

der to help select the next, and where

they saw a name they knew would point
to it, touching the page : And this one !

And tliat one !

The narrow street of Sainte-Margue-
rite soon becoming encumbered with the

bodies of the slain, the scene of the mas-

sacre was changed to a < ntrance

to which was not far from the prison
door. There the men began to system-
atize their labors : the place was lighted
with torches, for the slaughter went on

all ni-ht ; they had tables brought on

which bread and wine were placed, be-

cause they, like the judges," required
refreshment ; they set up benches, too,

for the spectators, the men on this side,

the women on that, though it is but right

to remember that the spectators were

comparatively few in number. There

was no general uprising of the people, no

tumult in the city ; except in the imme-

diate f the prisons, all was *t.

Perhaps the most astonishing feature
*

of those wild days and nights is, that

the actors in such a carnival of blood

could show themselves human still from

time to time ; acquitting a prisoner oc-

. . . : .

'

. . :: i :''.: -\

could find no taint of royalism in him, or,

it might be, as arbitrarily as they would

have sent him to his death. Some w.
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some generous trait, seems to touch their

imagination, and the scene changes as if

by magic. Shouts of "
Long live the na-

tion !

"
fill the air : the executioners, who

a moment before were thirsting for the

prisoner's blood, hail him with frantic

rejoicing ; intoxicated with their own

clemency, they embrace him fraternally
and pass him from arm to arm ; they bear

him in triumph through the streets, or

they meet a carriage, and, turning out its

occupants, place their charge in it, and

so conduct him home, still to the cry of
" Vive la nation !

" There were instances

where their sensibilities were so deeply
touched that they asked, as a favor, to

be allowed to witness the meeting be-

tween the rescued one and his friends, af-

ter which they went back to their "
post

"

and to the "
work," as they called it.

The night was passed by Marie and her

unfortunate companions in indescribable

anguish. When morning dawned, the

jailer came at last and told them that

their friends were living. But to Marie

that was like a mockery, unless she could

see her father and convince herself with

her own eyes that she had him still, and

she was so moving in her entreaties that

there was no denying her.

But what a meeting was that ! She

could not have said now " the joy of it."

It was rather the agony of it, as they held

each other in a long embrace. She was

the first to rouse herself, and turned upon
the wretched jailer, who, pale and trem-

bling with all the horrors he had wit-

nessed, stood jingling his keys and bid-

ding her,
" Come ! Come !

"

" Go you !

"
she cried. " I stay here."

From that resolve nothingcould move her,

and even her poor father, who through
the night had been trusting that she was

safer where she was than she would have

been with him, could not bring himself to

give her up again so soon. But he sol-

emnly adjured the jailer, when his name
should be called, to think of her, to come
and take her back among the women, and

hy all that hf held sacred to pn.tret that

innocent head, at lea-t.

As the jailer went a\vay. Marie turnrd

to her father's companion-. You will

bear with me, gentlemen.
"

''though I come at an unaccustomed

hour?"

It was not difficult to bear with her.

To them she seemed even sweeter in IK

pallor and desolation, and speaking wit

that gentle dignity, than she had been i i

all her radiance of the day before. Her

presence there, in the chamber of the dy-

ing, was like that of some blessed spirit.

Only, as they watched her with her arms

around her father's neck, he stroking
back her hair and gazing long and ear-

nestly into her beautiful eyes, as if to im-

press her image on his heart and take

it with him to the unknown land, they

thought how hard it would be for De
Sombreuil to die while she held him so

fast to life.

Marie hardly spoke. Herfather, dwell-

ing on the future which he trusted lay

before her, longing to have the ordering
of it, yet feeling with wretchedness how
little he could do, would whisper to her

now and then. She must remain in the

prison until all was quiet. Her nai

ought not to be on the record ; no one

would think of her, and the jailer,

hoped, would care for her. Then, as sooi

as possible, she must leave the country
now that things were at this pass,

could not bear the thought of her stay in;

longer without him. She might go
such a one of their friends, or i

another, and she inust try to s

brothers. So he planned for her.

plans ! all that she must do this and

that when they two were parted.
" We shall not be parted '.

"
was h<

only answer. And he would not disti

her by insisting. It was hard enougl
for him to think that he must presently

give her a last embrace and leave her

God's mercy.
The room was very still, for thouj

the abbe* seemed a prey to the spirit



was quite noiselessly t

red to and fro. Passing before

<le Sombrcuil and Mai
would sometimes exchange a giant

a mute expression of sympathy.
he said, "It is weary wait

and .Marie was stru< tired look

in his face. I lie night had been one of

ceaseless expectation; at any moment
there might come the summon*, and now

I reached the time when he longed
to confront his fate, whatever it might be,

though indeed he knew that it must be

the worst, to go to meet it rather than

wear his heart quite out in the misery of

wait ing. As he moved away, Marie fol-

liiin to the far corner of the room ;

and when he .turned and saw her. the*

nation fell faintly from his lips
child, child ! perhaps but for me
"uld not be here!

"

I should have come, I mast have
"
she answered earnestly. Hut

re really and only through your
assistance, I should thank you once more
from my very heart For now I shall

never leave my father. I shall go with

here he goes, and shall plead for

Ml le<j and pray them to spare his

run do that. Perhaps

they will hoar inc. If not, I can die

with him." She spoke wish such sim-

. to her the sentiment she uttered

was so natural, that she never guessed how
lied her listener, nor saw the tears

that filled his eyes, bnt continue,! :

have been very kind to me, and now t h* i,

is one thing more ; I came to ask it.

me your blessing. It will help me."
She knelt He was silent for a mo-

> collect hims, If. then spoke the

*<>]< inn words, made the sign of the cross,

iid his hand gently on her head.

As she rose there was a look of

feet peace on her innocent face, and
n impulse, he took her hands to

stay her.
" Give me your blessing, child

v God bless you ! May God
Mess and keep you !

"
she cried fervently.

.I." h. said.

At that moment there was a sound

of heavy steps along the passage ; they

paused at the door, and unaccustomed

hands began to work at the bolts and
locks. Some of the wretches from below

had come themselves to summon t.

next victim. W i t h i n . the prisoners stood

breathless until the door swung back, dis-

closing two or three grim figures, and an

impious voice called hoarsely,
" Saint-

Mart, priest !

"

The weary waiting was over.
"
Here/' the abbe* responded steadily.

Marie was still close beside him, and he

bent to kiss her with tender re

then gave his hand right and left as the

others pressed around, turned at the door

to wave a farewell with his old, pleasant
smile upon his lips, and so was gone. Bat
it may be that a pure heart's benedir

was fulfilled upon him then and there,

for he had the last blessing that this

earth held for him, his martyrdom
was short

Those whom he left behind knew that

It was but a little while before the steps
were heard again ; and now the call was

Sombreuil.
'

He too was ready. When the fatal

moment came, the sooner he tore himself

away from his sweet child, the better.

But on the tlm-hold there was a loving
>t niggle, and the father's voice cried in

anguish,
"
Stay here, Marie ! Stay ! i

But how could she let him go, when
she meant that not even death should

part them ? And the men were on her

side.

ul.r.-uil. father and dauyhf

they said with satisfaction, having found

more than they expected.

: explanations were of no

avail. That remained to be seen. She

must come before the court They were

by no meant tore the would not prove to

be their lawful prey.
So they all went down the narrow stair-

way, and into the vaulted, crypt -like
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chamber where the bloody tribunal sat.

Around a table were a dozen men, ghast-

lv from long vigil, their hair and clotheJ

in disarray : some of them wild looking,

with bloodshot eyes, others stupid and

indifferent, two fast asleep, one with

his head among the bottles on the table,

the other sunk in his chair, his chin upon
his breast. M ail lard, mindful of his dig-

nity as judge, was still alert, dealing out

his death sentences like an irresponsible

autocrat, his clenched hand on the jail-

book, and a frown on his otherwise insig-

nificant face. He turned to the gray-
haired soldier and the fair young girl.

" Sombreuil and his daughter !

"
the

men exclaimed, proud of their prize.

And then, for her sake, the unhappy
father appealed to the "

justice
"

of that

hideous "
court," stating her case, and

entreating that she might be given a

safe-conduct out of the prison, or else be

pronounced free and left in the jailer's

charge until she could get away. That

was putting himself out of the question

beforehand, but no one noticed it ; the

court was probably as sure that he was
"
guilty

"
as he was that he should be

condemned. At all events, Maillard ac-

ceded to the request so far as to search

the record ; and when her name was not

found there, he looked around on his as-

sociates. But so long as the slightest ap-

pearance of a form of justice was pre-

served the case seemed clear, and he

directed that Marie should be taken back

to her apartment
The court ordered, however, and those

obeyed who chose. Her safety was of no

moment to the bystanders, and when she

protested, they let her stay. But Mon-

sieur de Sombreuil was, happily, unaware

of that. Two men held him, and being

unable to look about him, and hearing

nothing of Marie, he believed that she

was gone.

Meanwhile, his trial bade fair to be

delayed for some little time because of a

case just begun when he had been brought

down, and which was now resumed. It

'.x Pity. [April,

was that of a tradesman of the .jua

accused of speaking ill of the nal

Some of his neighbors v. for

him, and as this made the party ir his

condemnation only the more veluu

the discussion ran hi^-li.

Marie had withdrawn as far as

ble from observation, hiding her time;

and as she witnessed the contest over the

unfortunate man whose patriotism was

called in question, she gained a little en-

couragement from discovering that the

proceedings of the court were irregular in

the extreme, that every one appeared to

be at liberty to speak, and that interrup-

tions were the rule rather than the ex-

ception ; this allowed her to hope that

she too might be heard when the mo-

ment came. She stood near the door

that led to the street, but turned her eyes
with shuddering from the men who wan-

dered in and out, their sleeves rolled up
to the shoulder and their arms blood-

stained. One of them, a gaunt figure with

a liberty cap on his head, merely held the

door open and glanced around as if he

were searching for some one ; then, when
he saw Marie, he entered, and went di-

rectly to her.

" Come out with me," he said. "
I 11

take you away safely. You 've done no

harm."

She gazed at him, bewildered for an

instant, and then recoiled with horror.

"You, here!"

It was Gridou.

Brute though he was, he felt her at

horrence, and must have had some dii

perception that he deserved it ; for he

could not meet her eyes now as when

first he flung his bitter taunts at her,

but stood silent, rubbing the handle

his axe and looking down. Words had

never come readily to him. or he ini-ht

have said that lie was there because

of her; that when he knew they were

slaughtering at the Abbaye, he had re-

membered her and thought to be of use

to her once more. Still, his axe was red,

and he could not have explained that ;
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I not the gift to trace within him-

self the gradual awaken

beast at sight of carnage, until he too

had seized a weapon, and cried with the

rest,
" Kill ! kill !

"
All lie knew was that

he had felt him-.-lt' i>aying off old scores

1 1 is wife was dea<l. hi>

children were dead, and these had lived

i while f/t'-i/ starved,

had lived lung enough ! But now, when
the girl who had pitied him and his

. from him, there arose in his fe-

vered brain some half-formed idea, some

recollection of her telling him that he

did not care for other people's miseries.

wished her well ! He looked at

ith something like a piteous expres-
:md when he spoke again it was

almost timidly.
" You can trust i

t you away. If I go out first and

tell them you have done nothing, and

then you cry, 'Long live the nation !

'

no-

ill touch you.'*

da sudden thought
to Marie. To go first and speak t the

it there, to tell them that her fa-

as innocent, was not that what

she ought to do ? Was it not necessary
his executioners in case she

to persuade his judges ?

go ! / must speak to

them !
"
she cried ; then saw her oppor-

tunity at that very id darted,

like a flash of light, in ! rohe,

past a man who was blunderin- in. He
1 and struck at her with a clnh ho

hurled him backwards into the room, and

rushed after Ma :ig his cap on his

axe and Vive la n

Perhaps it was this that saved her. hut

>t was also her own complete
< to danger that gave

'

free pass through it, her absolute fear-

lesslle>s when the italghteMffl -was in !

h. r. as well as Gridou's statement

!>e had done nothing and was not

to be touched. Instead of killing h.

questioned, Who was she ? Why was she

there ? She was required to explain her

sudden appearance, unheralded ; for it

was the office of those who stood within

to take possession of the victims, and to

announce from the door the name and

quality of each when he was launched oat

i., death,

She answered them. And h<>

though the grisly figures were, she shud-

dered at them no longer. Her one idea

now was, if perhaps they were still hu-

man ; if in spite of all they had hearts,

and she could reach them. But they
looked at her stonily and turned away.
If they were not to kill her, they had no
further interest in her. And what should

\ care for her father ?

! she followed them. She went into

the court There everywhere in ;

even pavement were pools of a dreadful

r-1. She heeded nothing; it was as if

she liad seen it all before ; corpses were

lying here and there waiting to be car-

ried away; she would not look. The

dead, God rest them ! but her whole

heart was with the 1 .it one who
lived still, and should live yet! So she

about in that horrible place like

a white dove, appealing to one after an-

"Oh. if you have a daughter,
think if you were there* and she here

begging for your life !

"
she pointed to

the prison, and laid her little hand upon
her hivast. And to tin- next it was,

"What would you feel to see an axe

raised against your father's gray head ?
"

Hut they neither thought nor felt any
more ! Or she told them he loved the

nation as they did ; she said he was no
44
aristocrat," and she had a right to say

he was not the haughty, heartless,

grasping courtier that the word meant

t<> them; he was not one to let loose a

foreign army on his native land only to

preserve his own power and place and

wealth, as they believed. But they would

Suddenly she heard women's voices,

and thought if there were women there,

they would help her ; they would plead,

too. And just then one of them called
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her. * Come here, iny little demoiselle,"

she said amiably. ''Come and stand up
on this bench with us ; you can see every-

thing then ; and we shall have a famous

aristocrat presently, a marquis !

"

" Woman !
"
burst from her lips when

she could speak,
"

it is my father !

"

" Lord ! she 's an aristocrat herself !

"

they said. And what was she doing there,

then ? Had she been tried ? Had she

been acquitted ?

" / know what she 's doing !

"
cried

one of them indignantly.
" She 's trying

to get her father's release. I've seen

her going about among the men."

But Marie was already gone. Sick at

heart, she went straight back now to the

prison door, Gridou following her like

a dog ; indeed, he had done that all the

while.
" It is no use," he said. " I would

help you, but I 'm only one. Come away."
*'

Open the door !

" was all her answer ;

and he did her bidding.
The other case had been decided, fa-

vorably as it seemed, for the tradesman

had disappeared, and to see her father

before his judges made Marie feel al-

most as if she were too late. What he

felt, whether there was more of rapture

or of horror in his cry as she entered,

coming safe out of the very jaws of death,

it would be hard to tell. She lay for a

moment in his arms ; but when a murmur

rose, as if the court were growing impa-

tient, she placed herself beside him, and

said calmly,
" I will not disturb you, mes-

sieurs."

The trial of Monsieur de Sombreuil

was the longest that took place at the

Abbaye. One can well imagine it, with

the advocate he had. But for her it must

have been very short. He could not deny
the king ; he could only say that all lie

had done had been his bounden duty as

a soldier and a man of honor. That

was a language his judges did not under-

stand. But Marie knew no pride then.

and everything that was not false was
lawful to her. She could refute them and

argue with them. And if, seeing them-

selves no match for her, they thought to

cut the matter short, if the faces all

around darkened, and Maillard seemed

on the point of uttering the fatal sen-

tence, she would stop it for yet a little

longer by some sudden, pas>ionate appeal.

She would plead and pray. A woman
could do that, and she made it her glory
in such a cause.

Finally, however, Maillard exclaimed

that it was not enough for her to assert

her father's innocence ; she must prove
it. It was easy to declare that he was a

Frenchman before all things, in spite of

having two sons hi the Prussian army, or

that he loved the nation, though he had

served Capet.
" Proofs ! Witnesses !

"

he cried, and looked at her triumphantly.

"My father has thirty-five witnesses

to speak for him," she answered on the

instant.

He gazed in wonder. " And where are

they ?
"

"Here! all here! The thlrty-jice

wounds that he has received for his

country."
There was a sudden silence through the

room, a stillness as when one says an

angel passes. Marie herself might have

been the angel, as she stood with her arm

extended towards her father, her eyes
fixed on his blood-stained accusers. It

was as if no one breathed, until Mail-

lard, with visible emotion, rose and said,

" Innocent or guilty, I believe it would

be unworthy of the people to shed the

blood of this old man."

The cause was won ! But no ! Those

whose hearts she had touched at la.it

might raise the saving cry of " Vive la

nation !

" which betokened an acquittal,

but there was no answer from without.

The men out there were not minded to

lose the prey they had waited for so lon^.

the "
aristocrat," the "

marquis." There

was a deafening roar when he and Marie

appeared. Those with them waved their

caps and pikes. tr\ in.^ vainly to be heard;

their voices were drowned in shouts of
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! away !

"
i( rike him

Trail

-Take her away!
"

Rude hands seized K< .. {!:

if was striving to put her from hi MI.

lest his murderers should lose pa
und .-he be harmed ; hut she clung with

a strength that no one could have sus-

in that slight franu-. and together

they were pushed and dragged into the

court, while ever and anon her voice,

shrill with agony, rose above the tumult:

ky! My father! Spare him!
"

Or again, Kill me too, then ! Kill me
And she covered him so with her

body that it seemed indeed as if they must

have killi-d lu-r too had they struck him.

'tig the unequal contest lasted it is

impossible to say, but doubtless it was an
: y of anguish for that faithful heart.

>ice grew fainter, though it could

still ho heard answering the cries with

which tin- men urged each other on. "He
rat I II- l.iv.-s \n^ country!

We are not aristocrats !

"

In a chance lull which followed upon
those words, a man pu-!,--d his way to her,

stooped down, and dipped a cup in a pool

pavi-mnr >u are not aris-

tocrats, drink that! Drink it to the na-

and your father will be saved!
"

i took place one of those changes
is crowd is subject. The

clamor died away as if by magic, only
re and there a taunting voice was

heard :
* Yes, drink it : .ti are

i aristocrat, it will taste good to

* aristocrats' blood :

;is the en: ..f the horrors

he had passed through; if nature had
shrunk hark ih. MI. they would have been

! was stronger than

nature. Th. \\ill. at least, was there.

She raised the cup. hut in that instant she

NOTE. For thoM who may be unacquaiut-
> the facts, there will poaaibly be aomo

btonwt in a few deUiU with n^ard to the af-

of Mademoiaelle de Sorabrenil

hadsavr.l },-, father bul foi i :...,. .
, ,.,V, a

month, btvr, he, with the younger of hi* two

saw Kin- nt her feet a darkly clad body,
the arm thrown up a delicate, small

hand a pool of blood. The cup shook,

some of that terrible wine splashed up on

her pure lip, and it was enough. The man
beside her raised the cry,

" She drinks !
"

and the air was rent by a mighty shout,

She drinks: She drinks! And long
live the nation !

"

Her work was done. She had saved

her father.

Strong arms bore them apart, Marie

resistless now. They were carried in

triumph. The very men who a moment
before had howled " Kill him !

"
adopt-

ed the " aristocrat
"

for their own, in a

passion of fraternity. Some of them

mounted a carriage with him and rolled

through the astonished streets, brandish-

ing their pikes with joy, and calling wild-

ly to the passers that it was " an old man
who loved his country, and a daughter of

the nation."

Marie was tenderly supported by her

father, but she could not yet feel her hap-

piness nor rejoice. The lips that had been

so eloquent were mute, her eyes gazing

straight b< i with an expression

utal suffering terrible to see on a

young face ; but she was strong still to

endure, and the way was short. They
were going to the humble shelter which

she had chosen for her-

As the carriage stopped, she was lift-

ed down, and a voice said.
- You gmve

I gave you blood. It was to

save your father."

And tin MI. like the phantasmagoria of

an awful dream, the crowd swept away,

they were gone, and in the blessed still-

ness those two turned to each other : he,

\\ith a he.i: '..i-p
her in

his arms, hU .laid, hi* . m!.- daugh-
ter who had dared to tun. h for 1

/'

v ill. them, bat

fStl

luthefol-

' Ji.-r r. :i..4iiiiiu; Lr-.th-r.

Charlee de Sowbnmil. who. after diatiajruimhin*

aad waa pat ui eharve of an expeditioa which
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landed at Quiberon, cm the west coast of France.

The enterprise failed, and he, taken prisoner

by General Hoche, was carried to Vanues and
condemned to be shot. In order to arrange his

affairs, he asked permission to go back on board
the English ship which had brought him, and
three days were granted him for that purpose.
He returned at the time appointed for his ex-

ecution, himself gave the order to fire, and fell

lamented by those who took his life. After the

9th Thermidor, Mademoiselle de Sombreuil, re-

leased from prison, left the- country, and mar-
ried an tmigrt, the Count de Villelmn.-. II. -r

father had been governor of the Invalides in

I'aris. and her husband, under the Rest,

held the same office at Avignon, where she died
Li \^-'-'>. Her heart was placed in the military

chapel there, and on the suppression of that
branch of the Invalides was deposited \\\ the

church in Paris,
"
the heart," as one histo-

rian
says,

"
that beat so bravely in those terri-

ble September days."

THE BASIS OF OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

OUR present system of education is

founded upon the study of the classics.

It is an inheritance from the past, when
a man of learning meant a man who was

at home with the literature of Greece

and Rome. Now the knowledge of the

world has increased so much, and the

openings for an educated man are so

much more numerous than they were,

that the number of subjects with which

a well-informed man must be acquaint-
ed has grown proportionately. In re-

sponse to this demand, the old courses

of study have been added to and added

to, while the foundation has remained

the same. The classics still stand in

their old position, while a mass of sci-

ence and other new branches of study
has been piled in on top. The natural

result of this has been to increase the

age at which pupils are ready to enter

college, and thus the age at which young

professional men can start as lawyers
and doctors. Men who felt that a work-

ing people like us could not afford to

spend our lives until twenty-eight or

thirty in mere preparation for work be-

gan an agitation against the classics, be-

cause they are farthest away from our

daily lives, and to a casual observer seem

of little use, even when he is willing
to acknowledge their ornamental value.

But in attacking the very basis of a whole

system it becomes necessary to go deeper

into the question than it would be neces-

sary to go if the attack were made upon
a mere accessory to it. The question is

not the surface one,
" Had we better drop

the study of Latin and Greek ?
"

but is

this,
" Is our present system of education,

which is from historical reasons classical,

suited to present needs ?
"

It is impos-
sible to answer this question without first

finding out what sort of an individual is

most to be desired as the product of our

system here and now in America.

The absence of artificial class distinc-

tions in America makes each man anx-

ious to become influential, and to win for

himself the consideration and respect of

the community in which he lives, as these,

under democratic conditions, are not se-

cured to him by right of inheritance.

The first necessity for an educated man

is, therefore, that he should be able to

win this respect and influence most easily.

The ability to reason clearly and go at

once to the root of a matter, and to see

its proper relations to other muttn

the most important factor in gaining a

commanding position among one's fel-

lows, in whatever calling one may choose.

Combined with this there must be ii

the mind a large amount of substantn

knowledge, to furnish material wliicl

the reasoning power can use in making

comparisons, and which will provide fin

ground for arguments and conclusic
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upon. This mental power and
ntive knowledge will prevent a nar-

row judgment, which from its very nar-

-s is likely to he unsound. Just as

the man v. n has had a wide expt
'

i and things can, from i

'ii, see more truly the bearing of a

>n on all sides, and ceases to be pro-
vincial, so tin- educated man, with mental

power and knowledge, widens his expe-
rience and horizon, and sees more truly

the due proportions of things.
Yet a nation composed only of hard

thinkers, whose minds were filled with

A ould be anything but agreeable
! ruble if they did not also possess

cultivation. By this much-abused term

I mean an elusive something which is

easily recognized when present in any
individual, and missed at once

ft a thing which it is al-

impossible to define. It may be

characterized as sympathy and appreci-
i'or all forms of human thought,
r expressed in literature or art or

hnman endeavor, just as philanthropy is

sympathy and appreciation for all forms
of human suffering and human action.

nts a training of tastes and feel-

ings, so that what is great in thought,
r expressed in painting or lit.-r-

or music, may be readily under-

stood and enjoyed. It means sympathy
with the beautiful as presented to the eye
or ear. Hut more than all, it means an

t in the intellectual and spiritual
tide of things as opposed to the purely

practical. It does not mean a s]

in any one or more branches
of human knowledge. A man may be

with the details of this or that

h of science or art ; he may 1>

ther a musician nor a painter, and \ t

be a cultivated man. lint if he fail t.>

appreciate this or that branch ..I tl.

or fail to see what the world gains from

Hg and iinisir when their fruits are

it to his notice, lie . ;m in ,, sense

to be a cultivated man. A power-

ympathy is a

LXXV. NO. 450. 34

imagination. A poem, a picture, and a

symphony become but so many str^ki--.

of the pen, the brush, and the bow to

one whose imagination is untrained. To
such an one the critical notes in Per-

cy's Reliques are far more interesting
than the ballad of Chevy Chace

the mechanism of a piano than a Chopin
nocturne, the price of a Corot than its

coloring.

As this cultivation is of no direct pe-

cuniary value except to the rela

small number of individuals whose pur-
suits in life are connected with art or

literature, and is of enormous value in

increasing the sum of human enjoyment
and happiness, it is a corrective, indeed

almost a necessary one, to a sordid and
utilitarian view of life. It must be ac-

companied by the two first-mentioned

results of education, mental power and

knowledge, if we would not have it de-

generate into dilettanteism or an esthetic

craze. Thus accompanied and limited

by reason and knowledge, no one can

deny that it is a fitting object to be at-

tained by education, particularly in a

country like ours, of busy, practical peo-

ple. Any system of education wl

to be certified to by the degree of Bache-

lor of Arts should, from its beginning
to its end, tend to train the imagii

and the taste by bringing each mind in

contact with the great achievements of

;ire and art.

The ideal result of our system si

be a clear-thinking man of affairs, with a

mind well stored with useful knowledge,
but at the same time trained to appreci-

ate the beautiful and Mthetie side of life.

In ,.rder t< approach this ideal, we must

train the mind for dear thinking, the

memory for retaining knowledge, and

the imagin.r :ethetic enjoyment
If the first object be neglected, we hare

a Bunthorne and his silly crew. If it

receive undue attention at the expense
of the others, we have the unpoetic,

unlovely Gradgriiul. If knowledge be

made too prominent, we have the Anti-
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quary with his useless lore. The main

clanger to be avoided in the present age,
which is distinctly one of material pro-

sperity, and hence of mercenary ideal >

and standards, is the disregard of cultiva-

tion. For this is opposed to such stan-

dards, although entirely in sympathy
with practical effort, provided it be not

made the end and aim of all things. In-

deed, it is dependent upon material pro-

sperity for its existence and its beneficent

results. Another danger which seems to

threaten our system at present is the fail-

ure to train the memory. This seems

strange in an era of scientific investiga-
tion and exactness, but good memories

are becoming rarer and rarer among us.

Observation and reasoning have crowded

out the memory, either because teachers

do not train it, in their hurry to make
the pupil show an increase of reasoning

power, or because a natural disgust at

the useless facts which children were

formerly obliged to commit to memory
without understanding them has made
teachers abandon all such work with-

out substituting anything else. There

are facts, and also quantities of prose and

poetry, which it is good to know. Let

children learn these by heart, so that they

may not lose the one advantage which

came from learning by rote all the rules

and exceptions of Andrews and Stod-

dard's Latin Grammar, or lists of all the

rivers and capes of North America.

The facts so acquired were practically

useless, but the process trained good
memories. Having some idea now of

the ideal for which we must strive, let

us look at our present system to see how
well suited it is to produce this ideal un-

der changed modern conditions.

It is perfectly true that the demands

made upon the mind of a man increase

every year. Knowledge and apprecia-

tion of literature and art are no longer

enough to stamp an educated man. He
must be scientific. He must be familiar

with inagneti>m a- well afl mythology,
with evolution as well as elegiacs, with

geology as well as genesis, lie must
add psychology to his philosophy, real-

ism to his literature, and impressionism
to his art. If then we are overburdened,

we must modify the old to meet tin

If the old idea of the educational valu

of the classics is wrong, and the sunn-

or better results can be obtained from

the study only of modern languages and

science ; if the study of such subjects
will produce a man of keen perception,
accurate knowledge, and broad culture,

let us face the question squarely, by all

means ; let us take out the classics from

our system, and spend our time in

ing only those subjects which are up to

date, and which possess an additional

value in that they can be used direct-

ly to bring pecuniary return. But we
must see what the study of the classics

does for the mind, and also what other

subjects, if any, can be substituted for

them.

The fact that the study of the classics

contributes to the cultivation of the *tu-

dent, even if the study is pursued only a

short distance, needs no arguments to

support it. Every educated person knows

what all literature owes to the works

which have come down to us from Greece

and Rome. Every person also knows

that the merest superficial study of the

classics brings one into an atmosphere of

art such as treatises on art must labor

long to produce. But English literature

rightly studied, masterly translations of

the classic authors thoughtfully read,

can do all this for the student in a bet-

ter, quicker, and more intcr->iin^ \\i\\

than the classics can. For these efft

alone upon the mind, we cannot affoi

to keep the classics as the basis of 01

system.
In addition to this, t

l s ti

the memory, because new word* and ne>

facts must be constantly remembei

and these words and facts are u-eft

The vehicles of thought are woi

an increase in vocabulary increases

understanding and the power to mal
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others understand. The nomenclature

of the sciences is drawn almost exclu-

sively from Greek and Latin. As hu-

man development goes on, new words

are needed to express new concej

and these new words come from the old

languages. The civilizations of Greece

liome have influenced the growth
of all the ages since they flourished, and

the more one knows about them from

the original sources, the better one is

e<|iii]>|M-<l t<> understand his own civiliza-

So for the attainment of substan-

tive knowledge the study of the classics

it again valuable. But even for these

two objects of education, cultivation and

knowledge, the value of classical study
is not enough to require that it be re-

1

; it must be shown that it con-

tributes also to the gain of mental power.
This gain is in the direction of philo-

d reasoning, and deserves careful

consideration.

Mathematics is a study which is ac-

knowledged by all to train the reasoning

powers. Geometry in its purest form is

1 but exact reasoning. If a cer-

u-t A is true, and another fact B
u true, then that a third fact C must

be true is the essence of geometry. Al-

t' reasoning carries this process of

analysis further, and gives a different

and !ii JL. r kind of mental power and a

greater abstraction. The reasoning is as

logical as that of geometry, but the whole

process is more <!. In order

rence it is necessary to

solve a problem by algebra. Take, for

example, one which always terrifies the

lM.il. and may be remembered by the

reader as a bugbear in his youth :

he price of eggs a dozen, when
lore in a shilling's worth lower the

a penny a dozen ?

:i|.li.-.l. 1'ut n.t expressed di-

iii words, a comparison between
the cost of eggs under two concl

of one dozen eggs under the

t lie price under
the new conditions pin-* ,

l of :i shilling.

531

One egg will cost a fraction of a shilling,

found by dividing one shilling by the

number which can be bought If we re-

present the number which can be bought
the price of one egg is 1-, and one

dozen would cost -^U The price of a

dozen eggs in the second case is JLL, as

the number in this case is two more.

Our statement was, The old price of a

dozen eggs= new price of a dozen -[-

Jy. If these words are replaced by their

equivalents in algebraic symbols which

we have obtained above, we reach this

algebraic equation: JJU^J-t-f.^.
This

equation can be solved by ordinary alge-
braic methods which need not concern us,

and the problem is finished.

A moment's careful study of Uiis bit

of analysis will show how different it

is from the reasoning of pure geome-

try. The geometrician reasons from a

form which he sees, and about which he

knows certain facts, to other new conclu-

sions or facts. In applying algebraic rea-

soning to the problem above, facts which

were expressed in words have been ex-

amined, separated, and from them new
facts have been deduced, which were only

implied. Tin u these facts have been

stated in their due relation in a new lan-

guage, of which the nouns are r'n and

y's, and the verbs= and +. Instead of

reasoning with observed facts, as in geo-

metry, thoughts expressed in words have

been analyzed and reasoned about and

put together again in a new medium.

This process is one of analysts and syn-

thesis of thought, and the pupil finds

.Mem difficult because of this very
thin ;.

Another difficulty for the pupil is that

it requires a power of abstraction, be-

cause he is carrying on a process of

thought with an unknown quantity, x,

instead of a concrete number. The

process of thought required to find the

cost of an egg if ten cost

to find the cost of one if x cost a shil-

ling. In the latter case it is necessary to
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think with a quantity which is incom-

pletely grasped. Certain relations which

it bears to other quantities are known,

while other relations are vague and un-

known. It is necessary to hold in the

mind and deal with a concept sharply
defined on certain sides, but indistinct on

others until more of its limitations arc-

determined. No picture or image of it

can be formed until the limitations all

become distinct. The whole operation
is analogous to that required in reading
and comprehending a written or print-

ed sentence which contains a qualifying
clause. The sentence " The lane is

long
"
presents to the mind at once a

picture which is clear and distinct so far

as is required to grasp the meaning ; but

in the proverb
" It is a long lane which

has no turning," when the eye has

reached the end of the first statement

no clear concept is possible. The mind

must retain and think of a vague, long

lane, until the concept is made clearer

and sharper by the last clause. But even

then, as in the problem, the meaning of

it must be sought by further thought.

The concept of a long lane without a

turning must be followed by the idea of

the impossibility of this in actual exist-

ence, and the obvious application of this

figurative statement to the affairs of real

life, that * no set of circumstances can

exist long without a change."

Analysis and synthesis of ideas are the

essence of all thinking, and the power to

do these clearly is as necessary to the

man of affairs as to the philosopher.

Education, in order to fulfill its object,

must furnish as much practice in the

process as possible. Just as the tran-

lation of ideas expressed in words into

algebraic symbols, in the solution of pro-

blems, furnishes this practice, so the

translation of ideas expressed in a foreign

language into English will furnish the

same practice. Such a translation, if it

be accurate, requires the same ana
1

to get the meaning of the foreign tongue,
the same synthesis to express that mean-

ing anew in English, while the attrac-

tion required is much greater than that

used in solving algebraic problems. As
the field of human thought is practically

unlimited, there is no limit to the amount
of practice which can be given by tran^-

lation, in this analysis and synth >i- u'

thought.
In a very simple Latin sentence, it i>

easy to see how complicated and exhau>i-

ive an analysis must be made to read it

intelligently.
" Ad haec Caesar respondit

se, id quod in Nerviis fecisset, facturum."

(De Bello Gallico, Book II. Chap. 31'. ,

Ad h(KC, to these things, some things pre-

viously mentioned and known to the read-

er ; but as he does not know what rela-

tion they bear to the rest, he cannot form

any clear picture yet. Ccesar respom lit,

Caesar answered. Now the idea is carried

further. The reader knows that <

sar answered to these previous remarks ;

but what ? Se, himself, probably did or

would do something, but the idea is still

incomplete. Id quod, the thing which ;

in Nerviis, among the Nervii ; fecit

he had done. Obviously, what he had

done among the Nervii. The reader

still has nothing to connect the ae with.

Facturum, to be about to do. So far as

analyzed, the ideas are as follows: To

these things Caesar replied himself what

among the Nervii he had done to In

about to do. Now the meaning is un-

derstood, and only needs to be ex

in English : Caesar replied to these thi :

that he would do what he had done in

the case of the Nervii.

It will be clear to any one who com-

pares the processes of thought required

for this translation and for the algebraic

problem that the two are essentially the

same, except that the transition de-

mands more abstract and more difficult

reasoning than the problem. The

act translation of an idea from one lan-

guage to another requires this kind

thinking. Even the attempt to express
a thought which is given in one form of

words, in a new form of words whi(,
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are not synonyms of the first, needs it.

of French or German gives

training in this important mental power,
but tiie thoughts and the form in which

'

they are presented are so near t<>

lisli that the process is easier, and tin-

s proportionately less, than in study-
10 classics. Our problem would

have been easier if it had been stated

more nearly in the form of the equation

ultimately obtained, and the solution of

it would have been a less useful mental

exercise. In Greek and Latin the ideas

are so different in themselves, and are

presented in such a different form, that

the analysis is extremely difficult, and

:uind profits in proportion.
- all science teachers contend, lab-

oratory work is indispensable for teach-

ing science ; if, beside being told a fact,

the pupil must see it for himself in order

nember it, if it is necessary for

a student to make himself master of the

truths of science, which are only a part
ll mental equipment how much

more essential is laboratory work in

language, which is a tool he can never

lay aside ! As the student of science

most begin by experimenting with the

st phenomena in order to clear

away, even at the expense of much time

ill. I.-, unnecessary complications

ly confuse him, and per-

haps vitiate his results, so should the stu-

dent of language begin with such lan-

guages as belong to an early civilization

tore use words more simj.K

rectly, even if the work be trouble-

tome and tedious. Every modem lan-

guage has a loose and inaccurate

whirh complicates and obscure* th-

thought, whereas both Greek and Latin
are periodic. The thought in a sentence,
or even in a whole paragraph or chap-

carried consistently through with

balanced contrasts, and sharp contrast-

ing words are put here and then

><>sU to mark its way. The b

tigntions of students in a laboratory are

ity with the phenomena of nature which

can come only through personal contact.

To tlu' knowledge of a scientist trained

in this way we bow as Silas Wegg did

to the doctor,
u as to a gentleman whose

acquaintance with his inside he begged

respectfully to acknowledge." So the

world has bowed for centimes to those

who, having obtained their knowledge of

the use of language in the laboratory of

Demosthenes and Cicero, have written

their thoughts in forms to last forever.

We surely cannot run the risk of train-

ing a set of men whose power of ex-

pressing thought, or even of thinking, is

limited by an ignorance of language only
to be compared with the ignorance of

textbook students of science, who know
about language, as they would about sci-

ence, only what they have been told as

lore, but have never seen. As the stu-

dent of physics and chemistry must

begin by studying the phenomena of air

and gravity, since these will affect all

the other phenomena which he observes,

because he must experiment on the earth

a u.l in the air, so every educated man
should study those languages which have

had the greatest influence on the words

:m<l forms which he must use for every

thought which he thinks or utters while -

he lives. These languages are Greek and
Latin, and a man can no more get away
from their effect than he can eliminate

gravity or the air.

A further advantage to be gained
from classical study in the direction

roascd mental power d^ikhss from

the practice involved in grasping word

meanings which are vague and abstract

The quantities with which any muhomas*
ical or scientific study deals are exact

an.l limited. The x of our problem, al-

though unknown, and therefore abstract,

it yet absolutely definite and exact, be-

cause it represents a number. Every
word, however, which we use to denote

an abstraction, whether noun or verb, does

not stand for any exact quantity, l

a vague concept or group of concepts, de
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pendent upon each individual's personal

experience and knowledge. Even names

of concrete things have around them this

same vague penumbra of connotations

dependent upon experience and know-

ledge. The word miles in Latin is com-

monly translated by the word soldier, but

we cannot say miles= soldier. To us

to-day in America the word soldier sug-

gests a blue-uniformed man who loafs in

barracks or guards United States pro-

perty. To an Englishman it suggests
a red-coated individual with a fondness

for nursemaids and an unlimited devo-

tion to the "
widdy," as he facetiously

calls her Majesty the Queen. In Eng-
land and America he may belong to

either infantry or cavalry. But to Caesar

the word miles meant a man in leather

shirt and short leather breeches, with

a metal breastplate and helmet, armed

with a spear and shield, and belonging.

to the infantry. The only thing in com-

mon between these concepts is that each

designates a man fighter trained to obey
orders and paid for his services. Our

equation, in order to be true, must be

amended somewhat as follows : we must

subtract from miles all its distinguishing

characteristics represented by x, and from

soldier everything which makes it a vivid

picture to the mind. Remembering that

these outlines are different from the dis-

tinguishing marks of miles, and that they

vary for each individual who hears the

word, we can represent them by y, and

we have miles x= paid trained fighter

=r soldier y. In an abstract quality

the concepts are more vague even than

this. The Latin word virtus, for exam-

ple, expressed to the Roman originally

qualities belonging to vir, a man. To
a people whose chief occupation and in-

terest was conquest, the most important

manly quality was bravery, so that virtue

was gradually limited to this main idea.

In the course of centuries this quality
has faded in importance, and we now
use this same word, as our English vir-

tue, to indicate the more abstract idea

of moral goodness ; and to him \\ lu

it and to him who hears it, its meaning
varies with his own opinion of moral

qualities. It has grown more and more

abstract, and wandered so far from its

original meaning that it implies woman-

ly rather than manly qualities.

All thinking must be done largely with

words, and the concept behind each word

varies, as we have seen, with each indi-

vidual's experience. It is impossible to

translate from Latin and Greek into Eng-
lish without reasoning constantly with

the vague symbols called words, and with-

out weighing their meanings. This prac-

tice leads to a careful and accurate use

of words, as it increases the knowledge
and experience from which we form our

concepts, which will make a man reason

carefully and express his reasoning clear-

ly about any subject, whether he is think-

ing out a problem in medicine or law, sci-

ence or theology, commerce or finance, art

or philosophy. No mind can be equipped
to do so which has not had some training

of this kind. The more careful and pro-

longed the training has been, the better

equipped the mind will be.

The reading of any foreign tongue can

give much practice in this necessary use

of the mind, and the study of the classics

has done so for centuries. Other branches

of study could give it, but unfortunately

they are not fitted for use in early edu-

cation. Philosophy is one of these, and

is perhaps the best ; but a boy of fifteen

can hardly grasp the ideas of Epicurus
or of the Stoics, although his virtues

those of both schools. Dogmatic th-o-

logy is another ; but free will and infant

baptism could hardly interest us in our

teens. Strangely enough, these two sub-

jects have taken the place of lingui

at two periods in history when, from tin-

force of circumstances, a people were

eluded from the study of any other lan-

guage than their own.

The Greeks and Romans were natural-

ly cut off from any language but their

own, although the Romans did study
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k as a polite aecomplMimont. In

'ice of the study of any ancient lan-

, we find that both na

ilk.-d. and discussed philosophy,
ami mad.- it the basis of their -<lu

In tin- .-ai-ly days of New Englan<l our

s landed in a wilderness, shut off

almost entirely from the classical educa-

!> had in the mother country, ex-

cept in the largest towns. Most of tin -in

were from a middle class more noted for

its sturdy honesty than for its learning,

and they had very few books. Yet these

brought forth a progeny with

. who were ready in debate

and all forms of intellectual activity, and

have left in our literature a sufficient

i ient to their power of mind and

grasp of intellect. Where did they get
this power of mind when cut off from

the study of languages and literature ?

Turn back to any record of their life and

times, and we find an answer to this ques-
tion. Dogmatic theology was the one

tual topic of absorbing interest.

They listened to sermons, dry if you will,

llectual nuts to crack.

They constantly talked them over and

analyzed the thoughts contained in tli.-m.

and approved or disapproved of the

views of him whom "
they sat under."

They split hairs in Bibl'. jacta-
tion. They were narrow with a narrow-

ness which meant linn conviction after

lit, by which their minds were
1 to the point of being able to form

a new and grea
If the classics can give that t

analysis and synthesis of thought which

contributes so strongly to the JiiM of the

< of education, namely, increase of

mental pow \- can give this train-

a greater degree than the study of

modern languages ; and if besides there

is a substantial gain in cultivation and

knowledge, then the classics should be

I as a satisfactory basis of our

system of study. unless some other branch

i trilmte as largely to all

three objects of education, and is at the

same time suitable for the instruction of

the young; but such a branch of study,
I think, cannot be found.

If we cannot afford to sacrifice the clas-

sics, and we must add the newer branches

of human thought, we are indeed very

badly off. The bulk of our cargo is too

great, and yet we cannot throw am
it away. The true solution of this

culty must come, however, in improved
methods of teaching the classics, which

will bring out more forcibly their value

for training the reasoning powers, and
will save time by discarding much useless

lore that was formerly taught.

The old methods of classical teaching
were bad, because they did not serve to

the best advantage the acquisition of

mental power. With the Latin or Greek

grammar in our hands, the meaning of an

author was extracted from a sentence,

not by what he wrote and must mean, but

by what, from the English point of view,

he ought to mean. In English, the sub-

ject of the sentence generally comes first,

then the verb, and then the object ; so

the
] uj.il was told to pick them out in

that order from his Latin or Greek sen-

t. nee. to put them together, and then to

till in the distorted skeleton with such

other words as happened to be in the sen-

tence, in accordance with the glim-

ing of an English idea which had been

got from this skeleton. To seek the real

meaning of the author by t ..1 is

as absurd as it would be for a physician

tosa t hi shod; he prob-

ably has scarlet fever/' and then to force

all other symptoms to tit this pn
ceived idea, instead of reading the symp-

s to determine the disease. Only so

n as the student happened to get the

real meaning of a sentence by this meth-

od, or was told what that meaning was,

did he gain in mental power, while ha

spent a great deal of time in study wh
was practically wasted for training the

mind. There was, however, a great gain
in knowledge and cultivation. Every
pupil learned his translation so well that
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he was very familiar with the subject mat-

ter of his author, and could quote from

him with a freedom which the modern

methods of teaching have as yet been un-

able to induce. He never learned to read

Latin or Greek except by such long study

that, in spite of a bad method, he absorbed

a feeling of the language, and really did

follow the thought.

Now, the misused term "
reading at

sight
"

should mark a change for the

better in methods of study, but the hab-

its inculcated in many schools are even

more objectionable than those of the old

system. Many teachers, in entire mis-

understanding of the term, have aban-

doned the old methods of study, and,

cutting loose from all study of grammar,

urge the pupil to guess at the meaning
of words and sentences, without any ac-

curate knowledge of the forms and in-

flections of the language. Instead of

following the thought as it is written, he

learns to get a general drift of the pas-

sage, and then to express it in any way
which comes into his head. Such a train-

ing as this not only does not teacJMhe^

pupil to transfer a thought from one lan-

guage to another, and so gain mental

power, but does not make him familiar

with the subject matter and the litera-

ture, since the object seems to be to bring
as much new material under his eyes as

possible. This method is even more al>-

surd than the other, as here the physi-

cian says,
" The patient is flushed ; he

must have scarlet fever," and does not

look for any other symptoms. Time is

wasted here by the necessity of reading
an immense amount in order that the

pupil may guess with some degree of ac-

curacy by guessing frequently about the

same kind of words and constructions.

Real "
reading at sight

"
requires a

knowledge of the meanings of words ;

and by this I mean a concept in the

pupil's mind of each word which ap-

proaches as nearly as possible to that

held by the author in using it. There
must be also an absolutely accurate

knowledge of the inflections of tli< lan-

guage, not in a paradigm necessarily, hut

so that each one will be recogni/.ed at a

glance in reading. This accurate know-

ledge can be retained most easilv 1>

sociation with the jingle of sound, so it i>

best to learn the forms by rote in a para-

digm. But the use of them is to indi-

cate the ideas of the sentence, and they

will occur singly on the printed p:

and not in a paradigm; so that parrot
-

like repetition of them is not enough.
The point to be insisted upon is that the

inflected ending is as important, in con-

sidering the meaning of a word, as the

mental picture suggested by its stem.

Besides this, there must be familiarity
with syntax, because constructions ex-

press the thought. This familiarity can

be obtained only by reading. Each con-

struction, as it occurs, must be explained
as a way to express some idea, not as be-

longing to a scientific classification made

by a grammarian. In every sentence 1 lit'

student must be taught to follow the

thought, to obtain the meaning from

what the author wrote. He must be

made to analyze it as he would the bro-

ken English of a foreigner who is try-

ing to convey an idea. As soon as the

meaning has been thus obtained, he must

express it in correct forms of his own

language. This process of analysis can

be effected only by following the order of

the words, because otherwise the student

will be constantly led astray by his own

English ideas ; just as, when traveling a

strange road, a person is almost MIK to

get lost if he attempts a detour, instead

of following the road before him. His

constant attitude must be, What does

my author mean '?

"
The teael

tion in elementary work must be. " Your

author here uses a subjunctive ;
what

does he mean to express ?
" He should

never ask, as a grammarian would, " To
which arbitrary rule and classification

does this subjunctive belong?" This

classification is important and necessary

to teacher and professor, but neither



;al nor d.-irahle for tlio person
i is to read the language,

in order, by transferring a thought from

another language to his own, to exer-

cise his brain and gain mental
;

in the process, and not : -e and

compare, as in the science of language.
To attempt to make a pupil classify

and Latin syntax early in his

-tudy is as difficult as to teach a child

the exact position of the elephant amoiiLC

mammalia the first time he sees the ani-

mal, and is engaged in photographing a

uage on his brain. After he has

added enough specimens to his mental

menagerie, it will be his own wish to

classify and arrange them, and time so

spent will not be wasted. In the same

way, systematic study of syntax will be

advantageous for advanced students of

the classics.

If ho is taught in the way I have here

.1. the pupil will learn to read and
* accurately in English the thought
author. He will save the time

which was spent over the syntax and the

of grammar under the old system
<>n. He will not lose the cul-

:i which was obtained under the

old sy really read

his Latin and Greek, he will do so for

tiie literature ; and when in college a

student reads the poetry of Horace or

the plays of Sophocles, his cultivated in-

structor can lead him to see their beauty
and pathos, instead of being obliged to

teach him to read them or to dwell upon
syntax. He will be gaining constantly
in thinking power with every sentence

he reads. If, as seems right, the classics

should be retained as a basis of our ideal

system of education, we must teach with

the definite object of training the mind
in transferring Latin and Greek ideas

into English, and not, as in the past,

waste time in teaching linguistic science,

which for mental training is no better

than the study of other branches of sci-

\\ithout the advantage that these

others possess of being useful and prac-
tical. We cannot afford to change our

basis, but should so modify methods of

t<a<hing that it will not absorb the time

needed for other essential topics of study,

atn^will most surely produce a well-in

formed, clear-thinking, cultivated man.

James Jay Gretnough.

ROBERT LOUIS STKYKNsnN.

I.

unmitigated reproach. Whatso-
h ings are weary, whatsoever things

;uj.t, whatsoever things are (or
used to be) unmentionable in polite so-

re all opprohriously grouped un-

se three hard- work i-

With hut i .. New Year's Days
in the nineteenth century for robust re-

ua. four happy new yean for a de-

keeping of the same, the anxious

question rises whether the hour that he-

hundred new yean will mark *

stage of progress or only an imaginary
line. Will the decadents stop decaying,
and the symbolists devise a healthier

code of signals demanded bj a healthier

art? Will there be all sorts of dewy
beginnings in literature, and will Paris,

ever equal to the occasion, produce some

matutinal phrase that shall drive out

this hateful vesper term of ennui and

disease?

Whatever the event, men may be sun
that when the glass has been turned,

the scythe whetted, and the joy-bells

rung, they will still find time for many
backward glances at the hundred yean
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behind them. And they will note the

fact that although prose romance in

English died with Scott long before the

sand was half run out, it was born again,
but in less vigor, with Stevenson, anoth-

er man of his race, while the century-

glass yet lacked twenty years of turning.
It will be recorded that while the his-

torian of Wessex celebrated the three

Fates until people shuddered to see the

thread both spun and cut, and a strong

young Occidental in the East took pains
to show that men's motives are not al-

ways better than those which stir the

jungle, this northern teller of tales,

who shared his empire with them, took

upon himself the different and truly ro-

mantic task of giving the world plea-
sure unmixed with pain. And it will

likewise be observed, I think, with the

wisdom which, I seem to hear the reader

say, sits so easily upon critics, whether for

prophecy or for retrospect, that Steven-

son not only quickened an admirable art,

but also founded a school of more and
less unsuccessful imitators of himself.

Judgment of Mr. Stevenson in -his

varied activity must be left to aube de

siecle judges. He will take the place

proper to him without our help ; it may
be, without theirs. Of obituary lament

there has been already enough and to

spare ; but the moment admits, perhaps,
now that the multitude who mourn him

have recovered somewhat from the sor-

row and confusion brought by his death

to all who care for letters, a brief linger-

ing over a few of those qualities which

one reader, at least, has found most

salient. That Stevenson was gay and

resolute enough to found a school of ro-

mance in the midst of opposing tenden-

cies is, of course, the chief quality of all.

He loves the past for the courageous

picture of it which survives. He blows

his wild war-note, unfurls his banner to

the breeze of long ago, and goes forth

always to the motto,
"
Esperance and set

on." This watchword, indeed, might be

set above essay as well as story, travels

and verse as well as essay, for in almost

all the extraordinary variety of his writ-

ing Robert Louis Stevenson is the con-

sistent preacher of courage and cheer.

The writer's own brave and most pa-
thetic life was, as the world knows, a con-

sistent practicing of what he preached.
In most of his published words, optimism
is at the height of the Selkirk grace, or

of Happy Thought in A Child's Garden
of Verses :

" The world is so full of a number of things,
I 'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."

And never, even in A Christinas Ser-

mon or Pulvis et Umbra, does he de-

cline farther into the vale of pessimism
than the stage once dubbed meliorism by
a great novelist whom he did not love.

It is indubitably a help to this philosophy
that arrival and success are not among
its dreams. The beckoning road and the

roadside inn are ever better with Ste-

venson than the end of the passage.
Pleasure lies in running, not in reaching
the goal; and hunger is an infinitely

sweeter thing than satiety.
" A man's

reach
"

I have wondered that he no-

where quotes a line with which he every-
where agrees

" a man's reach should

exceed his grasp, or what 's a heaven

for?"

II.

Next in importance, perhaps, to the

cardinal trait of Mr. Stevenson's career,

that he was a romantic in an age of real-

ism, come the facts that he was a Scotch-

man, born within the frown of Kdinlnir^h

Castle, and that his father and grand-
father were engineers to the Board of

Northern Lights. This sounds like a

business connection with the Aurora !><>-

realis, but it means merely that the lives

of the Stevensons had the relish both of

salvation and of adventure, because they
were the builders of Skerryvore, the

Bell Rock, and other great sea-lights

along the northern coast of Britain.

Much of the best writing of the author



of David Balfour ran any one forget

inn of that hook ? thrills

and tin^li-s with the feeling of race and

land. I ha\v in mind at thi- m<>-

raent The Foreigner at Homo, a

s and

portions of the
j>

itlcd Tin-

Manse, ending with the triumphant pi<--

ture of ascent from tin- writer, through

<-ni;in >!-. PirN. and what-not clans and

. to Probably Arboreal chattering

!ip of the family tree. Less often,

yet again and a^ain. hotli in verse and

in
1

1 rose, does Stevenson dwell proudly

upon the exploits and the hardy lives of

s, and mourn the degeneracy
in 1-odily frame and strength of tin ir

hearth-keeping descendant. His whole

1 about all this is in some enchant-

ing lines written at Bournemouth, in a

named after the chief memorial

of his family :

"Say not of me that weakly I declin. !

1 tbonrs of my sires, and H--.1 the sea,

owere we founded and the lamps we lit,

lay at home with paper like a child.

But rather say : In the afternoon of time

'ixfanu'ly dustedfrom its hands

The sand of yrnnit>\ and beholdingfar
! the sounding coast its pyramids

memorial* catch the dying sun.

Smiled well content, and to this childish task

Around thejire addressed its evening hours."

d to him that he was the

>-st of all the lamps they lit. hut

many men, even of the not inhuman,
>t to see Skerryvore itself

n ih.- ocea iiat \tinr-

ht might shine again on Pala

1 rare tin-

use of family, for Sco-

tia is a land <>t more than one race, of

languages and many dialects

to a degree that can scarcely he

exaggerated in thi< tal.-nt whi.-h had its

training within viru Seat;
in tin-

r:iiny a> '. hted streets of

Kdinl.:;
"
was

- to he had without the

Bracing school of her

university. Of dia-

> be sure, Stevenson is quite free,

save when he uses it f< asure.

Sir Walter, as may be seen with added

clearness, now that his noble journal has

been issued without Lockhart's revision,

was as often hind, red as helped by cer-

tain auxiliaries which to this day t;

dear Mrs. Oliphant, and have once again

proved their rebellious power against
the Krither Scots who have been commem-

orating poor Stevenson in print. But

Stevenson's own pages, with the excep-
tion of a single would which I seem to

remember in Prince Otto, but dare say
I am mistaken about, and perhaps a will

out of place here and there, together
with one or two other slight offenses in

his earlier writings, Stevenson's own
belles pages are vacant of what the lex-

icographers hissingly call Scotticisms.

Not so with turns of thought and the

Scottish dialept of the mind. In this he

is eloquent, and of it he is involuntarily

prodigal. Mr. Henry James has said,

in words which none may hope to better,

that Mr. Stevenson is a Scotchman of

the world. So, indeed, he is ; and so,

without doubt, was the man as well as the

writer. But this Bohemian, this gypsy,
this cosmopolite, had, after all his trav-

els, thus I have been told by one who
knew him, a slight burr remain

his speech. And he has a much stronger

accent of the mind. England
seems to him in many ways an

land, and The Foreigner at Home is a

resonant statement of differences that

lie at the very root between

thesis lie Scot, travel-

ing southward from his gray hills and

rocks and mists, marvels however

inn.-! i he may have read in books at

id and sodden peasant, the windmill*.

and tlu> .-1 nmes of bells. The accent of

the people sounds pertly in his ear

as Davie Balfour " was amased

.-lipping tones I nld singsong"



his eye, familiar with thick-walled hon--

built of stone, the thin, flat-chested edi-

fices of England seem no more than
" rickles

"
of brick. The northerner

may even be a householder in the south,

and his door-key be burnished from long
use ; but still

*" the house is no his uin

house, he kens by the biggin' o't."

If these differences are radical to the

Scot in what meets his eye, still deeper
do they go in the things of the spirit.

English boys seem to Mr. Stevenson

cleaner in mind and body than Scotch

boys, and, as we say, younger for their

age. He finds them less imaginative,
and at once less rough and less tender.

And the grown-up John Bull impresses
his expansive neighbor with " the grand,
treelike self-sufficiency of his demeanor."

The systems of law of these two peo-

ples differ widely, as the least forensic

of us knew already from The Heart of

Midlothian and the trial of Effie Deans.

To our author's thinking the ways of

their religion part yet more sharply, for,

says he, a little whimsically, I cheer-

fully admit,
" about the very cradle of

the Scot there goes a hum of metaphy-
sical divinity, and the whole of two di-

vergent systems is summed up, not mere-

ly speciously, in the two first questions

of the rival catechisms ; the English trite-

ly inquiring,
' What is your name ?

'

the

Scottish striking at the very roots of life

with,
* What is the chief end of man ?

'

and answering nobly, if obscurely,
' To

glorify God, and to enjoy him forever.'
"

Thus far, and in many another delec-

table passage, the conscious Caledonian.

But Mr. Stevenson is not least attractive

when he is of his nation without know-

ing, or at least without remembering
it ; when not only, cosmic Scot though
he be, he keeps the color of his nativity,

but also, highly secularized Calvi

though he as surely is, he unwittingly

suggests the bleak pulpit of the north-

ern kingdom. In Father Damien. an

Open Letter, in the Sainoan Footnote

to History, none but the blind can fail

Robert Louis Sfrrcnson. [April,

to see a kind of religious heat of

ment; and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,

approached at the angle not of art, Imt

of ethics, is the fascinating, hideous re-

sult of generations of pondering over

the eternal problem of predestination
and free will. In the keen pursui; of

the first paper on Talk and Talkers

there is a charming zeal for conviction,

and I seem to see the hand of Calvin,

working obscurely, it is true, in Steven-

son's conduct of the case of womankind

against Robert Burns. Nor must the

reader think me fanciful if I maintain

that in Crabbed Age and Youth, of all

compositions in the world, it is to be

found in the golden book Virginibus

Puerisque, there is once and again a

canny, hard-headed weighing of the ad-

vantages and claims of the two estates

of life that brings us gayly (yet still

brings us) within the shadow of St.

Giles. But atavism fails at the end.

The humanized preacher reaches no

conclusion, and the whole lively prelec-

tion is left poised in the air.

If zest in discussion, not to say argu-

ment, is a frequent trait of Stevenson's

countrymen, why then a good amount

buckram is equally apparent in theii

moral texture. It makes them stiff

judgment, and from this rigidity Stevei

son himself was by no means exem]
No one, in these days, except a Scotcl

man or a New Englander. we must

lieve, could be so exquisite an artist

have at the same time so large a ftu

of ethical attention. The incongruit

of the union in Stevenson, the like ai

unlike incongruity of Hawthorne, are

be explained, in the slight and tenl

tive degree to which such mysteries

ever be shown, by the long persistenc

of the straiter sort of Puritanism

the two countries. Some one exclaii

that I am mistaken, that Stevenson

no Puritan. Let me hasten to add

Stevenson is usually un-Srotch in

standards. although h<- has often

pressed his admiration for frugality.
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calls it somewhere the artist's armor,

but that in -till adh ;> his stan-

lie is valiantly Puritan and Scotch.

Of himself In- rr.Miiiv.l much; the sum
moral impo>t upon others appears
hat they should be brave, honest,

cheerful, kin. 1. ami tl >ut seeking
own happiness, they should strive

to bring happiness to their fellow-men.

'ue credo of the unco' guid, thi>,

tland or anywhere else; but it is

i son's wherever he is.
t
And the

Scotchman of the world, the gay Puri-

tan, insists upon the few articles of his

when he is openly preaching, as

in A Christmas Sermon ; or covertly

preaching, as in Old Mortality ; or

ing and traveling, as with a don-

key. He insists implicitly, even in his

stories, where the artist curbs and bits

the accompanying moralist ; but explicit-

\j(\\ throughout those compo
in whirh the writer himself plays all the

peaking parts. Burns, John Knox, tin-

Scotchman on board the emigrant ship,

the peasant in the Ce*vennes, Francois

Villon, or the persons whom Stevenson

meets voyaging, Caesar-like, among the

Beige, one ami all, gentle and simple.

priest and peasant, they are rigidly

(but always according to their lights) by
the same humane standard.

Pray let no one take me to mean that

thi.s beguiling writer i> always pn-arhin^.
or that most of his intermittent and ever

reacliings are not in fashion

i lie as to recommend themselves

like song. I In- , y part, love his

sympathies .still han his tenets.

i- through Stevenson's knowledge

country and his sympathy with

its people a quality in him which has
all th- i : vor of a clan, all the gei
of a larger world tliat his S<

tales are his best Treasure Island, for

its twenty-one deaths, its buccaneers

and stockade, its one most hideous mur-

der, and, above all, for its
"
seafaring

man with one leg/' I admire with my
brain as an inimitably clever imitation

of eminent and well-known models.

i is a little miracle of the direct

and the appropriate, and as t

duct of the fable, that might be taken

as a breathing example of the Athe-

nian's formula for oratory, "Action,

action, action." But in Kidnapped
alas for the ineffici- the imi-

tator becomes himself a model ; we step
at once into an air which, if not more

lively, is more alive and more authen-

tic, and the characters, Alan and David,
of course, more than any, are felt to be

leas symbolical and more individual.

In their long flight together, the wind

seems to turn the pages of that swift

record, and the smell of the heather

comes with it The spirit of the nation

is dominant The young Stuart and his

forlorn hope are ever present by sug-

gestion, though never in actuality ; and

one of the most romantic passages in

all history is thus a background, or ra-

ther a running accompaniment, to this

story of Highlander and Lowlander.

Alan Breck Stewart, who " bore a !.

name," is delineated with much spirit,

ami I dare to say so runs some
of Scott's romantico - comic characters

hard. But the portrait of David Bal-

four, ironically drawn, yet sympatheti-

cally colored, is a service which no man
coui.l render another if the Tweed di-

r.:ilfur."aidCliiny
in the "cage,"

M
I think you are too

nice and covenanting, but for all that

you have the spirit of a very pretty

gentleman." So he has, bat so dark-

ened with the covenant that it is a tri-

umph to have made the more generous
essence shine through. If Alan and

Davie live, sorely it will be because they
are not only individual, but typical ; and

the rule of character works both

ways because not only are they of

the Highlands and the Lowlands, Jaco-

bite and Whig, hat also are in their own

persons David Balfour and Alan Breck

Stewart

If the reader be not weary of persons
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and things Scotch, and if he be, even

the cunning of Stevenson's right hand

cannot entertain him, I should like to

note, as we pass, that as the best of the

fiction is of that country, so likewise

some of the shrewdest and most piquant

things in the essays are born to the

same native manner. Memories ami

Portraits, by common consent the best

in toto of the three volumes, is by sub-

ject four fifths Scotch ; Child's Play, in

Virginibus Puerisque, is in all its origin

Scotch ; Scotch also in more than that

sense the ingenious and eloquent plea
for romance, so finely entitled The Lan-

tern Bearers. Dost remember the min-

ister and the dying gravedigger in Old

Mortality ? " The gravedigger heard him

out ; then he raised himself upon one el-

bow, and with the other hand pointed

through the window to the scene of his

lifelong labors. '

Doctor,' he said,
* I ha'e

laid three hunner and fowerscore in that

kirkyaird ; an it had been His wull,'

indicating Heaven, *I would ha'e likit

weel to ha'e made out the fower hun-

ner."* Or the Old Scotch Gardener?

He would thank you gravely if you

praised one of his plants,
"
all credit in

the matter falling to him. If, on the

other hand, you called his attention to

some back -
going vegetable, he would

quote Scripture :
' Paul may plant and

ApoUos may water ;
'

all blame being
left to Providence, on the score of de-

ficient rain or untimely frosts."

Of Scotland and the north, also, was

Mr. Hunter, but we must leave this

too captivating part of our theme with

only a final illustration, from The Sil-

verado Squatters, of how one true-born

Scotchman feels when he meets another

in foreign lands. The sentiment lifts

the young writer not so much into ma-

turity of style, for that was surprisingly
liis already, as into that stronger and

fuller tide of feeling which one encoun-

ters in general only in Stevenson's later

writing. The twain, says he, may be

rivals, almost foreigners, at home ; but

when they meet abroad, they arc joined
at once by

'" some ivady-inndu allVction."

"It is not race. Look at us. One
is Norse, one Celtic, and another Saxon.

It is not community of tongue. W-
have it not among ourselves; and \u-

have it almost to perfection with Eng-
lish or Irish or American. It is no tie

of faith, for we detest each other's er-

rors. And yet somewhere, deep down
in the heart of each one of us, some-

thing yearns for the old land and the

old kindly people.
" Of all mysteries of the human heart,

this is perhaps the most inscrutable.

There is no special loveliness in that

gray country, with its rainy, sea-beat

archipelago; its fields of dark moun-

tains ; its unsightly places, black with

coal; its treeless, sour, unfriendly look-

ing corn-lands ; its quaint, gray, castled

city, where the bells clash of a Sunday,
and the wind squalls, and the salt show-

ers fly and beat. I do not even know
if I desire to live there ; but let me

hear, in some far land, a kindred voice

sing out,
'

Oh, why left I my hame ?
'

and it seems at once as if no beauty un-

der the kind heavens, and no society of

the wise and good, can repay me for my
absence from my country. And though,
I think, I would rather die elsewhere,

yet in my heart of hearts I long to be

buried among good Scots clods. I will

say it fairly, it grows on me with every

year : there are no stars so fair as

Edinburgh street lamps. When I for-

get thee, auld Reekie, may my right

hand forget its cunning !

"The happiest lot on earth is to be

born a Scotchman. You must pay for

it in many ways, as for all other advan-

tages on earth. You have to learn the

paraphrases and the shorter catrrhi-m ;

you generally take to drink ; your youth.

as far as I can find out, is a time of

louder war against society, of more out-

cry and tears and turmoil, than if you
had been born, for instance, in England.
But somehow life is wanner and closer;
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:irth burns more redly : the lights

of hoi;.

aivd in verse and

din-.; ii.;u. r round our hearts.

'illlHIi in;.

man t .imborazo, and

!l til*'

ie-grower told me of Mons

imi shii lin on the misty island

: itains divide OB, and a world of seal ;

11 our hearts are true, oar hearts are

Highland,
And we, in dreams, behold the Hebrides.'

i land and Lowland, all our

s are Scotch."

IB saith every right native of a

mtry. and with yet more heart if

10 be a north-country and a

sea-country as well.

III.

i Mr. Stevenson is a sworn ro-

is so much a Scot

a strong flavor of the wilding,

are truths

ions than that he is an

i secure arti>t in prose
M verse, the essay, and the

ly,
indeed, does he

the Philistines and u-

IIS of tilt- roimtl \.

I of 1'hilistia are

d to accuse him of ha\ in-

naught to say. To them, it i>

If. he has nothing at all to

made by Mr. Joseph
of Literary Taste.

minds . : .,,, have a

n for good

m his care about form ;

and hU kin,l

niirli inde.-d from tin-

tinual This

.t him.selt \\ ith the con-

ion used by Dumas in his gay and

ragge -, than with i

scene i;

Mannering which jars on him like a

false note in music or color, "i

had read Le Vicomte de Bragelonne five

times, and hoped 1< -t us trust the hope
was realized to read it once again be-

fore he died. And the jarring scene

which happens, by the way, to have been

that o; Bertram's landing at El-

langowan he respects as being in gen-
eral " a model instance of the romantic

method." The Meredith jargon Mr.
Stevenson would no more think of put-
tin-- into the mouths of his own people
than he would that uttered by the

ly symbolic young men and maidens

whom Scott fobs off upon us as heroes

and heroines. Mr. Meredith is never-

theless the breath of life to him, and
Sir Walter u out and away the king of

the romantics."

In these references to Stevenson's art

and the frequent artlessness of Scott and

Dumas, there is no slightest intention of

matching him with them. He would

not, if he could, have written like them ;

he could not, if he would, have imagined
and invented and swung the whole thing

along as they did. They, with all their

faults, are great romantics : he, with all

his gifts and graces, is a little roman-

tic ; and the many well-meaning persons

who range him persistently with Scott

do him nothing hut disservice. The ap-

peal*" l'*g Merrilies to Godfrey
Bertram, the abdication of Queen Mary
at L" the installation

abbot of Kennaqiihair. the appeal of

Jeanie Deans for Effie, a certain scene

in Old Mortality, the play and stretch

and headlong vigor of sheer improvisa-

hat made all these possible, and

easily possible, to Scott, a f i ]

star" of the an ipped and

David Balfour. Nor, in writing, do I

: .: \ ID '

: Hand, or the dud of the two
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brothers outside the distracted house of

Durrisdeer, when all was so still that

the flame of the candles went up straight

and steady into the night. But Sir

Walter's books seem to me like a large

symphony which has many discords ;

Mr. Stevenson's, like a discreet yet mov-

ing theme, perfectly played on fewer in-

struments. Perhaps we are hasty, the

many of us who hold this opinion to-

gether. If Scott had died at the age
when Stevenson was taken from us, the

world would have lacked the Waverley
novels ; if a like fate had overtaken

Dickens, we should not have hadA Tale

of Two Cities ; and under a similar

stroke, Goldsmith could not have writ-

ten Retaliation, or tasted the bittersweet

first night of She Stoops to Conquer.
At the age of forty-four Mr. Thomas

Hardy had probably not dreamed of

Tess of the D'Urbervilles. But what a

man has already done at forty year is

likely, I am afraid, to be a gauge as well

as a promise of what he will do in the

future ; and from Stevenson we were

entitled to expect perfect form and con-

tinued variety of subject, rather than a

measurable dynamic gain.

Stevenson himself, it would appear,

clearly saw the limits within which his

talent would best exhibit itself. He

never, for a good example, attempted
the historical novel, so favorite a field

with most romancers. Louis Onze, Louis

Treize, Anne of Austria, Mary Queen
of Scots, Cardinal Richelieu, Oliver

Cromwell, Charles the Second, are a

very few of the notables and royalties

that figure on those vast, gorgeous tap-

estries into which Scott and Dumas strove

to work the pattern and color of past

ages. And men of our own contempo-

rary moment, men whose gifts bear not

an instant of comparison with his, have

lightly rushed in where Stevenson has

feared (or at least refused) to tread.

Culloden deepens the gloom of The Ma-
ter of Ballantrae, and, as I have tried to

say, Kidnapped owes even more to the

ill-starred family. But whereas Scott's

way was to light the ancient palace

a^ain, and in Waverley to show diaries

Edward keeping an hour's court at Holy-
rood, or, in that fine apocryphal scene

of Redgauntlet, to let us see him bid

the Scottish gentlemen good-by forevn ,

Stevenson's quite opposite method is

to present the young Pretender only by
vicar or deputy. Our dear friend Alan,

the sons of Rob Roy, and Prestongra;
are scarcely of the great persons of his-

tory ; but they are more " historical char-

acters
"

than any others I can now re-

call in Stevenson. And it would have

been as much out of him, I think, to es-

say a portrait in the grand style, of some

bygone king or statesman, as to flash

such an Aristophanic ray as Caleb Bal-

derstone across a tragedy in the key of

The Bride of Laminermoor.

To leave the unseemly task of com-

parison, I am well aware that there are

those who find Mr. Stevenson's art at

fault by times within his chosen province.

But The Master of Ballantrae, the chief

object of their criticisms, has been dis-

praised too harshly. The details, to he

sure, are ill blended, but each in itself

is admirably worked out ; and the fail-

ure (or half failure) at last seems t<;

have come through a sheer lack of power
to fuse the well-selected elements of the

tale. Of details and bits and episodes

there is a vast and engaging variety

in the writings of this author. That

quaint episode, Providence and the Gui-

tar, which must be taken as one of the

Stevensonian cruces, reflects within is

narrow term all the sweetness and light

of Bohemia. That fierce episode, A Story
of Francis Villon, shows forth all tin-

bitterness and blackness which may some-

times darken and make sinister the same

cheerful land. Pictures are often evoked

with a few words, as when the redcoats

are seen down the valley from the high-

plaeed rock among the heather ; or as

when Jekyll discovers the unconscious

transformation into Hyde by seeing his
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hand upon the br-d.-lothes. There has

ich a >!uiddT us that in our

Crusoe found the foot-

in t lie sand. Prince Otto, an opera,

bouffe in Dresden china, is anoth

vensonian crux, acceptable only to the

esoteric and the in: it the

of night and the coming of dawn
est of Gerolstein charm the

eyes like the sunrise on the Bass Rock.

i so on, indefinitely, these thick-

1 memories might be set down ;

but it is full time for a word aboir

venson's style, which is, in th>- opinion
of iu;tii\ . his chief distinction. Several

London i i: :... in the attempt, perhaps,
to avenge certain Bards

"
upon their

iwers," liave spoken grudgingly of

his wonderful skill, because, forsooth. In-

learned to write before he wrote for pub-
lication. The offense was deeper dyed
because the young Scot sought aid from

France, the ancient ally of Scotland, and

<1 not to avow that his sojourn
in Paris and the study of French wri-

ul taught him secrets of technique.
' allow a painter to

pigments before he exhibits a
]>i<

tore, a sculptor to model in clay before

he carves the nation's heroes in marble ;

face of repeated blow

1 superstition dies hard, that ill-

regulated impulse is an important ele-

i tin- inspiration
"
of an art

r painting or sculpt un-.

Stevenson chose to i

to a minimum, and to make himself the

most faithful of apprentices. He became
at but the most impeccable of artists ; and

-h the ardent study of an extraor-

variety of masters did not .lull

en, original gift, as if, indeed,

the right use of even the one talent ever

to multiply it, he yet keeps in

-t ornate pages the good trmditi .. M

language, the classic note of th.

best English prose. Stevenson loves and
the belle phrase, the harmoni-

ous sentence; but scarce ever does he

descend to the indolent rhcritU. Never,
i. x\v. N... 460. :'.."

to the host of my memory, does he make

^egg-like change, so often made

by Wegg's creator, that great, imperfect

genius, the change from rhythm to

metre. In few, he nicely observes the

adjective in Dryden's saying,
" thatctfor

harmony of prose."

Stevenson's prose, then, discourses elo-

quent music ; and its diversity is no less

remarkable than its eloquence. If, like

the banker poet, he had elected to read

only his own works, he might have found

his author always entertaining by fre-

quent recourse from one self to another.

He never lacks precision, clearness, pro-

portion, the classic qualities ; but, out-

side of these, the variety of his minimi

helped him to be various. View the dis-

tance from the parish of Balweary to

the court of Gerolstein, and you will see

that never was there a farther cry

city of Bogdan is not more distant

the hamlet Selifan, or the city of Lon-

don from the Braes of Balquhidder, than

the bland, cool periods of The S

Club from the eighteenth-century Eng-
lish (so deftly touched with Scotch) of

Kidnapped or the steward. Mackellar.

And it is incredible to the soul that the

same man could have written A Child's

Garden of Verses and The Strange Gate

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. It has

been said that Mr. Stevenson's i\

has every virtue save impli< ity. To
this charge I think we may answer that

in Hi.- >'iies his style has almost abso-

lute simplicity, wherever this if consis-

tent with dramatic fitness. In Steven-

son's earlier essay-" 1 own to be-

ing reminded now and then of a saying
of Alan Brack. Alan had done wooden
in the fierce fray of the round-house, but

1., Vfti fed
'

ft '"' ll If
'I :md M

he turned to Davie, after the battle, with,

'Am I no the bonny fighter? I

Virginibiw Puerisqne the bonny writer

i :

,

'

MI. ,..:-,.... ,::'. : : i.,.

has worked.

not the least of hi* Achievements

that, after his death, he should have re-
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ceived the following appreciation from

the Temps newspaper :
l4 No one better

knew how to construct a phrase, a sen-

tence, a chapter ; and by this we mean,
not the laborious artifice of a pedant,
but that native harmony of a born artist

who gives to rhythm the part due to it

in the symphony of the words." And in

the same article he is called " the most

classic man of letters, in the favorable

sense of the word, of contemporary Eng-
land." Artist born, and, alas, artist

dead, this bonny writer may have been

too conscious of his wonderful craft in

those young works of his, but in the

maturer papers the tone is just the right

one. In the Memories and Portraits,

if not simple, Mr. Stevenson is at least

simplex munditiis ; and this phrase of

a Roman poet with whom he has some

community expresses, I think, one of the

best qualities of reflective prose. Mr.

Stevenson's writing is that of a man

who, by his own statement,
" lived with

words." He is a true Lavengro. The gyp-

sies, it will not be forgotten, called Bor-

row Sapengro, snake-charmer, until he

learned their language, when they ex-

alted his title to word-charmer, Laven-

gro. But Borrow's magic was "
poor

and single business
"

in comparison with

Stevenson's. He pipes to his words, and

they dance, a galliard, a coranto, or a

jig, according to his will. He changes

the tune, and they march as to fife and

drum. The music is hushed, and they

disperse into the " solemn troops and

sweet societies
"

of Pulvis et Umbra and

A Christmas Sermon.

Artist as he is, and perhaps because

he is an artist, the man shines through
all the work of Mr. Stevenson's hand, and

illumines it all. He tells us in beautiful

words, yet with a beautiful sincerity,

what manner of men and books he 1<

and what manner he cannot endure.

More than for anything else, I think, he

cared for youth ; and the only consola-

tion in his death is that aure can never

overtake him. This understanding and

love of youth brought its exceeding great

reward, for to no class or body of readers

is Stevenson so dear as to young men.

A correspondent of the London Times

wrote from Paris that, during his lift-

in France, he was "always 1 1> in-run
"

\\\

the painters' colony at Barbizon. /'

venu everywhere, but nowhere the Well

Come and the Well Beloved so much as

among the younger brothers who are the

hope of the world's family. I had the

happiness of speaking of Stevenson, as

a writer, to a great company of colle-

gians on the night after his death \\ as

heard of in this country ; and since then

many of them have talked with me about

him, and expressed their feeling of deep

personal loss. One generous youth
whose strength and stature let him

acknowledge emotions which petty men

must hide said to me across the mid-

night fire that Stevenson ''made him

cry
" more than any other writer. That

sums it all up. I might have said it at

the beginning, and stopped there. Some-

thing does indeed seize us by the throat

when we consider the bravery of his

pages and the heroic pathos of his life.

He worked blithely for years in the im-

minent face of death, and only when it

bent over him and touched him did he

still his hand. AVe thought that in
t,
r
oing

to Samoa he had come to Elim. and that

under its palm-trees and hy it> well

water he would find strength to his body

and peace to his spirit. But instead of

health he gained a mere reprieve from

the Fell Sergeant, who happily, at the

la>t, was sudden as well as strict in his

arrest.

" Beat not the bones of the buried :

wheu he breathed, he was a man.''

C. T. Copeland.
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LIFE'S Angel shining sat in his high place
To view the lands and waters of his globe ;

A leaning Shape came through the fields of Space,

Stealthy, and t<>m lad the hem of his white robe.

The Angel turned : Brother, what ill brings thee

Like thieving night to trespass on my day ?

r. Death answered him, I cannot see;

Yonder I take this star to light my way.

TWO DREAMERS.

Accuse certain persons of being
> a* ilin-ct an iiiMilt as to in-

-onii' invalids that tlu-y look th'c

vs of health. Whatever outward

show of sati-fartion may be presented,

;.
ut at inn of happiness" places the

Uy spirit who makes it at once un-

der a ban of disapproval ; he is capable

penetration nor of sympathy.
iall say that the discontent of

the sensitive ones is not as real a woe as

were free from all just rebuke of

"egoc-
"

as if they were by na-

ture so: . than the "dream-
ers

" whom the world, since the days of

Joseph him*. -It', has been accustomed to

regard with scorn? Dreams and mol-

ly are close of kin, and the spirit

of both is so abundant in two

books which have recently come to us

here is every rea> ..kin-

!; by side. They are striking

MS of the effect that can be pro-
duced upon dilTrmit minds by the habit

i t the writers is

them has

ill his energies in trying to tee

; the stuff \\\\\.

question, has turned it over and over,

and employed his other faculties in such

wise as to produce still other dreams.

I n The Melancholy of Stephen Allard '

.Mi. < - th lias M-t himself a task

that must have been attractive to an

analyst of the melancholy temperament
He has written what professes to be the

private diary of a man of thirty, tired of

the turmoil of t4

practical life," wl

the sole purpose of revealing himself to

himself, has deliberately fled the world,

that, in the quiet of the country, he may
commit to paper all his studies

own emotions. It is a cold-blooded pur-

pose, and, at the end of the year he hat

promised himself, a passing chill brings

the diarist's life and the diary to a sod-

den *

van admirable,

hut t ho writer of the diary seems to take

the bit, as it were, between his teeth, and

to run his own courses. For it soon ap-

pears thai he is something far more ener-

han a mare dreamer. He admits

that, from his earliest days, t)ie pursuit

wledgc has been his ruling pension.
N

* T1 )Mamdl9 *f St<pl** AUard. A Pri-

rmte Diary. Edited by GABBST SMITH
York sad London: XMmOlan * Ca 180ft.
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works of the high-priests of melancholy.
What is the result? He hegins in his

diary to study his own case, symptom by

symptom, and to deal with every su
j j

...>,, 1

remedy ; but he must needs hring to each

theme all the wisdom of all the writer-

upon it. His own experience is used but

as a peg on which to hang discussions con-

cerning the opinions of Maurice de Gue*-

rin, Alfred de Vigny. Amiel, Leopardi,
and all the irritabile genus of writers

whose own natures have been the object
of their scrutiny. To be sure, it is not

often found that the wisdom of the sages

puts an end to the diarist's misgivings.

Indeed, nothing is capable of affording

him permanent content. The remedies of

action, love, faith, altruism, culture, and

many another process which has been of

servicq to man are shown in turn to be

ineffective nostrums for his special mal-

ady. Love is impossible for one so desti-

tute of passion, and so far at all times

from forgetting himself and living for

the life of another. Action is proved a

far less worthy aim than silence. Faith

is incompatible with reason. Thought it-

self is melancholy, and the sum of the

writer's searchings of heart is that he is

only
" a physician trying to heal himself

and aggravating his disease." Abating

I KrtftM ; si'sfuti'i dl>xtine< strikes the note

of renunciation and endurance, which af-

ter all seem the most hopeful things in

a hopeless world. For a few short days

before the end a visitation of peace comes

to him ; he sets up for himself a few sim-

ple standards taken from the very truths

he has been engaged in beating to pieces ;

but alas I Justin time to save his repu-

tation for unhappiness, the clearer vision,

as he believes it to be, returns, and nil

the old doubts, with the doubting of the

doubts themselves, come flooding hark t

leave the last page dark.

The sadness of this personal story is con-

siderably mitigated by the reflection that

the diarist could not possibly have been

1 Tin -tns<il. I'M-iii- Letters of a

Dreamer in Gotham. Edited by PAUL ELMER

so inefficient a person as he would have
biniM-lf appear. The knowledge of Looks

and of thought, that is displayed clearly
shows the writer to be a person who has

worked hard; and the effective manner
in which the knowledge is brought to bear

upon each point in turn reveals him also

as a clever and careful craftsman.

large are the results of his researches that

the book makes its appeal rather as a

complete anatomy of melancholy, a stud v

of its whole history and philosophy, than

as the personal record of a distressed soul.

It would seem an impertinence to suggest
for a work of this nature the equipments
of a book of reference, yet for devotees

melancholy, within and outside of th

selves, followers of the "
goddess sage ai

holy," ready with her watchword,
" Hen<

vain, deluding Joys," there could hanlli

be a volume more full of the special f<

on which it is theirs to thrive ; and ani

means for bringing the nourishing pow<
of this thesaurus more easily within

should be welcome.

If the main interest of Stephen
lard's diary is philosophical, the distiiu

tive merit of the work 1 of the oth

dreamer before us is in its human aj

peal. Mr. Garnet Smith has given us

philosophy of melancholy ; Mr. More, ii

The Great Refusal, shows forth its

etic practice. We are taking it f(

granted that both books, though o>ten*i-

bly "edited
"
by a surviving friend, are

in reality original productions. The ruse

is achieved with the greater success in

Mr. More's book, for his Introduction

gives a very definite idea of the prr-un

whose letters fill the volume. He ap-

pean u a jroong New Yorker, who, af-

ter graduating at Columbia and travel-

ing abroad, especially in the far East,

returned home, and, to satisfy hi

pie's desire to see him ''doing M.HH-

thin^." undertook to teach in a boys'

1. His temperament v.

ly opposed to the activity of New Yoi

MOKE. Boston ami

Mifflin A: Co. 1894.
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proved impossible for him. and. tailing

as a teacher, he took up the life of

(I *tud !: n Island. Hi-

ite pupil at the school had a beau-

tiful sister, whom l>y chance the teacher

met, and at once set apart from other

11 as the Lady Esther. From \i'^

retreat he writes to her of his love, his

studies, and his many doubts. Very often

the letter is the means of sending her a

bit of verse. After his supposed death,

all ill-- I* :u*rs are put into the hands of his

friend. Mr. More, who suppresses all re-

's which could give a clue to iden-

and prints enough to show what

tin .I iiuer was and did.

Ti.is plan, like Mr. Garnet Smith'*.

has given the author an excellent oppor-

tunity tOr the study of an uncommon

temperament. The slender thread of

story is enough to reveal clearly a man

who, like the other dreamer, is a student ;

hut he is something more. The poet and

tin- lover in him have made of his letters

a work upon which the dust of books is

not so thick as upon Stephen Allard's

diary. This is more true of the body of

the volume than of its conclusion, for the

progress of his mind does bring him in

the end to the point where the teaching

<>f his chosen sages is everything to him.

the world in which he lives IP, thin; I

descrihe thU pro-jre--, i- to t.-ll much of

the structural plan of the book.

The opening letters show the writer

; h. first spell of the Lady Esth.-. \

. and the too long imaginative poem,
The Pedagogue, which h< sends h.-r.

peaks at on< < for t he occupation he has

aband' tor th- m\ ttidHD which

have rendered him inefficient

i of the school-

master, indeed, at other times, is a little

irly heard, and one or two of the

letters carry with them a tone of instruc-

tion v, ; ! h.u-dly have been grate-

and even impressed
the writer with a sense of their possible
t- dium As the book proceeds, be ap-

pears still as a lover, and equally as a

dent, struggling with the doubts to wh.

a student is liable, bringing them all, to-

T with the beautiful thoughts which

skillfully blend his studies and his im-

aginings, and laying them at his mis-

tress's feet The faiths and philosophies'
from which he seeks sustaining strength
are found by degrees inadequate for him.

Gradually he builds up for himself a

Gospel of Love, with the Lady Eet

as its central figure. He can never be

more than a distant worshiper at h- i

shrine. Hut his Oriental studies prove
to him before long that even love, how-

ever abstract, is not for him ; for to him
who is prepared, love, just in so far as

it is attached to what is fair, becomes

a more serious obstacle. We must re-

nounce." And this, in the end, |B| does,

sending as his last missive to the LaHy
i or a paraphrase of a Hindu book,

which has for its burden Rammcin
well that the Oriental researches,

and the letters about them, began as late

as they did, for they seem so much the

least in 1
' art of the book that

they would have been likely to lead 4he

Lady Esther herself to renounce the

respondence which brought them to her.

It is in the body of the volume that the

Dualities which give the letters a real

el. in> nt of distinction are to be found.

I qualities are the writer's genuine

literary gift, his spirituality and his im-

agination, li form in which he has

elected to cast his work gives his litera-

ry skill full play, and it is lest hampered
!h. in h. -Iped by the influences of reading
\\hidi are constantly to be seen in the

letters. Perhaps there b nothing about

them more attractive than the manner'

in which a thought picked up in some

ty old schoolman's book is set forth,

first in prose and then in Terse, to the

honor or delight of the Lady Esther.

Thin mingling of the two forms it one

of the many evidences of the debt the

writer owes to Dante, and the Vita >
ova rises inevitably to mind as one of
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the chief models for the letters. The

double Opportunity of prose and ver.sc i-

seized with a satisfaction like that which

all writers of rhymes are said to feel

when they can read their own lines pre-

faced by an explanation of their origin.

'An example will show how Mr. More
has made this practice his own. In Let-

ter XXVI., he says he has been reading
Saint Augustine's De Civitate Dei, and

has come upon a sentence which has

haunted him " with the evil persistence

of a ghost that will not be laid." It is

to the effect that " the gods desire our

imitation more than sacrificial rites." On
this text he proceeds to talk, and comes

to this conclusion :

4'So it has happened with this sen-

tence from Saint Augustine concerning
imitation and sacrifice. And when, last

night^ts true connection with the love

that binds together my thoughts was re-

vealed, immediately I desired to make
some record of my delight, if possible to

give to you some reflex participation,

however slight, in my great pleasure. I

could think of no better method of con-

veyance than this poem which I copy
within. Be pleased with it for its good
intention.

"'IMITATIONE POTIUS QUAM SACRI-
FICIO.'

" '

By imitation more than sacrifice

We bind the gods.' Oh, stern idolatry !

And I, who love and worship, in snch wise

Would draw thy favor from thy own sweet

sky.

14

Nay, be assured : beyond each paltry gift

Wherewith my love would masquerade in

flowers ;

Beyond each song wherein my brain would

lift

Its weaker flight to serve my heart's high

powers ;

"
Beyond it all the larger purpose lurks

To bend my orbit to thy blissful height ;

By imitation of thy fairer works
To win thy splendor of serene delight :

"That mortals, looking from their ways of

trouble,

May wonder, hearing that our split-res are

double,
How like a single star they cleave the

night."

These lines show, too, the form in

which many of the verses are written,

a fresh structure, which for flexibility

within limits is surely worth the con-

sideration of verse-makers. " As for the

verses," one of the letters says, I have

put them into a form never used before,

so far as I know. It is fitting that she

who has brought new beauty into the

world should receive her homage of

praise in a new form."

The simplest metres are sometimes

essayed, and often the results are at-

tractive. In Letter XXIII., the writer

tells of his efforts to interpret the song
of a thrush. "

Study and practice, as

you know," he says,
" have taught me to

spell the future in the lettered page of

the firmament, but now that I would un-

derstand and translate for your sake the

simple accents of a throstle, behold what

awkwardness distracts my powers, :

" Now tell me, throstle, pretty bird.

Wherefore thy merry note ?

I, too, would sing, but sudden cares

And sorrow stop my throat.

" '

I sing because I 'm happy. Sir.

And if it were not so,

I 'd sing to make me happy. Sir ;

And that is all I know.' -

" Ah well, but if the lady-bird

Who hears thy throbbing i

Were cold as winter, would thy song

Freeze not within thy throat ?

" * I'd sing and thaw her bosom. Mr.

And if it were not so.

I 'd sing and thaw my sorrow, Sir ;

And that is all I know.'

One other passage, in prose, we are

constrained to quote, and let it

better than any description of the wri-

ter's style, for his power of writing Kng-

lish, and for the qualities of which we

have already held him to be possessed
:

Was it Da Gania or Magellan
-
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the hitter. I think in his tragic voyage
around tin- world who was so alar:

new aspect of the sky as he sailed

southward? Ni^ht after night the fa-

miliar northern constellations sank deep-
er into the mists of the horizon he was

fleeing, and one by one were lost from

\v. At the same time, the southern

stars rose constantly higher above him,

till the threat planets and the moon cir-

cled directly overhead, and new constel-

lations of unknown appearance climbed

out of the dim horizon before them.

st of all was he terrified when the

Polar star, by which he had steered his

course, was no longer visible; for over

the south pole hung no steady light, but

only a vague blurred nebula, not easily

distinguishable from the vapors of the

ocean. Imagine his situation: sailing

on boundless unknown seas, towards

lands unnamed, or mentioned only by
rumor, while night after night the very
stars of heaven shifted northward it

was, indeed, a new heaven and a new
earth. One constellation, it is said. In-

greeted always with increasing delight

as it mounted ever higher toward the

y.enith the great Southern Cross which

hun^ in tin- sky with unimaginable splen-
d'.r \ ! is not unlikely that

many a quiet scholar in these later days
starts on a similar voyage of discovery

-till more fabulous lands and seas

of ancient learning ; with hopes akin to

those of the early navigators ; through
diili.-iilties. too, not altogeth. r despicable,
and dangers to the spiritual life that

only the d reamer knows. The old truths

which guided him may sink away into

.i.Hts of doubt; over the new pole
heavens may float only an uncer-

Imla; and out of the southern hn-

inay creep strange constella

monstrous unspeakable fancies that fill

him \\ith awe possibly, also, the great
cross, with its marvelous magnificence.
And ..ne of them, it" he returns safely

tantastic dominion of dreams
which th. Hindu seen established so

many centuries ago, will be proud to

kneel before the Princess under whose

flag he sails, with offerings of new simil-

itudes and Oriental legends which may
extend the empire of her beauty over

generations of men yet to be born if

she will but be pleased to smile on the

prostrate mariner. Great tilings may
come out of the East, dear Princess."

Probably enough has been said to

show the book a thing for the few rather

than the many. Those to whom it will

appeal at all will find in it much to like,

and, as we have already implied, some-

thing to complain of. A very occasional

touch of cheapness should be mentioned

in addition to the other shortcomings,
and a tendency, perhaps indulged once

or twice too often, to give to conceits

the value of thoughts. Neve^elest,
dignity and thought are constantly dis-

played throughout the book, thought of

no commonplace and superficial kind.

The letters are clearly the outcome of

strenuous thinking. The faith which

the dreamer finds himself incapable of

holding is not dismissed in the easy-going
manner of the day.

" Because I am a

skeptic/' he says, -it" (the faith ) meant
so much to me." Indeed, in matter as

in manner.it < ems to us, as a first book,

to have something more than common in-

terest and promise. Let the writer fol-

low his bent towards literature, holding

his scholasticism as its servant rather than

its lord, and it will be no strange thing

if work of a very general power to Appeal
is the result. If. on the other hand, the

Sufis enthrall hi in as they have enthralled

his first hero,
" the few

"
must of neces-

sity grow fewer still.

I he grandeur of man lies in this

that he knows himself miserable." We
borrow this quotation, of which Mr. More

makes use, in order to bring together

again the two books of w I I irgely

the burden. Sincerity U the true excuse

for being which such work can off.

* one which mere "
practical

"
per-

sons must needs rebuke yet without
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avail. It brings the poor dreamer no-

where ; but if he abandons it, he ceases

to be a dreamer, and joins the fortunately

larger army of u active workers." Both

of these writers show sincerity, and espe-

cially the " dreamer in Gotham." In-

deed, there is in nearly all of his letters

a refreshing absence of the attitude of

posing ; and whatever comes so directly

from a man's heart as the best passages
of The Great Refusal is sure of a re-

sponse from the hearts of the men who
feel their kinship with him. Perhaps
a new census will tell us the number of

those who resent the charge ot happiness,
and that will give at least a hint of the

growth of the class to which Stephen Al-

lard and his American cousin belonged.

THE CITY IN MODERN LIFE.

THE great fact in the social develop-
ment of the white race at the close of the

nineteenth century is the tendency all

over the world to concentrate in great
cities. This tendency is seen everywhere,
and it is noticeably strong in highly civi-

lized races. It is seen alike in the north-

ern and the southern hemisphere, the

eastern and the western continent. It

is very marked in such an old civilized

country of dense population as Great Brit-

ain, and it is quite as strongly marked
in a recently settled country of sparse

population like Australia. In Germany,

Italy, France, Belgium, even in parts of

Russia, the blind forces which tell in fa-

vor of this concentration of population in

towns are steadily at work. The effect

upon new countries has been especially

marked. When the United States became

a nation, they possessed just about the

number of persons that is now found in the

Australian commonwealths ; but at the

end of the eighteenth century the popula-
tion of the United States was rural, while

in Australia, at the end of the nineteenth,

it is urban. The typical American citizen

of 1795 was a farmer who owned his own
land ; the typical Australian citizen of

1895 is a workingman dwelling in a big

city. Of course there were towns in the

United States a century ago, and there

are farmers and stock riders in Australia

to-day ; but the distinctive feature in the

one case was the country life, and in the

other it is the city life. The upbuilding
of huge cities in the midst of vast, scanti-

ly peopled territories is the characteris-

tic note in the colonization of Australia;

and makes this colonization quite unique
in character. To a less extent, the same

thing is seen in British South Africa.

where the Dutch Boers, who still live

much the kind of life that was generally
lived two hundred years ago, are a pas-

toral and agricultural people ; while the

English immigrants, though they will

throng to the gold fields and penetrate the

great hunting-grounds, tend more and

more to congregate in towns.

In the United States itself this ten-

dency has become more and more marked

with every decade. In the Southern

States, which are slower than any other

part of the country to yield to the in-

fluences of the time, the rate of urban

growth is not very rapid. The people

are still predominantly agricultural, and

in consequence the problems which they

face are very different from those faced

in the North. Here, not only do the citie-

grow faster in population than the coun-

try districts, but in all the older settled

States they grow at the expense of the

country. At the last census all the North-

ern States east of the Mississippi showed

a positive decrease in the population of

the exclusively agricultural counties, and
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crease took phu in Illinois and

Ohio no less than in N.-\\ York ami Ma-
sachtisetts. It i-> true that hetween the

-ippi and the Pacific the agricul-

tural counties grew in population, as was

Me; hut even in th-- new States

the growth of the cities has been phenom-
ena 1. Denver contains a third of the

population of Colorado; Washington, a

new State, with a population of less than

four hundred thousand inhabitants, has

three cities Seattle, Tacoma, and Spo-
kane which are already as populous

as, and much richer than, Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia were at the out-

break of the Revolution. There are still

waste places in the United States to fill

up, and there are still rich agricultural

regions where the population will grow
denser. Nevertheless, and in spite of the

fact that the urban growth is as yet small

in the South, the time seems not very
far distant when the average American,

instead of living in the country, will live

in a city or town, and when a
very^ large

number of Americans will live in cities

of ich size as to show all the effects, for

good and for evil, which accompany the

crowding together of masses of people in

limited area*.

Under such circumstances, it behooves

every American interested in puMie life

:hlic affairs to study as carefully as

he can the phenomena of the life in

and the administration of tin in.

In this study of our own cities, nothing
will help us more than an intelligent com-

parison with foreign cities. We desire

to know whether certain phenomena ap-

pearing with us are constant and inevi-

table accompaniments of urban growth,
or whether they are merely special to

conditions. An unintelligent

comparison is of little use. and there is

.still loss use in reasoning upon <

drawn from conditions wholly dif-

ferent from those which exist >v;

klessly applied to our own circum-

stances ; but if th- conclusions are drawn
ml with ample allowance for

different conditions, and if the compari-
son is really accurate,'.the American civic

Mud.-nt i< put in possession of invaluable

data. Of course the experiences of peo-

ple similar to our own are of more use

to us than the experiences of alien races.

In consequence, the study of the city gov-
ernments of Great Britain lias more prac-

tical bearing upon our life than the study
of any of the municipal systems of Con-

tinental Europe. This study has been

undertaken by Mr. Albert Shaw 1
in the

excellent book now before us.

The individualist and collect ivi

a new field of warfare when they come

to what Mr. Shaw calls the theory and

art of modern city-making. Mr. Shaw
deserves credit for the clear-headed, com*

inon-sense view he takes of this warfare,

and for his refusal to be misled into

advocating either view from the doctri-

naire standpoint Very good people con-

tinually speak as if it were possible to

have unrestricted individualism or un-

tempered collectivism in any community.
Of course, as a matter of fact, the f

can be found only in communities as low

as those of the Terra del Fuegan savages,
and the latter in a body of absolute slaves

such as existed under the Incas. Every
ci\ili/.ed government which contains the

least possibility of progress, or in which

life would be supportable, is administered

on a system of mixed individualism and

colleeti\ism ; and whether we increase

tease the power of the state, and

limit or enlarge the scope of imlmdual

y, is a matter not for theory at all,

hut for decision upon grounds of mere

practical expedi. A paid police de-

partment or paid fire department is in

itself a manifestation of state socialism.

The fact that such departments are ab-

solutely necessary is sufficient to show

that we need not be frightened from

further experiments by any fear of the

dangers of collectivism in the abstract ;

1
Municipal Gown,*** m Grwtf Britain. By

ALBERT SHAW. New York : The Century Co.
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and on the other hand, their success does

not afford the least justification for im-

pairing the power of the individual where

that power can be properly exerci-

No hard-and-fast rule in the matter can

he laid down. All that can be said is

that, where possible, the individual must

be left fre'e ; that he must always be left

so free as to have a right to enjoy himself

in his own way where he can do it without

infringing on the rights of others ; and

that the reward for his efforts should be

made, so far as may be, proportional to

his efforts and abilities, so as to encourage

enterprise, thrift, industry, and sobriety,

and to discourage their opposites. But

wherever it is found by actual practice

and experiment, or by the failure of all

other methods, that collectivism and state

interference are wise and necessary, we
should not be deterred from advocating
them by any considerations of pure the-

ory. We cannot afford merely to sit down
and deplore the evils of city life as in-

evitable, when cities are constantly grow-

ing, both absolutely and relatively. We
must set ourselves vigorously about the

task of improving them ; and this task is

now well begun. The great towns are

making themselves over, and providing
themselves with all the appointments of

a new civilization, because their perma-
nent existence is now accepted as a fact.

Energetic and intelligent action has al-

ready been taken here and there to ren-

der city life more tolerable for the bulk

of city people, and such action must be

copied everywhere.
Mr. Shaw points out briefly, but very

effectively, the growth of urban popula-
tion in England and Scotland alike. In

Scotland, a century back, there were three

country dwellers to one citizen of a town,

but now there are three townsmen for

every countryman, and town and country
life are in particularly violent contrast.

In England, the towns have grown quite
as rapidly, and London has become a

city of a size so prodigious as to surpass

anything of the kind ever seen before.

Mr. Shaw devotes an interest in-

liminary chapter to the rise of tlu> IJrit-

ish towns. He sketches very vividly the

apparent hopelessness of the municipal

problem as it was during the early d -

cades of the present century, when town

life in the growing counties of Kn-land

was as evil and unwholesome a tiling

can well be imagined. The filth,

ease, overcrowding, and brutality in the

towns of that period beggar description,

and the meanness of the domestic archi-

tecture symbolized well a social life of

sordid and unlovely monotony. He then

describes the British system as it is now
in operation. One very interesting point
to Americans is the comparative uniform-

ity of the system, not only in England,
but throughout Europe generally. In

the whole range of municipal institutions

from Great Britain to southeastern Eu-

rope there are not nearly so many impor-
tant variations, whether of principle or

of method, as there are in the United

States alone. It is true, the character of

the people in Milan or Marseilles differs

radically from the character of the peo-

ple in Glasgow or Copenhagen, but the

governmental methods and principles are

more alike than is the case with the cities

on this continent. As yet, on this side

of the water, it is difficult to undertake

a general study of American municipal

government, because there is no logical

system which our municipalities illus-

trate by their workings. The business

is not carried on in accordance with any

guiding principles, each State constant-

ly trying experiments, which may be in

the right direction, and may be in the

wrong, but are undertaken wholly with-

out regard to the previous experience

not merely of other countries, but even

of other States. Hence Mr. Shaw's book

has a peculiar value to those citizens who

wish sincerely to aid in the regeneration

of town life, but who have not formed

any definite municipal ideals ; and while

hi* present volume, dealing with munici-

pal government in Great Britain, has a
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(\ bearing on our own problem-, hi-

next volume, which will treat of munici-

pal government of the chi f countries of

Continental Europe, should he only a lit-

tle less valuable to us.

It would certainly appear from Mr.

Shaw's work that there is truth in tin-

general impression that English munici-

pal politics are far cleaner than ours.

Apparently, it is exceedingly difficult, in

England, for demagogues or party agents
to exploit the votes of the ignorant and

vicious poor in the way that is normal in

American municipal politics. The laws

against bribery, direct and indirect, are

very severe, and are, we believe, well ad-

mi ni-tered. In Scotch towns, only those

who pay the rates can register, and as the

very poor, and especially the vicious poor,

devote much time and activity to evad-

ing the rate-collector, they never get regis-

It would seem as if the workingmen
;land, when they act as organized

bodies, do so with more intelligence and

a keener public morality than the work-

ingmen of our own big cities. Readers

Atlantic may perhaps remember

that the English labor leader, John Burns,

who recently \ i-ited America, expressed
much horror both at the corruption of

municipal life and at the venality and

impropriety of conduct among many of

the labor leaders, as something new in

his experience. It is true that Mr. Burns

impressed the general public <>f America

even more unfavorably than the general

public impressed him ; but while he cer-

tainly seemed, as judged l.\ our stan-

dards, to be noisy and underbred, with

the rank, aggressive underbidding < t 1 1

>ati-tied provincial, much of hiscriti. i-m

about corruption was undoubtedly true,

icmbered that, in Amer-

ica, the problem of municipal government
is ini'miteK complicated by the ethnic

character of the population in our large
In the average American hi

at least three fourths of the people are

inh or <.t foreign parentage,
and until these have become thoroughly

'a:ii/ed the difficulty of securing

good government is enormo; i
>
ly i n c reased.

Thus, while it is true, apparently, that

the workingmen in the Brit Mi cities work

more intelligently and effectively in polit-

ical life than our> do, and are less easily
misled by mere corruptionists, we must

not forget that this is largely because the

real American workingman usually re-

fuses to act as a workingman at all. He
acts as he ought to, simply as an Ameri-

can citizen, in company with other Amer-
ican citizens, whether they work with

their hands or their heads. The profes-

sional workingmen who lead working-
men's parties in our great cities are com-

monly foreigners.

There are some very striking

gences between the tendencies at work in

English municipal politics and in ours.

In New York State, it has been shown by

practical experience that better govern*
ment is secured, or at least that there is a

far better chance of securing better gov-

ernment, when the mayor is give:

centrated power than when he shares his

power with an elective ix>ard of alder-

men ; hut in many of the Kuglish cities,

which are admirably governed, the coun-

cil in reality merely includes the mayor
as a member, the government of tl

being managed by a board or committee.

It is a little odd that thU plan, which

seems to have worked so well in th

lish cities, should have broken down so

absolutely with us. The temper of the

constituency, not the form of the govern-

ment, i- the c--clitial in

Shaw makes special studies of

Glasgow, Manchester. Birmingham, and

finally of London. What he says of the

question of metropolitan tasks and pro-

blems is of especial interest He point*

out where we can learn by example, and

where we can learn by taking wa

Our people as a whole are short-sight-

ed, and prone to refuse to look into the

future ; so it may be doubted whether

American municipalities will ever learn,

without bitter personal experience, how
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they would profit from what has hap-

pened in London. For instance, take

the question of parks. The new govern-
ment of London has been particularly suc-

cessful in securing a sufficiency of these

great playgrounds for the people, and the

effect upon the health and moral tone

of the community is very marked ; hut

it has cost just about four times what

it ought to have cost, because the mu-

nicipality set about buying the ground

altogether too late. New York urgently
needs to have the same lesson taught.

Many people in New York complain of

the cost of establishing an adequate park

system. But the park system must cer-

tainly be established. We must have an

ample supply of breathing-holes and play-

grounds for our people. We must have

it in the interests of their health, and we

must have it in the interests of giving
them a chance for healthy sport which

shall not be criminal. To defer the pur-

chase of parks is simply to increase by
so much the price that we shall ultimate-

ly have to pay. In the same way, if

we provide suitable building regulations

[April,

now, if we forbid faulty and insanita-

ry work, and if we furnish a proper wa-

ter supply and proper rapid transit, we
>hall be saved very great trouble in the

future. Finally, there is indent n

sity to investigate the matter of ground-
rents. It is not required that we ac

the curiously wild and illogical doctrines

of Henry George, in order to believe that

the question of the ownership of real es-

tate in great cities stands in need of state

action, action which must be cool and

wise, but which must also be radical.

In closing this review, no better te>ti-

mony can be given as to the practical

character of Mr. Shaw's work than the

following paragraph from his preface :

" I have no intention to prescribe Eu-

ropean remedies for American maladies.

nor to suggest any degree whatsoever

of imitation. We must deal with our

own problems in our own way. bn;

must be willing to gain all po>*ihle en-

lightenment from the experience of

others who have been dealing with kin-

dred problems, and have found solutions

that are satisfactory under their own

circumstances."

RECONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM.

NOWADAYS criticism runs to epigram
on the one hand, or to philology on the

other. Plain speaking in matters of art

is rare and accounted for platitude ; in-

tricacy has won the day. But it is worth

while, even in bald language, to reca-

pitulate ideas which every thoughtful

reader must have in mind when he sur-

veys our current criticism of the art

and we should use the word in its broad-

est sense of times other than our own.

The end of literature may not app
but each decade we are farther from its

beginning, and perhaps its prime, and

more in doubt as to the principles which

should guide us in judging the works of

our fathers, our grand fat In -i >. and our re-

moter ancestors. The mass of art

overwhelming, and only a fraction of it

lies historically within the limits of our

complete sympathy and comprehension.
The early cycles, like shores seen from

afar on the sea, already grow indistinct.

and only the great highlands preserve

their prominence. Others we are ju>t

beginning to understand, as an intricate

coast-line shows its fundamental contour

from a distance not too remote. But cer-

tain it is that we can never figure accu-

rately for ourselves the world that Titian
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saw, nor f y for w!

i

ing effort, can \\ein m
Whole ages are dead In-hind u-..

and th

huried with i he'n. What wonder tliat

"t the past
that our ceiiMry i- ur

!"pin^.

of criticism is that

which instinctively .,t' tin-

put from tin- point of view of t!

li a method is not nly natu-

ral, hut to a < .tent scientific,

r was not to Pope what he was to

why should he not he to me still

ditli T. nt
'

Shakespeare, whom we think

so universal, is Mirely not centuries deep
in of even a small part

world. Men scarcely dead re-

red that in their youth Dante was

unknown. Then- he idols that

crumhle. and there he idols, perhaps, that

remain, hut these are reverenced far dif-

ferently in different ages, and he

wise who would set a measure for our af-

oi' a rule for our jud^im-nt. It

i we may guess the

of Christianity from the religious

onditioii eologi-

cal seminaries, that ( v has large-

appeared from cunvnt theology,

fully Is and hearts of

men, an 1 r int. 'grated into new metaphy-
^ii-al product-. Such a

iost literature, however effec-

tive at its present time and in it-

1

eventually attain. How. then.

can we be foolish if we examine frankly
the flotsam and jetsam ot

i

if quite HIm ply for ourselves what
11 present use or pleases our pi

-

impulse ntury
in other > than

ii a childlik'- attitude toward

be past. We have

iiave plotted corves

and mode average*.
\\ .ive counted

; par-

luinting minutely for controlling

]
MI rposes, have

Shakespeare, at least, as a calculating

engin. \ , who mounted and

trained his cannon \\ith all the :

matic> ijectory before hin

have we been less ardent in investigating
the hi-toiit al relations of the artists of

the past with their times and th<

roundings. Homer's sources have been

are's plots traced, and

all the du! is that led finally to

Faust or the Divine Comedy brought
into unnatural prominence.
the results of these two lines of research,

scientific and historical, have been so ef-

fect ively comhined as almost to persuade
us that we see and feel the art of a van-

ished epoch with more understanding
e could have done had we

in the artists' own ci

There has been no more interesting

recent example of such analysis and its

apparent tendency away from a natural

to a learned criticism than Mr. Beren-

m'mute study of Lorenzo Lotto,
1

which, following the brilliant method of

Morelli, proposes to

ble of science a pain ir hundred

years ago, and present him for accurate

nt M li's theory, it is now
almost superfluous to state, was tl

the 1,1

that of the i:J de-

t ail t hat betrays, the ears, the hands,

the folds, certain idiosyncrasies of poce
- rtain settings and backgrounds, as

pronest to be executed in a stereotyped
fashion." By a system base

clues, detective critics, of whom
i;. ;

. mem p riMfi AM noil iblt, have

MMMhl '1 ti"' |SlM and
j.
rival,- eol-

ope, testing and corapar-
i:

|
t!:. \\!!..;.' BUM "t I T di.UI J-ietlires.

n Lotto. An EMay in CoMtnotive Art
Criticism. By BKKKHAKU KEIUCKHON

York and Loodou : O. P. Putnam Sam. 180&
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cording to the accidents of tradition and

circumstance. In the history of painting
as in the history of literature, light at last

appears. We know more clearly what

each artist produced and to what influ-

ences he had been subjected, where h'fe

touched life and method method. But
Lotto's work has been the first, we sup-

pose, to undergo in such detail this search-

ingly minute series of tests. A new sci-

ence, one that neglects not the painting
of toes and eyebrows, that draws infer-

ences from the phalanx of a thumb and

from the curve of a nostril, has with pro-

digious industry accumulated and com-

pared every jot and tittle of his extant

work, recognizing it under other names,
not accepting spurious work even when

long attributed to him, if it bear not

the imprint of his minute technical pe-
culiarities. His contemporaries have

not escaped. Signs not to be doubted

are found likewise on them. And these

signs, acquired, it seems, by the influ-

ence of others, separate Lotto's contem-

poraries, when purified from the spuri-

ous and restored again to their own, into

well-defined schools and groups and pe-

riods. Lotto, then, it results, was not

the pupil of this master, as the historians

of art have always blindly insisted, but

of that. Impressionable and productive,

he had been subjected to such an influ-

ence, and bore its traces to the last ; man
of a certain mould and form of thought,

he had been only slightly touched by in-

fluences that were otherwise contagious.

The world could, it would seem, scarcely

be ransacked to better scientific advan-

tage ; the erring tracks of a genius could

scarcely be more unerringly followed, we
can well suppose ; no more striking ex-

ample of the inevitable laws of environ-

ment could be more tangibly presented.

Could there be a criticism mathemat-

ical and absolute, or did we desire the

simulacrum of one, such a method would

seem to lead us a long way toward

Granted the premises in Lotto's case,

we can establish with some completeness

the relation between him and the civili-

zation of which he was a function, be-

tween him and the civilization which

was in part a function of him. With

natural tendencies specified, with early

conditions stated, with relations of mas-

ter-hip and pupilship clearly indicated,

with the resulting knowledge of methods

and periods neatly classified, we mi^ht. it'

we would, so seems to run Mr. Beren-

son's theory, attempt in any artist's'case

a calculation of his absolute art value.

But it is just here that the ordinary lover

of the ails calls a halt. How much of

all that is contained in this surprising

method, he asks, is purely the dead learn-

ing of an expert, unattainable save by the

few elect ; how far are all these interest-

ing facts but the minutiae of the history of

art, without real value for the real world ?

The frank answer cannot be in the ex-

pert's favor. What Mr. Berenson tells

us of Lotto is what the philologists tell

us of Shakespeare and Dante. His facts

are interesting, but they hardly alter much
the amount or the kind of our enjoy-

ment. We know more of the trivial de-

tails of Lotto's art ; are we really more

in sympathy with him or with his work ?

And this objection Mr. Berenson him-

self seems to realize. He closes his

book in a wholly different vein. with

a plain analysis, from a personal point

of view, of the effect that Lotto's work

has upon him, and with interesting and

enlightening generalizations in regard
to Lotto's character and natural trend

of mind that have little in common with

the wilderness of de-tails that precede.
"Taken all together," he says,

u Lot-

to's portraits are full of meaning anil in-

terest to us, for he paints people who
seem to feel as we do about many things,

who have already much of our sponta-

neous kindness, much of our feeling for

humanity, much of our conscious need

of human ties and sympathy. The char-

ity of Lotto's spirit gives us a very dif-

ferent idea of the sixteenth century from

that which our fancy conjures up when
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we concentrate our attention upon the

ler of Loren/ino de' Medici, or the

end of the Duchess of Palliano.

1. the study of Lotto would repay
if it did no more than to help us to

a truer and saner view of the six'

century in Italy than has been given by
ar writers, from Stendhal down-

wards, writers who too exclusively

have devoted themselves to its lurid side.

That >ile, it is true, is the prominent

one, yet we feel a generous suspit -ion

that another side must have existed, and

Lotto helps to restore that human bal-

ance without which the Italy of the six-

teenth century would be a veritable pan-
demonium." It is a remark like this

that gives Lotto's work a fresh meaning
for us, and it is in such a mode that the

new school of art criticism must mend its

ways, or lose its chances of influence and

success. The new critics have before

them the splendid task of rewriting the

history of art. They must show them-

selves too wise habitually to throw pn>-

< on insignificant details. Facts,

1 facto, are never to be omitted or

trill* (1 with, hut they may well be rele-

gated, in a full and satisfactory piece of

critical \\ork, to com niriit corners, to

lootootes and appendices, in coin
|
ilete sub-

ordination to whatever will most induce

in tli* lov.-r or student of art the clear*

est knowledge of the artist's character

and of the eivili/.atiou of which he was a

part
Mr. Berenson reconstructs Lotto's

1 : he gives us the clue to the

traits by which his work can be most easi-

ly recogni/ed. To reconstruct Lotto him-

self the growth ami decay of his art,

>, his philosophy, h in tastes

lay somewhat outside his priman
pose. With a broader subject,

1 Mr.

Wendell has chosen a plan of acti<>

Philological ami historical re-

search have already done for Shake-

'Ham 8kak*per*. A Study in EH-
bethftii i ;\ BARKKTT WKNDKLL.
Ntw York : Charles Scribner. Sam. 1894.

speare what Mr. Berenson is doing for

Lotto. The whole mass of lifeless facts,

familiar to tho>c much read in Shake-

spearean "literature" Mr. Wendell

seizes hold of imaginatively, and so re-

constructs, not Shakespeare's method, but

Shakespeare hixns<

The attempt has been made before,

but never with such learning, such skill,

such sympathy. The method is a simple
one. What we know of Shakespeare's
life is almost nothing ; even as an artist

he is extraordinarily impersonal. But

the body of literature which is his, or

has been attributed to him, is large ; the

mass of extant literature belonging to

his time is enormous. The work of the

searchers and gleaners is almost done

and has been almost without result.

Shakespeare's plays have become a great

literary standard ; Shakespeare himself

has become the type of his time, the

symbol of what is great in English liter-

And yet we know Dante's per-

sonality more intimately, have a greater
hold on the individuality of men even

more alien in race and remote in time.

Hence, bewildered people readily accept
theories that deny Shakespeare's exist-

ence, or deprive him of the glory of his

works. Mr. Wendell's method is the

forlorn hope. We know Shakespeare's

language, we share his blood. May not

our sympathy and our experience deter-

mine, not on the basis of learning, but

by sheer effort of imagination, what man-

ner of man he was, and reeonstrti

from his very ashes ?

The result of Mr. Wendell's attempt
will bo, to most readers, extraordinarily

suggestive. The host of statistical de-

tails falls qui.tly into l.nu ; chaos takes

on order. Shakespeare the man has

\v traces apparent to human know-

ledge, but Shakespeare the artist we can

follow step by step in his mastery of his

profession, and through the artist we
can dimly imagine the man, the prin-

ciples of his development, his strength,

his weakness, his success, his failure, the
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growth and tin* decay of his imagina-
tion. Of course, such conclusions must

be vague, but as far as they go they are

satisfactory, and they could not have been

more definite and still have kept close to

the facts that serve for ]>ivipi>.-. To

state the results here would be to pass be-

yond the limits of our space, to deprive
the reader of a real privilege, and to lead

us away from our main thought ; but let

the following quotation from one of Mr.

Wendell's own summaries serve as a

type.
" Over and over again," he says,

in endless variety of substance and de-

tail, of conception and of phrase alike,

these plays show themselves the work of

one who at least sympathetically has

sounded the depths of human suffering.

. . . Throughout is a profound fatalistic

sense of the impotence of man in the

midst of his environment ; now dispas-

sionate, now fierce with passion, this

sense which we called a sense of irony

pervades every play from Julius

Caesar to Coriolanus. In the second

place, from All 's Well that Ends Well

to Antony and Cleopatra, there is a sense

of something in the relations between

men and women at once widely different

from the ideal, romantic fascination ex-

pressed by the comedies, and yet just

what should normally follow from such

a beginning. Trouble first, then vacil-

lating doubt, then the certainty that wo-

man may be damningly evil, succeed one

another in the growth of this mood
which so inextricably mingles with the

ironical. Finally, from Hamlet to Mac-

beth, along with the constant irony, and

the constant trouble which surrounds the

fact of woman, we found equally constant

traces of deep sympathy with such ab-

normal, overwrought states of mind as.

uncontrolled by tremendous power both

of will and of artistic expression, might

easily have la
j
M d into madness." Tin---

are broad statements, but, like mathe-

matical formula.-, they are valuable, be-

cause all accidental detail is eliminated

from them. Through such phases of

life and thought, thus general 1\

Shakespeare if Mr. Wendell's pre-

mises be right must once have
p.

We are the gainers by a series of 1

ly human and philosophical pi-op..-

Even the most sympathetic i

structions, however, may be t;r

helpful as criticism. The knowledge of

the past is science. To he permanent.
the work of art must be capable of tak-

ing on new meanings continually for

changing generations of changing men
and women. To know what Shakespeare
was is helpful to the student. His

ghosts and witches are explicable, his

deeds of violence become natural con-

ventions, as we learn to force ourselves

into accepting his historical point of

view. But in the end Shakespeare must

come to us, and not we to him. Great

art is tested by its power of seeming

congruous and significant to all men

alike, including those who cannot i

pected to send a reconstructing im

tion up and down the ages at the beck

of their pleasure. Thus it may come to

pass the old types fail. It would not lie

strange if men should again grow indif-

ferent to Dante. It is not hard to im-

agine a generation that should not care

deeply for Hamlet, with it- hero rich in

words and poor in action, with is enig-

matic plot, its bloody dn d-. its incon-

ceivable apparition, its long orations;

nor for Macbeth, with its impo^i'hle

happenings, its unimaginable hi

action. And here is where criticism

may exercise an important influence.

The history of art is a noble pursuit, an

interesting branch of .science. I!

that reconstructs is perhaps its 1

point, its most difficult task. Hut what

the people of to-day need ino.t U criti-

cism which helps them to distinguish in

i of yesterday that which to-day is

most beautiful and most true.
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COMMENT ON NEW BOOKS.

Poetry and the Drama. In Russet and

bj Edmund Goose. (Stone ^

ball.) The truest note of this volume is

in the verses of lament for lost

yi mt h and opportunities. Such lines as The

Prodigal and Revelation convey something
of the genuine feeling of poetry, if not its

whole reality. Now and then the lack of

any definite sense of humor stands in the

way of success. The possessor of such a

sense would hardly have written seriously,
"

I cannot write my lore with Shakep*re'. art,

Bat the amme burden weigh* upon 017 heart ;

"

nor would he have been likely to speak of

the Opium Harvest as gathered up "in

bales of solid sleep." Yet the verses al-

ways show the trained craftsmanship of the

pen, and if for the most part they are the

product more of a cultivated mind than of

a poet's, in the larger sense, they are never-

theless often agreeable reading. Three

ingle poems which come to us as separate
books are : Lincoln's Grave, by Maurice

Thompson (Stone & Kimball) ; The Torch-

Bearers, by Arlo Bates (Roberts) ; and
Chant of a Woodland Spirit, by Robert
Barns Wilson (Putnams). The first and
second of these are occasional poems. Mr.

Thompson's was read before the Phi Beta

Kappa Society at Harvard, and has its

special interest in the fact that the writer

fought for " the lost cause." None the less

is he capable of seeii as he was,
and of producing, with the inspiration of

the theme, some of the best work in verse

that has yet come from his pen. Mr. Batcs's

poem was written for the Bowdoin College
mial last spring. It is, in effect, a
<l essay and homily on truth, with the

t the author's own creation,
" What

lieves is The Chant of a
Woodland Spirit is more dinirult to define,

rprct nature, and to give voice to the

uost of the satisfactions of man
except those of Sorrow and Memory. Va-

H'trical forms are essayed, often with

leieoBM, and passages of poetic beauty are

easy to find
; yet the effect of the whole

>nfused and confusing.
The Plays of Maurice Maeterli

Maleine,Thc lntru.1, -r.The Blind, The
VOL. LXXV. xo. 450. oo

Seven Princesses. Translated by Richard

Hovey. (Stone & Kimball.) In his I ntro-

duction, Mr. Hovey says of Maeterlinck :

" He has been accused of a lack of humor,
but it is rather a restriction to one kind

of humor, the hysterical mirth of tragic

crises, the grin on the everlasting skull."

The idea of this "
grin

"
as a form of humor

will be as new to many readers as the qual-

ity of the plays must be to all those who
have not before had at least a bowing ac-

quaintance with Maeterlinck. Mr. Hovey
has succeeded, perhaps, as thoroughly as the

spirit of our language permits, in catching
and reproducing the very atmosphere of the

Belgian writer. The Introduction, more-

over, shows the translator to be well in

sympathy with the latter-day growth of

riiflh M*:u-u-i linck is a most characteristic

because a most individual development
Vistas, by William Sharp. (Stone & Kim-

ball.) This book, like the Plays of Maeter-

linck, appears in the Green Tree Library,
and like them, too, it keeps one listening

so intently for sounds that are just beyond

hearing, and trying so hard to see mystical

presences which are not quite visible, thai

in the end one's ears and eyes are really
sensible of the strain. Mr.* Sharp's dedi-

catory letter tells Mr. Alden and the world

at large how he came to write these "dra-

matic interludes," and why they are not, as

some have thought, "an English reflection

of the Maeterlinckian fire." Their kinship
with the Belgian's work, in purpose and in

method, is nevertheless beyond question.

Whether one cares to subject one's self to

the effect of such work is a matt

private decision. The effect is palpably

wrought in the best of the Vistas. Nar-

ragansett Ballads, with Songs and Lyrics,

by Caroline Hazard. (Hougbton.) Many
.us of the southern- part of Rhode

Island are preserved in the ballads which

make a large part of this book. They are

stories worth keeping, and Miss Hazard has

brought to her task the true seal

historian of localities. She is a Rhode

Islander, too, in many of the Songs and

Lyrics, though their themes have no dis-

tinct geographical limit*. Some of the most

attractive verses in the hook, indeed, have
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the Californian coast for their scone.

Love-Songs of Childhood, by Eugene Field.

(Scribners.) Mr. Field's happiest vein here-

tofore has often been in juvenile rhymes, and

so, apparently, it continues to be. Verses

like Fiddle-Dee-Dee " and The Ride to

Bumpville, for instance, are amusing and

clever. Yet too often the writer lets him-

self drop below his own better standards,

and the result, as shown in many verses of

this volume, is a cheap and common kind of

rhyming, which can neither cultivate good
taste iu the children nor gratify it in the

parents. Heigh-Ho ! My Laddie, O ! and

Other Child Verses, by William S. Lord.

(The Enterprise, Evanston, 111.) A small

pamphlet of rhymes which, if the strictest

truth be told, are neither here nor there.

From Time to Time, a Book of Verse, by
S. W. Weitzel. (Anson D. F. Randolph &
Co., New York.) There are two lines in

the Bab Ballads about a person belonging
to the class of men who are said to stand iu

" the middle distance :

"

" No characteristic trait had he

Of any distinctive kind."

They are lines which a book of verse often

has the power to recall. It is the more re-

freshing to find this paper-covered volume
of the family to which the quotation does

not refer, for there is a very clear note

of simple religious faith constantly recur-

rent in the collection, and the verses are

better written than many others. On the

Wooing of Martha Pitkin, being a Versified

Narrative of the Time of the Regicides in

Colonial New England, by Charles Knowles

Bolton. (Copeland & Day.) If an unvi-

gilant proof-reader had let the 1894 on the

title-page of this smallest of small books

twist itself into 1694, nobody would have

been much the wiser, so successful is the

reproduction of the garb of antiquity for

the little volume. The Versified Narrative

which it contains is pleasant enough, but

hardly so conspicuous in its success. Songs
from Dreamland, by May Kendall. (Long-

mans.) On the whole, the better verses in

this book are those of the lighter sort, and,

curiously enough, the light method o

finds its way into the treatment of serious

themes. At their very best, the better verses

of each kind are good, but of these there

are hardly enough to give the collection any

positive distinction. Philip of Pokanoket,
an Indian Drama, by Alfred Antoine Fur-

man. (Stettiner, Lambert & Co., "New

York.) Mr. Furman has no Invitation in

following the best dramatic- models, i'.-r in a

sort of balcony scene for Captain Chun -h and

AVenonah,
"
Squaw - Sachem of the Sec<>-

uets,"the Indian lighter, not hit laTto credit-

ed with love passages with sqn iims,
" But see! the dawn! " and Wenouah iep,

"
No, 't is not the dawn,

But some belated meteor iu his flight.'
1

Then Church again cries out against
" those

jealous streaks that hem the dress of day,"
and one is not quite sure whether the age
is that of the sewing-machine or of Shake-

speare. There are five acts in the play,
and twenty-two speaking parts. The scene

is said to be laid "dispersedly in Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island." The Wine
of May, and Other Lyrics, by Fred Lewis

Pattee. (Republican Press Association,

Concord, N. H.) There is a pleasant fa-

cility of pen and imagination in many of the

verses here, but no insistent note of indi-

viduality. Watchers of Twilight, and
Other Poems, by Arthur J. Stringer. (T. H.

Warren, Printer, London, Out.) Among
the Muses, by Miles A. Davis. (Published

by the Author.)
Literature and Literary History. The

fifth volume of the new edition of IVpvs's

Diary, which is appearing under the ch

of Mr. Henry B. Wheatley (Maemillan),
runs from July, 1665, to October, 1666. It

is worth while to read in this faithful chron-

icle how he and other Londoners lived and

quaked during the plague. Pepys is as am-

atory as ever, always applauding mo<i

and always apparently ready to take liber-

ties with it. His taste for music leads him

to give many references to songs by L:

and others, and to convey the impr.

that England had more real music in her in

the middle of the seventeenth ct ntury than

she has now. The A in iy Study,

by Hiram Corson. (Macmillan.) An admi-

rable little treatise, which, read atteir

ly, would go far to enlightening tea.

as to what they may and may not do in

teaching English. If it were possible to

examine teachers in Dr. ('orson's tract,

might look to see the ordinary examina-

tions of pupils in English abandoned. The

truths which he sets forth are of ilie kind

that enter the mind like light ; tin y <!

knock like an officer of the law. The

ond of the three volumes of lien Jonson, iu
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rmaid Series (Imported 1>\

lias, as an appropria-

rtcliini; <>t' t be portra i irbadge
I hilwk-h (

iallt-ry. The book contains

Bartholomew Fair, Cynthia's Revels, and

John

Lubbook. (Macinillan.) Tin's \ ( ,Inn

o many truths that it is a madden-

ing to read. The trouble is that the

truths are for the most part also truisms.

According to his previous practi

.lolm has dipped and copied from every
source the more familiar dicta of great

regarding the virtues. On threads

oi hi> own spinning, wrought wholly from

the bourgeois
" be -good -and -you-will -ibe-

happy
"
philosophy, the author and com-

ng these extracts together.
To tind a perfectly familiar couplet from

Shakespeare misquoted, and then attributed

to Burns, shakes one's faith in all the less

easily verified citations. But Sir John is

ntent merely with repeating what

others have said
;
he also repeats himself.

On page 83, in the chapter on Health, one

finds,
" The senses full of innocent delight

are will no doubt, if we yield to

them, wreck us like the Sirens of old [by
the way, were the Sirens wrecked ?] on the

locks and whirl pools of life." On page 290,
when Peace and Happiness are reached, the

same original sentiment is expressed, only
here it is true delight.

'

and " no doubt"
tied. Can it !>< that the wreck and

the rocks and the whirlpools have become
interval any less a certainty

ilarly fresh quotation ends the book :

M Be good, in the noble words of Kingsley,

And 1* who will be clew.' "

Such tricks as these we have pointed out

may be good, indeed, but surely they are

-The Alphabet and Language,
tality of the Big Trees, Wealth and

!' Chicago Expedition.

bays by Thomas Magee a Dox-

ry and Biography. Kngland in th.-

-nth Cent lizabeth \\

irg.) This 1,,,

lows the same plan as the autho
H on France and Russia, and has the

Mme readable quality. Mrs. Lat
first thought of calling her work of thin

kind Historical Gossip would have given

the series a good descriptive titk. II.-:-

personal reminiscences are always interest-

ing, and she is an entertaining compiler ;

but she should follow her authorities more

closely, and revise more carefully. Even
for gossip the volume contains too many in-

accuracies and blunders of the most obvi-

ous kind, such as, to note a few instances,
the statement that George III. was the

first sovereign English born and bred since

Queen Elizabeth
; or that Lord Beacons-

field was refused a grave in Westminster

Abbey, the exact opposite being the fact ;

while sometimes a curious confusion of per-
sons and things is shown, as where the

youngest of the three beautiful Sheridans

is said to have been Lady Eglintoun, and

the Crown Prince of Rouinania is married

simultaneously, as it were, to his wife and
his wife's sister, the ignoring of the a

tic marriage of the latter, with its rather

important attendant circumstances, being
a clear loss of excellent material. But

these infelicities will trouble not at all that

large class of readers who will not take

history and biography except in the form

here offered, and who are certain to find the

volume entertaining. Dante Rossetti and
the Pre-Raphaelite Movement, by Esther

Wood. (Scribners.) The writer disavows

the intention of producing the authoritative

life of Rossetti, or of mtering fully into

the domain of art critiri-m. HIT purpose
is rather to give expression to the meaning,
<thi.d even more than esthetic, of the Pre-

Raphaelite Movement. To this end she does,

in effect, present us a biography of Roesetti,

and many interesting glimpses of the men
and thoughts with whi.-h he had most to do.

One of the most valuable elements of the

book is its showing of the influence that

l-'.n-lMi poetry not his own, but Kcats's,

Tennyson's, and Browning'* in turn had

s.rk as a painter. The con-

sideration of the painter's own verse is sane

and sympathetic. Indeed, throughout ad-

mirable judgment is shown, in spite of the

< somewhat diffuse nictho

standing her good resolutions at the ouUet,

she permits herself many pages that

I .. ,.,;,,.,,; r . .1

'

- .1 f..r . U,--

where. The Anaalsof aQvir:
a Country Parson. Edited by John Watson,
11- Macmillan, New York; Dent, Lon-

Beaides being an attractive hook to

look at, this is a pleasant one to read
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-imple, straightforward >tyle the wri-

ter describes the life of the dalesmen in the

isworth country, more, be it said, as

it was fifty and a hundred year- ajn> than

as it is now. For, unhappily, the encroach-

ments of theputer world are changing even

the ways of the Quiet Valley, and all the I

things of anecdote and fact about strange
old clergymen and parish clerks, the cus-

toms of indoor and outdoor life, indeed all

the most individual bits in the folk-lore of

the region, are brought to us out of a past
that is truly gone. Reminiscences of a Por-

trait Painter, by George P. A. Healy. (Mc-

Clurg.) Mr. Healy tells without affectation

or vainglory the story of his own life, and

many anecdotes about his friends and sit-

ters. No one more than the successful paint-

er of portraits has the opportunity of seeing
a variety of interesting people at short range,
and when, as here, the memorable points of

the interviews are preserved without mak-

ing the narrator the principal character in

each scene, the artist must have a second

pleasure in leaving behind him the pictures

of his pen. The Egyptian Book of the

Dead, the most Ancient and the most Im-

portant of the Extant Religious Texts of

Ancient Egypt. Edited, with Introduction, a

complete Translation, and various chapters

on its History, Symbolism, etc., by Charles

H. S. Davis. With 99 Plates reproduced in

facsimile from the Turin papyrus and the

Louvre papyrus. (Piitnains.) A big quarto

with quite an air of erudition about it. The

reproductions are blurred, process copies of

those published long ago by De Rouge' and

Lepsius. The translation is from the French

of Pierret. In the editor's own work of in-

troduction there is apparently no recourse

to Maspero or E. Meyer, and Naville's crit-

ical edition seems not to have been used.

In a word, the book adds nothing to the

subject, and does not set forth intelligent-

ly what is known. Any one who can read

Mch can dispense with the book ;
and if

one is really eager to become versed in

hieratic learning, he had better first learn

French. In the Cornell Studies in Classi-

cal Philology ((;iim). an historical treatise

on The Cult of Asklepios, by Alice Walton.

lias appeared.
Textbooks and Education. Cinq

- Mars,

on Une Conjuration sons Li.nU XIII

leO Alfred de Yi;ii\. Abridged and edit-

\vith Introduction and Notes, by Charles

Sankcy. (Heath.) The Historical Introduc-

tion to this nninhcrof Heath'* Modern Lan-

guage Series is a capital sketch of the \-, -\\r\\

of Louis XIII. and the career of Kichelien.

Besides, there is a biographical accoant of

AlfreddeViguy, and tin- note> upon the ;

are ample without bcinj overpowe:
A Text-Book of Modern Spanish
Written and Spoken in Castile and the Span-
ish-American Republics, by Marathon Mon-
trose Ramsay (Holt), is not too late.

hope, to profit by the interest in Pan-Ann r-

icau affairs of which so much was said a

few years ago. From D. C. Heath .V ( ...

we have A Danish and Dano- Norwegian
Grammar, by P. Groth. Four new books

for classes in French are : Hcrnani, edited,

with Notes and an Essay on Victor Hugo,

by George McLean Harper (Holt) ;
Co-

lomba, par Prosper Me*rimeV, edited, with

Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography, by
A. Guyot Cameron (Holt) ; Episodes from

Francois le Champi. par George Sand, edit-

ed, with Notes, by C. Sankey (Longmans);
and A First Lesson in French, by Francois

Gouin, translated from the French by How-
ard Swan and Victor Belis (Srril-m-rs).

Another book for beginners is A First "l

in Drawing, by Henry T. Bailey. (Edu-
cational Publishing Co., Boston.) In the

Standard Teachers' Library (Bardeen, s\ ra-

cuse) have appeared a second edition of

Roderick Hume, the Story of a New York

Teacher, by C. W. Bardeen, and t\\> 1

not distantly related to each other. The

School Room Guide to Methods of 1 , a. h-

ing and School Management, by F. V.

De GratV, and The Teacher's Mentor, includ-

ing in one volume Buckhara's First Step.- in

Teaching, Huntmoon's Unconscious Tui-

tion, FitchV Art of (^uestionini;. aiul Fitch's

Art of Securing Attention. In Hutchison's

Physiological Series, Maynard, Merrill &
Co. have issued Our Wonderful Bdi.-s. and

How to Take Care of Them, the Fi.^t Hook

for Primary Grade ond LI Inter-

mediate and Grammar Grades.

Books for and about /// < Yimntj. 1

and Other Child Stories, by Franc* s I :

son Burnett. (Scribners.) Mr-. Murnett

has hardly done better work than in the de-

lightful history of two memorable. i.

gay dreadful days in the life of J'iccino. a

six-year-old Italian peasant. \\h>e under-

fill

English lady, who, as au amusing di
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ikes charge of the boy.

-avage is introduced to bewil

. strange food, and, worst of all

iter," and after forty-eight hours of

misery he runs away, returning to the con-

squalor of his parental hovel

.ill be eagerly read and re-read by
childn -n. Imt will be better appreciated by

Idem 'I'll.- ( t!,.T Cl.il. 1 Stories are

properly so called, for they are not a child's

. even though children find them at-

1 his is emphatically the case with

The Captain's Youngest, and so, in a less

degree, with the graceful, pathetic sketch

's Kitten TdU iy, and
with Ho\\ Kumitlcroy Occurred, some notes

on the babyhood and childhood

's younger son, the model of that

sque and popular juvenile hero.

Twilight Land, by Howard Pyle.

pen.) The plan of this fairy-book is to

have various persons of nursery lore, such

as Cinderella, Ali Baba, and Boots, tell sto-

ries to be illustrated by Mr. Pyle. This

part of the work he has done charmingly.
Whenever the aerial motion of a flying-

carpet or wishing-stool is the subj >

design is peculiarly happy, not to say flighty.

Hut he text, there one wishes Grimm and

Scheherazade might have been left t<

own devices of speech. To them can most

of the substance of the tales be traced, and

the transfer to the lips of new tellers does

not add greatly to their charm. Sirs,

>!venteen ! U y Townsend.

r, by Kffie W. Merriman. (Lee

Shepard.) In the first of these vol

two well-to-do young folk rescue and be-

a th<- slimi. ; in the second,
a family of poor orphans, while struggling
to rise in the world, do good to those still

more helpless than themselves. B>
thorn have a certain skill in story-t-

ir tales, though ordinary in .1

are neither unwholesome nor unreadaM. -.

The Little Old Man, a Story written on Re-

quest, by Uncle Charley. (Bardeen, Syra-

cuse.)

iiutiemd <Ettk*ic, Stadia ... ICodem
Second Series, by W 1! lUdow.

(Macmillun.) The writer makes his way
cross the quicksands of musical criticism

icy were solid groan .ut too

affirmation and contention, he deals
" it ii his themes in such a way as to give a
full imj. !,-.,;,,:, ,,f sureness aud sober judg-

ment. The book opens with a long paper
lines of Musical Form, dealing in

turn with Faculties of Appreciation, Style

ructure, and Function 1
- the less

te hnical music lover, the three biograph-
ical and critical papers that follow are of

still greater interest. Their subjects are

Chopin, Dvorak, and Brahms. This last

master is held to have taken his place with

Bach and Beethoven. Rhythm and Har-

mony in Poetry and Music, together with

Music as a Representative Art, Two Es-

says in Comparative .Esthetics, by George
Lansing Raymond. (I'utnams.) A long

preface is devoted to defending the author

against the critics of his previous books, and

showing wherein they were mistaken and

unintelligent. A chapter in the first essay
of the present volume is entitled Musical

Harmony as developed by the Art-Method

of Grouping Like Partial Effects <

like Complex Wholes. This alone may be

taken to indicate the writer's fashion of

dealing with the purely technical side of

artistic production, and it is hardly to be

wondered that mortal critics have failed to

sound the depths of such work.

Fiction. Sir Robert's Fortune, by Mrs.

Oliphant. (Harpers.) Before now Mrs
< Hiphant has shown how easily and vividly

she can reproduce the Sc. of the

early years of this century, and though Sir

Robert's Fortun. wise equal to her

best work, the story of Lily Ramsay's grad-
ual and hopeless entanglement in a net of

falsehood and deceit, despite her own frank-

ness and truth fulness, never fails in inter-

i he girl, with her willfulness, pete-
.. .

! !' '.

'

.
. i ; . d '

- : .

'

lovableness, is a very lifelike study, while

the humbler personages of the tale have

every one the distinct ind which

belongs to the author's sketches of her

N folk. It in n thin : to bo grateful

for, as the larger part of the story is laid

in a region remote from the Lowlands, that,

though all the characters, high an.i

have properly what may he called a Scot-

tish flavor in their speech, dialect is used

scarcely at all Who was Lost and is

Found (Harpers), both in length and in qual-

ity, will rank among Mrs. Oliphant's minor

teles; hot the picture of Mrs. OgiIvy and

her household is in the writer's best man-
ner. the c, u-r habit of

well-ordered, decorous living, to
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turns tin- unrepentant prodigal, being drawn

with most delicate and sympathetic insight.

The Parasite, by A. Conaa Doyle. ( i

PITS.) The hero and narrator of this brief

tale is a young scientist, who, in the way of

experiment, puts himself in the power of

a very potent hypnotizer, a woman neither

young nor attracti ve, who is at once amon MM,

malignant, and merciless. When we add
that her victim is betrothed to a charming
girl, we have given the materials for a thrill-

ing history which the author may be trusted

to use skillfully and effectively. Messrs.

Harpers have brought out a handsome new
edition of The White Company, Dr. Doyle's

.spirited and easily readable tale of the days
when Edward III. was king, the volume

being in the same general style as the pub-
lishers' issues of Micah Clarke and The

Refugees. We do not know whether it

was a slip of the writer's pen or a perver-

sity of the types which, in the last chapter,
makes the fourth Edward the successor of

the second Richard. Messrs. Holt have

published two more little volumes by An-

thony Hope, The Dolly Dialogues and The
Indiscretion of the Duchess. As to the

former book, easy facility in writing bright,

epigrammatic dialogue, almost always nice-

ly adapted to the occasion, has been an im-

portant element in the making of Mr.

Hope's rapid and rather exceptional suc-

cess, and the gift is here displayed often

with much cleverness and humor. The es-

sentials of a social skit of this sort, a well-

bred tone, lightness in the satiric touches,

and cynicism of not too dark a dye, can be

found in the book. Altogether the author

is a not inapt pupil of the vivacious, and

nnequaled, Gyp. The Indiscretion of the

Duchess is of the same class as The Pi i

er of Zenda. Though the later tale is on

the whole inferior to its predecessor, it has

the same ingenuity of construction, is as

brimful of incidents, as rapid in movement,
and as entertainingly improbable. Tl it-

characters who disport themseh

pages will excite only moderate interest, but

the story of their adventures will be read

at a sitting by a multitude of romance

lovers. The Vagabonds, by Margaret L.

Woods. (Macmillan.) The vagabonds are

the members of Stockwell's Giant Circus,

and the motley crowd and their wandering
life are drawn with rigidly truthful, yet at

the same time kindly and sometimes humor-

on- torn-lies. Hut tin- sketche-^ ol Ll. -in the

ring and on the road are ! ,i
; iry to

the story of the clown Joey, an ngl\ .

hearted middle-aged man, married t" a

pretty girl-wife whom he loves passionate-

ly, while she accepted him as a In

simply as her oidy escape from a <1

table father. When we say that >he i> i

good but commonplace young woman, with

the selfishness of utterly unimaginative

youth; that she falls in love with one of her

fellow-workers; that when circumstances for

which no one is to blame make her remar-

riage necessary, she accepts her freedom at

Joey's hands and sails for America with her

new husband, where both, we may be sure,

will quickly forget the man who has saved

the life of one, and resigned forthe other all

that made his own life of value, we indicate

a humble tragedy which Mrs. Woods has

treated with strength and tenderness. The
book is interesting from beginning to end,
but will hardly make so deep an impression
as the author's earliest and as yet l)est

novel. A Drama in Dutch, by Z. /.

(Macmillan.) A study of a community of

Dutch shopkeepers in London, apparently
written by one of the same nationality,

who is able, at least partially, to look at the

little world he describes from the outside.

His sketches are uncompromisingly realis-

tic, and the men and women he depicts so

graphically can win but scant regard from

the reader, so narrow-minded, sordid, and

vulgarly materialistic are most of them.

The story, though it has both tragic, and

pathetic elements, makes but a slight im-

pression in comparison with the pici

life and character so forcibly given, which

show both insight and power on the part of

the author. The weakest point in the book

is the rapid conversion of Martin, the young

hero, into a Dutchman. Heredity would

hardly overcome in an instant. to speak,
the education and habits of a lifetime, and

even falling in love would scarcely

cile an English university-bred youth to

some of the qualities of his new UM
A Monk of the Aventine, by Km

stein. Translated iy Helen Hunt Johnson.

(Roberts.) A due amount of historical and

archaeological knowledge can generally be

looked for in a German novel of this class,

and it is not wanting here. But the author

has hardly succeeded in giving a very vivid

picture of the squalid, ignoi.ii/
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and bml :. tenth c

>st of bis characters, though as care-

fullv s: i j.l led as their environment, lack

vitality Vet the story of the monk Ber-

nardus is an interesting one, told through-
a terse, straightforward manner,

ually with sin It may not

transport the reader to medieval Rome,
but it will

!)<!}> him to reconstrurt it in his

own imagination. An Altar of Earth, by

Thymol Monk. (I'utnanis.) An end-of-

tbe-centnry tale, mainly devoted to the his-

tory of Daphne Cresswell, a medical stu-

dent, dangerously attractive to every man
who approaches her nearly. Told that she

has but two years to live, she seeks coun-

try air and qui<t Hill, the owner

whereof, a coarse, rich City man, soon loves

lawfully, while she is adored honest-

ly by the rising young doctor who has pro-
nounced her doom. The study of the girl's

state of mind, her passionate feeling for na-

ture, her recklessness, her clinging to life,

brave endurance for the most part,

though she has neither faith nor hope, is

angularly vivid. The tone of the book is

I, and at times unwholesome, but it

if never dull, which last assertion cann ; In-

made of another Jin-de-rikde novel, Helm,

by Oswald \
. a late addition to the

! ,!t<> I.il>r;i: loorge,

the literary hero, begins life in a state of

general di> md disgust, marries

. .iii.l tlmm^h h.-r influence becomes
somewhat more health\miu l.-d, takes up
socialism for a while, leaving it rather sud-

denly to devote himself to a new form of

writing, which in if final dev<l.>|,

him a celebrated novelist. All this

is narrated intelligently, but with-

out grace or lightness of touch, and the

reader, in turning the last pages, which are

slowly reached considering the size of the

book, wonders for what particular reason

the story of George and Helen should have
been told at all. -On Cloud Mountain,

e.)
>or tale of a strongly accented and

II justice is

I to the uii.-i >nt hues* and eccentn

t the Colorado moun-
i, and more than justice, it is to be

>d, to their fearful and wonderful mi*-

and abuse of the English language.
m the story in dug out of the mass of

.11 which it is imbedded, it will

A fi

be found far from uninteresting. The
Christmas Hirelings, by M K liraddon.

(Harpers.) The author says that she has
"
long wished to write a story abou

dren which should be interesting to child-

ish readers, and yet not without interest

for grown-up |>-
"he has probably

accomplished both objects in this book,
which she yet rightly calls a novel. For

cleverly drawn as are the little folk in this

tale, especially the bright, original Moppet,
their portraits will be much better appre-
ciated by elder readers than by those of

their own age. Miss Braddon has certain-

ly proved iu this volume that she can write

charmingly and sympathetically of chil-

dren. A Kentiuky Cardinal, by James
Lane Allen. ( Harpers.) This issue of the

Little Novels Series has to do with a cardi-

nal bird who lived in a bachelor's garden,
ami the girl who lived just beyond it He
was fond of them both, and against his

principles, to gratify the girl, he captured
the bird. The little creature died, and a

misunderstanding between the bachelor and

the girl became more intense in oonse

qtience, but in the end resulted in his cap-
ture of her also. It is altogether a delight-
ful little story, full of irns of con-

struction and humor, and well apart front

the beaten tracks of 1. ..n. Kng-
lish Episodes, by Frederick Wedroore.

(Imported by Scribners.) The wr

the five little stories that make this book

knows his Ixmdon and his Londoners well.

He tells about a vicar, a probationer, a re-

tired draper, a young poet with hopes for

the lanreatcship, and a young woman in an

Aerated Bread shop in a fashion as eom-

;lish as are the character* de-

scribed. And in saying this we are not of

those who would imply that the element el

1 nun <>r is quite lacking. There is something
of it throughout the book, and even more

of its sister quality, pathos. What some of

our own writers have done for New Eng-
land villages, Mr. Wedroore does for Lon-

showing the quiet realities in the lives

of a few separate inhabitants. The Doe-

tor. Ins Wife and the Clock, by Anna Katha-

tnams.) All about a blind

physician, who, with deadly marksmanship.

sootokill. The story is told by the detec-

tive, who puts the scanty bits of evidence

together, and in the end confronts the in-
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nocent criminal with all the details of the

murder. What may be called the police

fiction of recent years has raised one's stan-

dards of the sensational so high that this

number of the Autonym Library can hardly
excite positive enthusiasm. Writing to

Rosina, by W. 11. Bishop. (Century Co.)
An amusing little tale of the complications
that involved two matter-of-fact lovers and

the two friends who undertook to carry on a

romantic correspondence for them. There

is something really pathetic in the bewil-

derment of the young New York " hustler
"

when called upon to write real letters, after

a lifelong training in " Yours rec'd, and

contents duly noted." Sidney Forester,

by Clement Wilkes. (H. W. Hagemann,
New York.) On the Hurricane Deck, a

Novel, by W. H. Wright. (Mascot Pub-

lishing Co., New York.) A Siren's Son,

by Susie Lee Bacon. (Charles H. Kerr &
Co., Chicago.)

Sociology. The Boss, an Essay upon the

Art of Governing American Cities, by Hen-

ry Champernowne. (Geo. H. Richmond

& Co., New York.) The author's attempt

is, by assuming the Machiavellian attitude

of a crafty adviser, to make a satiric show-

ing of all that a New York boss does and

might do. There is some real sagacity in

the final appeal to him to use his great

powers to promote the splendor of the city,

and thus to win the love of the citizens. But
for the most part the writer's art does not

lend itself readily to the methods of satire,

and the results of his enterprise are rather

cumbrous. The first volume of J. Shield

Nicholson's Principles of Political Economy
(Macmillan) deals with Production and

Distribution. The author appears to be an

independent disciple of Mill. In his closing

chapter he has some interesting and vigor-

ous criticisms to pass upon theoretical so-

cialism.

Books of Reference. Woman in Epigram,
Flashes of Wit, Wisdom, and Satire from

the World's Literature, compiled by Fred-

erick \V. Morton. (MeClurg.) Mr. Mor-
ton has ransacked the libraries of th<> ages
for observations on woman. IK- h:i> ,

quoted from himself. Certainly he lia-

brought together sentiment > CIIOU<M

every shade to please alike the mi

the lady-killer, and the silent wor.-lr.i

Furthermore, he has provided his book witli

an index of authors and of subjects, and al-

together has made his work the Bart let t of

Femininity. Reportof the Massachusetts

Board of World's Fair Managers. (Wright
& Potter Printing Co., Boston.) An octavo

volume, liberally illustrated, which clearly

sets forth the exhibit made by Massachu-

setts. The state building formed an inter-

esting part of the exhibit, both in itself and

in its contents* and the illustrations of it are

an attractive element in the report. The

Oxford English Dictionary, with the pr;,

worthy intention of regular serial publica-

tion, appears January 1, 1895, in a part of

Volume III., covering the words Deceit-

Deject. (At the Clarendon Press, Oxford ;

Macmillan, New York.) A third edition

of Phyfe's Seven Thousand Words Often

Mispronounced (Putnams) has recently

come to us.

Travel and Nature. Six Months among
the Palm Groves, Coral Reefs, and Vol-

canoes of the Sandwich Islands, by Isa-

bella Bird Bishop. (Putnams.) It is a curi-

ous intimation of English obstinacy which

persists in giving the Earl of Sandwich's

name to the Hawaiian Islands. Mr.-. IJish-

op's book is not brought down to date, but

represents her experience of a decade or so

ago. She is a good traveler, a faithful re-

corder, and if she has not the art of elimi-

nating the trivial from her record, she

at least some sense of proportion. Koran

animated picture of life in Hawaii, the book

stands usage well. Bread from Si

a New and Rational System of Land

tilization and Physical Regeneration, t:

lated from the German. (A. J. T

Philadelphia.)
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I \\ vs welcomed, in England, to

tea Setting. a country house by my niece,

whose husband is a banker by heritage, a

i by profession, and a hunter by taste

and devotion. His guests were according,

particularly of the "Jiorsy
"

type, and I

felt like David Copperfield on the top of
"

the coach, behind the great breeder. This

comparison occurred to me so strongly as to

suggest the following charade :

Near the ancient town of Yarmouth,
Where the Peggottys abode,

I sought my WM<r agency
To bear my body's load;

But it sore belied its title,

In vain I stormed and cursed ;

I could not force nor coax to speed

My Irresponsive yfrrf.

Then on the beach arriving
Where the Peggottys abode,

Into ocean for refreshment
t a sunlit brine I strode.

Then for my late profinaness
Came vengeance on my soul,

As my neck in torture quivered
With the keen stroke of my u-hott.

11 hunt, I suppose ?
"
said ray niece at

breakfast, the first morning.
"
No, I don't,"

. playing with an old Derby
cup ;

" much as ever I can rid<

you shoot, I know." tr I should

take a ramrod for a bayonet"
" What do

you d< . said Lilian, rather snap-

pishly, for the orifice of her teapot would
-v : he plays football," said

i irrow brother-in-law. "Not even
"

- 1:.| I. "I 'm no hand at

any sports ; I can't even play with stocks

i "M, like youruncl* I 'm

yon '11 lack amusement," said Lilian,

in a great tone of compassion.
" Not at

all," sui'l I !' ;.!. always amuse me.
There was that incipient courtship I over-

heard last night, on which I composed this

aharade.

'ome to the chaw, my lovely maid !

I hear my Jtrtt awake the air ;

MyJim 1 11 lend.' Sir Robert said,

Awl thou my Jtr* ahalt win and wear.'

Naught wW I borrow; t la a snare ;

Or thou ahalt lnd my *ni alone ;

My IMS* te etffl a sound of ear*,

And I hav* ever abnnoed a loan.'

How'er these bitter jests we trade,

My third advantage will be thine.

I n storm this breast myjftr* ahaU be,

My faultless ma* oar compact bind.'
" ' Never ! she cried, and smit fell he

With wound, as of my vAofe, unkind."

This was received with applause, and I

was admitted as a sort of performer, though
a non-equestrian, non-military, non-money
man was unknown to the Mi t ford archives.

On the banker element, however, I was
soon revenged. Sir John Mitford, the au-

gust head of the banking firm, rising late,

and determined to outdo his sons and

nephews by reviving the hunting exploits
of his youth, had made his horse fly over

fence after fence, till suddenly But let

the charade which greeted him after din-

ner speak :

Blithely day myA* ?!*
With breeiy call of opening morn;

And mixed with ahouto aod yelps and flaw
Blithely sounds the huntsman's harm,

Horse and hound and groom are thera,

RUrrup and snaffle and rein ar on.

And ladies' laughter awake, the air,

But why deiayeth the good Bir John ?

Too late did he follow the maty daaee
That thos he lingers la sweet reposs ?

^

Hath lost his heart or his striped boa*.

be reeks the butler's oaU,
Never he stops to take my....
That soon arrested his airy tight.

Vainly he bears the bound* sweep by,

Tainly their music stir. hi. blood.

And vainly now for my irAel* heH sigh.

For be 'a my *<! m

was so disgusted with

tary suitor that si

the following:

te brag of a mili-

ved with pleasure

A.,-! j.r.-.H>

I rwk not of my I**." he cvtea,

... , . mmj -r . ... may*
The trumpet bray, awl roU the drum
feiqaadrena, MVUUOS ! a gayly ride,

As m my U* myfir* yo. ptted.*

there
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Slaughter and wounds the meadow fill,

Where chargers crush and sabres kill ;

But all the horrors of the fight,

And all the pangs when fell the night,
Match not the tale of wangling blow*
Wherewith uiy nhole its field bestrews.

She actually joined me in a little starlight

flirtation, calling it an astronomy lesson,

which led to this :

Divided, in the sky they shine ;

On earth to glitter, they combine ;

Apart, men fly their furious harms
;

Together, court their brilliant charms ;

Nor onset fierce, nor mystic power,

Slays like that beauty's fatal dower.

On the other hand, her suitor, being as-

sured I was terribly clever, drew me aside

to consult me on matrimony. My advice

may be found hidden in these lines :

"Tell me, skilled in wiles of wedlock,
How shall I a consort choose ?

How secure my first, who makes me
All to gain, and naught to lose ?

Is my second wealth uncounted,

Sparkling beauty, smiling wit,

That shall make me first of mortals ?

How should prudence settle it ? "

"
Youth," replied the three-times-wedded,
" List.the counsel of my third;

Let not wealth alone, nor beauty,
Wit nor temper be preferred.

Look beyond thy charmer's person,
Let her race thy choice control ;

Fathers make and mothers fashion,
Let thy compass be my whole."

It had really become serious. I could

not open my lips without having a charade

called for. The morning newspaper set

the old men on me, and elicited this :

My first must feel

The reaper's steel.

My last must lead

Where speech may need.

My wholf must fall,

Though vast her wall.

A difficulty with the lamp at five-o'clock

tea made the ladies call for one, and I re-

sponded thus :

" Let there be light," was Heaven's decree,
When all in one were land and sea ;

The splendors of my first recall

When land was naught, and sea was all.

In cells precise my monkish next

Give shelter to a band nnsezed ;

Yet if my next should rack your child,

They soothe it with a nectar mild.

Woe to the land whose vision* bold

Seek but the new, and miss the old ;

Nor from my whole the lesson draw
That wit and force must yield to law.

And at bedtime, when the servant
ed to the di.sjiersin- , was
too hard for hunting, I had the sportsmen,
each stirring a nightcap, stand round me,
and say,

" Can you get anything witty out

of this beastly frost, old fellov . V.

I sat down, and snatched off this :

"
Farewell, farewell, my children <1.

Farewell, my precious wife !

I go to prove my trenchant steel

In wild, adventurous strife!

My troops are gone, their harness on,
For sharp encounter stii

The gleaming foe their strokes shall know,
My faithless, heartless /A//-./.

" Watch my bold rush, my artful wheel,
And each manoeuvre skilled ;

Fear not my feet in foul retreat

Shall break by terror chilled.

My first, my second, words of doubt,
Must they your hearts appal ?

Be far removed from champion proved
Such omens of his fall."

The champion to the fray has passed ;

His darlings watched him ply
His blade's keen edge, like woodman's wedge,
With sparkling, tearful eye.

One rattling stroke the foe he broke,
And made my yawning ir/tole,

While sharply rang as one should say
The parting of his soul.

Perhaps my readers will not find out, any
more than my hearers, where the cold wea-

ther comes in.

In short, from a nobody I had risen to a

hero
;
but my glory was paramount when

we all came home from a ball whore a naval

officer had cut out every man jack of as,

bankers, soldiers, and hunters, t lie blue i-oat

beating black and red out of the field. The

jilted crowd called on me with one voice

fora "skit on that beggar of a midship-
man "

(I believe he was a lieutenant com-

mander), and expressed the greatest delight

when I produced the following :

Have you heard, my dear Ethel, the news in

town?
A young naval officer 's lately come down ;

There 's gold on his cap, and a dirk by hi r

And his black silk cravat is most j.miit inch

Every girl in the town is delighted to know
She 's a chance of securing so charming a beau ;

Not a day in the week but he 's asked out to tea,

And my first are all set when his coming we see.

Such terrible stories he loves to relate

Of shipwrecks and iceberg* and imminent fate ;

The pirates be conquered, the captives he saved,

The hardships he bore, and the dangers he braved.

When he opens his mouth we sit mum as the dead,

You would think that my second was everywhere

spread;
The most desperate gossips are silent for once,
And the brightest young spark is as mute as a dunce.
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be hare, and we '* made him agree
To take ua on board all her wondera to aaa :

The aaeeta and the rojala, the fyth^r and Jib,

You aee be baa taught me to aay them off R|.

Ibe ahot and the ahall lying rovnd cheek by Jowl,
Au.i the |,i,t..i- .u:.i . aUaa -

! Ida* mj '. >.

rue, my dear Ethel, our beada fairly awim ;

We have ne'er bad a bean eo delightful aa him !

will find the answer to every cha-

rade, dear reader, somewhere in the prose
.is story.

It is generally admitted that

the human memory is a most

wayward associate, and not only fails us ut-

terly at a crisis, but thrusts into our mouths
1 and even invented facts to suit its

own wicked purposes. A very gallant sol-

the late war insisted the other day
that Fredericksburg was fought early in

1864, and scouted a lady who said she re-

membered its wounded at Washington in

January, 1863. But it is in dealing with

quotations that memory is most depraved,
and will not avail itself of its undoubted

right not to quote at all. Mr. Lowell, at

one of the last public dinners he ever at-

tended, credited to Wordsworth the lines,

"
Till old Experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain,"

illy resented the idea that they are

's. Mr. Webster onoe quot.

tain lines in Goldsmith's

Traveller, thinking they were from the

Vanity of Human Wishes ; but by a piece

of superhuman link they happened to be

among the handful of lines that Johnson

is known to have supplied in Goldsmith's

poem. Less eminent persons will talk about

the chapter on there being
" no snakes in

Ireland
;

" and when you tell them it is in

l.md. they say,

vbody quotes the other way, and it

must be Ireland on account <

"
hut thru it is not so.

Now, quotation, though sometimes a spi-

rof talk, and i:

not right give* indeed a mawkish twang.
' i $ lady favored me the other day with

[panegyric on " the farmer," whoever he

is, and, drawing herself up, informed me
-orge Washington, being asked who

he considered waa the greatest benefactor

of tlir human race, tvi'li' i.
' H uim ii..i>i-

two blades of grass grow where one grew
iVrhapsGnll.v.rs Travels is not

good reading for young ladies ; but really,

she need not have treated her company to

this very c

lives of

Bartlett's

latter inv

its

word

ean quotation as coming from

gton and so many editions of

tations are accessible. The
le book might be well studied

talk of "the Simon Pure De-
out the faintest idea wl>

, and that his name loses all

less it is a noun, with the
" true

"
prefixed to it.

is often accused of giving the advice,
" When

in doubt, play trumps." What he does say
i . When in doubt, win the trick," which

xactly the same. And to conclude :

will people never stop saying that some one

"lay low, like Brer Rabbit"? It would
have been the best thing if poor Brer Rab-
in t, instead of meddling with Tar Baby,
had learned to "

lay low " from his vulpine

antagonist.

A True bra- Perhaps those who know the
"

late James Darmesteter only
from such eulogies of his life and learning as

Professor Max M tiller has given will hardly
realize how essentially this surprising man,
with a note of unfinished tragedy about all

In undertook, Orientalist, ultra-Parisian,

striving not unsuccessfully to lead modern

thought in the ways of a wide philosophy,

was, in all and through all, a Jew of the

Jews. It was not alone the passive melin

choly, which grew cynical in Heine, belong-

ing to a race that holds intensely to its in-

heritance of qualities evolved before

paganism had moulded the intellect of

kind. The ideas themselves of Profc

Darmesteter were those of all the sons of

Israel, when they take cognisance of their

K.-ii.iiiic mental processes. With all his sub-

limation at the hands of modern culture.

with the touching idyl of his marri.

he seems never once to have faltered in hi*

that salvation is of the Jew* II-

vainly gave a philosophic interpretation to

i i H* r*fM
t

'

'*ll

tually fashionable. The Weltjpist which

had borne him from four thousand years of

travail with his race not the doctrine, but

the thing of evolution produced in

living utterance of Jewish thought a*

prearoe of the revolutionary Zeilist. He
had not even atdmiliUd by the way the

Western inheritance of distinctively
<

tian thought and feeling.

father was a poor bookbinder in the
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little town of Chateau-Salins in Lorraine.

close to what is now tin- frontier of the

German Empire. His mother was of the

family of Brandeis, from which have sprung
so many of the doctors of the Mosaic law
that lie buried in the ancient Jewish cem-

etery of Prague, described by Marion Craw-
ford. The father, without much book-learn-

ing himself, dreamed of a future in which
his sous should be distinguished for wise

rabbinical lore. Hoping to better his con-

dition, he came up to Paris when James was
three years old. But he only fell the deep-
er into cruel want. Amid all his struggles,
intensified by ill health, he never lost sight
of the ideal life he had planned for his two
sons. The spirit of solidarity, which is the

strength and the prime offense of the Jew-
ish community, allowed him to realize his

aim beyond all his expectations, though he

lived not to see it.

The two boys, from the bosom of their

family, drew a thorough acquaintance with

the German and French languages, and that

familiarity with liturgical Hebrew which is

found in the stricter, old-fashioned Jewish

circles. The Israelite consistory (the or-

ganization in which the French state recog-
nizes the Jewish religion as one of the offi-

cial churches) has in Paris its own higher
school of the Talmud Thorah. Here, be-

sides the religious education which
; its rea-

son for existence, instruction is given in all

the studies required by the government pro-

grammes of the university. Arsene Darme-

steter, who was the elder by three years, had
no other collegiate training than this. How
sure it must have been is shown by the posi-
tion he took immediately afterwards among
the chosen pupils of M. Gaston Paris, the

founder of Romance philology in France.

In 1872, when only twenty-six years of age,
he was named maitre de conferences at the

Ecole des Hautes-Etudes. The father had

died in 1868, before seeing more than the

dawn of promise in the school record of his

sons, with both of whom the frail body
seemed like a sheath overworn by the keen

sword of the spirit within.

Arsene, who had himself been prepared
for the rabbinate, had induced the father

to send his brother James to complete his

studies for the bachelor's degree in letters

in the government schools. This was un-

doubtedly to the great advantage of the

boy's literary training. He was successive-

ly a day-scholar at the Lyee'e Charlemagne.
which occupies the pre-revolutionaiy i

of the Jesuits, and at the Lyee'e Condorcet,
which is similarly in a former convent of

Capuchin friars. The mere buildings con-

vey little of the spirit of the medieval
Church to their present inmates ; lut .\\

Darmesteter brought with him a tradition

of things which has braved the storm

all the ages. He distinguished himself in

mathematics, to which for a moment he

thought of giving himself up ;
he bore off

the prize of rhetoric, in the general compe-
tition of all the Paris colleges ;

and he had
his day dream, with Hebrew versatility, of

writing for the stage. But his whole lit.

had prepared him to appreciate the subtle

philosophies of Oriental religions and lit-

eratures
;
and he entered into the school

where his brother was a teacher, as a pupil
of Bre'al in philology.
Three years later, at the same age as his

brother was when promoted, he was re.

nized by his masters as their equal. II.-

had astonished the learned world by a lirsi

volume, Haurvatat et Ameretat, in

which he explained intelligibly the divini-

ties of ancient Persia, a land wherein no

one had seen clearly since the death of Ku-

gene Burnouf. Two years passed, and the

Ecole des Hautes-Etudes called him totrach

Zend, and he again showed his science by

publishing a volume Ormazd et Ahriman
on that problem of the two essential prin-

ciples, good and evil, which Persian religion

passed on to the Manicheaus of St. Augus-
tine's time, and which the saint, sonic say,
handed down to John Calvin. Prof.

Max Miiller now confided to him the impor-
tant translation of the Zend Avesta for his

collection of the sacred books of the 1

The profane world has been astonish.

reading the high eulogium given t<

mere scholarship of James Darmesteter l.y

the Oxford professor ;
it \\a> merited long

before he had reached his thirtieth

At this time, by a patriotic turn, he com-

piled a volume of reading- in French his-

tory. In 1882 he was chosen seen tai

the Socie*te* Asiatiqne. where, in suece-

to Renan, he was obliged to write those

difficult and exhaustive account-, which are

published every two years, of all that has

been done in France in the domain of Orien-

tal studies. In 1885 the Colldge de France

made a place for him as professor of " the
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Lijes and lit. -rature of Persia." !!

was already coming to !" known t> tin-

world :.: large for his clear, broad views of

! was in tlii-

Mahdi appeared,
with ir lie reli-

. <>t I>i:un. 'I'lf following year
he was sent idia. with the special

. !t pro-

blems of the Afghan language in it> home.

N
573

rk of James Darmes-

>y him Prophets
'.ith in the

nn RtaJai th.- th.->is

soul from childhood, perhaps
had written things unknown to them- j-ven irom the prenatal aspirations of his

selves, received him as an envoy of Western
. He di-i

five religious, Jewish, Christian,

man, Indian, and Zoroastriun. In

the t\v IH iiad already published

lies," hi- had >hown the dis-

what is called the Zend from

the old Persian < : which,

through the IVhlvi and Parsee (in Arabic

>, we come to the modern language
ia. In the modern Afghan h<

the direct < of the language of

the A vesta, and he gathered the material

popular songs
In all these studies, to which

IK? added a work on Aryan cosmogo-
le sought out the successive elabora-

iinitive religion 1>\ tin- varying
'

mans). According to him, the re!

line by which we can follow the evulution

of peoples."

ly after his i

.0 lost his l..o-

lie heart at the age
James piously edited the R<

tiquoH of one who had taken a fixed

place among the great ant honti.-s on I

gy. Few have read more of the life

-ychology in the di

words uf an infant language. Next came
the event \\hi< h lias always seemed

rowu and cons.

of ceaseless labor. " James " Darmestcter

(by a preset ,. had always written

Shakespea

ingand

lish t'.i-hion ) \\.^ m:mi<-d

more. The new interests

d lives are equally to be

ron, Wordsworth, Brown-
r works (written in !

mother's race. The world must come back

to learn from Isaiah, Jeremi

He makes no place for the Christ of Xaza-

Whatever secret sympathies he may
have had with the Christianity tha

down his people in transforming the world,
he hides with .studied leserve. He sees In

his people's chosen prophets the two ideas

whieh are perennially to regenerate the

world : the divine unity, which, in the light
of modern science, he interprets to be M the

>f law ;

" and Meuianisme, w)

him is the "
progress

"
coming from expeo-

tation. This, at least, is of plainer

ance than Kenan's attempted harmony of

past and present Perhaps it is equally
an. Those who find only disaster in

the fading away of all high ideals will n-
i ^appearance from the seething

of Paris letters of that scan

most deformed body which held the strong

uergy of James Darmest<

T was deep in the afternoon.

The sun still hung high in the

heavens, yet we had not reached the pans*
between noon and night v 'ginia,

the air blows softer, the fleecy clouds grow
more dense, as with accumulated snow, and

aste of evening comes in the hue of

earth and sky.

We were halted at a high river-bank op-

posite the town of Lex Not the Lex-

ington of our Revolution, nigh a c<

ago, but, as a Virginian told us, with flash-

ing eyes, the Lexington of theirs I

\\ I ,., :.: ; ,!, ,i :!,,

excellent reason that the bridges which

spanned tbe stream bad been burned by the

enemy. This disaster our gallant engineers
were striving to remedy with axe and saw
and pontoon. The air about us was alive

with sound, tbe heavy tread of ma

cavalry deploying into position, tbe light-

sjtaM "i MM K.t...t.s. the
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movement of the artillery, intermingled
with the hoarse word of command and

what our boys called the "neighing" of

many trumpets.
Seated on my horse and looking vacant 1\

at the sky, I became vaguely conscious of

an increase of crimson, and recalled what I

had been told at a blind asylum, years be-

fore, of a strange analogy between colors

and sounds, that the blast of a trumpet
conveyed to the minds of those born blind

an impression of red. While I thus mused,
I saw the drifting snow-tank clouds light-
ed up with what looked like crimson foam,
and for a moment I thought that the tints

of sunset had been borne in upon me un-

awares, sheltered as I was by the penumbra
of an enormous oak under which I lingered.

Recovering from my revery, I was startled

by the hum of many voices, and then I

noticed that the trumpets had ceased, and
that many men were looking with wonder-

ing awe at some object beyond the river.

Sure enough, it was a fire. The Virginia

Military Institute, the West Point of the

South, had been kindled iuto a conflagration

by some unknown hand : it was generally
said by the enemy, as our advance guard
had not yet crossed; others surmised the

work of slave incendiaries, for it was evi-

dent that in this town white men were few,
and temporarily, at least,* all slaves must
be free. I have seen many remarkable fires,

but, whether from greater inflammability
of material or from some other cause, this

was the most magnificent one I ever beheld.

Other buildings, including the residences of

the professors and some houses in the town,
soon contributed to the burnt offering be-

fore us.

Our progress had been almost undisputed ;

nevertheless it was deemed prudent by our

authorities to throw a few shells into the

town, to see if organized valor might not

be lurking somewhere within its shadow.

Our gallant enemies' delight in ambuscade,

and, sooth to say, their frequent
-

therein, had made us cautious in all our

movements.

The glories of a Southern sunset were

beginning to be added to the lurid tints al-

ready seen in the sky, when our engineers

pronounced the bridges practicable, and the

whole army proceeded to cross.

advance guard took prompt ;

of the town and its public buildings,

[April,

not forgetting sundry halls of n i re.>hment
;

and it was during the Blowing twilight that

we went into e;mp in a broad Held ,,f the

suburbs. Everything bein^ mad.

the night, our officers ^ot permission to ride

over to the principal hotel of the town for

the purpose of dining.
( )n assembling, after dinner, on the \

which in a Southern country hotel

as drawing-room and elnb-honse, I noticed

that a large dwelling-house directly oppo-
site had been burned. From the charred

and dismantled ruin before us, it was

easy to infer that the house had belonged
to some person of consideration. The

grounds had evidently been sumptuous.
All the familiar objects of a Southcn.

den were here strewn in blackened confu-

sion, as though scorched by the flames from

the great house which had fallen,

trees of many varieties, box, juniper, and

arbor-vifce. At a little distance from the

smouldering ruin stood a summer-house, al-

most intact, which seemed to have escaped
the general wreck -as by a miracle. This

summer-house was constructed of climbing-

plants wistaria, clematis, and honeysuckle
woven upon invisible wire to the shape

of a pagoda. A few blossoms, f'-ail and

white, could be seen through the ^atherin^

gloom, as though in gentle defiance of the

wreck that had been wrought. Strange,

burnt odors were blown to us from across

the road, a grotesque incense of ho\ .

bush, and charred wood, with other elementl

as incongruous, all enhancing the desolation

of the scene. Whose house it was, or how

it came to be burned, we did not certainly

know. Gossips of the advance tniard in-

formed us that it had been the residence

of an eminent official obnoxious to our

eminent, and that the fire had been

sioned by the bursting of a shell.

As our eyes became accustomed to the

imperfect litfht, we saw that the ^aid-

occupied. A lady dressed in black \\.-i

ting on a long, low settee, which mu^t have

stood in the shadow of the wall before the

building was burned. Something in hei

poke the pride of the patrician ela in

that still feudal country. Although hei

tureswere indistinguishable in the twilight,

there was something in the poi-<
>t h-r

head which revealed a consciousness of beau-

ty, while the lines of her graceful figure

were seen to be poetical in their symmetry.



csence at this scene of ruin and the

ourning evinced in her attire keenly
in her behalf the sympathetic feel-

ings and romance imaginings of oar younger
officers. We all agreed that she must be a

r rank, an. a grand* dame

presumably, a beauty undoubtedly. We nat-

urally surmised her to be the now homeless

daughter of that burned house, and, more-

over, one whose male relatives were not

there to protect her, but were fighting in

the Tan of the Southern armies.

A sudden exclamation from one of our

joung men called attention to another oc-

cupant of the garden, and we saw a young
he cavalry, who evidently had

been nlacrd thm- on liuty, a- \\a^ >l...\\n

by his manner of patrolling a weed-grown

gravel walk.

.fticer turned with eyes of apparent
ide toward the lady who was seated

on the black settee, and inclined more and

[ore his pacing in that direction. But the

movement of queenly majesty, of outraged
womanhood, the indices of imperishable hate

that informed every limb of her qun
body, showed how unwelcome was such in-

trusion. We, the spectators from the pi-

asza, were unanimous in the opinion that the

in comrade was by no meant

one, and that we greatly pre-
1 to be where we were.

n, after some interruption which
ealh-d us indoors, we returned to our seats

piazza, another scene of the drama
we had beheld was being enacted.

The lady was in tears. Burning indignation
had been replaced by a helpless sense of

wrong, and she was sobbing in pitiful dumb-
show which thrilled every fibre of our mas-

hearts, and made us wonder why such

semblance of warring upon women must be

woven into the woof of every contli.

officer had his back to us, and was mur-
: something in a voice far too low for

d sheathed his sword, and
was absently making marks with the seab-

in the gravel and among the ashes.

He appeared profoundly conscious

!-y position, and was evidently plead-
no mitigation of beauty's sen-

tence, pleading, no doubt, in extenuation.

Ins own sense of soldierly duty, to which

appeal she, as a daughter of devoted Vir-

U-: ia, could ,,-.,i, , ! .,.-, ,. .:.,,-.

The last red light of the western sky

faintly illumined the scene. The dying em-
bers of the burned building were touched

into life by the evening zephyr. The dark-

ness, if it had increased, had so changed its

character as to throw a picturesque, if un-

certain, clearness over all objects. It seemed
to us as if there was a faint flush upon the

lady's cheek, hitherto so pale ; and we fell

to wondering whether it was real, or was

wrought by the red ruin that smouldered

near, or was sided by the passion that still

held the sky.
And now the twilight had died in the

horizon
;
the embers which had been stirred

into brief life had fallen back into dark-

ness. Nothing remained to light us on our

way except an occasional uncertain flash

from the still burning houses on the hill.

We looked for our bereaved lady and her

cavalry guard of honor, 1 ked in

vain
;
and it was not until we had mounted

our horses and were slowly riding out to

camp that a change in our position brought
between us and the sky a silhouette. There,

upon the centre of the same seat, we could

see two figures sitting so closely together
as to make one image ; and by a sportive
flash from a burning building beyond we
saw for a brief instant that the soldier was

holding her hand, uhile hi> attitude was
one of prayerful intensity. And the lady
was listening.

i ,,;,.,, -There is a charming little

*<* story by Mrs. Deland, Mr. Tom-

my Dove, that touches upon a subject OB

which, I confess, my heart has been tote

for some time. True, the chief characters

here are worked out iu what might be called

such \cry thin color*, that the brief milk-

and-water romance between Jane Temple
and her lover (Jane meekly sacrifices the

hope of happiness and a home of her own,
that come to her late in life, because she

thinks her relatives -need" her)
close upon the ludicrous ; yet

wholly blind us to the pathos of

it l>ut reflects the fate of many single wo-

men, very frequently an unmarried sis-

ter of husband or wife, - who, It: ... th,

uorld without independent means of their

own, and perhaps not possessing either the

mental or moral stamina to be "
elf-sup-

porting," are unfortunate enough to have

to make their home with tboir nearest rela-

tives (I use the adverb quite advisedly),
and whose lives might not inappropriately
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be called the Sister's Tragedy, though in

a sense wholly different from that of Mr.

Aldrich's most admirable poem.
So far as my observations go, I am bound

to say most married people are apt to grow
small and selfish, in cases, at least, where

those members of society are concerned who
have been left outside the pale of " blessed

matrimony," and all their interests and

sympathies become merged in their own
narrow home-circle. This, perhaps, is all

humanly natural enough, and might be en-

tirely right, if only they did not insist upon

drawing with them into their small domes-
tic whirlpool other lives, which, if they be

but " meek and lowly
"

enough, will go
down and disappear in the flood, without

so much as a bubble rising to the sur-

face to show they ever existed. They
are simply seized, swallowed, and ground
into hopeless powder, by the remorseless
'

family machine/' Indeed, the selfishness

of people in this respect, what might per-

haps be called the " collective family selfish-

ness," is absolutely wonderful, unconscious

though it may be
;
and let me give them the

benefit of the doubt. Again and again, I

have been amazed and pained to see not

only how much active help and service are

constantly called upon, but what large and

never-ending drafts are made upon inter-

est, sympathy, counsel, moral support, in

any and every shape, where actually nothing
is given in return, until it seems as if the

unmarried sister has no rights that the

family is bound to respect. Her taste and

judgment are appealed to for every patch
of carpet that conies into the house, every
shred of clothing that goes on the children's

back, every phase of that difficult problem,
the " servant question." She is expected to

remember all about Jackie's first tooth and

Bobbie's first attempts at walking, and

how the two young hopefuls compare ;
is

asked again and again to admire the baby's
delicate ears or tiny pink toes. But who
ever inquires of her, How do you feel ?

What are you thinking, or doing, or plan-

ning ? Whether her head aches, or InT

feet are weary, whether she suffers from

sadness and depression, and in all the n

of the turbulent life about her, such as only

noisy children know how to create, from an

intolerable sense of loneliness and heart-

ache, who knows of it, and what does it

[April.

mutter? So long as she is faithfully at her

post, and tin* family machine run- .'ninth-

ly, all is well. It is simply expected of

her, as a matter of com nat-

ural thing in the world, that she <;i\e her

whole time and strength, sat-rillce " heart

and soul, body and bones," evn-v hope, in-

terest, or ambition of her own that she ma\

have in the world, almost literally and ab-

solutely her entire Self, for the good oi

family, and thank God for the chance !

It is all very fine to say, Throw y<

out into the lives of others, and forget all

the claims of self,
" for of such is the king-

dom of Heaven" ! In the first place,

all natures are capable of that process ;
and

more, no one with any depth of mind or

any strength of character could for one mo-

ment wish to be absorbed in the li\

others, to the actual extinction of her own

individuality. But it requires, indeed, no

inconsiderable strength of character, and

perhaps a somewhat peculiar and decided-

ly self-poised disposition, for the " lone wo-

man "
to " hold her head stiff," and in some

measure, at least, ward off the constant and

insistent claims made upon her by the

family ;
and if she ventures to do so, for any

reason whatever, refuses to immolate her-

self absolutely and without reserve on the

family altar, be sure she will be consid-

ered intensely disagreeable and unutterably

selfish, a sort of unnatural monster, iu

fact ! And it is really at this point that

my feeling rises highest. For why should

the Golden Rule not be made to work l>oth

ways, but apply to only one of ti.

and that the weaker ? If it is not good for

any of us to indulge selfishness and >rlti>h

thoughtlessness, why should the family have

that privilege? In another form, t:

still the " war of society against the indi-

vidual."

There is probably not a single rea

the Club who could not point to at

''victim" of this kind, among 1.

acquaintances, for the name of these silent

martyrs and uncomplaining saints is 1.

all over the world. It is a chapter of hu-

man life never yet very fully worked ly

writers of fiction
;
hut that it i> a mine rich

in the pathos of suffering and unwi

!y the Recording AML:<I. at

least, knows, even if no one the

trouble to inquire.
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VVE given the whole story here as

tit had been thought out and writ-

ten tliat Sunday afternoon which brought
Be good news of Juste Duvaruey and the

sweet messages from his sister. But it

was not so. I did not choose to break

in of the tale to tell of other things
ami of ii..- passing of time. I made the

story bit by bit, and learned it as I sat

my couch, or walked back and forth

short travel between it and the wall,

it not tread down the blades of

coiMI. which were become such a comfort

The making took me many, many
weeks, and in all that tinn- I had seen no

face but Gabord's, and heard no voice but

his, when he came twice a day to l-rin^

me bread and water, and stayed but a

menta each time. He was strange-

ly silent, and would answer no questions
at all concerning Juste Duvarney,

r Monsieur Doltaire, nor tell m<-

:ng of what was forward in the

il> had had his orders precise

enough, he said, and he was set to keep
I would not entreat, but I ap-

proach. .1 him in many ways to win him
to speak, talking of things to interest

bim as a soldier. I think he understood

i-ii! !:- <li-l not resent it and
be used to stand and watch me, with a

. ungenial glance ; never,

however, rising to the bait At the end

of my hints and turnings and approaches,

stretching himself up, and maybe touch-

ing the walls with his hand, or turning
the corn about with his foot, but not

crushing it, for he saw that I prized the

poor little comrades, he would say :

"
Snug, snug, quiet and warm ! The

cosiest nest in the world. Rock-a-bye,

beggar ; nobody '11 find you here

There was no coaxing him ; he was in-

flexible when he so willed. 1 had not

asked for paper on which to write my
story, for I knew it would not be grant-

ed ; and besides, I had no light save that

from my pipe, for the torch lasted only a

few days, and there was nothing to born

or give light save my field of corn, and

I would not have burned that for a hun-

dred days of light. But I had my to-

bacco, and with its burning bowl I eoold

light a little space about me for a mo-

ment or so, though I could not waste

my good comfort by smoking it so fast

With that resolution which might have

fitted some momentous enterprise, I set

ml to >< in the dark, and at the

a month I was able to note the

s of my dungeon; nay, more, I

was able to see my field of corn ; and

at last what joy I had when, hearing a

little rustle near me, I looked closely and

beheld a mouse running across the floor !

I straightway began to scatter crumbs of

bread, that it might perhaps, come near
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me. I could not think that it had been

here ever since I came ; I fancied it had

come in when Gabord opened the door.

And yet I could not tell then, for it

might have fed it and its kind for

a long time upon the leaves of corn.

There was nothing strange in its not

having nibbled my bread, for this had

lain on the board covering the earthen

jar, and it could not climb the smooth

sides of the vessel. But now I laid a

piece of bread beside the jar to tempt

my shy companion. I had had nothing
but bread and water since I entered the

dungeon, but I had not fretted because

of that, for the bread was always sweet

and the water pure, and there was my
tobacco for stimulant how often I

thanked Gabord for fetching it !

I have not spoken at all of my wounds,

though they gave me some painful hours,

and I had no attendance but my own and

Gabord's, which, I will say, was comfort-

ing and sensible. The wound in my side

was long healing, for it was more easily

disturbed as I turned in my sleep, while

I could save my arm at all times, and it

came on slowly.

I will not say that I was always cheer-

ful as I lay there in my dark abode, for,

as may be seen, I had much to try me.

Then, before, even in my captivity, I

had had good nourishing food and wine,

and I had always been free, if not sump-

tuous, in my living. My wounds drew

on my flesh, my blood, and my spirits,

and to this was added that wearing dis-

ease inaction, that corrosion solitude, the

fever of uncertainty and suspense as to

Juste Duvarney and Alixe, the anxiety

as to my fate, and the sorrow for our

cause. There were hours when the tab-

ernacle of flesh seemed too small for

my fighting spirit, which beat and beat

against it like a caged thing. I suffo-

cated, and I felt my eyes staring wildly

towards freedom, which presented itself

to me always as light and sky and air

and woods and streams. I have often

noticed how the thing which we desire,

thinking upon it much as an abstract

matter, though it be concrete, bv some

alchemy of the mind changes its ivul

form to the form of our imagination.

Maybe it is well so, else there were no

permanent charm in life. I will not call

it keeping our illusions ; I will say it is

throwing about the things we see the

divinity of our souls, which at their worst

preserve a love and desire for something :

which is, therefore, imagination or sin-

cere illusion.

I say that I felt like a caged thing.

I feel now that I looked it. I have

often fancied that I could, as it were,

stand outside my living presence, and

see and pity myself in a half-curious,

unsentimental, even ironical way. I saw

a pale cheek, a forehead shining with a

cold sweat, and a hot eye, while my hair,

almost white, waved about my head. I

was perfectly visible to myself so, though,
as you can see, it was but imagination.

I think I know what must have given
me the idea. A year or so past, soon

after Juste Duvarney came from Mont-

real, he brought in one day from hunt-

ing a young live hawk, and put it in a

cage. When I came the next morn-

ing, Alixe met me, and asked me to see

what he had brought. There, beside the

kitchen door, overhung with morning-

glories and flanked by hollyhocks, was a

large green cage, and in it the gray-

brown hawk. " Poor thing, poor pris-

oned thing !

"
Alixe said. " Look how

strange and hunted it seems ! See, oh

see how its feathers stir ! And those

flashing, watchful eyes, they seem to read

through you, and to say, Who are you ?

What do you want with me ? Your world

is not my world ; your air is not my air ;

your homes are holes, and mine hangs

high up between you and God. Who arc

you ? Why do you pen mo ? You have

shut me in that I may not travel, not

die out in the open world. All the

world is mine ; yours is only a stolen iii-ld.

Who are you ? What do you want with

me ? There is a tiro within my head, it
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eats to my eyes, and I burn away. The
air blows in my cage, but it does not cool

re comes from the trees

and grass, but my feathers are parched ;

the noise of the stirring leaves, the

branches brushing the water, the stream

trickling from the rock, the creak of the

locust, the high call of the bobolink,

trouble me in this cage, and I have no

gladness in the flying clouds nor in the

warm light of my father the sun. Who
are you ? What do you want with

She did not speak these words all at

once as I have written them here, but

little by little, as we stood there beside

the cage, talking. Yet, as she talked, her

mind was on the bird, her fingers run-

ning up and down the cage bars sooth-

ingly. I was greatly charmed at her

words. She ever had the beauty and

the awe, ay, the sorrow of imagination,
and I know full well that by it she

opened up new powers of vision in my
own heavier nature. She was full of

fancies, and yet these had ever a deep

meaning, though she did not guess their

significance. And indeed, not often did

I, till afterwards, sometimes long after-

wards, such was the permanency of much
he said.

At last I asked her,
" Shall I set it

; u rued upon me and replied,
"
Ah,

monsieur, I hoped you would without

my asking. You are a prisoner too," she

added ;

" one captive should feel for an-

,"

44 And the freeman for both," I an-

swered meaningly, as I softly opened the

Hgt.
1 think that was the first day that ever

I touched upon this chord even faintly,

which waking, and singing ever so little,

ends the girl into the wide halcyon gar-
den where are the bowers of which she

never even dreamed. When that know-

ledge comet, it does so suddenly, and it

is at once a revelation and a pain ; for

y of understanding, the sight of

the new world, brings sweet apprehen-
sions. Rough soldier as I am, and lit-

tle like to be versed in knowledge of

women, I know I am not speaking wild-

ly when I say that most women can

point to the very day when a new world

opened up to them, flushing their cheeks,

putting a flying glory in their eyes, mak-

ing happy weather about them, wherein

they basked and trembled too.

When I spoke as I did, she did not

drop her eyes, but raised them shining

honestly to mine, and said,
" I wished

you to think that."

But when she had said it, something
in my look, as I held open the door of

the cage, caused her to turn her head

away; and that moment the larger
dream of life came to her: not from

me, not through me, but from Life itself,

which had been waiting for the imnnfmt

when a, sudden word should touch the

hidden spring of womanhood, and let

le in along the courses of her un-

derstanding.
I did not look again lest she should

be confused, but stood apart, and, open-

ing the cage door wide, called the little

captive to freedom. But while we stood

close by it would not stir, and the look

in its eyes became wilder. I moved

away, and AlLxo followed me. Stand-

ing beside an old well, we waited and

watched. Presently the hawk dropped
from the perch, hopped to the door, then

with a wild spring was gone, up, up. up,

and was away over the maple woods be-

yond, lost in the sun and the good air.

I know not quite why I dwell on this

scene, save that it throws some little light

upon her nature, and shows how sim-

ple, and yet deep, she was in soul, and

what was the fashion of oar friendship.

It was such things as this, such MOTS*

memory to my thoughts

again, revealing and charming, that made
me dote upon her long before that day
when, in the very thick of trouble, and

facing peril to my life and fame, we
sDoke words which bound us close through
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many and sore trials. But I can per-

haps give a deeper insight of her char-

acter if I here set down the substance

(I omit some trifling matters) of a letter

which she wrote about that time. It was

her custom to write her letters first in a

hook, and then copy them for posting.

This she did that they might he an im-

pulse to her friendships and a record of

her feelings. This letter was written the

year that Juste came home from Mont-

real. The words would have touched

me, if I had seen them in those dark

days of mine ; they touch me now, for I

see that warm, living face bend over the

paper, and the bright eyes that flashed

wit into the written words, the dear fin-

gers that traced the small, firm writing.

It all speaks to me out of her youth
and mine. Dangers passed, honors won,

many fightings over, large duties of long

years accomplished, with blood as warm
as then, but less of it in my veins one

of those days out of her excellent youth
is worth a thousand others in my mem-

ory. Pass on, pass on, industrious and

venturesome years, fightings and vexings
and hopings and losings and desirings

and attainings ; leave me alone with the

gallant -hearted maid who gave a tem-

pi-red glory to my life from the splendor
of her own. But then I forget : this re-

cord is for the world to read when I am

gone, and few will be patient with the

flickering reveries of a vain old man,

though even yet his arm is strong and

his heart light.

But here is her letter :

A L1XE DL VAll.NEY TO LUCIE LOTBtNltRB.

QUEBEC CITY, ike KX* of May, 1756.

MY DEAR Lucre, I wish I knew

how to tell you all I have been thinking

since we parted at the door of the Ursu-

lines, a year ago. Then we were going
to meet again in a few weeks, and now
twelve months have i^one. How have I

spent them ? N i kedly, I hope, and

yet sometimes I wonder if V

George would quite approve of me ; for

I have such wild spirits now and then,

and I shout and sing in the woods and

along the river as if I were a mad young-
ster home from school. But indeed, that

is the way I feel at times, though again
I am so quiet that I am frightened of

myself, and shrink when I look in tin-

glass. I am a hawk to-day and a dou-

to-inorrow, and I am fond of pleasure

all the time. Ah, what good days I ha\

had with Juste ! You remember him be-

fore he went to Montreal ? He is
;

full of fancies, as brave as can be, and

plays and sings well, but he is very hot-

headed, and likes to be the tyrant. I will

not let him be so, it is not good for him

or me either, and so we have some bad

quarter-hours now and then. But we love

each other better for it ; he respects me,

and he does not get spoiled, as you will

see when you come to us and you are

coming, are you not ?

I have had no society yet. My mother

thinks sixteen years too few to warrant

my going into the gay world. I wonder

will my wings be any stronger, will there

be less danger of scorching them, at

twenty-six? Years do not make us w i- :

one may be as wise at twenty as at fif-

ty. And they do not save us from the

scorching. I know more than they guess
how cruel the world may be to the inno-

cent as to the other. One cannot live

within sight of the Intendant's palace

and the Chateau St. Louis without learn-

ing many things ; and, for myself, though
I hunger for all the joys of life, I do not

fret because my mother holds me back

from the gay doings in the town. 1 1 1

my long walks, my fishing and ro\\

and sometimes hunting, with Juste and

my sweet sister Georgette, my drawing.

painting, music, and needlework ; and,

more, I have my housework. My mother

insists that I must know all things to be

d<ne in a house, though I may never

have to do things in my own if I ever

have one, which I do not expect. Yes,

dear, I mean that, though I would not

have you think ine silly in saying so.
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Hut I enjoy nearly all that I -1". fro

should see me hunting with Juste. I can

down a pigeon or a dock ; I can

hind a bass of four pounds and a bass

is a strong fighter ; and my apple jelly,

my corn cakes, and my toasted chicken,

'uste says, are full of relish.

Yet I do not know quite why, but I

am not entirely happy. Do you ever feel

here were some sorrow far back in

you, which now and then rushed in and

flooded your spirits, and then drew back,

and you could not give it a name ? Well,

that is the way with me. Yesterday, as

I stood in the kitchen beside our old cook

Joyce, she said a kind word to me, and

my eyes filled, and I ran up to my room,

and burst into tears as I lay upon my
bed. I could not help it. I thought at

first it was because of the poor hawk that

Captain Stobo and I set free yesterday

morning ; but it could not have been that,

for it was free when I cried. You know-

how kind and brave a gentleman Cap-
tain Stobo is, you have seen him ; well,

it seemed to me he never showed better

than when he pitied the poor hawk and

set it free. It was a little thing, but big

things may come from the head, w!,i!

little ones come from the heart,

know, of course, that he saved my fa-

ther's life, some yean ago ? That is one

reason why he has been used so well in

Quebec, for otherwise no one would have

lessened the rigors of his captivity. But

there arc tulfi th:it In- U fcOO unou< al.oiit

oar government and state, and so he may
be kept close jailed, though he only came

here as a hostage. He is much at our

. and sometimes walks with Juste

:in.l ino and Georgette, and accompanies

my mother in the streets. All this is not

to th,- liking of the notorious Intend.utt.

who lo\r, n,.t my father, because he is

such a i our cousin the Governor,

who. as you know, opposes the Intendant

and. it' :

;

.

:

r lives and characters

be anything to the point, the Governor
must }> ri<Jit.

1 ii truth, things are in a sad way here,

for there is robbery on every hand, and

who can tell what the end may be?

Perhaps that we go to the English, af-

ter all. Monsieur Doltaire you do not

know him, I think says,
" If the Eng-

lish eat us, as they swear they will,

they '11 die of megrims, our affairs are so

indigestible." At another time he said,

"Better tobe English than to bedamned."

And when some one asked him what he

meant, he said,
' Is it not read from the

altar,
' Cursed is he that pntteth his

in man '

'i The English trust nobody, and
we trust the English." That was aimed
at Captain Stobo, who was present, and
I felt it a cruel thing for him to say;
but Captain Stobo, smiling at the ladies,

said,
* Better to be French and damned

than not to be French at all." And this

pleated Monsieur Doltaire, who does not

love him. I know not why, but there are

vague whispers that he is acting against
the Englishman for causes best known at

Versailles, which have nothing to do with

our affairs here. I do lxlieve that Mon-
sieur Doltaire would rather hear a clever

thing than get ten thousand francs. Hi*

face lights up, he is at once on his met-

tle, his eyes look almost fiendishly beau-

tiful. He is a handsome man, but he is

wicked, and I do not think he has one

little sense of morals. I do not suppose
he would stab a man in the bark, or

o his neighbor's landmark in the

night, thon ob him of it in open

daylight, and call it enterprise/' a usual

\ith him.

< a favorite with Madame Cournal,

who influences Bigot roost, and one day
we may see the boon companions at each

other's throats ; and if either falls, I hope
it may be Bigot, for Monsieur Doltaire is,

at least, no robber. Indeed, we all know
that ho is kind to the poor in a disdain-

ful sort of way. He gives to them and

scoffs at them at the same monn
bad man, with just enough natural

ness to make him dangerous. I have not

seen much of the world, but some things
we know by instinct ; we feel them ; and
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I often wonder if that is not the way we

know everything in the end. Sometinu <

when I take my long walks, and maybe

go and sit beside the Falls of Montmo-

renci, looking out to the great city on the

great Heights, to dear Orleans, where we
have our pretty villa (we are to go there

next week for three months happy
summer months), up at the blue sky and

into the deep woods, I have strange feel-

ings, which afterwards become thoughts ;

and sometimes they fly away like butter-

flies, but oftener they stay with me, and

I give them a little garden to roam in

you can guess where. Now and then I

call them out of the garden and make
them speak, and then I set down what

they say in my journal ; but I think they
like their garden best You remember

the song we used to sing at school ?

" ' Where do the stare grow, little Garaine ?

The garden of moons, is it far away ?

The orchard of suns, my little Garaine,
Will yon take us there some day ?

'

" '

If you shut your eyes,' quoth little Garaine,
*
1 will show you the way to go

To the orchard of suns, and the garden of

moons,
And the field where the stare do grow.

" ' But you must speak soft,' quoth little Ga-

raine,
1 And still must your footsteps be,

For a great bear prowls in the field of the

stare,

And the moons they have men to see.

" ' And the suns have the Children of Signs to

guard,
And they have no pity at all ;

Yon must not stumble, yon must not speak,

When you come to the orchard wall.

" ' The gates are locked,' quoth little Garainp.
' But the way I am going to tell ?

The key of your heart it will open them all :

And there 's where the darlings dwell

You may not care to read these lines

again, but it helps to show what I mean :

that everything is in the heart, and that

nothing is at all if we do not feel it.

Sometimes I have spoken of these things

to my mother, but she does not see as

T do. I dare not tell my father all I

think, and Juste is so much a creature

of moods that I am nev icthcr

lie will be sensible and kind, or scoff.

One cannot bear to be laughed at. And
as for my sister, she never think

only lives ; and she looks it looks beau-

tiful. Have you not noticed that people
who think much never have good com-

plexions ? If they have beauty, it comes

from other things. But there, dear Lu-

cie, I must not tire you with my child-

ish philosophy, though I feel no longer a

child. You would not know your friend.

I cannot tell what has come over me.

Voilaf

To-morrow we go to visit General

Monteaim, who has just arrived in the

colony. Bigot and his gay set are not

likely to be there. My mother insists

that I shall never darken the doors of his

palace. Both on the public and on the

private side of his character he is impos-

sible, my mother says ; for she is always

thinking of that cheating King's maga-
zine which the people call La Friponne,

and of some homes here which will never

be happy again because of him.

Do you still hold to your former pur-

pose of keeping a daily journal ? If so,

I beg you to copy into it this epistle and

your answer ; and when I go up to your
dear turreted manor house at Portneuf

next summer, we will read over our let-

ters and other things set down, and gos-

sip of the changes come since we nn-t

last I long to meet you by the gay
Chandiere among the noble elms. Do
sketch the old place for me (as will I our

new villa on dear Isle Orleans), and make

interest with the good curs' to bring it to

me with your letter, since there are no

posts, no postmen, yet between In-:

Portneuf. The cur^ most kindly bears

this to you, and says he will gladly he

our messenger. Yesterday he said to me,

shaking his head in a whimsical way.
" But no treason, mademoiselle, and no

heresy or schism." I am not quite sure

what he meant. I dare hardly think he
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had Captain Stohu in his mind. I would

not for the world -<> l.-<s-n my goo.i

ion of him as to think him suspicions of

lion no other dan- I put

his words down to chance hitting, to a

humorous fan

Be sure, dear shall not love

you loss for giving me a prompt answer.

Tell in-' of what you are thinking and

what doing. If Juste can be spared from

the Governor's establishment, may I In in-;

him with me next summer ? He is a dif-

ficult, sparkling sort of fellow, but you
are so steady-tempered, so full of tact,

getting your own way so quietly and clev-

hat I am sure I should find plenty
of straw for the bricks of my house of

hope, my castle in Spain.
:iot give too much of my share of

thy heart elsewhere, and continue to think

v d.-ur Lucif. thy frimd, loyal and

ng, ALIXE DUVARN'EY.

P. S. Since the above was written we
have been to the General's. Both

Doltaire and Captain Stobo were

hut neither took much note of nu>.

;i Doltaire not at all. Those

two either hate each other lovingly, or

love hatefully. I know not which, they are

so hitinir. yrt BO tri- ndly to each other's

i.vss, thoii-li th.'ir style of word-

play is so different : Monsieur Doltaire's

like a bodkin-point. Captain Stobo's like

a musket-stock a-clubbing, but not want-

ing for all that. Be not surprised to

> at our gates any
h we shall beat them back, I shall

feel no less easy because I have a friend

enemy's camp. Yon may guess
Do not si nil.-. Iff is old enough

to be my father. He said so himself six

months ago. ALIXE.

VIII.

Gabon! . coming in to me one day after

I had lain down to sleep, said, "See,

mouse, 'tis holiday-era;

ng's sport comes to-morrow."

I sat up in bed with a start, for I

knew not but that my d- ath had been

decided on without trial ; and yet on sec-

ond thought I was sure this could not

be, for every rule of military conduct was

against it. Besides, it would not be like

my jailer to use such brutal words if

death were intended, for he had a hu-

man heart, and also, I think, a feeling
of kindness for me.

"Whose holiday?" asked I after a
moment ;

" and what is King's sport ?
"

He laugh- 1. Holiday for the dor-

mouse, which is sport for the King
aho !

"
answered he.

I knew that I must let him take his

own time.

"Tis snug and tight here, to<

added, looking round. **

Dry, dry as a

bone. Why should dickey-bird wing

away ?
"

" 'T was dormouse a minute ago," said

I complacently.
" 'T will be a bear in the streets to-

morrow," he retorted ;
" we lead you by

a rope, and you dance the quickstep to

please our lad

"A ring through the nose, too?"
droned I.

" And nuts and sugar when dancing *s

done," answered he in good humor,

slapping his leg.
" Is that all ?

'*
asked I. No more

sport for i

That 's th< procession !

"
he roared ;

"the play comes on at the Chiteau.

They bring the bear to the drumhead."
" Who sits behind the dm ID

'-
"
ques-

tion.

10 Marquis de Vaudreuil," he re-

plied,
" the Intendant, and the little mas-

ters." By these last he meant officers of

the marines, the colonial soldiery.

So then, at last I was to be tried, to

be dealt with definitely on the abomina-

ble charge. I should at least again see

light and breathe fresh air, and feel

about me the stir of the world. For a

long year I had heard no voice In:

own and Gabord's, had had no fi
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but my pale blades of corn and a timid

mouse, day after day no light at all : and

now winter was at hand again, and with-

out fire and with poor food my body
was chilled and starved. I had had no

news of the world, nor of her who was

dear to me, nor of Juste Duvarney save

that he lived, nor of our cause. But

succeeding the thrill of delight I had at

thought of seeing the open world again
there came a feeling of lassitude, of in-

difference ; I shrank from the jar of ac-

tivity. I had been sunk so long in a

kind of stupor of body that action now

brought with it a sort of timorousness.

I felt all this while Gabord stood there

waiting for me to speak. How insidious

is disease ! The mind and body fade,

and we do not know it till we are called

upon in some exigeant moment, and

where the robust picture stood there is

only a pale image. But I think that

through it all I had kept a cheerful

spirit and manner, and had never shown

to my rough jailer a shaking courage.
So now I got upon my feet, and with

a little air of drollery straightened out

my clothes and flicked a handkerchief

across my gaiters. Then I twisted my
head over my shoulder as if I were not-

ing the shape of my back and the set

of my clothes in a mirror, and thrust a

leg out in the manner of an exquisite.

I had need to do some mocking thing at

the moment, or I should have given way
to tears like a woman, so suddenly weak

had I become.

Gabord burst out laughing.
"
Dickey-

bird dusts his down, but feathers are few

in his tail."

An idea came to me. " I must be fine

to-morrow," was my remark. " I must

not shame my jailer." At that I rubbed

my beard. I had none when I came into

this dungeon first.

" Aho !

"
said he, his eyes wheeling.

"Aho!"
I knew he understood me. I did not

speak, but went on running my fingers

through my beard.

"As vain as Absalom," ho addod.
" Do you think thoy '11 hang you l.y the

hair ?
"

" I 'd have it off," said I,
"
to be clean

for the sacrifice."

"Voban?" asked he.
"
Voban," answered I,

"
if I may.

" You had Voban before," he rejoined ;

"we know what happened, a dainty
bit of a letter all rose-lily scented, and

comfits for the soldier. The pretty wren

perches now in the Governor's house

a-cousining, a-cousining. Think you it

is that she may get a glimpse of m'sieu'

the dormouse as he comes to trial ? No,
oh no ! But 't is no business o' mino :

and if I bring my prisoner up when called

for, there *s duty done !

"

I saw the friendly spirit in the words.

I guessed that Alixe had been with him

lately, had influenced him, and I felt

that he would not divulge this thing
which was for her good as my own. I

even dared hope that he had a message
for me, and I waited, but he said no-

thing. Then again light dawned on mo.

Perhaps they would let him fetch Voban

to me, and in that case Voban mi id it

secretly give me the message which he

himself would not. So I essayed that

point.
"
Voban," asked I,

"
may come to

me?"
" The Intendant said no, but the Gov-

ernor yes," was the reply ;

" and that

Monsieur Doltaire is not yet come from

Montreal, so he had no voice. Th ox-

look for him here to-morrow."
" What is he doing in Montreal ?

"

Gabord shrugged his shoulders.

Then a thought came to me. He was

there to work upon my fellow-host

Van Braam ; perhaps to bribe him to go
to Williamsburg and steal my jiaj

freedom and money his reward. That

thought came to me with great force,

and it proved right, as at t< i wards I

knew. But Van Braam wa loyal, and

no thief.

I guessed again I had to thank Alixe
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for this matter of Voban : she had sug-

gested it to Gabord, and he had brought
it before the Governor and Bigot as if

it were his own thought I am glad
that never for a moment had I doubted

her constancy and love. She was work-

ing, and, as I came to know later, with

so great skill and carefulness that no

one ever guessed her real interest in me,

she blinded even Doltaire, hat

rather loved to scoff at my condition,

and to laugh at my English roughness,

though she confessed that, for her fa-

ther's sake, she had treated me with gay

courtesy always because I had some

humor. I say no one suspected; but

there were three, Gabord, Voban, and

Mathilde. Yet each of these could be

trusted ; they were all under the spell

that charmed me.
" Voban may come ?

" I asked again.
" At daybreak," answered Gabord.

" There 's milk and honey to-morrow,"

he added, and then, without a word, he

drew forth from his coat, and hurriedly
thrust into my hands, a piece of meat

and a small flask of wine, and, swinging
round like a schoolboy afraid of being

caught in a misdemeanor, he pasted

through the door with a double aho, and

the bolts clanged after him. As if for-

gHfnlly. he had leff the torch behind

tuck in the cleft of the wall.

I sat down on my couch, and for a

moment almost vacantly gazed at the

meat and wine in my hands.
'

I had not

her for a year, and now I

could see that my fingers, as they closed

on the food nervously, were thin and

bloodless, tnd it came home to me that

thrs hung loose upon my person.
Here were light, meat, and wine, and
there was a piece of bread on the board

ng my water -jar. Luxury was

spread before me, but although I had
eaten little all day I was not hungry.

Presently, however, I took the knife

whirl, I ha ,i hidden a year before, and

:cces of the meat and laid th. m

by the bread. Then I drew the cork

from the bottle of wine, and. lifting it

towards that face which was always vis-

ible to my soul, I drank drank

drank ! Never shall I forget ho\v that

ricli liquor swam through my veins like

glorious fire. It wakened my brain and

nerved my body. The old spring of life

came back ; I had not only courage, I

had nerve and strength. I knew it then :

this wine had come from the hands of

Alixe, from the Governor's store, may-
be ; for never could Gabord have got
such stuff. I ate heartily of the rich beef

and bread, ate it all with a new-made

appetite, and drank the rest of the wine.

It should be a feast. I would not think

of to-morrow ; this would give me sleep,

and some little strength and vigor for

my trial. So, when I had eaten and

drunk the last, I sat and looked at the

glowing torch, and felt a sort of com-

fort creep through me. Then there came
a delightful thought. Months ago I had

put away one last pipeful of tobacco, to

save it till some day when I should need

it most I got it, and no man can guess
how lovingly I held it to a flying flame

of the torch, saw it light, and blew out

the first whiff of smoke into the sombre

air ; for November was piercing this un-

derground house of inin. . \\inter was at

hand. I sat and smoked, and canyon
not guess my thoughts ? For hare you
not the same heart, being British born

and hred ? When I had taken the last

whiff, I wrapped myself in my cloak and

wvnt to sleep. But twice or thrice dur-

ing tin- night I waked to see the torch

still shining, and caught the fragrant
smell of htirning pine, and minded not at

all the smoke the burning made.

IX.

I was wakened at last* completely bj
the shooting of holts. With the open-

ing of the door I saw two figures, Ga-

bord and Voban. My friend the mouse

saw them also, and scampered from the
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broad it had been eating, away among
the corn, through which my footsteps

had now made two rectangular paths,

not disregarded by Gabord, who pulled

Voban into the narrow track, with the

words,
" 'Ware ! 'T is harvest, barber ;

we fling the flail to-day."
I rose, showed no particular delight

at seeing Voban, but greeted him easi-

ly, though my heart was bursting to

ask him of Alixe, and arranged my
clothes. Presently Gabotd said,

" You '11

need stools, barber," and, wheeling, he

left the dungeon. He was gone but an

instant, and I suppose I never shall know
whether his going was of purpose,
that is, to give me one minute alone with

Voban, but it was long enough for

Voban to thrust a letter into my hand,

which I ran into the lining of my waist-

coat as I whispered,
" Her brother he

is well ?
"

"
Well, and he have go to France,"

he answered. " She make me say, look

to the round window in the Chateau

front."

We spoke in English which, as I

have said, Voban understood imperfectly

that Gabord might not know if he

should chance to hear. There was no-

thing more said, and if Gabord, when he

returned, suspected, he showed no sign,

but put down two stools, seating himself

on one, as I seated myself on the other

for Voban's handiwork. It proceeded

silently for a time, but at last I said to

Gabord,
" At what hour do I go forth,

monsieur ?
"

" At ten o'clock ; and after you Ve
danced in the streets, the Chateau St.

Louis at eleven," answered he.

" From now till ten I sit adorned and

wait ?
"

asked I.

" From barber-time to ten you break-

fast," said he.

There was to-day more elasticity in

the orders given him, and I was to break-

fast, which I had not done for a year.
I conjured up a score of delicacies, and

already, in anticipation, I sniffed a cup

of hot coffee. Even as I thought it

there were footsteps without, ami a sol-

dier appeared with a cup of coffee on a

tray. Gabord rose, took it from him,

waved him away, and handed it to me.

Never did coffee taste so sweet, and I

sipped and sipped till Voban had ended

his work with me. I drained the last

drop and stood up. He handed me a

mirror, and Gabord, fetching a fine

white handkerchief from his pocket,

said,
" Here 's for your tears, when they

drum you to heaven."

Good soldier, how I thanked him in

my heart, though I said little then ! He
had ever done what he could to ease

my miserable state, and it was long af-

terwards I knew that through him, and

through him only, was it I had not been

loaded down with irons, though, as I said,

he would have killed me instantly if I

had tried to evade his vigilance.

But when I saw my face in the mir-

ror, I confess I was startled. My hair,

which had been black, was plentifully

sprinkled with white, my fare was in-

tensely pale and thin, and the eyes were

sunk in dark hollows, but I do not think

they looked hunted or afraid. I should

not have recognized myself. But I

laughed as I handed back the glass, and

said,
" All flesh is grass, but a dungeon 's

no good meadow."
" 'T is for the reaped corn," Gabord

answered, .

"
't is for the dry chaff, not

young grass aho !

"

With that he rose and made ready to

leave, Voban with him. "The commi--

sariat camps here in an hour or so," he

said, with a ripe chuckle.

It was clear the new state of affairs

was more to his mind than the last y

rigor and silence. It seemed to in-

strange then, and it has seemed so ever

since, that during all that time I never

was visited by Doltaire but once, and of

that event I am going to write here

briefly.

He came in with Gabord about two
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months before this particular morning,
and greeted me courteously enough, and

Gabord left us alone. He leaned against
ill, near the torch, and I sat down

on my couch. ,

" Close quarters here," said he. look-

ing round as if the place were new to

him. He was smiling to himself as he

spoke.
>t so close as we all come to one

day," said I.

ismal comparison!
"

he rejoined.
" You 've lost your spirits."

>t so," I retorted;
"
nothing but

my liberty."

>u know the way to find it quick-

ly." he suggested.
" The letters for La Pompadour?

"
I

asked.
" A dead man's waste papers," he re-

sponded :
" of no use to him, or you, or

any one save the Grande Marquise."
iluable to me," said I.

" Not so ; none but the Grande Mar-

quise and the writer would give you a

penny for them."
" Why should I not be my own mer-

u can to me. If not to me,

to no one. You had your chance long

ago, and you refused it. You must ad-

mit I dealt fairly with you. I did not

more till you had set your own trap and

fallrii into it Now, if you do not give
me the letters well, you will give them

to no one else in this world. It has been

a fair game, and I am winning now.

I 've only used means which one gentle-

man might use with another. Had you
been a leaser man, I would have had you

pitted long ago. Yon understai
"
Perfectly. But since we have played

so long, do you think I '11 give you the

stakes now before the end

It would be wiser," he answered

lly.

I have a nation behind me," urged I.

1 ; has left yon in a hole here to rot"

will take over your citadel and

dig me out some day," I retorted hotly.

" What good that ? Your life is more

to yon than Quebec to England."
.. no," said I quickly ;

" I would

give my life a hundred times to see your

flag hauled down !

"

" A freakish ambition," he replied,
" mere infatuation."

<u do not understand it Monsieur

Doltaire," I remarked ironically.
" I love not endless puzzles. There

is no sport in following a maze that leads

to nowhere save the grave." He yawned.
"This air is heavy," he added; "you
must find it trying."

Never as trying as at this moment*'
I retorted.

" Come, am I so malarious ?
"

" You are a trickster," said I coldly.

"Ah, you mean that night at Bi-

got's ?
" He smiled. "

No, no, you were

to blame so green. You might have

known we were for having you between

the stones."
" But it did not come out as you

wished ?
"
hinted I.

It served my turn," he responded;
and he gave me such a smiling, mali-

cious look that I knew he was thinking
of Alix'. that he sought to convey he

had his way with her ; and though
that she was true to me, that she had

thrown him off the scent so that he had

no thought of the real nature of things

between us. his cool presumption so

stirred me I could have struck him in

the face. I got angrily to my feet An

I did no I shrank a little, for at times

the wound in my side, not yet entirely

healed, hart me.
" Yon are not well." he said, with in-

stant show of curiosity ; your wounds

still trouble you? They should be healed.

Gabord was told to see yon eared

ibord has done well enough. I

I have had wounds before.

monsieur.

II. loaned against the wall and laughed.
" What braggart* you English arc

said. " A race of swashbucklers even

on bread and water
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He had me at advantage , and I knew

it. for he had kept his temper. I made
an effort. " Both excellent," rejoined I.

4li and English too."

He laughed again.
" Come, that is

better. That 's in your old vein. I love

to see you so. But how knew you our

baker was English? which he is, a

prisoner like yourself."
" As easily as I could tell the water

was not made by Frenchmen."
" Now I have hope of you," he broke

out gayly.
" You will yet redeem your

nation."

Just at that moment Gabord came

with a message from the Governor to

Doltaire, and he prepared to go.
" You are set on sacrifice ?

"
he asked.

" Think dangling from Cape Dia-

mond."
" I will think of your fate instead," I

sent back at him.
** Think !

"
he said again, waving off

my reply with his hand. " The letters

I shall no more ask for. And you will

not escape death !

"

"
Never," said I.

" So ? Very good. Au plaisir, my
captain. I go to dine at the Seigneur

Duvarney's."
With that last thrust he was gone, and

left me wondering if the Seigneur had

ever made an effort to see me, if he had

forgiven the duel with his son.

That was the incident.

When Gabord and Voban were gone,

leaving the light behind, I went over to

where the torch stuck in the wall, and

drew Alixe's letter from my pocket with

eager fingers. It told the whole story

of her heart I do not need to turn to

it to set it down. I have it as it fas-

tened on my brain then.

CHATEAU ST. Louis, 27<A November, IT" 7

Though I write you these few w
dear Robert, I do not know that they

will reach you, for as yet it is not cer-

tain they will let Voban visit you ; and

if he does, it may ho there will l>e no

chance to pass it to you: but I pray
><d success, even as I pray every

day for your release. Oh, how lon^.

how long these months have

year, dear friend, and not a word from

you, and not a word to you. I should

have broken my heart if I had not hoard

how you were. Oh, Robert, and they
have kept you on bread and water, and

they say you are much worn in body,

though you have always a cheerful air.

There are stories of a visit Monsieur

Doltaire paid you, and how you jested.

He hates you, and yet he admires you,

too, as well he might, for are you not the

bravest and best of men ?

And now listen, Robert, while I tell

you something ; and I beg you not to

be angry oh, do not be angry, for I

am all yours. But I want to tell you
that I have not repulsed Monsieur Dol-

taire when he has spoken flatteries to

me. I have not believed them, and I

have kept my spirits strong against his

wicked presence. I have done it for

your sake, and you must not scold or

grieve. I want to get you free of prison,

and to that end I have to work through

him with the Intendant. that In- \\ill

not set the Governor more against you.

With the Intendant himself I will not

deal at all: is not his foulness always

before me in Mathilde ? And so I use

the lesser villain, and in truth the more

powerful, for he stands higher at Ver-

sailles than any here. With the Gov-

ernor I have influence, for he is, as yon

may know, a kinsman of my mother's.

and of late he has shown a fondi

me. Yet you can see that I must act

most warily, that I must not seem to care

for you, for that would be your complete

undoing. I rather seem to scoff. (Oh,

how it hurts me! how my cheeks ti

when I think of it alone ! and how I

clench my hand<. hating them all so fc

oppressing you !
)

I do not believe their si an-'

that you are a spy. It is I, Robert, wl
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have at last induced the Governor to try
. They would have put it off till

r, hut I feared you would die in

that awful dungeon, and I was sure that

if they brought you to trial there would

be a change, as there is to be for a time,

at lr:i-t. You are to be lodged in the

union jail during the trial; and so

that is one step gained. Yet, good, good
friend of my soul, I had to use all man-

i of device to get the Governor to

bring you to trial now. He is sometimes

so playful with me that I can pretend to

guiltiness ; and so one day I said that he

showed no regard for our family or for

in not bringing you, who had near

killed my brother, to justice. So he

consented, and being of a stubborn na-

ture, too, when Monsieur Doltaire and

the Intendant opposed the trial, he said

hould come off at once. But there is

thing that grieves me so: they are

to have you marched through the streets

of the town like any common criminal,

and I dare show no distress nor plead, nor

can my father, though he wishes to move

you in this; and I dare not urge him,
then it would seem strange the daugh-

ter asked your punishment, and the fa-

-ought to IrsM-n it.

All, Robert, my part is not an easy
l>ut I do not despair no, not a

whit ; my heart is brave, for my desire

for your well-being is so strong. I never

cea.se to think of you, and to work in

your behalf; and though your escape to

ir own country would leave me here

alone, yet I work for that, though I

< r >hould see you again. If I never

did, you would not forget me, would

you? I could bear separation, but not

to be forgotten ; for I am a woman,
a weak girl, you will say, and remem-
brance to a woman is solace for her mis-

ery and :

Voban is my faithful servant he is

grn my care of Mathilde ; and
she is better, thank (. le better.

! think how her life has been sac-

iced to the Intendant's wickedness, I

feel I could do anything to bring about

his punishment But alas ! the wicked

flourish, and the good are cast down.

When you are in the common jail it

will be much easier to help you. I have

seen Gabon! , but he is not to be bent to

any purpose, though he is kind to me.

I shall try once more to have him take

some wine and meat to you to-night, for

I would not have you seem even weak
in body before your enemies to-morrow.

If I fail, then I shall only pray that you

may be given strength in body for your
time of trouble equal to your courage.
I shall see you to-morrow as you pass to

trial. Think, Robert, of my sadness at

that moment I housed, comfortable,

free, heaped-up favors about me.

ing in the house of your judge, who will

not spare you if he can help it, yet most I

remain silent, must not weep nor show

distress, must seem anxious for your con-

demnation. Alas ! yet I had rather be

thus vexed and troubled loving and serv-

ing you than to be without the sacred

pretence of a perilous but tried affec-

tion.

It may be I can fix upon a point

where you may look to see me as you

pass to-morrow to the Chateau. There

must be a sign. If you will put your
hand to your forehead But no, they

may bind you. and \mir hands may not

be free. When you see me, pause in

tep for an instant, and I shall know.

I will tell Voban where you shall Mod

your glance, if he i* to he let in to you,
and I hope that what I plan may not

fail.

And so, Robert, adieu. Time cannot

change me, and your misfortune* draw

>er to you. Only the dishonor-

able tm'ng could make me close the doors

of my heart, and I will not think yon,

wbate'er they say, unworthy of my con-

stant faith. Some day, maybe, we shall

smile at, and even cherish, these tad

times. Let as smile, though lean fall

too. In this gay boose I must be flip-

pant, for I am now of the foolish world !
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But under all the trivial sparkle a serious

heart beats. It belongs to thee, if thou

wilt have it, Robert, the heart of thy

An hour after getting this comforting
and blessed letter, Gabord caine again,

and with him breakfast a word which

I had almost dropped from my language.

True, it was only in a dungeon, on a pair
of stools, by the light of a torch, but

how I relished it ! a bottle of good
wine, a piece of broiled fish, the half of

a fowl, and some tender vegetables.

My spirits came up, as you may see a

lark, hovering and rising, rising and

hovering, and singing into the sun, till

it is a speck in the hollow sky. I gave

myself to pleasant thoughts, not jaunti-

ly, but with some hope and many blithe

conjectures as to chances of escape from

the common jail. I had no hope that I

should be acquitted at my trial, though
I would not think they could condemn
me to death ; but it might be they would

return me to this dungeon to die of cold

and silence and lack of nourishment.

Yet I did not have the less relish for

food because of that. I made as hearty a

meal as you can think ; and what should

the end of it be but a pipeful of tobacco

brought by Gabord, laid beside me with,
" M'sieu' the lion feeds. Good-by, dor-

mouse and dickey-bird aho !

" and he

was gone again on the instant.

So when he came for me with two sol-

diers, another hour later, I say an hour,

but I only guess so, for I had no way
of noting time, I was ready for new

cares, and to see the world again. Be-

fore the others Gabord was the rough, al-

most brutal soldier, and soon I knew that

I was to be driven, bound, out upon the

St. Foye Road and on into the town.

My arms were well flightered down, and

I was tied about till I must have looked

like a bale of living goods of no great
value. Indeed, my clothes were by no

means handsome, and save for my well-

shaven face and clean handkerchief I

was an ill-favored spectacle ; but I tried

to bear my shoulders up as we stopped
out of the dungeon, marched through
dark reeking corridors, and presently
came suddenly into lighted passages, and

through a barred window I saw the sun.

I had to pause, for the light blinded

my eyes, and they hurt me horribly, so

delicate were the nerves. For some min-

utes I stood there, my guards stolidly

waiting, Gabord muttering a little, and

stamping upon the floor as in anger,

though I knew he was merely playing a

small part for his comrades. The pain
in my eyes grew less, and, though they

kept filling with moisture from the vio-

lence of the light, I soon could see with-

out distress.

I am not able to forget the strange

feeling that came when, after all these

months, I saw the open world again.

Stepping out of the citadel, I was led into

the yard, where was drawn up a company
of soldiers. Gabord bade me stand still

in the centre of the yard where I was,

and started towards the officers' quarters.

As he did so, I asked him if I might not

walk to the ramparts and view the scene.

He gruffly assented, bidding the men
watch me closely, and I walked over to

a point where, standing three hundred

feet above the noble river, I could look

out upon its sweet expanse, across to the

Levis shore, with its serried legions of

trees behind, and its bold settlement in

front upon the Heights. There eastward

lay the good Island of Orleans, glowing,

as was the foliage far and near, with the

exquisite coloring of the maple leaves, and

over all the clear sun and sky, enlivened

by a crisp and cheering air. Snow had

fallen, but none now lay upon the ground,
and I saw a rare and winning earth. At

the moment I felt that, whan-ver ca

I could endure it after feeling the bk

joy of this new discovery of the world.

I stood absorbed. I was recalling that

first day that I remember in my life,

when at Balmore my grandfather made

prophecies upon me, and I felt the world
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about me for the first time the original

discovery, held by Memory, and handed

by it to me in the hours of my trial.

That record I should be able now to

write down in the common jail. If tin.-y

granted me the privilege of lodging there,

they would probably not withhold from

me pens, ink, and paper.
As I stood lost to everything save the

delight of the excellent world about me,
I heard Doltaire's voice behind, and pre-

sently he said over my shoulder,
" To

wish Captain Stobo a good-morning were

superfluous !

"

. I smiled at him : the pleasure of that

scene had given me an impulse towards

good nature even with my enemies.

ic best I ever had/' I answered

tly.

utrasts are life's delights," he said.

" You should thank us. You have your
best day because of our worst dungeon."

** But my thanks shall not be in words ;

you shall have the same courtesy at our

hands one day."
44 1 had the Bastile for a year," he re-

I. calling up a squad of men with

his finger as he spoke.
* 4 1 have had my

best day. Two would be monotony. You
think your English will take this some
time ?

"
he asked, waving a finger to-

wards the citadrl. M It will need good

play to pluck that ribbon from its place."
He glanced up, as he spoke, at the white

flag with its golden lilies.

44 So much the better sport," I said.

t" We will have the ribbon and its hn-it-

bk"
^ <>u yourself shall furnish evi

to-day. Gabord here will see you t -injit-

ingly disposed the wild bull led peace
-now!"

rit one day I will twist your note,

Monsieur Dolta

enough, if rude," he re-

sponded.
" When your turn comes, you

twist and I endure. You shall be nour-

i>h 1 v,,;i i;K, me, and I shall look a

battered hulk like you. But I shall never

be the fool that you are. If I had away

to slip the leash, I 'd slip it You are a

dolt." He was touching upon the letters

again.
1 weigh it all," said I.

" I am no

fool anything else you wilL"

u '11 be nothing soon, I fear

which U a
;

What more he might .have said I do

not know, but there now appeared in

the yard a tall, reverend old gentleman,
in the costume of the coureur de bob,

though his belt was richly chased, and
he wore an order on his breast There

was something more refined than power-
ful in his appearance, but he had a keen,

kindly eye, and a manner unmistakably

superior. His drees was a little barba-

rous, unlike Doltaire's splendid white uni-

form, set off with violet and gold, the

lace of a fine handkerchief sticking from

his belt, and a gold-handled sword at

his side; but the manner of both was

alike*. Seeing Doltaire, he came straight

to him, and they embraced. Then he

turned towards me, and as they walked

off a little distance I could see that the

old gentleman was questioning about me.

Presently he raised his hand, and, as if

hing had excited him, said,
4

*No,

no, no ; hang him and have done with

it, hut 1 '11 have nothing to do with it

not a thing. T is enough for me to

role at" I could not hear the last

word, but I was now sure that he was

some one of note who had retirel

any share in state affairs. He and Dol-

taire then moved on to the doors of the

citadel, and, pausing there, Doltaire

turned round and made a motion of bis

hand to Gabord. I was at once tor-

rmi i uled by the squad of men, and the

order to march was given. A drum in

front of me began to play a well-known

dcriftive air of the French arm/, The
Fox and the Wolf.

Wecame out on the St Foye Road

and down towards the Chateau St Louis,

between crowds of shouting people who
beat drams, kettles, pans, and made all
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not only against myself, but against the

British people. The women were not

behind the men in violence ; from them

came handfuls of gravel and dust which

struck me in the face ; but Gabord put a

stop to that by threatening to drive off

the crowd if this were repeated. They
thought his anger had come from being
himself hit by a stray pebble, not for

thought of me ; for, as I came to know,

weird tales of his violent treatment of

me while in the dungeon had been bruit-

ed, and I am inclined to think this was

his device lest he should be thought using
me with the least consideration.

It was a shameful ordeal, which might
have vexed me sorely if I had not had

greater trials and suspected worse. Nor
had I yet lost the genial flush of spirit

which this new taste of the open world

gave me an hour ago. They were excit-

ed, but I was calm ; raging, and I was

thinking of my defense before my judges;

seeing a victim, a sacrifice, a target for

the arrows of their bad blood, and I was

looking towards the Chateau St. Louis

where was she who seemed to me the sym-
bol of all that was rare and best in a

troubled world. Now and again appeared
a face I knew some lady who turned

her head away, or some gentleman who
watched me curiously, but made no sign.

Nearing the Chateau, I saw Voban stand-

ing among a knot of men, who were evi-

dently questioning him about me, for it

was known that he had tended me that

morning. As we came to the Chateau,
I looked up as if casually, and there in

the little round window I saw Alixe's

face, for an instant only. I stopped in

my tracks, was prodded by a soldier from

behind, and I then stepped on. Glan-

cing up again, I saw her dear face once

more like a passing light, and then, with a

braver heart, I came on with my guards
to the doors of the Chateau. Entering,
we were taken to the rear of the bnild-

ing, where, in an open courtyard, \\eiv

a company of soldiers, some seats, and a

table. I looked up at the Chateau from

where I was placed, and saw another

small round window above, but no fare

showing in it; yet I hoped that, later.

I should see it. I knew that M>me <>ne

could be in the dark room, looking down,

and yet if the face were not very near tin-

window, it would not be seen. A<_rain, it

was possible for a watcher to be hidden

in the balcony that ran the full length of

the building. On my right was tin-

Lawrence swelling on its course, three

hundred feet beneath, little boats passing
hither and thither on its flood.

We were waiting about half an hour,

the noises of the clamoring crowd com-

ing to us, as they carried me aloft in

effigy, and, burning me at the cliff edge,

fired guns at me and threw stones, till,

rags, ashes, and flame, I tumhled into

the river far beneath. At last, from the

Chateau came the Marquis de Vaudreuil,

Bigot, and a number of officers. The
Governor looked gravely at me, but did

not bow ; Bigot gave me a sneering smile,

eying me curiously the while, and, I could

feel, remarking on my poor appearance
to Cournal beside him Cournal, who
winked at his wife's dishonor for the fa-

vor of her lover, who gave him means

for public robbery.

Presently the Governor was seated, and

he said, looking round, "Monsieur Dol-

taire he is not here ?
"

Bigot shook his head, and ansv.

"No doubt he is detained at the cita-

del."

"And the Seigneur Duvarney ?
"

the

Governor added.

At that moment the Governor's secre-

tary handed him a letter. The Governor

opened it.
"
Listen," said he; and In-

read to the effect that tin- S. i-n. in- Du-

varney felt he was hardly fitted to be a

just judge in this case, remembering the

conflict between his son and the not

ous Captain Stobo. And from another

standpoint, though the prisoner merited

any fate reserved for him, if he was a

spy, he could not forget that his life had

been saved by this British captain an
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ion that, unfortunately, he could

r repay nor wipe out After much

ht, lie must disobey the Gov
summons, and he prayed that his Excel-

A ould grant his consideration

Upon.

I saw the Governor frown, but he made
..irk. while Bigot said something in

his ear which did not improve his humor,
for he replied curtly, and turned to his

secretary.
" We must have two more,"

he said.

hat moment Doltaire entered with

the old gentleman of whom I have writ-

tin. The Governor instantly brightened,
and gave the stranger a warm greeting,

calling him his "dear Chevalier;" and,

after a deal of urging, the Chevalier la

Darante was seated as one of my judges :

\\hi.-h <li<l not at all displease me, for I

liked his face.

not need to dwell upon the trial

here. I have set down the facts be-

fore. I had no counsel and no witnesses.

There seemed no reason why the trial

shun 1<1 have dragged on all day, for I

toon saw it was the intention on the

part of all save perhaps Doltaire and
the Chevalier la Darante, and of them I

was not sure to hang me. 1 felt that

Doltaire would rather torture me to th

in the hope of still -

tile papers, than see me ended at once,

as would liUly be the case if I were

nined. Besides, I think he really
1 th* chance of killing me himself

Me day, when our affairs had got be-

.ind of ivjiair. Yet it is hard

:.ui \\ ho hates you serves

>, at times. To the last I never

tood him, and, hatin- him hecause

of all his villainies, I warmed to him, also.

1 1 was surprised to see how he brought up
10 and a question there, \\hi.-h

1 to lengthen out the trial; and all

no he sat near the Chevalier la Da-

<w and again talking with him.

It was late evening before the trial

> a close. The one point to be es-

blihhed was that the letters taken from
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General Braddock were mine, and that

I had made the plans while a hostage. I

acknowledged nothing, and would not do

so unless I was allowed to speak freely.

This was not permitted until just be-

fore I was sentenced. Doltaire 's look was

fixed on me, and I knew he waited to

see if I would divulge the matter private
between us. If I had done so, I should

have died the next day. I knew this

afterwards ; but I stood by my compact
with him. Besides, it could not serve

me to speak of it here, or use it as an

argument, and it would only hasten an

end which I felt he could prevent if he

chose.

So when I was asked if I had aught
to say, I pleaded the one tiling: that

they had not kept the Articles of War
which provided I should be free within

two months and a half ; that is, when an

officer and two prisoners in our hands

should be delivered up to them, as they
were. They had broken their bond,

though we had fulfilled ours, and I held

myself justified in doing what I had

done for our cause and for my own

life, whirl, they here assaulted against
all honorable dealing.

I was not heard patiently, though I

could see that the Governor and the

Chevalier were impressed : but Higot in-

stantly urged the case hotly against me,
a M. 1 t he end came very soon. It was now

dark; a single light had been brought
and placed beside the Governor, while a

soldier held a torch at a distance. Sod-

there was a silence; then, in re-

sponse to a signal, the sharp ringing of

a hundred bayonets as they were drawn

and fastened to the muskets, and I could

Ml them gleaming in the feeble torch-

light. Presently, out of the stillness that

grew again, the Governor's voice was

heard condemning me to death by hang-

ing thirty days hence, at sunrise. A
silence fell again instantly, and then a

thin-; occurred which sent a thrill through
us alL From somewhere came a voice,

weird, high, and wailing :
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"
Guilty! Guilty! Guilty! He is

guilty, and shall die! Francois Bigot
shall die !

"

I knew that the voice was Mathilde's,
and I saw Doltaire shrug a shoulder and

look with malicious amusement at the I n-

tendant. Bigot himself sat pale and furi-

ous. " Discover the intruder," he said to

Gabord, who was standing near,
" and

have him jailed."

But the Governor interfered. "It is

some drunken creature," he urged quiet-
1 . "Take no account of it."

I glanced up at the little round win-

dow at that moment, and saw dimly a

face pressed against the pane. I could

not see the features, but I knew who it

was, and I guessed that Alixe had In aid

the sentence. Only for an instant did 1

see the face, and then it was gone.
Gilbert Parker.

MARS.

I. ATMOSPHERE.

AMID the seemingly countless stars

that on a clear night spangle the vast

dome overhead, there appeared last au-

tumn to be a new-comer, a very large and

ruddy one, that rose at sunset through
the haze about the eastern horizon. That

star was the planet Mars, so conspicuous
when in such position as often to be

taken for a portent. Large as he then

looked, however, he is in truth but a sec-

ondary planet traveling round a secon-

dary sun ; but his interest for us is out

of all proportion to his actual size or his

relative importance in the cosmos. For

that sun is our own ; and that planet is,

with the exception of the moon, our next

to nearest neighbor in space, Venus alone

ever approaching us closer. From him,

therefore, of all the heavenly bodies, may
we expect first to learn something be-

yond celestial mechanics, beyond even

celestial chemistry ; something in answer

to the mute query that man instinctively

makes as he gazes at the stars, whether

there be life in worlds other than his own.

Hitherto the question has received no

affirmative reply, although the trend of

all latter-day investigation has been to

such affirmation ; for science has been

demonstrating more and more clearly the

essential oneness of the universe. Mat-

ter proves to be common property. AVe

have learnt that the very same substances

with which we are familiar on this our

earth, iron, magnesium, calcium, and the

rest, are present in the far-off stars that

strew the depths of space. Nothing new

under the sun ! Indeed, there is nothing
new above it but ever-varying detail.

So much for matter. As for mind be-

yond the confines of our tiny globe, mod-

esty, backed by a probability little short

of demonstration, forbids the thought
that we are the sole thinkers in this great

universe.

That we are the only minds in space

it takes indeed a very small mind to

fancy. Our relative insignificance com-

monly escapes us. If we reduce the uni-

verse to a scale on which we can concern-

it. that on which the earth shall be repre-

sented by a good-sized pea, with a grain

of mustard seed, the moon, circling about

it at a distance of seven inches, the sun

would be a globe two feet in diam

two hundred and twenty feet av.

Mars, a much smaller pea. would circle

round the two-foot globe, three hundred

and fifty feet from its surface ; Jupiter,

an orange, at a distance of a quarter of

a mile ; Saturn, a small orange, at two

fifths of a mile ; and Uranus and Nep-
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^ood-sized plums, three quarters of

a mile and a mile and a quarter away,
i vely. Tiie nearest star would lie

two hundred and thirty thousand miles

off, or at about the actual distance of our

own moon, and the other stars at corre*

iug distances beyond that ; that is,

on a scale upon which the moon should

be but seven inches off, the nearest star

would still be as far from us as the moon
is now. When we think that each of

these stars is probably the centre of a

solar system on a grander scale than our

own, we cannot seriously take ourselves

;he only minds in the universe.

improbable as the absence of ultra-

i.il lite iii a general way is, up to

- :,: time we have had no proof of

its particular existence in worlds beyond
MI. Whether the observations I

am n<nv to describe have revealed some-

>n the point I shall leave the reader

himself to judge, after laying the facts be-

iin ; for it is with this in view that

the present papers will deal with Mars,

since any answer on this point is the most

illy interesting outcome of a study

;>lanet. That the observations also

fact that the hi therto accepted
<>t its rotation proves to be too

small by the hundredth of a second is a

:ar greater moment, of course,

e \vhieh leaves the average man

comparatively e,,,,l. That Mars, how-

ever, should be peopled by intelligent be-

ings, although physically they be utterly
unlike u>. more goblins than men or ani-

mals, is a suggestion which appeals ro-

. at least, to everybody.
:

' tennine \\li.-th.-r a planet be the

bode of life, two questions about it must

be answered in turn: first, are its phy-
i as to render it hab-

itable ? and secondly, are there any signs

answer the first point satisfactorily, itwere

W&e to seek for evidence of the second.

595

Of such planets as doubtless

rouml s we as yet know nothing.

Our search is perforce confined at present
to the members of our own solar family.

Now, when we scan them for answer to

our first query, we find but two that pro-

mise even the possibility of an affirmative

reply, Mars and Venus. All the others

turn out, upon scrutiny, to lie beyond the

pale, either because they are too big, or

because they are too little ; for, curiously

enough, mere size settles the matter.

The giant Jupiter piques inquiry first

by showing us great cloud-belts that re-

call our own equatorial and temperate
cloud-zones. Hut further study discloses

that his clouds are in kind quite unlike

those of our earth. Neither the hour of

his day nor the season of his year brings

change in them. They slowly, very slow-

ly, alter in appearance, indeed, but not in

obedience to that central ruler that gath-

ers and dispels our own. In short, the

Jovian clouds are not sun-raised, bat self-

rui.M-d QMS. It i- heat inh.-r. -it in.ltij.il. r

himself, not heat from the sun, that beta

him about with his great girdles of *

We can even see, in all probability, his

glowing inner self; for Jupiter shows

l>i i< U-red between his belts, like a molten

The same state of things is yet more

strikingly instanced by Saturn ; for the

tilt of Saturn's pole is not very unlike

that of the earth, and in consequence hit

equatorial regions are at times railed Car

above the plane of his orbit ; at other*,

dipped far below it Yet unlike the

earth's cloud-belts, his never travel north-

ward when the son goet north, nor fol-

low the sun when he journeys south again.

So far as the sun is concerned, the 8*-

turniaii cloud-belt* are invariable. Like

the Jovian, they owe their formation to

Unet's own heat. Like Jupiter,
i shows red beneath.

1

all this it is pretty plain that the giant

Piter aud Saturn

oaly stated. In th air of FUguff.
tU cite of my oba*rratioi, both of

ruddier than them show
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planets are far from pleasurable abodes,

as yet midway in evolution between ac-

tual suns and tenantable worlds ; too

cooled down for the one state, and not

yet cooled down enough for the other.

Uranus and Neptune give evidence,

also, of being in a chaotic condition, orbs

informe, inyens, cut litmen adi-mjttum*
no longer suns, but as yet quite unfit to

support beings even distantly analogous
to ourselves.

With Mercury littleness is even more
fatal to life ; for though the giant planets

may perhaps, at some future day, grow to

be life-supporting, a small one apparent-

ly never was, nor ever can be, peopled by

beings in the least resembling us. In-

capacity to quarter folk is included in

the more general incapacity to hold an

atmosphere ; for absence of atmosphere

precludes the possibility of life as we
know it. That a planet may be too small

to have an atmospheric envelope we shall

see more definitely later. That life, how-

ever, of a type of which we have no con-

ception may not exist in all these orbs

we must be wary of stating, for nothing
is more dangerous than a general denial,

except a particular statement.

We are limited, therefore, in our pre-

sent inquiry, to Venus and Mars. But

Venus, contrary to her name, proves

provokingly modest, the most modest of

all the company of heaven, keeping her-

self so constantly veiled in cloud that we

seldom, if ever, are permitted a peep at

her actual surface. In consequence, be-

yond the fact that she has an atmosphere
of considerable though not excessive den-

sity, we know little about her.

With Mars, on the other hand, no

such false modesty balks us at the out-

set The planet named after the old

God of War satirically, it would seem,

since he turns out to present character-

istics quite the reverse of warlike lets

himself be seen as well as thirt v-li\ mil-

lions of miles of separation will allow.

Now, to all forms of life of which we

have any conception, two things in na-

ture are vital, air and water. A planet
must possess these two things to be uUe
to support any life at all upon it- sur-

face. Sonic articles that we might derm
essential to well-being fall cosmicallv un-

der the head of luxuries ; but air ami

water are necessities of existence. Then-

is no creature which is not in some mea-

sure dependent upon both of them. How
then is Mars off for air ?

Fortunately for an answer to this ques-

tion, air is as vital to change in the inor-

ganic processes of nature as it is to those

other changes which we call peculiarly

life. Atmosphere is essential not only to

life upon a planet, but to the production
of any change whatever upon that planet's

surface. Without it, not only develop-

ment, but decay would come to a stand-

still, when once all that was friable had

crumbled to pieces under the alternate

roasting and refrigerating to which the

planet's surface would be exposed as it

revolved upon its axis toward and away
from the sun. Disintegration once ef-

fected, the planet would roll, a mummy
world, through space. Since atmosphere,

therefore, is a sine qua non to any change

upon a planet's surface, reversely, any

change upon a planet's surface is proof

positive of the presence of an atmosphere,

however incapable of detection such at-

mosphere be by direct means.

Now changes take place upon the sur-

face of Mars, changes vast enough to be

visible from the earth. When properly

observed they turn out to be most marked.

We will begin with the look of the planet

last June. Its general a-pect then was

tripartite. Upon the top part of the ili>c.

round what we know to be the planet's

pole, appeared a great white cap, th'

polar cap. The south lay at the top. be-

cause all astronomical views are, for op-

tical reasons, upside down : but inasmuch

as we never see the feature^ otlu-rv.

have them right side up is not vital to the

effect. Below the white cap lay a

chiefly bluish-green, int- how-

ever, with portions more or less reddish-
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Below this, again, came a vast

h-ochre stretch, the great coi

MO planet
first sign of change occurred in

lar cap. It proceeded slowly to

dwindle in size. Such obliteration it

has, with praiseworthy regularity, under-

gone once every two years for the last

two huii.li-' <!. ^ince the polar cap was

first seen it has waxed and waned with

>ion, a precision timed to

the change of season in the planet's year.

During the spring, these snow-fields, as

analogy at once guesses them to be, and

M beyond doubt they really are, stretch

southern hemisphere, the one pre-
1 to us at this last opposition, down

to latitude seventy, and even sixty-five

thus more than the whole

of tli.- pl.m.-t's south frigid Jjone. As
summer comes on they dwindle gradu-

ally away, till by early autumn they pre-

i.ut tiny patches, a few hundred

across. This year, for the fir-

Mi human experience, they melted, ap-

parently, completely. Thin unprecedent-
ed event happened on October 13, or

three days after the summer sol-

t tin- southern hemisphere, a date

corresponding to about the mid

a earth. Kvidently it was a pile-

season on Mars, for the

minimum of the polar patch is reached

usually about tin-.-.- months after Mar-

tian midsummer. It will 1)6 noticed hu
nearly such m* hin^ parallels what takes

place with our arctic ice-cap on earth.

Hut the disappearance of the polar
mows is by no means the only change
discernible upon the surface of the planet.

Several years ago Schiaparelli noticed

nee* in tint at successive opposi-
<>th in the dark arean and in t!,.-

these, he suggested, miji!

to the seasons. This year
been possible to watch the change take

m the Martian last of April
Martian middle of Augu

MuMi-green areas have been steadily un-

dergoing a most marked transformation.

TVre proves, in fact, to be a wave of

sonal change that sweeps over the bee
of the planet from pole to pole* We will

examine this more in detail when we take

up the question of water. For the pre-
sent point it suffices that it takes place ;

for it constitute* proof positive of the

presence of an atmosphere.
A moment's consideration will show

how absolutely positive this proof is ; for

it is the inevitable deduction from the sim-

plest of observed facts. Its cogency con-

sists in its simplicity. It is independent
of difficult detail or of .l-.ul.tful interpre-
tation. It in not concerned with what may
be the constitution of the polar caps, nor

with the character of the transformation

that sweeps, wavelike, over the rest of the

planet It merely states that change oc-

cur*, and that statement is conclusive.

Having thus seen with the brain as

much as with the eye, and in the simplest

possible manner, that a Martian atmos-

phere exists, we will go on to consider

what it is like.

The first and most conspicuous <

characteristics U its rloudlessneas. A
cloud is an event on Mars, a rare and on-

usual phenomenon, which should make it

more fittingly appreciated there than Ku-
kin lamented was the case on earth,

it is almost perpetually fine weather on

our neighbor in Hpace. From the day's be-

ginning to its close, and from one tod of a

year to the oth. .appears to veil

the greater part of the planet's surface.

This is more completely the case than

has hitherto been supposed. We read

-,m. times in astronomical books and ar-

ticles picturesque accounts of clouds and

mist gathering over certain regions of the

disc, hiding the coast lines and continent*

view, and then, some hours later,

clearing off again. No instance of sneh

blotting oat of detail has been sc*n t hi*

year at Flagstaff. Though the planet's

face has been scanned there almost every

night, from the last day of May to the end

of November, not a case of obscuration

of any part of the central portions of the
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planet, from any Martian cause, has been

detected by any one of three observers.

Certain peculiar brightish patches have

from time to time been noted, but, with a

courtesy uncommon in clouds, they have

carefully refrained from obscuring in the

slightest degree any detail the observer

might be engaged in looking at.

The only dimming of detail upon the

Martian disc has been along its bright

edge, what is technically called its limb.

Fringing this is a permanent lune of light

that swamps all except the very dark-

est markings in its glare. This limb-

light has commonly been taken as evi-

dence of sunrise or sunset mists on Mars.

But observations of mine during last June

show that such cannot be the case. In

June Mars was gibbous, that is, he

showed a face like the moon between the

quarter and the full, and along his

limb, then upon his own western side,

lay the bright limb-light, stretching in-

ward about thirty degrees. Since the face

turned toward us was only in part illu-

mined by the sun, the centre of it did

not stand at noon, but some hours later,

and the middle of the limb consequently
not at sunrise, but at about nine o'clock

of a Martian morning. As the limb-light

extended in from this thirty degrees, or

two hours in time, the mist, if mist it

was, must have lasted till eleven o'clock

in the day. Furthermore, it must have

been mist of a singularly mathematical

turn of mind, for it made a perfect semi-

ellipse from one pole to the other, quite

oblivious of the fact that every hour from

sunrise to sunset lay represented along

its edge, including high noon. What is

more, as the disc passed, in course of

time, from the gibbous form to the full,

and then to the gibbous form on the

other side, the limb-light obligingly clung

to the limb, regardless of everything ex-

cept its geometric curve. But as it <H<1

so, the eleven o'clock meridian swung
from one side of the centre of the disc

to the other. As it crossed the centre

its regions showed perfectly clear ; not a

trace of obscuration as it passed dim-th-

under the eye. It was evident, t!

fore, that Martian morning mist> \\ere

not responsible for the phenomenon.
To what, then, was the limb-light due ?

At first sight, it would seem as if the

moon might help us ; for the moon's liml>

is similarly ringed by a lune of light. In

her case the effect has been attributed to

mountain slopes catching the sun's light

at angles beyond the possibilities of plains.

But Mars has few mountains worthy the

name. His terminator that is, the part
of the disc which is just passing in or out

of sunlight, and discloses mountains by
the way in which they catch the coming

light before the plains at their feet are

illuminated shows irregularities quite
inferior to the lunar ones, proving that

his elevations and depressions are rela-

tively insignificant.

On the whole, the best explanation of

the phenomenon seems to be that the

Martian atmosphere itself is somewhat

of a veil, and that this veiling effect,

though practically imperceptible in the

centre of the disc, becomes noticeable as

we go from the centre to the edge, owing
to the greater thickness of the stratum

through which we look. At thirty de-

grees in from the limb the observer

would look through twice as much of it

as when he looked plumb down upon the

centre of the disc ; in consequence, what

would be diaphanous at the centre might
well seem opaque toward the edge. Tin-

effect we are familiar with on earth in the

haze that always borders the hoi i/on.

a haze most noticeable in places \\lu-re

there is much water in the air. 1 1

then, we have a hint of what is the mat-

ter on Mars. Were his atmosphere

charged with water-vapor, just such an

effect as is observed should take place.

This first hint receives independent

support from another Martian phenome-
non. Contrary to what the distance of

the planet from the sun and the thinness

of its atmospheric envelope would had

us to expect, the climate of Mar- proves
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astonishingly miM. Whereas calculation

-;,mce and atmospheric density

puts its average temperature below freez-

is relegating it to perpetual ice,

the planet's surface features show that

the temperature is relatively high. Ob-

servation reveals the fact that the mean

temperature must actually be above that

of tin , ai th : for not only is there prac-

tically no snow or ice outside the frigid

zone at any time, but the polar snow-caps
melt to a minimum quite beyond that

of our own, affording the Martians rare

chance for quixotic polar expeditions.

Such pleasing amelioration of the climate

must be accounted for, and aqueous va-

por teems the most likely tiling for the

purpose ; for aqueous vapor is quite spe-

cific as a planetary comforter, being the

very )>est of blankets. It acts, indeed,

like the glass of a conservatory, let tin-;

the light rays in, and opposing the pas-

sage of the heat rays out.

The state of things thus disclosed by
observation, the cloudlessness and the

rim of limb-light, turns out to agree in

a most happy manner with what proba-

\vould lead us to expect ; for the

ittiral supposition to make a priori

about the Martian atmosphere is the fol-

j.
When each planet was produced

by fission from the parent nebula, we may
suppose that it took with it as its birth-

right its proportion of chemical constitu-

ents ; that is, that its amount of oxygen,

nitrogen, and so forth was proportional
t<> it- 111:.^. Doul.tless its place in tho

primal nebula would to a certain extent

>. just as the size of th

planet would to a certain extent modify
the relative amount of these elements that

tin reupon enter into combination.

Supposing, however, that the ratio of free

oxygen and so f other elements

remained substantially the same, we
I have in the case of any two planets

^ the same relative quantity of atmosphere.
Hut the size of the planet would entirely

alter the distribution of this air.

Three pauses would all combine to rob.
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the smaller planet of efficient covering,

on the general principle that he that hath

little shall have less.

In the first place, the smaller the planet,

the greater would be its volume in pro-

portion to its mass, because the materials

of which it was composed, being subject-
ed to less pressure owing to a lesser pull,

would not be crowded so closely together.
This is one reason why Mars should have

a thinner atmosphere than is the <

with our earth.

Secondly, of two similar bodies, sph
or others, the smaller has the greater i

face for its volume, since the one quantity
is of two dimensions only, the other of

three. An onion will give us a good in-

stance of this. By stripping off layer af-

ter layer we reach eventually a last layer

which is all surface, inclosing nothing.

We may, if we please, observe something

analogous in men, among whom the most

superficial have the least in them. In

consequence of this principle, the atmos-

phere of the smaller body finds itself

obliged to cover relatively more surface,

which still further thins it out

Lastly, gravity being less on the sur-

face of the smaller body, the atmosphere
is less compressed, and, being a gas, seises

that opportunity to spread out to a greater

height, uhi<h renders it still lest dense at

the planet's surface.

Hum for three reasons Mars should

have a thinner air at his surface than is

found on the surface of the earth.

Calml.it in.; the effect of the above

causes numerically, we find that on this

a priori supposition Mars would have at

i face an atmosphere of about four-

teen hundredth* or one seventh the den-

of our terrestrial one.

Observation supports this general sup-

position ; for the cloudless character of

the Martian skies is precisely what we

should look for in a rare air. Clouds

are congeries of globules of water or

particles of fee buoyed up by the air

about them. The smaller these are, the

ore easily ate they buoyed up.
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gravity, which tends to pnll them down,

acts upon their mass, while the resistance

they oppose to it varies as their surface,

and this, as we saw just now, is relatively

greater in the smaller particles. The re-

sult is that the smaller particles can float

in thinner air. "We see the principle ex-

emplified in our terrestrial clouds ; the

low nimbus being formed of comparative-

ly large globules, while the high cirrus is

made up of very minute particles. If we

go yet higher, we reach a region incapa-
ble of supporting clouds of any kind, so

rarefied is its air. This occurs about five

miles above the earth's surface ; and yet
even at this height the density of our air

is greater than is the probable density of

the air at the surface of Mars. We see,

therefore, that the Martian atmosphere
should from its rarity prove cloudless, just

as we observe it to be.

So far in this our investigation of the

Martian atmosphere we have been in-

debted solely to the principles of mathe-

matics and molar physics for help, and

these have told us something about the

probable quantity of that atmosphere,

though silent as to its possible quality.

On this latter point, however, molecular

physics turns out to have something to

say ; for an Irish gentleman, Dr. G. John-

stone Stoney, has recently made an inge-

nious deduction from the kinetic theory of

gases bearing upon the atmospheric enve-

lope which any planet can retain. His

deduction is as acute as it appears from

observation to be in keeping with the

facts. It is this :

The molecular theory of gases sup-

poses them to be made up of myriads of

molecules in incessant motion. What a

molecule may be nobody knows; some

scientists supposing it to be a vortex

ring in miniature, something like the

swirl produced by a teaspoon when drawn

through a cup of tea. But whatever it

be, the idea of it accounts for the facts.

The motion of the molecules is almost

inconceivably swift as they dart hither

and thither throughout the space occu-
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pied by the gas, and their speed differs

for different gases. It is calculated that

the molecules of oxygen travel, on tin 1

average, at the rate of fifteen miles a

minute, those of water vapor about twen-

ty miles a minute, and those of kydro-

gen, which are the fastest known, at tin

enormous speed of a mile a second. But

this average velocity may, in any particu-

lar case, be increased by collisions of the

molecules among themselves something
like sevenfold. What is more, each mole-

cule of the gas is bound, sooner or later,

to attain this maximum velocity of its

kind merely on the doctrine of chances.

When it is attained, the molecule of oxy-

gen travels at the rate of one and three

fourths miles a second, the molecule of

water vapor at the rate of two and one

third miles a second, and the molecule

of hydrogen actually at seven miles a

second, six hundred times as fast as our

fastest express train.

Now, if a body, whether it be a mole-

cule or a cannon-ball, be projected away
from the earth's surface, the earth will

at once try to pull it down again : this

instinctive holding on of Mother Earth

to what she has we call gravity. In the

cases with which we are personally fa-

miliar, her endeavor is eminently success-

ful ; what goes up usually coming clown

again, either on the thrower or on some

other person. But even the earth is not

omnipotent. As the velocity with which

the body is projected increases, it takes

the earth longer and longer to overcome

it and compel the body's return. Finally

there comes a speed which the earth i-

just able to overcome, if she take an

infinite time about it. In that case, the

body would continue to travel away from

her, at a constantly diminishing rate, but

still at some rate, on and on into the

depths of space, till it attained infinity.

at which point the truant would stop, and

reluctantly begin to return again. This

velocity we may call the critical velocity.

It is the velocity which the earth would

cause in a body falling to it from an
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infinite distanro. Mnee gravity is aMe to

destroy on the way up just the speed it

is able to create on the way down. But
t' the body's departure were even

hastier than this, the earth would never

be able wholly to annihilate its speed,

and the body would travel forever away
out and out, till it fell, probably, under

the sway of some distant star. In any

case, the earth would know the vagabond
no more.

As gravity depends upon mass, th.-

larger the attracting planet, the greater

is its critical velocity, the velocity it can

just control ; and, reversely, the smaller

the planet, the less its restraining power.
With the earth the critical velocity is be-

tween six and seven miles a second. It

any of us, therefore, could manage to be-

come faster than this, socially or other-

wise, we could bid defiance to the whole

earth, and begin to voyage on our own
account through space.

This is actually what happens, as we
have seen, to the molecules of hydrogen.
If. therefore, free hydrogen were present

surface of the earth, and met with

no other gas attractive enough to tie it

down by uniting with it, the rover would,

in course of time, attain a speed sufficient

to allow it to bid good-by to earth, and

start on interspacial travels of its own.

That it should reach its maximum speed
is all that is essential to liberty, the di-

rection of its motion being immaterial.

To each in. ! .-iile in turn \vmil.l come

this happy dispatch, till the earth stood

deprived of every atom of free hydro-

gen she possessed.
It is a highly significant fact that

there is no free hydrogen found in the

earth's atmosphere. With oxygen and

water vapor, and indeed all the other

gases we know, the case is differei

their maximum speed falls far short of

the possibility of escape. So they have

stayed with us solely because they must
is a matter of fact, the earth's at-

mosphere contains plenty of free oxygen,

nitrogen, and the like. The actions of
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the heavenly bodies confirm this conclu-

sion. The moon, for example, possesses
no atmosphere, and calculation shows that

the velocity it can control falls short of

the maximum of any of these gases. All

were, therefore, at liberty to leave it, and
all have promptly done so. Whatever
the moon's attraction for lovers, no gas
was sufficiently attracted by it to stay.

On the other hand, the giant planets give
evidence of very dense

They have kept all they
But the most striking confirmation of

the theory comes from the cusps of Ve-

nus and Mercury ; for an atmosphere
would prolong, by its refraction, the

cusps of a crescent beyond their true

limits. Length of cusp becomes, come

quently, a criterion of the presence of an

atmosphere. Now, in the appearance
of their cusps there is a notable differ-

ence between Venus and Mercury. The

cusps of Venus extend beyond the semi-

circle; Mercury's do not. We see, there-

fore, that Mercury has no appreciable

atmospheric envelope.

Turning to the case of Mars, we find

with him the critical velocity to be about

three miles a second. This id, like the

earth's, below the maximum for the

molecules of hydrogen, but also, like the

earth's, above that of any other gat;
from which we have reason to suppose

that, except for possible chemical

1. inations, his atmosphere is in quality

not unlike our own.

Having seen what the atmosphere of

Mars is probably like, we may draw eer-

tain interesting inferences from it as to

its capabilities for making life comfort-

able. 11>e firat consequence is that Mar*

is blissfully destitute of weather. fnlike

New England, which has more than it can

accommodate,Marshasnoneof the arti-

cle. What takes its place as the staple

topic of conversation for empty-headed
folk there remains one of the Martian

ajtteries yet to he solved. What takes

its place in fact is a perpetual serenity,

such at we can scarcely conceive of. Al-
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though over what we shall later see to be

the great continental deserts the air must

at midday be highly rarefied, and cau-<

vacuums into which the surrounding air

must rush, the actual difference of gra-

dient owing to the initial thinness of the

air must be very slight. With a normal

barometer of four and a half inches, a

very great relative fall is a very slight

actual one. In consequence, storms would

be such mild - mannered things that, for

objectionable purposes, they might as well

not be. In the first place, if we are

right, there can be no rain, nor hail, nor

snow in them, for the particles would be

deposited before they gained the digni-

ty of such separate existence. Dew or

frost would be the maximum of precipita-

tion that Mars could support. The polar

snow-cap or ice-cap, therefore, is doubt-

less formed, not by the falling of snow, but

by successive depositions of dew. Sec-

ondly, there would be about the Martian

storms no very palpable wind. Though
the gale might blow at fairly respectable

rates, so flimsy is the substance moved

that it might buffet a man unmercifully
without reproach.

Another interesting result of the rari-

ty of the air would be its effect upon the

boiling-point of water. Reynault's ex-

periments have shown that, in air at a

density -^fa of our own, water would boil

at about 127 Fahrenheit. This, then,

would be the temperature at which water

would be converted into steam on Mars.

So low a boiling-point would make it im-

possible to cook anything in the open air.

Boiled eggs could be prepared only under

cover, and such people as liked their meat

boiled would probably find it convenient

to prefer it done differently. Fortunate-

ly, roasts would still remain possible.

The lowering of the boiling-point would

raise the relative amount of aqueous va-

por held in suspension by the air at any

temperature. At about 127 the air would

be saturated, and even at lower tempera-
tures much more of it would evaporate
and load the surrounding air than hap-
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pens at similar temperatures on earth.

Thus at the heels of similarity treads con-

trast.

We may now go on to such phenomena

hearing on the Martian atmospher-
show it to differ from our>. ><>me of

them we are able more or less im perfect-

ly to explain ; some we are not.

Although no case of obscuration has

been seen at Flagstaff this summer, cer-

tain bright patches have been observed

on special portions of the planet's disc.

That they are not storm-clouds, like those

which, by a wavelike process of genera-

tion, travel across the American conti-

nent, for example, is shown by the fact

that they do not travel, but are local fix-

tures. Commonly, they appear day after

day, and even year after year, in the

same spots ; for identical patches have

been observed by different astronomers

at successive oppositions. To this cate-

gory belong the regions known as Ely-

sium, Ophir, Memnonia, Eridaniu. and

Tempe. Still smaller patches, apparently
more fugitive in character, have been

seen this year by Professor W. H. Pick-

ering. But the most marked instance of

variability was detected in September la>t

by Mr. Douglass, in the western part of

Elysium. On September 22 and 23 he

found this blissfully named region, as

usual, equally bright throughout. But on

September 24 he noticed that the west-

ern half of it had suddenly increased in

brightness, and far outshone the eastern

half, being almost as brilliant as the polar

cap. When he looked at it a^ain the

next night, September -~>, the effect of

the night before had vanished, the west-

ern half being now actually the darker

of the two. So fugitive an effect

cloud, forming presumably over high

ground, and subsequently dissipating; it

also suggests a deposition of frost that

melted on the next day. It is specially

noteworthy that the canals inclosing the

region, Galaxias and Hyblaeus, were not

in any way obscured by the bright appa-

rition. On the contrary. Mr. Douglass
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found thorn perceptibly darker than they
had been, an effect attributable perhaps

intrast.

Although not storm-clouds, it is pos-

sible that these appearances may have

been due to cloud capping high land,

are objections, however, to this

view, as, in the first place, there is evi-

dence that the Martian mountains are

low ; in the second place that they would

have to be phenomenally high to pro-

duce a change in temperature sufficient

dense the air about them and so

cap them with cloud ; and in the third

place that the air is not dense enough to

support clouds, anyway. Nevertheless a

most singular phenomenon was seen by
Mr. Douglass on November 24, a bright

detached projection, for which from mea-

surement he deduced a height of thirty

miles. This would seem to have been

cloud. With regard to its enormous

height, it is not to be forgotten that a

few years ago, on the earth, phenomenal
dust-clouds were observed as high as one

hundred miles.

Something more in the line of the ex-

plicable was a phenomenon observed in

1879 and in 1881 by Schiaparelli. From

October, 1879, to January, 1880, he no-

ticed certain bright patches which ap-

peared to surround the north pole in a

sort of crown, the pole itself bei:

visible. In 1881 he saw the same rami-

fications again, in apparently the same

place. At this latter opposition the n-i ;h

pole was much better placed for obser-

vation, and he was able to mark a cu-

rious subs* ion in these spots;

for as time went on they gradually con-

tracted toward the pole, till finally they

consolidated into the north polar patch,

\\lii. -h up to that time had been absent

The polar patch proper did not thus ap-

pear till more than a month after the Ter-

nal equinox of the northern hemisphere.

\ then, we have a very en

phenomenon, a ptifffwroeBO" which <M*fln>*

to indicate that the seasonal wave of

change acts as a unit across the plan-
et's face; that instead of a more or

lets continuous deposit of moisture at the

pole, such as occurs on earth, Martian

atmospheric conditions oblige such de-

posit to creep gradually with the season

up into polar latitudes, where it appears
first as a crown of frost, and does not en-

velop the pole and become a polar cap
till it has got higher. No sooner has this

happened than the advance of following
warmer isotherms causes it to begin to

melt. One deduction from this thin air

we must, however, be careful not to make :

that because it is thin it is incapable of

supporting intelligent life. That beings
constituted physically as we are would

find it a most uncomfortable habitat is

pretty certain. But lungs are not wedded

to logic, and there is nothing in the world

or beyond it to prevent, so far as we

know, a being with gills, for example,
from being a most superior person. A
fish doubtless imagines life out of water

to be impossible ; and similarly, to argue
that life of an order as high as our own,

or higher, is impossible, because of leas

air to breathe than that to which we are

locally accustomed, is, an Flammarion

happily expresses it, to argue, not as a

philosopher, but as a fish.

To sum up. now, what we know about

tuosphere of Mars : we have proof

positive that Man has an atmosphere ;

we have reason to believe that this atmos-

phere is very thin, thinner at least by
half than the air upon the summit of the

Himalayas, that in constitution it do**

.tfer greatly from our own. and

that it is relatively heavily charged with

water vapor.
In the next paper I shall take up the

question of water upon the planet.
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ISOLATION.

O BROTHER Planets, unto whom I cry,
Know ye, in all the worlds, a gladder thing
Than this glad life of ours, this wandering

Among the eternal winds that wander by ?

Ever to fly,
with white star-faces set

Quenchless against the darkness, and the wet
Pinions of all the storms, on, on alone,

With radiant locks outblown,
And sun-strong eyes to see

Into the sunless maze of all futurity.

Not ours the little measure of the years,
The bitter-sweet of summer that soon wanes,
The briefer benison of springtime rains ;

Nay, but the thirst of all the living spheres,
Full-fed with mighty draughts of dark and light,

The soul of all the dawns, the love of night,
The strength of deathless winters, and the boon

Of endless summer noon.

Look down, from star to star,

And see the centuries, a flock of birds, afar.

Afar! But we, each one God's sentinel,

Lifting on high the torches that are His,

Look forth to one another o'er the abyss,

And cry, Eternity, and all is well !

So ever journey we, and only know
The way is His, and unto Him we go.

Through all the voiceless desert of the air,

Through all the star-dust there,

Where none has ever gone,
Still singing, seeking still, we wander on and on.

O brother Planets, ye to whom I cry,

Yet hath a strange dream touched me ; for a cloud

Flared, like a moth, within mine eyes. I bowed

My head, and, looking down through all the sky,

I saw the little earth, far down below,

The earth that all the wandering winds do know.

Like some ground-bird, the small, beloved one

Fluttered about the sun:

Ah, were that little st u

Only a signal-light of love for us, afar !

Josephine Preston Peabody.
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A WEEK ON WALDKN-S RIDGE.

I.

THROUGHOUT my stay in Chattanooga
I looked often and with desire at a long,

flat-topped, pcrjH mlii'ular-sided, densely
wooded mountain, beyond the Tennes-

see River. Its name was Walden's
: ^e, I was told ; the top of it was

eighty miles long and ten or twelve miles

wide ; if I wanted a bit of wild country,
that was tbe place for me. Was it ac-

cessible ? I asked. And was there any
reasonable way of living there ? Oh

yes : carriages ran every afternoon from

city, and there were several small

hotels on the mountain. So it happened
that I went to Walden's Ridge for my
last week in Tennessee, and have ever

since thanked my stars as New Eng-
land Christians used to say, in my boy-
hood for giving me the good wine at

the end of the feast.

The wine, it is true, was a little too

freely watered. I went up the moun-

tain in a rain, and came down again in

a rain, and of the seven intervening

days five were showery. The showers,

mostly with thunder and lightning, were

in- sort that make an umbrella ridi.--

uloiio. ami my jaunts, as a rule, took me
i shelter. Yet I had little to

; -I a in of. Now and then I was
i" my trumps, as it were; my walks

were sometimes grievously abbreviated,

and my pace was uncomfortably hurried,

I >ut by one happy accident and another

I always escaped a drenching. Worse
than the water that fell worse, and

not to be escaped, even by accident

was that which saturated the atmos-

ie, making every day a dogday, and

week a seven-day sweat And then,

as if to even the account, on the last

night of my stay I was kept awake for

hours shivering with cold; and in the

morning, after putting on all the cloth-

ing I could wear, and breakfasting in a

snowstorm, I rode down the mountain in

a state suggestive of approaching conge-
lation. "My feet are froien, I know

they are," said the lady who sat beside

me in the wagon ; but she was mistaken.

This sudden drop in the temperature
teemed to be a trial even to the natives.

As we drove into Chattanooga, it was

impossible not to smile at the pi

and woebegone appearance of the colored

people. What had they to do with wea-

ther that makes a man hurry? And
the next morning, when an enterpris-

ing, bright-faced white boy ran up to me
with a *

Times, sir ? Have a Tim< I

fear he quite misapprehended the mora
or less quizzical expression which I am
sure came into my face. I was looking
at his black woolen mittens, and thinking
how well he was mothered. It was the

19th of May ; for at least three weeks,
to my own knowledge, the city had been

sweltering under the hottest of miilsisi

mer heats, 94 in the shade, for exam-

and now, mittens and overcoats !

I should be sorry to exaggerate, or

leave a false impression. In this day of

literary conscientiousness, when writers

<>f tin ion itself are truth-tellers first, and

story-tellers afterwards, if at all, it

behooves mere tourists and naturalists to

speak as under oath. Be it

then, thai the foregoing paragraphs,

though true in every word, are not to

he taken too seriously. If the weather,
" the dramatic element in scenery." hap-

pened not to suit the convenience of a

naturally selfish man, now ten times

he was on his annual raca-

i does not follow that it was es-

sentially had. The rains were needed,
the hemt was to have been exported, and

the cold, nniesst

was not peculiar to T
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the snow, it was no more than I have

seen before now, even in Massachusetts,

a week or two earlier in the month ;

and it lent such a glory to the higher

Alleghanies, as we passed them on our

way homeward, that I might cheerfully
have lain shivering for two nights in

that unplastered bedroom, with its win-

dow that no man could shut, rather than

miss the spectacle. Eastern Tennessee,

I have no doubt, is a most salubrious

country ; properly recommended by the

medical fraternity as a refuge for con-

sumptive patients. If to me its meteoro-

logical fluctuations seemed surprisingly

wide and sudden, it was perhaps because

I had been brought up in the equable
climate of New England. It would be

unfair to judge the world in general by
that favored spot
The road up the mountain the

" new road," as it is called is a nota-

ble piece of work, done, I was told, by
the county chain-gangs. The pleasure
of the ascent, which naturally would

have been great, was badly diminished

by the rain, which made it necessary to

keep the sides of the wagon down ; but I

was fortunate in my driver. At first he

seemed a stolid, uncommunicative body,
and when we came to the river I made
sure he could not read. As we drove

upon the bridge, where straight before

his eyes was a sign forbidding any one

to drive or ride over the bridge at a

pace faster than a walk, under a penal-

ty of five dollars for each offense, he

whipped up his horse and his mule (the

mule the better horse of the two), and

they struck into a trot. Halfway across

we met another wagon, and its driver

too had let his horses out. Illiteracy

must be pretty common in these parts,

I said to myself. But whatever my
driver's educational deficiencies, it <li<l

not take long to discover that in his own
line he was a master. He could hit the

ear of his mule with the end of his whip
with a precision that was almost start-

ling. In fact, it was startling to the

mule. For my own part, as often as he
drew back his hand and let fly the la>h,

my eye was glued to the mule's right
ear in spite of myself. Had my own
ears been endowed with life and motion,

instead of fastened to my head like

blocks of wood, I think they too would

have twitched. I wondered how long
the man had practiced his art. He ap-

peared to be not more than forty-live

years old. Perhaps he came of a rare

of drivers, and so began life with some

hereditary advantages. At all events,

he was a specialist, with the specialist's

motto,
" This one thing I do."

We were hardly off the bridge and in

the country before I began plying him

with questions about this and that, espe-

cially the wayside trees. He answered

promptly and succinctly, and turned out

to be a man who had kept his eyes open,

and, better still, knew how to say,
"
No,

suh," as well as,
"
Yes, suh." (There is

no mark in the dictionaries to indicate

the percussive brevity of the vowel sound

in " suh
"
as he pronounced it.) The big

tupelo he recognized as the " black gum."
" But is n't it ever called ' sour gir.n

' ?"
"
No, suh." He knew but one kind of tu-

pelo, as he knew but one kind of " ellum."

There were many kinds of oaks, some

of which he named as we passed them.

This botanical catechism presently wakeil

up the only other passenger in the wag-

on, a modest girl of ten or twelve years.

She too, it appeared, had some acquaint-

ance with trees. I had asked the driver

if there were no long-leaved pines here-

about "
No, suh," he said. * But I

think I saw some at daekamaaga the

other day," I ventured. (It was the only

place I did see them, as well as I remem-

ber.)
"
Yes, sir," put in the girl,

' there

are a good many there." ' I for

you !

"
I was ready to say. It was a

pretty rare schoolgirl who, after visiting

a battlefield, could tell what kind of pines

grew on it. Persimmons ? Yes, indeed,

the girl had eaten them. Tin-re was a

tree by the fence. Had I never eaten
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She seemed t<> j.ity me when I

said u No," but I fancied she would have

red to see me begin with one a lit-

-hort of rip--.

As for the birds of Walden's Ridge,

said, there were partridges,

pheasants, and turkeys. He had seen ra-

vens, also, but only in winter, he thought,
. ver in Hocks. His brother had

once shot one. About smaller birds he

could not profess to speak. By and by
he stopped the carriage.

" There 's a
l.ir-1 now," he said, pointing with his

whip. "What do you call that?" It

was a summer tanager, I told him, or

summer redbird. Did he know another

redbird, with black wings and tail :

he had seen it ; that was the male, and

this all red one was the female. Oh no,

I explained ; the birds were of different

species, and the females in both eases

were yellow. He did not insist, it

was a case of a driver and his fare ; but

lie had always been told so, he said, and

I do not flatter myself that I convinced

him to the contrary. It is hard to be-

lieve that one man can be so much wiser

than everybody else. A Massachusetts

farmer once asked me, I remember, if tin

night-hawk and the whippoorwill were

male and female of the same bird. 1

answered, of course, that they were not,

and gave, as I thought, abundant reason

why such a thing could not be possible.

l: I spoke as a scribe. "Well. I*

marked the farmer, when 1 had ti

my story,
" some folks say they be, but

I guess tli

With Mich converse, then, we beguiled
'nib to th< "Brow,"- the top of

the cliffs which lint the summit of the

mountain, and give it from below a for-

tified look, and at last, after an hour's

further drive through tin- dripping

woods, came to t!i. ht< I at which I was

to put up or with which I was

uj
-
during my stay on the Ridge.

I had hardly taken the road, the next

inuming, impatient to see what this little

world on a mountain top was like, bcfoix-

I came to a lovely brook making its

devious coarse among big boulders with
.

inui -h pleasant gurgling, in the shadow of

mountain laurel and white azalea, a

place highly characteristic of Walden's

Ridge, as I was afterwards to learn.

Just now, naturally, there was no stop*

ping so near home, though a Kentucky
warbler, with his cool, liquid song, did

his best to beguile me ; and I kept on

my way, past a few houses, a tiny box of

a postroffice, a rude church, and a few

more houses, till just beyond the last one

the road dropped into the forest again,
as if for good. And there, all at once, I

seemed to be in New Hampshire. The
hind fell away sharply, and at one par-

ticular point, through a vista, the forest

could be seen sloping down on either sill*

to the gap, beyond which, miles away,
loomed a hill, and then, far, far in the

distance, high mountains dim with haze.

It was like a note of sublimity in a poem
that till now had been only beautiful.

From the bottom of the valley came

a sound of running water, and between

me and the invisible stream a chorus of

olive-backed thrushes were singing, the

same simple and hearty strains that, in

June and .Inly, echo all day long through
the woods of the Crawford Notch. The
birds were on their way from the far

South, and were happy to find themselves

in so homelike a place. Then, suddenly,

amid the golden voices of the thrushes,

I caught the wiry notes of a warbler.

They came from the treetops in the val-

ley, and so I prided myself upon guest-

ing belonged to a cerulean warbler, a

bird <.f ; s ,-h I had seen my first and

lcimen a week before, on Look-

1 . .untain. Down the steep hillside

I scrambled, New Hampshire clean

forgotten, and was just bringing 017

glass into play when the fellow took wing,

and began singing at the very point I had

justlefU I hastened back ; he Hew again,

farther up the hill, and again I put my-
self out of breath with pursuing him.

Again and again he sang, now in this
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tree, now in that, but there was no get-

ting sight of him. The trees should have

been shorter, or the bird larger. Straight

upward I gazed, till the muscles of my
neck cried for mercy. At last I saw

him, flitting amid the dense foliage, but

so far above me, and so exactly between

me and the sun, that I might as well not

have seen him at all.

It was a foolish half-hour. The bird,

as I afterwards discovered, was nothing
but a blue yellow-back, with an original
twist to his song. In Massachusetts, I

should not have listened to it twice, but

on new hunting-grounds a man is bound

to look for new game ; else what would

be the use of traveling ? It was a fool-

ish half-hour, I say ; but I wish some

moralist would explain, in a manner not

inconsistent with the dignity of human

nature, how it happens that foolish half-

hours are commonly so much more en-

joyable at the time, and so much plea-

santer in the retrospect, than many that

are more reasonably employed.
I swallowed my disappointment, and

presently forgot it, for at the first turn

in the road I found myself following the

course of a brook or creek, between which

and myself was a dense thicket of moun-

tain laurel and rhododendron, with trees

and other shrubs intermingled. The lau-

rel was already in full bloom, while the

rhododendrons held aloft clusters of gor-

geous rose-purple buds,- a few of which,

the middle ones of the cluster, were just

bursting into flower. Here was beauty of

a new order, such wealth and splendor
of color in surroundings so romantic. And
the place, besides, was alive with singing

birds : hooded warblers, Kentucky war-

blers, a Canadian warbler, a black-throat-

ed blue, a black-throated green, a blue

yellow-back, scarlet tanagers, wood pe-

wees, wood thrushes, a field sparrow (on
the hillside beyond), a cardinal, a chat,

a bunch of white-throated sparrows, and

who could tell what eWr It was an ex-

citing moment. Luckily, a man can look

and listen both at once. Here was a

1'ringe-tree, a noble specimen, hung with

creamy-white plumes ; here was a magno-

lia, with big leaves and l>ig Hower> ; and

here was a flowering dogwood, not to l>e

put out of countenance in any company ;

but especially, here wen- tin- rhododen-

drons ! And all the while, deep in the

thickest of the bushes, some unknown

bird was singing a strange, breathless

jumble of a song, note tripping over

note, like an eager churchman with his

responses, I kept saying to myself, with

no thought of disrespect to either party.

It cost me a long vigil and much patient

coaxing to make the fellow out, and he

proved to be merely a Wilson's blackcap,

after all ; but he was the only bird of his

kind that I saw in Tennessee.

On this first visit I did not get far

beyond the creek, through the bed of

which the road runs, with a single log

for foot-passengers. I had spent at least

an hour in going a hundred rods, and it

was already drawing near dinner time.

But I returned to the spot that very af-

ternoon, and half a dozen times after-

ward. So poor a traveler am I, so ill

fitted to explore a new country. When-
ever nothing in particular offered itself,

why, it was always pretty down at Falling

Water Creek. There I saw the rhodo-

dendrons come into exuberant bloom, and

there I oftenest see them in memory,

though I found them elsewhere in great-

er abundance, and in a setting even n

romantic.

More romantic, perhaps, but hardly

more beautiful. I remember, just be-

yond the creek, a bank where sweet bush

(Calycanthus), wild ginger (Asann// ),

rhododendron, laurel, and plenty of trail-

ing arbutus (the last now out of flow-

er) were growing side by side, a rare

combination of beauty and fragrancr.

! within a few rods of the same

spot I sat down more than once to 1

a long look at a cross -vine covering a

dead hemlock. The branches of tin

tree, shortening regularly to tin- top.
\

draped heavily with gray lichens, while
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the vim-, krrping mostly near the trunk

and climbing clean to the tip, fifty

; more, as I thought, was hung

throughout with large, orange-red, gold-

lined bells. Their numbers were past

guessing. Here and there a spray of

swung lightly from the end of a

branch, us it' inviting tin- Uvc/r to 1m. 1

them motion and a voice. The sight

was worth going miles to see, and yet I

passed it three times before it caught my
eye, so full were the woods of things to

look at After all, is it a poor traveler

who turns again and again into the same

path ? Whether is better, to read two

good books once, or one good book twice ?

A favorite shorter walk, at odd min-

utes, before breakfast and between

showers, was through the woods for a

quarter of a mile to a small clearing and

a cabin. On a Sunday afternoon I ven-

tured to pass the gate and make a call

upon my neighbors. The doors of the

house stood open, but a glance inside

showed that there was no one there, and

I walked round it. inspecting the garden,

corn, beans, and potatoes coming on,

till, just as I was ready to turn back into

the woods, I descried a man and woman
on the hillside not far away; the man

leading a mule, and the woman pick in-

strawberries. At sight of a stranger the

woman f.-ll hehind. but the man kept on

to the house, greeted me politely, and

invited me to be seated under the hem-

lock, where two chairs were already

placed. After tying the mule he took

the other chair, and we fell into talk

about the weather, the crops, and things
in general. When the wife finally ap-

peared, I rose, of course ; but she went

on in silence and entered the house,

liil. the husband said, "Oh, keep jour
seat." We continued our convenat i

the rain began to fall. Then we picked

up ..in- chain and followed the woman
. She sat in the middle of the

room (young, pretty, newly married, and

y-dressed), but ne?er once opened

;.s. Her behavior was in strict ac-

LXXV. NO. 451. M

eordanoe with local etiquette, I was af-

terward assured (as if all etiquette were

not local) ; but though I admire feminine

modesty as much as any man, I cannot

say that I found this particular manifes-

tation of it altogether to my likin-

lence is golden, no doubt, and gold is

more precious than silver, but in cases

of this figurative sort I profess myself a
bimetallism A littU silver, I say ; enough
for small change, at any rate ; and if we
can have a pretty free coinage, why, so

much the better, though as to that, it

must be admitted, a good deal depends

upon the "image and superscription."

However, my hostess followed her lights,

and reserved her voice soft and musi-

cal, let us hope for her husband's ear.

They had not lived in the house very

long, he told me, and he did not know
how many years the land had been

cleared. Th. re was a fair amount of

game in the woods, turkeys, squirrels,

pheasants, and so on, and in winter

the men did considerable hunting. For*

merly there were a good many deer, bat

they had been pretty well killed oft.

Turkeys still held out. They were gob-

bling now. His father had been trying

for two or three weeks, off and on, to

shoot a certain old fellow who had sev-

eral hens with him down in the valley.

His father could call with his mouth bet-

ter than with any
"
caller," but so far the

bird had been too sharp for him. The

son laughed good-naturedly when I con-

fessed to an unsportsmanlike sympathy
with the gobbler.

The cabin, built of hewn logs, with

clay in the chinks, was neatly furnished,

with beds in two corners of the one room,

a stone chimney, two doors directly op-

posite each other, and no window. The

doors, it is understood, are always to be

open, for TsatUation and light Such is

the custom ; and custom is nowhere more

powerful than in small rustic communi-

ties. If a native, led

perhaps, puts

away by his wife,

a window into his new

y, "Oh, he is
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building a glass house, is n't he ?
"

It

must be an effeminate woman, they

tliink, who cannot do her cooking and

sewing by the light of the door. None

the less, in a climate where snow is pos-

sible in the middle of May, such a Spar-
tan arrangement must sometimes be

found a bit uncomfortable by persons
not to the manner born. A preacher
confided to me that in his pastoral calls

he had once or twice made bold to push
to a door directly at his back, when the

wind was cold ; but the innovation was

ill received, and the inmates of the house,

doubtless without wishing to hurt their

minister's feelings, since he had meant

no harm, to be sure, but was simply un-

used to the ways of the world, speed-

ily found some excuse for rectifying his

mistake. Probably there is no corner of

the world where the question of fresh

air and draughts is not available for pur-

poses of moral discipline.

Beside the path to the cabin, on the

13th of May, was a gray-cheeked thrush,

a very gray specimen, sitting motionless

in the best of lights.
" Look at me," he

seemed to say.
" I am no olive-back.

My cheeks are not sallow." On the

same day, here and in another place, I

saw white - throated sparrows. Their

presence at this late hour was a great

surprise, and suggested the possibility of

their breeding somewhere in the Caro-

lina mountains, though I am not aware

that such an occurrence has ever been

recorded. Another recollection of this

path is of a snow-white milkweed (As-

clepias variegata), white with the

merest touch of purple to set it off,

for the downright elegance of which I

was not in the least prepared. The

queen of all milkweeds, surely.

After nightfall the air grew loud with

the cries of batrachians and insects, an

interesting and novel chorus. On my
first evening at the hotel I was loiter-

ing up the road, with frequent auditory

pauses, thinking how full the world is

of unseen creatures which iincl their day

only after the sun goes down, when in

u woody spot I heard behind me a sound
of footsteps. A woman was close at my
heels, fetching a pail of water from the

spring. I remarked upon the many
voices. She answered pleasantly. It

was the big frogs that I heard, she reck-

oned. "Do you have whippoorwills
here?

"
I asked. "

Plenty of 'em," she

answered,
"
plenty of 'em." " Do you

hear them right along the road ?
" "

Yes,
sir ; oh yes." We had gone hardly a

rod further before we exclaimed in the

same breath,
" There is one now !

"
I

inquired if there was another bird here,

something like the whippoorwill, mean-

ing the chuck - will's - widow. But she

said no ; she knew of but one. " How
early does the whippoorwill get here ?

"

said I.
"
Pretty early," she answered.

"
By the first of April, should you say ?

"

"
Yes, sir, I think about then. I know

the timber is just beginning to put out

when they begin to holler."

This mannerly treatment of a stranger
was more Christian-like than the stately

silence of my lady of the cabin, it seemed

to me. I liked it better, at all events. I

had learned nothing, perhaps ; but un-

less a man is far gone in philosophy he

need not feel bound to increase in wis-

dom every time a neighbor speaks to

him ; and anyhow, that expression about

the "
putting out of the timber

" had

given me pleasure. Hearing it thus was

better than iimling it upon a page of

Stevenson, or some other author whose

business in life is the picking of right

words. Let us have some silver, I re-

peat. I am ready to believe, what I

have somewhere read, that men will have

to give account not only for every idle

word, but for every idle silence.

The summit of the Ridge, as soon as

one leaves its precipitous rocky edge,

the Brow, so called, is simply an in-

definite expanse of gently rolling coun-

try, thin-soiled, but well watered, and

covered with line open woods, rambling

through which the visitor finds little to
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r*mind him of his elevation above the

world. I heard a resident speak of go-

ing to the "
tup of the mountain/' how-

ever, and on inquiry learned that a cer-

tain rocky eminence, two miles, more or

lees, from Fairmount (the little
" settle-

where I was staying), went by
that name, and was supposed to be the

highest point of the Ridge. My inform-

ant kindly made me a rough map of the

way thither, and one morning I set out

in that direction. It would be shameful

to live for a week on the " summit "
of a

mountain, and not once go to the "
top."

The glory of Walden's Ridge, as com-

pared with Lookout Mountain, so the

dwellers there say, is its streams and

springs ; and my morning path soon

brought me to the usual rocky brook

bordered with mountain laurel, holly,

ami hemlock. To my New England

eyes it was an odd circumstance, the

hemlocks growing always along the

creeks in the valley bottoms. Beyond
this point I passed an abandoned cabin,

no other house in sight, and by
and by a second one, near which, in

the garden (better worth preserving than

tin house, it appeared), a woman and

two children were at work. Yes, the

woman said, I was on the right path. I

had only to keep a straight course, and

I should brim; up at the "top of the

mountain." A little farther, and my
spirits rose at the sight of a circular,

edgy, woodland pond, such a place ae

I had not seen in all this Chattanooga

y. It ought to yield sonu'thiii^

new for my local m-nitliulojcal list, which

up to this time inrhulr.l ninety species,

>t one of them a water-bird. I

did my best, beating round the edge and
"
squeaking," but startled nothing rarer

than a hooded warbler and a cardinal

grosbeak.
Next I traversed a long stretch of un-

broken oak woods, with single tall pine*

interspersed; and then all at once the

trnod to the right, and ran obli< (in-

ly downhill to a clearing in which stood

a house, not a cabin, with a garden,
orchard trees, and beehives. This should

be the German shoemaker's, I thought,

looking at my map. If so, I was pretty
near the top, though otherwise there was
no sign of it ; and if I had made any
considerable ascent, it had been as chil-

dren increase in stature, and as the

good increase in goodness, uneon-

in the garden, and at my approach came

up to the fence, a round-faced, mother-

ly body. Yes, the top of the mountain

was just beyond. I could not miss it
" You do not live here ?

"
she asked.

No, I explained; I was a stranger on
the Ridge, a stranger from Boston.
' From Washington ?

"
No, from Bos-

ton." "Oh! from Boston ! Massa-

chusetts ! Oh-h-h I

" She would go

part way with me, she said, lest I should

miss the path. Perhaps she wished to

show some special hospitality to a man
from Massachusetts; or possibly she

thought I must be more in danger of get-

ting bewildered, being so far from home.

Hut I could not think of troubling her.

Was there a spring near by, where I

could drink ? I have water in the

house," she answered. " But is n't there

a creek down in the valley ahead? 1

Oh yes, there was a creek ; but had I

anything to drink out of I I

her. Yes, I had a cup. "My
will be at home by the time you come

back," she said, as I started on, and I

promised to call.

The scene at the brook, halfway be-

tween the German's house and the top,

would of itaelf have paid me for my
morning's jaunt I stood on a boulder

in mid-current, in the shadow of over-

hanging trees, and drank it in. Soeh

rhododendrons and laurel, now in the

perfection of their beauty ! One rhodo-

dendron bush was at least ten feet high,

and loaded with blooms. Another lifted

its crown of a dosen rose-purple dusters

amid the dark foliage of a hemlock. A
magnolia-tree stood near ; but though it
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was much tidier than the laurel or the

rhododendron, and had much larger

flowers, it made little show heside them.

Birds were singing on all hands, and

numbers of gay-colored butterflies flitted

about, sipping here and there at a blos-

som. I remember especially a fine tiger

swallow-tail ; the only one I saw in Ten-

nessee, I believe. I remember, too, how
well the rhododendron became him.

Here, as in many other places, the laurel

was nearly white ; a happy circumstance,
as it and the rhododendron went the

more harmoniously together. Even in

this high company, some tufts of cinna-

mon fern were not to be overlooked ;

the fertile cinnamon-brown
j

fronds were

now at their Ibveliest, and showed as

bravely here, I thought, as in the barest

of Massachusetts swamp-lands.
A few rods more, up a moderate slope,

and I was at the top of the mountain,
a wall of outcropping rocks, falling off

abruptly on the further side, and looking
almost like an artificial rampart. Be-

yond me, to my surprise, I heard the hum
of cicadas, seventeen-year locusts,

a sound of which the lower country had
for some time been full, but of which,

till this moment, I had heard nothing
on the Ridge.
As for the prospect, it was far reaching,

but only in one direction, and through

openings among the trees. Directly be-

fore me, some hundreds of feet below, was

a piece of road, with a single cabin and

a barn ; and much farther away were

other cabins, each with its private clear-

ing. Elsewhere the foreground was an

unbroken forest. For some time I could

not distinguish the Ridge itself from

the outlying world. Mountains and hills

crowded the hazy horizon, range beyond

range. Moving along the rocks, I found

a vista through which Chattanooga and

Lookout Mountain were visible. An-

other change, and a stretch of the Ten-

nessee River came into sight, and, beyond
it, Missionary Ridge with its settlements

and its two observatories. Evidently I

was considerably above the level of the

Brow ; but whether this was really the

top of the mountain reached, in some

mysterious way, without going uphill
\\ a- more than I could say.
Nor did it matter. I was glad to be

there. It was a pleasant place and a

pleasant hour, with an oak root for a

seat, and never an insect to trouble inc.

That, by the way, was true of all those

Tennessee forests, when I was there,

I mean ; from what I heard, the ticks

and jiggers must be bad enough later in

the season. As men do at such times,

for human nature is of noble origin, and

feels no surprise at being well treated,

I took my immunity as a matter of

course, and only realized how I had been

favored when I got back to Massachu-

setts, where, onmy first visit to the woods,
I was fairly driven out by swarms of

mosquitoes.
The shoemaker was at home when I

reached his house on my return, and at

the urgent invitation of himself and his

wife I joined them on the piazza for a bit

of neighborly chat. I found him a small-

ish man, not German in appearance, but

looking, I thought, like Thoreau, only

grown a little older. He had been on

Walden's Ridge for fifteen years. Before

that he was in South Carolina, but the

yellow fever came along and made him

feel like getting out. Yes, this was a

healthy country. He had nothing to

complain of ; he was sixty-two years old

and his doctors' bills had never amounted

to "
five dollar." " Do you like living

here ?
"
I asked his wife. u No," she an-

swered promptly; "I never did. But

then," she added,
" we can't help it. If

you own something, you know, you lum

to stay." The author of WuMcn would

have appreciated that remark. There

was no shoemaking to be done here, the

man said, his nearest neighbor being half

a mile distant through the woods ; and

there was no clover, so that his bees did

not do very well ; and the frost had just

killed all his peach-trees ; but when I
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if li- novor felt homesick for Ger-

main, tiir answer came like a pistol shot,

"No."

I immiivd about a cave, of which I

had heard reports. Yes, it was a good

cave, they said; 1 could easily iin<l it.

But their directions conveyed no very
clear idea to my mind, and by and by
the woman began talking to her husband

in German. " She is telling him he ought
to go with me and show me the way,"
I said to myself ; and the next moment
she came back to English.

' He will go
with you," she said. I demurred, but

he protested that he could do it as well as

not " Take up a stick ; you might see

a snake," his wife called after him, as

we left the house. He smiled, but did

not follow her advice, though I fancied

he would have done so had she gone

along with us. A half-mile or so through

the pathless woods brought us to the

cave, which might hold a hundred per-

sons, I thought. The dribbling creek
"

fell over it in front Then the man took

me to my path, pointed my way home-

ward, and, with a handshake (the silver

lining of which was not refused, though
I had been troubled with a scruple), bade

ine good-by. First, however, he told

me that if I found any one in Boston

who wanted to buy a place on Walden's

Ridge, he would sell a part of his, or

the whole of it I remember him

kindly, and would gladly do him a

vice. If any reader, having a landed

investment in view, should desire my in-

tervention in the premises, I am freely

at his command ; only let him bear in

mind the terms of the deed : If you
own something, you know, you have to

.lay."

Bradford Torrty.

A FAITHFUL FAILFRE.

journey from New York to

Hamilton, N. H., can be made in seven

hours, a period of time which may or

may not be long to the passengers, ac-

cord ing to circumstances. To Maurice

Wentworth, a man of nearly forty, who

was traveling over the road for the first

time in many years, the journey seemed

interminable, for he occupied himself in

reviewing the events that had taken

place since he and his brother were boys
in Hamilton, and this exercise of mind

was not conducive to cheerful thought-.

How often, as a lad, he had u

train steam away from the Hamilton

station into an unknown world, with

the determination strong within him to

win a distinguished place in that world !

Aitd now it was bringing him back as

poor and unknown as he had been when

it had taken him away! "I am no-

thing hut a faithful failure,'
"
he said to

himself bitterly, borrowing a phrase from

Stevenson.

lh> brother, on the other hand, was

unusually prosperous, and Maurice asked

himself if Robert's apparent selfishness

had not been justified by result*. If he

had pushed his fortun. s uith little re-

gard to the rights of others, he was now

in a position to hold out a
helping

hand

to the less favored, for he was ri.

fluential, and happily married ; while he,

the elder brother, was alone in the world,

and coming, at Robert's invitation, to

die summer with him in the old

homestead, while waiting for some open-

ing by which he eonld earn hi, living.

! amilton !

"
called the conduc-

tor, breaking in upon his reflections.

.idton was the next station, and

Wentworth looked out of the open win-

dow at the familiar scenery, and saw that

here, at least, nothing had changed while
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the fortunes of men were being made
or marred. As he glanced at the half-

wooded hills that encircled the horizon,

and at the river rushing tumultuously
over its rocky channel, now half hidden

in the woods, only to flash into life again
when there was a gap in the forest, it

seemed but yesterday since he had gone
over this same road, an eager, hopeful

boy.
Meanwhile, Robert Wentworth and his

wife, who were driving down to the sta-

tion to meet their relative, reviewed his

career after their own fashion.
" Maurice is such a good fellow that

it is a pity he has n't a little more push,"
said Mrs. Wentworth.

"A little more?" her husband re-

turned. " I should be devoutly grateful

if he had any."
"
Robert, I can't bear to have you say

such things about your brother, for he is

so nice to the children."
"
Yes, taking care of children is his

forte. If he were a woman, he could

earn his living as a nursery-maid."
" How unkind of you ! He is a very

bright man, and would have made a

brilliant lawyer, I have no doubt, if it

hadn't been for the trouble with his

eyes."
"
Charlotte, a man who is bound to

succeed will succeed, even if the Lord

and the devil are both against him, and

a man who is bound to fail will fail. I

believe in predestination to that extent.

The trouble with Maurice's eyes need n't

have made his ranch life a failure. Do

you suppose I should make a failure of

ranch life if I were obliged to try it ?"
"
No, dear," his wife said soothingly.

"I don't think you could fail at any-

thing."

They reached the Hamilton station, as

she spoke, and the next moment the

brother who owned that he had failed

was in the presence of the brother who
owned that he had succeeded.

Robert saw a tall man come forward

to meet him. with an air of gentlemanly

shabhines-. and a fare full of careworn

lines, which, together with his ^ray hair,

made him look ten years older than his

actual age. It irritated him to find that

Maurice showed so plainly the marks

of having passed a cheerless and unpro-

sperous life, and his vexation was in-

creased by the fact that he bore a strong

family likeness to himself. Maurice, on

the other hand, was struck 1>\ the fact

that his brother had scarcely changed in

the last ten years. He was as hand-

some as ever, and showed unmistakably
that the world had lavished its best gifts

upon him. Maurice saw, too, a vivacious

little woman, with sparkling black eyes,

sparkling diamond earrings, a wealth of

red roses on her leghorn hat, a rainbow

of colors in her gown, and a cascade of

fluttering ribbons.
" I am so glad to see you, Maurice,"

she said, with a cordiality that was very

grateful to the lonely man. " The chil-

dren have talked of nothing but your

coming for days. They enjoyed your
visit in New York so much. It was a

pity that Robert lost it ! And to think

that you boys have n't seen each other

for ten years !

"

Their way led through the town of

Hamilton, with its long, elm-lined main

street and its straggling group of shops
and wooden churches, and then uphill

for two miles until they reached the

Wentworth farm. Here Maurice and

his brother had lived when they were

boys, and here Robert spent his sum-

mers, having remodeled the old home-

stead, and turned it into a comfortable

modern dwelling. As they approached
the red house under the elm-tree

bevy of small girls, headed by a little

boy, ran down the road and presently

surrounded the carriage.
" Uncle Maurice! How perfectly

splendid that you have come !

'

ex-

claimed Beatrice, the eldest of the chil-

dren.

"Guess what we have got in a barrel,

uncle Maurice !

"
said Eleanor. " There
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TOP of them, and their eyes haven't

They must 1 u> observed

solemnly.
> in .1 barrel How funny

you ai

.i- time their uncle had descended

from the wagon and was going along the

gravel path toward the porch, his left

huml s.-i/fd l,y Eleanor, and his valise

away in a determined manner by
Beatrice and Bobby, while three little

girls struggled to get possession of his

disengaged hand.

"Don't ijuarrel so; leave your uncle

in peace," their father said sternly.

The children, however, who had inher-

ited their parent's determination, paid no

heed to this remark, bat dragged their

guest into the house and out on the piazza.

Here they deposited him in a cane-seated

rocking-chair with broad arms; and the

next moment he was buried beneath an

avalanche of white gowns and stream-

ing yellow hair. Marion, Carlotta, and
lie three youngest children,

contrived to climb into his lap, while

ice and Bobby perched on the arms
hair, and the demure little II

ter was forced to content herself with a

chair drawn as clone to her uncle as pos-
sible.

Where is aunt Ellen ? Go and find

h.-r. II t. i. Beatl it commanded.

Hester, the only obedient child in this

eering and strong-willed family,

slipped down from her chair and went

in search of her aunt.

my that you and aunt

Kllen are n't any relation, when you are

our uncle Main: >he is our aunt

mused Carlotla,

oeie, uncle Maurice can't be bro-

'<> papa and mamum both!" ex-

plained the superior Beatrice.

Ellen is awfully nice. Did yu ever Mi
'

i

nee she was about your site,

I is grown up now."

"Not so awfully grown up," added

Bobby.
" Not so grown up as mamma."

I am sorry she is grown up," Mau-
rice owned with a sigh. He could al-

ways count upon the affection of

dren, but he was not so sure of the

approval of their elders.
" She is taller than mamma," Marion

stated, "but I don't think she is so

grown up in her mind, for she likes to

make mud-pies."
He heard a pleasant, gentle laugh as

his niece made this remark, and upon

looking up he saw Ellen standing before

him. He had a vivid impression of a

personality that was altogether charm-

ing. He was sensitive to atmosphere,
and he felt at once that this girl was un-

critical, even shy and huml
" I believe I don't mind so very much

to find that you are grown up, Ellen,"

he said as he shook hands with her.

In the days that followed, Maurice

sometimes wished again that Ellen were

a child, as in that case he could have

had more chances to see her; for his

time was spent chiefly with his nieces

and nephew. In the minds of their

parents the world was divided into two

clinei, those persons who wer.

of children and those who were not

They did not recognize any subtler dis-

tinctions, and realize that there were

people who were f .ildrvn for

six hours, but not for sixteen, out of the

twenty-four.

Maurice was sorry to find that Ellen

had grown more reserved with her added

Y. u i I
- was especially struck with her

shyness one evening when the Aliens, a

in t he neighborhood, were hid-

den to tea. The guests were taken out on

,//.i until supper should be ready,

for the day had been raltry. Mm. Allen,

fat, pompous, and dull, j.li.-d a palm-leaf

fan, and listened to Mrs. WentworUTs

vivacious chatter; her husband, fatter,

more pompons, and d.ill.-r. talked of

fanning with Robert; wl *on, a

slender blase youth of twenty adjusted
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his eyeglasses and patronized Ellen and

the sunset. The poor girl devoutly

hoped that she would be placed next to

Maurice Wentworth at the tea-table, for

he was the only one of the men with

whom she felt she had anything in com-

mon. No such happy fate was hers,

however. She was seated, as befitted

her youth, next to Frank Allen, while

her position as sister in the household

gave her his father for her other neigh-
bor. The old gentleman ignored her,

and concentrated his attention upon his

entertaining hostess. The younger man,

pleased at first by her charming face,

vouchsafed a few remarks, but soon made

up his mind that she was as dull as her

narrow life, in spite of her beautiful

eyes. He presently relapsed into silence,

which was broken only when Ellen, catch-

ing a disapproving glance from her bro-

ther-in-law, gathered courage to ask her

neighbor some trivial question, which he

answered by a monosyllable.
When the long-drawn agony was at

last over, and the guests had adjourned
to the parlor, Robert captured Ellen as

she was leaving the dining-room.
" Why did n't you talk to young Allen,

instead of holding your tongue like a

silly schoolgirl ?
"

he demanded.
" I tried to talk to Mr. Allen," she an-

swered humbly,
" but he did not care for

what I had to say," and she cast a hur-

ried glance after Maurice, and wondered,

in her self-abasement, if he had heard

his brother's question.
" How can you expect any man to be

interested in what you have to say when

you are so doubtful about it yourself ?
"

Robert inquired.
" Dash in, Ellen. Say

whatever comes into your head, as Char-

lotte does. That's the way to do it.

Say it as if it were important, and every
one will think it is important ; but above

all, never look bored. Draw out the

bores, Ellen, that 's the way to get on.

You are pretty enough to su< ( < -ed. if you
will only take the trouble. I -hall < -\-

pect to hear you talking all the evening,

whether you have anything to say or

not."

When Robert left her, Ellen took

refuge on the piazza to dry IK r eyea
under shelter of the friendly darkiu -.

She sat dejectedly in a corner, her de-

pression extending itself even to tin-

lines of her limp pink mull gown. Pre-

sently she heard a step, and before she

could escape she saw Maurice at her el-

bow.
'*

Suppose we take a turn out here be-

fore we go into the parlor," he suggested.
" We shall never be missed."

Ellen hastily tucked her handkerchief

into her belt, and tried to steady her

voice as she said, "It doesn't matter

about me, but you will be missed. You

ought to go in."

" I missed !

" He gave a short laugh.

"Ellen," he asked, as they began to

walk up and down the piazza.
" what

has my brother been saying to you?
You look as forlorn as a rose that has

been trodden underfoot."
" He wants me to be more like Char-

lotte. I wish I could be."

"It must be a comfort to be an aver-

age, conventional person," he assented,

"ready at a moment's notice to adjust

one's self to fashion and circumstance.

That is what it means to be successful."

"I should like to be successful." -ho

admitted,
" but I never can be, because

I cannot talk. I am a great disappoint-

ment to Robert. He likes lively, bright

people. I wish I could please him. for

he has been so good to me. You know

my home has been with him ever since

aunt Martha went to live with aunt Ellen,

when her husband died ?
"

"You were witfi your aunt Ellen tin

last time I saw you. What a quaint

little girl you were! You could talk-

fast enough thru."

"We really ought to go in," said the

conscientious Ellen. " Robert will be dis-

pleased if we stay away."
'* If you say so, we will ; but we must

sit together, Ellen, and then we need
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ilk unless we have son

say."
.bert won't like it if I ilon't talk."

"
Very well ; then I will say to you at

i s a pleasant evening/
a great deal pleasanter out here, by the

way, than in the house. Look at the

:i the mountains, and at that little

crescent moon so clear-cut against the

It is a shame to go into the hot

parlor when you and I could have such

a nice time out here by ourselves. So-

ciety seems to be a device for making
people uncomfortable."

" But we owe something to society, and
we must go in/' Ellen said firmly.

" We will go in, and whenever Rob-

ert's eye is upon us I will reiterate that

it is a pleasant evening. He will be sat-

isfied if he sees us talking, and you will

merely have to say,
*

Yes, it is a pleasant

evening. I always did like hot drawing-
rooms in summer weather.'

"

Before the evening was over Ellen

and Maurice had confided a number of

things to each other, and they were soon

lau^hin- un-mly ; for whenever Robert

looked that way, Maurice, true to his

pp.:, use, no matter what subject they
chanced to be discussing, broke off ab-

ruptly, and said with an excess of grav-

ity to Kll.-n. It is a pleasant evening."
That evening was the precursor of

many that were equally <1< li_jht f ul. The
weeks slipped away, and Maurice ceased

to think of his unhappy past and his pre-
carious future, but gave himself up to

the joys of a satisfying present He had

never known before the pleasure of easy
and familiar intercourse with a young
girl. It i lid not occur to him that he,

mi.l.ile-aged and p -iinih -SH, might fall in

love with Kll.-n : t ill less that she, beau-

tiful nn< I \ ;ht grow to care for

but he felt an unreasonable envy
when be saw the comforts with which hi-

brother had surrounded himself, and ma-

terial things assumed the exaggerated
value in his eyes which they often have

for those of few possessions, who, be-

cause of their poverty, are erroneously

supposed to despise comforts and luxu-

ries. Had he been successful, he rea-

soned, he too might have had a happy
home ; a wife, not unlike Ellen, older,

leas charming, plainer, but a sympathetic

companion who would understand him
and love him. He too might have had

naughty, willful, but very dear and en-

gaging children.

At last an evening came which was

pleasanter than all the others. It chanced
one morning that Mrs. Wentworth pro-

posed to her brother-in-law that he and
Ellen and some of the children

have an early lunch, and then drive

to Annersley, a large town ten miles

away, where she wanted some important
errands done. Mrs. Allen and several

New York friends were to come to lunch,

and it would be a comfort to be freed

from some of the turbulent and omni-

present children. So it happened that a

wagonful of happy people drove " over

the hills and far away," that August af-

ternoon. Ellen was on the back seat

with Marion and Carlotta, while Bea-

trice and Bobby proudly shared the front

seat with their uncle Maurice. Unhap-

pily, the carriage was not sufficiently elas-

tic to hold all the children, and poor
Hester had the <l<ul.tful reward of the

good, and was left behind because aha

was no trouble to her mother, while

Eleanor was compelled to stay at

because she was so very young.

They drove through patches of

woods and up long stretches of dusty
road, with a tangle of blackberry bushes

and early goUenrod on either side of the

rough stone walls. Sometimes they passed

deserted farmhouses with their blinds

forlornly closed, and again they went by

prosperous farms thathad been reclaimed

by summer visitors; ami all the way was

brightened by a snmme
the son was obscured by
Ones they came suddenly, after a bend

in the road, upon an o

paint oil. and turned by *trr** of
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to a picturesque gray. Over its walls gay

morning-glories were climbing, and in its

straggling, unkempt garden was a pro-

fusion of hollyhocks ; while on the very

upper edge of the hillside, silhouetted

against the sky, was a flock of white geese.

That is like one of Vedder's pic-

tures," said Maurice.
" What ! those ugly geese, craning

their necks in that stupid way ?
"
asked

Beatrice.
" You are a true child of your father,"

he rejoined.
" Does n't papa like geese, uncle Mau-

rice?"
"
No, my dear, he does not."

But if his niece was unsympathetic,
no shade of the picturesque landscape
was lost upon Ellen. On this enchant-

ing afternoon, even prosaic errands in

ugly Annersley caught a little of the

glamour that enveloped everything. El-

len lingered unnecessarily in the shops
from a willful determination to make this

happy day last a brief hour longer. She

hailed with pleasure Beatrice's proposi-

tion that they should get soda water at

the corner drug store, where their uncle

Maurice treated them all, from Beatrice,

who with difficulty could be dissuaded

from having sarsaparilla, vanilla, and

chocolate mixed, down to the small Car-

lotta. Ellen lavishly provided them with

crackers, peppermint drops, and gum
drops. When they started to drive home
at last, and saw that the summer clouds

were fast getting the better of the sum-

mer sun, Ellen recklessly hoped that they

might be caught in a drenching rain,

and have to take refuge in the weather-

beaten farmhouse. It was such a hum-

ble wish that it was granted her by fate.

The shower was upon them almost before

thoy knew it, and Maurice had just time

to get the open wagon under shelter of

the barn that was near the farmhouse,

when the clouds descended in a blinding

sheet of rain. It was five o'clock already,

and there were eight miles still before

them to travel.

"Uncle Maurice," said Beatrice, as she

climbed up into the hayloft, "wouldn't
it be jolly fun if we had to stay here all

night
> "

"I wish it would rain, and vain, and

rain, for forty days and forty nights, and
that we could have this barn for our

ark," added the more imaginative Car-

lotta.

As the minutes passed, it became evi-

dent that a fraction of this wish was to

be fulfilled, and Maurice presently pro-

posed that they should adjourn to the

farmhouse, and seek shelter there for

the night. They were greeted at the

kitchen door by the farmer's wife, a

cheery, elderly woman.
" Come right in and make yourselves

to home," she said hospitably, before

Maurice had finished accounting for their

sudden appearance.
" I am Maurice Wentworth, from the

Wentworth farm," he said, raising his

voice, for the woman was deaf.
" Du tell ! I want ter know ! I 've

often seen the farm as I 've drove by.
And so these are your children ?

"
(she

included Ellen in the number)
" four

girls and a boy ; quite a little family. I

guess the boy is a prime favorite with

his pa ?
"

"He isn't our father; ho is our un-

cle Maurice," Bobby and Beatrice ex-

plained. But the woman did not hear

them, and proceeded to open the parlor

door with a flourish.

"Walk right in, girls : don't be bash-

ful. You and your sisters can have the

spare room upstairs," she said, addi

ing Ellen, " and I have a nice little cor-

ner room for your father and In-other."

" He is n't her father, and she is n't my
sister. She's our aunt Ellen, and he's

our uncle Maurice," said Hobby.
"I'll get tea for you directly." the

woman continued, "for 1 know little

folks is always hungry, and maybe your
father"

" He is not our father ; he is our undo

Maurice !

"
shouted the children.
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T want tor know I Well, your uncle,

ill like .'i ik."

Before Maurice would have his sup-

per, he insisted upon driving back to

Annersley to let Charlotte and Robert

know by telephone the whereabouts of

their children.

" It 's no use going out again in this

dreadful storm.'
1

said Beatrice, " for

papa and mamma never worry about us.

11 know we are safe somewhere."

Maurice, however, was not to be dis-

1 from his purpose, hut took the

solitary drive in the teeth of the storm.

Wh'-n he returned. Kllen met him in

the entry. "How wet you are!*' she

said.
"

I am very sorry ! The children

were so hungry that I let them have their

supper, but I have waited for you. I

Robert was properly grateful !

"

" Grateful !

"
exclaimed Maurice

a little lau-h. "When I told him that

1 the children were safe at Farmer
id t hat we were going to spend

the night there, he said,
*

Hang it, Man-
il you drive all the way back to

Annersley to tell me that? I didn't

suppose you were picnicking in the mid-

dle of the road.' And then I heard him

say to some one near at hand, presuma-
What a fool my brother

He suppressed the epi-

hich had accompanied the words.

How unkind of him!" exclaimed

Kll>-n indignantly.
no/' .Mamie,- returned dispas-

M he divested himself

dripping overcoat * After an acquaint-

forty years with h

I have come to the eon*

l>ert is about i

'.ike supper in the oli

;i. with Kllen at the other end of

him. and a

boj and tin-'.

hutler and in lids, was a new exp<

t one that was still

tul was in store for htm. When
Kll* n started to go upstairs to put the

children to bed. she was uncertain as to

ought to come down again.

Anything so charming as a whole even-

ing alone with Mr. Went

England conscience viewed with doubt.

Mrs. Brown helped to dissipate her scru-

ples when she opened the door into the

parlor and said,
"

I hope you and your
father I. -rget that ho is your
uncle well, I hope yon and yonr uncle

will make yourselves entirely to home.**
" I shall see yon again. Man-

rice said, as he bade the children good*

night
I was just wondering whether it was

worth while to come down again/' she

replied, with hesitation.

Worth while?" His face clouded

with disappointment
" That is for yon

to judge. But I will promise not to

make you talk, if yon wish to be silent,*'

he went on, wholly misunderstanding
her. " I will read to you whatever yon
like."

When she came downstairs, half an

hour later, Maurice was obliged to re-

tract this statement " I made a rash

promise," he remarked. " I can't read

what*- for Mrs.

Brown's library consists of but three vol-

umes. Which shall it be? A chapter
from the Bible, extracts from

Progress, or a play of Shakespeare's?
'

He held the bulky Shakespeare in his

hand as he spoke.

von't disappoint yon by insisting on

The Pilgrim's Progress," she answered,

with a smile. " Let it be one of Shake-

Which one? You shall choose your

it is to be my favorite play, it will

be Romeo and Juliet."

-.(,,,,! bWvVMUldl n,,t 'I,:,: -h.i-t

ly tragedy you show how young

you are by making such a choice. Let

me read As V

mirth-provoking humor?
"
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V. >. Humor is so commonplace.
Besides. I can't help going on with the

plays, and thinking of the matter-of-fact

lives that the heroes and heroines lived

afterwards. I am sure Orlando scolded

Rosalind when his beefsteak was not

cooked to a turn, and that he held her

responsible for all the faults of their

children. I shall never forget the wild

state your brother was in when my >i

ter was making up her mind whether

she would marry him. And look how

comfortably prosaic they are now ; how
he criticises her gowns, and how he finds

fault every morning with the coffee !

"

" And how he loves her !

"
added Mau-

rice. "I can hardly imagine his life

apart from hers."
" But the romance is gone," persisted

Ellen. "Now with Romeo and Juliet

everything is so complete !

"

" I suppose you will despise me, Ellen,

as an old fellow without any sentiment,

when I tell you that my ideal of happi-
ness is a handsome house with all the

modern improvements, and a wife, who

may be plain and unamiable, but who
must know how to make me comfort-

able!"

"Mr. Wentworth!"
" I have not knocked about the world

for fifteen years without having gained
a realizing sense of the importance of

good, matter-of-fact, unromantic prose.

Give me a creature not too bright and

good to cook human nature's daily food !

"

" Mr. Wentworth, I know you are not

in earnest I have always supposed you
were too

"
she hesitated "I have

always supposed you were indifferent to

such things."
" Then you have supposed wrong. It

is not the men who have had poor coffee

all their lives who are indifferent to good
coffee."

Ellen laughed.
" It is not the men who have been un-

prosperous all their lives who are indif-

ferent to prosperity," he went on more

seriously.

Why have yon boon nnprosperous ?
"

>he a^ked impulsively.
Ah !

' That is another story/ as

Kipling would say. It is not a tragedy,

exactly, after Shakespeare's manner, and

yet it is not a comedy."
" Tell me all about your life, from be-

ginning to end," she entreated.
" It is not an interesting story, Ellen :

and you, with your love of romance. \\ ill

be disturbed because it is not more com-

plete. To finish it off neatly, I ought to

have died half a dozen years ago."
" Oh no," she said, with a little shiver.

'* Please go on," she added, after a mo-

ment of silence.

"It is a story briefly told. I have

failed at everything, and when I had tin-

typhoid fever, six years ago, I even failed

to die."
" Were you very ill ?

"

" Yes. I had as narrow a squeak as

any man ever has who lives. Forgive

me, Ellen ;
'

squeak.' I realize, is not the

language of Shakespeare."
" Were you on the ranch when you

were ill ?
"

she inquired in a subdued

voice.

"Yes. I was alone for days, until a

neighbor happened to drive over and

found me half unconscious. But here I

am, you see," he added cheerfully,
"

all

ready to read aloud Romeo and Juliet."

"I want to hear everything about

yourself first, from the very beginning.

Why was it that Robert went to college

before you, when you were the older

brother ?
"

" Because he was stronger and bright-

er and more determined than 1. Fa-

ther could afford to send but one of ns :

so Robert went, and I stayed at home and

earned the money to go later."

" It was selfish of Robert to let you
do it !

"
she cried indignantly-

" No, it was weak of me. If 1 were

to live my life over again. I -honld fight

for my rights at every point."

"You would not be half so nice if you
did."
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Thank you, perhaps not; but I

:ld be a great deal happ.

you happy now ':

"
asked

Ellen, with a I,M rn in her brown

".Ju>t at this moment I am

hap;

ST<K1 . .:. I did n't mean tliat.

to be happier than \\

proceeded thoughtfully. for you make

everybody liappy."

11. I am not so happy as Robert,

all the same. I would change places
with him in a minute, it I had ih- chance.

1 would if I could go back a

dozen years."
You would n't change places with

him if you could. You would want to

keep your individuality."

Think what he has accomplished,"
>aid Maurice, with enthusiasm. He i-

not only happy himself, but he has made
ft great many other people happy."

V -. 1 'itainly ought to be grate-

ful to him. for he has supported me ever

I was twelve years old. Only

ps I can't explain myself it some-

times seems to me as if it were better to

fail than to succeed. Prosperous people
lose their sympathy for the

forlorn and im-uceefnl, hut those who
ha\^ not succeeded are in touch with all

I and failure and mi>ery ; and the

unsuccessful class is such a Urge one

that to belong to it implies a freemasonry
with nine tenths of the world."

- n. you almost make me deter-

mine to -o ,, failing to the end of the

II- saw by the quirk change in her

responsive face that she was pained be-

cause he treated her words lightly. In

was not <; ative. On
the co i \vas because he was afraid

ressing too much that he expressed

nothing. He looked at the young girl

in her inharmonious MI;

\\ chair in \\ hi.-h she Mfc

and the u-ly \ ell. . -an-l
gfttfl prigged

walU instai.

dear and horn* the scarlet

worsted mat under the kerosene lamp
was faithfully photographed upon his

mental retina. These things were part
of an enchanting present which would

all too soon be only an enchanting past
Kllen wore the summer uniform of her

sex, a plain dark blue serge skirt and a

blue silk shirt waist dotted with white,

but it seemed to him that she wore them
with a grace and <! that were
all her own. He was glad that she was

looking away from him, as he could rest

his eyes upon her with greater confi-

dence. He would not have altered a

detail of her face. The soft brown hair

coiled in the knot that Robert thought
too simple, the complexion which Rob-

ert thought too pale, the large dark

eyes with the long lashes, the sweet

mouth which Robert thought too grave,

were all a part of Ellen, and to change
:le detail, even to its advantage,

would be to make her less completely
Kllen. Suppose she were really his

daughter, as their hostess had fancied ?

In this case his life and hen would be in-

extricably joined. But no, some lover

\\ould ruthlessly claim her. he felt a

righteous indignation toward the intrud-

er, and the next moment his wayward

imagination wa _c how it would

to be Ellen's lover.

-
I lear the rain beat against the win-

dow !

"
she said.

" It is a fearful

When I was a little girl, I used to be

! of the wind when it shrieked like

that"

like tragedy ? That play is in harmony
with the v

then you could read those."
-
They are as unsuccessful at the rest

0| ,HN care,!. S,,,,,,tim,.* the

and newspapers take them, but

they refuse them. They are not essays,

by the way. but merely articles about

the woods and fields and the Western
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" Please give me a little sketch of

one."
*

Ellen, you are an apt pupil of my
brother. Don't start me on that subject,

or I shall feel sure that you are tak-

ing his advice and trying to draw out a

bore."

Whatever her motive might have been,

it is certain that she succeeded in mak-

ing him talk more freely about himself

than he had ever done, and the hours

sped by only too quickly.
" What time is it ?

"
she asked at last,

reluctantly.

He took out his watch. I would

rather not tell you," he owned.

Ellen glanced over his shoulder.
" Eleven o'clock !

"
she exclaimed in

horrified accents. "And I thought it

was n't more than half past nine !

"

"Good-night, Ellen."

He clasped her slender hand in his,

and wished again that he were her fa-

ther, that he might claim a father's privi-

lege. In the watches of the night he

admitted that he had been dishonest with

himself : he did not wish that he were

Ellen's father.

That night, as Ellen lay awake, she

felt that she had said all she ought not

to have said, and left unsaid all that she

ought to have said. Why had her

tongue refused to translate the message
of her heart, and to tell Mr. Wentworth

the stimulus that his friendship was to

her ? Why had she not said :

" When I was a little girl, you showed

me all the treasures of the woods and

the fields. You taught me to love na-

ture, and to feel as if nothing really

mattered so long as one had God's blue

sky overhead and a world of beauty at

one's feet. You taught me to care for

books, and to feel that one never could

be dull or friendless with these good
comrades at hand. Robert has given
me an outwardly prosperous life, but he

would have left my mind cramped. And
so, I believe that to fail so far as the

world is concerned, but to succeed in

making one human being independent
of the world, is better than to succeed,
as the world calls it, but to fail in re-

gard to spiritual things.
* For is not

the life more than meat ?
' !

Why had she not said this ? It was

because of her miserable shyness and

self-consciousness. Instead of this (oh,

mortifying thought ! her cheeks burned

at the recollection), she had told him

that to fail was better than to succeed,

thereby implying that his life had been

a failure. Why had she not urged him

to try for mere material, worldly suc-

cess, since he craved it ? It was because

no one had ever really cared for him or

believed in his powers that he, with his

humble estimate of himself, had failed.

A part of this she would get courage to

tell him in the morning, for Ellen was

still young enough to believe in " to-

morrow."

Yet alas ! when to-morrow came it

brought altered conditions. Poor Ellen

could not determine what subtle change
had come over Maurice Wentworth, ami

she was too sensitive and shrinking to

force her mood upon him. It was a

glorious morning, and there was no ex-

cuse for lingering at the Browns' farm af-

ter breakfast ; and indeed, she no longer

cared to linger, for the charm had de-

parted.

When they reached home, and Ellen

saw Charlotte standing in the doorway,
she felt a premonition that some bad

news was in store for her.

"Dear Ellen," her sister said. "I

want to prepare you for something very

sad."

Ellen's heart sank still lower as a sud-

den memory of awful sorrow years ago

swept over her; then it gave a bound

again when she saw Robert, Hester, and

Eleanor.

Charlotte held a telegram in her hand.

"Aunt Martha has died," she announced.

"The funeral is to-morrow. Robert

thinks that all three of us had better

go down to it, as Maurice can stay with
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: 1dren. I am so sorry for poor aunt

Hou lonely she will 1

. >ui 1 Kllcu the younger, "poor,

poor aunt 1

Her mind, however, refused to feel a

ruali/.ing sense of her aunt's sorrow.

She was conscious instead of a passion-

ate regret that this journey was to come

now, and lessen her time, alread

short, under the same roof with Maurice

Wentwurth. She was ashamed of her

lack of sympathy, and would fain have

cried because she had no tears to shed.

Maurice drove them to the station the

next day, in the same wagon that had

so recently gone on a happier errand,

and he watched the train wistfully as it

moved out of sight

When the travelers came home, four

days later, they found a great fire of fir

cones and pine-balsam burning in the

parlor fireplace, while the room was deco-

rated with cardinal flowers and golden-

rod, in honor of their return.

Bobby flew to greet his papa, while

the younger children clung joyfully to

their mamma, and Beatrice and Hester

put their arms around their aunt

is awfully good to get you back,"

said Beatrice.

d you have a good time ?
"
asked

Hester timidly.

1 1 ester," Beatrice remarked severely,
44
people don't have a good time at fu-

nerals."

Poor Hester, who had meant to say

something quite different, and was more

sympathetic in her heart than any of the

children, retired, crushed and humiliat-

ed, to the other end of the room, where

she was joined by her uncle.

I tester," he began,
" I believe you

and I are really fonder of your aunt

than the other children arc, but for that

very reason we to say th

thing. Suppose we go now and tell her

how sorry we are that she has had this

long, sad journey."
^ tor's hand, alike

scions of the passionate love and grati-

tude in the child's heart and of the

strong influence he was already exerting
over her life, and they crossed the room
to where Ellen sat in the window seat,

with Beatrice and CarlotU in their white

gowns making a sharp contrast against
the sombre folds of her black dress.

" We have come to tell you how glad
we are to get you back, and how sorry
we are for your sorrow," said Maurice.

Ellen raised her clear eyes to his. It

seemed dishonest to let him think that

she had suffered.

-I never knew aunt Martha well

enough to love her," she explained

so I did not grieve for myself, but

ly kept thinking in a vague, ouUide way,
How hard it must be to lose the sis-

ter with whom one has lived so

years !

'

Yet the thought did not

It only saddened me, as one is sad-

dened by sad music, or by the first bleak,

gray days of winter. It was a mood, not

a reality: yet now I have come away,

the mood still stays, and it seems as if

I could never be glad any more."

-How funny!- said Beatrice.

should think the time to be sad was at

the funeral, and that you 'd be awfully

glad now to think it was over.

and papa are n't sad. They are

ing. Goodness! Bobby has pot on my
shade hat What a scamp that boy is !

'

and she slid down from her aunt's lap

and proceeded to chastise the erring

Bobby.
" Robert was so kind and sympathetic

through everything," Ellen said to Mao-

nee. "He is the best fellow in the

world when one has a real sorrow. No
son could have been kinder than he was

to aunt Klleu. Ho felt her grief moch

more keenly than I did."

"Perhaps so; yet yo frffl 1st! it

longer."
hall have a ehaaee to feel

a long, long time," said EDen in a low

for I MB going to live with my
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Robert,'' Charlotte asked that night

after they had gone upstairs. has it ever

occurred to you that Maurice is in love

with Ellen ?
"

"Great Scott! What put that ab-

surd idea into your head ?
"

" I have suspected it for some time,

hut I was sure of it to-night by the way
he took the news of her going to live

with aunt Ellen. Do you suppose, if

you get that position for him at Torrey
and Brown's, that he will offer himself

to her?"
"
Charlotte, the men of our family may

be fools, but they are not knaves. We
don't marry when we have n't money
enough to eke out a decent living."

But Maurice has always supported

himself, after a fashion."
" He has contrived to starve with phi-

losophy, but he is not the man to drag a

woman into starvation."
" It seems a pity, Robert, that such a

good fellow should be so weak in some

ways."
44 It is a pity. There is hope for the

drunkard, the gambler, or the libertine,

for the very qualities that dragged him

down may raise him up, if turned to

good account ; but there is no reforming

your conscientious, self-distrustful, and

consequently inefficient man. Lord !

what a conscience that fellow has ! I

can't think of any place that he could

fill with entire satisfaction to himself,

unless it were matron of an Orphans'
Home. He never could get rich in any
line. He is the kind of fellow who al-

ways puts the largest strawberries in the

bottom of the box. He won't make a

good salesman if he gets in at Torrey
and Brown's, for he will point out to his

customers every flaw in each article. By
the way, he told me, characteristically, to

be sure to tell Torrey and Brown that he

had had no experience as a salesman."
" If his eyes were only stronger, he

could be editor of some newspaper,"
Charlotte suggested, "for he is clever

with his pen."

My dear child, he would not stay
on the staff of a paper a week, for he

would insist upon telling the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

It is pleasant to look forward to a future

world for such men. Maurice is very
well fitted for the kingdom of hea\

only he would want to change places

with some fellow who was writhing in

the other kingdom before he could be

quite easy in his mind."
"
Robert, what troubles me more than

the fact that Maurice is in love with

Ellen is the fear that she cares for him.

If she had a suspicion of his feelings, I

am afraid that she would be only too

glad to i starve
'

with him * with philoso-

phy.' As she can't go to aunt Ellen for

a month, I wish we could send Mam-ire

away now. Could n't Torrey and Broun

make room for him at once ?
"

"I will write to them this moment
and find out. But, my dear, I can't be-

lieve that your sister would be such an

idiot as to marry a man who could earn

perhaps six hundred dollars a year."

"She is a child about money matters,

and she will reason that the five thou-

sand dollars aunt Martha left her will

give her
"

"Two hundred and fifty dollars a

year," said Robert promptly.
" At aunt

Ellen's she will have comforts and lux-

uries, and be the cherished daughter <>t

the house, a much more important per-

son than she could ever be in our 1

family. She will make a good match

in time, when she has learned her own

value, for she is a pretty girl and a

sweet-tempered girl, and I suppos<

she lives with your aunt Ellen, she will

eventually have all her money. G i

Scott! Fancy a girl's throwing ft!

all these chances to live with Maurice

Wentworth in an attir !

"

" She is young and romantic," said

Charlotte,
" and she has no conception of

the wear and tear of poverty. If we ran

only get Maurice away at once, hm\

no great harm will have been done."
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He shall go this week, if I have to

drag him away by main force."

Robert, who had never failed in any

undertaking, did nut f:iil now, and con-

itly Maurice found himself, at the

tin- week, about to start for New
to be a clerk in the wholesale firm

of Torrey and Brown, at a salary of fifty

dollars a month. Small as the sum was,

he was afraid it was more than his ser-

vices were worth. He knew that he ought
to be grateful to Robert, instead of feel-

ing a smouldering anger at the irritat-

ing way in which the chance was offered

him, as if Robert were his master, and

he a faithful hound, who was expected to

take a cuff without a murmur, because

it was accompanied by a bone ; he knew

that he was in no position to rebel at the

distastefulness of the work, and that he

ought to be glad it was to begin at once ;

but every other feeling was merged in

blank, dumb despair at the prospect of

tin- immediate parting from Kllen.

Maurice spent his last afternoon out

on the piazza, with a book in his hand ;

but his eyes frequently wandered toward

the court where Ellen was playing ten-

nis with Frank Allen. The mellow sun-

light filtered through the green leaves

of the oak-tree and fell on her slender

figure in the accustomed blue skirt and

ilk waist that seemed so much more a

part of her than her black dress. As he

saw her swiftly sending the balls over the

net, with apparently no thought in her

miii 1 1.. you. I the game, he felt that she

had entered a young world, full of gayety
and sunshine, in which he had no part.

Only thr other day there had teemed

to close an affinity between them that

'he bad forgotten the barriers of poverty
and age; but now her youth and beauty
assumed their old position in his thoughts.

At ill.- end of the game the two young

people sat down on the bench tin

oak-tree, and Maurice saw that Kll -n

h.i.l h- mi- .1
;

. :

was the same expression of attentive
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gravity on her face which only the other

night she had given to himself. A blind

feeling of jealousy seized him, as, in

fancy, he saw her, in the days to come,

surrounded by a throng of young fel-

lows, and won at last by some fortunate

man with good looks and wealth for his

allies. He had been a fool to think that

this friendship was without danger for

him. He knew now that be loved her

with his whole strength ; that in fact he

had loved her throughout this brief,

bright summer. Perhaps some day he

might be grateful for this taste of hap-

piness, but at the moment his heart was

full of bitterness against society in gen-

eral, and the miserable limitations of hit

own nature in particular. Why was he

doomed to loneliness and failure, when

others were blessed with love and with

success? Was not his heart overflowing

with affection ? And could he not make

a woman hap]'

When Ellen and Frank Allen

up the piazza steps, on their way into the

house, Maurice fixed hit eyes aggressive-

ly on his book. Ellen opened the door

into the hall.

" Mr. Allen, you will find my niter in-

she said. "She will

while I go to make myself
for tea."

Nevertheless the did not follow him

into the house. She came over to the

corner where Maurice was sitting. He
did not raise hit eyes from hit book.

I have come to say my own especial

good-by to you now," the began in a

low tone,
" became when you go away

to-night it will be a general good-by."
" What difference doet it make when

the good-by b taid ?
" he retponded, at

Hlftft roughly.

She turned quickly to hide her

She had hoped for tomcthin

for tome farewell word* of _

liappy rammer wmt over, perhapt

for a request that the would write to

In that

and future
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her with panoramic clearness, ami Mau-

rice was everywhere tin- central figure.

She remembered a day of hopeless mis-

ery after he had gone away when she

was a little girl, and the nights which

followed, when she had cried herself to

sleep. She recollected how she had

waited and watched for a letter, which

came at last, for he never disappointed

children, although he could be cruel to

older people, it seemed. Now her whole

life was full of him, when he was present
and when he was absent ; and he was to

be absent again, and perhaps absent al-

ways ! Well, be it so ! And since she

was nothing to him, her pride would save

her from ever letting him know how weak
she had been. He should not claim a

fraction of her regard whenever he saw

fit to ask for it. She would bid him a

final good-by. As she turned towards

him he was struck by something in her

expression.
"
Ellen, you expect to be happy with

your aunt Ellen, do you not ?
"
he ques-

tioned.
"
Yes, but just now I am feeling un-

happy at the idea of leaving my sister

and the children."

That is perfectly natural; but you
will enjoy life a> MM.U as you -> i there.

They tell me that you are to have more

freedom, and that you will know a

many young people : that will be plea-

sant for you. It is a life much inon-

suited to a girl of your age. You are

sure to like it."

Ellen turned her head away again ab-

ruptly.
"
Oh, of course I shall like it,"

she said quickly.
" Children air always

pleased with a new toy." And she

went into the house without another

word.

" After all, I was mistaken about

Ellen," Charlotte said to Robert that

night. "It is evident that she U not in

love with Maurice, for she was so friend-

ly when she bade him good-by. If she

cared for him, she would have been cold-

er, or else less at her ease. I am so

glad that you sent him away in time."
' Of course she is n't in love with

him," her husband returned. " I told

you so all along. He is n't the kind of

man that girls fancy. Poor fellow !

He is destined to be a failure in every-

thing."
Eliza Orne White.

THE POLITICAL DEPRAVITY OF THE FATHERS.

Ix times like the present, when the

boss is everywhere, and when the high

places of many state and municipal gov-

ernments are filled by men who have se-

cured them by methods greatly to be con-

demned, it may afford the honest citizen

some consolation to know that these evils

have always existed. Whoever reads

the magazines and newspapers, whoever

listens to the oratory of the pulpit and

the after-dinner speeches of political re-

formers, is well aware of the existence

of a widespread belief that politician*

and legislators and public men are more

corrupt to-day than they were in the

time of our ancestors three generations

ago, and that the cause of our political

debasement is a free and unrotrictcd

ballot. This, most happily, is a pure de-

lusion. A very little study of loi

gotten politics will suffice to >how that

in filibustering and gerrymandering, in

Stealing governorships and h-^i.-laturcs.

in using force at the polls, in colon i /.ing

and in distributing patronage to whom

patronage is due, in all the fraud> and

tricks that go to make up the wor>t form

of practical politics, the men who founded
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our state and national governments were

ials, and often our mas-

ters. Yet they lived in times when uni-

versal suffrage did not exist, and when
the franchise was everywhere guarded by

property an i lions of the

t kind. I ii New England, ninety

years ago, a voter must have an annual

.- of three pounds, or a freehold at-

tate worth sixty pounds. In New York

possessed of an estate worth

twenty pounds York money, or rent a

boose for which he paid forty shillings

annually. In New Jersey the qualifica-

tion was real estate to the value of fifty

pounds, in Maryland and South Carolina

fifty acres of land, and in Georgia ten

poii 1 1 d.s of taxable property. But many
a man who could vote was hopelessly

debarred from ever holding office. No
it i/.-n could be a Governor in Massachu-

setts who did not own a thousand pounds
of real estate, nor be a Senator mil-'

he had a freehold worth three hundred.

In North Carolina Senators must own
three hundred acres of land, and a Gov-

lands and tenements to the value

of a thousand pounds. Here the quali-

fication for a Representative was one

hundred pound- of real property ; there

it was one hundred acres of land ; else-

whrrr it was two hundred and lil'u MTU
of land, and open profession of the Pro-

testant religion.

Religious restrictions were almost uni-

versal In New Hampshire, in New Jer-

i North Carolina, in South Carolina

and Georgia, the Governors, the mem-
bers of legislatures, and tin- d
of state must all be Protestants. In Mas-

sachusetts and Maryland they must be

< 'in i-tians. In North Carolina and IVnn-

ylvania they must believe in the in

tion of tin- Old and New Testaments, in

South Carolina in a future state

wards and punishments, anil in Delaware

in thr dot-trine of the Trim

u thr feu t those who, in

our d:i\ . linapprove of universal suffrage,

this ought to have been a time of great

.d purity. The voters were tax-

payers, Christians, and owners of proper-

ty The office-holders were men of bub-

stance, while the qualifications for

ing office increased with the dignity of the

place. ,\ as, in truth, a period of

great political depravity. Indeed, it may
well be doubted whether, in all our an-

nals, there can be found a finer example
of filibustering than that afforded by the

Assembly of Pennsylvania in 1787.

The legislature of that State then con-

sisted of one house, which met at Phila-

delphia, and at the aeetion in the autumn

of 1787 bad resolved to adjourn, fine die,

on the 29th of September. As the ques-
tion of the day was the ratification of

the Federal Constitution, just framed, a
member of the Assembly, on the morning
of the 28th, moved that a convention be

called to consider the Constitution, and

that a time be fixed for the choice of

delegates. The enemies of the Consti-

tution opposed the motion, and, in the

midst of the debate which followed, the

Assembly adjourned for dinner. The

opponents of the call were in the mi-

nority ; but without the presence of at

least three of them there would be no

quorum. All resolved, therefore, to stay

away, and when the Assembly met again,

lock in the afternoon, and the

clerk called the roll, no

sent The sergeantn

upon sent to summon the absentees ; hot

not one would obey, and the Assembly
was forced to adjourn till the following

m,.ruing. One of the reasons given for

objecting to a call for a convention was

that Congress, to which the Constitution

had been transmitted by the framers. had

not submitted it to the States, and that

to act before it was sent oat by Congress
was indecent and disrespectful. It M>

happened, however, that Congress, then

in session at N had submitted

the Constitution to the States, and that

an express, riding post haste, brought

the resolution to a member of the As-

sembly early on the morning of the 29th.
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When the Assembly met on that morn-

ing, the factious members being still ab-

sent and no quorum present, the sergeant

and the clerk were again sent to bid

them attend, and were ordered to show

the resolution of Congress, in hope of

removing their objections. But every
one the sergeant summoned replied, I

will not attend." Meantime a report of

their conduct had spread abroad, and the

people, hearing that there was no quo-

rum, went to the tavern, seized two of

the absentees, dragged them to the State

House, thrust them into the Assembly
Chamber, and blocked the doors. This

completed a quorum, and the convention

was called.

But it must not be supposed that all

that was good was confined to one party,

and all that was bad to the other. The
convention then called met in the State

House late in November, 1787, and

took the Constitution into consideration.

As the members would not bear the ex-

pense of employing an official stenogra-

pher, the labor of reporting the debate

from day to day was undertaken by two

young men. One, Alexander James Dal-

las, attended in behalf of the Pennsylva-
nia Herald. The other, Thomas Lloyd,
announced that he would take down the

proceedings
"
accurately in shorthand,"

and when the convention had adjourned
would publish them in one small octavo

volume. But the debate had not gone
on very long before the reports of Dallas

in the Herald attracted attention, were

copied far and wide, and furnished such

material for opposition in States yet to

consider the Constitution that the Fed-

eralists became alarmed and suppressed
them. To do this it was necessary to

buy the Pennsylvania Herald, which was

done, and the report of the debate stops

abruptly with November 30. The con-

vention sat till December 15, but not an-

other word of its proceedings nor a line

of explanation appears in the Herald.

It was necessary, in the next place, to

dispose of Mr. Lloyd, who, though he

had published nothing as
yet, had pro-

inist'd to do so, and had secured Mib-rrip-
tions. But he too succumbed, and \\ hen,

to sati>t'y his subscribers. In- issued his

book, in place of tin- debate accurately
taken in shorthand, as lie had promised,
there appeared but two speeches, one l.\

Thomas McKean and one by Jai

Wilson, both ardent supporters of the

Constitution. As a consequence, there

does not exist to-day anything more than

a fragment of the proceedings of the

Pennsylvania convention which ratified

the Constitution.

When ten other States had followed

the example of Pennsylvania, the Conti-

nental Congress, sitting at New York,

selected the first Wednesday in January,

1789, as the day when the electors of

President should be chosen in the eleven

ratifying States.

In most instances the business of

choosing them was easily and rapidly
transacted. But the legislature of New
York was the scene of a bitter contest.

The Assembly had passed a bill defining

the manner of electing Senators and

presidential electors, according to which

each house was to nominate two men
to be United States Senators, and then

the houses were to meet in joint session

and compare lists. If there was either

complete or partial disagreement, a joint

ballot was to be held on the names of the

unsuccessful candidates. Now, in the

Assembly, the Anti-Federalists had a

great majority, while in the Senate the

Federalists had a small majority. Had
the bill passed the Senate and become a

law, the nominees of each house would

have been different, a joint session would

have been necessary, and at that joint

session the Anti-Federalists of the As-

sembly, greatly outnumbering tile Frder-

alists of the Senate, would lia\.

both Senators.

For this reason the Senate disliked the

bill, and so amended it that, in case the

nominees of the llmi-e irere n-t th--

the Senate, the House should choose one
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lie two offered

To tliis tin- 1 1 oiiiie refused

B6, and a ronf-

iier would yield. N KU! no

ft 'luring tlit- first session of the

first Congress.

By another section of the same bill,

MM made for the choi

tors in a mami.-i

lar to thai t'or ill.- election of ^ nators.

Kueh house was to prepare a list of eight

names, a joint session was to follow, the

lists were to be compared, and men
whose names were on both were to be

declared elected. If the two lists were

different. and they were abso-

lutely certain to be so, eight of the

sixteen nominees were to be chosen by

joint ballot, in which event the eight pro-

posed by the Assembly would have been

elected. The Senate, of course, refused

; r of such a plan ; and as the As-

ild not yirld. no electors were

chosen, an rk cast no vote for

Presidmt in 1789.

This stubborn contest between the

two houses over the choice of electors

and Senators was follow*. I. three years
v th. theft of the governorship.

lutes were, John Jay for the

1 George Clinton for the

i had been 1<>

public 1 if. ; each had rendered many and

distinguished services to the State

as a consequence, the election was close,

so close, indeed, that the loss of a few

votes would decide it -ith.-rway.

In those days, when men were with-

out the telegraph, tin- railroad, or the

steamboat, and when the centre ot

State was the . the count-

ing and canvassing of a state vote was a

slow and tedious matter. The law re-

i that as soon as the vote of a

town was counted the inspectors should

the ballots to the sheriff of th-

v, who should put them in a box,

and. v. \ touri in the county had

been heard from, should arry the box

my and deliver it retary

As the votes in the eastern

and *> -ies were anno

one by one, the majority for (

dwindled till it stood at one hundred and

eight, with two strong Jay counties to be

heard from. If Clinton was not to be

defeated, it was clear that an excuse

must be found for throwing out the re-

turns of some Federalist county, and,

happily for the Republicans, an oppor-

tunity to do so existed. The box from

TiogaCou: ii contained a good

majority for Jay, had been given by the

sheriff to his deputy to carry to Albany.
But the deputy fell sick by the way, and

sent the box on by a sub-deputy of his

own appointment. This the Clintonians

decided was illegal, and insisted that the

vote of Tioga should not be counted.

But even with Tioga left out, Jay would

have a majority if Otsego was counted.

Now, in Otsego, the sheriff had been

appointed in February, 1791, to serve

one year, and just before the close of his

first term had written to the Com

Appointment dlining a second. One
month after the en year a suc-

cessor was appointed, but had not qual-

ified nor acted when the election took

place. In this state of things the old

sheriff omtinued to act, and, gathering

up the ballots cast in the towns

-.-. sent them by his deputy to Al-

bany. Scarcely had he done this when

he found that the ballots of one town

had been and these he sent

wrapped up in paper. The Clintonians,

availing themselves of these irregulari-

ties, insisted that the returns of Otsego
be counted. There was, in

the first place, no sheriff. In the second

place, the law required that the vote of

*c*ry town should go in the box ; but as

.ul not gone into it, all the others

must be lost To this the Federalists

made an elaborate answer, and supported

their reasoning by the published opinion

of eight of the most distinguished lawyers

then practicing in New York city.
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The votes, after being received by the

Secretary of State, were to be canvas-. d

by a joint committee of six members of

the Senate and six members of the As-

sembly. As some were Federalists and

some Republicans, they very naturally
differed as to receiving and canvassing
the votes of Otsego and Tioga, and, after

many stormy sessions, agreed to refer the

whole matter to a commission consisting

of the United State Senators from New
York, Rufus King and Aaron Burr.

Colonel Burr, knowing that the Clinto-

nians had a majority of the canvassing

board, proposed to give no opinion. But
when King declared that he should ad-

vise the canvassers to count the votes of

Tioga and Otsego, Burr immediately ad-

vised them not to do so. Thus left to

themselves, the majority rejected the re-

turns from the two counties as irregular,

and declared Clinton governor.
A storm of indignation swept over the

State. The Federalists, in their fury,

held public meetings, denounced the Gov-

ernor as a usurper, declared the board

of canvassers was corrupt, and described

the policy of the Republicans as Machia-

vellian. But when the next election gave
them the House and Senate, they showed

very quickly that they too could be Ma-
chiavellian when it was expedient. By
the Constitution of New York as it then

was, every office not expressly elective

was filled by appointments made by a

board of five men, known as the Council

of Appointment. These five men were

the Governor and four Senators chosen

by the Assembly, one from each group
of six Senators from the four senatorial

districts into which New York was di-

vided. As the elective offices were con-

fined to the Governor, the Lieutenant -

Governor, State Treasurer, members of

the legislature, and Congressmen, the list

of appointments was a long one, and

included the Secretary of State, the

comptroller, the judges, the attorney-

general, the clerks of the courts, tin-

sheriffs of the counties, the coroners, the

mayors of the cities, the county court

judges, and the justices of the peace.
In making these appointments tli.

ernor had merely the casting vote; but

as the law said he must -with tin- ail-

vice and consent of the said Council ap-

point all the said officers," the Governor

had always held that he alone could

nominate. While the Governor and the

Council were of the same political stripe

this claim was freely .allowed. But in

1794 the revolt against Clinton made
the Council a Federalist body, which

naturally declined to put into office Re-

publicans named by the Governor, and

for the first time in its history the mem-
bers asserted an equal right to nominate.

Clinton protested, and the matter was

dropped, to come up again during the

administration of John Jay. In 1795,
while Mr. Jay was in London, where he

had just concluded the treaty that still

bears his name, he was triumphantly

elected. Governor, without his consent,

and almost without his knowledge, and

was reflected in 1798. But the Feder-

alist success of this latter year was fol-

lowed by the sweeping Democratic vic-

tory of 1800, and in 1801 Jay found

himself in a condition similar to that of

Clinton in 1794 : a majority of his Coun-

cil of Appointment were Democratic.

This was no trifling matter, for in

February, 1801, the civil commissions of

the office-holders in eleven counties and

of the mayors of four cities expired, and

it may well be believed that the workers

in the victorious party became clamorous

for their rewards.

The Assembly having elected the Coun-

cil, the Governor convened it in Februa-

ry to fill the vacancies, and, according to

custom, asserted his sole right to nom-

inate. But at the board sat De Witt

Clinton, and, led on by him. the Re-

publicans rejected in rapid succession

eleven of the Governor's nomination-, n

fused to vote on several more, and then

began to make nominations of their own.

Thi- was too much for Jay. who ad-
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.d not

IW-et uiilr-s sumni'.iifd i.y him. th- ]>lar--s

infilled. Jay then appealed to the

iiiv. which called a convention.

that amend

to each member a right to nominate.

Thus was the spoils system introduced

into New York. an. I from that day a

change in the }x>litiral complexion of

the Council of Appointment was sure

to be followed by a proscription of office-

holders.

Hut it is to Massachusetts that we owe

the introduction of the most infamous

piece of party machinery this century
has produced. In 1812 the Jeffersonian

Republicans of that State elected not

only a Governor and a majority of the

House, but, after years of persistent ef-

fort, secured control of the Senate. By
the Constitution of Massachusetts it was

decreed that the Senate should consist

of forty men, chosen annually from such

districts as the General Court should

mark out, and that until such districts

were created the Senators should be

ihoeon from the counties. But the Gen-

eral Court had never used this power,

and the temporary provision that each

county should be a senatorial <l

became in time an established usage,

with all the force of law. This mage,
however, the Republicans now laid vio-

lent haiuU on, rearranged the districts

without regard to county lines, over-

came Federalist strongholds by connect-

ing them to Republican strongholds, cut

Worcester County in two. joined Bristol

N orfolk, attached some of the towns

of Suffolk to those of Essex, and in the

next General Court had twenty-nine Sen-

ators out of forty.

The story is told that a map of the Es-

sex senatorial district was hanging on the

office wall of the editor of the Columbian

Centinel, when the artist Stuart entered.

Struckby the peculiar outline of the towns

forming ih- district, he added a head,

wings, and claws with his pencil, and.

iC to the editor, said, "There, thai

th<> Fathers.

for a salamander." Better say
a Gerrymander," returned the editor, al-

luding to Elbridge Gerry, the Republican
Governor who had signed the distr

act However this may be, it is certain

that the name "
gerrymander

"
was first

applied to the odious law in the coluinns

of the Centinel, that it came rapid 1

use, and has remained in our political no-

menclature ever since. Indeed, a huge
cut of the monster was prepared, and the

next year was scattered as a broadside

over the Commonwealth, and so aroused

the people that in the spring of

despite the gerrymander, the Federalists

recovered control of the Senate and re-

pealed the law ; but not before the proge-

ny of the monster had sprung up in New

Jersey.
At the October elections in 1812, the

Federalists, with the aid of the peace par-

ty, elected a majority of both branches of

the legislature. This success was quite

unexpected, and, greatly elated over their

victory, they proceeded to gather its

fruits when the legislature met, a few

weeks later. As the law then stood, it

would become the duty of the people
of New Jersey, early in November, to

choose eight presidential electors by a

general ticket, a manner of election which

would surely end in a Republican tri

umph, for the party majority on a state

vote was twenty-five hundred. But the

Federalists were determined that their

opponents should not triumph, and six

days before the election was to take place

they repealed the old law. deprived the

people of a vote, gave the choice of pre-

ndenttal eleeton to the legUlatare, and,

when the time came, chose eight Federal-
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Here again the Republican majority in

the State insured a Republican delega-

tion ; but it was overcome on the eve of

election by a bill which established three

congressional districts, with boundaries

so carefully marked out that four of the

six Representatives were secured by the

Federalists.

In New York the district system had

long been in use. But the apportion-
ment of representation, under the census

of 1810, made a redistricting act neces-

sary, and the Republicans gladly seized

the opportunity to apply the gerryman-
der. Two wards of New York city were

joined to Long Island. The towns of

Red Hook, Rhinebeck, and Clinton were

taken out of Dutchess County, and at-

tached to the county of Columbia, and a

number of long, rambling, irregular dis-

tricts were laid out.

The bad example set by Massachusetts,

New York, and New Jersey was soon im-

itated by Maryland. The opportunities

for the use of the gerrymander were very

limited, for the House of Delegates was

composed of four men from each county
and two from Annapolis and Baltimore,

while the Senate was elected, not by the

people, but by a body of electors chosen

in each county for that particular pur-

pose. Presidential electors, however,

were chosen in districts, and to these, in

order to get a Republican elector, the ger-

rymander was most shamefully applied.

Montgomery County, which lay on the

Potomac River and touched the District

of Columbia, was cut in twain, and the

piece which was strongly Federalist was

joined to the city of Baltimore, which was

strongly Republican, by a long and nar-

row strip of territory running the whole

length of the county of Anne Arundel.

We have said that Maryland could not

then have been gerrymandered for the

purpose of securing state Senators ; but

the Federalists now proved that they

might be elected by a judicious planting
of colonies. Once in every five years,
the voters of each county met and elected

two men to bo electors of the Senate.

The inhabitants of Baltimore and Anna-

polis chose one for each city. The men
so selected then assembled, and proceeded
to elect by ballot, either from their own

body or from the people at large, fifteen

Senators. Now, it so happened that in

1816 the Federalists needed but one elec-

tor in order to control the college, and

so secure a Federalist state Senate. As

Annapolis sent one elector, and was Re-

publican by about thirty majority, they
decided to colonize the city, and for this

purpose, during the last days of Febru-

ary and the first weeks of March, 1816,

they hurried in bands of laborers and

mechanics, till forty men in all had ar-

rived, and put up at the lodging-houses
and the tavern. The new-comers said

they were in search of work. But when
it was observed that, although no work

was to be had, they still lingered, paying
their bills and showing little concern that

none were busy, the party leaders of the

Republicans began to suspect that it was

politics, and not work, that had caused this

singular migration, and soon unearthed

the plot. Indeed, they proved that the

pretended laborers were hired, for twenty
dollars a month and their board, to go to

Annapolis, acquire residence, and vote the

Federalist ticket. Such an outburst of

indignation followed this discovery that

the men were discharged, and the attempt

was abandoned.

In New York, meantime, the Repub-
licans had stolen the Assembly. There

were, in 1815, one hundred and twenty-

six members of the Assembly ; but so

close had the election been that -ach
j

secured sixty-three. Before the meeting

of the Assembly, one Republican died.

another went abroad for his health, and

as one Federalist was too sick to attend.

the numbers of the two parties became.

Federalists sixty-two, Republicans sixty-

one. It happened, however, that Mr.

Henry Fellows, a Federalist of Ontario

County, who had received seven votes

more than Mr. Allen, had been refused a
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l.y
tlio county clerk,

e in the town of Pennin^ton forty-

nine ballots were cast for " Hen

lows" when they should have been cast

! I cnry Fellows." This gave the Re-

publicans a majority of one, and they
. declared that, when the Assem-

bly met, they would elect a Speaker and

Council of Appointment, and secure the

patronage of the State ; an announcement

wliirli so incensed the Federalists that on

the first day of the session they refused

to attend, stayed out in a body, and pre-

vented a quorum. On the second day,

fearing their constituents would not ap-

prove such conduct, all were present ; 1 wt.

despite every effort and argument they
could make, the certificate of Allen was re-

cognized, and a Republican Speaker and

clerk were elected. It was then moved to

expel Mr. Allen instanter. But the Re-

ins defeated the motion, and, with

the aid of Mr. Allen's vote and the east-

ing vote of the Speaker, chose a Repub-
lican Council of Appointment. Having
thus secured the patronage of the State,

they consented to examine into Mr. Al-

len's right to a seat, and in time, by a

unanimous vote, unseated him and gave
his place to Mr. Fellows. The Feder-

alist members of the Assembly now ad-

dressed the voters, and called on them

to drive from power the party which had

been guilty of so gross a fraud. The

voters, unhappily, were as depraved as

their representatives, and in 1816 the

Republicans carried the Assembly by a

large majo
John Back MeMatter.

DR. RUSH AND ,IM RAL W\

i haps, better proves the

position of Washington in the estimation

<>f mankind than the almost absolute sup-

pression of everything in the nature of

attack and criticism on him. A public

man for forty-five years, he was the tar-

get for the abase and criticism that such

a life implies. Yet not merely have these

been forgotten, but the very descendants

of the men who were bitterest in tin-

attacks upon him have most carefully

avoided reviving the facts, and have ac-

tually taken every means in tin -ir power
to suppress and destroy all proof of such

antagonism. As an instance of this*.

the biographies of Samuel and John Ad-

ams, of KIKrulge Gerry, of Jonathan

and John Tf.mii.-iU, and of Richard

Henry Lee, as well as such materials as

exist concerning James Lovell, William

tins, Daniel Roberdeau, and Fran-

cis Light foot Lee, either are silent, or

absolutely deny that these several men

were concerned in the attempt to re-

move Washington from the eommand of

the continental army at one of the most

critical moments of the Revolution. As

a consequence, the story of the so-called

"Conway cabal" remains shrouded in

surl. mystery as to lose much of its in-

terest The student of history stands,

like the seconds in one form of the Cor-

lu.-l. in the doorway of a darkened

room, in which the two contestant* carry

knowing nothing ofssj

what occurs except by the

suits when the contest it concluded. That

we shall ever learn the troe ins and octs

of the attempt for which so large a num-

ber of the members of the Continental

Congress and so many officers in the

army worked is probably now hopeless.

But it may he possible to obtain here and

there a glint of light, which will serve

to make the troth more evident

In a series of letters from Benjamin

Rush, who had bat jost left the Conti-

nental Congress to take a medical post-
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tion in the army, to John Adams, still a

member of the Congress, we can trace

much of the spirit and animus which lay
back of the whole movement. That

Rush was concerned in this cahal has

often been denied, despite the fact that

Wasliington ascribed to his pen the fa-

mous anonymous letter of the 12th of Jan-

uary, 1778, to Patrick Henry. But these

denials cease to be of the slightest value

in the face of this correspondence, which

shows not merely that Rush was attempt-

ing to undermine his commander in chief

at least three months before the anony-
mous letter was written, but even that he

began his attacks before the convention

of Saratoga, which, by its popularizing
of Gates, gave such vitality to the con-

spiracy. The letters are so self-explana-

tory that they practically speak for them-

selves.

TRENTON, Octobr. Irf, 1777.

DEAR SIR, It would have given me

great pleasure to have spent an hour

with you in this place after my return

from Genl. Howe's camp. I could have

told you but little of the loss of the

enemy on the heights of Brandywine for

I confined ;ny questions to subjects more

interesting to my country, and which

were solved without difficulty or re-

straint. Let us leave to common soldiers

the joy that arises from hearing of fields

being covered with dead bodies. The
Statesman and the General should es-

teem even victory a loss unless glory, or

decisive good consequences have arisen

from it. I was struck upon approaching
Genl. Howe's lines with the vigilance

of his sentries & picket. They spoke,

they stood they looked like the safe-

guards of the whole army. After being

examined by 9 or 10 inferior Officers I

was not permitted to enter their camp
'till an officer of distinction was sent for.

who after asking a few questions ordered

a guard to conduct me to Head Quarters.
I was next struck with their atten-

tion to secresy in all their operations. I

was confined upon parole to the district

where our wounded lay. and when tin-

whole army marched l>y mv ld^'
was confined by an officer to a Lack

room. They lock up the houses of every

family that is suspected of being in the

leaM unfriendly to them in their marches

thro' the country, & if they are di Cov-

ered by a countryman whom they sus-

pect, they force him to accompany their

army 'till their rout[e] or disposition
are so far changed that no mischief can

arise from the intelligence he is able to

convey.

They pay a supreme regard to the

cleanliness and health of their men. Af-

ter the battle on the llth of last month
the soldiers were strictly forbidden to

touch any of the blankets belonging to

the dead or wounded of our army least

they should contract the " rebel distem-

pers." One of their officers, a subaltern,

observed to me that his soldiers were in-

fants that required constant attendance,

and said as a proof of it that altho' they
all had blankets tied to their backs, yet
such was their laziness that they would

sleep in the dew and cold without them

rather than have the trouble of untying
and opening them. He said his business

every night before he slept was to see

that no soldier in his company laid down
without a blanket.

Great pains were taken to procure

vegetables for the army, & I observed

everywhere a great quantity of them

about the soldiers tents. The deputy

quarter masters & deputy commi
in Howe's army are composed chiefly of

old & respectable officers, and not of the

vagrants and bankrupts of the country.

Their [sic] is tin- utmost order A: <->n-

tentmer.t in their hospitals. The wound-

ed whom we brought off from the field

were not half so well treated as those

whom we left in Gen'l Howe's hands.

Our Officers and Soldiers spoke with

gratitude and affection of their Surgeons.
An orderly man was allotted to every
ten of our wounded, and British Officers
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railed every morning upon our officer*

to know wheth.-r theirSorgMBI did their

You must not attribute this to

their humanity. They hate us in every

shape we appear to them. Their care

of our wounded was entirely the effect

of tli" perfection of their medical estab-

lishment which mechanically forced hap-

piness & satisfaction upon our country-

men perhaps without a single wish in the

Officers of the hospital to make their

situation comfortable.

It would take a volume to tell you of

the many things I saw & heard which

tend to show the extreme regard that

our enemies pay to discipline order

economy & cleanliness among their

Soldiers.

In my way to this place I passed thro*

Genl. Washington's army. To my great

mortification I arrived at the Head

Quarters of a General on an Outpost
without being challenged by a Sin^l.

Sentry. I saw Soldiers straggling from

our lines in every Quarter without an

officer, exposed every moment to be

picked up by the enemy's light horse.

I heard of 2,000 who sneaked off with

the baggage of the army to Bethlehem.

I was told by a Captain in our army
that they would not be missed in the re-

for as these were made out only

by Sargeants they would be returned on

parade, and that from the proper offi-

cers neglecting to make out, or examine

returns Genl. Washington never knew
within .'{.000 men what his real numbers

were. I saw nothing but confidence

about Head Quarters, and languor in all

the branches dt extremities of the army.
Our hospital opened a continuation of

the confused scenes I had beheld in th<>

army. The waste the peculations

mecessary officersAc (all the effect

r medical establishment) are eno'

b our country without the weight*
which oppress it from other quarters.

I now universally said that the sys-

tem was formed for the Director Gen-

eral 6 not for the benefit of the -

wounded. Such unlimited poi
no checks would have suited an angel.
The sick suffer, but no redress can be had
for them. Upwards of 100 of them were

drunk last night We have no guards
to prevent this evil. In Howe's army a

Captain's guard mounts over every 200
>i<k Besides keeping their men

contracting & prolonging distempers by
rambling, drinking, & . . . guards keep

up at all times in t h.- minds of the

sense of military subordination. A Sol-

dier should never forget for a single hoar

that he has a master. One month in our

hospitals would undo all the discipline of

a year, provided our soldiers brought it

with them from the army.
I know it is common to blame our

subalterns for all these vices. But we
must investigate their source in the high-

er departments of the army. A general

should see everything with his own eyes,

& hear everything with his own ears.

He should understand & even praetiee

at titnes all the duties of the sold

the officer the Quarter Master the

Commissary A the Adjutant General

He should be modest sober & temperate,
free from prejudice he should deepfct

ease, an, I,, <
i \ 1 1 should alway*

*Ucp in hit boot* lint in. be should

always be rtady for a flight or a pursuit.

The present management of our army
would d. ]M>pnlate America if men grew

among us as speedily 6 spontaneously as

blades of graes. The wealth of worlds
"

could not support the expense of the

medical

years.
We are waiting impatiently to bee*

that our army lias defeated General

Howe's. Would not such an event he a

misfortune to us in the end ? A would it

not stamp a value upon ignorance* neg-

ligence which would greatly retard mili-

tary knowledge 6 exertions among us?

God I hope wiU eave us only through

the instrumentality of human wisdom 4k

human virtue. If theee are

jmoner we are enslaved the better.
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My dear friend wo are on the brink

of ruin. I am distressed to see the min-

ions of a tyrant more devoted to his will,

than we are to a cause in which the

whole world is interested. New mea-

sures and new men alone can save us.

The American mind cannot long support
the present complexion of affairs. Let

our army be reformed. Let our general
officers be chosen annually. The break-

ing of 40 regiments, and the dismission

of one field officer from every regiment
& of one subaltern from every company
will save many millions to the continent.

Your army by these means may be made

respectable & useful. But you must not

expect to fill it with soldiers for 3 years,
or during the war. The genius of Amer-
ica rebels against the scheme. Good
General Officers would make an army
of six months men an army of heroes.

Wolfe's army that conquered Canada
was only 3 months old. Stark's militia

who have cast a shade on everything
that has been done by regulars since the

beginning of the war shew us what won-

derful qualities are to be called forth

from our countrymen by an active &
enterprising commander. The militia

began, & I sincerely hope the militia will

end the present war. I should despair

of our cause if our country contained

60,000 men abandoned eno' to enlist for

3 years or during the war.

Adieu my dear friend. May you
never sleep sound 'till you project and

execute something to extricate and save

your country. My love to Mr. Saml

Adams, Mr. Geary [Gerry], Mr. Lowell,

Dr. Bronson & my Br. if at Lancaster.

Yours &c. B. RUSH.

HOSPITAL AT LIMERICK,
26 miles from Philada. on the Reading

road, Octobr. 13, 1777.

DEAR SIB, I have little to add to

the long letter I wrote to you a few days

ago, but that the event of the battle at

Germantown on the 4tli in-tant was full

of proofs of the truths I formerly com-

municated to yon. We lost a r-itv. a

victory, a campaign by that want of dis-

cipline & system which pervades ev-w

part of the army. General Conway \\ .

-j.t

for joy when he saw tin- ardor with

which our troops pushed the enemy from

hill to hill, and pronounced our country
free from that auspicious sight. But
when he saw an officer low in command

give counter orders to the Commander
in chief, and the comr. in chief pa
under that circumstance, his distress and

resentment exceeded all bounds. For

God's sake do not suffer him to resign.

He seems to possess Lee's knowledge &
experience without any of his oddities or

vices. He is moreover the idol of the

whole army. Make him a Major-Gen-
eral if nothing else will detain him in

your service. He is entitled to most of

the glory our arms acquired in the late

battle. But his bravery and skill in war

are not his only military qualifications.

He is exact in his discipline, and under-

stands every part of the detail of an

army. Besides this, he is an enthn

in our cause. Some people blame him

for calling some of ot '^ fools,

cowards & drunkards in public company.
But these things are proof of his integ-

rity, and should raise him in the opinion

of every friend of America. Be not de-

. ceived my dear friend. Our army is no

better than it was two years ago. The

spirit of our men is good. Our ofli

are equal, nay. superior to Howe's. A
few able Major Generals would make

them a terror to the whole power of

Britain.

Adieu. Yours sincerely,

15. Kr-ii.

P. S. I am afraid we shall soon loose

a most gallant officer in Col. Stone.

Congress must take notice of him living

or dead.

\ \ i :< I>OTE. An officer in Howe's

army told me they executed only two

men in the last year.

'

Ttn-'u- discipline

prevents crimes. Our want of it creates

them. We have had 20 executions in
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:ir, & our army
better for them. If Howe should lie still,

.

executions would waste our whole army
in unr year.

READIXO, Octof

DEAR FRIEND, I fear you will

class me with the weeping philosophers
of antiquity, but I cannot help it. II

who can be happy while his country is

wasting her blood, and treasure to no

purpose must be more or less than a

man. General Gates' unparalleled suc-

cess gave me great pleasure, but it has

not obliterated the remembrance of the

disorders I have seen in the army in this

department. On the contrary I am more

convinced than ever of the necessity of

discipline and system in the management
ir affairs. I have heard several

officers who have served under General

Gates compare his army to a well regu-
lated family. The same gentlemen have

compared Gen'l Washington's imitation

of an army to an unformed mob. Look at

the characters of both ! The one on the

pinnacle of military glory exulting in

the success of schemes planned with wis-

dom, & executed with vigor and bravery
and above all see a country saved by

their exertions. See the other outgen-
erald and twice heated obliged to wit-

neat the march of a body of mm only

half their numher tin./ 140 miles of a

thick settled country forced to give up

apitol of a state A after all

<11>\ the same army in a retreat.

r congress can witness these things
with composure, and suffer them to pass
without an enquiry, I shall think we have

not shook off inouan-lii.il pn-judices, and
that like the Israelites of old we worship
the work of our hands.

In tin- British army Pickets are relieved

t '-\ ice every day, and guards every
two hours. In < ^hington's army
it is not an uncommon thing for pickets

to remain five days & guards 24 hours

without u relief, and destitute at the same

<>f provisions except such as they

plunder or boy with their own money.
This negligence is a fruitful source of

diseases in our army.
In the British army hospitals are never

without guards. In G. W's army guards
which might save the lives of hundreds
are used to parade before the doors of

oar Major Generals. One of them hav-

ing no less than a Sergeant & 18 men
to guard himself and his baggage thro*

i\i\- town,

There are nearly as many officers as

men in our army. Every Regiment has

a Surgeon with one or two mates. Each
of these (officers Surgeons 4 mates)
has a Servant drawn from the ranks to

att. nd them who is always exempted on

this acct from camp & field doty. I

have been told the Genl. has forbidden

it a hundred times in General Order*.

But the evil continues, ds no wond

Officers ride up to his quarters with sol-

diers behind them in the capacity of ser-

vants. Some of the martinets in my
department have trod in their footsteps.

Hut I believe I have at the expense of

the frieiuMiij) of many of them pat a

stop to the <. 1 \Vho ever heard of an

army being disciplined by orderly boob t

You might as well think of conquering
an enemy by writing letters at I

Don't 1. 11 me that oar army has

drawn Howe out of Phila. Gales has

saved Pennsylvania in the State of

York just as much as Pitt conquered
<*a in Germany. I have no ob-

jection to oar country's being delivered

by a miracle provided we eoold secure

a perpetuity of them* I have never

heard of but one city whose walls fell

down at the blowing of a ram's horn.

military nkill industry & bravery are

the ordinary weapons made use of for

urpose. God alone I know most

save as at last, bat I wish for the future

honor and safety of our country he may
the im*r*mimtality of hu-

man wisdom & human virtue. A
just now would leave us without
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ala officers or soldiers in the

Southern States, aiul if our deliverance

is now accomplished, it has been effected

thro' the instrumentality of ignorance.

idleness, and blunders.
" A great & good God (says Genl Con-

way in a letter to a friend) has decreed

that America shall be free, or and

weak counsellors would have ruined her

long ago."
Our hospital affairs grow worse &

worse. There are several hundred

wounded soldiers in this place who would

have perished had they not been sup-

ported by the voluntary & benevolent

contributions of some pious whigs. The
fault is both in the establishment & in

the Director General. He is both igno-

rant and negligent of his duty. There

is but one right system for a military hos-

pital, & that is the one made use of by
the British Army. It was once intro-

duced by Dr. Church at Cambridge, and
Dr. McKuight informs me that he never

has seen order, economy, or happiness
in a hospital since it was banished by
Dr. Morgan & his successor. My heart

is almost broken at seeing the distresses

of my countrymen without a power to

remedy them. Dr. S never sets his

foot in a hospital. Tell me, are there

any hopes of our plan being mended.

Dr. Brown & every medical officer in

the hospital execrate it. If it cannot be

altered & that soon I shall trouble you
with my resignation & my reasons shall

be afterwards given to the public for it.

The British system would save half a

million a year to the Continent & wliat

is more, would produce perfect satisfac-

tion & happiness.
A Surgeon General is wanted in the

Northern Department. Give me leave

to recommend Dr. McKnight a Senior

Surgeon, in the flying hospital for that

office. He has skill, industry, & human-

ity & has served with unequalled repu-

tation since the beginning of the war.

My love to Mess. Lovell, Dr. Brown->n

& my Br. add Col Walton to the num-

[May,

ber if he is still in Congress. 1 should

have written often to him, but had rea-

son to think he was <;one to Georgia.
You may show him such parts of ;

letter as you think proper.
Adieu ! The good Christians & true

Whigs expect a recommendation from

Congress for a day of public thanksgiv-

ing for our victories in the North. Let

it be the same day for the whole conti-

nent.

What do you think of sending home

Johnny Burgoyne upon his parole 'i

Poor boy! he has no consolation left

him but that he turns a period better

than Major General Gates.

Should not General Washington im-

mediately demand the enlargement of

Genl Lee's person upon parole within

Howe's lines.

What honors, or marks of gratitude
will you confer on Gates, Lincoln, &c ?

Suppose you introduce a constellation t<

be worn on the breast containing 13

stars as a reward for military exploits ?

But nothing but heaven can ever repay
them for the services they have rendered

their country.

God ble,ss you !

Yours sincerely

B. RUSH.

P. S. Direct for me at Prim-

New Jersey, when you have leisure to

drop me a line.

Genl. Mifflin must not be suffered to

resign his command in the army. If

he is, you will soon receive a hundred

others.

BETHLEHEM, Octobr. 31, 1777.

DEAR SIR, The disorders of our

army do not proceed from any natural

faults in our men. On the contrary I

believe the people of America (especial-

ly the natives) are the most tract <tl>l>;

creatures in the world. I can say with

great certainty that I have never yet

been disobeyed in a single instance by a

Virginian or a New England man in my
connection with them in the hospital. I
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1 i

i* well

as reason when I may say tha:

mak

any upon the face

of tin- ur l</i' ame may be M
our oflic.T-. Thry an-

in education *v principlr to the .

in tin- British army. in>t of whom an-

whipp
-. Tin,- : of 1 >laming our

xiMi.-rs & officers for all tiie disorders

in order to

rslu-lu-r i In- ignorance. th- cowardice, tin-

M and the drunkenness of our

major ^i-m-raN. The spirit of our men
is good. Tin

-y possess a firmness of mind

.r to theniM-l\. -t have

sunk IOIILJ ago under the ntimln-rless re-

treats, defeats, and camp distresses to

which they liav.- IMM-H exposed. Half the

i of cither of them would have

np Howe's army long ago, and

1 him to a single life-guard. The
"in men is great, in so much

that there is scarcely a single instance of

Diving way where they have not first

been deserted by their general ofli

way of producing
such a change in your army as will rectify

all the disorders which prevail in it I

is i>\ general officers an-

. in no other way will you ever

ihr army. I ':. N an- a hundred

things trui- which cannot be provr-i

general may play the coward both in the

rali'm. M. or he may raise the

i^ drunk every

may be impossi-

him in a Court oi Kiicjuiry. The Romans
ted to any man but to the

An ti

i of phN-i.- i always ignorant

business. In like

tl il always a culpable

B rank of major general
in an\ len irope. Conway and

I are at the head of them

have likeui ..- !> and otlu-:

at the head of

idriclw and

Brown have not >n for ac-

i.stry & military capaci
the army. I have the pleasure

-t of them Col.

Stone is in a fair way of reco

from the wound he received at the battle

crmantown.

But a change in your General Offi-

cers cannot be made. If the blood and

.treasure of America must be spent

purpose ; if the war must be protracted
iu-ir in- <> or three gen-
s

; and if the morals & principles

of our young men must be ruined thro*

their examples, pray acquit yourself in

the eyes of your country & of poster

the two following resolutions

upon your Journals :

1. Resolved that if any Major or Brig-

adier General shall drink more than one

quart of whiskey, or get drunk more than

once in 24 hours he shall be pul

reprimanded at the bead of his dr

or brigade.

2. Resolved that in all battles and

skirmishes the Major & Brigadier Gen-

erals shall not be more than 500 yards
in the rear of their respective divisions

or brigades upon pain of being tryed 6
punished at the discretion of a court

martial.

a military subjects I proceed to

j.la'm I fotdd till a volume. We shall

a adopt the system

made use of in the British hospitals. The

industry & humanity of the physicians

& surgeons are lost from the want of

< U I am writing these feu

there are several brave fellows ex;

ithin fifty yards of roe from being eon-

fined in a hospital whose air has been

rendered putrid by the sick A wounded

being crowded together. The business

tus, and of the Directors

rveyors ought to be wholly inde-
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should the latter dictate to the former

We see, we feel the distresses of the sick,

and therefore are better capable of di-

recting everything necessary for their

convenience than men who never go into

a hospital but who govern them by proxy
as GenL Schuyler commanded Ticon-

deroga at Albany. The following reso-

lutions would remedy many abuses and

prove the means of saving the lives of

hundreds before the campaign is over.

1. Resolved, that the Director & Ass.

Director furnish the Physician & Sur-

geons Generals & Senior Surgeons with

such medicines, stores & accommoda-

tions as they shall require. The requi-

sition to be made in writing & to be used

afterwards as a voucher for the expendi-
tures of the D. General.

2. That all the Accts. of the D. Gen-

eral for medicines, wines, stores &c. be

certified by the Phy : or Surgeons Gen-

eral before they are passed.
This resolution is of the utmost impor-

tance, and I have good reason to say will

save thousands to the continent.

3. That all returns of sick, wounded,
& of officers of the hospital be delivered

to the Medical Committee by the Phy : or

Surgeons General. The reason of this

is plain. They can have no interest in

making outfalse returns and the re turns

from them will always be a check upon
the expenditures of the Director General.

Adieu my dear friend Best compts.
to Dr. Geary, Mr. Saml Adams, Mr.

Lovell, and all such of our old friends

as prefer poverty with republican liberty

to wealth with monarchial infamy & sla-

very.

Should you think it worth while to

read any parts of this letter to any of

them it will perhaps give some weight to

them if you conceal the name of your
friend & humble sert. B. R

The intense feeling displayed in these

communications, as well as in the al-

ready alluded to anonymous. one. implies
some deeper motive in Rush than the

pseudo-patriotism so conspicuous in the

letters. Fortunately, an explanation can

be supplied, which may be taken for what

it is worth. It was written by John Ann

strong, the author of the **

Newburg
letters" of 1783 (calling on the conti-

nental army to seize the government of

the United States), and later Secretary of

War in Madison's administration, in

whose writings more historical revelations

concerning that period are to be found

than in those of almost any other man ;

the writer was an aid-de-camp of General

Gates, too, and a minor star in the cabal.

Yet despite this reason for justifying all

concerned in the attempt to calumniate

and remove Washington, in 1819 Ann-

strong wrote R. Gilmor :

LE GRANGE, Monday.

DEAR SIB, I am much obliged by

your note of Wednesday. Morgan was

the ostensible Rush the real prosecu-

tor of Shippen the former acting from

revenge, (having been ejected from the

office to make room for Shippen) the lat-

ter from a desire to obtain the director-

ship. In approving the sentence of the

court, Washington stigmatized the prose-

cution as one originating in bad motives,

which made Rush his enemy and defainer

as long as he lived. . . .

With great respect

Your obedient servant.

JOHN ARMSTRONG.

MR. R. GILMORE.

In closing, it may be of interest to add

that there exists to-day in Philadelphia

a biography of Dr. Rush in his own hand-

writing, in which frequent comparisons
are drawn between himself and Washing-

ton, usually to the latter's di>advant

Unfortunately, the publication or sight of

it is prohibited, or still further light on

this matter might be possible.

Paul Leicester Ford.
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XII.

IT was ni^ht. and it was Angel A
the capi land

:n^ had taken the w ml it had

suddenly turned ,-old. The wind blew

i the >ea. I; WM -..ing to

rain. The inner harbor was full ; in the

k, thick air bowsprits nodded and
.:i-

>lei-pily, black outlines against
little glimmering swathes of grayish-yel-
low cut by the head-lights .red

vessels. Dories put out now and then

in the schooners, and rowed lustily to

the docks : these boats were packed with

sailors or fishermen, who leaped up the

sides of the wharves like cats, tied the

painter to invisible rings in black, slimy

places, and scrambled off, leaving the dory
to bob and hit the piers; or they cast

the painter to the solitary oarsman, who
d back silently to the vessel, while

_;ayer shipmates reeled, singing, over

the wharves and disappeared in the di-

lie town.

The >kv was heavily clouded, and fog
was stealing stealthily off the Point.

Angel Alley was full, th Half

A dozen large fishermen wen- just in from

Georges' : these had made their trip to

Boston to sell their cargoes of halibut,

haddock, or cod, and had run home <piick-

1\ -MI .1 itifl sou'easter, or were unload-
1

at their native wharves. The
i overflowed with men of unmistak-

ably nautical callings, red of face, strong

land, unsteady of step ;
mm \\itl,

homeless eye and the roving heart of the

sea; Americans, Scotch, Swedes, Portu-

guese. Italian-. liMi. and Kimis |

together from the wharves and swarmed
the alle\ ,r a song, a Ian

blow, as the case might be ; equally

prepared to smoke, to love, to qua
to drink : li.iMe to drift into a prayer-

a bar-room, just an it ha;

roi . i \\\ .

- - N-'. 451. n

and there was small space to doubt u

would happen ; men whose highest aspi-
ration was to find the barber and the boot-

black ; men who steered steadily home,
thinkin- of their baby's laugh and

wife's kiss ; and men who turned neither

to the right nor to the left, who lingered
for neither men nor gods nor w<>

pu-hed, with head thrust out like a dog's
on the scent, straight on to the first saloon

that gaped at t !

Open and secret, lawful and unlawful,

these places were of an in. -r- -dible num-

ber, if one should estimate the size of

the short street. Angel Alley overflowed

with abomination, as the tides, befouled

by the town, overflowed the reeking

piers of the docks. In sailors' boarding-

houses, in open bars, in hidden cellars,

in billiard - rooms, in shooting
-
galleries,

in dance-halls, and in worse, whiskey ran

in rivers. At the banks of those black

streams men and some women crawled

and drank, flaunting or hiding their t

thirst as the mood took them, and preying

upon one another, each according to his

power or hi- <h.>ice, as the chance of an

e\il hour decreed.

Girls with hard eyes and coarse mouths
-t rutted up and down the alley in piteous

numbers. Sights whose description can-

not blot thin page might have been de-

tected in the shadows of the wharves and

of the winding street. Men went i

open doors with their full trip'* earnings
in their pockets, and staggered out w .

outap- n::\ to theii shameful names. I

eventy. a hundred dollars vanished

i n t he carouse of a single hour. One man,

a foreigner, of a nationality unknown, ran

up and down, wildly calling for the po-
ile had been robbed of two him-

dollars in a drunken bout, last nie.1

he had hut
j
ust come to such tensee as

re may have given him, and to the

he !aid.
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lived over in West Windover ; she warn' t

well when he shipped ; there was another

baby, seven young ones already, and

she could n't get trust at the stores, the

bills had run up so long.
" Lord !

"
he said stupidly ;

"
s'pose

I find 'em layin' round starved ?
"

He stoutly refused to go home. He
swore he 'd rather go to jail than face her.

He sat down on the steps of old Trawl's,

sobbing openly, like a child. A little

crowd gathered, one or two voices jeered
at hun, and some one scolded him smart-

ly, for no one moralizes more glibly than

the sot in his intervals of sobriety.
"
Oh, shut up there !

"
cried the girl

Lena. "Ain't he miser'ble enough al-

ready ? Ain't all of us that much ?

Go home, Jean," she urged kindly ;

"
go

home to Marie. She won't cuss you."
" She never cussed me yet" answered

Jean doubtfully.

He got up and reeled away, wringing
his stubbed hands. Lena walked up the

alley, alone : her eyes were on the ground ;

she did not answer when one of the girls

called her ; she strolled on aimlessly, and,

one might almost say, thoughtfully.
" Better come in, Lena," said a voice

above her. She looked up. The beau-

tiful new transparency, which was still

the wonder and admiration of the fish-

ermen coming home from Georges' or

the Banks, flashed out in strong white

and scarlet lights the strange words, now

grown familiar to Angel Alley :

"THE CHURCH OF THE LOVE OF CHBIBT."

Beneath, in the broken, moving color

stood the minister ; his foot was on the

topmost step of the long flight ; he looked

pale and tired.

" Is n't it better for you in here than

out there ?
"
he asked gently.

Lena gave one glance at his pitying

eyes ; then she followed that brilliance

like a moth.

He stepped back and allowed her to

precede him, as if she had been any other

woman, the only difference being one

which the girl was not likely to notice :

the minister did not lift his hat to Lena.

She hung her head and went in.

"
They are singing to-night practi-

cing for their concert," he said. " Per-

haps they might like the help of your
voice."

She made no answer, and the preach-
er and the street girl entered the bright
hall together.

It was nearly filled with well-behaved

and decently dressed groups of men and
women ; these were informally scattered

about the main room and the anterooms,
for no service was in progress : the whole

bore the appearance of a people's club,

or social entertainment, whose members
read or chatted, played games or sang,
as the mood took them.

A bowling-alley and a smoking-room

adjoined ; these last were often quite full

and busy with fishermen and sailors, but

that night the most of the people were

listening to the singing. Music, Bayard
had already learned, would lead them

anywhere. At the first sound of the

poor and pathetic melodeon, they hud

begun to collect around the net of harmo-

ny like mackerel round a weir. When
Lena came into the room, the little choir

were singing the old-fashioned, beautiful

Ave Sanctissima which even Angel Alley
knew. Lena dropped into an obscure

seat, and remained silent for a time.

Suddenly her fine contralto rang in :

" T is midnight on the sea.

Ora pro nobis,

We lift our souls to thee."

The minister, distant and pale, blurred

before her eyes while she sang. He
looked like a figure resting on a cloud in

a sacred picture. He moved about among
his people, tall, smiling, and shining.

They looked at him with wistful, won-

dering tenderness. He passed in and

out of the halls on errands whose na-

ture no one asked. Occasionally he re-

turned, bringing some huddling figure

with him from the street : a homesick

boy, a homeless man, a half-sodden fel-
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low found hesitating outside of Trawl's

den, midway between madness and san-

.idy for hell or heaven, and follow-

ing Bayard like a cur.

Down the dark throat of Angel Alley,

a mail, tint night, was doing a singular

He was a fisherman, plainly one

recent arrivals of the anchored

lie was a sturdily built fellow with

a well-shaped head ; he had the natural-

ly open face and attractive bearing often

to be found among drinking men. At
his best, he must have been a handsome,

graceful fellow, lovable perhaps, and lov-

ing. At his worst, he was a cringing

sot He wore, over his faded dark red

flannel shirt, the gingham jumper favored

by his class; and it seemed he had lost

his hat This man was monotonous-

ly moving to and fro, covering a given

portion of Angel Alley over and again,

retracing his unsteady footsteps from

point to point, and repeating his course

with mysterious regularity. His beat

included the space between the saloon of

old Trawl (which stood about midway
of the alley) and the scarlet and white

transparency, whose strange and sacred

heraldry blazed, held straight out, an arm

of fire, across the mouth of the street

Angel Alley, as we have explained, had,

tir>t, inclined to call th-- mission

Chris's K--t, for reasons of its own ; l.ut

hat half-godless reminder of a his-

tory better forgotten was growing out of

date. The people's name lr Kmanuel

Bayard's house of worship and of wel-

come was fast settling into one beautiful

-Chri>:'.

The fisherman in th,- JUIUJMT \\.i\n. , I

to and fro between Clirintlovo ami the

L grogshop. In tlu- dark weather

the figure of the man appeared to swing
from this to that like a pendulum ; at mo-

ments he seemed to have no more sense

or sentience. He was hurled as if he

were forced by invisible machine r\ ; !>

1 by unseen springs ;

now his steps quickened into a run, as he

wrenched himself away from the saloon

and faced the prayer-room; then they

lagged, and he crawled like a crab to the

mmshop door. His hands were clenched

together. Long before it began to rain

his hatless forehead was wet
His eyes stared straight before him.

He seemed to see nothing but the two

open doors between which he was vibrat-

ing. No one had happened to notice him,

or, if so, his movements were taken for

the vagaries of intoxication. A nerve of

God knows what in his diseased will began
to throb, and he made a leap away from

the saloon, and ran heavily toward the

white and scarlet lighu of the transparen-

cy ; at the steps he fell, and lay grovel-

ing ; he could hear the singing overhead :

"Orftpronobb,
We lift our ouU to tW"

He tried to climb up ; but something
call it his muscle, call it his will, call it his

soul ; it does not signify something re-

fused him, and he did not get beyond the

second stair. Slowly, reluctantly, mys-

teriously, his feet seemed to be dragged
back. He put out his hands, as if to path
at an invisible foe ; he leaned over back-

wards, planting his great oiled boots firm-

ly in the ground, as if resisting unieen

force ; but slowly, reluctantly, mysteri-

ously, he was pulled back. At the step*

of the saloon, in a blot of darknea*, on

the shadowed side, he sank ; be got to

liis hands and knees, and there, like an

animal, he crawled. If any one had been

listening, the man might have been beard

to sob,
" It's me and the rum God and

the devil Now we '11 tee!"

He rose more feebly thin time, and

struggled over towards the prayer-room ;

he wavered, and turned before he had got

there, and made weakly back. Panting

heavily, he crawled up the .Up. of Ux,

saloon, and then lurched over, and fell

down into the blot whence be had come.

There he lay, crying, with his arm in the

brown gingham jumper before his eye*.

Mud a low voice in

the shadow at his side.



Job Slip lifted his sodden face, >\volleii,

rod. and stained withteai>. In>tinctively

he stretched up his hand-.
"
Oh, sir !

" was all he said.

Bayard stood towering above him ; In-

had his grand St. Michael look, half of

scorn and half of pity.

Job had not seen his face before, since

the night when it suddenly rose on a great

wave, like that of another drowning man,

making towards him in the undertow off

Ragged Rock. Job put up his hands,

now, before his own face. He told Mari,

long afterwards, that the minister blinded

him.
" Get up !

"
cried Bayard, much in the

tone in which he had said it the day he

knocked Job down.

Job crawled up.
u Come here !

"
commanded the preach-

er sternly. He held out his white hand ;

Job put his wet and fishy palm into

it ; Bayard drew it through his own arm.

and led him away without another word.

Old Trawl came muttering to the door,

and stood with his hand over his eyes,

shutting out the glare of the bar-room

within, to watch them. Ben looked over

his shoulder, scowling. Father and son

muttered unpleasantly together, as the

minister and the drunkard moved off, and

melted into the fine, dark rain.

Bayard led his man down towards the

wharves. It was dark there, and still ;

there was a secluded spot, which he knew

of, under a salt-house at the head of a

long pier but seldom used at night. The

fine rain was uncertain, and took moods.

As the two came down the larynx of the

alley, the drizzle had dripped off into a

soft mist. Bayard heard Captain Hap
across the street giving utterance to his

favorite phrase :

" It 's comin' on thick so thick it lias

stems to it."

The captain looked after the minister

and the drunkard with disapproval in his

keen, dark eyes.

"Better look out, Mr. Bayard '.

"
he

railed, with the freedom of a nurse too

Life. [M:.N,

recently dismissed nut to feel re.spuiisihle

for his patient. "It ain't no night for you
to be settin' round on the docks. Yon

cough, sir ! Him you 've got in tow ain't

worth it no. nor twenty like him !

"

"That 's a tact." said Job humbly.

stopping short.

"Come on, Job," Bayard answered

decidedly.
So they came under the salt -house.

Both were silent at first. Job wiped off

an old fish-keg with the sleeve of his jump-
er, and offered this piece of furniture to

the minister ; the fisherman perched him-

self on the edge of a big broken pile which

reared its gray head above the wharf ; the

rising tide flapped with a sinister sound

under his feet, which hung over, reckless-

ly swinging. Job looked down into the

black water. He was man enough still

to estimate what he had done, and mis-

erable enough to quench the shame and

fire in him together by a leap. Men
do such things, in crises such as Job had

reached, far oftener than we may sup-

pose. Job said nothing. Bayard watched

him closely.
"
Well, Job ?

"
he said at last ; not

sternly, as he had spoken at Trawl's door.
" I have n't touched it before, sir, not

a drop till last night," answered Job, with

sullen dreariness. " I was countin' on it

how I should see you the fust time since

I thought of it all the way home from

Georges'. I was so set to see you, I could

n't wait to get ashore to see you. I took

a clean jump from the dory to the land-

in'. I upsot the dory and two men. . . .

Mr. Bayard, sir, the cap'n 's right. I ain't

wuth it. You 'd better let me drownded

off the Clara Km.
"Tell me how it happened," said Bay-

ard gently.

Job shook his head. "You know 's

well 's I, sir. We come ashore, and

Trawl, he had one of his runners

to the wharf. Hen was then-. hos>in' the

-
job.

The minister listened to this profanity

without proffering a rebuke. His teeth
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were set ; he looked as if he would have

lik-< I to say as much, himself.

I i lar there had made
two hundred dollars to his trip. Un-

treated. Sol HOdl did n't wai.
1

Hut F hankered for it till it seemrd I d

die there on the spot before 'era. Ben,

he sent a har-boy after me, come to say
I need n't drink unless I pleased, hut

> be onsoeial. and to come along
with the crowd. So I ..aid, No, I was

h me to my wife and kid. When
the fellar was gone, I see he 'd slipped
a bottle into my coat pocket. It was a

pint bottle XXX. The cork was loose

and it leaked. So I put it back, for I

swore I would n't touch it, and I got a

little on my fingers. I put 'em in my
mouth to lick 'em off and, sir, before

hat 's all I know till I come to,

to-day. The hanker got me, and that 's

all I know. I must ha' ben at it all ni^ht.

Seems to me I went home an' licked my
wife and < -om. away ag'in, but I ain

I en on ;i reg'lar toot I 'in ;i

drunken fool, and tin- quicker you
let me go to the better."

Job 1 ver and gazed at the wa-

ter quietly. There was a look about his

jaw which Hayard did not like. He came
:u under the -alt-house and moved

tli* keg close beside the broken pile.
" What were you doing when I ;

you? I 've been looking for you every-

where last Ili^ht, and all d

I was havin
1

it out," said Job dog-

Ked!v.
"
Having

"

lay* between me and the ram, God
and the devil. I was set to see which

would be

Why did n't you come straight over

lose,- me?"
I

I

"C" it your feet up those steps

and ualk

! it. I come

over twenty times. 1 _:<* no

further. I lad t.. <-omeback to Trawl's.

[ HAD TO DO n

Job brought his clenched hand down

ly on his knee. V : i :

stand. \vcnt on drearily.
ain't a drinkin' n.a

I sometime* wish I had been," said

the minister unexpectedly I ; . mat un-

derstand these things."

'said Job solemnly lie

stretched his shakingarm out with a beau-

tiful gesture, and put it around Bayard,
as if he were shielding from taint a wo-

man or some pure being from an unknown
world.

Tears sprang to the minister's eyes.
He took the drunkard'* flirty hand, and

clasped it warmly. The two men sat in

silemr. Job looked at the water. Bay-
ard looked steadily at Job.

he said at last, in his usual

tone. **
It is beginning to rain in earnest

I'm not '/H tie strong yet. I suppose I

must not sit here. Take my arm. and
M* home to Mart and Jo-

Job acquiesced hopelessly. He knew
that it would happen all over again. They
walked on mutely : their steps fell with a

hollow sound upon the deserted

water sighed as they passed, like the in-

voluntary witness of irreclaimable tra-

gedy.

Bayard-!
i ,b'i hand,

poke in a rinuin^ voice:

" Job Slip, get down U|>on your knees

just where you stand !
'

Down !

"
cried Bayard.

Job obeyed, aa if he had been a dog.

"Now lift up your hands so to

As if the minister had been a cut-

throat. Job obeyed again.

sow pray," commanded Bayard.
1 >n t know how to," stammered

iy! Pray!*' repeated Ba\

! ve forgot the way yoa d

" No matter bow other people d

Thin is your affair. Pray your own way.

Pray anyhow. Bat /.r

I hnve n't .lone such a thing since I
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was since I used to say,
*

Eenty

Deenty Donty
'

no, that ain't it, nei-

ther.
' Now I lay me

'

? That 's more

like it. But that don't seem appropriate

to the circumstances, sir."

"
Try again, Job."

" 'T ain't no use, Mr. Bayard. I 'm a

goner. If I could n't keep sober for you,
I ain't ergointer for no Creetur I never

see nor spoke to nor no man ever see

nor spoke to a thousand fathoms up
overhead."

Job lifted his trembling arms high and

higher towards the dark sky.
"
Pray !

"
reiterated Bayard.

"I can't do it, sir!"
"
Pray !

" commanded Bayard.
" Oh God !

"
gasped Job.

Bayard took off his hat. Job's arms

fell ; his face dropped into them ; he

shook from head to foot.

" There !

"
he cried. " I done it

I '11 do it again. God! God! God!"

Bayard bowed his head. Moments

passed before he said solemnly,
" Job Slip, I saved your life, did n't

I?"
" You committed that mistake, sir."

" It belongs to me, then. You belong
to me. I take you. I give you to God."

He dropped upon his knees beside the

drunkard in the rain.

"
Lord," he said, in a tone of infinite

sweetness,
" here is a poor perishing man.

Save him ! He has given himself to

Thee."
" The parson did that, Lord," sobbed

Job. " Don't give me no credit for it !

"

" Save him !

"
continued Bayard, who

seemed hardly to have heard the drunk-

ard's interruption.
" Save me this one

man ! I have tried, and failed, and I am

discouraged to the bottom of my heart.

But I cannot give him up. I will never

give him up till he is dead, or I am. If

I cannot do any other thing in Windover,
for Christ's sake, save me this one drunk-

en man !

"

Bayard lifted his face in a noble agony.
Job hid his own before that Gethsemane.

" Does the parson care so much as

that?" thought the fisherman.

The rain dashed on Bayurtl's white

face. He rose from his knees.
" Job Slip," he said,

"
you have signed

a contract which you can never break.

Your vow lies between God and you.
I am the witness. I have bound you
over to a clean life. Go and sin no more.

I '11 risk you now," added Bayard quiet-

ly. "I shall not even walk home with

you. You have fifteen rumshops to meet

before you get back to your wife and

child. Pass them! They all stand with

open doors, and the men you know are

around these doors. You will not enter

one of them. You will go straight home ;

and to-morrow you will send me written

testimony from Mari, your wife, I want

her to write it, Job, that you did as I

bade you, and came home sober. Now
go, and God go with you."
As Bayard turned to give the drunk-

ard his hand, he stumbled a little over

something on the dark pier. Job had not

risen from his knees, but had stooped, and

put his lips to the minister's patched shoe.

"This is to sertify that my Husband

come home last nite sober and haint l>en

on a Bat sence, god bless you ennyhow.
MARIA SLIP."

This legend, written in a laborious clii-

rography on a leaf torn from a grocer's

pass-book, was put into Bayard's hand at

noon of the next day. Joey brought it.

He had counted upon a nap on the study

lounge, and was rather disappointed to

find it occupied. Mrs. Granite said she

had sent for Cap'n Hap ; she said the

minister's temperature had gone up to a

hundred and twenty, and she should think

it would.

XIII.

Jane Granite came out of the kitchen

door, and sat down in the back yard, un-

derneath the clothes-lines. She sat on

the overturned salt-fish box that she kept
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ud on to reach tho olothes-p
Juno \vas sudi a little body. She looked

small. -r than usual that Monday after-

noon, and shrunken, somehow; h

were red, as if she had been crying
cried a good deal on Mondays, after Ben
Trawl had come and gone on Sunday
evenings.

The minister was quite himself again,
and about his business. This fact should

have given Jane the keenest gratification ;

whereas, in proportion as their lodger had

grown well and cheerful, Jane had turned

pale and sober. TV hen he was really ill,

her plain face wore a rapt look. For

Captain Hap had remained on duty only
a day or two ; Mr. Bayard had not been

sick enough to need professional nurs-

ing, this time, and it had since devolved

wholly upon the women of the household

to minister to his convalescent needs.

Happy Jane ! She ran up and down,
she flitted to and fro, she cooked, she

ironed, she mended, she sewed, she read

aloud, she ran errands, she watched for

the faintest flicker in the changes of ex-

pression on hi> face : its dignity, its beau-

ty, and its clearness for that one precious

page out of her poor story were hers. All

the rest of her life he belonged to other

people and to other things : to the drunk-

ards and the fishermen and the services ;

to his books and his lonely walks and his

unapproachable thoughts ; to his dreams

future, in which Ja . more

part than the paper Cupid u the screen,

forever ta>; never eating, impos-
sible fruit ; to his memories of a past of

which Jan.- know that she knew no

than she did >f th.- : jitto at the palace
ibla Khan in Xanadu.

Jane understood about Kubla Khan (or
she thought she did, which answers the

samo purpose), for she had read the poem
> him one day whil< In r mother

sat sewing in the wooden rocking-chair.

Jane was " educated," like most respecta-

T girls ; she had been through
;h school of her native town ; she

read not at all badly ; Mr. Bayard hod

told her something to this effect, and Jane

wag ftUsd th,. hm ;i ;i ;;,.. re* ( ,f tho

day. Yes, Jane understood Kubla Khan.
She watched the luminous patiei

the sick man's eyes,
" Whew Alph, the Mcrad mw,
Through oaren imaiimiluai to man."

She repeated the lines mechanically,
with the bitter consciousness of the half

educated of being moved by something
which it was beyond her power and her

>ce to reconcile with the facts of

her life. She sighed when the brilliant

eagerness and restlessness of returning
health replaced that Urge and gentle

light Bayard had asked her mother to

let Jane keep his copy of that volume ;

he said he had two sets of Coleridge.
He had written her name in it; how
could he guess that Jane would lock the

book away in her bureau drawer by day,
and sleep with it under her pillow at

night ? He tossed her a rose of common
human gratitude ; it fell into a girl's heart

a burning coal of ravenous longing
and ate its way.

It was summer in U
; and

Jane's one beautiful leaf of life had

ilayard had long since

been able to take care of himself ; cough-

ing still, and delicate enough, but throw-

ing off impatiently, as the gentlest man
does in hoalth. tho little feminine re-

straints and devotions which he found

necessary, and even agreeable, in illness,

It would not be too much to say that

Jane loved him as unselfishly as any
woman ever had, or ever would ;

proportion as his spirits rose, hers sank.

She reproached herself, poor child, that

it did not make her perfectly happy to

have tho minister get well. Suffering
and helpless, he had needed Aer. Busy
and well he thought of her no more.

For that one time, that cruelly littlo

time, she, Jane Granite, of all the wo-

rn* n in the world, had known that pre-

cious right. To her, only to her, it had

been given to serve his da

she had carried up his tray,
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had read or written tireless hours as his

mood decreed, or she had sat in silent

study of his musing face, not one linea-

ment of which did muse of her.

But it was summer in Windover, and

the minister was Jane's no more.

It was one of the last of the days of

a celestial June. Bayard had lived the

month of blossoms out eagerly and rest-

lessly. His work had grown enormously

upon his hands, and required an atten-

tion which told on every nerve. He had

gone headlong into the depths of one of

those dedications which do not give a man
time to come up for air. His eye wore

an elate, rapt look. His cheeks burned

with a fine fever. His personal beauty
that summer was something at which the

very
" dock-rats

" on the wharves turned

back to look. No woman easily forgot

it, and how many secretly dreamed of it,

fortunately the young man never knew.

The best of men may work his share of

heartbreak, and the better he is the less

he will suspect it.

Bayard was far too busy to think of

women. For he did not exactly think of

Helen Carruth ; he felt her. She did not

occupy his mind so far that he experi-

enced the need of communication with

her ; he had never written her so much
as a note of ceremony. After her brief

scintillation before him on Windover

Point that April afternoon, she had melt-

ed from his horizon. Nevertheless she

had changed the tint of it. Now and

then, in the stress of his prosaic, thank-

less, yet singularly enthusiastic work,

there came to the young preacher that

sense of something agreeable about to

happen which makes one wake up sing-

ing in the morning of one's hardest day's

labor, or sends one to rest dreaming qui-

etly in the face of the crudest anxiety.

The devotee, in the midst of his orisons,

was aware of the footstep of possible

pleasure falling lightly, distant, doubtful,

towards his cell. Some good men pray
the louder for this sweet and perilous pro-

science. Bayard worked the harder.

L<f< . [May,

And it was summer in Windover.

The scanty green carpet of the downs
had unrolled to its full, making as much
as possible of its meagre proportions,

atoning in depth of color for what it

lacked in breadth and length : if the

cliffs and boulders were grayer for the

green, the grass looked greener for the

gray. The saxifrage had faded, but

among the red-cupped moss the checker-

berry shot up tender, reddish leaves,

the white violets scented the swamps,
and the famous wild roses of the Cape
dashed the bayberry thickets with pink.

The late apple-blossoms had blushed and

gone, but the leaf and the hidden fruit

responded to the anxious attention of

the unenthtisiastic farmer who wrenched

his living out of the reluctant, granite
soil. In front of the hotels the inevita-

ble geraniums blazed scarlet in mathe-

matical flower-beds ; and the boarding-
houses convalesced from house-cleaning

in striped white scrim curtains and fresh-

ly painted blue wooden pumps. The
lemonade and candy stores of " the sea-

son
"
sprouted with the white clovers by

the wayside ; and the express cart of

the summer boarder's luggage blossomed

with the lonely and uncomfortable hy-

drangea, bearing its lot in yellow jars on

piazza steps. Windover Point wore a

coquettish air of expectation, like a girl

in her best dross who waits in a lane for

an invisible admirer.

Windover Harbor was alive and alert.

The summer fleets were out ; the spring

fleets were in. Bayard could hear the

drop of anchors now, in the night.

through his open windows ; and the soft,

pleasant splash, tho home-coining and

home-yearning sound which wakened the

summer people, only to lull them to sleep

in with a sense of poetic pleasure

in a picturesque and alien life, gave to

the lonely preacher of tin- winter Wind-

over the little start of anxiety and re-

sponsibility which a-^a mate* re*t. lie

thought :

" Another crew in ! Is it Job : ( :>
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- to Trawl's,

li^lit ? I must be off at

to see to this.
"

( )n the little beach opposite Mrs.
(ir-.inite's cottage the sea sighed in the

ni^ht to answer him : Uppe<l
the pebbles gently, as if it felt sorry for

the preacher, who had not known Wind-
over as long as it ha<l : it inhaled ami

exhaled long, soft breaths, in rhythm
with which his own began to grow deep
and <{iiiet; and the start from a dream
of drowning in the undertow off Ragged
Rock would tell him that he had slept.

More often, of late, the rUin^ tide had re-

plied nervously ; it was fitful and noisy ;

it panted, and seemed to struggle for

articulation: for the June sea was rest-

less, and the spring gales had died hard.

The tints of the harbor were still a lit-

tle cool, but the woodland on the oppo-
site shore held out an arm of rich, ripe

leaf ; and the careening sails warmed to

the sunrise and the sunset in rose and

ochre, violet and pearl, opening buds of

the blossom of midsummer color that was
close at hand.

Bayard was in his rooms, resting after

one of these unresting nights. He had

Itreak to meet an i-

ing schooner at the docks. It had be-

come his haliit. whenever he could, to

see that the fishermen were personally
< ted past the dens of Angel Alley,

and taken home sober to waking wife

and hie. pin , child. In this laborious

task Jol. slip'- help had l>een of in

ble value, .loh was quite sober now;
and in th.- int.-i\al> !..-t\\een trip* this

<d Saul d.-lMiii-d to play tlio

Paul to Bayard's little group of apostles.

Yet Job did not pose. He was mon-

sincere than most hetter men. He to,.k

to decency as if it had been a new trade :

ami the novel dignity of missionary zeal

-.it upon him like a liberal education.

The Windover word for what had h.ip

to Job was * re-formation." Job

Slip, one says, is a reformed man. I

best way to nave a rascal is to giv

save ; and Job, who was
no rascal, but the ruin of a very good fel-

low, brilliantly illustrated this eternal

law.

Bayard had come bark, unusually

tired, about noon, and had n

house since his return. He was read-

ing, with his back to the light, and the

sea in his ears. The portii i

quito netting which hung now at the

door between his two rooms, was poshed
aside, that he might see the photographed
Leonardo as he liked to do. The scanty
furniture of his sleeping-room had been

moved about during his recent illness,

so that now the picture was the only ob-

ject visible from the study where he sat
The mosquito portiere waswh
Granite having ineffectually urged a sol-

ferino pink, Rayard regarded this porti-

ere with the disprojN.rtionate gratitude
of escape from evil.

A knock had struck the cottage door,

and Jane Granite had run to answer it

She was in her tidy blue gingham dress,

hut a little wet and crumply. as was to

be expected on a Monday. She had

snatched up a white apron, and looked

like an excellent parlor-maid. For such,

perhaps, the caller took her. for pi.

tact was not his most obtrusive quality.

He was an elderly man, a gentleman;
nth was stem, and hi* eyes were

kind. He carried a valuable cane, and

spoke with a certain air of authority, a*

of a man well ar A it h this work),

and the other too. He auk.

Bayard, and would send up his card be-

t niding upon him, a ceremony
whirli .|tiitc upset little Jane, and she

Mtood crimson with embarrassment H

was not decreased by the bt-

:' presence of a carriage at the

gate of her mother's garden. Beyond
the rows of larkspur and feverfew, plant-

ed for the vase on Mr. Bayard's ntudy-
M Salt'* best carryall, splendid

in sprin- varnish, loomed importantly.

Pepper, \\ith the misanthropy of a oon-

1 dyspeptic, drew the cam-all, and
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ladies sat within it. There were two.

They were covered by certain strung-.

rich carriage robes undreamed of by Mr.

Salt ; dull, silk blankets, not of Windover

designs. The ladies were both hand-

somely dressed. One was old ; but one

ah ! one was young.
" Mr. Bayard is in, my dear." The

voice of the caller rose over the larkspur
to the carryall.

" Will you wait, or drive

on?"
" We'll drive on," replied the younger

lady.
"
Helen, Helen !

"
complained the el-

der. " Don't you know that Pepper is

afraid of the electric cars ? I 've noticed

horses are that live in the same town with

them."

Helen did not laugh at this, but her

eyes twinkled irreverently. She wrapped
herself in her old-gold silk blanket, and

turned to watch the sea. She did not

look at Mrs. Granite's cottage.

The dignified accents of the Profes-

sor's voice were now wafted over the

larkspur bed again :

" Mr. Bayard asks if the ladies will

not come up to his study, Statira ? It is

only one short flight. Will you do so ?
"

Simultaneously Bayard's eager face

flashed out of the doorway ; and before

Helen could assent or dissent, her mo-

ther, on the young man's arm, was pant-

ing up between the larkspur and feverfew

and into the cottage. Helen followed in

meek amusement.

The stairs were scarcely more than a

ship's gangway. Mrs. Carruth politely

suppressed her sense of horrified inade-

quacy to the ascent, and she climbed up
as bravely as possible. Helen's cast-down

eyes observed the uncarpeted steps of old,

stained pine wood. She was still silent

when they entered the study. Bayard
bustled about, offering Mrs. Carruth the

bony rocking-chair with the Turkey-red
cushion. The Professor had already en-

sconced himself in the revolving study-

chair, a luxury which had been recently

added to the room. There remained for

Helen the lounge, and Bayard, ]>
i ton .

seated himself beside her. He did not

remark upon the deficiency of furnituiv.

He was as much above an apology for tin-

lack of upholstery as a martyr in prison.

His face was radiant with a pleasure
which no paltry thought could poison.
The simple occasion seemed to him <>no

of high festivity. It would have been

impossible for any one of these comfort-

able people to understand what it meant
to the poor fellow to entertain old friends

in his lonely quarters.

Helen's eyes assumed a blank, polite

look ; she said as little as possible at first ;

she was adjusting herself to a shock.

Mrs. Carruth warbled on about the open-

ing of the season at the Mainsail, and

the Professor inquired about the effects

of the recent gales upon the fishing

classes. He avoided all perilous person-
alities as adroitly as if he had been fen-

cing with a German radical over the au-

thenticity of the Fourth Gospel. It was

Bayard himself who boldly approached
the dangerous ground.

" You came on Saturday, I suppose ?

I did not know anything about it till this

minute."
" We did not come till night," <1

Helen hurriedly. "Mother was very
tired. We did not go out anywhere

yesterday."
" The Professor did, I '11 be bound."

smiled Bayard. "Went to church, did

n't you, Professor ?
"

" Ye es," replied Professor Carrut h .

hesitating. "I never omit divine ser-

vice if I am on my feet."

" Did you hear Fenton i Bay-

ard, with perfect ease of manner.
"
Yes," more boldly from the 1

'

sor,
" I attended the First Church. I like

to recognize The Denomination wher-

ever I may be traveling. I always look

up my old boys, of course, too. It seems

to be a prosperous pari-h.
" It is a prosperous parish." assented

Bayard heartily.
" Fenton is doing ad-

mirahly with it. Did you hear him ?
"
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Why. JTW," rppliod

breathing more freely.
" I heard Fenton.

I well quite well. He has not

that scope of intellect which I never

rblest man ; but his

theology is perfectly satisfactory. He

preached an excellent doctrinal sermon.

The audience was not so large as I could

have wished ; hut it seemed to be of a

superior quality some of your first

1 should say ?
"

44 Oh yes, our first people all attend

that church. You did n't find many of

my crowd there, I presume ?
"

Il;iy;inl

laughed easily.
" I did not recognize it," said the Pro-

fessor,
" as a distinctly fishing coiunm-

niiv from the audience ; no, not

that audience."
44 Not many of my drunkards, for in-

stance, sir ? Not a strong salt-fish per-

fume in the First Church ? Nor a whitY

of old New England rum anywhere ?
"

lie atmosphere was irreproacha-

. turned the Professor, with a keen

look.

Bayard glanced at Helen, who had

been sitting quietly on the sofa beside

him. Her eyes returned his merriment.
44 Father I

"
she exclaim. I . M r. Bay-

ard does not recant He is proud of it

He glories in his heresy. He is laugh-

ing at his martyrdom and at us. I

think you'd better Met up* on him

awhil

"L<t up. Helen? 4 Let up '?" com-

plained her mother. 4k That is a very

\ questionable expression. Ask your fa-

ther, my dear, if it is good English

I 'm sure Mr. Bayard will be a gentl*

manly heretic, whatever he

n laughed outright now ; Bayard
I her ; and the four drew breath

found themselves at their ease.

" For my part," said Helen unexpect-
; like to see Mr. Bayard's

cluuvli if he would stoop to invite us.

. . . I suppose," she added thoughtfully.

reason saints don't stoop is for fear
*

the halo should tumble off. It matt be

Don't you ever have

a stiff neck. Mr. Bayard

,>-./// ,-riedMw.CaiTuthn,

.e horror. She hastened to atone

for her daughter's rudeness to a young
man who already had enough to bear.
44 1 will come and bring Helen myself,
Mr. Bayard, to hear you preach that

is, if you would like to have us."

ray don't!" protested Bayard.
44 The Professor's hair would turn black

again in a single night It won't do for

you to recognize an outlaw like me, you
know. Why, Fenton and I haven't met

since he came here, unless at the pout-of-

fice. I understand my position. Don't

feel any delicacy about it / don't I

can't stop for that. I am too busy."
The Professor of Theology colored a

little.

The ladies of my family are quit*

free to visit any of the places of wor-

ship around us," he observed, with

some dign. : hey are not bound

by the same species of ecclesiastical eti-

quette
" -

\Ve must be going, Mother," said

Helen abruptly. Her cheeks were blam-

ing; her eyes met Bayard's with a ray

lignant sympathy which went

head like wine, lie f, It the li^ht, quick

m..tion of her breath; the folds of her

summer dress he could not have told

what she wore fell over the carpet

lounge ; the hem of the dress touched

his boot and just covered the patch on

..i sight He had but glanced at

h,-r beta . H. bth ! v * "-r

heightened color became her t

hand she wore a driving-glove lay

the cretonne sola pillow ; she had

picked a single Bower as she came up
Mm. Granite's garden walk. Bayard was

amused to see that she had instinctively

taken a deep purple pansy with a heart

of gold.

A little embarrassed, Helen held out

:!.. j.i:.-\
.

like them," she said

faces at me."



This one is a royal creature." an-

>\\rred Bayard.
"

It ha- the face of a

queen."
"Mr. Bayard," ask. I Mrs. Can-nth.

with the air of starting a subject of depth
and force,

" do you find any time to

analyze flowers ?
"

"So far hardly," replied Bayard.

looking Helen straight in the face.

I used to study botany when I was

a young lady, in New York," continued

Mrs. Carruth placidly ;
"

it seems to me
a very wholesome and refining

"

"
Papa !

"
cried Helen,

"
Pepper is

eating a tomato can No, it 's a piece
of It is an apron, a gingham apron !

The menu of that horse, Mr. Bayard, sur-

passes anything
"

" It is plainly some article belonging
to the ladies of the house," said Bayard,

laughing.
He had started to rescue the apron,

when Jane Granite was seen to run out

and wrench that portion of her wardrobe

from Pepper's voracity.
"
That," suggested Mrs. Carruth,

"
is

the maid, I presume ?
"

"It is Miss Granite, my landlady's

daughter." replied Bayard, with some un-

necessary dignity.

Poor little Jane, red in the face and

raging at the heart, stood, with the eyes

of the visitors upon her, contending with

Pepper, who insisted on retaining the

apron-strings, and had already swallowed

one halfway.

Quick to respond to the discomfort of

any woman, Bayard ran down to Jane's

relief.

" It blew over from the lines," said

Jane. She lifted to him her sad, grate-

ful eyes. She would have cried, it >h

had ventured to speak. Helen, from the

window, looked down silently.

When Bayard came upstairs again,

his visitors had risen to leave, in earnest.

Helen avoided liis eyes. He felt that

hers had taken in every detail of hi> poor

place : the iron angel on the ugly st<

tlie Cupid and the grapes upon the paper

[May,

; tbo dreary, darned, brown car-

pet; the barren shades; the m"-,mito-

net portiere ; the whole homeless, rude,

poverty-smitten thing.

You have a fine engraving of Guido's

Michael here," observed Professor

Carruth. taking out his glasses.

And I notice don't I see another

good picture through the gau/.e porti-

ere ?
"
asked Mrs. Carruth modestly.

"That is Leonardo's Christ," said the

Professor promptly, at a look. " It really

makes a singular, I may say a beautiful

impression behind that white stuff. I

never happened to see it before with such

an effect. Look, Helen ! It seems like

a transparency, or a cloud."

A devout expression touched Helen's

face, which had grown quite grave. She

did not answer, and went downstairs be-

hind her mother, very quietly.

Jane Granite had disappeared. Pep-

per was engaged in a private conflict with

such fragments of the gin- ham apron as

he had succeeded in swallowing; Mrs.

Carruth mounted heavily into the carry

all. and Helen sprang after her. Then

it appeared that the Professor had forgot-

ten his cane, and Hayard ran back for it.

As he came down, he caught a glimpse of

Jane Granite in the sitting-room. She

was crying.
"That is my Charter Oak cane," re-

marked the Professor anxiously; "the

one with the handle made from the old

-hip Constitution. I would n't have mi-

laid it on any account."

"Father would rather have mislaid

me," said Helen, with an air of convic-

tion. Her mother was inviting Mr. 1

ard to call on them at the Fly ing .lib.

Helen said nothing <m this point. She

smiled and nodded girlishly, and IVpper
bore them away.

Bayard came hack up-tail
- thre>

at a time. The sitting-room door was

shut, and it did not occur to him to open
it. He had quite forgotten Jane. Il>

dosed his study-door softly, and went

and sat down on the carpet lounge ; the



that >ln- had dropp.-d \\ lt >

Hi- loukrd for it, and looked at it . then

laid it gently on hU >tudy-taM-. !!

took up the en-tonnr pillou where her

hand had lain : tlu-n put it .,.

I niii-t krrp iu\ hrad," thought th-

man. II.- pas>ed his handover

his too hrilliant e\ t\s and w-nt hark, with

compressed lips,
to ! il.lr.

Granite went out into the back

yard, and sat down under the clothes-lint -.

on the >alt-ti>h box. Tin- rh-w.-d apron
was iu her hand. Th< clothes flapped

al>ove her head in tin- ri-in-- wind. She

eould not i>e seen from the house. Here

>hr ronld cry in peace.

But she was surpri>ed to find that >lu-

did not want toei\ , QorflJW, her throat,

her lip>. lu-r head.

ashes. Hot. hard, wicked wishes came

for tin- tirt time in her gentle life to

That purple -and -gold woman
swam giddily l>etween herself and the

Miinmer >ky.

had known her at the first look.

Her soul winced \\hi-n she recognized

the stranger of tin- electric ear. Mr-

Bayard had thought .lam- did not noli.'.-

that lady that AjM-il day. .lam- had by
heart every line and tint and detail of

in the gold dagger on her IHHUH-I

t tin- dark purplr <-l.tli gaiter of her

in her pleased brown eyes,

with the \vell-hred motion if th.-ir lid*,

to tin- pirtty gestures that she mad
her narrow, gloved hand. Jane looked

own wash-day dress and parboiled

fingers. The indrtinahl.-. undeniable

fact of the stranger's personal elegance
ru*li-d tin- girl \\itli the sense o i

leai bitterness which only \v.m.-n

jKxir and gone shabby ran un-

derstand. The language of dress,

is to the half educated the symbol of su-

mveyed to Jane, in advance

of any finer or truer vocabulary, the full

force of the situation.

>he is di .ought Jane.

These three words said it all. Jane

dropped her fare in her soaked and wrin-

kled fingers. Hie damp clothes flapped

persistently about h. r m-at, brown head,

rying to arouse her with the use-

leas diversion of things that one is .juite

used to. Jane thought Trawl,

it is true, but without any distinct sense

ot disloyalty or remorse. She experi-

enced th anrirnt and always inexplica-

ble emotion not peculiar to Jane: she

might have liv.-d on in relative content,

not in the least disturbed by any con-

sciousness of her own ties, as long as the

calm eyes she worshiped reflected the

image of n Now some-

heart seemed to snap and

1. t lava through.

Oh, purple and gold, gall and worm-

wood, beauty and daintiness, heartache

ar ! Had the (Jueen come to the

palace of Kubla K! '.. the

sacred river, run Who was she, Jane

Granite, that she should stem the sweep-

ing runvnt '

Crying again
' ThU is a niee way

to greet a fullar." said roughly a sudden

lied ear.

Ben Traul lift.d the damp clothes,

strodr between the poles, and

stood beside his promised wife. His face

was ominously dark.

Stuart
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NEW FIGURES IN LITERATURE AND ART.

II. RICHARD HARDING DAVIS.

IF one may take sequence of publica-
tion as indicative of sequence of produc-

tion, Mr. Davis began his career as a

story-teller before he set out on his trav-

els ; but both stories and sketches of travel

thus far intimate that his dominant inter-

est is in seeing the world and taking a

coup d'ceil of people rather than in pene-

trating the mystery of the human mind.

The order of his travel appears to have

been, the Eastern city, the Western prai-
rie and outpost, the shores of the Medi-

terranean, and England. He has shown
himself a first-rate reporter, with a swift

instinct for selection of points, and some-

thing more than a knack of hitting off

telling incidents. That his first reports

should have been of his friends and

neighbors in an Eastern city is both a

testimony to his artistic sense, and some-

thing of a prophecy of the final form of

his art

In summing up his record of a scam-

per in the West, Mr. Davis writes : "The
West is a very wonderful, large, unfin-

ished, and out-of-doors portion of our

country, and a most delightful place to

visit. I would advise every one in the

East to visit it, and I hope to revisit it

myself. Some of those who go will not

only visit it, but will make their homes

there, and the course of empire will event-

ually Westward take its way. But when

it does, it will leave one individual be-

hind it clinging closely to the Atlantic

seaboard. Little old New York is good

enough for him." This is the impulsive
word of a man coming home, and fresh

in the recollection of that sensation which

witnesses to his strongest instinct, which

is, after all, not for mere wandering, but

for being at the centre of energy ; and

there is more than one passage in the

same book which bet rays the writer's half-

unconscious comparison of life anywhere
else with life in a great city which is na-

tive, if not accidentally the city of his

birth.

But the two volumes of stories which

introduced Mr. Davis to his readers are

a more positive and a more interesting

testimony to the nature of his regard of

the world in which he found himself

when he had served his apprenticeship.
The neighborhood which is familiar to a

story-teller is not that which he describes

when he tells his stories ; he assumes a

knowledge of it; it exists as a back-

ground, and it is only when he comes

back to it after a long absence, or de-

sires to use it in connection with historic

imagination, that he sets about a deliber-

ate appraisal of its contents. The scene

of the story which first brought Mr. Da-

vis into marked notice Gallegher
was laid, it is true, in Philadelphia, and

he may be supposed to know best the

city of his birth ; but it is as true of New
York as of Philadelphia that when Mr.

Davis began to write, the novelty of n

externals could scarcely be reckoned as

an element in his art, and he was free

to occupy himself with modes of life, and

not with sceneiy.

It is noticeable that Mr. Davis does

not trouble himself to use tin- two c i

which stand to him for the East, as op-

portunities for the contrast of life. T lie-

adventure of Gallegher scarcely takes on

any hue from locality ; with change of

names it might as well have beenaNuw
York adventure, and the stories which fill

the two volumes, Gallegher and Other Sto-

ries, and Van Bibber and Others, though
identified almost wholly with New York.

belong there not so much by virtue of

thrir cl..-c portraiture of the di>tinrtive

life of New York as because what U-plh
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they spring from

soil. All tliU i> to >uy that it

:ip;uity us a traveler in his own

city th:it Mr. Oa\i- make* himself known
in hi- early stories, and the kind of

>t which he discloses in them intimates

.ind of interest he takes in 1.

Perhaps an experimental acquaintance
with journalism accounts for the happy

of Gallegher as a subject, but the

generally in these two volumes

hint at a sympathy with spectacular life,

the existence which is on exhibition at

dobs, in polite society, at races, among
adventurers, at the theatre, at the police

.in the newspaper office, at Del-

moniro's or Sherry's; and the figures

who make the most impression on his

pages are either those who are lookers-

on at the show, or those who contribute

to the entertainment something which has

a spic- ry about it. It is a young
man's world into which we are in

but it is an open world. The healthy

nee of youth is in the stories, and

also that delicious gravity of youth \\ hi.-h

is a world away from the vulgar element

of knowingness, that air of the man of

the world whose capacity for enjoyment
is almost past the power of spice to re-

Mr. Davis recurs with a special

fondness to an invention bearing the

|Mne Van Bibber, a most < dcrea-

rich, addirtrd to dub life, a cava-

t. with a luipjiy-i,"'

mind that astounds him occasionally 1-y

its apparent astuteness, and a coolness of

courage which the modern stage has EC-

US to associate* with otherwise

is young rial* mm. Thi> innocent

ly well- informed youngster,
tn who moves with calm assurance

amongst the fragile specimens of huinan-

A ho constitute his ordinary compan
-

md never loses his self-possession

casually < Ian or

est to a type that can be found :

Davis's pages. It is rather a variation

than a distinct species. The modern

drama has pat a good many Van Bibbers

n ti,- jajpi tfmflh Mr. Dswirt -i-ntk-

man has an ingenuity in his ingei

ness which is amusing and novel

and then an element is introduced which

disturbs a little the consistency of the

character, but on the whole Mr. Davis

has brought away from his excursions

into New York society a figure which un-

consciously reflects a good deal of credit

on his creator.

Alongside of Van Bibber, in these ear-

ly stories, may be placed the paragon of

the other extreme in the social scale, the

Hefty Burke, for example, who is equal-

ly intr.-j.id, and, according to his lights,

equally ingenuous. The gusto with which

Mr. Davis enters into the adventures of

the men whose club is the saloon gives

an air of lifelikeness to the scenes, even

when one is inclined to think that the

principle of selection has been carried so

far as to exclude tolerably natural accom-

paniments of the life of the tough. But

;de> in How IMty Burke

Got Kven leaves one very indulgent to-

ward a writer who can make high life

below stain so entertaining and so clean.

Indeed, the restraint which is so marked

inent in a writer possessed of such

high spirits is one of the surest signs of

true art, and a prophecy of growth.

One brings away from these

umes of stories which stand for Mr.

vis's report of his incursion* into the life

about him an imprc*- -i ted youth,

ready for a lark, but really most inter-

ested in the behavior of the men and

women who represent -good sori

that is, for there are very few pcnons

in these stories over thirty, and the old

gentlemen, so called, appear to be about

The saving quality is to he found

in the kind of interest taken, for it U al-

ways something more than mere super-

ficiality which arrests the writer's atten-

tion. II, rxj.lores motives now and then,

and shows a desire to g*t, if he can, at

the bottom of some perplexed
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heart, but fur tlu- most part hi- itQ

are anecdote.-., bright, often very anm>-

ing, and always indicative of an honest

curiosity. The reader is likely to care

least for those stories which have an air

of subtlety about them. It is not sub-

tlety, but frankness, which underlies the

best of this writer's work.

We have said that these earlier stories

are not so much inventions as reports of

a young man's journey into the world

about him, and they hint at a kind of

faculty which is sometimes found in a

first-rate journalistic reporter. When
he takes up reporting in earnest, Mr.
Davis shows that he has this faculty in

a high degree, but the work done dis-

plays a rapid increase in artistic power,
and frequent suggestion that the story-

telling gift is not an idle plaything, but

likely to reassert itself finally as the

dominant impulse. Perhaps this increase

is due to the change of material. The
first book of travel, The West from a

Car Window, is professedly nothing but

a series of newspaper articles thrown off

after a hasty run in Texas and Colorado,

visits to mining-camps, to an Indian reser-

vation, and at army posts. The sketches

are drawn with a free hand ; there is a

slap-dash manner about them which gives
them an ephemeral character, and occa-

sionally the reader is disposed to resent

a certain cocksureness in the author ; but

the most interesting notes are the per-
sonal ones, the vivid characterizations of

typical lives, and now and then a report
of specific adventures. Moreover, there

is a wise forbearance in the matter of

hearsay ; the honesty of the reporter is

seen in his determination to confine him-

self to the results of first-hand informa-

tion. The dash and freedom of frontier

life interest, but do not altogether fasci-

nate him ; courage, endurance, the for-

titude of the soldier, the patient wisdom
of an army officer, these arrest his atten-

tion ; and though he comes back, as we
have shown, to Eastern life with a sigh of

relief, he impresses the reader as having

.-xctited a commission with fidelity and
with considerable skill.

It is. however, in his second hook of

travel that Mr. Davis is seen at his best

on this side. There could scarcely he a

greater contract in material than that

which lies between the Western frontier

of the United States and the shores of

the Mediterranean. Jn traveling over

the great reaches of the West, Mr. Da\ is

sought for a few characteristic scenes.

and sketched them with directness, with

some vividness even, but the selective art

was shown chiefly in the simple choice

of subject. In visiting Gibraltar. Tan-

gier, Cairo, Athens, and Constantinople,
lie had a more difficult task of selec-

tion ; he had to choose out of a prodigal

range of new and striking scenes those

which were best worth painting, and this

calls for something more than the report-

er's knack. What is observable in this

book is the sense of color and form in

the picturesque, the shrewd comment on

contemporaneous affairs, and the quick

perception of the artistic values in tin-

several scenes which present themselves

to the traveler. The advance over the

art [which depicted Western life is con-

siderable, and it is chiefly seen in the

compactness and solidity of the entire

impression produced. A surer touch is

everywhere evident. As in the earlier

book, so here, the interest in persons is

never very absent ; yet it seems as if the

scene, the setting, had a stronger power
over the writer, and as if he were not

quite ready to speak in confident tones of

other nationalities than his own. Be this

as it may. the book is clearly more given

over to the record of impressions on the

eye than to anything else, and the graphic
force of Mr. Davis's mind is conspicuou-.

If the reader readily pardons the ab-

sence of historic allusion in a narrative

of travel among historic places, ivinem-

bering how often he ha- h.-.-u hoi-ed by

travelers who are oppressed with their

responsibility in such case, lie is likely,

all tlif same, to reflect that a writer al-
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most inevitably discloses the furnishing

of his mind when he falls to talking

about historic cities, and he can scarcely
:h- conclusion that Mr. Davis is

very distinctly a contemporary, an ob-

!ian a student, a recorder

and uiti>t rather than a historian or a

philosopher. He will feel this even more

keenly upon looking to see what this wri-

ter has to say on so full a topic as Our

English Cousins. Every man after his

kind. There was a young American, of

Mr. Davis's age, who went to Eng-
land two generations ago and took a

survey of the people and the island*

He too was a college-bred man, and he

visited the universities of English make,

and took some account of Englishmen
as he found them. We do not wish to

chide Mr. Davis for not being Mr. Emer-

son, but we do not wish to forget that

one may be a young man, and still direct

his attention, when be is traveling in a

historic country, to other aspects of learn-

ing and politics than the social.

It is perhaps more to the point that

in leaving the Mediterranean and taking

up with England Mr. Davis returns more

to the point of view where he took his

first stand. That is to say, he assumes

hit* background as in his New York

stories, and engages directly in sketching

the people whom he meets. It is the

story-teller's mind that is at work, even

though the form is not that of fiction.

Here too the people who interest him are

mill nly the same sort that occup
a his earlier stories, but of the

-I i, and not the New York variety.

Again the upper and the lower end of

v entertain him, and persons, not

ms, present themselves to him.

said at the outset that Mr. Da-

vis's writings so far intimate his domi-

nant interest to be in seeing the world

and taking a coup d'ceil of people, and

iy reckon his travels as only an

extension of the curiosity which first

vented itself on New York. His latest

collection, The Exiles and Other Stories,

VOL. LXXV. vo. 451. 1 -

gives an agreeable indication that the

more exclusively dramatic faculty, cer-

tainly the story-telling faculty, is likely to

Uteri ;-,,: DMN M.
;:...

:i,-
.;!;.. Th

stories show how well he can use his ex-

perience of travel as a background from

which to project his modeling of human

figures in interesting relations. The ti-

tle story is especially suggestive. Here

is a character, fast hound apparently in

the swathes of convention, set free by

being cast unexpectedly upon a society

which has tacitly agreed to ignore con-

ventions. Mr. Holcombe preserve* hit

integrity in the midst of the loose frag-

ments of Tangier life, bat is impelled to

strip himself of his clothes, as it were,

and meet his antagonist as man to man.

Despite a little forcing of the situation,

the story is capitally conceived and ex-

ecuted. A similar motive is discover-

able in the less successful, indeed rather

artificial tale of His Bad Angel ; but

both stories show that Mr. Davis is not

likely to be content with the merely dex-

terous arrangement of characters and

scenes brightly taken from a limited and

somewhat superficial survey of the near-

est society. Yet the most entertaining,

and we are inclined to think the most ef-

fective piece of work in the book is The

of Way, which has all the air of

being but a slightly heightened narra-

tive of actual experience. The aplomb
of this tale, the humor of it, the niee

as well as the hearty abandon,

it almost seem as if Mr. Davit

could never expect to show what he might

do unless the European nation, would he

so obliging at to go to war that he might

take the field at special correspondent

It would he a pity, however, i:

capacity for narrating adventure had

MI, h exceptional opportunities for ex-

pression at to arrest him midway in hi*

development at a novelist It it too

toon to predict what he may do U thit

direction. Hit construction in The Ex-

iles and in The Princett Aline wett on

too slender a basis to make one wholly
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confident that he has at present the

power to hold long a sustained motive in

story-telling. At any rate, his earliest,

splendid achievement, Gallegher, owed

its charm to the swiftness with which a

first-rate scheme was carried to a dra-

matic culmination, and his latest printed

tale, The Princess Aline, is an amusing
involution of a whim, the denouement

of which has been anticipated by the

reader, who yet follows the turns with

enjoyment for the humor of the succes-

sive situations. What confidence we
have arises from the fact that a reading

of Mr. Davis's books in their chronolo-

i >ejtn-nee leaves us with the inij

sion that a wider survey of the world

has givi-n a wider horizon to his mind;
that his facility in transferring imji.

sions has been confirmed ; and that, not

content with reporting the modes of men's

minds, he has taken to exploring the re-

cesses of human nature. Out of such a

study comes a greater sense of the com-

plexity of life, and out of tin-

born that conception of the dramatic

meaning of life which underlies the suc-

cessful construction of wholes in fiction.

TRAMPS WITH AN ENTHUSIAST.

To a brain wearied by the din of the

city, the clatter of wheels, the jingle of

street cars, the discord of bells, the cries

of venders, the ear-splitting whistles of

factory and shop, how refreshing is the

heavenly stillness of the country! To
the soul tortured by the sight of ills it

cannot cure, wrongs it cannot right, and

sufferings it cannot relieve, how blessed

to be alone with nature, with trees living

free, unfettered lives, and flowers content

each in its native spot, with brooks sing-

ing of joy and good cheer, with moun-

tains preaching divine peace and rest !

Thus musing one evening, soon after

my arrival at a lone farmhouse in the

heart of the Green Mountains, I seated

myself at the window to make acquaint-

ance with my neighbors. Not the hu-

man ; I wished for a time to turn away
from the world of people, to find rest and

recreation in the world outside the walls

of houses.

My room was a wing lately added to

the side of the cottage farthest from the

life that went on in it. from the kitchen

and dairy, from the sight of barns and

henhouses. It was, consequently, as soli-

tary as it could be, and yet retain a slight

hold upon humanity. It was connected

with the family and farm life by two

doors, which I could shut at will, and be

alone with nature, and especially with the

beloved birds.

From my window I looked upon a wide

view over the road and the green fields.

and across the river to a lovely ran-'

the Green Mountains, with one of the

highest peaks in the State as a crown.

Close at hand was a bank, the beginning
of a mountain spur. It was covered from

the road up with clumps of fresh ^rcen

ferns and a few young trees, a maple
or two, half a dozen graceful young hem-

locks, and others.

The top of the bank, about as high as

my window, was thick with dai-y Imds,

which I had caught that day beginning

to open their eyes, sleepily, one lash at a

time ; and on looking closely 1 saw ranks

of them still asleep, each yellow eye care-

fully covered with its snow-white fri:

When the blossoms were fully opcm-d. a

few days later, my point of view on a

level made even

" The daisy's frill a wondrous newness we

for I saw only the edges of the flower

I
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faces turn* ky, while the stems

were ri -vn to the ground, and

1 a Lilliputian forest in which it

isy to imagine tiny creatures spend-
.-li-'l and as happy as I

I in my iuivst of beech and

and maplf. which came down to the very
bark steps of the h<u>e.

( )n ih.- -veiling when my story begins,

early in June. I wa- Mtting, as I said, at

uilow, listening to the good-night
..f the earlier birds, enjoying the

view of woods and mountains, and wait-

ing till tea .should be over before tak-

. usual evening walk. I had fallen

into a reverie, when I was aroused by
the sound of wheels, and in a mon

horse appeared, trotting rapidly up the lit-

tle hill. In his wake was a face. There

was of course a body also, and some sort

of a vehir! ither of them did 1

see ; only a pair of eager, questioning eyes,

and ;tn intelligent countenance framed in

snow- 1

.

1

. Is which streamed back

upon the wind, a picture, a vision, I

shall never forget.

'. /ed at once my Enthusiast, a

1 and fellow bird-lover, who I

knew was coming to spend some weeks in

lage. I rushed to the door to greet

I'm delighted to see you! "she cried,

as we clasped hands across the wheels.

1 arrived an hour or two ago, and now

I want to go where I can bear a hermit

thrush. I 've come all the way

igo to hear that hi.

She dismounted, declined the invitation

to tea given by my hostess, who stood

speechless with amazement at the erratic

taste that would forego tea for the sake

M>ng, and we started at once

road, w here I had seen the bin I

a partially dead hemlock-tree,

"
his rmvuhin* mrol ring

. die topmmt twig* he nude hi. throne."

v thing was perf-

who peopled the woods as the English

sparrow the city streets, was bushed. I

began to be anxious ; could it be too cool

for song? or too late? We walked stead-

ily on, up the beautiful winding road : on

one side dense forest, on the other

changing views of the hills across the in-

tervale, blue now with approaching night
Crows called as they hurried over ; the

little sandpiper's
'* ah weet ! weet ! weet !

'

came up from the river bank, but in the

woods all was silent

loitering through the valleys, till

suddenly a bird note broke the stillness,

quite near us, a low, yearning
" wee-o !

"

The veery !

"
I whispered.

"Is that the veery?" she exclaimed.

(She had come from the home of the wood

thrush, where hermit and veery were un-

known.)

Yes," I said; "listen."

Again it came, more plaintive than

before; once more, in an almost ago-

nized tone; and so it

growing higher in pitch and

ful, till we could hardly endure to

to it Then arose the matchless song,

the very breath of the woods, the sol-

.nin. mysterious, wonderful song of the

bird, and two listeners, at least, lingered

in ecstasy to hear, till it dropped to si-

lence again.

Then, slowly and leisurely, we went

on. The dead hemlock, the throne of

the hermit, was vacant On a bank not

far off we sat down to wait talking in

hushed tones of the veery, of the oven

bird whose rattling rail was now just

beginning, of the mysterious see-here
"

whose plaintive call was sounding

from the upper twig of another dead-

topped tree, of the hermit himself, when,

to our amasement, a small bird soared out

of the woods, a few feet above our heads,

flew around in a < ircle of perhaps fifteen

feet in the air, and plunged again into

the trees, singing all the time a rapturous,

,.g song, bewitching both in manner

and in tone.

ia oven bird !

" we exclaimed in a
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breath. That made our walk notewor-

thy. We should not regret, even if the

hermit refused to bless us.

Silently on up the road we passed, till

the deepening shadows reminded us of

the hour and the long drive before my
friend, and we turned back. By this

time the sun had set, and the sky was

filled with gorgeous rosy clouds floating

above the richest red-purple of the moun-

tains. This surely crowned our walk.

We were sauntering homeward, linger-

ing, waiting, we hardly knew for what,
since we had given up the hermit, when
a single bird note arrested me. Then,
as his first rich clause fell upon the air,

I turned to my companion, who was a few

steps behind me. She stood motionless,

both hands raised, but dumb.
" Glorious !

"
she whispered when she

recovered her voice. " Wonderful !

"
she

added, as he warmed into fuller song.

Quietly drawing as near as we dared,

we dropped upon the bank and listened

in spellbound silence to our unseen mel-

odist. Slow, rapturous, entrancing, was

his song, and when it ended we came re-

luctantly back to earth, stole in the grow-

ing darkness down to the farm, and my
friend resumed her place in the carriage
and drove away, saying with he? good-by,
" I am already paid for my long journey."
Yet after the first surprise and wonder

were over, she swung loyally back to her

first love, the wood thrush, of whose sub-

lime voice she says,
" The first solemn

opening note transports you instantly into

a holy cathedral."

For myself, I have never been able to

choose permanently between these two

glorious singers, and at that time I had

been under the spell of the hermit song
for days. Morning after morning I had

spent in the woods, listening to the mar-

velous voice, and trying to discover its

charm.

The bird began to sing his way down
to us about ten o'clock in the morning.
I heard him first afar off, then coining

nearer and nearer, till he reached some

favorite perch in the woods behind and

very near the farmhouse, before noon,

where he usually sang at interval*, till

eight o'clock in the evening. I studied

his song carefully. It con-isti -d of but

one clause, composed of a single empha-
sized note followed by two triplet* on a

descending scale. But while retaining

the relative position of these few notes

he varied the effect almost infinitely, by

changing both the key and the pitch con-

stantly, with such skill that I wa- a*ton-

ished to discover the remarkable simpli-

city of the song. A striking quality of it

was an attempt which he frequently made
to utter his clause higher on the scale than

he could reach, so that the triplets be-

came a sort of trill or tremolo, at the very
extreme of his register. Sometimes lie

gave the triplets alone, without the intro-

ductory note, but never, in the weeks that

I studied his song, did he sing other than

this one clause.

It was only with an effort that I could

force myself to analyze the performance.
Far easier were it, and far more delight-

ful, to sit enchanted, to be overwhelmed

and intoxicated by his thrilling music.

For me, the hermit voices the sublimity

of the deep woods, while the veery ex-

presses its mystery, its unfathomable re-

moteness. A wood warbler, on the con-

trary, always brings before me the rush

and hurry of the world of people, and

the wood pewee its undercurrent of eter-

nal sadness. Into the mood induced by
the melancholy pewee song breaks how

completely ami bow happily tin- cheery

optimism of the chickadee! Brooding

thoughts are dissipated, all is not a hollow

mockery, and life is still worth living.

Often, when listening to the hermit

song, I wondered that, at the fir>t

the king of singers all other bird

not mute. But evidently the bird-

notenthroned thi> thru-h. I'o->ibly, evei

they do not share human admiration for

hi- .song. The red -tart goes on jerking

out his monotonous ditty : chippy irre-

verently mounts* a perch and trills out his
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inane apology for a song : the vireo in

yonder tree spares us not one of his n.

ending platitudes. But tin- li.-nuit thrush

goes on with sublime indifference to

s of common folk down below.

ios he is answered from afar by
another of his kind, who arranges his

notes a little differently. The two seem
to wait for each other, as if not to mar

i .livine harmony by vulgar haste or

confusion.

U'e must find the ' see-here
'

bird,"

said ray friend the next morning, when
she appeared at the door of the farm-

house, and I joined her for our second

tramp. This was a bird whose long, de-

liberate notes, sounding like the above

words, had tantalized me from the day
of my arrival.

We resolved this time to go into the

woods we had skirted the night before.

A set of bars admitted us to a most en-

<.%
bit of forest, a paradise to city-

weary eyes and nature -
loving hearts.

From the bars rose sharply a rough wood

road, while a few steps to the right and

a scramble up a rocky path changed the

whole world in a moment. We were in

a perfect nook, which I had discovered

a few days before : with a carpet of dead

leaves, a sky of waving branches, tin-

fierce sun shut out by curtains of living

green, the air cooled by a clear mountain

stream, and the "
priceless gift of d.-li-

: s silence
"

silence that had haunted

my dreams for months broken only 1 \

tip- voices of bird of leaves, and

ripple of brook. In this spot,
-
where Nature dwell* dona.

Of man unknowing, and to man unknown/*

(as I tried to persuade myself) I had

established my out - of - door study, and

here I had spent perfect days, watching
the residents of the vicinity, and saturat-

my whole being with the delights of

sight and sound and scent till it was thrill-

ing happiness just to be alive. Would
that I could impart the freshness, the fra-

grance, the heavenly peace of those days

to this chronicle, to comfort and strength-
en my readers not so blessed as to share

dwellers in this delectable spot
where I persuaded my friend to rest a
moment, I had not found altogether what
I should have chosen ; for, unfortunately,
the place most desirable for the student
is not always the best for birds. They
are quite apt to desert the cool, breezy
heights charming to wood lovers, to build

in some impenetrable tangle, where the

ground U wet and full of treacherous

quagmires, where mosquitoes abound
and Hies do greatly flourish, where close-

growing branches and leaves keep oat

every breath of air, and there is no solid

rest for the legs of a camp*tooL Such a
difference does it make, as to a desirable

situation, from which side you look at it

The principal inhabitant prossnted
himself before we were fairly seated, a

chipmunk, who came out of his snog door

under the roots of a maple-tree and sat

up on his doorstep one of the roots

to make his morning toilet, drew hit sleek

fur, scent the sweet fresh air, and enjoy
himself generally. In due time he ran

down to the little brook before the door,

and then started out, evidently aftersome-

thing to eat ; and he went nosing about on

the ground with a thoroughness to make
;i 1-ird -lover shudder, for what ground

I recognize the fact that, from hi*

point of view, chipmunks most live, and

why should they not have eggs for break-

fast ? Doubtless, in squirrel philosophy,

it is a self-evident truth that bird*

created to supply tlu tables of their bet-

ters in fur, and the pursuit of eggs and

nestlings adds the true sportsman's test

to the enjoyment of them. 80 long,

therefore, as the law that "
might makes

right
"
prevails in higher quarter*, we are

forced to acknowledge* however grodg-

ingly, hi* right
"

to his game; bat for

sll that I shoidd like exosodingly to pro-

tect it from him.

I could not longkeep a bird-lover stady-
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ing a chipmunk. In a few minutes we
started again on our way up the moun-

tain. Each side of our primitive wood

road was bordered with ferns in their lii >t

tender green, many of them still wearing
their droll little hoods. Forward marched
the Enthusiast ; breathlessly I followed.

Up one little hill, down another, over a

third we hastened.
" See !

"
I said, hoping to arrest the

tireless steps ; "on that tree I saw yes-

terday a scarlet tanager."
"
Oh, did you ?

"
she said carelessly,

pausing not an instant in her steady

tramp.
Then rose the note we were listening

for, far to the left of the road.
" He 's over there !

"
she cried eager-

ly, leaving the path, and pushing in the

direction of the sound. " But I 'm afraid

I shall tire you," she added. " You sit

down here, and I '11 just go on a little."

"
No, indeed !

"
I answered hastily,

for I knew well what "
just go on a lit-

tle
"
meant, I had tried it before : it

meant pass out of sight in two minutes,

and out of hearing in one more, so ab-

sorbed in following an elusive bird note

that everything else would be forgotten.
" No, indeed !

"
I repeated.

" I shall not

be left in these woods ; where you go I

follow."
" But I won't go out of sight," she

urged, her conscience contending with

her eager desire to proceed, for well she

knew that I did not take my woods by
storm in this way.

I said nothing in reply, but I had .no

intention of being left, for I did not

know what dwellers the forest might

contain, and I had a vivid remembrance

of being greatly startled, only a day or

two before, by unearthly cries in these

very woods ; of seeing a herd of young
cattle rushing frantically away, turning

apprehensive glances toward the sounds,

and huddling in a frightened heap down

by the bars, while the strange cries came
nearer and nearer, till I should not have

been surprised to see any sort of a hor-

ror emerge ; of calling out to the farmer

whom I met at the door,
' k Oh. there 's

something dreadful up in the woods!"
and his crushing reply.

"
Yes, I heard it.

It
f

s a fox barking ; we hear one now
and then."

I cast no doubts on the veracity of that

farmer, though I could not but remember
the license men sometimes allow them-

selves when trying to quiet fears they con-

sider foolish; nor did his solution SIM-HI

to account satisfactorily for the evident

terror of the cattle, which had lived in

those woods all their lives, and had no

reason to fear the " bark "
of a fox. I

preferred, therefore, not to encounter any
such eccentric " fox

"
alone ; hence I re-

fused to listen to my friend's entreaties,

but simply followed on, over fallen tree-

trunks, under drooping branches, and

through unyielding brush : now sinking

ankle-deep in a pile of dead leaves, now

catching my hair in a broken branch, and

now nearly falling over a concealed root ;

wading through swamps, sliding down
banks, cutting and tearing our shoes, and

leaving bits of our garments everywhere.
On we went recklessly, intent upon one

tiling only. seeing the bird who, en-

throned on his treetop, calmly and serene-

ly uttered his musical " see-e he-e-re !

"

while we struggled, and scrambled, and

fought our way down below.

We reached a steep bank, and paused
a moment, breathles>. disheveled. ///// in-

terest in the beguiler long ago cooled.

"There 's a brook down then . I -ai-l

hastily ; "we can't cross it."

Could we not? But we did. ;it the

expense of a little further rending, and

the addition of wet feet to our other dis-

comforts. But at last! at last ! we < am.

in sight of our bird, a mere black >pe<-k

against the sky.
" It 's a flycatcher !

"
exclaimed my

companion eagerly.
" See his attitude :

I must get around the other side!
"
and

on we went again. A fence loomed be-

fore us, a fence of brush, impossible to

get through, and almost as impossible to
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get over. But what were any of man's

devices to an eager bird-hunter ! Over
th.it fonce she went like a bird, I was

to say. hut like a boy would per-

haps be better. More leisurely and with

ditlirulty I followed, for once on the

'ide I should be content. I knew
the road could not be far off, and through
Ilia tangled way we had come I was re-

solved I would not pass again.

Well, we ran him down. He was

obliging enough to stay in one spot, in-

different to our noisy presence on the

artli below, while we studied him on all

sides, and decided him to be the olive-

sided flycatcher (Contopus borealis) . We
entered his name and his manners in our

notebooks, and we were happy, or at least

relieved.

The habit of this bird, as I learned

by observation of him afterward, was to

sit on the highest twig of a tree dead at

the top, where he could command a view

of the whole neighborhood, and sing or

call liy the hour, in a loud, drawling,
and rather plaintive tone, somewhat re-

spmhlinij the wood pewee's, though more

animated in delivery. I found that the

two notes which syllabled themselves to

my ear as " see-e he-e-re !

"
were pre-

faced by a low, staccato utterance like

'|ui -k !

"
and all were on the same note

scale. Occasionally, but

not often, he made a dash into the air,

flycatcher fashion, and on.-.- I sau him

attempt to drive away a golden-winged

woodpecker who took the liberty of

alighting on a neighboring dead tree-

trunk. Down upon him like a small

tornado came the flycatcher instantly,

expecting, apparently, to annihilate him.

imsy woodpecker merely
tie side a little, to avoid the on-

slaught, and calmly went on drewuni; hi -

feathers, as if no small flycatcher exist-

ed. This indifference did not please the

olive-sided, but he alighted on a branch

below and bided his time : it came soon,

when the golden-wing took flight, and

he came down upon him like a kingbird

on a crow. I heard the snap of the

woodpecker's beak as he passed into the

woods, but nobody was hurt, and
the flycatcher returned to his perch.
When we had rested a little after our

mad rush through the woods, we found

that the hours were slipping away, and
we must go. Passing down the road at

the edge of the woods, we were about to

cross a tiny brook, when our eyes fell

upon a distinguished personage at his

bath. He was a rose-bremsted grosbeak,
and we instantly stopped to see him.

He did not linger, but gave himself a

thorough splashing, and flew at once to

a tree, where he began dressing his plu-

mage in frantic haste, as if be knew ho

was a *

shining mark "
for man and

beast He stayed half a minute on one

branch, jerked a few feathers through
his beak, then flew to another place and

hurriedly dressed a few more ; and so he

kept on, evidently excited and nervous at

being temporarily disabled by wet fea-

thers, though I do not think he knew he

had human observers, forwe were at some

dJttsnrr and perfectly motionless II--

was a beauty, even for his lovely family,

and the rose color of his wing-linings was

the most gorgeous I ever saw.

Moreover, I knew this bird, later, la

be as useful as he was beautiful. II-

it was who took upon himself the care

of th.- potato patch in the garden below,

spending hours every day in clearing off

the destructive potato beetle, singing as

hewnt to and from his labors, and, whoa
the !<-iU i't" ; !..- l.i\

as to a delicious

top of a tree close by.

In that way the grosbeak's

spent till babies appeared in the hidden

nest, when everything was changed, ana

he set to work like any hooVarrior ; .n-

the house, on the

lowest board of the fern*, looking ear-

nestly for some special luxury for baby
beaks. No more singing on the tree-

top., no more boating of the beetle la

stripe.; food inoro delicate w.
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now, and he found it among the brakes

that grew in clumps all about under my
window. It was curious to see him

searching, hopping upon a stalk which

bent very much with his weight, peering

eagerly inside ; then on another, picking

off something ; then creeping between the

stems, going into the bunch out of sight,

and reappearing with his mouth full ;

then flying off to his home. This bird

was peculiarly marked, so that I knew

him. The red of his breast was con-

tinued in a narrow streak down through
the white, as if the color had been put
on wet, and had dripped at the point.

The third tramp with my Enthusiast

was after a warbler. To my fellow bird-

students that tells a story. Who among
them lias not been bewitched by one of

those woodland sprites, led a wild dance

through bush and brier, satisfied and

happy if he could catch an occasional

glimpse of the flitting enchanter !

This morning we drove a mile or two

out of the village, hitched our horse,

a piece of perfection, who feared no-

thing, never saw anything on the road,

and would stand forever if desired,

and started into the pasture. The gate

passed, we had first to pick our way

through a bog, which had been cut by
cows' hoofs into innumerable holes and

pitfalls, and then so overgrown by weeds

and moss that we could not always tell

where it was safe to put a foot. We
consoled ourselves for the inconvenience

by reflecting that a bog on the side of a

mountain must probably be a provision

of Mother Nature's, an irrigating scheme

for the benefit of the hillside vegetation.

If all the water ran off at once, we ar-

gued, very little could grow there. So

we who love to see our hills covered with

trees should not complain, but patiently

seek the stepping-stones sometimes to be

found, or meekly resign ourselves to go-

ing in over boot-tops without a word.

Our first destination was the nest of

a hermit thrush, discovered by my friend

the day before, and we stumbled, and

slipped, and picked our way a long dis-

tance over the dismal swamp, floundering
on till we reached a clump of young hem-

locks, on ground somewhat more solid,

where we could sit down to rest. There

was the nest right before us, a nicely

made, compact bird home, exquisitely

placed in one of the little trees, a foot

from the ground.
While waiting for the owners to ap-

pear, I was struck with the beauty of

the young hemlocks, so different from

most evergreen trees. From the time a

hemlock has two twigs above ground it

is always picturesque in its method of

growth. Its twigs, especially the top-

most one, bend over gracefully like a

plume. There is no rigid uniformity

among the smaller branches, no two ap-

pear to be of the same length, but there

is an artistic variety that makes of the

little tree a thing of beauty. When it

puts out new leaves in the early sum-

mer, and every twig is tipped with light

green, it is particularly lovely, as if in

bloom.

How different the mathematical pre-

cision of the spruce, which might indeed

have been laid out upon geometrical lines !

When a baby spruce has but three twigs,

one will stand stiffly upright, as if it

bore the responsibility of upholding the

spruce traditions of the ages, while tlio

other twigs will duly spread themselves

at nearly right angles, leaving their bro-

ther to represent the aspirations of the

family, and thus even in infancy repro-

duce in miniature the full-grown, formal

tree.

When, after waiting some time in vain

for the birds to appear, we examined the

nest before us, we found that it held two

thrush eggs and one of the cowbird. The

impertinence of this disreputable bird in

thrusting her plebeian offspring upon the

divine songster, to rear at the expense
of her own lovely brood, was not to be

tolerated. The dirty speckled egg looked

strangely out of place among the gems
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longed to the nest and I removed

not to touch nest or eggs. So
is tlii- parasite upon l.inl

sori.-tv tlur nd says that in Illi-

.vhere the wood thrash represents
> arming family, almost every wood-

thrush nest, in the early summer, contains

acowbird's egg ; and not until they have

reared one of the intruders can the birds

hope to have a brood of their own. For-

tunately they nest twice in the season, and

the cowbird does not disturb the second

family.

While we sat watching the hermit's

nest, we were attracted by another resi-

dent of that cozy group of hemlocks and

maples. He appeared upon a low shrub

wit I) in twenty feet of us, and began to

sing. First came a long, deliberate note,

clearest and sweetest tone, then

two similar notes, a third higher, fol-

lowed by three triplets on the same note.

Though dressed in sparrow garb, bis

colors were bright, and he was distin-

guished and made really beautiful by two

broad lines of buff-tinted white over his

crown, and a snowy white throat He
was the white-throated sparrow, one of

the largest and most interesting of bis

family. The chnrin of his song is its

clearness of tone and deliberateness of

utterance. It is calm as the morning,
finished, complete, and almost the only
bird song that can be perfectly imitated

by a human whistle. I never shared the

enthusiasm of some of my fellow btrd-

lover* for the sparrows till I knew the

throat and learned to love the dear

little song sparrow. It is unfortunate

that the song of the former has been

translated into a word so unworthy as
"
peabody," and that tho name "peabody

has become fastened on him in

New England. Far more appropriate
the words applied by Elizabeth Akers

Allen to an unknown singer, possibly

this very bird, embodied in her beaati

ful poem The Sunset Thrash. For what-

ever bird it was intended, the syllables

and arrangement correspond to the white-

886

throat's

"Sweet! sweet! sweet! Sorrowful ! sor-

rowful ! sorrowful !

"

A white-throat who haunted the neigfc
borhood of my farmhouse did not con-

fine himself to the family song ; which,

by the way, varies less with this species
than with any other I know. At first,

for some time, be entirely omitted the

triplets, making his song consist of four

long notes, the fourth being in place
of the triplets. Then, later, he dropped
the last note a half tone below the oth-

ers, still omitting the triplets, win

fact, in three or four weeks of listening
and watching, I never once heard him
utter. In July of that year, in passing
over the Canadian Pacific Railway on my
way West, I beard innumerable song* by
this bird. Every time the train stopped,
white-throat voices rang oat on all sides,

and with considerable variety. Many
dropped half a tone at the end, and some

uttered the triplets on that note, while

others began the song on a higher note,

and gave the rest a third below, instlid

of above, as usual.

But to return to the linger before at

on that memorable day.
a long time, he suddenly began to

the first two notes alone, and then

ently to listen. We also lirtsejed,

soon heard a reply of the i

on a different pitch. These

calls were kept op for some time, and

teemed to be signals between the bird and

his mate ; for neither she nor her nest

could be found, though the pair had been

startl-<l out of tli.it vrry bu*h on tho pr<-

eedingday.
shrub* carefully, hot withoot

I long ago came to the.

the ability to find nests easily is a truly

a natural gift at the ability to become

a musician, or the power to sea a statue

in a block of marble. Thai gift is

not mine. I have an

MpqsjtasjMi si atkfa

throating aside branches to<

r. if a
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seems anxious or alarmed, I never can

bear to disturb her. Nor indeed do I

care to find many nests. A long list of

nests found in a season gives me no plea-

sure : how many birds belong to a certain

district does not concern me in the least.

But if I have really studied one or two

nests, and made acquaintance with the

tricks and manners of the small dwellers

therein, I am satisfied and happy.
While we lingered in the little hem-

lock grove, enraptured with the white-

throat, and feeling that

" Here were the place to lie alone all day
On shadowed grass, beneath the blessed

a distant note reached our ever-listening

ears. It was the voice of a warbler, and

a most alluring song. Such indeed we
found it, for on the instant the Enthusi-

ast sprang to her feet, alert to her fin-

ger-tips, crying,
" That *s the bird we 're

after !

"
adding as usual, as she started

across the field,
" You sit still! I won't

go far," while as usual, also, I snatched

my things and followed.

The song was in the tone of one of

the most bewitching as well as the most

elusive of warblers, the black-throated

green ; a bird not so big as one's thumb,

with a provoking fondness for the tops of

the tallest trees, where foliage is thickest,

and for keeping in constant motion, flit-

ting from twig to twig, and from tree to

tree, throwing out as he goes
" The sweetest sound that ever stirred

A warbler's throat"

This one was tireless, as are all of his

tribe, and led us a weary dance over big.

steep-sided rocks, through more and more

bogs, over a fence, and out of our open
fields into deep woods.

Now, my companion in these tramps
has a rooted opinion that she is easily

fatigued, and must rest frequently; and

I have no doubt it is true, when she has

no strong interest to urge her on. So

she used to burden herself with a clumsy

waterproof, to throw on the ground t

upon ; and in compliance with this no-

tion (which was most amusing to those

whom she tired out in her tramps), when-

ever she thought of it that is. when
the bird voice was still for a moment
she would seek a sloping bank, or a plan-
beside a tree where she could lean, and

then throw herself down, determined to

rest. But always in one minute or less

the warbler would be sure to begin again.
when away went good resolutions and

fatigue, and she sprang up like a Jack-

in-the-box, saying, of course, "You sit

still ; I '11 just go on a little," and off we
went over brake and brier.

While pursuing this vocal iynisfituus
I made a charming discovery. In one

of the temporary pauses in our wild

career, I was startled by the flight of a

bird from the ground very near us, and,

searching about, I soon found a veery's
nest with one egg. It was daintily placed
in a clump of brakes or big ferns, rest-

ing on a fallen stick, over and around

which the brakes had grown.
The bird was not so pleased with my

discovery as I was. She perched on a tree

over our heads, and uttered the mournful

veery cry ; and though I did not so much
as lay a finger on that nest, I believe

she deserted it at that moment, for I

eral days afterward it was found exactly
as on that day, with its one egg cold

and abandoned.

If I had not, through two summers'

close study, made myself very familiar

with the various calls and cries <f the

veery, I think I should be driven wild

by them ; for no bird that I know can

impart such distance to his not. -. and

few can get around so silently and un-

observed as he. A great charm in his

song is that it rarely bursts upon your

notice; it appears to steal into your
consciousness, and in a moment the air

seems full of his breezy, woodsy music,

his "quivering, silvery song," as Cheney
calls it.

Not long were we allowed to meditate

upon the charms of the veery, for again
the luring song began, the other side of
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t ho belt of Broods, and off we started i

time we secured the bird, or his

n:un<-. \\hidi was all we desired. The

sweet beguiler tnrned out to be the war-

bler mentioned above, the black-throated

green, but with a more than usually ex-

ile arrangement of his note*. In-

deed, my friend, who was what I call

warbler-mad, a state of infatuation I

have with care and difficulty guarded my-
self against, heard in the woods of the

neighborhood, during that summer's visit,

no less than four different songs from

the same species of warbler.

While slowly and weariedly dragging

myself back to where our patient horse

stood waiting, I fell into meditation on

this way of making the study of nature

hard work instead of rest and refresh-

ment, and the comparative merits of chas-

ing up one's birds and waiting for them

to come about one. Without doubt the

< hoice of method is due largely to tem-

perament, but I think it will ho found

that most of our nature-seers have fol-

lowed the latter course.

.June was now drawing to an end, and

day of my friend's departure had

nearly arrived. One more tramp re-

mained to us. It was a walk up a long,

lonely road to a solitary thorn-tree, where

I was studying a shrike's nett

Just as we left the village a robin burst

song, and this bird, because of cer-

tain associations, was the Enthusiast's

favorite singer. We paused to listen.

When hird music begins to wane, when

thrushes have taken their broods afar,

and orioles and catbirds are heard no

more, one appreciates the hearty phi-

losophy, the cheerful and pleasing song,

of the r. is truly delight f-il th. -n

to hear his noisy challenge, his gleeful

"laugh," his jolly song. We may indeed

rhapsodize over our rare, fine singer*, but

after all we could better spare one and

all of them than our two moat common

songsters, our faithful stand-bys, upon
whom we can always count to preach to
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us the gospel of contentment, cheerful-

ness, and patience, the dear common
robin and the blessed lilt]ed little song sparrow.
No weather is so hot that they will not

pour out their evangel to us ; no rain so

wet, no wind so strong, that theee two

will not let their sweet roices be heard.

Blessed. I say, be the common birds, liv-

ing beside our dwellings, bringing op
their young under our very eyes, accept-

ing our advances in a spirit of friendli-

ness, coming earliest, staying latest, and

keeping up their song even through the

MMQH of feeding, when many become ta-

lent These two are indispensable to us ;

these two should be dearest to us ; these,

above all others, should our children be

taught to respect and lore.

The robin ceased, and we pattnd on.

One more voice sainted us from the last

home of the village : a wren, whose nest

was placed in a bracket under the roof,

sang his gushing little ditty, and then
*

in a moment we were in a different bird

world. From one tide came the bob-

olink's voice,

"Pishing boldly to tb. .ad tW foilj of <U-

pair.

And tolling whom it may COWMB tint all

UM world br*

from the other, the plaintive note* of the

meadow lark.

Lovely indeed the lark looked

the buttercups in the pasture.

ing himnrlf up from the ground, tall and

slim, and almost as yellow at they : and

very droll his sputtering cry. an he flew

over the road to the deep graft

meadow, to attend to the wanu of hit

family, for the meadow wat full of

rth grata, andi

to give both bobolink and lark

'Ml.

The rail I

cause it toumU like nothing tJte on

in a sort of "retching" note followed

byttv^tpotterinffutteraiie^hardto

it toggetts the

der the warm ton of June, with hobo-
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links soaring and singing, and a populous

colony beneath the long grass. Now

night was coming on, and the larks were

passing from the pasture, where they
seemed to spend most of the day, some

with song and some with sputter, over

the road, to drop into the grass and be

seen no more ;

" While through the bine of the sky the swal-

lows, flitting and flinging,

Sent their slender twitterings down from a

thousand throats."

Sometimes, on that lonely road, which

I passed over several times a day, I was

treated to a fairy-like sight. It was

when a recent shower had left little pud-
dles in the clay road, and the eaves swal-

lows from a house across the meadow
came down to procure material for their

adobe structures. Most daintily they

alighted on their tiny feet around the

edge, holding up their tails like wrens lest

they should soil a feather of their plu-

mage, and raising both wings over their

backs like butterflies, fluttering them all

the time, as if to keep their balance and

partly hold them up from the ground,
a lovely sight which I enjoyed several

times.

Under the eaves of the distant house,

where the nests of these birds were

placed, and which I visited later, were

evidences of tragedies. The whole length
of the cornice on the back side of the

house showed marks of many nests, and

there were left at that time but four,

two close together at each end of the

line. I cannot say positively that the

nests had fallen while in use, but in an-

other place, a mile away, I know of a

long row having fallen, with young in.

every one of whom was killed. Where
was the " instinct

"
of the birds whose

hopes thus perished ? And was the trou-

ble with their material or with their situ-

ation ? I noticed this : that the nests had

absolutely nothing to rest on, not even

a projecting board. They were plas-

tered against a perfectly plain painted
board.

Another bird whom I caught in a now

role, apparently giving a lesson in food-

hunting to a youngster, was a phu'be.

Hearing a new and strange cry, mingled
with tones of a voice familiar to me. 1

looked up. and discovered a young and

an old phrebe. The elder kept up a run-

ning series of remarks in the tone pe-
culiar to the species, while the infant

answered, at every pause, by a querulous

single note in a higher key. Every
moment or two the instructor would fly

out and capture something, talking all

the while, as if to say,
" See how easy it

is !

"
but careful not to give the food to

the begging and complaining pupil. No
sooner did the parent alight than the

youngster was after him, following him

everywhere he went. After a while the

old bird flew away, when that deceiving-

little rogue took upon himself the busi-

ness of fly-catching. He flew out, snapped
his beak, and, returning to his perch,

wiped it carefully. Yet when the elder

returned he at once resumed his begging
and crying, as if starved and unable to

help himself.

A friend and bird-student, whose home
is in these mountains, assures me that

the phoabes in this vicinity do- not con-

fine themselves to the traditional family

cry, but have a really pleasing song,

which she has heard several times. That .

then, is another of the supposed song-

less birds added to the list of singers. I

know both the kingbird and the wood

pewee sing, not, to be sure, in a way to

be compared to the thrashes, though far

excelling the utterances of the warblers.

But why are they so shy of exhibiting

their talent? Why do they make >udi a

secret of it? Can it be that they are just

developing their musical alnliti

When we reached the thorn-tree, on

that last evening, we seated ourselves on

a bank beside the road, to enjoy the

music of the meadow, and to see the

shrike family. At the nest all was still,

probably settled for the night, but the

" lord and master
"

of that snug home-
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stead stood on a tall maple-tree close

I'Y. in dignified silence, watching oar
t tents, no doubt. We waited some

time, but be refused either to go or to

relax his vigilance in the least, till the

hour grew late, and we were obliged to

turn homeward.

The sun had set, and the sky was filled.

at on that first evening, with soft, rosy
sunset douds, and the octant mountains,

with Jay Peak for a crown, were clothed

in gorgeous purple again. With all this

beauty before us, we slowly walked back
to the village, and I felt it a fitting close

to my delightful, if ^itting tramp*
with an Enthusiast.

OUve Thome MUbr.

A TALK OVER AUTOGRAPHS.

SECOND PAPER.

THE following letter I received from
the late Astronomer Royal, Sir G. B.

\vhen I was writing the Life of my
uncle, Sir Rowland Hill. A few years

ago, an American gentleman, to whom I

was showing Oxford, spoke of Sir Row-
Ian- 1 Hill as if he had not only reformed

the postal system of the world, but had

also, by way of Sabbath day rest, cracked

a good many jokes in the pulpit When
I pointed out to him the strange confu-

te was making, he replied,
" Down

in Illinois we always think the postal

i.l the great pulpit humorist

one and the same man." Th.- index-

maker of the Early Letters of Thomas

Carlyle has fallen into the same blun-

der. Carlyle, writing of the Rev. Ed-

ward Irving, says,
" Unless he looks to

it, he bids fair for becoming a kind of

theological braggadocio, an enlarged edi-

tion of the Rev. Rowland Hill." In th-

index this passage is referred to under
'

Hill, Sir Rowland." Some of the pas-

ages in Sir G. B. Airy's letter are on a

subject too deep both for my understand-

ing and for the column* of a magazine.
These I omit. Lord Macaulay's

" as-

tounding blunder" is to be found in In-

History of England (vol. v. p. 96 of the

original edition), where he say-

America the Spanish territories spread
from the equator northward and south-

ward through all the signs of the Zodi-

ac far into the temperate tone*
9* The

'

lady
"
was Mrs. Oliphant,

- whose ad-

mirable stories," wrote Sir Rowland Hill,

"
I never miss reading." She in White-

ladies represents
** a new moo

her way upwards in the pale sky."

ROYAL OBSKBVATOHY.
LoypoK S. E., 1871, Nwtml* I.

DEAR SIR, I have spent a Sunday
morning on the paper containing the As-

tronomical parts of Sir Rowland Hills

Biography. And I have been much in-

terested ,M it. . I remember the 1811

Comet well. I am surprised that i

does not mention the 1807 Comet; I

(then in my 7* year) saw it ; my father

tied a telescope into MOM pales to show

it to me. .

Lord Macaulay *s blunder is astound-

ing. But you must pardon the lady.

Until there is an Academy for Lunarian

appearances, ladies, painters, and ports

will claim th* privilege cjuidlibet ao-

d. mli." Perhaps I may mention UM fbl

a picture containing the moon, without

any leading star*. On looking t it I

> drawing most have beca

made about the middle of August, be-

tween 3* and 4k
in tin- morning." And

this proved strictly true. My friend was
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much surprised at my relying on J the

accuracy of his lunar picture. . . .

I am, dear Sir,

Faithfully yours,
G. B. AIRY.

The great comet of 1811 Harriet Marti-

neau,
"
then," as she tells us,

" nine years
old, and with remarkably good eyes,"
could not see, apparently from a strange
kind of nervous excitement. "

Night af-

ter night," she records,
" the whole fam-

ily of us went up to the long windows at

the top of my father's warehouse ; and
the exclamations on all hands about the

comet perfectly exasperated me, be-

cause I could not see it !
*

Why, there

it is!' * It is as big as a saucer.' * It is as

big as a cheese-plate.'
* Nonsense ; you

might as well pretend not to see the

moon.' Such were the mortifying com-

ments on my grudging admission that I

could not see the comet And I never

did see it."

My Life of Sir Rowland Hill, with

which was incorporated his History of

Penny Postage,, a posthumous publica-

tion, I dedicated to Mr. Gladstone, a

statesman for whom he had always en-

tertained a feeling of great respect and

strong affection. I received the follow-

ing letter in acknowledgment :

10 DOWNING STREET, WHITEHALL,
Dec. 11, 1880.

MY DEAR SIR, Upon receiving your
kind gift, which I highly value, I was

sanguine enough to begin the perusal of

the Life, in the hope of associating with

my thanks some evidence that your work
had not been unappreciated. I was very

greatly interested in the account of the

family. . . . But the urgent circumstances

of the present winter have arrested my
progress for the time. . . .

Your Uncle was unhappy in the ori-

ginal association of his measure with a

state of chronic deficiency for which he
1 Sir G. B. Airy had first written "at my

recognition of."

was in no ways responsible ; but on the

other hand happy beyond almost all

other great projectors in the rapidity
with which his plans informed ami >p:

throughout the world, under his eyes.
I remain, my dear Sir,

Faithfully yours,

W. E. GLADSTONE.
G. B. HILL, ESQ.

Matthew Arnold, as all who are ac-

quainted with his prose writings know
to their cost, was as strong on the unlaw-

fulness of a widower's marriage with his

deceased wife's sister as Dr. Primrose

was on the monogamy of priests. While
the worthy vicar never wearies us by in-

sistence on his great doctrine, Mr. Ar-

nold sometimes bores even those who
are of his own way of thinking by his

iteration, and now and then, by his want

of taste, offends those whose opinions
he attacks. In the following correspon-

dence, however, he is seen in that plea-

sant, gentle light which he so well knew
how to diffuse around him :

To MATTHEW ARNOLD, ESQ. :

MY DEAR SIR, I hope you will ex-

cuse this letter's liberty and abruptness.
Weak sight makes writing painful, but

a sense of duty compels the effort. You
are a powerful public teacher, and must

feel how important it is that your teach-

ing should be sound. On one point on

which I have a strong p<T>unal feeling

I deem it otherwise. Again and a^ain

you have thrown ridicule on those who
seek to remove the prohibition on marry-

ing a deceased wife's sister. Now that

prohibition has kept me a widower near-

ly forty years, the alternative having been

to act unjustly to my sister-in-law and to

my children, mutually and strongly at-

tached. In effect, out of the eighty years
of my life I have passed but eight in

the married state, and I cannot but thank

and honour those who would have re-

leased me and many more from a very

painful and most unprofitable dilemma.
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Pray forgive me for thus writing, and
believe me,

Ever yours sincerely,
* * * *

To ESQ.:

WESLEYAH TRAINING COLLEGE,
WKSIMI.N-TKU >. \\ .. l>>.. . <r 1 <,. !-7r

MY DEAK SIB, I have to thank you
for your letter, and I assure you I was
both interested and touched in reading it.

I need not remind you that a rule may
operate severely in individual cases, and

yet may be for the general advantage.
Fur instance, I can conceive a case in

\\ hii-h the prohibition to marry one*s niece

(a marriage permitted in Protestant Ger-

many) may be felt to press hardly ; yet I

have no doubt at all that such a prohibi-
tion is for the general advantage. Still,

though I may continue to differ from you
on the main point in question, I am nut

\
the less grieved to have said anything to

give pain to one for whom I feel if

you will allow me to say so such sin-

cere esteem and regard as yourself.

Believe me, dear Mr.

Most truly yours,
MATTHEW ARNOLD.

My readers must not infer from the

address of this letter that Matthew Ar-

\vho was never weary of scoffing at

the Dissidence of Dissent and the Pro-

testantism of the Protestant Religion,

lived in the Wesleyan Training College.
It was, no doubt, as an inspector of

schools that he was visiting it. While

the students were writing their answers

to the questions he had set them, he

till up tli.- time by his private cor-

.respondence. Against his confident be-

lief on this marriage question it is inter-

esting to set the no leas confident belief

on the same question of a brother poet, a

man of vast learning and a strong Church-

man. " Has it never oecunv

wrote Robert Southey,
" that this law is

an abominable relic of ecclesiastical tyr-

anny ? Of all second marriages, I have

no hesitation in saying that these are the

itnral and the most suitabU

Few among my autographs do I value

more highly than the following letter

from Sir Thomas Brown* to the antiqua-

ry Dugdale, the author of the Mooasti-
-"ii. Browne, Johnson, and Blaekstooe

are the great boasts of Pembroke Col-

lege, Oxford, in which I passed nearly
four years of my student life. By the

side of these three great luminaries, her

other sons, such as Shenstooe and White-

field, are stars of small magnitude.
" Sir

Thomas Browne," writes Johnson,
" was

the first man of eminence graduated from
the new college, to which the leal or

gratitude of those that love it most can

wish little better than that it may long

proceed as it began." De Quince/, in

his Essay on Rhetoric, speaks of him at
*

deep, tranquil and majestic at Milton."

Johnson, however, described his style at
44 indeed a tissue of many languages."
Nevertheless he sometimes imitated it.

When he tells how Frederick the Great
' commanded one of his Titanian retinae

to marry a tall woman that they might

propagate procerity," Boswell sceueei

him of indulging his BrotmUm*" The
44 defect of faith

"
with which Browne

had been charged, Johnson victoriously

repeLv
'

he writes,
44 ean eoo-

t.-mj.t of the positive and ritual parts of

religion be imputed to him who doubts

whether a good man would refuse a poi-

soned eucharist, and who would violate

his own arm rather than a church.

:> this passaf

ijure by irreverence," la the year
in which Browne wrote his letter to

Dugdale he took onto himself a

The marriage was a happy one, even

though he had lately declared in his

Religio Medici that 44 the whole world

was made for man, but only the twelfth

part of man for woman," and that man
is the whole world, but woman only the

rib or crooked part of man." With such

doctrine* as those, he is not likely to
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be held in high esteem in Radcliffe Col-

lege.

HONORD SIR, Though somewhat

late I returne you most heartie thancks

for your excellent booke ; For wh the

whole nation oweth you soe many acknow-

legdments. I thinck myself exceeding

happy to have the libertie of communi-

cation with a person of so approoued
worth ingenuitie knowledge & integritie

as yourself. I should bee restlesse to

do you service if it were possibly in my
power, & I beseech you to retaine a sen-

sible apprehension of my earnest desires

& true affection unto you. I would not

omitt to enclose this wh somewhat con-

cerneth the discourse of the fennes of wh
I am veiy glad to learne the world shall

not long languish in expectation, wor-

thy Sir I am
Your most affectionat friend

servant & honorer

THO. BROWNE.

Sept ,

NORWICH.
To my worthy & truly

honord friend Mr Dugdale
to bee left at the

Heralds office

London.

[Endorsed, probably by Dugdale.]
" Dr Browne of Norwich his Letter upon

receipt of the second volume of the Monasticon

Sept xi* 1661."

Among Browne's posthumous pieces

is included Answers to Sir William Dug-
dale's Enquiries about the Fens.

On July 11, 1853, Macaulay recorded

in his Diary :
" Read Haydon's Me-

moirs. Haydon was exactly the vulgar
idea of a man of genius. He had all

the morbid peculiarities which are sup-

posed by fools to belong to intellectual

superiority, eccentricity, jealousy, ca-

price, infinite disdain for other men ; and

yet he was as poor, commonplace a crea-

ture as any in the world. He painted

signs, and gave himself more airs than

if he had painted the Cartoons. Whether

you struck him or stroked him, starved

[May,

him or fed him, he snapped at your
hand in just the same way. He would

beg you in piteous accents to buy an

acre and a half of canvas that he had

spoiled. Some good-natured Lord a->k>

the price. Haydon demands a hundred

guineas. His Lordship gives the money
out of mere charity, and is rewarded by
some such entry as this in Haydon's

journal :
' A hundred guineas, and for

such a work ! I expected that for very
shame he would have made it a thou-

sand. But he is a mean, sordid wretch.'

In the mean time the purchaser is look-

ing out for the most retired spot in his

house to hide the huge daub which he

has bought for ten times its value out of

mere compassion." There is somewhere

in America, unless the flames have

claimed their own, Haydon's
"
great

picture
"

of Christ's entry into Jerusa-

lem. It was exhibited in London in

1820 ; if we can trust the painter's ac-

count, more than fifteen hundred pounds
were taken in shillings at the door. It

is said that he estimated that his genius

deserved three thousand pounds a year,

and that at the rate of three thousand

pounds a year he had a right to live,

whatever income he made. The base

tradesmen with whom he dealt, indiffer-

ent to genius and its rights, not getting

their accounts settled, twice threw him

into a debtors' prison. That he would

condescend to receive small payments is

shown by the following letter, addressed

to my mother's cousin, Mr. Tilt, a London

publisher, for whom he seems to have

been engraving some plates :

DEAR SIR, Cash & activity are the

sinews of War if you proceed as you

began You are the man.

I send yon 12

To 12 Num. 2. 5

The rest as soon as dry ; the bearer is

trustworthy Yours &c
B R HAYDON

Ju. 7, 1835.

MB TILT Fleet St.



following letter from Professor

Jowett, the famous Master of Balliol

Collie, was written- when I was work-

ing at my edition of Boswell. It was

Clarendon Press the press and

publishing house of the University of Ox-

ford that the book was brought out.

This great establishment was founded

with the money made by the sale of

Clarendon's History of the Great Re-

bellion. Soon after the middle of last

century it had sunk into the neglect that

overwhelmed learning in the university.

In a curious manuscript volume in the

possession of the Delegates of the Press

it is stated that in 1764 " the under-ser-

vants and pressmen were a set of idle,

drunken men. and the house appeared
more like an ale-house than a printing-

room." Of the men who did most to

give it fresh life, Sir William Blackstone

stands among the first. It has long been

famous for the beauty and excellence of

its printing. Americans who come to

Oxford commonly pay a visit, I am told,

to the little shop in the 11 Mi Mr*, t

where its publications are sold, so that

they may carry away a memorial of the

place. A family Bible, I learn, is what

they almost always select, an adrai-

r:il)l choice, no doubt, in itself, but not

one which brings any satisfaction to au-

thors. They should procure also a speci-

I

men of that great division of the Clar-

endon Press which has always been

known as the Learned Side; the wing
of the

j.ri
nti ii ^ house, that is to say, in

which everything is printed which i- not

a Hi hie, a prayer-book, or a hymn-book.
The general excellence of the workman-

was attested by the Grand Prix

whirl, was awarded to the Press at the

last great Kxhihition in Paris. Nay,
even with this distinction the stream of

honors did not cease to flow, as is shown

he following invitation :

President de la Re*publique et

Madame Carnot prient Monsieur Clar-

-n,l,.u Press Grand Prix (Cl 9) de lour

faire 1'honneur de venir passer la Soiree

VOL. LXXV. NO. 461. 43
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an Palais de 1'Elysee le Jeudi, 17 Oc-

tobre, a 9 heures et }.

Danaera.
u Carte pcrwndU a

trant.
" MOXSIEUB CLAJUCVDOV

4 Oxford, Aaflsfm."

The Press is governed by a board of

university men, professors, tutors, and
fellows of colleges, known as the Dels-

gates, a close corporation ; for every

vacancy is filled by the votes of the

survivors. The vice-chancellor of the

university, during his four years of office,

is chairman of the board. It was for-

tunate for me that so sound and ardent

a Johnsonian as the Master of Balliol

College held this post when I sent in

my proposal for a new edition of Bos-

well. His letter was addressed to Pro-

fessor Price, at that time secretary of

the Press, now Master of Pembroke

College.

DEAR PROFESSOR PRICK, Will you
u 11 1 > Birkbeck Hill that I shall be very

h.ippy to read his notes to the life of

Boswell, if he thinks I can be of any use

to him.

My impression of Boswell is that he

was a great geniua, win

natural explanation of his having writ-

ten a great book, but weak and vain-

glorious like Goldsmith, and also a rake

and a sot unlike Goldsmith, and always

sinning and always repenting, which has

a most comical effect. The letters to

too Rev* Mf Temple, the Bishop of Exe-

ter's Grandfather, though they are ehief-

ly a chronicle of rather low amours, are

as well and graphically written as the life

loson. Maoaulay's paradox that

he wrote a good book bteause he was a

great fool," and Carlyle's correction

-that he wrote a good book b spite of

being a great fool," almost equally nuts

the mark : the real truth b that he wrote

a good book beeause he was an extraor-

dinary genius of a peculiar kind, gifted

with the greatest love of truth and the
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skill to express it where it would have

been impossible to others; also with the

strongest power of attaching himself to

others, and drawing them out by sym-

pathy ; and he was the most social of

human beings, and the greatest lover of

human life in every variety of form.

I have been reading lately a book

which no doubt D.r Hill knows well :

Hawkins* Life of Johnson, well worth

reading though prolix. Mf* Piozzi's diary
throws an entirely new light on the

family of Thrale. 'There is also a book

about Johnson published by a Df Camp-
bell, or rather professing to be written

by him and published about 30 years ago
in N. S. Wales. It contains accounts

of Conversations with Johnson which

I believe to be forgeries, though I re-

member Lord Macaulay reproving me
for doubting them. The book was re-

viewed in the Edinburgh about 28 or

30 years ago, and would be worth look-

ing up for a new life of Boswell. My
reason for thinking it a forgery is that

it agrees too much with Boswell.

I remain,

Yours ever,

B. JOWETT.

OXFORD, Dec. 3? [1882].

The Master had undertaken a much
heavier task than he had dreamed of

when he offered to read my notes. In

those years he was the busiest man in

the university, vice-chancellor, master,

professor, and author all rolled into one.

After he had seen a few of the proof-

sheets he confessed that he was satisfied.

To him I dedicated my edition of the

Life of Johnson. I had to some extent

anticipated his view of Boswell's char-

acter in a work published a few years
earlier under the title, Dr. Johnson :

His Friends and his Critics. How hard

I labored at that little book, for it was

my first, and what high hopes I formed !

A year passed away, when one morning I

received from my publishers, not a check,

but a bill for the few copies I had given

[May,

away to my friends. My ardor for giving

away copies of my various works h..

since remained damped, if not indeed

quenched. I still think I was ill used l.\

the world, for who with a calm mind can

see his first-born slighted ? Let no one

suspect me of any greater sin than van-

ity in thus mentioning my book. It is

out of print, and can be found only at

second-hand stalls. I do not know that a

much better fate befell Boswell's Lett, is

to the Rev. Mr. Temple. They have been

published nearly forty years, and though

they deserve all the praise the Master

of Balliol bestowed on them, they have

seen no second edition. The ' accounts

of conversation," which he believed to

be forgeries, are, I think, genuine. It

is indeed a suspicious circumstance that

the author puts a profane expression into

Johnson's mouth. Beyond all manner
of doubt it was never uttered. Camp-
bell, though a doctor of divinity and a

parson, was also an Irishman, and there-

fore likely enough to have been so free in

the use of oaths himself as, without any
sense of incongruity or impropriety, to

intersperse them wherever a due regard
to emphasis seemed to require it. The
late Dr. Findlater, the learned editor of

Chambers's Encyclopaedia, gave me an

instance of this kind of reporting. One

day, in company with a most respectable

clergyman of the Church of England, a

man as highly starched as his own white

tie, he went fishing on a loch near Kd-

inburgh. They had two men to row

their boat. One of them, a profane fel-

low, could not open his mouth without

letting fly an oath. The clergyman,

greatly shocked, rebuked him more than

once. On their return to the inn, the

second boatman, without any sen-e of

humor, but with a certain touch of He-

rodotus's manner of reporting a conver-

sation, told the landlord that his mate

had sworn so much that at la>t the Kng-

lish minister had cried out that he would

be d to h if he would stand it any

longer.
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I received a second communi

from the Master of Balliol a year later,

from which I xtruct th- following acute

ol critiriMu. The original letter I

have had the pleasure to add to the great

Johnsonian mil, rtion of my friend Mr.

R. B. Adam, of Buffalo.

is a curious question whether Bos-

well has unconsciously misrepresented
Johnson in any respect I think, judg-

ing from the materials which are sup-

plied chiefly by himself, that in one re-

spect he has he lias represented him

more as a sage and philosopher in his

conduct as well as his conversation than

lie really was, and less as a rollicking
*

King of Society.' The gravity of John-

son's own writings tends to confirm this,

as I suspect, erroneous impression. His

religion was fitful and intermittent, and

when once the ice was broken he en-

joyed Jack Wilkes, though he refused to

shake hands with Hume. I was much

struck by a remark of Sir .John Haw-
kins (excuse me if I have mentioned

this to you before) :
* He was the most

humorous man I ever knew.' I shall

be most happy to talk about the subject

you return to England ; ipoi irtpt

*ai uxovacu <Ut

The passage in Hawkins to which the

Master referred is as follows : In th<>

talent of humour there hardly ever was

Johnson's equal, except {>erhaps among
the old comedians." I shall not. in this

article, include the autograph which I

, POMMB of the great man, for I have al-

ready printed it annmu' hi- Letters. I

have in my coll. ! ion the following cu-

rious cutting from a London newspaper,

published a day or two after his body was
'

laid to rest in Westminster Abbey :

There were present at the ill-j..
r-

; formed service of yesterday not a single

Bishop, and not six Curates. Not one

titled individual of our own country, or

of the numerous foreigners amongst u*.

. ro. tlm bnograater pUMor* Uuw
to bar* Soeratoi brought to my molketioa ;

No official deputations from oar Uni-

versities or establishments of science.

Scarcely any of the learned professions.

Not even the Choir, and but four of

the Chapter of the Cathedral which was

honoured with his interment The
Dean did not make one of those four.

"The only persons who understood

themselves and their condition enough to

attend as mourners on this sad

ty were about thirty individuals, distin-

guished purely by science, *"*** and

taste."

Among the mourners were Reynolds
and Burke. What was the whole bench

of bishops, or a dozen

full of -titled individuals,"

against either of them ?

Sbenstone, to whom I will next intro-

duce my readers, was one of "that nest

of singing-birds
" who last century gave

renown to Pembroke College. He died

a bachelor; yet he must have known

what love was when he wrote so pret-

lily:-
"She gattd m I Jowly withdraw ;

My path I could hardly dimn;
V,, ,, ., .-I, )., i :.. , ,

I thought thai U fed* me

It was as a melancholy bachelor that ha

knew so well how to sing the praiiM of

an nn :

WWr Km. umvllM l.f. dull mud,
WhereVr hi. *UgB may km UM,

Us* %
T!

|

letter, which bean no address,

as follows :

; x .

- '

,

M, r.,,..;.-
M I':,-. -, MUM!

last night to request a Few Fish, of any
>.r his Father's Feast (who u Bai-

liff elect) on Thursday week I am m
unwilling to excuse myself M I am un-

able to oblige him, from any Pool of mine

at the Letioww Could M! Hylton or

Mf Smith of Lapall contrite any meant
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of proem-lug a good hamUoinc di>h. which

I should be very glad to send him, at any
reasonable expence? I am to let him

know this afternoon.

I forgot to acquaint Mf Hyltou y* liis

method of coloring my grove &c. is to

finish everything y! requires one Color,

first ; then every thing of another, &c.

By this means he will be able to compleat

five while he does one ye other way
'Tis ye grand arcanum in all manufac-

tures. Did I give Mr Hylton all my
Kingfishers ? For upon examining my
Drawer I can find none I should be

glad of a middlin Dose of Rhubarb &
Creni. Tartar by the Bearer.

WILL : SHENSTONE.
M! Hodgetts & his Sister here For

what various uses, in the Name of Won-

der, is ye Implement intended, that came

Last Night ?

4 o'clock Afternoon Admiral Smith
& a MT Wood in one Chaise, Mr Harris

& Miss Milward in another Left me
about 3 Lord Stanford's Servants &c.

The Day exquisitely fine.

The Leasowes, Shenstone's pretty

place in Worcestershire, though it cov-

ered but a few acres of ground, never-

theless, by the landscape-gardening with

which he adorned it, swallowed up most

of his fortune. No sooner did he come

into possession of the property than " he

began to point his prospects, to diversify
his surface, to entangle his walks, and to

wind his waters ; which he did with such

judgment and such fancy as made his

little domain the envy of the great, and

the admiration of the skilful ; a place to

be visited by travellers and copied by de-

signers." It long remained a show place.

I have heard my father say that, in hi-

boyhood, he and his schoolfellows, on a

holiday, would walk over to see it all the

way from a town many miles off. The
bailiff-elect the office corresponded to

that of mayor probably belonged to

Hales - Owen, the neighboring market

town. In its grammar school Shenstone

wa> rducated, and in its churchyard he

found his la-t resting-plaoe. The port's

equanimity must have been greatly dis-

turbed by the request for li>h. "His

plra.Mirc was all in his rye ; hi- valued

what he valued merely for its looks ; no-

thing raised his indignation more than

to ask if there were any fish in his wa-

ter."

Some years ago, in the course of my
reading I came across the following pa>-

sage in Mrs. Piozzi's Journey through

Italy :
" I have no roses here [at Flor-

ence] equal to those at Lichtield. w I.

on one tree I recollect counting eighty-
four within your reach ; it grew against
the house of Dr. Darwin." It raised in

my mind so pleasant a picture of the

home of the poet who sang of the L<

of the Plants that I sent a copy to the

great naturalist, Charles Darwin, who

was, I knew, writing Erasmus Darwin's

Life. He replied :

DOWN, BECKENHAM, KENT,
July 1ft.

DEAR SIR, I am much obliged to

you for your kindness in writing to me.

My notice of the life of my grandfather

will be very short, and I doubt whether

I shall go into such detail as to justify

my using the little fact communicated

by you.

Toon faithfully & obliged,

CH. DARWIN.

When we reflect on the place Darwin

holds in the realm of science, a place

which no one has held since Newton

died, the two following rntrirs ha\

a certain air of stran^-ne^ about them.

Maraulay recorded in his diary on .Inly

17, 1856, "In the evening, Darwin, a

geologist and traveller, came to dinner
"

(at Lord Stanhope's). Littlr did Ma-

caulay suspect that one greater than

Macaulay was there. There is this t

said hy way of excuse for him. that The

Origin of Species had not at that time

been published. Of that work Carlyle
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wrote. "' Wonderful to m<-. as indicnt

ieious stupidity of manki:

ild read a page of it, or waste

tin- least thought upon it." A contem-

ry of Milton's described the inm

t:il poet as "one Mr. Milton, a blind

111:111." Carlyle, with all his learning
and all his genius, here pats upon him-

self a scarcely less ridiculous mark.

i the gentle poet William Cow-
I have a letter dated Olney, March

786, addressed to

Mr. Johnson, Bookseller

No. 7'J

Paul's Church Yard

London.

It is marked - Post pd 4'!
" Had

Cowper been writing to a man whom he

considered his equal or superior in rank,

he would not have prepaid his lot

To do so might have been looked upon
as an insult, for it would have implied

that his correspondent was too poor to

afford the postage. Above the address

there U the following strange endorse-

ment :

('apt. Parker

on board Sarah

Griffin's Warf [*i> ]

Cask of wine

St..

A Cradle &c.

As this letter is printed in full in the

onth volume ot -
y's editioi

Cowper's works, I shall quote no more

than this extract:

i learn with pleasure from my
ndi in Town that the SuUrrip

1

pro-

spers, and is likely to be brilliant and

nuiii. 1..U-. It i- v. TV little that in

I ran ..nirihiiti' to it mvAclf.

I have however disposed of most of m\

r-. and some time about Raster, a

i mine will attend you with

:unes and payments that have been

d up in thU part of the world. The

M of that friend is Bull. He is an

mourist and in some respects an odd-

hut at the same time a man of ex-

qualities and of much learning.
! can see but seldom, for he lives

at the distance of 5 miles from Obey,
and he is the only neighbour of mine

with whom I can converse at all."

It was a new version of the Iliad that

Cowper was publishing by subscription.

He hail begun it almost by chance.

Three months before the date of his

letter he had written to wton:
" For some weeks after I had finished

the Task, and sent away the last sheet

corrected, I was through necessity idle,

and suffered not a little in my spirits for

being so. One day, being in such di-

tress of mind as was hardly supportable,

I took up the Iliad ; and merely

vert attention, and with no more percep-

tion of what I was then entering upon
than I have at this moment of what I

shall le doing this day twenty years

. translated the twelve first lines

of it. The same necessity pressing me

again, I had recourse to the same

di.-nt, and translated more." With the

success of the subscription he was well

pleased.
" All the Scotch universities

subscribed. Some friend who tried his

influence at Oxford received for answer

that they subscribed to nothing." To

Cambridge he felt himself -much move

obliged, and much disposed to admirr

the liberality of the spirit which had

been shown there." Oxford had indeed

Mink low in this indifference to titera-

uid had Hunk rapidly. A
a century earlier, when an edition

.ft's works, in seventeen volumes,

octavo, was announced, fifty-two

were subscribed for by the college

ries and residents in Oxford, while in

addition fifty-four were ordered by toe

booksellers. In Cambridge, but thirty

copies in all were taken. Pope's

was far greater than Cowpe
for he had five hundred and seventy-five

subscribers at six guii*e* each. By the

further payment which his bookseller

undertook to make he received over the
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Mr. Bull, "the humourist," Cowper
sometimes addressed in his letters as

" Carissime Taurorum." He described

him as '* a dissenter, but a liberal one ; a

man of letters and of genius ; a master

of a fine imagination ; or rather, not mas-

ter of it, an imagination which, when

he finds himself in the company he loves

and can confide in, runs away with him

into such fields of speculation as amuse

and enlighten every other imagination
that has the happiness to be of the par-

ty ; at other times he has a tender and

delicate sort of melancholy in his dispo-

sition not less agreeable in its way. No
men are better qualified for companions
in such a world as this than men of such

a temperament. . . . Such a man is Mr.

Bull. But he smokes tobacco. No-

thing is perfect.
1

Nihil est ab omni
Parte beatum.' "

From the recluse of Olney as timid

as his own pet hares to that king of

blusterers, Daniel O'Connell, is a long
stride ; the gulf between the two men
can be bridged by verse. Whether the

following lines, which are in the hand-

writing of the great agitator, were com-

posed by him I do not know. Mr. John

Dillon, to whom I repeated them, had

never heard them before.

Still shalt thou be my waking theme,

Thy glories still my midnight dream,
And every thought and wish of mine,

Unconquered Erin ! shall be thine !

DANIEL O'CONNELL.

2Qth April, 1837.

The first couplet recalls two lines in

Pope's Sappho to Phaon :

"
'T is thou art all my care and my delipht,

My daily longing and my dream by night."

A high place, indeed, did O'Connell

hold in " the warm hearts and generous
affections

"
of his countrymen. A year

earlier than the date of this autograph
Lord Brougham wrote: "Right or wrong,
O'Connell has the Irish so attached to

him that I see no other way of keep-

ing that country quiet but through him."

In 1826, Crabb Robinson chanced to le

his fellow-traveler in crossing Ireland.

"It was known on the road that 'tin-

glorious Counsellor
'

was to be on the

coach, and therefore at every village and

wherever we changed horses there was a

knot of people assembled to cheer him."

Carlyle, who visited Dublin twenty year*
later, thus describes "this Demosthenes

of blarney :

" "I saw Conciliation Hall

and the last glimpse of O'Connell, chief

quack of the then world ; first time I had

ever heard the lying scoundrel speak.

Every sentence seemed to me a lie. and

even to know that it was a detected lie."

Another twenty years passed by, when
John Bright, in one of his great speeches,

said of the old agitator, "I know of

nothing that was favorable to freedom,

whether in connection with Ireland or

England, that O'Connell did not support
with all his great powers." Cobden,

however, had never trusted him, though

they were so often found voting in the

same lobby. "He always treated me
with friendly attention," he wrote,

'* but

I never shook hands with him or faced

his smile without a feeling of insecu-

rity."

In the following letter Miss Mitford is,

I think, writing about a collection of au-

tographs and letters which she was hav-

ing bound. These words of hers, coming
from no remote past. will he read with

all the greater pleasure in Boston, re-

calling as they do so pleasantly and so

truthfully the memory of Mr. Fields.

>. Friday.

No parcel yet, my dear M? H--,

and what is worse I have just received

a packet from Boston, autumn leaves

from the American Forests, collected for

me by M? Sparks, wife of the Pr.-ident

of Harvard University, which looks as

if the steamer by which our parcel nii^lit

arrived had come in. so that for

this week I have no hopes. Yet II

a letter to-day from M? [illegible], so it
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is not sent there, and all I w? ask of you
is to contrive that room may be left to

insert the contents when time permits of

their coining, for of M' Fields I am quite
he never failed in an act requir-

ing energy and kindness in his life, and
wo-iM certainly not begin by failing to-

wards me. What I asked of him was

Portrait and Autograph of Longfellow
and a drawing of Washington's House ;

Portrait and autograph of Whittier ;

D? of Holmes, of Ticknor, and of Haw-

thorne, and I think I said Prescott To
this I added a sweeping clause that we
should be glad of as many tilings bearing

upon the book as ho could pick up. I

also expect from another quarter auto-

graphs of Mr Macaulay and Alfred Ten-

nyson ; I expect that the friend who has

promised these is waiting to bring them

to me and prevented by weather, he

lives nine miles off, but they could

go, I suppose, on the top or bottom of

the page, pasted on. So probably could

some that I expect of M r

[illegible] &
Gerald Griffin. By the way, there is a

portrait of the last prefixed to his bro-

ther's Life of him, a not uncommon book.

Kingsley came to me on Monday
all through the rain & sate with me three

hours. He brought the promised auto-

graph, but it turned out to be a sonnet

to myself so full of gracious comj.lim.-nt

as to be quite unfit to Rend to you so

the note, which is very characteristic and

has a date, which the sonnet has not, must

do instead. He tells me that the litho-

graph is a caricature, but that a good

print of himself is coming out, if you
think it worth keeping a place for. II

is a charming person.
I have to-day a delightful letter from

M f

Dillon, to whom I am about to write

forthwith. Make my kindest compli-

ments to M 1 1 they have had

r rain in Holland Am
be under water. Oar meadows are

turned into lakes. Ever, dear If?

H , faithfully your*,
M. R. MlTFORD.

Crabb Robinson, who met Miss Mit-

ford in 1824, describes her as having
"
pleasing looks, but no words." A very

different account of her talk is given

by Ticknor, who visited her eleven years
later.

" She seemed/' he writes,
" about

fifty, short and fat, with very gray hair,

perfectly visible under her cap, and

nicely arranged in front. She has the

kindest and simplest manners, and enter-

tained us for two hours with the most

animated conversation and a great varie-

ty of anecdote, without any of the pre-
tensions of an author by
without any of the stiffness that

ly belongs to single ladies of her age and

reputation. We liked her very
and the time seemed to have been

\vh.-n, at ten o'clock, we drove back to

Reading."
The letter printed below, a mere no-

thing in itself, but neverthel

the natural gracefulness of

was given me by a young Englishman,
who by his great learning had won Re-

nan's

Pmmoft-Gumo (Cora* DC HOBO).
1 1 .Jo*, 1880.

CHKR MONBIBUR : Noos serous

ici jusqu'aux premiers joors d'octobre.

Votre vieUe serait poor nooslaplos vive

dee joies. Venes ; now n'avons qne des

rochers ; mats Us sont de belle

Nous vow lee montrerons.

Croyetama

Eorivet-rooi quand TOM fiendres. Je

litinenure poor atteindre

from the

,,,,- ,1, ,:t.

in Terence's

render it fit for boy* to act. My father.
| 1 &M|UWKl.MaAtAV wlisk in tit* WtfMIMMV

; -i M 1 ......:: I- . . .
.\ >,.. - . .

days had often made his pupils perform
Latin plays, sipusnd hie pleasure in a
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letter which Newman saw. He in his

turn was pleased, as the following letter

shows. I have been told by a friend who
for many years lived with him in the

closest intimacy that he was peculiarly

sensitive to the opinion of others. He al-

ways wished to stand well with the world.

A defense of himself he had long meditat-

ed, when Kingsley, by his onslaught, gave
him an opportunity. He seized it with

eagerness, caring next to nothing about

his assailant, but very much about the

esteem of his countrymen. He read with

the greatest satisfaction all the favorable

reviews of his Apologia which came be-

fore him. A laudatory article in the

London Tunes, when a cardinal's hat

was conferred on him, kept him in high

spirits for some days.

REDNALL, Septt 21, 1870.

DEAR SIR, Your uncle's letter has

gratified me very much, and I thank you
for showing it to me.

It is a bold thing to alter a Classic, and

I only did it for our own boys. In re-

ceiving the commendation of strangers,

I gain what I never aspired to, and what

is a pleasant surprise to me.

When you write to W. Hill, I hope

you will express my acknowledgements
to him.

I am, dear Sir,

Very faithfully yours,

JOHN H. NEWMAN.

From Cardinal Newman, the mender

of plays, I pass easily to Mr. Henry Irv-

ing, with whom I corresponded last sum-

mer about a Johnsonian treasure in his

possession. He wrote to me as follows :

LYCEUM THEATRE, 14 July, 1894.

MY DEAR SIR, I have no doubt that

it was from Thomas Osborne, as you sug-

gest, Johnson received the Shakespeare
folio ("The Second Impression ") which

I possess.

There are three inscriptions, which run

thus :

(1.) "Bo? at Dr Johnson's Sal.

Feb. 18. 178r>. S. I.

(2.) "This book at ye death of '11..,,.

bald the editor of Shaksju-ar came into

the hands of Osborn ye bookseller of

Gray's Inn who soon after

it to the late Dr Johnson.

S. I. Feb. 25,

(3.) (This is a printed cutting ]>a^t <!

in.)
" In the late sale of D? Johnson's

books there were several articles which

sold wonderfully cheap, particularly the

following a folio edition of Shake-

speare, the second, with a large nuinlcr

of notes, MS., in the margin, Johnson's

own handwriting. The book had this

further incidental circumstance enhan-

cing its value, that it had been the proper-

ty of Theobald and had many notes also

written by him. The title and part of

another leaf were wanting. These wn-r

the only articles on the per contra side ;

and the book, thus extremely curious, sold

for only a guinea !

"

I paid 100 for it !

I am, dear Sir,

Faithfully yours,

HENRY IRVING.

P. S. Who " S. I." was I have no

idea.

" It has," writes Boswell,
" been con-

fidently related, with many embellish-

ments, that Johnson one day knocked

Osborne down in his shop with a folio,

and put his foot upon his neck. The

simple truth I had from Johnson himself.

Sir, he was impertinent to me, and I heat

him. But it was not in his shop ; it was

in my own chamber.'
"

May it not be

the case that Mr. Irving's treasure is this

great historic folio ''. In the ^ood old

days, in our grammar schools, the unhap-

py culprit was often required to provide
at his own cost the rods with which he

was to be birched. Might not Osborne,

in like manner, have provided the folio

with which he was to be knocked down ''.

Even his "
impassive dulness which dead-

ened the shafts of Pope's satires
"
would



ly have been proof against a beat-

ing with his own -ift. Nichols, indeed,
maintains that it was with a * BiMhi

Gneca Septuaginta fol. UMH, Frank-
hat the deed was done. He had

hJBinnlf seen the book in the shop of one

Thorpe at Cambridge, and read a note

in it by the Rev. Mr. Mills whi,

tified the fact This folio is not men-

tioned, however, in the Auction Catalogue

081

of Johnson's Library. A Greek KiM.
I most admit, was left by him as a legacy
to a friend. Nevertheless it teems un-

likely that so devout a man as the great
moralist would have made so profane a
use even of the Septnagint. He who
took off his hat when be walked over the

ground where a chapel had one*

was little likely to select a Bible

with to floor his adversary

Goorye Birkbeck //.//

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT ASKUAN.

44 Now, Ann. what would you like to do

this afternoon ?
"

I once heard an Eng-
lishwoman say to her young daughter.
as they came slowly down the stairs of a

Paris hotel. " Would you like to go to

the Louvre, the Luxembourg, or the Sa-

lon ?
" To which the girl replied, with

wistful candor, If you don't really
miii'l, mamma, I should like to go and

shop."

That child's sentiments were my own
when Christmas Eve found us at Asraftn,

within a stone's throw of the most in-

teresting bazaars on the Nile. In vain

our dragoman suggested a second trip to

Philie, and the really intelligent sight-

teen of the party reminded me severe-

;t I had not examined half th.- in-

scriptions on my previous day's visit In

vain the conscientious members urged
that we had never been to the inland of

HI. phantine at all, the sacred island

where the god of the cataract! dwelt

in his hi. i. I. ii Oil-in.-. In vain a few ad-

venturous spirits urged us to ride to a

Nubian village amid the sandhills and

Me a sword-dance, the real thing this

time, and no mistake." It was

Eve. Shopping was the

pU in.-nt ..f the day. I thought of the

nid her fine rejection of

the Louvre, the Luxembourg, and the

Salon, gathered a few unintelligent, un-

conscientious, and unadventnrons idlers

around me, and started for the bazaars.

v. shopping on the Nile is

litV.-n-nt matter from shopping on <

nut Street or Broadway, i

place, it is not a question of buying what

yon want, but of buying what yon sea.

In the second place, it is not a question
of paying what is asked, but of paying
what you please, provided only that

you can get the merchant to agree with

you. He begins by asking five times,

ten times, twenty times the worth of the

artii-li'. in hopes that your bki will U-

correspondingly I > i J > If you are an old

and wary bargainer, this false start fails

to daunt you : but as it is hard to dis-

cover the real market value of

or rather as nothing has a

there is no estimate save that of your
own desires. How much is it worth to

you ? I have known a

in Cairo to dcmaix

antique basin and ewer of

ameled copper, and to and by selling it

for fifteen, and he was pitsumad to be a

The wary Egyptian
behind his tiny countr r .t

U prepared for greater falls than

from whom I wished to pumhats a

of Luxor, aararsd ma its "last



was a sovereign. On my hinting as gen-

tly as I could that a shilling would be

rather too dear, he flung out his arms

with a noble dramatic gesture, and called

Heaven to witness that he could get a

sovereign for it any day he pleased ;

many people would be glad to pay that

price for such a curious and beautiful

antique. We said that he would do well

to keep it for these generous customers,

and were passing on, when he slipped out

of his bazaar, and caught my gown with

one hand, while he held up the little mon-

ster alluringly with the other. " A pound
is cheap cheap !

"
he protested. "What

then does madarae expect to give, if

she desires to possess such a treasure ?
"

Madame intimated her willingness to pay

sixpence, and no more ; whereupon, like

Lady Clare's lover,

" He laughed a laugh of merry scorn,"

and swept the toad so swiftly up his

sleeve that for one brief moment I was

beguiled into believing the thing really

had some mysterious value, and that I

had betrayed my ignorance by the mod-

esty of my bid. But five minutes later,

as we were bargaining at another bazaar

for a Soudanese battle-axe, I felt a hand

laid persuasively on ray arm, and there

stood my friend with the toad, more re-

proachful and more dramatic than ever.

The price had fallen now to fifteen shil-

lings. He was downcast, but resigned.

Since the rich American lady was un-

willing to give more, the poor Egyptian
must be content to lose. " Take it for

fifteen shillings, and good-by." The rich

American lady explained that sixpence
was her final offer, and continued her

negotiations for the axe. It took a long
time for this weapon to fall, by slow de-

grees, from thirty shillings to eight, at

which price it was finally purchased, and

I had fprgotten all about my toad in this

new excitement, when a voice whispered

mournfully in my ear,
" What you like

to give, then ? Twelve shillings ?
"

I

shook my head. The Egyptian seemed

<>t ASSU&H, [May.

pained. He looked at mo as if I had

gone back on my promised word. I

moved away. He followed me from stall

to stall, and the shillings dropped off at

every step, like leaves from a tree in au-

tumn. Nine eight seven six live

four three two one then a

long, incredulous pause.
" Madame will

not give one shilling for a stone two

thousand years old? Take it for six-

pence !

" The toad was thrust into my
hand, and its former proprietor withdrew,

no longer melancholy, but wreathed with

smiles, and plainly well pleased with his

bargain.

Imitation antiques, however, play but

an insignificant part in the trade of an

Assuan bazaar. Curious and beautiful

things lie heaped up on these narrow

shelves ; and the dim light that filters

down through the loosely timbered roof,

in strong contrast to the yellow glare out-

side, conceals many a flaw and rent, and

lends a deceptive charm to the gaudy
tissues and barbaric ornaments around

us. Here are the gold-embroidered veils

of Assiut, so soft in texture that they

may be drawn though a woman's brace-

let, yet so indestructible that they are

handed down as heirlooms from one gen-
eration to another. These veils are al-

ways dear. A good one, well covered

with embroidery, costs from two to tin-ee

pounds; but they represent long weeks

of labor, and pass through many hands

before reaching the European pun-ha
The best are to be bought at Assiut.

the only place in Ki:ypt where they are

made ; but they find their way in small

quantities to Assuan. and even to the ba-

zaars of Cairo. At Assuan. !<<>. is the

famous red and black pottery of Assiut.

displayed in tempting rows, and ama/.ing

us by the grace and delicacy of its de-

signs. How can we resist this beautiful

and brittle ware, though we know by -ad

experience the difficulty of carrying it

unbroken;' The most charmiii

too, are invariably the most fragile. I

can buy a crocodile paper-weight or a
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little di.-Ii with some chance of sen

but I do not want a dish, and an Assiut

paper
- weight is a violent accommoda-

tion of native pottery to the needs of a

saddened civilization which fills me with

abhorrence. What I really desire is an

incense - box, an oval incense - box, with

a tapering lid, and a slender stem at

least seven inches high. It* color is

a dark, smooth red, and a finely wrought

arabesque runs three times around t he-

bowl and the delicate stand which sup-

ports it My companions \ook askance

upon this exquisite and useless toy, the

price of which is a paltry shilling, and

ivmiml me unkindly of somewhat simi-

lar pieces I bought at Assiut, and the

fragments of which now lie buried at

the bottom of the Nile. But the most

wonderful tiling about my incense-box

is t!i;it it unscrews, actually unscrews

into five parts, and may be packed and

put together again whenever and wher-

ever I please. This discovery makes

it irresistible. I point out triumphantly

how safely it can be carried, pay my
shilling, and walk proudly away. Ki\<-

minutes later, a small Arab boy, dart-

ing through the bazaars, jolts violently

gainst me. My box shivers, unscrews

itself with extraordinary facility, and,

before I realize what lias happened. th<>

stnn lies shattered on the ground, while

a murmured chorus of "I told you so"

rises distinctly, au.l. I think, joyously,

around me. Learn, my son," say* the

satirist,
" to bear tranquilly the n

tunes of others."

Perhaps the most interesting ti

at Assufm are the uvap.ms. t~.mt:i-: i.-.il

ly arranged, and of a picturesquely fe-

rocious appearance : long and heavy
swords, sheathed in snakeskin ; spears

taller than the tallest man ; battle-axes,

inlaid blades and snakeskin han-

dles ; rhinoceros shields ; double-bladed

daggers, curved and sinister; slender

<; slings for throwing stones, aff-

primitive fashion of David. All

these warlike instruments are said to be

of6 :;>.
A; 1. .K

is the claim off the merchants, though
the dragomans are apt to deny it, and to

declare that there is not a single real

Soudanese weapon in the bazaars. Be
this as it may,the Soudan is to the trades-

men of upper Egypt what Paris is to the

milliners and dressmakers off America,

a sacred name used to enhance tbft

value of their wares, and to conjure big

prices from the credulous. Every string

off beads, every silver anklet, every rusty
knife and cracked little tom-tom, has the

same legend connected with it, and re-

peated over and over again with serene

After a time this undaunted mendacity
wins its way into our estimation We
know, for instance, that these pretty

necklaces are made on the spot: we

have all of us seen men sitting at the

street corners stringing the beads. We
know, too, that the beads themselves are

imported from England, everybody
knows this ; and yet we acquiesce lit-

tle by little in the pious fiction off the

Soudan. We begin, probably, by x-

hihiting our purchases to one another

as " Soudanese ornaments." This does

not mean much, because nobody is de-

n-ived. It is a mere figure off gpeeeh.

In a day or two, however, I find myself

writing home, I bought a string off yel-

low Soudanese beads for two shillings ;

"

and only when MI in itiioisjsjnfe-

; black and white do I recognise

yet without compunction the robust

nature of my falsehood. By the time I

am back in America, I expect to believe

implicitly that all my beads yellow,

and hlu, and milky white, like old trans-

lucent Venetian glass are really and

truly what they claim to be, 'necklaces

from the Soudan."

As for the amber which hangs in fes-

of the bazaars.

in

very clumsily cut. The big lumpy
of walnnti

they look exactly like ker-
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nels of corn strung together by a coun-

try child. Yet the native women, es-

pecially the jet-black wives of the jet-

black Soudanese soldiers stationed at

Assuan, value this amber very highly.

One sees long strings of it hanging over

their bosoms and around their children's

necks, and almost always there are silver

amulets attached, inscribed with texts

from the Koran. I bought two of these

amulets in the bazaars, after a great deal

of troublesome bargaining. At Assuan,
as at Cairo, all silver is sold by weight.

English shillings and half-crowns are

heaped into the measure until the scale

turns, when a moderate additional charge
is made for workmanship. It seems the

most reasonable system in the world, and

is in reality the most delusive. When
the same articles differ strikingly in price

at rival bazaars, and when each dealer

demonstrates that he is asking the value

of the silver, one's faith in weights and

measures is cruelly shaken.

Indian merchants are wonderful adepts
in this gentle art of over-charging ; but

they make valiant efforts to meet the sup-

posed requirements of their customers.

Tea-pots, pepper-pots, fat little cream-

jugs, heavy umbrella-handles, salt-cellars,

toilet-bottles, an endless array of use-

ful inutilities, litter their stalls. The

designs and decorations are always the

same : a fine tracery of scrolls or ara-

besques ; a succession of Hindu gods

sitting on their heels ; or a spirited repre-

sentation of animals chasing each other

in a circle, so that one cannot easily de-

termine whether the dog is pursuing the

hare, or the hare is capturing the lion,

all being of equal size and activity.

The Egyptian goldsmith, however, in-

dulges in none of these alien vagaries.

He makes as his great-grandfather
made before him bracelets, and an-

klets, and necklaces, and ravishing cups
that will not stand, and beautiful cluni-v

boxes that will not shut, and amulets

like those I purchased at Assuan. These

cannot be compared for a moment with

A.MHGH. [May,

the exquisite Hy/.antine amulet- that

hang in the old silver-shops of Athens,

richly chased, curiously bordered, inlaid

with black enamel, and representing with

vigorous simplicity the triumph

George over the dragon, or one of the

six-winged angels of St. Sophia's, half

smothered in her excess of plumage. The
I>\ x.antine amulet is a work of art. The

Egyptian boasts of no such distinction,

but it possesses one advantage over its

Greek rival : it is still an object of recog-
nized utility, not a mere curio dangling
in a shop window for the allurement of

unbelieving strangers. There is hardly
a barefooted little girl on the Nile who
does not wear one of these pious safe-

guards strung around her neck, and

often enough she has a second, wrapped

up in rags, and hidden away somewhere

amid her scanty drapery. Even the

donkeys, provided they are donkeys of

substance, well fed and well cared for.

are decorated and preserved from evil by
a silver amulet, and sometimes by two

or three, according to the wealth or piety

of their proprietors. The amulets worn

by the donkeys are triangular or cylin-

drical in shape, hung round with tiny

balls, and hollow for the accommodation

of strips of paper on which are written

the sacred texts. They are made of the

thinnest and poorest .-ilver. are roughly

wrought, and of no especial value. M?Q
when a European prices them in the ba-

zaars. Then they rise instantly in na-

tive estimation, are handled reverently

as if there were none others like them in

all Egypt, and can be made to out

any number of shillings that the dealer

thinks fit.

Much prettier than these are the flat

disks or squares of silver, inscribed with

texts, and worn, half as ornaments, half

as charms, by Egyptian women and chil-

dren. One of those I secured is en-

i on both -ides with Arabic charac-

ters, and our dragoman, who enjoys the

reputation of being the best scholar on

the Nile, read me their meaning thus:
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"May Allah, the all-powerful and all-

: ill, hold von in the wisdom of

his ways." This seems a great deal to

Mveyed by letters so few in num-
;t I am too well pleased with the

translation to risk its loss by showing it

to more reliable authorities.

By the time this last bargain was eon-

1, the afternoon light was waning

fast, and the bazaars had grown dim

with shadows. Reluctantly we t

our faces to the river, and started home,

laden with Christmas spoils. As boxes,

wrapping-paper, string, packages of any
kind, are unknown luxuries on the Nile.

everybody had a comfortable view of

everybody's else purchases, save when

a few were laboriously hidden away, to

reappear as gifts on the morrow. We
presented a curious spectacle as we
trolled along the bank in the golden
haze of an Egyptian sunset, and our

friends on board, who impatiently await-

ed our return, greeted us with mi

derision and delight. Rows and rows

of beads, amber and glass, were strung
1 our necks, as the lea>t trouble-

some method of carrying them. v

and spears were brandished in triumph,

and absurd little drums of black clay

were beaten joyously with narrow strips

of leather. Enthusiastic members of

the party had invested in ' Madam Nu-

bias," those brilliant fringes of leather

and heads and shells which constitute

the simple wardrobe of a Nubia i

until she reaches maturity. The leather

into thin strips, and well soaked

in castor-oil to make it pliable. The

bright-colored beads are woven into a

sort of network, terminating in a row
of shells which clatter cheerfully at

every step she takes. I had seen chil-

dren attired in this costume, eked out

by a necklace or two and half a down
bracelets, and presenting a very pictur-

esque and comfortable appearance ; but

I had no ambition to emulate the trav-

> A Scrap of Paper by carrying
home such primitive fashions for the

embarrassment of Western decorum.

Silver ear-rings and nose-rings prettily

fashioned, clumsy anklets hung round
with bells, strips of embroidered silk

and muslin, and yellow morocco slippers
with pointed toes had all been deserved-

ly popular; while those light-hearted

travelers who never take into

ation the distance of Egypt from

ica, or the repressive force of trunks

and custom-houses, had invested in cop-

JM-I-
dri liking-vessels, earthenware bowls,

and gayly decorated gourds. A few

persevering natives followed us even to

the water's edge with cheap turquoises

or imitation scarabs ; and one man held

out to me a string of beads, yellow and

black, precisely like those I already

wore. " Soudanese," be murmured in-

sinuatingly,
"
only eight shillings,

reply I showed him my own necklace.

-Two shillings," I said,
" in the baiaars."

He nodded intelligently, examined my
beads with a pleased smile, and then,

shrugging his shoulders with the air of

one defeated in argument, handed me
the second string. All right," he an-

swered resignedly. "Take it for five."

And he really seemed amatcd thai I re-

fused.

.!,.-> fcgyifo
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A STANDARD THEATRE.

IN this progressive age of ours, it

seems, to a younger generation, hardly
credible that the stage and all connected

therewith lay very lately under a kind of

social ban. Yet one need not be much
declined into the vale of years to recall

a time when, though the playhouse flour-

ished precariously in large cities of the

United States, many intelligent minds

avoided it ; while the players lived apart,

and, in spite of Hamlet's plea, were far

from well bestowed. We have reformed

that altogether with us, to-day. Even
Puritan New England now finds no more
offense in a good play than in a good
novel. The theatre is a recognized place
of resort in every small community, and

the old unreasonable prejudice against it

has died a natural death.

The permanent foothold thus gained
so swiftly throughout the land indicates

a national taste for the sympathetic art

of acting ; and the taste is, in fact, a

strong one. We have proved ourselves

so sensitive to the touch of nature which

makes the whole world kin that no great

foreign player considers his career com-

plete without a renewal of his triumphs
here. Moreover, though hampered by
adverse conditions, we have produced
more than one player of the first rank,

whose name and fame are spread abroad.

But two or three fixed stars do not make
a firmament; nor does admiration of

their incomparable beauty imply a know-

ledge of astronomy, or even a conscious-

ness of one's own ignorance. The fact

remains that, while the popular taste has

been demonstrated, its cultivation goes
on but slowly. The fertile soil is unim-

proved. While, during the last twenty

years, Music, Painting, and Sculpture
have made a superb advance upon this

side of the Atlantic, Acting, the young-
est of the arts, still lags painfully behind

her elder sisters.

The cause of this disproportionate

growth is easily determined. Private en-

terprise, which in our republic nobly

supplements the scanty allowance of gov-
ernment patronage, has bestowed upon
us splendid museums, treasure-houses

constantly enriched by new bequests,
with their attendant schools of instruc-

tion and traveling scholarships. The
American art student, now made free of

the best examples, has no one but him-

self to blame if he fails to profit by them ;

and that he improves these advantages
was clearly shown at the Columbian Ex-

hibition. In music our advantages are

even greater, falling indeed little short

of absolute perfection. New York has

an opera house second to none, where the

work of the great composers is inter-

preted with all possible completeness of

detail by the best singers that the world

affords ; and, through the generosity of

a single citizen, Boston is endowed with

an orchestra, justly famous. The public

has attested in the heartiest way its ap-

preciation of these gifts. Their success is

proved beyond dispute. With them all.

art stands precisely where it should. The

commercial element, when the thought of

it exists, holds but a secondary place ; a

desire to attain supreme excellence for

the public benefit is the noble ambition

that controls and guides them.

This true artistic spirit it is which gov-

erns the stage in France, and makes its

reputation world-wide. There, the state

grants annually large subsidies to cer-

tain Parisian theatres, upon condition

that the masterpieces of literature shall

alternate in performance with the reign-

ing successes of the day. The value of

such a system is inestimable and mani-

fold. Thereby the public taste is quick-

ened and cultivated through acquaintance
with the classics, which t^row familiar as

household words. The modern author.
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_j
for a trained audience capable of

1 comparison, knows that his play
will be judged upon its literary or dramat-

ic merit ; his spectators are by no means
"
barren/' and to win their favor he most

strive for vivid, truthful characterization,

with accompanying graces of style. No
cheap, theatrical devir.-. n<> >j,lrml.i- of

tinsel and lime-light, will serve his turn.

Obeying Shakespeare's injunctions to the

letter, he may "show virtue her own

feature, scorn her own image, and the

yery age and body of the time his form

and pressure." The greater his accom-

plishment upon these simple lines, the

stronger is his assurance of success. He
submits his manuscript to a management
freed from the necessity of mere money-

getting, eager for good work and fully

qualified to recognize it ; one also having

at its command a fine company, which,

continually reinforced by prize-winners

of th Conservatoire, is kept on the alert

for new parts in comedy, tragedy, or poet-

ic drama, as the case may be. A liberal

treatment of the art, as an art, has result-

<.! in those splendid organizations of the

Theatre Francais and the Odeoii, where

even a sucebs d'estime is rare, and abso-

lute failure an unheard-of thing. Every

year the repertoire of these theatres is ex-

tended by new plays, worthy of the name,
which hold the stage through all Un-

changing seasons. The theatrical ama-

teur, whatever his walk of life, becomes,

in consequence, an enlightened being.

Even the gallery gods grow ko.nl,

ligent, and the public gain is incalcu-

Woefnlly different is the condition of

things theatrical in the United States,

. where the stage is still a prey to private

peculation. With us the successful man-

ager is a shrewd business man, seeking

personal profit, demanding from his au-

thor novelty, or the semblance of it. at

any sacrifice. Too often he gives no

ice whatever of artistic impulse.

But should such an impulse be his, he

must smother it religiously, and adopt

for his device the mournful text from

Ovid :
" Video meliora nroboque, dete-

riora sequor." Saddled with the fear of

loss which may be his ruin, he can afford

to run no risks, but, watching the foreign

theatres closely, draws upon their re-

sources for his experiments. If he Ten-

tares occasionally to revive an English

masterpiece, this must be presented with

an elaboration of detail which in itself

shall prove a novelty, and so attract the

town. The play is not the thing, but

text and characters are slaughtered ruth-

lessly to suit his new setting or the lim-

itations of his salary list In short, he

serves the time ; he does not even pre-

tend to influence it. With him the ques-

tion is purely one of business, not of art.

His first thought must be to protect him-

self, and one can scarcely blame him for

the defensive attitude into which he is

driven by force of i iliHlHsUin ni But

from every point of view except his own

the result is d. -j.lorable. The public,

lured by false fires, with no standard to

guide it, with its traditions unguarded
and forgotten, condones one fault after

another and fails indiscrimination. The
s star system," hopelessly at vari-

ance with the principles of art, prevails,

and is accepted meekly. The great

French or Italian player comes before

us with inadequate support which would

not be tolerated in his own land. We
him at a disadvantage that is but

imperfectly understood. With all its

fondness for the theatre and its

M ,.i.-kness of perception, the

American audience is certainly the

1 in the v

The remedy for this defect and all

the ills proceeding from it lies in the es-

tablishment of a standard theatre, on

the broad basis of the Metropolitan Op-
or the Boston Symphony Or-

capiul to relieve

making. So long as the theatre is liber-

ally endowed and liberally managed, it

the capital be fur-
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nished by a syndicate, as in the case of

the Opera House, or by one man's gift, as

the Boston Orchestra was founded ; nor

does it matter for the general good what

city shall undertake its foundation. The

organized company would soon make a

name for itself, and by playing supple-

mentary engagements in other cities

would set the standard far and wide.

Opinions may differ as to the precise

sum needed for such an enterprise ; but,

surely, a theatre of the highest class

might be carried on with a much small-

er fund than that maintained by the

New York Opera Syndicate for its fa-

mous singers, its important conductor,

and its enormous corps of supernumer-
aries. The auxiliary course of instruc-

tion, which should be made a part of the

system from the first, would undoubtedly

pay its own way. Already New York
has a dramatic school, directed by a man
of strong artistic feeling, whose success

proves that there would be no lack of

recruits for a company devoted to the

production of the best work in the best

possible manner. With the endowed

theatre once assured, the training-school

must follow as the night the day.

Granting the possibility of such an en-

dowment, the best method of employing
it remains to be considered. The at-

tempt made a few years ago to establish

what was known as the Theatre of Arts

and Letters is still fresh in all minds.

Its capital was furnished by a number of

small subscribers, and the management

pledged itself to produce untried plays

at stated intervals before the subscription

audience, in a theatre hired for the occa-

sion, with competent actors drawn from

various well-known theatrical companies.
Its general plan thus bore a close resem-

blance to that of M. Antoine's Theatre

Libre in Paris. The limits and deficien-

cies of such a scheme were soon apparent.
It was a trial theatre of occasional exist-

ence, and its performances, interesting as

they were to the special audience, made
no more impression upon the public at

1 *tand<ird Thtt [May,

large than those of its Parisian proto-

type. Literary merit was desired, and

was discernible in all the work accepted,
but some of the plays produced, dramatic

only in form, gave the entertainment an

air of eccentricity which did not commend
itself to the average theatre-goer. The
fitful experiment was discontinued after

one season, with no suggestion of its re-

newal. Its lines were narrow, and its

failure, though regrettable, cannot rea-

sonably be viewed in the light of a dis-

couragement to an enterprise of wider

scope. It was an intermittent theatre,

at best ; and so far as the written work

is concerned, the result rather goes to

prove that the theatrical art, like any
other, lias laws and limitations not to be

disregarded, which confront the man of

letters who would succeed as a dramatist.

When he has kept these principles in view

and has mastered them, literary skill is

certainly no barrier to his success in

Paris, where, in spite of M. Antoine's

withdrawal from the field, new plays of

a very high order are brought forward

every year at the subsidized theat

Had we an endowed theatre which should

compare with these in excellence, uphold-

ing the best work obtainable, whether

new or old, it is safe to say that this would

not languish for want of popular favor.

The one essential in the scheme of a

standard theatre is that it should be

broad enough to overcome any petty

prejudice of the hour. No school of

writers should govern it, but its list of

modern authors should be as compre-
hensive as that of the Theatre Fran

where Dumas Fils and Catulle Mendcs

stand side by side with r'rancois Coppde
and Victor Hugo. In these matter-

in those of practical working detail, the

long experience of the French Theatre

might well MTTfl as guide. Above all,

as that theatre is the House of >Ili

ours should be the Hou>e of Shake-

speare, not in a modem, mutilated

acting version, but played with a full

text, as Moliere is played in Paii-.
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. the master's work is presented
with M-en. ;

ly adequate, y

volving no long waits, and resolutely sub-

ordinated to the necessary question of

the play, which moves swiftly from the

first word to the last without curtail-

ment. Corneille and Racine, always in

readiness, are similarly treated. With

these conditions in force, we might hope
for a performance of Hamlet which

should preserve the leading part intact,

and should even go so far as to include

the character of Fortinbras. whose ac-

quaintance the theatre-goer is never per-

mitted to make. One can imagine the

effect of the Norwegian conqueror's sol-

emn entrance at the end, with - the sol-

dier's music and the rites of war." But

as things go now, the play is shorn of

that, and other abridgments lead to posi-

tive obscurity in its representation. 11 1 i
-

immortal tragedy holds our stage through
the favor of some successful actor who
makes its title part the touchstone of

his inventive powers, warping it to suit

himself, distorting all the other parts at

pleasure. Many plays of Shakespeare,

landing themselves less readily to these

barbarisms, are shelved altogether, with

those of his great contemporaries ; The

Tempest, for instance, which has not been

played these forty years. M
;t\ line" is never spoken; Jonson

and Massinger have become dead letters.

The dramatists of the last century fare

litt ! hotter. Even the memories of Gold-

Mnitli and Sheridan, so long kept green,
are slowly fading. We store up t)>

est dramatic literature in the world for

special students ; the general public has

no suspicion of its value.

The American painters, sculptors, and

composers are rapidly coming to the

stimulated to high endeavor by
:ent organized protection. Though

the government is slow to extend it*

patronage, our rich men, fortunately, are

anything but that, when their sympathies
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are once aroused; and their acceptance
of duties unpreseribed is a most hopeful

sign of our civilization. Development
in art is a slow matter compared with

the building of a railroad, or eren of

a navy ; its growth is gradual, like that

of a tree ; and, like a tree, it most

be watched and tended before it will

flourish. Those who are in a position
to cultivate oar unperfect garden hare

recognized the necessity in certain in-

stances, and have risen to the occasion

with glorious results. When the same
care is applied to the theatre, the good
work will tell in the same way. Our
dramatists of reputation would eagerly
contribute their support to an endowed

management whose aim should be artis-

tic excellence ; and younger men, who,
under the present discouragements, tarn

all their skill into other channels, would

soon be tempted to strive seriously for

success on such a stage. The dramatic

field is one of the broadest and finest in all

literature. Why should it be left a desert

waste, with rare oases, in this one land?

It cannot be destined for all time to

Mirh neglect The artistic spirit is stirred

within us, and its influence widens, slowly

but surely, among all sorts and condi-

tions of men. Daily increasing attend-

ance at our museums proves this ; so doc*

our hearty appreciation of the best, wfatn

the best is attainable. We may grant, if

we please, that the general public is an

ass, and will as tenderly be led by the BOM
M asses are. The one thing needful it

to lead it in tin- ri-l.t direction. Sooner

or later our slumbering intelligence win

awaken to the need, and, either through
one man's bounty or through a

tion of applied force*, the

dard, without which we labor helplessly,

will be set before as. We have UM the-

atre sense, and, with that, U standard

theatre is a thin* inevitable.
-

If it 1>.

not now, yet it will come : the rsadfatM

ball.'

2*. /? Sullimn.
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SOME NOTES ON THE ART OF JOHN LA FAHCK.

IT is always a delicate task to write an

appreciation, for his own countrymen, of

the work of any living artist past fifty.

Introduction seems unnecessary, if not

impertinent, criticism foolish, praise ab-

surd. In the case of Mr. John La Farge,

however, circumstances have conspired
to render the temptation to write irre-

sistible. While Mr. La Farge has re-

ceived the signal honor of being the first

foreigner who has been invited to make a
" one man "

exhibition in connection with

the Salon of the Champ de Mars, com-

parative study has been made easy by
the display, at Durand-Ruel's in New
York, of the collection of water-colors

and oils destined for Paris, and also of

some of the artist's older flower-pieces.

Thus it becomes at once interesting, if not

imperative, and possible to inquire into

the qualities of this art which eminent

French painters wish to introduce to the

notice of their countrymen.
As we know it, Mr. La Farge's art falls

into several distinct groups, held togeth-

er by consistent principles and the "
per-

sonal note
"
pervading them all. There

is the artist's easel work in oils, his work

as a flower-painter in water-colors, his

work in mural decoration and in glass,

and last, but not least, his work as a trav-

eler. It is as a traveler and an artist in

glass that Mr. La Farge has been invited

to exhibit in Paris. It is therefore main-

ly on these two lines that my comments

on his work will be based.

What need is there for further com-

ment on the work in glass of Mr. La

Farge ? The mastery of his material,

the charm of his color, his rank as a

colorist, his knowledge of the decorator's

craft, his originality as an inventor, meet

unquestioned recognition. Wliat further

remains to say ? Only this, perhaps :

that the recognition is often given in

an offhand way, without any feeling for

the real value of decorative art (which,
when serious, is nothing less than monu-

mental art ; that is, the greatest of all

art), or for the real importance of color

in the life of to-day. It is here that

sympathy with and observation of things

outside the narrow domain of critical

formulas applied in art galleries have. 1

think, proved themselves specially valu-

able to the student of art problems.
There can be no doubt that the sense of

color, so long starved and stultified from

a variety of causes, social, artistic, indus-

trial, and moral, is beginning to reu^ert

itself. This is manifested in two ways.
There is a growing tendency to handle

color in decoration, if not with the unfail-

ing knack and evident joy of the great

coloristic epochs and nations, at least with

some right understanding of principles

and some feeling for the results to be ob-

tained. Much of this is doubtless due to

training ; some of it to the conscious work

of rehabilitation, begun half a century ago

by Gottfried Semper and Owen Jones :

more, perhaps, to the opportunities for

study of the practice of the East, the

rich color-symphonies of India and lYr-

sia and the unsurpassed poems in color

of the Japanese, sweet and peaceful.

light and airy, gleefully symbolical or

joyously brilliant, but always appealing,

in their color combination ;dne. to Mm*
thing beyond the mere pleasure of the

senses. It is interesting to speculate, in

regarding this combination, upon what

the probable or possible effects might

have been if all this influx of new art

forms and conceptions had taken place

in a period of concentration instead of a

period of expansion and sympathetic in-

tellectual curiosity. A- it i>. it ha> taken

place in a period not only of expansion,

but of fermentation, of which the ultimate

results are beyond our ken. No one

can doubt the receptive attitude of mind,
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A certain amount of training
in such delicate matters u esthetic per-

11 and esthetic demands has thus

l>c>me possible. But training would

have been of no avail, if the aj>

had not been lying dormant, and the

craving ready to awaken. There is a

real demand fur color ; crude, distorted,

lerstood, misdirected in many
ways, listening to many false prophets,
hut unmistakably there. It goes with

our love of nature, which, from the sen-

timental, is passing into the joyous, spon-

taneous, healthy stage ; with the love of

the external world for its own beautiful

sake, that generally goes by the name of

paganism, which is only the natural out-

come of this century of great discover-

ies and increased knowledge of the in-

exhaustible beauties of nature. In this

respect Mr. LA Farge's work in glass is

of peculiar significance. While it gives

the deep, often grave sensuous joy craved

by the quickened pulse of the time, by
our growing conviction of the beauty

of God's creation, it is itself largely in-

spired by and built on the discoveries

of science within the domain of optics.

These were not so easily accessible as

they are now, in handbooks and treatises,

when Mr. La Farge was first attracted

by th.-m : hut some books there were,

and some articles in periodicals, which

helped him and his chosen friend along

in their speculations. Most of the ar-

tist's wonderful effects are obtained by
his study of the phenomena of polari-

and of interference (especially as

shown in opalescent media), and his thor-

ough knowledge of the nature of

plementary contrast In glass this tells

in two ways : contrast always serves to

enhance color, giving both richer ^lo\\

and deeper significance ; the use

complementary color instead of shading

by means of shadows and modeling pre-

serves, nay enriches, the quality of the

glass, which would be dulled or impov-

erished by any attempt at modeling by

painting on the glass. This knowledge,

this scientific basis, would be of

avail, however, if the material

poor or the artist lacking in int

We all know that in Mr. La Farge's
work scientific interest hat only served,

never chilled, the strong, warm, thrill-

ing artistic joy of the artist in the hand-

ling of color fur its own sake ; that it

has served, not as a basis for theory

only, but as a basis for inventions, which

have intensified this joy by the delight
of finding, developing, perfecting one's

own material. Mr. La Farge's work as

an artist in glass cannot be ranked too

high. It has that excellence, life, and

charm which come of inspiration from

the material ; it is fresh, original strong,

coming as direct from the fountain head

of the deep, mystic, and musical charm

of translucent color as the early medi-

eval glass itself; it is a splendid instru-

ment, perfectly fitted to express both the

healthy joy of our open-air ideals and

the yearning spirituality of our reaction

against the crudeness of materialism. It

is, to my mind, one of the great artistic

utterances of the age, if not of all ages,

combining as it does spiritual tendencies

with the last word in material and me-

chanical progress, in a form to character-

ize which I must quote a Frenchman's

quaint expression. The Frenchman was

M r,un.rl, himself an artistand an in-

ventor of glass processes, crippled by pov-

erty and obscurity, while a

of others, as pursuers of ideals are apt to

be. We were speaking of Mr. La Farge's

work, of which he had seen SOOM solitary

II.

hoi

up, as it were, by saying with emphasis,
**
Enfin, c'est on iwmVr.'

'

\\ must not leave Mr. La Farge's

without a tribute to the beauty of

hi* line. For reasons given above, and

also because quality in line is more rs-

condite than quality in color, it does not

appeal to the general public as much as

hu color. But Uu thews orvrtheJees;

the hand of the master of the Pied Piper
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of HaiiH'lin has gained, not lost, in cun-

ning, by attacking the intricate problems
involved. For those who have not made

a special study of Mr. La Purge's lead-

lines, I will add that his problem has

been threefold. The leading had to In-

elevated to the dignity of line, helping
out the design, not criss-crossing it ; in

this respect Mr. La Farge goes back to

the best traditions of the art of glass.

To an artist of Mr. La Farge's temper
this line had to be intrinsically good, as

a pattern only, irrespective of anatomy,

drawing, or handling of the subject; it

had also to follow the forms of the pieces

of glass, as made necessary by the mod-

ulation of color.

To proceed to Mr. La Farge's work

as a traveler. His painting here falls into

two distinct groups : his Japanese pic-

tures, painted in 1886, and the sketches

and water-colors which he brought home
from his one year's sojourn in the South

Seas. His Japanese work at once brings

up for discussion some very interesting

points. It is evident to all that this

work is different in character, and per-

haps in artistic aim, from the quick, di-

rect renderings of atmosphere, water,

color, motion, life, on the islands of

Hawaii, Samoa, and Tahiti. To many
it is less interesting. Nor does it all

profess to be important. Much of it is

of the kind which appeals only to those

who care for notes of technical skill, and

evidences of an inquisitive artistic tem-

perament. Nearly all of it has, at first

sight, a curious strangeness, which neither

shocks nor fascinates, quiet and reserved.

and without the piquant charm of exotic

fairyland. This strangeness, which we
all feel, though we may interpret it dif-

ferently, is due to the fact, I believe, that

the artist has looked at his subjects

through the medium of his intelligence.

In the South Sea Islands, perhaps espe-

cially in Hawaii, he has been the paint-

er only; looking for color, line, motion.

atmosphere; giving po. u\ and charac-

ter incidentally, though in no unstinted

measure. In his Japanese things he is

a painter, but he has looked at nature,

it would seem, in an entirely di:

way; very much in the >anu- wa\ . 1

fancy, as Theodore Rousseau looked at

the forest of Fontainebleau. quietly, pro-

foundly, with certain intellectual mus-

ings on the character of the scene that

somehow get into the picture, and im-

press the chance and hurried spectator

as strange, while the student finds more

and more of these musings revealed

to him the more he studies the picttue.

This is synthesis in painting, indeed, if

it is still possible to use this much-aluix d

word in a deep and comprehensive sense.

This synthesis of the characteristics of

a country would hardly be possible with-

out study and assimilation of the artistic

traditions of the country when they have

found an utterance in art. Naturalistic

representations of Holland, whether im-

pressionist or otherwise, might be made
without any reference to the artistic tra-

ditions of Holland ; it is impossible to

conceive a synthetic representation of

Dutch landscape a representation, that

is, which aims at summing up the char-

acteristics of the landscape and the ar-

tist's impressions of its peculiar poetry

that would not be deepened and

strengthened by the study of Ruysdael,

Holbein, and Cuyp. So Mr. La Farm
has imitated, or rather assimilated Jap-

MMM art. In this direction goes one

of his most ambitious and interesting

efforts exhibited here, the large oil-

painting of Kuwannon. Let us listen to

Mr. La Farge himself, in his note* of

travel appended to the New York cata-

logue, to hear how he has conceived tin-

subject :

'And here, again, the intense silmce.

broken by the rush of the waterfall, re-

called the pictures of Kuwannon. \vho.-e

meaning and who-e images bring bark

tin- Buddhistic idea of Compas-
sion. The god, orgodd- -. U m-r

depicted, seated in attraction by tin-

falling waters of life, represents, I sup-
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pose, more especially an ideal of C
. and the name used to be said

to mean Dominus Contemplation i

spare you the original Indian name."

It is here the poetic idea, not the

means of expression, that has been as-

similated. The execution is in oar ar-

tistic idiom. There is no attempt at

Japanesque treatment. The flow of line

is absorbed in the color and tone of the

oils ; there is complete modeling of the

: the personality is Aryan. The
whole thing is one of the most interesting

attempts at translation that I have seen,

full of passages of quality, of beauty in

tone, of a kind of prismatic poetry of

color. The goddess is robed in delicate

pink against the rich tender green and

white of the grass and waterfall. A
halo plays round her head ; light is dif-

fused everywhere. As a translation, how-

ever, this picture is not successful ; the

deep poetry conceived by the artist fails

somehow to reach us. It is one of the

great might-have-beens, which we cannot

call melancholy because they are so su-

premely interesting, as showing the in-

tellectual curiosity, the desire for sympa-
thetic assimilation of our time.

I have left myself but little space to

speak of Mr. LA Farge's South Sea

Island sketches. Much might be said

about the difference of treatment of the

different localities, varying with the mood

of the artist, the opportunities for study,

in s;ili,'Mt charactr

as felt and seen 1>\ him. with his rare

combination of penetrative insight and

prompt artistic vision. Some notes must

suffice to suggest my meaning. Thus he

shows us in Hawaii the impressive mys-

tery of nature as seen at dawn

mountain tops, or from the inner slope*

of twilight craters with sulphurous vapors

rising into the evening sky ; in Samoa, the

charm of rhythm in motion, of the ex-

pressiveness of bands, of a rhetoric of

the human body as a means of expression
u In. h belongs to all the fine arts at once,

to the " enchantment of the South

Seas*' shown in simple open-air 1

beauty of nature and kindliness of cli-

mate ; in Tihiti, a perfect fairyland of

ideal yet convincing loveliness, poetry,
and grandeur of sea and sky, atmosphere
and reflections, of weird moonlight and

intense afterglow, of sunlit films of rain

seen between palms and guava trees, of

mountain quietude in the suggestive trop-

ical gloaming, a whole gamut of im-

pressions, varying from the most serious

to the most exquisitely delicate, together

composing a poem of all the deepest and
choicest themes of nature, expressed in

perfect pictorial language.
At the risk of being prosy, I must

add here, to modify this word "
perfect,*'

that not all these sketches can lay claim

to equal pictorial importance. Mr. La

Farge is too much of an observer and a

ehereheur to be always making pictures.

Some words of the preface to the New
York catalogue may be quoted here :

cording to my interest at the mo-

ment, I made these drawings and paint-

ings with more or less attention to

special point ; either tone or local

or drawing of form or of motion. It

would please me ifmy studies were looked

at as they were by my good friends called

savages. Very much as cultivated paint-

ers might, they looked at my pictures in

the way beat suited to help the illation,

sometimes from near, sometimes from

very far, in strong light or in hadow ;

in whatever way they thought the spednl

I., .onclusion, I should like to say, in

connection with what I have said above

about Mr. La Karge's glau as an expreo-

f the art feeling of our times, that

if ours is an age of globe-trotter*, idle

gatherers of superficial impression

also an age when travel has helped to

one of our

pathy and wakeful

of deeper issues, of our centary

are many globe-trotter, among
There are not many La Farges.

< .. II
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LECONTE DE LISLE.

THE constellation of contemporary
French poets has recently lost one of its

most brilliant stars. Compared with the

great luminaries of the Romantic time,

this one can hardly be considered as of

the first magnitude ; and during the last

few years, its light, though still constant

and clear, had lost something of its glow
in coming, as it seemed, from a region
of vast spaces and lucid atmosphere, but

too distant and too cold to keep up life

in a human heart. Our generation, how-

ever, saw the fullness and steadiness of

its earlier glory, and may well pause for-

a moment over the memory of what is

now extinguished forever.

None of the current easy varieties of

materialism help one much in an attempt
to account for the very rare and pecu-
liar qualities of the poetry of Leconte

de Lisle, for, so far as can be seen, the

ascertainable external facts of his life

have here very little significance, if any.

Some future biographer may perhaps dis-

cover in the ancestry of the poet oramong
the influences of his intellectual training

causes, other than are now known, which

may tend more fully to explain the sin-

gular discrepancy that appears to lie be-

tween his origin and his subsequent lit-

erary career. For Charles Marie Rene*

Leconte de Lisle was born in the He

Bourbon, under the burning skies and in

the midst of the tropical splendors which

Bernardin de Saint-Pierre has forever

associated in our minds with the group of

French possessions in the Indian Ocean.

After spending some years on his na-

tive island, he went to Paris at the time

when the Romantic school, flushed with

the elation of success, was in its heyday,
the austerest critics scarcely venturing to

whisper that such a triumph must some

day come to an end. Surely, it might
have been predicted, this was enough i<>

fill a young artist's heart with all the ex-

uberance of passion, and thus decide his

career as a lyrical poet. But from the

outset he broke with the reigning literary
mode of the day. Standing somewhat

haughtily aloof from the throng of poets
and poetasters who worshiped at the feet

of Hugo, he soon struck out into a nar-

row path of his own, followed in time by
a small band, and insisted on restricting

the scope of poetry in a manner strongly

contrasting with the cloudy theories then

in vogue among the lesser Romanticists,

so admirably caricatured in the Lettres

de Dupuis et Cotonet of Alfred de Mus-

set. This, so far from being the youthful
turbulence of a merefrondein' of letters,

was the resolve of one who, even at that

early age, had determined on the ideal

to which, with steady purpose, he contin-

ued to cling during his whole life. Age
modified his opinions only in sucli a way
as to make them still more reactionary.

When the time came, many years later,

for clearly defining his position before

the French Academy as the successor of

Hugo, his address showed that he still

combated some of the most important

principles that had been the war-cry of

the generation of 1830. For the Ro-

manticists every pulse of human ft -lin^

or emotion had poetical value; pi-

rn their eyes, was sacred, its very full-

ness and spontaneity, wherever it mi;ht

occur, making of it preeminently tin- >ul>-

ject of poetical expression. As with mat-

ter, so with form. Amon<^ tin- many
metrical inventions of the time, sonx- art-

no doubt known to the r< al i as ma>-

terpieces of ingenuity. I had almost

said of eccentric ingenuity. With Le-

conte de Lisle, passion. <-]>'< -ially tin-

commonplace passion of the ordinary

mortal, i- utterly irreconcilable with the

mood of the poet who rightly under-

stands his ideal function. The ,SV //////

itnd Drtintj period of a man's life is not
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tin- tinu- of hi> beat truck. The true ar-

il, iinjui-m- ; the wreck

of a nation, a system, or a human heart

may di>turh thr worldling, hut the poet
stands far above such accidents of place

and linn-. rontnnpla :n with im-

inoval'li- -! nity as the phenomena of

inevitable fate. In hU * central calm
"

he practices the lesson taught him by the

spectacle of inexorable nature.

Tour qui sait p^n^trer, Nature, dans tea voies,

I/illiision T . userre et ta surface ment;
Au fond de tea fureurs, cotxuue au fond de

Ta force eat sans ivrease et sans emportement

" Tel parmi les sanglota, lea rirea et lea hainea,

Heurenx qui porte en soi, d'indiffe'renee empli,

Un impassible cceur sourd aux rumeurs hu-

iii.'iiii'-*;.

Un gooffre invtole* de silence et d'oubli .'

(La Kavine Saint-Gillea.)

Man must suffer, but let him, espe-

cially if he be a poet, bear his pain in

silence. It is vulgar and immodest to

drag one's heart, as a showman leads his

chained beast, before the gaping crowd

of the curious (Les Montreurs). And

why weep when neither tears nor rage

can avail us anything?
14 La Tie eat ainsi faite, il nous la faut subir.

Le faible sonffre et pleure, et I'insense* s'irrite ;

Mai* le plus $age en rit, sachant qu il .l..it

mourir.

Rentre au tombeau mnet ou ITiomme enfin

s'abrite,

Et la, sans nul sonci de la terre et du ciel,

Repoae, 6 malheureux, pour le temps Iternel !
n

(Requtea.)

There is, however, very little of the

laughter of perfect wisdom in the poetry
of Leconte de Lisle. These oj-'

<[ui< kened his contempt for Lamartine

and Musset ; for any poet, in short in

whose work the agony of the soul seeks

relief through wailing or in gnashing of

teeth. A still more paradoxical result

of thU :.M!.. tic postulate is the exclu-

: ram poetry of the passion of love,

> comes under the general ban. The

As for the lore-eon** in Pofcnea Antique*
which go by the name of

the

oader, with a very pardon-
liscreet intert-

poet's affections, must make up his mind

to disappointment, if he expects to be

thrilled with such heartrending cries as

La Nuit de Mai or To Mary in Heaven.

That is not the note of lore on the rela-

tively few occasions when Leconte de

Lisle condescends to sing of so unpoetic
a subject He never tells us clearly

what joy or despair it may have brought
into his own life. Les Roses d' Ispahan,
Le Colibri, Le Manchy, Le Frais Matin

Dorait, in spite of all their beauty, are

almost impersonal. We do not pass

through them to the inner shrine of the

poet's heart 1 Such a singularity would

certainly seem whimsical, if the practice

of reserve had not been founded on a

conviction which was subsequently for-

mulated in a dogma. The address to the

French Academy, above-mentioned, dis-

tinctly states the grounds on which the

poet based this article of his credo.

there is no need to follow him, for he

is Athanasius against the world. "On

peut ne pas aimer la lyre lannoyante,

mais toute belle ftme doit aimer la lyre

d'amour However, he is a faint-heart-

ed poet who does not at times beg a

question of firs- Its, Uldly potto-

late his theory, and then carry it into ap-

plication. In the vast majority of oases,

the less he gives us of Kuntt-Theari^

as the too prolific German calls it the

belter for ns. But the verification of a

h is a method not sacred

to science alone) is what we demand in

art ; and if Leconto de Lisle has failed

to satisfy one natural craving in his read-

ers, he was, at all events, consistent in

the practice of his art as he understood

it A great triumph it would be.for the

,,uidn.ii,,-s
of literature should his manu-

scripts some day reveal that he too bad

unpacked his heart with the words of a

love-lyric.
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Many readers may feel still less in-

clined to overlook a further deliberate

omission from poetry of themes which,

since the time of Burns in Great Britain

and BeVanger in France, most of us have

grown to look on as the essence of some

of the best that the last hundred years
have produced ; I mean the humble do-

mestic relations, and the sufferings of the

poor and needy. But if, in accordance

with the demands of a rigorous aesthetic,

the art of poetry, strictly understood,

must confine itself within a sort of aris-

tocratic pale, reserving its energy for the

high expression of the few ideas and

feelings that literally deserve the name
of noble, all that can in justice be ex-

acted of the poet is that he be true to

himself. Here again the discussion of

ultimate principles must be waived. Le-

conte de Lisle is in this respect simply
an anti-Wordsworthian ; and they who
on this account decline to read him ex-

pose their limitations no less clearly than

he proclaimed his, probably with less

plausibility in argument. What Leconte

de Lisle thought of BeVanger may or may
not matter. M. Brunetiere, the most

emphatic of contemporary critics, won-

ders that BeVanger can be called a poet
at all. But when an uncompromising

theory forces us to include in our con-

tempt the graceful and touching poetry
of Francois Coppe*e, who got himself into

the black books of the greater poet by

writing much about humble folk and turn-

ing to the homely side of life for many
of his subjects, we can assuredly feel

justified in believing that what thousands

of human hearts, both in France and out

of it, have felt to be true and beautiful

will always be poetry, whether Leconte

de Lisle approved of it or not. And
there are not wanting those who will say
that this applies to Beranger as well.

This is the reason why Leconte de

Lisle so rarely strikes one as being pos-

sessed by his subject with the divine

madness described in Ion. His poems
have often been compared to the motion-

[May,

less white figures of a sculpture gallery ;

and the pet phrase .xy/A //'///// mur,,.

enne has become so hackneyed with his

French critics that one alin-^t shrinks

from quoting it. To change slightly the

figure used by Gautier, instead of bein.ij,

as in the superb comparison of Hugo's

Mazeppa, bound hand and foot on his

Pegasus, he controls him lirmlv. and

guides him to serene heights far above the

murmur and wrangling of men. What-
ever may be thought about these restric-

tions in so far as they affect poetry, there

is much that is morally inspiring in the

robustness and manly dignity they im-

ply. It is refreshing to find that in-

contestably the greatest poet of France

since the day of Hugo resolutely set his

face against the prevailing ego-worship,
which so easily degenerates into sensual-

ism. Towards the sensitif-impnlsif (in

the trick phrase of our modern neuro-

psychologists *), for whom even the law

courts are beginning to show a flabby
sort of pity, such a nature can feel no-

thing but lofty scorn. And though such

reserve may seem, as has been freely

admitted, to confine poetic energy within

bounds where the great mass of men,

and possibly a greater number of women,
can never follow it with whole-hearted-

ness ; though it may in time noticeably

chill the poet's feeling for struggling

humanity ; yet the manly resolution, free

from the slightest taint of affectation,

with which this purpose was carried out

must command our respect, nay, our

veneration. Since his death we have

learnt that there never was any dividing

line between the artistic work and the

most intimate private life of Leconte de

Lisle. To him who will read the p<>

itself and between its lines, it must be

evident that he is in presence of a char-

acter which, through sturdy resisting of

temptation, through courage and self-

control, reached a moral level not too

1 What this last word means it might be a

puzzle to explain. It comes from a well-known

scientific periodical.
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often exemplified in the lives of great
creative arti-t> at any tim--. and. unfor-

tmiutrly. it innt be added, n

niiioi)^ Mirh mrn iii France during the

last two geni-i

It i- ivmarkal'lr indeed that thi>
j-lii-

losoj>liiral
attitndi- should he taken by a

Creole brought \i\>
in the tropics. What

Creole nature is, we in America have

been fully tan Mr. Cable and Mr.

Ii< tin. I', it in Leconte de

I .Me there are no violent changes of

mood from listless, voluptuous apathy
to ungovernable passion. A recent wri-

ter in the Revue Blene seems inclined to

re the influence of the Norman

origin of the poet's family, as well as of

the Voltairean training of his father, to

both of which something may be attrib-

uted without granting that they give an

adequate explanation of a curious psy-

chological pu//lr. The gorgeonsness of

til*- southern climate and scenery, how-

ever, con Id hardly fail to leave its mark

ven the most self -
repressed poet,

and one finds poem after poem glow-

ing with warmth and color, such as the

south, in li.-ini-j.liere alone can insj

..n.t.- with fairness from any of these

M Vierge, Les Elephants,

La Fontaine aux Lianes, etc.) would

be di Mir i ilt : besides, the best of them,

M Let F.lrj.hante, have found

tin -ir way into the anthologies, and have

almost sunk to the level of drawing-room

pircee. These two, with a study of r

and cold above the mountain tops, calK d

I..- Somnn-il dn (': resent to

many readers all the work of Leconte de

o. Of all these poems, an intimate

'\vledge of southern nature, minutely
because lovingly observed, is the d

nant mark. From tin- 1m mining-bird to

the elephant. frailest flower to

the great tree of the jungle, every tl

between earth and sky bean its testi-

mony to the loving devotion of the poet
the beauties of his native island. It

is worth whili- to contrast with such work

aatl i bears every sign of genuine

interest and feeling, a short stn

snow and ice (Le Paysage Polaii

which tin- M.it lines are so vague and gen-
eral that the material may easily have

been obtained from a visit to the white

bears' cave in the Jardin des Plantes, or

out of the pages of M. Eiisee Rectos.

Still, with all his love for the beauty of

nature, Leconte de Lisle does not allow

it long to mollify his souL Such stanzas

as the following lovely ones from Le
Bernica are extremely rare in his poems :

"Ce tout dea chomr. oudaim, dm

tin long gaaoofllanmt d'l

On das plaintes d'l

Et M douoea, pourUnt, flottant ,

Qua le repo. da Fair nan art jammu tttmbU.

" Mai* 1'ftroe 'en peaetn
tfera,

Dam rbenreiue beaaU da oa mooda ckar-

Elle w sent oUeau, flenr, awi TIT* at lunisre ;

Ella rartt U roba, d poraU premiare,
I.t si'

P'-J)"-"'
'U 1 *! il -.! !1< ! '! !l:'-:i'

But the poet does not often fall into what

Ruskin has called the pathetic fallacy,

the fallacy that appeals to us of weaker

mould when it is found in the perfect

verses of Le Vallon. or in the star-soog of

Mnsset " La nature est la, qui t'invite et

quit'aime/'saysLamartiiie. No,athou-

-and times no, is the stem answer. Sci-

ence has taken the soul out of Nature.

She is blind, deaf. dumb. Everything.

he atom to the great cyclic changes

of the heavens, is the slave of inexorable

and inexplicable law. And as tears and

,.,-- IN .-.jiMllv MelM .!"! p" '"' M
.,ught of Nature as the great coo-

soler is the supreme illusion, inherited

by us from the ages of anthropomorphic

faith. Her sole boon t

man || :!i<- fl il -I"- dr.iw* n\ , r tin-
ftjfj

that close i death.

....:'

Sdat, oabU da mood, at da U
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"
Soupirs majestneux des ondes apaise*es,

Murmurez plus profonds en nos coeurs sou-

cieux !

Re*pandez, 6 forets, vos times de rose'es !

Ruisselle en uous, silence e*tincelant des

cieux !

" Consolez-nons enfin des espe'rances vaines :

La route infructueuse a blesse* nos pieds nuds.

Du sommet des grands caps, loin des rumeurs

humaines,
O vents ! emportez-nous vers les Dieux in-

connus.

" Mais si rien ne rtpond dans I'iminense tiendue,

Que le sttrile echo de I'eternel dtsir,

Adieu, deserts, oil 1'fime ouvre une aile e*per-

due,

Adieu, songe sublime, impossible a saisir !

" Et toi, divine Mort, on tout rentre et s' efface,

Accueille tes enfants dans ton sein 'toil,'.

Affranchis-nous du temps, du nombre et de

I'espace,

Et rends-nous le repos que la vie a trouble* !
"

(Dies Ira.)

With these, from one point of view,

rather vital omissions, the range of po-
etical sympathy and of subjects admissi-

ble for poetic treatment still remains com-

prehensive enough. In these Poemes

for only a few of them go by the

lighter name of poesies we find a great

variety of topics: mythology, religion,

history, legends, tales, philosophy, beauty
abstract and concrete, nature, man. The

compression of so much material into

the three dainty volumes of a Lemerre

edition is in itself a sign of consummate

literary skill. Each of these subjects

is grasped and unfolded with the easy

strength of the master who does not

shrink from the toil of learning to con-

trol both his themes and himself. There

is no groping about in the vagueness of

incoherent thought that has not been

given time to clear itself of mist. The
definite influence of Lecortte de Lisle

on the poets of his time may still be a

matter of discussion ; but in this respect
he remains free from the formidable

charge which Mr. William Watson
with some justice, be it said recently

brought against Shelley. No nebulous

[May,

poet shall say that his own style was
formed on the model of so lucid a mas-

ter. And nothing, except perhaps a nat-

ural turn for clear thinking, contributes

so much to this result as study and ma-

ture reflection. The subjects in which

these characteristics are most pronounced
are mythology and classical story. In

the former, the reader is made to pa<s,

with apparently the same facility, from

the tangled legends of India to the runes

of the north, and even to subjects still

further outside the range of ordinary

knowledge. It must be said that the

most patient of readers has some ground
for finding a good many of these com-

positions just a trifle heavy, notwithstand-

ing the perfection of their form. . Such

familiarity as the poet possesses with the

details of Vedic lore and the sagas is

seldom met with except among special-

ists ; and one forms the unfortunate sus-

picion that these poems were not written

at white heat Besides, the bizarre ap-

pearance of such names as Cunace*pa,
Kenwarc'h, Baghavat, and so forth, is far

from reassuring. Whether these things
are in themselves unsuited to French or

to any poetry, it is hardly worth while,

to inquire here; but one can, at all

events, take comfort in a quotation from

Gautier :
"
Through some rift or other,

the serene thought of the poet always

appeal's, commanding his work like a

white Himalayan peak whose eternal

and spotless snow can never be thawed

by any sun, not even by that of India."

It is different when one turns to the

superb succession, in Poemes Antiques, of

odes and other verses on the mythology,

history, and legends of Greece and Rome.

This is, for the majority of competent

readers, at least, much firmer and !<>>

debatable ground. Here too, interpret-

ing the poet's feelings through one's own,

one becomes convinced that Leconte de

Lisle was all a-quiver with emotion at

the very thought of the glory of ancient

Greece. Where in any of his poems on

such uncongenial subjects as Curya or
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Viswamitra, does one come upon verses

of such ample movement an

rhythm as in Klytie, Le I
>

kl from H\-|i:i-

:--. '!"' *' un
I
)an de ta robe pionao,

ris la torabe anguate oh s'endorniaient tea

B,
De leur cnlte eclipse* prutresse harmoniense,
Chaste et dernier rayon detach* de lean

ux!

"
Je t'ainie et te salne, 6 vicrge magnMiini^

f

Qnand 1'orage e'branla le monde paterae!,
<lans 1'exil cet CEdipe sublime,

11 1 n\. loppas d'un amour e'terneL

'*

Debout, dans ta pftlenr, sons 1m sacres por-

tiqaes

Que des peoples ingrats abandonnait I'lisnini,

1'ythonwse enchainee aux trlpieds prophe^

ti.jues,

Lea Immortels trahis palpitaient dans ton

" Tu lea voyais passer dans la nue enflammee !

De science et d'amour ils t'abreuvaient eocor ;

i terre econtait, de ton reve charmee,
r 1'abeille attiqne entre tea levrea d'or."

when it comes to the final test,

there is none better than this. If the

reader's pulses thrill and his voice grows

depend upon it the words have

fallen throl.hin-- from the poet's pen. A
! 'niiun trained in the L^n-at literary

tradition^ of \\\^ raofl tinds it incorapre-
1 that such verses as those just

1 should ever pass for anything less

he most magnificent poetry. By
tome English critics, they, or others very
like them, have heen red as dan-

gerously near to that eloquence whirl i i-

the bane oi A still ^n-at.

ficult y is that certain of our latteixlay

judges, not altogether ignorant in these

matters, who sincerely believe that "tin

back of the Alexandrine has heen broken"

ior all, remain quite nnres|>

1 In such ciMii, one of the most important
conditions for the enjoyment of poetry in a for-

cipn tonsil., in f f.-n OTfflootoi i. .....
''

the value of words mervly an MHiiM/. Ererstnoe

bearing Matthew Arnold qnoto a few words

from Sainte-Beuve, I hare not woadwd that

with a hopelessly English accent and

intonation was never so carried away by the

or even hostile, declaring that the fault

lies with the poet, and not in themselves.

illacy is too obvious to need i

tion. Above all, let us, in such disputable

questions, keep oar words of coi

for the incompetent and insin.

are enough of these, at any rate, to give

occupation to all the critics in the world,
and that is saying a great deal A
brilliant writer, whose sympathies in lit-

erature have too strongly biased his

nmexclaii the vile ol

fessor of rhet< < Poor professor of

rhetoric ! his is too often a hard lot, bat
in this case, fortunately, the shot is no-

where near the mark. It is regrettable
indeed that such words should ever make
their way out of a brasserie <THw
The reason of the poet's love for

Greece and her mythology is not far to

seek. He found there, like so many of

his kind, the types of ideal bean

one undying passion. His interest in the

thousand and one strange gods of the

East, the mystical speculations of Brali-

niinisni and Ituddhi-m. and the bold

legends of the north was possibly ac-

quired ; but the disappearance of truth,

and hence of beauty, from the religious

fables of Greece leaves him, because of

his want of faith in our own ?;.

inconsolable despair (Le i

Philosophy and science have trav

long way since S<-hilh-r comfort,

soul after having written Die Goiter

henlands ; and Leeonte de Lisle was

not the man to dupe himself with the

empty words of Mosset*s L'K*|-
Dieu. The wounds of reason, we have

been told by a high authority.' can be

healed only by reason. W, II. in the Ba-

bel of metaphysical systenvbailding. who
can say, as one who knows, that

music of H ugo'fl Tens as, for a

to forget what looked

l -_,.1M -,I In nt^rn'm --* >..( mt'iIT pSl'BSJITSml Hi <HW B SVU, Oil

tWy ar oV
tret.-*! in other*.

* Edward Caird, The Philosophy of
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is doing its work ? No wonder that the

Middle Ages found no favor in this

poet's eyes. To the heart of the Ro-

manticist they appealed by the evident

sincerity of their simple faith ; to his ar-

tistic sense, by their pageantry. Leconte

de Lisle saw only their dark side, and in

a poem entitled Les Siecles Maudits,
" Ilideux siecles de foi, de lepre et de famine,"

he leaves no doubt whatever as to his

feelings. It would have been interesting
to hear him discourse on the Inferno.

Far too much has been made of his

detachment from the civilization of his

time, and the interests bound up with it.

It is perfectly true that, for the most

part, he lived in the past, keeping his

ideals behind rather than in front of

him, and looking on all ages since the

golden days of Greece as times of bar-

barism or of decadence. Still, the two

splendid poems of L'ltalie and Le Sacre

de Paris bring out all his French patri-

otism, and vindicate him from the com-

mon charge of indifference. Well may
he say to Hypatia,
" Dors ! Timpure laideur est la reine du monde,
Et nous avons perdu le chemin de Pares !

"

and yet the fortunes of his own country,
as well as of the neighbor who ought to

be her natural ally, can stir a responsive
chord in him.

To us, accustomed as we are to see

new fads change the spelling and pro-

nunciation of classical words about once

in ten years, the quaint inventions of the

Poemes Antiques (Khiron, Klytie, etc.)

come with less of a shock than to the

readers of thirty years ago. These

touches of pedantry, or something very
near akin to it, provoked a good deal

of discussion in those days. Gustave

Planche undertook to teach Leconte de

Lisle the correct French equivalent for

1 An admirable discourse by Mr. Stopford
Brooke on Byron's Cain, heard by the present
writer some years ago, suggested a good many
parallels that might be drawn between these

two poems. The attractive but difficult sub-

ject of possible indebtedness on the part of Le-

[May,

, but for once in his life, at least,

met his match. It must have been no
>mall triumph to wring even a grumbling
apology from so ungracious a critic. <

can understand why Sainte-Beuve could

actually so far forget his caution as to

call Planche a cuistre.

The various attempts of the great

world-religions to explain the relations

of the Maker to the universe find, as was

said, their place in these poems. In most

cases, especially with the religions of the

far East, the treatment is generous, or,

as Mr. Dowden says, cosmopolitan ; for

there is not much in these beliefs to

rouse the spirit of opposition always la-

tent in a man of early Voltairean train-

ing. Oriental creeds have hitherto had

too little direct influence on Europe to

be either hated or dreaded. With the

God of the Old Testament and the mes-

sage of Christianity it fares much worse ;

these two subjects lie outside the boun-

daries of the poet's toleration. And yet
the former inspired the poet's master-

piece. Different moods or temperaments

may find their enjoyment in this poem
or in that. Midi, for instance, fills the

soul with restfulness through its assur-

ances of ultimate peace. Hypatie echoes

our loving regret for the loss of ideal

beauty in the world. Dies Irae, the

poem of disillusion, represents the hope-
lessness of all things, le mal <lu 91

in short. But still deeper lie the ques-

tions, the eternally insoluble problems, of

the existence of evil and the hardness

of fate, taken up in a new reading of the

story of Cain, the poem of Qain, first

of the Poemes Barbares. 1

Thogorma, a

seer of the Israelites during the Assyrian

captivity, has the following vision : Be-

yond the mountains, in the far-off red of

sunset, he beholds the iron walls of the

conte de Lisle is, however, too wide to be tak- n

up here. It is significant that the theme of

< .tin has inspired three of the greatest poets of

the century, Byron, Hugo, Leconte de Lisle.

Hugo, of course, treats it from a less heterodox

point of view than the other two.
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city of Henokhia, Iniilt by Cain's mighty
brood. While :

:,'
life is asleep,

a mysterious horseman is seen, in the still-

ness of the night, coming out of the dark-

ness to hurl the curse of Javeh against
the city of rebellion and pride, the dwell-

ing of the accursed, and against Cain

himself. Then the old Titan, who has

slumbered for a thousand years on the

topmost point of its battlements, raises

himself slowly to answer the accuser in

the presence of all his descendants, who
are gathered around. Defeated, though

mulUiuayed, he gives back defiance for

curses, charging the Maker with the sin

n and the first bloodshed. Not
on man, not on Cain, rests the burden

of wrong : it falls on the unjust origin

of all.

(lit a 1'argile inerte : Souffre et pleure !

Aupres de la defense ai-je mis le d&tr,

L' ardent attrait d'un bien impoonble a aai-

eir,

Et le songv immortel dans le neant de

rh.-ure?

Ai-je dit de vouloir et puni d'obe*ir ?

" O miaere ! Ai-je dit a I'implacable Maitre,

An Jaloux, tounnenteur du nioude et dee ri-

Taota,

Qui gronde daoa la foudre et chevauche lea

La Tie aa*ure*nient eat bonne, je reox naftre !

Que m'importait la vie au prut uti tu la

Cain will not bow the knee in Mill-mis-

sion to Him who made Abel gentle, and

the first murderer violent. In his Pro-

methean anger he becomes the avenger
of mankind by in-M'm-.,' on the eternal

why. The answer will come with the

consummation of all things, and then

will be asserted the dignity of man.

"Etceeeramonjour! Et, d'dtoile en rftoile,

Le bienheureux Eden longnement nfrvti*
Verra renaltre Abel ear mon camr abrite* ;

Et toi, mort et couan aooa la fanebre toile,

Tu faneantiraa dam ta etenlit*."

Then comes the Flood. Through its

mists Thogonna the Seer, pale with af-

fright, sees the great form of Cain advan-

cing slowly, amidst the death that lies

around, towards the ark looming big in

the darkness. Leconte de Lisle could

not, Kke Shelley, end his poem with the

fairy vision of the statelier Eden come
back to men ; nor could his Cain echo

the last verse of Omar Khayyam's well-

known stanza :

O Then, who Man of baaer Earth

And ev'u with Faradiee deriee the Snake.
Fur all the Sin wherewith the Faee of Maa

le blaoken'd- Man', forgirenea. five
- and

Blasphemy ? Yes, a good deal of the

finest poetry in the world is blasphemous.
Some have been known to maintain that

all rebellion against the established order

of things, human or divine, implies blas-

phemy . How much one can stand of it

is generally a question of the direction

it takes ; and in any direction, largely a

question of degree. It needs no great

penetration to infer from this that Le

Nazare'en, in the same volume, was not

written with a view to the Sunday school.

Obviously, therefore, the concmfion

lies in proud jH-ii the poet it

too self-respecting to follow in the cyn-

ic's way. Austere, uncompromising, be

has dared to look on the work of crea-

tion, and he finds that it is not good.

He is far too consistent a philosopher to

l.iioy himself up with vague hopes, and

.still less disposed to console his readers

with promises of such a vulgar and earth-

ly sort as Sully I'nidhomme gives to his

Fanstns, in the very unequal poem
of Le Bonhenr. Though one may ad-

mit, in di-frrmre to Mr. Dowden. that

Leconte de Lisle here and there (as in

< >.im. for example) seems to see dim-

ly, for the race of men ... a

life towards which it advances,*

is nothing in thin that is fundamentally

irreconcilable with the assertion that, in

sentiment of of faint de-

sire and hope, which nertr quite dies out

in the hardiest doubter, especially if he
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l.'f a port. For one such expression, a

score complete poems, indeed are

to be found in the strain of these stanzas

from La Derniere Vision :

" Et d'heure en heure aussi, vous vous englou-

tirez,

O tourbillonnements d'e*toiles e'perdues,

Dans rincommensurable effroi des e'tendues,

Dans les gouffres muets et noirs des cieux sa-

cres!

" Et ce sera la Nuit aveugle, la grande Ombre,
Informe, dans son vide et sa ste'rilite',

L'abime pacifique oh git la vanite"

De ce qui fut le temps et 1'espace et le nom-
bre."

A word or two must finally be added

concerning the more strictly literary

qualities of the poet, whose thought has

hitherto been mainly discussed in this

paper. His learning and scholarship
must be apparent enough already. No
one has ever ventured a whisper against
their thoroughness, as has been more

than fence the case with the "
phenom-

enal erudition" of Hugo. Indeed, the

display of mere book-learning in the

first division of L'Ane, for instance, is

appalling to any one who does not stop
to ask himself the question, how could

one small head carry all that this man
knew? Hugo once privately admitted

to Leconte de Lisle that in mature life

he never read ; his time was too fully oc-

cupied with writing. The latter, on the

contrary, like Milton, with whom he has,

by the bye, several points of affinity, was

a prodigious reader, with that rarest of

gifts, an orderly mind ; the honor of be-

ing the most learned of the French poets

of our time he divides with his distin-

guished contemporary, M. Sully Prud-

homme. The exactness of scholarship
which seems to tinge the Poemes An-

tiques with affectation finds its right

place in admirable translations of -

chylus and Lucretius, among the very
first of their kind. It would require a

separate study to do anything like jus-

tice to the Miltonic stateliness of diction,

the fidelity and vigor in natural descrip-

tion, and the finished metrical beauty of

the poems of Leconte de Lisle. I will

not attempt to guess what share of those

qualities he owed to the laboriousness

for which all great French artists are re-

markable, what share to natural genius.
Not every country possesses poets who
undertake the translation of De Keruni

Natura jtour ne former la main, or, like

Gautier, read daily a page of the diction-

ary, in order to learn the resources of

the language in which they write. This

poet not only respected, but reasserted

the traditions of the high caste to which

he felt himself to belong. In its eyes it

was a caste, and the first duty of its mem-
bers was to fulfill the task imposed on

them by its exclusive mistress.

'

Fuis toujours 1'ceil impur, et la main du pro-
fane

Lumiere de r&me, 6 Beaute* !
"

Hence the restrictions he laid on his

own verse, which preserves a purity of

form much despised by the Decadents.

At the same time he freely admitted the

best metrical changes introduced under

the Romantic movement. Most of his

poems being short, the charge of mono-

tony falls to the ground, for no one feels

constrained to read them all at one sit-

ting. When taken in the right spirit,

from time to time, they impress a serious

reader with their solemn and sustained

splendor.

Leconte de Lisle never was, and can-

not become a popular poet, in the usual

sense of the term. His aspirations are

too high, his method is too perfect, to

find favor in the daily market-place of

literature. They who believe that poet-

ry is not a matter of momentary senti-

ment, still less a dilettante or li nicking

pursuit, but a serious art. will continue

to revere the memory of one who. after

working his solitary way through suffer-

ing to sublime peace, lived constantly in

the serene radiance of his ideals, and

left his thoughts in some of the noblest

poems of our time.

Paul T. Lajieur.
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THK AMERICAN COLLEGE.

> memorable study of A
civilization Mr. Bryce called especial at-

tention to the ardor and industry of oar

college instructors, and ventured to af-

firm that,
" of all the institutions of the

country, the colleges are those which

seem to be at this moment making the

swiftest progress, and to have the bright-

est promise for the future. They aw
supplying exactly those things which Eu-

ropean critics have hitherto found lacking
in America, and they are contributing to

her political as well as to her contempla-
tive life elements of inestimable worth."

To one who overlooks the whole field the

facts are indeed impressive and signifi-

cant The zeal for learning on the part
of the people, the enthusiasm for research

on the part of the scholars, remind one of

the brilliant days of the Italian renais-

sance. Our colleges are increasing in

sizewith astonishing rapidity, and, though

they constantly plead poverty, some of

them have princely endowments. New
institutions appear in the twinkling of

an eye; universities spring forth fully

equipped; boys of the humblest origin

and the slightest means struggle for an

education and gain it; grown men de-

Tote to the abstract loyalties of the intel-

lect the time, the strength, and the ambi-

tion which one would not expect to find

given over, in u country where money-

making is supposed to be i
l.j.-.-t.

to anything but the pursuit of wealth.

.lv is the American classical col-

lege increasing in strength, but its young
rival is growing apace, that curious

mongrel creation of ours, the collegiate

scientific school, an institution by which

raw boys are supposed to obtain a techni-

cal education directly, without the tiim-

wasting diversions of a college train-

ing. That such schools should arise in

America is not to be wondered at The

natural trend of the national genius is in

that direction. We are eager to prepare
for that life of action which competition
and environment force early on most of

us, anxious to learn clever umi success-

ful ways of handling tangible objects, and

impatient of all that delays professional
advancement and worldly progress. So

strong U the popular tendency towards a

rapid scientific
"
education, so noble ap-

pears the ideal thus evoked, that, with a

really large endowment, it would not be

hard to build up among us an institution

that would surpass in numbers, and per-

haps eventually in influence, our largest

and strongest colleges. Unless severe

measures are taken to preserve the dig-

nity of some of the technical professions,

indeed, we may soon see them largely

filled with men narrowly and slightly

trained for their work,

however, of the real value of our

movement toward popular scientific edu-

cation, it is evident that under present

conditions, a so-called higher course of

M u.ly is practically open to all able-bodied

and able-minded youth. An American

who cannot, if he chooses, go through ft

college or a scientific school is

lazy or weak, for any bright boy,

he has others dependent upon him, can

undoubtedly earn money enough for hk

three or four yean of study without ex-

traordinary loss of time or opportunity.

Nor are interest and ambition confined

to the young student It is astonishing

to notice the increasing ardor with which

the great body of teachers discuss theo-

ries and princirOes of education. Indeed,

there lies our safety from the dangers to

which almost absolute freedom in each

matters lays us open. Every college

almost every school can give the

and kind of instruction which it

But colleges and

sui
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conferences ; chairs of pedagogy are estab-

lished, educational magazines are found-

ed, and the younger generation is being

experimented on by its instructors in a

fashion that ought eventually to lead to

sound current ideas in regard to the prin-

ciples and practice of the art of teaching.

Meanwhile, the reputation of our col-

leges at home and abroad is steadily

growing. Harvard, for instance, has just

been honored by having a book written

about her by an accomplished and distin-

guished Englishman who recently spent a

few weeks in Cambridge.
1 Such a publi-

cation is significant. The parent element

in all our older systems of college edu-

cation was the English university ideal

of culture. It was for that the impres-
sionable Yankee boy yearned, thrilling

as he read of Matthew Arnold's Oxford,
"
steeped in sentiment,"

"
spreading her

gardens to the moonlight, and whisper-

ing from her towers the last enchant-

ments of the Middle Ages,"
"
calling us

nearer to the true goal of all of us, to

the ideal, to perfection, to beauty, in

a word, which is only truth seen from an-

other side." With us college has never

been widely conceived of as a resort mere-

ly of learning. Education taught how to

live, aroused the sluggish taste, tempered
the rough character, revealed new and

keen enjoyments, forced men to know

men, built up a lasting interest in things
of the spirit and the intellect, encouraged
fine ideals, and laid the foundation of

abiding friendships. To be a Harvard

man or a Yale man was something more
than to have mastered certain arts and sci-

ences : in the one case, it was to have at-

tained a flexible, intelligent, and gracious

culture; in the other, to have learned how
to live with dignity and success under

fierce competition and rigorous training

among a host of one's peers. Dr. Hill's

1 Harvard College by an Oxonian. By GEORGE
BIRKBECK HILL, D. C. L., Honorary Fellow of

Pembroke College, Oxford. London and New
York : Macimllan A: Co. i

The German Universities. Their Character

book will encourage the old tradition.

The Oxonian has scarcely grasped the

wider significance of what he heard and

saw in Cambridge on the Charles : at 1

he has made no attempt to distinguish the

elements that Harvard has contributed

to American civilization, or to measure

the progress of our oldest and largest

college toward its double goal of wis-

dom and culture. But he has done us

the new honor of writing about Harvard

as he would have written of the univer-

sity at Prague, at Bologna, or at Ox-

ford, as an interesting institution around

which for centuries historic associations

have gathered fast, and will still gather.

The old Harvard was a power in Massa-

chusetts, in New England, and finally in

the United States. We can see now, and

rejoice in seeing, that she, and others like

her, may be a power in the whole world of

scholarship and culture, a monument
of the past, a record of the present, a

foundation stone of the future.

But another ideal has been for a gen-

eration troubling the minds of Ameri-

can students. It is not enough that we
should strive for English culture; we
must attain, after the German fashion,

supremacy in learning. "To develop

youth into men of independence, of in-

dependence in thought and purpose, and

fully conscious of their own responsibili-

ty," that, according to Professor Paul-

sen, is the real purpose of the German

university. This, perhaps, might be re-

cognized as the aim of higher education

in any country, if we were to interpret

the words loosely, but the German ideal

of university instruction does not appar-

ently allow a great principle to be loose-

ly interpreted. From the beginning to

the (>nl of Pnfi'or I'aulsen's admi-

rable historical and theoretical account

of higher education in Germany,
2 for

and Historical Development. l!y FI:II i:i< M

PAULSEN. Authorized Translation by EDWARD
v\\ l'i I:KV. With an Introduction by

NICHOLAS Mi 1:1: \ v BITLKK. LondonandNew
York : Macmillan & Co. 1
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e, we are kept face to face with

the ideal that the young man, on com-

hi- university course, should have

not only the equipment of a sound gen-
eral education, but that of a sound spe-

cial training in a certain field of know-

ledge. He must, furthermore, not only
have mastered the known facts of that

li.-M. l.ut have shown himself capable of

advancing one step beyond his predeces-

sors, and adding new facts to the mass

of knowledge previously existing in his

department Once admitted to the uni-

versity, the youth may study wliat he

pleases, Lernfreiheit ; once author-

ized as an instructor, a man may teach

what dogmas or doctrines he pleases,

Lehrfreiheit ; but teacher and pupil have

alike the same aim in view, not per-

sonal culture or the spreading abroad of

culture through the acquisition of learn-

ing, but the extending of the bounds of

human knowledge. It needs only a glance
at the facts of the last twenty years to

appreciate how strong lias been our ani-

l>it ion to walk in the German path. It is

with such aim* that universities have been

founded at Chicago and at Worcester,

and that I larvard and Columbia, to men-

tion only ]>roininent examples, have been

reconstructed. Learning for learning's

sake is the university motto of tin- hour.

Judging by appearances alone, we have

been making extraordinary headway.

Judging, on the oth.-r hand, hy Professor

i
. ;'* calm and shrewd estimate of the

>n. much of our progress has been

imaginary. If from the thousands of

Htiid.-nts whirh tin- uni \frsity catalogues

proudly chronicle wo subtract, first, the

members of the college pure and -.iinj.l.- :

second, the men or boys learning how to

get a livelihood by the various money*

making professions, we shall not in any
ease have more than a few hundreds

or perhaps scores of men who are rap-

posed to be giving up their time to th-

acquisition of abstract knowledge and to

the furtherance of research. We shall

get a clearer idea of the elements of which
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if we
Sub-

tract, third, those members of the schools

of philosophy (which Professor Butler

rightly calls the core of the university)
who are merely prolonging slightly their

college course of culture-giving studies in

candidacy for an A. M. ; subtract, fourth,

those who are living near by, and take a

course or two during a year or two for

reasons rather of propinquity than of

passion; subtract, filth, students who are

attracted by fellowships and scholarships,

the old device of the theological semi-

naries for filling their thinned ranks ;

subtract, sixth, the men who did n't get
a fellowship this year, but are

themselves em 'evidence for the

petition: how many institutions in the

land are there in which the remainder i

wort h seriously considering ? The plain

truth of the matter is that oar colleges are

-till colleges, and none too good ones at

that, with numerous and prominent tech-

nological attachments. Bat it is easy to

see why we are so anxious to call ourselves

universities. First, we were

by a great wave of

thither, and returned, after a

al. with wise faces, and generally
with an impression that they had pre-

Nion.ly not sufficiently appreciated the

value of home products. The elect, a

few rare spirits, came back transformed,

vears of absence, into soch scholars

as the Continent knows h

keen investigator*, sturdy thinkers, men

really wise, bat prone to think that the

u.uItiM.l. ..f Americans must be fed only

with German loaves and fishes. Then

began the second period of foreign intlu-

enoe, under which we are now trying to

work, -that of adopted syston

modeled institutions. We are

that our colleges are in reality

ly gymnasia, and boys are taught that

glory begins only with a Ph. D. and the

right to wrap one's self in a parti

atatesii |wm 1 ta : J !
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of native growth and imitative acquisi-

tion it is sometimes hard to see the light

ahead, hut it will he strange if our period
of foreign subjugation continues long un-

broken. We are slowly coming to see that

real character and actual attainment can-

not always be expressed in terms of de-

grees. There is no need, after all, of such

elaborate systems of nomenclature for the

slight amount of higher work we are do-

ing. The college is the institution native

to us, and most valuable to us. The bet-

ter we make it, the more we keep our

professional schools decently in the back-

ground, the better we shall be serving our

country and our times. What research-

work we do can be properly called by
shorter names, done with less blowing of

trumpets, and less extensively advertised.

Dr. Hill looks with interest and ap-

probation on one of our colleges. Pro-

fessor Paulsen scarcely gives them all a

chance reference. Our opinion of our

own institutions, however, is not depen-
dent upon adventitious praise or blame,

but on experience and judgment. Amer-

ican ideas in regard to American col-

leges are singularly divergent, depending

largely upon the class of the community
to which the critic belongs. The business

man sometimes asserts that college grad-
uates are spoiled for life, so far as the

actual conduct of affairs goes, sometimes

admits in them a certain superiority of

training. Almost always, on the whole,

he regards their youthful folly or their

comradeship of later years with some-

thing like envy, and regrets in his heart

that he could not have ordered otherwise

his life. The artists and their kin grudge
the colleges their prominence, and insist

that such education is likely to warp the

taste and spoil the senses : how could it

be otherwise, they ask, when art is taught
either as history or as dogma ? Of those

actually within the college borders, the un-

dergraduate is perhaps too closely bound

1 Four American Universities. Harvard, Yale,

Princeton, and Colombia, By CHARLES ELIOT

NORTON. ARTHUR T. HADLI.V, WILLIAM M.

by the ideals imposed upon him by tra-

dition or instruction to express an unbi-

ased judgment. When, nevertheless, he

speaks his mind out frankly, it is oft nit >t

the mind of a young barbarian at play,

as possibly it should be. He studies with

more docility, on the whole, than he gets

credit for; he is good humored and

usually well bred, but, as a rule, much
excited over matters not of the spirit,

and honestly convinced that an instruc-

tor who conditions a " man "
on the crew

should be instantly called before a com-

mittee of investigation. The college

teacher let us do him the honor of

taking him at his best is a harmless,

hard-working, scantily paid person, a

little afraid of being unpopular with his

students, and not fond of imagining him-

self unapproved of by those higher than

himself in power or influence ; too busy
for more than dreaming of original re-

search ; giving freely to his pupils of his

best time and strength, and squandering
the residue in endless committees and

consultations. He is grieved when his

classes are inattentive ; honestly proud
at some rare word of praise or appreci-

ation ; glad, domestic and conservative

creature that he is, when lecture-making

and lecture-giving are over for the day,

of a quiet hour with his wife and balues.

To all college men, however, old or

young, the college tradition is more or

less sacred, the college ideal one that

compels loyalty. Something of this sim-

ple faith and affection is evident in a

little collection of essays on Harvard,

Yale, Princeton, and Columbia, to which

the publishers have given the somewhat

grandiose title of Four American Uni-

versities.
1 For though the authors lay

some stress on university apparatus, all

of them have instinctively shown that

it is of the colleges proper that they

speak most willingly. Each essay has

its characteristic manner : Harvard is

SLOANE, and BRANDER MATTHEWS. New
York : Harper & Brothers. 1895.
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politely oblivious of any institution save
" the oldest and chief seat of learning

"

in America : Yale, like a younger sister

r elder's wedding, explains with

somewhat unnecessary elaboration why
she is what she is ; Princeton is proud
of her ancestry and tier isolation ; Co-

lumbia exhibits her fresh and beautiful

organization. And each college has iU

chosen ideal, sacred by tradition : to

Harvard belongs manifold scholarship

and cosmopolitan culture ; to Yale, well-

earned success over all competitors in

physical, social, and commercial hon-

ors, an ideal so powerful, so human,
so democratic, so American, that even

the alien heart warms with it ; to Prince-

ton, the strength and self-control of men

rigorously trained in seclusion, and strong

for the battle of life ; to Columbia, bril-

liant facility and tact, the art of plan-

ning, organizing, and administering all

things, be they spiritual or temporal, sci-

entific or literary, political or commercial.

Each ideal is a force scarcely to be esti-

mated, and only to be expressed, if at all,

in terms of the enthusiastic devotion of

Urge bodies of graduates, men who, not

bewildered professors or immature stu-

dents, see what part in their training their

college work and life have had, and value

it accordingly. The German universities

feed the learned professions and lead the

van of research. Inseparable from our

colleges, on the contrary, is the glory of

a closer connection with the manifold

and active life of the country to which

they belong, and of which they are the

loyal servants. Famous schools of high-

er learning we shall doubtless have in

the end, places of pilgrimage for the

searcher after minute and remote truth.

We should rather, however, now hold

fast to that which we have than rashly

stretch out hands for that for which we
are not yet ripe. In what we have

there is still a wide field for ambition ;

for our colleges, freshly conscious of their

tank and it* dignity, are in many ways

sorely tempted to forsake the paths that

made them famous. They yearn, like

shopkeepers, for a large patronage ; they

advertise themselves incessantly, and with

little modesty or discrimination ; they ac-

cept gladly bureaucratic methods of gov-

ernment and instruction, forgetting the

older and nobler ideals, which cared lit-

tle, perhaps, for the "
higher

"
learning,

but much for the dignity of the institu-

tion, the power of the teacher, and the

quiet growth of the student in individ-

uality, in culture, and in real knowledge.

COMMENT ON NEW BOOKS.

Literature and Criticism. The Macinillaii*

have begun the issue of a series of what

may be called forgotten English novels,

books which have a historic interest and

some intrinsic value, but have not been kept

steadily before the eye of the public. The
series opens with Maria Edgeworth's Castle

Rackrent and The Absentee. Mrs. Ritchie

furnishes an acceptable introduction which

is a return* of Miss Edgcworth's career,

and there are twoseore illustrations printed
with the text, illustrations in which the

interest depends mainly on the composition,

since delicacy of detail is forbidden by the

conditions of paper and printing. The ef-

fect, however, is often very food, even in

the matter of expression, and there is a
fn.,Ml,.M, from o%,T-rvliiiMm-iilwlm-h -

series is Captain Marrvafs Japhti in Search

of a Father, with an Introduction by David

Hannmr, and illiwtnUionc scarcely so food
as those in the earlier volnmc. MeClnrg
& Co. (Chicago) have added to their Laa-

rel Crowned Tales a translation of Paul and

Virginia, with introduction, by Melville B.

Andenon. Mr. Andr-on adds distinctly

to U tntenst of U book by his btofraph-
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ical and critical introduction. Macmil-

lan & Co. continue their issue of Dickens

by the publication of Little Dorrit, with a

preface by Charles Dickens's sou of the

same name. The publication in a single

book, on thin paper, forbids a very satis-

factory reproduction of the illustrations
;

otherwise the volume is an attractive one.

Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co., London, have

begun the issue of an edition of De Foe's Ro-

mances and Narratives in sixteen volumes,
of which three have reached us through
Macinillan & Co., New York. These three

comprise the whole of Robinson Crusoe, in-

cluding the Serious Reflections and A Vision

of the Angelic World. Mr. George A. Ait-

ken, so well known by his life of Steele,

edits the series, and furnishes an introduc-

tion which really introduces, providing also

special introductions to the separate pieces.

Mr. J. B. Yeats's etched illustrations add

but little to the distinction of the edition,

but the paper, print, and binding are so

good that one asks nothing further in the

way of book-making. Letters Addressed

to a College Friend during the Years

1840-1845, by John Ruskin. (George Al-

len, London ;
Mac mil Ian, New York.) The

Ruskin of the early forties talking uncon-

strainedly on paper to an intimate friend

is the very Ruskin of later and ostensibly
more formal occasions. His enthusiasm

for Turner, for example, was never more

vigorously expressed :
" He is the epitome

of all art, the concentration of all power ;

there is nothing that ever artist was cele-

brated for that he cannot do better than

the most celebrated." And again, see an-

other bending of the twig :
" I have not an-

swered your conversation about the Church,
because I sympathize completely in all you

say, and I don't see the use of answering
unless you have to contradict something or

somebody. What a stupid thing conver-

sation would be without contradiction !
"

These are but two instances of the charac-

teristic flavor of the letters, which must

appeal to all the worshipers at Ruskin's

shriue. Tha Book-Bills of Narcissus, an

Account Rendered, by Richard Le Galli-

enne. (Putnams.) This third edition of a

book which, upon accepted principles, could

not have been thought likely to prove pop-

ular, is enlarged by a chapter relating one

of the schoolgirl love-passages in tin

: cissus. It cauuot contribute so much

to one's liking for the whole as a few of the

original chapters, notably The Children of

Apollo, a delightful analysis of the poetic

temper, and That Thirteenth Maid, which

shows Narcissus himself not so thoroughly
a child of impulse as to fail of bein^ a man.

What is said in the last chapter of all about

"the new journalism" might be amtiMn<;ly
connected with current remarks about Mi.

Le Gallienue and "the new log-rolling ;"

yet would the book remain an uncommon-

place and pleasurable work. In Holm's

Novelist's Library (George hell & Sons,

London
; Macinillan, New York), Smollett's

Peregrine Pickle in two volumes and Rod-

erick Random in one are reprinted with

Cruikshank's illustrations. It takes a pretty

strong stomach to stand some of Smollett,

but one brings away certain stout English

characters, like Commodore Trunnion, for

example, which are not willingly forgot-
ten. The pretty little series of The Lyric

Poets (J. M. Dent & Co., London : Mac-

inillan, New York) is further enriched by
a selection of the lyric poems of Kol> it

Burns, edited, with an introduction, by Er-

nest Rhys. The introduction, which quotes

liberally from Burns's own account of him-

self, is pitched in a good key, and will please
a lover of Burns. The brief notes accom-

panying the poems are to the point, and

a glossary adds to the convenience of this

choice book. Gulliver's Travels, with a

Preface by Henry Craik, and one hundred

illustrations by Charles E. Brock. (Mac-
i nil Ian.) A very dainty little edition, in

which the artist has struggled successfully

with the problem of how to make little

and big help each other in proportion.
The Amateur Emigrant, from the Clyde to

Sandy Hook, by Robert Louis Stevenson.

(Stone & Kimball, Chicago.) This well-

tempered volume, coming almost as a post-

humous work, gives one an admirable no-

tion of Stevenson at his quietest.

delightful piece of English, and, with its

skillful touches in portraiture and clever

use of what to most would have been ordi-

nary material, it shows the hand of a mas-

ter who could play on his instrument, when

his theme was a simple variation of

miliar air, in such a way as to deepen the

ticanee of the familiar.

m. The People of the Mi>t, by II.

K id e i Haggard. (Longmans.) A "record

of barefaced and flagrant adventure," the
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author calls his tale, which follows the for-

tunes of a young Englishman who has lost,

by his father's misdeeds, ancestral home
:ui.l worldly goods, and goes to Africa in

quest of gold. How he, with the aid of a

dwarf and an old woman, rescues a
> I -irl from the clutches of the Yel-

low Devil, a notorious slave-trader, destroy-

ing the ruffian's "nest" and slaying his fel-

low-demons, is told with abundant vividness

and force. To paint in too strong -.,l., : ,

the horrors of slave-driving is beyond even

Mr. Haggard's power. Hut these stirring

scenes are only tin mild prelude to the jour-

ney in quest of the wondrous rubies and

sapphires to be found in the city of the Peo-

ple of the Mist, and the so to speak breath-

leu narrative of the strange and fearful

haps and mishaps which befell the hero and

his friends there. It can be confident ly

stated that no falling-off is discernible in

the writer's power of invention or skill as a

raconteur. Marsena, and < h her Stories of

the Wartime, by Harold Frederic. <

ners.) Mr. Frederic's "
specialty," aside

from newspaper correspondence, seems to

have become the writing of stories of the

war, especially with relation to the men and

women who stayed at home. His scene,

in this book as in others, is laid in the Lem-

priere region of New York State, and a

vivid memory of persons and sentiments

that impressed his boyish mind gives a

strong flavor of reality to what he writes.

The resources of humor and pathos, more-

over, are not beyond his reach. The excep-
tion to his rule of keeping the characters

at home is found in the last portion of Mar-

sena, the principal story of the book ; and
- a true element of the tragic, even

if the situation is a trifle forced, in the pic-

ture of the foolish woman who has sent two

brave admirers to the fm., ; them

lx>tii. in her capacity of sanitary nurse in a

ti. 1,1 hospital, that she may pay fatuous at-

IH to a picturesque officer far lest se-

riously wounded than .-ith.-r <f her former

lovers. M ' I firry IVrry

Robinson. (Harpers.) A showy piece of

work with superficial excellences. The
author has taken advantage of the atten-

tion drawn to strikes, especially as connect-

ed with politics, and has aimed to draw the

character of a young enthusiast who repre-

sents the better element of the Democratic

party, and makes great speeches in a

he Populists. His

preted, estranges for a time the affections

of the heroine, whose father is a capitalist,

and president of steel works and an electric-

car company. A strike leads to violence ;

troops are called out ; the hero, seeing how
the baser elements of bis party have been

in collusion with the strikers, loses faith

in it and swings off. Mr. Robinson has

tried to do two things : tell a story, and
show the folly of much of what is called

the labor movement. Unfortunately, he

fails to penetrate the difficult situation,

and gives his treatment a partisan air. Ho
does not convince, and makes the reader

impatient at his inadequate handling of the

t
; his story, meanwhile, is a transpar-

ent one, with conventionally conceived char-

acters. Books in paper covers : A Trav-

eller from Altruria, by W. I> HowelU

(Harpers) ; Martin Hewitt, Investigator,

by Arthur Morrison (Rand, MrNally ft Co.

Chicago) ; Uncle Sam's Cabins, a Story of

Ixmking Forward a Centn-

lieiijamm Rush Davenport (Mascot

Pttblkhnf Co., New York) ; Some Every-

Day Folks, by Eden Phillpotts (Harpers) ;

A Woman of Impulse, by Justin 1

McCarthy (Putnams).
Book*for the Young. Tales of the Pun-

jab Told l.v the People, by Flora Annie

Steel. With Illustrations by J. Loekwood

Kipling. C. I. E.. and Notes by R.C. Tem-

pi. . (Macmillan.) These folk-talcs have

been collected by Mrs. Steel with infinite

patience and care after many recitals of the

same from various village story-tellers, the

hearer meantime rejecting feeble, imper-

fect, or ill-remembered versions, and eom-

; and piecing together till the has ob-

tained a coherent whole. Her object ha*

been to secure "a good story in what ap-

pears to be iU beet form ; but the tales

have not been doctored in any way, not

, the language." Of court* variants

of some old friends are to be found here,

l.ut in their present shape they are distinctly

of India in tone and atmosphere.
colli*ction of fairy-tales the volume should

please the most exacting litt!,- oniic, while

Major Temple's admirable notes end appsn
dices make it valuable to the fotMorist -

enland and the Pole, a Story of Ad-

vrnuiw in the Arctic Regions, by Gordon

Stables, M. D, R. N. (Seribners.)

to meet with a story of
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for boys that can be so heartily commended

as this. Though there is no lack of excit-

ing incidents, they are never of so improb-
able a sort as to verge on the impossible ;

and indeed many of the Arctic experiences
are drawn from the author's own journals.

The youthful heroes do not imperil their

own lives, and others as well, by willful-

ness or insubordination, as is too much the

habit of their contemporaries in similar

American fiction, and the tone of the book

throughout is wholesome and manly. It is

a volume of generous dimensions, the scene

shifting from Scotland and Norway to

Greenland, and finally to the North Pole,

Nansen,
" the bravest of Arctic explorers,"

to whom the tale is dedicated, being the

prototype of the Captain Reynolds of the

story. Sea Yarns for Boys Spun by an

Old Salt, by W. J. Henderson. (Harpers.)
Yarns of the old-fashioned order, which do

credit to the inventive power and lively

imagination of their narrator. They are

amusing after their kind, and not without

cleverness. The Spanish Pioneers, by
Charles F. Lummis. (McClurg.) A live-

ly, sometimes dogmatic narrative, in which

Mr. Lummis tries to repair some damages
inflicted on the Spanish character, and to set

right our general conception as to the per-
sons on both sides most concerned in the

Spanish conquest of America. The Story
of Babette, a Little Creole Girl, by Ruth

McEnery Stuart. (Harpers.) A juvenile

romance, as stories of youthful life in New
Orleans generally prove to be. The little

heroine is a stolen child, who, however, soon

falls into the hands of kind protectors, and

at the age of eighteen is restored to her

own people. It is, on the whole, a pleasant-

ly written and interesting tale, and though
it ends with a wedding, the preliminary

love-making is wisely omitted. It should

be said, too, that broken English and dia-

lect are used with commendable modera-

tion.

Gossip and Curiosities. Chapters from

Some Unwritten Memoirs, by Anne Thack-

eray Ritchie. (Harpers.) From the time

when the young daughter of a great novelist

wrote The Story of Elizabeth and retold

the old fairy-tales in modern fashion, her

faithful readers have never missed from
her work a peculiar charm which is nowhere
more pervasive than in these delightful re-

miniscences. We find the graceful, lei-

surely stylr, sympathetic feeling, kin.li

of tone, and gentle humor, which we know,
on every page of the recollections of her

childhood and early girlhood, here set down

by the author. The story is divided be-

tween Paris the Paris of Louis Philippe
and the second Republic and London,
with sketches of travel interspersed, Div-

ing everywhere most agreeable glimpses of

personages often very distinguished, occa-

sionally quite undistinguished, the latter

sometimes as admirable bits of portraiture
as are to be found iu the book. Personally,

Thackeray has never been more pleasant-

ly presented to the reading public than as

the generous friend and ever-indulgent fa-

ther of these records, over-indulgent, the

austere Miss Bronte apparently found him.

The description of an evening reception
where this lady, as the guest of honor, by
her shyness froze into silence the clever

company assembled
;

the account of the

household life in Young Street, of Weimar

revisited, of the first delivery of the opening
lecture on the English Humorists, these

passages, and others like them, will also

serve as fragments of a memoir which is, to

OUT loss, to remain unwritten. Half a <

tury with Judges and Lawyers, by Joseph A .

Willard. (Houghton.) The autobiographic
sketch with which Mr. Willard introdi

his volume is a piece of racy writing which

will give the reader a pleasurable anticipa-

tion of the reminiscences which follow. The

official relation which Mr. Willard holds

does not seem to have impaired his inde-

pendence in the least, and it is refreshing
to observe the frankness with which he

deals with public characters. Any one who
knows the authoritative nature of Mr. Wil-

lard's notebook will not question the accuracy
of his memory. So abundant a collection

of anecdotes may be expected to be uneven,

but the judicious reader will do himself a

service by taking the book as a dessert, and

not as a full meal. Nuts and raisins are

first rate, but they do not constitute a din-

ner. A minute index adds to the value of

the collection. In Old New York, by
Thomas A. Janvier. (Harpers.) Even to

one not remembering the first appearance of

the papers that are cmi)pri>ed in this book.

they would proclaim themselves unmi

ably as magazine articles. They are written

with the special design of interesting New
York readers, and are provided with the aid
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of illustrations which as truly serve the same
end. This is not to say that the articles,

in the book, are incapable of interesting
others than metropolitans. On the contrary,

any one who knows New York at all must

appreciate the charm of studies such as Mr.
r has made. As scratching the skin

of a Russian shows what he is within, so

these articles have a close enough relation to

the New York of to-day to make more vivid

the impressions of all the stages through
which the city's municipal and social growth
ha-s passed. Wimple-* :ml ('rUpini; I'm*,

Being Studies in the Coiffure and Orna-

ments of Women, by Theodore Child,

pers.) A handsomely bound and printed

volume, liberally supplied with illustrations,

mostly from the works of famous sculptors

and painters, indicating some of the fash-

ions of hair-dressing which prevailed from

the days of ancient Egypt to the France

of 1830. It is a rather desultory histo-

ry, and the wimple is but slightly repre-

sented in comparison with the work of the

crisping pin, which is curious, considering

the long spaces of time when caps or head-

dresses, graceful, fantastic, or grotesque,

nearly concealed the hair of most women.

Although the letterpress is plainly written

for the pictures, the author shows consid-

erable enthusiasm for his subject, believing

that " coiffure is an art, the chiefest of

the decorative arts, inasmuch as its func-

tion is to adorn the most perfect of nature's

works, the beauty of woman/' It may be

so
;
but even in the not very comprehensive

and usually favorable examples given here,

the art in its most elaborate forms occa-

sionally does its best to disfigure rather

than adorn this beauty. Early London

Theatres [In the Fields], by T. Fairman

Owlish, F. S. A. The Camden Library.

(Macmillan, New York ;
Elliot Stock, Lon-

don . ) An ad in irably arranged and also ex-

ceedingly readable summary of what is

known (often very indefinitely and impor-
of the foundation and history of the

first London playhouses. Priority belongs to

The Theatre, built in the Fields north of the

city in 1576, and followed closely, both in

time and in situation, by The Curtain

rival houses soon appeared on the Surrey

rid* probably one at Newington Butts, de-

to be the scene of those successes of

the young Shakespeare that roused the ire

of Greene, The Rose, with which the post

had a brief connection, and others of less

fame. A fresh and interesting contribution

to dramatic history given in this book is

the account of the constant warfare waged
against the players by the London Corpora-
tion. Few of its readers, we imagine, will

have realised how intense was the Puritan

feeling among the citizens, even in the time

of Elizabeth. The Queen and her Privy
Council were on the side of the playhouses,
but the victory by no means always rested

with them. Though this is a theatrical, and

not a literary history, it throws much light

on the conditions under which were pro-
duced the plays of the great age of the

English Drama, a subject none too well un-

derstood by the general reader. The story
of the Globe and of the Blackfriars Theatre

hi reserved for another volume. Colonial

Days and Dames, by Anne Hollingsworth
Wharton. With Illustrations by E. S. Hol-

loway. (Lippincott) Miss Wharton follows

her pretty book Through Colonial Doorways
with another, in which she takes a some-

what wider range from New England to the

Southern colonies, though, naturally, she

is most at home in Pennsylvania. The hook

does not profess to draw from unpublished

sources, and is the rather light gleanings of

an explorer who is looking chiefly for the

footprints of women in our history. Side

Glimpses from the Colonial Meeting-House,

by William Root HI.-. (Houghton.) Mr.

Bliss has a somewhat similar air of

ing, but his hook is more distinctly a con-

tnbution to our histories! knowledge ; for

he has the instinct which takes him to the

less familiar sources, and the sense of pro-

portion which enables him to bring together

the parts of his general subject duly. The

study of this side of the New England
character is intelligent, and often atrrtam-

ing. Roman Gossip, by Frances Elliot

( Murray, London.) Mrs. Minto Elliot's re-

MJrMtffmft run back to the middle of the

c.ntury, but apparently she doss not rely

on the advantages which her social posi-

tion gave her to draw much at first hud.
Them is little, it is to he said, of her own

reminiscences, hat A potpourri of sasedotsj

and narrative about sneh character* as the

two Popes, Antonelli, Rossini, Garibaldi,

Torlonia, the Buonapartes, as with true Sag-
lish obstinacy she calls them, Cavoar, Vic-

tor Emmannel, and others. There is not

pril in the hook, but much of good-
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natured comment, which sounds better in

conversation than in literature.

History and Biography. The fourth and
final volume of the new illustrated edition

of J. R. Green's A Short History of the

English People (Harpers) covers the period
from 1679 to 1815, with an epilogue sum-

marizing the later part of the century. The
scheme of the edition by which illustrations

are drawn from actual objects, portraits, and
the like is consistently carried out, though
we question whether the general reader will

greatly care for the large number of med-

als, and think he would gladly have seen

other facsimiles, such as a page of The Spec-
tator or the handwriting of Wellington. The
illustrations, especially the portraits, serve

in many instances to supplement the text :

thus there are portraits of Pope and Addi-

son, when their names do not appear in the

text, if we may trust a cursory examination

and the index, though the index is too mea-

gre for a book of such extent. The Cru-

sades, the Story of the Latin Kingdom of

Jerusalem, by T. A. Archer and Charles L.

Kingsford. The Story of the Nations Se-

ries. (Putnams.) Not often does a history
told in outline present so many excellent

qualities as are to be found in this work.

Despite the necessarily severe condensation,

the story is neither bald nor colorless
; for

the authors, having a thorough mastery of

their subject, do not fail to distinguish be-

tween events of greater and less importance,
so that the narrative, comprehensive as it

is, never degenerates into a mere enumera-

tion of facts, but is continuously interesting.

From history and romance the general story
of the Crusades is tolerably familiar, but

that forms only a portion of this work, which

also gives due consideration to the causes

and effects of those great movements, sub-

jects imperfectly understood even by well-

informed readers, while its clear summary
of the annals of the Latin Kingdom of Je-

rusalem will prove especially enlightening.
The illustrations are numerous, and so very
well selected that the descriptive list of

them prefixed to the volume is welcome.

Cicero and the Fall of the Roman Republic,

by J. L. Strachan-Davidson, M. A. Heroes

of the Nations Series. (Putnams.) It is a

subject for congratulation that the Life of

Cicero, in a popular series, should have fallen

into such peculiarly competent hands. The
book is as readable as it is scholarly, and.

the latter fact la-ing self-evident, tin- writer

has wisely economized tin- sp dis-

posal by refraining from controversy, and

rarely straying from narration to criti<

Not that he leaves us in any uncertainty

as to his feeling regarding Ca->arism, or his

sympathy with the last struggles of the

defenders of the republic. The mat .rials

for the biography are, of course, largely
drawn from Cicero's own writings,

cially from that confidential correspondence
which has made him the most intimately
known of all the ancients, and, while it has

unveiled his weaknesses to his detractors, has

raised for him friends and lovers in every

succeeding generation. The illustrations do
not add greatly to the value of the work,
and are not always particularly relevant.

The Life and Adventures of George Au-

gustus Sala, Written by Himself. In two
volumes. (Scribners.) Mr. Sala has been

entertaining the public so long with his

comment on contemporaneous affairs, with

the sauce piquante of his own personality,
that it is at first a little difficult to see how
he can make out two stout octavos afi

but the matter is explained when one n

that the point of view is shifted. It is now
Mr. Sala who is the principal, and events

and other personages the incidental. There
is much that is amusing in this narrative,

much more that is trivial, but the whole is

not a bad portrait by himself of the mod-
ern personal journalist. A great many other

persons besides Mr. Sala are mentioned in

the work, and a few are hit off with so

thing like characterization, but no portrait

is drawn with so many touches as his own.

Josiah Wedgwood, F. R. S., his Personal

History, by Samuel Smiles. (Harpers.) Mr.

Smiles had in Wedgwood a most sympa-
thetic subject. Here was an KnglMiman
who struggled against all sorts of <>

held bravely to his purpose, and achieved

most significant success. Moreover, he was
connected with a group of interesting peo-

ple, and beauty was made useful in his art.

Then we have tin- narrative told in a MM--

cession of short sentence-, which march in

an orderly, cheerful manner to the end of

the book. The Buccaneers of America.

A True Account of the most Hcmarkahh-

Agsanlt> committed of late Years upon the

Coasts of the \Ve.>t Indies 1 iy the Bu

of Jamaica and Tortuga (both Knglish
and French), wherein are contained !:
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paralleled Exploits

Morgan, our English Jamaican Hero,

who sacked Porto Hello, burnt Panama, etc.

who was Present at those Tragedies. (Im-

ported by Scrilmers.) The original narra-

tive in Dutch was rendered into En-

1684, and is here reprinted, with an intro-

duction I-;.
II- nry Powell, and accompanied

by contemporary maps and engraving
are not likely to miss the adventures of the

West Indian piratical folk, and it would

seem somewhat discouraging to modern

story-tellers who affect this period to find

. ^iual narratives so racy as they are.

vton Booth of California, his Speeches
and Addresses. Edited, with Introduction

tes, by Lauren E. Crane. (Putnams.)
A singular compound of biography and writ-

ings and speeches : first a chapter of Mr.

Booth's orations and addresses; then a chap-
Mis political life, especially as Gover-

nor of California and United States Sena-

,en a chapter of lectures ; and finally

a group of his contributions to magazines
and newspapers. The career is one worth

analyzing. Christopher Columbus and the

Participation of the Jews in the Spanish and

Portuguese Discoveries, by Dr. M. Kayser-

ling. Translated by Charles Gross. (Long-
mans.) Mr. Fish and th- Ala!, .m: i dailBB,

a Chapter in 1 Hj.lcin.it ic HU:..r-;.. ft]
.1. (

,

Bancroft Davis. ( Houghton.)

/.on, Ethic*, and Theology. As Others

Saw Him. A Retrospect. A. D. 54. (Hough-

ton.) A narrative, clearly conceived, sup-

posed to be written by one of the ruling

Jews, who had something of the s;

Nicodemus, but who stopped short .;

demus's faith, and ruminated sadly after-

ward over the way things went The writ-

ho conceals his name, is clearly a

rary power, a sincere man also, and

so far in sympathy with modern Judaism

that he may be taken as honestly wishing
. to know how an ancient Jew with the dis-

position of a modern one might have looked

on Jesus, when he was neither an arrogant
and obstinate Pharisee, nor a disciple, nor

an indifferent Sadducee. The resu

fresh . a great subject

Faith-Healing, Christian Science, ai>

dred Phenomena, by J. M. Buckley, LL. D.

.ry Co.) The writer has less sym-

pathy for the logic of Christian Seienoe

than for the other themes with whkh he

T,,- pjntoq ssd aefl HfkjeJ th-

are, however, set forth in a manner be-

speaking no superficial study of the sub-

jects. A more reeent hook which may be

mentioned hare is Annie Payson Call's As
a Matter of Course. (Roberts.) Without

using the terminology of any school of
"
healers,** it **H* upon men rH women,

especially when subject to

to follow the paths of simplicity and natere,

to do the things which should be done by

There is much truth in the book, if not

quite all the freshness of the writer's Power

Through Repose. The GoTcrnment ofGod
in Relation to the Evolution of Man, by
William Woods Smyth. (Elliot Stock.

London.) A new edition of a work pub-
lished a dozen years ago, in which the

author seeks to array what may be called

the Bible as interpreted by an Evangelical

against the prevalent doetrines of the evo-

lutionists. - The Johannine Theology, a

Study of the Doctrinal Contents of the

Gospel and Epistles of the Apostle John,

by George B. Stevens. (Scribners.) A
to the author's treatise

with which indeed

this briefly in a
1> f _ PA

tor. i roressor ocevei

terestmg order of theologians, a man well

versed in the literature of the subject, yet

using independently a method of his own,
a method which may be

direct and free from subtlety, an

faoe-to-faoe view. Bible, ftaMlff. and

Faith,byJ.A.Zahm. (John Murphy & Co..

!;.;. i \ .
.

. .- :. t

the relation of seioneo to faith, by a maa of

who b also a devout adheroai to the

Roman Catholic faith. The hook will have

run the free use wh

i I . i i. ,::;-:
Jesus, a Critical Analysis of the Sources of

the Gospels, together with a Study of the

Sayings of Jesus, by Arthur Kenyon Ro-

ger*. (Putnam*.) A book with an irritat-

.... . . .

f UMsW NAlMM i..

what is real an
Biblical narrative ; jet the writer

, ft. | :, BJ .'* aj HtJBJ tfsjH "t
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The Gospel of Paul, by Charles Carroll

rett. (Houghton.) Dr. Everett, with

a frankness which is most agreeable, intro-

duces himself to the reader as one who has

found a new interpretation of Paul's doc-

trine of the atonement, and has found it,

moreover, not in a logical conception into

which the apostle's words fit, but in an in-

duction from the words themselves. He
makes an interesting point when he shows

that the writings of Paul are not strictly

systematic, since they were addressed to

persons who alpeady accepted the doctrine

which he held
;
and thus Dr. Everett seeks

to reconstruct the gospel of Paul by putting
himself in the position of a hearer of it,

and inquiring into Paul's historical relation

to Judaism and to Christianity. The
Witness to Immortality in Literature, Phi-

losophy, and Life, by George A. Gordon.

(Houghton.) A study of the doctrine of

immortality as discoverable in Hebrew

writings, the poetry and philosophy of the

world, the argument of Paul, and the life

and doctrine of the Christ. The plan is

fresh, the cumulative argument is well man-

aged, the writer has earnestness and a some-

what prolix eloquence. The treatment is

so varied that the force of the presentation
is greatly increased, since one looks at the

[May,

subject now in this light, now in that.

The Monism of Man, or The Unity of the

Divine and Human, by David Allyn (ior-

ton. (Putnams.) The sixth volume of

A Select Library of Nicene and I'o-t-Nicene

Fathers of the Christian Church contains

the Letters and Select Works of St. Jerome,
translated by Canon Fremantle, with tin-

aid of the Rev. G. Lewis and the Rev. W.
(i. Martley. (The Christian Literature

Co., New York.)

Sociology. Wealth against Common-
wealth, by Henry Demarest Lloyd. (Har-

pers.) A spirited recital of what the author

believes to be the story of the concentration

of industrial power iu the hands of a few
men and corporations. He fortifies his nar-

rative with many citations from government
documents and authoritative statement-.

Perhaps the tone of a zealous special plead-
er which characterizes the volume from the

start is necessary to arouse attention, but

the reader who is desirous of studying <

fully the great questions which cause the

book will hardly be satisfied with so entire-

ly ex parte a judgment. It is something to

be thankful for that Mr. Lloyd, after telling

this story of gigantic oppression, does not

lose one whit his confidence in the final vic-

tory of the commonwealth.

THE CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB.

TheModerni- If this heyday of charitable en-

ty Hospital, deavor, it has always seemed to

me strange that two classes of suffering

mortals have been overlooked, the New Wo-
men and the Yellow Men. Their need of

a " retreat
"
of some sort is beyond ques-

tion. Why should we delay longer the es-

tablishment of a Modernity Hospital ?

It is understood that measures have al-

ready been taken towards this end. Indeed,

I may say, m the confidence of the Club,

that they are well under way, and, in order

that a full understanding of the enter
j
risp

may be spread, I am allowed to state a few

of the proposed rules of the institution.

Applicants of each sex must be quite in-

capable of seeing any happiness in life.

For the New Women's Ward, each ap-

plicant must show herself a believer in sex

as a purely modern discovery. For the

Yellow Men's Ward, a digestion >i

with special reference to dead-sea fruit

which shall be to it not as lead, but a

morning, noon, and ni^ht must be an as-

sured appurtenance of every patient.

Since alleviation ratlin* than complete
cure is the aim of the hospital, s

from both wards are encouraged to D

often as possible. (It will probably appear
at first that the women's contempt for the

men, and the men's admiring di>hu-t of the

women, will render these meetings infre-

quent ;
but protestation^ of such feelings

from the patients must be ignon d. After

a few weeks of treatment, it may lie ex-

pected that afternoon tea for groups from

both wards will become a necessary part of

each sufferer's routine.)
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With the same principle of alleviation in

view, the New Women are urged to write

as many papers on vexed questions, and

the Yellow Men as many
" minor poems,"

as they can. Aside from private readings,
which are always encouraged for the prompt
relief they have been known to give in many
cases, a periodical public reading in tin-

assembly room of the hospital shall take

place. It cannot be said exactly how

this reading will occur, but it shall be the

duty of the wardens to keep themselves in-

formed as to the quantity of manuscript

produced from day to day ; and when it

shall equal in amount the copy necessary

for a monthly magazine, the public reading
shall be held. With the hospital in good

running order, it may be expected that this

will happen about once a fortnight.

The world's notions of conventionality

may be ignored so far as the municipal au-

thorities will permit New Women with a

special tendency towards a " common stan-

dard "
shall suffer no restrictions in the use

of tobacco, even if, beginning with cigar-

ettes, the patient becomes addicted in the

end to cigars and pipes. Yellow Men with

the same desire for equality shall be allowed

as much knitting and fancy-work as their

strength will permit.

These are but a few of the regulations,

bnt perhaps they are enough to show how

thoroughly in sympathy with the methods

of contemporary science the founders of

the institution are. Is it too much to hope
that the public, once informed of the pur-

pose of the Modernity Hospital, will come

generously forward to its support? Any

person desiring to endow a bod

New Women or for Yellow Men, may (or

may not) receive t'mtli : information by

ijj to the Steward of the Club for

which I wi

A Negro Witch
It is quite impossible todeter-

m mine whether the sleeping ne-

gro dreams the remarkable things which he

sometimes, with great reluctance, relates, or

[whether
his actual experiences are, 1>\ the

assistance of an erratic memory, a viviil im.-i-

n, and a superstitious trend of thought,
[translated into fantasies and invest*

supernatural Accessories. There is reason to

believe that the latter is the true sol.it. ,..

i certain that the negro regards his

super-tit ifM-. with profound
MODI

The following story is simply a
of the tales which the negroes habitually re-

late to one another, and, at rare intervals,

to a particularly favored white auditor. No
liberties have been taken with it except
those of transforming it into English which

would be unintelligible to the original nar-

rator, and perhaps of treating his experi-
ences with a lightness which would certain-

ly be repugnant to his tastes and horrifying
to his superstitions notions.

About four o'clock, one afternoon, Levin

Williams, the hero of this series of adven-

tures, concluded to visit a friend who lived

at the distance of ten miles, and, in de-

fault of means of more rapid progression,
he walked. During the first mile of the

journey he noticed the ominous fact that the

trees by the roadside were full of jay birds.

Only those intimately acquainted with the

fancies of the negroes will recognize the full

significance of this manifestation. These be-

wil.lered people firmly believe that the jay is

a bird of evil omen and possessed of Satanic

power. The tradition upon which this av-

ion is based is that, each Friday night,

::iy bird in the world visits the beach

of the ocean nine muueaUe times, and on

each journey brings away one grab of sand,

whi.-h is carried directly to the abod.

Satanic Majesty. The birds have been do-

iti- this since the creation, and will continue

in the performance of the task until the end

of the world, which event will be deter*

minr.l l.y t he disappearance of the last grain

of sand. In n turn for this service the derfl

has conferred on the jay bird extraordinary

privileges in the line of tormenting human-

ity, and has empowered witehee. wixards,

and ghosts to transform themselves into jay

whenever necessary to further

.us purpose*. It will he understood,

then, why the sight of these birds filled the

traveler with <Iimay, and thronged his soul

with foreboding* of evil ; hat he bravely de-

termined to pursue his journey in face of

the threatening powers that were gathering

to the attack.

About nix mile* from home, his road ly-

rough the forest, Levin became eoa-

ieions that he had lost his way, and for

three or four hours he wandered ahoat in

the pine woods in a fruitless effort to re-

gain the devimt path. It was nearly mid-

night when he arrived at a cabin, the ap-

pearance of which was unfamiliar, though he
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was intimately acquainted \vith the location

of every hut and house in the whole coun-

tryside. Approaching the rickety door, he

knocked, and a shrill voice bade him enter.

Within he found two ancient and weazened

Mack women crouching over a dying lire,

and muttering to each other in a language
he could not understand. He explained his

bewilderment, and one of the old women

pointed to a blanket in the corner of the

cabin. Accepting this as an invitation to re-

main until morning, he lay down to repose.
But something mysterious in the aspect or

conduct of the women aroused his suspi-

cious, and sleep refused to visit his eyelids ;

yet, with the cunning of his race, he pre-
tended slumber, and his snores loudly tes-

tified to the depth of his unconsciousness.

The crones continued to mumble their un-

intelligible jargon, and now and then a sharp

eye was directed to the corner where our

hero was simulating slumber. It being de-

termined at last that he was really asleep,

one of the old women arose, and, from a

hiding-place beneath the low eaves, produced
a small, round box, which she placed on the

floor, between herself and her companion.
Unrestrained by the waking presence of the

intruder, they now, for the first time, ad-

dressed each other in words he could under-

stand.
" Are you ready ?

" asked the one.

"I am," replied the other.

"Then rub!"
Each of the witches for by this time

their character was patent to the observer

dipped the first finger of each hand into

the box, and began to rub, first the palms
of her hands, then her elbows, and finally

her shoulders ;
and during the process they

muttered to themselves an incantation which

sounded like, "Grow feathers ! Grow wings !

Grow feathers ! Grow wings !

"

Presently the first witch asked,
" Are you

ready ?
"

"lam."
" Then follow me."

Approaching the open fireplace, tli

said,
" Out I go." And out she went, di ;

ly up the chimney. A moment later, the

second witch hobbled to the fireplace, and

said, "I follow." And follow she did. i>

the excessive amazement and consternation

of the solitary witness of these uncanny pro-

ceedings.

Springing from his couch, Levin ran to

the fireplace, but his entertainers had com-

pletely disappeared, (ilancing at tin- floor,

however, he noticed that they had forgotten
the little box and left it behind, in their

flight. Picking it up, he examined it with

careful scrutiny, and saw that it \vas hall

full of a dark compound, which he a!

ward described as resembling axl<

As he meditatively held it in his hand, lie

became unmindful of the warning of the jay

birds, and allowed the characteristic ci;

ity of his race to overcome him. Dipping
his fingers in the box, as he had seen the

witches do, he rubbed the palms of his hands,

his elbows, and his shoulders with tin- m \

rious and potent contents
;
all the while, in

imitation of the witches, repeating the word-,
" Grow feathers ! Grow wings ! Grow fea-

thers ! Grow wings !
"

The incantation had not lost its virtue, for

as he uttered it he became conscious that

wings were really growing from his shoul-

ders, though these pinions were invisible

to the sense of sight. Frightened, but not

daunted, he stepped to the fireplace, and

said, "Out I go!"
The next moment he found himself soar-

ing among the treetops that embowered the

cabin, but, by the aid of his newly acquired

wings, he descended and perched satVly upon
the chimney-top. When he had recovered

his breath after this aerial excursion, he ob-

served that the two witches were seated

snugly upon the comb of the roof, for all

the world, as he expressed it, like two old

turkey buzzards. Realizing his audacity,

they grew terribly excited, and one of them

repeated some words which he did not. un-

derstand, but which made the cabin tremble

in every beam and rafter. Much chattering

and ^rumhling ensued, but at last, after a

whispered consultation, they agreed not to

injure him, provided he would promise im-

plicitly to obey their directions, a condi-

tion to which he gladly assented, in the un-

consciousness that they were simply Diving

him a respite in order to prepare for him a

more certain and dreadful di.mn.

- what I say !" was the fir<t direction,

delivered in a voice like the croak of a crow

when he is driven out of a cornfield.

Away I go !
"

said the first witch.

Away I go !

"
repeated the other.

Away I go !

"
quavered Levin.

The words launched them upon a flight

which lasted two hours, and carried them
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of territory. At last, when di-

;ibove a small town, the booses and
streets of which were enshrouded in dark-

ness, the commander of the expedition cried,

I

pitafc
' <roaked the second.

" I pitch !

"
said Levin.

This was the signal for immediate de-

scent, and, on reaching the ground, they
tumid themselves in a narrow street fronted

;icr side by stores. Before the door

of the largest of these the trio halted, and

the witch who took the precedence said,

t ough I go !

"

i!< i attendants repeated the words, and

the little company, without further :i<i<>,

passed through the keyhole into the interior

shop, which proved to be a grocery.
The witches, with great freedom, began to

appropriate the goods temptingly displayed
on shelves and counters ; but not until one

of them had conducted Levin to the rear of

^
the store, and there indicated to him a cer-

tain barrel, from which a seductive odor
MM-mrd t. pr.io-rti.

n the negro, shaking off the inllucm <

of the liquor which the barrel was found to

contain, struggled back to consciousness, it

was broad daylight, the witches had disap-

peared, the store was full of men, and an

officer appeared who hurried him off to

jail.

Now the n. lesign of the w

was developed. When, after an interval of

several days, Levin was taken to the court-

room, tli*- imlii -tin. -ut laid against him was,

l-iry, I.m for murder. A man
had been done to death on the highway, and
several witnesses appeared who identified

Levin as a strange negro who had been lurk-

ing about that particular locality. Blood-

stains were found on his clothes, and other

uating evidence was not lacking. It

was in vain that he protested his inno-

cence. The story of his midnight adv.

only Hi-rvnl t.i d- .[., i tin- Mepiofaei "t U

Judges, and in the slow process of law he

was finally found guilty and condemned to

death.

iil for several months, bat

the fatal morning at last arrived, and, in

solemn procession, he was taken to the place
of rxiTutiou. Th.-n.ju,t M tl." Oi.-ntl - M

advancing to adjust the noose about his neck,

an old woman scrambled upon the scaffold

and begged the privilege of a word with the

prisoner. The request was granted, and the

woman, who was no lees a personage than

the first witch, whispered something in the

negro's ear. It was,
M Do what I do ! Say

what I say !"

ping to the edge of the platform, she

saidalopd,"UpIgol" And up she went,
to the intense astonishment of the officer*

and spectators. The rope dropped from the

sheriff's hand, and, taking advantage of the

opportunity, Levin took a step forward, and
I go !

" And up he went The

witch-wings were still on his

though until this moment it hai

curred to him that they might be

available as means of escape. Now, imi-

tating his rescuer, he sailed in three great
circles above the heads of the gaping crowd

below, and then, having taken their bear-

ings, witch and negro left the ill-omened

town and ghastly scaffold behind them at a

speed which rendered pursuit impracticable,
and the flight terminated only at the door

of the negro's own cabin.

At the time when, with many digressions
and repetitions, Levin narrated to us this

story, his faith in jay birds was profound,
and he emphatically declared that those in-

visible and impalpable wings were even then

attached to his shoulders.

Box was the doctor's dog ;

Don was the rector's. Theona,
a little, yellow, shaggy, short-legg*!

er, was an imp of nuM-hirf. The other, a
full - blooded Newfoundland, was sedate,

dignified, and well bred. Though in char-

acter so diverse, in friendship they were one.

I have never seen between men a

sincere than

these four-footed friends.

Both had passed the years of puppyhood
before they met The acquaintance began
on the day the rector eame to the little vil-

lage of M-, to reside next door to the

doctor, who lived in the shadow of the elms

of the village rectory. Up to that boor,

the reserved and handsome Don had looked

upon the smaller .miiv.duaU ,.f hit kind

with thr ha 1 f - coatemptmoms, half -pitying,

and wholly carries, feeling which diK
_______ _/ * '.!...-... '

that subtle law the opening en-

;- i i: -.:..: ..

ingof

p Fran
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monstrated by a violent wagging of tails
;

and until death parted them, each was the

sworn bondsman of the other.

I shall never forget the scene of the in-

troduction of Don by Boz into the doctor's

family circle, the rapture expressed by
the marvelous contortions of the little yel-
low body, the violent leaps, the short, sharp
barks with which he snowed his delight
when his really noble companion was ap-

proved with friendly pats by the elders, and
fond embraces by the children. It was a

display of frantic joy of which only a small

dog is capable. After that introduction,
Don became, by virtue of his intimacy with

Boz, more truly an inmate of the doctor's

house than of the rector's.

I am quite sure that the worthy rector

looked with displeasure on the intimacy of

the two dogs. Nor was it surprising that

he did. A childless man, to him the grave
and gentle Don and let not this be thought
a reflection upon the good man stood in

some sort in the place of that which Hea-
ven had denied to him. He had bestowed
more care upon the animal than many
a parent gives to his son. His careful

training had met its reward. The intelli-

gence of Don was such that it was neces-

sary only to point out a fault in a tone of

reproof to insure its future avoidance. With

him, actually, to hear was to obey, and a

dog of habits more in harmony with the

peace and virtuous quiet of a village recto-

ry than those of Don never existed. Was
it strange, then, that the man of God should

look with apprehension upon the boon com-

panionship of the subject of so many pious
labors with a little ragamuffin of a terrier,

whose reputation for peace and sobriety
was none too good in the neighborhood?
Alas, his fears had ample grounds. Evil

communications will corrupt the good man-
ners of dogs as well as of men. Not that

Boz was evil, I will not let that reflection

lie upon the memory of the little loyal
"heart of oak," but in his diminutive

body there was a restless and ambitious

spirit which led him into adventures not al-

ways to his credit
;
and in these not quite

respectable demonstrations of spirit Don
came in time to share, to the grief of the

good rector. It is best to pass by these in-

discretions. Suffice it to say that no enemy
of Boz, on four feet or two, counting upon
superior size to gain an advantage, was per-

mitted by Don to do so. Nor was the de-

voted Don particular to inquire with whom
the right in the quarrel lay. Even the rec-

tor, in his regret over Don's lapses from

virtue, was compelled to admit th.it thnv
was a spirit of chivalry in the Newfound-
land which apologized for his conduct.

The companionship of the dogs would
have been unbroken had it not been for a

sense of duty which compelled Boz to ac-

company the doctor on his professional
rides into the country. I imagine, from
the sequel of their long intimacy, that Boz
must have impressed upon Don the impor-
tance of these rides, by way, perhaps, of

excuse for his occasional desertions. Don
used to watch his friend's departure at Mich

times with an approving wave of his bushy

tail, but he never sought to go with him.

It was a tragedy which parted Boz and

Don. One night the former accompanied
a member of the doctor's family to the rail-

way station to meet a late train. Curiosity,

proverbially fatal, especially to cats, led the

terrier on an exploring trip under the cars.

The little fellow was rescued alive, but cru-

elly mangled, so cruelly that it 1

necessary to end his agonies with a bullet.

The children, who had loved him and whom
he had loved, sorrowfully placed his body
in a box, and buried it in a little court at

the rear of their home. A mound was

heaped over the grave, and a stone placed
at its head.

Of all this Don was ignorant. How he

became aware of what had happened never

will be known. The next morning he was

found lying by the small grave, his hand-

some head resting upon his outstretched

paws. Evidently he had found the spot in

the night-time. All that day he lay near

the mound, refusing to leave it even under

the influence of hunger. (Jrief was never

more pathetically expressed. Let philoso-

phy say what it will about the difference

between " animal instinct
" and the opera-

tions of the human mind, I never did and

I never will believe there is any dill

except one of degree. I am convinced

that, during that melancholy vigil, Don re-

called the virtues of his dead friend just

as men do under similar circumstances. I

think he must have dwelt upon the pride
which the terrier took in accompanying his

master on his drives, and the sense of im-

portance which he attached to the duty, so
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that be himself formed the resolve to do the

uig by which he could testily most
>ve he bore the dead
ii left the grave of Boz it

was to take the place of his friend by the

doctor's carriage, and to go with the master

for the first time into the country.

forth, as long as the rector remained

age of the parish, Don religiously

performed the duty which Boz had laid

down.

\vice the rector tried to break

up the practice, but love was stronger than

As a result of these attempts, Don

gave evidence for the first and only time of

of deceit. Being one day in the

's barn, ready to start upon a journey,
Don heard the rector's summoning whis-

tle. Bounding over the fence, he ran to his

taster. The rector reproved him for leav-

ing his home to follow the doctor, and, for-

bidding him to do so again, threatened to

punish him if the command should be dis-

obeyed. The next day, the rector, injuuc-

ity, all were forgotten. Again, as

be was about to start with the docto:

beard the rector's whistle. All animation

a moment before, he now hung his head

pt silently from the barn. Tntttttd

of leaping over the fence into the rector's

yard, as he had done the day before, he

I

trawled through the doctor's yard to the

rear of the rectory barn, and, entering it by
a back door, came bounding out to the rec-

uring falsehoods with every wave of

btail.

lovable and loving Don ! He fell

n, in after years and in anoth

lage, to the insensate fear of hydrophobia,
and a dose of poison secretly administered

by a coward. If there be a heaven for dogs,

very lover of dogs, hope, I am
hat the broken intimacy with Bos

Iras there renewed, to the everlasting joy of

A genealogical tree with its

known roots in the fifth century

era, and its branches still green in

leti'enth, is assuredly of more than

i-tit To clear away the obscur-

ing detritus and undergrowth of the ages
from one such historic trunk was almost the

last work ,,f th.- regretted Laeiea Paaeou,

d in late November of 1894, when
It was scarcely thirty-three yean old II

was already of the most curious of

Paris museums, and the one least known
to tourists, installed in the Hotel Car-

navalet, which stands as it came from the

hands of the prnfitTm'*^ architects and
decorators in the service of a noble Breton

family. Here Madame de S^vigne* lived

and wrote immortal letten for the twenty

yean preceding her death ; and here, amid
the relics of the history of Paris, to which

the museum is devoted, the young director

ferreted out the secrets of the past for his

periodical, Intermecliaire des Chereheun et

dea Curieus.

The favored descendant of so many known
ancestors (for all of us go back through the

unknown in generations without number)
is Count Albert de Mun. To the political

world he is known as the most eloquent of

French parliamentary orators tiiKM* Gam-
betta. He was the first of the born Royal-
ists to " rally

"
to the republic at the Pope's

bidding, and he has long been giving all his

eloquence and labor to the formation of a

Catholic workingmen's party. He is pet-

sonally acceptable even to the Socialists, to-

ward whose doctrines he inclines in more

ways than one. They will not take of-

fense at his doubly royal descent, of which,

I suspect, he himself had but a vague tradi-

tion until the recent publication. The lit-

erary world is sure to look on him with

sympathetic interest because of his mother,

Charlotte Perron de la Ferronays, sister of

the Olga whom the third sister, Paulina

(the late Mrs. Augustus Craven), has en-

shrined in all hearts by her Reett d'una

Scaur.

It is with the Muns that our genealogy of

fourteen hundred yean has to do. There is

no difficulty in followingthan back through
the eighteenth-century marquis and the jrov-

ernor of Toulouse, who was married ia 1606,

to the time of America's discovery, when tha

bead of the house was still in bis Mijunrfc
of Mun, close to Bigorre and its summer

resorts in the Pyrenees. Here, in 1488,

Omer da Mun married Floretta, of the blood

of the MontlatuM, whose

tunas we must now follow. Bar

five generations back in 1309, was!

a younger son of one of the Comtos da

Pardtae, who themselves reach up, in the

UNI to the third son of that Comte

d'Astarae who had his portion of territory

u> son of thr Count of <;.I.M-OIIV. All th.-iie

are good Gascon
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land into which the Moors had more than

once driven the remnant of the Goths and

Basques of Spain.
Before the year 1000, the Counts of Gas-

cony, lording it over a good part of what

is now France, from the Bay of Biscay to

Languedoc, numbered many a Garcia and

Sanchez and Lupus. Charlemagne was of

opinion that Loup II. was a veritable wolf,

and so, in 778, ordered him to be hanged to

a tree, which, if it proves anything, goes
to show the truth of the old saying, that all

family lines can be traced back to the hang-
man's knot.

It is more than probable, however, that

the mighty Emperor of the West was on

this occasion no better than an interested

judge in his own cause. The Duke of Gas-

cony, as he was then called, was in fact the

last of the Merovingians, whose family had

been dethroned by Pepiu the Short, Char-

lemagne's grandfather ;
and it was Loup

II.'s grandfather, Waiffre, who lost all

Aquitaine by fighting against Pepin and

the French Revolution of his day. It is a

curious though somewhat far-away revenge

brought in b}
r the whirligig of time that

just as Leo III. then sanctioned the fait

accompli and the new regime by crowning

Charlemagne (on Christmas Day, 800) to

the prejudice of the Gascon chiefs, so now,

nearly eleven hundred years later, Leo XIII.

sanctions the overthrow of the legal heirs

of Charlemagne by encouraging the adher-

ence to the republic of Adela of Gascony's
latest descendant.

Waiffre, Adela's husband, was the great-

great-grandson of Caribert, king of Aqui-

taine, and second son of Clotaire II., who
was king of all France, and brother of the

good King Dagobert himself. But he was

also son of the wicked queen Fredegonde,
who had his father Chilperic assassinated af-

ter setting him against his brothers Goutrau

and Sigebert, the latter the husband of her

famous rival, Urnnehaut. It is, perhaps,
an additional virtue of the latter-day repub-
lic that although woman's rights may in

the end prevail in it, yet the Millie-handed

energies of evil women can no longer npM-t
the whole land, as they did from this lir>t

race of the French monarchs down to the

latest Bourbons and Bonapartes.
The three brothers were the grandsons

of the great Clovis, with whom this genea-

logy of a Christian gentleman of France

might properly and gloriously end. Clovis,

as he was the first Christian, was also the

first of the Frankish chiefs to reign in that

France to which they left its lasting name.

It was in 7! U that he drove the last Ro-

mans from Gaul ; they too had by this time

received a barbarian for their emperor in

the person of the Goth Theodoric. Clevis's

own pagan grandfather, Merovseus, after

whom this whole line of kings was called,

headed his savage tribes in the Belgian
marshes round Tournay, whence they made
their raids on the Saxons and Germans of

the lower Rhine. These rivalries and en-

mities of race have remained through all

the centuries until now.

This truly royal and French ancestry of

the Count de Mun, which surpasses that of

the Bourbons, who do not o back even to

Charlemagne, is strengthened by his being

also, like them, a lineal descendant of Kint;

Louis XII. This is through his paternal

grandmother, by the historic famili*

Ursel and Salm, by the Guises, and by Tas-

so's protectors, the Estes of Ferrara. Reude

of France, who married Hercuh

was supposed to have carried Calvinism into

Italy. The Russian Orthodox ancestry of

her Catholic descendant is known from M is.

Craven's story. In a very literal s>

there can be few to an equal degree
" heir

of all the ages."
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A SINGULAR LIFE.

XIV.

IT is not so hard to endure suffering
as to resist ease. The passion for mar-

tyrdom sweeps everything before it, as

long as it is challenged by no stronger
force. Emanuel Bayard had lived for

a year upon the elixir of a spiritual exal-

tation such as has carried men to a glow-

ing death or through a tortured life with-

out a throb of weakness. He had yet to

his nature to the antidote of com-

mon human comfort.

most of the subtler experiences of

life, this came so naturally that, at first,

he scarcely knew it by sight or name.

It was not a noteworthy matter to

show the courtesies of civili/cd life to the

family of his old Professor. Bayard re-

minded himself of this as he walked

down the Point

It was quite a week before he found

leisure to attend to this simple social ob-

ligation. His ilnii--- in Angel Alley had

been many and laboriou> : it <li<l not occur

to In in to shorten a service or an enter-

tain 1 1 lent, to omit a visit to the wharves
win -n the crew came in, or to put by the

emergency of a drunkard's wife to a more

convenient season, because he had in view

that which had grown so rare to the young
man now, the experience of a personal

luxury. Like a much older and more
ascetic man than he was, he counted the

beads on his rosary of labors conscien-

tiously through. Then he hurried to her.

Now, to women of leisure nothing is

so incomprehensible as the preoccupation

of a seriously busy man. Bayard had

not counted upon this feminine fa*

deed, he lived in a world where feminine

whim was an element as much outside

his calculation as the spring fashions of

the planet Uranus. He was quite at a

loss when Miss Carruth received him dis-

tantly.

The Flying Jib was, as to its exteri-

or, an ugly little cottage run out on the

neck of the jutting reef that formed the

chief attraction of the Mainsail Hotel.
r

lli interior of the Flying Jib varied

from a dreary lodge to a summer homey

according to the nature of the occupants.

It seemed to Bayard, that season, ab-

Mmlly charming. He had lived so long
out of his natural world that the photo-

graphs and rugs, the draperies, the flow-

ers, the embroidery, the work-basketa,

the bric-a-brac, the mere presence of

taste and of ladies, appeared to him at

first essential luxury. He looked about

him with a sigh of delight, while Mrs.

Carruth went to call her daughter, who
had gone over to the fish-house study
with the Professor, and who could be

seen idling along homo over the meadow,

a stately figure in a pale yellow summer

dress, with a shade hat, and pansiet on it

As we say, that young lady at first

received Bayard coolly. She sauntered

into the little parlor with her hands full

of sweet-brier, nodded to him p
and sxcused herself at once to arrange
her flowers. This took her some tune.

Mrs. Carruth entertained him placidly.

Helen's eyes saw. but did not seem to see,
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the slightest motion of his nervous hand,

each tone of expression that ran over

his sensitive face. He had looked so

eager and happy when she came ; almost

boyislily thirsting for that little pleasure !

She had that terrible inability to un-

derstand the facts of his life or feeling
which is responsible for most of the fric-

tion between two half-attracted or half-

separating human beings. But when
she saw the light die from his eyes, when
she saw that hurt look, which she knew

quite well, settle about the lower part of

his face, Helen was ashamed of herself.

Mrs. Carruth was mildly introducing the

subject of mosquito bars : theirs, she said,

were all on the second story ; the supply
did n't go round, and the Professor ob-

jected to them ; so the hornets
"
Mother," said Helen,

" I wonder if

Mr. Bayard would n't like to have us

show him the clam study ?
"

" Your father said he should be at work
on the State of the Unforgiven after

Death," replied Mrs. Carruth. " I don't

know that we ought to disturb him ; do

you think we ought, Helen ?
"

" He was whittling a piece of mahog-

any for the head of a cane, when I left

him," said Helen irreverently ;

" he stole

it out of the cabin of that old wreck in

the inner harbor. Do you think a Pro-

fessor of Theology could be forgiven after

death for sneak-thieving, Mr. Bayard ?
"

She abandoned the idea of visiting the

clam study, however, and seated herself

with frank graciousness by their visitor.

Mrs. Carruth having strolled away pre-

sently to keep some elderly tryst among
the piazza ladies of the hotel, the young
people were left alone.

They sat for a moment in sudden, ra-

ther awkward silence. Helen looked like

a tall June lily, in her summer gown.
She had taken her hat off ; her hair was
a little tumbled and curly ; the wind blew

in strong from the sea, tossing the lace

curtains of the Flying Jib like sails on a

toy boat. The scent of the sweet-brier

was delicately defined in the room. Bay-

ard looked at her without any attempt to

.speak. She an>wered his Mleiit question

by saying abruptly,
" You know you '11 hurt' to forgive me,

whether you want to or not."
"
Forgive you ?

"

"
Why, for being vexed. I wax a lit-

tle, at first. But I need n't have been

such a schoolgirl as to show it."

" If you would be so kind as to tell

me what I can possibly have done to

deserve your displeasure
"

began Bay-
ard helplessly.

" If a man does n't understand with-

out being told, I 've noticed he can't un-

derstand when he is told. . . . Why did

n't you wait till next fall before you came
to see us, Mr. Ha\ard ''.

"

" Oh !

"
said

BftjfaitL The happy look

came back to his tired face, as if a ma^ir-
lantern had shifted a beautiful slide.

" Is that it ?
" He laughed delighted!y.

"Why, I suppose I must have seemed

rude neglectful, at any rate. Hut I 've

noticed that if a woman does n't under-

stand without being told. >he makes up
for it by her readiness of comprehen>iun
when she is told."

"Whata nice red coal! ">miled Helen.
" The top of my head feels quite warm.

Dear me ! is n't there a spot burned

bald ?
" She felt anxiously of her pretty

hair.

"Come over and see my work.' he

said, "and you '11 never ask me

why I did n't do anything I would so

much rather do."
" I never asked you before !

"
flashed

Helen.
" You did me an honor that I >hall

remember," said Bayard gra\
"
Oh, please don't! Pray forget it as

soon as you can !

"
cried Helen, with red

cheeks.

"You can't know, you see you /'///'/

know, how a man situated as 1 am pri/.es

the signs of the simplest human friend-

ship that is sincere and womanly."
So said Bayard quietly. Helen drew

a little quick breath. She seemed re-
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now. . herself and to liini.

began to talk at once, quite fa*t

Afterwards he tried to re-

r what it had all been about, but

he found it not easy. The evening passed
on wings; he felt the atmosphere of

tiiis little pleasure with a delight impos-
sible to be understood by a man who had
not known and graced society, and left

it. Now and then he spoke of his work,
but Helen did not exhibit a mark

terest in the subject.

Bayard drew the modest inference

that he had obtruded his own affairs with

the obtuseness common to missionaries

and other zealots ; he roused himself to

disused conversation, and to the forgot-

ten topics of the world. It did not occur

to hi in that this was precisely what she

intended. Tin? voting lady div\v him

out, and drew him on. They chatted

about Cesarea and Beacon Street, about

art, clubs, magazine literature, and the

Symphony Concerts, like ordinary social

human beings.

>u see I have been out of it so
'

pleaded Bayard.
<>t yet a year," corrected Helen.

*eems to me twenty," lie mused.

i don't go to see your uncle

I met him once or twice down town.

I have not been home yet But that

would make no difference. I have no

re for all these litth- things."

II-- said the words with such an utter

absence of affectation that it was impos-
sible either to smile or to take offense at

them. Helen regarded him gravely.
tore were two or three superb con-

certs this winter. I thought of yon. I

wished you had rome in
"

- 1 you take that
'

he asked

t. t think I ever heard Schubert

played better in my Ui.-." she went

on, \\ithout noticing the interruption.

.ffelowski does do The Serenade

toft*

I used to care for that more than for

any other music in the world, I think,"

he answered slowly.
1

j.lay poorly," said Helen, "and I

sing worse, and the piano is rented of :i

Windover schoolgirl. But I have got
some of his renderings by heart if you
would care for

-
It is ,.lain, replied Bayard, flushing,

" that I no longer move in good society.
It did not even occur to me to ask yon.
I should enjoy it ; it would rest me more
than anything I can think of. Not that

that matters, of course but I should

be more grateful than it is possible lor

you to understand."

Helen went to the piano without ado,
and began to sing the great
She played with feeling, and had a i

not a strong voice ; it had the

amateur culture, no more, but it had a

quality not so usual. She sang with a

certain sumptuous delicacy (if the words

may be conjoined) by which Bayard
found himself unexpectedly moved. He
sat with his hand over his eyes, and she

sang the familiar classic quite through.

hi

Her voice sank, and ceased. What ten*

derness! What strength ! What rigor
and hope and joy, and forbid the

thought ! what power of loving the

woman had!

"Some lucky fellow will know, some

day," thought the devotee. Aloud, he

.thing at all.

II. -Ion's iiands lay on the keys; she,

too, sat silent It was beginning to grow
dark in the cottage parlor. The long,

.IH it dropped, it fell about her bead

and shoulders, and caught there ; K bang
like a TeU ; in the dim light it looked

like

She started to her feet and tossed it

away.
-Oh!" he hroathed,"whynotltit

stay ? Just for a minute! It did no-

body any harm."

I am not so sure of that," thought
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Helen. But what she said was,
"

I will

light the candles."

He sprang to help her ; the sleeve of

her muslin dress fell away from her arm
as she lifted the little flicker of the match

to the tall brass candlestick on the man-

tel. He took the match from her, and
touched the candle. In the dusk they
looked at each other with a kind of fear.

Bayard was very pale. Helen had her

rich, warm look. She appeared taller

than usual, and seemed to stand more

steadily on her feet than other women.
" Do you want me to thank you ?

"

asked Bayard in a low voice.
"
No," said Helen.

"I must go," he said abruptly.
"Mother will be back," observed

Helen, not at her ease. " And Father

will be getting on with the Unforgiven,
and come home any minute."

"
Very well," replied Bayard, seating

himself.
" Not that I would keep you !

"
sug-

gested Helen suddenly.
He smiled a little sadly, and this time

unexpectedly rose again.
" I don't ask you to understand, of

course. But I really ought to go. And
I am going."

"
Very well," said Helen stiffly, in her

turn.

" I have a something to write, you
see," explained Bayard.

" You don't call it a sermon any more,
do you ? Heresy writes a '

something.'
How delicious ! Do go and write it, by
all means. I hope the Unforgiven will

appreciate it."

" You are not a dull woman," ob-

served Bayard uncomfortably.
" You

don't for an instant suppose I want to

go?"
Helen raised her thick white eyelids

slowly ; a narrow, guarded light shone

underneath them. She only answered

that she supposed nothing about it.

"If I stay," murmured Bayard, with

a wavering look, "will you sing The
nade to me all over again

''
"

Life. [J U1K',

"No* one bar of it \

"
replied Helen

promptly.
"You are the wiser of us two,

Bayard, after a pause.
The tide was coming in, and gained

upon the reef just outside the cottage

windows, with a soft, inexorable sound.

"I am not a free man," he added.
" Return to your chains and your

cell," suggested Helen. " It is as you

say the better way."
" I said nothing of the kind ! Par-

don me."
" Did n't you ? It does not signify.

It does n't often signify what people .s-<///

do you think ?
"

" Are you coming to see ray people
the work ? You said you would, you
know. Shall I call and take you, some

day ?
"

" Do you think it matters to the

drunkards ?
"

"Oh well," said Bayard, looking dis-

appointed,
" never mind."

" But I do mind," returned Helen in

her full, boylike voice. " I want to

come. And I'm coming. I had rather

come, though, than be taken. I '11 turn

up some day in the anxious-seat, when

you don't expect me. I '11 weur u veil.

and an old poke bonnet yes, and a

blanket shawl and confess. I defy

you to find me out !

"

"Miss Carruth," said the young

preacher with imperiousness,
" my work

is not a parlor charade."

Helen looked at him. Defiance and

deference battled in her brown e\ ,-> ; for

that instant, possibly, she could have

hated or loved him with equal ease ; she

felt his spiritual superiority to herself as

something between an antagonism and

an attraction, but exasperating which

way she looked at it. She struggled with

herself, but made no reply.

"If I am honored with your pre-

sence," continued Bayard, still with some

decision of manner, I shall count upon

your sympathy. . . . God knows I need

it!
"

he added in a different tone.
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.-I you shall have it." sai.l !

softly.

It was ton .lark to see the melting of

her far,- ; Imt ln knew it was there.

They .stood on tin- pia/./.a of tin- cottage,
in tin- -trong, salt wind. Her muslin

ark. The dim li-lit ,,f the

die within scarcely d

They leemed to rtand like creatures of

t,
uncertain of each other or of

themselves. He held out his hand : she

placed her own within it cordially. How
warm and womanly, how >tron^ and fine

a touch she had ! He bade her good-
niijit, and hurried a\\

"something" which is to super-
sede the sermon was not written that

'it. Bayard found himself nnahle to

work. He sat doggedly at k for

an hour: then gave it up, put out his

liijht, and seized his hat. He went
ii to the heaeh. and skirted the

\
the spray in his face. His

hiaiu was on fire; not with intellectual

labor. His heart throbbed ; not with

be fishing population. He
reached a reef whence he could see the

.sail Hotel, and there sat down to

collect hinisi-:: >ttage was lighted
now : the parlor windows glimni.

softly : the lonr, lace curtains were

Mowing in and Odt Sha lows of figures

passed and repassed. The Professor had
ie state of the I'M forgiven, and

ha.l ie back from the clam >!udy :

;
>aced to and fro across the parlor of

th.- i }; a graceful figure clung
to his theologic arm, and kept *t -p \\ith

him as lie strode.

Presently she came to the low win-

heel back the lace curtain,

h had 1>1. .uii in. half across tile lit

. >;-.,. litrd her arms, and

:he window.

Th'- waves beat the foot of the . liiV

isly. like the bars of a ru

large music whi.-h no man had been able

'ad. Bayard 1 > them, \\ith

his head thrown hack on the bard n>.

and hi- hat over his r\rs. Kven Uie

gaze of the stars seemed inn

o him.

He desired the shell of the mollusk that

-,ved in this i*l. :

The tide was rising steadily. The
harbor wore its full look , it seemed
about to overflow, like a surcharged
heart The waves rose v took

definite rhythm. All the oldest, sweet-

est meanings of music, the maddest and
the tenderest cries of human longing,
were in the strain :

-Beglockenu.

Those mighty lovers, the sea and the

. urged and answered, resisted and

yield, d. protested and pleaded, retreated

and met, loved and clasped, and slept
When the tide came to the full, the wind

went down.

XV

hr\K MR. BAYARD, I have been

thinking since I saw you. I have health,

and a summer. What can I do to help

your work ? I have n't a particle of ex-

perience, and not much enthusiasm. Bat

I am ready to t are willing to

try me. I don't think I 'm adapted to

drunkards. I don't know which of us

would be more scared. He would proba-

bly run for the nearest grogshop to get
me. Are n't there some old ladies

who h. to death, whom you could

turn over to me?
Your* Hin-,-rrl\.

I

This cliaractoristir note, the first that

he had ever received from her, reached

Bayard by mail, a few days aft.

call at the cottage of the Kl\

He sat down and wrote at once:

Mr DBAB MUK CABRUTH, There

tj an old lady. She does n't bother me
at all, but I am at my wits' end

runs away from the institu-

tion where she belongs, and there
'

no
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other place for her. At present she is

inflicting herself on Mrs. Job Slip, No.

143 Thoroughfare Street, opposite tin-

head of Angel Alley. Her mind is

thought to be slightly disordered by the

loss of her son, drowned last winter in

the wreck of the Clara Em. Airs. Slip
will explain the circumstances to you
more fully. Inquire for Johnny's mo-

ther. If the old woman ever had any
other name, people have forgotten it

now. I write in great haste and stress

of care. It will not be necessary to

traverse Angel Alley to reach this ad-

dress, which is quite in the heart of the

town, and perfectly safe and suitable for

you. I thank you very much.

Yours sincerely,

EMANTTEL BAYARD.

Helen frowned a little when she read

this. No bishop of a diocese, dictating

the career of a deaconess, no village rec-

tor, guiding some anxious and aimless

visiting young lady through the mild

dissipations of parish benevolence, could

have returned a more businesslike, calm,

even curt reply.

The position of a man who may not

love a woman and must not invite her

to marry him or, to put it a little dif-

ferently, who must not love and cannot

marry is one which it seems to be ask-

ing too much of women to understand.

At all events, they seldom or never do.

The withdrawals, the feints, the veils

and chills and silences, by which a wo-

man in a similar position protects her-

self may be as transparent as golden
mist to him whom she evades ; but the

sturdy retreat of a masculine conscience

from a too tender or too tempting situa-

tion is as opaque as a gravestone to the

feminine perception.

Accustomed to be eagerly wooed,

Helen did not know what to make of

this devotee who did not urge himself

even upon her friendship. She had

never given any man that treasure before.

Like all high-minded women who have

Lift.
[

rl

not spent themselves in experiment- of

the sensibilities, Helen regarded her own

friendship as valuable. She would have

preferred him to show, at l.-ast, that he

appreciated his privilege. She would

have liked him to make friendship as

devotedly as those other men had made
love to her.

His reserve, his distance, his apparent

moodiness, and undoubted ability to live

without seeing her except when he got

ready to do so, gave her a perph -\ -d

trouble more important than pique.

Without ado or delay, she took the

next electric car for Mrs. Slip's.

Bayard received that afternoon, by
the familiar hand of Joey Slip, this brief

rejoinder :

DEAR MR. BAYARD, This experi-

enced boy seems to be on intimate terms

with you, and offers to take my report,

which stands thus : Johnny's mother is

in the Widows' Home. Shall I write

you details ?

Truly yours, H. C.

" Run on down to the Mainsail Hotel,

Joey," remarked the minister, writing

rapidly. "Find the lady there will

be a good many ladies and hand her

this."

" Pooh! "
retorted this nautical child,

with a superior air. " Vat ain't nuth'n' !

She's good-lookin' 'miff to find off

Zheorges' in a fog-bank."
Thus ran the note :

DEAR Miss CARRUTH, 1 will call

for the report to-morrow. Thank you.

Yours, K. B.

When Bayard reached her mother's

piazza the next evening, Helen was in

the middle of the harbor.
' MY daughter is considered a ^ood

oarswoman, I believe," said the Profes-

with a troubled look. i4 1 know no-

thing about these matters myself. I

confess I wish I did. I have not felt
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easy about ,. has propelled the

M) far into tin- -tr.-ain. I ;.

lighted to see you, Mr. Bayard ! I will

pat another boat at your service that

is I suppose you understand the use

of oars ?
"

44 Better than I do Verbal Inspiration,

Professor !

"
replied Bayard, laughing.

" She is rather far out, and the tide has

tun,

I Ic ran down the pier, and leaped into

the first boat that he could secure. It

happened to be a dory.
44 Can you overtake her ?

"
asked her

father.

44 1 can try," replied the young man,

smiling.

The Professor heaved a sigh, whether

of relief or of anxiety it would not be

easy to say, and stood upon the pier

watching Bayard's fine stroke. Mrs. Car-

rut h came down, clucking anxiously, and

put her hand upon her husband's arm.

Bayard looked at the two elderly people

with a strange affectionateness which ht>

did not analyze ; feeling, but not acknow-

ledging, a sudden heartache for tic*

which he had never known.

The sun was sinking, and the harbor

was a sea of fire. A sea of glass it was

not, for there was some wind ami more

Really, she should not have ven-

tured out so far. He looked over his

shoulder as he gained upon h r. She

had not seen him, and was drifting out

Her oars lay crossed upon h.-r
I.i]<.

H. r

eyes were on the sky, which Hung out

gold and \

flame, in ban lik. tin- colors of a mighty
banner. The harbor took the magnifi-

d it upon the hands of

the short, uneasy wares.

The two little boats, the pursuing and

the pursued. Boated in one of those rare

and univ.il >;.lcmlors which make this

world, for tin- in.. in. -nt. neem a glorious,

painless star, and the chance to live in

it an ecstasy.

By the island, half a mile back

haps, Jane Granite, in a dory rowed by

the younger Trawl, silently watched the

minister moving with strong strokes

across the blazing harbor. Drifting out,

with beautiful pose and crossed hands,

was the absorbed, unconscious woman
whom his racing oars chased down.

Between the glory of the water and

the glory of the sky, he gained upon her,

overtook her, headed her off, and brought

up with a sport beside her. The min-

ister laid his hand imperiously upon the

gunwale of the lady's boat ; and, it

seemed, without waiting for her consent,

or even lingering to ask for it, he leaped
into the cockle-shell and fastened the

painter of his dory to the stern. Now,
between tlu> color of the sky and the color

of the sea, the two were seen to float for

a melting moment

" Where Alph, the smd rirer, ma."

44 Ben," said Jane,
a
lei as pat about,

will you? I'm a little chilh."
44 Ben," said Jane again, as they rowed

under the dark shadow of the island,
44 Ben," with a little loyal effort to make
conversation such as lovers know,

you ever read a poem called KulU
Khan?"

I hain't had time to read sence I

left the grammar, xchool," said Ben.

hat
'

up with you. anyhow?** he

add. d. after a moment's sullen reflec-

11, 11 l darkly over Jane's head

towards the harbor's mouth. At that

moment Bayard was tying the painter

of the dory to the stern of the shell

Jane did not look hack. A slight gray
ness settled about her mouth ; she had

the protruding mouth and evident cheek-

bones of the consumptive woman of the

coast.

i in! "said Ben Trawl.

Bayard had imleed leap- I *len's

boat without so much an uytng. By your
leave. Her eyes had a dangerous ex-

pression, to which he paid no son of
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* Did n't you know better than to take

this shell so far with the tide setting

out ?
"
he demanded. " Give me those

oars!"

1 understand how to manage a boat,"

replied the young lady coldly. She did

not move.
" Give me those oars !

"
thundered

Bayard.
She looked at him, and gave them.

"Don't try to move," he said in a

softer voice. " It *s the easiest thing in

the world to upset these toys. If you
had taken a respectable ocean dory
I can't see why they don't provide them

at the floats," he complained, with the

nervousness of an uneasy man. " I can

manage perfectly where I am. Sit still,

Miss Carruth !

"

She did not look at him this time, but

she sat still. He put about, and rowed

steadily. For a few moments they did

not exchange a word. Helen had an of-

fended expression. She trailed her hand

in the water with something like petu-

lance. Bayard did not watch her.

Captain Hap crossed their course, row-

ing home in an old green dory full of

small bait, pollock and tinkers. He

eyed Bayard's Harvard stroke with sur-

prised admiration. He had seldom seen

a person row like that. But he was too

old a sailor to say so. As the minister

swerved dexterously to starboard to free

the painter of his tender from collision

with the fisherman, Captain Hap gave ut-

terance to but two words. These were,
" Short chops !

"

"
Quite a sea, yes !

"
called Bayard

cheerily.

Captain Hap scanned the keel boat,

the passenger, and the dory in tow, with

discrimination.
"
Lady shipwrecked ?

" he yelled, af-

ter some reflection.

"
No, sir," answered Helen, smiling in

spite of herself ;
"
captured by pirates."

"Teach ye bet-ter !

" howled Captain

Hap.
" Had n't oughter set Out in short

cho-ops ! Had n't oughter set out in a

craft like that nohow ! They palm off

them eggshells on boarders for bo-o-oats !

"

Helen laughed outright : her eyes im t

Bayard's merrily, and, if he had dared

to think so, rather humbly.
" I was very angry with you," sh<

"I can't help that," replied Bayard.
" Your father and mother were very anx-

ious about you."

"Really?"
"
Naturally. I was a chartered pirate,

at any rate."
" But I was in no sort of danger, you

know. You Ve made a great fuss over

nothing."
"Take these oars," observed Bayard.

" Just let me see you row back to the

float."

Helen took the oars, and pulled a

few strokes strongly enough. The veins

stood out on her soft forehead, and her

breath came hard.
" I had no idea the tide was so strong

to-night. The wind seems to be the

wrong way, too," she panted.
" It was blowing you straight out to

sea," remarked Bayard quietly.
" Shall

I take the oars ?
"

She pulled on doggedly for a few mo-

ments. Suddenly she flung them down.
"
Why, we are not making any head-

way at ah
1

! We are twisting about, and

going out again."
"
Certainly."

"It is that heavy dory! You can't

expect me to row two boats at once."
" The dory does make some difference,

but very little. See, she does n't draw a

teaspoonful of water. Shall I take the

oars ?
"

" If you please," said Helen meekly.
She gave them up without looking at

him, and she was a trifle pale from her

exertion. Her hat was off, and the wind

made rich havoc of her bright hair. She

was splashed with spray, and her boating-

dress was quite wet. Bayard watched her.

The sun dropped, and the color on the

harbor began to fade.

" I suppose you came for the report ?
"
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she asked abrup K I stayed in all

the afternoon. I could n't be expected
to wait indefinitely, you know !

"

I .-ild not possibly set the hour.

I am much overworked. I should beg

your pardon/' said Bayard in his gen-
tlest way.

u are overworked/' answered

Helen in her candid voice. And I am
an idle, useless woman. It would n't

have hurt me a bit to wait your leisure.

Hut I 'm not you see ... I 'm not

used to it"

I must remind you again that I no

longer move in good society," said Bay-
ard, looking straight at her.

must extend to me as much tolerance as

you do to other workingmen."
s," returned Helen ;

" we always
wait a week for a carpenter, and ten

days for the plumbers. Anyhow, John-

ny's mother is in the Widows' Home.

She 's as snug as a clam in a shell. She

says she won't run away again till I 've

been to see her."
*' How in the world did you manage?

"

asked Bayard admiringly.

"Oh, I don't just know," replied

B i. clasping her hands behind her

lu-ad. I made myself lovely that's

all."

That mi-ht be enough, I should

." ventured the young man under

his l.r.Mth.

I took her shopping," said Helen.

To,,k h.-r ifcg |

"Why, yes. She wanted to buy
some mourning. She said Johnny's fa-

ther had been dead so long, her black was

all worn out She wanted fresh crape.
So I took her round the stores and got
'her SOUK ."

her crape?"
. I got ::I]M-

M-il Oil,

and a bonnet She's the haj>;
;

mourner you ever saw. She went bark

to tlu? Widows' 1 1. .m<< like a spring
lamh. She wore a chocolate calico dress

with red spots on it and this crape veil.

m't think how she looked! But

she's perfectly contented. Shell stay
awhile now. She says they would n't

give her any mourning at the Home.
She said that was all she had 'ag'in*

'em.'
"

'Oh, these widows!" groaned Bay-
ard. " We got two starving women in

there by the hardest work, last spring,
and one left in a week. She said it was

too lonesome ; she wanted to live with

folks. The other one said it depressed
'

her. A Windover widow is a problem
in sociology."

"
Johnny's mother U the other kind of

woman ; I can see that," replied Helen,
" She sits by herself, and puts her face

in her hands. She does n't even cry.

But she takes it out in crape. You can't

think how happy she is in that veil."

ur political economy is horrible,"

laughed Bayard,
" but your heart is as

warm as
"

I saw Man and Joo\ Minted

Helen, "and Job Slip. I stayed two

hours. Job was as sober as you are.

Tlu-v invited me to dinner. I

they were thankful to be rid of that

old lady.
" Did you tn

"Of course I did. We had i*,rk

gravy, and potatoes oh, and fried

runners. I sat beside Joey. I believe

hild is as old M She. He *S a re-

incarnation of some drowned

who went fishing ages ago, and

came hack. Did you ever notice his re-

semblance to a mackerel ?
"

I had n't thought of it in that

I see now what it wa*. It takes you to

discover

other look* like a cod.

poor thin -.nn.-.l Helm

don't xvond.-r. I *hould think she would.

1 ... -.,11-,. 1 -honM. in her place."
'

said Bay-

uighing "> M' it4> " f hiiiiM-lf.

yet you've done a better rooming's

work than anybody in Wimlovrr has

ere fora month
' '

I .n going to take U** will.
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mother next week," observed Helen

at the Widows' Home, you know.

But I Ve promised to take Joey to the

circus first."

" You are perfectly refreshing !

"

sighed Bayard delightedly.
*' Mr. Bayard," said Helen, with a

change of manner as marked yet as sub-

tle as the motion of the wave that fell,

to make way for the next, against the

bobbing bows of the empty dory,
" I had

a long talk with Job Slip."
* You say you found him sober ?

"

" As sober as a Cesarea trustee. But

the way that man feels to you is some-

thing you have n't an idea of. I thought
of that verse, you know, about .love
*

passing the love of women.' It is in-

fatuation. It is worship. It is enough
to choke you. Why, I cried when I

heard him talk ! And I don't cry, you
know, very often. And I 'm not ashamed

to own it, either. It made me feel

ashamed to be alive in such a world

why, Mr. Bayard !

" Helen un-

clasped her hands from the back of her

head, and thrust them out towards him,

as if they were an argument
"
why, I

thought this earth was a pleasant place !

I thought life was a delightful thing!

... If the rest of it is like this town

Windover is a world of woe, and you
are one of the sons of God to these un-

happy people !

'

She said this solemnly, more solemnly

than he had ever heard her say anything
before. He laid down his oars, and took

off his hat. He could not answer, and

he did not try.

She saw how much moved he was,

and she made a little gesture, as if she

tossed away something that wejghed

heavily.

"You see," she interposed, "I've

never done this kind of thing. I 'm not

a good Professor's daughter. I did n't

like it. I went through an attack of the

missionary spirit when I was fifteen,

and had a Sunday-school class ten

big boys: all red, and eight of them

freckled. \Ve were naming classes one

Sunday, and my hoys whi.xtled Yankee
Doodle when the superintendent pra\ . d.

and then asked if they might he called

the lilies of the valley. I told them they

were n't fit to be called red sorrel.

after that I gave them up. I 've never

tried it since. I 'm of no more u-r in

the world in this
//;/'///

world than

the artificial pansies on my hat."

Helen picked up her straw hat from

the bottom of the boat, and tied it on

her head, with a little sound that was

neither a laugh nor a sigh.

It was growing dark fast. They
were nearly at the float now. Bayard
laid down his oars. The head-li

were leaping out all over the harhor.

The wind had gone down with the sun.

Boats crept in like tired people, through
the sudden calm, to anchor for the night.

The evening steamer came in from the

city, and the long waves of her wake

rolled up on the beach and tossed the

little boats. The sea drew a few long,

deep breaths.
" The trouble with me, you see," said

Helen,
"

is just what I told you. I am

not spiritual."
" You are something better yon are

altogether womanly!" said the young

preacher quickly.

He seized his oars, and rowed in. as

if they were shipwrecked. The old

clam-digger was hauling his lobster-pois

straight across their course. As Bayard

veered to avoid him. the man could be

heard singing :

" The woman ?
s ashore,

The child 's at the door,

The man 's at the \v!

.1 m on the track,

Fog at the Wk.
Death at the keel.

"
Yon, mate, or me,
Whirh shall it be?"

lie stopped when he saw the lady

the hoat. It was now quite dark.

ard and Helen were the last people to
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lam I at the float. He gave her his hand

in silence. She stood by, while he helped
the keeper of the float up with the two

boats. He coughed a little as I

so, and she said, rather sharply,
" Tim !

you ^hould keep two men here, to do that

Tim apologized, grumbling, and the

two walked on up the pier togethci

At the door of the cottage, she

asked him, somewhat timidK . it h- would

COUP- in. Mut he excused himself, and

hurried away.
Wh-n In- found liiins.-lf far from the

hotel, and well on the way to his lodg-

ings, Bayard drew the long breath of a

man who is escaping danger. He expe-

rienced a kind of ecstatic terror. I It-

thought of her he thought of her till

he could think no more, but fell into an

ocean of feeling, tossing and deep. 1 1

seemed to have no soundings. I It-

drowned himself in it with a perilous

ht.

What would a lonely fate be, if a wo-

man capable of understanding tin- liiji :

rving it, capacious for tend

and \ ii-ldiug it, a woman warm, human,

sweet, and as true as one's belief in her,

should pour the precious runvnt of her

love into a long life's work? Why. a

man would be a god ! He would < limh

accessible. He would acluV\- the

undreamed and the unknown. He would

not know where consecration ended, and

where heaven began.
II.- would be a freer man than I

am." thou-ht Bayard, as he passed, be-

and the feverfew,

Mrs. Granite met him at the do..

held a kerosene lamp high in one hand;

with th- other -.I.,- hand.-d him a soiled

and crumpled bit of paper.
it here, sir, not ten min-

[
ntes ago, and he said you was to read it

: as soon as you came home. I don't

. know the boy. I never saw him before,

seemed to be something quite par-

Bayard held the

and read:

to the lamp,

A pore man in distree would take it

kindly of the minester to mete him as

sane as possibel to-nite to Bagged Bock,

i am a miserbul Drunkhard and i want
to Knock Off. i beer when folks talk

with you they stop Drinkin. i wish

yoiule talk to me so I would stop
irs JACK HADDOCK.

XVI.

Bayard re-read this message thought-

fully.' I!- MMld hardly have told why
it perplexed him. l"p and down the

shores and streets of Windover no cry
of miser}' or of guilt had ever yet lifted

itself to him in vain. Such appeals were

common enough. Often it would hap-

pen that a stranger would stop him in

the street, and use much the same naive

language :
" I hear when yon talk to

folks they stop drinking. I wuh you 'd

talk to me." Contrary to his custom in

Midi matters, he showed this slip of pa-

per to Mrs. Granite.
" Mr. Bayard, sir," she said, with that

prompt feminine fear which sometimes

takes the place of reliable good sense,
" don't you go a St.

Bayard did not reply. He turned

away musing, and paced up and down

between the garden flowers. True, the

place was lonely, and the

the vagaries of disgraced

and nothing was more possible than that

tome fisherman, not wholly sober and

If drunk, should take it u

befuddhd brain that an inUm<-w with

-r, located at a safe distance

from nagging wife, crying child, or jeer-

bgmesMMUe, or, let M say. far removed

from the jaws of Trawl** door, could

work the magic or the miracle for which

the morally defective are alwayn wait-

i : i .:

I see no reason why I should not
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comply with this request," he said de-

cidedly.
" Mr. Bayard, sir," urged Mrs. Gran-

ite,
"

it 's a thing I don't like to be her

who tells you, but it 's time somebody
did. There 's them in this ,town would

n't stop at nothing, they have that feel-

ing to you."
"To me ?

"
cried Bayard, opening

his hazel eyes as wide as a child's.

" Rum done it," stammered Mrs.

Granite, instinctively using the three fa-

miliar words which most concisely cov-

ered the ground.
" It 's your temperance

principles. They ain't pop'lar. They
affect your standing in this community."

This was the accepted phrase in Wind-

over for all such cases made and pro-

vided. It was understood to contain

the acme of personal peril or disgrace.

To talk to a man about "
your standing

in this community
" was equivalent to

an insult or a scandal. Poor Mrs. Gran-

ite, an affectionate and helpless parrot,

reechoed this terrible language, and

trembled. She felt as if she had said

to the minister, Your social ruin is com-

plete for all time, throughout the civi-

lized world.
" Not that it makes any difference to

?," sobbed Mrs. Granite ;

" we set just

as much by you. But your standing is

affected in this community. There 's

them that hates you, sir, more shame to

'em, more 'n the Old Boy himself. Mr.

Bayard, Mr. Bayard, don't you go to

Ragged Rock alone, sir, this time o'

night, to meet no torn-fool of a drunkard

anxious about his soul. He don't own

such a thing to his name ! All he 's got

is a rum-soaked sponge he 's mopped up

whiskey with all his born days !

"

" Your drinks, if not your metaphors,
are getting a little mixed, dear Mr-.

Granite," laughed Bayard.
" Sir ?

"
said Mrs. Granite.

" But still, I must say, there is some

sense in your view of the case Ah.

here 's Jane, and Ben with her. We 11

put the case to No. I have it. Mrs.

Granite, to please you, 1 will take lien

Trawl aloni; with me. Will that set

you at rest? Here, Trawl. ,Ju>t read

this message, will you? Something
about it looks a little queer, and Mr-.

Granite is so kind as to worry about me.

What do you make of it ?
"

"
Oh, you 've got home so soon, have

you?
"

said Trawl rather sullenly.

In the evening his eyebrows met more

heavily than ever across his forehead ;

they looked as if they had been corked

for some ugly masquerade. He glanced
from under them, coldly, at the minister,

read the note, and was about to tear it

into strips.
" I '11 take it, thank you," interposed

Bayard quietly, holding out his hand.
" Mr. Bayard," said Jane, wJio had

not spoken before,
" I hope you will pay

no attention to this message."
She spoke in a voice so low as to be

almost inarticulate.

"
Oh, I '11 go with him, if he 's afraid,"

said Trawl, with that accent which falls

just so far short of a sneer that a man

may not decently notice it.

" I incline to think it is wise to take

a witness to this adventure," replied

Bayard serenely.
" But I need not

trouble you, Mr. Trawl. Pray don't

exert yourself to oblige me."

"It's no exertion." said Hen. with a

change of tone. " Come along !

"

He strode out into the street, and Kay-

ard, after a moment's hesitation, did the

same, shutting the garden gate behind

him. Jane Granite opened it, and fol-

lowed them for a little way : she seemed

perplexed and di-tiv---d ; she did not

speak, but trotted silently, like a dog, in

the dark.

"Go back!" said Trawl, stopping
short.

The girl slunk against a fence, and

topped.
"Go back, I say ! n-i. d Trawl.
" It is natural that she should want to

come. She feels anxious about you."
observed Bayard kindly.
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> back to your mother, and stay
there !

"
commanded Trawl, stamping

his foot

Jan.- tn rued and obeyed, and vanished.

The two men walked on in silence.

Tii--\ came quickly through the village
and down tin- Point, i.; ruing thence to

cross the downs that raised their round

shoulders, an irregular gray outline

against the sky. Bayard glanced back.

It looked black and desolate enough
ahead of him. Below and behind him

the life of the summer-seekers stirred soft-

ly, like the figures in a gay game or an

old-fashioned walking-dance. The hotels

blazed cheerfully ; the piazzas were full

and merry ; in the parlors people were

playing and singing. He could not see

the lights of the Flying Jib from where

he stood ; this disappointed him, and he

walked on. The music from the Main-

sail piano followed him. There was a

parlor concert a woman's voice a

soprano solo ah ! the great serenade !

14

Korara, begliicke mich

The strain seemed to chase him. like

a cry, like an entreaty, almost like a

sob. Bayard's heart leaped, as if soft

arms had been thrown around him. lie

stapled and listened, till the song had

ceased.

.uit is good music," he said aloud,

not knowing what he said, but oppressed

by the dogged silence which his escort

maintained.

od enough," replied Ben roughly.

The two walked on, and neither said

an\ thing more. It was now quite dark

Unround th. m. The rough, broken

of the rocky downs made travel-

ingdillirult : 1-ut hntli men were familiar

with the way, and lost no time upon it.

The sky was cloudy, and the sea was

dark. The ebbing tide met the deserted

beach with a si-h. I he head-lights in

the harbor looked far off, and of the town

not a glimmer could be seen. Ben strode

on in sullen silence. Bayard watched

him with some discomfort, but nothing

like a

h> in

Til

m of fear had yet reached

ely place for

d at last, as

beach made
of the Clara

they approached the 1

memorable by the wi

U anted to stump y >u. said Ben,
with an unpleasant laugh.

" Wanted to

dare you, you know to see if you 'd

show game. It 's a way they have, these

toughs who meddle with persons. They
like to make out a big story, and tell it

round the saloons. Probably the whole

thing 's a put-up job."
" That is more than possible, of coarse.

But I 'd rather investigate three put-up

jobs than neglect one real need of one

miserable man. That is my business,

you see, Ben. Yours is to ruin people.

Mine is to save them. We each attend

to our own affairs that 's all."

D you !

"
cried Ben, suddenly

facing about " That's just it

don't attend to your own affairs
'

meddle with mine, and that's what's

the matter ! I '11 teach you to mind your
own business!"

Before Bayard could cry out or

he felt the other'* bonds at his throat.

xvn.

Bayard stood so still with the com-

posure of a roan not without athletic

training, determined to waste no strength

in useless struggle that Trawl instinc-

tively loosened his clutch. Was the min-

ister strangling ? This was not Ben's

immediate purpose. His fingers relaxed,

aid Bayard M . yon
are Jack I fold

I wrote that note. You might have

known it if you had n't been a - t !

1 might have known it yes; I

see. But I took yon for a decent fel-

low. I could n't he expected to suspect

you were what yon are. Well, Mr.

Trawl, perhaps you will explain
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business with me in some less uneom-

fortable manner."

He shook Ben off with a strong thrust,

and folded his arms.
"
Come," he said. " Out with it !

"

" My game 's up," replied Ben be-

tween his teeth.
- I can't do what I

set out to, now. There 's too many wit-

nesses in the case."
" You meant to push me off Ragged

Rock, perhaps ?
"
asked Bayard quietly.

" I had n't thought of that. But I see

it would not have been difficult. A
man can be taken unawares in the dark,

and, as you say, there would have been

no witnesses."
" You come home too soon," growled

Ben. " I counted on getting away and

bein' here to welcome you, and nobody
the wiser ; d them two women ! I

supposed you 'd stay awhile with your

girl. A man would, in our kind of folks.

Lord ! you don't seem to belong to any
kind of folks that I can see. I don't

know what to make of you. you !

you ! you ! I 'd like to see

you go yellin' and bub-ble-in' down to

your drownin' ! I 'm heavier 'n you be,

come to the tug. I could do it now, in-

side of ten minutes."
" And hang for it in ten months," ob-

served Bayard, smiling.
" I could get a dozen men to swear

to an alibi !

"
cried Trawl. " You ain't

so popular in this town as to make that

a hard job. You Ve got the whole liquor

interest ag'in' you. Lord ! the churches

would back 'em, too that 's the joke
of it !

" He laughed savagely.

Bayard made no reply. He had winced

in the dark at the words. They were

worse than the grip at his throat.
" When you get ready, Ben, suppose

you explain what you have against me ?
"

he suggested, after an uncomfortable

pause.
" You Ve took my girl !

"
roared Ben.

" Your girl ? Your ^irl ':

''

Bayard g:i>ped. from the sheer intel-

lectual shock of the idea.

Of /.iff. [

XbuVe made love to her, behind

my back ! You Ve turned her head !

She ain't no eyes left in her for any-

body but you, you ! And 1 Ve i

keepin' company with her for four y

You've got my girl away from me, and

you 'd oughter drown for it. Drownin'

's too good for you !

"

"Look here, Ben, are you drunk ''.

"

" We don't drink me nor my father.

And you know it. We ain't such

fools !

"

" It is a waste of the English lan-ua^e

to add," remarked the preacher, with an

accession of his natural dignity, which

was not without its effect upon Ben

Trawl,
" that I have never regarded

Miss Granite for a moment in the

extraordinary light which you suggest.

It seems to me unnecessary to point out

to you the unnaturalness I may be

frank, and say the impossibility of

such a supposition."
"

you!" raved Ben. "ain't she

good enough for you, then ':

*'

" Ben Trawl," said the minister im-

periously,
" this nonsense has gone far

enough. If you have nothing more rea-

sonable to say to me, we may as well

stop talking, for I 'in going home. If

you have, I '11 stay and hear it out."

Bayard calmly seated himself upon
the base of Ragged Rock, and took oil'

his hat.

" What a warm, pleasant ni^ht b

he said, in a tone so changed that lien

Trawl stared.

"Plucky, anyhow," thought Hen ; but

he said, "I ain't got half through yet
I Ve got another score ag'in' you. You Ve

took the girl, and now you 're takin' the

business."

"Ah," returned the preacher.
k that 's

another matter."
" You own up to it, do you ?

you
"
Assuredly," answered Bayard. "I

am doin^ my best to ruin your business.

It is a pleasure to hear you admit it. It

has gone further than 1 suj]>-
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suppose,*'

eclinrd i;.-n malignantly, and it trill go
further 'n you suppose ! Me and Father

have stood it long enough. There 's

them that backs us that yon nev<

your hol\ - to. I give

you warning on the spot, Mr. Bayard.
You stop just where you be. Meddle

with our hu^ino-; one inch further, and

you '11 hear from the whole liquor inter-

\Vindover. We'll blow you into

eternity if you don't let us alone."

"I should count that/' replied Bayard
the greatest honor of my life."

ivhow," said Ben in a calmer tone,

i don't let our business be, we'll

ruin yourn."
" That is quite possible ; but it won't

be without a big tussle."

" You don't believe me," sneered Ben ;

"you think we ain't up to it."

** Do you suppose, Ben," asked the

preach- Kit an educated man
would deliberately choose the course that

I have chosen to pursue in this town

without int'n rniin^ himself on all branches

of the subject that he is handling? Do

you suppose I don't know- what the li-

l-ioi interest is capable of when attacked

in temperance? There 1

been an outrage, a persecution, a crime

no. not a nn Mimittcd in the

name of rum and the devil a^ain-t the

cause of decency and -.hri.-u in this

rou i! try for years, that I haven't traced

its history out and kept the record of it.

Come up to my study and see the

< nee and clippings I have collected

on thin matter. There are two shd\c*

full. !

said Ben. His jaw dr

. He felt the inferiority of the

ignorant man before education, the weak-

ness of moral debility before moral rigor,

took a few steps towards

\vn. The minister followed him

d t he two strode on in silence.

I! 1 ut scare worth a cent," thought
. id lie said. "So you'regoin*

to nVht us, be you

answered Bayard sol-

oiimly ; "and if I d!

take no warnin', th

asked Ben, with a puzzled air.

<u, Ben, nor from

any other man."

"The worse for you. then !

"
returned

Ben in an ugly tone.

1 K replied Bayard serenely.
There *s them that says you 're goin'

to fight it out at the polls," said Ben,
more sullenly now than savagely. Folks

says you 're goin' to get away Father's

license."
-

I had n't thought of it till this min-

ute. But it would be a good idea."

Ben made an inarticulate noise in hi*

throat. Bayard instinctively thrust out

his elbow ; he thought for the moment
that Ben would spring upon him out of

sheer rage. They were out on the open
downs now : hut still <nly the witness of

the iky and sea and rocks remained to

help him.
" Look hero," said Ben, suddenly stop-

Are you going to tell of me?'

iiat you were so uncivil as to pot

your hands on my throat, i I have

n't dccid-

t that / care a !

"
muttered

Ben. Hut Jane"
1 In 1 ver mention any circum-

stance of this rather unpleasant even-

ing which would bring HIM On
name into publicity." answered Bayard

quick
1

. is a good, modet

She should be sheltered and car-

Yoti nii U'ht better toss a woman off Rag-

ged Rock as yon intended to do by

me than to tarn the goorip of Wind-

,,ver I.M.M. upon her."

14 a hell of a town, if yon come

to that," said Ben. with calm conviction.

:,.. i* much too good for yon, Ben

Trawl." remarked Bayard quit* |*

ho were offering the other a glass

of Umooadoi

groaned Ben, writhingw
der the minister's manner -Don't yon

.oppose that's the wowt on
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4*I think I '11 cut across here towards

the hotel," observed Bayard pleasantly.
" We seem to have talked out, for this

time. Good-night, Ben."

"Say," said Ben, "why don't you

spout temperance to me ? Why ain't

you talked religion ? Why ain't you set

out to convert me ? I give you chance

enough !

"

" You are an intelligent man," replied

the preacher ;

k *

you know what you are

about I don't waste sacred powder on

useless shot."
"
Queer Dick, you," mused Ben. " It 's

just as I said : you don't belong to any
kind of folks I ever see before. I can't

make you out"

I [Juno,

"Next time you want to murder me,

Ben," called the minister rheerily,
" don't

try anonymous traps ! Show up like a

man, and have it out in the open air!
"

He walked on towards the In-aeh. Ben
watched him for a perplexed and sullen

moment, then took his course thought-

fully in the direction of the town.

When the two men had di>apprared
from the dark map of the downs, a wo-

man's figure swiftly and quietly cros> -d i t .

Jane Granite had followed the minister

like the spaniel that she was, and, hidden

in the shadows of Ragged Rock, thinking

to save him, God knew how, from Hea-

ven knew what fate, had overheard the

interview from beginning to end.

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

SOME REMINISCENCES OF CHRISTINA ROSSETTI.

ONE of the saintliest of women, as well

as one of our finest poets, passed into that

rest for which she craved so long while,

when Christina Rossetti died. Her life

was a song of praise. This song had

two strains. Both were ever present,

but the austerer was the dominant and

the more prolonged. For the last twenty

years her muse has been cloistral ; but

at all times the pain of the world lay

against her heart When she was a girl,

and when she was a woman old in suffer-

ing, in experience, and relatively old in

years, she wrote in the same strain. A
child-woman at sixteen, she already felt,

with something of pain and much of bit-

terness, the poignancy of that old world-

cry,
"
Vanity of Vanities, all is Vanity !

"

An extraordinary lyric utterance from

one so young, and, in externals, so hap-

pily circumstanced, is this sonnet, written

before the author was seventeen :

1 Though a painter and decorative artist of

remarkable individuality and distinction in

the genre of Religious Art, Mr. Shields's nnin*>

is still relatively unfamiliar in England. Hi-

"
Ah, woe is me for pleasure that is vain,

Ah, woe is me for glory that is past ;

Pleasure that bringeth sorrow at the last,

Glory that at the last bringeth no gain !

So saith the sinking heart ; and so again

It shall say till the mighty angel-blast

Is blown, making the sun and moon a
.

And showering down the stars like suddfii

rain.

And evermore men shall go fearfully.

Bending beneath their weight of heaviness;

And ancient men shall lie down wearily.

And strong men shall rise up in wear;

Yea, even the young shall Jiingly,

Saying one to another : How vain it i-> !

I have no record of the exact date

when I met Miss Rossetti for tin- first

time; but as it was not more thuu a

few months after I had come to know

Frederick Shields, the arti-t with whom,

Rossetti was wont to declare, lay the

hopes of Religious Art in England, it

must have been in the autumn of 1880.1

Though my memory for dates is bad,

earliest adequate recognition. b.-yond that of

Rowetti and the limited Rosscttian

a paper ]>ul.li>h.-d in Th.- Atlantic Monthly for

October. 1 _'. L-ntitK-d An 1-., rpreter.
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ill easily i ars of

this first meeting.
I had called upon some friends in

Hloomsbury, and found there members of

the family, with two guests, all seated

before a recently replenished and for the

.it flameless fire. Neither gas nor

lamp illumined the room, and, having

just come from the strong light of the

nail and stairway, I could scarce di-tin-

(ui>h my hostess. I was not surprised

at the gloom, for this "
shadow-time," as

it was called in that house, was a luxury
habitual there. The appearance of a call-

er who was not a stranger caused only
a momentary interruption in what had

been an animated conversation ; and al-

most immediately the lady whose voice

was audible as I entered resumed the

rapid course of an extraordinarily fluent

diction. It i> not necessary to mention

her name, though it would he one famil-

iar to many readers of this article. She

was gi i id account of her expert-

ences with -him children in the country.

and had apparently been endeavoring to

refute certain objections or arguments as

to tii.- best way to fulfill the aims of the

. and indeed as to the

soundness of the views from which these

aims arose. Some one had argued that

a brief "snatch of the country" merely
unsettled the chilli and made things

worse for them at home, and f<>

parents.
' Moreover," >he interpolated,

in the course of her argument, I am
ronvii . It H nut poxsihl,- for any
one to live a happy life unless he or she

has at least a brief sojourn in the coun-

try every year."
At this point a singularly clear, rij>-

ui-h interrupted the speaker. I

recollect that I noticed at once its qual-

ity, as well as its spontaneity and \\in-

somenena. Thin \vn* followed by a few

-ed as I was by the laugh,

I was more pleased by the words ; tint is.

by the tone in which they were spoken.
The voice had a bell-like sound, like that

of resonant crystal. The pronunciation
VOL. LXXV. NO. 452. 47

was unusually distinct, and the words

came away from the mouth and lips as

cleanly as a trill from a bird. Though
so ex<{ . the voice was not

in the least mannered or affected ; and

except for a peculiar lift in the intona-

tion, more suggestive of Edinburgh than

of London, there was no reason to suppose
it was not that of an Englishwoman.

" Ah," she said, -there comes in the

delightful enthusiast Bat, Mrs. , I

assure you that your good heart is mis-

taken. There are hundreds and thou-

sands of us who, for one reason or an-

other, never escape from London. I

may speak for myself, alas, who am not

only as confirmed a Londoner as was

Charles Lamb, but really doubt if it

would be good for me, now, to sojourn

long or often in the country ; and you
must remember that there are more

Lambs than Wordsworths among as

town folk, and that as we are bred so

we live."

"
But," broke in the lady to whom

she was speaking, "you yourself most

admit that you would be far hap)'

the peace and beauty of the country.

which in so infinitely more poet

every way so much more beautiful, than

the town

v cool and quiet the bell-like voice

sounded, after the impetuous utterance

which h;id int.-rruj.t.-d it

'

I am of

those who think with Baron that the

s,,i,U ,-t th.. living are the Beauty of the

Wo,

.at is a beautiful saying : but now

let me ask, do not you younelf find your
best in.Hpiration in the country ?

"

.ih a sweet, low, deprecating

laugh. "Oh dear, no I know it onykt

to be so. But I don't derive i

.I.H you call -ugh. if you will

allow roe to say so, I think the word

,,-..it.- inapposite, and to be UM

few, and then only in a mo*t literal and

sacred sens*, .anything
from the country at first band ! Why,

my knowledge of what is called nature
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is that of the town sparrow, or, at most,

that of the pigeon which makes an ex-

cursion occasionally from its home in

Regent's Park or Kensington Gardens.

And, what is more, I am fairly sure that

I am in the place that best suits inc.

After all, we may enjoy the magic and

mystery of ocean without ever adventur-

ing upon it ; and I, and thousands of other

Londoners, from the penniless to those

who are as relatively poor as I am, are

in the position of those who love the sea,

and understand too, in a way, its beauty
and wonder, even though we reside in

Whitechapel or Bloomsbury."
I forget what followed, but a minute

or two later the door opened, and anoth-

er visitor was announced. The servant

returned immediately with a lamp. As
she did so, I caught a glimpse of my
sweet-voiced neighbor, a short, plain

woman, apparently advanced in middle

age, with, as the most striking feature

at a first glance, long, heavy eyelids over

strangely protrusive eyes. I noticed

that she veiled herself abruptly, as she

rose and said good-by. As she moved

away, it was with what I can describe

only as an awkward grace.

One thing after another interfered

with the question that was on my lips,

and the outcome was that I left without

knowing who the lady was whose words

and voice had impressed me so much.

Two things remained with me beyond
that day : not, strangely enough, prima-

rily, the memory of the delicate preci-

sion and natural rhythm of her speech
or the peculiar quality of her voice, but

the rapid, almost furtive way in which

she had drawn her veil over her too con-

spicuous eyes, as soon as the room was

lighted, and her concurrent haste to be

gone, this, and the quotation from

Bacon,
" The Souls of the living are the

Beauty of the World." It is a noble say-

ing, and its significance would then have

been enhanced for me if I had known
that I heard it for the first time from

the lips of Christina Rossetti.

Ultimately I came to know her through
Dante Gabriel Rossetti. But before this

event I had been misled as to her attri-

butes and idiosyncrasies. My inform-

ant would have it that Miss Rossetti

was a gloomy and even bigoted religion-

ist ; that, recluse as she was socially, she

was correspondingly morose in herself:

and that she was morbidly sensitive to

her appearance, having at one time been

comely, and even, in her youth, beauti-

ful ; in a word, that she was now unable

to reconcile herself to her altered look-, a

change due to an illness which had affect-

ed the eyeballs.

One night, when Rossetti was narrat-

ing some anecdotes of the Germ days, he

began to speak of his sister Christina.

Noting my interest, he added further par-

ticulars not only concerning
" the genius

of the family," as he called her, but also

about his other sister, Maria Francesca,

his brother, and his parents, details

then unknown to me, though in the main

now so familiar to all lovers of the poetry
of Gabriel and Christina Rossetti.

He had a great admiration for his elder

sister.
" She was the Dante in our fam-

ily," he said incidentally. "Christina."

he added,
"

is the daughter of what was

noblest in our father and beautiful in our

mother. But no one was ever afraid of

Christina. Maria was a born leader ;

Christina, a born apostle. In my boy-

hood I loved Maria more than any one in

the world. I don't think she ever came

into her proper inheritance. She mi^bt
have topped us all, though of courst -In-

had n't Christina's genius. She iiM-d to

be pitiful of her younger sister, who was

delicate and rather demure : and Chris-

tina simply worshiped her. 1 remember

how shocked they were when, both hav-

ing expressed their envy of their mar-

tyred sisters of olden days, I said they

were both far nicer and sweeter as they

were, and that they had more than their

share of martyrdom in having such a

vagabond brother to look alt. r."

When she was still a child (not more
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than twelve, if lios^etti was ri_

tiiKih. , Handy melanehoh

this time she had a

wish to most beautiful

hymn of modern days. 1 |.-i . ai nest ef-

fort >. i were absolutely common-
till one memorable Sunday after-

-he compos, -d -MID,- lines which

were good enough to make Maria prophe-

sy that the young writer would be % * the

t the family." A native shyness
was enhanced hy the habitual self-dispar-

agement with which she treated herself,

in contrast with ho- sister. Her intel-

lectual development, however, was rapid.

How, indeed, could it have been other

than precocious? The Kossetti house-

hold was, probably, tin- nio>t remarkable

in London. Gabriele Kossetti, patriot

exile, poet, philosopher, mystic. student,

and a most genial and winsome

man of strong character, was " a father

in a million," as his elder son loved to

peak of him. .Mrs. Frances Mary La*

vinia Iio><etti, though English by birth

and m.ii'-rnal parentage, was daughter
of an Italian gentleman well known in

iy, Gaetano Polidori, the translator

of tin- poetry of Milton into sympathetic
if not maje terly Italian.

lished people came to the RoMOttl

Id, and divers eddies of the new
! it of the a^c circulated tlmm-h that

i iien. were tin-re e\

such children in one family as Maria,

!. William, ui

were endowed with high as well as rare

and di-tinc is. and all four moved
in an atmosphere pregnant with *tirrinj

ideal,, deep emotions of strong mind-.

ns.

( 'hrist ina's childhood was spent almost

wholly in L-iii'l-.n. I 1. r til -t r. -al

inent, shr declared once, her first real ex-

citeuiriit away from home -life and the

familiar aspects of the streets of west-

ern London, was afforded by a visit she

igical Gar-

two amused themselves, after

I interest, by im.i

ugbte of the caged animals. <

'it that the birds should be

honored by plaintive verses, but Gabriel

narrated BH isical biographies of

the birds and beasts that poetry gave way
to fun. Distinct as the impression was,

it was not so durably vivid as that : the

walk of the two children, hand in hand,

across the solitudes of Regent's Park,
" with a magnificent sunset which, Ga-

briel declared, he could see setting fire

to the distant trees and roof-ridges."

Despite his interest in animals, an in-

terest which became a freakish fad with

himi: . Rossetti never really ob-

served lovingly and closely, except from

the artist's point of view. He would no-

tice the effect of light on the leaves, or

the white gleam on windy grass ;
1

could never tell whether the leaves were

those of the oak or the elm, the beech or

the chestnut. If he cared for birds and

hird-music, it was without heed

ns, and with no knowledge of the

individuality of lilt in the song of thrush

or blackbird, robin or linnet Hut

times, his sister told me, he \\

home with a spray of blossom ( it

always
* blossom

'

merely, not pear or

apple or cherry blossom "), and once or

twice with a hird or small animal in a

wicker cage, and would be as ear-

nest and closely observant of all details

as any naturalist would be.

It was about this time Christina Ros-

setti had a dream, which (iahriel pro-

mised > the Acad-

! i is was before the Germ days.)

She dreamed that she was walki

Regent's Park at dawn, and that, just as

the sun rose, she saw what looked like a

wave of yellow lightsweep from the tress.

wave" was a multitude of cana-

ries. Thousands of them rose, circled in

a gleaming mass, and then dispersed in

every direct, n In her dream it was

borne in n that all the canaries

had met, and were now re-

turning to their cages! Rossetti was de-

lighted with the idea. He projected some
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]>ictorial touches, notably that the vision-

ary was to be clad in yellow, and that

the ground underfoot was to be covered

with primroses. But either the impulse

waned, or he did not feel able to do jus-

tice to the subject just then, and so post-

poned it, or, most likely, other matters of

moment dissipated the intention.

When she told me this episode. MU-
Rossetti added that Gabriel had the idea

of writing a poem on the motive ; so had

she, but she did not write, as she was

always waiting for the promised poem
from him. " He declared the * motive

'

was symbolical, and had some strange

personal significance ; but he never ex-

plained the one or the other, and I don't

believe there was anything but whim be-

hind his words. He was always like

that, as far back as I can remember,

though less whimsical and more moody
as a youth than as boy or man. In this

respect he was very different from Wil-

liam, who was invariably simple, direct,

and as quietly cordial as he is now. In

fact, / was the ill-tempered one of the

family ; and my dear sister used to say
that she had the good sense, William the

good nature, Gabriel the good heart, and

I the bad temper of our much-loved fa-

ther and mother."

It is quite true that Christina Rossetti

had to cope with an irritable temper,
due to physical ailment. For myself, I

never saw a trace of it, but no doubt

this tendency had been subdued long be-

fore I knew her. An old friend of hers

informs me that she changed completely
in this respect after the death of her sis-

ter, in 1876, to whom she was passion-

ately attached, and for whose strong and

saintly character she had an admiration

that was almost extreme. Christina was
wont to declare that if Maria had been

the younger instead of the elder sister,

she would have become famous, but that

her home duties and yearly intensifying

religious scruples and exercises prevent-
ed her. Certainly, the elder Miss Ros-

setti shared in that precocity which dis-

tinguished the whole family. Christina

began to compose at the age of eleven ;

Gabriel was in his teens when he wrot"

a poem which has become a classic, and
stands as one of the most remarkable

lyric achievements in English literature ;

and William wrote verse of a hi^h quali-

ty before he was twenty. It was in her

fourteenth year "when Gabriel was

either an idle and dreamy or else a fever-

ishly active and eager boy,
' a born rap-

scallion,' as our father sometimes called

him" that Miss Maria Rossetti trans-

lated into blank verse the greater part
of an ode by the Cavaliere Cnmpana on

the Death of Lady Gwendalina Talbot,

Princess Borghese. In her early wo-

manhood she began the work by which

she is known to the public, though A
Shadow of Dante was not published till

her forty-fourth year; that is, about live

years before her death. Referring to

this, Christina exclaimed once. "
I wish

I too could have done something for

Dante in England ! Maria wrote her line

and helpful book, William's translation

of the Divina Commedia is the best we

have, and Gabriel's Dante and his Circle

is a monument of loving labor that will

outlast either. But I, alas, have neither

the requisite knowledge nor the ability."

The elder Miss Rossetti had also some-

thing of her elder brother's artistic fac-

ulty. Two or three of the designs in A
Shadow of Dante were her own work.

In addition to this book, there is one

imaginative essay in fiction by her which

is practically unknown. It i-\n\

indeed ; possibly not half a dozen copies

are extant. I have seen one copy only.

that which was lent me by Mi-> Chris-

tina Rossetti. It was printed privately

in 1846, when the authoress was in her

nineteenth year. The title is The Rivu-

lets : A Dream not all a Dream, and the

matter is an allegory of life and religion,

where the personalities are introduced

be (Love), Selbsucbt . Selfishness),

lunkel ( Presumption), and Faille

(Indolence). The ' rivulets
"
represent
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:ural heart of man ; the serpents,
whose breaths are forever foaling the

waters, the devil ; tiie fruits and flowers

mging the banks, and poisonous
wlini they fall into the streams, "the

grosser and less palpably sinful allure-

ments of the world :

"
the crystal mirror

which the guardian of each rivulet has

in keeping represents the Scriptures ;

the vase of perfumes, prayer ; and the

healing water, baptism. The booklet is

animated by the same extreme religious

sentiment of renunciation that so many
yean later prompted the authoress to

enter the All Saints' sisterhood.

It is, of course, generally known that

the exiled Gabriele Rossetti was a poet,

though it is not commonly understood

how great was his reputation. Christina

Rossetti was wont to speak with gratified

pleasure of the wish of the citizens of

Vasto (in the Abmzzi) to see a suitable

memorial, in their chief piazza, of the

poet patriot anil fellow-citizen,
" who was

hatched in little Vasto, but whose flight

extended throughout all Italy," as his

Italian biographer says. It is not com-

monly known that the poetic strain in the

family was also shared by others of the

same generation. In 17'>.". Nicola Ros-

i student, and a man of standing in

Y.i-'.' 1 Ammone, married a girl of the

same town, Maria Francesca Pietrocola.

ir several children, four achieved

lion. Andrea, born in 1HV5, be-

came known as a canonical orator and

poet ; five yean later was born Antonio,

a poet also a 1772, came Dome-

ni< -... who, as poet, journalist, and medi-

cal writer, filled well his comparatively
lease of life ; and then, youngest

of th, family (1783) and most famous,

fctabriele.

One day I heard some one speak of this

to Christina Rossetti. She replied that,

far from Minmlatmi: her, the knowledge
was of the nature of a wet blanket

feel that we I, at least ought to be

far worthier after so much pioneering on

the part of our relatives. I am afraid

Til

appe*they would look upon us as mere

dices to the Rossetti Chapter
It was not long after my first (though

ignorant) meeting with Miss Rossetti

that her brother Gabriel spoke to me, in

casual conversation one night, about The

Germ, and in particular about Christi-

na's early poetry. He told me of the

little book of hers, privately printed by
her grandfather, Mr. 1'olidori (not, as

often stated. Byron's Polidori, who
Mrs. Gabriele Rossetti's brother,

Gaetano Polidori, who had been

tary to Alneri) in 1847. The poetry

comprised in this slim booklet, now
worth literally more than its weight in

inild. was composed between the young

poet's twelfth and seventeenth yean.
i; mM < ! nd ipoa the DgnttMMi
of this collection. He recited the poem
called The Dead City, and indicated the

premonitions afforded there of Miss Ros-

setti's best known long poem, actual

premonitions of now familiar passages,

though the formative motive of The

Dead City is quite distinct from that of

( Johlin Market. It was he who pointed

...it that Blake might have written the

four verses called Mother and Child.

The powerful and remarkable sonnet

quoted on the first page of this article

appeared in the little book before it saw

l.t ( this was Rossetti's phrase, and

he added, "or rather, the twilight

The (Jerm.

Much impressed by The Dead City.

I asked Rossetti to lend me his copy of

the booklet in question. He had, how-

no copy. It was then that he mf
fluted I should request the loan of >

and added, on my reply that I did

not know lu-r.
" Well, you certainly ought

to know her. She U the finet woman-

poet since Mrs. Browning, by a long way ;

and in artlett art, if not in intellectual

impulse, is greatly Mm. Browning's rape-

She could n't writ*, or have writ-

lie SonneU from the Portuguese,

l...t neither could Mrs. Browning have

of the flawles. lyric*
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which Christina has written. I tell you
what, you go and call on her. I '11 write

to her about you. And be sore you ask

to see my mother."

Of coarse I went. When, early one af-

ternoon, I reached the doll, quiet house

in Torrington Oblong," as Rossetti hu-

morously called Torrington Square, on

account of its shape, one of the many
drowsy, faded, ebb-tide squares of cen-

tral London, I was shown into a room

on the ground floor. There I saw an el-

derly lady, with a large green shade over

her eyes, who, I hoped with all my heart,

was not the poet. I spoke. The old lady
bowed. I spoke again, but received no

answer. The awkward silence was in-

terrupted by the opening of the door,

and, simultaneously, by a clear, bell-like

intonation strangely familiar to me. I

turned, and in Miss Christina Rimtitii

recognized not only the lady I had met

at my friend's in Bloomsbury, but the

Christina Rossetti of Gabriel's portrait-

ure. Sufficient likeness lingered in the

placid, rather stout face before me to

prove that Ro&setti's crayon drawing
must have been, as I had always under-

stood, excellent in outward similitude as

well as in express ional veracity.
1

I am very pleased to see you, and

have been expecting you, for I heard

from my brother Gabriel of your pro-

Bused visit Ah," she added, with a quick
little gesture, an uplift of the right hand,

in the manner of a musician recalling

some fugitive strain, -but I have seen

you before, sni

Before I could answer she turned, and

indicated her seated companion, who
looked up, and bowed again as formally
as before.
" This is my aunt, Miss Polidori. She

is rather deaf to-day, so you need not

trouble to speak to her."

Meanwhile I was unconsciously i

the speaker's appearance. In some ways
she reminded me rraik. the an-

1 Thw i> the

[June

thor of John Halifax, Gentleman ; that

is, in the Quaker-like simplicity of her

dress, and the extreme and almost de-

mure plainness of the material, with, in

her mien, something of that serene pas-

sivity which has always a charm

own. She was so pale as to suggest anae-

mia, though there was a bright and alert

look in her large and expressive azure-

gray eyes, a color which often deepened
to a dark, shadowy, velvety gray ; and

though many lines were imprinted on her

features, the contours were smooth and

young. Her hair, once a rich brown, now
looked dark, and was thickly threaded

with solitary white hairs rather than

sheaves of gray. She was about the

medium height of women, though at the

time I thought her considerably shorter.

With all her quietude of manner and

self-possession there was a certain per-

turbation from this meeting with a stran-

ger, though one so young and unknown.

I noted the quick, alighting glai.

swift withdrawal ; also the resiles-

mittent fingering of the long, thin, double

watch-guard of linked gold which hung
from below the one piece of color she wore,

a quaint, old-fashioned bow of mauve or

pale purple ribbon, fastening a white frill

at the neck.

w where have I seen yon ?
"
she

resumed, with pretended provoked per-

plexity.
*

Though I did not know who yon

were, Miss Rossetti . ; he oc-

casion was made memorable to me by

something you said,
* The Souls <>f the

living are the Beauty of the World/
"

.v I remember! Of course!

But oh. it was not / who said that, yon
know. I merely repeated it Strangely

enough, I cannot remember wl.

Bacon it occurs. Do yon know ':

Then you must help me to find o

you know Richard Garnet t. Dr. Gar-

nettof the British Museu H know*

everything, I am told, fortunate man !

, : .......
;

. - --
:

'
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and he will help us out of our di-

Thus <li.it t in^, she preceded me upstairs

to the small drawing-room. I recollect

not i< ing the delicate courtesy of the "us,"

and also my surprise at the blithe cheer-

fulness of mien and manner, so utterly

unlike the description given me by one

who professed to know her, but whose

knowledge must have been at sight only,

perhaps from a glimpse, possibly an

interview, during one of the

poet's almost daily pilgrimages to Christ

Church, close by.

She was laughing at Gabriel's nai

; ; ire, a nickname which ap-

peared to be new to her, when she opened
the door of the sitting-room where she

had l>een reading to Mrs. Rossetti.

The dear old lady one of the most

winsome and delightful women of ad-

vanced age I have ever met, I can say,

and who ever lived, I would say won

my allegiance at OIK insisted on

rising, held my hand in hers, looked be-

nignly, but keenly, into my eyes, and said,
44 So you are a young friend of Gabriel's ?

That alone makes you welcome. How is

he? When did you gee him last? So

late as last week ? And he is well? lam

glad. A h.< 'In i>tin;u" she added, looking

.it IP r daughter, as she reseated herself,
14 1 am afraid our young friend is repeat-

ing one of Gabriel's kindly fibs, when he

says that Gabriel is sleeping well and is

in much better health."

nly she took my hand again, and

asked me to sit near her, as she was

: deaf, or at least was so at first

with strangers. She asked what we were

laughing at as we came in. and when the

was repeated she smiled plea-

santly, aol-liu-. -Christina, when next we

write to Gabriel, we must head the letter

rrington Oblot I noticed that

she constantly appealed or referred to

her daughter, whose anxious service of

her mother was equally noticeable.

After tea Mrs. Rossetti asked me if I

had ever read Southwell's poetry ; and

on my reply that I had not, she added,
44 My dear Christina was reading a won-

derful little poem of his just as your visit

was announced. I am sure you would

like to hear it My dear, do read it

again." It was thus I came to know that

wonderful Elizabethan precursor of the

Songs of Innocence, The Burning Babe.

The poem is in itself strangely moving;
how much more impressive, then, when
recited by one of the chief Victorian poets
in her own home, and during the audi-

tor's first N

I can still see that small and

gloomy room, with Mrs. Rossetti

back , with a woolen flheHsnrl shawl i

her shoulders, and the lamplight falling

on her white hair and clear-cut, ivory-

hued features, as she waited with closed

eyes, the better to listen; at the table.

Miss Rossetti, leaning her head on her

ritfht hand, with her right elbow on the

tahlt-. and with her left hand turning over

the leaves of the book. if I remember

ri-ht ly. a new editio: Palgrave's

Chil. Iran's Treasury of Lyrical Poetry.
With an exquisitely clear and vibrant

voice, though with a singular rise and

fall, correspondent to Gabriel RoesettTs

moving and sonorous organ music, Mies

Rossetti read, with

lines begin ti in "Al I in h...ir\ winter's

night stood shivering in the snow." Qeea-

sionally she prolonged the music of a line

into a slow rhythm, with a

ration that, I imagine, was

particularly when she wasstrongly moved.

It was in this way that late in 1885

or early in 1886 1 heard her read the

S* fat*

'

BrfOTtiM.tim.UpMC--

with. I recollect, an

haunting iUranot of the line, -

and separate in
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enunciation as notes of music slowly struck

on the piano.

There was one line of Southwell's in

particular which she read with communi-

cative emotion, an emotion felt by Mrs.

Rossetti, who opened her eyes, glanced at

her daughter, and, with murmuring lips,

reclosed her eyes. It was the line,

"Love it the fire, and sighs the smoke, the ashes

shame and scorns."

During that first visit, again, I had
cause to note how scrupulous, if at the

same time reticent, Christina Rossetti

was in any matter where conscience im-

pelled her to a protest, though always one

gentle, or at least courteous. Nor did the

rigor of her views involve her in any nar-

rowness of judgment, much less in bigot-

ry. I may quote aptly here one or two
letters from among those she wrote to me
on several occasions. At the beginning
of May, 1884, I called to see Miss Ros-

setti, and to leave with her a copy of a

just published and, I am now far from

sorry to say, justly forgotten volume

of verse, but failed to find her at home.

The poem I cared most for was the epi-

logue, Madre Natura, but instinct told

me Miss Rossetti would neither like nor

approve so pagan an utterance, and the

surmise was correct.

30 TORRINOTON SQUARE,

May 3, 1884.

... I might say,
" Why do you call

just when we are out ?
"
only that you

might retort,
" Why are you out just when

I call?"

Thank you very much for your new

volume, and yet more for the kindness

which enriches the gift. You know how

my mother and I hold you in friendly
remembrance

[Then follow some kindly words of

discrimination and praise; and, finally,

this:]
Shall I or shall I not say anything

about Madre Natura ': I dare say, with-

out my taking the liberty of expressing

[June,

myself, you can (if you think it worth

while) put my regret into words. . . .

Though I cannot recall what I wrote,

write I did, evidently; and obviously, also,

with eagerness to prove that, while I ac-

cepted her gentle reproof in the spirit she

advanced it, I held the point of view
immaterial ; and no doubt a very crude

epistle it was, in both thought and diction.

May 5, 1884.

. . . Your friendliness and courtesy
invite mine. Pray believe in mine what-

ever I say, as I believe in yours in spite

of what you say.

Will you not, on consideration, agree
with me that it is out of the question for

a Christian really to believe what every
Christian professes to believe, and yet to

congratulate a friend on believing some-

thing contrary ? On your having passed
from a cruder form of negation I do

heartily congratulate you. And now . . .

nothing but good will and the desire to

do right move my pen. . . .

I quote these extracts from personal
letters only because of their inherent in-

terest, as illustrative of a distinctive trait

in the character of Christina Rossetti.

Most of her letters to me are too personal
for publicity ; but here, from one written

in 1886, is a point of interest concerning

Christina Rossetti the poet :
u

I heartily

agree in setting the essence of poetry
above the form." This point she extend-

ed on a later occasion, when she said that,

the whole question of the relative value

of the poetic spirit of a poem and the

form of that poem lay in this : that t In-

spirit could exist without the form. \vh

as the form was an impossibility without

the spirit, of which it was the lovely body.
One further letter only I may quote,

that written after the death of Mrs. Ros-

setti. a loss which Christina Rossetti

felt, and said she felt, as the last snap
but one of a chain that had long been

snapping.
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... 1 fed the kind sympathy of your
letter so much that you must let me an-

swer it out of my deep mourning. And
I am glad it is I who am grieving, and

not my dearest mother enduring this grief

of separation. Thank you for bearing
hrr iii atV. -eti .nate remembrance. Sh.-

regarded you with true good will.

I hope that you are gaining ground

daily, and that soon your illness will be a

tiling of the past. And I am sure that

at a moment so solemn and moving to

me you will suffer me to express the

wish I cannot but entertain for you and

yours, just because I entertain it for my-
self and mine, that you too may never

experience from any you love more than

a temporary separation. . . .

More than ever after the death of

Mrs. Rossetti. with hmken health and

a deep-seated ill beginning to wear her

away, Christina Rossetti turned her face

to that world of the soul, which indeed

had always been to her a near ami living

reality. The rumor of other waters was

i h< i ear-. The breath of another

air was upon her hi

The circumstance that a clergyman
came regularly to talk and pray with her

to be, in fa< nfessor is no

doubt responKible for the assertion some-

times made that, in later life, she was

a Roman Catholic. This was not so.

From her girlhood to her death she was

strictly a member of the AnglicanCh i in h .

Naturally, she had much sympathy with

the Chi i re h of Rome, and had a great
a.! mi- its ordered majesty of or-

ganization ; but, strangely enough, the

rock which she took to be a beacon of

wreck was Mariolatry. This, at all times,

SSlimnil to her the most cardinal error

nan Catholicism. It is interesting

to that Gabriel Rossetti was more

attracted by the spiritual and human

; ranee of the worship of Mary than

by at)} >gma of Rome. He told

me one.- that the \\..iM mid .,!., to

see thai the lasting grit in the Romish

faith " a grit
'

which would probably
make it survive all other Christian sects"

was based upon this idealization of hu-

manity, through the mother-idea, in the

person of Mary ; and that, whatever po-

tent development the Protestant sects

rtiijit have, "they would always, lack-

ing exalted recognition of Mary, be like

church services without music wherein

all can join." On the other hand, it most

be admitted that < 'hri>tina's belief was a

profoundly felt and lifelong conviction,

while that of Gabriel was, if not intermit-

tent or accidental, more an expression of

the opining temperament than of the con-

vinced intellect.

In one place explicitly, as in a hun-

dred places indirectly. Miss Rossetti has

uilirmed her faith. In one of the little

known prose books she wrote in later

life (which, as she said once, smili

ther sadly the while, the literary world

that praised her so much studiously ig-

nored) there is this significant passage :

"To myself it is in the beloved Angli-
can Church of my Baptism that these

things are testified, a living Branch of

that One |I,,ly. Catholic, and Apostolic

Chim-h which is authoritatively cotn-

inmdfd ai -I & '

!

' M tj
th-

W,,rd of (Jod. Christ, Whose mystical

Body she is. is her Head, and the I I,,K

Ghost Whose Temple she is, is her over-

ruling Will and Power

I think it w:i* in.lanuary of 1886 that,

for the last time, I heard Miss Rossetti

read anything of her own. It

some months, perhaps
-

she had published one of the least known

of her hooks, though one most ohaneter-

nd strangely fascinating, for all iu

Daily Companion appearance and. in a

sense, style, I am inclined to believe

that Time FBes gave her mot

in the contemplation than wi

by anyotherbook of hers. It i.. of coarse,

V*m of the TSMtyOsssBl Chapter sf Revs-
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a religious "daily companion," and is

occupied largely with strictly Scriptural

comments; but it has many delightful

(and, to those who knew Miss Rossetti,

most characteristic) passages and anec-

dotes. Above all, however, it is notable

for its lovely lyrics, interspersed through-
out the volume like white and purple
lilac-bushes in a lawned and graveled
convent garden. Sometimes there are

lines of extraordinary poignancy and

beauty, straight from the lyric emotion

wrought of the ecstasy in heart and brain;

as, for example, these lines, so appealing
as well as so idiosyncratic :

"
Turn, transfigured Pain,

Sweetheart, turn again,
For fair art thou as moonrise after rain."

But indeed the whole poem should be

quoted :

*'

Joy is but sorrow,
While we know

It ends to-morrow :

Even so !

Joy with lifted veil

Shows a face as pale
As the fair changing moon so fair and frail.

"
Pain is but pleasure,

If we know
It heaps up treasure :

Even so !

Turn, transfigured Pain,

Sweetheart, turn again,
For fair art thou as moonrise after rain."

In some of these lyrics there is a strange
note of impassioned mysticism, as in the

short rondeau for January 16, exenij li-

fted in these three lines :

" Love weighs the event, the long prehistory,
Measures the depth beneath, the height above,

The mystery with the ante-mystery."

In the lyric for March 7 there is a music

like that of Gabriel Rossetti's Sea-Lim-

its, a haunting ululation such as that of

Tennyson's Crossing the Bar :

"
Earth has clear call of daily bells.

A rapture where the anthems are,

A chancel vault of gloom and star,

A thundt-r when the organ swells :

Alas, man's daily lif what else ?

Is out of tune with daily bells-

' While Paradise accords tin- < -hi:

Of K.u-ih ami H.-avcii: its pati.-nt pause
Is rest fulfilling music's la\\s.

Saints sit and gaze, where oftent im >

Precursive flush of morning (limbs

And air vibrates with mining chimes."

Of those she read to me, I am haunted

most, because of the exquisite cadence of

her intonation, by the memory of one

(that for March 5) beginning,

" Where shall I find a white rose blowing '.'

Out in the garden where all sweets be.

Hut out in my garden the snow was snouin^.
And never a white rose opened for me.

Nought but snow and wind were blowing
And snowing."

How well, too, I remember that for Feb-

ruary 11, No More; that for April 5,

already quoted, beginning,
" Heaven's

chimes are slow, but sure to strike at

last;" that for February 19; and this

for March 3, a dialogue of Life and

Death, with the Soul as the protagonist,

an actual protagonist, though here

rather a ball between two players, dumb
and passive in all its blind bafflings to

and fro :

"
Laughing Life cries at the feast,

Craving Death cries at the door,
4

Fish, or fowl, or fatted beast ?
'

4 Come with me, thy feast is o'er.'

4 Wreathe the violets.'
* Watch them fade.'

4
1 am sunlight.'

*

I am shade :

I am the sun-burying west.'
'

I am pleasure.'
'
I am i

Come with me, for I am i

Since then how often have I recalled

that marvelous yet so simple and obvious

line, as Shakespearean as Gain it 1 Rosset-

ti's "The sunrise blooms and withers on

the hill, Like any hill flower
"

"
th sun-httryiny irrst"!

There were other t'ra^m* -ntary lines <>r

couplets which impressed themselves

keenly on the memory; for example.
** All through this race of life which shelves

I).. xvnward to death;"

and

"Lo. the Hope we buried with

Alive in Death's eyes!
"

Time Fli.-s is dedicate.! To my
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Two
earlier dedi.-ai ions to Mrs. Rossetti ran,

'My v to whom I inscribe my
Book in all Reverence and Love," and
4 My Dear and Honoured Example;"
while the last of her books once more bears

the mother's name, '!.. )>.r Beloved,

Revered, and Cherished Memory."
After the death of Mrs. Rossetti her

er devoted herself to almost hourly

mi nixt ration to her two old aunts.

Charlotte Lydia 1'olidori died in 1890,

age of eighty-seven* Miss Kli/.a

tt 1'olidori. in ISIM. at the age
of eighty-four. There is now in Christ

Church. Wohurn Square, the pendant,

with star and crescent in diamonds,

which his Imperial Majesty the Sultan

presented to Miss Harriett Polidori. in

recognition of her distinguished services

as a nurse in the Crimean campaign.
In these sad and lonely last years

which would have been so far lonelier but

for the frequent visitation of her much-

loved hrotlier William Christina Ros-

setti pnhlished two books: a volume of

Coll. cted Devotional Poems (1893), and

one of prose, consisting of keen and vivid

commentaries on the Revelation of St.

John, yet, as her friend and clergyman,

the Rev. J. J. Glendinning Nash, indi-

cates, with characteristic humility enti-

tled The Face of the Deep; for these, she

thought, were but an individual ripple

on the surface of revealed truth.

One of my most cherished memories

is of a night at Btrehington, on the

ish coast, in March It had been

I :<*setti asked me to come

out with him tor a stroll on the cliff ; and

> he leaned heavily, and dragged
nibs wearily and as if in pain, he

jrew morecheerful as t he sonJagbl
-.\ arm- d

him. Thr sky was a cloudless blue, and

nging of at least a score of larks

was SOIIH -thin- \\..nd.'i fid t-. li-t. -n to.

\\here ipring odon pie vailed, with

an added
i

n the sea-wrack

below. Beyond, the sea reached to far

horizons of purple-sha A

I thought Rossetti was indifferent : the

larks made merely a confused noise ; the

sun-glare spoilt the pleasure of the eyes ;

the sea-breath carried with it a damp
chill. But this mood gave way. He let

go my arm, and stood staring seaward

silently ; then, still in a low and tired

hut with a new tone in it. he mur-

mured. It is beautiful, the world, and

nelf. I am glad I have lived."

Insensibly thereafter the dejection lifted

irm off his spirit, and for the rest of

that day and evening he was noticeably
l.-N d. -pond. -Hi.

The previous evening, Christina Ros-

then at Birchington on a nursing

visit, Rossetti, and myself were seated

in semi-twilight in the long, low-roofed

sitting-room of the Bungalow. She had

been reading to him, but he had grown

weary and somewhat fretful. Not wish-

ing to disturb him, Miss Rossetti made a

sign to me to come over to the window,

and there drew my attention to a

hued but very beautiful sunset. While

we were gazing at it, Rossetti, having
overheard an exclamation of almost rap-

turous delight from Christina, rose from

his great armchair before the fire and

walked feel.lv to the window. Thence

he stared blankly upon the dove-tones

and pale amethyst of the sky. I saw

him glance curiously at his sister, and

then again look long and earnestly

at last, with a voice full of chagrin, he

! away pettishly, with the remark

that he could not see what it was we

admired so mud, It is all gray and

gloom," he added ; nor would he hear a

to the contrary, so ignorant was

he of the havoc wrought upon his optic

nerve by the chloral poison which did so

much to shorten hi*

r he had gone to bed. Miss Ro-

setti spoke sadly of thin dulling

MisillisnMii and feared that it was in-

deed the beginning of the en

die added h he could

have at least one hopeful hour again."

It was with pleasure, therefore, Uiat, next
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day, she heard what ho had said upon
the cliff, and how lie had brightened.

The evening that followed was a happy
one, for, as already mentioned, Rossetti

grew so cheerful, relatively, that it seemed

as though the shadow of death had lifted.

What makes the episode so douhly memo-
rable to me is that, as I opened the door

for Miss Rossetti when she hade me good-

night, she turned, took my hand again,
and said in a whisper,

" I am so glad
about Gabriel, and grateful."

After the death of Miss Harriett Poli-

dori, Christina Rossetti was an almost

absolute recluse. A cancerous evil de-

veloped, and added to the burden of life,

a burden of which she had long been

weary, and for surcease from which she

longed without ceasing. Her death, at

the festival of the Epiphany, a season

which she herself has chronicled in lovely

verse, must have come to her as the flood-

tide of a long-delayed happiness.
The weight of the pain of the world,

of the sorrow of life, had long made
hard the blithe cheerfulness which she

wore so passing well, though it was no

garment chosen for its own comeliness,

but because of its refreshment for oth-

ers. An ordered grace was hers in all

things, and in this matter of cheerful-

ness she created what she did not inher-

it ; rather, she gained, by prayer and

renunciation and long control, a sunlit

serenity which made her mind, for oth-

ers, a delectable Eden, and her soul a

paradise of fragrance and song. Cheer-

fulness became a need of spiritual growth,
as well as a thing seemly and delightful

in itself. She had ever, in truth, at

least in later life (and my acquaintance-

ship with her extended through a period

of over twelve years), a gracious sweet-

ness that was all her own. An exquisite

taciturnity alternated with a not less

exquisite courtesy of self-abandonment.

1 This article waa written before I saw Mr. rVhmar\ number of The Nin.-t.-.-nth (Vnt

S\v inhome's noble memorial lines (\vhirh. with or I should fittingly have ended with a q

a most moving and winsom.- pajM-r on Christina tion from this tribute of the greatest of Miflf

Rossetti by Mr. Theodore Watts, appear in the Kossetti's surviving contemporaries.

She was too humble to speak much

opinionativrly. unless directly challenged
or skillfully allured ; while it seemed
natural in her to consider that the cen-

tre of interest was in her companion of

the moment, and not in herself. Habit-

ually she preferred the gold-glooms of

silence, but would, at the word of ajv

peal, or even at that shyer lure which

can express itself only through the eyes,
come into the more garish light, or, as

it might be, the dusk of another's sorro\\ ,

or the starry cold of another's grief. It

was impossible to have with her even the

least degree of intimacy, and not experi-
ence this quietude of charm, a quality

that made her so remote of approach.
but so near when reached. How often,

thinking of her, I have considered those

lines of Herbert's !

"
Welcome, deare feast of Lent : who loves not

thee,

He loves not Temperance, or Authoriti.-.

Besides the cleannesse of sweet ahstim-ni-c.

Quick thoughts and motions at a small ex-

pense,
A face not fearing light"

This " cleannesse of sweet abstinence
"

was characteristic of the poetic inheritor

of Herbert and Crashaw. whom most she

resembles in the quality of her genius,

though she had more of fire and h at

than the one, and less of sensuous exu-

berance than the other.

This is not the occasion for any criti-

cal analysis of her beautiful poetry. Its

delicate music, its exquisite charm, are

its proper ambassadors. Of her marvel-

ous spontaneous art scarce anything bet-

ter could be said by the most authori-

tative and discriminating critic than is

expressed in these lines of ShakeipeATC

(The Winter's Tale) :

'This is :m art

Which does mend nature, chanp it rather, hut

The art itself is nature." l
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hut th- oth,. r day she was

that re>t for which *h.- craved. It

must have pleased
hrr that two ot ln-r poems (The Porter

Watches at the Gate, and Lord, grant us

to Mount) were sung at the ijnirt

hut ih-rjily impressive funeral sen
Church. Y t a more fitting elegy

would have been that pot-in from Time
hat homing-song \\hi.-h I meant

to jiiit- lu-rc. Imt now must be <

to indicate only by its opening words,
1 loin,-

l.y different wa
As I came away from the funeral ser-

ith her old friend-. 'lerick

Shields and Mr. John Clayton, listen-

ing to tin- DM .j,,.;ik
of h-r iiamelike ar-

i Christian faith, and to the other'*

narration of her brooding melancholy and
1

ions of early death, about
th* time that Gabriel Rossetti paint
as Ha IhoodofMai

'

S48), and in Ecce Ancilla Domini
, a stanza in one of her latest

made a music in my mind :

that waa born to die

Seta heart on high,

Btacf Jain ol fc -k-..

Two thing*, Lord, I denre
And I require:

Lore's name, and flame

To wrap my eool in fire."

Wrapt in fire, indeed, was that pure
and perfect spirit, that disembodied soul

of song.

William Sharp.

MAKS.

II. THK i 'KoBLBL

AFTER air, water. If Mars be capa-

ii|.|M,rtiiiL,' |jtV. th.-iv mut i water

his surface ; for to all form-

water is as vital a matter as air. To all

organisms water is absolutely nsnnntill

On tli- of habitahility. therefore,

it becomes all-important to know whether
then- be water on Mars.

one looking through a telescope

planet, early last summer, would

have been struck l.y tin- fa.

its surface was diversified by mm
in tlm-r coloi,. \vhitf. blue-green, and
reddish-ochre ; tin- white lyin-; in a great
oval at Uie top .c. The
oval was the south polar ice-cap. In

olar cap our water problem takes

ise.

On the . i

iy, 1894, the sooth

cap stretched, practically one un-

hrokfti wast.- of i-r. o\,-r al.out titty d. -

greesnf latitul<- -. that i-. it covered near-

lv ill.' \\hol. fri^d zone. Although due,

ce and in beha

terpart to the ant-

in all probabilit

Milt, hoth i

makes striking <

ice-aheet of our own earth. Its

\ UiMe contour was almost perfectly el-

lij.tiral, showing it to be, in truth, nearly
circular. That it was already in active

process of melting was evident from its

slowly lessening size. It was the most

interesting feature on the disc.

peculiarly well placed for observation.

to the tilt of the polar axi

the Martian south pole was at the time

bowed toward the earth at an angle of

24, a southern inclination which lias

not been equaled since 1877. The dip
of the pole displayed the

great advantage, and enabled the

uderwent to be specially

\\, 11 . ii.

Through June and July the snows

were melting very fast, at the rate of
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hundreds of square miles a day. Such

waning of them under the summer sun

has been regularly observed to take place

for the past two hundred years. At every
Martian summer they shrink away to

next to nothing, as systematically as the

Martian summer comes on, an action

on their part highly indicative of their

character. But another bit of behavior

in their immediate surroundings is yet
more significant, and in the case of the

southern hemisphere has never, apparent-

ly, been noticed before.

Practically at the first observation

made at Flagstaff in June, there showed,

bordering the edge of the snow, a nar-

row, dark blue band or ribbon of color

encircling the cap. The band varied in

width at different places, being widest

where the blue-green areas to the north of

it were widest, and narrowest where they
were narrowest. Its greatest breadth

was about two hundred and twenty miles,

its least about one hundred. In two

places it expanded into great bays, the

more prominent of them being just above

the largest blue-green area on the disc.

That the width of this antarctic girdle

was proportionate to the width of the

blue-green areas below it is a highly sug-

gestive fact. Both bays were blue, the

larger and more striking one especially

so, appearing in good seeing of a beauti-

ful cobalt blue, like some Martian grotto

of Capri.
Both the band and its bays were con-

trasted with the blue-green areas contigu-

ous to them, somewhat in tint, but yetmore

in tone. They were bluer, and distinctly

darker. This hinted at a difference of

constitution, which hint was emphasized

by the action of the band : for as the

snow shrank back toward the pole the

blue belt followed it, keeping pace with

its retreat. Instead of remaining in the

place where it had first appeared, as it

must have done had it been a permanent

marking upon the surface of the planet.

it withdrew steadily southward, so as al-

ways to border the melting snow.

LJlllH\

At about the same time a rift made
its appearance in the midst of the ice-

cap. On June 9, when on the meridian

early in the morning it looked like a

huge cart-track coming down toward

one through the snow. It proved to be

three hundred and fifty miles wide, and

debouched into the dark encircling hand.

A second narrower rift ran into it near

the centre of the cap.

On the same morning, about half past

five o'clock, sturlike points suddenly
shone out upon the snow, between the

great bay and the first rift. After shin-

ing there for a few minutes they as sud-

denly vanished. It is evident what these

were, not fabled flash-lights of the

Martians, but the glint of snow-slopes
tilted at just the angle to reflect the sun

toward the earth. On subsequent morn-

ings others appeared, not so brilliant,

the position of the planet with regard to

the earth having slightly shifted in the

mean time. There is something roman-

tic in the thought of these far-off glistens

from other-world antarctic snows, and in

the sight there is corroboration of the

snow's character.

As the Martian spring progressed,

the rifts spread, until at last they cut the

ice-cap in two. The smaller portion then

proceeded to disappear, while the larger

shrank correspondingly in size. The

relative times of disappearance of dif-

ferent parts of the cap give us some in-

formation about the relative elevations

and depressions of the south cireumpolar

regions. In consequence, I have been

able to construct a contour map of these

polar portions of the planet. Tin re un

advantages in thus conducting p<l

j
(editions astronomically. One not only

lives like a civilized being through it all,

but he brings back something of the

knowledge he went out to acquire.

There has even been vouchsafed the

realization of that dream of explorers,

an open polar sea; for as the tir-t rift

widened, Professor W. H. Pickering

marked a large lake develop in the midst
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<n almost over the pole.

It seems cynical of fate thus to permit
a Martian open polar sea to be seen

granting our earthly explorers a

.-iinihtr si;ht.

As tln-Mi.iws ,l\viii.U.-,l in ibe, tli.- MIL-

l>un<l about them shrank to correspond.

By August it was a barely discernible

thread drawn round the tiny white patch
\vlm-h w:ts all that remained of the enor-

mous snow-fields of some months before.

Final. :ober 13, the snow entire-

ly disappeared, and the spot^where it and

its girdle, long since grown too small for

detection, had been became one yellow
stretrh.

That the blue was water at the edge of

the melting snow seems unquestionable.

That it was of the color of water, that it

so persistently bordered the melting snow,

ami that it subsequently vanished -are

three facts mutually confirmatory of this

deduction. Professor W. H. Pickering
made the polariscope tell the same tale ;

for, on scrutini/iii'4 the great bay through

it, h found the light coming from tin-

bay to be polarized. Now, to polarize

the light it reflects is a property, as we
know, of a water surface.

it all this we may conclude that

we have here a polar sea, a real body
of water. There is, therefore, water on

the surface of Mars. We also mark that

this body of water is ephemeral.
isU while the snow-cap is melting. anl

then it somehow vanishes. What be-

comes of it, and whether there be other

bodies of water on the pl.m.-t. .-ither per-

manent or temporary, we shall now go

While it existed in any size, the polar

sea was bordered on the north, all tin*

way roiin.1 an.l dnrin all the time it

was visible, by blue-green areas. These

blue-green areas were strewn with sev-

eral more or less bright regions, \\hih-

below them came the great retMMi-,, hn

stretches of the disc. Now, the him-

green areas have generally been consid-

ered to be seas, just as the reddish-ochre

regions have been held to be land. That

the latter are land there is very little

doubt; not only hind, but nothing bat

la:.. I. land very pore and simple; that

is, deserts. For they behave just as

deserts should behave, chiefly by not be-

having at all ; remaining, except for cer-

tain phenomena to be specified lat.

changeable.
i the so-called seas, however, the

case is different Several important
facts conspire to throw grave doubt, and

worse, upon their aquatic character. To

begin with, they are of every grade of

tint, a very carious feature for seas to

exhibit, unless they were everywhere but

a few feet deep ; which again is a most

singular characteristic for seas that cover

hundreds of thousands of square miles

in extent, seas, that is, as big as the

Bay of Bengal. The Martian surface

would have to be amazingly flat for thi*

to be possible. We know it to be rela-

tively flat, but to be as flat as all this

would semi to pass the bounds of credible

simplicity. I i. -re also Professor W. H.

Pickering's polariscope investigations

come in with effect, for he found the light

from the supposed seas to show no

nf polarization. H ence these were

ably not water.

In parenthesis we may
of the absence of a certain

.non whose presence, apparently, should

follow upon water surfaces such as the

so-called seas would offer us. Although

its absence is not perhaps definitive as

a. t. r. it i* certainly

curious, ami worth noting. If a planet

were covered by a sheet of water, thai

water surface would, mirror-like, reflect

the sun in one more or less definite spot.

Looked at from a distanes, this spot

would, were it bright enough, be seen as

a high light on the dark background of

the ocean about it It would Mem to be

a fixed star at a certain point on the disc,

the surface features rotating nnd.-r it.

Th necessary position is easily calcu-

and this shows that parts of the so-
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called seas, especially at oppositions like

the last one, pass under the point. There

remains merely the question of sufficient

brilliancy in the spot for visibility ; but

as in the case of Mars its brilliancy should

be equal to that of a star of the third mag-
nitude, it would seem brilliant enough
to be seen. No such starlike effect in

such position has ever been noticed com-

ing from the blue-green regions. From
this bit of negative evidence, to be taken

for what it is worth, we return again to

what there is of a positive sort.

Not only do different parts of the so-

called seas contrast in tint with one an-

other, but the same part of the same sea

varies in tint at different times. Schia-

parelli noticed that, at successive opposi-

tions, the same sea showed different de-

grees of darkness, and he suggested that

the change in tone was dependent in some

way upon the Martian seasons.

Observations at Flagstaff have demon-
strated this to be the case, for it has been

possible to see the tints occur consecu-

tively. In consequence, we know not

only that changes take place on the sur-

face of Mars other than in the polar cap,
and very conspicuous ones too, but that

these are due to the changing seasons of

the planet's year. We will now see what

they look like.

To the transubstantiation of changes of

the sort it is a prime essential* that the

drawings from whose comparison the

contrast appears should all have been

made by the same person, at the same

telescope, under as nearly as possible the

same atmospheric conditions, since other-

wise the personal equation of the ob-

server, the impersonal inequalities of in-

struments, and the special atmosphere of

the station play so large a part in the

result as to mask that other factor in

the case, any change in the planet itself.

How easily this masking is accomplished

appears from drawings made by differ-

ent observers of the same Martian fea-

tures at substantially the same moment.

Several interesting specimens of such

r*. [June,

personal peculiarities may be seen 1>\

the curious in Flannuarion's admirable

thesaurus, La Planet e Mars. In

these likenesses of the planet it is prettv
certain that Mars would never recognize
himself.

To have drawings simply swear at one

another across a page is, in the interests

of deduction, objectionable. For their

testimony to be worth having they must

agree to differ. If, therefore. Mar- is

to be many, his draughtsman must be

one. So much, at least, is fulfilled by
the drawings in which the changes now
to be described are recorded ; for they
were all made by me, at the same in-

strument, under the same general atmos-

pheric conditions. As the same per-on-

ality enters all of them, it stands, as

between them, eliminated from all. h>

increased certainty of deduction. Since.

furthermore, the drawings were all made
in the months preceding and following
one opposition, change due to secular va-

riation is reduced to a minimum. As a

matter of fact, the changes are such as

to betray their own seasonal character.

They constitute a kinernatical as opposed
to a statical study of the planet's surface.

The changes are much more evident

than might be supposed. Indeed, they
are quite unmistakable. As for their im-

portance, it need only be said that that

deduction from them fuini>he>. in the

first place, strong inference that Mars

is a living world, subject to an an-

nual cycle of surface growth, activity,

and decay; and shows, in the -

place, that this Martian yearly round of

life must differ in certain interesting

particulars from that which forn

terrestrial experience. The phenomena

evidently make part of a definite chain

of changes of annual development. So

consecutive, and. in their broad charac-

teristics, apparently so regular are these

s that I have been able to find

coi rohoration of what appears to be their

general scheme in drawings made at

previous oppositions. In consequence, I
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it will be possible in future to

11. with something approaching the

certainty of our esteemed weather bu-

reau's prognostications, not indeed what

tin weather will be on Mars, for, as

we have seen, it is more than doubtful

whether Man has what we call weather

to prognosticate, but the aspect of any

part of the planet at any given time.

hauges in appearance now to be

chronicled refer, not to the melting of

the polar snows, except as such melting
forms the necessary preliminary to what

follows, but to the subsequent changes
in look of the surface itself. To their

exposition, however, the polar phenom-
ena become inseparable adjuncts, since

they are inevitable ancillaries to the re-

sult.

With the familiar melting of the snow-

cap begins the yearly round of the plan-

et's life. With the melting of our own
arctic or antarctic cap might similarly be

said to begin the earth's annual activ-

ity. But here at the very outset there

appears to be one important difference

between the two planets. On the earth

the relation of the melting of the polar

snows to the awakening of surface ac-

tivity is a case of post hoc simply; on

Han it seems to be a case otpropter hoe

as well. For, unlike the earth, which

has water to spare, and to which, there-

fore, the unlocking of its polar snows is

.itter of no direct economic value,

Man is apparently in straits for the ar-

ti'-l.-. and has to draw on its polar reser-

for its annual supply. Upon the

melting of its polar cap, and the trans-

ference of the water thus annually set

free to go its rounds, seem to depend all

the seasonal phenomena on the surface

of the planet.

The observations upon which this de-

duction is based extend over a period of

nearly six months, from the last day of

May to the 22d of November. They
cover the regions from the south pole to

al lout latitude forty north. That changes

analogous to those recorded, differing,
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however, in details, occur six Martian

months later in the planet's northern

hemisphere is proved by what Schiapa-
relli has seen ; for though the general

system is, curiously, one for the whole

planet, the particular character of differ-

ent parts of the surface alters the action

to some extent

For an appreciation of the meaning of

is to be borne in mind

throughout that the vernal equinox of

Man* southern hemisphere occurred on

April 17, 1894 ; the summer solstice of

the same hemisphere on August 31 ; and

its autumnal equinox on February 7,

1895.

On the 31st of May, therefore, it was

toward the end of April on Man. The
south polar cap was, as we have seen,

very large, and the polar sea in propor-
That the polar sea was the darkest

and the bluest marking on the disc im-

plies that it was, at all events, the deepest

body of water on the planet, whether the

other so-called seas were seas or not.

This polar sea plays dcu* ex machine, to

all that follows.

So soon as the melting of the snow

was well under way, long straits, of deep-
er tint than their surroundings, made
their appearance in the midst of the dark

areas. I .lid not see them come, but as

I afterward saw them go. it is evident

that they must have come. They were

already there on the last day of May.
The most conspicuous of them lay be-

tween Noachis and Hellas, in the Mara

Anstrale. It began in the great polar

bay, and thence traversed the Mare Ery-

tlinram to the I four-Glass Sea (Syrtis

Major). The next most

started in the other bay. and

II,:;.,- ,:! USJM ,

these straits were distinguishable darker

than the seas through which tiny passed,

the ssas themselves were then at their

darkest The fact that those straits trav-

ersed the seas suffices to raie a second

doubt as to the genuineness of seas ; the

first suspicion as to their true character
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coming from their being a little off color,

not so blue, that is, as what we prac-

tically know to be water, the- polar sea,

although even that must be anything but

deep. It will appear later that in all

probability the straits too are impostors,
and that what we see is in neither case

water.

The appearance of tilings at this initial

stage of the Martian Nile-like inundation

last June was most destructive to mod-
ern maps of Mars, for all the markings
between the south polar cap and the con-

tinental coast-line seemed with one con-

sent to have as nearly as might be oblit-

erated themselves.

It was impossible to fix any definite

boundaries to the south temperate chain

of islands, so indistinguishably did the

light areas and the dark ones merge into

each other. What was still more strik-

ing, the curious peninsulas which connect

the continent with the chain of islands to

the south of it, and form so singular a

feature of the planet's geography, were

invisible. One continuous belt of blue-

gr%en stretched from the Syrtis Major to

the Columns of Hercules.

For some time the dark areas contin-

ued largely unchanged in appearance ;

during, that is, the earlier and most ex-

tensive melting of the snow-cap. After

this their history became one long chron-

icle of fading out Their lighter parts

grew lighter, and their darker ones less

dark. For, to start with, they were

made up of many tints ; various shades

of blue-green interspersed with hints of

orange-yellow. The gulfs and bays bor-

dering the continental coast were the

darkest of these markings ; the long
straits between the polar sea and the

Syrtis Major were the next deepest in

tone.

The first marked sign of change was
the reappearance of Hesperia. Where-
as in June it had been practically non-

existent, by August it had become per-

fectly visible and in the place where it

is usually depicted. In connection with

its reappearance two poiu ., be

noted : first, the amount of the change,
for Hesperia is a stivteh of land .

two hundred miles broad by six hundred
miles long ; and, secondly, the fact that

its previous invisibility was not due to

any sort of obscuration. The pcr>istent

clear-cut character of the neighboring
coast-line during the whole tran>t\>rma-

tion showed that nothing in the way of

mist or cloud had at any time hidden the

peninsula from view. A something was

actually there in August which had not

been there in June.

As yet nothing could be seen of At-

lantis. It was not until the 30th of Oc-

tober that I caught sight of it. About
the same time, the straits between the

islands, Xanthus, Scamander, Ascanius,
and Simois, came out saliently dark, a

darkness due to contrast. The line of

south temperate islands and their sepa-

rate identity were then for the first time

apparent.

Meanwhile, the history of Hesperia
continued to be instructive. From hav-

ing been absent in June and conspicu-

ous in August, it returned in October to

a mid-position of visibility. Vacillating
as these fluctuations in appearance may
seem at first sight, they were really quite

consistent ; for they were due to one pro-

gressive change in the same direction, a

change that was manifested first in Hes-

peria itself, and then in the regions round

about it. From June to August, Hespe-
ria changed from a previous blue-green,

indistinguishable from its surroundings,
to yellow, the parts adjacent remaining
much as before. As a consequence, the

peninsula stood out in marked conn

to the still deep blue-green regions by
its side. Later, the surroundings them-

selves faded, and their change had tin-

effect of once more partially obliterating

Hesperia.
While Hesperia was thus causing it-

self to be noticed, the rest of the south

temperate zone, as we may call it for

identification's sake, was unobtrusively
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ng the same coarse. Whereas in

June all that part of the disc compris-

ing the two Thyle, Argyre II., and like

latitudes was chiefly Mue-green, by Oc-

tober it had become chiefly yellow.
further south, what had been first snow,
ami then water, turned to ochre land.

Certain smaller details of the change
that came over the face of the dark

regions at the time were as curious as

they were marked. For example, the

Fastigium Aryn, the tip of the triangu-
lar cape which, by jutting out from the

continent, forms the forked bay called

the Sabaeus Sinus, and which, because of

its easy identification, has been selected

for the zero meridian of Martian Ion-

's began in October to undergo

strange metamorphosis. On October 15

it shot out a sort of tail southward. On
the 16th this tail could be followed all

the way to Deucalionis Regio, to which

it made a bridge across from the con-

tinent, thus cutting the Sabsus Sinus

completely in two.

curious causeway of the same
sort made its appearance in November,

connecting the promontory known as

Hamuionis Cornu with Hellas. Both of

these necks of orange-ochre were of more

or lets uniform breadth throughout.
The long, dark streaks that in June

had joined the Syrtis Major to the polar

tea had nearly disappeared by October ;

in their southern parts they had vanished

completely, and they had very much faded

in tln-ir northern ones. The same pro-

cess of fading uncovered certain curious

rhomboidal bright areas in the midst of

the Syrtis Major.
It will be teen that the extent of these

changes was enoniuuix. Tlu-ir rftt, in-

deed, was only second in importance to

their chaiart.-r: t'.ir it \\ill aU- h.i\.-

> been noticed that the changes were all

In one direction. A wholesale transfor-

mation of the blue-green regions into or-

ange-ochre ones was in progress upon
B*t other world.

What can explain so general and so

765

consecutive a change in hue? Water

suggests itself ; for a vast transference of

water from the pole to the equator might
account for it. Hut there are facts con-

nected with the change which seem irre-

concilable with the idea of water. In the

first place, Professor W. II. Pickering
found that the light from the great blue-

green areas showed no trace of polariza-

tion. This tended to strengthen a theory

put forth by him some yean ago, that the

greater part of the blue-green areas are

not water, but something which at such

a distance would also look blue -green,

namely, vegetation. Observations at

Flagstaff not only confirm this, but limit

the water areas still further ; in fact,

practically do away with them entin-ly.

Not only do the above polariscopic tests

tend to this conclusion, but so does the

following observation of mine in Octo-

ber.

Toward the end of October, a strange,

and, for observational purposes, a dis-

tressing phenomenon took place. What
remained of the more southern dark re-

gions showed a desire to vanish, so com-

pletely did those regions proceed to fade

in tint throughout This was first nodes

able in the Cimmerian Sea, then in the

Sea of the Sirens, and in November in

the Mare Erythneum about the Lake of

.n. The fading steadily progressed
until it had advanced so far that in poor

seeing the markings were almost imper-

ceptible, and the planet presented a near-

ly uniform ochre disc.

Ihin was not a case of obscuration ;

for in the first place it was

in the I

was not doe to clouds or

What was suggestive

eorrenee was that it

niedl

green elsewhere. It was not simply thai

portions of the planet's surface changed
tint, but that, taking the disc in its en-

tirety, the whole amount of the blue-

men anon it had diminished, and that
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of the orange-yellow had proportionally

increased. Mai's looked more Martian

than he had in June. The canals, hid*

began at the same time to darken ; but,

highly important as this was for other

reasons, the whole area of their fine

lines and associated patches did not be-

gin to make up for what the dark regions
lost.

If the blue-green color was due to wa-

ter, where had all the water gone ? No-

where on the visible parts of the planet ;

that is certain. Nor could it very well

have gone to those north circumpolar re-

gions hid from view by the tilt of the disc ;

for there was no sign of a growing north

polar cap, and, furthermore, Schiaparel-
li's observations upon that cap show that

there should not have been. As we saw

in the last paper, he found that it devel-

oped late, apparently one month or so af-

ter the vernal equinox of its hemisphere,
whereas at the time the above change
occurred it was not long after that hemi-

sphere's winter solstice.

But if, instead of being due to wa-

ter, the blue -
green tint had been due

to leaves and grasses, just such a fading
out as was observed should have taken

place as autumn came on, and that with-

out proportionate increase of green else-

where ; for the great continental areas,

being desert, are incapable of support-

ing vegetation, and therefore of turning

green.
There is thus reason to believe that

the blue-green regions of Mars are not

water, but, generally at least, areas of

vegetation ; from which it follows that

Mars is very badly off for water, and

that the planet is dependent on the melt-

ing of its polar snows for practically its

whole supply.

Such scarcity of water on Mars is

just what theory would lead us to ex-

pect. Mars is a smaller planet than the

earth, and therefore is relatively more

advanced in his evolutionary career. He
is older in age, if not in years ; for

whether his birth as a separate world

antedated ours or not, his smaller size,

by causing him to cool more quickly.
would necessarily age him faster. But

as a planet grows old, its oceans, in all

probability, dry up, the water retreating

through cracks and caverns into its in-

terior. Water thus disappears from its

surface, to say nothing of what is lining

continually imprisoned by chemical com-

bination. Signs of having thus parted
with its oceans we see in the case of the

moon, whose so-called seas were probably
seas in their day, but have now become

old sea-bottoms. On Mars the >ame pro-

cess is going on, but would seem not yet

to have progressed so far, the seas there

being midway in their career from real

seas to arid depressed deserts ; no long-

er water surfaces, they are still the low-

est portions of the planet, and therefore

stand to receive what scant water may

yet travel over the surface. They thus

become fertilized, while higher regions

escape the freshet, and remain perma-

nently barren. That they were once seas

we have something more than general

inference to warrant us in believing.

There is a certain peculiarity about

the surface markings of Mais, which is

pretty sure to strike any thoughtful ob-

server who examines the planet with a

two or a three inch object-glass, their

singular sameness night after night.

With quite disheartening regularity.

each evening presents him with the same

appearance he noted the evening before.

a dark band obliquely belting the di>r.

strangely keeping its place in spite of

the nightly progression of the meridians

ten degrees to the east, in consequence

of our faster rotation gaining on tin-

slower rotation of Mars. By attention,

he will notice, however, that the belt

creeps slowly upwards toward- the pole

in all other respects. Then suddenly

some night he finds that it has slipped

bodily down, to begin again itsSisyphus-

like. inconclusive spiral climb.

Often as this rhomb-line must have

been noticed, no explanation of it has:
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ever, to my knowledge, been given.
Yet so singular an arrangement point*

to something other than chance,

picion of its non-fortuitous character is

strengthened when it is scanned through
a bigger glass. Increase of aperture dis-

closes details that help explain its signifi-

cance. With sufficient telescopic power,
the continuity of the dark belt is seen to

be broken by a series of parallel peninsu-
las or semi-peninsulas that jut out from

the lower edge of the belt, all running
witli one accord in a southeasterly direc-

tion, and dividing the belt into a similar

series of parallel dark areas. Such ob-

long areas are the Mare Tyrrhenum, the

Mare Cimmeriiim, the Mare Sirenum,
and those unnamed straits that stretch

southeasterly from the Aurora Sinus,

1 argaritifer Sinus, and the Sabteus

Sinus. The islands and peninsulas trend-

ing in the same direction are Ausonia,

Hesperia, Cimmeria, Atlantis, Pyrrlue

Regio, Deucalionis Regio, and the two

causeways from the Fastigium Aryn and

I lammonis Cornu. It will further be no-

that these areas lie more nearly
and south as they lie nearer the

pole, and curve in general to the west as

they approach the equator.
With this fact noted, let us return to

the water formed by the melting of

the ice-cap, at the time it is produced
around the south pole. We may ! Mire

it would not stay there long. No sooner

liberated from its winter fetters than it

would le;in. under the pull of gravity,

he equator. The reason

why it would How away from the pole

is that it would find itself in unstable

cquilihrinm where it was. Successive

depositions of frost would have piled up
I which, so long as

I s,,lid. cohesion would keep in

that unnatural position. !>ut the moment

mged to a liquid this would flow

out on all sides, seeking its level. Once

started, its own withdrawal would cause

the centre of gravity to shift away from

the pole, and this would pull the parti-

cles of the water yet more toward the

equator. Each particle would start due

north ; but its course would not continue

in that direction, for at each mile it trav-

would find itself in a lower lat-

itude, where, owing to the rotation of

the planet, the surface would be whirl-

ing faster toward the east, inasmuch as

a point on the equator has to get over

much more space in twenty-four boon
than one nearer the pole. In short, sup-

posing there was no friction, the surface

would be constantly slipping away from

under the particle toward the east. As
a result, the northerly motion of the par-

ticle would be continually changing with

regard to the surface into a more and

more westerly one. If the surface were

not frictionless, friction would

reduce the westerly component, but could

never wholly destroy it without stopping

the particle.

We see, therefore, that any body, whe-

ther solid, liquid, or gaseous, must, in

traveling away from the pole of a sphere
or spheroid, necessarily deviate to the

west as it goes on, if the spheroid ittelf

revolve, as Mars does, in the opposite

direction.

This inevitable trend induced in any-
t !iin_j Howing from the pole to the equa-

tor is precisely the one that we notice

stereotyped so conspicuously in the Mar-

tian south temperate markings. Hera,

then, we have at once a

gestive hint that they once

and that that water flowed.

Corroborating this deduction is the

hat the northern sides of all the

dark areas are very perceptibly darker

than the southern ones : for the north-

ern side is the one which a descending

current would plough out, since it is the

northern coasts that would be esntUntfr

opposing the current's northerly inertia.

Consequently, although at present the de-

licti task, it still finds its way, from pre-

ference, to these lowest levels, and

them greener than the rest
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Though seas no longer, we perceive,

then, that there is some reason to be-

lieve the so-called seas of Mars to have

been seas in their day, and to bo at tin-

moment midway in evolution from the

seas of the earth to the seas of the

moon.

Now, if a planet were at any stage of

its career able to support life, it is proba-
ble that a diminishing water supply would

be the beginning of the end of that life,

for the air would outlast the available

water. Those of its inhabitants who had

succeeded in surviving would find them-

selves at last face to face with the relent-

lessness of fate, a scarcity of water

constantly growing greater, till at last

they would all die of thirst, either directly

or indirectly ; for either they themselves

would not have water enough to drink, or

the plants or animals which constituted

their diet would perish for lack of it,

an alternative of small choice to them, un-

less they were conventionally particular

as to their mode of death. Before this

lamentable conclusion was reached, how-

ever, there would come a time in the

course of the planet's history when water

was not yet wanting, but simply scarce

and requiring to be husbanded ; when,
for the inhabitants, the one supreme pro-

blem of* existence would be the water

problem, how to get water enough to

sustain life, and how best to utilize every

drop of water they could get.

Mars is, apparently, in \\\\< di

ing plight at the present moment, the

signs being that its water supply is now

exceedingly low. If, therefore, the

planet possess inhabitants, there is but

one course open to thorn in order to sup-

port life. Irrigation, and upon as vast

a scale as possible, must be the all-en-

grossing Martian pursuit. So much is

directly deducible from what wo have

learned recently about the physical con-

dition of the planet, quite apart from

any question as to possible inhabitants.

What the physical phenomena assert is

this : if there be inhabitants, then irriga-

tion must be the chief material concern

of their lives.

At this point in our inquiry, when di-

rect deduction from the general phy-ieal

phenomena observable on the planet's

surface shows that were there inhabitants

there a system of irrigation would bo

an all - essential of their existence, the

telescope presents us with perhaps the

most startling discovery of modern t iines.

the so-called canals of Mars. These

strange phenomena, together with the in-

ferences to be drawn from them, will

form the subject of the next paper.

Percival Lowell.

A PILGRIMAGE TO THE GREAT BUDDHIST SANCTUARY OF
NORTH CHINA.

" WHEN, in the time of Ming-ti of the

Han, Ma-teng came from the Western

regions (to China), he discerned by
means of his supernatural sight that

* the Pure cold mountain
' was an abode

of Wen-shu, and that there was a relic

tower there erected by King Ashoka.

So he besought the Emperor to have

a temple built there, and it was railed

The Great faith Vulture's peak temple ;

for the hill on which it stood resembled

the Vulture's peak of India, and tin-

words ' Great faith
'

made it known to

all ages that the Kmperor was the first

in all the land to show his faith in the

Buddha."
I read one day. while living in

Peking, in a cumbersome Chinese vol-

ume giving the history of that greatest

of Buddhist sanctuaries of north China.
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:only known as the "W

and I made up my mind to spend my
holiday that year in making a visit to

imous sin

To the foreign resident of Peking,
shut up month after month and year after

year within the filthy, malodorous, and

uninteresting limits of the city walls, a

change of scene becomes a positive crav-

ing, be it for ever so short a time. 1 >

get it, he will not only brave, but actually

enjoy all the discomforts incidental to

travel in China ; and wher he has dis-

covered some goal to reach, some object
to pursue, beyond escaping the stenches

of Peking, his pleasure is complete, his

enthusiasm boundless.

it least, I reflected, as, one morn-

ing in S.-ptemher, 1887, I left our lega-

tion for a trip through southern Mongolia
and t> th.- Wu-t'ai. my legs folded under

in.', my head bent on my breast, that I

might fit in the low and narrow limits of

my mule litter, that most irritating of

all conveyances," as Alexandra Dumas
so aptly called it.

road we took led us northward

in the din < ti<>n of Kalgan. first to Nan-

md through the great wall \v lim-

it crosses a pass rising nineteen hundred

feet above sea level. This point U known

to foreigners wh<> \i-ir tin- on\ irons of

Peking as the Nan-k'ou pass, though its

real name is the ChU-yung defile. The
( 'hi!;. 'so class it am..!,- tin- .-5-ht marvels

of the Peking conn try ; the Lii-kou bridge
over the Hun ho, which I was to cross on

my way back to Peking, being another.

Here at Nan-k'ou the great wall is

teen at its best, as it runs along rocky

ridges and frowns down upon one from

toppling heights, and, strange as it may
seem for nnythin- in Chin.i. i* in fairly

good repair. Foreigners should be for-

bidden by tho Chinese governmmt to

visit the great wall elsewhere than at

Nan-k'ou nd then they

(feat Wn-fai (T. W
tfamtn Hoi*o) Wn-r.i.

'*t Sanctuary of North f

could go home and write in all si i

about this *

eighth wonder of the world,
which for over two thousand yean has

been the bulwark of China," etc. Bat
alas for all earthly greatness! The

great wall of China is not everywhere
a great wall ; in places it is a very little

wall, and it is, I think, highly improb-
able that at any period of its existence

it has been in good repair from its east-

ern to its western extremity.
The Chinese distinguish two great

walls : the outer, or Frontier wall,

commencing at Shan - hai kuan, psssss

through Kalgan, and ends at Chia-yfl

kuan, north of the Koko-nor, and the in-

ner, 01 1 li wall/' also called the
'

Long wall," which, beginning north-

east of Nan-k'ou, mns south, and consti-

tutes the frontier between the provii

of Chih-li and Shan-hat ; this

off in its northern section, and,

i i*i. meets the Frontier wall

Yellow River. These walls were

made at one time, but during

dynasties, as one or another portion of

the border seemed to require this defense

Some parts have been repaired now and

down to recent times ; others have

been utterly neglected and have long since

crumbled away, in some places leaving no

trace of th.-ir existence. Part* of these

walls were built of brick and stone, or of

stone alone, and others, again, of mud.

Besides the great wall, there is still

to be seen all over the borderland of

China a complicated network of beacon

towers, used in olden times to transmit

signals to the capital. The greater num-

ber have now fallen in ruin*, but one of

peculiar features is still visible:

their summits could he reached only by
means of rope ladders 1st down th* oat-

side. These towers, it stems, Abb,<

Urrieu. in his pamphlet The Great Wall

of Chins, has confon , those that

form part of the wall itself. Seeing no

connecting wall between them, he nuhly
concluded that the great wall did not

exist and never had existed. In real-
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ity, these beacon towers, which extend

for hundreds of miles on either side of

the wall, have absolutely nothing to do

with it.

The road north of the Nan-k'ou pass
leads over a broad, undulating plain,

closed in by rugged and bare mountains,

along the base of which may be seen a

thick deposit of loess ; and towns and vil-

lages, amidst groves of willows and fields

of millet and sorghum, dot the wide

valley. Every few miles one passes a

walled city. The length and height of

these fortifications and the great number
of them in China have ever struck me
with wonder. All the provincial, pre-

fectural, departmental, and district towns

of the eighteen provinces (they number

nearly nineteen hundred) are inclosed

with walls, the shortest of which cannot

be less than one mile, while many are at

least eight miles long, and their height

averages fifteen feet. The length of the

great wall itself and the work its construc-

tion entailed sink into insignificance when

compared with the total length of these

city walls, especially when we consider

that not less than half of the great wall

is of dirt, while all city walls have, at

one time or other, been faced inside and

out with kiln-burnt bricks.

On the third day after leaving Peking
we passed around the base of the Cock's

crow Mountain (Ch'i-ming shan), by the

side of the muddy Hun ho. This moun-

tain, one of the most striking ones seen

on the way to Kalgan, has on its sum-

mit a Buddhist temple, whose bright red

walls and the evergreens always to be

found around such places lend life and

color to the bare, brown landscape. Bud-

dhists throughout the world have select-

ed with consummate skill the most pic-

turesque sites for the erection of their

temples, and have spared no pains to

preserve all the natural beauties of each

spot on which they have built. Moun-

1 PereGerbillon. who visit.-d Kalgan in 1688

and in l'i'."'>. < -alls it Hia-pou, reserving the name
Tc h.in^-ki.'i-kfou for the gate in the great wall

of North China. [June,

tain tops, from Adam's peak in (V\lon

to Wu-t'ai shan and O-mi shan in China.

have been regarded, since the early da\>

of Buddhism, as the most desirable situ-

ations for the erection of temples. To
the aesthetic tendency of Buddhists we
owe nearly all the really pretty bits of

scenery to be found in this part of China :

for, away from the temples, every hill I

have seen is as bare as our Western

wilds.

Leaving the Cock's crow Mountain

behind, we followed the course of the

Hun ho River for some miles, at lir>t

over a sandy plain, and then by a road

cut in the porphyry rock, high above the

seething yellow waters of the river. Af-

ter crossing a pass at about twenty-one
hundred feet of altitude, from which we
saw the great wall running along the crest

of the hills far off on the ea-t. we came

to Hsiian-hua Fu, a large prefect ural city

about twenty miles from Kalian, which

we reached the following day.

Kalgan
1 divides with Kuei-hua Ch'eng

the privilege of being the most impor-
tant frontier mart of north China ; it is

the centre of a large Mongolian trade,

and a forwarding point for the greater

part of the Russian overland trade with

China. It is situated on the foothills of

the Mongolian steppe, and the great wall

passes behind the town, which stretches

out in long, irregular lines around the

mouth of the pass leading to Mongolia.
Its population is estimated at one hun-

dred thousand, twenty thousand of whom
are Mohammedans. The latter and the

Shan-hsi merchants have nearly monopo-
lized the most valuable trade of this part

of China. At Kalgan the Mohammed-
ans have a fine mosque and theological

school ; the former somewhat resembles

similar buildings seen in other Moham-

medan countries, but its interior decora-

tion is strictly Chinese.

ral families of American mi-sion-

i..-hinl tli. town. S.M. Dii Huld.-. Descrip-
tion ,1. IKmpire d.- la Chine, iv. 96, 8
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aries reside in the suburbs of Kalgan, in

houses built in foreign style, which

fully j
unities the remark once made to

me by a Chinese peasant "The most

curious thing about foreigners/' he said,

i> that there are no poor people among
tin in. 1 iii> mission has been in exist-

for the last eighteen years, and lias

now a few hundred converts, more or less

i I t<> it. It was originally the in-

tention of the mission to devote itself

to tin- conversion of those devoutest of

all U.iddhists, the Mongol* but it did

not take long to demonstrate that this

was an impossible task, quite as dillieult

as the Christianization of Mohammedans
lias proved to be in other parts of the

world.

The road from Kalgan to Mongolia
leads up a broad, stony valley, with an

occasional small patch of cultivated soil

on the otherwise bare hillsides. By a

very gradual ascent one reaches a height

of forty-two hu mlml fe.-t ; thcncomesa

harp scramble of half an hour over rocks,

no arrives at Han nor (forty-nine

hundred feet), on the edge of the Mon-

golian plateau. From here we looked

back over a vast wilderness of mountain

tope stretching to the bori/on. The view,

h extensive, was far from beautiful :

the yellow loess imparted a uniform hue

to mountain and valley, and to the waters

of the streams flowing through them ;

not a tree was to be seen. and. it being

autumn, the very crops in the fields con-

1 with the natural scenery to com-

a general yellowness of tone.

.try north of Han nor, as far

ili-pa-erh t'ni, whero we turned to

the west, is a rolling plateau, covered

with short, coarse grass, and greatly re-

seml'l. H our Western plains. Now and

then we passed a Mongol tent, with small

herds of cattle, horses, or camels grazing

r near by, or perhaps a Chinese farmhouse,

surrounded with fields of oats or pota-

toes. In fact, all the southern portion

ugolia through which we pasted is

undergoing a rapid evolution from the

pastoral to the agricultural state. The
Chinese from Shan-hsi are steadily driv-

ing the nomadic Mongols farther and far-

ther north, the few who remain behind

being obliged to give up to a great ex-

tent their national customs. Nearly

everywhere we found the Chinese adobe

hut side by side with the felt tent of the

Mongol, which before many years will

be a thing of the past in this part of Mon-

golia. And all this change has taken

place in the last ten years. Baron von

Richthofen, who traveled over this road

fifteen or twenty years ago, did not see

a single Chinese house between Shih-

pa-erh t'ai and Hsi-ying-tzO, sixty miles

farther west, but we came across such

houses every mile or so.

Although the general aspect of the

Mongol steppe reminded me of oar West-

ern prairies, iU flora presented none of

the variety I had seen in our country. I

was especially struck by finding edelweiei

in great quantities at what appeared to

me a low altitude for this flower, about

forty-seven hundred feet above sea level.

Later on, at Wu-t'ai shan. I foun

plant at and above seven thousand feet,

the altitude above which oats cease to be

cultivated.

Leaving Shih-pa-erh faa, we turned in

a southwesterly direction towards Ta-

t'ung i iun-hsi. taking in on our

way several of the stations of the Belgian

Catholic mission, the most important of

which was at Hsi-ying-Uft. Mongolia
has another feature in common with our

Western prairies, it is easier to lose

one's way than to keep on the road.

The first day out from Shib-psrrh fai.

though we managed to keep in the right

*e wandered about so that we

did not rea.-h the stage we had expeeV

ed to. This of itself would have been

but a Tery alight mishap, had not my
(

admirer of the great German

Baron TOO Richthofen. The

volume of the baron's work, in which he

describes the section of country through
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which we were traveling, was ever in my
learned friend's hands ; so on this most

ill-fated day, when we had to pass the

night at a different place from that where

Richthofen had stopped, his sorrow and

vexation were extreme, and even his din-

ner and grog lost their savor, and he went

sulkily to bed.

The next day we reached Hsi-ying-
tj.ii, recognizable from afar by its pretty

church, which seemed of cathedral-like

dimensions amidst the miserable
.
little

hovels which surrounded it. We were

most kindly received and entertained by
the fathers of the mission, and it was our

good fortune to meet Monseigneur Bex,
the bishop of the diocese, who had come

here for a few days to inspect the build-

ing of the church. This mission has been

in existence for about half a century, at

first in charge of the Lazarists, and for

the last seventeen years of the Belgian
mission. Abbe* Hue, i( will be remem-

bered, started from a station near here,

Hei-shui, on his memorable voyage to

Tibet. There are now about three thou-

sand Christians in the diocese, organized
in village communities, under the direc-

tion of headmen receiving their appoint-
ments from the bishop. Litigations are

almost invariably settled without recourse

to the native authorities, the fathers and

the bishops being practically the temporal
as well as the spiritual rulers of their

flocks. The Christians contribute two per
cent of their crops for the support of the

Church, and this, together with the heavy
taxes due the government, absorbs about

ten or twelve per cent of their receipts,

notwithstanding which they enjoy
thanks to the protection that the priests

can grant them from the exactions of

native officials which weigh so severely

on all Chinese a comparatively high

degree of material welfare. Although

neophytes are not numerous, the Chris-

tian population is being continually added

1 See an interesting paper in vol. xx. of tin

Journal of the Chiin branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society. ]>j> J'.-:>o, on The Prevalence

to by the female children taken into the

foundling hospitals attached to every mis-

sion station. Infanticide and the <!

ticm or sale of female infants prevail all

over China,
1

and, notwithstanding the

large numbers of these poor little crea-

tures saved by the missionaries of all de-

nominations, many are drowned or other-

wise got rid of on their birth, in the coun-

try as well as in the city.

A few years ago, during the terrible

famine which carried off so many victims

in this part of China, a native Catholic

priest one day bought three cartloads of

little girls, which he saw on the road

near Hsi-ying-tzu, for about a dollar and

a half. Boys, when sold, are somewhat

dearer. A lama, friend of mine, who

was at Wu-t'ai shan during this same

famine, told me that many lamas then

bought seven or eight year old boys, to

make novices of, for about twenty cents

a head. The foundlings in the Catho-

lic mission stations are brought up like

common Chinese children, only those

who show any remarkable aptitude being

taught anything beyond their prayers and

sewing, and when about sixteen they

are married off, or else become sisters of

charity. The heathens are quite willing

to marry these girls and embrace Chris-

tianity themselves, in view of the mate-

rial benefits which are derivable from

connection with Christian*. To illus-

trate the perfect control under which the

Christians are held by their spiritual

fathers," it will suilice to mention that

the former bishop of this diocese forbade

the practice of comprev-ing female in-

fants' feet, and. in spite of the S.H ial (*

tracism winch this non-oler\ance of a

most cherished custom must forever bring

upon them, every one obeyed. The au-

thority which the carrying out of such

a measure implied may be conceived

when it is known that K'ang-hsi. the

most powerful Emperor of this dyna-ty,

of Inf.intirid.- in China. Also iVr.- Amiot's

paper in M.'IU. < rnant l-s ChinoU. \i. ."._''>-

881.
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was obliged to repeal a decree he had

issued forbidding binding women's feet,

after trying for four yean to have it en-

forct-d.

ng-tzfi on the south stands

the Ta-ch'ing Mountain, in which I took

special interest, as Richthofen says that

stone implements have been found in

great numbers at its base. Every one,

from the bishop down to the " oldest in-

habitant," declared that he had never

heard of such things, and thought Richt-

hofen must have been mister1
.

The next morning our road led as

past Yu-shu wa, where stands a lone tree,

an elm, which Abbe* Hue speaks of some-

where in his charming book of travels

M only tree in Mongolia." Not far

from here, behind the Ta-ch'ing Moun-

tain, is the village where Samtanshiemba,

the Mongol who accompanied Hue to

Lh'asa, was living. I was told by the

fathers that he was hale and hearty, and

had just got back from accompany ing

the Russian traveler Potanin to the

Koko-nor.

After passing Erh-shih-san hou. another

station of the Belgian mission, where we
were most kindly received by Father

Rubbens, we crossed several ranges of low

hills, the highest 5650 feet aft. r which

we rapidly descended to the plain of Ta-

When about twenty miles from

ity we crossed the Frontier wall,

whirh here traverses the valley : a wall of

Innss mud, originally about eighteen feet

hisji. t h-.M-li .ilon^r the greater part of its

two or three feet of it are now

ng. The gate through which we

passed consisted of two upright posts

\\itli ;i liu.-ird nailed horizontally across

the top; a sign stuck up before tin- littl.

lard-b.Miae announced to all com-

ers that this was a gate of the great wall

.ust. mix barri.-r The wall showed

no traces of brickwork, but on the de-

tached towers about two hundred yards
in front of it. and the object of which I

could not satisfactorily make out, some

remnant* of brickwork were still visible.

This wall was probably built in the sixth

century A. D., and throughout Shan-hsi

and west of that province it does not

differ in structure or state of pieseifa-
tion from the part here crossed. Hue,

Prjevalsky, and, more recently. Young-
husband, all speak of it as a low mud
wall which one can jump across, and

many of the gates they saw were exactly
like the one I passed through.

Ta-t'ung Fu, like most other Chinese

[ have seen in this part of the em-

pire, is dirty, dilapidated, and uninterest-

ing ; the shops are small, the people jolly,

inquisitive, and apparently lazy. The

only pretty thing I saw within the city

was a fenfj shiti wall, about fifty feet

long, in front of a temple ; it was

ered with glazed tiles, on which

nine four-clawed dragons, yellow and

reddish-brown, in high relief, the back-

ground of a splendid turquoise-blue color.

Tin- following day I saw a similar wall,

though shorter, on the road to the beau-

tiful cave temples at Yung-k'an.
While I was at Hsi-ying-Uo, the fa-

thers told me of the curious rock temples
at a village near Ta-t'ung Fu, and so I

stopped over a day to be able to visit this

place, of which I had seen i

any book of travel.

Yung-k'an is a small village about

twelve miles northwest of Ta-t'ung Fu,

on the road to Ktiet-hna Ch'eng. in a

rather narrow valley through which flows

a good-sized stream, the Yang ho.

the waters of the river Iiave eat through
a bed of sandstone, in places at least

ri-hty or a hundred feet thick, and in

..umber of cave temples have been

dha and saints sculptured within them

out of the living rock. These excava-

tions extend over perhaps three hun-

dred yards, but all the buildings there

were probably four originally erected

against the caves, and f , fronts

of the temples, have fallen down, ex-

cept the one called the Old Temple of

the Stone Buddha" (Shih Fo ku ss6).
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This temple consists of a wooden facade,

in the ordinary style of Chinese tem-

ples, and four stories high ; the roofs

over each story are covered with tur-

quoise-blue tiles. Light is admitted from

the front of the building, and also by a

large hole cut in the cave through the

superincumbent rock above the central

image. The body of the temple is cut

in the rock, and comprises two separate

chapels, nearly circular in shape and
about thirty feet in diameter. That on

the east side contains gilt statues of

the three Buddhas, the central one a

seated image of the Buddha Gautama,
over fifty feet high.

1 The priest who
showed me about said it was fifty-two

feet five inches, Chinese measure, or

sixty-one feet and a half. The images
on either side are thirty odd feet high.
The ceiling and walls are everywhere

sculptured, representing in rather high
relief seated Buddhas and saints, each

about a foot high, with encircling designs
of trees, animals, etc. ; the whole work,
which is of a very good order of sculp-

ture, is painted in rather gaudy colors.

The other chapel is of a similar descrip-

tion ; it is dedicated to Kuan-yin, the god-
dess of mercy, whose image, also gilt, is

about thirty feet high. In caves to the

right and left of this temple may be seen

other images of gods, all smaller, how-

ever, than those above described, and not

showing such finished workmanship as

is displayed in the Old Temple of the

Stone Buddha. These latter caves are

now used by the villagers to store their

crops in.

I was told by the priest who tends

the temple that it was built in the fifth

century A. D., and though I could find no

inscriptions dating back earlier than the

Shun-chih reign, in the first half of the

seventeenth century, my informant may
have been quite right. In fact, as proving

1 Pere Gerbillon, coming from Mongolia in

the suite of the Emperor K'ang-hsi, saw these

temples in 1G1M5. The Emperor himself mea-
sured with one of the father's half-circles the

of North China. [June,

the likelihood of his story, I may remark
that in the Wei-shu, or History of the Wei

Dynasty, I have found a passage which

may refer to the Yung-k'an temples. I n

it I read that in 461 A. D. the Emperor
Wen-Ch'eng-ti called the Buddhist T'an-

yUeh to his court, and after a while made
him his spiritual preceptor.

" At T'an-

ytieh's suggestion the Emperor had five

caves cut in the rock of a mountain in

Wu-chou, to the west of his capital, and

in each of them had images of the Bud-

dha sculptured, the largest seventy feet

in height, the others sixty feet ; they were

executed and painted in a most exquisite

way, and were the most beautiful ever

made."

At the present day there is, so far as

I know, no locality or district near Ta-

t'ung called Wu-chou, but there is a

mountain near Yung-k'an known as the

Wu-chou shan, and this justifies me, to

some extent, in thinking that the place

referred to in the Wei-shu is probably the

spot I visited. The northern Wei Em-

perors are credited with having caused

to be excavated other wonderful cavern-,

the purpose of which, however, is not

known to me. Thus, in a passage of the

history of the Wei dynasty, we read that,

in 500 A. D.,
" the Emperor gave orders

to Tach'ang Ch'in-ch'ing to make two

stone caves in the Yi-chlieh shan, south of

Lo [Lo-nan], similar to the one existing

in the Ling-yen ssu at Tai-ching [the then

capital Tai-chou]."
On the way back to Ta-t'ung I pasted

a little roadside shrine covered with vo-

tive tablets, but I could not learn to what

god it was dedicated. On the veranda

was a huge iron halberd, about seven i

high, and weighing perhaps three hun-

dred pounds, which seemed to be the

chief object of veneration. No one was

near to tell me the history of this for-

midable weapon, but it is probable that

biggest image, and found it to be fift

Chinese feet high, or sixty-one feet nine indies

of our measure. Dn Halde, Description, iv.

352.
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snow, which, we were told, remains on

the north side all the year. We made
this pan of our journey in company with

a squad of soldiers and two criminals

who were being taken to the provincial

capital for decapitation. These two gen-
tlemen did not appear to be in the least

flurried by their rapidly approachingend,
and jogged along as merrily as their

conductors. Each had round his throat

and one ankle heavy iron rings connected

by a big iron chain. This chain they
could remove and carry as best suited

them, putting it in place again when

they came to a village. As they did not

have on red jackets, the usual garb of

convicted criminals in this country, I did

not recognize them at once as belonging
to that class, and seeing one enter the

temple on top of the pass to kototr be-

fore the image, I took him for a pilgrim,

and asked him where he was going,

when, to my smatemftnt, he answered,
*' To Tai-yuan Fn, to be executed," and

went quietly on with his devotions.

The lower portion of the valley lead-

ing to Tai-chou is filled with a

deposit of loess, and the roads are tank

so deep in it that one might as well

travel in a railroad cut, so far as scen-

ery is concerned ; but whenever we got
a glimpse of the surrounding valley, we

saw the rich foil.,-.' ..f trees, the glim-

mer of the waters of the Hu-to ho as it

flowed In-hind the town, and the impos-

ing mass of the Wu-t'ai in the distant

background.
The valley of Tai-chou struck me M

particularly fertile; oats, millet, potatoes,

and tobacco being the principal crops.

Buckwheat, sweet potatoes, cabbages,

hemp, and a kind of indigo plant were

growing along the road, and we found

the poppy cultivated all the way
the flank of the Wu-t'ai. at an altitude

of fifty-mil.- hundred feet. The tops of

the house* in many of the villages were

of tin. ground in fTNil abda**.
%* Dm HaUs,

,

ro had been any one to quest
should have been told that it had come
there of itself, that "

it knew how to

fly," a common explanation offered by
Chinese.

I may mention here a curious survival

of tree worship which 1 noticed in Chih-

li and Shan-hsi. Nearly every day we

passed Tillages in each of which stood

a gnarled and twisted tree generally
a willow covered with votive tablets

and hits of rag on which were written

such phrases as, By the greciousnets of

the spirit,"
* I have sought and I have

found," all hung up by persons who, trou-

bled with some complaint, had prayed to

the spirit of the tree, burnt incense be-

fore it, and found relief from their suf-

ferings.

For three days after leaving Ta-t'ung

Fu we traveled southward over a broad

plain, the soil in many places so satu-

rated with potash that cultivation was im-

possible.
1

Tli*- iH,\i-rty->tricken peasants
extract the alkali from the earth who-
ever there is a little water with which

to enable them to do so. and send it to

Peking or sell it to the Mongols, who
use it in making their tea.

On the evening of the third day we

again came across the great wall, the

inner wall this timr. v. !i -r it pSJlOS

Kuang-wu k'ou at tin- foot of tin* pa*-*

leading to Tai-chou. It is visible for

perhaps half a mile on either side of the

valley, the brick facing and granite an-

gles ?till intact, but farther away all trace

of it disappears. A peculiarity

defenses at this place, and one which I

have not seen elsewhere, is the truncated-

one shape of the detached towers in

f tin- wall ; all those I have Men
elsewhere were pyramidal.
From the pass (fifty-two hundred feet)

leading down to Tai-chou we had o .

glimpse of the Wu-t'ai shan. the north-

ern peak seemingly well covered with

1 Ptr Gerbillon, who WM at Ta-fosg to

1607, says that a great deal of aoap WM
with a kind of nitn, which MOM
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so covered with red peppers drying in

the sun that I seemed once more in

Korea, where peppers hide every roof

in autumn.

At Tai-chou I tried to buy some cu-

rios, and a few plates, bowls, and bits of

embroidery were brought me ; but they
were of no value. The dealers who owned
them said that everything of any worth

went to Peking, that curio dealers from

the capital constantly came here and

scoured the whole of north China, and

that Peking was the only place where

good curios could be bought.
Our route led us, after leaving Tai-

chou, up the course of the Hu-to River

for about eight miles to Ngo-k'ou, where
we turned up a narrow, rugged carton

down which flowed a clear, rapid brook,

the Ngo-chui ; every mile or so along the

way was a hamlet surrounded by little

patches of culture.

After following the course of the Ngo-
chui for a day and a lialf, we ascended

a pass (7650 feet), and the valley of Wu-
t'ai lay at our feet. On this pass stands

a pretty little temple called the Lion's

Den, where there is a handsome pago-

da, about seventy feet high, and covered

with green
-
glazed tiles about a foot

square ; in the centre of each is a yellow

figure of the Buddha in relief. Accord-

ing to the Description of the Wu-t'ai

shan, this temple was built in the twen-

ty-sixth year of Shen-tsung of the Ming
(1598 A. D.), to contain a set of canon-

ical works presented by the Emperor.
We could see from here the five peaks

of Wu-t'ai, the highest of which is be-

lieved to be the northern one ; and though
the view we commanded was extensive

and interesting from its associations, the

usual nudity of all mountain scenery in

these parts destroyed its beauty. Wu-
t'ai shan, or * The Five terraced moun-

tain," owes its name to the five highest

peaks in the vicinity having, or being

supposed to have, level summits (t'ai).

It is one of the most famous and oldest

places of Buddhist or, more properly,

of North China. [June,

lamaist pilgrimage in China. Setting
aside the tradition which attrihu

the Indian monarch A^hoka. who lived

in the third century r,. < .. the building
here of a pagoda containing relics of

the Buddha, and other ancient legends.

there is no doubt that as early a^ the

fifth century A. D. Wu-t'ai was a very
celebrated spot, and that the 1 Men -t'ung

ssu, which is still its principal temple.
was built by a sovereign of the latter Wei

dynasty between 471 and 500 A. i>.

Ever since that period the Kmperors
of each succeeding dynasty have vied

with one another in conferring privileges

and gifts on Wu-t'ai, erecting new tem-

ples, and restoring and embellishing those

already existing. It is stated in the 1 )e-

scription of the Wu-t'ai, referred to pre-

viously, that in the Sui dynasty, during
the reign of Kai-huang (581-601 A. i>. ),

temples were built on the summit of each

of the five peaks. At present nothing
but ruins of them exists.

This place is visited every year by
thousands of Mongols, Tibetans, and

Chinese. I met, during the three days
I stopped there, lamas from Urga, near

the Russian frontier ; from Amdo, near

the Koko-nor ; and from the Amur. all

come alike to worship Jambal (the Indian

Manjushri, the Chinese Wen-shu P'n-a),

who lives in the Land of Bliss, where

every good Buddhist longs to go. and

who gives special heed to those who call

on him from Wu-t'ai shan.

The chief temples of the Wu-t'ai are

situated in the northern part of the valley.

where the roads coming from the north.

east, west, and central peaks coi, ,

They are clustered on a foothill of the

central peak, called the Vulture's peak

(Ling-chiu feng) ; at its base il

brook, known as the West branch, which

rushes down from the north peak. The

hill is ei it i rely covered with building : tin-

lower portion, which has been artificial-

ly leveled, is occupied by an imperial

traveling bungalow." Since the impe-

rial visit of 1786, none of the Kmperors
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have I** iMinga, asalso

oad stone walk with marble balus-

trades leading up to tln-m. have been

neglected, and are now partially in ruins.

Behind the palace, and a little higher

op the hill, is the Temple of the pagoda

(Ta-yuan ssu), with its great white-

washed dagoba, said to have been built

ioka and to contain relics of tin*

Huddha. and which is the most strik-

ing building on the hill. It is built of

;i gold spire, or

tee; the height of the whole structure is

at least seventy-five feet. In one of the

buildings of this temple is a huge prayer-

wheel, which can be put in motion by
means of a capstan in the basement It

contains a full set of the Tibetan sacred

books, one hundred and eight volumes,

and if set in motion from left to right

procures to the movers some of the merit

they would acquire if they read all the

volumes this revolving bookcase contains.

Still further up the hill one comes to the

Temple of universal effulgence. said to

)> the oldest one in tin- place, in which

I SAW many wonderful bronzes, huge
cloisonne incense-burners, pagodas, and,

t all. a bronze chapel, about fifteen

[feet square and perhaps thirty high, the

whole e\tei \hieh was beau-

tifully chased, and had once been gilded.

[These bronzes date from the latter part

enth century, and are impe-

But the principal place of worship is

UNI the summit of the hill, and is ,

i e of the Peak of the God . 1 1

was built in the latter part of the fifth

our era. It alone of all the

ten i pies is roofed with tiles of the impel i:il

yellow V broad flight of marble

jftteps, one hundred and thirty in number,

leads to the temple door ; on every step

were locks of human h;iir, offered to the

that the giver might be

reborn in the paradise over which he

poles. The bull. lilies, though of a strict-

ly Chinese style of architecture, are ar-

ranged in the interior like Tibetan tem-

pies. The chapel of the god, on the north

side of the rectangle in which the tem-

ple stands, is literally filled with images
of every god, saint, and genius in the

lamaist pantheon, wrought of every pos-

sible substance, from gold and silver to

dough and clay. The chief images, which

are three in number, occupy the centre

of th ;. and are, I believe, of

bronze, heavily gilded and about five feet

on every limb, on the lap, and

around the neck of the image of Wen-
shu. which is the central one, hang silk

scarfs offered by the faithful. In glass

oases, and carefully sealed, are numerous

small images or objects of special value,

among others discs of barley-flour dough
left from the meal of some holy lama, on

which are stamped images of gods. A
long but narrow altar extends in t

th. MI,. i, important images, and on it are

innumerable little egg-cup-shaped lamps

fed witli butter, dishes of fruit and of

candies, and a row of bowl* of pure water,

all offerings to the gods. The walls are

with shelves, on which art splen-

did illuminated manuscript copies of the

sacred works, in Tibetan and Mongol,

wrapp How satin, besides many
Is of gold, silver, and bronxe used

in church ceremonies.

Other temples, too numerous to men-

the people of the place say there

are, or were, three hundred and sixty

in the valley), stretch out around this

central shrine, and the vacant spots be-

twcrll thrm .::!..
.

'

are sold all those things pilgrims delight

in the u,,ild o\,r. beads, books, ans>

lets, and images ; also little wooden bowl*

and plates of poplar wood, for which the

place is famous, and which are carried

hence all over Mongolia and Tibet."

On the second uy stay a

t'ui I isoendsd the IVi t'ai, or north tar-

. tl
, !i.. . :.;. : '. fll VM HI

'

'

after a rather steep climb of three boon ;

but, as bad luck would have it, a snow-

fttonn overtook us, and we could not enjoy

the view, which b said to be very fine.
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reaching even to the sea-on the east, and

to the Gobi on the north. We found the

height by boiling-point thermometer to

be 10,013 feet, while two aneroids read

at the same time, after all correction hud

been made, gave 10,050 feet.

I had hoped to find here some manu-

scripts in Indian characters, for I had

read in the history of the Wu-t'ai slian

that, "in the reign of Yung-lo of the

Ming, the Emperor sent an official called

Hou hsien and a lama whose title was

that of Ta-chih Fa-wang to the West-

ern regions to look for Buddhist sacred

works. They procured a copy of the

Indian (Fan) books on palm leaves, and

brought it back to the Emperor, who had

the Fan-ching ch'ang, or Depot of In-

dian classics, engrave the text on copper

plates, and sent the first copy printed to

the P'u-sa ting at Wu-t'ai." However,
I could hear of no book in Indian script,

nor did I see any inscription in Indian

characters of any great antiquity. As

my stay was much shorter than I could

have wished, some future pilgrim may be

more fortunate than I, and may unearth

in one of the many temples of this fa-

mous place some paleographic treasures.

The number of lamas at Wu-t'ai is

said to be about five thousand. They
are under the temporal control of a Dzas-

sak lama, who lives in the P'u-sa ting,

and, like all of their cloth in China, are

not subject to the secular arm.

The road back to Peking led down

the valley of the Wu-t'ai and over the

Ch'ang-ch'eng ling, or " Great wall pass
"

(4925 feet), which marks the boundary
between the provinces of Shan-hsi and

Chih-li, and also the end of the holy

Wu-t'ai district. On the pass we came

once more to the great wall, which I

was surprised to find of stone, with brick-

work only where it had been repaired.

It extended but a little way on either

side of the pass, and near the gate was

about eighteen feet high and ten feet

across the top, which was stone-paved.

At the eastern base of the hill we came

to the Lung-chiluu kuan, or "
Dragon-

spring harrier." where we stopped for

tlu night.

Three days and a half after leaving
Wu-t'ai we reached Pao-ting Fu. the

capital of the metropolitan province, af-

ter traveling through a well-cultivated

but unattractive country. Pao-ting is a

hustling, ugly place, with narrow, dirty

streets, and stands in the midst of the

fertile but horribly monotonous and flat

plain of eastern Chih-li.

The journey from Pao-ting to Peking
took us three days and a half. When
about eight miles from the capital, we

again crossed the Hun ho, which we had

left before reaching Kalgan, by the fa-

mous Lu-kou ch'iao, the bridge which

Marco Polo says
u

is so fine that it has

very few equals." It is built of sandstone,

and has a balustrade of stone slabs with

low pillars supporting them every few

feet, and on top of each pillar is a sculp-

tured lion. The bridge is about seven hun-

dred feet long, and three carts can cross

it abreast. The Chinese say that no one

has ever been able to count the sculp-

tured lions on the parapets of the bridge,

so of course I had to try if I could. I

counted one hundred and forty-two on

the tops of the pillars on one side ; but

there were many other diminutive ones

on the backs, between the legs, and under

the feet of the larger, and the Chim -se

appear to be safe in their belief, so far

as the common traveler is concerned.

From the Hun ho a broad causeway,

paved with flagstones, leads to Peking.

but, like all highroads in China, it i- left

in such bad repair that travelers give it

a wide berth. Away to our right we

saw the walls of the great hunt ing-park,

and before us. half lost in the ha/.e which

at this season hangs like a pall over the

Peking plain, shone tin- hlue and yellow
tiled roofs of the Temple of Heaven and

the palaces in the great city, and higher

even than these rose the to\\ er- -in-mount-

ing the city gates. Tin- trailic along the

highway grew den>er as we neared the
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1, and we now had to pick our way
slowly through long lines of coal-laden

camels, creaking wheelbarrows hidden

under huge loads of crockery or vegeta-

bles, and half-naked coolies bending un-

der their heavy burdens, or beside beg-

gars groveling in the dost Finally we
were swept with the human stream under

the city gate, and once more we were in

the midst of Peking, its vile smells, its

teeming streets, its noisy people, and its

shabby greatness.

William WoodvilU Roekhill.

BOSITA.

THERE are secrets which are never

told, mysteries which are never revealed,

and questions which are never answered,

even nowadays when the press and the

poll*
-e so vigorously supplement the pub-

lic and private interest in everybody's
affairs. It is another evidence of the

superior force of the natural human in-

to ili.- mechanism of civilization

that in country villages or isolated garri-

sons, unpermeated by press or police, such

phenomena are most rare. Yet even

there they exist

Fort Lawrence is a three-company

post, possessing no neighbor, except a

few scattered ranches, within a radius

of several hundred miles. Thus thrown

upon their own resources for iimiisement,

the garrison's knowledge of one anoth-

er's business is exhaustive, and events in

these doll, peaceful days are picked as

bare of detail as any bone acquired by
some long-)

occurred the following events, the inner

relation of whose outward facts has never

been fully understood.

A couple of years ago, Lawrence had

been < or many months by three

companies from the th Cavalry,

though the chances of army promotion
had recently brought it a commanding
officer from another regiment. Major

ldh>-aged man, who sheltered

shyness behind a rampart of sternness,

'became immediately unpopular by ti-ht-

the reins of government, whirh In-*

predecessor had hrld ->n>. -uh.it
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But the garrison and its feminine be-

longings were inclined to forgive him

when they perceived that he had fallen

seriously in love with Rosita. Now, no-

body had ever considered Rosita seri-

ously before ; not even her father, old

Lawless the post-trader, in regard to

whom the suspicion that he was a rascal

had been condoned by the certainty that

he was the jolliest of companions.
Old Lawless maintained complete si-

lence as to his past, and as Ronita's mo-

ther formed part of that doubtful dark-

ness when he and his child and his

stock in trade installed themselves at

Lawrence, he had never been heard to

refer to her. That she had belonged to

some mixed breed, part Spanish, part

Indian, was, however, written on each

feature of her daughter's body and mind,

if Rosita could be said to have a

mind.

.ery woman, savage or errflixed,

will love some day to her own sorrow,"

her father had declared, with a cynical

lau-h.
' Hut RoMta's future is toler-

ably *afe. Chocolate bonbons are her

ruling passion, and as she has the di-

gestion of an ostrich, many years wOI

elapse* before she is likely to suffer lor

ratio* I"

She was exceedingly pretty, with the

beauty of bright eyes, lithe fignm. and

would not have wished her lees dusky.

Since she was fifteen she had held gay
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and undisputed sway among the younger
t.ihVers ; for Lawrence was so distant a

post that feminine visitors were seldom

seen there, and in those days the gar-

rison families possessed only daughters
in the nursery. The fame of her pretty
looks and ways had become widespread

among the frontier forts, yet it was no-

ticeable that her admirers, while ran-

sacking the realms of nature in eulogy of

this gazelle, this kitten, this lark, never

called her an angel, nor even ascended

high enough in the spiritual scale to

compare her to a fairy, though there

was nothing known of her at which the

sternest army matron could take um-

brage. She was as ignorant of evil as

any of the wild creatures with whose

names she had been rebaptized, and Law-

less kept a keen while seemingly care-

less eye upon her amusements.

With this girl Duncan Pryor did not

flirt. Plain, prosaic, and forty, he loved

her, while Rosita, instinctively discern-

ing the difference between his behavior

and that of her other admirers, appeared
rather repelled than gratified, an at-

titude which became more obvious the

more her father encouraged this serious

suitor, and was presently explained, to

the increasing interest of the spectators

of the little drama, by the discovery that

Rosita had developed another love than

that for chocolates, and one which she

concealed as slightly.

Gerald, or "Jerry" Breton, as he was

familiarly known, had, upon his first com-

ing to Lawrence, devoted to Rosita's soci-

ety every moment which he could spare
from military duties that were not nu-

merous, but in so doing he only fulfilled

the manifest destiny of all his compeers
at the post. He was a big, fair-young
fellow, with jovial Irish blood in his

veins, and a smile which was perhaps
more eloquent than he knew. Certainly,

when he returned from a two months'
'*
leave," he announced his engagement

to the most adorable of women, met and

won during his absence, with a frank

[June,

assurance of congratulation which be-

spoke a conscience void of reproach.
Neither did Rosita reproach him. She

preferred him to his brethren in a man-
ner flattering to masculine vanity. And

Jerry, having placed the colors of his

fian<-<> in his helmet, did not hesitate to

enjoy such amusement as was provided
for him in a post that would have been

dull without Rosita. She was comrade
as charmingly as coquette. She rod.

hurdle races, and shot at targets, and

smoked cigarettes, as keenly as Jerry
himself, while she could sing a love-

song to her guitar or dance to her cas-

tanets with a grace and a fervor that

no music-hall star of a much-regretted
civilization could surpass. How soon

Jerry guessed what it was that looked

at him from under her long lashes, which

was absent when she bestowed her t

less glances upon the other officers, is not

made quite plain to his conscience yet.

But he was promptly aware of Major
Pryor's determination to prevent him

from keeping engagements which brought
him into the society of Rosita. No po-

sition of authority lends itself so readily
to petty tyranny as that of a post-com-

mander, when the incumbent is thus dis-

posed, and that Pryor was thus disposed
toward Lieutenant Breton not only the

victim, but Rosita particularly, and the

garrison generally, quickly perceived.

The adjutant, indeed, though u submis-

sive person, ventured an occasional re-

monstrance concerning orders manifest 1 y

over-exacting, but won nothing l>y
his

presumption.
Was picnic or dinner arranged, at the

last moment an orderly appeared, pre-

senting the major's compliment^ and a

special detail which required Lieutenant

Breton's attention : when a much-talUed-

of fishing expedition, involving se\

nights' camping, was about to set forth.

Jerry was appointed to the escort of

some wagons just start .the

nearest river town for supplies : while re-

proofs, irritably delivered and flagrantly
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'.\Tath. the jocular condolences of

ami tin- no le>- llOUgll

BH sympathy of hi- -uperiors add-

.11 a certain radiai.

ill-dress parade had been

10 sole
I-

it was

growled, of giving scope to ti

restless en* 3 ne trifling fault in

the demean* nm-^lit <m

him a -rathing reluike in tlu presence
men, of hi- OOmn
-\ ho had gathered to watch

small display of military pomp a.-

m permitted. Temper conquered

di-cip' of the silent salute

which was his duty, Lieutenant Breton

began an angry expostulation, and was

sternly I to his quarters, under

arrest >pect to the commanding;
o!li<

Lawrence reveled in its sensation across

..-nine's supper tables. Pryor was

of course; .Jerry had been

of gra iavior before the whole

love of justice is strong

iplino

when tin- enforcer is Anglo-Saxon. If

I refuse to apologize, <

ise to be thus appeased, the two

us resolved that private statements

'> to Washington be-

ns -liMuld arise

for the victim <.t' a personal pivju

nline-

:. knew no-

$e plans, and faced a gloomy
an infuriating present.

. Dear as his career was to him. he deter-

han apolo-

\vho, whatever his rank,

was fgregiously wron^. But even it his

resign . accepted under

mces of his breach of discipline.

and ho escaped court-mart! il. h..-.

the niinity

!y by a

!' 1 himself a cad in And
would id sweetheart accept the

allegia: M hero of such a story as

nn-tain.-.l and un-liakni ':

\\ hi- wrath had cooled and hi-

solitude re: i ry be-

gan to feel forsaken as well as ill used.

<>f the perpetual turning which

pacing his tiny -j-iarters involved, he

dropped disconsolately into a chair, and

red his face with his hands.

re was a .rustle of petticoats, and,
with dismayed assurance, he lifted his

vas she, the pretty cause

of his troubles, gazing at him with eyes
that glowed through tears.

muttered, in a tone in-

: vely lowered, even in his surprise,

sted outside his door was

prohahlv within hearing.
* How did you

get here?"

By that window," she answered, her

white teeth gleaming as she nodded to-

ward an open window that looked upon
a rear veranda, a veranda whi>

tended the length of "officer's row,"

where the posUrader had rented an un-

used set of quarters.
v she sank to her knees be-

side his chair, clasping both hands over

Ho is a wicked man!" she cried

passionately. I hate 1

Jerry rose hun icdlv. lifting her as he

did so.

oak lower. You should not have

"he said.

tered. tears on her long lashes, h*

i ing like a child's.
" You are alone

and i:

awfulh

:. By Jove:" he exclaim-

outraged sense of pr . : place

to a yet more wounded sense <

u of aeed,

are the only one t who

cares what happens to any fellow after

he is do
1 ,.w.' I care for you,
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Jerry." she murmured wistfully. "But
he cannot hurt you, really? Just for

to-night?"

"To-night!" he repeated, while dis-

cretion fled the field, routed by the ru.sh

of a vision of the probable consequences
of his wrongs which swept over his soul.

" He intends to destroy my whole career.

And he will do it. too, for I shall never

apologize to him !

"

Sympathy is none the less sweet when
it shines in brilliant eyes, and he was

not much more than a boy, a boy

aghast in the presence of his first trou-

ble. He grew eloquent while he de-

scribed the gloomy future which Pryor's

tyranny stretched before him.
" The long and short of it is that I

am ruined through his confounded jeal-

ousy
" He broke off his peroration

abruptly, coloring hotly.
" You shall not be ruined ! It is for

my sake he hates you ! But I will save

you !

"
she panted.

" Nonsense !

"
he exclaimed, half

touched, half anxious. " You cannot get
rid of Pryor ; and as I cannot remain

under his command without apology, I

must resign which will mean ruin for

me," he ended, with almost a groan of

despondency.
She caught his hand, and pressed it

to her breast, to her lips.
" Wait ! Trust me !

"
she cried, run-

ning to the open window. " He shall

do you no more harm !

"

Jerry, his pulses thrilling to those trem-

bling kisses, followed her.
" Rosita ! Sweetest truest

"
he

gasped,
"
you must not interfere ! This

matter concerns only Pryor and me. I

forbid you !

"

She turned when she had crossed the

low ledge, and flashed a smile back to

him*, a smile which both bewildered

and repelled him.
" You shall forbid me anything, ex-

cept to serve you," she said, and van-

ished among the shadows of the veranda.

For an instant he meditated pursuit,
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but gave it up as he remembered the

complications which would ensue >bould

he be seen in apparent attempt to evade
his arrest.

Rosita was a dear little ignoramus,

embarrassingly fond of him, he told him-

self, grasping at his usual common sc
which was perplexed by vague alarm.

Yet surely she could intend nothing more
than to make a pretty scene as special

pleader for his cause with Pryor, a

pleader who, unless that officer had ut-

terly lost dignity, would produce no other

effect than to embitter the jealousy which

was the foundation of this persecution.

Fort Lawrence goes to bed early. By
eleven o'clock sleep apparently possessed
the garrison, with the exception of the

widely scattered sentinels who cried the

hour. But the clear calls had scarcely
died upon the vast surrounding stillness

of the prairie night when they were suc-

ceeded by the sharp, unmistakable report

of a pistol shot.

Jerry Breton, lounging, half awake.

beside the veranda window of his Mtting-

room, was roused to full consciousness

and a pang of foreboding.
The report came from a path which

skirted the rampart immediately beneath

the veranda, at a point where the bluff

beyond descended so abruptly into the

Yellowstone River, hundreds of feet be-

low, that the sentry rarely patrolled it,

ingress or egress being impossible to any
one in a sane mood. Jerry sprang down
the veranda steps, assuring himself that

there might be a dozen comparatively

harmless reasons for the shot, and that bis

terror was merely nightmare. Y-t when

he beheld the body of a man pn-t:

face forward, across the path, he knew

him, with a knowledge that anticij

sight. Shrinkingly he bent over him. ut-

tered a half-strangl'-d cry. which was dis-

mayed, not surprised, and picked up a

pistol, a tiny silver-mounted toy. horribly

incongruous beside that ghastly, motion-

less figure, a dainty, deadly thing that
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Jerry had given months before to the

markswoman in die Northwest"

There was a swift rush of footsteps
various directions : the sentry to

whose beat this stretch of rampart be-

longed, another sentry from his station

before the door of Jerry's quarters, and

three or four partly clad officers roused

out of tli.-ii- Clumbers.

Jerry stood upright, a slight, erect

figure, whose silhouette was distinct

against the blue moonlit sky.
*He swung

his arm above his head, and flung the

pistol far over the edge of the bluff.

The next instant he was surrounded

by a crowd ; a tumult of exclamation and

question arose, as Pryor's inanimate body
was recognized, and carefully examined

for some sign of life. In the midst of the

tumult he leaned against the rampart,
r speaking nor apparently hearing,

until Blount, the captain of his troop, laid

an admonitory hand on his should* i .

iere first Don't stare

like an idiot ! Tell us what you saw."

Miedeail
44 We cannot be sure until the surgeon

comes. Did yon see any one ?
"

i ry shuddered visibly.

;vw noboii

The major has been queer lately,

poor chap. Perhaps he shot himself,"

rit suggested eagerly.

U'as not that a pistol you threw

away ?
"
another officer asked sharply.

\ lifted his eyes. Those familiar

laces were pale and stern.

,,i saw
"

he faltered.

$peak, lad :

"
II!...M,t M treated.

! cannot talk. I must have time to

think."

I'h.- truth do,., n't need thinking.

It requires plain telling ."

; o ensued a silence, through which

creaked the hurried approach of the sur-

geon's boots.

y's fair head drooped ; he caught
1

ilnly at Blount's arm.

I have nothing to say," ho muttered

faintly.

Blount, who, as senior captain, suc-

ceeded to Pryor's command in case of

that officer's death or incapacity, turned

from his young subordinate.
"
Sergeant Jackson," he said in a voice

that was not quite steady, take Lieuten-

ant Breton to his quarters. You will be

responsible for him until further instruc-

tions." Then he knelt beside Pryor, over

whom the surgeon was bending.
- Is

there life in him ?
"
he asked.

There was life in him, life that

lingered after they had carried him to

his bed and his wound had been dressed ;

a mere spark of life, \vhi.-h jiiight flick-

er out at any moment, though, the ma-

jor being a healthy man, in the prime of

years, it might yet blaze up again into

strength. Such was the surgeon's un-

changing report during the next two

days to the post, where horror of the

tragedy in its midst had silenced gossip,

and where even conjecture held its

breath.

There is thus much resemblance be-

tween a small garrison and a family :

that the befalling of a calamity to one

of their number softens all judgments ;

quarrels, criticisms, envying*, are the

corrupted fruit of a too brilliant sun-

shin,-. Pryor had been unpopular, but

only kindliest was spoken of him now

that it seemed probable he lay dying.

I f t here was a manifest desire, especially

among the ladies, to foster a suspicion

that his evident wretchedness had led

him to attempt suicide, the desire merely

expressed their hope that Jerry Breton's

innocence might be proved, in spite of the

young fellow's stunned paidvenes* and

his strange flinging away of the pistol

Proof either of guilt
or ..f innocence

depended vitally upon Pryor's recovery,

at no inquiry hail elicited any of the

facts which preceded the catastrophe of

that night. Shortly after ton <>

the commanding offlcer had passed the

entry for a solitary stroll along the ram-

part, which wmtadaily habit with him;
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nobody else had been seen, and nothing
unusual had been heard until the pistol

shot

Depression, black as the shadow of

death which overhung them, possessed

the little post which was wont to be so

cheery. No one was surprised to hear

that Rosita had been added to the num-

ber of the surgeon's patients, nor did any
one doubt the cause of the nervous col-

lapse from which he declared her to be

suffering, and which forced him to veto

Mrs. Blount's offer of a visit to her. Law-

less, he said, had miraculously developed
into the most perfect of nurses, and Ro-

sita, with the tendency to delirium that

belongs to volatile and undisciplined tem-

peraments, was better off under his un-

disturbed attendance.

Closely confined to his quarters. Jerry
Breton knew nothing of her illness, and

each hour of her silence, after he be-

lieved that she must be aware of his po-

sition, buried deeper his hope that she

would confess when she discovered that

he had assumed the suspicion of her

mad crime. With bitterness he reflect-

ed that the devotion of so fantastic a

creature was no more to be trusted than

her moral principles ; and bound though
he felt himself to shelter her, he yearned
for the happiness and honor she alone

could restore to him.

Whether Pryor lived or died, his own

career must end in a darkness whose va-

rying degrees seemed to Jerry scarcely

worth remark. This story of treacher-

ous vengeance would be told to his own

people, and to the woman he loved. Oh,

God ! How his soul adored her purity,

her pride, the girlish exaltation for which

he had used to profess a tender ridi-

cule ! Had he been cruelly unjust to

her, and to those others who were dear

to him ? Yet would he not have been

unutterably base had he crawled to safe-

ty across the condemnation of Rosita,

whose crime had resulted from misguided
love for him ?

Like most of his compeers, Jerry had

a character which was one of action

rather than of thought. In the sleepless

thought of those forty-eight hours his

boyishness slipped from him forever, and

he attained the full stature of his man-

hood God help us ! as most of hu-

manity does so attain in the forcing-
house of suffering !

Twilight had come the second time

when Captain Blount knocked at the door

of Jerry's quarters.
" I think the lieutenant is asleep

and it 's the first rest he has had, sir
"

Jackson hesitated.

" I 've news for him that he will like

better than sleeping ! His arrest is

over!
"
Blount cried, entering.

Jerry lay back, unawakened, in the

only armchair the unluxurious room pos-

sessed. Blount stared down at the hag-

gard young face, with a blending of af-

fection and resentment which made a

very complete perplexity. Not until he

touched the sleeper's shoulder did tho

heavy lids lift slowly.
" I 've nothing to say," Jerry mur-

mured half consciously.
" I am sure of it, you donkey ! Pryor,

however, has said something, and the

whole crowd of us must beg your par-

don, though you have yourself to blame

that we suspected you."
"
Pryor has spoken ? What does he

say ?
"

" The surgeon will not let him talk ; but

he insisted on hearing who was accused,

and he acquitted you at once. Now I

want you to tell me what confounded (juix-

otism kept you silent, at such cost, if, as

seems probable from his despondency, lie

attempted his own life."

Jerry frowned, and looked away into

the gathering shadows.
"
Despondent is he, poor chap ?

"
he

asked presently.
" Even less thankful to be alive than

you seem to be free ajjain."

Jerry sat upright, his pale face flush-

ing, his eyes shining.
k
I ? Not thankful ?

"
he cried in a



voice shaken t. _
re of an

breakdown. - I have been in h* 11 these

two days, and you have brought me oat

hut but go away, Blount, or I

shall make a fool of myself !

"

it Breton was breakfasting
late tin- next morning, when Pryor's or-

derly appeared with an immediate sum-

mons to the commanding officer's pre-

sence. War, armed cap&pie, sprang
into existence in Jerry's henrt at this

summons. He had proved Pryor capa-

ble of tyranny without reason, and could

not hope, when the spirit of such a man
had been as cruelly wounded as his body,

that he would incline to mercy. But

in the blessedness of his own safety he

forgave Rosita her silence, and. while

aware of the perplexities that would be-

set him, he vowed that no admission of

her guilt should be extorted from him.

There was, however, neither wrath

nor challenge in the hollow eyes which

confronted him when he stood beside

'* bed, and a gaunt hand feebly

moved across the counterpane toward

him.

.11 are a fine fellow, Breton," the

major murmured.
* I beg yourpardon !

"

Jerry dumbly clasped the ipiivering

. rs.

:ey have told me that you flung a

pistol over the bluffs," Pryor continued

slowly ourse I know whose pis-

tol it was. But I wish yon to under-

stand that the shooting was my
like the whole affair. I provoked In -r

with words I had no right to speak; I

In r the mere justice she demand

;.t
t'..r \ >m courage I should

have l-n.nj.! disgrace upon her, as I

have brought deat I

" Death f Rosita?"
. d laM in

pped into a chair. Death!

Rosita! a creature so instinct with the

life of this world that it was impossible

to conceive her in the life of which

death is the portal.

He -h -,d lered.

"No! She never rallied from

shock of that night Her father has

been here to ask me to forgive the dead.

My God ! I shall not forgive myself!
"

Pryor cried, with an anguish none the

less intense for the faintness of the voice

which uttered it

Jerry liad covered his face, and the

other stared enviously at the tears that

slipped through his fingers.

me is up !

"
the surgeon exclaimed

from outside the closed door.

The eyes of the two men met wist-

fully.

I have deserved no favor from yon,"

Pryor muttered, " neither is it for my
sake that I entreat you to continue si-

lent There will be no further inquiry

into the matter, as the surgeon tells me
I shall recover. So the garrison

must be satisfied only with conjecture

as to my temporary madness and your

magnanin;
" It is you who are magnanimous !

'

" I loved her, I persecuted her! The

death she desired for me was mercy com-

pared to the life which is all the

ment I can make to her memory.*' With

which exceeding hitter whisper Pryor
turned himself to the wall.

Oat on the parade, the radiant fresh-

ness of the prairie morning thrilled Jer-

ry's young veins with an ecstasy of liv-

ing, and a sharp pang of compassion

stabbed his heart

Misguided, bewitching, ah yes, and

loving, RosiU lay dead in the midst of
i iiI i _L-J A
the summer gladness that seemed amn u
her. He pulled his rap over his eyes, and,

MJ? some cordial greetings, walked

hurriedly to the poeMraders quarters.

Presently Lawless came to h.m in the lit-

tle drawing-room, which was unfsjnilmrly

dark and still.

" God blew you," he said, laying a hand

rry's shoulder. Those words do

ttome. I've wished they

did since last night. But you will tin-

dersUnd from them that I am grateful
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Hush! I have nothiug to forgive you.

Nor had she. Will you come to see her ?

She never knew that you were shielding

her, or she would have confessed : and

she wished you to see her if she looked

pretty."

Pretty indeed ! Poor flower of a peo-

ple Christianized just enough to suffer

for the savage instincts they do not learn

to control ! She lay with a crucifix be-

tween the hands which seemed so child-

ish, and were so guilty.

"Remember her like this," Lawless

continued. 'Remember, too, that she

loved you ; not as the women of our

race love, when nature is subdued by

civilization and ruled by religion, but

with the limitless love of a squaw for

her chief, knowing neither right nor

wrong in her devotion to him. For un-

der her daintiness and her sweetness

Rositawas a squaw."

Across her grave three men kept si-

lence. There is another regiment at

Lawrence now, and when the th

Cavalry remember what they beheld of

this story, they glance at their quiet

major with wonder for his fleeting mad-

ness. Only the surgeon and one or two

ladies murmur to their own thoughts,
" Rosita ?

"

Ellen Mackniln.

A WEEK ON WALDEN'S RIDGE.

II.

FAIRMOUXT, as has already been said,

is but a clearing in the forest. Instead

of a solitary cabin, as elsewhere, there

are perhaps a dozen or two of cabins and

houses scattered along the road, which

emerges from the woods at one end of

the settlement, and, after a mile or so in

the sun, drops into them again at the other

end. The glory of the place, and the rea-

son of its being, as I suppose, is a chalyb-
eate spring in a woody hollow before the

post-office. There may be a shop of some

kind, also, but memory retains no such

impression. One building, rather larger

than most of its neighbors, and apparently

unoccupied, I looked at more than once

with a measure of t hat curiosity which is

everywhere the stranger's privilege. It

sat squarely on the road, and boasted a

sort of portico or piazza, it pu/./.lcd me

what to call it, but there was no ves-

tige of a chimney. One day, a ragged,

bright-faced boy met me at the right

moment, and I asked,
" Did some one

use to live in that house ?
" " Tha

said he, in a tone I shall never forget.

"That 's a barn. That over there is the

dwelling." My ignorance was fittingly

rebuked, and I had no spirit to inquire

about the piazza. Probably it was no-

thing but a lean-to. Even in my humil-

iation, however, it pleased me to hear

what I should have called that good lit-

erary word "
dwelling

"
on such lips.

A Yankee boy might -have said d\v-ll-

ing-house," but no Yankee of an

or none that I have ever known, would

have said "dwelling." though he might
have read the word in books a thousand

times. I thought of a spruce color.d
waiter in Florida, who, when I a-krd

him at breakfast how the day was likely

to turn out, answered promptly, "I

think it will be inclement." It may rea-

sonably be counted among the minor ad-

vantages of travel that it enriches one's

every-day vocabulary.
Another Fairmount building (an un-

mistakable house, this time) is memora-

ble to nit- because on the doorstep, day
after day, an old gentleman and a

younger antagonist they might have
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.rrandfather and grandson were

, checkers. * 1 hope you are

Id not

aying once to the old gentleman,
uade some

hultin_ of resif;:

rather than triumph ; and it came to me
with a kind of pang, as I passed on, that

ing old is a bad business, as most

of us think, it is perhaps an unfavorable

>ymptom when a man finds himself, not

politeness, but as a simple matter

use, taking sides with the aged.
. living in the woods,

have no outlook upon the world. If

they wish to see off, they must go to the

which, by a stroller's guess, may
be two miles distant My first visit to

it was the pleasanter the more vaca-

tional, so to speak for being an ac-

. I sauntered aimlessly down the

road, past the scattered houses and or

chards (the raising of early apples

teemed to be a leading industry on the

: . though a ( 'iiat t anooga gentleman
had assured me that the principal

were blackberries and rabbits), and al-

most before I knew it, was in the same
ful woods that had welcomed me

wherever I had gone. And in the same

woods the same birds were singing. My
make particular record of hooded

and Kentucky warblers, these being two

of my newer acquaintances, as well as two

of the commoner Ridge songsters

I halted for some time, and with even a

: inteivM. t<> listen to an old friend

(no acqnaintaix > please), a

black - throated green warbler. It was

one of tin- queer.--t "t .,n ^> : ;i ],.n ,.t

. five or six notes, uniform in pitch, and

the voice being a main part of the

in the case of this warbler, the

Where could the fellow have picked up
Mich .i 10 was some

onnected with it. Nothing is born

of itself. A dozen years ago, in the

Green Mountains, at Bread-Loaf Inn,

I heard from the forest by the road-

side a song utterly strange, and hastened

in search of its author. After mm
tive approach and diligent scanning of the

foliage, I had the bird under my opera-

glass, a black-throated blue warbler!

With iny eye *till upon him, be sang

again and again, and the song bore no

faintest resemblance to the tare* kree,

kree, which all N .ind bird-lovers

know as the work of Dendroica ctrru-

lesceru. In what private school he had
been educated I have no idea; bat I be-

lieve that every such extreme ec

city goes back to something out of the

nun in the bird's early training.

I felt in no haste. Life is easy in

the Tennessee mountains. A pile of

lumber, newly unloaded near the road,

in the woods, of course, offered a

timely seat, and I took it. Some Chatta-

nooga gentleman was planing a tntnimf

cottage for himself, I gathered. May he

enjoy it for twenty years as much as I did

for twenty minutes. Not far beyond, near

a fork in the road, a man of twenty-five

or thirty, a youth of sixteen or seven-

teen, and a small boy were playing mar-

bles in a cabin yard. I interrupted the

sport long enough to inquire which road I

had better take. I was going nowhere in

particular, I explained, and wanted sim-

ply a pleasant stroll. "Then I would

go to the Brow, if I were you," said the

man. **

Keep a straight road. It is n't

mkedhim.aiuUithacheeiy
"Come on

' "
to his playmates he ran

back, literally, to the ring. Yes.

easy in the Tennessee mountains,

not to be assumed, MWthelees, that the

was a do-nothing: prohahly he had

truck work for a few minutes only ; but,

like a sensible player, he was enjoying

the game while it lasted. Perha,.

a certain inborn Puritanical industrious.

ness, against which 1 have never found

the courage effectually to rebel, that

makes me look hack up..:, this dooryard

comedy a. one of the brightest incident.

of my Tennessee vacation. Faney
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Massachusetts farmer playing marbles

at nine o'clock in the forenoon !

At that moment, it must be owned,

a rebuke of idleness would have fallen

with a poor grace from my Massachu-

setts lips. If the player of marbles had

followed his questioner round the first

turn, he would have seen him standing
motionless beside a swamp, holding his

head on one side as if listening, though
there was nothing to be heard, or evok-

ing ridiculous squeaking noises by sucking

idiotically the back of his hand. Well,

I was trying to find another bird, just as

he was trying to knock another marble

out of the ring.

The spot invited such researches,

a bushy swamp, quite unlike the dry
woods and rocky woodland brooks which

I had found everywhere else. I had

seen my first cerulean warbler on Look-

out Mountain, my first Cape May war-

bler on Cameron Hill, my first Kentucky
warbler on Missionary Ridge, and my
first blue-winged yellow warbler at the

Chickamauga battlefield. If Walden

was to treat me equally well, as in all

fairness it ought, now was the time.

Looking, listening, and squeaking were

alike unrewarded, however, till I ap-

proached the same spot on my return.

Then some bird sang a new song. I

hoped it was a prothonotary warbler, a

bird I had never seen, and about whose

notes I knew nothing. More likely it was

a Louisiana water-thrush, a bird I had

seen, but had never heard sing. Which-

ever it was, alas, it speedily fell silent,

and no beating of the bush proved of the

least avail.

Meanwhile I had been to the Brow,

where I had sat for an hour or more on

the edge of the mountain, gazing down

upon the world. The sky was clouded,

but here and there were fugitive patches
of sunshine, now on Missionary Ri

now on the river, now glorifying the

smoke of the city. Southward, ju-t across

the valley, and over Chattanooga, was

Lookout Mountain; eastward stretch i !

Missionary Ridge, with many higher lulls

behind it : ami more to the north. and far

In the distance, loomed the (Jivat Smoky
Mountains, in all respects true to their

name. The valley at my feet was ht-au-

tiful beyond words: green forests inter-

spersed with green clearings, lonely cab-

ins, and bare fields of red earth. At the

north, Walden's Ridge made a turn east-

ward, narrowing the valley, but without

ending it. Chimney-swifts were cackling

merrily, and the air was full of the hum
of seventeen -

year locusts, miles and

miles of continuous sound. From some-

where far below rose the tinkle of cow-

bells. Even on that cloudy and smoky

day it was a glorious landscape ; hut it

pleased me afterward to remember that

the eye returned of itself again and again

to a stretch of freshly green meadow along
a slender watercourse, a valley within

the valley. Of all the fair picture, that

was the most like home.

Meanwhile there was no forgetting

that undiscovered stranger in the swamp.
Whoever he was, he must be made to

show himself ; and the next day, when the

usual noonday deluge was past, I looked

at the clouds, and said,
" We shall have

another, but in the interval I can proba-

bly reach the Brow. There I will take

shelter on the piazza of an unoccupied

cottage, and, when the rain is over,

back to the swamp, see my bird, and

thence return home." So it turned out

in part. The clouds hurried me, but 1

reached the Brow just in season, climbed

the cottage fence, the gate being pad-

locked, and, thoroughly healed a- I

paced briskly to and fro on the pia/./.a in

a chilling breeze for an hour or more, the

flood all the while threatening to fall, and

the thunder shaking the house. There

was plenty to look at, for the cottage faced

the Great Smokies, and though we were

under the blackest of clouds, the land-

scape below was largely in the sun. The

noise of the locusts was incessant. No;

thing but the peals of thunder kept it

out of my ears.
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ir. then, my plans had prospered;
but to find tli" mysterious bird, that

was not so easy. The swamp was

and I was at oner so <-o!d and so hot, and

so hadly nndrr ti .<>r already, that

t linger.

In tin- woods, nevertheless, I stopped

'.M_:li to nijoy '} !!. --ie of a maft-

t.-r rardinal. a bewitching song, and,

peated about tm times in the sweetest

of whistlrs. and thru a smlf1
-n <lescent

in the ].itdi. and the same syllables over

attain. At that in>!ant. a Carolina wren,

airy, sprang into a

bush and began whirling cherry.
. at his loudest and prettiest

It was a royal duet. The cardinal was

in magnificent plumage, and a scarlet

tanager near by was equally handsome.

tanager could whistle like the car-

dinal, our New England woods would

have a bird to brag of.

far beyond these wayside IHUM

cians I came upon a boy sitting l>

wood-pile, with his saw lying on the

I

-
I: is easier to sit down than

to saw wood, is n't it '-. said I. Pos-

sil.lv lie was unused to such aph
I of speech. He t<

M hr smiled, and said,

answer was all-sufficient

We spoke from exp> th of us;

twr.-n Him who /,//"//. whatever

in han d. disagreement is im-

possible and amplification neediest.

Three days later my last da

I had better luck at the

swamp. The stranger was singing on

arer edge, as I approach* d. and 1

had simply to draw near and look at

him, a I.., u ixiana water -thrush. Hr

and I likened; and farther along,

litth- hrid-.ro where I had first

heard i . anoth.-r likr him was in

:ui warbler songs go

("wnt lies" beini; n..t thrushes,

i > rather striking, dear,
a notes, the first

pair of whirh are longest and best I

I heard ve, of

course, my own impress:

lironi.iinr.-x thr imt-- ai p"\v.-rfiil and

mellow, and at times as varied," as those

of the nightingale, and Wilson waxes

almost equally enthusiastic in his praise
of the -ly sweet and expressive

1 lere, as in Florida, I was in-

terested to perceive how instantly the

bird's appearance and carriage distin-

guished it from its Northern relative,

although the descriptions of the two

species, as given in books, sot

ingly alike. It is matter for thankfulness,

perhaps, that language is not yet so all-

expressive as to rend, r individual eye-

sight superfluous.

I kept on to the Brow, and some

time afterward was at Mabbitt's Spring,

hing my thirst with a draught of

liquid iron rust, when a third songster
of the same kind struck up his tune.

The spring, spurting out of the rock in

a slender jet, is beside the same stream

Little Falling Water that makes

through the swamp ; and along its banks,

it appeared, the water-thrushes were at

I was glad to have heard the

famous singer, but my satisfaction was

not without alloy. Walden. after all,

had failed to show me a new bird, though
it had given me a new song.

The most fatiguing, and perhaps the

most interesting of my days on the

ivel on foot Passing through the

village, on my return from one of my
earlier visit* to Falling Wat
a nice-looking man (if he will

the expression, copied from my notes),

-.' a horse with a pair of clothes-

line reins. He had an air of being at

home, and naturally I took

native. Would he tell me something
the country, especially ab<>

roads, so that 1 .prove mv scan-

ty time to the best advantage? Very

gladly, he answered. He had walked

and driven over the mountain a good

deal, surreying, and if I would call at
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his house, a short distance down the road,

the house with the big barn, he

would make me a rough map, such as

would answer my purpose. At the same
time he mentioned two or three shorter

excursions which I ought not to miss ;

and when I had thanked him for his

kindness, he gathered up the reins and

drove on. Intending no disrespect to

the inhabitants of the Ridge, I may per-

haps be allowed to say that I was con-

siderably impressed by a certain unex-

pected propriety, and even elegance, of

diction, on the part of my new acquaint-
ance. I remember in particular his de-

scription of a pleasant cold spring as

being situated not far from the " con-

fluence
"

of two streams. Con-Jtue?is, I

thought, flowing together. Having al-

ways something else to do, I omitted to

call at his house, and one day, when we
met again in the road, I apologized for

my neglect, and asked another favor.

He was familiar with the country, and

kept a horse. Could he not spare a day
to take me about ? If he thought this

proposal a bit presumptuous, courtesy
restrained him from letting the fact be

seen, and, after a few minutes of deliber-

ation, his hands being pretty full just

then, he explained, he promised to

call for me two mornings later, at seven

o'clock. We would take a luncheon along,
and make a day of it.

He appeared at the gate in due sea-

son, and in a few minutes we were

driving over a road new to me, but

through the same spacious oak woods to

which I had grown accustomed. We
went first to Burnt Cabin Spring, one of

the famous chalybeate springs of the

mountain, a place formerly frequented

by picnic parties, but now, to all appear-

ance, fallen into neglect. We stretched

our legs, drank of the water, admired

the flowers and ferns, talking all the

while (it was here that my companion
told a story of a young theologian from

Grant University, who, in a solemn dis-

course, spoke repeatedly of Jacob as

having
" euchred his brother out of his

birthright "), and then, while a M
phea-

sant
"
drummed near by, took our places

again in the im

Another stage, still through the oak

woods, and we were at Signal Point,

famous in local tradition, at least

as the station from which General Slier-

man signaled encouragement to the

Union army beleaguered in Chattanooga,
in danger of starvation or surrender. I

had looked at the bold, jutting crags
from Lookout Mountain and elsewhere,

and rejoiced at last to stand upon them.

It would have been delightful to spend
a long day there, lying upon the dill's

and enjoying the prospect, which, with-

out being so far reaching as from Point

Lookout, or even from the eastern brim

of }Valden, is yet extensive and surpass-

ingly beautiful. The visitor is square lv

above the river, which here, in the strait-

ened valley between the Ridge and Rac-

coon Mountain, grows narrower and nar-

rower till it rushes through the " Suck."

Even at that elevation we could hear the

roar of the rapids. A short distance

above the Suck, and almost at our feet,

lay Williams Island. A farmer's Eden

it looked, with its broad, newly planted

fields, and its house surrounded by out-

buildings and orchard-trees. The view

included Chattanooga, ^Missionary Ridge,
and much else ; but its special charm

was its foreground, the part peculiar to

itself, the valley, the river, and I

coon Mountain. Along the river-hanks

were small clearings, each with its one

cabin, and generally a figure or two

ploughing or planting. A man in a

strangely long boat a dugout, proba-

bly was making his dillicult way uj>-

stream with a paddle. The T
in the neighborhood of Chattanooga, at

all events, is too swift for pleasure-boat-

ing. Seen from above, as I commonly
saw it, it looked tranquil enough: but

when I came down to its edge, no\\ and

then, the speed and energetic sweep of

the smooth current laid fust hold upon
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me. From the mountains to the sea is

a long, long journey, and no wonder the

t* It in haste.

I had gone to Signal Point not as an

ornithologist, but as a patriot and a lover

of beauty ; but, being there. I added one

to my list of Tennessee birds, a red-

tail* -d hawk, one of the very few hawks

seen in all my trip. Sailing below us, it

displayed its rusty, diagnostic tail, and

put its identity at once beyond question.

Our next start far too 1**
needy, for

the day was short was for Williams

Point ; but on our way thither we de-

scended into the va ioal Creek,

down which, with the creek to keep it

company, runs the old mountain road,

now disused and practically impassable.

Here we hitched the horse, ami strolled

downwards for perhaps half a mile. I

was never in a lovelier spot. The moun-

tain hrook, laughing over the stones, is

\ .-rliiing with laurel and rhododendron,

which in turn are overhung l>y j

:

tous rocks broken into all wild and ro-

mantic shapes, with here and there a

cavern " rock - house
"

to shelter a

score of travelers. The place was rich

in fern* and oth-r plants, \\hieh. iinhajH

1 had n. turn- to examine, and all

the particulars of which have faded out

in mory. We walked far enough
to look over the edge of the mountain,

and up to the Signal Point cliffs. If I

rou Id have stayed there two or three

hours, it would have been a memorable

season. As it was, the stroll was -nliv-

ened by one little adventure, at which I

have laughed too many times ever to

I had been growing rapturous over the

beauty of tilings, when my companion
said,

" There are some people whom it i,

no pleasure to take into places like this.

They can't keep their ejes off the ground,

they are so bitten with the fear of snakes."

He was a few paces ahead of me, as he

spoke, and the sentence was barely fin-

ished before he shouted. " Look at that

huge snake !

"
and sprang forward to

natch up a stone. "Get a stick!

cried. -Get a stick!" From his

nor I took it for granted that the

tare was a rattlesnake, and a glance at

it, lying motionless among the stones he-

side the road, did not undeceive roe. I

tuned hurriedly, looking for a stick, hot

somehow could not find one, and in a

moment more was recalled by shouts of
" Come and help me ! It will get away
from It was a question of life

and death, I thought, and I ran forward

and began throwing stones. ' Look out !

Look out ! You '11 bury it '.

"
cried my

companion; but just then one <>

hots struck the snake squarely in the

head. "That's a good <

the other man, and. picking up a

stick, he thrust it under the disabled

creature and tossed it into the road.

Tlu-n he Kent over it, and. with a stone,

pounded its head to a jelly. Such a

fury as possessed im : II- might have

been bruising the head of Satan himself,

as no doubt he was in his min

my surveyor was also a preacher, as bad

Bjb
ftfl^

',::-....!. I' -..-... :n-

ous snake, is it?" I ventured to ask,

when the work was don. i think

and he pried open its jaws to look

f<>r its fangs.
'

I d..n't generally kill

innocent snakes," I featured again

tie inopportunely, it must he confessed.

*< Well. / do.
'

naid the preacher.
- The

very sight of a snake stirs my hatred to

After that it was natural to impure

whether he often saw rattlesnakes here-

abouts. (Hie driver who brought me up
the mountain had Mid that they were

tmnon. but that I
" wanted to look

out sharp for them in th woods.") My
companion had never seen one. he an-

swered. )>..t hi, wife had once killed one

in their dooryard. Then, by way of cool-

ing off, after the fervor of the cooti

told me about a gtatkmin and hu little

boy, who, having come to spend a va-

cation on the Ridge, started out

for a stroll. They were quickly
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back again, and the boy, quite out of

breath, came running into the garden.
"
Oh, Mr. M.," he cried,

* we saw a rat-

tlesnake, and papa fired off his pistol !

"

' A rattlesnake ! Where is it ? What
did it look like ?

" "
Why, we did n't

see it, but we heard it."
' What was

the noise like ?
"
asked Mr. M., and he

took a pencil from his pocket and be-

gan tapping on a log.
" That 's it !

"
said

the boy,
" that 's it !

"
They had heard

a woodpecker drilling for grubs, or

drumming for love, whereupon the

man had fired his pistol, and for them

there was no more walking in the woods.

After our ramble along Shoal Creek

we rested at the ford, near a brilliant

show of laurel and rhododendron, and

ate our luncheon to the music of the

stream. I finished first, as my evil habit

is, and was crossing the brook on natural

stepping-stones when a bird a warbler

of some unknown kind saluted me from
the thicket. Making my companion a sig-

nal not to disturb us by driving into the

stream, I gave myself up to discovering
the singer ; edging this way and that,

while the fellow moved about also, al-

ways unseen, and sang again and again,

now a louder song, now, with charming
effect, a quieter and briefer one, till I

was almost as badly beside myself as the

preacher had been half an hour before.

But my warfare was less successful than

his, for, with all my pains, I saw not so

much as a feather. There is nothing pret-

tier than a jungle of laurel and rhododen-

dron in full bloom, but there are many
easier places in which to make out a bird.

Williams Point, which we reached on

foot, after driving as near it as the rough-
ness of the unfrequented road would com-

fortably allow, is not in itself equal to

Signal Point, but affords substantially the

same magnificent prospect. Near it. in

the woods, stood a newly built cabin, look-

ing badly out of place with its glaring mi-

weathered boards; and beside the cabin

stood a man and woman in a condition of

extreme disgust The man had come up

[1 mu 1

.

the mountain to work in some coal-mine.

if I understood him correctly ; but the

tools were not ready, there was no water.

his household goods were stranded down
in the valley somewhere (the hens were

starving to death. the woman added), and,

all in all, the pair were in a sorry plight.

Here, as at Signal Point, I made an

addition to my local ornithology, and this

time too the bird was a hawk. We were

standing on the edge of the cliff, when
a sparrow hawk, after alighting near us,

took wing and hung for some time sus-

pended over the abyss, beating against
the breeze, and so holding itself steady,

a graceful piece of work, the better

appreciated for being seen from above.

Here, also, for the first time in my life,

I was addressed as a "
you-un."

' Where
be you-uns from ?

"
asked the woman at

the cabin, after the ordinary greetings
had been exchanged. I believe, in my
innocence, I had always looked upon that

word as an invention of story-writers.

Somewhere in this neighborhood we

traversed a pine wood, in which my iirst

Walden pine warbler was trilling. Then,

for some miles, we drove along the Brow,

with the glory of the world valley,

river, and mountain outspread before

us, and the Great Smokies looming in

the background, barely visible through

the haze. For seven miles, I was told.

one could drive along that mountain rim.

Surely the city of Chattanooga is happy
in its suburbs. Here were many cot-

tages, the greater number as yet un-

opened ; and not far beyond the one un-

der the piazza of which I had wrath-

the thunderstorm of the day before, the

road entered the forest again. Then, as

the way grew more and more diilicult,

we left the horse behind us, and by and

by came to a footpath. This brought

US at last to Falling Water Fall, win-re

Little Falling Water after threading

the swamp and passing Mabbitt'a Spring,

as before described tumbles over a

precipice which my companion, with his

surveyor's eye, estimated to be one him-
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dred and fifty feet in height The slen-

der stream, broken into jewels as it falls,

strikes the bottom at some dIslam

the foot of the cliffs, which here form the

arc of a circle, and are not perpendicular,
but deeply hollowed. After enjoying the

prospect from this point, holding to a

tree and leaning over the edge of the

rocks, we retraced our steps till we

came to a steep, zigzag path, which took

as to the foot of the precipice. Here, as

well as above, were laurel and rhododen-

dron in profusion. One big rhododen-

ree grew on the face of the cliff,

thirty feet over our heads, leaning out-

ward, and bearing at least fifty clusters

of gorgeous rose-purple flowers; and a

smaller one, in a similar position, was

equally full. The hanging gardens of

Babylon may have been more wonderful,

I Mit I was well content

From the point where we stood the

ledge makes eastward for a long distance,

almost at right angles, and the cliffs for

a mil* MI-. more likely, for two or three

miles were straight before us, broken

everywhere into angles, light gray and

reddish-brown intermixed, with the late

)on sun shining full upon th.-m.nml

the green forest fringing them above and

sweeping away from them below.

It was a breathless clamber up the

rocks again, tired and poorly off as I

was, but I reached > with un-

hand full of rhododendron*, (it seemed a

shame to pick them, and a shame to leave

them), and in half an hour we wen

ing homeward, our day's work done;

my seatmate, who, besides being

preacher, lawyer, surveyor, and farmer,

was also a mystic and a saint, though
he would liave refused the word, fell

into a strain of reminiscence, appropriate

to the hour, about the int., r lif. of the

soul, its hopes, its straggles, and its joys.

! ned in reverent silence. The pas-

or perfection is not yet so common
as to have become commonplace, and one

need not be certain of a theory in order

to admire a practice. He had already

told

7^

who his father was, and I had

wonder at his using now and
:. . .1 i

.

. .

'

. : .. .

My friend (he will allow me that word,

I am sure) had given me a day of days,
and with it a new idea of this mountain

w,,t 1,1 ; where the visitor finds hills and

valleys, creeks and waterfalls, the most

beautiful of forests, with clearings, iso-

lated cabins, straggling settlements, or-

chards, and gardens, and where he for-

gets again and again that he is on a moun-

tain at all. Even now I had seen but a

corner of it, as I have seen but a corner of

the larger world on which, for these few

years back, I have had what I call my
A-rifffrm^ And even of what I saw, much

has gone nndescribed : stately tulip-trees

deep in the forest, with humming

darting from flower to flower among
tli. -in: the flame -colored azalea; the

ground flowers of the woods, including

some tiny yellow lady's
-
slippers, too

dainty for the foot of Cinderella herself;

the road to Sawyer's Springs ; and num-

bers of birds, whose names, even, I have

omitted. It was a wonderful world ; but

if th, hobbyist may take the pen for a

single sentence, it may stand confessed

that the greatest wonder of all was this,

that in all those miles of oak forest

I found not one blue jay !

,
. > t %

Another surprising circumstance, which

I do not remember to have noticed, how*

attention was sosnewhs*

ni.l, ly called to it was Uie

colored people. With the

three servants at the hotel, I smw none

but whites. Walden's Ridge, although

.tanchly Union in waMime, and largely

Republican now. a* 1 was told, is a white

man's country. I had gone to bed one

night, and was fast asleep, when I was

wakened suddenly by the noise of some

one hurrying up the stairs and tboatmg,

"Where's the gun? Where 's the gun ?

Shorty 'sheen shot!" "
Shorty

- was the

colored waiter, and the speaker was a

general ftttotaa, tt English boy. The

colored people-Shorty, his wife, and

absence
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the cook had been out on the edge of

the woods behind the house, when three

men had fired at them, or pretended to

do so. It was explained the next morn-

ing that this was only an attempt (on the

part of some irresponsible young men, as

the older residents said) to " run the nig-

gers off the mountain," after what I

understood to be a somewhat regular cus-

tom. "
Niggers

"
did not belong there ;

their place was down below. If a Chat-

tanooga cottager brought up a colored

servant, he was "
respectfully requested

"

to send him back, and save the natives

the trouble of attending to the matter.

In short, the Ridgites appeared to look

upon
"
niggers

"
as Northern laborers

look upon non-union men " scabs."

The hotel-keeper, an Englishman, with

an Englishman's notions about personal

rights, was naturally indignant. He would

hire his own servants, or he would shut

the house. In any event, the presence of
"
Whitecaps," real or imaginary, must

affect his summer patronage. I fully ex-

pected to see the colored trio pack up and

go back to Chattanooga, without waiting
for further hints; but they showed no

disposition to do anything of the sort,

and, I must add, rose in my estimation

accordingly.

Of the feeling of the community I had

a slight but ludicrous intimation a day or

two after the shooting. I passed a boy
whom I had noticed in the road, some

days before, playing with a pig, lifting

him by the hind legs and pitching him
over forwards. " He can turn a somerset

good," he had said to me, as I passed.

Now, for the sake of being neighborly,
I asked,

" How 'B the pig to-day ?
" He

smiled, and made some reply, as if he

appreciated the pleasantry ; but a more

serious -
looking playmate took up his

parable, and said, "The pig '11 be all

right, if the folks up at the hotel don't

shoot him." His tone and look were in-

tended to be deeply significant.
' Oh. 1

know you," they implied : you are up
at the hotel, where they tin-oaten to shoot

white folks."

For my last afternoon wars and

rumors of wars long since forgotten
I went to the place that had pleased me
first, the valley of Falling Water Creek.

The cross-vine on the dead hemlock had

by this time dropped the greater part of

its bells, but even yet many were hanging
from the uppermost branches. The rho-

dodendron was still at the height of its

splendor. All the gardens were nothing
to it, I said to myself. Crossing the creek

on the log, and the branch on stepping-

stones, I went to quench my thirst at

the Marshall Spring, which once had a

cabin beside it, and frequent visitors, but

now was clogged with fallen leaves and

seemingly abandoned. It was perhaps
more beautiful so. Directly behind it

rose a steep bank, and in front stood an

oak and a maple, the latter leaning to-

ward it and forming a pointed arch, a

worthy entrance. Mossy stones walled

it in, and ferns grew luxuriantly about it.

Just over them, an azalea still held two

fresh pink flowers, the last till another

May. In such a spot it would have been

easy to grow sentimental : but there came

a rumbling of thunder, the sky darkened,

and, with a final hasty look about me. I

picked up my umbrella and started honn -

ward.

My last walk had ended like many
others in that showery, fragmentary week.

But what is bad weather when the time

is past ? All those black clouds have

left no shadow on Walden's Rid^r. and

the best of all my strolls beside Falling

Water, a stroll not yet finished,

" The calm sense of seen beauty without sight,'

suffers no harm. As Thoreau
" It is after we get home that we really

go over the mountain."

Bradford Torrey.
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1 III. OREGON

n at ease within my curtained bed,
I watch the moonlit landscape glimmer by :

Soft-shadowed meadows, and the hills that lie

Around them, with a misty foliage spread;
Towns silent and adreain ; and overhead
A sombre sky that stirs with such a grace
As flushed uncertainly the pallid lace

Of Jairus* daughter rising from the dead.

Far off, Mount Shasta swims into the view,
Its mist-hung summit towering over all ;

The sun swings slow upon the mountain's crest,

Against a sky that burns to orange hue,
And for a moment, like a silver ball

By hand of Titan flung, remains at rest

Vina Wood*

THROUGH THE WINDOWS: TWO GLIMPSES OF A M\\ s u

I- it than that he should wait supinely with

folded hands. So it came that he
DETACHMENT. ally rejoiced in the rough,

weather, which seemed almost
vY or two later, Carleas made up in its opposition to him, as if

his mind that he would walk down to powers, equally blind, that stood botweto
tli* little station, three miles away, that him and the desire of his heart were
was the only point at which the outside abroad in the storm and inspired ite fury.
world came in sight. The morning was Soon be came where a swift

bitterly cold ; a fine sleet blew in his

face, and stung it as with the rutting of

a whip, whenever he came for a time to

a part of the road where the wind had

free play. Still he walked briskly, hi*

head well up, as if to scorn the weather.

He must be doing something; he had
been eating his heart out long
wliil.- he watched and waiu-.l

sign from her. Now he would at least

come a little nearer to her. If by some
chance (he yet told himself there might
be a chance) she had written to him, and

the letter were on its way. it was sorely
more fitting that he should go to

VOL. LXXV. xo. 452. "'

brook, swollen by melted snow, took ita

own way by the roadside. Carle** thought
he had never noticed it before; perhaps
it had never been so loud, masterful, and

insistent as it was this day ; or it might
be that the tension of his mind, after

days of brooding, WM soch that littl..

chance bite of the natural world found

a voice now, and spoke aloud of

whirl, they symbolited. It wi

the ocean, this little brawling rivulet i in

spite of all the long miles that it must

traverse before it could reach ite d*ire

and upbear the great ships upon ite bo-

it ran on busily, not a moment to
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spare, glad and confident in the certainty
of ultimate attainment. It was as though
a share of the brook's confidence pu rd

into the heart of the man, and for a

while he felt that he too must some day
reach his goal, out of sight though it lay

among the windings of the hills.

All manner of external objects became
invested with a strange significance for

him this morning. His eye caught an
old water-wheel that was stranded out of

the way in an angle of rising ground,

away from water and from usefulness, as

it might have been wedged there by the

caprice of a bygone flood ; and he had a

positive sympathy with the poor thing
whose position seemed so like his own.

He wondered if it had forgotten how it

felt to spin gayly round and do its work
in the world under the impact of the

merry, laughing stream. "
No," he told

himself, "it has forgotten no more than I

have. It is only waiting for some friend-

ly hand to raise it and set it again in

its place ; and who knows how soon that

will be?"
Then the station came within view. He

looked at his watch ; the train must be

near by this time. He strained his eyes
to the southward to catch sight of a puff
of white smoke, and the invisible train

answered him with a long, warning blast

to herald its arrival. Though it came

only from the junction, a few miles away,
and went another few miles beyond, on

the least important of country roads, it

had about it all the air of haste and

quick alertness that an express bound
on a journey across the continent might
have worn. It drew up suddenly with a

creaking and jarring of brakes on the

slippery track. There was not a single

passenger to get off or on, yet the con-

ductor and brakeman relaxed nothing of

thatactive promptness whichmarked their

demeanor ; and when they leaned out of

the door to exchange mail-bags with the

station agent, who was postmaster also,

and answered on the part of the village
to their official actions, they wasted no

words even with him. Only the engine-
driver, lounging on hi> elnow in the brief

pause, gave bark a gesture full of dignified

reserve to the half-ironical salutation of

a Miiall colored boy who stood watching
the proceedings with a lively int. :

In a moment more, with another sharp

whistle, the train moved on, and almost

instantly disappeared in a fold of the

hills. The postmaster withdrew with the

mail-bag into his little den, and Carless

followed him within the station, stand-

ing where he could watch the subsequent

processes through the narrow window.

Now that the train had come and gone,
the scrutiny of the assembled country folk

was concentrated upon the stranger, who

represented to them a phase of experi-

ence not to be met with every day. "What

thoughts he suggested to them it is impos-
sible to say. Perhaps they envied him

for opportunities denied to them, all un-

conscious of the price he had had to pay,
in quickened powers of suffering, for the

use of his trained faculties. Perhaps they

despised him as one who was different

from themselves, and who in all probabili-

ty knew nothing of the raising of sheep
or of the succession of the crops. They
gazed upon him unabashed, with a stolid.

ruminating stare which they might have

caught from their own cattle. For his

part, he was neither disconcerted nor in

any way moved by their attentive pre-

sence in the room. Awkward country
lads of a curiously impersonal type, they

had no more suggestion or meaning lor

him than had the rusty stove about

which they huddled, less than many of

the objects he had passed along the mad.

He turned from them, and watch. -d

the postmaster begin his preparations for

the distribution of the mail. Two cur-

rents of thought ran in his mind, dis-

tinct as Rhone and Saoiie ; or rather, in

the upper part of the score ran an l>-

WfOtOol fantastic wandering-, while the

undertone of the steady bass was con-

stant to the theme that i-xpiv->ud his

life, and e-p.-cially to tin which
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luilf longed fur the sorting of the mail

to be over, half feared it lest it should

bring the extinction <>f in- hopes for an-

otli>T day.

Thus, as he watched the contents of

hag falling into little heaps here and

>, his eye unconsciously caught the

proportion of the folded newspapers

country newspapers to the few letters

that lurked among them. It needed no

more than that to tell him what sort of

mental existence these people dragged out

in the upland farmhouses. Impersonal,

generic, themselves, all that they read

must be only a pale, bloodless, impersonal
. from the palpitating masterpiece of

But in a corner of the room sat a girl

of eighteen or nineteen, the only one in

i MI;. To the external eye
there was no one thing noteworthy about

her ; she was a fresh-colored, not unpleas-

ing country hiss, like any other. If she

was dressed a shade more carefully than

the youths, it was only the murk of her

sex ; the smoothly braided hair and such

'letails merely meant that she was

a woman, differing only by so much from

the rest Her hands, the warm gloves

removed, showed rough and red from ex-

posure and hard work. And yet she

waa a woman. Carles* had been living

lor tome weeks as the guest of a half-

monastic community among these north-

I1-*. and this was the first woman
he had seen for a week or two. The ex-

perience was a novel one. Never since

he waa a baby, born of a woman, nursed

tided by WOllien, could such a iliing

have happened to him. But now it gave
him the power of seeing her in a singu-

letached way, and of divining sig-

nificances that might have eluded him

altogether in the world, where there are

so many women. He could study her, as

a man of science studies his specimen iso-

lated in a vacuum, as she was in herself ;

could MM-, uithout feeling, that subtle, in-

definable charm which is to her both bow

and spear for the making of her captives.

Here was da* Eurig-Wcibliche crystal-

lized before him, under his very eyes.

And so this simple country girl took on

an importance which would have strange-

ly puuled and alarmed her if she could

have known how she was being analyzed

by the grave, quiet man who seemed to

he studying the time-table win. -I, hung
above her head, flanked on one aide by
the advertisement of a sale of stock, and
on the other by the announcement of a

lecture on Persia (in native costume), to

be given in the nearest town.

re was something about her, viewed

in this li-rht. that was full, for Carlees,

of suggestions of infinite pathos,

brought up to him Troy flaming for

Helen, Antony tossing away the empire
of the world for Cleopatra's love, until

he came down, through the monotony of

the ages, to his own life, leaf monsntoM
in the destiny of the nations, to be sure,

but fraught with the most important in-

terests to himself and to a few others

whose hopes were bound up in his wel-

fare. It had seemed to him as if hi*

own experience were a unique tragedy ;

not red, like Agamemnon or Macbeth,
with blood and violence, but of that

blank grayness which is far more terri-

ble. Day after day he must drag on his

existence without that which would have

been it* justification and iu crown. He
had broken away from all his

ings, in the hope that, amid

and unfamiliar facet, the sense of

pctna ,i.,.n.l. uhirh theologians

the most grievous of the torment* of hell

might sting him less acutely; hut here,

everywhen*, it dogged his loofswps* ana

would not l.-t him reft

Yet in the preeenee of this girl Ahc

knew and felt that he was hut as other,

are. She too had the strange power of

marring as well as making the life of a

man. To some simple hepberd, SOOM

I hiphnis or Corydon of the hills, only

she lived and breathed and waa

she stood for all that wan most

bright and alluring and desirable in life.
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If she gave herself to him. she would

make him (for a time) the happiest of

mortals, 2)ar S'' /
/'<'>''X equal to the gods;

if she refused her love, if she raised him

up only to dash him down at the last,

well, the vessel might be small, but the

largest could be no more than full ; and

Carless discerned in the rough hind who
knew not how to put a name to his feel-

ings a brother in suffering, to be hailed

and honored by that title.

He had been so absorbed in following
the train of thought which opened be-

fore him that he had scarcely heeded the

later movements of the postmaster. So

it came upon him with a shock all the

greater when the man turned to the win-

dow, and, with a certain courteous regret,

he had been a little further in the

world than the others, pronounced the

formula of disappointment,
"
Nothing for

you to-day, sir."

Carless thanked him, and turned away
to leave the station and retrace his way
among the hills, his mind suddenly fallen

into a dullness which contrasted strange-

ly with the temper of quick perception
in which he had come to meet one more

denial of his hopes.

n.

DLSENCHANTMENT.

The days went by, and Carless had

almost outgrown the hopes which, intan-

gible and elusive as they were, had yet
been with him so constantly during
these lonely weeks. Time and again,

as they seemed to vanish and dislimn,

he had laid hold of their fluttering dra-

pery just before they passed beyond his

grasp, and detained them a little longer
to keep him company in his solitude.

But now they came to visit him at rarer

moments, and their faces were grown

strangely unfamiliar when they c;.

Even so, he was not all unhappy in

these later days. He was beginning to

(tlinijixcx of (( Mint'* I .

organi/e his life afresh, slowly and halt-

ingly, as one learns to walk with a crutch

that can never again he laid aside. In-

terests that had no meaning for him in

the first poignancy of his despair, as in

the first flush of his dawning love, came
back to him, sober and prosaic, but

withal restful and not disquieting.

He had already planned to leave the

quiet of the hills for the busy life of t In-

city, and was awaiting an answer to a

proposition he had made which was to

throw him again into the current of the

world's affairs. On the day when he

looked for it the post brought it to him ;

and because his mind ran on this matter

he scarcely glanced, for the moment, at

another letter which lay beneath it on his

table. It was not until lie had looked

through the clear, businesslike phrases
of the first that he picked up the other.

and looked at it for an instant with un-

comprehending eyes. The dainty fem-

inine grace of the handwriting affected

him with a vague sense of incongruity,

before he recogni/ed, with a sudden

shock, a quick rush of Mood to the face.

what it might meau to him.

Almost appalled by the suddenness of

the thing, he opened the letter with lin-

gers that trembled a little.

DKAK LEONARD [it ran], I can hear

it no longer. Night and day. when I

have tried my hardest not to think of

you, still you have been with me. At

last I see there is nothing for me hut to

do as you wish. Will you have me now.

dear, when I have kept you waiting so

long? My heart grieves me w lien I think

of what you have sutVered because I could

not be brave enough to choose your love

at any cost. I shall reach New York on

Thursday at four. If yon are there to

meet me, all will be well with me ahs

if not, I can but go back to my prison-

house, knowing that I have deserved my

punishment. Henceforth, if you wish it.

1 am ever your own
A.UDBKT.
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Carless read the letter through slow-

ly, once, twice, before the full mean-

ing of it could force itself upon his

Li-am, -tun ii- --1 by the unexpected revul-

sion. Many times he had imagined
what his feelings and his demeanor

would be when he should get such a

message as this, if it ever came. But

now that it was actually in his hand,

both what he felt and what his outward

bearing showed were utterly unlike

what he had pictured. He sat for a

long while motionless, staring at the

paper on which the momentous words

were traced, words which gave him

what, through the past year, he had

longed for as the most supreme joy, but

whirl* at the same time, if he nsssatad

tn their meaning, would change and

shape the whole tenor of his future life.

Then he rose, and paced slowly up and

down the room, with the letter in his

hand ; walking soberly, his head down,

like a man brought face to face with a

serious and perplexing problem. Yet

he was not for a moment in doubt as to

his course. His sovereign had sum-

moned him to her service ; for all the

gracious, humble words that veiled her

command, he would have held himself a

recreant knight had he hesitated for an

instant to obey.
Still

<|iiietly and gravely (like a sol-

dier who has received hi* orders to go
to the front, and, though welcoming tin-

prospect, knows well that life and death

hang upon the issue of the nex

days), he sat down again at his table

and wrote an answer to the letter he

had first read, telling his friend that an

unforeseen change in his < ircumstances

made it impossible to carry out the plan

proposed. Then he went to find hi*

host, the head of the community with

\\ hi.-h he had been seeking shelter

the stress of events, and told him that a

letter he had received would compel his

departure on the following <l

was the Thursday. The good man

looked at him keenly, though kindly :

-

!- 1he was sufficiently

to have divined something of what had
been passing in Carless's mind.

'We shall be sorry to lose you, h-

said, with a courteous intonation.

I hope you will go away the bett-

the rest and the country air."

I scarcely know yet," Carless an-

swered : -if I do not, it will be from

no fault of yours, and I shall always
look back, wherever I may be. upon the

life here as upon that in which, if any-
where, a man may find peace.*'

The superior smiled a little sadly,
and replied with a quotation which rang

strangely in the other's ears :
" He who

knows best how to suffer shall find the

greatest peace. This man wins the vic-

tory over himself and the lordship of the

world, with the friendship of Christ and
the inheritance of heaven."

The next day Carless arrived in

York a little after three, and walked

up and down the platform for half an

hour, too restless and impatient to do

anything but wait for the train that

to bring her to him. All the

he had been tormented by the fear that

her courage would fail her at the last

moment ; and it was only now and then

that his exultation at the final triumph
of his love overmastered the unaoeonnl

able depression that hovered about him,

ready at any moment to settle down upon
him :md cloud his joy.

At last the train rolled into the sta-

tion, and he took his stand by the first

car, scanning eagerly the faces of the

hurrying passengers, giato or gay as

anxiety or delight lay before them. The

main stream had Bowed by. and hi* heart

was already beginning to sink wishia

him. when it suddenly leaped up again

at the sight of the slight, graceful fig-

ure for which he> was watching. There

she was, after all, coming along a little

timidly, unus.d to finding bemlf alone

IB each surroundings ; and her eyes, loo,

ssemsd at first not to find what she was

looking for. Carless could eee the little
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start of relief and joy that she gave
when she saw him coming towards her

with a great gladness shining in his face.

The place was too public for any out-

ward demonstrations ; but the confiding

pressure of her hand, the way she looked

up into his face, and the happy sigh she

breathed as she said,
" At last !

"
these

tokens told him all he needed to know.

It seemed to him that he scarcely
tasted the full pleasure of his attainment

until, the stains of travel removed, and

the throng of questions and answers that

crowded one upon another put away,

they sat down to dinner. As he looked

at her across their table, bright with its

flowers and silver and cut glass, to mark
the love-light shining brighter than all in

her radiant face, he felt that life was at

last offering him a full reward for the

hollowness and the disappointment which

summed up his thoughts of the years that

were gone. He took delight in remem-

bering her little likes and dislikes, and

was repaid for his thoughtfulness by the

look of gratitude that she gave him as

she noted each evidence of his study of

her tastes. Once, when they were left

alone for a moment, she put out her

hand impulsively across the table, and

laid it on his with a gesture alike of con-

fidence and of appeal.
"
Oh, Leonard,"

she said in a low voice,
"

it is so strange
to me to have a man care to please me.

I have been unused to it so long !

" A
great wave of tenderness swelled up in

Carless's breast, and while he could an-

swer her only by a look more eloquent
than words, he vowed to her silently a

lifelong devotion which should more than

atone for all that she had suffered in the

past.

When the dinner was over, they de-

cided that their first evening should be

spent simply and quietly together, as a

greater enjoyment than all the amuse-

ments of the commonplace world. Leon-

ard brought a large armchair close to the

cheerful open fireplace. the evenings
were still chilly, and spring delayed upon

its way, making, as he said playfully,
a throne for his queen. Carrying out

his whim, which she humored because

it was his, he placed himself at her fV-t.

Neither spoke much, for words were

of little help to the sharing of their

thoughts ; but as her soft hand played

caressingly over his hair. with the touch

there seemed to pass into his spirit, so

often restless and troubled in the
j

that deep peace for which he had long

sought in vain.

On the following day, since they had

planned to escape from the keen east

winds to the gentle air of Florida, Car-

less was obliged to leave her for a while,

that he might see his bankers and one or

two other people, the thought of whom

jarred upon the idyllic harmony to which

his mind was attuned, and brought in a

discordant note of which he was scarcely

conscious at the first. No sooner were

his affairs set in order than he hastened

to return to Audrey ; but the fresh nc>

of the morning tempted him to walk

across the Park once more before they
should leave New York, instead of going'

directly to her side.

It could have made but little differ-

ence, after all ; yet he was sorry before

he had reached their house. u To the

end, spring winds will sow disquietude,"

it is written in one of the wisest of books.

Was it that vague uncertainty of the

future, which seems to be almost a note

of spring, and makes it sadder than the

autumn, despite the falling leaves ? Was
it that inexorable law of the unhappy
nature of men, by which they are con-

demned to spend their days in the pur-

suit of a bubble flashing with all tin- colors

of the rainbow, that breaks and <li>ap-

pears at the very instant when it floats

within their grasp? Carless stopped in

the path, with a little shiver that \\ a< not

from the fresh breeze, and stood still for

a moment, with the air of a man seeking

to recall an association or a memory.
He knew that he ought to be supremely

happy. He had asked of Fate only one
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<ut of all the objects of desire with

\\ lii.-li the world is filled ; and Fate had

heard his prayer. The woman he loved

with all the passionate intensity of his

strong nature was now irrevocably his.

The whole air should have been full of

brightness, and each little bird that sang
in tin* trees should have seemed as if in-

. by the one great theme of his glad-

ness. Was it so ? He dared not face the

question ; some day it would come back,

knocking at his door again, and would

not be denied. But now, at least, on the

first day of his new life, there was no

room for doubts. He walked on again
more quickl\ ; soon he came where Au-

drey was listening for his footstep ; s\ie

rose to greet him with outstretched arms.

He had a sort of feeling that he should

tin 1 her changed, but it was not so.

There was every detail of her lovely face

and form, more perfect, if that

possible, than ever ; and better than all,

her eyes spoke of a love that grew hour-

ly more deep and enthralling. After the

elosenest of the first embrace, she held

him at arm's length, while she looked

into his face with a gaze of supreme de-

votion and trust. Yet, as

long at him, a shade of

into her eyes, and she asked him anx-

iously, her hands clasped upon his arm,

What is the matter, dearest ? Are you
not well this morn.

Yes, sweetheart," he answered, striv-

ing to throw an entire sincerity into his

voice,
*
I am perfectly well ; only per-

haps a thought tired with my morning's
\Vas it well with him ? Would

it be so always ? Let those.who have

staked their all at the game of love speak
and tell the answer.

Francu Edmund Letter.

IN TIIK TWILKiHT OF THE GODS.

" Do you know anythingabout josses?
"

-.1

1

-Is, Japanese idols, joeset."

I answered, "but not

very much."
\V :i. roni,- and look at my collec-

tion, won't you ? I 've been collecting

JOSSM for twenty years, ami I 've got

some worth seeing. They 're not for sale,

thotigl Museum."

I followed the curio dealer through
the bric-a-brac of his shop, and across a

paved yard into an unusually Urge go-

down. 1 Like all go-downs it was d . >

<-<>uhl barely discern a stairway slop

loom. I IP paused at the fooU

,11 I,,- aM.-toMobottorin amo-
111. nt," he said. I had thU place built

expressly f<r th. m : l.ut now it is scarcely

1 A .I...!,,, u^.-n to In Bfsol

the open ports of tho Fur Burt,

in

Th r,i hi

big enough. They 're all in the

Go right up : only be careful.

the steps are bad."

I climbed, and reached a sort of gloam-

ing, under a very high roof, and found

myself face to face with th* gods.

he dusk of the great go-down the

spectacle was more than weird : it was

apparitional.
Arhats and Ruddhas and

lUlhisattras, and the shapes of a mytho-

logy older than they, filled all the shadowy

space ; not ranked by hierarchies, as in a

temple, but mingled without order, as in

a silent panic. Out of the wfldemoBi of

multiple heads and broken aureole* and

hands uplifted in menace or in prayer.a

ahimmering confusion of dusty gold half

lighted by cobwebbed air-boles in th,

heavy walls. I could at first discern lit-

then, as the dimness cleared. I

,tinguuh ptnoMlitie*. I saw

Kwannon. of many forms ; Jisfi, of many
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names : Shaka. Yakushi, Amida. the

Buddhas and their disciples. They were

very old ; and their art was not all of

Japan, nor of any one place or time :

there were shapes from Korea, China,

India, treasures brought over sea in

the rich days of the early Buddhist mis-

sions. Some were seated upon lotos flow-

ers, the lotos flowers of the Apparitional
Birth. Some rode leopards, tigers, lions,

or monsters mystical, typifying lightning,

typifying death. One, triple
- headed

and many-handed, sinister and splendid,
seemed moving through the gloom on a

throne of gold, uplifted by a phalanx of

elephants. Fudo I saw, shrouded and

shrined in fire, and Maya -
Fujin, rid-

ing her celestial peacock ; and strangely

mingling with these Buddhist visions, as

in the anachronism of a Limbo, armored

effigies of daimyo and images of the

Chinese sages. There were huge forms

of wrath, grasping thunderbolts, and ris-

ing to the roof : the Deva-kings, like

impersonations of hurricane power ; the

Ni-O, guardians of long-vanished temple

gates. Also there were forms voluptu-

ously feminine : the light grace of the

limbs folded within their lotos cups, the

suppleness of the fingers numbering the

numbers of the Good Law, were ideals

possibly inspired in some forgotten time

by the charm of an Indian dancing-girl.

Shelved against the naked brickwork

above, I could perceive multitudes of

lesser shapes : demon figures with eyes
that burned through the dark like the

eyes of a black cat, and figures half

man, half bird, winged and beaked like

eagles, the Tenyu of Japanese fancy.
" Well ?

"
queried the curio dealer,

with a chuckle of satisfaction at my evi-

dent surprise.
" It is a very great collection," I re-

sponded.
He clapped his hand on my shoulder.

and exclaimed triumphantly in my ear,

"Cost me fifty thousand dollars."

But the images themselves told me how
much more was their cost to forgotten

piety, notwithstanding the rlie;q>iu' of

artistic labor in the East. Also they told

me of the dead millions whose pilgrim
feet had worn hollow the steps leading
to their shrines, of the buried mothers

who used to suspend little baby-dresses
before their altars, of the generations
of children taught to murmur prayers
to them, of the countless sorrows and

hopes confided to them. Ghosts of the

worship of centuries had followed them
into exile ; a thin, sweet odor of incense

haunted all the dusty place.
" What would you call that ?

"
asked

the voice of the curio dealer. " I 've

been told it 's the best of the lot."

He pointed to a figure resting upon a

triple golden lotos, Avalokitesvara :

she " who looketh down above the sound

of prayer." . . . Storms and hate (jl'-r

way to her name. Fire is quenched lj
her name. Demons vanish at the souml

of her name. By her name one m>j
stand firm in the sky, like a sun. . . .

The delicacy of the limbs, the tenderness

of the smile, were dreams of the Indian

paradise.
" It is a Kwannon," I made reply,

" and very beautiful."

"Somebody will have to pay me a

very beautiful price for it," he said, with

a shrewd wink. ** It cost me enough !

As a rule, though, I get these things

pretty cheap. There are few people
who care to buy them, and they have to

be sold privately, you know : that gives

me an advantage. See that joss in the

corner, the big black fellow ? What
is it ?

"

" Emmei-Jizo," I answered,
"

.Ji/.n,

the giver of long life. It must be very
old."

"Well," he said, again taking me by

the shoulder, -tin- man from whom
I got that piece was put in prison for

selling it to me."

Then he hurst into a hearty laugh,

whether at the recollection of his own

cleverness in the transaction, or at thf

unfortunate simplicity of the person who
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had sold the statue contrary to law, I

could not decide.

"Afterwards," he resumed, "they
wanted to get it back again, and offered

me more than I had given for it But

I held on. I don't know everything
about josses, but I do know what they are

worth. There is n't another idol like

that in the whole country. The British

Museum will be glad to get it"

"When do you intend to offer the

collection to the British Museum

presumed to ask.

"
Well, I first want to get up a show,"

he replied.
" There 's money to be

made by a show of josses in London.

London people never saw anything like

this in their lives. Then the church

folks help that sort of a show, if yon

manage them properly ; it advertises the

missions. * Heathen idols from Japan !

'

. How do you like the baby ?
"

I was looking at a small gold-colored

image of a naked child, standing, one

tiny hand pointing upward, and the other

downward, representing the Buddha

newly born. Sparkling with light he

came from the womb, as when the Sun

first rises in the east. . . . Upright he

took deliberately seven steps ; and the

prints of his feet upon the ground re-

mained burning as seven stars. And he

spake with clearest utterance, saying,

i birth is a Buddha frl

/. not for me. Only this last t /;*

am I born for the salvation of all on

earth and in heaven."
- That is what they call a Tanjo-

Shaka," I said. " It looks like hronie."

onzeit is," he responded, tapping
it uith his knuckles to make the metal

The bronze alone is worth more

than the price I paid.

I look, d at the four Devas whose

heads almost touched the roof, and

: the story of their apparition

told in the Mahavagga. Oil a beauti-

>;,;< if Kings entered
'

the holy grove, fitting all the place teith

[light; and hiving respectfully saluted

the BUssed One, they stood in the four
directions, like four great firebrands.

" How did you ever manage to get
those big figures upstairs ?

"
I asked.

"Oh, hauled them up! We 've got a

hatchway. The real trouble was getting
them here by train. It was the first

railroad trip they ever made. . . . But

look at these here : they will make the

rmntfm of the show !

"

I looked, and saw two small wooden

images, about three feet high.
" Why do yon think they will make

a sensation ?
"

I inquired innocently.

Don't yon see what they are ?

They date from the time of the perse-
cutions. Japanese devils trampling on

the Cross

They were small temple guardians

only ; but their feet rested upon X-shaped

supports.

Did any person tell you these

devils trampling on the cross ': I

bold to ask.

" What else are they doing ?" he an-

swered evasively.
" Look at the crosses

under their feet"
" But they are not devils," I insisted ;

44 and those cross-pieces were put under

their feet simply to give equilibrium."
11, said nothing but looked disap-

pointed, and I felt a little sorry for

him. Devils trampling on tke Cross,

a display line in

announcing the arrival

Japan," might certainly have been fa-

lied on to catch the public eye.

This is more wonderful." I aid,

pointing to a beautiful group, Maya
uith the infant Buddha issuing from

her aide, according to tradition. Mav
lessly the Bodhisettva was bom from
her right sidt* It was tke eighth day

of the fourth moon.

That
'

bronze, too," he remarked,

tapping
: \\tom* joases are getting

rare. We mad to buy them up and sell

them for old metal Wish I 'd kepi

some of them. Ton ought to have seen

the bronzes, in those days, coining in
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from the temples, bells and vases and

josses ! That was the time we tried to

buy the Daibutsu at Kamaknra."
" For old bronze ?

"
I queried.

" Yes. We calculated the weight of

the metal, and formed a syndicate. Our
first offer was thirty thousand. We
could have made a big profit, for there 'a

a good deal of gold and silver in that

work. The priests wanted to sell, but

the people would n't let them."
" It 's one of the world's wonders," I

said. " Would you really have broken

it up?"
"
Certainly. Why not ? What else

could you do with it ? ... That one

there looks just like a Virgin Mary,
does n't it?"

He pointed to the gilded image of a

female clasping a child to her breast.
"
Yes," I replied ;

" but it is Kishi-

bojin, the goddess who loves little chil-

dren."
"
People talk about idolatry," he went

on musingly.
" I 've seen things like

many of these in Roman Catholic chapels.

Seems to me religion is pretty much the

same the world over."
" I think you are right," I said.

"
Why, the story of Buddha is like the

story of Christ, is n't it?
"

" To some degree," I assented.

"Only, he was n't crucified."

I did not answer; thinking of the

text. In all the world tJiere is not one

spot even so large as a mustard-seed

where he has not surrendered his body

for the sake of creatures. Then it sud-

denly seemed to me that this was ab-

solutely true. For the Buddha of the

deeper Buddhism is not Gautama, nor

yet any one Tathagata, but simply the

divine in man. Chrysalides of the infi-

nite we all are : each contains a ghostly

Buddha, and the millions are but one.

All humanity is potentially the Buddha-

to-come, dreaming through the ages in

Illusion; and the teacher's smile will

make beautiful the world again when
selfishness shall die. Every noble sac-

rifice brings nearer the hour of his

awakening; and who may justly doubt

remembering the myriads of the cen-

turies of man that even now there

does not remain one place on earth where
life has not been freely given for love or

duty ?

I felt the curio dealer's hand on my
shoulder again.

" At all events," he cried in a cheery
tone,

"
they '11 be appreciated in the

British Museum eh ?
"

" I hope so. They ought to be."

Then I fancied them immured some-

where in that vast necropolis of dead

gods, under the gloom of a pea-soup fog,

chambered with forgotten divinities of

Egypt or Babylon, and trembling faint-

ly at the roar of London, all to what

end ? Perhaps to aid another Alma
Tadema to paint the beauty of another

vanished civilization; perhaps to a

the illustration of an English Dictionary
of Buddhism ; perhaps to inspire some

future laureate with a metaphor startling

as Tennyson's figure of the " oiled and

curled Assyrian bull." Assuredly they
would not be preserved in vain. The
thinkers of a less conventional and self-

ish era would teach new reverence for

them. Each eidolon shaped by human

faith remains the shell of a truth eternal-

ly divine: and even the shell itself may
hold a ghostly power. The soft serenity.

the passionless tenderness, of these Bud-

dha faces might yet give peace of smil

to a West weary of creeds transformed

into conventions, eager for the coming of

another teacher to proclaim. /

the same feelingfor the high an />, ////

low, for the moral as for tJi> 'unmoral.

for the depraved as for the rirtu<mx.for
those holding sectarian views and false

opinions as for those whose beliefs are

good and fnffu"

Lafcadio Hearn.
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A JAPANESE SWORD-SONG.

"
Loyalty to my lord, and vengeance upon my lord's slayer." Old Ja

(Hrsii, listen my Soul, my Sword!)
Is he near, the Fox that skulks
And kills in the dark, unseen?

Shall we, too, hide and strike

In the dark a foe unclean?
Brave deeds are done in the day.
Sun God, give me steel for sight,

War God, give me arm of steel

To avenge the deed of night
(His life for life of my lord.)

(Hush, listen my Soul, my Sword !)

Not molten with toil of days
Was the steel of your fashioning,

But with labor of strenuous years.
And the steel was a living thing.

Tlmm j, your eager, thirsting veins

The red drops hissing ran,

Pure blood of a fiery Soul,

Proud ..pii-it of a Man.

(His life for life of my lord.)

i*h, listen my Soul, my Sword!)
Tou writhe in my grasp, my Own

He is near, the Fox we snare!

You lift your quivering length,

One moment one chance if he dare!
The blood that is in yon gleams
Wicked red, with flashes of light

Now, Sword, my Soul, cleave clean!

Revenge is new life, new sig)

life for life of my lord.)

(Hush, listen my Soul, my Swot

Am I, too, wounded to death?

What matter? My foot can spurn
His body, the Fox that skulked.

That killed in the dark. I earn

Remembrance for loyal love,

i vengeance onto the death --

A i ul this is a glorious way
a man to yield hi* breath.

(Hi* life for life of my I.

JVafy Stockton fftnttr.
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THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY:

BEING THE MEMOIRS OF CAPTAIN ROBERT STOBO, 8OMKTI M I! AN nKKK'KK IN Till-:

VIRGINIA REGIMENT, AND AFTERWARDS OF AMHKK>T's IM-.1MINI.

WHAT was my surprise and dismay to

know that I was to be taken back again
to my dungeon, and not lodged in the

common jail, as I had hoped and Alixe

had hinted ! When I saw whither my
footsteps were directed I said nothing, nor

did Gabord speak at all. We marched

back through a railing crowd as we had

come, all silent and gloomy. I felt a chill

at my heart when the citadel loomed up

again out of the November shadow, and

I half paused as I entered the gates.
" Forward !

"
said Gabord mechanically,

and I moved on into the yard, into the

prison, through the dull corridors, the

soldiers' heels clanking and resounding,
down into the bowels of the earth, where

the air was moist and warm, and then

my dungeon home ! I stepped inside, and

Gabord ordered the ropes off my person
somewhat roughly, watched the soldiers

till they were well away, and then leaned

against the wall, as if waiting for me to

speak. I had no impulse to smile, but I

knew how I could most touch him, and

so I said lightly,
" You 've got dickey-

bird home again."
He answered nothing and turned to-

wards the door, leaving the torch stuck

in the wall. But he stopped short, and

suddenly thrust out to me a tiny piece of

paper.
"A hand touched mine as I went

through the Chateau," said he, "an.l

when out I came, look you, this here ! I

can't see to read. What does it say ?
"

he added, with a shrewd attempt at in-

nocence.

I opened the little paper, held it to-

wards the torch, and read :

"Because of the storm tJiere is no

sleeping. Is there not the

aloft ? Shall the sparrow fall unlieed-

ed ? The wicked shall be confoun<li><L"

It was Alixe's writing. She had ha/-

arded this in the hands of my jailer as her

only hope, and, knowing that he might
not serve her, had put her message in

vague sentences which I readily interpret-

ed. I read the words aloud to him. and

he laughed, and remarked,
" 'T is a fool-

ish thing that. The Scarlet Woman,
most like."

" Most like," I answered quietly ;

"
yet

what should she be doing there at the

Chateau ?
"

"The mad go everywhere," he an-

swered,
" even to the Intendance."

With that he left me, going, as he said.

to fetch crumbs and wine. Exhausted

with the day's business, I threw myself

upon my couch, drew my cloak over me,

composed myself, and in a few minutes

was sound asleep. I waked to find Ga-

bord in the dungeon, setting out food

upon a board supported by two stools.

" 'T is the way to feed your dickey-

bird ere you fetch him to the pot."
" I 've had a wink or two," I returned

lightly, and got to my feet ref're>h -d.

It takes you long to have a wink or

two," he said, with a laugh, and drew

the cork from a bottle of wine. "Twelve

hours no more or less."

It was true. I had fallen into so sound

a sleep that when he came to me the ni^ht

before I did not wake, and so he left me
to myself.

He motioned to the break fa-t. and then.

taking a third stool he had brought, he

sat down, dangling his keys.

He watched me as I ate and talked, but

he spoke little. When I had finished,

he fetched a packet of tobacco from his
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pocket. I "iV.-ix-d him inuin-y. hut lie re-

fused it, and I ili.l not j.n-vs him. for In-

said it \va.> not ot \n^ Imying. Presently
. and came back with pens, ink,

paper, and candles, which he laid >

my court i without words.

After a littl.- he came again, and laid

a book on the improvised table before me.

It was an English Bible. Opening it, I

found inscribed on the fly-leaf, Charles

fleet, Chaplain to the l>

i. To my inquiry, Gabord replied

that this chaplain had been in the cita-

del for some weeks ; that he had often

inquired about me; that he had been

brought from the Ohio ; and that he had

known of me, having tended my lieuten-

ant, Bedford, in his last hours. Gabord

thought I should now begin to make my
peace with Heaven, and so had asked for

the chaplain's Bible, which was freely

1 hade him thank the chaplain

for me, and opening the book, I found a

leaf turned down at the words,

/./ the shadow of thy wings will I

make my refuge, until these calamities

be overpast."
Wh.-n I was h ft alone, I sat down

to write diligently that history of myself
which I had composed and fixed in my
memory d . . ear of my housing in

M-.on. Tii,- words came from my
pen freely, and hour after hour through

many days, while no single word reached

ma from tin- outside world, I wrote on;

careful! \ r.-\i>in^. hut changing little from

that which I hail taken HO long to record

in m\ mind. I would not even yet think

i''\ would hang me; and if they

did. \\hat_ 1.rood iiiL,' dor When
the last word of the memoirs (I may call

10), addressed to Alixe, had been

:.. I turned my thoughts to other

-
I wrote a short letter of

farewell to Governor Dinwiddie, and one

to my late father's partner at Glasgow.

.ij.rru I l.-n to Alto, save a sum

ney to bo dmd.-d among in

d soldiers; making Govern*.

\\iddie and my Virginian partner my ex-

ecutors. Then at the last I wrote to my
dear friend George Washington.
The day preceding that fixed for my

execution came, yet there was no sign
from friend or enemy without. At ten

o'clock of that day Chaplain Wainfleet

was admitted to me in the pretence of

Gabord and a soldier, and we talked to-

gether ; I learning first of my poor lieu-

tenant's death beside General Braddock,

Munro, my ensign, taking my historic

sword to keep for me and use for himsnlf

We had not long together, hut I got great
comfort and pleasure from seeing him ;

and after I had given him

bear for me to old friends, if we
met again and he were set free, he left

me, benignly commending me to Heaven.

There was the question of my other let-

ters. I had but one desire, Voban

again, unless at my request the Seigneur

Duwney would come, and they would

let him come. If it were certain that I

was to go to the scaffold, then I should

not hesitate to tell him my relations with

his daughter, tliat-he might comfort her

when, being gone from the world myself,

my love could do her no ill. I could not

think that he would hold against me the

du.-l with his son, and I felt sure he would

come to me if he could.

But why should I not try for hot

ban and the Seigneur, and nee both if I

could? So I spoke to Gabord.

ban !" he said. - Does

dickey-bird play at peacock still ? Well,

thou shalt see Voban. Snip, snip, thon

shall go trimmed to heaven nl

K SJ .! Vfl :

' "
I

i

;

was, be had a true heart, and often I rail

ml the last time that I saw him,

when his star went down and mine flamed

out again.

Presently I asked him if he would

bear a message to the Governor, asking

! it i..-. ,t !, mm I
i UJAi

request I wrote my petition out. ami he

carried it away with him, saying thai I

should have Voban that evening.
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When he was gone, I sat down and

wrote niy last letter to Alixe. That

was near the bitterest task of my life,

though not the bitterest, as shall be seen

later.

I waited hour after hour, but no one

came. As near as I could judge it was

now evening. It seemed strange to think

that, twenty feet above me, the world was

all white with snow ; the sound of sleigh-

bells and church-bells, and the cries of

snowshoers and skaters, ringing on the

clear, sharp air. I pictured the streets of

Quebec alive with people : the young sei-

gneur set off with furs and silken sash and

sword or pistols ; the long-haired, black-

eyed woodsman in his embroidered moc-

casins and leggings with flying thrums ;

the peasant farmer slapping his hands

cheerfully in the lighted market-place;
the petty noble, with his demoiselle, hov-

ering in the precincts of the Chateau

St. Louis and the Intendance. Up there

were light, freedom, and the inspirit-

ing frost ; down here in my dungeon, the

blades of corn, which,* dying, yet never

died, told the story of a moist, choking

air, wherein the body and soul of a man

droop and take long to die. This was

the night before Christmas Eve, when all

the Christian world were making ready
for feasting and thanksgiving.
The memories of past years crowded

on me. I thought of feastings and spend-
thrift rejoicings in Glasgow and Virginia.
All at once the carnal man in me rose up
and damned these lying foes of mine. Re-

signation went whistling down the wind.

Hang me ! Hang me ! No, by the God
that gave me breath ! I sat back and

laughed, laughed at my own insipid

virtue, by which, to keep faith with the

fanatical follower of Prince Charlie, I

had refused my liberty ; cut myself off

from the useful services of my King ;

wasted good years of my life, trusting to

pressure and help to come from England,
which never came ; twisted the rope for

my own neck to keep honor with a dis-

honorable man. wh> himself had set the

noose swinging ; and. inexpressible mis-

ery! involved in my shame and peril a

young blithe spirit, breathing a miasma

upon the health of a tender life. Kv.-ry

rebellious atom in my blood sprat i

indignant action. I swore that if they

fetched me to the gallows to celebrate

their Noel, other lives than mine should

go to keep me company on the dark trail.

To die like a rat in a trap, oiled for the

burning, and lighted by the torch of ha-

tred ! No, I would die fighting, if I

must die.

I drew from its hiding-place the knife

I had secreted the day I was brought into

that dungeon, a little weapon, but it

would serve for the first blow. At whom ?

Gabord ? It all flashed through my mind

how I might do it when he came in again :

bury this blade in his neck or heart,

it was long enough for the work ; then,

when he was dead, change my clothes for
*

his, take his weapons, and run my chances

to get free of the citadel. Free? Where
should I go in the dead of winter ? Who
would hide me, shelter me ? I could not

make my way to an English settlement.

HI clad, exposed to the merciless climate.

and the end death. But that was free-

dom freedom ! I could feel my body

dilating with the thought, as I paced my
dungeon like an ill-tempered beast. But

kill Gabord, who had put himself in dan-

ger to serve me, who himself had kept

the chains from off my ankles and body.

whose own life depended upon my ft

rity ! "Come, come, Robert Stobo,"

said I,
" what relish have you for that ?

That's an ill game for a gentleman.
Alixe Duvarney would rather see you
dead than get your freedom over the body
of this man."

That was an hour of storm. I am glad

that I conquered the baser part of me :

for almost before I had grown calm again,

the bolts of the dungeon doors shot back,

and presently there stepped inside ( Ia-

bord, followed by a muffled figure.
" Voban the barber," said Gabord in

a strange voice, and stepping again out-
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> :!. iie closed the door, but did not shoot

the bolts.

I stood as one in a dream. Voban

the barber ? In spite of cap and great
fur coat. I saw the outline of a figure that

no barber ever had in this world. I saw

two eyes shin in- like lights set in a rosy

sky. A moment of doubt, of impossible

speculation, of delicious suspense, and

then I sprang forward, with hands out-

stretched. The coat of Voban the barber

opened, dropped away from the lithe,

graceful figure of a young officer of ma-

rines, the cap flew off, and in an instant

the dear head, the blushing, shining face

of Alixe was on my breast.

In that moment, stolen from the calen-

dar of hate, I ran into the haven where

true hearts cast anchor and bless God
that they hare seen upon the heights, to

guide them, the lights of home. The mo-

ment flashed by and was gone, lut the

light it made went not with it.

When I drew her blushing face up, and

stood her off from me that I might look

at her again, the color flew back and forth

on her cheek, as yon may see the fire flut-

ter in an uncut ruby when you turn it in

the sun. Modestly drawing the cloak

she wore more closely about her. she has-

tened to tell me how it was she came in

i-li a -411 Ui : lmt I made her pause for a

moment while I gave her a seat and sat

down beside her. Then by the light of

the flickering torch and flaring candles I

watched her feelings play upon her face

warm light of autumn shifts upon
the glories of ripe fr r happiness

was tempered by the sadness of oar posi-

tion, and my heart smote me that I had

pnade her suffer so, had brought care to

A young life whirh on-lit to have known

only pleasure. I r..ul.l see that in the

year she had grown older. \ t h.-r beauty

Seemed enhanced by that and by the trou-

ble she had endured, so does sorrow chas-

it off with the divine.

I shall let her tell her story here unbroken

by my questions, and those one or two

interruptions whirh Gabord madt

ding her to make haste. She spoke with-

out faltering, save here and there; but

even then I could see her brave spirit

quelling the riot of her emotions, shut-

ting down the sluice-gate of tears, keep
ing her within the mastery of our great
esd

1 knew," .he said, her hand clasped
in mine, that Gabord was the only per-
son like to be admitted to you, and so for

days, living in fear lest the worst should

happen, I have prepared for this rhsnne

I have grown so in height that I knew an

old uniform of my brother's would fit me,

and I had it ready small sword and

all," she added, with a sad sort of humor,

ton.hingthebeltatherside. "You most

know that we have for the winter a house

here upon the ramparts near the Chateau.

It was my mother's doings, that my sister

Georgette and I might have no great

journeyings in the cold to the festivities

hereabouts. So I, being a favorite with

the Governor, ran in and out of the ChsV

tean at my will ; of which my mother was

j.n.ud. and she allowed me much liberty,

for to be a favorite of the Governor's is

an honor. I knew how things were going,

and what the chances were of the sentence

being carried out on you. Sometimes I

thought my heart would bunt with the

anxiety of it all. but I would not let that

show to the world. If yon could but have

seen me smile at the Governor and Mon-

Doltaire nay, do not press my
hand so, Robert; you know well you

have no need to fear monsieur while I

learned secrets of state, imong tnem news

of you. Three nightss^ Monsieur 1 K.1-

taire was talking with me at a hall ah,

those halls, while you were lyu*

dungeon, and I shotting op my love and

your danger close in my heart even from

those who loved me best! Well, sod-

denly he said. I think I will not have

our English captain shifted ton better

worl

My heart stood still : I fell an nene

my breast so that I could hardly

Why will you not ?
'

said I.
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* Was not the sentence just ?
' He paused

a minute, and then replied,
k All sentences

are just when an enemy is dangerous.'
Then said I as in surprise,

4

Why, was he

no spy, after all ?
' He sat back, and

laughed a little.
4 A spy according to the

letter of the law, but you have heard of

secret history eh ?
'

I tried to seem

puzzled, for I had a thought there was

something private between you and him

which has to do with your fate. So I

said, as if bewildered,
' You mean there

is evidence which was not shown at the

trial ?
' He answered slowly,

* Evidence

that would bear upon the morals, not the

law of the case/ Then said I,
' Has it to

do with you, monsieur ?
' * It has to do

with France,' he replied.
' And so you

will not have his death ?
'

I asked. ' Bi-

got wishes it,' he replied,
' for no other

reason than that Madame Cournal has

spoken nice words for the good-looking

captain, and because that unsuccessful

duel gave Vaudreuil an advantage over

himself. Vaudreuil wishes it because he

thinks it will sound well in France, and

also because he really believes the man a

spy. The Council do not care much

they follow the Governor and Bigot, and

both being agreed, their verdict is unani-

mous.' He paused, then added, 'And

the Seigneur Duvarney and his daugh-
ter wish it because of a notable injury

to one of their name.' At that I cau-

tiously replied,
*

No, my father does not

wish it, for my brother gave the offense,

and Captain Stobo saved his life, as you
know. I do not wish it, Monsieur Dol-

taire, because hanging is a shameful

death, and he is a gentleman, not a ruf-

fian. Let him be shot like a gentleman.
How will it sound at the Court of France

that, on insufficient evidence, as you ad-

mit, an English gentleman was hanged
for a spy ? Would not the King say (for

he is a gentleman), Why was not this

shown me before the man's death ? Is it

not a matter upon which a country would

feel as gentlemen feel ?
'

" I knew it the right thing to say at the

moment, and it seemed the only \\a\ to

aid you. though I intended, it" tin- worst

came to the worst, to go myself to the

Governor at the last, and plead f

life, at least for a reprieve. P>ut it had

suddenly flashed upon me that :i refer-

ence to France was the tiling, since the

Articles of War which you are a< -CUM <! of

dishonoring were signed by oilier r

France and England.
"
Presently he turned to me with a look

of curiosity, and another sort of look also

that made me tremble, and said,
*

Now,
there you have put your finger on the

point my point, the choice weapon I

had reserved to prick the little bubble of

Bigot's hate and the Governor's conceit,

if I so chose, even at the last. And here

is a girl, a young girl just freed from pina-

fores, who teaches them the law of na-

tions ! If it pleased me I should not

speak, for Vaudreuil's and Bigot's atVairs

are none of mine; but, in truth, why
should you kill your enemy ? It is the

sport to keep him living ; you can

change for your money from a dead man.

He has had one cheerful year ; *vhy not

another, and another, and another ? And
so watch him fretting to the slow-coining

end, while now and again you give him

a taste of hope, to drop him baek a-ain

into the pit which has no sides for climh-

ing.' He paused a minute, and then

added, 'A year ago I thought he had

touched you, this Britisher, with his raw

humor and manners ; but, my faith, how

swiftly does a woman's fancy veer

that I said calmly to him, 'Yon mu-t re-

member that then he was not thought so

base.'
*

Yes, yes,' he replied ;

* and a wo-

man loves to pity the captive, whatever

his fault, if he be presentable and of some

notice or talent. And Stobo ha

he went on. I appeared all at once to

be offended. '

Veering, indeed ! a wo-

man's fancy ! I think you mi^ht j

women better. You come from

places, Monsieur Doltaire, and they say

this and that of your ^reat talents ami of

your power at Versailles, but what proof
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ve had of it? You set a girl down
with a fine patronage, and you bint at

weu}M>ns to cut offmy cousin the Governor

;ui'l the Intendant from their purposes;
but how do we know you can use them,

.that you have power with either the un-

noticeable woman or the great men
knew very well it was a bold move. H <

.suddenly tuninl i in.-, iii bk ! -.iel eyes

a glittering kind of light, and said,
* I sug-

gest no more than I can do with those
"
great men ;

" and as for the woman, the

slave cannot be patron I am the slave.

I thought not of power before ; !>ut now

that 1 do. I will live up to my thinking.

I seem idl.-. I am not ; purposeless, I

am not ; a gamester, I am none. I am
a sportsman, and I will not leave the

field till all the hunt be over. I seem a

trifler,yet I have persistency. I am no

romanticist, I have no ^n-eat admiration

for myself, and yet when I set out to

hunt a woman, be sure I shall never

back to kennel till .she is mine or I am
done for utterly. Not by worth nor by

deserving hut i>y unending patience and

diligence that shall be my motto. I

shall devote to the chase every art that

I have learned or known by natur*

there you have me, mademoiselle.

\ou have brought me to the point, I will

unfurl my Hag. ... I am your

hunter/ he went on, speaking with slow,

painful emphasis, 'and I shall make you
mine. You fight against me. hut it is

no use.' I got to my feet, and said with

coolness, though I was sick at heart and

trembling, 'You are frank. You have

made two resolves. I shall give weight
to one as you fulfill the other :

*

and,

Mmlin4 at him, I moved away towards

my mother.

M ,-:-.: I felt that this

; touch his vanity. There lay my
great chance with him. I f he had guessed

,th of NV hat
' between us, be sure,

Robert, your life were not worth one hour

beyond to-morrow's sunrise. You must

how I loathe deceitfulness, butwhen

one weak girl is matched against power-

VOL. LXXv. xo. 452.
'
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Myful and evil men, what can she do ?

conscience does not chide me, for I

my cause is just Robert, look me in the

eyes. . . . There, like that . . . Now
tell me. You are innocent of the dis-

honorable thing, are yon not ? I believe

with all my soul, but that I may say from

your own lips that you are no spy, tell

me so/'

When I had said as she had wished,

assuring her she should know all, carry-

ing proofs away with her, and that hid-

den evidence of which Doltaire had

spoken, she went on :

You p..: me to the test,' said mon-

sieur. Doing one, it will be proof that

I shall do the other/ He fixed his eyes

upon me with such a look that my whole

nature shrank from him, as if n

slant his hateful hands were to be placed

on me. Oh, Robert, I know how perilous

was the part I played, but I dared it for

your sake. For a whole year I have dis-

sembled to every one save to that poor

mad soul Mathilde, who reads my heart

in her wild way, to Voban, and to the

rough soldier outside your dungeoi

they will not betray me. God has given

us these rough but honest friends.

Well, monsieur left me that night,

and I have not seen him since, nor can I

tell where he is, for no one knows, and I

dare not ask too much. I did believe he

1 achieve his boast as to saving your

life, and so, all yesterday and tonUy, I

have waited with most anxious heart;

l.ut not one word! Yet thei

in all he said wliich made me
meant to save you, and I believe he wOL

Yet think : if anything happened to him !

You know what wild doings go on at

H chlteau out at Charleibourg ; or,

again, in the storm of yesterday he may
have been lost Yon sse, there are the

hundred chanees; so I determined not

to trust wholly t him There was one

other way to seek the Governor my-
,uen my heart to htm. and beg for

net*. To-niRht at nine Vlrk

it U now six. Robert we go to the
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Chateau St. Louis, ray mother and my
father and I, to sup with the Governor.

Oh, think what I must endure, to face

them with this awful shadow on me !

But, thank God, I have been strong.

And so, if no word come of the reprieve
before that hour, I shall make my own

appeal to the Governor. It may ruin

me, but it may save you ; and that done,

what should I care for the rest ? Your

life is more to me than all the world be-

side." Here she put both hands upon

my shoulders and looked me in the eyes.

I did not answer yet, but took her

hands in mine, and she continued :
" An

hour past, I told my mother I should go
to see my dear friend, Lucie Lotbiniere.

Then I stole up to my room, put on my
brother's uniform, and came down to

meet Voban near the citadel, as we had

arranged. I knew he was to have an

order from the Governor to visit you.
He was waiting, and to my great joy he

put the order in my hands. I took his

coat and wig and cap, a poor disguise,

and came straight to the citadel, hand-

ing the order to the soldiers at the gate.

They gave it back without a word, and

passed me on. I thought this strange,

and looked at the paper by the light of

the torches. What surprise was mine

to see that Voban's name had been left

out ! It but gave permission to the bear-

er. That would serve with the common

soldier, but I knew well it would not

with Gabord or with the commandant

of the citadel. All at once I saw the

great risk I was running, the danger to

us both. Still I would not turn back.

But how good fortune serves us when

we least look for it ! At the command-

ant's very door was Gabord. I did not

think to deceive him. It was my pur-

pose from the first to throw myself upon
his mercy. So there, that moment, I

thrust the order into his hand. He read

it, looked a moment, half fiercely and half

kindly, at me, then turned and took the

order to the commandant. Presently he

came out, and said to me. Come, m'sieu',

and see you clip the gentleman dainty
fine for his sunrise travel. He '11 get no

care 'twixt posting-house and end of jour-

ney, m'sieu'.' This lie said heforc two

soldiers, speaking with harshness and a

brutal humor. But inside the citadel he

changed at once, and, taking from my
head this cap and wig. he said quite gen-

tly, yet I could see he was angry, too,
1 This is a mad doing, young lady.' He
said no more, and led me straight to you.
If I had told him I was coming, I know
he would have stayed me. But at the

dangerous moment he had not heart to

drive me back. . . . And that is all my
story, Robert."

As I have said, this tale was broken

often by little questionings and exclama-

tions, and was not told in one long nar-

rative as I have written it here. When
she had done I sat silent for a moment,
overcome by all she had said. There was

one thing now troubling me sorely, even

in the painful joy of having her here (lose

by me. She had risked all to save my
life reputation, friends, even myself,
the one solace in her possible itiisery.

Was it not my duty to agree to Doltaire's

terms, for her sake, if there was yet a

chance to do so? I had made a solemn

promise to Sir John Godric that those

letters, if they ever left my hands, should

go to the lady who had written them ;

and to save my own life I would not

have broken faith with my benefactor.

But had I the right to add to the misery
of this blithe, brave spirit? Suppose it

was but for a year or two: had I the

right to give her sorrow for that time, if

I could prevent it, even at the co-t of

honor with the dead ? Was it not my
duty to act, and at once? Time was

short.

While in a swift moment I was debat-

ing, Gabord opened the door, and said.

"
Come, end it, end it. Gabon! has a

head to save !

"
I begged him for one

minute more, and then giving Alixe the

packet which held my story, I told her

hastily the matter between Doltaire and
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myself, and said that now, rather than

- r sorrow, I was prepared to break

my word with Sir John Godric. She

heard me through with flashing eyes, and
I see her bosom heave. When I

had -lone, she looked me straight in the

BJM,
" Is all that here ?

"
she said, holding

u| the packet
Ml. I answered.

d you would not break your word

to save your own life ?
"

I shook my head in negation.

>\v I know that you are truly hon-

orable," she answered,
" and you shall

not hreak your promise for me. No, no,

you shall not ; you shall not stir. Tell

me that you wiU not send word to Mon-
Doltaire tell in*

Win n. after some struggle, I had con-

sented, she said,
" But 1 may act I am

not bound to secrecy. I have given no

word or bond. I will go to the Governor

with these things and the tale of my love,

and I do not fear the end. They will

put me in a convent, and I shall see you
no more, but I shall have saved you.*'

I n vain I begged her not to use this in-

formation ; her purpose was strong, and

I could only get her promise that she

would not act till midnight. This was

hardly achieved when Gabord entered

quickly, saying,
* Th.- S.-igneur I)uvar-

ney ! On with your coat, wig, and cap !

Quick, modemoiscl

With great swift n.-, tl- disguise was

I
nit on, and I clasped her to my breast

with a joyful agony, while Gabord hasti-

ly put out the candles and torch, and

drew Alixe behind the dungeon door.

Thru -.landing him-clf in tho doorway,
he loudly commended me to sleep sound

and U- r.-ady for travel in the morning.

Taking tAtint I threw myself upon my
couch, and composed myself. An instant

afterwards the Seigneur appeared with

a soldier, and Gabord met him cheerfully.

his hand upon the dungeon door, as h!

to close it He .stopj,,-,!. however,

looked at the >i the Governor,

icn motioned the Seigneur in and

the soldier away. As Dnvarnej stepped

inside, Gabon! came in behind, holding

up a torch. I rose to meet my visitor,

and as I took his hand I saw Gabord catch

Alixe by the sleeveand harry her out with

a whispered word, swinging the door be-

hind her as she passed. Then he stock

the torch in the wall, went oat shot and

bolted the dungeon door, and left as two

alone.

I was glad that Alixe's safety had bean

assured, and my greeting of her father

was cordial. But he was more iustiived

than I had ever known him, and I was

sure that my duel with his son, which had

sent the youth to France, and left him

with a wound which would trouble him

for many a day, weighed heavily against

me in his sight Again, I think that in

a way he guessed my interest in Alixe,

and resented it with all his might What
father would care to have his

lose her heart to one accused of a'

crime, condemned to death, an

his country, and a Protestant?

sure that should he guess at the

lations between us, Alixe would be seat

1.,-hind t lie tall doors of a convent, where

I should knock in vain.

MI mu-t not think. Stobo," he said,
" that I have been indifferent to your

fate, but you cannot guess how strong the

feeling is against you, how obduraU

Governor, who, if he should appear lax

in dealing with you. would give a wea-

pon into Bigot's hands which sometime

might ruin him in France. I have bat

;i,i- moment come from the Governor,

and there seems no way to move him."

I saw that he was troubled greatly, and

I Mt his helplessness. He went on :

" There is but one man who could bead

the Governor, but he, alas, is no friend

ofyours. And what waj there is to more

him I know not; he has no wish, I fane/,

hut that you shall go to your

"You mean Monsieur Doltaire?' I

said quietly.
> ifcfcV he answered. I have
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tried to find him, for he is the secret

agent of La Pompadour, and if I had one

plausible reason to weigh with him

But I have none, unless you can give
it. There are vague hints of things be-

tween you and him, and I have come to

ask if you can put any fact, any argument,
in my hands that would aid me witn him.

I would go far to serve you."
" Think not, I pray you," I returned,

Unit there is any debt unsatisfied be-

tween us."

He waved his hand in a melancholy

way.
"
Indeed, I wish to serve you for

the sake of past friendship between us,

not only for that debt's sake."
" In spite of my quarrel with your

son?" asked I.

" In spite of that, indeed," he said

slowly,
"
though a great wedge was driven

between us there."
" I am truly sorry for it," said I, with

some pride.
" The blame was in no sense

mine. I was struck across the face ; I

humbled myself, remembering you, but

he would have me out yes or no."
"
Upon a wager !

"
he urged, some-

what coldly.
" With the Intendant, monsieur," I re-

plied,
" not with your son."

"I cannot understand the matter,"

was his gloomy answer.
u I beg you not to try," I rejoined ;

"
it

is too late for explanations, and I have

nothing to tell you of myself and Mon-

sieur Doltaire. Only, whatever comes,

remember I have begged nothing of you,

have desired nothing but justice that

only. I shall make no further move ; the

axe shall fall if it must. I have nothing

now to do but set my house in order, and

live the hours between this and sunrise

with what quiet I may. I am ready for

either freedom or death. Life is not so

incomparable a thing that I cannot give

it up without pother."
He looked at me a moment steadily.

"You and I are standing far off from

each other," he remarked. " I will say
one last thing to you, though you seem to

wi>h ineijone and your own -i;i\c rlo>in;

in. I was asked ly the (lovernor to tell

you that if you would put him in the M a\

of knowing the affairs of your prov'n

from the letters you have received, to-

gether with estimate of forces and plans

of your forts, as you have known them,

he will spare you. I only tell you this

because you close all other ways to n
" I carry," said I, with a sharp hurst

of anger,
" the scars of wounds an inso-

lent youth gave me. I wish now that I

had killed the son of the man who dares

bring me such a message."
For a moment I had forgotten Alixe,

everything, in the wildness of my anger.

I choked with rage ; I could have struck

him.
" I mean nothing against you," he

urged, with great ruefulness. " I sug-

gest nothing. I bring the Governor's

message, that is all. And let in. >a\ ."

he added,
" that I have not thought you

a spy, nor ever shall think so."

I was trembling with anger still, and

I was glad that at the moment Gabon I

opened the door, and stood waiting.

"You will not part with me in peace,

then ?
"
asked the Seigneur slowly.

" I will remember the gentleman who

gave a captive hospitality," I answered.
" I am too near death to let a late in-

jury outweigh an old friendship. I am

ashamed, but not only for my>elf. Let

us part in peace ay, let us part in

peace," I added with feeling, for the

thought of Alixe came rushing over me,

and this was her father !

"
Good-by, Stobo," he responded grave-

ly. "You are a soldier, and brave; if

the worst comes, I know how you will

meet it. Let us waive all hitter thoughts

between us. Good-by."
We shook hands then, without a word,

and in a moment the dungeon door cl-

behind him, and I was alone : and for a,

moment my heart was heavy beyond tell-

ing, and a terrible darkness settled on

my spirit. I sat on my couch and buried

my head in my hands.
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XI.

a long time I brooded. There

was no more to do but wait for death

without dismay. I cannot even now un-

derstand the quiet that settled on me.

Well, there had been large hopes, and

where were they now ? I felt the world

slip from me, with its meannesses, its eon-

its vacillations, its scavenging, and

I u that hour it was re-

vealed how life may be made competent,

large, and fruitful even by following

after and being impelled by the few deep

principles. Alixe, from that fountain of

y<>ur lij>. from the swift fire of your lin-

gers as they lay along my cheek in our

first embrace, from the chastened pas-

sion of your eyes, I drew the spirit of my
other self, the self of us that stands wait-

ing to be revealed in some worthy mo-

ment Once, at least that once, I stood

by the Hu ruin- Hush and heard the Voice,

There must be in every man's life some

great starting-point. It may come soon

or late, hut it mu-t n>m< . and he is happy
who sees a flame from that watch-tower,

from which he started anew with his com-

mission of life, glowing on the path he

At last I was roused by Gabord's voice.

There was the old rough humor showing
in it, and I thought ilu-n that were it hi*

own fate at stake he would not be more

serious than he was with me ; and that I

was right may be seen as my story comes

towards its end.

II sat down, and drew the leaves of

faded corn between his fingers.

a poor life, this in a cage, after all eh,

id ? If a soldier can't stand

in the field fighting, if a man can't rub

sliMiil.li-i- with man, and pitch a tent of

his own somewhere, why not go traveling

'.oast aho ? To have all the

life sucked out like these eh ? To see

the lle.h in. -It ami tli.- h.iir -" white, tht

eye to be one hour bright like a I'm- in :i

kiln. in. 1 1 lie next like mother on working

vinegar that 's not living at all no."

The speech had evidently cost him

thinking, and when he ended his

cheeks puffed out and a soundless laugh
seemed to gather, but it burst in a sort of

sigh. I would have taken his hand that

moment, if I had not remembered when
once he drew back from such demonstra-

tions. I did not speak, but nodded as-

sent, and took to drawing the leaves of

corn between my fingers as he was doing.

They were never brought to a harvest,

but lived and died, and grew up again,

weaker and less sound after each death

and life. What would I be with another

year in this place ? Fit for no life, a

starved body without sap, a weakened

mind, the ghost of a soldier and a man.

I kept saying to myself, Better to be gath-

ered while the blood runs warm, while it

is some martyrdom to die, than to bend

half dead to the sickle. Yes, if it had to

be, let it be now.

After a moment. Gabord, cocking his

head at me as might a surly sfhoolmas-

ter in a pause of leniency, said. \

quiet, as quiet, and never did he fiy at

door of cage, and never peck at ja

aho

I looked at him a minute seriously, and

feeling in my coat handed t

the knife which I had secreted, with the

word* Knough for pecking with, eh?'

II looked at me so strangely, as he

weighed the knife up and down in hi*

hand, that I could not at first guess his

thought; but presently I undent"

and I almost could have told what he

would say. He opened the knife, felt

the blade, measured it along his fingers,

and then said, with a little bunting of

the HIM,
" Poom ! But what would ma-

demoiselle have thought if Gabord was

found dead with a hole in his neck

Miii.,1? Kh

1 1
, had struck the very note that had

sung in me when the temptation came;

but he was gay at onee again, and I aid

t.. him. What U the hour fixed ?

" Seven o'clock," he answered,
'

I will bring you breakfast first."
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"
Good-night, then," said I.

M Coffee

and a little tobacco will be enough."
AVI it'ii he was gone, I lay down on my

bag of straw, which, never having been

renewed, was now only full of worn chaff,

and, gathering myself in my cloak, was

soon in a dreamless sleep. I waked to

the opening of the dungeon door, to see

Gabord entering with a torch and a tray

that held my frugal breakfast. He had

added some brandy, also, of which I was

glad, for it was bitter cold outside, as I

discovered later. He was quiet, seeming
often to wish to speak, but pausing before

the act, never getting beyond a stumbling
aho ! I greeted him cheerfully enough.
After making a little toilette, I drank

my coffee with relish. At last I asked

Gabord if no word had come to the cita-

del for me ; and he said, none at all, no-

thing save a message from the Governor,

before midnight, ordering certain mat-

ters. No more was said, until, turning

to the door, he told me he would return

to fetch me forth in a few minutes. But

when halfway out he suddenly wheeled,

came back, and blurted out,
" If you and

I could only fight it out, m'sieu' ! 'T is

ill for a gentleman and a soldier to die

with a knot at the throat."

"
Gabord," said I, smiling at him,

"
you

preach good sermons always ; and I never

saw a man I 'd rather fight and be killed

by than you !

"
Then, with an attempt

at rough humor, I added,
" But as I told

you once, the knot is n't at my throat,

and I '11 tie another one yet elsewhere, if

God loves honest men."

I had no hope at all, yet I felt I must

say it He nodded, but said nothing;

we both gave a little laugh, and present-

ly I was alone.

I sat down on my straw couch and

composed myself to think ; not upon my
end, for my mind was made up as to

that, but upon the girl who was so dear

to me, whose life had crept into mine

and filled it, making it of value in the

world. It mu>t not be thought that I

no longer had care for our cause, for I

would willingly have spent my life a hun-

dred times for my country, as my best

friends will bear wi i ness; luit there comes

a time when a man has a right to set all

else aside but his own personal love and

welfare, and to me the world was now

bounded hy ju>t so much space as my
dear Alixe might step in. I fastened my
thmight upon her face as I had last seen

it. My eyes seemed to search for it,

also, and to find it in the torch which

stuck out, softly sputtering, from the wall.

I do not pretend, even at this di-tan

time, after having thought much over the

thing, to give any good reason for so sud-

den a change as took place in me there.

All at once a voice appeared to say tome.
" When you are gone, she will be Dol-

taire's. Remember what she said. She

fears him. He has a power over her."

Now, some will set it down to a low,

unmanly jealousy and suspicion ; it is

hard to name it, but I know that I was

seized with a misery so deep that all my
past sufferings and disappointments, and

even this present horror were shadowy
beside it. I pictured to myself Alixe in

Doltaire's arms, after I had gone beyond
human call. It is strange how an idea

will seize us and master us, and an incon-

spicuous possibility suddenly stand out

with huge distinctness. All at once I felt

in my head the "ring of fire
"

of which

Mathilde had warned me. a maddening
heat filled my veins, and that hateful pic-

ture grew more vivid. Things Alixe had

said the night before flashed to my mind,

and I fancied that, unknown in her-elf

even, he already had a power over her.

He had deep determination, the gracious

subtlety which charms a woman, ami

hemmed in by hi* de\ ieo. overcome by

his pleadings, attracted hy hi> enviable

personality, would come at last to his will.

I had seen the evening befo:

of the dramatic- <jiialitie,
of her nature.

She had tlu- gift of imagination, the epic

spirit. Kven three years before I Mt
how she had seen every little incident of

her daily life in a way which gave it
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\i\idne-- and distinction. All things
touched her with delicate emphasis
were etched upon her brain -

touch her at all. She would love the pic-

turesque in lit.-, though her own tastes

were so simple and tine. Imagination
would beset her path with dangers; it

would be to her, with Iter beauty, a fatal

gift. ;i danger to herself and others. She

would have power, and feeling it, woman-

like, would use it, dissipating her emo-

tions, paying out the sweetness of her

soul, till one day a dramatic in

strong picturesque personality like

taire's, would catch her from the moor-

ings of her truth, and the end must be

tragedy to her. Doltaire ! Doltaire !

The name burnt into my brain. Some

prescient quality in me awaked, and I

saw her the sacrifice of her imagination,

of the dramatic beauty of her nature, my
enemy her tyrant and destroyer. He

would leave nothing undone to achieve

his end. and do nothing that would not

in the end poison her soul and turn her

very glories into miseries. How could

she withstand the charm of his keen

knowledge of the world, the fascination of

his temperament, the alluring eloquence
Irank wickedness ? And I >hould

i million times see her in her grave

than passed through the atmosphere of

hisl

This may seem madness, selfish and

small : but after-events went far t

iy fears and imaginings, for In-hind

there was a love, an aching, absorbing

solicitude. Where a heart concentrates

itself, there comes the deep desire for the

welfare of the being loved, and self drops

away into a bei ! .nice, a constant

e. I cannot think that my anxiety

was all vulgar smallness then. Hut I

would not have it thought, either, that

there was no personal hatred of Doltaire

:!' ill lli\ jia-sion.
Indeed. I knew

it gave poignancy and iinal force to it all.

I called him by coarse names, as I

tramped up and down my dungeon ; I

cursed him ; my impotent contempt was

poured out on him ; in JmsginatitTti 1 held

him there before, me, and choked him till

his eyes burst out and hia body grew limp
in my arms. The ring of fire in my head

scorched and narrowed till I could have

shrieked in agony. My breath came short

and labored, and my heart felt as though
it were in a vise and being clamped to

nothing. For an instant, also, I broke

out in wild bitterness against Alixt

had said she would save me, and yet in

an hour or less I should be dead. She

had come to me last night ah, true; but

that was in keeping with her dramatic

temperament ; it was the drama of it that

had appealed to her ; and to-morrow she

would forget me, and sink her fresh spirit

in the malarial shadows of Doltaire's.

In my passion I thrust my hand into

my waistcoat and unconsciously drew out

something. At first my only feeling

that my hand could clench it, but slowly

a knowledge of it traveled to my brain,

as if through clouds and vapors.

I am no Catholic, I do not know that I

am superstitious, yet when I became con-

scious that the thing I held was the wood-

en cross that Mathilde gave me, a weird

feeling passed through me, and there was

an arrest of the passions of mind and

a coolness passed over all my
nerves, and my brain got clear again, the

ring of fire loosing, melting awa> It

i 4i . ..-i :.*).
was a happy, diverting influence, wmcl

gave the mind rest for a momei

the better spirit, the wiser feeling, had

a chance to reassert itsrlf : but then it

seemsd to me almost supernatural

that it drove away mad feelings altogeth-

er, for now and again they returned on

me tithing my face ; but they were oar/

like lightning flashes.

One can laugh when misery and dan-

ger are over, and it would be easy u turn

this matter into ridicule, but from that

hour to this the wooden cross which

turned the flood ling, then into

a saving channel has never left me. I

keep it. .., indeed for what it was, hut

fur what it did.
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As I stood musing, there came to my
mind suddenly the worcjs of a song which

I had heard some voyageurs sing on the

St. Lawrence, as I sat on the cliff a hun-

dred feet above them and watched them

drift down in the twilight :

"
Brothers, we go to the Scarlet Hills :

(Little gold sun, come out of the dawn !)

There we will meet in the cedar groves ;

(Shining white dew, come down !)

There is a bed where you sleep so sound,

The little good folk of the hills will guard,
Till the morning wakes and your love comes

home.

(Fly away, heart, to the Scarlet Hills !)
"

Something in the half-mystical, half-ar-

cadian spirit of the words soothed me,

lightened my thoughts, so that when,

presently, Gabord opened the door, and

entered with four soldiers, I was calm

enough for the great shift. Gabord did

not speak, but set about pinioning me him-

self. I asked him if he could not let me

go unpinioned, for it was ignoble to go to

one's death tied like a beast. At first he

shook his head, but as if with a sudden

impulse he cast the ropes aside, and, help-

ing me on with my cloak, threw again

over it a heavier cloak he had brought,

gave me a fur cap to wear, and at last

himself put on me a pair of woolen leg-

gings, which, if they were no ornament,

and to be of but transitory use, it

seemed strange to me then that one

should be caring for a body so soon to

be cut off from all feeling, were most

comforting when we came into the bitter,

steely air. Gabord might easily have

given these last tasks to the soldiers, but

he was solicitous to perform them himself.

Yet with gloomy, almost surly brow and

a rough accent he gave the word to go

forward, and in a moment we were march-

ing through the passages, up frosty steps,

in the stone corridors, and on out of the

citadel into the yard.

I remember that as we passed into the

open air I heard the voice of a soldier

singing a gay air of love and war. Pre-

sently he came in sight. He saw me,

stood still for a moment looking curious-

ly, and then, taking up the song again at

the very line where lie had broken oil
1

.

passed round an angle of the building

and was gone. To him I was no more
than a moth fluttering in the candle, to

drop dead a moment later.

It was just on the verge of sunrise.

There was the grayish-blue light in the

west, the top of a long range of forest A\ a -

sharply outlined against it, and a timorous

darkness was hurrying out of the zenith.

In the east a sad golden light was steal-

ing up and driving back the mystery of

the night, and that weird loneliness of aH

arctic world. The city was hardly waiv-

ing as yet, but straight silver columns of

smoke rolled up out of many chimneys,
and the golden cross on the cathedral

caught the first rays of the sun. I was

not interested in the city ; I had now, as

I thought, done with men. Besides the

four soldiers who had brought me out,

another squad surrounded me, command-

ed by a young officer whom I recogni/ed

as Captain Lancy, the rough roysterer

who had insulted me at Bigot's palace

over a year ago. I looked with a spirit

absorbed upon the world about me, and

a hundred thoughts which had to do with

man's life passed through my mind. But

the young officer, speaking sharply to me,

ordered me on, and changed the current

of my thoughts. The coarseness of the

man and his insulting words were hard to

bear, so that I was constrained to ask

him if it were not customary to protect a

condemned man from insult rather than

to expose him to it. I said that I should

be glad of my last moments in peace. At

that he asked Gabord why I was unbound,

and my jailer answered that binding was

for criminals who were to be hanged, not

shot.

I could scarcely believe my ears. I

was to be shot, not hanged. I had a

thrill of gratitude which f cannot de-

scribe. It may seem a nice distinction,

but to me there were whole seas between

the two modes of death, I need not
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hlush in ailvance for being shot my
frit nls could bear that without humilia-

tion : hut liaiiu'in^ would liave always
tainted their memory of me, try as they
would against it. The officer stood sur-

prised.
The gallows is ready, and my orders

were to see him hanged/' he said.

" An order came at midnight that he

should be shot," was Gabord's reply.

Gabord produced the order, and handed

er.

The officer contemptuously tossed it

back, and now, a little more courteous,

ordered me against the wall, and I let my
cloak fall to the ground. I was placed

where, looking east, I could see the

Island of Orleans, on which was the sum-

mer-house of the Seigneur Duvarney.
Gabord came to me and said,

"
M'sieu',

you are a brave man "
then, all at once

breaking off, he added in a low, hurried

voice,
" 'T is not a long flight to heaven,

m'sii I could see his face twitch-

ing as he stood looking at me. He hardly
dared to turn round to his comrades, let

his emotion should be seen. But the offi-

cer roughly ordered him back. Gabord

coolly drew out his watch, and made a

motion to me not to take off my cloak yet.

I is not tin- time by six minutes,"

he said. Tin* gentleman is to be shot

to the stroke nl His voice was

dogged, his manner likewise. I lie of-

ficer stepped forward threateningly ; but

Gabord said something angrily in an un-

dertone, and the other turned on his heel

and began walking up and down. This

continued for a inonu-nt. in which we all

were very still and hitter cold, the air

cut like nt-cl. --and th.-n my heart gave
a great leap Mmly there stepped

yard Doltnire. Action seemed

suspended in me, hut I know I listened

\\ith -in -idar curiosity to the shrill creak-

ing of his boot* on tic- fnty earth, and

d that t! ilar of the coat

he wore was all white with the frozen

moisture of his breath, also that tiny

icicles hung from bis eyelashes. He

came down the yard slowly, and present-

ly paused and looked at Gabord and the

young officer, his head laid a little to one

side in a quizzical fashion, his eyelids

" What time was monsieur to be

shot ?
"

he asked of the officer.

" At seven o'clock, monsieur," was the

Doltaire took out his watch.

wants three minutes of seven," said be.
" What the devil means this business be-

fore the stroke o' the hour?
"
waving a

hand towards me.
44 We were waiting for the minute,

monsieurj" was Lancy's reply.

ni< al. cutting smile crossed Dol-

taire's face. * A cliaritable trick, upon

my soul, to fetch a gentleman from a
warm dungeon and stand him against

an icy wall on a deadly morning to cool

hi- heels as he waits for his hour to die !

i ! >kin \our lion ami shoo'

afterwards me he

held the watrh in his hand.

u, Gabord," he went on,
"
you are

a man to obey orders eh ?
"

Gabord hesitated a moment as if wait-

ing for Lancy to speak, and then said,

" I was not in command. When I was

called upon I brought him forth.

\coses! excuses! You sweated to

be rid of your charge."

Gabord's face lowered. " M T

would have been in heaven by this if I

t stopped it," he broke oat mi

I ). .luire turned sharply on Lanc> I

thought as much/' said he,
* and you

would have let Gabord share your mis-

demeanor. Yet your father was a gentle-

man! Ifyoahadshotinoiiskttrbilow
seven, you would have takon th* dungeon

he left. You must learn, my yoong pro-

vincial, that yoo are not to

France and the King. I

o'clock ; you will march your mm back

Into quarters."
Then turning to me, be raised bis cap,

rill find your cloak more com-
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motioned Gabord to hand it to me, as he

came forward. May I breakfast with

you ?
"
he added courteously. He yawned

a little. "I have not risen so early in

years, and I am chilled to the bone. Ga-

bord insists that it is warm in your dun-

geon ; I have a fancy to breakfast there.

It will recall my year in the Bastile."

He smiled in a quaint, elusive sort of

fashion, and as I drew the cloak about

me, I said through chattering teeth, for

I had suffered with the brutal cold,
" I am glad to have the chance to offer

breakfast."
" To me or any one ?

"
he dryly sug-

gested. "Think! by now, had I not

come, you might have been in a warmer
world than this indeed, much warmer,"
he suddenly said, as he stooped, picked

up some snow in his bare hand, and

clapped it to my cheek, rubbing it with

force and swiftness. The cold had nipped

it, and this was the way to draw out the

frost. His solicitude at the moment was

so natural and earnest that it was hard to

think he was base.

When he had rubbed awhile, he gave
me his own handkerchief to dry my face ;

and so perfect was his courtesy, it was

impossible to do otherwise than meet him

as he meant and showed for the moment.

He had stepped between me and death,

and even an enemy who does that, no

matter what the motive, deserves some-

thing at your hands.

4 -

Gabord," he said, as we stepped in-

side the citadel, "we will breakfast at

eight o'clock. Meanwhile. I have- some

duties with our officers here. Till we n

in your dining-hall, then, monsieur/' In-

added to me, and raised his cap.

"You must put up with frugal fare,"

I answered, bowing.
" If you but furnish locusts," he said

gayly,
" I will bring the wild honey. . . .

What wonderful hives of bees they have

at the Seigneur Duvarney's !

"
he contin-

ued musingly, as if with second thought ;

" a beautiful manor a place for pretty

birds and honey-bees !

"

His eyelids drooped languidly, as was

their way when he had said something a

little carbolic, as this was to me, becaux*

of its hateful suggestion. His words

drew nothing from me, not even a look

of understanding, and, again bowing, we

went our ways.
At the door of the dungeon Gabord

held the torch up to my face. His own

had a look which came as near to being

gentle as was possible to him. Yet he

was so ugly that it looked almost ludi-

crous in him.
' " Poom !

"
said he. " A friend at

court. More comfits."
" You think Monsieur Doltaire gets

comfits, too ?
"
asked I.

He rubbed his cheek with a key.
" Aho !

" mused he " aho ! Monsieur

Doltaire rises not early for naught.
"

Gilbert Par/or.

VOCAL CULTURE IN ITS RELATION TO LITERARY GUI/IT UK.

WHEN I was a small boy, at school,

sixty years ago, all the scholars had to

read aloud twice a day ; the several

classes standing while they read, and

toeing a chalk line. The books used

were the New Testament and Lindley
^ I urray's English Reader. The standard

instruction imparted was very limited.

but very good so far as it went, namely,

Speak distinctly, and mind your stops."

Every boy read, at a time, but a siii_r l

verse of the New Testament, or a single

paragraph of the Knglish IJ adcr : the

'master" himself first reading a \

or a paragraph each time the reading

went around the cl
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will be

he get halfway through
it. He has had little or no pract

He has "parsed'
in the lower school-, hut his parsing has

not resulted in synthesis (which should

bttfafl nli Objed of all anal\>i^|. h.is not

resulted in a knowledge of language as

a living organism, and the consequence is

that his extempore vocalizat

passage is more or less chaotic and

afflicting.

raining in reading as I

have described is the best possible pre-

paration for the more elaborate expres-
sion demanded by the higher literature.

And we shall not have a true, honest vo-

cal interpretation of literature until we
return to this early honest reading. I

return," for, so far as my know-

ledge goes, there is a plentiful lack

at pn-M-nt. in primary schools.

A college student whose voice was

neglected in early life, and, worst of all,

whose feelings were not then so attuned

to good literature, by the influences and

atmosphere of his home, that he came to

have an inward impulsion to vocalize

whatever he specially enjoyed in his

reading, will not be much profited by a

course in soulless elocutionary spo

One may have an extraordinary natural

vocal expression which U superior
to .ill ..

:

an one is a rara aoi* in term. Unless

there be an early initiation into literature

and its vocalization, in advance of the

benumbing technical instruction of the

schools, much cannot be expected
the great majority of students, in a lit-

erary or elocutionary direction.

uas Ellwood, Milton's young Qua-

iphy,

reading Latin to the blind poet,

how ho was required to get i

English pr the language,

uhich his -master- disliked, and to

learn what he calls
" the foreign pronun-

ciation/' his description sho\v

have bMl the Ital^n. and th.-n add>.

Well, the. n-Mih wa.s that all the hoys

acquired at least a di

and a fluent i; ,ne<l

otV
l.y

their minding the stops. Some of

the whom I was on,-, had

read aloud, at horn,-, from Otlltf hook>.

When I showed hy my expression, or,'

ratlin-, hy my uant of it. thai I did not

underhand what I was reading, I was at

told -.1. th- passage was explai
and read to in--, and I had to read i?

again, to show that I had caught the

iin- and tin- proper express
I iron required to read something which

was entirely new to me, my eye was

exercised in running ahead of my v<:

and taking in what was coming, to th.-

extent of two or three sentences, in order

to read with sufficient expression not to

be stopped, as I was very impatient of

niption. especially if I particularly
d the snl.jrct matter.

Wh.-n I look back upon
I in reading, in school and at home.

1 that nothing could have been bet-

ter at the time. Th, -r.- was no such tiling

as "speaking a piece." with gesture,

"limhs all (

_,
r"in^ like a telegraph in ino-

lining after effect. It was

simply can-fiil. liom-t reading, it]

attempt at make-hrlirve of feeling. No
'A as given to any affeota-

tionof that kind, hut whatever impressed

my listeners as genuine feeling and ap-

pr--.-iaii.ui on my \>.\\: was duly praised ;

and I was very fond of praise, and was

stimulated
l.y

it to do my best

h reading has very i

gone !><. and untini ,ical

instruction has taken its place. Call on

a college student to read some prose pas-

sage extempore, and what is the result, in

cases out of ten, rather say. in

ninety ninecasesoutof a hundred? Wh\.
h.- u ill read it, ejrjterto

> a most

hun^lin^ way. \\ith an im|H'rfect articu-

lation. \\ithuiit an\ proper groiij

{ttssage be an in-

\<>lvedand long^uspended period, which

ye >hould nm along and grasp as a
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"
Having a curious ear

" *

(that is, a

careful, accurate, nice, keenly susceptible

ear),
" he understood by my tone, when

I understood what I read, and when I

did not ; and accordingly would stop me,
examine me, and open up the most diffi-

cult passages to me."

This sentence suggests that much

might be done, even in the study of

Latin and Greek, by requiring students

to voice the original in advance of trans-

lating. After having attained, by suf-

ficient practice, an easy fluency of utter-

ance, they could or some could bring

out, through their voices, much which

they could not reveal through transla-

tion or any amount of exegesis. All the

members of the class might be on a par,

so far as translation and exegesis go, in

exhibiting their knowledge and appreci-
ation of the original ; but there would al-

ways be a few who could reveal through
vocalization what is beyond translation

and exegesis. And the professor would

not necessarily need to have the " curious

ear
"

of a Milton to detect this kind of

superiority of the few.

This brings me to say that, in literary

examinations, whatever other means be

employed, a sufficiently qualified teacher

could arrive at a nicer and more certain

estimate of what a student has appro-

priated, both intellectually and aesthet-

ically, of a literary product, or any por-
tion of a literary product, by requiring
him to read it, than he could arrive at

through any amount of catechising. The

requisite vocal cultivation on the part
of the student is, of course, presumed.

Suppose a teacher were to examine a

student on such a poem as Coleridge's

Christabel by questioning him about it,

and the student were to show that he

was thoroughly acquainted with all the

facts and details of the poem: there

would still be no evidence of that stu-

dent's susceptibility to what in the poem
constitutes its mysterious charm, none

1
Shakespeare allies the same epithet to

the eye :
" What care I what curious eye doth

l<> A//V/V/,-// Cnltnr,, [,Iune,

whatever. The student might be utter-

ly destitute of such susceptibility, and

yet he could just as well prepare him-

self to answer all the teacher's questions.
A very small boy might do so, whose

appreciation of poetry had not gone be-

yond
" How doth the little busy bee."

There might be a most susceptible lit-

erary genius in the class, who might fall

below the other student in such an exam-

ination ! It is quite likely that he would,
for he would be chiefly occupied with the

poem as a poem, and would assimilate

its life without retaining a recollection

of all the details to which the other had

given exclusive attention. Or suppose
the poem were Gray's Elegy written in

a Country Churchyard, and a student

were to pass a perfectly satisfactory ex-

amination thereupon, on the basis, say,
of the valuable notes in Professor Hales's

Longer English Poems : what would that

signify, in comparison with a reading of

the poem which would unmistakably show

whether he had responded to any extent,

or not, to its sweet evening pensiveness,
to the general tenor of the theme, to the

moulding spirit of the whole ?

That he should understand the articu-

lating thought, all the grammatical con-

structions (and there are several which

need to be particularly looked into), and

all points to which attention is called in

Professor Hales's notes is, to be sure,

important ; but an examination confined

to these would not be any test of his lit-

erary capacity, of his susceptibility to

the poem as a poem.
In these remarks, I assume, of course,

that the prime object of a literary ex-

amination should be to test not so much
a student's knowingness as his literary

capacity, which means a capacity to re-

spond to the spiritual life of a poem, or

any other form of literature, in the true

sense of the word " literature." It is

its spiritual life which makes a poem a

porni, whatever the thought articulation

quote deformities ?
"

(Komeo and Juliet. I.

iv. 31.)
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may be. The student who is capable of

such response should rank higher (no-

body but a Dr. Dryasdust could

tliis) than the >tudent who could answer

all questions which the most prolific

questioner could ask him, but who could

afford no evidence, through his reading
of it. that the poem was anything more

to him than a primrose was to Words-
worth's Peter Bell.

As a student advances to the higher

literature, he should be trained in the

higher, more complex vocal function* de-

manded for its interpretation ; he should

understand, all along, in his vocal edu-

cation, the relation of that education to

the rendering of works of genius. He
should always know what his vocal ex-

ercises are for, what relation they have

to the interpreting and symbolization of

thought and feeling.

I remember a teacher who advised

his scholars I was one of them to

go out frequently into the open air and

exercise their voices. And the ]xx>r fel-

low> did go, and "fright the isle from

her propriety
"
with their bawling, with-

out having any conception of what they
were bawling for. Their lungs were ex-

ercised thereby, but the bawling did no-

thing for their vocal training.

Vocal exercise must not only be phy-

siologically intelligent, but there must al-

ways be something behind it which it is

the aim of the exercise to reali/e in the

One may have a conception, more

or less distinct, of how some very signifi-

cant sentence in Shakespeare, for exam-

ple, should be uttered, and yet hi

is not sufficiently obedient to his will and

his feelings. He therefore has some-

thin- to work after, and in time may vo-

cally realize hit conception -. and in lining

so he has acquired some new and valu-

able control of his voice, which he can

make use of, whenever required, in the

rendering of other expressions.

ue poem is a piece of articulate

muMc which may require to be longprac-

ipon by the voice before all its

possible effectiveness be realized. Bat
there mast he an ideal behind the prac-
tice (merely to keep going over' the

poem will not do) ; not an entire 1

tinet ideal. ,.f coiir-e. but such an ideal as

may be got in advance through a spirit-

ual responsiveness to its informin

ideal will become more and more
distinct in the course of the practice.
This is true in every form of art. The

artist starts with an ideal more or less

vague (but it is an ideal which motives all

his work), and this ideal only gradually
takes shape in the process of its realiza-

tion in a picture or a statue. Composing
continues to the end. The poet is still

composing, still working after a fuller re-

al i/at ion of his ideal, when he is making
the last verbal change in his poem.

Interpretative reading goes <>n in the

same way. After long familiarity with

a poem, and when a reader thinks he

has realized all its possibilities of vocal

effectiveness, some new vocal movement
on a single word, it may be, is suggested,
which is a decided contribution to the

effect before reached. The play of Ham-
let abounds in little speeches, and single

words, even, whose possibilities of expres-
siveness can hardly be exhausted. Every

poet writes, at times, more signifi-

cantly than he knows.

Hut, after all, it is not upon inflections

and emphases an. I other vocal fin

which pertain more especially to the in-

terpretation of the articulating thought
that the true reader chiefly depends. The
most important thing with him is the

choral atmosphere in \*1. ritual-

ized com
j

M >s i t i , in requires to be presented.

And it i> in thin respect that the art of

reading particularly correnponds with the

sister art of painting. The artist in

and color bathes his landscape in -the

li-ht that never was, on sea or land .

if not that in some light or other, some

-tender light which heaven to gaudy

day denies,*' and which serves to reveal

the feeling which he aimed to

through his landscape. The
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itself corresponds in painting with the

articulating thought in reading ; but the

spiritual attitude of the artist is ex-

hibited through the light in which the

landscape is bathed. And so the spirit-

ual attitude of the reader is exhibited

through his intonation, which corresponds
with atmosphere in painting. A suscep-

tible reader will, on the first reading of

a poem or an impassioned prose compo-

sition, be more or less immediately re-

sponsive to the key-tone of the composi-

tion. An increased familiarity will finally

bring this key-tone fully home to his feel-

ings, or as fully as may be ; and if he has

made the thought element his own, he is

now prepared to interpret the composi-
tion to the ears of others. A reader's

success in interpreting such a poem as

Tennyson's In Memoriam, for example,
can be but partial if he has not adequate-

ly caught and does not vocally reproduce
the key-tone, however distinctly he may
present the thought in a white light. It

is the tone which quickens and spiritual-

izes the thought ; and it is the main ob-

ject, in reading, to quicken and spiritual-

ize thought, to bring it into relation with

the spiritual being of the hearer.

Vocal training, the most scientific and

systematic, will not of itself make readers

vocal interpreters of genius. Something
more must be done than is at present

done, in homes and schools, especially

in homes, for the education of the spirit-

ual nature ; and this education must be

begun early, must precede the education

of the intellect. The premature forcing

open of the bud of reason, which now

prevails to a lamentable degree, must

receive its due condemnation. It is a

thing to be condemned from Christian

pulpits. As George Henry Lewes says,

in his novel, Ranthorpe,
" the child must

feel before it can know ; and knowledge,

great and glorious as it is, can never be

the end of life : it is but one of the many
means.

It is quite superfluous to say that a

reader should have a perfect articulation ;

that he should be able to command a

wide range of pitch ; all degrees of force,

horn pianissimo to fortissimo ; radical,

median, vanishing, and compound stress ;

every variety of inflection, direct upward
and direct downward inflection ; equal
and unequal, upward and downward, sin-

gle and double waves ; accelerated and

retarded utterance ; many qualities of

voice ; not to name numerous other vocal

functions and attributes which are means
to various kinds of interpretative ends.

He should also have a complete know-

ledge of the language he is rendering,
as a living organism, an indispensable
condition of his presenting the successive

and involved groups of thought with the

requisite distinctness of outline, and with

the requisite perspective, determined by
their relative value, of which he should

have the nicest sense. A very impor-
tant condition of perspective, I would say

by the way, is the light touch which

needs to be given to whatever is implied,

has been anticipated, should be taken for

granted, etc., the light touch which

conveys the impression that the mind of

the reader does not come down upon the

parts receiving the same, those parts say-

ing themselves, so to speak, but is occu-

pied with the main current of thought.

Any untrained voice can emphasize, but

only a trained or a naturally unperverted
voice can give the light touch success-

fully. Yet it is possible for the heaviest,

clumsiest voice to be trained to the light

touch, to delicacy of tint, just as one who
is clay-fisted may, in time, attain to some

delicacy of manipulation. The voice and

the hand have wonderful possibilities,

rarely realized : the former, when con-

verted from the error of its ways, being,

indeed, the most expressive organ of the

soul ; the latter being
" the consumma-

tion of all perfection as an instrument."

The highest result which can be ex-

hibited of literary culture and a corre-

sponding vocal culture is an organic mel-

ody, in the reading of a great poem,
the outcome of the poem's organic life.
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i'.\ melody, in reading, is meant that

variety in the use of all the vocal func-

tions and attributes which does not al-

low the ear of the hearer to detect a

regular recurrence of any one of the vo-

cal functions. There is melody of pause,
of inflection, of rhyme, of rhythm, of

time, of force, and of every vocal affec-

tion. In truly melodious reading, the

design or figure, so to speak, is so ara-

besque that it is not taken in by the ear

of tin- hearer, and does not come to his

consciousness, hut it tells effectively on his

feelings. And by
"
effectively

"
I spe-

cially mean that the feelings are brought
into harmony with the contriving crea-

tive spirit which moulds the poetic form.

Such reading of high poetry is the ex-

tn-me merit of vocal expression.

A reader with a nice sense of melody

may conceal a deficiency of melody in the

poem he is reading ; and he will do this,

not by arbitrarily imposing variety, for

true melody must be organic. In the

reading of Pope's uniform couplets, for

example, he may keep down the hobby-
horse movement of the verse by a skill-

ful management of the pauses (which
come so uniformly in the middle and at

the end ot the verses) and of the rhym-
in- \\..r, U. i'V an acceleration and retar-

dation .t \oicewhereverthese are per-

missible, by tin- light touch, and by va-

rious other means. Where a reader's

feelings have been melodized byniltmv.

they will protect him against the influ-

of a too artificial construction of the

verse. He will not impose variety, but

he will utter the poet's humdrum verse,

as far as possible, under the conditions

of \u^ melo ling.

1 'he importanceof cult ivatingthe speak-

ing voice is quite as great a cul-

tivating the reading voice. Perhaps it

is greater ; for the speaking voice has a

Wider and more constant intlu.-n

How much "the charm of beauty's

powerful glance
"
may be heightened or

reduced by the character of the voice

which goes along with it ! A woman with

r////

a sweet and gracious voice can exert

through it, in the ordinary relations of

life, with. l( it <-\en knowing it, a better

influence than she could by distributing

religious tracts. The moral atmosphere
of a home may be not a little due to the

voice of the wife and mother. The mere

memory of a voice which was toned by
love and sympathy may continue to be a

sweet influence long after the voice itself

has been hushed in death. The influence

of the voice for good or evil, in the do-

m. -tic. social, and all other relations of

life, cannot be estimated. A voice may
even have a good or bad reflex action

upon its possessor.

A loving mother may be anxiously am-

bitious that her daughter shall have all the

accomplishments required for her fullest

attractiveness when she u comes out"

Tears may be spent upon her musical edu-

cation, with the poor result, perhaps, of

fine sleights of hand and unimagined

fingering, shuttling off the hearer's soul

through hurricanes of notes to a noisy

Tophet;" she may be taught <Uniting,

and French, and drawing, and painting;

she may be sent abroad to snatch the

graces beyond the reach of art, of the

most elegant European society ; and yet,

in the grand scheme of accomplinhments,
the speaking voice is left out and entirely

neglected, though she have a voice un-

pleasantly pitched, ami with other reme-

diable defects which are very, very far

from idealizing, transfiguring h.-i
'

I f the

time devoted to the piano, with the sup-

posed poor result, had been devoted to a

cai.ful cultivation of her voice, her power

to charm (that being the end proposed)

uo.dd he much more increased than by
all her other mere accomplishments.

It is easy to infer what Shakespeare's

opinions were on many subjects, although

hi, plays are regarded by some

as peculiarly impersonal ; but they are

charged with his personality. The evi-

dence it abundant that the voice was to

him very significant, and that he was

most susceptible to it* charms and to
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its defects. It is her voice which the

grief-stricken Lear is made to speak of,

when he bends over the dead Cordelia.
" Her voice," he says,

" was ever soft,

gentle, and low ;

" and to this he adds,
4< an excellent thing in woman ;

"
Shake-

speare, no doubt, meaning that he had

in his mind, at the time, the cruel voices,

expressive of their hard and wicked

hearts, of Regan and Goneril. After the

death of Antony, Cleopatra, in her rap-

turous praise of him, says,
" His voice was propertied

As all the tuned spheres, and that to friends
;

But when he meant to quail and shake the orb,

It was as rattling thunder."

Hamlet's advice to the players we may
take as an expression of Shakespeare's
own standard of vocal delivery.

There is evidence in the plays that,

in the process of composition, he must

either have heard imaginatively what

he was writing, or have actually voiced

his language as he went along. He did

not write for the eye, but for the ear.

And the high vocal capabilities of his

language may be somewhat attributable

to his hearing of what he wrote. Must
he not have heard the effect of monosyl-
labic words, uttered with the tremor and

semitone of old age, when he wrote King
Lear's speeches ? " You see me here,

you gods, a poor old man, as full of grief

as age," etc., and " When we are born,

we cry that we are come to this great

stage of fools," etc. And must he not

have heard the effect of polysyllabic

words as expressive of Macbeth's sense of

the vastness of his guilt, when he wrote,
" This my hand will rather the multitu-

dinous seas incarnadine," etc. ?

The impression seems to be getting

stronger and stronger, in these days of

excessive teaching and excessive learn-

ing, that no one can do anything or learn

anything without being taught, with-

out "
taking a regular course," as the

phrase is. This seems to be especially

true in the matter of vocal cultivation.

People go to schools of oratory with no-

thing within themselves which is clam-

orous for expression ; not even a very
"

still small voice
"
urging them to ex-

press something. Many who desire, or

think they do, to be readers, as there are

many who desire, or think they do, to be

artists, evidently believe that if they be

trained in technique they can be readers

or artists.

But suppose some one is impelled to

cultivate vocal power because of his de-

sire to express what he has sympatheti-

cally and lovingly assimilated of a work

of genius : if he endeavor to give an hon-

est expression, so far as in him lies, to

what he feels, and avoid trying to ex-

press what he does not feel, and if he

persevere in his endeavor, with always
some ideal behind his reading, he may
in time, he certainly will, become a bet-

ter reader than another could if he

should set out, with malice prepense, to

be an elocutionist, and, with that mali-

cious purpose, were to employ a mere

voice - trainer who should teach him to

make faces and to gesticulate when read-

ing what does not need any gesture.

Some of the best readers I have ever

known have been of the former class.

who honestly voiced what they had sym-

pathetically assimilated, and did not

strain after effect. But it seems that

when one sets out to read, with no inte-

rior capital, he or she, especially she, is

apt to run into all kinds of extravagances

which disgust people of culture and taste.

The voice, instead of being the organ of

the soul, is the betrayer of soulless n

Without that interior life which can re-

spond to the indefinite life (indefinite to

the intellect) of works of genius, a trained

voice can do nothing of itself in the way
of real interpretation. It may bring out

the definite articulating thought, but the

electric aura in which the thought is

enveloped will not be conducted to its

hearers by the requisite
" drift

" and

choral intonation.

Hiram Corson.
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so hard not to think of Mr. Row-
land K. Robinson's three books, I

'Li-ha's Shop, Sam Level's Camps, and

Danvis Folks,
1 as one work that, in re-

ferring to them, one feels much the same

embarrassment that he would feel in re-

ferring to some unentitled novel in three

entitled parts. Taking a hint from An-

thony Trollope, we propose to call them

here, collectively, the Chronicles of Dan-

vis. So to name them has, besides its

convenience, the advantage of quite ac-

curately describing their character, and

of suggesting, in a word, the reason why
it is impossible to think of them apart.

Th.ii author's talent, though real, is limit-

ed. Aptitude for construction, read in, ->s

and fertility of invention, for example,
form no part of his gift as a writer. His

chapters, in strictness, are not chapters,

but sketches. Readable separately with

full enjoyment, they have so little consec-

f.ss that they might even be shuf-

fled with but little loss of continuity. Al-

most uniformly, each sketch begins with

a description of some aspect of nature,

and through much talk of country people

reaches its mild climax in some small in-

cident or anecdote. Nevertheless, owing
to their always concerning the same lovely

locality, a western county of Vermont

bordering LakeChamplain, and the same

group of simple, genuine country folk, in-

habitants of '-lag 1
' in the hills fifty

yean ago, they are thoroughly homoge-
neous. They form, not a novel, but a

ihorhood chronicle.

However, justifying Mr. Robinson in

his choice of the form of fiction rather

than the form of the essay which one

\\ on, In- hi* i lid not adopt, there is

revealed in these curiously undramntic

Chronicle* of Dan vis the highest of dia-

1 Danvit Folk*. By ROWLAND E. 1

mat. Huston and New York : Uoughton, Mifflin

A Co. 1894.

VOL. LXXV. NO. 462.

matic gifts, the gift, namely, of writ-

ing dramatically characteristic dialogue,
and of drawing real, living persons.
There in his little corner of Vermont, ris-

ing from the flats and marshes of Lake

('h.iMij.Iain through the foothills of the

Green Mountain- ii. ng shadow
of boldly sculptured Camel's Hump, to

which the French gave the more descrip-

tive name of " Couchant Lion/' Mr. Rob-

inson by his works we know him has

lived his life, gone a-fishing or a-hunting,
or sat a-gossiping with his neighbors in

full brotherly sympathy and understand-

ing. From his lifelong observation and

study of them have come the triumphant
creations of character in his work. His

people are not described, or analyzed, or

annotated ; we learn to know them as in

real life we learn to know our friends, by

observing what they do and listening to

what they say. As in the drama,

acter is revealed through action ami dia-

logue. So thorough and so sympathetic

is the author's knowledge of his
]

and so skillful is ho in giving it form, that

they seem wholly alive, whol!

wholly free from his control. Villagers

who have known and gossiped about each

other all their lives seem to each other

not more concrete and actual than Uncle

'Lisha and his friends seem to us. And

because these simple, honest men are no

lest admirable and sympathetic than ad-

mirahly and sympathetically presented,

to know them is to love them ; and t

them, if not exactly a liberal education,

i, a pleasant lesson in democratic feeling

and in respect for our rude Yankee an-

cestry. Not only are these men real

are also real Vermonter*. Tour

Vermonter i. ami through a Yan-

kee, but he wears his Yankee way

a difference. This difference the author

has known so well how to eateh that his

would never be mistaken, though
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the variation is subtle, for natives of Mas-

sachusetts or of Maine. This is the peak
of his achievement. It is a wise taxider-

mist that can preserve a bird alive : Mr.

Robinson has the power.
From just such intimate friendship and

fellow-feeling have sprung certain of the

little classics of literature ; such, for ex-

ample, as Cranford. To that, indeed, in

spite of many differences, these Chroni-

cles of Danvis wear an odd resemblance.

They are like it in their even greater

looseness of structure, and in their far

greater delight in people than in events.

They are like it preeminently in spirit,

for they are humorous without malice,

and loving without blindness. They are

unlike it more strikingly in that, instead

of being feminine and genteel and mildly

aristocratic, they are deeply democratic,

rustic, and masculine. Here one quality

of Mr. Robinson's work is noted which

distinguishes it not merely from Mrs.

Gaskell's book, but from much of the

great body of New England dialect sto-

ries. This quality is its masculinity. The

New England dialect story, taken by and

large, has something too much of the at-

mosphere of Cranford. To recall it in

the mass is to evoke a vision of old maids

and of old women of both sexes who have

about them a general flavor of mild decay,
and is to remember that its scene is most

often the kitchen or the "settin'-room,"

that its point of view is mainly that of the

women. As a rule, the bright country

boy goes to the city, the bright country

girl stays where she was born. An odd

result is that, of the present generation of

New England writers, the men are satiriz-

ing the follies of the town, and the women
are writing dialect tales of country people.

Thus has been brought about what may
be called the feminization of the dialect

story. But in the Chronicles of Danvis

women are secondary characters. It is

not Hulda Purrington, though she is the

very queen of curds and cream, or Aunt

Jerusha, though she is a most notable

old lady, whom one chiefly remembers,

[June,

but the inimitable old braggart, Gran'ther

Hill, who "
fit to Bennington and Ticon-

derogue ;

"
Uncle 'Lisha, the honest shoe-

maker, who firmly believed that his favor-

ite sport of fishing was balm fit to heal

even the wound of a "
disapp'intment ;

"

Sam Lovel, the tender-hearted hunter ;

and the little French Canadian, Antoine,

Ann Twine, as his Yankee neighbors
call him, beside whose tales of personal

exploit those of Munchausen pale their

ineffectual fires. Hunting, fishing, fight-

ing,
"
swapping yarns," are masculine ac-

complishments. Even when the writer's

pen strays from recording the feats of the

men with gun and rod, it sticks to them

too closely sometimes for the general in-

terest of the pages, the women are still

kept in the background ; for the scene is

usually transferred, not to feminine quar-

ters, but to the rustic community's equiva-

lent for the clubhouse of the city, Uncle

'Lisha's little shop. And the men are

men. In the trousers of the writing-wo-
man's man there is contained too often

more of the new woman than of the old

man.

Perhaps it is because of the rich, deep,

and pervasive humor which is present

on every page, and which should have

more emphatic mention here than this

mere allusion ; perhaps it is because we
feel ourselves in more virile companion-

ship than we do when in the company
of the desiccated minor sisterhood into

whose hands the New England dialect

tale has chiefly fallen ; perhaps, again, it

is because of the peculiar sensitiveness

to all the beauties of wild nature, with

which none of the less sensuous sex can

hope so to permeate the written page as

can the male writer who is a fisherman,

a hunter, and an amateur of the woods

and fields : but certain it is that there

is less temptation to compare Mr. Rob-

inson's work with that of any native

writer than with that of the author of The

Woodlanders. The doubting Thomas

surnamed Hardy is a great novelist ;
Mr.

Robinson is not, and does not pretend to
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be, a novelist at all, but he certainly ap-

proaches the great English writ

humor, in his masculine skill in drawing
rural character, and in the delicate ex-

s of his appreciations of nature.

Tin- author of the>e Chronicles of Dan-

vis, by the nature of his gift, if not

through the conscious following of a the-

ory, is what, in contemporary literary

slang, is known as a realist. Now, the

weakness of realism is that it can be fol-

lowed to no one of its logical extremes

without producing what is unreadable.

In consequence, realists, at least of the

Anglo-Saxon breed, are rather comical

compromisers. Mr. Robinson compro-

mises, like the rest, but rises in petty

rebellions which lead him now and then

to the bold flourish of a detail which

might with propriety be left unrecorded.

The offenses to the best taste, however,

are slight and few, and easy to forgive.

Only in the matter of dialect does he

make no concessions. Mr. Robinson

probably had no deliberate intention of

writing for posterity. Still, if given a

chance, good work will survive, and there

certainly seems no need for burdening
it with the hideous phonetic spelling, un-

pronounceable by any one not acquaint-

\ith tlu- dialect represented, which

comes from an extreme devotion to scien-

tific accuracy in reporting spoken .speech.

What \\illth. ignorant make,forexan

leggo," of "
julluk." of

kwut," or of u Ihud
'

? Surely, the proper

course, in works not avowedly scientific.

U to use only as much of local peculi

ty of speech as will give proper dramatic

value to the talk of a character, as will not

fuse the eye with queer spell in

'ler any remark unintelligible will,

special knowledge. Mr. Robinson's subtle

accuracy in dialect will make his book

unwontcdly attractive t ;ters,who

will be helped to recall with pleasurable

distinctness the speech of their gran.lt~.i-

tlicrs and grandmothers, and it will pre-

serve for the gratification of present and

future -cientific curiosity a racy and in-

Yankee speech,
e needlessly re-

stricts the enjoyment of bis human and

very appealing work to those people to

whom the vanishing dialect he writes of-

fers the fewest difficulties, and cuts it off

entirely from popular appreciation by the

future but not far-distant generations to

whom its gnarled idiom will he utterly

unknown.

Many writers seem to believe, hut it is

not quite true, that, in literature, what-

ever you can do well is worth doing.
No one, however, can refuse admiration

to any feat, no matter how useless, which

is done supremely well. The extraordi-

nary ease and skill with which the dia-

lect in these Chronicles is written most bo

recognized with praise. As the author's

eye is curiously observing of nature, so

is his ear nicely sensitive to minute vari-

ations in pronunciation. Of two dialects,

that of the rural Vermonter and that of

the French Canadian who has learned

his English from Yankee neighbors, ha

is past master. This were achievement

enough for most writers, but Mr. Robin-

son is not content to report in a general

way the speech of a people. His fine ear

perceive- individual variations. Coarser

instances of this precise differentiation are

Mimixture of Yankee dialect with

the plain language of the Quakers, and

tli. amusingly grotesque talk of that mas-

culine Mrs. Malmprop, Solon Briggs. But

the best example is the speech of Gran'-

Mill, which i* full of the slight dif-

ferences which show him to belong to a

still ,-arlier generation. There could hard-

ly be a greater victory won by ear and

But, like old Kaspar in the

ballad, though we proclaim the victory

famous, we feel inclined to reserve oar

approval.
These Chronicles of Danris, finally,

hold

their little lesson for those of IM who

write. Out of our New England soil,

u In. h authors no less often than farmers

declare outworn, has sprung a fresh and

vigorous work, racy, homely, genuine. It
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may serve to remind the scurrying band

of writers now ranging the globe in search

of new literary material that a fresh vi-

sion is worth more than a fresh fact or

a fresh field. As in the days of '49, the

industrious stay-at-home often has won
more prosperity than the roving brother

who fares away in search of El Dorado.

If the reader takes his fiction in the

order chosen by the reviewer, he could

scarcely make a bolder leap than that

taken in passing from Danvis Folks to

The Golden House.1 Mr. Robinson

does not introduce even a single sum-

mer boarder into his Vermont world ;

Mr. Warner permits no rustic element

to give tartness to the smooth and mel-

low urbanity of his gilded New York.

In the former case we have human na-

ture very close to the soil, and racy with

the contact ; here we have the same hu-

man nature after being passed through
the metallic alembic of an inclosed city

life. By a double meaning in the title

of his novel, Mr. Warner directs the

reader's attention to the unsubstantial

fabric built by wealth as contrasted with

the enduring structure which steadfast

love can erect out of somewhat cheap
materials. The book is, in effect, a con-

tinuation of the more important story
which appeared a few years ago with

the title A Little Journey in the World.

In that novel Mr. Warner undertook to

indicate the slow but steady deteriora-

tion of a gracious woman, leaving her

simple, refined society in the country to

become the wife of a man of lower

ideals, who rose to great wealth in the

city. He disclosed in a masterly fash-

ion the gradual creeping in of the pa-

ralysis of Margaret Henderson's spirit-

ual faculties, the dying out of that fire

on the hearth which was kindled and

kept alive in the sweet sobriety of her

maidenhood. Before the book closed

Margaret had died, and the reader was

1 The Golden House. By CHARLES DUDLEY
WARNEB. New York: Harper & Brothers.

1895.

present, on the last page, at the marriage
of Henderson again, this time to Carmen

Eschelle, who narrowly escaped being an

out-and-out adventuress.

In this second book Mr. Warner
shows the Hendersons in the full career

of their abounding prosperity, but though

they both cut a wide swath in the story,

he intends the reader to concentrate his

attention on the spiritual life of another

pair. This time the woman saves the

man, and we witness the gradual dete-

rioration of Jack Delancy under the in-

fluence of that portion of New York

society which is given over to self-indul-

gence, until he is ruined financially, and

so brought up sharp, after which he

passes through a slough of despond and

gets upon firm ground, where he earns

his living like an honest man, and finds

the reward of domestic felicity.

Perhaps the existence of a strong cen-

tral situation in Mr. Warner's earlier

book makes us determined to find an

equally strong one of a similar sort in

this ; but if the history of Jack and

Edith be not his primary intention, we

scarcely know where else to look for the

requisite backbone of the story. Not
in the pathetic renunciation of Father

Damon and Ruth, certainly, nor in the

uninspiring comradeship of Henderson

and Carmen. Neither can we think Mr.

Warner meant to make his picture mere-

ly to contrast the light and shade of the

two extremes of New York life. No,
it seems evident from the use made of

the figure of Jack Delancy that it is

the life-history of this loose-fibred fel-

low upon which our attention is to be

fixed ; and our complaint is that, though
there is much gentle irony, much grace-

ful playfulness, some subacidity of satire,

and thus a good share of entertainment

in the book, there is not left upon the

mind, as in the former story, the im-

pression of a well-modeled figure, grow-

ing under the sculptor's hand. The
novelist gets along fairly well until he

comes to the crisis. He succeeds in



draw Ii number of deft touches

' of a good-na
somewhat limp <-ha:

through sit national hroughronver.v
and through contracts. i'li.-n. when lie

comes to the l iCSS of

showing what he seems to have set out

to do, the rehabilitation of a clever fool

d fortune, he resorts t

v pages of description and analy-

a touch of drama-

tion. It is a disappointment for which

the author had not prepared us. We
be could write good essays; we
'red that, with very slight ma-

chinery, he could construct a striking

study of character, one does not read-

ily forget Margaret Henderson ; and so

we hoped to see in The Golden House a

further advance in that structural repre-

sentation of life in modern society which

the best field now for the thought-

ful novelist.

It is a pleasure to see Mr. Cable's

name on the title-page of a novel,
1 even

though we perceive, with a slight pang

ippointmrnt, that the environment

of the t;il.- is no longer that which was

made >o entrancing in Old Creole

and the Grand' We very soon

find. 1. that Mr. CaUe
: Dixie with the same u .-nial wit

:id:d -ympathy which he la\i-lu-d

upon old Louisiana. I I We BUI

thing of the optimism and hilarity winch

led many of his earlier pa^es, this

imply mean that we are all grown
older, or it miv he due to the -eograph-
ical j.o-itio

>t year
of ourci\il war," begim Mr. CaMe, and

1 movf

book,
" in

civil v was a basking town

valks ;

its dwellings dozing most month* f the

among roses and honeysuckles.

Southerner. By QEOROB W.
. New York: <

1884.

tly whitewash

broken fences, and all the place wrapped
in that wide sweetness of apple and aca-

cia scents that comes from whole mol.s

turn-

pike entered at the northwest corner,

and passed through to t -house

green, with its hollow square of stores

and law-offices; two sides of it

ruins of fire and war. Under the town's

southeasternmost angle, between
;

banks and overhanging sycamores, the

bright green waters of Turkey Creek,

rambling round from the north and east,

-kipped down a gradual stairway of

limestone ledges, and glided, alive with

sunlight, into that true * Swanee River,*

not of the maps, but which flows for-

ever i

far, far away
'

through the num-

bers of imperishable song. That i

head of navigation was, and still is, at

The fortunes of John March and of

Suez are closely identified. The changes

ht in both by the Land Company
and the Construction Company, the brief

erity and

for a full account of tlu-e things and

all that they in

the book itself. Mr. Cable's

plots are apt to be over-complicated.

>ne is far too much so to ad r

any brief abstract The squa i

of the old court-house is perp

thronged with conspirators, nuilattoes,

mountaineers, Northern promoters,"

and Southern ; .ililes. The air

is thick with oaths and powder, and,

r of the sam trigtie

il figures sUn

boldly from t ic backgi

h. the hero, has two lady-

lovee, >'
and Barbara

Barbara's father is the white

villain of the tale, and C "ggtt
itto confederate. No reckless

in the strange drama

tl the South has ever been

preset;
"* masterly manner
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than this half-breed, with liis abrupt al-

ternations of cringing servility and inso-

lent bravado. Both as a politician and as

a lover, whether he is looking about for

bribes in the House or courting the imp-
ish maid Daphne-Jane, whom he play-

fully entitles his " Deli
jah," in every

capacity of life, in short, Leggett is con-

stitutionally and shamelessly immoral;

while Mr. Garnet, notwithstanding his

white skin and thin varnish of civilized

manners, is his fitting associate. Neither

of the two is really a clever villain. Gar-

net could never have compassed John's

ruin without the fatuous and gratuitous

assistance of his victim ; and a very lit-

tle practical shrewdness would have suf-

ficed to show him that it was by no

means his cue to destroy March, but ra-

ther to build up his fortunes and marry
him to Barbara. Cable is never at his

best, however, in depicting people of sup-

posed brains. How admirably, for in-

stance, in this present book, does he in-

troduce his professedly clever man Ra-

venel, and how shadowy and incoherent

has the character become before we part
from him ! We are utterly at a loss to

understand what it is the man wants,

and a shrewd suspicion visits us that Mr.

Cable knows no better than we. And

yet what infinite possibilities he seems to

possess when he is first presented to us,

"at scant nineteen, a war-veteran, tat-

tered and battered, but with courage un-

abated, and heart '
still ready to play out

the play
' "

! We continue to believe in

him through all his early career as edi-

tor in Suez. We feel the fascination he

exercises over Fannie Halliday, and can

quite understand her putting aside John
March with his calf love for this more

developed suitor. The first false note is

struck when we are invited to behold Ra-

venel volubly drunk upon his wedding-

day. We cannot credit it. Ravenel, we

know, hated words. He must needs have

learned by experience, long before that

date, just how many glasses he could im-

bibe without becoming loquacious, and

it would have taken a far more ex-

citing event than his <>\VK wedding to

induce him to overpass that limit. It

must be owned that they all drank

freely at Suez ; while as for the sudden

deaths upon streets and stairways, one

wonders that the place was not depopu-
lated. John March gets his own first

experience of these epidemic frays in

company with his father, and wins his

spurs gallantly at Judge March's side.

Cable has never drawn a more lovable

character than this of the chivalrous,

dreamy, devoted old Southerner ; never

painted a sweeter picture than the one

where the father and son are introduced,

mounted upon the same horse, the boy
"in his eighth year, . . . fast asleep,

with his hands clutched in the folds of

the judge's coat, and his short legs and

browned feet spread wide behind the

saddle ;

"
never compassed a keener pa-

thos, not even in the Belles Demoiselles

Plantation, than in the scene of the

judge's death. This one character is

well worth the book, and there are oth-

ers here whose acquaintance we are glad
to have made. There is many a clear

side-light thrown upon the stiff problems,

by no means all solved as yet, which

beset the destiny of the New South, and

there are frequent flashes of Mr. Cable's

own quaint wit. We wish, of course,

that he could better defend the good

English which is his by right against

the inroads of such literary canaille as

this :
" Breakfus' at next stop, seh ! No,

seh ! It 's yo' only chaynce till dinneh,

seh ! Seh ? No, seh, not tell one o'clock

dis afte'noon, seh !

" And when we read

how this man "
whisperously asked," and

that woman "sighed an unresentful envy,"

we think we know too well from which
" one of our conquerors

"
he has borrowed

his inspiration.

John Marcli is a tale of the great

South ; next in order comes a novel of

New York society. It is a ticklish kind

of literary adventure, this of the Amer-

ican society novel. It is so costly to
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put upon the ><> much

luxury :uil finery of diction, so in

clothes, horses, carriages, roses, and

viands, that tin- action of th--

apt to be encumbered by its accessor

and the main result in the i

is an
)]

>ensf of that
I

tmjt which teased and fatigued M. Paul

Bourget amid the summer splendors of

port. Kveii M robttSi a II ; i"'T as

Mr. Marion Crawford, who moves so

iy amid Kuropean. and especially

',111 surroundings, begins to flounder

and to stick, to explain. and

anxiously endeavor to enhance the mag-
nificence of his effects, the moment he

has laid his scene in Washington or

v York. This palpable struggle to

keep up a tine and dignified appearance
has often a result exactly the reverse of

tin- one intended. It calls attention, and

ibly undue attention, to the inevita-

hortcomings of our civilization ; its

itive, imitative, and provisional char-

; : its absence of fixed standards

and id.-al forms, or an\ c. .n-tant factor

whatever except the comparatively bru-

tal one of money; its lack of ati:

phere and perspective. The Dolly Dia-

logues are nut very ITU*, hut they are

lutrly spontaneous and natural, and

they have no need whatever of any /

en &' a''. \\\ ei \ body who has had a fair

look at a London >ea-on. or who ha>

read as who has not ? a certain num-

ber of Kn-lish novels, can -npply tlie -

ditions of the piece for liim-.-lf. It is

the
ijiii

-i- spectacle of the author in per-

son, before the lifted curtain, shaking

the satin draperies and ^ttin^ >tr:i

the wax candles, which interferes most

lly, in the ordinary drama of Ameri-

with tlie desired impres-

>ion of ease and distinction.

T.ut tin- .

;

.jucstion is more in

the subject than in any particular artist,

and it i 'iich time and .ii.-,.ni-

\\\Z t'at.- and the pressure of graver

isMies and sliarper responsibilities are

aim 11 to cure. I

have writers who ar* ; eir best to

frivolity -md vulgar:
1

| story

se the al-

pleasaut and \ us au-

thor o : and Queen

Kirk's last u
>ry of

Lawrence <
i some respects,

the ablest which she ha- Th-

hero, with the name, U what

C'arlyle would have called a very
u me-

lodious
"
person ; and his story t

uncommon one of the man who
a bitter mistake in early marriage,
takes leave, after some searchings of

heart, to disregard his divorced wife's

existence and try his fortune again is

undoubtedly told more ii y than

a man would have told it. Nor can we

bring ourselves to care very deeply for

Consta pule.""; roud,"
" noble

"
maiden, who eventually con-

soles Lawrence for his first blunder, and

makes him happier than most m-

serve to b of lovers upon
the second plane, Kathle, -n an

paging

and amusing, and the fultillm>

wishes is accomplished through a very

ingeniously imagined and neatly manipu-
lated hit of inn i he really strong

point in Mr-. Kirk's book is the char-

acter of t s-s who is, of

course, the ,'morced \vife of Lawrence

<;arthi and several other mm. A
told the present wri-

it a great Udy told him that she

lend the social adventuress the

laracter in life to draw, and

t alone of living writers

had perfectly surmounted the difl

Hut in our humble opinion, Isabella

mdet, nie Brown, if

brilliantly conceived, in a far more eon-

r.i than the

;:... Ib r

Tke Story of La*r**ct OorfJW. By ELUW
Our KWK. Bortoo and Nw Yock : Hifh-
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qualities, and their complementary de-

I, are thrown into admirahle relief

by contrast with those of the grim com-

panion who is Bella's visihle guaran-
tee of respectability during her New
York career. This woman, Eugenia

Shepard, holds, theoretically, the most
' advanced

"
views on all social ques-

tions, and is an agitator, with tongue
and pen, for the complete legal emanci-

pation of women from the trammels of

the past. She is alone in the world,

plain in feature and poor in purse, and

knows very little of her fair employer's

history, at the time when she accepts the

handsome salary offered by Madame
Hernandez for her services as duenna.

Then, one by one, the scandalous facts

come out, and the companion's first word

of horrified remonstrance is met by the

cynical retort that the one is only prac-

ticing what the other has not hesitated

to preach. The situation is altogether

original ; the revolt of the essentially

honest woman from the logical result

and visible embodiment of her own theo-

ries is described with uncommon power,
and the moral is all the more impressive
because it is not forced upon the reader.

Mrs. Kirk's dialogue is always good ;

simple, easy, animated, and often witty.

There is some mild but very fair satire

in the chapter on the proceedings of the

Fin-de-Siecle Club, and the language in

which the story is written is English of

the purest, without, so far as we can re-

collect, a single deviation into either dia-

lect or slang, in all its pages.

The Hon. Peter Sterling
1

is also, in

some sort, a tale of New York life and

manners ; but it is much more than this.

It is the most serious, comprehensive,
and impartial endeavor we have yet

seen, to point the way of the disinterest-

ed American patriot through the howl-

ing wilderness of practical politics; an

honorable effort to fathom by help of

1 The Hon. Peter Sterling. By PAUL LEICES-

TER FORD. New York : Henry Holt & Co.

a many-sided sympathy, and adjudge

upon the broadest principles of a true

humanity, the conflicting claims of hos-

tile classes, and to lead, with the dogged
valor which never knows when it is

beaten, the well-nigh forlorn hope of

the bedraggled ''American idea."

Being so excellent a tract, Pet* i

ling is, naturally, not a particularly good

story. In the first place, it is uncon-

scionably long. Four hundred and twen-

ty closely printed pages in one massive

tome are enough to make the reader

drop his arms in weariness, and "sigh
for the legions

"
of the three-volume novel

"here again." The author displays a

thorough familiarity with the construc-

tion and workings of every species of

political machine ; yet if there be a lei-

sure class in our country, Paul Leicester

Ford must certainly belong to it, else

he would have di>co\ered some shorter

way of conveying the fact that one of

his people was an endless talker than by

giving us pages upon pages of his vain

volubility ; and he could have convinced

us that Peter Sterling had to wait a

great while for his fir.xt paying client,

without minutely chronicling the contin-

uous lack of incident in every separate

month of this long period of suspense.

There is only one part of his hero's life

which the biographer is disposed to slur,

but this is the one which poe->es the

keenest interest of all for the reader who

has not yet arrived: it is the interval

during which his profeional income

finally mounted from five hundred dol-

lars a year to fifty thousand, and he ex-

tended his visiting area from the slums

and saloons of a down-town ward

to include the happy haunts of the m.ixt

select old Knickerbocker families.

This, however, is trifling with I

who really commands our very sincere

respect. After all. there is no glaring

improbability about his story. A New
mder by origin, and educa

Harvard, he was : dso burn and bred a

war" Democrat, and while loving his
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country .-ingly from first to last, or at

least to last accounts, he nev

sorted his party. He had the opportu-
liile in college, to do a signal ser-

vice to a wealthy New York classmate,

I connections (a service

very scurvily repaid in after -years, by
the way), and the two continued friends

for life, their harmony being only tem-

porarily interrupted by the fact that they
1 in lovr with the same lady. It

was Watts d'Alloi. naturally, and not

Peter Sterling, who won her ; but Peter

had nerve enough to officiate creditably

as best man ; after which the happy

pair went to Europe for th-ir wfdding
m-d some twenty years.

Peter, meanwhile, abode in cheap lodg-

ings among the Mickies of the - 4 sixt
"

ward, and learned, by experience, how

the poor live and how they feel, and,

eventually, how to help without still

r humiliating them. He also won

the loyal confidence of his adopted fel-

low-citizens, and became their hulwark

against the greed of the unscrupulous

capitalist and their spokesman before

,urts and in tl..- halls of stat.

In short. In- developed into that

rarest of all birds in t h.- land, hitherto, a

boss without a 1
- a brave, mag-

naiiim'Mis. incorruptible Bayard of a

ward politician.

It is only when Peter falls in love for

the * -luet -h><

traces of human weakness, nn.l lie !.. -

come^ icnts a trifle silly.
Y.-t

this also appears natural SJMM J> wbt n

we reflect that he was by this time a

bachelor of forty, an. 1 that hi

was t liter of his early Ham,.

Some of the clearest and most t.-llin-

expositions of the hero's political creed

:.-.!. lik- priestly b

to a postu <lear and

young crt advocates

rsal suffrage, in. lu.lm- that

own sex; t defend* the

boss and the ballot and poinU out

.nsistent with the true

scope of our institutions is the lingering
better few ought some-

how to control the baser many. There

is no doubt a spice of humor in the idea

of a gay young debutante courted and

won 1. s of this description, but

the girl in question was a good and

bright as well as a beautiful one, and

proved, when the hour of supreme peril

came, thai she could be brave as welL

We will not forestall the rea!

est in the highly drama: -f .h

story, when, after so many dbeostioMf

and digressions, alarur and \ irwons,

it finally culmii ib* first din-

shock of th- ssible social conflict

The a- 4 his best here. The
the sorrowful title Cui

most terrible in its terseness.

M-ene in Printing- 1 louse Square is

only too \i\idly realized, fa donnt

jtcnxfr witn a vengeance.

The author of Peter Sterling b per-

haps true to nature in foreshadowing an

alliance between the highest ML.

I,,.,,. : .:' ,
.

.

'

IM nding strug.
- at the utter-

most extremes of the scale, if anywhere,

that ideals are cherished. The great

mass of obstructive selfishness and inert

vulgarity lies between the two, ami will

have to be surmounted, or surrounded,

as the case may be, by what for want of

a "::.. '
'

'

' "' k
''

iuHunirrs. A hn-athoi tniechival-

t!,,. thi.k . ity atmosplMM of

Peter Sterling. The tone and

he book are nobl*. Son

!. m ,t,.,l. It in ii..t N.TV ,.VN t.. romprr-

the social position of Peter's mo-

ther : a w .olirmwMihi
a New England village, and foil

her son's crusade with ardent sympathy ;

:M.. t.. provide shtJter and sus<^anf

11 the relay* of sickly link waif.

!'.
' " '

.ir of thr rountry: able also,

incidentally, to allow her son fifteen

dred dollars a year, until he can
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himself by the law, and yet
"
not, in

any sense, what would be called a lady
"

by a New Yorker. And how could

Watts d'Alloi,
" with two hundred and

fifty years of Knickerbocker and Hugue-
not tradition

"
behind him, have been

such a cad as calmly to accept, and never

in the whole course of the book disclaim

the sacrifice of Peter, who leaped head-

long into the breach when his friend's

honor was a second time at stake, and

became splendide mendax on his behalf ?

And how coiild Miss de Voe a charm-

ing pastel, by the way, a lady as lovely
in character a^ >fty in lineage

have talked about IK. >"iage,"

when she meant the friend who had gone
with her to the opera, and the v
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of her guests at a dinner-party ?

And how could all these good people,
with all their presumed advantages, have

said "brainy" and "tony," and per-

mitted themselves freely to conjugate in

all its revolting moods and tenses the

terrible verb " to enthuse;
"

''. Can it be

that, amid all the warfare that appears
to await us in the near future, the United

States troops will one day have to be

called out for the defense of our mother

tongue ?

But these, after all, are not matters

of the first importance, and our last

word about Peter Sterling shall be one

of hearty commendation and recommen-

dation for a timely, manly, thoroughbred,
and eminently suggestive book.

THE WILDERNESS HUNTER.

No books excite more interest, for read-

ers who care for them at all, than those

which describe the pursuit of large game,

yet it is doubtful whether the best among
this class of works are usually estimated

at their actual value. Commonly, they
have been considered only as interesting

narratives of adventure, and their im-

portant contributions to natural history

remain, for the most part, unacknow-

ledged. Furthermore, certain enthusi-

asts for "culture" decry sport, and dis-

parage the sportsman's qualities. They
say that these, at best, are characteristic

traits of a barbarous state, and that love

of the chase is a survival from savagery.
If an ideal condition of things existed

anywhere, such objections would carry
more weight ; but as societies are now con-

stituted, wherever enterprise, patience,

quickness of sense, and unfaltering cour-

age display themselves, sympathy and

esteem are inevitably won. Imagination
and feeling respond to impressions pro-

duced by those scenes which the hunter

seeks ; they cause us to share his vicissi-

tudes, and to take part in what he does.

Few of us have really passed beyond the

stimulating touch of the aids and incite-

ments which personal experience amidst

the greater wild beasts may give. Shake-

speare (the general, not the poet) may
overestimate this training as a moral safe-

guard, but Dunraven, Baker, and Roose-

velt have so painted the true sportsman's
character that, while our present di>pen-

sat inn continues, it can neither be under-

valued nor ignored.

As for the Wilderness Hunter him-

self, what he has written *

may be re-

viewed without reference to individual

attributes. Moreover, in books such as

this, men involuntarily portray them-

selves better than another could describe

them. Those * who in the love of na-

ture hold communion with her visible

forms" need not be indebted to ciiti-

1 Tlif Wildernfss Ilnnfir. By TllKODORE
.II.T Ni-w Y.rk and London: <;. I'.

Putnam's Sons. \^'. *''.
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cism for an acknowledgment of their

endowment with ''the vision and the

faculty." It is the same with respect to

valor. Whoever has voluntarily

dous charge <>;

phants or timers, and acquitted himself

r has followed the grizzly bear into

places where the sole alternative is to

conquer or die, gains nothing by having
> feats exploit'

Ir. Roosevelt's book be compared
with the best accounts of direct observa-

tion in other modern languages, i

be found to be singularly free from those

lies which cling like hereditary
vices to judgments pronounced upon
wild Ueasts. Biological and psychologi-
cal misconceptions and superstitions dis-

figure almost the entire literature of this

Mil-jert, and a body of information so

ive, various, and instructive as that

given in The Wilderness Hunter may
claim to be exceptional among the annals

of sport. Interesting an. I often valu-

able as their matter is, the narratives of

most great hunters impose upon those who

study them for scientific ends a i

burden in the way of elimination and iv-

uctive labor. Such is not the case

here ; so far as it goes, this author's text

may be taken as it stand-. The per-

nicious do. descriptive zoology,

t iscontradistinguishable from

intellect, and is something more than in-

herited fitness and automat!

does not anywhere pervert the opin-

ions expressed. That widespread fallacy

which insists upon an intuitive recogni-

tion of man's primacy in nature by crea-

tures that have not been taught through

experience to dread his power nowh. re

appears. Mr. Roosevelt never makes

the common mistake of looking upon a

local group as fully representing t !

widely rangin

whosemembers, being differently situated

in separate areas, cannot be the same.

can appreei it*, iritfi ri I i

study of ;'>., \,,luminous records <'

witnesses concerning character and habit

* Hunter. 827

how little they are to be relied up

general : not from lack of good faith,

but because want of acquaintance with

natural laws, or an inability to apply
ha* involved this subject in a mast

of contradictions scarcely to be par-
alleled elsewhere. That The V
ness Hunter so fully masters those con-

stantly recurrii itions from the

law that all life depends on a continuous

adjustment of organisms to the enmtjr
of conditions under which t

1 -. v are

placed, betrays, of course, the clo-

dent Individual experience does not

confer success . \\hich. in

the work i. ideratioa, shown it-

self as cor ly by an absence of

dogm. ions as it does in anything
that is said. Reticence with respect to

..uhjects concerning which conclusions

are for any reason uncertain is, to those

tomed to announcements of crude

and incomplete views, premature gener-

alizations, and the perpetual cont

ing of inference with observation, an

unmUt.ikal.le indication of proficiency.

Mi K.osrvch makes no display of sci-

entific attainments, rarely refers to au-

ios, never indulges in theoretical

>itionn upon the many and strik-

ingly contrasted creature* with which he

came in contact He telU what he knows

of them, nothing more; but this is done

HO fully, so fairly, and with M> complete

an absence of preconception, prejudice,

and the errors attributable to the source*

just pointed
on , merely a plain

statement of the truth to .-ay of ihUbook

that it stands nearly alone in the litera-

ture of sport with large game.
reasonable to demand of an

author more than he professes to give.

however, who know all about the

subject upon which they write

nly make this evident and

mised. The author of The

Hunter ronntanlU does SO, aft, for eXM-

ple.
.1. hi, description cougar and

which are admirable accounts of
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these animals, given at first hand. and

full of instruction upon details tliat have

not made their way, to any great extent,

into formal natural history. Still more

strikingly true is this of his chapter on

the grizzly, or, as he properly calls it,

the grisly bear. In certain respects. the

present writer is out of touch with opin-

ions there expressed ; but these differ-

ences are neither radical, nor perhaps
irreconcilable. Be this as it may, it

at a free admission that
1

satisfactory con-

cemin. way of liF? and gen-
iarrioter has yet a;

*

Ike

Mr. Ru iiption of

tain sheep, in 1 : Hunt-

ing Trail, this is tho ,i\ in exist-

ence on its own subject. Furthermore,

regarded from a standpoint furnished by
the literature of wild beasts at large,

none of the ferae, have been dealt with

so completely upon the basis of a single

individual's personal knowledge.
Mr. Roosevelt says that it has been

his "good luck to kill all the various

kinds of large game that can properly
be considered to belong to temperate
North America." As he is essentially

a sportsman, one who would disdain

wanton destruction for the purpose of

making a bag, the chase has been with

him an accessory of life, not its end, and
all that his varied observation has re-

vealed he has also faithfully and effec-

tively described. It was therefore a de-

cided gain to zoology that such opportu-

nity should have been offered to a man in

every way capable of using it to advan-

tage. We shall never know more than

a small part of the true history of wild

animal life in any country. Hitherto,

insuperable obstructions have interfered

with accuracy and insight upon the part
of those who chiefly came in contact

with these denizens of the jungle, moun-
tain, and plain. If, in the future, a dif-

ferent class of sportsmen should arise,

they will find most of the great hunting-

grounds in all lands tenantl-
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The Indian elephant is preserved with-

in such extensive ranges that we may
entertain a good hope for the survival of

this species. But the African elephant
is doomed, and the white rhinoceros, a

creature only second in size to him, and

not long since widespread and abundant

on the Dark Continent, has so entirely

disappeared that no museum in the

world possesses a single complete speci-

men. Our bison, or buffalo, has also

gone, and even if the protected frag-

ments of its vast herds are able partially

to overcome the physiological disabilities

involved in interbreeding, the great ox

of the Western world is to all intents

and purposes blotted out of creation.

These are accomplished facts in a se-

ries of events whose fulfillment appears
to be certain. Those noble animals

which Mr. Roosevelt hunted so lately
have in great measure vanished from the

regions where they were then plentiful.

The greater forms in the American fau-

na are rapidly withdrawing into such

fastnesses of the north and west as yet

remain, there to make their last stand.

Natural history goes but a little way be-

yond skeletons and skins. With these the

systematic naturalist may work indefi-

nitely, yet the days of descriptive zoolo-

gy are numbered. Biology and psycho-

logy must seek narrower channels than

those in which they might once have

run, and many contributing streams will

be lost, even while the current flows

fresh from its source. Few apprr.

and fewer care for the desolation which

is going on ; nevertheless, it is only too

true that domains of life and mind are

now closing to the world, for whose I

nothing can ever compensate.
Mr. Roosevelt masses illustrations of

these conceptions, and of those deficien-

cies in our knowledge which, probably,
can never be made good. For example,

speaking of northern Rocky Mountain

wolves, he says that they attack "
every

four-footed beast to be found where they
live ;

"
and that while, unlike their con-
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genera of the Old World, these animals

tolerant to a degree of man's

proximity, they are daring and danger-

ous, and :iU the shyest and hardest to

slay." Nobody who knows it will deny
that such anomalous traits coex
* the dark gray beast ;

"
yet who is to

explain them, not on general principles,

ith reference to the creatu

self
'

It may be possible to understand

why timber wolves have proportionally

larger teeth than their brethren of tin-

plains, because we happen to be in some

degree acquainted with the contrasted

conditions of existence through which

natural selection operated. On the other

Mr. Roosevelt saw that, although

there was a wide specific variation of

color in canis lupus here, sub-groups

everywhere exhibited a strong tendency

to assimilate in tint With some beings

the rationale of this would be ol

but how can it be certainly accounted for

case of such a wandering and un-

social savage as the wolf ? Again, this

beast seems to be eminently fitted to pro-

i the struggle for existence; tin-

black bear, apparently, lias no such tit

ness ;
* they live side by side,

holds its own, whiK

jM-ri-heB. What turn- the scale against it ''.

Phenomena of a like character, but

manifested in a wider field, and equally

inexplicable, abound. "The otter of

ica is larger than the otter of Ku-

rope," remarks Mr. Roosevelt. while

the badger is smaller." Our mink is

.uch stouter animal than its Scan-

dinavian or Russian kinsman, while tin-

reverse is true of oar sable, or pine mar-

No one can say why the European
red deer should be a pygmy compared

giant brother, the American wa-

piti ; Why the Old \Y,,,ld elk

average smaller in size than the almost

-liable New World moose,

and yet the bison of Lithuania and the

Caucasus be on the whole larger and

more formidable than its American

i In the same way, no one can

tell why, under like conditions, some

game, such as the white goat and spruce

grouse, should be tamer than other close-

ly allied species, like the mountain sheep
and ruffed grouse. No one can say

n the whole, the wolf of Scandi-

navia and northern Russia should be

larger and more dangerous than the

average wolf of the Rocky Mountains,
while between the bears of the same re-

gions the comparison must be exactly re-

versed." These results were all brought
about by natural selection, but what were

the several processes, what the coopera-

tive factors and play of forces, in differ-

ent instances ? How can we hope to an-

swer these questions, now tliat nature's

object-lessons are drawing so nearly to

an end ?

The Wilderness Hunter has, moreover,

done well in a higher department On
this continent extremes in human condi-

tion touch. Without intervening social

grades, civilization here borders upon
val savagery. The first man and

the last man stand in opposition. Kx-

eept these, distinguishable types

the human strata on our

ule like forms seen in a dissolving

view. Famous artists have preserved

ideals of some representative figures in

this strange and transitory mass, and

Koosevelt's sketches from real life

are executed too skillfully not to inspire

a hojHj that he may hereafter make them

more complete. Hi* cowboy is a study

that .- well be dispensed with.

The original wilderness hunters have

i ,...: L ..'..
and untruMworthy tradition. One hears

of them through fragmentary
MM mi lonelv camD-fire*, batat lonely eamp4lrea, but ti>.

gone, leaving scarcely a traee of their

duality behind. Trapper, and

hunters of later times are not the same

know, and this is nearly all. Whatever

,.ossible to perpetuate concerning

this latter class claims attention,

has a place in human natural history.
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The subject is at present overlaid with

absurdities and fiction, until well-nigh all

that is commonly believed of it is un-

true. Yet a little while, and the last

unadulterated product of border life,

the semi-nomadic horseman of its cattle

ranges, will ride away
" into oblivion and

night." Much that was worth knowing
has been rescued already from forgetful-
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ness by the writings of Mr. Roosevelt,

than whom no one has known this soci-

ological variety better, has had more fa-

cilities for observing it, or was fitter to

describe its features. It will be well in-

deed if his future contributions to de-

scriptive zoology may be supplemented,
like The Wilderness Hunter itself, by ad-

ditional studies of human types.

RECENT BOOKS ON JAPAN.

THE real Japan, to use a somewhat

presumptuous title adopted by Mr. Hen-

ry Norman, is slowly coming to light.

Facts about Japan have been abundant-

ly set forth, but it is the purpose and

privilege of art to transmute fact, and to

reveal the more intimate and pregnant
truth which merely clever reporters miss.

The form of the art may be music, color,

or fit language, and it is as works of lit-

erary art that the intelligent reader ap-

prehends the recent writings of Mr. Laf-

cadio Hearn. 1

Through this art he comes

into a very intimate acquaintance with

the finer verities of Japanese life.

Mr. Hearn seems born to be the

mouthpiece of races so alien to ourselves

that they live the poetry they do not

talk about. To those whose hearts had

been swept by the storms of Chita, or had

drifted through the opalescent lymphs
which bathe Martinique, the tidings that

this lover of hues had made Japan his

home was very welcome ; for Japan, too

long a prey to the literary Philistine, is

indeed a poet's Mecca ; in her alone

are the life-tints of a pristine world un-

dinimed. There is a library of books

about Japan, but, as in the sketches of

those English painters who have visited

her, no local color, no aroma. Some are

1

(wlimpses of Unfamiliar Japan. By LAF-
CADIO HEARN. In two volumes. Boston and
New York : HougUton, Mifflin & Co. 1894.

heavy with disjointed skeletons of facts,

others involved in a maze of chronologic

tunneling. Either description or eluci-

dation employs an Occidental method :

in many cases indiscriminate eulogy re-

pels one who is willing to be enchant-

ed. There must also be mentioned those

counter-streams of calumny in which the

writer would seem to seek notoriety by

opposition. Only one of these produc-
tions need be cited, that of Madame

Chrysantheme, in which the brilliant

French sensualist, lifting for a moment a

little soiled and trampled blossom, cries

to the world,
" Behold Japan's spotless

flower !

" and tosses it farther into the

slough. Of the deep-hedged gardens and

lily-starred hilltops he does not speak.

Perhaps he cannot. Yet somewhere be-

tween the dissolute cynicisms of Pierre

Loti and the amiable puerilities of Sir

Edwin Arnold a blue haze trembles over

the middle distance where lies the living

reality of poetry, the soul of Japan.

Sympathy and exquisiteness of touch

are the characteristics of Mr. Ilcarn's

genius. He is a chameleon, glowing with

the hue of outer objects or of inward

moods, or altogether iridescent. He be-

comes translucent and veined like a moth

on a twig, or mottled as if with the pro-

Out of the East : Reveries and Studies

J<i}>an. By LAFCADIO HKAKN. Sunn- jml>-

Ibhera. 1-
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gol-h-n
- leaves.

We may not look for aich'r

mind

which .which

as it paints. 1 apts no epic
of history. The ddver for sociologic or

theologic spoil must seek deeper waters.

diamond with ;i

i,'rind*ton t -. <r plant violets with a steam-

plot!

as a poet, Mr. Hearn dis-

cards the tonic of rhythm, as an

ids keen ear to the chi

Hi i , It-ii' 1- his words as a lim-

n. -r hi- pi^nu-nts. The crisp lines of

dialogue or of exclamation gleam against
the warm shadows of liquid narrative.

In a \ he has the

r's eye. All nature, to him, is a

ioscope of pun? color, and no wri-

li>h has M richly charged his

phrase with it. Such tinta as these,

wet from : \ve can actually see

him >piva'! 1 rich purples cloud

broadly hehiiul and ai

blackness of the serrated hills, mist

purpl- upwanl smokily into

faint vermilions or dim ghl,

again melt up through ghostliest greens

Or again, speaking of

1x8 are clad

with finot -I.TII rehrd of --Id HIOMM;
their limhs are spotted, and their tails are

i with tip- .1.1 or the dead

licate fungi." It may seem

it not to a painter, that such

ing is at times overdone. In

es he has been

! almost cloyingly rich and

and thrre is dotihtlrs, much truth

_Ce : I. ut in his later bo<

all-])otnit intlii' i panese restraint

seems to have refined and suhdncd his

rful style to niMiv harrao-

ider the subtler beau-
'

h II earn's genius is that

of a service to the scientific

world is unique. Hundreds of observers

have tabulated the sociologic da

barbai rea, With

all on i

,_je of classic heroes, what
would we i ;e glimpse of a

peasant group around a provincial Ro-

man hearth ! In Japan we have a life

as full as the ancient Roman, and an

imagination more sensitive, marvelously

preserved for us. Yet this richest mine

of human belief and feeling is r.;

filling up with the muddy tides of West-

ern commercialism. Intoxicated by

military success, these live pagans most

be iconoclasts in ry efforts at re-

construction. Already one can inhale

pure Japanese flavor only in the tales

of the very old. or in the sequestered life

of a hidden village. Mr. Hearn's trans-

fer to the East was ti: it was at a

tragic melting-point of time, and

phonograph in has caught the

:is of an epoch's swan-song.

I figure fairly expresses his meth-

od. His chapters are long or short as

are his moods. There is little organic

unity in them; no scientific aim or phi-

losophic grasp rounds them into form.

his paragraphs have little cohe-

f the forming of his aeo-

focusing of an image, each added word

the turn of a delicate screw.

He has a microscopic eye. His fancy,

like a solar ray passing through a room,

gilds a line of motes before unseen. But

in this he is not unlike Japan herself,

nalysis, without anxiety, her

sweet children love, and sing, and die.

u loyalties need no prop

of nniveraals, nor spar of grim futures.

enough to live. Their wo.

but a flash of local color. So, too, these

swift pastels of Mr. Hearn brighten for

own eoWer experiences.

In entering a new country one fare, his

facts as they come. It matter*

upon which flower he first alight.-. In

these volumes, one cares not at what

page he opens. There is little lost in
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reading a chapter by paragraphs back-

ward, but to push forward rapidly

through crowded ranks of facts and im-

pressions is as fatiguing as a day's sight-

seeing at a fair. Only, be it remem-

bered, his facts are not of matter, but

of the spirit.

It will be clear from what has been al-

ready said that there is a limitation in

Mr. Hearn's vision. Though the veins of

pure metal he taps are new and inestima-

bly precious, he makes no claim to ex-

haust the resources of the soil. It is, in

brief, the absence of the faculty which

sees the relations of parts to wholes. He
cannot attempt to knit together the rav-

eled edges of epochs, nor space his local

gems with proportioned intervals. There

is no sense of history or of mass. There-

fore there are many realities, even highly

poetic ones, which our author does not

see. Perhaps this lack is conscious abne-

gation. Perhaps he is content to be him-

self a Japanese of the common people,

whose minds mirror only the passing fact.

In this respect he is the true congener of

the Ukioye painter, that artist from and

for the masses, who fills his color prints

with the prismatic life of his day. Of

this transition era he is the Hokusai and

Hiroshige, men whose work, shown him

in Japan by Mr. Fenollosa, awakened his

sympathy and delight. But the very lim-

itation of the Ukioye as a school of Jap-
anese art is its incapacity to understand

the national ideals of the past or of the

contemporary educated. It is the life

of the moment, charming and sweet, but

with no outlook. For it the aspiration

and splendor of eleven centuries of Jap-
anese art are non-existent. From it are

banished the wealthy worlds of court and

camp and cloister. It is walled in by
caste. It cannot estimate its own phe-
nomena as part of a great thought or

scheme. So Mr.'Hearn's picture of Japan
is of but one half only. In dealing with

religion, or legend, or biographic anec-

dote, he tells us only what the native of

the present day thinks about it, and not

the heart of its significance. This would

be parallel to interviewing the peasantry
of Italy upon local traditions, or describ-

ing the picturesque decay of Rome before

its recent restoration. The Florentine

boatman of to-day has little conception
of the intensely creative life of the fif-

teenth century ; nor do the mouldering
ruins of palace and bath, overbuilt by
centuries of squalor, transmit an ade-

quate picture of the splendor from whirh

they sprang. It would be the contrast

between the consciousness of a devout

Catholic in a remote European village,

who had never heard of the Renaissance,

and that of the educated author who

grasps the present as an outcome of that

brilliant illumination. Thus, to a student

of Oriental faiths, ideals, and creative

epochs, Mr. Hearn seems always hovering

upon the edge of a discovery. His peo-

ple's account of Buddhism is like the

dew upon maidenhair fern, whose fringes

conceal the brink of a deep, exhaustless

well. So his occasional penetration to

the land of ghosts, as in A Wish Ful-

filled, is without the guidance of a Virgil,

or of a priest who could interpret the

psychologic law under the apparently
fortuitous belief. He is thus in danger
of discarding, as the exquisite but vanish-

ing poetry of superstition, a key to the

very latest and most important scientific

problem.
Yet this reservation must not blind

one to the unique beauty and value of M r.

Hearn's work. It is an anthology of

lyrics, lyrics which he and others have

actually lived. There is no romantic

phase of Greek or mediaeval consciousness

more charming. He is a contemporary
Theocritus ; his pictures are as innocent

as those of Piero della Francesca. He

establishes, even from its popular phases,

the claim of the Oriental world to be

civilization's leader in refined sentiment

This is no light task, to stem the skep-

ticism that greeted Japan's irresponsible

eulogists. He refers frequently to his

learned friend Professor Chamberlain,
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who, after twenty-five years of study, pro-
;i mi-leading book. Tiling

, hich, ;ts a storehouse of facto, is

ict antipodes of Mr. 11. -am's writ-

ings, and of which his favorite pupil
said that, were it reprinted in Japanese,
his life could not be guaranteed twelve

I cynical, unfeeling, l.lind toall

the higher meaning of Oriental life and

light, sour and self-conscious, like much
of Kn-_cli>h comment on alien standards.

If truth is merely what appears to the

average analytic, then poetry is a lie, Mr.
I Irani is a dreamer, and love and fancy
are unimportant human phenomena. Mr.

'l appreciation is that of a listener

to exquisite music ; his expression of it as

sul. tie. He is conscious of the deadness

of that brain which dissolves the facto of

the soul, and finds a precipitate of utili-

ties. There are foreign scientists who
havescotVed at the "Japanese delusion."

I this.' the reader may say,
* this

is all that you went forth to see : a torii,

-..in,- ^hells. a small damask snake, some
. . Not of strange sights alone

is this charm made, but of numberless

Mibtle sensations and ideas interwoven

and intei hi* mled : the sweet, sharp scents

of grove and sea : the blood-brightening,

ULJ touch .f the free wind ; the

dumb appeal of ancient mystic mossy
; vague reverence evoked by know-

ledge of treading soil called holy for a

thousand years; and a sense of sym-

pathy, as a human duty, compelled by
the \i-iMii of steps of rock worn down

.ipch'ssness by the pilgrim feet of

vanished generations." The soul that

will not see what the pr >phet has un-

i.-ep pity. And over

how many siieh important truths he lin-

Kgen, where oth< : irned a\\

impressed: He noti. -ex the remarkable

and individuality ..f tree-. M I-

it that the trees have been so long d

1 caressed by man . . . that

tiny have acquired i -ds, and strive to

show their _; : .if it tide, like women loved,

Uin_: themselves more beautiful

59

for man's sake ?
" How rare to fu

who describes symbols of the five ele-

ments, speaking of a sixth unsymbolized !

rue that he speaks of it as know-

ledge, where it should have been called

nsciousness. In the chapter <

he writes very tenderly of this beautiful,

gracious sa lie ghosts-

psalm of Jizo he quotes :

" Be not afraid, dean ! be nerer fearful !

Poor little souls, your lives w,

deed!

Trust to ine ! I am your father and mother
in the M.

Father of all children in the regioo of the

And what a touch of poetic pathos in

his introduction of the Kurasian girl at

the cemetery !
"
Half-caste, and poor,

and pretty, in this foreign port ! Bet-

ter thou wert with the dead about thee,

child ! better than the splendor of this

soft blue li-h! the unknown darkness for

thee. There the gentle .Ji/o would care

for thee and hide thee in his great

sleeves/' He feels an i<l irticn-

larly in prayer, with the vanished

of his Greek ancestors: "Blended in

some strange way it seems to be with

my faint knowledge of an elder world,

whose household gods were sJso the be-

loved dead ; and there is a weird sweet-

ness in this place, like the shadowing of

Lares.'* So his estimate of Japanese
ht reason;

"One ilokuaai or

Hiroshige, originally sold for less than

a cent, may have more real art in it than

many a Western painting valued at

than the worth of a * .mese

ign artist will give

you realistic reflections of what he sees.

['he Japanese artist gives you
that which he feels, the mood of a sear

he precise sensations of an bow
and place ; his work is qualified by a

of suggentiveness rarely found in

the art of the West. snrpastei

imagination, excites it, leaves it
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with the hunger of charm perceived in

glimpses only. . , . He is above all things

impersonal." Mr. Hearn sees with the

intuition of a poet the close relation to

Greek art which has heretofore appar-

ently arrested the attention of one or

two men only who have brought a

critical training to the study. Espe-

cially is this to be said of the dances :

"
Figures lightly poised as birds, fig-

ures that somehow recall the dreams of

shapes circling about certain antique
vases ; those charming Japanese robes,

close-clinging about the knees, might

seem, but for the great fantastic droop-

ing sleeves, and the curious broad gir-

dles confining them, designed after the

drawing of some Greek or Etruscan ar-

tist."
" All those feet are small, sym-

metrical, light as the feet of figures

painted on Greek vases, and the step

is always taken toes first." Though he

probably underestimates the influence of

Buddhism upon the Japanese soul, yet
he knows what a revelation that soul

will be to the Western world :
" He who

would know what Shinto is must learn

to know that mysterious soul in which

the sense of beauty and the power of art

and the fire of heroism and magnetism
of loyalty and the emotion of faith, have

become inherent, immanent, unconscious,

instinctive."

The first volume of Glimpses of Un-

familiar Japan deals largely with de-

scriptions of places ; the second, more

specially with customs and beliefs. The

opening essay, In a Japanese Garden,

will be remembered by readers of The

Atlantic as one of the most exquisite and

characteristic of Mr. Hearn's papers.

Here, like the Japanese soul, he comes

very close to the heart of nature. He re-

veals to us the hidden symbols, and the

rare intimacies of flower and shrub, rock

and tree, waterfall and hike ; the many
strange forms and cries of insects, the

plaint of nightingale and wood-dove, the

halo of the lotos-bloom, and the swift

movement of frog or fish. Here is sci-

entific observation translated into poeirv
as delicate as the ferns it describes. In

a later chapter he gilds the subject of

reincarnation with a touch new to the

West :
*' The young mother who loses

her first child may at least pray that it

will come back to her out of the night
of death. . . . Praying, she writes within

the hand of the little corpse the first

ideograph of her lost darling's name.

Months pass, and she is again a mother.

Eagerly she examines the flower-soft

hand of the infant, and lo ! the selfsame

ideograph is there, a rosy birthmark

on the tender palm." In the chapter
The Japanese Smile lies a veiy subtle

analysis of character ; and in the one en-

titled Of Souls we have a first introduc-

tion to the marvelous psychology of the

East.

Out of the East gives us Mr. Hearn 's

studies since his change of residence

from Izumo to Kumamoto. The dis-

cussion of the story of Alkestis by his

students enables him to contrast most

strikingly Eastern and Western ideals.

Of the Eternal Feminine is an elabo-

rate essay, breaking the surface of the

philosophy of life, but not altogether

satisfactory. It is true that the fem-

inine is not an ideal with Orientals ;

but the true reason is that they have

it as the substance of their life. We
who base our civilization upon individu-

ality and struggle need a counterbalance

on the side of our aspirations. This es-

sential contrast of East and \Ve-t .Mr.

Hearn appears not to perceive. M

over, women were the social equals of

men in earlier Japanese a^< - : and tin-

category of the feminine is fundamen-

tal in Chinese philosophy, where it be-

comes embodied in certain trees, stones,

waters, and other natural objects, as

well as in the beautiful Boddhi.-attiva

Kwannon. Mr. Hearn is not at his best

as a metaphysician. He flounders some-

what in Buddhist speculation, not al-

ways distinguishing between a profound

thought and a beautiful legend. But



we can forgive him in that he

forth a stanch champion, defying the

West from the heart of the Japanese

people. He does this most clearly in

his finest essay, Jiujutsu ; here the very

meaning of the martial exercise, to

quer by yielding," is taken as a text

to explain the phenomena of national

awakening which foreign cities have de-

nounced as a *' reversal/' Japan has

borrowed weapons of force from the

West, in order successfully to resist its

insidious influence. True progress is

from within. Mr. Hearn writes,
" How-

ever psychologists may theorize on the

absence or the limitations of personal in-

dividuality among the Japanese, there can

be no question at all that, as a nation,

Japan possesses an individuality strong-

IT than our own." The late war has

demonstrated this truth to the \\<>rl<l.

We would go further, and say that the

very absence of personality is the key
to this individuality, and there is every
reason to hope that this race, still so

young and vigorous, may solve the

woi l<l-problem of uniting the civilizations

of two hemispheres.
One of the household words of the resi-

11 the Far Orient is globe -trot-

This strange device names one

nr\v tilings iiii.l.-r the sun, the

man, clm-lly the American, whose vault-

ing ambition lands him in
"
doing

"
the

globe, usually at full speed by tea and

lan.l. Ten days to Japan, a week to

('!MM:I. three to India, and a se'nnight for

? . ended by shopping in the Euro-

pean capitals, form the usual itinerary

for thU ilk, whose sole qualificati

travel is its wealth. Such globe-trotters

are often the terror and discouragement
of the cultivated sojourners in the land,

who gave the disparaging name. Worse,

if possible, than the baste is the igno-

rance of these Philistines, and the igno-

rance is deepest just where,

ground, it is most dangerous, nan>

religion. Accustomed as they have been

at home to hear the good in " heathen
"
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religions ignored, the ill exaggerated;

they naturally have not wasted much time

in preparing to meet them, and find only
too late that there is nothing else to

moot Then ensues temple-weariness,
and a secret sense of relief when th

trotter starts for his familiar sighu and

sounds once more. It is not too much
to say that one who travels in the Ori-

ent without a knowledge of its religions

walks in a fog ; for, one way or other,

and always to a degree unsuspected by
the modern man, religion has there

made or modified everything.

The globe-trotter, however, heretofore

has had one excuse: he could find no

comprehensive account of the religions

of Japan. But now, at last, to the mtilti-

t.m .us treatises on the art, culture, man-

ners, history, and what-not of Japan is

added one on its religions.
1 These had

hitherto been described only piecemeal
in learned monographs, the subjects of

which Dr. (irittU has combined into a

comprehensive whole, guided therein by
an almost lifelong acquaintance, through

residence or reading, with the topic be

A brief outline can only hint at the

ri.-liufvH of material found throughout

the work. Shim.',. Japan's ethni.

is depicted in all the strangeness and

ness proper to a primitive cult:

marvelously preserved for us, moreover,

by an arrest in its development caused

by the arrival in Japan of the missionary

religion. Buddhism. How this pri.

faith influenced its successors. Buddhism

and Confucianura. forms a striking lesson

in persistent* of early ides*, racial as will

aa individual.

Confucianism consists, in Japan as on

the continent, mainly in the duties of

the five relations." which our author

tnato ; I contrast, with the

.. :

shall not be surprised, of cows* to find

71
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o/ J By W. K. (iftir-



that in such a contrast the Confucian

system appears to disadvantage, and we
are in duty hound to decide for our-

selves. But the question here is subtler

in that it admits of degrees and of off-

setting merits. Now, some, and among
them the present reviewer, will think

that, while writers like Sir Edwin Arnold

have notoriously exaggerated Japanese
virtues, the author before us has, though

by no means so markedly, exaggerated
their vices. In every country and age
are found the thousands who have not

bowed the knee to Baal, because wisdom
and discretion have preserved them from

current religious follies. Again, much
must be allowed for varying expression
of the same fundamental idea. For ex-

ample, no charge has more frequently
and plausibly been made against the Jap-
anese than that of glaring immodesty.
Yet better understanding, gained by al-

lowing them to explain themselves, has

resulted in a full vindication that in turn

puts us to shame, and shows much of our

imagined modesty to be nothing but prud-

ery, while some of our customs are, to the

Japanese, downright scandalous. Miss

A. M. Bacon writes in her Japanese
Girls and Women, "According to the

Japanese standard, any exposure of the

person that is merely incidental to health,

cleanness, or convenience in doing neces-

sary work, is perfectly modest and al-

lowable ; but an exposure, no matter how

slight, that is simply for show is in the

highest degree indelicate." Judging by
this rational standard, the Japanese wo-

man must feel an agony of shame at the

thought of appearing in such indecent

costumes as are sometimes worn in our

ballrooms. Last are the offsetting mer-

its, which receive little or no attention in

the work before us, and yet are in fact

marked and numerous. Among these

are wonderful cleanness of body, obedi-

ence to parents and respect for superiors,

kindliness and courtesy to all, and for

one's self temperance, industry, content,

and patience. The lack in the Japanese

nn Jdjxni. [Juno,

language of any exact equivalent for the

word "
chastity

"
is noted by our au-

thor, but not so another significant lack,

namely, that of all words used in curs-

ing ! Imagine, if you can, the average
American deprived of his imprecatory

vocabulary ! This remarkable lack of

the Japanese, whether lord or laborer,

imparts a smoothness and serenity to his

whole conduct which forms one factor in

his character as gentleman, not to men-

tion deeper ethical traits which do not

distinguish the Saxon race.

In any case, this study of Confucian

morals opens up the question of com-

parative morality as nothing else can

for Japan, since, in the peculiar division

of labor adopted by its three religions,

while Shinto supplied cosmogonic myths
and local and patron deities, and Bud-

dhism supplied philosophic and ecclesias-

tical notions, it was the function of Con-

fucianism to set the ethical ideals.

The treatment of Buddhism is as in-

structive religiously as that of Confucian-

ism is ethically. First, note that Bud-

dhism, by reason of its dominance in

Japan for about a millennium, must be

chiefly charged with whatever of blame

or praise is due the people. Japan is

mainly a Buddhist country, and that to

a degree much above China, where from

first to last Buddhism has been checked

by the literati. Of its immense benefits

in its role of civilizer there can be no

more doubt than as to similar eilVcts of

Christianity in its missionary labors. The

superiority of Christianity here arose, of

course, from the fact that it conveyed
Greek culture instead of Chinese.

For the rest, the study of Buddhism
divides into a study of its sects. These

were numerous, but mention is made of

five which long ago perished, of three

imported ones which still flourish, while

three native departures are most popu-
lar of all. These sects will be found

reproducing, or rather anticipating, many
of the philosophic and theologic schools

familiar in the West. A comparative
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of
th;-ir respective origins should

ict i veto the new M
c,f hi.-rolo-y. Man may in this way get
his eye on si me of the knots that have

heen throttling him. While all Bud-
dhism is, as is well known, broadly Ro-

ma ni-t in externals, Japan affords the

singular phenomenon of a Huchlhist sect

which strikingly resembles Protestant-

i-m : not. in tliis case, in externals of ritr

ual. l-iit rath* r in informing ideas. This

^hin.shfi. the largest and most influ-

ential sect in Japan. Its founder.

lonin, antedated Luther by some
three hundred years in promulgating the

then entirely new doctrines of justifica-

tion by faith alone but proven by good
works, instantaneous conversion and

sanctiiication, searching the scriptures.

their scriptures, if you please, mis-

sionary work, and the like, while he re-

jected all monastic! sin. celibacy, pilgrim-

ages, fastings, and amulets. This sect, as

may easily be imagined, presents

to-day as the only serious rival of Chris-

tianity in Japan. It deserves a treatise,

or several, to itself.

After the surprise of discovering that

Buddhism could do so well (that is, so

much like ourselves), another surprise

awaits us, in the chapter entitled A Cen-

tury of Rinnan Christianity, in <:

ering that Christianity as "Roma

which is as much Christ ianity as Mahaya-
na is Buddhism could do so ill i

wh.-n. in the sixteenth century, it exiled

or killed bonzes (Japanese Buddhist

priests), applied fire to shrines and im-

ages, and got up fictitious miracles to

persuade the doubting, it did hut reflect

procedure current in the home lands of

mish and Portuguese representa-
tives. If Jesuits used political intri-ue

to advance religious faith, they or.'

ed on principles then, and even in part
still r at home hy both I 'rotes-

Mil Romanists. Ami thus, in
-j.iti-

of intrinsic moral and religious superior-

ity, Christianity was ousted with bloody

measures, and that policy of exclusion was

inaugurated which has lasted for two<

turies, to days within our own

Long delay to the civilization of Japan as

this exclusion occasioned, one cannot but

rejoice in the compensation afforded it

in its deliverance from the fate suffered

by Mexico and Peru.

The book is excellent throughout, and

indispensable to the religious student,

though it easily suggests the need of

fuller and more technical treatment, to

the extent, at least, of one work on each

of the religions here treated together.
The Morse Lectureship could do the

new and struggling science of compara-
tive religion no better service than by

calling on scholars qualified to treat the

three religions of Japan, which each and
all stand to-day among the most :

ed fields of religious research.

Dr. Griffis appears to have

with the reserve of a scholar who treads

cautiously where he is not on the firm

ground of close examinatioi

his chapter on Shinto in an

ment Mr. Percival Lowell, on the con-

trary, brings to his task the seal of a

pioneer.

To modern sociology the discovery of

any primitive polytheism not including

some helief in supernatural possuesJoa

would prove a startling event; and to

find Mich helief m.n-exislent in the an-

cient religion of Japan would he more

. astonishing than to find iu as Mr. Low-

ell does, exceptionally present. What

asm more remarkable b that so many
other writers should have failed to look

for those facts and forms of spiritual!*!!

which the author of Occult Japan has

been investigating. Previously, it wan

known in a vague way that the religion

of Shinto according to which all UM

dead become A </ m . (superiors), or spirit-

ual powers had it* oracles and its

priests or priestesses who were subject to

divine possession. But the extent and

PEB< >u-
tiflbJ . ..
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variety of the ghostly beliefs and practices

of Shinto had not even been guessed. It

was left for Mr. Lowell first to expound
such a singular article of common faith

as that even the humblest peasant may
cause himself to become possessed by
a god, and so obtain powers of thauma-

turgy, of healing, and of prophecy. It

was also reserved for Mr. Lowell to sug-

gest not merely the intimacy of the re-

lation between the living and the dead

in Shinto, but also the strange depth to

which the primitive belief reaches down
into the roots of the national existence,

matters both of sociological interest. Like

The Soul of the Far East, his Occult

Japan is in the nature of a revelation.

Nevertheless, to do the author full jus-

tice, it is necessary to remind the reader

that Occult Japan treats of but one as-

pect of a multiform and unfamiliar sub-

ject, and also that this aspect of Shinto

is in all respects the least inviting.

So far from being by nature materi-

alistic and skeptical, as formerly repre-

sented, the Japanese would seem, of all

civilized races, the most profoundly in-

fluenced by faith in the supernatural.

For them, all the woods and peaks, all

the lakes and streams, of their native

land are divinely haunted ; and all the

occupations of men, all human actions,

all functions of life, are ruled by special

deities, patron or tutelar. Each ham-

let has its local deities, each family its

own cult, each home its Lares and Pe-

nates. But the religious condition does

not offer a real parallel with that of the

old Greek world. There are differences

multitudinous and complex ; and the sug-

gested attempt at a parallel would per-

haps be found most at fault in relation

to those rites and beliefs with which Mr.

Lowell's book chiefly deals. They would

appear to have survived with little modi-

fication from an epoch in human evolu-

tion far antedating that represented by
our own classical antiquity. On the sub-

ject of supernatural possession, especial-

ly, it is probable that the Japanese be-

liefs would be found to have an archaic

character differing greatly f .-om what we
know of Greek ideas on the same topic.

Mr. Lowell justly expresses ''his astonish-

ment at the great variety of the beliefs

in spirit-possession which he discovered ;

and this very multiformity would indi-

cate their primitive character. Yet they
are in all likelihood much more numer-

ous and varied than they appeared even

to him. " There is intentional posses-

sion," he says,
" and unintentional pos-

session ; possession by mediation of the

church, and possession immediate by the

devil ; beneficent possession by dead men,

and malevolent possession by live beasts.

There is, in short, possession by pretty

nearly every kind of creature except

by other living men" Here Mr. Lowell

is in error. Possession by the living,

so far from being unknown to Japanese

imagination, is perhaps one of the most

common forms of the belief, as also one

of the most ghastly. Moreover, this par-

ticular sort of possession is divided and

subdivided into a number of varieties.

There is conscious malevolent possession

by the living (but this costs, eventually,

the life of the hater as well as of the

hated), there is unconscious malevolent

possession, and there is possession of the

living by the living through priestly me-

diation. What the Japanese term "
liv-

ing ghosts
"
play a part of no small in-

terest in romance and drama : and the

belief is common enough to have a tech-

nology of its own. But it would require

the labors of a generation of f<lk-l<i i>ts

to exhaust the enormous subject of .Japa-

nese popular beliefs.

The occult element in Shinto, as Mr.

Lowell shows, certainly existed long be-

fore the time of the first Buddhist mis-

sions ; and it would be interesting to

learn, though almost impossible to de-

fine, how far the two religions

quently acted and reacted upon each

other. On this subject we can obtain

some general facts from various sources,

but only sufficient to indicate in a rather
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vague way the history and character of

tin' in i. We l^now that the

faith utt. inpted to adopt Shinto

bodily into its vast system, declaring the

Mi'm t<~ gods to he Buddhist avatars,

and accepting ancestor-worship of neces-

I iut to absorb the countless myriads
of the Kami proved a task exceeding even

the prodigious assimilative powers of

Buddhism. Shinto could not be absorbed,

neither could it be cast out. The in-

troduction of the Confucian and Taoist

teachings only gave it fresh strength.

To consider the nature of the opposition

it could offer to absorption, one should

know something of its exclusively na-

tional character, its conservative horror

of contact with things alien, its early dis-

like of images, and its archaic deuterono-

my regarding pollution and purification.

One should remember, also, not only its

millions of primeval gods, the countless

special Kami of towns and villages, the

spirits of mountain and shore, and the

innumerable souls of ancestors apotheo-

sized, but likewise that in every Japa-
nese home each household utensil i ire-

pot, brazier, ladle has its guardian
invisible. Even to-day, in the heart of

the country, each chamber of a dwelling

has its divine tenant, and every action of

family life is, under rales of time, place,

or direction, enforced by spiritual dis-

eij.lini'. Buddhism, indeed, became the

educator of Japan. It taught a faith, a

philosophy, and various codes of Chinese

ethics in harmony with national senti-

inent ; it intrudu 1 an immense variety

of arts; it opened myriads of schools;

it Ituilt imposing temples, and beautified

them with all that could appeal to the

imagination ; it placed holy images by

every wayside, and sculptured the rooks

with Sanskrit texN : its drums and it-

v bells measured time for all the

dwellers of cities. The people learned

to love it, because it was beautiful and

very wise. But that other faith, view-

less and artless, whose god* are ghosts,

whose shrines are void and silent, whose

only moral code is the heart of

remained through all the centuries the

dominator of the national life, and even

of Buddhism itself. The Buddhist priest

might find himself called upon not only
to .cast oat malevolent Shinto spirits, bat

to submit himself to possession by harm-

less ones, or, in other words, to call up
the dead to speak through his lips

is rather to be regretted that Mr. Lowell

has not noticed certain touching forms of

this invocation, a rite still secretly prac-
ticed notwithstanding government prohi-

bition. ) But in spite of apparent mutual

yielding, the two religions never really

ceased to remain separate. They did seem

to blend temporarily in Kyobu-Shinto, as

Mr. Lowell points oat, but Ryobu-Shintr,

is an acknowledged failure. Otherwise

they became friends in a general way
without joining hands, though we most

notice the overt hostility to Shinto of the

later Buddhist sects, the Nichiren and

Shin^hn. Both, however, have been com-

pelled to yield much in practice, if not in

theory, the Ni.-hir.-nites especially to

the power of the Izumo-Taisha, and the

Shinshu to that great Shinto sect whose

chief temples are at be. The Shinttist

does not desire to

he will not abandon the

gods of his fathers, and

Buddhism to compromise. Side by side,

yet separately, tho two religions I

millions of homes; each having its spe-

cial shrine and tablets, each its special

rites performed at particular boors, eech

a totally distinct cult of ancestral pints.

And tii,- opposition to blending is o*

i :-;.;u By* N Mm* ** *
knowingly play a Buddhist role, but Bud-

dhi-t priests of certain sects wfll perform

Shinto rites of necromancy, as Mr. lx>w

ell bears witness. Probably at no time

in Japanese history did Shim* ever yield

to Buddhism as Buddhism has yielded

to ShintTi : and to-day, after a thousand

years of Buddhist teaching, the *tnptr*

and all it* life are stall practically ruled

by the dead.
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That the veritable religion of Japan
should have i. m.iined practically un-

known to tin- Occident until within tlif

present generation is a fact of great sip > i

h'cance. i
- studied tin-

texts, but failed to perceive tin- pov.

because that power was viewless, and

because the outward tokens of Shinto

intimated only emptiness. Yet it was

really this \\einl vacuity which should

have suggested tin- truth. To Mr. Low-

ell it partly did so. * 4 The simple beauty
of the Shinto faith," he tells us,

* 4

is, in an

emotional sen ry essence of what

makes Far-Eastern life so fine. Mere
outline of a faith as Shinto at first sight

seems to be, on closer study it proves

to be something little less than grand in

its very simplicity. Truly it needs no

formal priesthood, no elaborate service,

no costly shrines ; for it has as visibly

about it something better than all these,

its very gods. To Shinto they are al-

ways there ; and the great cryptomeria

groves no longer seem untenanted, the

plain, bare buildings no longer lack a

host; for at any instant they may be

pervaded by a presence, the pres.

of the incarnate spirit of the god." Be-

hind the irony there is glimpse of a fact

too large for irony. Indeed, the majesty
of Shinto is in its very ghostliness ; hut

for that reason it remains hidden from

the unsympathetic observer, and to some

extent, one must believe, even from Mr.

Lowell himself. Little the passing trav-

eler imagines that Tfk\o. with its half-

Europeanized society, its dress balls, its

military parade, is governed by the dead.

To him the great army festivals seem

mere holidays of diversion : he cannot

guess that the horse-races and the fire-

\\<>rks and all the pageantry are for in-

\i-ible guests, the soldier dead of all

the centuries. Still for the mass of tin-

people all human action is influenced by

the unseen. Still are the heroes of t In-

put invoked with pomp otlicial in the

hour of national peril. Still the I

peror speaks to the august spirits of his

fathers, and with prayer and otVerings

petitions theirproteetioii torlp- tlrt> and

armies. Nay. the emmim-

a street a paper {tasted ah.\v a .:

a tli \\er display, a dance o, childr.

chant of bagging pilgrims have gl

ly meanings unguessed hy the strai.

but of deepest import in the life of tin-

race. And when we know that the \\h. It-

vast power of this spiritual feeling can

be used as one directing foive for a na-

tional end, that it not only has heen. hut

even now is so being used, the sul

of Shinto certainly expands beyond the

range of jesting.

But how are we to reconcile tl

of this colossal spiritualism with tin- com-

mon assertion of unquestionable author-

it ie> that the Japanese are indifferent

to those philosophical and metaphysical

problems which fill so large a place in

Western intellectual li: ient

of comparative psychology will an-

that what has been termed ind

to such questions is probably incapa

for them ; and that the race ha* not

reached that point of intellectual matu-

rity at which the ability t> form and to

combine general ideas becomes a :

sure rather than a pain. Such an

planation finds support in the compara-
tive absence of words in Japanese to

express abstract ideas, and even in tin-

very -tructure of the language, as Profes-

sor Chamberlain ha- sln.wn (the meta-

physical terms of liiiddhi-m being, of

course, Sanskrit or Chinese). And this

surmi>e naturally tempts to another,

that the peculiar charm of Japanese life

max be the charm of childishne^

tainly the psychological chapters of Mr.

Lowell's book would indicate the aHirma-

tive. though he refuses, this time, frankly

to acknowledge tin . harm. Those gra-

cious approaches to sympathy, del

as unspoken regret for a lost

and that playful tenderness of critic

which made the delight of
'

1 "f

Tin- Soul ,,f tin- Kar Kast, are sadly ab-

sent from this least pleasant but not
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phon
elaborate

(.'mnn,i nt on \> 10 /; :

,i . The
\\hieh he made so

rere not in themselves

ions, ami some-

times, perhaps. illy 1ml

He was dealing \\iili ju-t that phase of

most likely to repel a ulti-

vated obeervi r. the theatrical side, with

its mummeries and miming*, its hysteria
and hypnotism. Hut one is tempted to

ask whether tin- author of ( )eeult Japan
lias not shown himself supersensit

the repulsive side of the lower forms of

Shinto. It may also strike the reader

that the mental weaknesses of a gifted

and amiahle race are not kindly treated

in this rather satirical volume. That

owell tou< und truths very
v at times, in its pages, is beyond

all question. hut there are t\\o facts to

rememl i when dealing with line-lions

of race ditYi-renee. The lir-t i> that dif-

ferences in psychology are only differ-

ences of degree, not of kind, and that

all stages of intellectual arrest or im

maturity may be found among any race ;

the second is that a nation may owe, in

emergencies, more to its weakness than

to its strength, since the degree of its

mental evolution mu-t he in\aria'

11 fitness to s-

Now, Mr. Lowell does not MI Hi.

imply that the

are altogether relative. Hut their rela-

offera the most interesting subject

f tho-e \ > that

Japan remains capable of uniting all the

M of h,-r f-.rty millions into one

prodigious effort to any desired end.

That feebleness of emotional volume

whi.-l terms want of per-

sonality, that comparative approach to

mental in . hirh he calls lack of

individuality, thai susceptibility to influ-

ence which he satirises as hypnotic, are

logical conditions i i to any
race with an evolutional history like

that of Japan ; and they have been a
soui-i -e of national gain instead of loss.

It is very doubtful if the government
could have wrought those miracles which

have redeemed Japan from alien d

tion. had it not been for the extremely
nature of the humanity under

millions of subject* unit-

ed in one faith of lo\alty. tili.d piety, and

obedience forty millions of ShintoisU,

in short represent a living material

whose very homogeneity renders any

politieal miracle possible, a mental world

throughout equally sensitive to every di-

\ :h that preserves

a nation's independence, and prepares

larger and b.fti.-r things, oan be

all unworthy of our admiration.

O.MMI NT OH

>/ and Naturr. The Peoples and
H of the Far K*t, by H.-.n-x Norman.

in*n, who had, besides

his academic training, * tint -rate journalistic

\merieu ami KngUnd. has spent
the pa 11- in ti i\- 1 in 1

;

.. J*|NUI. Korea

tuakr.H report in a stout oc-

tavo with M - m*ps.
He U a capital reporter of what he sees, and

be h*n looked for the

an the visible stroetares. H

iionssiH tnportsJMe of the East in world

politics, ami he seeks to p-i. if poestble, at

SMh iwUeatioM of the drift of affair* as m*y
make him * e*fr*d<Htt prophet of the ne*r

futurv. He i rather swwpinf in SOSJM of

nlariMM *Md verv issistfi hi

' t d aad

bits, by Isabel F. I Upgood.
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Miss Hapgood has printed in The Atlantic

some of the papers which make up this

agreeable volume. She shows herself a

genuine traveler, having a true curiosity, a

judgment held in suspense, and a spirit of

sympathy. She is a genuine reporter, also,

honest, frank, and sufficiently minute to con-

vey the impression of close scrutiny. When
one adds that she possesses the equipment
of a familiarity with the Russian language
and frequent long terms of residence in the

country, it is plain that this book is a real

contribution to our better acquaintance with

the country and people of which it treats.

The Empire of the Tsars and the Russians,

by Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu. Part II. Trans-

lated by Ze'naide A. Ragozin. (Putnams.)
This is by no means a new work on Russia,

yet the recent change of regime in that

country gives it a welcome timeliness. The

present volume describes the institutions of

the empire, the administrative bodies, the

bureaucracy, the machinery of justice, the

press, the censorship, and has no fewer

than four chapters on the revolutionary
movement and needed political reforms.

The English is smoother than that of the

first volume, and the translator has wisely
reduced the number and bulk of her " anno-

tations." Guernsey, its People and Dia-

lect, by Edwin Seelye Lewis. (The Modern

Language Association of America, Balti-

more.) A university thesis in which a cor-

ner of the large field of Norman French is

worked with apparent thoroughness. The
Borderland of Czar and Kaiser, Notes from

both Sides of the Russian Frontier, by
Poultney Bigelow. (Harpers.) Mr. Bige-
low made the reconnaissance, of which the

result is in this book, in company with the

artist Mr. Remington. His familiarity with

German life makes him at home on the

Kaiser's side of the frontier
;
his experi-

ence, and it may be his unfamiliarity with

Russia makes him a pretty severe critic of

the Russian side
;
but he is, at any rate, a

keen observer and spirited reporter, though
it must be admitted that he relies more on

informants than on personal investigation
in Russian matters. Volume VII. (1894)
of Garden and Forest, a Journal of Horti-

culture, Landscape Art, and Forestry, con-

ducted by Charles S. Sargent (Garden and

Forest Publishing Co., New York), shows

no falling off from its high standard. It

is thoroughly scientific, though not unneces-

[rhino,

sarily technical
;
and while it make* n<> at-

tempt to cultivate literary style at the ex-

pense of accuracy of statement, it is never-

theless very interesting reading. It has

given particular attention to the subject of

public reservations during the past year,
and is certainly doing valuable work in that

direction. An excellent feature is the week-

ly London letter, and there are occasional

communications from other foreign coun-

tries as well as from all parts of the United

States. Book reviews form an important

department. The Industries of Animals,

by Fre'de'ric Houssay. (Imported by Serib-

ners.) Next to man, the ant seems to be

the most intelligent of animals, and even

those who are not sluggards can get both

profit and pleasure from considering her

ways. There are also other animals whose

industries show various degrees of mental

power, and M. Houssay has made an in-

teresting and in some respects valuable

book. But we are a little shy of putting
absolute faith in an author who accuses the

American cuckoo of laying its eggs in other

birds' nests, and tells us that the Baltimore

oriole's nest has the entrance on the side,

towards the north in the Southern States,

and towards the south in the Northern

States ! Many of the assertions, however,

are backed by references to competent au-

thorities. The author makes it very clear

that intellectual development is quite inde-

pendent of organization, and that the intel-

ligence of animals differs from ours only in

degree, but it is reassuring to be told that

" man excels in all the arts, . . . and we

may safeguard our pride by affirming that

we need not fear comparison."
- Animals'

Rights, considered in Relation to Social

Progress, by Henry S. Salt
;
also an I

on Vivisection in America, by Albert Let'-

fingwell, M. D. (Macmillan.) Mr. S.-ili.

believing, with many others, that there is

no "great gulf
" between man and the lower

animals, has followed this hypothec
what he considers its logical outcome, and

denies the right of man to inflict injury or

death on any animal whatever, except in

self-defense or for the animal's own indi-

vidual good. He goes the whole length,-

advocates vegetarianism and the use ,t sub-

>titutes for leather, ami ''!<>"

as morally wrong, and therefore not to be

excused by any amount of benefit to man-

kind which may come of it. We fear (or
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shall we say hope ?) that it will be long be-

xtreme view is generally adopted
even by thoughtful and humane people. But
there is a great deal to be praised in the

book, and its influence can be only for good.

Leffingwell's essay, which occupies
about one fourth of the book, is an elo-

quent plea for reform in American methods.

ill* <; rouse: Natural History, by the

Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting, by A. .1.

Staart-Wortley ; Cookery, by George Saints-

bury. (Longmans.) This second volume

of the Fur and Feather Series is devoted

to the red grouse of Scotland, Ireland, and

land, while the section

on Shooting has also short accounts of the

blackcock, capercailzie, and ptarmigan. As

the title indicates, the book is very compre-
hensive. Mr. Stuart-Wortley, whose con-

tribution occupies nearly two thirds of the

volume, is 9 true lover of nature and out-

door life, and what he says of the sights

and sounds on and about the moors is often

delightful reading. The illustrations, by
Mr. Stuart- Wortley and Mr. A. Thorburn,

are excellent, though the two entitled re-

spectively Between Two Fires and The
Shadow of Death are a little misleading to

persons unfamiliar with British game-birds;
rhe birds they show are ptarmigans,

while the text in their vicinity is entirely

devoted to the grouse. Summer Stn

..rds and Books, by W. Warde Fowler.

(Maomillan.) The true lover of nature

makes himself felt so clearly in these papers

that, though some of the birds are Swiss and

N of them English, though Aristotle and

White of Selborne are the men considered,

and though "Hilly." a wire-haired fox

il the subject of one of the most

attractive sketches of all, no reader need

have any lack of sympathy and kinship with

the themes or the writer. The manner is

that of a student whose life draws as mneh
fnm the fields as from his books. Each

source of inspiration touches the other to bet-

issues. Trans-Caspia, the Sealed Pro-

-s of the Czar, by M. M. Shoemaker.

(Robert Clarke Co., Cincinnati.) The jour-

nal of a traveler far eastward from the

m. His camera

traveled with him, and by its work, as by
the writer's pea, one it given many glimpses

of people and t lurkistan. The book

would be considerably more valuable if it

were equipped with a map, for one finds it

all too easy to lose one's self in the regions
between Tiflis and Samarkand, and beyond.
Nor is the writer's style, though sprightly,
above reproach. The Pearl of India, by
Maturin M. Ballon. (Houghten.) Ceylon
is an island, and of just the right size for a

book. Nothing eonld be more satisfactory
than such a subject for a traveler who finds

the pleasure which Mr. Ballou plainly had in

seeing fresh countries and telling a straight-
forward tale of what he saw and hen

would not be easy to find a book on Ceylon
so comprehensive and encyclopedic which

had also so much of personal incident.

The Cause of Warm and Frigid 1 Vriuds, by
M. Taber. (Geo. H. Ellis, Boston.)
in. Beyond the Dreams of Avarice,

by Walter Besant (Harpers.) This book,

like all Mr. Besant's later tales, maybe brief-

ly described as a romance with a moral pur-

pose. The fortune of the Burley family,

begun by fraud, and increased in tmooeedinf

generations by sordid or disgraceful nimns,

finally attains colossal proportions, and its

last possessor dying intestate and without

a known heir, claimant* for his million*

naturally appear from all quarters. The

stories of such of these as are actually

akin to the dead man are told here, espe-

cially that of his grandson and only reel

hi-ir. who had been brought up in igno-

rance of his name and people by a la-

ther who believed that a curse had followed

the Burleys' ill-gotten gains. How the

young man, a clever cieniist, hi gradually

but surely mirtirmi by the hereditary

greed, and how be is saved therefrom, it

what the tele sets forth. The old house in

Westminster and its past inhabitants are

sketched with singular vividnees and fore* ;

and if the contemporary characters eome-

tiroes play the part of

well modeled and lifelik.

the writer's scheme, that is a usual draw.

back in fiction of this class. The author'*

style is, as ever, lucid, vigor

readable, and the tele will

favorably with any of its

daemon. The Play-Actress,

Crockett. (Putnam*.) A

gracefully and tenderly told, of certain *-

u ,1 . <-...
'

.

' ' '

Gilbert Rutherford. To htm his dying

prodigal son sends his worse tl

less daughter, and toe child ii

by the si

, | i;
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cared for her how well soon IK-COMICS evi-

dent all her life. To know more of this

aunt the preacher goes to London, where
he learns something of things theatrical,

and witnesses the last scenes in the life

of the wretched woman who had been his

sou's wife. There is no lack of interest in

this part of the tale, but we prefer to meet
the author in his own country ;

and in the

descriptions of the service at the Hill Kirk,
of some of the good folk there assembled,
and of the first acquaintance of Ailie and
her grandfather, Mr. Crockett is at his

best. Sibylla, by Sir H. S. Cunningham,
K. C. I. E. . (Macmillan.) In these days
of decadent fiction, it is pleasant to see the

name of the author of The Heriots on the

title-page of a new novel. The mere story
in Sibylla is not of special importance.
The young scapegrace, not to say criminal,
who disappears after breaking his father's

heart and impoverishing the family estate,

and reappears when least desired, is a very
familiar aid in the construction of a plot.

But this matters little, as the reader's chief

pleasure in the book comes from the admi-

rable character-drawing and clever social

sketches, sketches of a society in which

politics as well as amusement is a vital in-

terest. This pleasure is enhanced by the

writer's distinction of style, and the good
taste and good breeding which character-

ize all his work, qualities for which at pre-
sent we can hardly be too grateful. Lillian

Morris, and Other Stories, by Henryk Sien-

kiewicz. Translated by Jeremiah Curtin.

(Little, Brown & Co.) Lillian Morris is

a tale of an overland journey to California

some forty years ago, a journey sure at

the best to be inexpressibly wearisome, to

abound in privations, hardships, and per-

ils, and sometimes, as here, to end for many
of the travelers when they were almost in

sight of the desired laud. That the tragic

story is told graphically and forcibly need

not be said. Three brief sketches com-

plete the volume : Sachem, in which the

last of the Black Snake Indians appears as

a circus performer in a German town in

Texas, the remnant of his people having
been exterminated twenty years before by
the invading Teutons

; Yamyol, a pitiful

story of a forlorn child, which haunts the

reader's memory ; and The Bull- Fight, an

extraordinarily vivid picture of the brillian-

cy and brutality of the great national sj><
.
-

tacle of the only country which "amuses
itself by playing with death." As hereto-

fore, we feel an absolute albeit ignorant
confidence in the excellence of the transla-

tor's work. A Bread and Butter M
Sketch in Outline, by George Paston. ( I lar-

pers.) The experiences of a very unsophis-

ticated, but withal sensible, right-thinking,
and self - reliant girl of seventeen, on her

first introduction into society at a country-
house party, where she is wanted to play
the role of ingenue among the "smart " and

more or less hardened worldlings there

assembled. The sketch, though slight, is

brightly written and entertaining, and ends

most satisfactorily in the triumph of ingen-
uousness and simplicity. An Agitator, by
Clementina Black. (Harpers.) A novel

that can be commended to those readers

who like to have views on political and

reformatory movements presented in the

guise of fiction. Christopher Brand, the

agitator, is introduced to us as the princi-

pal leader in a strike, then as a Socialist

orator in London, later as a Labor candi-

date in a Parliamentary election, and final-

ly as an innocent prisoner, from which fate

he is tardily rescued by the confession of

the real culprit. Neither he nor his asso-

ciates arouse much interest, though the

writer sometimes shows cleverness and in-

sight in her character-drawing ;
but the

story itself is readable and well written,

and is never intemperate in tone. My
Lady, a Story of Long Ago, by Marguerite
Bouvet. (McClurg.) A littl* love-story

supposed to be told in Provence, in the days
when Napoleon was Emperor, by the half-

French heroine's English nurse. The worthy
dame uses the phraseology of the seven-

teenth century with an admixture of that

of the nineteenth
;
but this is of small con-

sequence in a tale which is one of those

fanciful or artificial productions which he-

long to no particular place or time. A
Soulless Singer, by Mary Catherine Lee.

(Houghton.) Mrs. Lee has already shown

herself a teller of stories which hold the

reader by the hmnanncss of her figures and

the geniality of nature in which her most

acceptable creations are steeped. Her story

in this case is the not unheard-of incident

of a girl who has all the equipment of a

singer except the essential element of pas-

sion, and comes at last to the completion of

her power. We may think that the mind
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of the writer is so upon the heroine that

she regard^ as merely an indis-

pensable coefficient, but the story runs on

agreeably to a satisfactory conclu>

Found and Lost, by Mary Putnam-Jacobi.

(Pu:;i i:n-.j This second issue of tl.

ton\ in Library might have been called with

soi n fitness Lost and Found, for it consists

of two short stories published in tin- sixties,

respectively in The Atlantic and in I'utuaiu's

Monthly, and now resurrected. Tl

resembles rather more closely than

its companion, A Sermon at Notre-Dame,
the magazine tales of to-day ; but both of

the stories remind one that there has been
a distinct advance in thirty years in the art

: t-story writing, especially in the di-

i of subtlety. Perhaps, after all, it

is only a change of fashion. Ballads in

Prose, by Nr i Hopper. (Roberts, Bottom;
.John Lane, London.) Sneli themes from

untains of Irish tradition

as Aubrey De Vere has treated in verse, the

writer of this book has approached in prose ;

yet not in prose alon, . for the sketches are

interspersed with bits of Irish verse which

are ratlin- interludes than ballads.

>f the prose tales, too, are modern
; but

the "gentle folk," now as of old, are seen

to be the true home rulers of the Maud

bearing the "gentle color." Th.

-tine. Kochefort, by II, In, Choate
i i lloiighton.) In a prologue, which

is like an orchestral movement before the

curtain rises, Mrs. Prince, without pointing
a moral, sets before the reader a graceful
sketch of Blois in historic times, and then

in |,,-r tale engages the attention with the

human drama which goes on under king or

president. With no singular quality

nlosophic explanation

tor-day problems, the story moves

among scenes which are very contempora-
neous, and yet by an indefinable grace man-

ages to make them fall into place as part
of a genuine pictun It is art which pre-

serves this picture, and gives one the satis-

. in reading the story, which is inde-

pendent of time, places, and circumstances.

-1 1. 11s, by Margaret
Graham. (Hough; collec-

tion of stories, some of which have been

: in The Atlantic, t he scenes of most

of which are laid in southern California.

The tales have come out ,,f .ui a. -.piaint.n,.-.-

with somewhat unique surroundings. They

946

by vigor, independence, and

strong characterization, and have a quality
which seems to force recognition. There
is iron in the life represented, and it comes
out iu the telling. Annals of a Quiet

orhood, by George liaodonald.

(Harper's Franklin Square Library.) A
Breath of Suspicion, by Frances Isabel

Carrie. (1 York.) The
Divorce Mill, Realistic Sketches of the

S.iuh Dakota Divorce Colony, by Harry
Hazel and S. L. Lewis. (The Mascot Pub-

IMnngCo., New York.)

Poetry. Select Poems of Sidney Lanier,

edited, with an Introduction, Notes, and

Bibliography, by Morgan Callaway, Jr.,

Ph.D. (S-rihners.) Kxrn though the edi-

tor had especially in mind " the students of

our high schools and colleges," it seems
rather a pity that he could give them only

fifty-two pages of Lanier to ninety pages of

himself and his researches. He is defined

on the title-page, however, as - Author of

The Absolute Participle in Anglo-Saxon,"
and commends particularly to the reader's

attention Lanicr's "
frequent use of alliter-

ad of phonetic syzygy." We would
not underrate the value of what Dr. Calla-

way has done " about it and about," .

doesseem well to let a poet speak as much a*

poswiblr for hm.M-lf. Scholarship
M
has iU

limits, even iu the preparation of terthnnha.

Chocorua's Tenants, by Frank Bollea.

iiton.) In V.TM uhich i- mm
assuming and has the simplicity of a chron-

icle, but is by no means dull or lifeless, Mr.

Holies recorded his observation of the crow,

the eaves-swallow, the blue jay, the king-

fisher, and a down other birds that haunt

the region made bright by his spirited prose.

The record is not at all* limited to dry de-

tails, for the writer named his birds without

a gun, and knew them as friends, and not as

igrimagi*. by Ar-

thur Peterson, U.S. N. (Putnams.) It is an

irbaWe singer who, in leading

bis songs to the world, can say, a* his last

word,
" O world. wMtoWtfcjr voi~ - 1 to HfM?
O book, wlM**r Uqr fa - 1b food !"

In the more familiar err of the modem

singer, Whatever is. is wrong. But the

writer of Penrhyn's Pilgrimage cannot he a

,..:,: .
: .

'

.: i-

ly have attempted to preserve, in the mea-

I ., Mcmoriam, all his impressions of
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scenes from Japan back to the Wissahickon.

No strong poetic imagination has informed

the verses, but it is pleasant to find, in the

concluding passage about early home scenes,

the truest feeling and the clearest vision.

Poems Dramatic and Lyrical, by Lord De

Tabley. Second Series. (John Lane, Lou-

don; Macmillan, New York.) Like the pre-
vious volume of Lord De Tabley 's poems,
this is a beautiful book alike to the eye and

to the hand, which of itself would pronounce

lightness to be the conspicuous quality of the

work. Within the covers one finds some-

thing else. Dignity and seriousness, rather,

are the elements which give the book its

character. The themes are very often clas-

sic, and the treatment is appropriately self-

contained. The emotions are seldom moved.

The concluding poem, The Wine of Life,

which bids men turn back to the older

things of beauty in the world, and celebrates

the " dim pathos of a pagan soul," brings
forth most of that which is best in the wri-

ter's powers. The Poems of Henry Abbey.
Third edition, enlarged. (Author's Edition,

Kingston, N. Y.) It appears from the dates

of copyright that Mr. Abbey has been pub-

lishing books of verse since 1866, and the

result, in this comprehensive edition, is a

volume of goodly bulk. Thoughtfulness and

an earnest purpose of good stand forth ra-

ther more distinctly than the qualities of

brilliancy in imagination or touch. Roses

and Thistles, by Rufus C. Hopkins. (Wil-
liam Doxey, San Francisco.) The Author's

Preface disclaims the hope of fame from

the publication of the verses, but proceeds :

' Should they chance to wake a smile on the

lips of Sadness, dry a tear on the cheek of

Sorrow, cause one to halt in a career of

crime, give hope to a despairing soul, or

throw one ray of light on the great mys-

tery of destiny, then I shall not consider

they have been in vain." How fully these

ends have been or will be accomplished we
are unable to say. Certainly Mr. Hopkins
has written voluminously and fluently on

many themes. Poems, Second Edition, and

Later Poems, by Edward Octavus Flagg.

(T. Whittaker, New York.) God's Para-

ble, and Other Poems, by Susanna Massey.

(Putnams.) Among the Granite Hills, by
Mary M. Currier. (The Riverside Press,

Cambridge.) Song - Blossoms, by Julia

Anna Wolcott. (Arena Publishing Co., Bos-

ton.) Hymns and Metrical Psalms, by

Thomas Mackellar. (Porter & Coates.)
Philoctetes, and Other Poems and Sonnets,

by J. E. Nesmith. (The River>idr

Cambridge.) Songs of Dusk and Dawn,

by Walter Malone. (C. W. Moulton, Buf-

falo.) Oklahoma, and Other Poems, by
Freeman E. Miller. ( Moulton.)

Biography and History. Memoirs i

Souvenirs) of the Prince de Joinville, 1818-

1848, translated by Lady Mary Loyd. (Mac-
millan.) An agreeable and entertaining
addition to those volumes of autobiography
or personal reminiscence in which French
literature has always been so rich, and which,
in relation more or less close to the history,

political and social, of the first half of this

century, have been specially abundant of

late. The third son of Louis Philippe had
won an honorable position as a naval offi-

cer when the Revolution of 1848 deprived
him of his command and exiled him from
his country, which, as he justly claims, his

family
" left intact, prosperous, respected,"

in contradistinction to its state two-and-

twenty years later, when he was to see it

again,
" in all the horror of invasion and

dismemberment, and the terror of the Com-
mune." The prince writes with great frank-

ness, and in an easy, unaffected, and always
readable style, giving amusing glimpses of

his childhood, including his boyish obser-

vations (rather noteworthy in their way)
of the Revolution of July, his after-adven-

tures in many lands, including our own,
with bits of Parisian life intermingled,

youthful experiences recounted with almost

youthful vivacity and good humor. The
translator's work is unusually well done.

Life and Art of Joseph Jefferson, to-

gether with Some Account of his Ancestry
and of the Jefferson Family of Actors, by
William Winter. (Mannillan.) This me-

moir is a complete revision of the biography

published in 1881, in the American Aetor

Series, under the title of The Jeffrr>'ii>.

Indeed, it has been so changed and amended
that it has practically become a new work.

About half the volume is devoted to an en-

t'-rtainini; account of the earlier .Ii-ti'ers.ms.

beginning with the first actor in the fami-

ly, Thomas, the young Yorkshi reman who

appeared upon the London stage in the mid-

dle of the eighteenth century, and u

father, j^rand father, and great-grandfather
of the three Joseph Jeffersons who have

graced the profession in America. A -ketch
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of the drai:

ii>lied of these comedians is followed

i nuances.

The whole book is careful! <-d, and
OS much illustrative matter

>hould incut value

as a contribution to i

run theatre. Follov. . Cross,

or, M: rpe, by
Thoma, \V Hvde. (Hongnton.) (Jeneral

II\de is a goo<l

uluit people wish t.. n a soldier

seta about narrating hi> adventures, and
!iis book, though tin a par-

ticular mrps, is a capital reproduct

;muy lit'c in it> common experience. The
: and third vnl Vritings
'inas I'aii;. I and edited by

M. D. Conway (Putuams), carry the work

illy to M>1, ;ni(l ini-lu.:

Right- -,,tli (
. Al.be* Ray-

ual, and a number ot letters and tracts relat-

. Revolution. Speeches
ami Addresses ol vYfltiuB B. Russell, se-

! by ('barb-- The. .do'

sell, Jr. With :in Introduction by Thomas
11.

( Little, Brown &
1 ,;ch bears all the light

D it.

.Mr. Ilcii:

's x-holarly tran.-dation of Don
..ich appeared a few years ago,

is nov, 'I'll,.

first of the four volumes has appeared, and
shows signs of the translator's care in per-

<>f tiie apparatus
\\hich u.i- value to students has

been omitted, l>ut the body of notes has

. and made more
M follows an ex-

clearness, sin :

well as is free

from pedant r\ and taiiciful liberty.

Be contains imill scene,

Mandnina
1

, I

i came to so sud-

den an end through the knight's neglect

imitahle passage classic an

:

^
lies, a Series

Press by Charles L. Shad

Mr. Pater had

thest MI tjt
in ni.i-a/i!

847

alread\

s, so that the read-

hituself over post);

had in the final

means much with this fastidious writer.

he great care which Pater took with

hi> uoi-d> r.-tl.-ct.-.i th.- tXtTCOM att.-utimi

he gave to subject matter, and these

- bear everywhere the mark of a pene-

trating and not superficial criticism,

admirable, for example, is the treatment,
from two points of view, of the sin

Achilles ! The book may well be recom-

mended to collegians who desire to see bow
one can be a scrupulous student, and at the

same t : antiquity.

srs. Putnams have brought

tig The Al-

hambra, edited by Arthur Marvin. The
book is handsomely printed, and contains a

plan of the Alhambra, as well as a few
well -chosen illustrations. Like the earlier

issue of the series, the Tales of a Traveller,
the volume is liberally and carefully anno-

tated, and gives an i

the author's life. Meditations in \.

a Bundle of Papers imbued with the So-

briety of Midnight, by Walter Blackburn

Harte. (The Arena Publishing Co., Bos-

he present attitude of

Mr. Harte's mind may be inferred from

his describing the medium of the first ap-

pearance of one or two of his essays (then
entitled In a Corner at Dodsley's) as "a
somewhat obscure parochial regist*

whirl, his e..nt rihnt ions were stopped by
M a

certain literary bum-bailiiV .bt as

to the best dedic >* book, be com-

mends it to the Devil and Dame Chance.

Smugrespectabil ism and society

is the special object of Mr. Harte's detes-

and the cleverness - hat be

has wr irred rather than mended
l.t the (test i!

'

dipping -t til p. i. in -.ill.

Granting all the difficulty of holding one's

peace when out of sorts with the world, yet

iig how to say some bi

about it, were it not better at least to keep
one's temper? Jewish Literature, and

Kssays, by Oustav Karpeles. (Jew-

^ociety, Philadc

is somewhat noticeable, as one runs over

this book, to see bow 1 active Jew-

i.l. literature, a

may be regarded as world literature.
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Heine, Moses Mendelssohn, Maimonides,
these are names which appeal to the gen-
eral reader, and Grace Aguilar had at one

time a vogue, but that does not mean that

the Judaic element in literature is insig-
nificant. The Psalter, with a Concordance

and Other Auxiliary Matter. (Imported by

Scribners.) The concordance, which forms

the special reason for this small book, was

prepared by Mr. Gladstone fifty years ago ;

the auxiliary matter consists of what is, in

effect, an index of subjects, a selection of

most appropriate passages, and a few com-
ments. It is a queer little compound, and
but for Mr. Gladstone's name would not at-

tract much attention.

Education and Textbooks. The Report of

the Commissioner of Education for 1891-

1892 (Government Printing Office) is dated

January 1, 1894, appears in two volumes,
and reaches us in April, 1895. Besides the

statistics, it contains special treatises on

education in France, Great Britain and Ire-

land, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, a

chapter on Physical Training, together with

other independent essays. There appears to

be no limit set for these special contributors.

They empty the encyclopaedias. A Selec-

tion from the Poetry and Comedies of Al-

fred de Musset, edited, with an Introduc-

tion and Notes, by L. Oscar Kuhns. (Ginn.)
The selection is made naturally, with the

intent to give young readers the more whole-

some parts of Musset's work, and the choice

shows how delicate was his best, how need-

less, if one may say so, the rotten parts.

Mr. Kuhns has written a frank yet sympa-
thetic introduction, and has clearly the right

point of view when he treats his book as

literature, and not material for grammati-
cal exercises. Deutsche Gedichte, select-

ed, with Notes and an Introduction, by
Camillo von Klcnze. (Holt.) How to

Teach Natural Science in Public Schools, by
W. T. Harris. (Bardeen.) Scenes from

Greek Plays, the Persse of ^schylus, by F. S.

Ramsbotham. (Longmans.) State Edu-

cation for the People in America, Europe,

India, and Australia, with Papers on the

Education of Women, Technical Instruction,

and Payment by Results. (Bardeen.) The
Roman Pronunciation of Latin,WhyWe Use

It, and How to Use It, by Frances E. Lord.

(Ginn.) Handbook for School Trustees of

the State of New York, by C. \V. Bardeen.

(Bardeen.) The Progressive Speller, l>v

F. P. Sever. (Heath.) M ust < i reek <

by John Kennedy. (Bardeen.)
Public Affairs and Sociology. ( )ur Fi<jht

with Tammany, by Rev. Charles II. Park-

hurst, D. D. (Scribners.) Dr. Parkhurst

has told in a perfectly straightforward man-

ner, rather of the newspaper than of the

enduring book, the whole story of the fight
he led against Tammany Hall. From the

firing of the first shot, in the sermon he

preached on St. Valentine's Day of 189'J, to

the election of Mayor Strong last November,

nothing is omitted. Regarded as a mere
record of swift and complete achievement,
the book is certainly a remarkable contribu-

tion to the knowledge of current atVairs. It

enforces, too, a truth well worth rememher-

ing. Dr. Parkhurst's own words are,
" If

I were to mention the greatest lesson which

I have learned during the past three years,
it would be that of the damnable dangerous-
ness of the professional politician.

"
-The

Russian Jews, Extermination or Kmanripa-
tion ? by Leo Errera, with a Prefatory N

by Theodore Mommsen. Translated from

the French by Bella Lb'wy. (Macmillan,
New York; Nutt, London.) This book, by
a Belgian professor, is a somewhat less ar-

ticulate work than Mr. Harold Frederic's

treatment of the same subject, published a

few years ago. Yet it has a special value

in bringing together a number of instances

of the short shrift individual Jews have

met at the hands of the Russian govern-
ment. It is a human record of the most

hideous inhumanity of modern times.

Booksfor the Young. Daughters of the

Revolution and their Times, 1769-177<J, a

Historical Romance, by Charles ( aileton

Coffin. (Houghton.) Mr. Coffin very proper-

ly, after showing the prowess of the boys
of '76, seeks to do justice to those patriots

who fought without marching. The home

life is more definitely delineated in this vol-

ume, and there is the same profoMBMt of

illustrative incident which marks Mr. Cof-

fin's other books. The young reader who

gets on this horse rides hard and will enjoy

the exercise. We suspect that either sort of

saddle will be used, for the book is by no

means a girl's book exclusively. How could

it be when it ends with marriage-bells ?
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TII r. head of the family appeared
one day, at dinner, saying that he

had some amusement in store for us. That

on he bad had occasion to go to a

certain hotel where "
traveling-men

" most

do congregate, and the centre of attraction

office was a fine Scotch collie that

was going through some remarkable per-
formances with cards. The dog's master,

himself a traveling-man, after a little per-

suasion, had consented to bring the dog to

tht house in the evening, for the entertain-

ment of the family.
Soon after dinner, master and dog pre-

i themselves. The man was of very

ordinary aspect, but the dog raised the

average of the personal appearance of the

tii-iii by being an unusually fine specimen
of a collie.

master we will call him Harris

asked for a pack of cards, and we gave him
one which chanced to be entirely new. Con-

:ij this fact, we were sure there waa

untiling in the scent to guide the intelligent

dog. Harris asked us to take out the face

cards, refusing to touch the pack him-

self, saying that he had not yet been

able to teach Bruce the difference between

king and knave. Then we selected at ran-

dom a dozen or more cards, tin n-d up their

corners for Brace's convenience in picking
them up, and laid them in a line on the

floor.

" Come here, sir," said Harris.

Bruce rose in his dignified manner, and
sat tip ,'r:ivrlv before bis master, watching
him iiitmtly.

I > ye see them cards, my boy?" began
Harris, in a conversational but singularly
low tone. " Now pay attention good, and
when the ladies ask a card you

>t straight to me. You'd better go
and take a squint at 'em ti :

rose slowly, and walked down the

line, and back again.

w, then, ladies, choose your card ;

and do you listen good, my boy."

uuonds," named niatcrfa-

S with a very skeptical face.

Bruce walked down the line once. Re-

;, he picked up the nine of diamonds
and took it to his master, who had not

VOL. LXXV. N '. l.vj. :,t

spoken a word. He sat before the fireplace,
with his feet crossed, his hands on the arms
of the chair, looking into tho fire. If he

had made any motion to guide the dog, it

was not visible to our eyes, closely watching
him.

" Aee of spades," some one else called;
and Bruce found it, again going through
the performance of walking down the line,

:iml picking up the card on his return trip.

Presently some one asked for the five of

clubs, which was not there. Bruce peram-
bulated down the line as usual, but came
back very slowly, and made a third trip.
Then he stopped, and gave vent to a short,

quick bark.

.Means to say it is n't there," observed

Harris, who was not looking at the cards.

Paterfamilias then asked for the queen
of hearts, which of course was not visible.

Bruce did not attempt to go in search

but merely gave two or three iinpatiant

barks.

"He means that is something that be

doesn't know anything about," explained
i is.

We broke a chorus of flTnlsma-

tions. " Did you really give the dog BO

signs ?
"
asked materfamilias.

.illy, marm," Harris answered ear-

nestly,
" an* you can see by watching me

close that it 'u'd hev to be a mighty small

I did, for you not to see it lie *d be

a mighty cute dorg ef be could distinguish

every one of them cards by a little sign

that yon could n't see. No, marm, be jest

knows them cards like a book, all except
ti,, ,,;,;,

,, \V!.. :, 1. 1. . wl '--'

going to play euchre, him an* me, ain't we,

old boy ?
"
twisting the silky car*. You

see, marui," he continued,
"

1 hain't tetehed

them cards, so't ain't the wont. I don't

repeat what you say, so't ain't mj voice.

jest his smartness."

If looks and manner count for an/thing,

the man was honest.

lie kin count, too, up to one hundred.

V be knows money," went on Harris. - Kf

you happen to her some coins and a bill or

two, we 11 show you."
.ui different pockets all the

nations of small coins were
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laid in a row on the floor. Then the bills,

a one, a two, and a five, were added.
" He kinder makes mistakes on the bills,

sometimes," Harris said apologetically ;

" but he feels so awful bad when he does

that I don't say much about it, for I don't

like to discourage him. Now, ladies, choose

your money."

Somebody called for a quarter, which

Bruce straightway selected, and after that

the other coins as they were asked for.

Next paterfamilias called for sixty cents,

which Bruce made up of the half-dollar and

dime. After that we tried various combi-

nations of the coins, and not once did the

intelligent creature fail.

We watched Harris closely, but we could

not detect the slightest motion on his part
at any time, or anything to serve as a signal.

He never spoke, after the first directions to

the dog about what was expected of him.

We tried the bills, and though Bruce hesi-

tated once or twice, he never made a mis-

take. If we asked for a combination he

could not make, he sat up and barked. We
exhausted ourselves with questions, but Har-

ris only reiterated that the dog could really

count up to one hundred.

Some one then referred to the trained

horses, which add and subtract.

Harris snorted contemptuously. "Now
them horses," he said, "do everything,

'most, by signs. When one of 'em stands

out there on the stage and pretends to add

and subtract by stomping out the answer,
there 's a man under the stage that gives the

signals to him. He knocks ez long ez the

man does. I ain't a-denyin' thet they're
not awful cute, but they can't count."

Harris seemed to be a natural dog-trainer.
He said he had had the dog since he was

a puppy, and scarcely knew when he had

managed to train him, a little at a time

was all. He had no special methods. The

dog was his constant companion, by day and

by night.

After these more remarkable tricks,

which his master said he always gave him

first, that he might do them when he was

fresh, Bruce went through the regular vari-

ety performance that forms the repertoire
of any bright dog. He sat up at the piano,
on the piano stool, and sang up the scale

in a very creditable manner. He waltzed

around on two legs to his master's accom-

paniment. He said his prayers, yielding to

no blandishments to rise until he heard
4i Amen."

At last, after divers other performances,
he suddenly seemed to feel that he had
done enough for the amusement of the com-

pany, for, at the conclusion of one of his

tricks, he quietly retired to the fireplace, and
settled himself on the rug, with his back to

the family.
" Ain't you ashamed, now ?

" asked Har-

ris reproachfully.
" You ain't through

yet. You 've got to do the soldier act, you
know."

But Bruce thought differently, and did

not stir.

"I've kinder spoilt him, I'm afraid,"

Harris said, rising to go.
" I never make

him act when he 's tired, 'n' he 's ben

through all this twicet to-day, already. No,

sir, I don't never make a public show of

him. I could n't, somehow. He 's my best

friend, V I don't exhibit him, exceptin' just

private to oblige. No, money can't buy him,
sir. Last spring I got dreadful hard up,
and jest in the nick o' time somebody up
an' offered me two thousand dollars for

that dorg. They was a-goin' to make a

show outen him. Well, I needed the money
dreadful bad, an' it was a pile jest fur a

dorg, an' it come kinder sudden, an' I hed

to make up my mind in the shake o' a dyin'

lamb's tail. So, before I re'lly knew what

I was doin', I said yes. Land o' Gosheii !

how I felt that night, after he 'd gone, when
I went up to my room ! eh, old fellow ?

I jest bust right out cry in', an' I knew I

could n't stand it any way in the world. I

went straight off to the man next day an'

told him the bargain was off, and there

his two thousand dollars, an' as much more

would n't be no temptation. Well, sir, that

man said No. A bargain was a bargain.
He 'd got the dorg, an' he was goin' to make
a pile outen him.

Well, inarm, I tell you I jest felt bad.

The man left town, an' I couldn't eat nor

sleep, fur I wanted that dorg so. Some-

times I thought I'd jest shoot myself, an'

sometimes I thought I 'd jest steal him

back an' skip the country: an' I dnnno but

I should, if, after a week, that man had n't

turned uj>.

" ' I 've brought baek your dorg, ef you
want him/ sez he. ' an' gimme my two thou-

sand dollars. I can't do a durned thing with

him,' sez he. ' I 've whipped him,' think
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of that, >ir ! him as i a blow

no 11101 I'rinee of Whales! 'an'

I 've coaxed him, an' !

to it, an' I 'in blessed if he does a

but set up an' howl bloody murder
; an' DO

iy fur that,' sez he. Well.

paid him that money mighty quick,

fur 1 1. iied it no more tha

had ben blood-money. Then he opened the

door, an' in t dorg, an' he was the

_T dorg ! His eyes was all

i

'

his ears flopped the wrong
way, an' his tail hung down like as if it had

tin cans tied on to it. Well, sir, if that dorg
did n't jest about go inside out \\

see me, then it's no matter. An' I ain't

ashamed to say I kissed him, too. Seems
as if a load rolled right off my shoulders as

soon as I see him, an' i my throat

that bad ben there all the week jest went

away in a flash.

We won't part again for anybody's
! we, old boy ? "

is head lovingly against his

master's legs, looking as if he quite mi.l.-r-

The face of the plain,

eotum 11 >\v glowed as he talked.

Ho steadily refused to take any money for

, saying it was a "pleasure
to have tlks admire the old chap."

ou for

I paterfamilias in the hall;

plea only the man finally accept-
ed the crisp bill tendered him.

Man
; the weeks since we

saw Bruce we have spoken of him and of

the de. pair, .1

hoping that it will be long before tl

<le separation comes, in the ordinary
course of dog 1

A Plea for the
~" ^'"^ Ur P06** k* DOt mOre

Fmit-Trt* in to say regarding the beauty of

the blossoming fruit-tree has al-

ways been a mystery to me. Now and then

they borrow some pleasant fancy about the

nee flower, filtered through
1 medium. I remember that

How has said, in his lovely pastoral

description,

"Then all the air UbeJm, and thpechUtlMmbleai

The allusion is suggestive of the fruit rather

t han t i \ver
; yet such is the paucity

>e suffered by the flower thai I have

always tried to make the incense of this rich

10 its bcr.u!

In the realm of painting, also, I do not

remember any satisfactory trea

blossoming :
, although the broken

spray is a somewhat common subject. The

neglect of this theme is the more unac-

countable wheu one considers what a won-

derfully varied treasure it is that vernal

Nature pours out upon the world, when she

clothes the fruit-trees, each after her kind.

The range is a wide one, from the

to the quince (the spring's valedictorian),
from the feathery wild beach-plum
flower of the most cherished damson. Com-

monly, it is only the apple-tree of which note

is made, and that not very discriminately,
\vith re-.ud to individual trees, whose char-

acteristics in flower are often as marked as

they are in the many-named and many-
flavored fruitage of the rural winter eve's

refreshment.

The blossoms of the peach-tree have al-

ways struck me as peculiarly the property
mbol of children. Did they not flour-

ish (I seem to remember their slender rosy

sprays !) by the cottage door whence Red

Riding Hood emerged on her fateful

ney ? But aside from playful specu
dor if any one has observed that the

flowers of the peach-tree increase in fra-

grance, and are sweetest just before they
tall .' It was my privilege once to see what
I should have said was a piece of impossible

chronology ; nothing less than a humming-
bird vibrating in vivid green and olive

amidst the complementary pink of the

peach-blossoms. So early, my little travel-

er ? The circumstance suggested that sum-

mer had usurped the throne of spring.

Among the apple-trees in bloom, I have

indeed thought (but must yet verify more

fully) that the flowers of the trees bearing
sweet fruit were sweeter than were the

flowers whose fruit would be sour. I have

not observed whether special trees are fa-

vored by the bees, but on one occasion I

was much surprised to notice how a blos-

somed apple-tree, at a little distance, ap-

peared pervaded with a gentle but constant

tremulous motion, though the air was per-

fectly still on that May morning. Ongoing
nearer, the quivering of the myriad petals

was quickly explained : innumerable bees

were harvesting the early sweets of the sea-

The tree was musical with their hum-

ming, and, to me, might have been some en-

,: ...;. ;':..,. ,

.

-.
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sweet-voiced oracle like that of Dodona's

grove of old.

I do uot know why a flowering apple-tree

should seem a piece of static beauty, power-
10 change or fade

; suggesting, when
I lie on the grass beneath, a cameo cut on

the blue ground of sky. I confess I aui al-

ways surprised, year after year, when the

apple-blossoms begin to fall
;
when every

stir of wind brings down a drift of paling

petals, and every bird flying into the tree

ruthlessly scatters bloom. A mild mea-

sure of autumn-like melancholy accompanies
this first deciduous act of the season. I

should like my fruit and my flowers too !

And shall I annex to this piece of fatu-

ous wishing a further confession, a veritable

sample of a perhaps not uncommon kind of

human egotism ? As I lie under the apple-

tree, with the paling petals falling around,

a great wonder comes upon me, wonder

that, year after year, this complete rejuve-
nescence of nature goes on under my eyes.

I was fain to think that the Earth and I

had grown older together (Jam senior), that

her lines were cast with mine. Every old

shaft of a rugged orchard-tree regains its

vernal crown of blossoms. But no staff

that I carry ever puts forth one miraculous

bud. I am half surprised when the spring
wild flowers, the pale, tender, playful, sun-

and-wind-loving wild flowers (we were chil-

dren together !), troop to the same places,

at the same nick of time, as sure as the

May comes round. I have heard talk of
" shades of the prison-house

" and of the
" vision splendid

"
fading into the "

light of

common day," the longer man pursues his

earthly journey. Something, however, of

the reverse has entered into my experience :

in childhood and youth this marvelous rota-

tion of seasons, this renascence of all nature,

was taken more as a " matter of course."

In a word, I was " used "
to the wonderful

succession of beauty and bounty. Now it

all grows strange, and nothing stranger
than this old repetend of the months com-

ing true ; not a detail changed, whether of

color or of line.

PALINGENESIS.

All to do over again the wonder, the miracle

Springtime !

First token of life, the mincing, velvet-soft buds of the

willows,

Patiently moored by the margin of brawling, dun-col-

ored runlets ;

Next, the warm thought of the maples, half reminis-

cent of autumn
;

Then, in the meadows, cool blossoms, half reminiscent

of snowflakes ;

Delicate, mystical beckouings of quick-growing, tremu-
lous grass blades ;

Orchards in bloom, set to music by bees, both the

tame and the wild swarm ;

Birds singing love-ditties all for themselves, and yet,
we can hear them ! . . .

All to do over again the wonder, the miracle

Springtime !

ABitofBib- Mr. Winthrop, in his Kemi-
liopegy/ niscences, speaks of a visit from

Lord Houghton, to whom he showed a vol-

ume that he valued as having belonged to

Wordsworth. It was in "
quaint calico

binding," and Lord Houghtou added to its

value, in the owner's estimation, by the sug-

gestion that "
it was probably bound by

Mrs. Southey, whose habit it was to bind

her husband's books with fragments of her

chintz or calico dresses, and who may have

treated one of her neighbor's books to a

similar covering."
Neither gentleman seems to have had in

mind what Southey himself tells us about

this bookbinding, in one of his In

This is what he says :
" Secluded as we are

from society, my daughters iind sutlirient

variety of employment ;
one room is al-

most filled with books of their binding. I

call it the Cottouiau Library. No pateh-
work quilt was ever more diversified." The

daughters, then, were the bookbinders, and

with them we must include tin- nicer, Sara

Coleridge, and why not their neighbor and

intimate friend, Dora, the only daughter of

Wordsworth? But never Mrs. Southey;
that gracious lady had eaivs enough in the

management of her household without treat-

ing her husliand'.s books, or a hook of her

neighbor, to a dress made from fragments
of her own. It would be almost as easy to

fancy that "
probably

" she went oceasional-

ly, in her chintz or calico gown, to n-t her

neighbor's breakfast, when the ladies of

Rydal Mount were
44 too bright and good

For human nature's daily food."

As to the "fi;i made use of, a

word may be said. The present writer i>

the fortunate possessor of a set of books,

thick quartos, from that " Cottonian Libra-

ry," whieh have taken several yards of ma-

terial for covering, or more than enough
for a woman's gown.

Southey had, as we know, a passion for

collecting books, and in his trips to the Con-
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tiiient bought l:i:

was, perh.-r

;e old bookseller, lie

;-plies. These frail, paper-
1)4)1111(1

r extracts in the Com-

monplace Book, and notes elsewhere ; and
is at Greta

hey being excluded. \Vo

MO better author-

it v, than \VonK\vorth's poem, The Triad,

which Sara Coleridge, twenty -five years
'a poetical glorification, extra-

vagant and unnatural as a descript

voting la-li.-> .it' thr nineteenth Mtiiry."

Mr. 1> it a personifica-

Faith, Hope, and Charity, takeu in inverse

order.

The poet
" invokes those bright beings

y one," beginning with the stately
Kdith whom .\nn-lia <

)[>ie calls

_niet that floats l>y the side

i he swan of the Dei

: i . 11 artley Coleridge,

y, says :

44 Never sure was wen a royal bride,

Wbow gentleneM gave grace to BO n

She is said elsewhere to have inherit ed somc-

her's looks and of his swift

intelligence, to have been :. with

face and form and growing excellence of

addresses his own <1

: of mu-i.', as a poet's daugh-
ter >

BabmiMire to the might of reree

And the dew rolce of harmony,
Bgr none BMC* deeply felt than tbee !

"

Sara Coleridge call-

was ii n i.
(in

in her

sWrrtlU'NS ailil po.Mlne^ . I MM :ill t l,:it h. r

character was most peculiar, n e..mp. .imd

sharpness and 1m
The same em

lines describing Dora as bending
" with se-

dat< i \er timid waters where

" at lelwre may be wen
Feature* to old Ideal grace allied.

Amid their uniles aud

Pit conntOMiiOB for the aool of primal truth ;

The bland composure of eternal yot.t

as a most unintelligible allusion toa likeness

discovered in Dora's contour of countenance

to the great Memnon hea

A'ordsworth, again, who now invokes

Sara Coleridge :

"Lartof the Three, though elde*t born.
Reveal thywJf tike penaire morn,
Touched by the akylark'a <

Ere humbler fladnew be <

But whether in the i

Of Dawn or Eve, fair ruion of the We*,
Come with each anxioua hope eubdued

By woman's gentle fortitude,

Bach grief, through meekneai, wttltaf tolo ret.

There is in the above lines an allusion to

the long attachment and engagement be-

tween Sara Coleridge and her cousin 1

\sfairandassweetas
an ex>{ d flower she grew n

at fifteen she is mentioned by the painter
William Collins as ,-'s elegant

daii^litci-Sara,araost ;

:! of this member of the

Triad than of her early companions and

intimates, for we ha-. . |ul>-

lishcd twenty years ago by her danglr
letters poetic, literarx

gious, womanly, wonderful \ Tay-
lor, writing long years afterwards, recalls

her beauty in her girlhood,
" a beauty

could not but remain in one's memory for

II .speaks of her "gentleness or

QOSBpOeMTC "f BMUHMt - flM to itUbMaV
and says

" her eyes had the sort of serene

lustre which he remembered in her fa-

ther's. ' Vere who mentions M her

radiant spirit irilit \ ."

ir workroom in loaded with recent

arrivals of volnn.es in many languages.
Wh.-n th. v !. KM b B tied lor, --"n i ..f

..U. and properly attired, they
will ta laces among the thoosandt

that cover the walls of all the apartment*,

overflowing into the passages and crowding
the st.iirwa\s.

- bard It U to clfanh WMXher
' u

cried DanU in 1

thors find it han! -oks do net mind

it, and Mrs. Souther is patient, and our af-

only with the tomes in paper covers

and then "tnatn .K>ks8O

treated as were these in the house of a poet,

by the fair daughters of three poets, true
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Ladies of the Lakes ? But now more mate-

rial is wanted (" fragments
"
by no means

sufficing), and this must be brought from

shops in Keswick. It is not difficult to

fancy
" these sisters in the bonds of love

"

on their little excursion : the merry laugh-

ter, the natural differences of taste in the

selection, the gay disputes, the surrender

of individual preferences, and the cheerful

return to the afternoon's paste and scis-

sors.

However this may have been, or may not

have been, one thing is certain : the present
owner of the books that have found their

way from Greta Hall to P Street in

C has a pleasure in the fancy that the

dainty fingers of each member of the Triad

may have had a share in the fitting and fash-

ioning of the covers
; or, best of all, that they

may have been looked upon by the " serene

lustre
"
of the Coleridge eyes.

They are not "twelve vast French ro-

mances neatly gilt," but consist of the works

of Tasso, Le Opere di Torquato Tasso,

printed in Venice in 1722, in twelve quar-

tos, with uncut edges. Perhaps their chief

value to this possessor, save as the gift of a

friend, is Southey's delicate autograph on

the title-page, thus :
" Robert Southey, Kes-

wick, June 11, 1836." There is the printed
statement that they were from the Cottonian

Library. They are clad in green calico of

a small plaid, now a little faded, well enough
suited to Tasso, but not at all becoming in

a dress for Mrs. Southey, with " her fine fig-

ure and quietly commanding air." There

is also a memorandum of the price, 4-5-0
;

but whether Southey paid that or not, or,

if he did, whether the volumes were worth

twenty or more dollars to him, or whether

he could afford it, or whether his wife knew
and approved of his buying big Italian books,

there is no means of knowing.

Macbeth on Mr. John Foster Kirk, writ-

the Stage. ing llpOn Macbeth in the April

Atlantic, after a fine description of its

greatest scene, goes on to say that the tra-

gedy,
"
despite its apparent supremacy as an

*

acting play,' has less attraction than Lear,

Othello, and above all Hamlet." He as-

cribes this to the fact that one of Aristotle's

requisites for a great tragedy is wanting in

Macbeth. " It works by terror alone, and

does not touch the springs of pity. It has

no bursts and swells of pathos, no outpours
of tenderness, no sweet dews of hapless

love. Lacking these, it lacks charm." This

is undoubtedly the chief reason. But I

have observed in Macbeth a curious defect

of dramatic construction, unnoticed, so far

as I remember, in any analysis of the play.

Theatrically its fourth act is weak. By all

stage laws, this division of the drama should

sweep on in crescendo, with due regard for

the protagonists, whose action should never

be permitted to flag. Now, the fourth act

of Macbeth opens with the caldron scene,
in which the hero, it is true, speaks some
of his best lines

; yet the apparitions have

the first place throughout, while, technical-

ly considered, the king remains
"
up stage,"

forced almost into the background. Scarce

a third of the act is devoted to this scene,

after which Macbeth appears no more. The
murders in Macduff's castle are never re-

presented ;
and the act is carried on by

Malcolm, Macduff, and Ross, in a long
scene which, though poetically a master-

piece, deals with subordinate figures of the

story. Its opening dialogue, calling for lit-

tle action, is usually condensed
;
and Mar-

duff's grief, moving as it is, comes like an

anticlimax after Duncan's murder and the

banquet scene. One need only study the

audience to perceive this. Its chief interest

is in the fate of the guilty king and queen.
But when the curtain falls, Macbetli lias

long been absent from the stage, while Lady
Macbeth has not appeared at all. In read-

ing the play, Shakespeare's digression from

the main theme at its very turning-point

may easily be overlooked. The persons of

the drama do not stand before us, and we
dwell upon the beauty of the lines. But

at the theatre this episodic fourth act of

Macbeth lias a far slighter hold upon our at-

tention than the corresponding one in Othel-

lo, Lear, or Hamlet, where the absorbing
motive is splendidly sustained.

Concerning the relative rank of the four

great plays doctors will always disagree,

no doubt, as they did in Macaulay's day.
But in point of stage effectiveness the first

place, surely, must be given to Othello. Its

plot is a model of construction, curiously

modern in treatment, unfolding itself with

all the plausible ingenuity that contempo-

rary French writers for the stage under-

stand so well. Yet after three centuries it

remains unsurpassed, as though it were de-

stined to be a wonder and a despair to the

dramatist for all time.
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..... Lamb once wrote discriminat-

ingly of imperfect sympathies, of

the vague discomfort one feel* in

the presence of certain uncompromising per-

sonalities, of foreigners who always carry
their country about with them, or of secta-

rians whose very spectacles seem to point

to a tenet in their religion ; and I wonder

that so untiring and fanciful a reader should

never have carried the idea into the world

of books, and that he should never have

spoken of the unsympathetic relations which

sometimes exist between author and reader.

For every reader knows that there are cer-

tain authors (and often they are among those

he most admires) with whom not only he

i', but also a considerable portion of

his fellows find it diflicult to put themselves

on terms of congeniality, authors who are

rather overbearing in tone, and \vh .

for a moment make allowances for their

readers' private opinions.
MII -h a one, among the older English wri-

ters, is John Fox. One can hardly imagine
even so ardent a lover of old folios as

Lamb sitting down to the Monuments of

the Church with a very genuine feeling of

enjoyment. Most of us to-day are shy of it;

not because of the gloom of the work, for,

in spite of its grimness, parts of the Book
of Martyrs remain fine reading, but rather

because there is something repellent in the

unflinching assurance of the author that be

is in the ri^ht. If we turn suddenly away
from the past into to-day, we find another

such author in Henrik Ihsen, a writer for

whom - ho\\e\er much some people find in

him to admire nobody would, I 1

think of entertaining an affee t i 01

has somewhere spoken of the

fascination
"
of the man. -We rise from

reading one of his plays," he says, "fasci-

nated, but in our intellectual sympathies
snubbed." Again he has expressed the be-

wildenmnt with winch the reader looks on

and sees " how consistently he
"

Ibsen

"has huilt up his world without a

It may. perhaps, be straying dange ;

near the borderland of private opinion to

confess yet I think there are others who

: rce that, much as I admire George
I can never for a moment become eon-

il \\ith her. A r-.w o| i books, sud-

,ht of on the shelves, have

often awaked the MUM lentatiOBI M
in which, as .1 child, one could not play.

Again, I have observed that most women,
on encountering a book of Mr. Kipling's,

mentally draw themselves up, greet it with

their most frigid, which is of course also

their politest bow, and maintain throughout
the interview that shadow of distance which

always accentuates one's company manners.

Hut. on the other hand, these same women,
when in company with Mr. Shorthouse,
who certainly has manners enough for two,
and manners which are not only fine, hot

superfine, feel an almost irresistible long-

ing for a little vulgar bluntness, for the

plain commonplace, for something miles off

from gentility, and are tempted to answer

his polite conversation by a little American
shin-.

Now, these five authors are, to my mind,
a little mi winning. They may interest me ;

I may respect and even like them, as Lamb

respected his Scotchman and liked his Qua-
ker, for all things but " to live with/'

Yet in spite of all this love and admiration

I never feel quite at ease in their presence,
and this is. I think, because they have not

the gift of making allowance*. They are

uneoinpromising ; with them "there is no

borderland between the affirmative and the

negative." They are painfully lacking in

contradictions, and surprises, and kindly
tolerance. They seem to exact the same

bias of mind in their reader which they
themselves affect. Fox never permit* any

wavering in our belief that Roman Cathol-

is abominable. George Eliot never

lets us forget that life is serious, nor Ibsen

that it is ugly. Shorthouse requires us to be

all tine shade* and nice feeling* ;

"
while

Kipling, if be find* we have a trace of

either, ridicules us unmercifully. These aak

too inn they are not writer* to be

loved by willful reader*. In their company
I have always a sense of restraint, and

am glad to escape from it, perchance to

George Borrow, who win* us by hi* fine

lir*gard of on

pcrhapa to more, with hi*

If-contntdictorine** and hi* *

M which lends him to have a liking

for other men'* taste* a* well a* hi* own;

perhap* to George Meredith, with hi* splen-

did and bewildering variety ; for theta are

writer* one not only like*, but "like* to

live with."

A* there are certain author* with whom

yon are alway* uncomfortable, *o are there
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others who put you at once at your ease.

No one can feel embarrassed before the lit-

erary good manners of Mr. Henry James.

I know of few writers who so subtly Hatter

their readers
;
for he not only has ideas, but

supposes that you have them, too, so that

while you listen to his clever conversation

you are fully persuaded that you are really
clever yourself. He is, one may say, the

perfect man of the world, who always looks

the right thing, and says the right thing, and
does the right thing, with the air of always

only looking, doing, and saying what is nat-

ural. So simple, indeed, does the right thing
seem in his hands that you fancy you can

do it, too : you go away and try, and only
blunder and stammer

;
then you see that

what appears so simple is really an exquisite
art. Yet in his presence you are never con-

scious of the complexity of his manner, but

only charmed with its kindness. You feel

so at ease, so responsive, that you seem
somehow to share in his wit. The crisp,

bright turn of his sentences, the clever,

kindly, witty, sensible talk of his characters,

are removed by so short a step from your

every-day speech that you never have to

put yourself out to understand.

There are other authors, without this

charm of manner, without this tact, with

indeed a certain lack of perception which

sometimes leads them to say just the wrong
thing, who yet manage to win the sympathy
of their readers through their sheer good-
heartedness. Such an author is Dickens.

One may, I think, call him the best inten-

tioned of writers. He would not for the

world hurt anybody's feelings ;
he is bent

upon pleasing ;
he is full of an awfully

good story which he wants to share with

somebody else. Such good nature is conta-

gious, and you laugh at his stories, though

you have heard them ever so many times

over. There are, I know, some people who

always profess themselves embarrassed by
his demonstrative ways, by his unrestrained

tears and laughter ;
but such people are

rare, and they must, one fancies, have some-

thing either cranky or crabbed in their own

dispositions.

There are yet other authors, who may not

have any manners to speak of, or any par-
ticular kindness towards the reader, but you
are glad to follow them, because they lead

you into such pleasant places. It is al

easy to get on with people out of doors.

There is not half the chance for di>a<4it r-

incnt in a daisy-field that there is in a draw-

ing-room. So when you sit out niuler tin-

stars at tea with Lavengro in the dingle, you
won't quarrel with him if he chooses to talk

about Armenian verbs
;
and as you ride be-

side the Romany Rye along the great North
Road in the early morning, Ab Gwilyni the

bard seems as good a subject as another

for conversation. So again, when, in compa-
ny with Richard Jefferies, you "feel baek

through the centuries
"
to the times of early

Britain, or sit with him in a hollow of the

downs where you hear the "
sish, sish

"
of the

wind in the grass just over your head, you
don't in the least care whether or not your

companion puts himself out to entertain you.
Both Richard Jefferies and George Borrow

might, as authors, be called absent-minded
;

they are too much absorbed in their own
affairs to look out for yours, yet they take

you out of doors, and that is enough. For

he who makes one feel the wind over the

heath and see the sun on the green grass
leaves one content. And all tin >e authors

though tw,o, at least, have their oddities

have yet somewhere in their hearts the

great gift of geniality ;
and with Borrow in

the dingle, with Jefferies on the downs,
with Dickens on the London streets, and

with James in a London drawing-room, the

reader feels always at home.

impersonal-
It has long seemed to me

ifcy- that the English language needs

a term to express the opposite of the qual-

ity designated by the word "personality."
The new term should be applied to describe

the trait or habit of self-erasure, exhibited

by a certain number of individuals in any
social circle, who readily encounter a fate

not unlike that of the '

dropped
"

or si-

lent letter on the printed page, not unlike

that of the " muted chord
"

in music. This

trait of self-erasure may be either conscious

or unconscious
;

it is probably temperamen-
tal. As a human failing, from its very na-

ture, which is non-aggressive, it has tin-

good fortune to escape censure. It I may
be allowed to indulge in impersonality, J

will introduce an instance coming under

my closest observation. I am slightly :i

the average height, am sixty pounds at

the average weight, and, moreover, am gen-

erally admitted to be somewhat eccentric

in attire. As a rule, n one ever BCCi me
until I run into him. Conductors of horse?
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cars often fail t< coll, -el my fare. In the-

. oncert-ha : places of re-

am seldom recognized, even if fairly

crowded by my friends. As a youth, I

was called the Invisible. (" The boys
" used

to say that I wore Prince Lucian's Cap of

Roses, with the result attributed to the

.-seed.") Those who did

not see me, even to my most intimate asso-

ciates and relatives, including my parents,

always had an impression that I was ex-

igly small of stature, though by every

physical measurement I exceeded the aver-

age, and in some respects, notably that of

weight, nearly doubled it. That composite

photograph of myself which is furnished

in the liberal c: offers

no explanation. I h .-> been con-

I to think that tin- modesty which,

alas, is my sole inheritance may have hyp-
I observers, first into a doubt of my

importance, anil then into incredulousness

as to my very existence. Or can it be that

I have not the average normal interest in

Ego, and so have no sufficiently vivid im-

pression <>f that entity? In other words,

..actually 866 myself, would others

too see me?
Wanted, ft

" vou eat lemons, says a high
New Diet authority on dietetics, you will

,
r

your life. If your tastes lead you
to tin- tomato, another authority remarks,

II surely die young. Beware of it, for

the insidious cancer lurks in every ovule.

And now the learned savants tell us that

a the succulent and delicious oyster

ui-iiii death lies concealed. That 1-

after all these yean, has been found by sci-

ence to be infested with the deadly typhoid
barillas which lives and tlni\. s inside tin-

shell. How we have managed to live so

long and eat so many oysters must remain
r* of startling surprise. In doi

we have uneons. ded the work of

vestigator, and seri< d \\ith

one whoso beautiful experiments in bacteri-

ology are at once the joy and deli -lit of the

world. Aecoimtsiif th. -in an- published now,
so that all may read, heed, and run. It In.

long been known that app.-ndi.-it is. ..; f

the most aristoer fashionable com-

plaints of the period, may be pushed to

unpleasant extremities by indulgence in the

i .ispberry unrelieved of its cluster of

den to some because the caterer to our an-

imal wants occasionally mistakes the wild

toadstool for the tender and nutritious mush-
room. But even mushrooms have slain their

thousands, for are they not members of the

fungus family ? and we all know what an

overdose of fungi will do for us, unless the

family physician is on hand. It was a dish

of lampreys, of which his Majesty
" was in-

ordinately fond," which did for an English

king ;
and what the lamprey accomplished

with ease so long ago, he is very fit to do

again in this age of high living. Beans will

produce their bad spells upon frames too

weak to resist their seductive encroach-

ments, and peas, whether split or whole, yel-
low or green, will provoke calamitous coo-

s.-.ju.-iices. The clam, the prawn, and the

lobster vie with one another in tormenting
the inner man, so to speak, and the shrimp

inspires visions that are hideous. No one

can forget that that amiable and foolish

bird, the partridge, is often loaded with a

bane which creates distress ; and there is

no balm in (iilead which can soothe the

unhappy mortal who, sooner or later, meets

his fate in the canned meats and fruits to

which his more or less depraved taste has

led him. Too much meat, says one, makes
men vicious and cross. Tripe and onions

produce in some the bovine quality ; and

though the sausage possesses a distinct

>o has power to make
distu rbances in otherwise happy homes. Its

twin hrother, the humor-producing OologM,

may be eaten cold without aUrm ; but im-

prisonment makes him restless, and gives
on. that tired feeling. Pork, though one

might preserve a yardful of moly as a safe-

guard, suggests trichinosis and the trick of

The haggis is shrouded in mystery,
l.ut. fortunate! v, we are condemned to make
a dash at n dish of it only once a year.

Fish will stimulate the blood. Even with tho

king of the tnl.e. salmon, wr are never quite

The eruptive qualities of the rash oat-

meal are too familiar to bv questioned.

Alas t what are we to cat, what are we to

forego? Vegetable, nave their devotees :

but in the potato there is gluten ;

fiery horse-radish there are the seeds

digestion and indignation ; in the cabbage or

the cauliflower there is often agony. Insect

life dwells complacently in the golden pip-

pin, and propagate* in the northern *\

m i .;. '..
i irrfy, I

: m ''
t m n, ,-

keep pace with the progress of science and
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the results of the investigations of the doc-

tors. The old foods must go. They have-

killed too many. An appeal to the Grand
Diet of Worms might be made for succor,
but do we not know that even the worm will

turn ?

New England children have
Flower Lore : . ,, ...

a Supple- nt a monopoly of the "
happy

ment. flower customs "
so delightfully

commemorated in the April Atlantic. Hard-

ly one of these customs, hardly an item of

nature lore therein set down, but is known
to the country-bred children of the South,

with many more unknown to New England
children through lack of the suggestive ma-
terial. For there can be no doubt in the

mind of any student of childhood that lit-

tle New Englanders transferred to the Gulf

Coast would at once, by sheer stress of
"
imagined fitness," understand from the

proximity of a thorn-bush and a giant-
leaved century

-
plant that here were the

means for recording a name, a date, and

any sentiment suited to the occasion. Should

these folk linger in the South until May,
they could not escape learning that the broad

white petals of the magnolia bloom were

intended for writing messages of friendship ;

and they would lose no time in discovering
that the waxlike, red-tipped stamens of the

same flower might pass, in the elastic pos-
sibilities of babyland, for parlor matches.

They would need no telling, I fancy, that the

thick, dark green leaves of the tree itself

could be twisted into most efficient drinking-

cups wherewith to scoop the water from the

spring.
Southern children find the same uses as

the young New Englander for the dande-

lion and the daisy ; they too "fight roost-

ers
"
with violets, though in my childhood

the preference was given to the "
Johnny-

jump-ups," the small, old-fashioned hearts-

ease of our grandmothers' gardens. Con-

cerning the capabilities of hollyhocks South-

ern children have nothing to learn from

their New England compatriots, except the

edible properties of its "cheeses." From

generation unto generation they have sucked

the " bee-wine " from the tubes of the wood-

bine
; they have fed upon rose-leaves and

sorrel, and the red, succulent shoots of the

rose-bushes,
" brier candy," to give the

dainty the name that appreciative childhood

devised for it. I remember well how we
set forth our rural feasts not only with pep-

[Juno,

pergrass and melon seeds, but with the

small, crude berry of the "sparkle bush,"

ric-h in a certain wild flavor, to taste which

to-day makes me a child again. But, as

even grown folks know, there arc

and feasts
;
so wo had, in those vanished

days, our banquets spread for " the mind's

eye," dainties of which we never partook

corporeally, if I may so express it: tiny

toadstools for apple-dumplings, stuck full

of "
Spanish needles

"
for cloves, and a cu-

rious purplish fungus in which we fancied

a resemblance to raisins. Such was the fes-

tival diet kind nature provided for our doll

feasts.

Did the happy New England children,

who pressed wreaths of larkspur (just as

does every Southern child), string four-o'-

clocks, red, white, and yellow, on long stalks

i-led grass ? These dangling adorn-

ments were friendship's offerings to win

favor with the older girls, our playmates
in their teens. Yet another use had we for

this long -stemmed grass, weaving there-

with cages for crickets to sing in. The

cage thus constructed was very like the

hood of an old-fashioned gig, and the im-

prisoned cricket found its way out with lit-

tle difficulty.

Besides playing with the cricket, v

tivated acquaintance with the snail and the

lady-bug, greeting them with the well-

known rhymes ;
but we liked better still to

call the queer
" doodle

"
up from its dim-

ple in the sand, droning a doggerel
while we beat time upon the ground with

the palms of our hands. We adjured dad-

dy-long-legs to point us the way the cows

were coming home, holding him by two of

his legs, and chanting :

"
Daddy, daddy, make your best bows.
Show us which way come our cows ;

"

whereupon the free legs would stretch out
"
variously." We had also the joyful

"Juney bugs" to regale us with their

booming music. These pretty golden-

green-winged creat u n < fea-t< d <m the figs

in their season, and when they tumbled to

the ground, so boo/y with the nectar on

which they had surfeited that they could

not fly, we deemed it no cruelty to :

them from the ravenous ducks, and put
them to "boom" awhile in a bottle.

For us, too, did kind nature set in the

fence corners the frequent poke-berry, and

many a juicy plant besides, furnishing a
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paint-box more soul-satisfying than any
ould be bought with money.

atalpa-tree scattered profusely the

most charming bonnets for our dolls, love-

wide-bordered, hoodlike caps, of

a pale lavender tint, with rich red-brown

speckles in- rim. The may-pop's
Ic disc provided the para-

I have never known any other name
fur this plant, beloved of our childhood for

its insipid fruit, and its glorious bloom like

that of the passion flower, yet dreaded for

tin- hideous caterpillar that infests it.

New England children, we made
unto ourselves garments of leaves, tokens

of our common descent from Mother

cklaces, we threaded the jasmine
stars and the pale blue flowers of the china-

berry-tree. In the fall, we strung tl>

liant scarlet seeds of the magnolia. Our
favorite earrings were the gift of the "

goo-
ber patch." By deftly snapping the shell

of tii" raw peanut it could be made to clasp
the tip of the ear-lobe : it pinched, indeed,

but we wore this ornament uncomplainingly.
ased us to pass at a bound from

childhood to old age, there was the long gray
moss for our transformation with wigs and
beards.

So far as I know, Southern children have

used the burdock Inns in any way.
These grow all over the South, a prodigal

crop, known as cockle-bun ;
but tl.-

dren give them a wide berth on account <>t

those same tenacious qualities that make
them so valuable to the ingenious little New
Englanders. A child I knew, who could

not fix in mind the word a cockle - burs,"

improved upon this name by calling them

that con.

itself because of its graphic force. I have

never seen but one article made of these

.1 tiny basket, the handiwork of a

girl whom I met when I was on a \

Vermont in my very early childhood, when
I was too young to penetrate the secret

of that green marvel of beauty, whi

mained one of the mysteries of my child life.

I was a woman grown, I chanced to

i some magazine for children, an illu--

trated poem about a burdock fair, when in-

stantly that Vermont memory revived, and
the secret of that green basket's construc-

tion was revealed, too late, alas, for me
Hut though we never

leaned the burdock burs, we had

no lack of satisfactory furniture cot.

from cornstalks, squash-bowls, pine bark,
and the lik.-. What wonderful bedsteads,
and cradles, and tables, and chairs had been
mini- !

We young Southerners made pin-a-

sights," too, and we knew them by the same

expressive name
; but our devices of this

kind were always fixed over a small hole in

the ground, and, except when on exhi

were covered with grass, a treatment that

was supposed to keep them fresh.

Of noisy delights we had our proper
share. Even yet squash-horns abound in

their season all over the South, and what

time the hard, green china-berry hangs

plump and plentiful the report of the pop-
nuiids through the land. We popped

our rose-leaves "with a difference :

favorite method being to pinch up the petals
in form of bags, and strike them on the

forehead or the back of the hand. We called

these "surprises," in my day, no matter

how openly the floral torpedoes were made
to explode. The round gourds furnished

us not lanterns, but with very ef-

fective drums, and the long-necked va

made admirable bottles, and, most prized
of all inventions to be evolved from these

vegetable shells, the quaint "gourd fid-

dies." Th properly strung,

and manipulated by skillful fingers, could

be made to give forth a tuneful tinkle, to

which our nimhlc feet kept time in many
an impromptu dance. An old plantation

rhyme, to which we strummed an accompa-
. had reference to a wet season and

bad crops, calamities that hung no weight

upon our blithe spirits. We were always

MR] ui,. u p| | i-:.;.

"Dstsltst
J

: .

fc|

It was one of our whimsical fancies thai

the weirdly plaintive little air which fitted

thsss words had power to hasten the burst-

ing f the prim rose sheaths,
" moth lan-

terns
" we called these flowers, and we

were wont, in the gathering dusk, to slap
with rhythmic ceremony around and around

the primrose hashes, twanging the gourd
fiddle and droning oar incanU t

1 the pages of The Atlantic mlight-

or.N-nut .L.lls, cornstalk witches, and pine-
needle ladies were known only to Southern
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children. Such things have boon the delight

of the Southern nursery time out of mind;
and my own childhood derived a more hat-

ing pleasure from these primitive inventions

than from any of the wonders of the toy
store. But chief among the pastimes with

which the giant pine supplied us was plait-

ing the needles, both the green ones and

the brown and brittle "
shatters," into coro-

nals and mats and various fantastic devices.

Of baskets carved out of peach-stones and

cherry-pits we had store, for the art that

produces such is universal
; but, with true

childlike appreciation, we held far more pre-
cious the chance Jind of hickory nuts hol-

lowed out by the "joiner squirrel
" and the

acorn-cups dew-filled by the fairies. Among
our other cherished treasures were the oak-

apples, exquisitely mottled balls, purple and

red and white, hoarded solely for the joy of

the eye ;
while for the joy of the ear there

were the partridge-peas, announced by dear
" Bob White " about midsummer, polished

ebony pods, half hidden in the tangled g.

and loaded with gunpowder seeds that rat-

tled delightfully.

In an idle stroll not long ago, I passed a

poor cabin, near which grew a wide-spread-

ing live-oak with grotesquely gnarled roots.

No child could mistake the intention of such

roots, and in the little circuit they inclosed

was set a sight to thrill the happy memories
of my vanished years. There was the old fa-

miliar stock and store of unconsidered trash

which childhood's subtle alchemy transmutes

into treasure : cleft peach-stones, acorn-cu j,

squash-bowls, milkweed-pods, and, in the

midst, a quadruped surely, invention is as

keen an instinct of all children as destruc-

tiveness ! fashioned from a potato by the

insertion of straws for legs and a curling

feather for a tail. I know uot what beast to

[June.

name this work of art, for in the tlight of

the years my skill in sueh nomenclature

deserted me, and there was no child near

to prompt my laggard wit
;
but I testified to

my faith in the animal's verisimilitude ere

I went my way by dropping some pennies

(that is a readier word with children than

"cent-pieces '') into a squash-bowl, for pure

delight in this reminder of the storied ;

I am fain to persuade myself that when
the little artists returned to their enchanted

nook, their faith in the good angels that

wait on childhood was strengthened by the

sight of the coins that had paid for my plea-
sure.

A Footnote to I wonder if Mrs. Karle's
Flower Lore, doll's tea-table was furnished in

early summer with a teapot made of the

largest cherry from the low-hanging houghs,
whose stem, curved over and stuck into one

side near the bottom, formed a graceful

handle, while the end of another stem made
an excellent spout; and whether the little

girl who presided wore around her neck a

chain of cherry-pit rings, carved l>y the

cunning jackknife of a brother or wonder-

ful boy cousin, a necklace worn with more

pride than one of pearls or diamonds ever

awoke in after-y

I'm ( a singular bit of flower superstition

was told me recently by a New Jersey girl,

as learned some years ago from a little

playmate, a sort of "Loves me, loves me

not," that was new to me, at leaM. Among
the clusters of lilacs, especially tin- white,

they found occasionally a tiny flower with

live petals instead of the customary four,

and, pronouncing the name in question,
swallowed the flower. If it went down

smoothly, it w; me :

"
if the small

dabbler in magic choked, it was " Loves me
not."
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